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CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR, 1905.
SACRAMENTO, SEPTEMBER 2d, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9t]

Guaranteed Stakes for Harness Races. Entries Close July 10, 1905.
PROGRAMME.

Saturday, September 2d,

I—OCCIDENT STAKES, $400 added Closed Jan. 1, 1903

2—STALLION STAKES, Pacing Division Closed June I, 1903

3-2:09 CLASS PACE $800

4—2:15 CLASS TROT 700

Tuesday, September 5th.

5—STALLION STAKES, Trotting Division Closed June 1, 1903

6—2:13 CLASS PACE $600

7—2:12 CLASS TROT 700

Wednesday, September 6th.

8—2:20 CLASS PACE $600

6—2:30 CLASS TROT 600

10—CLAIMING RACE FOR 2:25 CLASS PACERS 500
Winner to be sold at auction at the conclusion or the race for $300. If sold for more
than #300 one-half of the surplus to go to the second horse and one-half to the State
Agricultural Society. Any horse in the race except the winner to be claimed for

$300 and the amount of second money.

Thursday, September
H_OCCIDENT==STANFORD PACE

7th.

For three-year-old pacers that were originally entered in either the Stanford or
Occident Stakes. $50 entrance and §100 added by the State Agricultural Society for
each starter over three and up to six. Colts must be named July I, 1905, and entrance
money due and must be paid August 15th. as follows: $40 from those having made
rirst payment. $35 from those having made first and second payments, nothing from
those having made first, second and third payments in the Occident Stake; $45 from
those having made first payment. $40 from those havitg made first and second pay-
ments $3 l from those having made first, second and third payments in the Stanford
Stake. Only pacing colts having been entered in the Occident and Stanford Stakes
of 1905 are eligible to this Stake.

12—2:18 CLASS TROT
13—CLAIMING RACE FOR

$61

2:27 CLASS TROTTERS 51
Winner to be sold at auction at the conclusion of the race for $300 If sold for more
than $300, one-half of the surplus to go to second horse and one-half to the State
Agricultural Society. Any horse in the race except the winner to be claimed for
$300 and the amrunt of second money.

Friday, September 8th.
I4_STANF0RD STAKE, $300 Added Closed June I, 19(

15—2:18 CLASS PACE $61

16—FREE=FOR=ALL TROT «
Saturday,

17—2:25 CLASS PACE
18—FREE=FOR*ALL PACE...

19—2:24 CLASS TROT

September 9th.

$15(

.... 8(

... 15(

N. B.—Rices Nos. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 Close MONDAY, JULY 10 f 1905, and all Entries by Mall mast bear Postmark not later than that Date.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS.

Fntrance five per cent.
Five per cent of the amount of the stakes dosing July 10th (except the Stanford Ocoident Pace)

will u« acductea from money winners.
All races, mile heats, three in fire, except otherwise stated.

Moneys to be divided 50, 15, 15 and 10 per ceat unless otherwise specified in conditions.
All races to fill satisfactory to the Board of Directors or they may be declared off.

Distance in all heats 83 ya<"ds, but if tbe field Is more than eight. 100 yards A horse not win-
nine oi making a detd h-at In three, to be ruled out, but will retain his position in
summary, except otherwise stated

If there are less than four starters the Society may, if they so decide, allow them to contest for
the entrance moneys only paid In, to be divided 60 30 and 10 per cent.

Stages are for the amount guaranteed—no more, no less.

When only two start they may contest for the entrance money paid in, to be divided 66% per cent
the first and 33?^ par cent to the second.
A horse distancing the field will only be entitled to first and fourth moneys.

Hopples barred In trots, but allowed in pacing races, except where otherwise stated
The society reserves the right to start any heat after the fourth score, regardless of the positb

of the horses.
The Board of Directors reserve the right to change the hour and day of any race, except when

becomes necessary to antedate a race in which instance the nominators will receive three day
notice by mall to address of entry The right reserved to declare off or postpone any or all races c

account of weather or other sufficient cause-
Racing colors should be claimed with entries, must be named by 5 P si. on the day preceding tl

race and must be worn on the track in all races. Colors will be registered in the order in whli
they are received, and if not named, or when colors conflict, drivers will be required to wear colo
selected by the Secretary.

Drivers must weigh in by 12 o'clock noon day of race they are to drive.
The Board reserves the right to inflict penalties for non-compliance with the above conditions.
Otherwise than as herein specified, National Trotting Association (of which this Society is

member) rules to govern.

B. F. RUSH, President.
Address all communications to the Secretary.

AL. LINDLEY, Secretary, SACRAMENTO, CAL,
NOTICE TO OWNERS AND TRAINERS.

Special—Owing to the demand for stabling the Society will only provide stalls for /torses entered in races. Special stalls for horses shown for premiums.

It Is not intended to give any specials. If yon want to start your horses or secure stalls, enter in advertised races.

central california
Agricultural Fair & Races

HANFORD
OCTOBER 9 to 14, INCLUSIVE

$3000 in Guaranteed Purses and Premiums

Entries to Races Close July 1, 1905
PROGRAMME.

10.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10th
Harness Races

Buggy horse race, mile heats, 2 in 3 $75
Owners to drive horses with no records,
bitched to 4 wheeled vehicle. Hopples
barred. The board reserves the right to
reject any entry In this race.
2:SO class trotting race, mile heats, 3 In 5. $3U0

Ruonlog Races
Running, 3-8 mile and repeat, for 2-year-
olds $60
Running, \ mile dash $100

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11th
Harness Races

2:40 class trotting race, for 3-year-olds,
mile heats. 3 in 5 $900
2:13 pacing race, mile heats, 3 in 5 $300

Knnnlnsr Races
RunnlDg, H mile and repeat $50
Running. \ mile dash $100

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12th
Harness Races

Gentlemen's driving race, mile heats, 2
In3 $100
Owners to drive horses eligible to 2:40

class
3:30 class pace, for 3-year-olds, mile heats,
3Io5 $200

Running Races
II. Running, % mile and repeat $75
18. Running, 1 mile dash $150

FRIDAY, OOTOBER 13lh
Harness Races

13. 2:30 trot or paoe, mile heats, 3 in 5 $200
14. Trotting and paoing race for 2-year-olds,

mile heats, 2 in 3 $150

Running Races

15. Running, % mile and repeat $100
16. Running, 1H dash $150

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 14th

HarneBS Races

17. Trotting race, free-lor-all, mile heats,
3 in 5 $300

18. One-year-old, trot or pace, half mile
heats, 2 ln3 $100

Running Races

19. Running, *£ da«h $100
20. Running, 5 mile relay race $150

4 or more horses to constitute a string.
Riders to dismount and remount another
horse every haif mile within a space of 150
teel In front of grandstand

N. ll U Is not the Intention of the management to give any special harness races
at thlm ni.-i-tliic and If you want to start yoor horses they iiiuit be entered In the reg-
ular advertised events.

CONDITIONS.
Entries to all races to close Saturday, July 1, 1905, except yearling and two-year-old harness

events and all running races, which oloso September 1st.

All Harness Races, five to enter, three to start.

In the Relay Race a string Is considered as one entry.
DECLARATIONS (to declare out) must be made In writing and will not be accepted unless

accompanied by the amount due at the time the declaration Is made.
Nominators have the privilege of naming two horses from the same stable or owned by the same

person on one outran
Entrance fee to all harness races, Ave por cent of purse and five per cent additional deducted

from money winners.
Entrance fee to running races, two and one-half percent of purse and five per cent additional

deducted from money winners.

Address all communications to tho Secretary.

C L. NEWPORT, Pres. R. G. WHITE, Sec'y,
HANFORD, CAL.

«m». .cm»_ cni» rra» oi» ta» rnn> nza».cni» n=u» cni» (tni» cm» {m> cnu> t=mv drx»

WAGE SELF
FEEDER.

THE only rifle of its bind that feeds
continually with hand-work. Has
every feature of repeating rifle,

without magazine. Feeds itself, ejects
automatically, cocks automatically.
Has a solid American walnut stock.
When it comes to rifles, the Savage
Is different.

••So Saraoe beast would
*£ dare to trifle
' With a man icko shoots

a Savage Sijle".

Savage-Junior Single-shot Rifle, 85,00
rt, long and long-rifle cartridges.

D Savage-Junior .22-caliber "Special" $7,00
Made similar to regular "Junior," but fancier.

Handsome Savage Indian Watch Fob sent on receipt of 15c

[f y jur dealer won't accommodate you, we will Either
riflj lelivered, oharges prepaid, on receiptor price. Try
your dealer first; but send to-day for oatalogue.

a

I
SAVAGE ARMS CO,. 10 Turner St ,,Utica,N,Y,U,S,A

Wicj.«ic3 «ic3 men «ica «Z3 «ia «iq «ioi «ia «il=i «a eia €a -«a ' «aT «ia

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded GoldMedli
At California 8tat I

Fair 1892.
Every horseowner whl
values his stock shoull
constantly have a sail
ply of it on hand. II
Improves and keep!
stock in the pink ol
condition,

flaobattan Food CI

1353 Folsom St., San Franclsc<l
- Ask your grocers or dealers for it. I

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
C. P. EERTELL, Manager.

VICTOR VERILHAC
Pro or I eto

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManageDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. of Orove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Pari

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stahle in San Francisoo. Always a good roadster on hard fo
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses fo
track use. Ladies can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobile
or oars.

i
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BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, Propriktob.

Turf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast,

— OFFICE—

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

Telephone: Black 586.

ermg-One Tear 83, Six Months 81.75, Three Months 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money anould be sent by postal order, draft or by registered letter

iddressed to F. W. Kelley, 38 Geary St., San Francisco. Cal.

Communications must be accompanied by tbe writer's name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guarantee
of good faltb.

San Francisco, Saturday, July I, 1905.

STALLIONS ADVERTISED.

TROTTING BRED.
ALTA VELA 2:1 IK Zibbell & Son, San Francisco

GENERAL FR' SBIE Thos. Smitb, Vallejo

HIGHLAND (trial 2:12) D. W. Donnelly, San Mateo

'ilNNEY LOU" 2:0754 Rudd Doble. San Jose

KINNEY WILKES Ted Hayes, San Mateo

LIMONERO 2:15?4 J. H. Williams, University, Cal

MAMBRINO CHIEF JR. 11622 Tbos. Smitb, Vallejo

MONTEREY 2:09K P. J- Williams, San Lorenzo

MURRAY M 2:14 F. R- Garnsey, Santa Ana
.•TEERNUT 2-A2H Ge0 - W. Ford, Santa Ana, Cal

NUTWOOD WILKES 2:16^4 Martin Carter Irvington

SIDNEY ALAN 29116 Will Robinson, Snelling

HACKNEYS.
SREEN'S RUFUS The Baywood Stud, San Mateo

THE FRESNO MEETING of the Breeders Asso-

ciation will open Wednesday, July 19th. The
purses for this meeting which have already closed

have the best and fastest trotters and pacers now in

training in California entered in them and six addi-

tional purses for other classes will close one week from

Monday next with every prospect of filling well.

The date selected for the Fresno meeting just suits

the people of that section as it will he at a time when

they are not busy with their crops, consequently all

will have an opportunity to attend. The burning of

the splendid grandstand at the Fresno track two

weeks ago was a disaster that seems d almost irrepara-

ble, but with characteristic energy and resourceful-

ness the committee of Fresno citizens through whose

efforts the Breeders were induced to select their city

as a place for the Breeders meeting, went to work and

a new grandstand will adorn the track that, while

but a temporary affair, will accommodate 2000 people

and be one of the unique features of the meeting.

The stand which is to be 200 feet long will have its

roof and sides made of palm leaves so closely laid as

to keep out all sun and they would even shed rain

were a shower to fall which is a very improbable

thing in Fresno in June, July or August. As visitors

to Fresno well know, many of the streets, avenues and

country roads there are lined with immense fan

palms, and the committee has secured enough of these

monster leaves to cover the new grandstand com-

pletely. They will be arranged in an artistic manner,

and it will pay one to visit the fair groundaduring the

meeting to see this structure, as it will be one of the

prettieBt features ever placed on a race track. The
Fresno palm grandstand when it is filled with the

beauty of the city and country side, attired in light

summer costumes will be a veritable fairy bower.

THE AUGUST MEETING of tbe Pacific Coast

Trotting Horse Breeders Association will be held

at Santa Rosa. At a meeting of the board of directors

held on Wednesday of this week, the proposition of

the Santa Rosa people, presented by Mr. Frank
Turner, wa9 accepted, and the annual meeting at

which the big $6000 colt stakes and the $2000 trotting

and $1500 pacing events for aged horses are decided,

will be held at the beautiful property of the Santa

Rosa Stock Farm situated just outside the City of

Roses. The dates selected for the meeting are August
16th, 17th, 18th and 19th, which allows two weeks

between this meeting and the State Fair and gives

Woodland or some other place an opportunity to give

a meeting. Santa Rosa is one of the most delightful

places in California at which to hold harness racing.

The climate is perfect, the hotel accommodations

ample and excellent, the people are liberal in their

patronage of the sport and the track fast and safe,

and the appointments everything that can be desired.

Every meeting ever held by tbe Breeders association

at Santa Rosa has been an unqualified success and the

one this year promises to be the best ever given there.

CRANK W. COVEY, for many years Superintend-
ent of the great Palo Alto Stock Farm, died at

his home in Redwood City at an early hour, June
27th. While his death was not unexpected its an-
nouncement came as a shook to a legion of friends
throughout the country. From his boyhood up to
the closing of the horse breeding department last

year Frank Covey has been connected with Palo
Alto Stock Farm, filling during recent years the re-

sponsible position of Superintendent of that once
great breeding establishment. It was his father,

Harrison R. Covey, who more than any other person
advised with and assisted the late Leland Stanford In

establishing that great farm, and who was its super-
intendent for many year=, occupying that position at

the time of his death. Frank W. Covey was born in

Sacramento, California, and was 48 years of age. He
was a prominent member of the Native Sons, Past
President of Stanford Parlor of that order, was
also a member of the Elks, and a Director of the
State Board of Agriculture at the time of his

death. No person was so closely connected with

Palo Alto Farm or had such an intricate knowl-
edge of its history. He was a ready writer, and
over the nom de plume of Rio Alto has furnished

many valuable articles to the papers devoted to the

interests of harness horses. He was a student of

breeding, and in his position as Superintendent of

Palo Alto Farm, tried to carry out the plans of its

noted founder. At the closing out sale of the farm
Mr. Covey remarked that the point the late Senator

Stanford aimed at in breeding trotters had just been

reached and that the young colts and fillies bred dur-

ing the last two or three years of tbe farm's existence

would be the sires and dams of faster and better trot-

ters than any the farm has heretofore produced. All

the big sales of Palo Alto stock during recent years

were managed by Mr. Covey and during bis numerous
Eastern trips he met all the prominent breeders and

owners of harness horses in America, making warm
friends wherever he went. During the past year he

has been a sufferer from diabetes and for several

months prior to his death was confined to his house.

To mourn his death he leaves a sorrowing wife, three

sisters and one brother, who will have the sincere

sympathy of everyone who ever knew genial Frank
Covey. Funeral services will be held today at 2:30

o'clock, at Native Sons Hall this city, and will be

under the auspices of Stanford Parlor, N. S. G. W.

CALIFORNIA'S STATE FAIR will be on new
lines this year, and it need not surprise anyone

if the attendance is greater than ever in the history

of this institution. We learn that the exhibit of draft

stallions alone promises to be one of the greatest ever

held in the United States. It is said that one Eastern

firm will ship fifty Peroheron stallions to the Cali-

fornia State Fair, where they will be exhibited before

being taken north to -the Lewis and Clark Exposition.

Many other Eastern firms will make exhibits of draft

and coach horses. Last year's exhibit of draft stock

was a grand display but this year's exhibit will be far

larger and better in every way. The program of har-

ness races is the best offered by the State society in

years, providing for three races each day and includ-

ing three great stakes for three-year-old trotters, in

all of which there are large entry lists. The date of

closing for the class races for harness horses is Mon-
day, July 10th. Horsemen should not forget the date.

Owners and trainers will have a line on all the horses

in training and know just where to enter. Don't

miss the State Fair this year.

WESTERN MONTANA will give a big fair and

race meeting in September, opening on the

26th. There are two $1000 purses for trotters and

two of the same value for pacers. Entries close July

10th for these rich events. California horsemen who
race at home this year will be able to take in the en tire

California circuit and then ship to Montana in time

for the circuit there, as our State Fair closes Sept.

9th, two full weeks before the Montana Fair at

Missoula begins. Read the Western Montana Fair

Associations advertisement in this issue.

MATINEE RACING is growing in popularity with

the people in all sections where it is indulged in.

The term matinee racing is properly applied to

amateur sport pure and simple and not to racing for

small purses on Saturday afternoons and holidays

with a book-making adjunct. While these one day
meetings where small purses are raced for are often

called matinees, they are professional races and so

recognized by all authorities. Real matinee racing

by gentlemen's driving clubs, where no money is

wagered or won, where admission is free and only love

of the sport and the desire to drive the fastest mile is

the reward, is one of the most popular of recreations,

as well as one of the very best for the improvement
and maintenance of health. New York, Cleveland,

Buffalo, Philadelphia, Boston and other Eastern cities

have amateur ciubs of this kind, and on this Coast
Los Angeles has a high-class amateur association
that while it is not yet a member of the Amateur
League will doubtless take membership in that
organization before long. San Francisco will have an
amateur club as soon as the new speed track in Golden
Gate Park is completed, which should be second to
none in personnel as well as the number of its member-
ship.

Candidate for the Stallion Record.

A correspondent of this journal who was in San
Jose last week writes: "While viewing the improve-
ments and watching the horses take their work I saw
that beautiful stallion Kinney Lou 2:07}, the fastest

entire son of the great $50,000 McKinney. Near the
drawgate stood Mr. Doble, owner, of Kinney Lou, all

attention and closely watching Mb mighty trotter.

Kinney Lou was being driven by Will Forbes, a quiet
and gentlemanly young man of proved ability, who
under the watchful eye of Budd Doble will some day
rank among the famous ones. After seeing Kinney
Lou jogged I went to the Doble stables where all are
welcomed and cordially entertaiqed. I approached
the great reinsman and asked him if it were true as

reported that Kinney Lou would beitaken East next
year to race. 'Yes, ' was the reply, 'it is my intention

to prepare Kinney Lou next year to capture the
world's stallion record for trotters, and I sincerely

believe him equal to the task.' This will be good
news to all admirers of the horse and bis owner, and
here's hoping that the driver of^Dexter, Goldsmith
Maid and Nancy Hanks may bring back to California

the trotting stallion crown. With- Forbes to care for

the horse, and Doble to drive himwe may know that

Kinney Lou will get there if it is irrhim, and there are

some of us here who tbink the son of McKinney will

not Btop more than a second short of two minutes
when he is ready and fit for a record breaking mile."

What Mr. Billings Thinks of Lou's Condition.
n6

Lou Dillon reached Cleveland iniine shape after a

good trip across the continent, and a short stop at

Chicago where Mr. Billings had her led to the resi-

dence of his aged mother that she might take a look

at the world's champion trotter-

Budd Doble received a letter from Mr. Billings a

few days ago, and from it we have been permitted to

copy the following paragraph:

"The mare arrived in Cleveland safe and sound,

and I went there last Saturday, -and while it rained

ton much for a matinee, I jogged Lou around the

Park, Tanner driving Delmar. She went very nicely

for me. I walked her a good deal of the way and let

her go on a slow jog the balance. She certainly is im-

proved in manners and everyone. is. delighted with

her condition, which speaks highlyJfor you.''

A Fine Stabler
: U

Out at the corner of Devisedero and Fulton streets,

Mr. T. C. Cabney, tbe well knpwn trainer, who
campaigned Morosco 2:12 the biggest, winner on the

California circuit last year, has opened a training

stable. He has fitted up 25 nice box stalls and nearly

all are occupied already. He hasten horses belonging

to Mr. Mabry McMahan, the prominent real estate

dealer, among them Mr. McMahan's favorite horse I

Direct 2:12j, son of Direct 2:05J and the great brood-

mare Francisca by Almont 33. I Direct will be in the

stud at the Cabney stables during the summer and
fall months, and San Francisco owners of good mares
will thus have an opportunity to breed to one of the

best bred and fastest sons of the great Direet. Mattie

B. 2:I5J by Alex Button, and the fast mare Mission

Belle, both owned by Mr. McMahan are also stabled

there. Owners desiring their horses trained for park,

road or track driving should call on Mr. Cabney and

get his terms. His new 6tables are most convenient

and complete in every why.

Park Commissioner W. J. Dingee purchased from

the San Francisco Wheel and Novelty Company at

16th and Valencia streets, this week, a white enameled

Flower City cart, that is about the handsomest thing

of its kind that ever came to this Coast. Mr. Dingee

had the cart shipped to his country home near Red-

wood City.
._

The Hulda Stables on Fell street,. facing the Park
panhandle, are now under tbe management of A. J.

Martin, who is conducting a first-class livery and
boarding stable. The finest box stalls In the city are
in this establishment and good rigs are ready at all

times.

The New Zealand Referee says the American trot-

ting stallion Rex Derby by Cbas. Derby, which was
sold a year or so ago to New Zealand parti'

recently put up at auction there and sold to Mr. ^
Weatherby of Mortlake for 105 guineas.
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JOTTINGS.

SWEET MARIE AND TIVERTON will meet

several times this year. Few horsemen can be

found who do not believe that the California mare

can "put it all over" the fast gelding by Galileo Res

in a three-in-five race, but many are expressirg the

opinion ihat McKinney's great daughter will have

just about all she can attend to if she leads Tiverlon

to the wire in a race where but two heats are required

to win. I may be a little prejudiced in favor of Cali-

fornia horses in general and the McKinneys in par-

ticular, but I don't believe that Tiverton can beat

Sweet Marie in a two-iu-three race when both are fit,

although nearly every person who has seen them both

6oys the gelding has the highest rate of speed and can

get away faster than the mare can. I have never

seen Tiverton, but judging from his numerous photo-

graphs and descriptions by those who have seen him,

I take it that he is a little on the delicate order,

though game as a pebble, and a horse tbat will try

with all the strength tbat nature has endowed him

with. The horse that defeats- Sweet Marie must

be several seconds faster than she, or one tbat

is fully as fast and just as robust and strong. The
records sho jv that Tiverton got his mark of 2:04.}

in a second heat after trotting a mile in 2:05

with Sweet Marie a length behind in the first heat

and only beaten a head in the second. Then the mare

won the third heat in 2:05 after Tiverton had led most

of the way. She was trotting strong at the finish,

while he was all in, and in the remaining heats was

last each time. Iu the fifth and last heat, which was

in 2:09 Sweet Marie trotted the last quarter In 31

seconds and looked to be able to trot three or four

more heats in 2:10 if necessary. Now a mare with

such wonderful speed, strength and endurance will be

a very hard one to beat in any sort of a race. She can

make an antagonist trot so fast the first heat to

defeat her, that unless he has as much endurance as

she, he will be unable to keep in front of her in any

succeeding heat. In a race of heats endurance will

win where speed is equal provided the horses are driven

to the limit from the start, and in a match race this is

the plan which the driver of the stronger hone
usually adopts. If McDonald should allow the driver

of Tiverton to get off in the lead, and wait until the

stretch is reached before beginning to race him, the

gelding may win two heats, but if the duel starts when
the word is given and the gelding is compelled to

dispute every inch of the way from wire to wire, my
opinion is that the California mare will take him in'o

camp this year as she did last. There is no more con-

sistent or honest trotter than Tiverton and his owner
Mr. A. B. Gwathmey of New York is a gentleman in

every sense of the word. Between Mr. Gwathmey and
Mr. Garland there will be a friendly and generous
rivalry when their great trotters start, and whether
the gelding or mare is crowned with the laurel of

victory, the public can rest assured that the best

horse on that day has won. H.

Wide Open Gambling Unnecessary.

An effort has been made to raise a subscription

among the business men of Woodland to aid the hold-

ing of a fair and race meeting this fall. The super-
visors of the county offered to appropriate $1000 for

premiums for live stock owned in the county, and the
outlook seemed good for one of Woodland's high
class fairs until a number of liquor dealers refused to
subscribe unless the city and county authorities would
allow the town to bo "wide open" during fair week -

In other words, that gambling (which is now prohib-
ited by ordinance) should be permitted. As these
liquor dealers have heretofore been among the largest
subscribers to the fair and race fund, it was feared
that the loss of their subscriptions would prevent the
fair being held, as the committee considered it could
not make a success of the meeting without thatmoney.
An appeal was made to the District Attorney to shut
his eyes to the law for one weoK and permit gambling
garnet. Tbls appeal was replied to In the following
terse terms:

To the Public: Numerous parties have interviewed
ma and requested that the District Attorney's office
not Interfere with gambling In Woodland during fair
week. Il has been stated that sufficient money cannot
be raised by public subscription unless gam
allowed, because curtain Interests will not contribute
unless gambling can be carried on in their places of

)t. In fact, it has been stated that If the
District Attorney did not permit gambling, there
would be no fair and I o assume the
responsibility for th j failure to hold a race mc.
Woodland. It Is difficult to unci. i,y this
slatement should be made, when tie law makr«"it, the
duty of the sheriff, constable and poi
well as the District Attorney, to enforce the laws

against gambling. Section 335 of the Penal Code
reads as follows:

•'Duties of district attorneys, sheriffs, and others.

Every District Attorney, sheriff, constable, or police

officer must inform against and diligently prosecute

persons whom they have reasonable cause to believe

offenders against the provisions of thi6 chapter, and
every such officer refusing or neglecting to do so, is

guilty of a misdemeanor."
An officer cannot enforce a law for fifty-one weeks

in a year, and then permit it to be violated during the

ti fly-second week. I wish to say that gambling will

not be permitted during fair week, or at any other
time, fair or no fair, if it is in my power to prevent it.

I am sworn to do my duty without fear or favor and
it is my purpose to and I will so perform the duties of

my office. A successful fair does not in my judgment,
depend on gambling. A wide open town attracts short

card and sure thing men, bunko steerers and nil kinds
of sharps, who come not to promote our stock-raising

Interests but to fleece the public. I earnestly ask all

of our people to contribute towards the fair and show
it is not necessary to violate the laws of the land in

order to hold a fair in Yolo county. The District

Attorney has no more, right to permit gambling in

violation of the law, than he has to allow the com-
mission of murder, arson or aDy other offense. It is a

crime against the law. Any officer who neglects to

inform against and diligently prosecute persons play-
ing illegal games is a lawbreaker, under section 335 of

the Penal Code. This is sufficient justification for my
position. The people of tbis county certainly know
this. Furthermore, the Board of Supervisors has
passed a liquor erdinance prohibiting games for

money in all saloons and expect me to rigidly
enforce the same How could the District Attorney
enforce the laws against the country saloonmen and
permit gambling in Woodland fair week? All sball be
treated alike. All who break the law shall be prose-

cuted. It is my intention to do my duty. I propose
to hew to the line and let the chips fall where they
may.

I make this statement to prevent any misapprehen-
sion as to my position. There will be no gambling.

Harry L. Huston,
District Attorney.

District Attorney Huston is right in this matter. A
fair and race meeting should not be dependent upon a

fund subscribed with the proviso that the laws shou'.d

be disregarded during fair week. It will be better for

all concerned if the association at Woodland takes the

District Attorney's advice and tries to get along with-

out the contributions of those who desire to have a

wide open town. Breeders and owners of harness

horses would much rather have the tinhorn fraternity

prohibited from running their games, as their pres-

ence leads many to associate the sport of harness rac-

ing with petty gambling, which is unfair to a class of

citizens that has done and is doing much to build up
the horse breeding interests of this State.

A Speedy Lot.

Frank Turner, lessee of the Santa Rosa track,

stepped a bunch of his young Sidney Dillons last

Siturday. Carlocita, a three-year-old pacing filly,

worked a mile in 2:23}, last half in 1:081 and last

quarter in 33 seconds. Carrie Dillon, a two-year-old

pacer, went her mile in 2:31, half !n 1:14 and last

quarter in 35J seconds. Kate Dillon, a two-year-old

pacer, worked a mile in 2:26, la6t half in 1:10 and last

quarter in 34} seconds. The following Tuesday Kate
Dillon stepped an eighth in 151 seconds, and Carlocita

an eighth in 16 seconds. Of the trotters worked
Saturday Judge Dillon, a two-year-old that has been
worked but eight times, went a quarter in 42 seconds
and an eighth in 201 seconds. Guy Dillon, a three-
year-old, trotted amile in 2:46, half in l:18and quarter
in 371 seconds. Clay Dillon, a two-year-old, trotted a

mile in 2:48, last quarter in 39 seconds. Lottie Dillon

(2) worked in 2:53, last quarter in 40 seconds and
Rapidan Dillon, also two years old, trotted her mile
in 3:00 with the last quarter in 40 seconds. Henry
Parrity the same day worked his two-year-old colt

Bravo Dillon, out of Russie Russell a mile in 2:33, last

half in 1:13 and last quarter in 36 seconds. Mr. Turner
worked his yearling trotter by F. S. Turner a half in

1:27 and last quarter in 40 seconds.

The colts at the Santa Rosa track seemed to have
all been exposed to the speed disease and it breaks
out in them as soon as they are hitched up. Mr.
Turner has the track in fine shape and will have
everything in apple pie order for the Breeders Meet-
ing which will op n thoie July 19tb.

Ten Thousand Dollars tor a Coach Stallion.

A dispatch from Cheyenne, Wyoming.states: -'The
Platte Valley French Coach Horse Association has
purchased the famous French coach stallior, Torrent
N. 2813, for a consideration of $10,000 In cash. Tor-
rent took first champion-hip prizes in 1902-03-04 at
at Chicago; 1902-03 at Columbus, Ohio; 1903 at In-
dianapolis, Ind.; 1903 at Des Moines, la , and 1903 at
St. Paul, Minn. At the St. Louis exposition last year
he was awarded first championship prize for coach
stallions in contest with the world."

HORSE SHOW DATES CHANGED.

Lewis and Clark Exposition, Sept. 19 and 29.

After due consideration and request among the
horse breeders of various districts, the management
of the Lewis and Clark Exposition have decided to

change the date of the horse show of the live stock
exhibit of the Exposition, to correspond with that of

the cattle show, which will combine all the stock ex-
hibit within the period (September 19th and 29th
inclusive) these dates will not conflict with the North-
west Fair circuit nor other neighboring State Fairs at

which many of the exhibitors have planned to attend.
Time for entries in this division has been extended
aud will close August 1st.

The Typical Horse.

San Bernardino, Cal., June 21, 1905.

To the Editor of Breeder and Sportsman, Dear
Sir—I have read Mr. Hodgkins' article on "The
Popular Horse" in your issue of June 17th, and I

think his ideas and theories are all right as far as they
go, but I believe the ambition of the American breeder
should go beyond this.

I believe the coming and typical American horse
will be a true representative of one of our largest

sized Hambletonian families; one which with mate
(both trotting) hitched to carriage, will pull four per-

sons of average weight ten miles over a good country
road in thirty minutes, and repeat the performance
in forty-eight hours.

We know that it was forty years ago that Lady
Suffolk trotted twenty miles inside the hour, and that
pulling a cumbersome cart weighing at least 150
pounds, and she was a small mare compared with my
ideal American horse.

We know that somewhere back in the early seven-
ties (1873 or 4) a Hambletonian named Woburn,
weighing 1350 or thereabouts, trotted a mile in less

than three minutes.

Considering these things and the constantly ir-

craa6ing knowledge and methods of breeding during
this forty years' interval since Lady Suffolk performed
her great feat, we should look for results tending to

produce such horses as will accomplish the task I have
Bet for them to do.

The horse should weigh 1300 pounds or more. He
should be standard bred with a strong infusion of

"hot blood" or thoroughbred.

It is not necessary to go into details and describe

all the qualities requisite in such a horEe, but suffice

it to say that he must have fair speed and heart and
good old-fashioned gameness and staying powers.

How many teams are there to-day that can do this

stunt, and repeat it the next day but one?

I will venture to say there are not many.
I believe the coming "popular horse," the horse

that will command the highest price, therefore the

most profitable horse for breeders, the horse that

might be considered a general purpose horse, as he

will be heavy enough for general farm work, will be
the horse above described.

Why do not some of our driving associations effer

good prizes for contests of the class mentioned?
Very respectfully,

John McMullen-

,

Caught Another Ringer.

Secretary Goeher went down to Baltimore three

weeks ago and protested a pacer called Tasberg that

is really Dick Wilson 2:08, but raced as Dry Monopole
last season. The horse was shipped away from Balti-

more as soon as he was protested, and his present

whereabouts are not known. The following is a

description of him: He is a brown gelding, 15.2 bands
high, smooth made, irregular diamond in forehead
with a few hairs down the centre of the nose. The
half of the front pastern is white, inside of the right

pastern is white and half of pastern of right hind foot

is white. He is big gaited and has a peculiar manner
0' snapping his front and hind feet off the ground.

C. H. Corey of San Jose died at the Agnews asylum
for the insane on Tuesday of this week, of which insti-
tution he had been an inmate for several months. Mr.
Corey was for many years the proprietor of the Lick
House at San Jose, and afterwardB of the Auzerais
Cafe in the same city. He went to Bakersfield when
the oil excitement broke out there a fey years ago,
and lost nearly all his fortune. He returned to San
Jo6e broken in health and several months ago lost his
mind. Mr. Corey at one time owned and raced many
harness horses and was an excellent reinsman. Among
the horses owned by him during his lifetime were
Almont Patcben 2:15, and that stallion's two fast
daughters Ruby M. 2:121 and Laura M. 2:131, besides
many others that took fast records.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet

The old trotter Walter S. 2:12J now has a pacing
record of 2:12}.
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Everything is ready at Los Angeles.

The harness racing circuit opens there Monday.

Searchlight 2:03J was shipped East to Kentucky
last week. He has been very liberally patronized in
California for the past three years, and leaves a
numerous progeny here that should make him a repu-
tation as a speed sire.

Ed Benyon will race the young McKinney stallion
Sterling McKinney, owned by Hon. Sterling R. Holt
of Indianapolis. A fe v days before being shipped to
Benyon he worked a mile in 2:24 and is very likely to
take a very fast record this fall.

Everything points to a high-class meeting largely

attended.

The California Circuit promises to be short but
sweet this year.

Not over six weeks of racing, but the purses will

range from $500 to $2000.

Kelly Briggs worked a mile in 2:07 fiat at Los
Angeles last Saturday. Frank Wright has him in

fine shape.

Detroit has cancelled the 2:09, 2:12, 2:15 and 2:20

pacing classes and substituted the 2:08, 2:11, 2:14 and
2:18 classes.

An effort is being made to secure Prof. Carlyle of

Colorado to again judge the live stock at the Califor-

nia State Fair this year.

Director Joe that paced to a record of 2:211 at New-
burg, N. Y., recently is out of Josephine Young dam
of Joe Patchen2:01l.

It is reported that Eddie Mitchell has put Prince
Alert 1:59 J to trotting over in England Perhaps he
is jealous of Anaconda 2:01}.

They are stepping some down East and the other
day Major Muscovite 2:07 put the season's record at

2:081 when he beat Frank Yoakum at Baltimore.

Geo. Pounder's chestnut gelding Glenn that will

start in the 2:27 and 2:24 class pacing events at Los
Angeles next week worked a mile last Monday in 2:101.

Major Delmar's latest workout miles were in 2:17}
and 2:16 at Cleveland. He seems to have all his speed
with him this season but is being brought along
slowly.

The old pacing gelding William Mc 2:05 J will be
raced over the half-mile tracks again this season. He
recently worked in 2.12} for his owner, Geo. Castle, of

Chicago.

Another match race has been made for Tiverton
and Sweet Marie, and this time it is gate receipts,

to be raced for at Belmont Park, Philadelphia, on
July 19th.

M. B. Turner's gelding, Vision 2:12} by Vanquish
that Fred Ward is training at Los Angeles, stepped a
mile in 2:11J last week. He will start in the 2:13 and
2:11 class pacing events.

An excellent young brown gelding that is quite a
trotter and a fine roadster is offered for sale at a very
low price. He can be seen at the Zibbell stable,

Eleventh avenue, just back of The Chutes.

The Contractor by Fred S. Wilkes 2:15, entered in
the M. and M., worked a mile recently over the Colum-
bus track in 2:11 J. Red Nightingale, a green pacing
mare by Red Wing, in the same stable, worked in

2:12. Both are in the stable of M. O. Stokes.

A state racing circuit has just been formed in Texa
composed of Denison, Grenville, Dallas, Ennis, Brjan,
Taylor, Austin, San Antonio. Houston and Beaumont.
The first date is September 30.

The pacer Snap Shot 2:081, sold at the Indianapolis
Horse Sale Co.'s sale last February, seems to have
dropped out of notice. His buyer "gave a town in
Florida as his residence, and five minutes after his
purchase Snap Shot disappeared. Snap Shot is a bay
gelding standing 15.3 hands, and is 5 years old. Can
it be that he is to go on a ringing tour?

Athasham 2:20, as a two-year-old, bids fair to secure
a very low mark this year although he will not race
very much—the three-year-old events in California
being rather few. Last week he trotted a mile in 2:18}
at the Fresno track and repeated in 2:19}, last half
in 1:08.

Harold D. won at Denver last Wednesday in straight
heats, the time being 2:13} and 2:11}. Harold D. is

evidently getting used to the high altitude of Denver.
Golden Gate by Bay Bird was second in the first heat
of this race and third in the second heat, winning
second money.

Fredonna, the dun mare owned by Mr. J. M. Mc-
Kay of Fresno is showing great speed iu her work
over the Fresno track She paced a mile in 2:10} on
Friday of last week. Fredonna is by Athadon, and
has never started in a race. For a green one she is

certainly quite classy. ^_
In Tommy Murphy's string over East is a pacing

two-year-old by Directly 2:031 out of Laurels 2:151

that Murphy thinks is one of the fastest colts he ever
sat behind. This youngster has stepped a half in

1:05, with a quarter in 31} seconds, but will not be
raced until he is a four-year-old.

Joe Maguire, Mr. Easterbrook's trainer, has been
riding in front pretty often since the Colorado Cir-
cuit opened. His establishment must be several
thousand dollars to the good.

Robizola 2:12}, owned by Dr. Clark of Santa Rosa,
was shipped to Los Angeles this week where she will

start in the fast trottiLg events. She worked a mile
in 2:12 before leaving Santa Rosa.

Bonnie Ailse 2:13}, a mare bred by Fred Pabst, Jr
,

of Milwaukee, and that raced to her record at the
Milwaukee track last year, will start in the 2:13 class

pace at Los Angeles next week. She is being trained
by S. E. Kent who worked her a mile in 2:11 last

Monday and repeated her in 2:10. She is owned by
J. A. Fairchild.

The accounts in the Denver newspapers of the har-
ness events there are very amusing and do not agree.
One journal stated that Henry Helman did not drive
Getaway to win the first heat of the 2:24 trot last

Saturday, while another says that Dewey, the winner
of the heat in 2:13, could have trotted seconds faster

had it been necessary.

Dave Warren of Lafayette, Ind., who has been
located at Portland, Or., recently in the interest of

the Hartman Stock Farm, Columbus, O., gave this

office a pleasant call on Monday. Mr. Warren is on
his way East, but reports that there are great pros-
pects in the draft horse business up north and expectB
to locate out this way in the fall.

Silver Sign 2:10}, valued at $10,000 and owned by
Judge E. S. Colburn, of Colorado, died at Denver last

Thursday shortly after the cup race in which he won
the first heat in 2:111, the Colorado record for a heat
to wagon by a trotter. Silver Sign was by Silver

Thorn and was the sire of Queen Sign 2:191, and
others. The cause of his death was acute gastritis.

Lisonjero 2:081 makes his first start of the season at

Saugus. He is in the free-for-all trot, and will meet
Grace Kellar 2:10}, Margaret Bathgate (4) 2:111,

Sonata 2:12}, and possibly Paul Kruger 2:141.

On June 19th, Ingar, by Director 2:17, dropped a
foal at Martin Carter's Nutwood Stock Farm, that
was an own sister to the great trotter John A. Mc-
Kerron 2:04}. Unfortunately the filly died two days
later.

L. E. Ingalls, owner of the Joliet mile track, is be-
'ng importuned by Ed ward Corrigan and his opposing
forces of the Western Jockey Club to lease the track
for a running course. So far no deal has been con-
summated.

Races will be held at the new San Lorenzo track on
July 4th. Manager P. J. Williams has provided a
good program and there will be some good contests.
Two or three harness events and three running races
will be held.

H. L. Hernly, of New Castle, Ind., has sold Bourbon
Patchen 2:09 by Bourbon Wilkes to W B. Smith, of

Rockford, O. Bourbon Patchen is the sire of twenty-
slx standard performers, the fastest being Nerva
Patchen 2:08.

Chas Sadler, one of the judges at the recent Pasa-
dena Horse Show will act as starter during the Los
Angeles meeting. It was expected that Secretary
Bruoer would start, but his duties as Secretary will

oocupy all his time.

Send to Mr. E. C. Peart, Colusa, Cal., for a cata-
logue of his auction sale of standard bred horses to
be held at Colusa, August 9th. Mr. Peart has a num-
ber of well bred ones that are great prospects, and all

will be sold without reserve.

Laurel 2:13}, the fine mare owned by Mr. F. J.

Yandleof Santa ROBa, dropped a filly by Lynwood
Wilkes 2:20 on June 23d. Mr. Yandle has selected

the name Miss Burbank for this filly, in honor of

Santa Rosa's most distinguished citizen. Luther Bur-
bank, whose wonderful new creations in the fruit,

vegetable and floral worldB are the marvel of the age.

An order has been asked of the court to have the
Grosse Pointe track of the Detroit Driving Club sold
at auction, so that the club may get out of its difficul-
ties._ D. J. Campau is receiver and formerly was
president of the club, while he Is the largest share-
holder in the old organization. It is believed that in
company with a few other rich men in Detroit he will
buy in the property and proceed to put it in shape.

Will J. Crouch, Sedalia, Mo., Western manager for
the well known firm of J. Crouch & Sons, Lafayette,
Ind., is paying California a short visit after spendirg
some time in Portland, Ore., making arrangemenis
for the firm's big exhibit of heavy horses at the Lewis
and Clark Exposition. Crouch & Sons have opened a
branch at San Jose and expect to deal extensively in
Percherons and Coachers next season on this Coast.

At the Gravesend, New York, running meeting an
admission of $3 was charged, resulting in a woeful
falling off in attendance. The old price of admission
was $2, and now there is talk of having to go back to

it at the other metropolitan tracks. The greed of

thoroughbred racing managers is something almost
past belief—but will the public stand for the graft

much longer? _j
When Geers arrived at the Liberty ville track he

gave the Northern fellows quite a treat by driving his

green trotting mare, Clarita W., a mile in 2:10 and
letting Walter Direct and King Diiect 2:05} down
with a mile in 2:091. This is, of course, the best work
that has been seen in Illinois this year, and it looks
like the Memphis trained horses would get all the
money at Libertyville.

A contract was awarded last week by the State
Board of Agriculture for the erection of four stables

of twenty-four stalls each for harness horses at the
new State Fair grounds. The contract price was
$9747, for which price most excellent stalls should be
furnished. There were eight bidders, and the bids
ranged from $9747, the lowest, to $16 000, the highest,
Murcell & Smith were the lowest bidders.

Sweet Marie 2:04} and Tiverton 2:04} will meet for
the first time this year at Philadelphiaon July 19th.
Mr. Garland, owner of Sweet Marie writes us that the
match has been arranged for a portion of the gate
receipts. Alta McDonald in whose care Sweet Marie
now is at at Albany, New York, reports her in great
condition. This race should and doubtless will draw
one of the greatest crowds ever seen on a trotting
track.

J. C. Adams of Phoenix, Arizona, has shipped his
racing stable to Libertyville, 111 , to get them acclim-
ated and ready for the Great Western Circuit, and
incidentally to touch up the Chamber of Commerce
Stake, as he has two named in that, Bystander by
Zoloch, and Sally Pointer by Sky Pointer. Besides
these two he ships Billy A. 2:171. Charley M. 2:21} and
Custer, the latter by Sidney Dillon, dam Maud by
Nutwood.

The pacer AlTayntor, that took a record of 2:161
at Baltimore a few days ago, is the Village Farm bred
horse formerly known as The Saracen. He was sired
by Athanio 2:10. the California bred stallion that raced
so successfully for Geers and that the Hamlins after-
ward sold to go to Europe, and his dam was by
Golden Gateway, son of Guy Wilkes. During the last

two seasons Al Tayntor was quite prominent on the
Buffalo speedway.

Entries to the Occident-Stanford pace will close
today. This is a pacing event for colts and fillies

entered in the Occident and Stanford stake that have
taken to the pacing gait. The entrance fee is $50 and
any money already paid on either of those stakes will

be credited on the account. If you have paid in $30 it

will only cost $20 more to start, and if $50 has been
paid no further payments are necessary to make your
colt eligible to start in the pace.

An Eastern exchange states that many horsemen
expect to see Tiverton 2:04} beat Sweet Marie 2:04} in

a race of best two in three heats, judging from the
form each of them showed last year. Trainer Mc-
Donald, however, knows that Tiverton can go away
very fast and is liable to educate the daughter of Mc-
Kinney so that she may be able to do the same. The
contest promises to be the most interesting light har-
ness event of the season and the best horse is sure to

win if both are In the beet of condition.

Richard H. Nason.oneof California's oldtime horse-
men, died at Woodland last Saturday, aged 85 years.
Mr. Nason was a native of Maine and came to Cali-
fornia when a very young man. He had bred and
trained many trotters and pacers, and drove in races

up to the close of last year. This spring he worked
his horses as usual at the Woodland track, and was
taken ill on the 10th inst. His advanced age rendered
him unable to resist the ailments which otherwise
would not have been considered serious, and he died
on Saturday.

C. H. Durfee, who has been in California a few
months on a leave of absence from his duties in the
United States Customs service at Honolulu, returned
to the islands with his wife and child on Thursday of

this week. Mr. Durfee was quite run down from the
effects of a six years' life In Honolulu when he came
up here this spring, but has improved very much and
looks the picture of health now. He has hosts of

friends in California who had hoped he might con-
clude to remain here, but wish him nothing but good
luck, health and prosperity wherever he resides.

The auction sale of standard bred horses advertised
by Mr. E. C. Peart of Colusa is attracting much
attention, and letters have been received by Mr.
Peart from all parts of the Coast, asking for cata
logues Saveral of the youngsters to be sold are by
the very promising and handsome young McKinney
stallion McNeer. This horse is out of the mare Silver
Bell by Silver King 3622, sire of Silver Queen 2:191,

Yellow Jacket 2:20} and King of the Ring 2:21 A
three-year-old gelding by McNeer, out of a mare by
Dawn, is in this sale and is a rare prospect. He stands
15 2 and weighs 1125 pounds. With scarcely any
work this gelding has trotted an eighth in 17 seconds,

and acts like a 2:10 trotter.

The Sidney Dillon mare Helen Keyes, in the East
View Farm string, about which there has been so

much talk, Is owned by Harry D. Brown, the weil-

known Oakland trainer who is now located at Pleas-

anton. Mr. Brown purchased her of Geo. B. M. Gray,
who secured her at the closing out sale of the Henry
Pierce stock, and after developing her speed leased

her to East View Farm. It is left entirely with Mr.
Butler and his trainer, Charles Do Ryder, whether
HeleT Keyes will be started this year. If she Is raced
Mr. Brown will have a certain share of her winnings.
Mr. Butler has an opt'on on the mare at an agrerri

price. We bope Helen Keyes mav prove a oracka j

and that Mr. Brown may realize handsomely on
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The Denver Meeting.

In our report of the Denver harness races last week

allusion was made to the fact that the account of the

raceof Monday, June 19th, on which day the 2:09

pace was decided, bad not been received. It has now

come to hand. Tbere were six starters in this event,

the bay mai e Oregon Maid being the favorite. The

McKinney jnare Miss Georgie was four to one for the

first heat which she captured in 2:11J. She was third

in the two follow \ng heats won by Stranger O., who

took it very easily the first beat. The summary of

the race will show hov: the horses were placed:

PaolDg, 2:(W class, parse $500.

Stranger O..bgunkuown (Frost) 4 1 1

MIsaGeorrie. l,r m ByMcKlnney (Huyesj 1 3 3

O egon Ma:u, l> ni dj De^Norle (Helltnan) 3 2 2

L-UgbyCatato !
(Prank) 6 4 4

Martha 11. D in hv Aslijaod Wilkes (Bu>h) 2 dis

Rcy Del Diablo, en g by Diablo (Cbeboya) 5 dls

Time-::lk-, 2:11'4, 2:12.

Our report last week cloBed with the program of

Wednesday, June 21st. On Thursday two cups were

raced for by members of the Denver Driving Club.

Fast time was made in both events and when Silver

Sign driven by Mr. E. A Colburn won the first heat

of the trot in 2:lli,. breaking the track record for a

trotter to wagon, horse and driver were given an

ovation. The pacing event for the Wahlgreen cup

was also a fast race and well contested. Summaries:

Free-for-all trot to wagon, for Wilcox challenge oup, under
rules or Genlleni=n's Driving and Riding Club.

Jim Ferrv. owned by A. Wright (J. A Barnett, driver) 2 1 1

Silver Sign, owned and driven by E A Colburn 1 2 2

Tlme-2:11H, 2:15, 2:13X-

Free-for-ail pace to wagon, for Wablgreen challenge cup, under
Gentlemen's Driving and Riding Club rules.

Jess C, owned and driven by Robert S Gutshall 1 1

Martha B . owned and driven by J. Fred Roberts 2 2

Joe Man, owned by E F.Woodward.. .. (E Gaylor, driver) 3 4

Senator, owned and driven by J. A. Richardson ,— 4 3

Time—2:13,2:13>4.

The program of Friday, June 23d, contained two

harness events. Confienza, Ed Gaylord's good mare

that won the 2:20 trot on the opening day, again

showed her good form by taking the 2:17 trot in

straight heats, trotting the first heatin2:12J. Monroe

trie good four-year-old owned by W. A. Clark, Jr. got

secund money in the race. Helen Norte after being

second in tbe first heat went to a bad break in the

second heat and was distanced.

In the pacing event Harold D. by Dexter Prince

reduced his mark to 2:lti} by winning the second heat

and got second money. Summaries:
Trotting, 2:17 olass, purse $500.

Confienza, b m by James Madison (Bush) 1 1

Morone blk g by Cicerone (Hayes) 4 2
Congressman Sibley, bh by Cecillan (Colburn) 3 3
Helen Norte, b m by Del Norte (Rutherford) 2 d

Time—2:12«, 2:15.

Paclng,'2:40 olass, purse $500.

Grandma Jefferson, bm by Jefferson (Steller) 1 3 1

Harold D-, on g by Dexter Prince (Dunlap) 3 14
Capeo bgbyuronto ..:. (Erwln) 2 8 2
Lady M., b m by Pamono (Cummlngs) 4 2 3
Paeblo Girl, blk m by Harris (Loomis) 7 4

Golden Gate- b g by Bay Bird (Brown, 6 5
George Foraker. blk g by Falmont (Sproul) 5 6

Royal C, s g by Judge O (Colburn) 8 7

Time—2: \3H, 2:16Jf, 2:20.

The big event on Saturday was the 2:24 class trot

for a purse of $1500. This is the biggest harness

event on the Colorado Circuit and was originated by

the late Charles Townsend. Mr. Townsend's succes-

sor, B. H. Hubbard, presented the winner's (Dewey)

owners with amignificant tloral horseshoe, and Driver

Loomis with an ornate gold-mounted whip. Driver

Hillman, who held the reins over J. A. Richardson's

Getaway, the defeated favorite, who won second

money, also received a gold-mounted whip. Phyllis,

owned by E 1 Davis of Denver, won third money, and

Woody R , owned by E. G. Davis of Colorado Springs,

took the fourth division of the stake. Tbe other

starter, Will Clark, did not finish the race, being dis-

tanced in the first heat.

With fifteen entries, including Rex Colorado, Major
Cook, Lady Ztimbro, Delia McCarthy, Farmington

Boy, Nordloa, Iosa, Aiinle G , Gebble and Johnnie K. r

the field of five starte.-s was unexpectedly small. Up
to the day before therace it waa regarded certain that

there would be nine br ten starters. George H. Esta-

brook'B Delia McCarthy, who was taken ill after the

Studebaker race a week ago, was not considered

sufficiently fit to start by her trainer, Joe F. McGuire,

and remained in the stable. B F. A. Flemmlng's
Nordlca was scratched Friday afternoon. Mr. Flem-
mlng Intends sending his speedy trotter around the

Grand Circuit, and as he did not wish to mark her,

kept her In the barn. For some unacoountable reason

the pool sellers were not officially notified of Nordlca's

withdrawal, and accepted thousands of dollars from
bettors who expected that Nordlca would be In the

raoe. For this reason all pools sold Friday night were

declared off by tbe management.
Dewey was In splendid condition, and there was

Dover a doubt as to his staying qualities. That be
i ould have finished tbe first heat in 2:11 if pressed is

jeyond question, and horsemen after the race were
..uanimous In declaring that tbe handsome son of

^ jperior is destined to become a 2:10 trotter. At the
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close of the third heat Dewey was not the least dis-

tressed, and his staying qualities were generally com-

mented upon. Driver Loomis received congratula-

tions on all sides for his excellent handling of the

excellent horse.

The free-for-all pace went to the favorite, Winfield

Stratton, in two heats. The summaries:

Pacing, free-for-all, purse $500.

Winfield Stratton. b h by Saraway (McGuire) 1 1

Oregon Maid, brm by Del Norte 'He
,

1ima?( i ,
Stranger O., bg unknown (Frost) 6 i

Time-2:12!4, 2:10.

Trotting. 2.24 olass. purse $1500.

Dewey, s g by Superior.. (Loomis) 1 1 1

Getaway, sg by Strathway (Helman) 2 i i

Phyllis, smbv Superior, Jr (Davis) 3 3 4

Woody R. bg by Woody C (Johnson) 4 4 3

Will Clark, chg byStiathway (Hayes) dls

Time—2:13«, 2:15, 2:14.

No harness races were on the program for Monday

of this week. On Tuesday the 2:15 class pace and the

2:40 trot were decided. The summaries of which

were as follows:

Paoing, 2:15 class, purse $500.

Floradora, brm by Dadrlen (McGuire) 1 1

Joe Yo nger, bik g by Joe Young (M. Hayes) 2 3

Kiowa, b g by Garnet Wilkes (Gonzales) 5 2

Amble W.,bm by Alta Boy (Cassidy, Johnson) 3 4

Rey del Diablo, chg by Diablo (Chaboya) 4 5

Senator, ch g by Superior (Richardson) d

Time-2:10^, 2:11*.

Trotting, 2:40 class, purse $500.

Redemption, ch g by Superior (Bush) 1 1

Billy S , b g by Thos York (Loomis) 2 2

Rosalind, bm by StamB (M.Hayes) 3 3
Little Trix. brm by Abbey (Martin) 4 4

Urabell b m by Happy Heir (Sproul) 8

Nettie Van Goundy, b mby Vendor (Johnson) 5

Will Clark, ch g by Strathway (Thayer) d

Time—2:15K, 2:17.

Wednesday there was but one harness race, the 2:25

pace, and the California horses Harold D. and Golden

Gate got most of the money being first and second at

the end of the race, both heats of wnich were in fast

time, Harold D. the winner taking a mark of 2:11 J in

the last heat. Summary:
Paoing. 2:35 class purse $500.

Harold D., by Dexter Prince (Dunlap) 1 1

Golden Gate, by Bay Bird (Brown) 2 3
Crandma Jefferson, by Jefferson (Steller] 4 2

Lady M , by Pamona (Cummlngs) 3 4

Royal C , by Judge C (Colburn) 5 5

Time-2:13>4, 2:11W-

Thursday of this week was ladies' day at Denver,

the fair sex passing through the gates without being

required to pay for that privilege. There was a large

attendance. The only harness race was a half mile

affair, three in five, between horses owned and driven

by members of the Gentlemen's Driving Club. Mr,

Norman's Anna Will proved the winner in straight

heats. Summary:
Cup race, half mile heats.

Anna Will, Mr. Norman Ill
Lookout, Mr. Mathews 2 3 3
Frank M., Mr. Ady 4 2 4

Peter. Dr. Van Hummel 3 6 2
Billy Carew, Mr Osner 5 4 5

Ginger, Mr. Adamson 6 5 8

Time—1:07, 1:0834, 1:09.
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No Excuse for Breeding Coarse Horses.

In an article in last week's issue of the Kentucky

Stock Farm "Hawley" says: "There are certain

reasons why trotters should have certain structural

points, should he built on certain HneB and should be

possessed of quality, and if breeders would follow the

common sense laws of nature and by using only the

best individuals obtainable they could at the end of

a comparatively few years do away to a great extent

with the bad individuals which now are so frequently

used in every stud in America. Coarseness should be

avoided as if it were a plague, for wherever there iB

coarseness quality must be lacking, and without

quality the trotter or pacer can not use to the best

advantage the forces nature has given him. Muscular

development iB no part of coarseness, although it is

sometimes taken for it. A horse of wonderful muscu-

lar development can in reality be possessed of as much
quality as the most exquisite thoroughbred. If

breeders would decline to use either mares or stallions

that were defective in conformation, such as excessive

length in theback, lightness below the knee, Improper

construction of the shoulder, bad hocks, bad ankles,

and Improperly constructed hind quarters, they would

eventually furnish tbe type of horse that would be

able with the least effort possible to carry his speed.

They would find that the trotter oould endure the

more severe oampalgn, would be less likely to break

down, better galted and the need for muoh of the

paraphernalia that is so frequently seen on a horse

would be eradioated. A trotter without a semblance

ofooarsness is necessarily gamer than one that is

flabby, and if his shoulders are oblique tbere is less

danger of soreness after a campaign on hard tracks.

"If the bone below the knee is of a proper texture

and Bbort, the forward aetion gives less friotlon than

If tbe pasterns are not too straight, the concussion is

better withstood. A short-backed trotter, properly

ribbed, if hiB stifles are in the right place, need not

use excessive hook action in making his strtde. If

the muscular development continues down into the

gtskln and the length from hip to hock is great
enough, tbe stride is longer and more quickly gath-
ered. It maybe argued that if breeders chose only
individuals approaching perfection the number of

foals each year would be much less than now, and
while this in a sense is true,. it Is also a fact that the
quality would more than make up for the lack of

quantity. It is doubtless no exaggeration to say that

more than half the foals that are produced each year
by tbe many breeders of light harness horses in

America are from sires and dams which are woefully

lacking in the many qualities that go to make up a

perfect horse, and I believe that the great bane of the
light harness horse breeder is either a lack of quality

or substance or both. Many trotters are either too

coarse or too light, and the latter, while it is fre-

quently described as quality is merely an entire lack

of substance Cresceus is a stallion of wonderful mus-
cular development, and is massive without being in

the least coarse, and while he is somewhat plain in

appearance there is nothing flabby about him, nor
has he any of the points usually found in coarse horses.

His legs are flat, while those of many well-known
trotters are almost round, and the length from hip to

hock of the champion stallion is remarkable, as is the
muscular development of the lower thigh. Many
famous speed marvels have been so entirely lacking

in substance that they were unable to carry their

speed for any considerable distance, nor were they
able to withstand the ravages of a hard campaign,
which would have been possible for them had they
been properly constructed. It would Beem reasonable

to suppose that a badly gaited trotter was such as a

result of a defect in conformation, unless, of course,

he was made so by any incompetent trainer, and the

way to eliminate this defect would seem to be to breed

to trotters only whose gait was frictionless and
smooth.

"One of the most noted trotting stallions ever pro-

duced in America, and one whose breeding and general

appearance was all that could be desired, had a habit

of banging his knees to such an extent in fact that

many of the most enlightened breeders looked ask-

ance at him and when placed on the market his

youngsters were avoided by many trainers, for as wa s

but natural he transmitted this lo his get. There is

little or no excuse for the promiscuous bresding that

has been carried on ever since the industry was first

started, and there is still less excuse in this enlight-

ened age, for the material that is now being used from
which to produce the American trotter. A visitor to

the great breeding farms which were conducted on

such extensive plans a few years ago could not fail to

be struck with the number of inferior animals among
both the sires and the dams. A really fine, well built

stallion of great substance as well as quality was com-
paratively rare and the same type of broodmare was
ever more so, As a result of this looseness of method,
the country was flooded with a type of horse that is

today far from perfect, and while the breeders now
extensively engaged in producing the American trot-

ter have learned from the lessons of the past that the

best results cannot come from an utter disregard of

what constitutes good individuality, they are not

strict enough to succeed as well as they could if the

lines were drawn more closely. Any breeder who
collects five or six mares of really choice breeding and

excellence of conformation, which excellence should

be judged by the very highest standard, will surely

accomplish more than if be owns twenty-five mares
choiea solely for their blood lines without regard to

the r -itructural points. The breeder who first pro-

du e< a type of trotter approaching perfection will, if

he h s used good judgment in his selection of blood

lhes oe the first to produce with any degree of uni-

formity trotters of slake class.

"

Secretary Walter J. Snyder of the Detroit Driving

Club, by arranging the program for the Blue Ribbon

meeting week of July 24-28, on the three heat plan,

haB solved the problem of equalizing the Northern

and Southern trained horses. The three heat plan

removes all possibility of a long drawn out contest

—

such aB are frequent—and which usually results in one

or more of the contestants being put out of racing

commission for a while, if indeed not for an entire

season. When a horse starts in one of these races he

need be ready for but three heats. Should he, how-

ever, be just a little Bbort of work and annex two

heats, he has won the larger amount of the purse, and

also the pool tickets are his. Tbe advantage the

Southern trained horse had over theNorthern trained

one in years paBt Is now history. It has often occurred

that the Northern horse was really the beBt, but lack

of condition caused his defeat after he had won two

heats and a record. Under the plan now at Detroit

the advantage of condition is equalized.

Jackson's Napa Soda is sold in every city, town

and hamlet in the State.
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The Percheron—A Prize Essay.

Oq March 4th, the Board of Directors of the

Jereberon Registry Company offered a prize of 825

or the best essay on "The Percheron Horse," to be

written by the undergraduate students attending

agricultural colleges in the United States. The first

>rize was awarded to W. A. Eldridge, a student at

Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana. His essay

yas as follows:

"In the little district of Perche, situated in the

south of Normandy, in France, we find the native

home of probably the most popular breed of draught

horses in the world today, the Percheron. This is a

somewhat broken country with rather scant pastures

and watered by numerous springs and brooks, an

Ideal location for the development of such a noble

'breed of horses. Nature has favored it with nutriti-

ous herbage and a pure, d ry and bracing air eminently

ifavorable to horse breeding. In this eountry agri-

culture has flourished for centuries. The farms of

Perche are small and well managed. It takes a great

deal of labor to cultivate the fields of this broken

region and the broodmare is called upon for her share

of the work. This is another condition that has ltd

to the production of strong, rugged colts destined

to some day carry on the commerce of the world.

The Perche farmer is the breeder of these horses and

it is a well-known fact that the farm is the ideal place

to produce thoselusty, vigorous coltsthat will develop

, into good draughters. He takes pride in his horses,

! he loves them. It seems to come natural to him. He
takes good care of the broodmare; works her and feeds

her carefully and here lies one of the main factors

that has brought the breed to the high degree of per-

fection which it holds today. When the colts are

abont eighteen months old he assigns them to some

light work. They are hardy and soon become
accustomed to it and enjoy it. They are abuodantly

fed and with this exercise they acquire a strong,

healthy constitution.

The Percheron has been bred in this district for

many centuries. In 732 when the French defeated the

Saracens they captured their horses and brought them
to this country, and to these historic Arabian horses,

so noted for their superior symmetry, quality and

intelligence, the modern Percheron owes its origin.

The use of these beautiful stallions on the native

mares of Perche continued as late as 1820, when the

two noted gray stallions, Godolphin and Gallipoli,

were introduced in the stud stables at Pin, thus

stamping their character, quality and endurance on

the horses of the country with an indelible impress.

These horses thrived in their new home, and with

some admixture of the blood of the horses of Brittany

a type of horse was developed that was of the greatest

utility combined with beau'y, quality and style, a

horse of more thanordinary strength and vigor which
would enable him to do hard work. He had a splendid

conformation and intelligence next to human, was
gentle aDd patient and possessed the inestimable

quality of moving heavy loads at a rapid rate. These
horses were preeminently fitted for the mail coach,

express and omnibus service. All of the countries

were anxious to possess them as they were the only

race of horses that were practically faultless. So
great was the demand that the French Government
had a hard time to prevent the sale of excellent breed-

ing stallions and mares. They established a stud

stable at Boneval and some of the best horses were
bought and taken there. Prizes were offered at the

department fairs and in this way the Percheron was
resoued from what might have proven to be a com-
plete elimination.

1 Up until 1883 there was no definite name for this

breed. They were known as Norman, Percheron,

Percheron-Norman and French horses. In this year
the Societe Hippique Pereheronne was established

and the name Percheron was decided upon. The first

volume of the American Stud Book was published in

1876 under the name of Percheron-Norman Stud Book.
But after the adoption of the name Percheron by the
French it was changed.

One of the most influential factors which has tended
toward bringing the Percheron to its present high

,
degree of perfection iB the interest taken by the
French Government. For a long time the government

,
has maintained stud stables in which were kept the
very best stallions that oould be found. They are let

;
Out to the farmer at a nominal fee and in that way en-
couraging them to breed good animals. The govern-
ment does not stop here. It has established a system
of inspection and license for all stallions which are to

be used for breeding purposes, and only animals of

merit are permitted to enter stud service. Two classefc

are recognized, first the "Approved," which, so long
as they are kept in service, receive an annual reward
from the government of from seventy -five to one
'hundred dollars. The second class is designated as

"Authorized" stallions, which are commended for

public patronage, but not considered of sufficiert

excellence to deserve a bounty. The law forbids the
use of any stallion that has not been authorized by
the government. The vast amount of good arising

from this interest taken by the government can
scarcely be estimated. As the railroads began to take
the place of theold mail-stage and omnibus, and speed
became a matter of minor importance, the breeder
gradually began to breed toward a heavier type. It

was mainly due to this and to the fact that the con-

stantly increasing trade of America demanded a

heavier horse, that the breed merged into what is

known as the modern type of Percheron weighing
from 1800 to 2300 pounds. In this modern type we
find a horse varying in color from white to black, but

tending toward the dark color. He has an intelligent,

attractive head with a short, thick and beautifully

crested neck set on neat, well-placed shoulders, a
shore legged, blocky type with short, strong back
and coupling and heavy quarters. He has a clean leg,

noted for its straightness and soundness, and feet of

superior quality. Percherons as a general thing are

very insusceptible to foot ailments, side bones, etc.

They have the much desired fast, straight walk and a

clean, open, easy trot.

The modern Percheron is very popular with the

American farmer hecause he is an easy keeper and an
early maturer, is hardy and vigorous, both docile and
sensible, strong, active and well adapted to all classes

of farm work and city use. America had a preference

for a black horse, whicn has led to the production of

darker colored horses, but, as is evidenced by some of

the leading shows of the last season, there is a

tendency '.0 revert to the original color, that beauti-

ful iron gray. It is a good thing that this is true, for

a minor point like color should never detract from
the value of an otherwise good horse. Is it any won-
der that the progressive Americans import more of

these stallions than all of the other draught breeds

combined. At the great World's Fair at St. Louis

this year we found the Percheron superior to any
other breed, both in number and quality. Nor is

the Percheron degenerating. Look at the magnifi-

cent record at the recent International Exposition

where those great geldings are assembled to prove
their rank The Percherons won first in the heavy
geldings, first, third, fourth and fifth in the light

draughters, first in the light pairs, first in the light

fours, and last, but not least, when those flashy six-in

hands were displayed the active Percheron geldings

carried off the royal purple, the greatest honor that

could be awarded to any draughter. Thus ends a

brief history of the interesting development of a

breed of draught horses which have wended their

way into the industrial centers of nearly every nation

on the globe. If all the horses through whose veins

flow the blood of the noble Percheron were today

tiken from their toil, the wheels of industry and com-

merce in the world would be practically at a stand-

still. Millions of people are dependent on them for

their very existence. Let this be an inspiration to

the breeders of these magnificent horses and to the

progressive American farmers, who through the use

of pure-bred Percheron sires supplies the ever-

increasing demand for high-priced geldings in the

market centers of the world. Let the geod work go
on. Hold aloof the Percheron banner and let it for-

ever stand as a monument to the untiring efforts of

the patient farmer and breeder of the beautiful valley

of Le Perche."

A Good Old Horse Remedy.

As long as the remedy does its work there Is no occasion to
change. This is the doctrine that has been acted upon by a whole
generation of users ol a hor^e remedy that Is being advertised in

our columns. We refer no Kendall's Spavin Cure, the preparation
of the Dr. B J. Kendall Co.. Enosburg Falls, Vt., though It is

hardly necessary to tell readers of this paper where or by whom
Kendall's Spavin Cure is made. The most common ailments of
horses are very similar from year to year. Spavins, Ringbones,
Curbs and Splints are characteristic horse aliments. What Is

found to be a good method in one case, even a generation ago,' 18

gouo still. Kendall's Spavin Cure is, bejond question, such a
remedy—we had a most said the remedy. As these common hurse
ailments, the ones coming up most frequently to be treated, do
not change, so Kendall's Spavin Cure does not ohange. It Is the
same remedy that wasdiscovered by the great veterinarian thirty

years ago. Its use has been continuous alwBys widening out
until it has become the standard remedy for horse owners In

many countries besides our own. Nothing could more emphati-
cally attest its virtues. It is a remedy that oo hor6e owner should
be without. All druggists handle It. The Kendall Company
bo k, 'A Treatise on the Horse and His Diseases," nelpsout of

many a tight place. It enables you to knnw your horse and to

treat intelligently most every case It may be obtained Bt the
drugstore, or will be mailed free if you addresB the company as
directed in the advertisement.

An Unborn Foal Sells lor $1000.

Last week's Western Horseman published at Indian-
apolis contained the following:

Mr. Upson A. Andrews, of Forest City Farm, Cleve-
land, O., was a visitor at Maywood Stock Farm early

this week, at which place he has two very great mares
which are being bred to Sidney Dillon, and he, like

everyone who visits Maywood Stock Farm, was capti-

vated with the renowned 6ire of Lou Dillon 1:58}. Mr.
Andrews was a prospective bidder on Sidney Dillon

at the Madison Square Garden sale, but, as he new
expresses it, failed to grasp the true greatness of the
stallion as a speed sire. He was not long, however, in

realizing the fact that he overlooked a winning hand,
and while here pressed Mr. Holt for a price on the
stallion now. Mr. Holt declined to name a price, re.

marking incidentally, "Why I could not afford to

take fifty thousand dollars for him," to which re-

mark Mr. Andrews replied: "Well, price him " But
no price was named by Mr. Holt. Mr. Andrews is a

"game man, " is financially able to buy what he wants,

and as he(with Mr. H. H. Stambaugh, another gentle-

man of the same class), owns one of the finest stock
farms in America, one of the very greatest speed sires

in the world would just about fill the bill. Had Mr.
Holt been in a selling mood It is most likely that Sid.

ney Dillon would have readily found another new and
elegant home. As it was, the two gentlemen made a

"side deal" and "let it go at that." Mr. Andrews
asked Mr. Holt to price the prospective foal by Sidney

Dillon out of Earalma, dam of Boralma and Pan
Michael, he (Mr. Andrews) to take the foal at five

months of age, regardless of sex, quality or soundness.

Mr. Holt named $1000 as the price, which proposition

the Ohio breeder promptly accepted, and tendered a

$500 advance payment. But the deal was closed, Mr.
Holt declining the advanced payment. Thus Mr.

Holt sold his first Sidney Dillon, several months before

it is foaled, for $1000, and at that, with good luck, Mr.

Andrews will have secured a rare bargain.

Suspensions Instaad ol Fines.

In a recent letter Palmer L.Clark expressed a truth

which has frequently been reiterated in these columns,

and which cannot too strongly be impressed upon the

attention of the boardB of the turf associations which
review the decisions of judges. Mr. Clark says:

"The imposition of a fine depends altogether on the

magnitude of the offense, and if some owner or driver

committs some breach of the rules governing harness

contests as to merit expulsion or suspension, a fine

becomes a ridiculous thing when substituted. TMb
becomes especially true and apparent when the fraud

perpetrated nets the offenders many times the value

of the fine, and moreover invites a continuation of

fraud or violation of the rules when it is known that

only a fine will be imposed instead of the suspension

or expulsion that carries with it drastic punishment
merited by the offender, and in addition becomes a

wholesome warning for others."

The above very clearly expresses the truth as to

the use and abuse of the method of punishment by
fine. The driver who can escape the consequences of a

violation of the rules with a fine which represents an

infinitesimal part of the sum he has gained by his

misdoing, has really purchased an indulgence, and

will not be deterred from doing the same thing again

when the opportunity occurs. Good raoe track dis-

cipline justifies the imposition of a fine only in cases

of comparatively insignificant misbehavior. A driver

who delays the start, who scores ahead of the pole

horse, who is improperly attired, or who is guilty

of any other petty misdemeanor may be properly dis-

ciplined by a fine, but the resort to that method is

warranted by few offenses of greater gravity. The
President of the National Trotting Association has

officially and specifically given his sanction to the

plan of limited suspension. He has declared that

there is nothing inharmonious to the trotting rules In

applying this method of discipline to any breach that

is discovered, and that the judges have the power to

fix any limit to the length of suspension, from twenty-

four hours to twelve months. An intelligent direc-

tion In the use of this authority by the judges will do

more In a single season to deter the propensity upon

the part of the drivers to do wrong than all the fines

that can be imposed In a decade.

—

Trotter and Pactr.

Commends Absorbine.

Wapello, la , Deo. 1, 1902.

W. F. Young, Springfield, Mass.
Dear -sir:—I have been Uf-ing Absorbine in my si able for the

past six years, and have had better results from It than anything
of the kind that I ever used. My wife got thrown rrom a buggy
and her wrist put out of place, and she tells me that Absorbine
helps it more than anything she has tried. She uses It full

strength. Yours truly, J. E. Uabrbtt
Absorbine $-' per bo i tie. express prepaid.

Address W. F. YOUNG, P D. F, Springfield, Mass.

Strikel—if they don't give youJackson's Napa Soda

wber> you ask for it.

Entries to all class harness races for the California

State Fair will close Monday, July 10th. The Lob

Angeles meeting doses July 8tb, so owners and train,

ers will have a line on the horses and get a good idea

as to the classes in which they they think they have

the beBt chances to win. Every harness horse owner
who desires to see the California State Fair regain its

old time prestige should enter his horses there this

year. A new track, new grounds and new buildings

will furnish exoellent accommodations for all and a

big attendance Is assured.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

Comiag .Events,

Rod.

April l-Sept. w. Oct. I6-Fet>. 1—Open season (or talcing steel-

iead In tidewater.

April l-S-?pt. 15—Closed season for lobs tei-a and crawflsh.

April I- Nov. 1—Trout season open.

Juue l-Jan. 1—Open season for black basa.

July 6—Saturday Fly-Casting Contest No. 8. Stow lake. 2:89

p.m.
July 9—Sunday Fly OnstlDg Contest No. 8. Stow lake, 10 a. m
Sept. 10-Oct. 16-Close season In tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. lQ-Oct. Hi—Clo.f j season for catching salmon.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

watur.

Nov. l-Sept. 1—Open .season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.
God.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and

iage ben.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April 1-Oct. 15—Close season for Englisn snipe.

June 27, 3J—The Interstate Association's Grand American Han
dicap Target tournament, Indianapolis, lod.; $!000 added money,
Elmer E. Sbaner, Secretary-Manager, Pittsburg, Pa.

July Washington Gun Club. Blue rooks. Kimball-Upson
grounds, Sacramento. Cal.

July i-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

July -2—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

July 2—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Julv 2, ii5—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View,
Cal.

July 9—Empire Gun Club. Blue rocks. Alameda Junction.

July 9—California Wing Club. Live pigeons. Ingleside.

July 9, 23-Flsh and Game Gun Club Blue rocks. San Jose.

July 16—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

July 30—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Aug 1-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Aug. 29 30—Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks.
Denver. Col.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks.

Alameda Junction.

Sept. 12. 13. 14—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of
S. F Trapshooting Ass n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs, Butte
county. H. Haselbusch, manager
Sept. 30-Oct, 1—Biggs Gun Club. Two-day bluerock tournament.

Biggs, Cal.

Bench Shows.

July 6, 7, 8—Pacific Sheep Dog
Cruz. Geo W. Sl'.l, Secretary.

V.

s.

j Club, Second annual show. Santa
A. K. C. rules.

Aug. 15. 18—Orange dmnty Agricultural Society. Middletown,
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug. 23. 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show in New York City. A A Vanderbilt, Secretary.

Aug. 31-Sept 2—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. I. Francis M.
Ware. Secretary

Sept. Stockton Kennel Club. F. A. Geisea, Secretary, Stock-
ton, Cal.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M. W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 27. 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Nov 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-Djo. I—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price, Secretary.

1906.
Feb. 12, 15— Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt.

McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm.
Emery, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F.
Steadman. Secretary.

Field Trials.

Aug. 15—Iowa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.
O. Bui 55, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club. Inaugural trials.

Grand Forks. N. D A E. Palmer, Secretary. Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept A—Nebraska Field Trial Association. 4th annual trials.
O'NeiM.Nob. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary. O'Neill, Neb.
Sept. 6-Maoltoba Fitld Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La

Salle Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Wlnnepeg Man.
Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials

LadQor, B C. B. S Rolstou, Secretary, Vancouver. B. C.

B -Ohio Field Trial Association Wasnlngton Court House,
O O. T, Phillips, Secretary. Columbus, O.

Oct. v> Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Seller* whelped on or after January 1, 1904. whose dams have

m, III , entries close July 1. Address
Am. FIfId Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Hutsonvllle. 111.

S. H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary. Marshall, 111.

Nov Iodiaoa Field Trial Club, {Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, Ind,

II -International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wall*, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.
Dec. 2—Conu: ' rial Club, IHb annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

10OO.
Jan Puclfio Coast Field Trials Club. 23d annual trials-

Bakurofleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Franclhco.

The English Coursing Classic.

The laxity of Interest In the open coursing In some
of the Middle West sections and other partB of the

country where it once flourished has been a matter of

regret to many sportsmen. The difficulty of procur-
ing "jacks" recently has threatened the continuance
of enclosed coursing on the Coast. The opposition of

th'; so-oalled immune societies and their following is

also a dampener.
Whether the game will ever again become ae popu-

lar as in former years is a debatable matter. That it

is still popular in certain quarters is beyond question.

In England the sport retains its popularity, which

grows with years. What the Derby is to the racing

man, the Oxford and Cambridge boat rece to the

rowing man, the Waterloo cup is to the coursing

man. Those who are not coursing men have perhaps

but a dim idea of what the Waterloo cup is. Many
know that this is a sport in which Greyhounds and

hares take a prominent part, but others share the

blissful ignorance of the sportsman who declined to

name his pick for the Waterloo cup until he knew
who was "up."
Coursing is pursued inmost parts of England, but

Lancashire is the great coursing county. There are

countless minor stakes, but the Waterloo cup is the

event of the year. The pick of England's Greyhounds

compete, and only the pick, for none but pedigree

dogs whose names are in the studbook may enter, and

the number of entries is limited to 64.

All the dogs are drawn against each other in pairsj

then the winners of the first and second pairs meet
each other, and so on down the whole liBt. The draw
takes place at Liverpool the night before the event,
usually in a room at one of the leading hotels. Cards
bearing the numbers of the 64 dogs are drawn alter-

nately from two ancient jugs of Staffordshire pottery
which have assisted at the draw for years past.

The smoke room is thronged with sturdy, red-
faced, open-air men, mostly in cloth caps and gaiters,
and the air is thick with tobaceo smoke and "doggy"
technicalities. An election committee room on the
eve of the declaration of a parliamentary poll is calm
and unenthusiastic compared with the smoke room
when the draw has been made and the experts know
which dog is to meet which the following morn.
And on the following morn all Liverpool and most

all Lancashire flock to AUcar by road and rail. A
black army of men, ten deep, wind like a mighty
serpent over the flat, green country till they come to
the held where the start is to be made. They settle,

like a swarm of locusts, on a coign of vantage, usually
one of the long, high banks which abound. Before
them stretches a big flat, bare of life save for the
judge and the committeemen and a screen behind
which a man in a red coat and gaiters is holding the
first pair of dogs in leash.

Afar off over the countryside is a vague shouting,
which gradually comes nearer, as the beaters close in
on the hares, which have been fed up and left un-
molested for weeks before coursing begins. Presently
tiny black figures waving their arms appear on the
sky line. They resolve themselves into men, and then
little specks appear running about the ground in
front of them. At length one of these little specks
becomes a hare, and comes galloping along past the
fatal screen.
The dogs are eager and strain madly at the leash.

The man gives the hare fair law, runs with the dogs
till they are evenly behind the hare, and then slips

them. Quick as the hare runs she has no chance in a
straight race with the dogs, which can cover 16 feet
at a jump. Her hope Is in dodging, and a good hare,
by the speed with which she turns, will escape the
dogs for some minutes. Then she turns the fraction
of a second too late, and there is nothing left of her
but a limp piece of fur dangling in the vicelike jaws
of her slayer.

Som.btim.es the hare wiH manage to keep dodging
till the dogs, which have lesB staying power than a
hare, are tired out, and then Bhe goes off, practically
leaving the dogs at a standstill, pursued by cheers
and cries of "good hare, " or sometimes she is lucky
enough to find Banctuary in a drain or some other
place into which the dogs cannot follow.

When all the hares out of one stretch of the country
have been beaten up a move is made to another flat.

The spectators flock across the fields in a joyous mob,
scrambling over dykes, leaping over ditches, and
sometimes plunging into them. It may be necessary
to make four or five shifts during the day, and the
sportsman who wishes to see all the sport must be a
good pedestrian and possess workmanlike boots and
gaiters.
The ruleB of coursing are rather complicated. The

dog which "kills" does not necessarily win the course.
Certain minor points are taken into consideration.
They are a9 follows: (1) Speed, (2) the go-by, (3) the
turn, (4) the wrench, (5j the kill.

In judging "speed" consideration is given as to

wheiher the dog has lost ground at the start or had
to run on the "outside" of the other dog, owing to the
direction taken by the hare.

In the "go-by" a dog starts a clear length behind
the other dog, yet gets a clear length before him in a

straight run.
A "turn" 1b when a hare, finding the dogs close on

her, suddenly turns off at not less than a right angle.
Tho "wrench" is when she turns at less than a right
angle.
As to the "kill" the merit of that depends on

whether the dog oatches the hare purely by his speed
and skill or whether she foolishly gives blm the
chance or is "turned" into him by the other dog.
The meeting lasts three days. On the first day the

32 first heats and the 16 second heats for the cup are
run. On the second and third days the remaining
heats for the cup are run, as well as those for the
Waterloo purse, which is a consolation prize for the
32 dogs beaten in the first round of the cup, and the

Waterloo plate, which is a consolation prize for the 16
dogs beaten in the second round.
Four dogs are always left for the third day of the

cup. Hares which are seen to be weak as they run
past the screen are allowed to escape. Sometimes four
or five slip away unchased befor a "strong" hare
comes along worthy to be coursed by these four good
dogs.
The winner of the Waterloo cup gets $2500 in cash,,

the runner-up $1000, the third and fourth $250 each, .

and the remainder smaller amounts. The money-,
comes out of the entrance fees, which at 3125 each
realize $8000 for 64 entries.
But, in addition to the $2500—which often does

Dot cover the expense of the dog's training—the/
owner of the winning dog holds till the next year a
necklace made of links on which are engraved the^
names of all the winners of previous years. Afresh'
link is added every year. Only eight owners have
won the cup more than once. Col. North made the
record, winning it four times straight off—1889 to
1892—with the same dog, the famous Pullerton. Begin- .

ning with this year the Earl of Sefton, on whose
estate the meeting is held, has added a valuable cup
for the winner.
A coursing Greyhound is trained as carefully as a

race horse. Ab a pup he is usually entrusted to a
farmer who accepts such charges, and under whose
care he leads a rural life, free from anxiety^ and
sweetened by good milk and fresh air.

When the dog is half-grown he is taken off this
"walk" as it is called, and after a while allowed to
run loose with his mate The two young dogs play
"hare and hounds" literally, and course each other in
play until they develop into athletic dogs, sound in
wind and limb. They are fed on the best of the land
and kept groomed till they are as glossy as new silk
hats.

DOINGS IN DOGCOM.

;r

BEST AMERICAN BRED POINTER.

The following communication is self explanatory.
Mason's King has been systematically touted all over
the Coast as a wonderful Pointer. He is, and in a class
by himself, one that a sportsmen who wants a dog to
work to the gun has no use for:

2941 La Salle Ave.,
Los Angeles, June 22, 1904.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Dear Sir: In
your issue of May 20th tbe special awards at the San
Francisco dog show gave Mason's King as the winner
of the cup for "Best American bred Pointer owned oi

the Pacific Coast." This cup was awarded to m
bitch Faith and the cup is now in my possession.

I would not trouble you about this correction only
there seems to be a concerted effort to withhold the
credit of this win from my dog. One kennel (?) paper
which devoted its entire -pace to this show and giving
all the awards, accidentally omitted this one (and this
one only). Mr. Chute, the ring s.eward, marked up
the award book giving this special to Mason's King,
and when I asked to be allowed to compete for the
cup I had to call Mr. Ashton's attention to it per-
sonally before I was allowed to bring my dog into tbe
ring. Mr. Chute tried to argue the question until
finally Mr. Ashton told him there was no comparison
between the dogs.
While I do not consider it any honor to beat this

dog I do not wish any of my dogs to rest under the
stigma of having been beaten by Mason's King. I

know that this error was not made by your paper,
but I hope you can see your way clear to rectify it,

and oblige. Yours sincerely,
Wm. J. Morris.

THE DOG IN AMERICA.

The first adequate treatment of the dog in America
is given in "The Dog Book. " Mr. James Watson, the
author, has been a dog breeder and student for nearly
forty years, both in this country and in England.
This long experience, both as a judge at shows and a
practical fancier, has been supplemented by exhaustive
research, in consequence, his work is really the initial

adequate and comprehensive treatment of tbe dog in

America. It is replete with practical information as

to buying and breeding dogs, their care and the like.

Each separate breed is described at length: its origin,

special qualities, points of the perfect type, and its

value. The unprecedented increase, in recent years,

of interest in canine affairs and dogs is evidenced by
the number and prosperity of the Kennel Associations,

and this great book will, beyond question, be the
standard on the subject. It is the only publication,

here or elsewhere, in which the possibilities of photo-
graphic illustrations for dog portraits and animals in

motion has been made use of. The work will be in 10

parts of about 80 pages each. Parts 1 and 2 are al-

ready issued. Part 3 is devoted to the Irish and
Gordon Setters, Clumber and Sussex Spaniels. The
chapters devoted to the Irish Setter are interesting

in the extreme and beautifully illustrated, among the
engravings is one of Mr. J. Wulffsohn's, of Victoria,

B. C., Irish Setter Jeannot, one of the best of the
breed on the Coast.

The "early history" is good and readable for any-
one. Then there is for the "dog man" thechapter on
pedigree. It will do a lot of good for breeding in

general if new beginners will understand that "pedi-

gree" is not merely names. So far, this particular In

feature 6eems £o have escaped the attention of the

orltlcs and we believe fancierB will greatly appreciate

it when they read it,

Mr. Watson requests us to announce that he is

desirous of proouring pictures of good dogs, past and
present, of all breeds. Such of them received that

are wanted back by the sender, will be returned, if a

request to that effect, and also the address, are written

on the back of the photo.

Santa Cruz show opens next Thursday and closes

Saturday. We are informed that" the exhibit will

have entries enough for a two point show, _
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Silkwood Kennels' Bull Terrier Croydon Czar served

Silkwood Daisy Belle, May 10th. W. W. Smith's
Oakland Queen (litter sister of Edgewood Jean II)

May 31st and Walter Hobart's Lady Venom, June
13th. Czar has been a good producing sire, theBe

breedings should produce some exoellent puppies.

"Can dogs find their way home from a distance?"
Is a question frequently asked. It's according to the
dog. If it is one you want to get rid of he can find

his way back from Africa. If he is a valuable one he
is apt to get lost if he goes around the corner.

WITH THE ANGLERS.

STOCKING OF SIEKKA WATERS.

The Pish Commission last year shipped and liber-

ated in the Sierra waters 605,000 trout fry from the
SiBSon hatchery and 1,055,000 taken and deposited
from the Tahoe hatchery. This distribution was as

follows: Prom Sisson hatchery, AuguBt 15, Upper
Truckee, 35,000 Eastern Brook; August 15, Upper
Truckee, 25,000 Eastern Brook; August 16, Echo
Lake, Granite Creek and Taylor Creek, 10,000 Eastern
Brook; August 16, Echo Lake, 5000 Land Locked;
August 16, Echo Lake, 5000 Loch Leven; September
30, Prosser and Deep Creek (Carpenter & Tripolette)
35,000 Eastern Brook; September 2, Donner Lake,
20,000 Eastern Brook; September 24, Truckee River,
(S. McKay) 60,000; September 24, near Boca 60,000 My
Kiss; September 25, Independence Lake, (MrB.
Clemens) 100,000 My Kiss; S-ptember 27, Webber
Lake (P. and J. Jordan) 100.000 My Kiss; September
27, A. S. Nichols, Sierraville, 25,000 Eastern Brook;
September 27, Freeman and Vineyard, Cisco, 40,000
Eastern Brook, 10,000 Eastern Brook, 10,000 Loch
Leven, 5000 Land Locked, 30,000 My Kiss; September
27, Summit, Cedar Creek, 10.000 Eastern Brook; Sep-
tember 27, Emigrant Gap, 25,000 Rainbow; September
27, Wm. Shaw, 15,000 Eastern Brook List of trout
fry planted in Truckee and vicinity. Total 605,000.
Plant of My Kiss (cut-throat trout) made in Lake

Tahoe and lakes and streams tributary thereto and
hatched at Tahoe hatchery:
August 5, Taylor Creek, 60,000; August 6, Green

Biy, (Fallen Leaf) 50,000; August 10, Glenn Pine, 40,-

000; August 10, lake near Granite Creek, 7000; August
11, Glenn Pine, (Abe Darlington) 120,000; August 16,

Silver Lake and Cable Creek, 25,000; Augu6t 22,

Floatine Island Lake, 30.000; August 23, Cascade
Lake, 40,000; August 21. Little Truckee, 40.000;
August 28, Echo Lake (W E. Eagirn and J. S. Beiske)
50,000; September 1, Angora Lake, 40,000: September
6, Granite Lake, 40,000; September 9, Glenn Pine
Creek, 40,000; September 13, Taylor Creek, 40,000;
September 15, Angora Lake, 40 000; September 16,

Trout and Woodford Creeks, 40,000; August 25, Bur-
ton Creek, 15,000; August 27, Five Lakes, (J. B
Scott) 15,000; August 29, Ward Creek, 20,000; Septem-
ber 1, Burton Creek, $10,000; September 1, Blackwood
Creek, 30 000; Sept 1, McKinney Crepk, 15.000; Sep-
tember 2, Quail and Midden Creeks, 30.000; Septem-
ber 2. McKinney Creek, 30,000; Sept. 3, PhippB Creek,
30,000; September 9, Loon and Pleasant Creeks, (J.
Darrington) 25,000; September 9, Overton Creek, (C.
T Bins) 7000; September 25, Rock Bound Lake,
(Martin Low) 6000; October 1, Watson Lake, (L. T.
R. R. Co ) 6000; October 2, Ward Creek, 20 000;
October 2, Truckee River near Deer Park, (J. B.
Scott) 10 000; October 2, Burton Creek, 20.000; Octo-
ber 2, Slim Jim Creek, 20,000; October 3 Donner
Creek, above dam. 15,000; October 3, Truckee River,
near dam, (S. McKay) 15,000; October 3, Lake Tahoe,
near hatchery, 1500.

BIO MACKINAW TROUT CAUGHT
E. L. Heller of New York, a guest at the Tallao

HouBe, Lake Tahoe, landed, with an eight ounce rod,
one day last week a 29J pound Mackinaw trout. The
biff fish was played for two hours on the light tackle
before it was landed.
Mackinaw trout were planted in the lake nearly ten

years ago by R. W. McFarland and have been taken
frequently The fish Is a char and in the great lakes,
Individual fish of this variety of trout have been
taken that weighed over one hundred pounds. It is

a denizen of the deeper waters and has this dis-
tinguishing feature that, while it has the Bpotted
characteristics of the trout family, the fish unlike
moBt of its cousins, has not a particle of red coloring
or spots on its body.

TROUT PLENTIFUL IN TAHOE.

Deputy Fish Commi-sioner Welch who was recently
at Truckee and about that section of the State for a
week or more visiting the different local Pish and
Game Protective Associations, speaking of a visit to
Lake Tahoe, where he went to look after the interest
of the different kinds of trout, stated that never in
his official capacity had he seen trout so plentiful as
they are this year in Lake Tahoe If it was not for
the State law protecting the finny tribes, tons of fish

would be shipped daily to the markets. There are at
least twenty-five men fishing there every day and
each one Is making good money. The fishermen are
receiving from 25 to 40 centB per pound for their fish,

and they are unable to supply the demand. The
usual price for lake trout there at this time of the
year ia 15 cents per pound.

The Big Stoney In Colusa county Is generally good
at this time of the year. A trip to the stream was
made recently by a party of anglers composed of W.
W. Richards, Walter D. Mansfield, Ed Everett and
John Seibe. Each of the party had well filled creels
on their return. The stream waB found to be un-
usually high, which argues excellent fly-fishing there,
at present. The trout had a liking for No. 6 flies

rather than the usual smaller ones. A. No. 1 spoon is

also a good killer.

Some excellent catches of trout have recently been
taken In the Little Sur in Monterey county.

Over twenty-five boats were out on Lake Merritt
last Sunday and bait fishing for striped bass was fairly
good. Between 40 and 50 fish were taken, nearly all

small ones. The largest bass in Bert Spring's catch
was a 4-pounder. The water in the lake has been high
or low, according to the tides, for several weeks pa6t
the flood gates have been kept open all the time.

Salmon are now running off Capitola and Santa
Cruz, and, it is reported, gradually leaving the waters
off Monterey. So'me large catches of fine fish have
been recently taken off Capitola where a large flotilla

of boats can be Been daily, the occupants of which
enjoy the sport hugely.

Fly-fishing in the streams of the Santa Cruz
mountains is now in full swing and anglers who make
the trip to that delightful region are being repaid
with well filled baskets.

Anglers who have tried the Paper Mill and other
streams in the vicinity of Point Reyes have had fairly

good sport recently. ^
AT THE TRAPS.

The Eureka Gun Club held its regular monthly
shoot, June 18th, at its grounds on the Humboldt bay
peninsula. The diamond medal of the first class
remains in the Parker family and Dr. Loofbourrow
was relieved of the leather medal of the kindergarten
class. In the diamond medal class, Frank Parker
who had won it twice in succession relinquished the
prize to his brother, Wiley Parker, and in the other
class, J. Black, a new recruit, commenced with the
leather medal to work his way up to the diamond.
Following was the score at 25 targets:
Buhne 17, Frank Parker 15, Perrott 19, Clanton 21,

Loofbourrow 15, Kelly 21, Wiley Parker 22, Black 12
Dungan 15, C. C Falk 18, Cook 20.
At a business meeting of the club it developed that

the Woodpecker Club has ceased to exist and its club
house, traps and other paraphernalia adjoining the
Eureka Club's grounds, together with several of Its
members, have been absorbed by the Eureka Club.
The members taken in by the old club are Messrs!
Black, Dean, Wilson, Carmichael and Clancy.
At the meeting it was decided to entertain all of the

other gun clubs of the county at an Inter-club shoot
and barbecue to be held on the peninsula grounds
Sunday, July 2, and accordingly invitations for a
grand reunion have been issued.

The Golden Gate Gun Club regular shoot for July
will take place at Ingleside tomorrow;

A pigeon shoot and outing wilt take place at
Reclamation, Sonoma county, in August, under the
auspices oi the "old" Lincoln Gun Club. A good
time is an assurance to those who will be present.

At the Millwood Gun Club shoot, June 25th, four
regular events were shot as follows:

First event, freeze out—Won by W. Price, 9 straight
Wm Johnson was runner up. The other entries were:
Haas, Van Norden, Collins Jr., Brown, Wagner, and
White.
Second event, medal shoot, 25 targets, 16 yardB rise

—

Ashlin 17, Turpin 10, Knickl7, Collins, Sr 13, CollinB,

Jr. 17, Smith 9, Brown 14, Johnson 16, Lacoste 11,

Wagner 14, Lock wood 15, Willigrod 12, Haas 17,

White 14, Wayman 18, Lynch 12. Wayman won for
the month.
Third event, cup race, 25 targets, 16 yards rise

—

Turpin 9, Haas 18, Wayman 20, Lacoste 5, Lynch 20,

Lockwood 11, Johnson 21, Brown 15, Van Norden 20,

Wagner 17, Lilly 10, Lewis 11, CoJins, Sr. 16, Ashlin
22, Lyman 20, Price 23, Collins, Jr. 20, Knick 15,

Potter 15. Wm. Price won the cup for the month.
Fourth event, 20 targets, 16 yards rise, sealed con-

ditions—Wayman 13, Wagner 6, Lewis 11, Price 14,

Haas 19, Lynch 10, Brown 6, Ashlin 15. Johnson 17,

Collins, Jr. 10, Turpin 9, Van Norden 18, Lockwood
13, Collins, Sr. 12. R. Haas won for the month.
At the regular meeting of the club the following

officers were elected for the coming year: Wm. Price,
president; R. Haas, vice-president; Robt. Van Norden,
secretary-treasurer; Wm. Johnson, field captain.
The club is in a very prosperous condition and if the

members will always turn out in good force as they
did last Sunday, will be one of the best in the State.

The Blue Rock Club of Bakerefield held a successful
shoot at the club grounds on June 11th.
Captain Shatter, U. S. A., made the highest score

of the day, breaking 85 out of 100 targets. Scofield
was a close second with 80 and Yancey third, with a
percentage of 78 8-9.

Yancey got his shooting eye late in the day.- In the
first three matches he fell way below his average but
in the last three he broke ten straight twice and nine
the third.

Mr. W. S. Tevis, the president of the club, has in-
formed the members that they may have the club
house on the old grounds at the race track if they will
move it. The house can be moved very easily and at
a small expense and it is more than likely that it sill

be in place on the new grounds in time for the next
shoot.
The scores made were as follows:

Shot at Broke Per Cent
Shatter 100 85 85
Scofield 100 80 80
Yancey 90 71 788-9
Henry 70 54 77 1-7

Getchel 90 68 75 1-9

Tupman 100 72 72
Stoner 90 61 677-9
Jewett 70 45 642-7
Ferg-ison 70 40 57 1-7

Packard 100 57 57
Whitney 90 49 54 4-9

Oswald 40 21 521-2
Hochheimer 20 9 45
Kllpstein 50 19 38

On June lS'.h the regular Sunday blue rock shoot of

the club took place and the honors of the day again
went to Captain Shatter, who broke 87 out of a possi-
ble 100. Mr. Scofield was second with 85, and Clem
Wilson third with 82. Mr. Wilson had the best
record for straights, breaking his first 20.

Following is the record of totals of the shoot:
Shatter shot at 100, broke 87; Scofield 100-85; Wil-

son 100-82; Tupman 100-79; Oswald 60-34: Packard
125-81; I Hochheimer 100-50; Whitnev 96-67; Fergu-
son 100-51; Henry 120-83; Nelson 140-104.

The Santa Rosa Gun Club held the second of the
series of shoots for the Laflin & Rand silver cup on
June 25th. The cup shoot resulted in a tie between
Mead, Guiltnan and Young, who will shoot the tie

off July 9th. The participants and scores were:
McCutchan, 25 targets, at 20 yards, broke 19;

Juilllard 16-18-20; Fehrman 16-17-20: Morrow 28-16-
20; Edmunds 28-16-12; Hesse 26-16-15; Mead 30-14-21;
Slusser 25-18-18; Young 28-16-21; Guiltnan 30-14-21;
Draper 28-16-15; Wilson 27-16-9 (withdrew); Seager
30-14-20; McQulddit 30-14-20; Hopper 30-14-19.

The Club medal shoot held at the same time was
won by Slusser for the second time. The participants
and records were:
Mead, 28 targets, 18 vards, 16 broke; Morrow 28-18-

21; McCutchan 25-20-20; Pehrman 25-20-15; Slusser
28-18-26; Edmunos 28-18-16; Juilliaro 28-18-13; Hesse
28-18-19; Guiltnan 30-16-21; Seager 30-14-5 (with-
drew); Wilson 28-16-8 (withdrew); Draper 30-16-17;
Young 16-30-15 (withdrew)..

The Belvidere Gun Club was recently organized and
will conduct a series of trap shoots at the club
groundson thenorth end of Belvidere island, Tiburon.
The grounds are fitted up with three expert traps,

Sergeant system, which are operated by electric pulls.

The list of membership is the following: A. C.
Adbr, L. S. Adams Jr. Dr. George L. Bean, Robert
B. Bain Jr., F. T. Bowers, Dr L. L Dunbar, C W.
Evans, Dr. B. W. Haines, Fred W. Kelley, W. C.
Leavltt, Dr. S. R. Marvin, Dr. L. McLain, Dr. Clyde
Payne, W. D. Page, S. B. Plant, Abbott Russell, F.

W. Runyon, Charles J. Youngberg and G. W. Bates.

The Stockton Gun Club held its first target shoot of

the Beason on June 18th at the grounds near J. T.
Stevenson's model roadBide resort at the Intersection
ef the old French Camp turnpike and the highway
leading to the steel bridge. Being the first, the Bhoot
was not well attended. Only seven of the gun club
members were present, and, as might be expected
because of a year's lack of practice, the scores made
were poor. Even Charles Merrill broke only seven
out of ten blue rocks.
A blue rock shoot will be held by the club every

Sunday afternoon at the Bame grounds, and later on
there wiil be a live pigeon shoot if birds can be ob-
tained. The largest pigeon loft in San Joaquin
county Is at the Kidd ranch, on Union island, but it

Was recently depleted by the sale of 1400 birds to San
Francisco trap shooting clubs, leaving only about a
hundred pairs for breeding. This pigeon loft was
started by Tom Williams during his residence on the
island, for the purpose of raising birds to shoot at the
traps.

The Interstate Association Grand American Handi-
cap began on Tuesday at Indianapolis under the best
auspices. In the events preliminary to the Grand
American bluerock handicap shoot on Wednesday W.
R. Crosby of O'Fallen, 111., was high gun with 199
breaks out of a possible 200. He missed his first tar-
get. Fred Gilbert, of Spirit Lake, Iowa was second,
with 196. The feature event of the day was the State
amateur five-man team shooting at 500 targets—100
per man. The first squad from Ohio carried off the
honors with a total of 474 breaks.

Trap shooting in the Hawaiian Territory has
apparently caught on with the sportsmen of the
islands as the following account of a recent meet of
Honolulu shooters will show.
The fourth semi-annual shoot of the Hawaiian Gun

Club was held at its finely situated range in Manoa
Valley, May 30th. It was a perfect day for trap-
shooting, with no strong wind to mar the flights of
the targets. The house committee, composed of
Messrs. Porter, Harvey and Gares, were rewarded for
their efforts by having present the largest crowd of
spectators in the history of the club. From start to
finish great interest was taken in the several matches
making up the day's sport, especially by the large
number of visitors present, the majority of whom bad
never witnessed this class of shooting, woicb is bound
to become one of the island's most popular sports. A
fine chowder luncheon was served during the noon
hour, after which the three concluding matches were
shot off.

J. W. Harvey carried off the individual honorB of

the day by winning the high average cup with the
fine average of 90%. A. E. Walker and L. C. King
were second and tuird with 84% and 75%. H. E.
Gares pushed Harvey hard for honors. Gares won the
20-bird handicap, known angles, and the lO.bird

scratch, unknown angles. Irwin Spalding won the
weekly challenge cup with 20 out of 25 targets.

Harvey won the cup twice previously, it now goes
into his permanent possession.

The great growth In popularity of the Hawaiian
Gun Club during two short years of existence wbb
shown not only In this shoot, but also in the fact that
the club Is proving to be a regular rendezvous for the
field shooters of Oahu during the closed game season.

After a short delay, caused by the non-arrival of a
few participants, the first event, 20-blrd scratch,

known angles, for President D. P R. Isenberg's cup
cup and the championship of the club, was call'? 1

Out of the five entries J. W. Harvey took

with eighteen breaks out of 20; K B. Porter

-

16 out of 20. This was the second time Mr.
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targets accurately until 30 to 40 yards away, and

this means a great deal to many shooters. Sheard s

win of the Multnomah medal, on 23 out of 25, the high

score out of 125 entries is an evidence of the back-

ground problem.
The shoot was not finally concluded until bunday

June 25th—four days instead of three,

consequence, had to leave before

dTff^n angle traps sprung when least expected.

ptftheventv .tors match, 10 birds known angles

Fir pr ze^p won by E. Wilder 8 .out of W: second

p won by J. Tavas 7 out of 10. J. Tavas and

T Treadway having tied for second place, Tavas won

out in the shoot off with 10 straight, an exceedingly

rood score for a beginner. This event, although

Something new in the history of the club, proved to

be^thly interesting, the result showing that hers

The San Francisco contingent who were present

and participated are loud in their praises of Oregon

hospitality and goodfellowship.

There was, among the northern sportsmen, quite a

sentiment in favor of holding the tournament next

year in San Francisco. At the meeting of the asso-

ciation, however, Walla Walla was selected. Ihis

choice is a good one, the grounds and other facilities

and accommodations for visiting shooters being most

acceptable. A large number of the shooters at the

tournament expressed their intentions of attending

the Interstate shoot at Ingleside in September.

A J Webb won the individual championship medal

(the last regular event shot; on Sunday. The race

was at 25 targets, known traps, unknown angles, en-

trance $1, medal and 50% of next entrance to winner,

50% of purse to second, 30% to third and 20%' to fourtn TWO GOOD WINS
high gun. Webb scored straight in this event, bo

did Del Cooper and another shooter. Webb and

Cooper again scored straight on the first sboot-off,

and Webb won the final on the score of 24 to It.

During the shoot Webb made 10 straights in various

events T. B. Ware of Spokane was the cup winner

PETERS' POINTS.

Another State championship has been corralled
with Peters' shells At the State tournament held at
Rahway, N J , June 6th to 8th, Mr. F. C. Bissett won
New Jersey State Championship, using Peters'
Premier shells.

At Guthrie, Okla., May 23th and 24th, Mr. C. F.
Renst, using Peters' shells won high amateur average,
shooting the first day from the 20 yard mark, and
from 18 yards the second day.
Mr. Tryon won high amateur average at the Cedar

Springs, Ohio tournament, June 6th and 7th, shooting
"PaIjPi'r' Tdpflls

At Louisville, Ky., May 29th to 31st, Mr. Woolfolk
Henderson of Lexington, won high amateur average
at the Brewers' Exchange trophy. Messrs. Victor
Dodge, Quincy Ward and Henderson winning three
man team race, all shooting Peters' shells.

Mr. E. B. Barker's shooting at the Cincinnati Gun
Club, on Decoration Day was especially noteworthy,
owing to the rain and tbe poor light. He averaged
91%, winning the Du Pont cup and the championship
of the club. Mr. John Coleman was second, both
using Peters' shells.

"on^ne opening day J W. Brad rick won the Ana-

J. W. Bradrick won the Anaconda cup at Portland
on Juno 22d. He broke 25 straight and outshot a field

cf 125 entries. He also won the Phil B. Bekeart per-
petual challenge cup, at Ingleside, May 30tb, breaking
94 out of 100 shooting against 14 contestants. Brad-
rick shoots "Ballistite.

"

besides the Gun Club member, know how-to rtoot. ~- _p^„5_?_ straight. L. E. Reed of

™™„V « *„" . finish Ohiowa, Neb., also scored straight but was ineligible

7,"jac°o"b"s'on" and "Colburn each 6 Enos Cutting

Tnd Drummood each 5, Meyers 5, Charlock 3, Pen-

^slxThVvent^-bTrd^handicap, known angles-Prize,

Weekly Challenge Cup, to be won three times I

Spalding won this cup, with a net score of 20 out of

25 targets. This is the third time Mr. Spalding has

won this oup, thereby giving him the cup for good.

Seventh event, 10-bird consolation, known angles-

Open to those who had not won a prize during the

day. First prize, elkskin hunting shoes, won by A.

R Rowatt 10 out of 15. Second prize, 100 cartridges,

won by W. Lanz 9 out of 13. Third prize, hunting

coat, won by R B. Booth, 9 out of 14. Messrs. Lanz

Booth and Charlock having tied for second place wit

n

anetscoreof9breal-s, the shoot off gave W. Lanz

second and R. B Booth third places, respectively. J.

W Harvey was then awarded the high average cup,

his average for the day's shooting being 90 per cent.

by reason of non-membership in the association. W.
F Sheard of Tacoma, Wash., was the previous holder

of the cup. This race is at 25 targets, unknown an-

gles, $4 entrance, 16 yards rise. Bradrick will also

receive 50% of the entrance money next year.

The Multnomah Medal (25 targets, known angles,

reversed pull, entrance $4) was tied for on the opening

day by W. F. Sheard and J. P. Hollohan of Wallace,

Idabo, each breaking 24 targets. On Sunday they

tied again and on the second shoot-off, Sheard won

out on 23 breaks. C. D. Plank of Denver also broke 24

in this event on the opening day, but being a trade

representative was barred. E. F. Confarr of LiviDg-

Btoh, Mont , won the medal last year.

The closing race of the opening day was for the

V. M. C. WINS.

At the regular club target shoot of the Millwood
Gun Club held Sunday, June 25, '05, eighteen shooters
took part. T. Wayman won the medal event for the
month with U. M. C. "Mageslic P. S " shells. Wm.
Price won the cup event for the month with U. M C.
"Magic P. S." with the good score of 23 out of 25
targets at 16 yards. R. Haas won the cuff button
event for the month with U. M. C. "Magic P S."
with the excellent score of 1» out of 20 targets at 16
yards rise. Out of the eighteen shooters who took
part, fifteen used U. M. C shells.

and C. A. Henkel of Harrington, Wash., tied. On the

first shoot-off, Sheard and Bigelow tied, and Bigelow

finally won out with 25 Straight. The ties were shot

off on Sunday. E. F. Confarr was the previous holder

of the trophy. ,,,„„.
The Walla Walla Brownlee medal (20 targets, ex-

nert rules, indicator pull, known angles, 4 unknown,
son 0/ the reduction works, who is president of the Pe

k
r

trap, one man up, S4 entrance) was won on
Montana State Sportsmen's Association, Invited the i,™" £• Cooper of Bellingham, Wash., who
experts to come down to Anaconda, visit the smelters £ J' „ g Em f SeaUle, was the previous
and to have a good time. Not in many a day will '

POPULARITY OF U. M. C. IN THENORTHWEST.
The annual tournament of the Sportsmen's Associa-

tion of the Northwest was held in Portland, June 22,
Brownlee trophy (25 targets, unknown angles, reverse

23 and 2i _ under the au9p ices of the Multnomah Rod
pull, $4 entrance) and was finished on r rid ay. A J. and Gun clubt There were present 143 shoottrs
Webb, W. F. Sheard, A. P Bigelow of Ogden, Utah, Thig unusual number necessitated an extra

A notable gathering of snuoters were present at the

Anaconda race track on June 14th. The best shots

of the Anaconda Rod and Gun Club stood on the

firing line tfith five of the crack shooters of the

country all the afternoon. Manager E P. Mathew-

Anaconda see so much gun talent in one squad break-

ing blue rocks.
There were Col. Tom A. Marshal, J. L. D. Morrison

and Jim Head, representing the Union Metallic Cart-

ridge Company; Jack Faoniog, representing the

Infallible Powder; C- D. Plank of the Ballistite Pow-
der Company, and H. C. Hirschy of the Winchester

Repeating Arms Company. There wereother experts

there also, but they were not shooting

Col W. S. Doty, of Butte, who was secretary of the

association meeting at Bozeman, last week, has lately

taken a position with the Winchester ArmsCompany

The Globe trophy race (50 targets, 10 known traps,

unknown angles; 10 known traps, unKnown angles,

reverse pull, use of both barrels. Ten known traps,

known angles; 10 known traps, known angles, reverse

pull; 5 pairs one man up, entrance $5) was started

Saturday and the ties shot off on Sunday. Tbe race

is of secondary importance to the individual obam-
pionship race. Bigelow, Henkel and W. H. Seaver

each broke 45 out of 50. Mr. Seaver waB not in tbe

trophy competition and Bigelow won on the sboot-off.

Confarr was previous holder of tbe trophy.

The Rillings team, E F. Confarr (20), W. A. Sel-

day's
attendance in order to shoot off ties.

Among the noteworthy events were the winning of
the Anaconda Cup by J. W. Bradrick, of San Fran-
cisco, Cal ; the Brownlee Medal by Del Cooper, of
Bellingham, Wash.; the Indivioual Cbampimi-bip by
A J. Webb, of Emeryville, Cal.; tbe ThreeMxn Team
Event by E. F. Confarr, J. W. Huse and W. A. Sel-
vidge All of these winners were exclusive users of
U. M. C. ammunition, again demonstrating that
change of climate or general conditions in noway
affects the accuracy and reliability of this long-tried
and thoroughly tested ammunition.

Although Doty is a splendid shot, his position with j g j w _ kuse ( J 7) 57 out o(
'

60 •„„„ , he
his company does not allow him to shoot over the ™|°

ffl

>
team t h (2r) targets, unknown angles).

traps at all. J E. French, of the Winchester Com- '

pany, and H. Wold, of the Du Pont Powder Company,
were also there. Mrs. Nellie Bennett, representing

Outdoor Life, did some good shooting

'Jimmy" Drumgoole, the local expert, broke his

gun ea*ly in the game, and as a consequence his score

went far below bis average. The crowd was some-

what disappointed as it expected Drumgoole to beat

the experts Following are the scoces made in two of

tbe events:
First event at 25 singleB—Marshall 23, Hirscby 23,

Plank 24, Morri-nn 25, Fanning 23, Drumgoole 24,

Mathew823, Nell 23, Peckover 24, Tuttle 23, Kunkle
20, Stephens 19, Dooley 19, Mahan 21, Conyne 22,

Smith 19, Hasley 18, Hurley 16, Burg 20, F. B. Smith
20, Hudson 16, Bennett 19, Munn 15, McKenzie 17,

Sullivan 19.

Second event at 2b singles—Marshall 23, Hirschy 25,

Plank 23 Morrison 24, Fanning 24, Drumgoole 16,

Mathewson 23, Nell 20, Peckover 25, Tuttle 20, Kunkle
21 Stephens 2, Looley 17, Mahan 19. Conyne 19,

Walker 21, F. B. Smith 19, Hasley 21, Hurley 14,

Burg 19, C. H. Smith 23, Osborne 14, Hudson 18, Mrs.
Bennett 20, MoKenzie 19, Sullivan 21, Kunkle 23,

Stephens 20, Mahan K, Conyne 19, Walker 23.

The twenty-first annual tournament of the Sports-
men's AaBOClatlon of the Northwest last week In

Portland oame off under the auspices of the Multno-
mah Rod and Gun Club on tbe Irvlngton Park
grounds On Thursday, June 22nd, 135 shooters
lined up before the traps, despite the heavy rain pre-
vailing all day. Five sets ol traps were used— 1 set of

S expert traps on a straight line, 15 feet apart and 4
set) of 3 three traps. Sergeant system. All shooting

was olasB shooting, except the ties for trophies which
were shot off at the original number of targets. Con-
tistants made their entries tbe evening before the
May's ahoot—for all events, one, two or three days,

'he entrance money being refunded In all uncontested
vents. Professionals and trade representatives shot

The Dayton medal (40 targets, unknown angles,

entrance) was won by G. E. Dickerson of Ellensburg,

Wash., with 40 straight. J. E. Cullison won the

medal last year.

Webb, Feudner, Haight, Seaver, Schultz, Bradrick,

King, Carter and Reed made straights in a number of

events during the shoot, time and again.

Among the participants were four lady shooters,

Mesdames Holmes, Snyder, Sheard and Young.
High average was made by W. F. Sheard 90%;

the total number of targets, to count, was 580 The
total entrance amounted to $61.10, added money 8900,

general average cash prizes $100. There was side

poolBln nearly every event. The entrance purses in

the trophy events (7 of them) amounted to over $400

in each event—50% to previous winner and 50%, 30%
and 20%, to second, third and fourth. All trophy
events were high guns.

TRADE NOTES.

,'or targets only
Whilst the shooting was of an excellent average

hroughout, many of the crack shots were uandl-

oapoed by tbo unfavorable background, a low growth
of pines, making it exceedingly difficult to looate the shooting "New Scbultze.

AVERAGES REPORTED.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 23d and 24th, J. L. D.

Morrison, first general average, 379 out of 400, shoot-

ing "New Sohultze." H. C. Hirschy, second general

average, 370 out of 400, shooting "Du Pont." EH.
Moulton, Jr., of Minneapolis, Minn., first amateur ard
third general average, 359 out of 400, shooting
"Infallible." C. L. Qunlin of Minneapolis, Minn.,

third amateur.average, 355 out of 400, shooting "New
Sjhultze."

Lincoln, III., May 23d, 24th and 25th, Fred Gilbert,

first general average 443 out of 450, shooting "Du
Pont " J. S. Boa, Becond general average, 438 out of

450, shooting "Du Pont." W. R. Crosby, third gen-

eral average, 433 out of 450, shooting "New E C."
(Improved). H. Dunnell of Fox Lake, 111., seoond

amateur average, 619 out of 460, shooting "New E. C "

(Improved) J. R. Graham of Eoaleslde, 111., third

amateur, 418 out of 450 shooting "New E. C.'i

(Improved).
Bound Brook, N. J , May 30th, Edw. F. Markley of

Easton, Pa , won the Infallible Trophy with high
mateur average of the tournament, 178 ou.t of 200,

WINCHESTER ON TOP.

As usual shooters of Winchester goods carried off

the honors at the 21st annual tournament of the
Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest at Port-
land, Or., June 22, 23, 24. The shoot was attended by
143 contestants. A noticeable feature being the use
of Winchester "pump" guns by 64 shooters present
from California, Oregon, Washington, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Nebraska and British Columbia, this shows
the popularity of the Winchester "pump'' gun.
The Anaconda Cup was won by J. W Bradrick, of

San Francisco, Cal , 25 straight with a Winchester
"pump" gun. L. R. Reed of Ohi< wa, Neb., but a
non-member, also shot straight in this event, with a
Winchester "pump" gun and Winchester "Leader"
shells. The Multnomah Medal was tied for by W. F.
Sheard of Tacoma and J P. Hollohan of Wallace,
Idaho, both shot Winchester "pump" guns. The
Walla Walla Brownlee Medal, which closed the pro-
gram events of the first day was captured by Dell-
Cooper of Bellingham, Wash. He also sbofc a Win
cheater "pump" gun—so every trophy contested for
on tbe opening day of the shoot was won with Win-
chester products.
The Brownlee Trophy, shot for on the second day

was tied for by W. F. Sheard, A. P. Bigelow of Ogden,
Utah, C. A. Henkel of Harrington, Wash., and A J.

Webb of Sao Francisco, F. Logston of Harrington,
and C. H. Collier of Portland—five of whom used
Winchester shells and two shot Winchester "pump"
guns. In the sboot-off Mr. Sheard shooting a Win-
chester "pump" gun and "Leader" shells and Mr.
Bigelow shooting an L. C. Smith gun and "Leader"
shells tied again. Mr, Bigelow won on the final shoot-
off. The Globe Trophy, the premier prize of the
association by reason of the mixed kinds of shooting,
was tied for by W. E. Hacker of Tacoma, A. P Bige-
low and W. H Seaver, with 45 out of 60 each. Mr.
Hacker and Mr. Seaver used Winchester "pump"
guns. Mr. Seaver being a trade representative, the
tie waB shot-off between Mr Haoker and Mr. Bigelow,
the latter winniDg the trophy. G. E. Dlckermsn of

Ellensburg, Wash ,won tbe Dayton medal, 40straight,
shooting with a 'Wlnobester "pump" gun and
"Leader" shells.

The Three Man Team Trophy was won by the
Billings tenm, E F. Confar (20), W. A. Selvldge (20)

and J. W. Huse (17), 57 out of 60 The straights were
made with Winobester "pump" guns W F. Sheard
made high general average with a Winchester
"pump" gun and "Leader" shells. A. P. Bigelow
made the longest straight run of the tournament with
Winchester "Repeater" shells

Thisgrand showingmade with Winchester products
is only another link added to the long chain of Win.
Chester victories at the traps.
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of the milk giving function. Individual them up until they were hungry enough

cows may differ in temperament, but the to eat and tl en gave them another feed

Vital

difference ie in degree only, not in kind.

Every cow in the herd but one keeps a

weather eye open for her boBS. The
master cow may be poorest, while the

timid creature which all the others knock

about may give the best returns. To re-

' dMce to its lowest terms the nervousness
'

I began the dairy business with two existing in every bunch of cattle stabled

cows. Each enjoyed a big box Btall, and handled together, it is essential that

I calm in the bel ief that she was the whole B0 far aa possible each member be treated

show. The instinctive fear of famine as though she were the only one. lam
I never J sturbed their serenity and they ready to condemn all stanchions. A Btall

gave respectively 11,4S6 and 8560 lbs. so constructed that its inmate can Bee no

milk in 12 months. The second year I other; a simple halter or rope with snap

had seven cowb ; each had a box stall and and loop or a fastening which draws the

I
while there was pome confuaion in getting animal forward as she lies down ; a gutter

them in and out, they were placid, con- ;n the rear with small margin for her

at noon, they could eat a'l the hoppers
they wanted and it would not hurt them
Besides giving tnem wheat he feeds the m
plenty of conditiop powders and the birds
thrive and grow fat on the thousands of
hoppers that they find this spring Pat-
terson sayB he now has a thousand old

and voung, including the chickenB and
turkeys.

*
SpongeB. S. Adderley, 307 Market St

PHENOL SODIQUE

tented and made excellent records.

The fifth year I milked 20 cows. To

accommodate them the box stalls were

torn out and two rows of swinging steel

stancheons were put in. On ace >unt o

location of doors and to have one central

feeding floor, I placed stancheons so that

cows faced to center. The records show

that cows never did so well after the

change. Tbey fattened and ate with

nervous haste. The masterful ones would

horn their neighbors and shake their

heads threateningly, with frequent cases

of insubordination and breaking of fast-

enings. There was a general air of dis-

quiet and unrest from which they never

recovered. The troubla was ao seriouB

that the whole arrangement -was altered.

I wish to emphasize briefly the mistake

of stabling two rows of dairy cattle bo

that each can glare across a narrow alley

into the eyea of the others. The saving

of time and labor in milking, bedding and

cleaning more than offsets the advantage

of having a common feeding floor, besides

the gain of space by placing cows with

heads to sidewalks, thus permitting nar-

row feed alleys. There is also a benefit

in having a common entrance, in getting

animals into their placeB. The main

argument for the tail to tail arrangement

is that each cow is secluded and no timid

one fears that her neighbor may steal her

allotment of feed or threaten bodily

injury.

It is extremely important that the dairy

cow, to do ber best, Bhould be sequestered

when Btabled. That secretion of milk is

a nervous function is true in two ways :

FirBt, the nervous system supplies the

life current whereby food is converted

into milk. Second, a cow will secrete

more and better milk when she is calm

and serene than when she is nervous and

excited. This vital fact is of the utmoFt

consequence. Other Btones in thiB struct

ure are the balanced ration, cleanliness

the daily individual record, the expert

milker, keeping profitable cows only, in-

telligent breeding, etc., but they all spell

failare without an observance of this law

Warrantedto Give Satisfaction.

GombauWs
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Bclint. Sweeny, Capped Hook,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puff's, and all lameneiB from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumora.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all
Bunches from Horse* or Cattle,

_Aa a Human,,Remedy for Rheumatism.
Drains, Sore Throat, etc.. It is invaluable.

?ry bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is
-anted to (rive satisfaction. Price SI 50

per bottle. Sold by drupirists, or sent by ex-
press, eharere9 paid, witn full directions for
Its u*e. OrSend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

, ,

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

"Wan

heels— these are some of the vital feat-

ures in Btable construction for the up-to-

date dairyman to consider.—H. A. Ben-
man, Volusia Co , Fla . in Farm and
Home.

Fine Cattle for the Humboldt Herd.

The SuiBun Republican of last Saturday

contained the following: JR. M.Dunlap,

superintendent of the Humboldt Herd

owned by B. F. RuBh and William Pierce

of Suiaun, arrived from the East last Fri-

day, where he went some weeks ago to

purchase some select Btock to be added to

the herd. He brought with him twelve

head of fine Shorthorns, eleven females

and one male, which were selected frum

the best herds in the States of Indiana,

Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and Kansas.

Mr. Dunlap had been instructed by the

owners of the Humboldt Herd to purchase

the best stock to be found regardless of

the price, and thiB he did after inppectiri£

the leading herds in the country. The

price paid was somewhat higher than bad

been expected, but this waB a secondary

consideration, the main object being to

get the best stock possible, The cattk

purchased are all three years old and

under, some of them being prize winners-

at the World's Fair at St. Louis last year

Mr. Dunlap is an expert judge of cattle,

and when he makes a selection it may bi

depended upon that the choice is the best.

It is the intention of Messrs. Rush and

Pierce to exhibit twelve or fourteen head

of the choicest animals from the Hum-
boldt Herd at the State Fair, after which

the show herd will be taken to Portland,

Oregon, and exhibited at the Lewis and

Clark Exposition.

This latest addition to the Humboldt
Herd makes it perhaps the fineBt herd of

cattle in the State, and the owners are

confident that their undertaking in hand-

lingthoroughbred stock will be successful.

Why Eating Hoppers Kills the

Turkeys.

S. J. Patterson, Bays the Oroville Regis-

ter, is one of the few men in Butte who
raises fowls and makes a close and care-

ful study of their habits and life. He ie

successful because he is all the time find-

ing out what causeB sickness or disease

among the fowls and learns what remedieB

are needed.

A man came along the road one day

lately and saw Sam's fowls eating grass-

hoppers. "You don't know anything

about turkeys," said the man. "Every

one of those fowlB will be dead in a week.

I hatched out 1500, and when the hoppers

came and they went to eating them all

died within a week."

Sam aBked what he fed the fowls, and

the man said he did not feed them any-

thing. Then Sam explained that the

hoppers were oily and that the oil gave

the turkeys cholera and that killed them

off. He told him that if he fed his

lurkevp wbeat in the morning and kept

lieals

P8ENTJL S ODIOUS
J^TJTIC. ANTISEPTIC AND Disii;Ftcw|

Ke p handy for emer
gencles in home

and stable.

Equally good for dogs

and all animals.

If not at your drup-
?ists, small size sent
to any address upon
receipt of 10c

HANct bKUlHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

CUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST
Antiseptic-

Dressing

for

Man or Beast,

CALIFORNIA
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

TleAiieraDilOoliiTrijs
One day's ride from San Francisco will take

you to some of the Hnest Trout Streams In the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
In the State. The Company maintains a Fish
Hatchery and annually stocks the many streams
reached by Its road One million Trout Fry were
planted last year In these streams
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed In Russian

Rlvpr near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vacation, In season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waterB on the

Coast reached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOB 1905
Tssued annualls by the Company, Is now ready.
This Is the standard publication on the Coast for
information regarding Mineral Springs. Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Select Camping Spots.
Beautifully illustrated, 150 pp aDd can be had

In response to mail request or at $lcke t offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Btdg) ard Tiburon Ferrj , foot of Market Street.
General Ofkice—Mutual Life Ins Bldg., cor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco.

JAS. L FRAZIEK,
Gen. Mgr.

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Afct.

Kendall's Spavin Cure
as aninfallible remedy
for Spavins, Rlnn-
bonos. Splints,
Curb* and other forms
Ofli made

. HHon friends. That
Is why this mas says
it is the

BEST ON EARTH.
fiumpttr, Oregon,

Much 16, "04.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.,

Gentlemen:—E r. o 1 o a * d
find o t*o cent stamp far

your "Treaties on tho Horse
mnd bj« DUeaeeB." I have
used UJO bottles of jour

Kendall's Sp»Tlo Core In two jfar* and I find It the beat llnlmi

airth. I follow the hone doctoring buslneM and have for jeara.

Your* trulj, Dr. GEO. A. WI.NB0BO.

Price $ 1 ; >lx for SS. As a liniment for family u<e It has

no equal. Ask your druggist for Kendall's Spavin Cure,

also "A Treatise on Iho Horse," the bookfjee.oraddress

OR. B.J. KENDALL CO., ENOSBURG FALLS. VT.

SIOO REWARD
for any case of colic, curb,
splints, contracted or knotted
cords, recent shoe boils, splints
or callous that cannot be per-
manently aud positively cured*
if directions are followed, by

TUTTLE'S
ELIXIR.

Itrelievesand cures spavins, Ring Bone. Cockle Joints,
Scratches, Crease Heel, Founder, Sore Backs and
Shoulders, Bruises, Wire Cuts, Collar and Saddle Calls,
Pneumonia, Distemper, Chafed Places, etc. Used and
endorsed by Adams Express Co., Chicago Fire Department
and others. Tuttle's American Worm Powders never fail.
Tuttle's Family Elixir stops the pains and aches ofmankind
Instantly. Our 100-page book, "Veterinary Experience" free,

Tuttle's Elixir Co.. 52 Beverly St., Boston. Mass.
Mack & Co., Agents, 13-15 Fremont SL, San Frandeeo, Cal.
Bewars of so-calledElixirs. Tuttle's only isgenu He, Avoid

all blisters: they are only temporary relief.

LHVlDJUm* NOTICE.
(CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST
v-' Cumpaoy. corner California and Montgomery
Sts—For The t.U monies ending June 3U 1UU0
dividends have been declareu on the depo.-its in
the savlags department of this company, as lol
Jows: On term deposits at the rate of 3 6-10 per
oent per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the
rate of 3^ per cent per annum, free of taxes, and
payable on and after Samrdav. July 1, 19U5.

J DALZELL BROWN, Manager.

DIVIDEND NOTICE
CAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION, 532° California St , cor. Webb.—For the half year
ending witn the 30th of June, 1905 a dividend has
been deolared at the rate par annum of three and
six-tenths (3,60) per cent on term deposits ana
three and fifteen one-hundredths (3.15) per cent
on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on
and after Saturday, July 1, 1905.

LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
T^HE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCI-x ety. 526 California St.—For the half-year end-
ing June 30, 1905, a dividend bas been deolared at
the rate of three and one-half (3^) per oent per
BDDUffl on all deposits, free of taxes, payable on
ond after Saturday. July 1. lOPIs.

GEORGE TOIRMY, Seoretary.

PHONE PAKK 163 A. J. MARTIN, Prop

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FJESXjXj filTX*_T!3_E2T

BET. LYON AND CEMRL AVE.EFST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOB YOURSELF Hayes St. Cars Pass the Door

PRIVILEGES!
FOB SALE.

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders

Association Race Meeting at

FRESNO
JULY 19, 20, 21 ard 22, 1905.

BIDS FOR THE FOLLOWING PRIVILEGES^ will be received up to Monday hood. July 3d:

BETTING (Auction and Mutuel or
Totalization Pools)

BAR and CIGARS (soft drinks)

FRUIT. CANDY, NUTS aiJ
ICE CREAM

PROGRAMMES
A certified check for 50 per cent should ac ca -

oaoy all bids. Right reserved to reject an/ r
all bids.

MUSIC
Estima'es will be received for furnishing

Music— 8 or 10 men to Tlay one hour each day for
our days in band wagon on street and from 2 to
I:30oVocb at the traok.

Address
F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,

36 Geary street, Sa^n. Francisco.

HAI F PRICE.

ED GEERS'
$1.15

BOOK
Jnst a Few
More at Each

Ed. Geers' Experience with Trotters & Pacers

A Great Book—Interesting and Instructive.

BY MAIL, SI.15.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

Absorbinc
"Will reduce inflamed,swollen Joints,

Bruises, Soft Bunches, cine Boils,

Fistula, or any unhealthy sore

quickly; pleasant to use; does
not blister under bandage or
remove the hair, and you can

* J work the horse. $2.00 per

^23 bottle delivered. Book S-B
=^ free. ABSORBINE,JR.,for

mankind, $1.00 per Bottle. Cures Varicose
Veins, Strains, Bruises, Etc. Mfd, only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F..

04 Monmouth btreet. Springfield. Mais.

For sale by Mack & Co Laogiey &MlohaeJaCo.
ludinfftoh & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKerron,
til of San Franoleco.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEV1SADER0 AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton btreet)

Business Horses For Hire.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near ue above comer, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matlm e drlvmg a
limited number of flrst-ciass horse* at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable ar.d

everything HrBt-class. All horses In my care will
reoeive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Pag* 4147.
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Secretary Wilson Sustained.

The rendered an

opinion bub :ison o(

the department of agriculture in hie cori-

tenti

transit to be unloaded, fed and wa

intervale not greater than twent;

houre, applies to terminal railways as

well as to the through lines.

The opinion was asked in connection

with the application to be relieved from

the operation of the law by the Terminal

Railway Association of St Louis.

The Secretary BayB that his efforts to

enforce the twenty-eight-hour law baB re-

sulted in 400 violations of the law being

reported within the last three months.

The violations are being investigated witb

a view to instituting prosecutions. Certain

large railway companies have informed

the Secretary that a plea of guilty will be

entered by them in these cases and also

that arrangements have been made by

them looking to a strict compliance with

the law in the future.
. «•.

The Americans are getting the mutton

eating habit. Heretofore they have been

wedded to the sirloin steak, but now they

are catching on to the merits of the mut-

ton chop. This change in taste means

much for the future of the sheep man, for

he can produce a pound of mutton just as

cheaply as a pound of beef or pork, and in

a way cheaper, for the sheep will make

good meat out of much food which is

generally wasted on the farm, while the

income from the wool may be counted any-

how as so much clean profit

Wkw Qxsetwx cmo gipxurieroctn [July 1, 1905

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montgomery St,

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WK.H.TU."

ineyLicKit
As tftey wivnt it

COMPRESSED '

PURE-SALT BRICKS
>n PATENT FEEDERS.

- The sane, economical, handy
l way ofsalting animals.

Write un for Booh.

BelmontMe SIMM.
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS- BROOKLYN, N.Y

A GOOD FILLY FOK SALE.
LfANDSOME TWO-YEAR OI, I' FILLY BYiJ- Lochia var WW, h-j by Uirfii

•'r2:17; first (Sam Myrtle bj
second dam
Empress by Flaitall; fourth dam

Ion, sou of Mambrlno Chief 11. This Oily
1b well broken, perfectly sound, Kood gm :

a Drst-olasB prospect. For further partlouiais
iddreia J, D. BLAMRY,

Box 716, Gratis Valley, Cal

The Crowley Stake No.2
A SIDE STAKE FOR STARTERS IN
THE THREE-YEAR-OLD DIVISIONS

OF THE

Pacific Breeders Futurity Stakes No. 5
(FOALS OF 1905—TO TAKE PLACE IN 1908)

Entries to Close Tuesday, August I,
'05

CONDITIONS.

A Side Stake of $25 each for Trotting and Paolng Foals of 1905 that were entered or substituted
and will start In the Three-Year-Old Divisions of the Breeders Futurity in 1908. All money paid in

on trotting foals to he divided among those starting in the trotting division, and all money paid in
on pacers to ba divided among those that start in the pacing division. Moneys divided 75 and 25 per
cent and to go to the first and second horses in this side stake, according to their positions in the
final summary of each race. In case all those in the side stake should be distanced in the first heat
of either of th t regular events, they shall start in another race best two heats in three, on the same
day, to decide the money winners. Entrance to the side stake $25 each. The money to be deposited
in some reputable bank, to remain at interest until the stake is trotted.

Entries Close Tuesday, August 1st. with F^ W. KELLEY, Secretary P. C. T. H. B. A.
36 Geary St , San Francisco.

Additional Guaranteed Stakes

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

Fresno Race Meeting
JULY 19, 20, 21 and 22, 1905.

Entries Close Monday, July 10.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 19.

2:13 Class Pacing, Hartford Stakes $600

THURSDAY, JULY 20.

Three=Year=01d Trotting, Geo. L. Warlow Stakes $400

FRIDAY, JULY 21.

Three=Year=01d Pacing, Sunny Side Stakes $400

2:12 Class Trotting, Blasingame Stakes 600

SATURDAY, JULY 22.

2:22 Class Trotting, Grand Central Hotel Stakes .... $600

Conditions same as for Stakes that closed on June I5th for this meeting.

Send all communications to the Secretary.

E. P. HEALD, F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,
President. 36 Geary Street, San Francisco

Western Montana Fair Association
MISSOULA, MONTANA

SEPTEMBER 26, 27, 28 and 29, 1905.
PROGRAM OF EARLY CLOSING STAKE RACES.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE JULY 10. 1905
No. 1—GARDEN CITY STAKE. 2:16 Trotters $1000
No. 2—BANKER'S STAKE, 2:14 Pacers lOOO
No. 3-MERCHANT'S STAKE, 2:30 Trotters lOOO
No. 4-BITTER ROOT STAKE, 2:25 Pacers lOOO
No. 5-GRASS VALLEY STAKE, Three-Year-Olds. .. 300
No. 6—BREEDER'S STAKE, Two-Year-Olds 300
Entries close July 10, 1905. Entrance fee payable as follows: $20 July 10th; $20 August 1st; $10

September 1st, when horse must be named. Five per cent additional from money winners. Money
divided 50, 25. 15 and 10 per cent of stake.

Heats—Three in five except two and three-year-old stakes.
The Association reserves the right to declare off and return the first payments on September 1st,

In any of these stakes that have not filled satisfactorily.
Horse distancing the field shall be entitled to first and fourth money only, and in no other case

shall a horse be entirled to more than one money.
Rules of the American Trotting Association, of which this Association Is a member, to govern,

except hopples not barred on pacers over three years old.
Besides the stake races there will be two harness and two running races each of the four days for

liberal purses. The harness races will include the free-for-all trot and free for-all pace.
The running races will include the famous Missoula Derby, one mile and a quarter.
Money paid at the wire.
We hove one of the best mile tracks in the Northwest. No charge for stalls. Straw furnished

free during week of meeting.
Speoial purses will be given during the meeting to suit horses in attendance.
Address entries; checks and Inquiries to

E. C. MULRONEY, Secretary, MISSOULA, Mont

The "Quick Action"
Dynamo

GAS ENGINE

SPARKERS

and GOILS

For All Styles of

Engines

Send for Catalogue I

THE KNOBLOCK-HEIDEMAN MFG. CO.
Successors to The Mlller-Knoblook

Eleoi. Mfg. Co.
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA,

£OCOANUT OIL CAKE
THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIQS
rOB SALE IN LOTS TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.
*08 California Btraet, San Franolaco, Cal.

673-680 11th Ave. All kinds of Horses
Back of The Chutes. bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietor..

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Handling all kinds of
Fanoy Horses. A few Nloe Rigs on hand. Take
any oar going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.

Round Trip
San Francisco to
Portland for the

Lewis & Clark
Exposition

Tickets good going on
excursion train leaving
San Francisco every
Saturday during Exposition.
Return limit lO days,
returning on any regular
train; or tickets may be
exchanged for return by
iteamer to sian Francisco.

Special Tour and

21 -Day Tickets
For fuU information ask agents

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
San Francisco Office:

613 Market Street

IMffiB
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largeat, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 800 students
annually plaoed In positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HEALD, President.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

LIVERY FOR SALE.
r)NB OF THE FINEST STABLES IN THEw State Has been established for years and is
doing a good paying livery and boarding stable
business Located In one of the most prosperous
cities in California A first olass proposition in
every respect. Thorough Investigation before
purchasing solicited. Will be sold for 75% of Its
value Excellent reason for selling. For further
particulars call or address "Livery," Breeder
and Sportsman, San Francisco. Cal.

PARK HORSE FOR SALE,
TTIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COAL BLACK.
•LJ- 15^ hands, five years old. weighs 1000 pounds.
Is a very handsome horse, a perfeot beauty: fear-
less of all things on the road: has been driven by
a lady. Has lots of speed, but never trained on a
track. Sound and allri-rht. Sire and dam both
registered. Apply to

E. A. GRIGSBY, Napa, Cal.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder
Cured In 48 Hours.

SrVNty
CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba, Cubeba or Injeojicii
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HIGHLAND
(TRIAL 2:12)

Bred at Highland Stock

Farm, Dubuque, Iowa,

!

ft

H
H

Espresso 29199
.J

half brother to
Expressive (3) 2:12^

Will make the Season of 1905 to a limited number of approved
mares at the farm of Mr. C. W. Clark,

SAN MATEO, CAI.
Terms for the Season $25

HIGHLAND is a grand looking young stallion, six years old His breeding is

most fashionable and his immediate ancestors are producers of race wieners with
fast reoords. He is beautifully gaited and has a perfect disposition. Does not
pull or want to break at speed, and oan be placed at will in a bunoh of horses. He
Is a high-olaas horse and has better than 2:10 speed. As he is to be bred to his

owner's mares this year and specially prepared for a low record this fall, his owner
desires that he be bred to a few high-olass outside mares this season.

HIGHLAND is a coal black horse with one white hind ankle, stands 16 hands
high and weighs close to 1200 pounds.

A few mares at $35 eaoh will also be received to be bred to

KINNEY WILKES
champion. KINNEY WILKES Is hardly broken yet, but has shown 2:30 speed. He is

this year with the view of racing him next season.

For further particulars regarding above Stallions apply to or address

.Alpha 2:23 !4

Dam of
Aegon 2:18M (sire Aegon
Star 2:11M): Algy 2:19^;
Aeolion 2:20 sire of
Wedgenut 2:2fl?£; Lady
Aoaoia. dam of Precursor
2:20H: Erst, dam of
Waino2:29&

Advertiser 2:15M-.
Sire of

Mitbra 2:14^
Adaria ....2:16M
Adbell.... 2:23
World's cham-
pion yearling

Esther j
Dam of

|

Expressive v

(3)212^
Express 2:21

Kelly 2:27
Alcantara 2:23....

Sire of
Sir Alcantara..

.

2:05V(
Moth Miller 2:07
Sufreet....2:0G&

Jessie Pepper
Dam of

lone 2:17^
Alpha 2:23!*
3 producing sons
7 " daughters

Electioneer
166 in 2:30

Lala Wilkes
dam of 3 in list

Express
(thor.)

Colisseum
(thor.)

Geo. Wilkes 2:22
83 in 2:30

Alma Mater
dam of 8 in 2:20

Mamb Chief 11

sire of 6 In 2:30

Dau.SidiHamet

FOUR-YEAR-OLD BAY STALLION BY McKINNEY
2:11K, champion sire of the world;

Dam, HAZEL WILKES 2: 1
1 M by Guy Wilkes 2:15^;

second dam. Blanche (dam of 5 in the list) by
Arthurton; third dam. Nancy by Gen. Tavlor. 30-mile

hands a,nd weighs about 1050 pounds. He will be worked

McMURRAY

W. A. CLARK Jr., Owner.
TED HAYES, Manager.

D. W. DONNELLY. Agent,
San Mateo, Cal.

McMURRAY SULKIES
and JOGGING CARTS

Standard the World Over.

ffiff-Address for printed matter and prices.

W. J. Kenney,
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

^m V^^l "^^ Registered Trade Mark % ^^^ J^^-l*W SPAVIN CURE <

Write Us Before You Fire and Blister.

Knight & Heggerty
LAW OFFICES

230 Montgomery St.
SAN FRANCISCO.

Dec. 19, 1904
D. E Newell, Esq., 519 Mission St., San Francisco

Dear Sir:—I have a standard bred "Cupid"
mare raised by Adolph Spreckels, the well-known
Caiifornian and horse breeder, and after driving
her a few months a bad spavin showed itself It

was fired and blistered by a veterinary and the
animal turned out for three months. The spavin
was obstinate and the mare continued lame. I

used two bottles of "Save-the-Horse" and a com-
plete cure was the result.

Yours, Geo A. Knight.

San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 4, 190-i.

Troy Medical Co.

Gentlemeo:— I have curpd sprains, spavin and
shoe boil with "Save-the-Horse." It certainly
proved marvelcusly successful with me. and Id
not hesitate in recommending it for these ail

ments. Yours truly,

Fred Hahn, 201 Third St.

Owner of Addison 2:11^. Waldo J. 2:08 and other
noted horses.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

RANCHU DeL VALLE. PLKASANTON
PLEASANTON HOP COMPANY, "

RANCHO DE LOMA, LIVERMORE
VINA DE L0MITA8, LIVERMORE

L-ILIENTHAL & CO.

BEALE & MISSION ST3.

San Franolsoo, Cal.G, A, Davis, Manager
PLEASANTON

Telephone Black 75
PLEASANTON, CAL., Oct. 29. 1903.

In regard to "Save the-Horse," I used it with much success. The running
horse Col Roosevelt, that had broken down in training for two or three years
past, Ib now in good shape and will certainly be able to race as well as ever
before. Have a'so used "Save-thR-Horse ' on the horse Greyfeld with satisfac-

tory results Will also add that I have seen 'Save-the-Horse" remove a deep-
seated rinebone from a Director trotting hirse in Monroe Salisbury's stable.

I am pleased to be able to recommend "Save-the-Horse" fr^m actual
experience Yours 'ruly, GEO. A. DAVIS.

Haverstraw, N. Y.. Nov. 22, '904 My colt had two bonespavins. "Save-the-Horse" cured lame-
ness and took off the bunches, Used two bottles

DR. L. J. KIERNAN. Sec'y Haverstraw Driving Club. I

Tontine Stables, 366 8th Ave., New York, Nov. 20. 1904. I had a nine-year old stallion lame
over a year. He was not worth $10. I used your "Save-the-Horse" and he has gone sound ever since.

-

I have driven him twenty-five miles In one day and would not now take $250 for tbe animal
WILLIAM MILLER. I

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorseFootRemedy
• SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON SacrameDto, Cal
R. T. PRAZIER Pueblo, Colo
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A KRAFT CO '. Spokaoe, Wash
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Taooma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal
WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal
W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal
H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGCJE San Francisco, Cal
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAHPBELL & CO. . Manufacturers, 4 1 2 W. nadlson St., CHICAGO , ILL

$5
per bottle. Written guarantee—as bind-
ing to protect you as the best legal talen'
could make it. Send for copy and book-
let
At Druggists and Dealers or Express paid.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK.
D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent. 519 Mission St , San Francisco.

"Save-the-Horse" Permanently Cures Spa

v

'n. Ringbone ("except low Ringbone). Curb. Thor
oughpin, Splint. Shoe- Boil. Wind Puff, Injured
Tenrioni and all lameness without scarcr loss of
hair Horse may work as usual.

Formerlv
TROY.N. T.

®Ij£ lEmptr? (Eti£ 3wcm%
THE HOME OF

McKINNEY, 8818, 2:11%
The unprecedented World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race

Horse Speed. Fee, $300 until May 1 0th, after which no

bookings will be accepted for less than the advanced fee of $500.

Prince Favorite, 38076,
TRIAL (3) 2:21; HALF IN 1:09; QUARTER IN :34.

Son of The Beau Ideal, 2:15^, and Princess Chimes dam of

Lady of the Manor, 2:04& :::::::::.:,::
This National Horse Show Prize Winner is conceded by many to be

prospectively the finest stallion ever bred at Village Farm. Fee, $1 00.

! »

Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No
return privilege, but fees returned if mare fails to have a colt.

Keep, $2. per week. Our terms are rigidly adhered to in all

cases and we cannot accept any deviation from them. : : :

Kindly mention this journal -T1 Fm *,._ C\Ut Farms
when writing and address * lie ILIIipiI e KAly T 31 ITlS,

CUBA.
N. Y.

No. 1| "Jersey" Cut=Under Truck

This Truck Is the result of years of endeavor to produce a wagon that has great
carrying capaoity, ample strength without superfluous weight, low

enough to the ground to minimize the laborof loading.
Can turn short among trees, and oan be used on

the roads as well as on the farm.
The "Jersey" Is a pronounced success, not only for the transportation of fruit,

but as a general purpose dray in villages and small oitles.

cfc OO-
SAN FRANCISCC.16-18 DEUMM ST.,

The One Great Remedy
That never disappoints its users Is CRAFT'S DISTEMPER & COUGH
CURE. It cures, every form of distemper, pinkeye, epizootic, catarrhal
fever, chronic coughs and colds in your horses and colts, aud Is now consid-
ered the one great remedy of ihe age. Use it and you will have no cause
for regret. Sold by all good dealers and direct prepaid at 50o and$la
bottle Free booklet.

Wells Medicine Co. SlssSIif.'tf 13 3d st, Lafayette, Ind.
D E. NEWELL., Geneial Agent for Pacific Coast C19 Mission St., San FramlBCO. Cal

I IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE
IN NEWSPAPERS

ANYWHERB AT ANYTIME
Call on or Write

E.C.DIKE'SADYERTISMAGEEI
124 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 9
•J

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART
IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

606 Mission St., cor. First, San Franolbco
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property ol John Pabbott, Esq.)

Imp. Hackney Stallion

GREEN'S RUFUS 63 <«9 »

Will serve a limited number of Approved Mares, Season 1905

FEE - - - 875
Reductions made for two orfmore mares.

Manager WALTER SEALY.

GENERAL FRISBIE

{ Bv McKivnby 2:11h: dam Daisy S. (dam of Tom
Smith i:\TH. General Vallejo 2:20!4. Sweet Rose (3) !

1 2-38M and Little Mao 2-271 by McDonald Cbiet
|

I Fnaled 1901: handsome black horse, 1514 hands: weiphs ,

1075 pounds. Service Fee. 825 for Season
]

f George Washington 2:16^; Dolllcan 2

i». Sweet Rose 2:2Si< and Solano Chief 2:29-

i m\mbr|xoi:uikf II: dam Venus by Mambrlno Patcnen Bay horse. '« ha^s. weighB

H,75 s"p,i« rii, »«0. osual return privileges on above horses. Good pasturage atS2 50

permonth. Season'atmy barn in Vallejo. THOMAS SMITH. Vallejo Cal:

MAMBRINO CHIEF Jr. ||622{f^^w^-
?t0? *'

u viiimmviii'HiPvIl' (IhITI VENUS bV X

V I r- 1—nM . i -i- i Register Nu. I9SI0 } S£??SS.
T
.i,

S

|N EER INU I l
Tr0t ReCOrd %}$). we1Ehfn5,

S

lbs
iBh

He
n

i

d
.

ome blood bay, stands
hands high and

.. o JSll001bs. I

a* great show horse and sire, and gets speed, sz e,

soundness and endurance. There are no cripples among the Neermits; all of them have a wealth of

speed quality and strength He has 28 colts with race records, rnatln«e records and public trials-

from 2:094 to 2:28 Be and blscolts tralnand raceon for years. NEERNUT stands at the home of

his owner GEO W. FORD. Mo^th Ross street. Santa Ana, Cal. Terms-320 single service; 840 for

he » eason with return privilege: MO to Insure a living foal.

TOOMBY
TWO WHEELERS

ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in Ail Sizes.

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts

for Team Work on both Road
and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carts.

Send for latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & CO.

Canal Dover, Ohio, U. S. A.

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave & Polk St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

\Uiree LeggedHorse

f

ut not curiosities bv any mca. a. The country is full of them. Tin

fourth leg is there ail right but it is not worth anything because of a curb,

splint spavin or other like bunch. You can cure the horse of any of these

alio tuts and put another sound leg under him by the use of

Quitin's Ointment.

LUil

WFjs
- -w. Vh££fpv£^

It is time tried and reliable. When a horse is cured
with Quinn's Ointment he stars cured. Mr. E. F.Burke
olSpnn('t)eld,Mo.,wr tesas to!:on-s- "I have been
using Quinn's Ointment for several years and have ef-

fected many marvelous cures; It will pro deeper and*
cau.-eless pain than air blister I ever used. Thought
it my duty lor the benefit of hor.=estorecopiimendyour
Oinrment. lam never without it " Tlnsis tliepenTal
verdict by all who pive Quinn's Ointment a trial. For
curbs, splints, spavins, wind uuffs, and ah bunches it

is unequaied. Price SI per bottle at all druggists
or sent by mail. Send for circulars, testimonials, fire

W. 0. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

Q PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

3
TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted Into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modem improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Moat Convenient Location In the City— all add much to the ever increasing popularity
of this most famous HOTEL.

Ross McMahon fttt*
Truck, Wagon and Horse Covers, Camp Furniture, etc.

KKt-n.v'.wH.i'. ik'i«i> (Phone: faush ass) 35 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO

Pedigrees Tabulated T^SZl&ZZIZ
3POKTS.MAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The Fastest Trotting- Son of McKINNEl

KINNEY LOU 2:071
(W1NNEB OFi 811,450-IN 1903,

Will make the Season of 1905 at

AGRICULTURAL PARK, SAN JOSE

SERVICE FEE, $IOO.
SEASON ENDS JULY 1, 1906.

KINNEY LOU was one of the great race winners of 19tt
on the Grand Circuit, and is a high-class racehorse, game at
a pebble and perfectly eaited. He is from race-winning anc
producing families on both sides, his dam, Mary Lou 2:17
being a great race mare and own sister to the well-knowr
racehorses Shylock 2:15V4 and Ned Winslow 2:123£ Marj
Lou Is by Tom Benton out of Brown Jenny (dam of 3 in list'
by Dave Hill Jr ; next dam by Black Hawk 767 KINNE^
LOU'S oldest colts are three-year-olds and all have size
good color, and are natural trotters with good dispositions.

For further particulars and card containing Tabulated Pedigree, addresB

BUDD DOBLE, San Jose, Cal.

LIM0NF.R0
Record (3) 2:152

Reg. No. 33389
(A Great Sire of Beauty and Early Speed)

By PIEDMONT 904 (sire of 6 in 2:20 list and of dams of Fanny Wilcox 2:10M. AUa Vela
2:14^. etc., etc.) : dam LULANKER (dam of Limonero 2:15^, Bion 2:19%J by Electioneer 125.

LIMONERO 2:15%. bred at the Palo Alto Stock Farm, is one of the best Stallions standing for
service in California. He is a magnificent dark bay horse, with no marks, and in breeding, class and
individuality ranks with any of them. He gets big bays and browns that are sure to be good race
horses and high class roadsters. A number of his youngsters aie to be seen at the Los Angeles track.
LIMONERO 2:15% got his record as a three-year-old In the fourth heat of a six-bf at race for a $5000
purse whi ;h he won at Lexington beating the great Expressive, B. B P., Baron Dillon, Axinlte and
Futurity. LIMONERO 2:15% will make the season o 1905 at the

AGRICULTURAL PARK, LOS ANGELES.
Cap t-ts FOR A LIMITED NUMBER OF GOOD MAKES. Excellent pasturage and the bestrcc 0-O f care taken of mares at reasonable rates, but no responsibility assumed for accidents
or escapes. Mares should be shipped to University Station, Los Angeles Co., in care of

HARRISON G. ARMS,
Owner

J. H WILLIAMS,
University Station, Los Angeles. Cal.

THE STANDARD TROTTING STALLION

Murray M. 2:14
(WINNER OF THE BREEDERS FUTURITY, $6000, IN 1904)

Will make the Season of 1905 at the

SANTA ANA RACE TRACK
TERMS, S40 FOR THE SEASON, with mraal return

privileges.

MURRAY M. 2:14 Is by Hambletonian Wilkes 1679 (sire ol
Phoebe Wilkes 2:08H. Phoeton W. 2:083£. Robert I 2-08 3 ,' and

7 others in the 2:15 list); dam Anna Belle (3) 2:27H (dam of Robert 1.2:08%. Maud Murrav 3:18 Mur-
ray M 2:14 aDd La Belle (2) 2:16) by Dawn (sireof 5 in 2:30 list and damsof 8).MURRAY M. 2:14 is a handsome four-j ear-old bay stallion with small star and black points, in
his three-year-old Torm h* stood 15.3 hands and weighed 1050 lbs., and Is a natural, square-gaited
trotter. He is a horse of: grand finish, plenty of substance, excellent disposition He has a stout
back, strong loins and stifles, good feet and legs. His breeding is excellent, and with bis Individual-
ity he presents a popular and speed producing combination of the kind that gets money on the race
course and prizes in the show ring.

Excellent pasturage at reasonable rates. For further particulars address
F. R. GARNSET, Santa Ana, Cal.

SEYMOUR WILKES KJ&SgUu
The Fastest Son of Guy Wilkes

And Sire of the Sensational Trotter Monroe 2:10»4
and Joe E vision (3) 3:28

Will make the Season of 1905 at

Lakeville, Sonoma County, Cal.

SEYMOUR WILKES earned his record in a hard fought
race and was a game racehorse. No horse in California can sbow
a greater proportion of large, har Isome strongly built and well-
boned colts They all look alike, and in nearly every instance
are square trotters.

SEYMOUR WILKES is by Guy Wilkes, his dam Early Bird by Playmall; second dam by Odd
Fellow, third dam by a son of Williamson's Belmont, f urth dam by Blackhawk 767. He weighs 1200
pounds, stands I6h3ndshigh and is one of the most symmetrical horses In California. Several of his
get are in San Francisco and will be shown to prospective breeders with pleasure.

Tprmc fnr flip ^pnenn Sttft S50 TO JNSURE. Mares can be shipped direct to ranch
1 CI 111S lur 11IC ^casuil *»W. Via steamer Gold. Pasturage $3 per month For further
particulars apply to THOS ROCHE, Lakeville, Sonoma Co., or J. W. Gregory:, St. George
Stables, 408 Bush street, San Francisco.

THE PERFECTLY GAITED TROTTING STALLION

ALTA VELA 2:111 Reg. No.
22449

Sire. ELECTIONEER, sire of 168 in 2:S0 and grandslre of Major Delmar 1:59*£.

Dam, LORITA 2:1SH (dam of Alta Vela 2:11^ and Palori 2:24Vi) by Piedmont 2:17j»£;

Second dam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16H and Lorlta 2:18»4) by St, Clair;
Third dam, Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:16%.

Will make the Season of 1905 at

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
672-680 Eleventh Avenue, Back of The Chutes, San Francisco, California.

TERMS FOR THE SEASON, $35.
Breed to the best gaited and fastest son of Electioneer on the Pacific Coast.
Address all communications to

ZIBBELL & SON, 673 Eleventh Avenue, San Francisco.

MONTEREY 2:09 1-4

SAN LORENZO

{Sire of Irish 2:oS]4, Fastest Fotir-Tear-OU Pacer of 190t)

By SIDNEY (Grandslre of LOO DILLON 1:584)
Dam HATTIK (also dam of MONTANA 2:16).

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OP 1905 AT

BATURDAYS, SUNDAYS,
MONDAYS, TUESDAYS.

Reg. No,
31706

Ull DITAC WEDNESDAYS. THUR8-
lYllLr I I MO DATS and FBIDAIS.

mares, but no responsibility for accidents or escapes Send for card containing
pedigree and full particulars. Address P. J. WILLIAMS, San Lorenzo, Cal.
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PETERS SHELLS VICTORIOUS!
At San Diesro, Cal., PETERS FACTORY LOADS were

Used by the "Winners of

First, Second and Third Averages,
Also Every Team and Trophy Event but One.

Peters Shells are Improving the Scores of Thousands ofAmateur Shooters

3NTOT YOURS?
They Will Do It if You Merely Give Them a Chance.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, • • • CALIFORNIA.

THIS
MEANS YOU

Do you intend to purchase a gun this year? If you do. you should
be Interested Id our proposition Write to us and tell us your
wants—no matter what they are. We will give you valuable ad-
vice—free for the asking Remember, advice based on over 40
years' experience.

32 Warren St,, New York City, 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

419 STRAIGHT!
"Billy" Crosby with his SMITH

GUN makes another world's rec-

ord. You can't miss 'em with a
Smith Automatic Ej ector fitted with
the Hunter One-Trigger.
Send fox* Oatalogue.

HUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Qrades, $17.75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOQ to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

To Coast Branch, PHIL B. BEKEART CO.. 114 Second St., San Francisco

Ballistite Wins!
Both the High Amateur and General Average

AND ALSO THE

Phil P. Bekeart Challenge Trophy-- 100 Birds--

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won with

ITITE.
If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER & HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

SJtl@M0
[lubricates properly the sensitive mechai

Jwith perfect action the reel never fails

"moment. " 3 in One" wont pum, dry fl

Ltains no acid. " 3 in One " prevents N

.
every part, add-

ing- years to the life, and
brightness to the beauty i

i the finest. Good ^
for the rod too—preserves i

the wood, promoting plia-

bility—protects the metal.

/\T| Good for fisher also—the

\J | I J delicate, pleasant odor

keeps off mosquitos.

Try it. All dealers. Trial bottle sent free.

Write to

G. W. COLE CO.
l£g Washington Life Bldg.

" v York City

REAL
^REEL

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD-77 premiums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Franoisco,

PETER 3AXE & SON. Lick House, S. F.. Cal
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. Hlgb-
olass breeding stook. Correspondence solicited,

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at State and oounty fairs,

show ring, and every butter content since 1885 in

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOL9TELN8 AND DCRHA&IS.
Dairy Stook speoially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Nlles & Co.. Iros Angeles
Oal.

VETERINARY.

M. R. O. V. S., F. E. Y. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinburp
Veterinary Medical Soolety; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonlei
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Es-Presldent oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Franoisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Fraucisco:
Telephone Park 128-

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Write for prices.

bkeeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary Street

San Franoisco, Cal.

AT STUD.
Ch. CUBA OF KENWOOD

(Glenbelgh Jr.—Stella)

CUBA JR.
(Ch. Cuba of Kenwood- Florida)

One of the highest class Field Trial winners in
America. Seven wins in nine Trials before he
was two years old.

STOGKDALE KENNELS
K. M. DODGE, Manager,

Bakerafleld, Kern Co.,
Boarding. Pointer Puppies and well-broken

Dogs for sale.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this head one cent per word
per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

COLLIES.

TREMENDOUS BARGAINS IN COLLIES.
Send in order and get the very best at bottom

prloe. QLEN TANA COLLIE KENNELS, P.
O. Boi 1907 Spokane, Wash.

IRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS.

TRISB AND SCOTCH TERRIERS FOR SALE.
*- Scottle Puppies sired by Ch. Loyne Ruffian
and Crimson Rambler. Best Irish stook on the
Coast. MBS. BRADLEY-DYNE, Saturna P. O.,
B.C.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training, Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENT8
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it 1b a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 109

CALIFORNIA

t M. LITCHFIELD & CO.—Drivers'
" * Colors and Caps, Offlolal Badges.
spondenoe solicited. 13 Post St., San Fi
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weHarness
m Horseboots

Quick Action
Sure Results

with

SHOT GUN.S
All Good Sportsmen

Use Them.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT:

86-88 FIBST ST., S. F.

THE PRIZES
ARE WON
by the users of

AMMUNITION
Uniform and Reliable.

Write for Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, - - Manager

-A.3MCIti:XTISJITI01^r, RIFLES, SHOTGrTJTXTS
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BIT THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

The New York State Championship

atUllea.N. Y , Jane 16,

was won by an amateur,

Mr. F. D. Klesey of East Aurora N. Y.,

with the score of 07 out of 100.

aslDg

Du PONT SMOKELESS
the powder that makes champions

get In line for the

Grand American Handicap.

E. I. Da PONT CO.

9

I

i.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCI
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

At the

Ohio State Shoot,

Canton, Ohio, June 14 and 15,

W. R. Crosby

using

New E. G, Improved

broke 419 straight,

a new world's record.

How about your

Grand American Handicap Load*

LAFLLN & RAND POWDER CO.

Clabrough,

SUNS

Gun Goods
rSend for C« taJogue.

Golcher & Go.

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY . . . O l_l ITI I O
LOADED ..O PI EL. I—L-O

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR



DR. W. 2:08 1-2, blk. s. by ROBERT BASLER
Bred and Owned by Dr. N. W. Williams, Lindsay, Cal.
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CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR,
SACRAMENTO, SEPTEMBER 2d, 5th, 6th, 7th,

Guaranteed Stakes for Harness Races. Entries Close July 10, 1905.

1905.
8th and 9th

PROGRAMME.

Saturday, September 3d,

1—OCCIDENT STAKES, $400 added Closed Jan. 1, 1903

2—STALLION STAKES, Pacing Division Closed June 1, 1903

3-2:09 CLASS PACE $800

4—2:15 CLASS TROT 700

Tuesday, September
5—STALLION STAKES, Trotting Division. ...

6—2:13 CLASS PACE

7—2:12 CLASS TROT

5th.

Closed June 1, 1903

$600

700

Wednesday, September

-2:20 CLASS PACE

6th.

8-

6-2:30 CLASS TROT

10—CLAIMING RACE FOR 2:25 CLASS PACERS.

$600

600

500

Winner to be sold at auction at the conclusion or the race for $300. If sold for more
than $300, one-half of the surplus to go to the second horse and one-half to the State
Agricultural Society. Any horse in the race except the winner to be claimed for

1300 and the amount of second money.

Thursday, September 7th.

11—OCCIDENT-STANFORD PACE.
For three-year-old pacers that were originally entered in either the Stanford or
Occident Stakes- $50 entrance and $100 added by the State Agricultural Society for

each starter over three and up to sis. Colts must be named July 1, 1905, and entrance
money due and must be paid August 15th. as follows: $40 from those having made
first payment. $25 from those having made first and second payments, nothing from
those having made first, second and third payments in the Occident Stake; $45 from
those having made first payment. $40 from those having made first and second pay-
ments, $30 from those having made first, second and third payments in the Stanford
Stake. Only pacing colts having been entered in the Occident and Stanford Stakes
of 1905 are eligible to this Stake.

12—2:18 CLASS TROT
13—CLAIMING RACE FOR 2:27 CLASS TROTTERS

$600

500
Winner to be sold at auction at the conclusion of the race for $300. If sold for more
than $300, one-half of the surplus to go to second horse and one-half to the State
Agricultural Society. Any horse in the race except the winner to be olaimed for
$300 and the amount of second money,

Friday, September 8th.

14—STANFORD STAKE, $300 Added Closed June I, 1903

15—2:18 CLASS PACE $600

16—FREE=FOR=ALL TROT 800

Saturday, September 9th.
17—2:25 CLASS PACE $1500

18—FREE=FOR*ALL PACE 800

19—2:24 CLASS TROT 1500

y B.—Races Xos. 3, 4 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 Close MONDAY, JULY 10, 1905, and all Entries by Mall most bear Postmark not later than that Date.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS.

Kntrance five per cent.
Five per cent of the amount of the stakes closing July 10th (exoept the Stanford Ocoident Pace)

will t>e deducted from money winners.
All races, mile heats, three in five, except otherwise stated.

Moneys to be divided 50, 45, 15 and 10 per cent, unless otherwise specified in conditions.

All races to nil satisfactory to the Board of Directors or they may be declared off.

Distance in all heats Sj vards. but if the field is more than eight, 100 yards. A horse not win-
nine oi making a d«-;*d h«at In three, to be ruled out, but will retain his position in
summary, except otherwise stated

If there are less than four starters the Society may, if they so decide, allow them to contest for

the entrance moneys only paid in, to be divided 60 30 and 10 per cent.

Stattes are for the amount guaranteed—no more, no less.

When only two start they may contest for the entrance money paid in, to be divided 66 2
3
' per cent

the first and 33'
, iter cent to the second.

A horse distancing the field will only be entitled to first and fourth moneys.

Hopples barred in trots, but allowed in pacing races, except where otherwise stated.
The society reserves the right to start any heat after the fourth score, regardless of the position

of the horses.
The Board of Directors reserve the right to change the hour and day or any race, except when it

becomes necessary to antedate a race in which instance the nominators will receive three days'
notice by mail to address of entry. The right reserved to declare off or postpone any or all races on
account of weather or other sufficient cause.

Racing colors should be claimed with entries, must be named by 5 p. si. on the day preceding the
race and must be worn on the track in all races. Colors will be registered in the order in whioh
they are received, and if not named, or when colors conflict, drivers will be required to wear colors
selected by the Secretary.

Drivers must weigh in by 12 o'clook noon day of race they are to drive.
The Board reserves the right to Inflict penalties for non-compliance with the above conditions.
Otherwise than as herein specified, National Trotting Association (of which this Society is a

member) rules to govern.

B. F. RUSH, President.
Address all communications to the Secretary.

AL. LINDLEY, Secretary, SACRAMENTO, CAL,
NOTICE TO OWNERS AND TRAINERS.

Special— Oviny to the demand for stabling the Society will only provide stalls for horses entered in races. Special stalls for horses shown for premiums.

It Is not Intended to give any specials. If yon want to start yonr horses or secure stalls, enter In advertised races.

The Crowley Stake No.2
A SIDE STAKE FOR STARTERS IN
THE THREE-YEAR-OLD DIVISIONS

of the:

Pacific Breeders Futurity Stakes No. 5
(FOALS OF 1905-TO TAKE PLACE IN 1908)

Entries to Close Tuesday, August I,
'05

CONDITIONS.

A Sldo Stake of tii each for Trotting and Pacing Foals of 1905 that were entered or substituted
and will start lu the Three-Year-Old Divisions of the Breeders Futurity in 1908. All money paid in
on trotting foals to be divided among those starting In the trotting division, and all money paid in

I among those that start In the pacing division. Moneys divided 75 and 25 per
cent and logo to the first and second horses In this side stake, according to their positions in the
floal summary of each race. In case all those in the side stake should be distanced in the first heat

of th -• regular events, they shall start In another race, best two heats in three, on the same
day, to decide the money wlnoers. Entrance to the side stake $25 each. The money to he deposited
Id some reputable bank, to remain at Interest until the stake is trotted.

Entries Close Tuenday. August 1st, with F. W. KELLET, Secretary P. C. T. H. B. A.
3G Geary St , San Francisco.

Special Light. Low
Seat, Pneumatic

Speed Cart, No. I,

Especially adapted

for track use.

It i- Uih l.lL'h'* ht r.mig-Sliaft
Track Cart In the World.

TOOMBY
TWO WHEELERS
ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in Ail Sizes.

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts
for Team Work on both Road

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carts

Send tor latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & CO.
CatiHl Dover, Ohio, V. S. A

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk St.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Additional Guaranteed Stakes

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

Fresno Race Meeting
JULY 19, 20, 21 and 22, 1905.

Entries Close Monday, July 10.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 19.

2:13 Class Pacing, Hanford Stakes $600

THURSDAY, JULY 20.

Three=Year=01d Trotting, Geo. L. Warlow Stakes .... $400

FRIDAY, JULY 21.

Three=Year=Old Pacing, Sunny Side Stakes $400

2:12 Class Trotting, Blasingame Stakes 600

SATURDAY, JULY 22.

2:22 Class Trotting, Grand Central Hotel Stakes. ... $600

Conditions same as for Stakes that closed on June 15th for tbls meeting.

Send all communications to the Secretary.

E P. HEAL.D, F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,
President. 36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES =•"-%:;:
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable in San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exeroise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track use. Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or oars.

phone park lea A. J. MARTIN, Prop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1S30 FELIj street

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOB YOURSELF.

BET LTON AND CENTRL AVE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

Pf»Hio*l*PPC TflhlllatrWl and type written ready for framing
r^UIJ^ICCO laUUiaiCU Write for prices. BREEDER AND

SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
P. W. KELLEY, PBOPREBTOR.

Turf and Sporting Authority ot the Pacific Coast.

— OFFICE—

36 QEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

telephone: Black 586.

arms—One Tear 83, Six Months 81.75, Three Months 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money snould be sent by postal order, draft or by registered letter

fdaressed to P. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St, San Francisco. Cal.

Communications must be accompanied by the writer s name ana

address, not necessarily [or publication, bat as a private guarantee

of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, July 8, 1905.

A BIG SUCCESS is the Los Angeles meeting.

Racing has been first class since the opening day,

the time has been fast, contests good and clean, and a

large crowd has been in attendance every day. The

Los Angeles Harness Horse Association deserves the

thanks of every horseman in California for its effort.

The energetic gentlemen who organized it, showed

their faith in the popularity of the sport by offering a

splendid program of $1000 purses, and the horsemen

responded by giving them a good entry list, and the

best racing that Los Angeles has seen for years. The

Los Angeles Association has shown what energy and

enthusiasm can do. There are a dozen towns in Cali-

fornia where successful meetings could be held every

year, if only the people most interested in harness

horse breeding and development had a little of the

energy and push the Los Angeles horsemen have.

They have the tracks and everything else that is

necessary except the enterprise. Cannot some of the

horsemen who are at Los Angeles this week discover

the energy germs, capture a few, bring them north

and innoculate the harness horse people and track

owners here? They are nearly all afflicted now with

the sleeping sickness, and we think the Los Angeles

germ might effect a cure if it could be introduced into

this section.

ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY NEXT for the State

Pair harness events and also for six additional

purses for the Breeders meeting at Fresno. These

are the only remaining meetings advertised for Cali-

fornia this yej.r except the Santa Rosa meetiDg for

which entries are already closed, so if owners wish to

race they must make entries at these two places. The

new track at Sacramento is almost finished and will

be ready to jog over within two or three weeks. A
big force of carpenters and laborers is at work on the

grounds and thiDgs will be in readiness for the first

fair at the new grounds, which is already the talk of

the State. The harness program Is a most liberal one,

providing generous purses and three races each day.

Every owner, breeder and trainer who has any interest

in the breeding or developingof harness horses should

do everything in hiB power to aid the State Fair this

year. Make entries if you can, and solicit your friends

to make entries. Make the fair a success so far as

your efforts go, and help to build up a State institu-

tion that under intelligent management will be one

of great good to all. Entries close Monday next,

July 10th.

Left Denver for Eastern Tracks.

reasonable offer is made, it is more than probable that

this son of Strathway will remain in the West. The
trotter has shown great speed this season, hut seems
scarcely over his indisposition of last season.

Miss Georgie went wrong in the only race she started

here; Bon Voyage has not been right since he as-

tonished horsemen by stepping a last quarter in :30,

and Sally Lunn is now indisposed.

The match race between Getaway and Delia Mc-
Carthy did not come off, the owners of the mare pay-

ing forfeit. Delia McCarthy is a good mare and
probably worth the money paid for her, but the Den-
ver trainers do not think she is a 2:10 prospect by a

good deal.

Hallina Morgan, the three-year-old filly, stepped a

quarter in 29 seconds in a workout the last day of the

meeting. She is barely three years old being a June
foal. She is owned by Joseph Barrett of Albuquerque,
and has won nearly $2000 this year, most of her starts

being against aged horses. Her present record is 2:21,

made at Las Vegas, but she was a close second in

2:13f at Denver this week.

Fast Mile by Tom Axworthy.

The other day at Cleveland, Tom Axworthy, the

gelding that- took a four-year-old trotting record of

2:0S| last year in October, was down on the matinee

program for an effort to beat 2:13J to wagon. In the

absence of his owner, F. G. Jones of Memphis, H. K.

Devereux drove him. Of course everybody looked

for a winning mile, but no one anticipated the ex-

treme speed he displayed. Tom Axworthy is a giant,

and built on the lines of a greyhound. He hasn't the

slashing, determined gait of most great horses—a gait

that is Impressive of extreme speed— but he glid"s so

smoothly, so tigerishly stealthy, and so seemingly

without barely touching the ground, that he deceives

one as to his speed. He did not look to be going fast,

but when he finished the mile the watches showed
2:09, with the last half in 1:03J, and the last quarter

in 3H seconds. When Mr. Devereux finished the per-

formance he said :

; 'My, but that is a fast horse. He
did not look to be going fast, and the fact is that he

was only jogging apparently throtigh the stretch. I

never urged him." With the exception of Lou Dillon

no trotter ever negotiated a mile in time as fast at

this season of the year. What Tom Axworthy will

do later on no one will venture a prediction. Mr.

Jones will start him frequently at the matinees, and

when the inter-city meeting takes place Tom Axwor-
thy will be a starter for the gold cup.

Frank Herdic Still in the Game.

Last Saturday the first consignment of harness

horses that have been racing at Denver left for the

East. The first carload contained the W. A. Clark

Jr. string, including Bon Voyage, Miss Georgie, Mo-

rone, Sally Lunn and Will Clark. With this string

were shipped Oregon Maid and Getaway of the J. A.

Richardson string, Helen Norte and Belladi of the

Brent stable, and Morosco 2:12 and Mack Mack 2:12},

who are in charge of Driver Henry Hellman.

These owners planned to stop off at L.berty ville,

111., to take advantage of the six days' race meeting

there. They will then split up. Driver Rutherford

of the Brent string and Hellman will probably take

their charges direct to Detroit. The Clark horses

will go through to Read vllle, Mass. They will start

at Saugus, Me., and other New England meetings,

avoiding the Detroit and Buffalo meetings, and will

start on the Grand Circuit at the Hartford meeting.

The Clark string is not exactly in the best condition

just at present. Mr. Clark has had any number of

offers from horsemen who would like the privilege of

using Will Clark, his green trotter for a year, but has

received no offerB that look good to bim. If some

Racing at Concord, July 4th.

Three good races were pulled, off over the new track

at Concord on Independence day with an attendance

of 600 interested spectators. The weather was hot

the mercury climbing to 100 degrees. E.J.Randall
officiated as presiding judge and starter, while Messrs.

Williams and Mitchell held the watches. The results:

First race, 3 in 5, purse $100.

Edna De Beck by Hamb. Wilkes (Palmer) 3 3 111
Pilot by Abbotsford, Jr (Flemming) 112 4 2
Goldie by Orator (Clark) 2 3 3 2 3
Fly Away by Comet Wilkes (Durham) 4 4 4 3 4

Time—2:22, 2:23, 2:24!4, 2:25, 2:27.

Second race, 2 in 3, purse $75.

Diabless by Diablo (Day) 2 1 1

Jakie F. by Sidmoor (Palmer) 12 2
Dick McGinty by Sldmoor (Perry) 3 3 3

Time—2:28, 2:24jr, 2:31..

Third race, 3 in 5, purse $35.

All Welcome by Welcome (Perry) 12 2 11
Dewey by Strathmore (Palmer) 2 113 2

Rae C. by Rey Direct (Clark) 3 3 3 2 3
Keno Wilkes by Comet Wilkes (Holliday) 4 4 w

Time—2:34!4, 2:35, 2:36, 2:37^, 2j35.»

Officers Chosen.

[American Sportsman.

]

No man is better known to the horsemen of the

oountry than the pool seller, Frank Herdic, Mr.
Herdic was quite ill this winter, and not long ago a

Pennsylvania horseman brought the news to this office

that he had suffered a relapse and would hardly re-

cover. The following letter from Mr. Herdic explains

itself:

Williamsport, Pa., June 22, 1905.

American Sportsman:—As I see in your paper I had
had a relapse and was very low, I drop you this line

to let you see I am very much alive and will start in

next month at Pittsburg and go along with the boys.

Have had quite a race and am lucky to get a heat, but
second money will do where you don't want a record.

Looks as though we might have some races at that,

and Cleveland's coming back in the ranks again looks

like old time sport. I expect to see good racing where
they trot horses and pace them, and not try to make
running horses out of the trotter and pacer. The more
they fuss with the old style of racing, the more they
it off the revenue, and the tracks need all the com-

missions they can get to pay out, and I know it. But
there are those who have an idea and are always ad-

vancingopinions when it don't cost them a cent—agri-
tators and kickers, saying people want short races and
quick action for their money. I never saw any time

in my life where a man could win $25 or $50 or more
that he was not willing to stay until dark. They tried

the dash system at Empire City and Brighton Beach
last year, and we worked as hard as two men could

—

that's Uncle Bill Riley apd self—and could simply not

do 25 per cent of what we should have done. The
public will not put their money on dashes, for if they

get in wrong they have no chance to get out, and
what they can do to books is good and plenty. It

opens a hoie, and there you are. I could say a whole

lot, but guess I will let thera use their own judgment.

Truly yours, Frank L. Herdic.

Gaiting a Saddle Horse.

An expert in gaiting horses gives the following

hints:

"Always select the gait you wish to go and make the

horse take it; don't allow the horse to decide. Always

go into the other gaits from the flat foot walk. Never

let your horse rush away when first mounted, but in-

stead start in a walk. Do not keep him constantly at

one gait, but change quite often, otherwise he will

soon become adapted to the one gait in which you
ride, and practically lose the other gaits.

For a trot slacken the reins a trifle, and steadily

take hold of the mane or touch the neck with the

right hand, and at the same time rise slightly in the

saddle, urging on the horse gently. If he makes a

mistake, and mixes, pull him back to a walk at once,

and repeat the maneuver. For the canter, slacken

the reins, incline your body forward, raise your right

hand as if to salute, and cluck to the horBe. When
he starts, take sufficient hold of the reins to pull in

his nose and make him arch his neck.

Many highly trained horses will go into a canter at

the mere inclination of the body. For a rack, or

Bingle foot, tighten the reins and give the bit a num-

ber of almost impreceptible jerks, at the same time

urge him on with voice or whip, as he requires. If

you feel him falter, or as if he was going to change

into another gait, slightly shake the bit and urge him

on. It is well to remember that this last gait is the

hardest of all on the hor6e; for this reason he should

not ordinarily be asked to go at this gait for more

than a mile without change.

Los Angeles, July 5.—At a meeting of the stock-

holders of the Los Angeles Jockey club to-day the

following diredtors were chosen: Epes Randolph, J

J Fay, J M Hale, W R Dunn, George Rose, Thomas
Fitzgerald and J W Brooks. The officers chosen for

the ensuing year are as follows: Epes Randolph,

president; J J Fay, vice-president; J W. Brooks,

manager. It was decided to open the winter race

meeting on Thanksgiving Day. J W Brooks, who
leaves for the East August 1, states that the outlook

for the coming season is the most promising of any

yet held by the Ascot organization.

S. Christianson of this city has returned from his

trip to Denver, where he spent a week attending the
Overland Park meeting. He says he saw some fine

racing, but the high altitude makes horses inconsist-

ent, as they will go a fast race one day and be all out
in slower time at their next start. Mr. Christianson
speaks in the highest terms of the Gentlemen's Driv-

ing Club, of which he was a guest while there. It has

240 members, fine club rooms, and is very prosperous.

Its matinee racing is held on a track in the park, and
no races are trotted or paced for money. Mr. C.

brought back samples of this club's year books, sta-

tionery, etc., to show the members of the new driving

club which is being organized here in San Francisco

New Track at Los Alamos.

Messrs. J. Doherty and E. P. Holloway are just

oompleting the grading of a new five furlong track

at Los Alamos, Santa Barbara county. It is located

just a half mile southeast of the town and is pro-

nounced by all the horsemen who have seen it an ex-

Oillent track. The proprietors propose to get up

some colt stakes to be trotted and paced in the fu-

ture, and will give meetings with such purses as they

can afford. There is much interest in horse breeding

and training in that locality, and the new track will be

popular with the public.
*

Horses Growing More Valuable.

Horses are growing more valuable every day. The world's sup-

ply is less than In aDy yearfor a decade. The theory that auto-

mobiles, street cars, traotlon engines etc would In lime super-

sede the horse has not been verllied. Good horses are higher
to-day than ever. This should put breeders una horse owners in

general on their guard to protect their brcod mares and colts

against all forms of contagious and debilitating diseases, such as

distemper, Influenza, pinkeye, shipping fever, etc Pre'

measures should be adopted In all oases. Craft's Liquid Distem-

per Cure will cure every case started and will prevent others, no
matter how exposed, from attack. It acts on the blood and
glands and expels the germs that cause the disease. It Is

and easy 10 give: absolutely harmless to anything but tli

of disease. It Is sold by all druggists and turf goods ho

the manufacturers, Wells Medicine Co., 13 Third street, L-.

Indiana.
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Good Prospects for Fresno Meeting.

The horsemen of FresDO and vicinity are doing a

lot of hustling (or the meeting there July 19-22 and

from the present ou'.look it will be one of the best

weeks of racing on the Coast this year. The follow-

ing from the Fresno Republican tells the story of what

is goiDg on at the Raisin City track:

A great deal of interest is being taken in the Fresno

meeting to be held July 19-22 and prospects are first

class for a week of goo 1 sport. A week will intervene

between the Los Angeles meeting and the Fresno race

goers will have a chance to see the campaigners in

their work, as most of them will be shipped here

about next Sunday.
Any lover of harness horses can spend several in-

teresting hours any morning at the Fresno Fair

Grounds track watching the different trainers getting

their trotters and pacers ready for the races. The

Fresno track has long had the reputation of being

one of the fastest tracks in the country, and although

interest in the local horse business has not been as

lively in the past few years as it might have been, the

track is as good as it ever was and Fresno may yet

regain the name of being one of the best race horse

centers on the Coast.

There are now about fifty head of horses in

training here and of these the best work this

season has been shown by the dun mare The-

donna byAthadon 2:27, owned by J. M. McKay, of

Fresno, and in the string of Schuyler Walton. This

mare was purchased as a two-year-old for less than

$100 from Colonel Hay, and has been trained but very

little until this year, yet she has shown such a re-

markable turn of speed that Monroe Salisbury offered

$5000 for her. ThedoDna has never started in a race,

but recently paced a mile in 2:10!}, with the last half

in 1:02J, and good judges say Bhe will surely go in 2:04.

Another one in Mr. "Walton's stable that will race

here is Geo. L. Warlow's great three-year-old stallion

Atbasham that earned a two-year-old trotting record

last season of 2:20. He is a good-looking, nice-made

colt by Atbadon 2:27, dam Flora Wickersham by

Jun'.o, and if nothing goes wrong with him, should

develop into one of the best three-year-olds of the

year. Last week Athasham trotted a work-out mile

in 2:184 pretty handily and it looks as if a mile in 2:15

would be easy for him.

Others in Mr. Walton's stable that look promising

are Mr. Warlow's two-year-old colt Stanford Mc-
Kinney by McKinney, dam Avena by Palo Alto 2:08|,

Clara, a three-year-old St. Clair colt, owned by Louis

Bachant of Fresno that has raced a mile in 2:221, with

a half in 1:083; Mabel C. 2:20J by Strathway, owned
by Joe Corey of Hanford; the pacing mare Babe,

owned by Harry Bernstein of Hanford and Teddy J.

and Bobby J. both owned by R. B. Parker, which
have shown ability to step in 2:25.

One of the nicest gaited trotting mares at the track

is a bay daughter of Athadon, owned by a local en-

thusiast and in the stable of Charley Clark. This
mare has had but very little training and has not

beaten 2:20 in her work, but is a very promising mare
and will be heard from later. Mr. Clark has quite a

number of good green trotters in his charge, but will

not have anythnig to race until next season.

The best race prospect in the string of Charley
Middleton is the seven-year-old bay mare by Junio,

out of Susie Hall by El Capitan. She has been
trained but little and ha6 never been asked to step a
fast mile, but has 6hown a remarkable turn of speed
for & trotter and is a most promising prospect. Mr
Middleton is also training Louis Bachant's pacer
George 2:18}, that will start in the Fresno Driving
Club race, and a lot of green prospects, mostly two
and three-year-olds. Among the latter Is a handsome
three-year-old by Athablo, dam Daybreak, owned by
L. Stock of Fresno.

Joe Depoieter is training a number of good green
ones, among the beBt of which are the three year-old
colt Guy by Guy McKinney, dam by Dexter Prince
and Milton Gear, a pacer by Harry Gear, dam Lulu
N. by Dawn.

m

Denver Meeting.

Two harness events with good fields were on the
raolng program at Overland Park Friday alternoon.
Martha B., owned by J. Fred RobertB, and driven by
Harry Bush, won the 2:11 paoe in straight heats. The
fastest time was 2:00$, made in the first heat.

Dewey, tho winner of the Yellowstone trotting
Btake, took the 2:30 trot In straight heats, the fastest

time being 2:15}, in tho second beat.

In the first heat of the paoe tbe field got away to
the eighth in :15}. The quarter was reached in :31}.

When the balf was passed In 1:03J. the enthusiasm in

the stands grow marked. Martha B. gave evidenoe
of her speed qualities, and the three-quarters was
reached in J:36 flat. They raoed home, covorlng the
mile In 2:09}.

The second heat was materially slower. The six-

teenth was passed in :16, the quarter in .33, the half

in 1:06, and the three-quarters in 1:40. The time for

the mile was 2:12$. Thesummares:
Pacing, 2:11 class, purse $500.

Martha B.,bm by Ashland Wilkes (Bush) 1 1

JessC .sgbyCatata (Frank) 4 a

Young Hal. bh by Hal Dlllard (Frost) a 5

Kiowa, b g by Garnet Wilkes (Gonzales) 3 4

Amble W.,bm, by Alta Boy (Cassldy) o J

Time-2:09V4 2:12!4.

Trotting, 3:30 class, purse $500.

Dewey, s g by Superior (Smlth-Loomls) 1 1

Woody H., b g by Woody C (Johnson) a 3

J.J. M, Jr., brh by Robin (McGuire) 4 3

Iosa, bmby PhjllooideB (Steller) 3 4

Time-a:I6M,3:15M-l

But one harness race was on the program for Satur-

day, the 2:20 class pace, and this proved a very tame

affair as there were but two startere, Geo. Easter-

brook's mare Florodora greatly outclassing her

opponent, the bay horse Foxy Quiller, own brother to

the champion trotting stallion Cresceus, although

Foxy Quiller might have made her go faster had he

tried. Loomis evidently thought that Ed Geere' re-

mark was a wise one when he said that many a good

horse is ruined trying to beat one that is known to be

much faster, and he acted accordingly. The sum-

mary:

Pacing, 3.-20 olass, $1000.

Florodora, b m by Dadrien (Magulre) 1 1 1

Foxy Quiller, b m by Robert McGregor (Loomis) 2 2 2

Time-3:14H, 3:21&, 2:16J£.

On Monday, Golden Gate, "Smokestack" Brown's
Bay Bird pacer, took a record of 2:13} in the first heat

of the 2:30 pace, and was second in the remaining

heats, thereby getting second money. Harold D.,

the favorite, won the second heat in 2:12}, but was
distanced in the next heat, and the race went to Lady
M. Summary:
Pacing, 2:?0 olass, purse $500.

Lady M., b m by Pomona (Cummings) 4 3 11
Golden Gate, b g by Bay Bird (Brown) 12 2 2
Harold D, ch g by Dexter Prince (Dunlap) 3 1 dis
Halina Morgan, b m by Duplex Hal (Frost) 2 3 dis
Pueblo Girl, blk m by Harris (Loomis) 5 4 dis

Time—2:13X, 2:12M, 2-.13K. 3M5J4.

A holiday crowd packed the grand stand July 4tb,

the last day of the harness racing, so far as the

regular program is concerned. The results of the two
harness events are as follows:

Pacing, 3:13 olass, purse $1000.

Florodora. b m by Dadrien (McGuire) 3 3 111
Rey Del Diablo, chg by Diablo (Ohaboya) 112 4 2
Jess C. and Dr. Almont also started.

Time—2:12S£, 2:14K, 2:14^5, 2:16;/., 2:17.

Trotting, 2:35 class, purse $500.

Redemption, ch g by Superior (Hooper) 1 1

Rosalind, b m by Stam B (Newman) 2 2
The Jester, Nettie Vangrundy and King Bezant also started.

Tlme-2:17*£, 2:22.

San Francisco Driving Club.

The races of the San Francisco Driving Club at

Ingleeide track drew a crowd of about 2000 people on
July 4th. Four harness and two runningevents made
up the card. Two books handled the coin and did a

thriving trade. The purses raced for amounted to

about $150 in each case. For each harness event the

books hung up $100 to which was add. cl the entrance

fee of $10 for each horse. The results were as follows:

First race.

Lady Diana l I

Little Jim 2 3
General Hughes 3 2
Girlie. Nora Hagerty. White Cloud and Peggie also started.

Best time2:34K.

Second race.

Vio Schiller 5 5 11
KtngV 2 12 2
Kitty D 14 4 3
Lady Jeffries, Welladay and Harry Hurst also started. Best

time 2:30 in first heat.

Third race.

Bill Ellsworth a i i

Dynamite l 5 3
Graoe MoKtnney 4 3a
Toughy A., Tehama Boy and Mixer also started. Best time 3:25h

Sixth race.

Dan Alden 2 1 1

Fred Chase 13 7
Senator Hearst 3 2 2
Don L-. Mofflt D., Ed Rea, and Billy K. also started. Best

tlme2:38K-

State Fair Notes.

The last outstanding liability, consisting of purses
due horsemen and other minor obligations, will be
paid within the next fortnight. The total indebted-
ness amounts to less than $25,000, and the appropria-
tion which became available July 1st, is more than
sufficient to settle what is due.

Over one hundred men and seventy-five teams are
now engaged in grading for the new track and in

laying foundations for the buildings.

The grading on the track was finished last evening
and the traok is now ready for the top coat.

Architect M. A. Allen, who has superintended con
Btruotion of Harlem, Hawthorne, Emeryville, TanI
foran and Ascot Parks, says that conditions are most
favorable for securing a fast track at the new park.
The soil, he says, is of springy oharacter, a mixture
of clay and loam that is always a guarantee of speed
upon a well-constructed track.

The cross-grades on the turns are so constructed

that a horse rounding them at a two-minute gait

maintains his exact equilibrium.

The premium list for the livestock and poultry

exhibits will go to the printer in a few daj 6. It will

offer about $20,000 in prizes.

It has been decided to give three running races each
day, the smallest purse to be $200 and the average to

be considerably more.
For the Stanford, Occident and Stallion Stakes, in

the harness events, the payments have been as numer-
ous as during any past year, and tbe directors have
advertised liberal money in all harness races, Intending
to give this department special encouragement.
Entries will close July 10th.

At the meeting of the directors to be held on July
8th bids will be opened and contracts let for tbe
construction of buildings for sheep, swine and exhibi-

tion horses. It is expected that this work will cost

about $20,000.—Sac. Union.

Charley Herr 2:07.

Charley Herr was as true, as honest, as game, as

reliable and as mismanaged a trotter as ever lived.

No horse of recent years has ever occupied the same
place in public esteem as this remarkable stallion, and
had fortune been kind enough to have taken from his

path the many obstacles that where strewn in his

way it is more than probable that his list of victories

would have been doubled. Charley Herr was one of

the very few absolutely reliable trotters this country
has ever seen; he never trotted a bad race when he
was fit; he never left his feet except when an accident

befell him; he tried every inch of the journey, and
was probably driven for more heats than any trotter

that ever lived whose campaign was no longer than
his. His very honesty commanded the respeot and
admiration of every lover of gameneBS in an animal,

and the honest little Irishman who owns him and who
should have reaped a rich reward through the owner-
ship of so remarkable a horse, waB himself in this

respect an example for all horsemen. Nearly all of

Charley Herr's races where hard battles, and in each
he covered himself with glory, for in victory or defeat

he struggled gamely for supremacy, and could always
be depended upon to stick to a trot. He has probably
been driven from "eend to eend" more frequently

than any other horse in turf history, and has gamely
stood enough gruelling and severe punishment to

have put an end to any other horse. Po66ibly the
most sensational race in his career was the one in

which he was overcome by Cresceus at Readville, and
in this game struggle helOBt only by the narrowest of

margins. It will be remembered that in the first two
heats he was returned a winner and loBt the third by
an eyelash, bo close in fact was the finish that none
but the judges could -tell which of the two stallions

had the best of it at the wiie.

—

Hawley in Ky. Stock

Farm.
*

The Cart Horse Parade in London.

The London Cart Horse Parade recently held in th>-

British metropolis is reported to have been one grand
success from end to end. Never, according to the ad-

vices we have received, have tbe exhibits been of such
high class nor yet in such sup- rlative condition. It

was well shown that the man who first conceived the

idea of the parade builded better than he knew. The
last was the twentieth parade that has been held and
about 1000 horses and nearly as many drivers were in

line. Only two of the men who founded the parade
were present on this last occasion and these were Sir

Walter Gilbey and Mr. Burdett Coutts, both of whom
have labored early and late, in season and out, for the

improvement of the British horse and the ameliora-

tion of his condition. It is said that they had a most
handsome reward. Support has for years been lent

to the parade by both the Shire and Suffolk pedigree

record associations, the Scottish Clydesdale society

not yet having taken the same step directly. En-
thusiastic indeed are some of the accounts so far

received concerning the very marked improvement in

the feet and bgs of the draft horses now to be seen on
the London streets compared to what they were
twenty years ago. Not only that but year after year
the Bame old faces are to be seen behind the same
horses, proving that the encouragement of the Lon-
don Cart Horse Parade is redounding not alone to

the amelioration of the horses but to the benefit of

their owners as well. The entry this year consisted

of 75 single-horse two-wheeled vehicles, 714 single*

horse four-wheeled vehicles, 72 pairs and 36 unicorns.

Caustic Balsam Does More Than We Claim.

Valadosta, Tex., Deo. 4, 1004.

The Lawrenoe-WilliBms Co., Cleveland, O.
I am a local veterinary. Treat all kinds of domestlo animals

for various diseases, and 1 have learned by expe.-ience and prac-
tice that Gombault's Caustia Balsam is the best medloine for
what it is recommended I ever used. It will dti more than you
claim it will. J. A. Davis,
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Notes and News, m

Hully Gee! But they're stepping at L09 ADgeles.

If the owner of the pacing horse Bob, formerly
owned by Robert Burress and driven by William
Brown desires to sell the horse, he can probably And
a buyer if he will address Holmes & Scott, Fair
Grounds, Oregon, stating price and present condition,
and whether he has had any track work this season.

Six new 2:10 performers on the opening day of the

meeting.

And Zolook. son of McKinney reduces his record

from 2:091 to 2:06.

The word Buccess is being written all over the ac-

count of the first meeting held by the Lob Angeles
Harness HorBe Association.

Grace Kaiser, dam of Coney 2:02, etc , will be bred
to Ben Liebes 2:17*, the big son of McKinney owned
by H. L. Prank.

John R Conway 2:13, winner of the 2:17 pace at Los
Angeles, is another new member of Diablo's rapidly
growing and extensive list of 2:15 pacers.

Ed Malloy haslet Lou Dillon step a mile in 2:15 since

reaching Cleveland, and Mr. Billings expectB to begin
giving her some faster miles from now on.

State Fair entries close on Monday next, July 10th.

As the fast records made at Los Angeles will be a bar
at Sacramento, there should be a big entry list.

Don't forget that six additional purses for the
Breeders meeting at Fresno will close Monday next.

Look over the advertisement Id our business columns.

Nutwood Wilkes gets a new 2:10 performer in Tidal
Wave 2:09. There are two or three more of his get
that should get into the extreme Bpeed list this year.

Bob Mason Is now the sire of three 2:10 performers,
the mare Virginia winner of the second heat of the
2:27 class pace at Los Angsles last Monday being by
that horse.

W.L. Cadman, of Walla Walla, Wash., has pur-
chased from E. E. Gray, Hinsdale, 111., the pacer
Edgar Boy 2:081, by Edgar Wilkes, dam Clara, by
Gambodo. Price $2500.

It Is said that no meeting will be given at Wood-
land. This is too bad as Woedland has one of the fin-

est tracks In the State and large orowds always attend
the meetings held there.

With Dr. W. 2:08$, Vision 2:091 and Tidal Wave
2:09 out of the 2:13 class pace, the $600 purse for that
class to close Monday next for the Breeders Fresno
meeting should get a big list of entries.

One of the secrets of a successful trainer is a suf-

ficient knowledge of the art of farriery to enable him
to have the blacksmith properly shoe and balance his

horses. Faulty action may often be remedied by
proper shoeing.

Mr. E. C. Peart, of Colusa, who is advertising an
auction sale of horses in the Breeder and Sports-
man writes: "Your paper is doing me good. This
mail brings me letters from Fresno, Merced, Sacra-
mento and Oakland. "

The McKinneys are starting out this year winning
races and reducing records. There is no family that
trains on any better than the one established by the
greatest son of Alcyone. They get the money and the
records, and improve with age.

Is this "tainted money?" The owner of Florence
Nightingale 2:151 regularly donates a part of the win-
nings of the mare to the Presbyterian Home Mission.
On this account the mare is known throughout Ohio
as the "Home Missionary mare."

Helen Keyes, the daughter of Sidney Dillon, will

not start in the M. & M. according to an Eastern re-

port. She may not be raced at all this year, Mr. De
Ryder considering her too valuable a mare to take any
chanceB with until she is just ready.

Golden Gate, William Brown's pacer by Bay Bird,
won the first heat and a record of 2:131 at Denver
on Monday. This gelding has been a very consistent
performer at the Denver meeting and has been a good
money winner although he has not won a race.

The Helm Stake, which is a free-for-all pace, will be
one of the exciting races at Fresno. Zolock 2:06, Ed-
win S. 2:08, Tern Carneal 2:08$, Kelly Briggs 2:091 and
Daedalion 2:10 are the entries and the probability is

that every one will start. Look out for a split-heat

race with a mile In 2:05, and all below 2:10.

Dr. De Foe, of San Jose, has two colts that are as

well bred as the best bred ones we hear so much
about. One is a three-year old by Mendocino 2:19J,

dam Rose McKinney the dam of Almaden 2:221. The
other is a yearling by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16$, dam
Carrie Malone, own sister to Charles Derby 2:20.

Those two colts would do to head a stock farm, breed-
ing mares by one to the other.

On the first day of the Los Angeles meeting, Walter
Maben drove the mare Mamie Elizabeth by Red
Regent, dam by Chimes, a mile against time to give
her a record. She trotted the mile in 2:211. The
next day she was started in the 2:17 class trot and got
second money. She was second to The Commonwealth
in the first heat of this race in 2:151.

William Cecil reached Cleveland safely with the Mc-
Kinney mare Lady Mowrv 2:28 and a three-year-old
sister to her that he Is training. Lady Mowry worked
a half In 1:05$ at San Jose before she was shipped
East and is a likely 2:10 performer.

It Is announced in the press dispatches from the
West that Japan intends to send several representa-
tives to study closely the horses shown at the Lewis
and Clark Exposition in Portland this fall. It is also
stated that China will be officially represented in this
regard. Much hope is held out that the Island Em-
pire may make large purchases of breeding animals.

Nora McKinney 2:12$, regarded by many horsemen
as the finest road mare ever seen in New York, is said

to have gone lame in her work a few day b ago. She
trotted faster than 2:10 in a race at the Empire track
last season and won many brushes on the Speedway.
William Simpson, who owns her, had counted on a
record of 2:06 for the daughter of McKinney this
season.

On the opening day of the Denver meeting in the
third heat of the 2:30 pace, the pacing mare, Lady
M., driven by Walter Cummings was distanced.
This caused Cummings to lose his temper, and when
Henry Dunlap accidentally got in his way as the horses
were all being pulled up, Cummings struck him
across the face with his whip. The judgeB fined
Cummings $50.

Mr. L. M. Ladd, of Hollister, haB shipped his Palo
Alto bred four-year old stallion Monbello to S. E.
Kent at Los Angeles for training. Monbello Is by
Monbells, son of Electioneer and Beautiful Bells, and
Is out of the great broodmare LauraC. by Electioneer,
second dam the thoroughbred mare Fannie Lewis by
imported Buckden. Monbello shows a great turn of

speed, and is a most promising trotter.

There is more profit or at leaBt less loss to men who
breed horses to sell a five-year-old for $225 than to
keep the same horse until he is ten years old and sell
him for $700. It is poor economy to hold for high
prices until they eat their heads off several times.

On the opening day of the Lima, Ohio, meeting,
June 27th, the Diablo gelding Pacific King by Diablo,
trained by Vance Nuckols, won the 2:30 pace after
dropplDgtwo heats. In the fourth heat Pacific King
stepped the mile in 2:151 and could have gone faster!
The same day Bogan by Bow Bells won the 2:35 trot
getting a record of 2:191 and Jack Wilkes by Guy
Wilkes won the 2:18 trot, reducing his record to 2:20$.

The Tom Hal family of pacers has flourished in the
Blue Grass region of Kentucky since 1859, when the
founder of the family was foaled. The offshootB of
this family have found their way into many States of
the Union, and the cross of the family occurs in a
great many trotting and pacing pedigrees. It is said
that the original was a roan horse called a Canadian
pacer, and that he was taken to Lexington from
Philadelphia. He died the property of Benjamin N.
Shropshire, Harrison, Ky. He was supposed to he
the grandsire of Tom Hal.

Fred H. Chase & Co. will hold a sale of fifty head of

road and carriage horses at 1732 Market street on
Monday, July 24th. The larger part of this consign-
ment is from the Occidental Land and Improvement
Company (Sharon Estate), Fresno, and contains many
handsome horses by Jim Monroe, Teheran and other
good sires. The others are consigned by Mr. C. E.
Needham, of Bellota, and are a very fine lot.

Barondale 2:111, 'be Iowa stallion that Btood at San
Jose in 1903 and 1904, had seven new performers last

year, and the way his get are stepping this year over
the Iowa tracks, makes it look as If as many more new
ones would be added to his list this year. Many Cali-

fornia breeders that own yearlings and sucklings by
Mr. James' horBe, hope he will bring him back here,

as they would like to have more of the same kind.

At the i ecent New York Driving Club matinee the
team race between L. A. Burke's West Wilkes and El
Moro and W. M. C. Floyd-Jones' King Chimes aDd
Gov. Holt, was the best race of its kind ever seen on
the Yonkers track. El Moro has a record of 2:13$.

He is by Longworth and was bred by the late A. C.
Deitz, at Ventura, Cal. El Moro was owned for a
time by Mr. Graham Babcock, who used him as a
pole horse with Toggles 2:08$.

The 2:09 class pace at Santa Rosa should prove a
hot one. The entries are Zolock, Kelly Briggs, Alone,
Daedalion, Queen B., El Diablo, Tom Carneal, Rajah,
Billy Red, Miss Idaho aDd Reta H. On his Los
Angeles showing Zolock should win, but if he is not
on edge there are three or four horses entered that
can contest the heats with him from end to end. It

is good betting that the track record of 2:06 made
there by Clipper in 19U0, will be broken.

The two fastest heats ever paced in California are
to the record of "the little red horse," John R.
Geotry. Id 1899, GeDtry, Joe Patcheo and Anaconda
were engaged to give two special performances at the

Los Angeles meeting. One was od the opening day of

the meetiog, October 21st, the other od the cloBiDg

day, October 28th. John R. Gentry won both events
in straight heats, and record time for a California

track. The heats on the opening day were in 2:05 and
2:04, and on the second day 2:04^ and 2:031.

The program of the Spokane Inter-State Fair has

been issued. It provides for six days racing, the nice

sum of $11,000 being offered. The 2:14 pace and 2:16

trot, and the Spokane Derby and the Inter-State

Relay race are $1000 each. There are several $500

purBeB for harness horses, and purses range from $150

to $500 for the over night running events. The fair

will beheld during the week beginning October 9th.

Entries close August 15th. Robt. H. Cosgrove is

Secretary and Manager.

The racing at Los Angeles is as good as they have
anywhere and it is on the old three in five system,
with auction pools and mutuelB as the only means of

betting and big crowdB are in attendance every day.

Some of the turf writers who are always crying for

Dew methods probably imagine that the meeting could

be improved if there were a dozen or so bookmakers
doing busioess and the raceB were on the two in three
or the dash system, but the people who breed, train

and own trottere and pacers don't think so.

Mr. A. B. Rodman, of Woodland, has received many
congratulations over the winning of the 2:45 trot at
San Jose by his big gelding Patrose, whoBe record of
2:12$ made in third heat makes him the first new 2:15
trotter for the year on this Coast. Mr. Rodman not
only bred Patty Washington, theldam of Patrose, but
he also bred his grandam Patty P. by Ricbmont.
Patrose started four times last year, but failed to win
a heat, but was not in condition at any time. This
year he Is all right, and never lifted his nose ODce
during the race which he won at Los Angeles. He
should trot in 2:10 before the season is over.

Australia is fast becoming a market for the Ameri-
can trotter. Charles W. Wright of Owensboro, Ky.,
left New York on June 13 on the British steamer Breiz
Huel with four high bred ones for a trip of 16,000
miles of ocean travel for Melbourne, Australia. The
four animals are Countess Todd three-year-old filly by
Todd 2:141, Blondie Grattan four-year-old filly by
Grattan 2:13, Edna Patch five-year-old mare by Dan
Patch 1:56, and Beatrice Master six-year-old mare by
Quartermaster 2:211. Mr. Wright is a competent
tutor, as he has driven to record the following: Baby
Ruth 2:061, Parker S. 2:06$, Will Kerr 2:07i, Lord
Clinton 2:08| and Henry F. 2:091. He will Instruct the
far Southerners how to traio aod race the American
trotter.

That story sent out from Tulare a few weeks ago
about Geo. W Kirkham of that city seliiDg a glass
eyed pacer for $13 000 to Geo. A Pounder of Los
Angeles, waa a pretty hot one, and while it was at
least $10,000 to big, the pacer is a wonder aDd dem-
onstrated it last Wednesday at Los Angeles when he
won the two year-old event in straight heats, paciDg
the first mile io 2:1&$, doubtless the fastest mile ever
paced by a two-year-old id July. Rockaway is the
Dame uuder which he started io his first race, but he
was called Little Jim by his breeder, and is best known
by that name in Tulare county. He has two "glass"
eyes, a bald face and three white legs and is not much
for beauty. He iB a pony in size, but when he starts
pacing has two minute speed. It is believed that with
special preparation he could pace a half in one minute
before he gets out of his two-year-old form. He was
entered in both the two-year-old and three-year-old
pacing events at Los Angeles.

J. M. Johnson of Calais, Me., has bought Ponkapoag
the breeding farm of the late J. M. Forbes. There are
one hundred and sixty acres in the farm and the price
was $60,000. There are five dwelliDg houses iocludiDg
a fine mansion house, stabling of the best construction
for one hundred aDd fifty horses, and a three-quarter
mile traek It lays at the foot of Blue Hill on its

western side aDd is about two miles from the Readville
track. Mr. Johnson owdb a large farm within thecity
limits of Calais, Me., which Is provided with well built
large barns aod a half mile track. He aho owoes a
farm in Andover, Mass., situated near the famous
Hood farm. He owned the great race aod broodmare
NaDcy HaDks, the stallion Lord Roberts, by Arion
2:07|, dam Nancy Hanks, aod is reputed to have an
interest in Todd now standing in Kentucky. He has a
stable of fifteen horses in trainiog at Readville, another
at Calais, Me., in charge of Jesse Humphreville, and
quite a lot of horses on his Andover farm. The cata-
logue which he issued last spring of hiB Calais farm
stock cODtained the nameB of fifty fine horses, all

highly bred.

Senator Stanford used to think that when he got a
colt that could trot, sired by a trottiDg stallion and
out of a thoroughbred mare, that he had a stock
horse. The bay colt Electro, foaled April 22, 1903, is

one of this sort. He is by Sutter 29069, record 2:181,

and his dam is the grandly bred thoroughbred mare
Bucbu by Buchanan, winner of the Kentucky Derby.
Buchu's pedigree can be traced through a dozen
generations io the American Stud Book, where she iB

registered. Electro is owned by Mr. E. C. Peart o'

Colusa, who bred him, and will be sold 'with the others
catalogued for the sale at Colusa August 9tb. Id
Electro there is high class producing blood combined
with high class tace winniDg thoroughbred blood,

some of the best Keutucky ever produced, and as Mr.
Peart says he ought to get a world beater. He stands
15 haods high and weighs 1025, is aspretty as a picture
and likeB to trot. Has been jogged ODly but cau show
better thaD a 2:40 gait. Will make a valuable stud as

well as a race horse. Is entered in the Stanford and
Occident Stakes for 1906. Mr. Peart says, "This is

my ideal colt and the man that gets him will get

something good. " Send for a catalogue of the August
6ale. Address E. C. Peart, Colusa.
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CIRCUIT OPENS AT LOS ANGELES.

Racine- is Best Ever Held in the Southern City and
Attendance is Large.

Los ANGELES, July 3—With flags flying every-

where and the band playing "HomeAint Nothin Like

This'' the initial meeting of the new L03 Angeles

Driving Club and incidentally the first of the year on

the Coast, opened at Agricultural Park this after-

noon. The weather was a trifle hot for comfort but a

safe to say that tbey all stayed for the finish as it was

one of the greatest day's racing ever seen here and of

variety enough to suit the most critical. There were

three regular event6 and two unfinished races on the

card and each one of them furnished something worth

seeing. The 2:09 pace was naturally looked upon as

big crowd was on hand just the same and was treated the feature of the afternoon and it not only resulted

to a creat afternoon of sport as the horses raced all in a little upset for the talent, but also in the fastest

afternoon and only one of the three races was com-

pleted when darkness came. The meeting looks like

a winner right from the jump and already many old

timers have begun to call it "the best meeting ever

held on the Coast. " The track was in good condition

as the time will indicate, the racing was keen through-

out and there was a general run of enthusiasm during

the entire afternoon. The auction pools and the pari

mutuels were well patronized aad the betting promises

to be lively during the meeting. The judges are Capt-

J. C. Newton, Dr. Win. Dodge and C. A. Canfleld-, the

timers are Dr. Ralph Hagan, J. A. Fairchild and C
O. Canfield while Chas. Saddler is doing the starting.

These gentlemen seem to have the situation well in

hand and no attempts werenoticed to "juggle with the

cards."

The first race was the Willard Stimpson Stake for

2:13 pacers which brought out a field of seven side-

wheelers .with I. C. Mosher's chestnut horse Tidal

Wave an equal choice over the field. They were sent

away for the first heat with Doctor W. at the pole

and as soon as the word was given Leggett took him

out in front at a merry clip and beat the favorite from

wire to wire in 2:081. Old Tidal Wave with all his

rigging was out for business, however, and after trail-

ing Dr. W. to the head of the stretch he set his sails

and nosed out the black gelding in 2:09. All this time

Fred Ward had been riding in the ruck pretty easily

with the brown gelding Vision and he won the next

two heats in such handy fashion that he looked to

have the race at his mercy but Doctor W. came back

in great shape this trip and barely nosed him out after

a mile in 2:11. Then the race was postponed on
account of darkness.

Seven other good pacers scored down for the word
in the Christopher Stake for the 2:27 class, and this

race demonstrated among other things that the Lob
Angeles matinee horses can hold their own with the

best of them, as after a very fast and hard five-heat

race the winners of first and second moneys turned up
in the pacers that parade in the amateur event when
there is no bigger game to shoot at. C. J. Cleveland's

handsome little mare Virginia by Bob Mason was the

tip of the wise brigade and they played her like it

was all over but cashing the tickets, but she failed to

land although she won the two fastest heats in the

race and was beaten by very narrow margins in the

other three. The winner turned up in Geo. A.
Pounder's chestnut gelding Glen by Glenwood, out ol

Nettle by Robt. McGregor. He was driven in good
style by Will Durfee and was "there or thereabouts"
in each of the five heats. Argyle showed flashes ol

speed during the race and is undoubtedly a pacer of

promise, but was hardly up to a bruising race of this

kind. The other (our starters caught the flag before

the race was ended.

M. J. Reams' black gelding Oro Belmont was
susposed to be the proper caper for the 2:45 trot, but
Frank Wright had a little surprise party up his sleeve

and won the only heats trotted with the big Falrose
gelding, Pal Rose, owned by A. B. Rodman of Wood-
land. Pat Rose has had the reputation of being a
little erratic in his work but he did not lift his nose
today aad both of the beats won by him were taken
into camp pretty handily. Oro Belmont was c'ose up
all the way in the opening heat and finished second,
but went to a break in the second and tbe place went
to the black gelding Charlie T. that was a good third
in the first heat. Sam Washington, driving Lady
Gipsy, had a collision with the fence in tbe first heat
but neither the mare or her driver were damaged to

any extent and she was allowed to start again. The
summaries:
The L J. Chrlstophor Stake. 237 olass pacing, purse $1000.

Glen, ob g by Glenwood-Neltlo by Robt. MoGregor
(Durfee)
•lauey)

(Springer)
r.gton)

JobD R.CoDW»y, 'Obadbourno)
LoKanettb (Knowles)
Hud.bs, breea-Di uoIilov (Uukor)

Time-*:I2, 8:10, 2:11, 2:13, 2:H4.

SECOND DAY.
f' BS, July 4.—A holiday crowd of about

came out to Agricultural Park today and it Is
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race of the year. Frank Wright's brown pacer,

Kelly Briggs, has been working some sensational

miles here recently, and the wise brigade expected

him to win with colors flying, but they got in wrong

without a chance to hedge as the race resulted in a

sensational straight victory for Ben Davies' handsome
brown McKinney stallion, Zolock, who carries a new
record of 2:06 as a result of his hard earned victory.

The winner drew the pole for the first heat and when
Vet Kent, who was driving him owing to the illness

of Henry Delaney, took out in front and won from

wire to wire in 2:10*, the talent thought little of it as

the sidewheelers behind him appeared to have paced

an easy mile, and Zolock tickets could still be bad at

a very cheap figure. In the second heat they went
away boiling, and this time Kelly Briggs raeed head

and head with Zolock to the half in 1:03 and to the

three-quarter in 1:35, and the wise ones figured that

this was about as far as Zolock would care to go at this

clip, but instead of backing up he came on faster and

beat out the pacer from Woodland with something to

spare in 2:06. Le Roi and Ira both caught the flag in

this heat. In the third heat Jonesa Basler tried to

turn the trick where Kelly Briggs had failed but the

effort was without avail as Zolock raced them on even

terms to the three-quarter in 1:36 and then left them
by the wayside by pacing the last quarter in 30*

seconds, finishing out the mile in 2:06 J. Zolock 's mile

in 2:06 reduces his record over three seconds and his

two miles in 2:06* and 2:06 sets a new record for the

Coast. He was far from being all in when he finished

his mile in 2:06 and could probably have come close to

the 2:05 mark if necessary. At any rate, Zolock stock

is soaring tonight.

Another good thing went wrong in the 2:20 pace

when the much touted green pacer Fearnot was
beaten in straight heats by James Long's bay mare
Nellie R., driven by John Quinn. Fearnot is said to

have shown some of the fastest work ever shown here

by a green horse and, as there were only three horses

in the race, was supposed to be in a soft spot; but the

Pleasanton trained mare beat him to it, although it

was necessary for her to pace the second heat in 2:10.

The first half of this mile was in 1:03 and the second

quarter was in 31 seconds, but Nellie R. was equal to

the emergency and looks like a 2:05 mare.

There were five starters in the 2:11 trot, and after

Ole had won the first heat in 2:10*, distancing H. D. B.

and Robizola, he had rather an easy thing of it as

neither Briney K. nor Lady Madison were able to

give him much of a race. Walter Maben had the son of

Silas Skinner out in the lead from wire to wire in each

of the three heats, and did not appear to be in diffi-

culty in any of them. Briney K. took second money
from Lady Madison.
After a well-judged drive in the unfinished pacing

race Fred Ward won the long end of the purse with
Vision in 2:09|, while PatRose finished up the 2:45
trot by beating Charlie T. and Kinmont after a great
mile in 2:12J. The summaries:

Tbe "Willard Stlmson Stake. 2:13 class pacing, purse $1000.

Vision, brg by Vanquish-dam unknown. ..(Ward) 4 5 112 1

Dr. W„ bl s by Robt. Basler (Leggett) 12 6 2 12
Tidal Wave, ch s by Nutwood Wilkes. . .(Mosher) 2 12 3 3 3
Boonie Aisle, br m by Faustlno (Kent) 6 3 4 4 ds
Friskarina, brm by Bayswaler Wilkes (Hoy) 5 7 5 ds
Queen B , b m by Comet (Lindsay) 7 4 3 ds
Cresoo Wilkes,bs by Nutwood Wilkes (Albertson) 3 6 ds

Tlme-:32 1:04 l:3i 2:084
:3I4 1:03 1:364 2:09
:32 1:03X 1-36 2:09X
:32H 1:03« 1:37 2:114
:3S 1:03:4 1:38 2:I1H
:8S4 1HMK 1:36* 2:09K

Fire heats July 3.

The Geo. A. Pounder Stake, 2:45 olass trotting, purse $1000.

Pat Rose, b g by Falrose-dam Patty Washington by Geo.
Washington (Wright) 1 1 1

Charlie T., bl g by Zombro (McDonald) 3 2 2
Oro Belmont, bl g by Oro Wilkes (Reams) 2 7 4
Kinmont. br g by McKinney.. (Durfee) 6 3 3
Dew Drop, brm by Richard's Electro (Zlbbell) 4 5 5
Sam Bowers, ch g by Jos. Simpson (Lindsay) 7 6 4

Zombretta, brm by Zombro . .. (Ward) 5 6 ds
Lady Gipsy, blm by Henry McKinney (Washington) 8 ds

Time—2:154, 2:154, 2:12)4.
Two heats trotted July 3.

The Hotel Lankershlm Stake, 2:09 olass pacing, purse $1000.

Zolock, br s by McKinney, dam Gazelle by Gosslper
(Kent) 1 1 1

Kelly Briggs, brg by Bayswater Wilkes (Wright) 2 2 3
Jonesa Basler, br s by Robt. Basler (Owens) 3 3 2
Ira, b gby Iris (Maben) 4 dis
Le Roi, b g by Altamont (Lindsay) 5 dis

Time—:3I4 1:034 1:36 2:10
:324 1:03 1:38 2:06

:82J< 1:03 1:36 2:064

The William Garland Stake, 2:11 class trotting, purse $1000.

Ole, b g by Silas Skinner, dam by Nutwood (Maben) 1 1 1

Briney K., b g (breeding unknown) (Durfee) 2 2 2
Lady Madison, b m by James Madison (Ward) 3 3 3

Robizola, b m by Robin (Abels) ds
H. D. B., t g by Arthur Holt (Wright) as

Time—2:104. 2:1?. 2:14^.

The C. A- Canfleld Stake, 2:20 class pacing, purseSlOOO

Nellie R.,brm by Wayland W., dam Topsy by Whipple-
ton (Quinn) 1 1 l

Feamot, bs by Lynmont (Siewart) 2 2 2
Ring Rose, b g by Falrose (Reams) 3 3 3

Time—2:11, 2:10, 2:14«.

THIRD DAY.

Los Angeles, July 5.—Things cooled down to a

normal temperature to-day at Agriculural Park and

no miles in 2:10 or better were seen, but the racing

was good just the same and every event furnished a

good horse race. The most sensational feature of the

afternoon was the great performance of the two-year-

old pacer Rockaway that won the first race on the

card. That he won the race was no surprise, as he
was an even money favorite over the field, but the

first mile was paced in the remarkably fast time of

2:15*, which is a performance almost unheard-of for a

two-year-old at this season of the year, and is a good

mark for the baby pacers to Bhoot at all summer.
There were only four starters in the race, and when
the word waB given for the first heat Rockaway went

out to the front by himself and was at the quarter in

:33J and the half in 1:07, almost a dozen lengths in

front of the others. Here Sam Hoy commenced to

move up with the good Diablo colt McFadyen, and

when they entered the homestretch he forced Rocka-
way to a mild drive, but the effort was useless as the

latter was pacing with glenty in reserve, and it looked

like he could have paced pretty close to 2:12. Hoy
tried different tactics in the second heat and sent

McFadyen after the winner with a rush, and for a

time it looked like he was on the right scent, for

Rockaway made a break going around the first turn

and for a second seemed in difficulty. He soon set-

tled, however, and after taking the others to the half

in 1:07 he had things all his own way and jogged

home an easy winner in 2:19J. McFadyen, owned by
E. D. Dudley, is a high-class colt and paced a great

race, and might have a chance to trim Rockaway
later in the season, but the latter was too much for

him to-day and the victory was a clean one. Rocka-
way is a son of Stoneway, is owned by the local horse-

man Geo. A. Pounder, and was driven by his old

trainer, Jacob Brolliar.

The 2:17 trot brought out a field of five and it

developed into a hard fought and interesting contest.

Will Durfee's Jupiter B. appeared to be the class of

the race and waB an even money favorite over the

field in the auctions before the first heat. He won
the race in good style, but the big Shadeland Onward
stallion, The Commonwealth, had him stepping his

best about all of the time and every heat was a hard

one. Jupiter B. drew the pole and when the word
was given Durfee took him out in front and was lead-

ing at the half in 1:07* by quite a good margin.

Here Lindsay commenced to let out some sail with

The Commonwealth and as they swung around the

second turn was racing head and head with the

favorite. As they came down the stretch both

teamsters were driving hard and it appeared to he

any one's race up to within one hundred yards of the

wire where Jupiter B. went to a break and The Com-
monwealth got the verdict in 2:154;. The latter made
a bobble about the same time as Jupiter B. went into

the air, but was on his stride again in a hurry and

reached the wire first by over a length. They started

on the second heat in about the same fashion as in

the first, Durfee having taken Jupiter B. out in front

again, with The Commonwealth close up. They
trotted the whole mile close together and entered the

stretch like a team, but Jupiter B. was out for busi-

ness this time and won the heat by half a length in

2:13J. The third heat was won by Jupiter B. in about

the same fashion but in the last The Commonwealth
went to pieces and Durfee had no trouble in winning

in 2:16* from What Is It. The latter was third the

first three heats and second in the fourth and trotted

a good race but was not up to a hard race of this sort.

Zambra and Mamie Elizabeth showed speed in spots

but botn were erratic.

The Charles Derby mare Economizer was a luke

warrr favorite over a field of six in the 2:17 pace but

was not quite equal to the emergency and was third

in the summary after a four heat race. The favorite

was right out in front when the word was given and

held the lead until they turned into the stretch where
Vet Kent came alqng with Mistake and beat him at

the wire in 2:13*. In the second heat the field was
pretty well bunched to the three-q uarters and it looked

like a toss up between Mistake and Economizer but

neither one was the winner as Fred Chadbourn came
along with a nice burst of speed with tbe chestnut

stallion Jonn R. Conway and beat them both easily in

2:13. The winner of this race had things all his own
way in the next two and won with something to spare

In slow time. He made a disastrous break in the last
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heat and l09t about fifteen lengths near the half mile

pole but came out very fast and was going easily at

the end. The summaries:
The J. A. Falrchild Stake, two-year-old pacers, purse $5C0, 2 in 3

Rockaway, ch o by Stoneway-dam untraced (Broiler) 1 1

MoFadyen. ch c by Diablo (Hoy) 2 2
Magladi, bf by Del Norte (Delaneyj 3 4

Siegfried, b c by Silver Coin ....(Ward) 4 3

Time-2:I6«, 2:19J4.

The Henry Berry Stake, 2:17 class trotting, purse SIOCO.

Jupiter B., b g by Gen. Beverly, dam by Gossiper
(Durlee) 2 111

The Commonwealth, br s by Shadeland Onward
(Lindsay) 12 2 5

What Is It, gg by Direct (Chadbourne) 3 3 3 2
Zambra b g by McKinney (H.Ward) 5 5 4 3
Mamie Elizabeth, oh m by Red Regent (Maben) 4 4 5 4

Time—2;I5H, 2:13!4, 2:14, 2:1614.

The Dr. Wm Dodge Stake, 2:17 class, paoing, purse S100O.

John R. Conway, ch sby Diablo, dam by Legrand
(Chadbourne) 3 111

Mistake, brg by Trouble (Kent) 13 3 3
Economizer, b m by Chas. Derby (Silva) 8 2 2 2
Anna Turner, b m by Sterling (Ward) 5 4 4 ds
Major Sultan, b g by Lord Sultan (Hackney) 4 5 5ds

Time-2:13!4, 2:13, 2:17, 2:15.

FOURTH DAY.

"Dad" Trefry showed up a high class three-year-

old by McKinney today, but after winniDg an easy

heat with him in 2:17, the colt made a disastrous break

fn the second heat and was distanced. It was one of

those unfortunate occurrences that come when least

expected. KeDneth C, as the colt is called, was the

favorite and it looked as if he could win without ex-

tending himself as he was known to have great speed

and won the first heat handily. He is out of the dam
of the pacer Tom Carneal 2:08$, but is one of the best

gaited three-year-olds on the track. After his break
the filly Princess Louise by McKinney's 9on Coronado

2:12J went on and won in straight heats, her miles

being in 2:20, 2:19 and 2:21, stamping her as a very

high class filly. She is the first of the get of Coronado
to start and is owned by Mrs. L. J. Hastings of Lob
Angeles. Herdam is a mare by Woolsey, own brother

to Sunol 2:08}. The records made by Kenneth C. and
Princess Louise are the fastest made by any three-

year-old trotters this early in the season for years,

and the manner in which the fiily finished her race

showed that had the colt kept his feet, a horse race

would have been on which might have resulted in one
or both being in the 2:15 list when it was ended.

The 2:27 trot was second on the program and strung

out to five heats, all being trotted within a second of

the same notch. The big bay gelding Modoc by
Daly took the fir9t heat in 2:19}, and Old Hickory, a

chestnut gelding by Aeolus, took the second in 2:19,

but the brown gelding Wildbell, a son of Wildnut and
the once champion yearliDg Bell Bird, owned by Capt.

Ruhstaller of Sacramento, came on and won the next

three heats in 2:18}, 2:18$ and 2:19J. Old Hickory
took second money and Modoc third. This field of

horses will make a race at any time in which the win-

ner will be hard to pick as they are all pretty evenly

matched.
In the 2:24 pace, 2:10 was equalled twice by the

Bob Mason mare, Virginia, who wonin straight heats,

with Glen, who beat her the first day, a good second.

Miss Winn, a daughter of Demonio, won third money,
and Bessie Barnes and Argyle were shut out in the

last heat. The summaries:

The H. N. Henderson Stake, for three-year-olds without records
parse $600.

Princess Louise, b i by Coronado, dam by Woolsey
(Julian) 2 111

Osoola, br c (Mosher) 3 2 2 2
Kenneth C , br c by McKlnney-Mountain Maid by

Cresco
:

(Trefry) 1 dis

Time—2:17, 2:20, 2:19, 2:21.

The Chas. Saddler Stake, 2:27 class trotting, purse $1000.

Wild Bell, br g by Wildnut-Bell Bird by Electioneer
(Freeman) 5 4 111

Old Hickory, ch g by Aeolus (Wallace) 2 12 3 3
Modoe, b g by Daly (Zibbell) 12 3 4 4
Miss Mabel, bm (Maben) 4 3 5 2 2
D E. Knight, b g by Lynmont (Abies) 6 6 6 5 5
Talisman, ch g by Steinway (Stewart) 7 5 4 dlB

- Glennlta, b m (Kent) 3 7 dis

Time—2:19K, 2:19. 2:18(4;, 2:1814, 2:1914.

The Hotel Potter Stake, 2:24 class pacing, purse $1000.

Virginia, ch m by Bob Mason, dam by Grandee. .(Maben) 111
Glen, ch g by Gleawood (Pounder) 4 2 2
Miss Winn, ch m by Damonio (Reames) 5 5 3
Bsssie Barnes, blk m by Zombro (Sherwood) 2 3 dis
Argyle, bh by Chas. Derby (Springer) 3 4 dis

Time—2:10, 2:10, 2:1214.

NOTES.
Secretary A. W. Brunar is to be complimented upon

the up-to-date and thorough manner in which the
meeting is being managed and much of its success is

due to his faithful efforts. The racing is started

promptly, there are no delays between heats, every-

thing goes on in a business like manner and there is a
completeness about the whole thing that is commend-
able. This is the first meeting of consequence held
here in some time, but it has made a most favorable

impression on both the horseman and the public and
It is to be hoped that Los Angeles is in the game to

Btay,

The trainers from the north are beginning to real-

ize that the horses trained in Los Angeles are pretty
tough propositions and that miles around the 2:10

mark can be expected any time they score for the
'

word. So far the horses trained at the local track
have won the lion's share of the money and it is rea-

sonable to expect that they will continue to do so, but
the trainers from the northern tracks are doing very
well under the conditions and have no great cause for
complaint.

Chas. Saddler did the starting on Monday but since
then the flag has been handled by Capt. J. C.Newton.
The latter has been very successful and as a rule he
his been able to send them away in good style without
any delay.

The fields have been rather small all week owing to
sickness and lame horses in several of the stables.
The racing, however, has been high class every day
and makes up in quality what is lacking in quantity.
The 2:13 pace was a great eye-opener for the week

and was a race that will long be remembered. It is

not often that the first three heats are won by differ-

ent horses and all of them in 2:09} or better.
The two-year-old pacer Rockaway that won the

pacing stake on Wednesday and earned a mark of
2:15} is one of the most remarkable little horses one
ever saw, not only because of his wonderful speed but
also because of his peculiar markings and general
makeup. He isn't much bigger than your fist, is a
light sorrel, with a coat well sprinkled with white,
has three legs that are white to the hock, a blaze face
and two glass eyes. You can imagine that he wears
the hopples when ready for busine^s. This is the horse
that created quite a little talk this spring when he
was called Little Jim and was purchased by his present

o vner Geo. A. Pounder from Jacob Brolier, at a price

that ran away up into the thousands. He was started

once as a yearling at Tulare when he won a half mile

ZOI-OCK 2:06—Winner of 3:09 Pace

heat race in 1:12 and is undoubtedly one of the fastest

youngsters since the days of Directly for since coming
to the local track he has shown a half in 1:02 and a

quarter in 30 seconds and the limit of his speed is not

known. He is by Stoneway, son of Strathway and his

dam was a mare always used on the road and whose
breeding is not known.
The boys are still talking about Zolock 2:06 and the

great race he won the other day and it goes without

saying that it was one of the greatest races ever seen

on the Coast, and it might be that if the son of Mc-
Kinney and Gazelle was tuned up for a trip against

the watch he might step a mile right close to the two
minute mark. He has been in the stud regularly up
to a month ago and within the past two weeks has

served a half dozen mares, so his two heats in 2:06 and
2:06J under the circumstances make him look pretty

good. He raced in hopples for the first time the other

day and although Henry Delaney did not drive him it

proved that he knew what he was talking about when
he said that all Zolock needed to be a 2:04 horse was
the straps.

Walter Maben gave the boys a little treat on

Wednesday morning by stepping Mr. Canfield's black

pacing gelding, Highball 2:08J by Silkwood 2:07, a

mile in 2:06$. Highball was not entered here in any
of the regular events but a special free-for-all has been

substituted for the two-year-old trot and Highball

will probably be seen in this. A mile this fast was
hardly expected of him, but he did it well within him-

self and paced each of the quarters at about the same
rate of speed. He is a level headed, good mannered
horse and should give a good account of himself if he
starts with the free-for-allers.

It is not often that a horse takes to the hopples as

easily as did John R. Conway 2:13. Fred Chadbourne
trained him all spring at Pleasanton without thinking

of the straps and he was working easy miles in 2:12

and was considered a right good prospect but his

showing in the 2:27 pace on Monday was so bad that

his trainer concluded that he was either sick or full

of the devil. He was entered on Wednesday and as

he appeared to be in good shape it was decided to

start him, also to race him in hopples and he was
given his first warm up in pajamas about twenty

minutes before the race. This seemed to be about

what he wanted as he won the race handily and
could have stepped faster than was asked of him.

B. McMahan.

Aids to Action in Horses.

About this time of the year horses with high action
are always in keen demand. This is true of all seasons
of the twelve-month, but just before the advent of
warm pleasant weather there is always a l.ttle more
urgency to the inquiry than at other times of the
season. This naturally draws attention to the high-
stepper in a more than ordinarily pointed manner
and as a result we receive letters asking how horses
may be made to lift knees and hocks higher and
generally, in a word, "how to improve their action."
This is a hard proposition. Time and again we have
detailed the most usual methods, such as the posts
laid on the ground and over which the horse is led,
being forced in that manner to raise his knees and
hocks away up in order to get his feet over the
obstacles. The ditch full of some yielding footing
and other contrivances have also been described in
reply to inquiries of this sort. We doubt if very much
has ever been accomplished by an inexperienced man
attempting amelioration of action by such methods.
Action is a hard thing to make. Dr. Grenside has

told readers of this journal in good set terms how
essential to the development of action a good mouth
is. Without a really responsive mouth a horse will
never show the highest class of .action in front or
behind. A horse that has too soft a mouth will never
go up on the bit enough to get the proper amount of
headway on, while the horse that pulls hard gets too
much headway on and is not under proper control.
Hence it will be seen that the making of action in a
horse begins at least with his breaking and while it is

true that something can be done later to make a horse
go higher in front, it is an uphill job, unless the
breaking has been properly accomplished from its

initial stages. Therefore those who are seeking to
breed high-priced carriage horses must never lose

sight of this fact. If they let their horses' mouths be
ruined at the start they have lost half or rather more
than half of the battle.

Naturally this immense call for high-acting horses
has caused many inventions to be exploited as just the
thing to make horse9 go right. Various sorts of

hopples, some with springs and some with rubb.r
pulleys, all designed to make the horse bend his legs
fore and aft sharply at knee and hock, have been on
the market, but none have ever gained any permanent
sale. In the very nature of things rubber and springs
can only aid the horse to jerk his feet up and then
slam the'm down again on the ground, and that is no
sort of action at all as action really is. Genuine high
action of the typical sort is seen when the horse raises

his front foot off the ground gracefully, brings it up
high with a wide bend and then sets it forward and
downward as though following the rim of a rolling

wheel. That is about as unlike the jerky action
described as it can be, and the judges nowadays give
due weight to the possession of the right movement.
Behind the hocks should be sharply flexed, carried
close together, raised up high and then the foot set

forward squarely beneath the body without any twist-

ing inward or scythelike outward sweep.

In order to obtain this sort of action it is necessary
to breed for it, not try to make it. Those who are
essaying to produce carriage horses should see to it

that they use in the stud only stallions possessingsuch
action and perfect balance of conformation. A horse
may have a star-gazing way of going and threw bis

front feet away up into the air and yet be far from
commanding a high price, simply because he lacks
balance. He never can be taught to do anything with
hocks, for the same reason that he is all in front. The
horse that goes high in front is better than the one
that goes not at all, but the aim of the breeder should

be to get all the money, so to speak, and not only
part of it. Hence the well balanced stallion ia the one
to buy. If he can go well fore and aft and has the
typical conformation he is worthy paying a lot of

money for, and will surely do hie owner good. Then
if the colts by such a sire are properly broken their

natural bent will suffice admirably to produce the
action and contrivances of one kind and another will

not be required. There is no short cut to the pro-

duction of high-clas6 carriage horses with the right

kind of action. The way to get them is to breed for

them from well selected parents, not to take animals

bred for some other purpose and then try by means
of ingenious devices to transmogrify thtm into the

semblance of the real article. The futility of the

latter practice was well brought out at all the great
horse shows of America the last two seasons.

—

Breeders' Gazette.

Belle Hamlin 2:12j, the first trotter to bring fame
to the late C. J. Hamlin as a breeder, is now owned
by John Bradburn, for many years superintendent at
Village Farm. The old mare has been bred to Prince
Ideal. __^__

Strikel—if they don't give youJackson'sNapaSoda
wber> you ask for it.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL

Coming Events. DOINGS IN DOGEOM.

Bod.

April l-Sepl. 10. Ool. 18-Feb. 1—Open season 'or taking steel-

lead in tidewater.

April 1-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawfish.

April 1-Nov. 1—Trout season open.

June 1-Jan. 1—Open season for black bass.

Julys—Saturday Fly-Casting Contest No. 8. Stow lake. 2:30

p. m.

July 8—Sunday Fly Casting Contest No. 8. Stow lake, 10 a. m.

Sept. 10-Oot. 16-Close season In tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 18—Clof j season for catching salmon.

Oct. lfl-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.

Gan.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and

sage hen.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc

April l-Oct. 15—Close season for English snipe.

June 27, 30—The Interstate Association's Grand American Han-
dicap Target tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.; $!000 added money.
Elmer E. Shaner, Secretary-Manager, Pittsburg, Pa.

July Washington Gun Club. Blue rooks. Kimball-Upson
grounds, Sacramento. Cal.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

July 16—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View,
Cal.

July 9—Empire Gun Club. Blue rocks. Alameda Junction.

July 9—California Wing Club. Live pigeons. Ingleslde.

July 9, 23 -Fish and Game Gun Club. Blue rocks. San Jose.

July Id—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleslde.

July 30—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Aug I-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Aug. 6—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Aug. 6—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Aug. 29, 30—Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks.

Denver, Col.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks.
Alameda Junction.

Sept. 12, 13. 14—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of
S. F. Trapshooting Ass'n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs, Butte
county. H. Haselbusch, manager.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—BiggsGunClub. Two-day blue rock tournament.
Biggs, Cal.

Bench Shows.

July 6, 7, 8—Pacific Sheep Dog Club. Second annual show. Santa
Cruz. Geo. W. Si'.l, Secretary. A.K.C. rules.

Aug. 15, 18—Orange County Agricultural Society. Middletown,
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug. 33. 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show In New York City. A. A. Vanderbllt, Secretary.

Aug. 31-Sept. 2—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary-

Sept. Stockton Kennel Club. F. A. Geisea, Secretary, Stock-
ton, Cal.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M.W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. S7, 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Ruodle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-Djo. l—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price, Secretary.

1906.
Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.

McKlm, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Aug. 15—Iowa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.
O. Box 55, Des Moiues, la.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club. Inaugural trials.
Grand Forks, N. D. A. E. Palmer, Secretary, Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association. 4th annual trials.
O'Neill, Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary, O'Neill, Neb.
Sept. ft—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La

Salle, Mao. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Winnepeg Man.
Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials.

Ladner, B C. H. S RolBton, Secretary, Vancouver. B. C.
Oot. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association. Washington Court House,

O. C. T. Phillips, Secretary, Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January 1, 1904, whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, III., entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapln, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.
Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Hutsonvllle, 111.

8. H. Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary, Marshall. III.

Not Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Slake). C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, Ind.
Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Rutbven, Out. W. B.

Welle, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.
Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, nth annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. Pointer Club of Amorloa (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 128 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1006,
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annnal trials.

Baksrsfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg. San
Franolsco.

SANTA CRDZ SHOW.

The second annual show of the Pacific Sheep Dog
Club (formerly The Pacific Collie and Old English

Sheep Dog Club) began at Santa Cruz on Thursday
with the following number of entries by breeds: St.

Bernards 9, Great Danes 4, Deerhounds 1, Pointers 10,

Setters 14, Dalmatians 2, Irish Water Spaniels 2, Field

Spaniels 4, Cocker Spaniels 28, Collies 28, Old English
Sheep Dogs 1, Bull Terriers 5, French Bulldogs 4,

Eoglish Bulldogs 10, Boston Terriers 10, Airedale

Terriers 5, Fox Terriers 6, Irish Terriers 6, Skye
Terriers 2, Scotch Terriers 1, English Toy Spaniels 6,

Japanese Spaniels 1, Daschundes 4, Pomeranians 1.

DOYK SKA BON.

and could not in any way affect the standing of a
breed, as, no matter how they may be divided for
such show purposes, their characters would remain
the same, " as follows:

Sporting: Bloodhounds, Otter Hounds, Foxhounds,
Harriers, Beagles, Basset HoundB. Dachshunde, Grey-
hounds, Deerhounds, Russian Wolfhounds, Irish
Wolfhounds, Whippets, Pointers, Setters, Retrievers,
Irish Water Spaniels, Water other than Irish Spaniels,
Clumber Spaniels, Sussex Spaniels, Cocker Spaniels,
Chesapeake Bay.
Non-Sporting: French Bulldogs, Bulldogs, Mastiffs,

Great Danes, Newfoundlands, St. Bernards, Collies,

Old English Sheepdogs. Dalmatians, Poodles, King
CharleB Toy Spaniels, Blenheim Toy Spaniels, Ruby
Toy Spaniels, Tri-color Toy Spaniels, Pekinese
Spaniels, Japanese Spaniels, Italian Greyhounds,
Chow Chows, Griffons Bruxellois, Pomeranians,
Foreign DogB, Pugs, Shipperkes.
Terriers: Airedale, Bedlington, Black and Tan,

Bull, Boston, Dandie Dinmont, Fox, Irish, Scottish,
Skye, Welsh, Yorkshire, Toy, White English.
Which latter classification is now the official one.

COLLIE NOTES.

Glen Tana Collie Kennels of Spokane sold Ch. Bo
Peep, a grand brood bitch and a good producing dam.
to J. S. Klober, of Green River.
Mr. Griffith advises us that he has for sale a list of

the best Btud dogs, brood bitches and best bred
puppies in the West today. It will pay Collie fanciers

to write for a descriptive circular.

TAPE OB SPECIE?

Cash prizes or ribbons is a vexed question with
many exhibitors on the Atlantic side of the plantation
and the argument is having a lively flailing out by
the scribes, and fanciers who like to write to the
papers. As to the merits of the case in the East, we
are not prepared to say, circumstances and conditions
there being beyond our sphere of observation. The
champions, under both the silk and specie banners,
are having their say, with the honors about even.
The matter came up on the Coast when the S. F K.

C. first decided to change the routine and award rib-

bons and medals instead of coin. There was, of

course, some opposition and much comment, but now
the counter product has evidently come to stay, for
this precedent has been religiously followed by about
all of the Coast shows and seems to work, now,
harmoniously.
One point made by an Eastern writer and one whom

we believe most thoroughly understands dog shows
and all that pertains to the fancy, is that "Ribbon
shows are the happy medium through which a pleas-
ant chance to win a few honors is afforded that would
not be possible in the money shows where the big
kennelB and professionals sweep down and gobble up
all the grist, which of course they have a perfect right
to do, and by the same token the other exhibitor has
a perfect right to show for a ribbon. A lot of fellows
who cry out about shows doing this, that and the
other, for exhibitors who do not help them out when
they get in a hole, at least very few of them do, have
very little idea of the expense and risk of even a rib-
bon show, and especially is that risk great whe» the
show is held in some country place where the gate has
to be guaged with a microscope."

Shows shall not die : For
ribbon prizes ! Nay

:

The Kennel Club goes to't, and
the small, gilded specialty

clubs

Does lecher in my sight.

Let ribbon shows thrive

Yea, let ribbon shows prosper, for many good
reasons, among these we might urge the one, that if

ribbon shows will help to cut down show expenses
there might then accrue a fund for one legitimate
expense, and we would thus avoid the unpleasant duty
of respectfully declining the contribution of requested
gratuitous advertising.

The dove season opened on July 1st and closes
February 15th next. Such la the State law, but this
open season has been abridged Id many counties, among
them Santa Clara, Yuba and Placer, where the open
season begins August 1st.

A. K. C. CLASSIFICATION.

The Slud Book Committee recommended the follow-
ing divisions of breeds to the last A. K. C. quarterly
meeting which suggestion was adopted and the recog-
nized breeds of dogs are now known as sporting, non-
sporting and Terriers.
Regarding the division of breeds into Bporting and

noa-sporting divisions the Committee wasof the opin-
ion that il they are so divided the recommendation of
allotment be the following:
Sporting: Chesapeake Bay, Bloodhounds, Otter

Hounds, Foxhounds, Harriers, Beagles, Basset
Hounds, Dachshunde, Greyhounds, Deerhounds Rus-
sian Wolfhounds, Irish Wolfhounds, Setters, Retriev-
erB, Irish Water Spaniels, Water other than Irish
Spaniels, Clumber Spaniels, Sussex, Spaniels, Field
Spaniels, Cocker Spaniels, Pointers, Fox Terriers,
Irish Terriers, Scottish Terriers, Welsh Terriers,
Dandie Dinmont Terriers, Skye Terriers, Airedale
Terriers, Bedlington Terriers, Whippets.
Non-Sporting: French Bulldogs, Bulldogs, Mastiffs,

Great Danes, Newfoundlands, St. Bernards, Collies,
Old English Sheepdogs, Dalmatians, Poodles, Bull
Terriers, Black and Tan Terriers, Toy Spaniels (as
separately divided), Japanese Spaniels, Pekinese
Spaniels, Yorkshire Terriers, Maltese Terriers, Italian
Greyhounds. Chow Chows, Pomeranians, Pugs, Schip-
perkes, Griffons Bruxellois, Boston Terriers, Chihua-
huas, Foreign Dogs.
''Your Committee desires theassociation to consider

the Bdvieability of dividing the breeds into three sec-
tions, as follows: sporting, non-sporting and Terriers,
believing that such a division might facilitate the
judging of special prizes, which is the cause of thiB
matter having been referred to the Committee.

It would make fewer and more equal contestants

In the June issue of the Kennel Gazette, the frontis-
piece is a half tone picture of the Bulldog Ch. Felton
Prince. The picture is a grand illustration of type
and an object leBSon in one respect. The dog is well
spread at the shoulders and has sturdy, almost
straight forearms in contradistinction to some low-
legged cripples that pass current for the upper crust
in the breed.

Dalmatians, notwithstanding the comparative scar-
city of good ones, are in demand on the Coast We
refer our readers to the announcement of Mr. Buck,
of Sutter Creek, which appears on page 15 of thiB
issue.

Mr. James Cole of Kansas Ci*y judged at a show
held at Calgarry, Alta, N. W. T..Can., on Wednesday.

Kennel Suggestions.

There has been a good deal said of late about kero-

sene and salt as a cure for follicular mange and those

obstinate skin diseases that sometimes visit the best

of regulated kennels. Several instances were first

given in the English papers of the efficacy of this v ery

simple remedy, and we are in a position to add our

mite.

Some time ago a Cocker Spaniel was afflicted with

what seemed like blood poisoning. The lips and legs

and head swelled to abnormal size; great bulbs of soft

mattery stuff formed on the sides, the shoulders and
legs; looked like puff balls, and when pressed would
exude a bloody matter; on some parts of the body
dark blue spots would appear and on these being

pressed, thin blood would spurt out, sometimes to the

distance of a yard. The legs swelled out of all shape
and were corrugated like an elephant's hide. At one
time the flesh around.the shoulders and neck took on

the appearance of the rough part of an alligator's
hide. The bair fell out in most of the affected parts
but not in the others, although the dog was finally

almost denuded of hair The animal suffered a lot of
pain. The eyes became affected. Every handy remedy
that had proved efficacious on ordinary cases of skin
diseases was tried, but without result and in most
cases seemingly made the dog worse. The skin at
times burnt like fire, and was very red.

Finally the kerosene and salt was tried. Two table-
spoonsful of salt being put to the pint of kerosene.
The salt is not soluble in the oil so we cannot see
where it is of any benefit except perhapB as a cleanser.
However, after twoapplications(the first being a very
weak solution) the swelling began to subside, and the
dog to liven up, and continued to do so for two days,
when the animal was washed in a hot bath. Some
remains of the original trouble being Btill visible the
dog was done over again with the kerosene mixture,
and this left on for a day, when after another hot bath,
the dog's skin began to peel off in scales leaving the
surface as smooth as a glove.

All swelling's disappeared, the legs and head assumed
their natural form, appetite picked up and the dog
began to take an interest in life once more, and is al-

most as lively as ever, and moreover, the hair is be-
ginning to come in again and everything looks as if in

a month or two the Cocker, will be as well as before.

Th'B was the worst case of three, though all were
afflicted with exactly the same conditions. They
were taken down very suddenly. They had been run-
ning with several other puppies that have not been
affected. Their quarters and feed and care have been
of the very best, and the only way to account for the
trouble is that when a neighboring field was spread
with manure, they ate a couple of little puppies that
had been thrown into the manure during the winter.

This is not known as a fact but is presumed.
The other puppies, brothers and sisters, have bad

no troubles. Here is a case that is pertinent to the

discussion aB to the efficacy of this kerosene treat-

ment and which we can personally vouch for We
might say that with the idea of avoiding blistering

the skin, the 3-st time the kerosene was applied it

was diluted with water, but that subsequently when
it was found that this did not take hold as expected
the full strength was applied with no blistering effects.

In another case 6f obstinate skin disease that had re-

sisted all the ordinary treatments, two or three appli-

cations of the oil brought out a splendid coat with no
recurrence of the trouble. The coat does not 6eem to

be damaged in any particular, in fact the coat is im-

proved. The low cost of the remedy brings it within

the reach of all. Particular care must be taken after

the oil is applied that the dog is kept quite warm and
free from draughtB, or salivation may set in and all

sorts of complications ensue that generally end in

death.

—

The American Stock-Keeper.
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Big Basin Road Project.

The importance of a direct road into the Big Basin
3ark from the Santa Clara Valley, San Jose being

,he initial starting point, is felt to he an urgent neces-

lity. The construction of a broad boulevard, from

;he valley to the park, that will always be open to

.earns and automobiles, by the most direct route, is a

jroject now in the hands of a joint oommittee com-
posed of representatives of the Sempervirens Club,

Native Sons of the Golden West, and Santa Clara

bounty Pioneers. An appeal has been promulgated

n the name of these worthy associations, to the people

jf this State, to build this much needed highway by
public subscription.
So well has the movement been received thus far

that severaliodividualsubscriptlonsof $500 each have

been received.
The Big Basin Road Committee composed of: Arthur

M. Free, Chairman; Andrew P. Hill, Secretary; Bank
of San Jose, Treasurer; J. G. McMillan, Surveyor; W.
P. Lyon, L. A. Spitzer, Jackson Hatch, Arthur M.
Free, A. P. Hill, A. P. Murgotten, Finance and
Executive Committee; Joint Committee—Alex. P.

Murgotten. George S. Andrews, L. A. Spitzer, A. R.

Wood hams, W. D. J. Hambly, Page Hollister, Pioneer

Society; Rev. E. S. Williams, Dr. A. E. Osborne, W.
P. Lyon, A. P. Hill, Lester Morse, Judge J. R. Welch,
Sempervirens Club; Arthur M. Free, Fayette Mitchel-

t^ee, H. W. McComas, G. B. Cottle, Fred Doerr, Chas.

A. Thompson, Native Sons, have issued a circular de-

scriptive letter together with subscription blanks

which are being mailed to many individuals with

the request for a donation for the laudable purpose
explained.
There has been a ready response in nearly every

instance. A letter of inquiry addressed to Mr. Arthur
M. Free, Chairman, or iu-fact, any of the above named
committee, will meet with prompt attention. We
recommend the enterprise to all of our readers who
are interested in the development of this State to help

make accessible this great natural attraction. The
early completion of this road will make the Big Basin
easily reached by a drive of about seventeen miles

from the Santa Clara valley—from Saratoga Summit
to the Park; a road open at all times and thus making
the Park accessible to the whole State
The State Redwood Park (Big Basin) and its Plio-

cene forests, lying in the Santa Cruz mountains ten

miles in an air line from the Santa Clara Valley, forty

miles south of San Francisco, seventeen miles north-

west from Santa Cruz, five miles distant from the sea,

nineteen miles southwest of San Jose and ten miles by
road from Boulder Creek, is a feature unique among
California's marvels.

It is one of the few spots that, owing to its peculiar

geographical and geological formation, has retained

the wealth of flora and beauty of the Pliocene Age.
It has been bequeathed to us in its primitive condi-

tion, almost unmarred, with itsgigantic Sempervirens
trees (some having a diameter of more than twenty
feet) the oldest and largest of their species. The
rugged and romantic scenery of the Basin is especially

pleasing. It is Burrounded by a mountain rim,

traversed by great ridges of forest lands and deep
wooded canyons with their gorges, and waterfalls and
sparkling streams filled with trout contribute greatly

to its interest. Its wonderful forests (said to contain
fifty-four varieties of plants), its moss covered rocks

and graceful ferns, wild azaleas and tiger lillies, tend

to make a scene that for beauty, educational purposes
and general interest stands unrivalled by any forest

in the w*5rld. Its scientific and practical value to

mankind is widely recognized. It is in a warm belt,

possesses a peculiarly hygenic climate, owing to the
topography of the country, and is in a district where
froBt is seldom known. This Park is destined to be-

come as famous for a winter as it is for a summer
resort. It has excellent facilities for camping. A
Burvey made in June of the present year, 1905, shows
that the altitude at the oamping points selected

varies from 1100 to 1500 feet. The elevation of the
rim surrounding the Park varies from 1600 to 2600

feet above the sea.

The Park can be made a place of such attraction

that all tourists who visit California will feel that they
should see at least the giant redwoods of the Big
Basin before returning to their homes or completing
their tour.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

committee who will select a site upon which will be
erected an elegant club house. The club will be in-

corporated with a capital stock of $50,000, divided
into shares of $100 each. The club membership will

be limited to 100.

TKUCKEE IN LINE.

Early in June some fifty of Truckee's representative
citizens and sportsmen met for the purpose of hearing
Deputy Fish Commissioner Welch of this city and
Game Warden Neate of Sacramento and also to com-
plete the organization of a local association—The
Truckee River Fish and Game Protective Association.
The officers elected were: William Rowlison, presi-

dent; W. O. Blinn and R. C. Koepkie of Iceland, vice-
presidents; F. M.Rutherford, secretary and treasurer;
Trustees, J. C. Hadley of Floriston, W. H. Rapp,
Herman Wilkie, Chas. Cole and Stewart McKay.

HUNTING DOGS.

The season is now at hand when sportsmen will be
eager to find a suitable dog to work to the gun during
the coming open season. For upland shooting the
Setter or Pointer has the call. For duck shooting the
Irish Water Spaniel is the choice of many marsh
hunters. Notwithstanding this climate is free from
the rigorous conditions prevailing in the East and
Middle West during the winter ducking season, or
even which prevails up north, still it is asking too
much of a short or thin coated dog to work in the
water, for weather conditions here are cold enough at
times to cause a dog much suffering.

Finding a suitable bird-dog is one of the hardest
possible things for the hunter. Some acquaintance
may recommend a dog to him and claim for it every
good quality with which a kind providence has en-
dowed the denizens of dogdom, yet when he inspects
the animal the hunter will see nothing extraordinary
about him and think he is simply and ordinary "purp.

"

Frequently the hunter, especially if he is not
familiar with dogs or type, will allow the general ap-
pearance of the animal to have great weight with him.
He may disapprove of the way the dog hangs his
head, or because he is not always snooping around as
if he were sniffing out game, or about to point.

The only thing about a dog which always is doing
these things which makes the average hunter think
he wants him is the fact that it always keeps the
spectatorin a state of suppressed excitement. This is

not the quality of a high class dog, and nine times out of
ten that style of dog is a false pointer and seldom an
effective ranger.
Few high class dogs of today have a great deal of

tail action or style when ranging at speed, and only
show this characteristic when nearing the game.
The reason for this is due to the natural tendency of

conservative energy. A great deal of unnecessary
energy is consumed by excessive tail action and excite-

ment. Many experienced trainers are coming to doubt
the capacity of a dog which seems to be "making
game" all the time.
When is a dog broken? This is another question

which seems to bother many. Dogs, which under the
handling of one man show the greatest intelligence, are
frequently singularly lacking in sense when another
takes charge of them. These people seem to think a

dog will remember anything when it is once taught.
This is not true. A dog which is well broken this

season is apt to forget a great portion of his teachings
when next year comes and has to be broken over
again.
Many of the finest dogs are sensitive and Beem to

fear having Btrangers near them. They are not timid
when working after the game, however, and their
owners need to remember that some of the best dogs
in the country have this fault. Some Deerhounds
will quit a trail and turn tail to it if they meet a
stranger in the woods. Foxhounds, Beagles and even
some Greyhounds seem to be afflicted this way, but if

care and patience are shown they can soon be broken
of this faulty habit.

The Sutter Dove Club, composed principally of

Sacramento sportsmen has been organized with a
membership of twenty-two. The club has secured a

lease of the McDermot tract near Hangtown Crossing
and the preserve has been posted against poachers
and trespassers.

second, W. R. Murdock and "Slade" divided third
and fourth, W. S. Wattles fifth, Second class—H.
Klevesahl firBt, F. Knick, McElwaine and C. Asblin
divided second, third and fourth money. Third
class—C. Cuneo first money, Harvey second, E. Bowen
third. B. Patrick and W. Johnson divided fourth.
Following the club shoot five contestants shot for

the Phil B Bekeart challenge cup—the previous wio-
ner, J. W Bradrick, not being on the field—A. J.
Webb won the match, breaking 90 targets out of 100.

This is the third time Webb has won this contest.
The score 90 is the lowest yet made in the event.
Club race, 100 targets (50 on the straight bulkhead,

50 Sergeant system) $100 added—$25 for each class

—

Champion Class.

Schultz, Ed 55 52 20 23—90
Forster. Ed 23 23 22 22—flO

Webb 23 23 23 19—88
Feudner.O 24 SO 23 20—S7
Iversoo 23 19 21 22—85
Halght 22 20 20 20-82
Nauman 18 18 19 20—75
First Class.

Goloher 24 23 23 19-89
Schultz, F 20 21 22 25—85
Murdock 21 17 20 20-78
"Slade" 20 19 18 21—78
Wattles 20 20 19 16—75
Potter 18 16 19 21—74
Donohoe 16 13 22 21—72

Second class

Klevesahl, H 22 24 20 20—86
Knick 22 22 14 18—76
MoElwalne 15 22 19 20—76
Ashlln 19 15 21 21—76
Bruns 16 20 18 16—70
Shields II 15 18 15—59

Third class.

Cuneo 23 19 15 19—76
Harvey 19 18 18 16—71
Bowen 16 17 20 17—7n
Patrick 16 19 17 17—69
Johnson 19 16 16 18—69
Sylvester, Dr 19 15 17 16—67

Phil B. Bekeart perpetual challenge cup race, 100
targets, 16 yards, $5 entrance.

Webb 17 18 18 19 18—90
Slbultz.E 17 18 18 16 18—87
Halght 15 17 18 18 15—83
Feudner 18 17 18 18 11—82
Nauman 16 17 16 14 12—75

AT THE TRAPS.

NEW TERRITORY FOR SPORTSMEN.

Within a comparatively short period new country
for the angler and hunter will be opened by means of

several projected lines of railroad.

One road contemplated will be constructed from
Weeds station on the Southern Pacific in Siskiyou
county to Klamath Falls, a distance of about 100

miles. This region is practically unknown to the
angler and devotee of rifle or shotgun.
The California Northwestern Railway has within a

year or so extended its line first to Willitts and re-

cently to Sherwood, Mendocino county, thus opening
up for the sportsman a region hitherto only accessible

by vehicle or horseback, a trip denied for obvious
reasons, to the main body of sportsmen.
The proposed electric line, which will tap the coast

shore region between this city and Santa Cruz, will

give access to a territory bountiful in the extreme for

outing, camping, trout and sea fishing, deer and small
game shooting.

A SWELL M.VRYSVILI.I-: CUB.

The recently organized Tule Hunting Club of

Marysville has leased nearly 18,000 acres of what is

claimed to be "the finest shooting grounds in the
world," for a period of ten years. The opportunities
for duck shooting, trout and black bass fishing, com-
bined, are unequalled. The initiation fee for member-
ship is placed at $100, a low figure. It is expected the
club will be fully organized within a short period.

Col. E. A. Forbes, Dr.J.H. Barr, A. O. Frye, C. F
Aaron, H. D. King and J. W. Stewart compose a

A big team shoot will come off at the grounds of

the Vallejo Gun Club on Sunday, July 23d. The fol-

lowing clubs will enter five man teams: Golden Gate,
Union and Empire Gun Clubs of San Francisco, Santa
Rosa Gun Club, St. Helena Gun Club, Vallejo Gun
Club and Hercules Gun Club of Pinole, Cal. Each
club is privileged to enter as many teams as desired.

The race will be for a trophy—best two out of three
wins for permanent ownership, 25 targets and $5
entrance per team. The winning team to name place

of next contest for the trophy.
The committee in charge of the shoot will be: M. A.

Clark, Vallejo Gun Club, Captain of the day; Thos.
L. Lewis, Secretary of the Union Gun Club, Manager;
and J. W. Elias, Secretary of the Vallejo Club; F. W.
Hesse, Jr , Captain of the Santa Rosa Gun Club;
Edgar L. Forster, Secretary of the Golden Gate Gun
Club: J. B. Hauer, Secretary of the Empire Gun Club;
W. Hanson, Captain of the Hercules Gun Club and
W. Sink, Captain of the St. Helena Gun Club.

This shoot will be well attended by members of the

clubs mentioned and visiting shooters.

Twenty-six guns lined up before the bulkhead on
the 2d inst. at Ingleside at the Golden Gate Gun Club
shoot. Weather conditions were almost too warm for

comfort and undoubtedly affected a number of scores.

The winners in the club race, 100 targets, were:
Champion class—E. L. Forster and Ed Schultzdivided
first and second money, A. J. Webb third money, M.
O. Feudner fourth, a-ud M. J. Iverson fifth money.
First class—W. J. Golcher first money, F. Schultz

The Vallejo Gun Club shoot, June 25th, was well
attended. O'Hara, Chappell, Clark, P. Magistrini
and C. Mayfield of Napa were the high guns for the
day. C. Drake was high gun in the club race. The
club grounds are now fitted up with two sets of traps
Among the latest names on the membership list are
those of C. Mayfield and W. White At the last shoot
a number of team events were shot. Captain Chap-
pell's team prevailed over Captain Drake's.
The scores in the regular club shoot at 25 targets

were: Drake 24, Chappell 23, Comfort 22, Clarke 21,

Carter 20, Mayfield 19, P. Magistrini 18, Burnett 18,

O'Hara 18, Shouse 18, Dr. Turner 18, Wisecarver 17,

Coel7, S. Magistrini 16, Elias 16, Evans 16, W. Beve-
ridge 14, Rose 13, Dr. Arnold 12, G. Murray 11.

A high wind was blowing during the shoot, which
accounts for the lower percentage of several shooters.
The club is in an exceedingly prosperous condition
and is planning many new improvements, among
which are a grandstand for the ladies, as many of the
wives and friends of the members find a great deal of

enjoyment in attending the sbootB. Another bulk-
head and set of traps, which will make three altogether
will be put in and will be ready this season, when the
big shoot is held.

At the Bakersfield Blue Rock Club shoot, June 25th,

F. N. Schofield made the highest approximate aver-
age, 63 out of 70 targets, 90%; Clem Wilson was next
with 87%, 110 out of 115. Captain Shatter, U. S. A.,
scored 84%. There is much enthusiasm over the sport
in Bakersfield and the club is in a flourishing con-
dition. The scores made at this shoot were:

Shot at Broke Per Ct.

Scofleld, F. N 70 63 90
Wilson, Clem...- 115 100 87
Shatter, Captain 115 97 84 1-3

Bakeman 70 55 781-2
Tupman, Arthur 125 98 78 1-3

Getohell.C.E 110 8S 75 1-2

Henry 125 90 72 1-2

Price, George 55 39 71

Oswald, John 90 63 70
Jewett. P 120 83 691-6

Jewett. Wright- 100 96 66

Gilbert.Claud 80 51 633-4

Whltney.Al 105 58 55 14
Packard, Bert 145 80 55 1-6

Cartwright 120 64 53 1-3

Hochhelmer, M 70 35 50

Sunday, June 25th, a shoot came off between San
Luis Obispo Gun Club and Paso Robles Gun Club
shooters. The former club won by a big margin—14S

to 117. Six events were on the card and a barbecue
was an appetizing and appreciated side issue during
the luncheon hour. The first prize in the merchan-
dise event was annexed by Curtis of Paso Robles.
The results in the team shoot were:
San Luis team—Younglove 14, Van Schaick 14, Mc

Caffrey 11, Van Scoy 13, Guthrie 10, Soto 14, Maino
12, Taylor 14, Holmesley S, Estudillo 16, Greenfield 11,

Call 11; total 148 out of 200.

Paso Robles team—Johnson 8, Brown 8, Tognaz-
zini 12, Cullean 12, L. McDaniel 8, Ooley 12, Gaxiola

5, Janney 11, Mader 10, Curtis 9, J. McDaniel 11,

Hamilton 11; total 117.

James Drumgoole of Anaconda won the state cham-
pionship medal at the recent Bozeman tournament.
He also annexed the medal for high average. He was
the recepient of a handsome leather gun case presented

by tbe Anaconda Gun Club for making the best con-

secutive run of break6—290 Btraight, a pretty good
record.

The old State Fair grounds at Sacramento are now
a thing of the past, the tract having been cut up into

building lots The favorite trap shooting grounds
for Sacramento sportsmen passed at the same time.

The location for the new fair grounds is now in full

preparation for the coming fair in September. Frank



10

Bame. _
« _ „.;„,. „i thn trans on June 18th between repre-

seuUv Tot the Win^or and Guerneville Gun Clubs

h^.^ht the Windsor shooters to the good by 13

tar "el. The Summaries in a number of 10 target

races were as follows:
s 6 s ,o 8 6 7 •

McCutchan 3 94444....
VTilson 5 8 7 6 9 7....
Young.. 7 5 6
Pyne.. ' 55
McCracken 5 .. ..

Bogart 4 5 6 5
Mead '"8 6 S 6 3 4 7 ..

Tripplett 5 6 7 7 5 8....
GorsKle 5 2 S JO 7 7 .. ..

Aobe? 54
v

'

5 6
McGiil 3
Walls 6

"
xian 4 j

Butcner

The results at Kenilworth Park on the 18th inst.

atthesecondsbootof the Petaluma Gun Club were

as follow*: Club race, 20 targets-Drees 15, Clark 1 ,

wL;„"L fi Dickson 13, Lopus 13, Steiger 14, Dr. Hall

n Good win ?0 H F Smith 5, Bert Ayers 10, J King

10 Lafrancbii Densmore 5^ Tony Mego and Joe

Clark w-re "high guns" for the shoot.

At the shoot held June 25th the scores in the club

„£ out of a possible ^-^et^-re^foUow^.

E^f O.^rter'.S. sfeYtzli. E. ?>rees'l2. SuUivao 8,

D u r-kPri4, H^per7. Mu -Day 14, Focha 1, Beggs 8,

Limebaugh 8, Jos. Steiger 9.

There has been quite a change made at the Ingle-

side trap sbooungVounds. The blue roe* bulkheads

have been remov-d from the extreme ea.t end of the

grounds and set up again on the eastern portion of

'^b^ewmbe found to be decidedly for the

better. Tbe western portion of the shooting ground

is well sheltered and surrounded by high fencing

which is quite an advantage to the shooter when the

wes-.erlv trade winds are hurtling across the outfield.

Another advantage is that tbe shooters can now do

all of their trap shootiDg in one enclosure conveniently

and without a rather long walk from one section to

the other.

The California Wing Ulub live bird shoot for July

Is the card at Ingleside tomorrow.

Blue rock shooters are invited to attend the regular

monthly shoot of the Empire Gun Club at Alameda

Junction tomorrow.

The Bakersfield trap shooting grounds ate equipped

with a Leggett trap .

WITH THE ANGLERS.

Black bass fishing has been excellent recently in

Ballard's lake, near Olivette on the California North-

western Railway. The killing lure now is a fly, red

bodied, tinsel wound, with a canary tall and hare lug

wings This fly, on a No. 6 sproat, was found to be a

killer by an angler at the lake, two weeks ago. Jack

Sammi sent one down to John Benn, who immediately

tied a number of flies according to pattern. They

were found to be just what the doctor ordered.

Black bass fishing on the Russian river riffles be-

tween Guerneville and Russian River Heights is

reported to be excellent. Fishing for bass in the

river in the vicinity of Duncans is also good. A
minnow bait is the proper lure for the river fishing.

Striped bass fishing in Lake Merritt is productive

of a deal of sport at present. On Sunday last there

was a fleet of boats out. about forty fish wera landed.

Clam bait is the proper caper for catching bass in

the lake President W. Price landed his first bass, a

four-pounder on the 4tb. He went out on a venture,

a regatta was booked there for the day and this prom-

ised anything but sport for an angler. Nevertheless

he rowed over to a spot indicated by John Fatjo,

chummed with a dozen or so fat clams, put his tackle

over and before bis baited hook struck bottom he

had a strike and caught a nice bass. Other anglers

out on Tuesday returned to the boat house sunburnt

and disguested.

A report received this week states that striped

bass are exceedingly numerous again off San Pablo

and that the fish average somewhat heavier than a

few weeks ago.
Tbe San Antone has been prospected fruitlessly by

several fishermen recently. Mr. Sbattuck of the

Petaluma Gun Club Is credited with a take of sixteen

fine fish a week ago.

Sam A. Heller, a courteous gentleman and a true

BportsiniiD, passed away in this city last Sunday. Mr.

Her was a popular member of the San Francisco

-Oa-itlng Clubaod alsoof theCalifornia WingClub.
He was an enthusiastic angler and a most congenial

companion on the stream. In business circles of this

city be had the esteem and confidence of his asso-

ciates and ho was also an appreciated figure in a select

social circle. His demise is mourned by many friends

with whom we tender to his surviving relatives our
sincere sympathy.

Anglers who have made tbe trip to the Hetch-
are loud 10 tbelr praises of a district

whlc.'lt i» claimed, is an ideal troutlng country. A
number of stream-,, tributaries of tbe Tuolumne river

—the Middle Fork, South Fork, Cherry CreeK,
It incberia Creek and Tiltlll Creek, are teeming with
rainbow and brook trout ol good size. In the lakes of

this region, Elinor, Laurel, Harden and Tenaiya,

besides numerous o.hersmaller bodies of water, spoon
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and fly-fishing can be had in an almost unfished

territory. ..

There are two routes into the valley, one by rail-

road to Oakdale, where the angler can take the Sierra

Railway to Chinese Camp, and thence by horseback

into the valley; the other route is by railroad to Mer-

ced and then by stage to his destination. The trip

going and coming will take several days, but it is

worth the time for a vacation.

In the valley the angler can find good accommoda-
tion at University Camp, which is maintained by the

students of California and Stanford Universities.

Trout fishing at Boca is reported excellent. Carlos

G. Young and H. W. McNoughtonleft for this famous

Truckee angling resort a week ago. James S. Turner,

J. Burns and wife and Joseph Dober will spend the

coming week at that point.

Thomas C. Kierulff, the popular secretary of the

Fly -Casting Club, together with his wife and son, are

enjoying trout fishing in the vicinity of Dutch Flat.

The streams of the Yosemite Valley are annually

"fished to death," so to speak. None but expert
anglers, however, can usually show results for their

efforts. Tradition has it that the Indians of the

valley are the only fishers for trout who have been

successful to any extent. The Indians are essentially

market fishermen, and Bupply the hotels and camps
with almost all of the "fresh trout" in the valley

hotel cuisine That the Indians are infallible has
been proven a myth time and again, when the know-
ing angler went after trout. Good fishing in the
valley is now to be found only at remote waters,

where the general run of visitors do not care, or do
not know, where to go. Joseph Leidig is a young
man who was born in the valley and is a most skilled

angler. Leidig knows every stream and rock in the
Yosemite and Heteh-Hetchy valleys.

John Butler returned from Castella on Wednesday.
He spent a week at that point enjoying some spirited

fly-fishing.

Trout fishing at that point must be excellent, or

will be until the spawning salmon arrive up river, for

Judge K. M. Jackson, among others, has caught many
fish there. Last week Mr. Fred M. Haight received

from tbe judge, a rainbow trout, that weighed dressed

5J pounds.

Salmon are running plentifully at Santa Cruz,
Capitola and Monterey. Many fine heavy fish are

being taken daily by anglers out in boats, the Wilson
spoon seems to be the tempting tid bit (?) for the fish

just at present.

Otto Feudner and Ed Schultz stopped over at

Rogue river on their return from the Northwest
tournament at Portland. They spent several days
on that grand Oregon trout stream at and near the
fish hatchery some thirty-three miles from Metford,
Or. Mr. Malcolm S. McKeown, a Metford business
man, looked after the two anglers while in his baili-

wick and they received royal treatment.

The fishing was excellent, many large-sized rain-

bows were taken. The Rogue river fish are "dead
game sports" (after getting in the creel), they strike

with a rush and put up a lusty fight, and our two
shooters had most enjoyable sport.

was won by Mr. W. Stannard, and first amate ur avei

age by Mr. A. Molle, both shooting Peters' factor;
loaded shells.

Quite a remarkable score was made on the grounds
of the Indianapolis Gun Club, June 3d, by Mr. G. M. '

Kanouse of St. Paul, Ind. He was high man for the
day, breaking 96% and attributed his excellent score-'

to the use of Peters' factory loaded high gun shells.15

1

At Ardmore, Ind. Ter., June 5th, 6th and 7tb,
Peters' shells were decidedly in evidence. Mr. C. P.

j

Renst was high amateur and Mr. J. S. Day high pro-
fessional.

At Dublin, Ind., June 8th, Mr. C. A. Young waB-|
high gun, Mr. L. H. Reed second, and Messrs. Kirby, i

Peters and Clark tie for third. The entire bunch I

using Peters' shells, of course.

On June 9th at Ruffsdale, Pa., Mr. R. S. Denniker
|

won high average, Mr. Ed Hickey second, and Mr
Robert West, third—all using Peters' factory loaded
shells.

A SPLENDID 16-GACGE SCORE.

One of the greatest scores that has come to our
notice of late, made with a sixteen bore gun, was the
performance at Trinidad, Colo., on June 15, Mr. P.
W. Caldwell, shootiog a 16-gauge Parker gun, made
a score of 72 out of a possible 75, making a straight
score of three twenty-fours out of a possible twenty-
five. This is a wonderful performance with a 16-gauge
gun, and a short time previous dr. Caldwell broke 48
out of 50 at 16 yards with his 16-gauge Parker.
At London, Ont., Mr Harry Marlott, with the

Parker gun, on June 8th, at i7 and 21 yards rise
scored 162 out of a possible 175, winning high average.
This is a pretty good record.

Mr S. C Yocum of Shamokin, Pa., at the Sbamo-
kin Gun Club broke 47 out of 50 and 96 out of 100.

M r
. Yocum is strictly an amateur and is a staunch

supporter of his "Old Reliable" Parker.
At the Ohio State tournament, Canton, O., D. A.

Upson, shooting a Parker gun, won first general
average for the three days, with 476 out of a possible
500. F. H Snow shooting a Parker gun also, was
second with 474 out of 500. Frank D. Alkire made
the longest continuous run during the tournament of
ton days with high amateur average for the third
day, losing 8 only out of 235. R. R. Rhoades with a
Parker gun won high amateur average the second
day, losing only 5 birds out of 160.

The "Old Reliable" Parker was much in evidence,
and such records as above prove absolutely that the
Parker is the winner of the age.

Trout fishing is still reported to be good in the
Santa Clara valley and contiguous Coast streams.

Al M. Cummings at last accounts was at Webber
lake and having great sport with the trout.

Independence and Tahoe lakes are both inviting

now to the angler, the fishing is first-class.

TRADE NOTES.

t.

«

AVERAGES REPORTED.

Rochester. Ind., June 1st and 2d, W. R. Crosby,
first general average, 384 out of 400, shooting "New
E. C." (Improved). R. O. Heikes, second general
average, 371 out of 400, shooting "Du Pont." W. D.
Stannard, third genera! average, 370 out of 400, shoot-
ing "Du Pont." H. M. Clark of Wabash, Ind., 362
out of 400, "Du Pont."
Chicago, 111 , June 3d and 4th, W. D. Stannard,

first general average, 359 out of 380, shooting "Du
Pont." F. C. Riehl, second general average, 356 out
of 380, shooting "New E C." (Improved).
Sioux City, la., June6tb, 7th and Sth, Fred Gilbert,

first general average, 579 out of 600, shooting
"DuPont." Frank Riehl, second general average,
556 out of 600, shooting "New E. C." (Improved). R.
Barber, first amateur and third general average, 551
out of 600, shooting "DuPont " Russell Klein and F.

Bills, shooting "DuPont," tied for second amateur
average, 550 out of 600.

Bozeman, Mont., June 9th, 10th and 11th, J. C.

Drumgoole of Anaconda. Mont , first amateur and
second general average, 245 out of 265, shooting "In-
fallible." E. F. Confarr, of Livingston, Mont , second
amateur and third general average, 244 out of 265,

shootirg "Infallible." F. M. Bybe of Idaho Falls,

Idaho, and R ynolds Fraserof Helena. Mont , tied for

third amateur average, 242 out of 265, shooting "In-
fallible."

PETERS' POINTS.

At New Berlin, Ohio, May 30th, first average was
won by Mr. E F Haak, third by Mr. F. A. Smith,
and fourth by Mr. D. D. Gross, all shooting Peters'
factory loads.

At Columbia, Pa., May 30th, Mr. Neaf Apgar broke
99 out of 100 with Peters' Ideals. Accounts do not
state why he missed that lone target.

At Chicago, 111., June 3d, first professional average

MERIT ALWAYS COUNTS.

A. J. Webb shoots an L. C. Smith gun. Webb won
high average at the recent Northwest Tournament at

Portland, he also won the diamond individual cham-
pionship, made ten straights in various events
On July 2nd at the Ingleside grounds he won the

Phil B. Bekeart perpetual challenge trophy for the
third time.

HIGH HONORS AGAIN FOB U. M. C.

At Ingleside, June 2nd, the regular monthly shoot
of the Golden Gate Gun Club was held. Twenty-
three shooters faced the trapB. The chief event of

the day's meeting was tbe conteet for the Bekeart
Cup—a very pretty race and closely contested by
Messrs. Webb, Feudner, E. Schultz, C. C. Nauman
and C. A. Haight. Mr. Webb winning out with
90%. Without exception the shooters in this event
used U. M. C. ammunition exclusively. It Bhould
appear unnecessary to further emphasize the value of

the U. M. C. products, a simple statement of tbe con-
tinued use by experts being sufficient, to prove the
sterling qualities of accuracy and genuine popularity.
Of the twenty-three contestants in the regular
shoot, twenty were exclusive users of the U. M. C.
ammunition.

AN IMPORTANT BUSINESS CHANGE.

The following circular letters received this week are
self-explanatory and will be read with interest by
many of our readers.

Mr. Phil B. Bekeart, President of the Phil B.
Bekeart Co. states:

I beg to advise you that I have sold out my Tire
Agencies and Tire Repair Shcps, both in this city and '

in Los Angeles, to The Fisk Rubber Co., who after

July 1st, will conduct these branches for their own !

account.
Injustice to myself and The Fisk Rubber Co., I

deem it proper to state that I resigned from the Fisk
Agency, for the following reason:

I could not handle the increased business of the
Fisk Rubber Co. and still da justice to my largely
increased gun business.

I intend in the future to confine myself to my gun
and sporting good6 business. Before ceasing our
business relations, I take this opportunity of thanking
you for past favors, and of bespeaking your continued
interest in the future, for The Fisk Rubber Co. and
the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
The Fisk Rubber Co. announces through Mr. G. E.

Johnson, Pacific Coast Manager: We beg to advise
you that on July 1st, we will open a branch in this

city, temporarily located at 146 Second St., second
floor, pending the completion of a building now being
erected for us at 409 Golden Gate ovenue, where we
will handle our own account on tbe Pacific Coast,
This change has been brought about at request of

the P. B. Bekeart Co., who formerly handled our
account in this territory, for reasons with which you
are already fa'miliar, through notice from them. We
wish to thank you fer past favors given us through
the Bekeart Co., and can assure you that with our
policy to make the best goods possible, regardless of

cost, and with building constructed for our use we
can give you both goods and service, of which there
will be no cause for complaint.
The Phil B. Bekeart Company conducts the Coast

Branoh of the Ithaca Gun Company.
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THE FARM.

The Babcock Test.

One hundred pounds of milk consists

of approximately eighty five to eighty

six pounds of water and fourteen to fifteen

pounds of solids of whi; h in round

numbers nearly one-third is butter fat.

The Babcock test is simply a chemical

means of measuring what proportion of

milk is fat. A fair sample is measured

into a bottle and an equal amount of sul-

phuric acid breaks up the solids not tat,

leaving the fat to raise into the neck of

the test bottle by means of centrifugal

force developed in the tester.

In the proceBS of churning the fat is

collected together during which more or

less water is imprisoned in it, also a little

curd : the salt is added to it in the pro-

cess of working so that butter contains

something in addition to pure fat. A
given quantity of fat will therefore make

more butter than the actual pounds of

[at. This mount of butter made more

than the fat is commonly spoken of as

over-run and will vary from ten to fifteen

per 100 pounds fat in ordinary creamery.

It might through carelessness be entirely

lost so that the churned butter would not

be greater than the amount of fat in

the milk delivered. Again under varying

conditions which are not as thoroughly

understood as iB desired, it may run more

than fifteen pounds.

The question to whom thiB over-run

belongs is one that is often raised. I

believe that the simplest method of ac-

counting is about as follows: Supposing

for instance the milk tested four and four-

tenths. It would therefore contain four

and four-tenths per cent butter fat. 1000

pounds of this milk would bring to the

creamery 440 poundB fat. If this made

up into butter produces 506 poundB of

butter there would be fifteen per cent

over-run. Supposing this 506 pounds of

butter to be sold when butter was worth

twenty-eight cents a pound the creamery

would receive $141.68. From this the

creamery must pay itB running expenses

and pay for the fat. This mry be done in

either of two ways. The actual expense

may be deducted from the total receipts

and the balance divided among the

patrons on the basis of fat delivered, or if

the creamery either a private or stock com-

pany, agrees to make the butter for fixed

price per pound, from tnree and one-balf

to four and one-half being a common
charge, for the saxe of illustration we will

deduct four centB a pound for making.

This on 506 pounds of butter would amount

to $20.24, leaving $121.44 to be divided

among the patrons Since this is the

amount that 440 pounds of fat is worth,

one pound of fat would be worth 1,140th

or 27>£c. Each patron should therefore

receive 27^c a pound for each pound of

fat delivered by him.

In the case of a stock company, should

the amount deducted at four cents a

pound for making be more than enough

to pay freight, commission, labor, fuel,

repairs, etc., the balance may be held

against a time when new equipment is

needed or it may be apportioned among
the stockholders as a dividend on the

money they have invested. It is fair in

either case since the patronB have received

all the proceeds of the sale of their

product leBS the four cents which the

creamery was to get for making, and they

get this whether the over-run be large or

small.

It is to the interest of the creamery to

have as large an over-run as possible.

The more pounds of butter there are sold

the larger the receipts for making. On
the other hand there is no encouragement

for them to either to raise or lower the

teBt because their receipts are not in-

fluenced by the results of the test, aa the

pounds of butter made depend on th«

pounds of fat actually delivered not on

what the test shows.

With the present prices a good four-

bottled tester is within the reach of any
farmer who is milking four or five cows.

He should have one not only to know
whether or not the test is being cor-

rectly made at the creamery, but to

know what his individual cowb are do-

ing. The difference in the cost of keep-

ing different cows in a herd will as a rule

not vary over $10 on an ordinary farm,

while the returns per cow will vary as

much as $3 or $40 between the best and

poorest. It is not an uncommon experi-

ence to find one cow not even paying for

the feed she eats, to say nothing of hav-
ing a margin for interest and deprecia-

tion. This is a matter that needs

attention.

A man who keeps five or six cows as a

sideline can no more afford to keep an
unprofitable cow than he who Is keeping
twenty as an important part of his busi-

ness.

—

JB. E. Van Norman, Indiana Ex-
periment Station.

American Bacon Hogs.

Our bacon hog differs considerably from

the English bacon hog. There is, how-
ever, a growing tendency toward the

tpyical bacon type The indications

point to the fact that we are at the

"parting of the way," and that in the

future, we will have a place for the ideal

bacon hog as well as for the fat or lard

hog.

Corn ia at present being used for other

purposes, such aa the manufacture of

corn starch, whisky, and oil. The latter

ia used for various purposes, as for lu-

bricating, a table oil, aa a Bubatitute for

olive oil, linseed oil, etc. This has caused

the price of corn to go up to nearly what

other grains, used as hog feeds, are worth.

At the same time, a ration of all corn,

which usually forms the principal part of

the feed of the fat or lard hog, is coming

to be generally recognized as detrimental

to the best development of swine from

the breeder's standpoint These things

are the cause of a gradual drifting toward

a more mixed ration in Bwine feeding,

and usually a ration containing more
protein or flesh forming material. Coupled

with thiB, there is not so great a demand
for fat pork aB there formerly was, and

shipping and cold Btorage facilities are

much better, consequently more fresh

and lean meats are used.

These various factors are gradually,

but most Burely effecting a change in

the character of swine in the United

States. The all fat hog of the past will

in the future he partly replaced by the

bacon hog, and the fat or lard hog as

a whole will in the future more nearly

approach the bacon hog in form than

in the past. Of course, there will always

be a demand for lard, consequently

there will always be a place for the fat

or lard hog. But the bacon hog will

occupy a more prominent position in the

future than he has in the past.

There is a demand from foreign coun-

tries and more largely from our own
country, for bacon, and there being few

bacon hogs to supply the demand, the

trade is supplied from the lighter hogs

of the fat or lard hog type. This bacon

however, does not command so high a

price on the market as does bacon from

typical bacon hogs. The bacon hogs

under consideration here weigh from

155 to 195 pounds, and range in age from

six to eight months. They are simply

hogB selected from the light hogs in

general, that conform as nearly as pos-

sible to the bacon type. They are not

very fat, have fairly good development

of muscle, or lean meat, and are as long

and deep inside as iB possible to obtain

them. About 20 per cent of the light

hogs that come to the Chicago market
are of this type.

Choice bacon hogs are the best of

this class; they are hogs that show good
length and depth, good quality and are

smooth, well developed, and not very

fat. They are hoga that have had con-
siderable exercise and have not been
fed on an exclusive corn ration. These
bacon hogs are selected for the most
part from shipments that come from
outside of the corn belt, where the prin-

cipal feed is similar to that used in

Great Britain, Denmark and Canada for

bacon production, viz., oats, barley, rye,

peas, skim milk and pasture.

These are the feeds that are conducive
to the production of the best bacon
when fed to hogs of the bacon type, and
when fed to hoga of the fat, or lard bog
type bacon hoga such aB we have under
discussion here are produced. These
bacon hogs have more fat on the out-

side and less leao meat on the inside of

their carcasses than the typical bacon
hogs, but are better in these respecta

than the typical fat, or lard hogs. In
truth, thiB bacon bog ia an intermediary
between the fat or lard hog and the
typical bacon hog, being more like the
former than the latter.

The good bacon hoga of this class may
be of poorer quality, may be lower in

condition or may be too fat or too much
of the fat hog type. Any one or all of

these conditions would be the cause of

hogs grading lower than choice.

If there is a still more marked defi-

ciency in these characteristics, the hog
will grade as a common bacon hog. But
this hog has sufficient quality and con-
dition to show that he haa been well fed

and has been fed so that his Bides will

do to cure for the cheaper grades of

bacon.

—

William Deitrich.

Dairy Notes.

By keeping the cows clean there will

be little danger of Btringy milk.

The cow that tests below 3 per cent

butter fat is not worth keeping in the

dairy herd.

The more study the dairyman puts

into his occupation the more success will

he attain.

Keep things about the farm dairy clean.

Elbow grease costs effort but it's worth
the candle when it cornea to clean milk,

clean separators, clean butter and and a

clean trade

The enormous ealeB of cream separators

show the value of the separator on the

farm. The warm skim milk for feeding

purposes soon pays for the cost of a

machine.

Sorghum planted this month in rows

and cultivated like corn, then shredded

for winter cow feed makea a good milk
producing food in the winter time.

To make profits with dairy butter, have
the cream ripened properly, churn at the

rignt temperature, wash the granulated

butter until the butter milk iB removed,

work the butter juBt enough, salt with

judgment and pack neatly.

The dairy cow and the hog make an
excellent combination. Not only do they

pay well but they take little fertility from
the farm. Let ub have more ''cow-hog"

combines and then we will hear of leBS

farmer farm-separations.

Where calves are "brought up by
hand," bo to speak, the rule to stay by
first, last and all the time is : Keep every-

thing clean and sweet, feed regularly and
carefully, and use kindness above all.

If you are feeding skim milk to calveB,

don't make the mistake of feeding a

larger quantity than you would feed if

whole milk were given them. This is a

mistake that so many make, and the re-

sult is that their calves are troubled with

scours.

The dust and air of most cow stables is

loaded with bacteria, and when they get

into the milk they multiply at the rate of

millions per minute. The milker's duty
to bie family and to humanity in general

when be is milking is a serious matter.

Is the air in the etable pure and free

from duat during milking? Would he

be willing and glad to get a plate of soup
while he ib milking a cow? If not, why
not? Isn't milk a human food, and isn't

the milk pail that ia under the cow being

filled with food for hia table?
After cleaning out the cow stable at

leaat twice each year, sprinkle plaBter
over the floor to aid in absorbing the
liquid and in preserving the wooden
floors. Cement floors do not need plaster
as they may be flushed with water from a
hose. Cement mangers and iron Btalls
are now put into cow stables and are
proving very satisfactory.

Dehorning of Cattle.

ProfesBorSpellman of the Agricultural
Department, declares it is possible to de-
horn a whole breed of catt'e by introduc-
ing into the breed a single pure polled
animal, though this would require more
inbreeding than is desirable. The problem
is much eaBierwhen a number of breeders
work in parallel lines, so that strains are
always available that are not closely re-

lated. The only difficulty in applying
the principles of Mendel's law in dehorn-
ing a breed of cattle arise from the fact

that the hybrid animal is itself polled,
although it is capable of transmitting
both the polled character and the horned
character to its offspring.

The general principle to be used as a
working basis is the important fact that
when a number of crosses are Becured
between polled and horned animals and
theBe crosses themselves are crossed, one-
fourth of the progeny will be pure polled
animals incapable of transmitting hornB
to their progeny, and theBe pure polled
animals are to be used as a basis upon
which to build a polled breed.

It is entirely practicable for every
breeder to secure enough of these pure
polled animals as a basis on which
gradually to work out the horned animals
and increase the pure poll until they con-
stitute his entire herd.

Raising Calves by Hand.

Improvements in stock and methods
of feeding young calves have resulted in

new ideas in regard to raising calves by
hand. Every one who has tried it has
experienced difficulty in keeping them
thrifty and in securingreasonablegrowth.
It is quite possible by observing the little

necessary things to raise calves just as

well by hand as in the natural way.
Cleanliness about all utensils and care in

feeding the milk warm, with judgment as

to quantity, aeems to cover the ground.
It is possible to raise calves profitably

on warm separator milk by subatituting

whole oats for the cream removed. One
of the advantages in band raising ia that
after the calf is grown sufficiently to go on
dry feed it does better than a calf raised

by the cow. Early maturity no doubt is

hindered by hand feeding, but it is made
up fully or nearly so by educating the

calf to hustle for itself to a certain extent.

A few years ago the idea of making baby
beef out of hand fed calves was considered
absurd, but in the past two years this
has come to be an established custom in
certain dairy sections. Holatein calves
are fed by hand and turned off as profit-
able baby beef at the age of from sixteen
to twenty months, and they have been
made to gain an average of 1 3

4
' pounds

per day, figuring from birth.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
la a Race.

Is entered at Fresno and ready to start.

A high-class Race Horse and a Coming: Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19j, etc.)
by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will Dot permit him to devote
any time to raolng. For further particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

FINE ROADSTER FOR SALE.

16 bands, well broken to harness and also to
saddle. Has trotted nuarters jn 37 seconds. Is
not afraid of automobiles and Is a floe lady's
horBe. HIsslrols Nutwood Wilkes and his dam
by Eros. For price and other particulars address

J. TWOHIG, Irvlngion, Cal.
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Treatment of Colic in Horses.

Colic iB the name given to abdomi-

nal pains, no matter from what

cause. There is probably no disease,

aside from the strictly contagiouB diseases,
j

which causes so great a financial loss to

etoc'i owners as does colic, writes Dr.

Barnes of the Kansas agricultural college.

There are a great many causes of colic,

but improper food and water are the

main ones. Good food and water given

either at irregular times or in too large

quantities may cause colic. Highly con-

centrated foods, Buch as peas, beanB, corn,

etc., which are difficult to digest, are also

fruitful causes of colic.

There is generally more of this disease

in the spring when there is an extra

amount of work to be done, and the

horses are given large feeds of grain to

which they are not accustomed. In

these cases more work is done by the

animal syBtem and the body also has

additional work thrown upon it in using

this unnecessary food. The stomach and

intestines are the organs most easily

deranged in colic.

Irregular feeding will bring on this

disease. The animals go too long a time

before eating, and then when allowed to

eat, gorge themselves. The stomach be-

ing in an exhausted condition cannot

take care of this enormous amount of

food.

Other causes of colic may be mentioned,

feeding an animal first and then watering

him, causing the grain to be carried undi-

gested into the intestines before it is

ready for the action of intestinal fluids;

sudden changes in the grain ; feeding

while the animal is exhausted; new grain

or hay, also sour food ; sucking wind into

the stomach, eating stones, sand or sandy

food; constipation; worm in the intes-

tines; inflammation of the intestines,

kidneys or lining of the abdomen; rupture

of navel or scrotum; eating irritants, as

chemicals, and lead poisoning.

The first symptoms of colic observed in

a horse is pain expressed by restlessness,

pawing, kicking the belly with the hind

leg, switching the tail, looking at the

flanks, rolling and throwing himself

violently down and then jumping up again

lying on the back, reiusing food, straining

to pass water and manure.

If the colic is caused by fermenting

foods, the animal will bloat. The tem-

perature and respiration are about normal
but in spasmodic colic respiration is

hurried during the spasm.

Food and water should not be given a

horse at meal time until he is cool. He
hould not be allowed to stand in a draft

after he has been overheated. Unless the

weather is warm, a woolen blanket ought

t)be placed over the animal to absorb

the sweat. After he is cool give him
water, next a feed of hay, and lastly the

grain.

A horse should not be allowed to remain
in the stable several days without exercise

and receive the same amount of food as

when working. Kew grain must be fed

sparingly at first to avoid indigestion.

During hot weather the water should

be run into a tub and warmed by the heat

of the sun before the horse drinks it at

the noon hour or at night.

Always water horses before and not

after feeding. A point to be emphasized
is regular feeding and not abrupt changeB

in the nature of the feed. Horses should
not be put to active work immediately
after a meal.

In treating for colic first of all put the

patient in a large stall with plenty of

straw. If a stall is not available, put him
in a yard which can be well bedded. A
colic patient should have some competent
person to attend him constantly. If the

weather is cold, blanket him. Just as

soon as possible give a medium sized

boraea quart of raw lineeed oil. Then if

the anirnal has cramp colic (spasmodic

colic) give one-half ounce chloral hydrate

in a pint of water. In an hour give

another dose of chloral if the animal con-

tinues, to show pain. An hour later give

two drachma fluid extract Cannabis

Indica, one-half drachm fluid extract

Belladonna in a half pint of water, even

though the patient may seem easier. If

the horse becomes violent again it may

be necessary io resort to the chloral in

half ounce doses.

In Duying the chloral it is well to have

the druggist put it up in half ounce

packages. Be sure to give the oil first, as

the object in all kinds of colic is to get

rid of the subBtance causing the trouble.

If the horse has wind colic, after giving

the oil, then give one-half drachm fluid

extract belladonna, one ounce turpentine

and a half drachm of fluid extract of nux

vomica in a pint of milk. Walk the horse

around and aid him to pais wind by

rubbing the belly with wiBps of hay or

straw. If gas accumulates to such an

extent that it is necessary to puncture

the intestines, use a trocar and canula.

This instrument is boiled for five minuteB

or more and when cool is introduced into

the intestines on the right side of the

horse in the center of the triangle formed

by the hip bone, laBt rib and the bones

running at right angleB at the back bone.

Summer Care oi the Milch Cow.

A point in the summer care of the

milch cow that is of vital importance and

which is very frequently overlooked is

that of keeping her up to her normal flow

of milk. It is an oft-proved fact that the

cow which is allowed to shrink for want

of sufficient feed or protection from heat

and flies cannot be brought back to her

normal flow when these adverse con-

ditions are passed and good feed and

favorable conditions are again supplied,

writes Prof. Van Norman in Orange Jucld

Farmer. If ehe is allowed to shrink four

or five pounds per day for days or weeks

at a time, good feed may increase this a

pound or two, but it will not bring it

b-ck to the former mark.

This fact emphasizes the importance of

something to supplement the scant pas-

ture in the summer time. It will pav to

plant a little early sweet corn, to be fol-

lowed by the regular field corn. Often

where there is plenty of 6ilo capacity,

there will be silage left from the winter

feeding. This, if left nndisturbed, will

mold on the surface, but when pasture

gets short this bad layer can be thrown

off and the silage is ready for use. It is

important at this season of the year that

at least two inches be removed every day,

as the warm weather causes a very rapid

fermentation and sour ailage is not a

desirable food.

If it is possible to provide a dark shed,

where the cowe may go in the middle of

the day and avoid the sun and flies, it iB

a most profitable provision. Most dairy-

men find it desirable to continue the

grain ration throughout the summer, re-

ducing the quantity when the grass is

flush and lessening the proportion of corn

and other healing feeds.

Most cow ownerB have something on

the farm which they can feed to supple-

ment pasture. The important thing is to

do it. Do not allow the ccwe to shrink,

as a shrinkage of two or three pounds a

day is not merely a Iobs for the time

being, but ia very much less throughout

the remainder of the season. Make your

plans now to prevent this loss. Have a

patch of corn where it is the least trouble

to get it to the cowb. Everyone can at

least do this.

Capons May Be Easily Grown.

No one is better situated to raise capons

than the farmer. On the average farm

the additional work required to raise from

100 to 200 capons would not be noticed,

and most of this work can be attended to

in the winter when time is plentiful with

the farmer.

In the neighborhood of Fairbury, 111., a

great many capons are raised every year,

and are found to be very profitable. There

are many stories told about the sizes to

which capons grow, while the truth is

that the ordinary capon will grow to but

one or two pounds more than the ordinary

uncaponized cockerel would in the same

time, and to secure this additional weight

extra feeding is necesBary.

In preparation for capon raising it is

wise to hatch about twice the number of

chickens aa capon desired, for fully half

are likely to be pullets. The pullets may
be kept for egg production or may be sold

for spring chickens, thus securing enough
money to pay for the raising of the whole
flock up to the time the cockerels are old

to caponize-—which is about twelve weeks.

The operation of caponizing does not

require much skill, though the beginner

will pr bably kill two or three at the

start, which will not be lost, for they

bleed to death in about the same time as

if their throats had been cut, and are

exactly as good for table purposes as if

bled in the latter way. A set of tools for

caponizing costs from $1.50 to $2, and with

each set is sent directions that anyone
can follow.

After the caponizing the cockerels be-

come quiet and docile, and when fed they

eat their fill and sit quietly around until

feeding time again. Capons always retain

that Bweetness and juciness of flesh

that is characteristic of the spring chicken

the reason why they bring such high

prices. They are fed much as other fowls

would be, only eating more. About all

they eat goes to the formation of juicy,

palatable flesh. They are ready to sell

February lBt, and the demand for them
keeps up as long aB they can be bought.

A few years ago capons commanded
hardly any attention in the west, and
do not yet bring the prices they do in the

Eastern cities. A9 the average Plymouth
Rock capon will weigh seven or eight

pounds, it will be seen that the capon sells

for from 40 to 50 cents more than the

chicken of the same age, and the differ-

ence in the cost of raising is insignificant.

—Exchange.
•

Hens Need Lime.

Finish for the Block.

By proper finish in an animal of any
kind we mean that the muacles of it have
been properly and extensively enough
expanded to warrant good returns when
cooked. If the animal is only "warmed
up" with feed, but not finished, we are

likely to find the cells of the muscles very -

flaccid, and when cooked resulta will

show a decided losa due to the evapora-

tion of water, says Kimball's Dairy
Farmer. If, however, the animal ia over-

fattened another condition preBentB itself.

The cells now are expanded, and among,
them are laid large flakes -of fat. So ex-

tenBive are these that in cooking a great

loss here also occurB. TMb Iobb ie not due
to that of water, but of oil. The meat
from such a piece, in addition to being

extremely rich, producing nauseating
affectB in some cases when eaten often,

tends to become stringy.

The hog when properly finished ia

firmer than before or after that point has
been reached. To tell just when it ia

attained requires Borne experience, but it

can be done wfth great Bkill after a little

training. A great many buyers are not

discriminating against improperly fin 1

iehed hogs, so much as one might expect,

but a nickel to fifteen cents per hundred
weight is not unusual. If we were to

make cuts in prices auch as we are war.

ranted in making after having observed

the resulta of the cooking test, they would
in all probability, be much heavier thai

those indicated above by two or thref

times.

The time is fast approaching whei
finish will cut as much figure as quality

in fact, part of the discriminations tha

are now laid againat quality are in realit;

laid againat finish. The time to learn i

before the war haa begun. A mon
opportune time than now cannot b<

found.

No one iB bo well situated to raise

thoroughbred fowls as the farmer. Plenty

of room, plenty of fresh air, plenty of

green stuff in summer and clover and

waste vegetables in winter, are advantages

he has over half the fanciers. He can

raiee his fowls cheaper, keep them cheaper

and they will be larger, hardier and more
vigorous than those of the breeder who
muet keep both his old and young stock

in contracted quarters the year around.

Sponges. S. Adderley, 307 Market St

Hens that get bo crazy for egg shells

usually have been improperly fed and
they crave lime.

Hens in their natural state produce
very few eggs and require little lime for

the manufacture of shells. By careful

breeding, conditions have been arbitrarily

changed until a good hen will now pro-

duce eix times her own weight in egga

during the year. It takes considerable

lime to make shells for so many eggs and
unless this ia provided for, the hens
acquire an abnormal appetite and will

eat egg sheila or anything else that will

aatisfy them.

Hens that have once acquired the habit

are difficult to handle afterwards because

they never forget. Unless hens are extra

valuable probably the easiest way out of

it is to take their heads off; then be care-

ful about feeding the pullets that are

coming on to take their places.

Contrary to general impression, the

fewer eggs a hen lays, the more are they

likely to be infertile, if we can judge

anything from experiments carried on at

the Maine station. There an attempt

was made to breed downward in egg

yield as well as upward. The experi-

menters were surprised at finding an un-

looked for obstacle namely, the infertility

of the eggs from hena producing the

fewest.
o

Sober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.

We shall soon have the cement silo a

a common thing on western farms. Th
cement floor for barns and stables ia al!

ready here, and ia now being uaed at ij

leBser cost than floors made of plant

while infinitely more durable. Th
cement water tank is also coming to th

front aa every way better than the ol

wooden stave tank. We hear of quite

measure of auccesa being attained in th

UBe of the large sized draintile, while th

cement road culvert is unqueationabl

the best and cheapest type of culvert I

construct. The manifold uses to whic

cement may he put on the farm invit

the attention of the progressive farme

In feeding for butter it makes agrei

deal of difference what kind of a cow tl

feed is given 10. If it ia given to a cow 1

beef type, the butter eosfs about twice 1

much as if given to a cow of dairy typ 1

The difference is in the cow rather tbs

in the feed or the milker or the churn.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombautf's
Gaustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and ail lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures ail skin diseases or Parasites,

Thrush, Diphtheria Removes all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc, it is invaluable.

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is
Warrnpted to (rive satisfaction. Price $1 50

'

per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-

f>ress, chorees paid, with Cull directions for
[g use. t3T"Send for descriptive circulars,

testimonials, etc. Address M
1

•The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

I
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Time to Market Swine.

It requires nice judgment to determine

when pige have reached the profitable

limit. The original cost of pigs, their

rate of development and the cost of feed

all have to be taken into consideration.

Sometimes it is better to sell pigs at six

months of age, at other times the increase

in weight is profitable up to nine or ten

months. As the age increases additional

weight is made at an increased cost and

this increase is proportionate to the age of

the pig. The greatest gain in proportion

to cost is made during the first four or

five weeks of the pig's life, as the pigs are

at that time supported almost entirely by

the sow. Generally speaking when other

pigs are coming on to take their place it

is better to dispose of the porkers at about

eight months. The cost is greater each

month whether the growth of the pig is

rapid or Blow.

•

Our South American agricultural

neighbors are learning the value of for-

eign markets and availing themselves of

them more and more each year. Argen-

tine is breeding up her cattle to a stand-

ard that threatens more dangerous com-

petition to our own in foreign markets

and great quantities of butter are now

shipped to England from the fertile plains

of Uruguay.
o

It has been known that a good cow has

become a mediocre, because of a change

of masters and milkers. One loved the

cow and the work, the other had no taste

for either. The cow felt the difference

and would not respond.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

1
t^HE LOCKE ADDER

Tbe
Modern
Business Necessity

The famous Calculating
worlH over. Rapid, accurate, simple. durable. Two models:
Idizedcnpper finish. So.OO; oxiJi.-cl liher tinMi. Sin.OO. preps*

U. S. Write for Fre« Booklet and Special Offer. Agents w

C.E. Locke
,
Mi k- Co. 105Walnut St.. Kensett, Iowa J

COMPRtSSED PURE SALT BRICKS

^ PATENT FEEDERS

Handy. No Waste. No Neglect
5* a month.

Refined Dairy5alT tells

ASK YOUR DEALER.

WE'LL SEND BOOK FREE

BELMONT SUBIE SDPPIY CO
" PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS

BBOOKLYN.N.Y.

A QOOD FILLY FOR SALE.
TTANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY
-tl Loohinvar 2:30, he by Director H. 2:27 by
Director 8:17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223;

second dam Tberesa by Prompter; third dam
Empress by Flaxtall; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marlon, son of Mambrlno Chief 11. This Ally

1b well broken, perfectly sound, good galted and
a first-class prospeot. For further particulars
address J. D. BLAMEY,

Box 715, Grass Valley, Cal

LIVERY FOR SALE.

ONE OF THE FINEST STABLES IN THE
State. Has been established for years and is

doing a good paying livery and boarding stable

business Located in one of the most prosperous
cities in California. A first class proposition in

every respect. Thorough Investigation before
purchasing solicited. Will be sold for 75% of its

value Eioellent reason for selling. For further
particulars call or address "Livery," Breeder
ahd SPORTSfi^fl, San Francisco. Cal31L^i, i

PARK HORSE FOR SALE.

TTIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COAL BLACK,
•^ 15V4 hands, five years old, weighs 1000 pounds.
Is a very handsome horse, a perfect beauty: fear-

less of all things on the road: has been driven by
a lady. Has lots of speed, but never trained on a
track. Sound and all right. Sire and dam both
registered. Apply to „„„_,__ „ _

,

E. A. GRIGSBY, Napa, Cal.

^VITJI THE

Central Trust Company

of la

42 MontsromerylSt.

SAN FRANCISCO.

PHENOL S0DIQUE
Iioals

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

•THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART
m

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artlatlo Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. First, San FranoUeo

GUTS, BURNS

and SORES,

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

Man or Beast.

Keep handy for emer-

gencies in home
and stable-

Equally good for dogs

and all animals.

If not at your drug-
gists, small size sent
to any address upon
reoeipt of 10c.

Mark Levy & Co

673-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold

HANGE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

CALIFORNIA
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

Tie AD£ler and Onting Trips
One day's ride from San Francisco will take

you to some of the finest Trout Streams in the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
in the State. The Company maintains a Fish
Hatchery and annually stocks the many streams
reached by Its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year In these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed In Russian

River near Guernevllle, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vaoatlon, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOB 1905
Issued annually by the Company, is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for
information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Solect Camping Spots.
Beautifully Illustrated, 150 pp. and can be had

In response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.
Oenebal Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., cor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco.

Absorbine
Cares Strained Puffy Ankles,
Lymphangitis, Bruises and
Swellings, Lameness and
Allays Pain Quickly
without Blistering, removing the
hair, or laying the horse up. $2.00

per bottle, delivered, with full

directions. Book 9-B free.

ABSORBINE, JR., for mankind,
$1.00 Bottle. Cures Strains,

Gout. Varicose "Veins, Etc. Mfd. only by

W. P. YOUNU, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street, Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co . Langiey &MichaelsCo.
exdlngton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKerron,
all of San Franolsco.

JAS. L FKAZIER,
Gen. Mpr.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL Sc SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and fondling all kinds ol
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near tbe above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving a
limited number of first-olass horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything flrst-olass. AH horses in my oare will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 4147.

Cut=Undcr Truck

This Truck is the result of years of endeavor to produce a wagon that has great
carrying capacity, ample strength without superfluous weight, low

enough to the ground to minimize the labor of loading.
Can turn short among trees, and can be used on

the roads as well as on the farm.
The "Jersey" is a pronounced success, not only for the transportation of fruit,

but as a general purpose dray in villages and small cities.

16-18 DRUMM ST.. SAN FRANCISCC.

Ross McMahon I5W*
Truck, Wagon and Horse Covers, Camp Furniture, etc.

'""SfBo**,, 35 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCOREASONABLE PRICES.

Craft's Distemper Cure
is sold on the principle that tbe interests of those who use It are to be con-
sidered first of all, beoause upon its merit rests its success or failure, if

you are not satisfied with its use take back the empty bottle and get your
money. It cures distemper, coughs, pinkeye and all formB of germ diseases.
Ask your dealer. Price 50c and $1 a bottle. "Veterinary Pointers," cur new
book, free.

Wells Medicine Co.SSESSBlK? 13 3d st, Lafayette, Ind.

D E. NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast, 519 MlMlon St., San Francisco. Lul

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Act.

MiK
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mensal school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 80 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed in positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HEALD, President.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
pALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST^ Company, aorner California and Montgomery
Sts.—For the six months ending June 30. 1905,
dividends have been declared on the deposits In
the savings department of this company, as fol-

lows: On term deposits at the rate of 3 6-10 per
cent per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the
rate of 3% per cent per annum, free of taxes, and
payable on and after Saturday, July 1, 1905.

J. DALZELL BROWN, Manager.

DIVIDEND NOTICE
CAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION, 532° California St., cor. Webb.—For the half year
ending with the 30th of June, 1905. a dividend has
been declared at the rate per annum of three and
six-tenths (3.60) per cent on term deposits and
three and fifteen one-hundredths (3.15) per cent
on ordinary deposit!, free of taxes, payable on
and after Saturday, July 1, 1905.

LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
rpHE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCI-
A ety, 526 California St.—For the half-year end-
ing June 30, 1905, a dividend has been declared at
the rate of three and one-half (3H) per oent per
annum on all deposits, free of taxes, payable on
and after Saturday. July 1, 1905.

GEORGE TOURNY, Secretary.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored In 48 Honra.

CAPSULES

to \ D^
Superior to Copaiba, rnh*<hn or in

C0C0ANUT OIL CAKE
THE BEST FEED FDK

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIUS
FOR SALB IN LOT9 TO 8UIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS
208 California Street, San FrauclHcn. '
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of John Pabbott, Esq.)

Imp. Hackney Stallion

GREEN'S RUFUS 63 <« 9 »

Will serve a limited number of Approved Mares, Season 190S

TEE - - - 875
Reductions made. for two or^more mares.

Manager, WALTER SEALY.

Onmils Ointment
Will Make A Horse Over;

j will pu t sound legs under him and
will save him from the cheap hawker and trader It is the

}

standard cure for Spavins, Curbs, Splints, Wind puffs and all I

the various lumps and bunches oE like kiDd. Keep it always on
hand and you will be prepared when trouble comes. Leading
horsemen everywhere know it and use it.

Mr. H. H. Clark, Fredonia. N. T., writes: "The bottle of
Qulnn's Ointment purchased from you about two years ago
removed a curb and tboroughpin and did it lop good. Mj
horse's leg is as smooth as ever."

I Price $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all druggists or sent by mail*
write for circulars, testimonials, etc.

W.B. EDDY & COMPANY, WHITEHALL, N. Y.
J

HIGHLAND
(TRIAL 2112)

Bred at Highland Stock

Farm, Dubuque, Iowa.

Will make the Season of 1KB Vj'Wrtk '
approved

mares at the farm of Mr. C. W. OlarK,

SAN MATEO, CAE.
Terms for the Season. .$25

HIGHLAND Is a grand looking young stallion, six J ear oM- ?'I')™e
r

* 1» l

| t£
most fashionable and his Immediate ancestors are P™?

r

u
,
c«5,°'

ositlOT Doe Tnot
fast records. He is beautifully gaited and has a perfeot dlspositlor

t
an not

pull or want to break at speed, and oan be placed at will in «.bunch of horses h
Is a hlgh-class horse and has better than 2: 10 speed. As he 'sto

EVhtaownei
owner's mares this year and specially prepared for a l0^

'

t

e
h
c
.°,

r? '"
n

'

desires that he be bred to a few htgh-olass outside mares this season.

HIGHLAND Is a ooal black horse with one white hind ankle, stands 16 hands

high and weighs close to 1200 pounds.

Expresso 29199
half brother to

Expressive (3). 2:12^4

f Electioneer
.. o, E ,, J 166 In 2:30

Advertiser 2:15H-.
,

j

.„.?
lreo1

„ ,., ILnla Wilkes
Mi'"" l-\fi damof3inlist

J Adaria 2:16>i
1 Adbell 2:23

World's cbam-
pion yearling

f Express
I Esther •, \ (thor.)

(.Colisseum

A few mares at $25 eaoh will also be received to be bred to

Alpha 2:23^
Dam of

Aegon 2:18}^ (sire Aegon
Star 2:11M1; Algy 2:I93£;
Aeolion 2:20. sire of
Wedgenut 2:26*£; Lady
Aoacia, dam of Precursor
2:204: Erst, dam of
Waino2:29&

(thor.)

Geo. Wilkes 2:22

83 in 2:30

Alma Mater
dam of 81n2:S0

Expressive
(3)2:12^

Express. ...2:21

Kelly 2:27

Aloantara 2:23

—

Sire of
Sir Alcantara..

.

2:05M
Moth Miller 2:07,,, . „, . ,,
Sufreet....2:06« fMamb Chief"

JessiePepper...r.J sire of 6 in 2:30

lone
am

°.. 2:17V4
LDau.SidiHamet

Alph'a'.'.'.'.'.'2:33«

3 produolng sons
7 " daughters

KINNEY WILKES
champion. KINNEY WILKES is hardly broken yet, but has shown 2:30 speed. He ii

this veer with the view of racing him next season.

For further particulars regarding above Stallions apply to or address

POTJE-YEAE-OLD BAY STALLION BY MoKINNEY
2:ll^f, champion sire of the world;

Dam, HAZEL WILKES 2:I1M by Guy Wilkes 2:15M:
second dam, Blanche (dam of 5 in the list) by
Arthurton; third dam, Nancy by Gen. Taylor, 30-mlle

He la 15.2 hands and weighs about 1050 pounds. He will be worked

W. A. CLARK Jr., Owner.
TED HAYES, Manager.

D. W. DONNELLY. Agent,
San Mateo, Cal.

JMcMTJRRAY j

LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and J0QQINQ CARTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVEB.

83r*Address, for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St,, San Francisco, Cal.

"SAVE-THE-HORSEn

TRADE MARK

"It works different from anything I ever saw." Every user remarks

this fact:

It accomplishes what veterinarians and horsemen previously declared

impossibilities.

It has power and properties so marvelously effective that it is perfectly

safe for us to give a written guarantee, a contraot, which protects you

fully to treat any case named in the Guarantee.

Do not give up any case of Spavin, Ringbone, Thoroughpin, Curb,

Splint, Capped Hock, Windpuff, broken down, bowed or strained tendon

or any case of lameness until you read our booklet and letters.

Do not fire or blister your horse, write and describe your case.

Horse can be worked as usual and with boots, as no harm will result

from scalding of limb or destruction of hair, and without leaving a scar

or blemish.

$5
PER BOTTLE. Written guarantee with every bottle constructed solely to satisfy
and protect you fully. Need of second bottle is improbable, except in rarest cases.
Copy of guarantee, book and letters on every kind of case Bent upon application.

At all druggists and dealers, or sent express prepaid.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BIN6HAMPT0N, NEW YORK.
ro™KciW.

D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO,? CALIFORNIA.

5
TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into wblcb for twenty -fl e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter
of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Corlse, with Billiard and
Pool table* for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WHITING ROOM
and numerous other modern Improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location In the City— all add much to the ever Increasing popularity
of this most famous HOTEL.

Ety lEmpto ©tig Sfarmjs
THE HOME OF

McKINNEY, 8818, 2:11%
The unprecedented World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race

Horse Speed. Fee, $300 until May 1 Oth, after which no

bookings will be accepted for less than the advanced fee of $500.

Prince Favorite, 38076,
TRIAL (3) 2:21; HALF IN 1:09; QUARTER IN :34.

Son of The Beau Ideal, 2:15J*>, and Princess Chimes dam of
Lady of the Manor, 2:04%. ::::::::::::

This National Horse Show Prize Winner is conceded by many to be

prospectively the finest stallion ever bred at Village Farm. Fee, $100.

Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No
return privilege, but fees returned if mare fails to have a colt.

Keep, $2. per week. Our terms are rigidly adhered to in all

cases and we cannot accept any deviation from them. : : :

Kindly mention this journal

when writing and address The Empire City Farms,
CUBA,
N. Y.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorse FootRemedy
SOLD BY. ...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal 1

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo I

J. G. READ & BRO... Ogden, Utah I

JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont I

A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash |

A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, WaBh
C. RODDER Stockton,"T!aI

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal I

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal I

JOS. McTIG OE San Francisco, Cal {

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG. CO
Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAflPBELLctCO.. Manufacturers, A 12 W.nadison St., CHICAGO ,ILL
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PETERS SHELLS VICTORIOUS!
At San Diesro, Gal., PETERS FACTORY LOADS were

Used by the Winners of

I First, Second and Third Averages,
Also Every Team and Trophy Event but One.

Peters Shells are Improving the Scores of Thousands ofAmateur ShootersWHY NOT "5TOXJJFI.S?
They Will Do It if You Merely Give Them a Chance.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

This Means
YOU

To-Day
not To-Morrow

RIGHT NOW. WHY?

y ~l|fe~-4§iii

ECAUSE no maker has equaled the Parker Gun GRADE for
^^^^^^w GBADEtand no maker gives yon tbe value DOLLAR
r UOLUK tbat Is found In the "OLD RELIABLE" PARKER
UN. A man who Invests his MONEY In The PARKER lg a cou-
nted, satisfied man, and prides himself on his GOOD Judgment. How about You?
e will assist yon just the same way. Tell as what yon want and you shall have the
tat advice that anybody can give yon. WRITE TO-DAY.

2 Warren St., New York City. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn,

"Billy" Crosby has held the world's
ong run record of 345 straight
lince March 31, 1901,

and.
low makes another world's record
>f 419 straight WITH HIS SMITH
xUN. You can't miss them with
he Smith.
Send, for Catalogue.

IUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

!W MODEL

ITOMATIC

ECTOR

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHER
MAKE COSTING 835 MORE.

Ve Make 16 Qrades, $17.75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

SHREVE & BARBER CO.

HE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Coast Branch, PHIL B. BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

PIONEER DEALERS
739

rket St.

id for

Catalogue

521

Kearny St.

Mailorders

a Specialty

NS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, • • • CALIFORNIA.

Ballistite Wins!
Both the High Amateur and General Average

AND ALSO THE

Phil B. Bekeart Challenge Trophy--100 Birds-

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won with

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER & HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

£JfZ@&&
lubricates properly the sensitive mechanism,

j

With perfect action the reel i

critical moment. " 3 in One " wont gum, dry
^

out, contains no acid. " 3 in One " prevents

rust on every part, add-

ing years to the life, and
brightness to the beauty /

of even the finest. Good \

for the rod too—preserves

the wood, promoting plia-

bility—protects the metal.

/~UTT Good for fisher also—the

\_J | I j delicate, pleasant odor
^

keeps off mosquitos-

Try it. AH dealers. Trial bottle sent free.

Write to

',. W. COLE CO.
128 Washington Life Bldg.

New York City

REAL
IkREEL

t M. LITCHFIELD & CO —Drivers' Suits,
« Colors and Caps, Official Badges. Corre-
spondence solicited. 12 Post St., San Franoisco.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY,

•'HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD—77 premiums. Calirornia State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 208 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER SAXE & SON. Lick House, S. F..Cal
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners atStat' and county fair».

show ring, and every butter content since 1885 In

California No reservations. Stock near S. F
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINS AND DCRHA31S.
Dairy Stock apeoially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab
liahed 1676. William Niles & Co.. I<os AngeleB
Oal.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S„ F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnbur
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Coloniei
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equina
Wedioine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Inflrmary, Residence and Office,

San FranoiBoo Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gaie Avenue, near WebBter St., San FranolHco:
Telephone Park 128.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Write for prices.

bkbsdbb and Sportsman, S6 Geary street

San Francisco, Oal.

AT STUD.
Ch. CUBA OF KENWOOD

(Glenbelgh Jr.—Stella)

CUBA JR.
(Ch. Cuba of Kenwood- Florida)

One of the highest class Field Trial winners In
Amerioa. Seven wins in nine Trials before he
was two years old.

STOCKDALE KENNELS
K. M. DODGE, Manager,

Bakersfleld, Kern Co.,
Boarding. Pointer Puppies and well-broken

Dors for sale.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head one cent per word

per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

DALMATIANS.

T^ALMATIAN OR COACH DOG PUPPIES
-L7 for sale pure bred and finely marked. For
full particulars address the breeder, W. H. G.
BUCK, Sutter Creek, California.

COLLIES

TREMENDOUS BARGAINS IN COLLIES.
Send in order aDd get ihe very best at bottom

prioe. GLEN TANA COLLIE KENNELS, P.
O. Box 1907 Spokane. Wash.

IRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS.

TRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS FOR SALE.
•*• Scottle Puppies sired by Ch. Loyne Ruffian
and Crimson Rambler Best Irish stock on tbe
Coast. MB9. BRADLEY-DYNE, Saturna P.O.,
B.C.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training, Etc,

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENT8
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cookers, and It Ib a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks

FOB S.VLK BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS LN-

55-57-69-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Maih 1S9

CALIFORNIA
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THEY EARNED
all their

MEDALS
with

AMMUNITION
WBITE FOB

Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT

:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

m horse boots

THEY EARNED
all their

MEDALS
with

&•
S MOT G U INS

WRITE FOB

Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC coast depot:

E. E. DRAKE, Manager

A»iviitj:xji\riTio]xr, xutFi-dEss, snoTGrir]\rs
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

At the

Ohio State Shoot,

Canton, Ohio, June 14 and 15,

W. R. Crosby

using

New E. G, Improved

broke 119 straight,

a real world's record.

Only powders that are "regular" make

suoh records possible.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

I

A Clean Sweep

at Indianapolis.

Preliminary Handicap, June 88th,

R. R. Barber of Paulllna, Iowa,

Soore 98 ex 100,

using

Du PONT SMOKELESS

Grand American Handicap, June 29th,

R. R. Barber of Paulllna, Iowa,

Score 99 ex 100,

using

DuPONT SMOKELESS

Consolation Handicap, June 30th,

J. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa.,

Soore 99 ex 100,

using

DuPONT SMOKELESS

Do YOU uie

Du PONT SMOKELESS?

Clabrough, Golcher & Go,

RUNS

Gun Goods
W-Send lor Catalogue.

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

SELBY FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELL!
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR



TOD. XLVII. No. 2.

33 GEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR
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The Crowley Stake No.2
A SIDE STAKE FOR STARTERS IN
THE THREE-YEAR-OLD DIVISIONS

OF THE

Pacific Breeders Futurity Stakes No. 5

(FOALS OF 1905-TO TAKE PLACE IN 1908)

Entries to Close Tuesday, August I,
'05

CONDITIONS.

A Side Stake of tio each for Trotting and Pacing Foals of 1005 that were entered or substituted

and will start In the Three- Year-Old Divlslonsof the Breeders Futurity in 1908. All money paid in

on trottiDg foals to be divided among those starting in the trottiDg division, and all money paid in

on pacers to ba divided among tho*e tbat start iu the pacing division. Moneys divided 75 and 25 per

cent and logo to the first and seoond horses in this side stake, according to their positions in the

final summary of each race. Id case all those in the side stake should be distanced in the first heat

of either of th • regular events, they shall start in another race best two heats in three, on the same
day, to decide the money winners. Entrance to the side stake $25 each. The money to be deposited

in some reputable bank, to remain at interest until the stake is trotted.

Entries Close Tuesday, August 1st, with F W. KEL1EY, Secretary P. C. T. H. B. A.

36 Geary St , San Francisco.

*-! Ejm c=n» tr» ca» t3» n» e=a» . oi» oi» oi» c» cm* r=»» icai» en* cni» '??g

MAGE SELF
FEEDER

rpHE only rifle of its kind that fends
-L continually wiih hand-work. Has

every feature of repfating rifle,

without magazine. Feeds Use f, ejects
automatically, cocks automatically.
Has a solid American walnut stock.

When it comes to rifles, the Savage
is different.

"JFo Savage beast would.
gs dare to trifle

With a man who shoots
a Savage Bifie."

Savage-Junior Single-shot Rif le,$5,00

rt, long and long-rifle cartridges.

Savage-Junior ,22-caliber "Special" $7.00
§ Made similar to regular "Junior." but fancier.

Handsome Savage lad tan Watch Fob sent on receipt of 15c

If your dealer won't accommodate you, we will Either
rifle delivered. chants-, prep -ild. on receiptor price. Try

* your dealer first; but send to-day for oatalogue.

J SAVAGE ARMS CO., lOTurner St . Utica.N.Y.U.S.A

>.«o «iT3 «a «c3 to «a «a «ai «ia «ia *a eio «kz3 «cs «ta *

TOOMBY
TWO WHEELERS
ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in Ail Sizes.

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts
lor Team Work on both Road

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carts.

Send for latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & GO.
Canal Dover, Ohio, V S. A

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk St.

».IS FRANCItCO, I'll.

VICTOR VERILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. of Grove and Baker Street*, jnst at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park

(Tako Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadoro Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable in San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand Tor
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track use. Ladiescan go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or cars.

phone park 102 A. J. MARTIN, Prop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FSIjLi stueejt

BET. LYON AND CENTRL AVE.BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR VOI'RSELF Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

Pedigrees Tabulated and type written ready for framing
Write for prices. Breeder and

3POKTSMAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

USAVE-THE-HORSE
TRADE MARK

ten*Arviisr CURE
M

"It works different from anything I ever saw." Every user remarks

this fact:

It accomplishes what veterinarians and horsemen previously declared

impossibilities.

It has power and properties so marvelously effective that it is perfectly

safe for us to give a written guarantee, a contract, which protects you

fully to treat any case nimed in the Guarantee.

Do not give up any case of Spavin, Ringbone, Thoroughpin, Curb,

Splint, Capped Hock, Windpuff, broken down, bowed or strained tendon

or any case of lameness until you read our booklet and letters.

Dj not fire or blister your horse, write and describe your case.

Horse can be worked as usual and with boots, as no harm will result

from scalding of limb or destruction of hair, and without leaving a scar

or blemish.

$5
PER BOTTLE. Written guarantee with every bottle constructed solely to satisfy
and protect you fully. Need of second bottle is improbable except in rarest cases.
Copy of guarantee, book and letters on every kind of case sent upon application.

At all druggists and dealers, or sent express prepaid.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK. '"KSbr.,.
D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

AUCTION SALE.
35 head of High-class Driving Horses 35

of which 25 are from the Occidental Land and Improvement Co., Sharon,
Cal.. and are by Teheran 2:24 and Waterford out of high-class mares.

Also 10 head consigned by C. E. Needham, Bellota, Cal., by
such splendid stallions as Guy McKinney, Charles Derby.
Directed, etc., out of well-bred mares. Sale takes place

AT EIGHT
O'CLOCKMONDAY EVENING. JULY 24, 1905,

Horses at yard July 22d Send for Catalogue.

FRED H, CHASE & CO. {SSSEPZcS) Live Stock Auctioneers,

1732 Market St., near Van Ness Ave., S. F., Cal

"Jersey" Cut=Under Truck

This Truck is the result of years of endeavor to produce a wagon that has great
carrying capacity, ample strength without superfluous weight, low

enough to the ground to minimize the labor of loading.
Can turn short among trees, and can be used on

the roads as well as on the farm.
The "Jersey" is a pronounced success, not only for the transportation of fruit,

but as a general purpose dray in pillages and small cities.

16-18 DRUMM ST., SAN FRANCISCC.

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, ^CALIFORNIA.

5
TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into whioh for twenty-fl e years oarrlages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropioal plants, been oonverted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies-the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.
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— OFFICE—

36 QEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
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telephone: Black 586.

ermB—One Tear S3, Six Months 81.75. Three Months 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money snould be sent by postal order, draft or by registered letter

Iddressed to F. W. Kelley, 38 Geary St., San Francisco. Cal.
Communications must be accompanied by tbe writer's name and

address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guarantee
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San Francisco, Saturday, July 15, 1905.

BREEDERS OF HARNESS HORSES on the Pa-

cific Coast, those who have money invested in

stallions, brood mares and stock farms, should be

active in tbe promotion of harness meetings. They
are the ones most concerned in keeping up the inter-

est in harness horses, either for road or track use, as

this interest is the main cause of maintaining values

and keeping them at a profitable point. It is the

reputation for speed and gameness which his get ob-

tain in races that causes the produce of a stallion to

sell for good values at private sale and in the auction

ring, and therefore every stallion owner should do

everything in his power to promote race meetings

wherever they are held according to recognized rules.

There are thirty counties in California that 6hould

have harness meetings every year, and if the trotting

horse breeders who reside in those counties would

only display a reasonable amount of energy and en-

terprise, there would be a California circuit which
for class and number of horses could not be equaled

by more than two or three States in the Union. The
day of the big stock farm has almost passed and the

small breeders are the ones that must supply the

mirkets in the future. It does not matter how much
money one of these smaller breeders has invested in

his stallions and mares, unless -he produce of

his farm can show speed on the training track

or in races there will be no demand for them
beyond that of road and carriage use, and unless

meetings are numerous and a good California circuit

organized, there will be few owners who will train

after purchase. It is only the exceptional horse that

will be taken across the Rocky Mountains to be raced.

Without a circuit of meetings the vast majority of

trotting bred colts will only be broken and used for

road or other working purposes and racing and rec-

ords will be unknown to them. Consignments to the

big auctions will not be profitable for breeders, as

horses without known speed or whose relatives are

not showing speed, will not bring the high prices. It

is the few erackerjaeks that sell for large sums
and that make the average price of a consignment

high and profitable. Without speed contests to

prove to the world the qualities of the trotters and

pacers on the farms, breeders may as well quit

breeding for speed as there will be no use nor de-

mand for it. There is a general complaint in Cali-

fornia that the breeding done this year was far less

than last year's record, and this state of affairs can

be directly attributed to the falling off in the number
of fairs and race meetingB since the agricultural dis-

tricts were refused aid by the State. If breeders de-

sire a revivalin breeding, and also of the interest once

displayed in harness racing they must do something

themselves to promote them. A great meeting closed

last week at Los Angeles. It has attracted the atten-

tion of horsemen all over the country to the horses

that obtained records and to the stallionB and mares
that produced them. The winning of the three-year-

old trot by Princess Louise wherein she gained a

record of 2:19, has done mote to prove to the public

that Coronado 2:12i will be a great producer, than all

the hot air about him that could be blown through

newspapers and other advertising mediums for

months. It is purses won and records made by his

colts that makes a stallion valuable. It is the excite-

ment and pleasure of racing and the expectation of

winning that causes men to pay out money for service

fees, training, harness, bikeB, shoeing and feed. It

is money hungup in purses that makes the horses go
and keeps up the breeding business, and unless those

who have money invested in stallions, mares and stock

farms see to it that more meetings are given, they

will find that their property is lessening in value.

There is an old saying and a true one that the good
Lord doeB not help those who do not help themselves.

IN THE DEATH of Blaine S. McMahan, the
1 Breeder and Sportsman has lost from his staff

one of the brightest minds that ever guided a pen to
furnish news for its' columns. He had been connected
with the journal since the first of March this year,
and from the day he first entered the office his genial
personality, his frank open manner and a deep
interest in his work made him esteemed and
loved by his associates. He was a great lover of

horses and being a close observer his descriptions of

them and their contests were accurate and fair, his

big, generous heart never permitting his pen to indite

harsh criticisms or unkind words of anyone. He was
a young man, about 25 years or age, of handsome form
and feature, with a cheery disposition and laughing
eye that banished care and sorrow from every group
of which he was a member. Yet he was not frivolous
in the least, but of an earnest, cheerful, hopeful,

happy nature, honest and faithful to every trust, a
wholesome, hearty, lovable young man. He came of

excellent stock, his father the late Dr. McMahan
having been for many years a practicing physician and
leading citizen of Rushville, Indiana, and his heart-
broken and widowed mother and loving sister now
reside in Indianapolis, where he "grew up 1 ' as it were
in the office of Thi Western Horseman, and was regu-
larly employed there until he came to California last

winter. It is an awful thiDg for a bright and promis-
ing young man to be taken by death from a loving
mother, but when cut down so suddenly and so far

from home, the blow is doubly terrible and severe.

Blaine McMahan had made hundreds of acquaintances
since coming to this State, and from each and every
one there will go out to that mother and Bister in far

off Indiana, the deepest sympathy that can be felt by
human hearts for their awful and irreparable loss.

May a kind Providence sustain them in the hours of

their deep affliction and the knowledge be some com-
fort to them that their manly son and brother so

endeared himself to those he met during his short life

out here by the sunset sea. that they deeply and
sincerely mourn his death and will always hold in fond
remembrance their acquaintance with one who by bis

noble attributes had earned their highest respect and
esteem.

A SALE OP HORSES of more than usual merit
*» will be held by Fred H. Chase & Co. (successors

to Killip & Co.) at their salesyard, 1732 Market street,

this city, during the evening of July 24th. These
horse6 are consigned by two breeders—the Occidental
Land and Improvement Company of Sharon, and
Mr. C. E. Needham of Bellota. The first named has
used the stallions Teheran 2:24 and Ilderim in breed-
ing harness horses, selecting them for the fine con-
formation, style and action, and mating them with
mares of the same qualities and that showed speed.

They have been very successful, and the horses to be
sold are well proportioned, handsome young animals.

Mr. Needham has loog been a breeder of fine horses,

his mares nearly all being of Morgan stock, which is

now more popular than ever with breeders. He has
used the stallions Steve Whipple 2:12, Directed (a son
of the great Director 2:17 out of the dam of Steve
Whipple) and Guy McKinney, one of the best bred

McKinneys living. There are several colts in the
consignment well entered in stakes—one of them in

$57,000 worth, another in $10,000 worth. Send to

Fred H. Chase & Co., 1732 Market street, for a

catalogue.

Horrible and Fatal Accident.

Last Wednesday evening at 9:50 o'clock Blaine S.

McMahan, formerly of the Western Horseman, Indl n-

apolis, but during the past four months associate

editor of the Breeder and Sportsman, was
instantly killed at the Southern Pacific depot at

Fresno, and Willard Zibbell, ton of Mr. and Mrs. J.

W. Zibbell of this city was so terribly injured that

one foot and both hands had to be amputated. The
following account of this dreadful accident is from
the Fresno Republican of Thursday morning:

"The accident in all of its circumstances is a sicken-

ing one. The two young men were around town during

the evening chatting with friends and assisting in the

preparations for the meet of the Pacific Coast Trot-

ting Horse Breeders Association next week. But a

few minutes before the time of the accident, they had
visited the editoral rooms of the Republican, where
McMahan had left an article descriptive of some of

the horses that are to race here, which article appears
in another part of this paper. They then went down
to the station to look into the matter of the arrival of
some of the horseB in which Zibbell was interested. A
few minutes later, their friends learned that McMahan
was a mangled corpse, and that his companion was
maimed and crushed almost beyond hope of recovery.
The accident occurred at 9:50 o'clock:. No witnesses

to the occurrence have been found except the mem-
bers of the switching crew. Yard Master Crowley for

them has given out the following statement of what
happened:
The switch engine with Engineer Lawrence and

Engine Foreman Williams was coming north between
Kern and Tulare streets, propelling three box cars.
The engineer was in the cao, and Williams was oh the
forward, end of the leadiag car, waving a lantern. As
they came to Tulare street, he notfcea two men start
to cross the track just in front of hid), and he shouted
to them to look out. They seemed to pay no heed,
and he thought they would miss the car, but kept
shouting until he could almost touch them. The
train was going at about four miles an hour.
At the instant the men were struck, the signal for

stopping was given, and the engine came to a stand-
still in thirty feet. The men had been dragged under
the wheels, and the whole length of the car passed
over them before they were rescued from under the
car by the trainmen.
Word was sent for Dr. J. L. Maupin, who is the

local surgeon for the Southern Pacific Company, who
came at once, and ordered an ambulance 'or the car-
rying of Zibbell to the Burnett Sanitarium. It was
seen that McMahan had died instantly, and a little
later, the remainB were taken to the morgue at
Stephens & Bean.
At the time of the accident, two fellow turfmen of

Zibbell's were at the depot, J. R. Alberteon and A. L
McDonald, and they ran with other people to the
6cene. Arriving there they saw Zibbell propped up
against a box, and recognized him from his voice.
He was conscious but groaning with terrible pain.
His first words were, "I am all shot to pieces—how

is Mac," referring to McMahan.
He was comforted with the assurance that his com-

panion escaped.
Albertson and McDonald accompanied Zibbell to the

sanitarium and on the way up he again inquired for
McMahan. This time he was told that McMahan
was about as bad off as he was, and Zibbell then
seemed to realize bis companion's fate ana asked for
him no more.
At the sanitarium he lamented the fact that his

racing days were over, just as he had begun to obtain
distinction. He implored his companions not to
allow the doctors to cut off his arm.

Zibbell's injuries make his recovery extremely un-
likely. His left arm was broken and mangled so that
it had to be amputated; his right shoulder was
crushed and his back bruised; his right hand was
crushed and must be taken off today; one foot was
ground off. There were no severe internal injuries.
Despite the terrible margliDg he maintainea con-
sciousness, and bore up with remarkable bravery.
Before submitting to an anesthetic he asked to have

hisfatherand mothersentforand hissister ,, Georgie."
McMahan's body was horribly mangled from tbe

chest downward. Tbe upper part of the trunk and
the head were comparatively little injured. The
only injury to the face was a bruise under one eye.
The aims were not hurt except for the crushing of
the right band.
Willard Zibbell is the son of J. W. Zibbell, the

veteran driver, whose home is at No. 672 Eleventh
avenue, San Francisco -Th<> young man is about 26
years of age and followed his father's career. In con-
versation with a Republican reporter an hour or so
before the accident he laughingly remarked that he
was reared on a race track, being. around horses all

his life.

For the last two years he has been driving and is

spoken of by horsemen as a very promising man. He
brought a string of five horses nere to race next week
among them being a green horse with which he won
a great race in Los Angeles last week*.

McMahan was a very gentlemanly young man who
mide friends with every one he met He was assistant
secretary of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders
Association and was in Fresno working up interests in

the race meet. Before the Los Angeles meetiDg he
spent about a week here and returned last Monday.
He was a sporting writer on the Breeder and
Sportsman and an unusually capable man in bis line.

In a conversation witb a Republicaii reporter several
days ago, McMahan remarked that, he thought be
had a charme'" life, as he had been in several railroad
accidents and had escaped each time without a
scratch. In one accident he was the only man in the
car he was in t:> escape."

At ten o'clock Friday morning Willard Zibbell was
still living and the attending physicians gave strong

hopes of his recovery. He has lost both hands and
one foot, but his strong physique and rugged health

have thus far enabled him to resist the terribleBhock.

Willard Zibbell has been considered one of the most
promidng young horsemen on this Coast. He is a

tall, handsome young man about twenty-five years of

age and a born horseman. A "home boy" of excellent

habits, straightforward and upright in his dealings,

he is the idol of bis father, mother and sister with

whom he resided. As a trainer of harness horses he
was meeting with great success, and bis winning of

the 2:24 class trot at Los Angeles on the last day of

the meeting with Adam G. 2:14} was looked upon by

all his friends as the beginning of a bright career for

bim as trainer and driver. His father refused $8000

for the horse the same day, intending that Willard

should take the McKinney gelding through the

Grand Circuit next year. Mr. aad Mrs. Zibbell and
daughter are with the son at Fresno, having been

summoned right after the accident and are doing

everything and having everything done that medical

science and tender care can do to relieve his suffer-

ings. No braver young man ever lived than Willard
Zibbell, and his thoughts immediately after and 6ince

the accident have been of his dead companion aDd his

own sorrowing family rather than of himself. We
extend tbe sincerest sympathy to the unfortunate

young man and his family in their terrible aflliction.
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CLOSE AT LOS ANGELES. ^

FIFTH DAY.

Los Angeles, July 7.—This was a day of surprises

at Agricultural Park, as outsiders in the betting won

both of the races that were finished, and the first

choice in the third race seemed to be in a bad way

when the race was postponed on account of darkness.

The fun started with the three-year-old pacing race,

in whioh the two-year-old colt Rockaway was one of

the starters, and the talent picked him to win the

money on the strength of his good race of Wednes-

day when he took a record of 2:15J with comparative

ease. He did not keep his backers in suspense long

as he was distanced in the first heat, but in justice to

the colt it might be said that he had all the worst of

the argument and would undoubtedly have done bet-

ter with an even break. Just as the word was given

in the first heat he made a break and his driver,

Jacob Brelllar, not hearing the starter say "Go!"

pulled him up, and before he realized that the others

fm^dMm

Princess Louise (3) 2:19, b. f. by Coronado 2:124.

were on their way scrambling for the money it was

too late to redeem himself and he finished behind the

flag. Frank Wright's Diablo filly Deviletta won the

heat in 2:14] after a hustling finish with Memonio,
and the former was naturally made a favorite over

the remainder of the field. There was a different

story to tell in the next heat, however, as Memonio
was the first one to reach the wire after she and Dev-

iletta had had a lively journey. The time of the sec-

ond heat was only 2:17j, and both of the heat-winning

fillies seemed pretty well tired, but Memonio stuck to

her business all the time and managed to win the next

two heats with plenty to spare from Kinney Wood.
Memonio is owned by Mannie Reams, but was driven

by M. G Leggett. The Zolock filly Kinney Wood
paced a nice race and was well up at the finish of the

last two beats.

The 2:11 pace was the feature event of the card and
eight sidewheelers scored for the word, with Fred
Ward's brown gelding Vision and the stallion Jonesa
Basler selling at $b apiece in the auctions against $5

for the field. When the word was given for the first

heat Vision, Jonesa Basler and Rita II. started out to

make the pace, and they sailed down the backstretch

at a merry clip, reaching the half-mile pole in l:02j.

Here the pace began to tell and they slackened up a

little, and after a hard drive throughout the last

quarter Vision got the verdict from the Basler horse

in 2:09',. These two started out for business again in

the Becond heat and practically made a two-horse race
out of It, and as they headed down the stretch every
one was wondering which one would win; but right

here something happened, as J. D. Springer came out
of the ruck with the chestnut mare MiBS Idaho by
Nutwood Wilkes, and after a shortargument near the
distance stand came on and beat them both in 2:10*.

From then on there was nothing to it but Miss Idaho,
as Mr. Springer was always out In front with her and
she appeared to have quite a little in reserve at the
end of each heat. Tidal Wave beat Rita H. for third

money after a hard drive in the fourth heat.

Pat Rose was an even money favorite over the field

in the 2:20 trot, but he was unable to win a heat in

throe, and when the race was postponed on acoount
of darkness his chances of winning looked protty slim.

He had all his speed with him to day, but continuous
and tiresome scoring evidently oaused him to lose con-
fidence In himself and he made bad breaks in each
heat. The first two heats went to the black Zombro
gelding Charlie T., driven by Al McDonald, and it le

doubtful if he should not have had the raoe, bvit after
reaching the wire first on a break in the third heat

the judges awarded it to Ambush, who was a half

length back. The summaries:

The J. H Reynolds Stake, three-year-old class paoing, purse

•600

Memonio, br by Damonlo-May Mamie. (Leggett) 2 111
Deviletta. bf by Diablo (bright) 12 3 3

Kinney Wood blk f by Zolook (Durlee) 3 3 2 i

Nord well, b o by Demonlo ( Reams )
dls

Rockaway (2), ch c by Stoneway (Brolllar) dis

Time-2:14!4, 2:17J£, 2:18, 2:20.

The Angelus Stake, 2:11 class paoing. purse $1000.

Miss Idaho, ohm by Nutwood Wilkes, dam by Forest
ClayJr (Springer) 6 111

Vision, br g by Vanquish (Ward) 13 2 4

Jonesa Basler. brs by Robt. Basler (Owens) 2 2 4 5

Tidal JVave, chs by Nutwood Wilkes (Irvin) 4 5 3 2

RltaH.,brmbyMcKinney (Durlee) 3 4 5 3

Le Rol. b g by Altamont (S. Lindsay) 5 6 6 7

QueenB b m by Comet (L.Lindsay) 7 7 7 6

Ira.bgbylris (Maben) 8 8 dls

Time-2:09M. 2:1054, 2:11J£, 2:10)4.

SIXTH DAY.

Los Angeles, July 8th—Today saw the close of

the meeting here and one of the biggest crowds

of the week saw the racing. The feature of the

cird waB the special $600 purse and a silver cup

for the free-for-all pacers and it proved a very

interesting race, although Zolock took down the

lion's share of the purse without extending himself to

the limit. Kelly BriggB and Edwin S. were the only

other starters, and before the first heat Zolock

brought $10 in the auctions against $4 for the field, so

it will be seen that his victory was a popular one for

the bettors who like to play the sure thing kind.

There wasn't very much excitement about the first

two heats as Zolock was always out in the lead and

won from Kelly Briggs, and then Edwin S. in 2:07 and

2:08 respectively. In the third heat things went

along in the same old way until they were headed into

the stretch and Zolock seemed to have the race well

in hand but Chadbourne came along next to the rail

with a rush with Edwin S. and at the distance stand

was at Zolock 's wheel and seemingly with a possible

chance to win but Delaney took Zolock over toward

the pole far enough to keep Edwin S. from coming

through and led to the wire by about a length in

2:08. After deliberating quite a while the judges

placed Zolock last for fouling Edwin S. and gave the

heat to the last named pacer, but the decision had no

effect on the result of the race as Zolock came right

back again in 2:08J, letting Edwin S.'down with

second money and third for Kelly Briggs. Edwin S.

paced a very clever race, although he was hardly up

to a hard proposition like this, and Bhowed that he

will be a hard horse to beat in a week or bo.

About the sleekest green trotter that has come to

town lately was turned loose by Willard Zibbell in

the 2:24 trot when he won the money in straight heats

with the bay gelding Adam G. This horse has been

pretty well touted all spring and was a red hot favorite

in the auctions but he had never been started in a

race and it remained to be seen what he would do in

company. Suffice to say he made good in a manner

that was emphatic and although he did not have to

go very faBt, several old horsemen who saw the race

were enthusiastic enough to 6ay that 2:08 will not

stop him. When the word was given for the first

heat the field was sent away with Adam G. taking the

dust from the whole bunch but this did not seem to

in the 2:14 trot and taking into consideration his good

race of Wednesday figured to win the money which

he did quite handily in straight heats. It was one of

the best betting races of the meeting and all kinds of

wild plungeB were made during the progress of the

event, first on Una K. then on Lady Madison and

again on the white gelding Rozelle but the only time

when he seemed to be in difficulty waB at the finish of

the second heat when Rozelle brought him down to a

head finish in 2:13t, which was the best time made
during the race. In the other heats the white gelding

went into the air at times when he seemed to have a

"look in." Lady Madison had as much speed as any-

thing in the party but evidently was not at herself

and refused to stand a drive when called upon. Una K.

was also erratic and the others didn't call for much.

The summaries:

The Van Nuys Stake, 2:20 olass trotting, purse $1000.

Charlie T. bl g by Zombro-Sarah Beaton by Albion—
(McDonald) 112 1

Ambush, br s by Zolock (Bonnell) 2 5 12
Fat Rose, b g by Falrose (Wright) 5 2 5 5
Verona M., b m by Diablo (Brooks) 3 4 3 3
Albuquerque, oh s by Robt. MoGregor (Kent) 4 3 4 4
Billy Dooley, b g by Bay Bird (Freeman) dis
Sona, b m by McKinney (Williams) dis
Three heats trotted July 7.

Tlme-2:14>4, 2:18. 2:17, 2:15.

The W. A. Clark Jr. Stake, 2:14 class trotting, purse tlOOO.

The Commonwealth, br s by Shadeland Onward-Action
by Onward (Lindsay) 111

Rozelle. w g by Bob Mason (Maben) 3 2 5
Una K., b m by MoKtnney (Williams) 6 3 3
Lady Madison, b m by Jas Madison (F.Ward) 2 5 4
Red Skin, ch g, by Red Cloud (Irvin) 5 4 3
Zambra, b g by McKinney (H.Ward) 4 dia

Time-2:14H. 2:13tf, 2:15.

Speoial for free-for-all pacers, purse $600 and silver cup.

Zolock, br s by McKinney Gazelle by Gossiper
(Delaney) 113 1

Edwin S. ch g by Dr. Hicks (Chadbourne) 3 2 18
Kelly Briggs. br g by Bayswater Wilkes (Wright) 2 3 2 3

Time—:3ISC 1:02 1:35& 2:07
:32jj 1:04 1:37 2:08
:S3 1:0 X 1:37 2:08
:33 1:04 1:37 2:08M

The Robt. A. Smith Stake, 2:24 class trotting, purse $1000.

Adam G.,b g by McKinney-Nona Y 2:15 by Acmiral
(Zibbell) 1 I 1

Sam Bowers, ch g by Jos. Simpson (Lindsay) 3 2 3
Oro Belmont, blk g by Oro Wilkes (Reams) 2 3 5
Zombretta, br m by Zombro (Ward) 4 4 2
Little Babe, blk m by Bradtmoor (Hoy) 5 5 4
Klnmont, br p by McKinDey .(Durfee) 6 dls
Mamie Elizabeth, ch m by Red Regent (Maben) 7 dis

Time—2:I4Ji, 2:15, 2:15.

TIME RECORDS DURING MEETING.

Tobeat2:133£, pacing-
Bonnie Aisle, br m by Faustino (Kent) won

TIme-2:08!4.

To beat 2:24, trotting—

Mamie Elizabeth, ch m by Red Regent (Maben) won
Time—2:21M.

To beat 2:30, trotting—
Nocturno, blk s by Alphonso (Mosherj won

Time—2:26.

To beat 2:30, trotting—

Dixie S., blk m by Zolock (Delaney) won
Time—2:26.

To beat 2:30, trotting—

Fernwood, brm by Silkwood (Delaney) won
TIme-S:27.

B. McMahan.

Kenneth C. (3) 2:17, br o. by McKinney 2:11 ',.

bother him a bit and after trailing along to the half

he was sent around his field with ease and won in a

jogln2:14J. The next heats were play for him and

both were trotted in 2:15. Sam Bowers, Oro Belmont
and Zambretta were all hustling for the rest of the

money, and after some lively scrambling finished in

the order named. Adam G. is a racy looking seven-

year-old gelding by McKinney, out of Nona Y.2:18J

by Admiral and is the property of J. W. Zibbell &
Son of San Francisco. He is perfectly gaited, carries

himself well, never makes a bobble and it is hard to

tell just where he will stop. He was bred by Presi-

dent E. P. Heald of the Trotting Horse Breeder!

Association.

The Commonwealth was made a luke warm favorite

Pueblo, Colorado, Results.

July 7—Trotting, 2:34 class, purse $500.

Redemption, bg by Superior (Bush) 4

Ura Bell, b m by Happy Heir (Sproule) 6
Rosalind, b m by StamB (Hayes) 2
Miss Agnes, bm by Agamemnon (Loomis) l

Major Bunch, oh h by Penchant (Davis) 7
Iosa, b m by philomedes (Stellar) 6

Nettle Von Grundy , b m by Vendor (Johnson) 3

Time—2:20&, 2:21, 2:2I&.

Trotting, special, purse $400.

Dewey, sg by Superior (L.J Smith)
Queen Knight, b g by Knight (Miller)
J. J. M. Jr., b g (Davis)
Lord Gilbert, b g by Saraway (Cummlngs)

Time, 2:22, 2:1914, 2:21.

July 8th—Paoing, speoial, purse $300.

Stranger O., b g unknown (Frost) 2
Joe Younger bl g by Joe Young (Hayes) 1

Lady Elgin, br m by Baron Posey (Johnson) 3
Lady Brook, br m by Silent Brook (Cummings) 4

Time-2:31J4, !:19Ji, 2:21)4, 2:24.

Trotting Driving Club race, $100. half-mile heats.

SallieB.bm (Fitzpatrick) 2
Jitsu, b g (Luqueer) 1

Bell B., bl m (Jackson) 3
Silver Mald.sm (Sproule) 5
King Cyrano bh (Voorhees) 4

Time-l:17"4, 1:17, 1:16, 1:15.

2 2 2
3 3 4

4 4 3

1 1 1

2 2 3
3 3 2

1 1 1

4 3 3
2 2 2
3 4 4

5 5 5

Santa Rosa Driving Club.

An enthusiastic meeting of horsemen was held at

Santa Rosa last Tuesday evening and temporary or-

ganization of a new driving- club was effected. Mr.

P. H. Quinn was called to the chair, Mr. Walter C.

Nolan was elected Secretary and Mr. W. E. Healey

treasurer. Chairman Quinn waB authorized to ap-

point a oommittee of fifteen on membership and

organization, and Frank S. Turner, Henry Carlton

and Fred J. Yandle were appointed a committee on

by-lawB. It it proposed to give matinee and regular

racing on the famous Santa Rosa Farm track, which

is one of the best appointed and fastest In California.

Jackson's Napa Soda Is sold in every city, town
and hamlet in the State.
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Gil Curry and Myron McHenry, who left the trot-
ters some time ago for the runners, are hack with the
harness brigade again, and it will probably not be
long before Scott Hudson will be looking for a few
"prospects" and pumping up the tires of his old bikes.

Now for Fresno.

The track is very fast.

And the program a good one.

Breeders meeting opens there on Wednesday next.

All the fast pacers and trotters will start during
the meeting.

The fastest new trotter of the year is Pat Rosa
2:121 by Falrose.

The average time for the seventy-three heats trot-

ted and paced at Los Angeles last week was 2:j - '

.

Sixteen heats were paced in from 2:10 to 2:06 at the
Los Angeles meeting, which is "going some" for the
first meeting of the year.

Woodland Daisy, a three-year-old filly by Nazote,
took a record of 2:21} in the second heat of a pacing
race at Parsons, Kansas, June 22d.

An opportunity to get a good sulky, speed cart,
road cart, harness, boots, blankets, etc., is offered by
the Peart sale at Colusa, August 9th.

The great question with the horsemen in California
now is: "Can they beat Zolock at Fresno or Santa
Rosa, or make him beat his mark of 2:06?"

William Leach, the well known auctioneer of Marys-
ville, will ask for the bids at the sale of Mr. E. C.
Peart's trotting bred horses at Colusa, August 9th.

The first of the get of Coronado to start in a race is

the three-year-old filly Princess Louise that won her
race and took a mark of 2:19 at Los Angeles last week.

In Japan a law has been passed which provides for
the compulsory gelding of all two-year-old Btallions

not considered of sufficient quality for stud purposes.

Zolock 2:06, besides reducing his record at Los
Angeles, had a new performer added to his list in
Dixie a trotting filly, that took a time record of 2:26.

The meeting at Windsor, which is the "curtain
raiser" of the Grand Circuit, will open on Monday
next. There will be a meeting at Columbus the same
week.

Zephyr 2:11 by Zomhro has worked to her record
twice within the last two weeks, and has shown no
signs of unsoundness so far. A lower record is doubt-
less within her reach.

The pacers Bolivar and Josie, both in the EaBt View
Farm stable, were worked out together in 2:14} at
Empire track one day last week, and paced the last
quarter In 30 seconds.

The three-year-old gelding Buster Brown by Mc-
Neer, a son of McKinney and out of a mare by Dawn,
that is to be sold at the Peart sale at Colusa August
9th Is worth training for the races.

James Butler is now the sole owner of the Empire
City track at Yonkers, N. Y., he having last week
purchased the Interest of Charles C. Lloyd, the last

person to dispose of his interest in the property.

Bonnie Aisle, the brown pacing mare by Faustino,
that Walter Maben has been training at Los Angeles,
started during the meeting there to heat her record
of 2:13}. She knocked five seconds from it by a mile
in 2:08}.

Searchlight is now at Lexington, Kentucky, where,
it is said, he will be kept in the future It is said that
his owner, W. Bronston, an Eastern millionaire, in-

tends putting him at the head of a breeding stud
which he is to establish.

James Butler started Mamie R. 2:15} in a matinee
race at Empire track June 29tb, but she did not win,
making a break in eanh heat. The miles were in 2:17}
and 2:16. The little mare must be off, as these are the
first breaks she has made this season.

Nocturno, the stallion by Alfonso that took a time
record of 2:26 at Los Angeles, will now be shipped to
Albany, Oregon, where he will make a season. He
trotted his mile very nicely and can greatly reduce
the time If placed in regular training.

Six 2:10 performers at one meeting, and that the
first of the year, is a pretty good record for any
country. Los AngeleB holds this record, and while
all are pacers the fact that they paced sixteen heats
in 2:10 or better shows that they have class.

There Is talk of a three days' meeting at Concord in
September. If the managers of the track will adver-
tise a program of harness races with programs rang-
ing from $200 to $300, we have no doubt but it would
fill and some excellent racing result. The new Con-
cord track is in very good shape and the people of
Contra Costa county are good patrons of the sport.
After the State Fair is over there will be a large num-
ber of owners ready to race anywhere In central
California.

There are five colts by John A. McKerron 2:04.! in
Doc Tanner's stable. They are the four-year-old
trotter Harry McKerron 2:24}, two three-year-olds,
two two-year-olds and one yearling. They are all

good sized, handsome and are all promising speed
prospects.

The first meeting between Tiverton and Sweet
Marie will come off next week at Philadelphia. The
gelding is in fine shape and trotted a mile in 2:13 last
week, with the last quarter in 29} seconds. Sweet
Marie has been a mile in 2:08, half in 1 :02 and a quar-
ter in 30 seconds.

Dr. J. W. Hammond of Byron, who never drives
anything but a good road horse, and has bred quite a
few, sent his mare Blue Bells to Mr. J. D. Springer's
highly bred stallion Suomi this year and believes her
to be with foal. Suomi is by the great Zombro and
out of the dam of Stam B.

James Thompson drove John Caldwell a mile in
2:08, with the last half in 1:03, at the Cleveland track
one day last week. He looks and acts like a money
winner Albuta is showing lots of speed, but Mr.
Thompson does not like him as he does the Strathway
gelding, as he is not so reliable.

The owner of the pacing stallion Daedalion 2:10 has
so much business to attend to requiring bis absence
from the State more than half the time during the
summer racing season, that he desires to sell this
elegantly bred son of Diablo. He will be priced right.
Address this office for particulars.

It is said that Sweet Marie can beat the fast pacer
Nervolo 2:04} any part of the mile in their workouts.
Those who know how fast Nervolo can reel off an
eighth or a quarter can appreciate the speed of the
daughter of McKinney. She and Tiverton 2:04} will
meet on Wednesday next at Philadelphia.

The horses consigned by C. E. Needbam to the
auction to be held in this city July 24th at Fred H.
Chase & Co. 's salesyard are sired by Steve Whipple
2:12, Directed, a son of Director, Guy McKinney, a
son of McKinney, and Chas. Derby 2:20. They are
out of mares that are full of Morgan blood.

Lisonjero 2:08} by Dexter Prince is trotting like a
2:04 horse this year, and is better gaited than ever,
although he had the reputation of being the easiest
going, lightest shod trotter on the turf last season.
He won his first start thiB year at Saugus two weeks
ago but did not have to trot within five seconds of his
record.

One of the new rules of the New York Driving Club
is that horses tied for second or third position in the
Bummary are awarded positions according to their
standing in the faster heat of the race, and it looks
like a pretty fair rule For instance, if A.'s positions
were 2-3 and B.'s 3-2 and the time was 2:15—2:13, then
B would be awarded second place and A. third.

The State Fair harness races filled well and a high
class meeting is sure to result. The track will be in

order and the probabilities are that it will he fast as

it has been built by Mr. Allen the most expert track
builder in America, and the soil is a mixture of clay

and loam which he claims iB just the thing for a fast

and safe track for training and racing.

imkGood looks, size and soundMfe are the qualities
which the horses possess that are consigned to the
sale at Chase's salesyard Monday evening July 24th,
by the Occidental Land and Live Stock Association
of Sharon, Cal. These horses are by Teheran, Ilderlm
and a Norman Btallion. There are fine roadsters and
good express horses in the consignment.

The free-for-all pace at the Fresno meeting next
week has five entries as follows: Zolock 2:06, Edwin
S 2:08, Tom Carneal 2:08}, Kelly Briggs 2:09', and
Daedalion 2:10. This will be one of the greatest con-
tests seen in California in years, and will he well worth
a trip to Fresno to witnesB. As the Fresno track is in
fine condition it Is likely that the winner will reduce
his record.

AmbuBh, the brown colt by Zolock that took a
record of 2:16 in the third heat of the 2:20 trot at Los
Angeles is only three yearB old, yet in this race he
was pitted against aged horses and got second money.
Ambush took a record of 2:20 as a two-year-old last
year. He looks like one of the best prospects in Cali-
fornia at the present time for a record of 2:10 as
a four-year-old.

Most of the Importers who have been active of late
years and several who have not are at present in
Europe, buying stallions for the American trade and
the general opinion is that if the horses can be bought
more will be Imported this Beason than ever before in
any one year. It Is believed that many more Shires,
Clydesdales and SuffolkB will be brought over this
year than since the lite eighties.

Lafe Shafer has resigned as trainer at Terrace
Farm, Titusville, to take a position as assistant to Ed
Geers. Zpphyr 2:11, Elegance by Dare Devil, and
King Bardo by Sternberg, all owned at Terrace Farm,
and that have been In Sharer's care at Memphis all

winter, will go into Geers' stable.

Mr. Devereux, the Cleveland amateur reinsman, is

a great judge of pace. Last week Mr. Billings asked
him to drive Lou Dillon a mile, and requested that it

be in about 2:10. The mile was exactly in that notch.
Lou Dillon and Major Delmar will be started for a
cup at the Detroit meeting. They will probably not
be asked to go better than 2:05 this early In the year.

It looks as if this was to be another McKinney year.

The harness racing season has not yet fairly opened,
but he has Charlie T. 2:14}, Adam G 2:14}, the three-
year-old Kenneth C. 2:17 and Delia McCarthy 2:20},

all new trotters to his credit, while his pacing son
Zolock has reduced his record to 2:06, which is the
fastest record of the year. Tidal Wave 2:09, one of

the new 2:10 pacers, is out of a daughter of McKinney.

Fourteen heats were trotted in 2:15 or better by six

horses at Los Angeles last week. The fastest was the
one in 2:10} by Ole in the first heat of the 2:11 trot,

which reduced his mark just half a second. The
horses that trotted these fast seconds were sired by
Falrose, Silas Skinner, Gen. Beverley, Shadeland
Onward, Zombro and McKinney.

Adam G. 2:14}, the Beven-year-old McKinney gelding
that won the $1000 2:24 class trot on the la6t day of

the Los Angeles meeting, was bred by President E.

P. Heald of the Pacific Coast Trotting Hor6e Breeders
Association. His dam is Professor Heald 's favorite

mare Nona Y. by Admiral, that is also the dam of

the trotter Lady Rowena 2:18} and the pacers Nance
O'Neil 2:09} and Charles David 2:15. Adam G is un-
doubtedly one of the greatest prospects that has been
seen on any of the tracks this year and it is confidently
believed by the most experienced horsemen that three
heats in 2:10 are not beyond his reach.

Good horses are hard to get at the present time, but
a number of good ones will be sold by auction at the
Fred H. Chase & Co.'s salesyard, 1732 Market Btreet,
San Francisco, on Monday evening July 24th. They
are consigned to the Occidental Land and Improve-
ment Company, of Sharon, Cal., and the C. E. Need-
ham farm at Bellota, Cal. Don't forget this sale if

you want a good horse or several of them.

To make a bran mash first waBh out a bucket with
boiling water, then pour in the quantity required

—

say three pints—and stir in three pounds of bran.
Cover up and leave it for a couple of hours or more if

not required for immediate use, says American Culti-

vator A mash takes hours to get cold and is often
offered to a sick horse too hot and refused when it

would have been taken if properly prepared and given
warm instead of scalding.

Will Durfee was the largest winner at the Los
Angeles meeting. He won two races, was second once,
third once and fourth once, the total winnings being
$1440. Walter Maben was next with $1350 to his credit
and Fred Ward was third with $1250. The others win-
ning $500 and overwereF.E. Wright $1140, S. Lindsay
$1000, John Quinn $1000, Fred Chadbourne $800, M.
Reams $750, Al McDonald $750, S. E. Kent $750, J. R.
Springer $650, W. Zibbell $650, Henry Delaney $575,

Leggett $550, Stewart $550, Freeman $500.

Last year a very large number of draught stallions

were brought to this State from the East and were
distributed throughout the countieB where horse
breeding is carried on to any extent. Nearly all these
stallions that have made seasons here thiB season have
been liberally patronized and for that reason the sup-
ply of grade draught horses which is now very short
on the Coast should begin to reach something neaier
the demand at the end ef the next five years. Until
that time, however, the supply will be short, and
horses of 1300 pounds and upwards will be held at

high figures and find a very ready sale in California.

Zombro 2:11 by MoKinney is getting a lot of high
class mares in Oregon this year. Among the record
mares that have been bred to him since Mb arrival at

Portland on June 1st, are Sarah S 2:09!, Flora G.
2:21, Mary Scott 2:24, May Tilden 2:24}, Lady Mack
2:21}, Loveless 2:20, Alto Dell 2:16} and Altelno 2:2U,
Bessie Loveless, two year-old trial 2:24, Beulah, two-
year-old record 2:47, own sister to Chehslis 2:04}.

Lany Dell, dam of Bettie Gentry 2:16}. Pocahontas,
dam'of Little Maid 2:18, Bridesmaid, dam of Edmond
S., trial 2:17} and other highly bred and producing
mares have also been sent to Zombro's court during
the past month.

Harry Bush, the capable young trainer who gave
Confienza her mark of 2:12} last month at Denver, is

receiving many complimentary notices in the press.

He isa natural horseman, and has that rare faculty of

gainiDg not only the confidence but the control of

highly nervous and erratic horses. He went to Colo-

rado from Des Moines, Iowa, a few years ago in search

of health, and although he is much more robuBt than
he was, his voice cannot be raised above a wh'sper
and his lungs are very weak. Confienza was declared

a hopeless failure before he began training her, hut
he has made a valuable racing machine of the daugh-
ter of James Madison.

The brown trotting mare Italia by Zombro, owned
by Mr. W. P. Murray of Cleveland, is working better

this spring than ever before. She is stronger, looks

better, does not show any disposition to be unsteady,

and in every way her rest last year has done her good.

She will probably be raced later if she continues to

improve. Mr. Murray's young trotter, Russell G. by
Nutwood Wilkes 2:16J, dam by California Nutwood,
second dam by Anteeo and third dam by Venture, is

learning fast and bidB fair to develop into a useful

trotter. Russell G has a full sister In California, who
as a two-year-old last year worked a mile in 2:24},

with a quarter in 33 seconds She is a very fast filly,

and is heavily staked. The dam of RuBsell G, It Is

said, never failed to produce speed, as all her colts by
Nutwood WilkeB are fast.

—

American Sp'n '
<

•
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STATF F^ ENTRIES.

The list of entries to the harness races

advertised lor the State Fair of this

year, which is printed herewith, is a

remarkably good one. All the fastest

trotters and pacers in California have

been naied and excellent raciugcan be

expected lor the meeting which will

open Saturday, September 2d.

2:09 Clans Pacing, 8800—12 Entries.

A Ottioger's bh Daedalion.
Joe Long's br m Nellie U.

J B Springer's ch m Miss Idaho.
P H Lichtenstein's b m Nance O'Neill.

.

T W Barstow'sbr m Alone.
B M Turner's b g Vision.

E Gravatt's b s J onesa Basler.

Gus La Fountaine's b e Hassulo.

L B Lindsay's b g Lb Roi
W G Durfee's br m Rita H.
F E Wrightla br g Kelly Briggs.

L C Mosher's ch s Tidal Wave.

2:15 Clam Trotting, 8700— Entries.

A Oitlnger's b g Zambra.
J W Zib ball's b h AdamG.
A L McDonald's blk g Charlie T.

J A Jones' blk m Lady Jones.

S Siljan's br g Birdcatcher.
F J Ruhstaller's br g Wild Bell.

L B Lindsay's ch g Satin Royal.
W G Durfee's br g Cuate.

I. C. Mosher's b m Oma A.

2:13 Class Pacing, 8600—9 Entries.

Mrs Jane Mastin's br s John A.
E D Dudley's br m Friskarina.

M R Duffy's ch g Core Cread.
I L Borden's b h Cresco Wilkes.
J D Springer's b g Argyle.
F R Lichtenstein's b m Hattie doner.
Fred Chadbourne's eh s John R Con-

way.
Jas Stewart's b s Fearnot.
L B Lindsay's b m Queen B.

3:12 ClasB Trotllng, 8700—11 Entries.

W W Mendenhall's gr g What Is It.

F E Ward's b m Lady Madison.
J Groom's b g Liege.
J B Iverson's b m Princess.

J H Bennett's ch g Dr Hammond.
LB Lindsay's bh The Commonwealth.
W G Durfee's b g Jupiter B.

A B Rodman's ch g Pat Rose.
I C Mosher's ch g Red Skin.
H A Bell's bg H D B.

L W Pfeiffer's br g Walter Wilkes.

2:30 Class Pacing, 8600—14 Entries,

' M J Ream's ch m Miss Winn.
M R Duffey's dun s Eagle Pilot.

James Fox's b m Lady Shamrock.
Ray Dittus' b g Instructor.

J C Berry's b m Clara L.

C H Widemann's blk g Joe Robin.
Jas Edgington's gr m Flora G.
F Gommet's b h Little lib.

J W Offutt's rn m Mildred O.

M Argy's ch m Loganette.

Jas Stewart's b s Fearnot.

W G Durfee's blk m Bessie Barnes.

Harry Licbtenstein's b m Dot.

Humphrey & Briggs' b g Little Joe.

2:30 Class Trotting, 8600-6 Entries.

M J Ream's b g Oro Belmont.
L C Gates' b m Dew Drop.
Alex Brown's b g La Correcta.

O E Williams' b g Wilmar.
S Siljan's br g Birdcatcher.

L B Lindsay's ch g Sam Bowers.

Claiming Race for 3:25 Class Pacers, 8500.

Did not fill.

Occident-Stanford Pace.

T W Barstow's b f Just It.

2:18 Class Trotting, 8600—6 Entries.

J C Wallace's Old Hickory.
F J Ruhstaller's b g Wild Bell.

Jas A Smith's b g Hank.
J A Jones b m Lady Jones.

W G Durfee's b g Cuate.

Henry PeterB' b m Little Babe.

Claiming Race for 2:27 Trotters, 8600.

Did not fill.

2:18 Class Pacing, 8600—5 Entries.

J C Berry's b m Clara L
C H Widemann's blk g Joe Robin.

F H Lichtenstein's b g El Morino.

W. Mastin's b g Penrose.

Jas Smith's gr m Sweet Heart.

Free-for all Trotting, 8800—9 Entries.

A L McDonald's blk g Charley T.

W W Mendenhall's gr g What Is It.

J Groom's b g Liege.
J B Iverson's b m Princess.
J H Bennett's ch g Dr Hammond.W G Durfee's b s Petigru.
A B Rodman's ch g Pat Rose.
H A Bell's b g H D B.
J W Zibbell's b h Adam G.

2:35 Class Pacing. 81500—13 Entries.

M J Reams' ch m Miss Winn.W R Djffey's dun s Eagle Pilot.
James Fox's b mLady Shamrock.
Geo T Algeo's b h Mixer.
J D Springer's b g Argyle.
F Gommet's b h Little Jib.
F H Lichtenstein's b m Hattie Croner.
E A Servis' rn g Dr J
M Argy's s m Loganette.
Jas. Stewart's b 8 Fearnot.
A L Jacobs' b g Arthur F.
Humphrey & Briggs' b g Little JoeW G Durfee's b m Bessie Barnes.

Free-For-All Pacing, S80O.

Did not fill.

2:34 Trotting, 81500—8 Entries.

M J Reams' b g Oro Belmont.
M C Delano's b m Ramona B.
J A Jones' blk m Lady Jones.
A E Williams' b g Wilmar.
S Siljan's br g Birdcatcher.
F J Ruhstaller's brg Billy Dooley.
L B Lindsay's ch g Sam Bowers.
Henry Peters' blk m Little Babe.

Additional Purses for Fresno Meeting.

The following additional purses for the Fresno

meeting were advertised to close July 10th and de-

clared filled by the Directors of the Breeders Associa-

tion this week:

Three-Year-Old Trottlog, Geo. L. Warlow Stakes, S40O.

Jas Ervin names Priscilla J, b m by Bonner N B-
dam by Jerome Eddy.
Bunnell & Prescott name Ambush, br c by Zolock-

May Kinney by Silkwood.
Martin Carter names Elma S, b f by Nutwood

Wilkes-Bessie C by California Nutwood.
Geo L Warlow names Athasham, br c by Athadon-

Flora Wickersham by Junio.
S K Trefry names Kenneth C, blk c by McKinney-

Mountain Maid by Cresco.

Three-Year-Old Pacing, Sunny Side Stakes, 8400.

F E Wright names Deviletta, b f by Diablo-Clara H
by Hank.
M J Reams names Memonio, b m by Demonio-May

Nurris by Norris.
I L Borden names Roberta, blk m by Robert I-

Allie Cresco by Cresco.
J W Marshall names Mona Wilkes, b f by Demonio-

Trix by Director.
Ben Davies names Delilah, b m by Zolock-Gipsy by

Gov Booth.

2:22 Class Trotting, Grand Central Hotel Stakes 8600.

L B Lindsey names Sam Bowers, ch g by Joseph
Simpson-Lady Thorne by Hambletonian Mambrino.

J A Jones names Lady Jones, blk m by Capt Jones-
dam by Director.

Jos Long names Wilmar, b h by Wildnut-Sweet
Water by Stamboul.
F J Ruhstaller names Billy Dooley, b g by Bay Bird-

Maggie O by Cornelius.

Ray Bennett names Oro Belmont, b gby Oro Wilkes-
Muscovia by Belmont.
Henry Delaney names Miss Mabel, b m by Thomp-

son-Miss Tiffany by Gibraltar.

Gentlemen's Roadsters—Free-for-All, Local Pacers, Purse
8300, Entrance Free.

E R Reed names Elmont, b g by Almont.
E T Stockdale names Selda, b m by Stormy John.
D L Bachant names George, b g by Loeber.
Joe Cory names Mabel C, blk m by Stratbway.
Pat Sweeny names Lady R, b m by Col K. R.

should then pains should be taken to furnish the

forage necessary.

Some breeders do not appear to realize that a mare

and her colt, idle in the pastures as they are, demand

a great deal of good food. A mature workhorse can

get along comfortably with less than a mare in foal,

yet many breeders seem to think that meager pastur-

' age will furnish all the food necessary. This was

called forcibly to mind recently when, in the course

of a discussion on a somewhat prominent stallion, a

remark was made to the effect that many of his foals

in his new home were small, scrubby things, which

would never serve to advertise their sire, great speed

getter though he has been. In reply the statement

was made that it was not to be wondered at that the

new owner was prone to turn his colts and mares into

a pasture that could not possibly supply all the sus-

tenance necessary. Other breeders with Bires of less

speed making ability have been extensively patron-

ized because their colts have invariably looked good

and when raced have had the size and constitution so

essential to a race horse. Colts which have been

stunted by starvation cannot Btand the strain of hard

training and are sure to develop a weak spot when
the work becomes too hard. If it is worth while to

invest thousands in a breeding establishment it is

very essential that the food supply should be suf-

ficient and if the farm will not furnish it then a few

hundred dollars should be expended in its purchase.

It is the few hundreds so spent that will make the

many thousands a successful investment.

Common Sense in Colt Breeding.

With all the theories on breeding there is nothing

that will assist in the raising of great colts so much as

a fair amount of common sense. This holds good,

especially in regard to the raising of colts both before

and after being foaled, says Tin Horseman. It hardly

eeems possible that a man after investing thousands

of dollars in stallions and broodmares would allow the

young colts to starve, and yet, unfortunately, more

than one instance can be cited where promising colts

have been stunted and ruined because of stinginess in

provldlug feed for the mare aDd for the colt after

weaning. Possibly no breeder would admit that he

ever pursued such a foolish policy, yet in such

Instances it must be admitted that the breeder has

very little common sense in bia makeup. It is too

often the case that a mare and her foal are turned out

at this time of the year and allowed to run in the

paBturo until fall. Between now and that time, it is

safe to say, the pasture will not furnish the nourish-

ment needed, either for the mare or her foal. Special

care should be taken to see that both are provided with

plenty of succulent and nourishing feed. Possibly the

it, but if the mare com-
- to get thin and the colt does not thrive as he

Answers to Correspondents.

F. Cadman, Elmira, Cal,—Square Dealer 3552 was

a bay horse, foaled 1881. He was sired by Knicker-

bocker 200, dam Maggie by Magnolia 68, grandam by

Seeley's Black Hawk, a son of Long Island Black

Hawk 24, great grandam by Bertrand, thoroughbred.

Knickerbocker 200 was a son of Hambletonian 10, dam
Lady Patchen by Geo. M. Patchen 30. Square Dealer

sired Dimple 2:29J- and TJtell 2:24|. He has two pro-

ducing sons and two producing daughters. We cannot

find any reference to a horse by the name of Young
Morgan Empire, either in the Year Book, Register,

or in Battel's Morgan Horse Register. There was a

horse called Young Morgan Emperor however. He
was by Emperor, son of Bulrush Morgan.

Friskarina Not Distanced.

In the summary of the 2:13 pace at Los Angeles,

printed in the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN last week,

Friskarina was accounted as distanced in the fourth

heat. This was a mistake. Mr. E. D. Dudley of

Dixon, owner of the mare, writes us that Friskarina

was withdrawn after the third heat by permission of

the judges aB she was sick and in no condition to race.

See This.

Choice cattle and alfalfa ranch, 480 acres, 150 pro-
ducing alfalfa; fine herd Jersey cows; dairy outfit;

150 hogs; two large electric pumping plants; nine
million gallons water daily. Main line Santa Fe,
close to Bakersheld. Easy terms. Will consider ex-
change. Address J. C. Arnold, Berkeley, Cal. „

Strikel—If they don't give youJackson's Napa Soda
wberv you ask for it.

Thinks Highly ot George G.

[Hawley in Ky. Stock Parm.J

The present- condition of the horses in Ed Geers'

stable clearly refute the idea so frequently advanced
by trainers that it is impossible to prepare for an ex
tenshe campaign the horses in their charge before

the middle of the summer, for the cracks that he is

now ready to do battle with have been on edge for

some time and could easily have begun their campaign
some weeks ago. Whatever may be the public per-

formances of the several high class and greatly

heralded trotters and pacers which this great reins-

man will show to the public remains to be seen, for

both Walter Direct and George G. are in a measure
unknown quantities. It is true George G. has been
seen in public, but it ib not all safe to gauge his

capacity by his past performances, for every one
knows that he is today so vastly improved in man-
ners as to be quite a different horse from formerly.

His 6peed has always been unquestioned, and no
one familiar with him can doubt for a minute that he
is a game trotter, and if his capacity can be judged
by the manner in which he has taken his work this

spring, he is destined to be one of the stars of the
year. In view of the fact that he has not in the past

performed creditably to himself, it would be folly to

predict for him a campaign equal to that of Sweet
Marie, for this mar6 is one'among a thousand, but as

it haB always been conceded that all the gelding

lacked was good behavior, and this he seems now to

haveinabundance.it is reasonable to suppose that

the son of Homeward is now as near perfection as the
skill of his trainer can make him.

Granted that George G. is a 2:05 trotter, and surely

his past performances justify this belief, and conced-

ing his absolute gamaness, there is little speculation

in pronouncing him a trotter of the very first class,

and as such likely to more than hold his owd in any
company he may meet. Whether or not he can over-

come the cracks of the faster division will have to be
ascertained when he is put to that test, but that he is

master of his own division there seems so be little

doubt. Everyone who has seen George G. and is

familiar with his speed, his way of going and his gen-
eral make-up has be6n led to believe that there was
in him oapacity of the highest order; in fact, there is

so much about him to indicate that he was a cham-
pion that many of the shrewdest horsemen in America
believe him capable of joining the ranks of the fastest

division in the very near future.

I firmly believe that this gelding will sweep every,

thing before him this year, unless, of course, it is

decided to undertake the impossible with him, and I

have such a high regard for the judgment of his

trainer, whose opinion of him is of the highest, that
nothing the gelding might do would surprise me.
Geer3 has been forced to wait some time with a horse
that is very nearly cherry ripe, yet so skillful is he in

keeping a fast horse in perfect coodition that there is

no danger of this trotter having been overdone. His
engagements should be at his mercy, unless, of course,
he returns to bis bad habits of the past, and after
defeating the best of his own division, he can be
expected to meet either Tiverton, Sweet Marie or
both. I am firmly of the belief that if George G. is

this year capable of a mile in 2:05, he will overcome
Tiverton, if the two ever meet, for he is much more
substantially put together, has infinately more sub-
stance, and should be capable of an extended cam-
paign, somatbing that is likely to be the undoipg of
light, waspish son of Galileo Rex.
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The Attraction of Harness Racing.

The harness racing season may be said to have been

fiirly begun, although thus far it has been confined

mainly to the half-mile tracks, and the results of the

different meetings, as reported in the columns of the

turf press, in sbarp contrast to those on the running

tracks, are as eagerly scanned by men interested in

breeding as by those interested from a racing view-

point. In no respect is the difference between harness

racing and running racing more clearly shown than

by this eager interest shown in racing results by those

who take no more active part in racing than is shown

by going to the races as spectators merely. It is

likely true that 90 per cent of thoBe who go to the

running races go to speculate, while at the average

Grand Circuit meeting it is doubtful if more than 20

percenjof those present take a part in the specula-

tive part of the game. The attendanceat the average

narness racing meeting is made up largely of persons

coming under the following heads: Those who love a

driving horse possessing some speed and who have

become interested in professional racing through this

love of speed so engendered; those who have madea

study of trotting horse pedigrees and who are engaged

in breeding to a greater or less extent; those who love

horses naturally and who have been firm adherents

of the harness branch of racing from childhood up.

There are, of course, those who love to speculate and

who, through preference, prefer to back their judg-

ment of harness horses mainly because they have

always fancied horses of this kind, and have made a

study of them and the conditions under which they

are raced, bu,, as before stated, it is seldom that this

element amounts to more than 20 per cent of the en-

tire attendance. Harness racing attracts more people

for sport's sake than any other form of racing be-

cause, in a modified form, the amateur reinsman may

participate in it, and thus he becomes interested in it

in a professional way. The runner is a racing ma-

chine nothing else, while the trotter or pacer, is not

only a race horse in a professional way, but is also a

source of enjoyment to tbe amateur who may make

use of his speed in amateur everts. He thus learns to

know the feelings and motives which inspire the pro-

fessional driver, sees in his endeavors to win that

which he can neither see nor understand in the mite

of a jockey clinging to a runner's back. He appre-

ciates the skill and judgment shown by the men who

have who have worked up to the front rank of train-

ers and drivers, and an afternoon's racing gives him

such actual pleasure as few devotees of the running

turf ever realize. The two branches of racing are

widely different and the gulf that separates them will

never be narrowed. Running is the sport of those

who delight in speculation.no matter what form it

may take,' while harness racing is the sport of those

who have an undying love for horses and who delight

in seeing them reach the highest state of perfection

as illustrated by the modern type of the trotter or

pacer—a horse of beauty, intelligence and speed, use-

ful not only as a racing machine but as a pleasureable

companion as well.

—

Horse World.

that he has not the electric turn of speed of Sweet
Marie, a quarter in 30t seconds being the best he has
driven him, and that he has never in his work or

races been a mile fasterthan 2:10. He says that while

he expects him to be a good horse, he by no means
thinks him invincible in his class and will be content

with a fair proportion of the money. His good man-
ners will be worth two seconds to him in any race, his

owner thinks, as one can place him just where he
wants to and be sure of always finding him on the

trot. There is no question as to what he will do and
he will be certain to add another 2:10 performer to

his sire's already long list. Mack Mack's best mile

thus far this season was 2:14 J here at Denver. He
has not been asked to do much. He will be shipped

from here to Liberty ville, 111., where his preparation

will begin in earnest and then the eastern public will

be abie to draw conclusions for themselves as to his

ability. His first great race will be in the Empire
State $10,000 purse for 2:10 trotters at Buffalo the

week of August 7th.

A horse that is second only in general interest to

Mack Mack 2:12}, is Morosco 2:12, the fast son of Way-
land W., and Lady Moor, by Grand Moor. I can safely

say from the start, he can only be appreciated when
in harness and In action. It is at such a time that one

who knows something about trotters will begin to

enthuse. At any other time he would never give one

the impression that he is the really great trotter he is-

He is a rakish looking horse and rough in his exterior

appearance. A brown in color, full 16 hands high^

wears a nine-ounce shoe forward and a seven-ounce

behind; quarter and shin boots forward and ankle and
shin boots behind. He is a line trotter with full,

round action forward going rather low behind, which
gives to him a perfectly smooth gait and easy way of

going for so large a horse He hits the ground very

light and conveys to one the idea that he is one of the

wear and tear kind. Before leaving California he

worked a mile to his record, 2:12, but since his arrival

at Denver he has not up to this date, June 26, beaten

2:15. He is a horse that wants a free head and if given

it, will not pull an ounce and can be placed without

trouble. In his races on the Coast it is said that he

never made a start that he could not have won. How
true this is I would not venture to say. Of one thing

I feel sure, the money he will race for this season will

be enough to bring out his best efforts. He will start

in some minor events but his first great race will be

when he starts in the Empire State $10,000 purse for

2:10 trotters at Buffalo next August at which time his

true worth as a race horse will be brought to the

surface.

From West Australia.

State Fair Nev£

"Driftwood" Sees Mack Mack and Morosco.

[Buffalo Horse World.]

Well I have seen Mack Mack 2:12}, the son of the

great McKinney 2:111, dam Nancy by General Mc-

Clellan, and the impression I had formed of him before

seeing him was not overdrawn. He certainly is one

of the grandest looking trotting geldings I have ever

seen. Like all the McKinneys, he is a very dai k bay,

in fact he could be oalled brown, he is eight years old,

stands full 16 hands high and will weigh from 1250 to

1300 pounds, when out of training and will weigh

right at 1200 now. There is not a blemish of any kind

visible on him. There are some things about him
that would remind one of Sweet Marie 2:04f. One is

the expression about the head and another is his way
of going, but there the resamblaoce ceases. He is

longer in the back, which drops to quite a noticeable

extent and reminds one of a stallion, along in years,

tbat had done much stud service. He is high over

the withers and across the coupling, which is well

back, showing theMambrino Patchen characteristics

in this particular. He wears a nine-ounce shoe for-

ward, with two-ounce toe-weights and seven-ounce

shoes behind. The boots he wears are more for safety's

sake than for the need of them, consisting only of

quarter boots forward and shin boots behind. It is

• nly when one steps behind him tbat his wonderful

driving power reveals itself to the critic. He has

quarters like a cart horse and stifles to match and the

Becret of his ability as a racing machine is at once un-

folded to the most unsophisticated of observers.

His trainer and half-owner, Mr. Helman, says that

in all he has started twenty-eight times, twenty-six of

these races be has won and in the other two he won
second money. In speaking of him, his trainer says

The Directors of the State Agricultural Society have
made a contract with Murcell & Smith for the con-
struction of one hundred and four cattle stalls, fifty-

two in a structure.

Professor W. C. Carlyle, who has judged the live-

stock at the Pair for several seasons, will not be able
to serve this year, and President B. F. Rush has been
instructed to engage a judge for tbat department.
The poultry show is to be made an important

feature of the State Fair again, and Secretary Albert
Lindley will communicate with Henry Berrar, of San
Jose, with a view of engaging his services as judge.
Berrar has judged the poultry several years and has
given satisfaction to exhibitors.

It has been decided to offer valuable prizes to induce
counties to make exhibits of their products. To this

end the society will offer a premium of f 500 for the
best county exhibit; second. $250; third, $150; fourth,

$100; fifth, $50.

Resolutions of respect to the memory of Frank W.
Covey, a former Director of the society, who died

recently, were adopted at the meetingof the DirectoiB
last Saturday.

The Pavilion will be turned over to the Native Sons
this year, and many Parlors will install exhibits of

the products of their counties. The big prizes offered

will make the competition keen for these prizes and
the best county exhibits seen in years are expected.

Admission will be free to the Pavilion during the
entire week.

•

Ban Placed on Pool Rooms.

Mr. A. D. Whitecross, a resident of South Brisbane

Queensland, Australia, who is one of the Breeder
and Sportsman's regular readers, writes ub that the

harness horse is becoming more popular every day in

that country and adds "We are getting a better claSB

of trotters here by degrees thanke to importations of

stallions from America. Our time however very

seldom comes below 2:40, and a 2:30 horse would be a

veritable whirlwind. All this is to saddle as we have

no tracks fit to carry a sulky except our show track

i

which are quarter mile circles. I have seen a mile in

harness in 2:42, but the constant turning on a small

circle is not conducive to fast driving. Fair sized

horses of the trotting strain bring from $150 to $200

for buggy horses. The leading breeder of thiB class

of horses is Mr. John Stanfield, and Mb success in

handling, working and showing to advantage is

largely due to the imformatjon contained in the

Breeder and Sportsman and in Marvins book on

the trotter which I obtained from him from your

city."

Mr. Whitecross in his letter requested the pro.

prietor of the B. & S. to send him a few pounds of

Kentucky blue grass seed which he intends sowing on

the black soil upland ridges in his 6eetion of the

oountry. He states tbat they already have three or

four species of blue grass growing there, and that it is

splendid horse and cattle feed. The seed will be sent

Mr. Whitecross as asked for by the next steamer and

we hope it will thrive and do well there.

Computed Value by Measurements.

An Arab method of ascertaining tbe value of a

horse by his porportions is to measure him with the

hand from the extremity of the dock to the middle of

the withers, and take note of the number of palms.

They then begin again from the middleof the withers

to the extremity of the upper lip, passing between the

ears. If, in the two cases, the number of palms is

equal, tbe horse will be good, but of ordinary 9peed.

If the number of palms behind is greater than in front

the horse will have no "go" in him; but if the number
of palms between the withers and the extremity of

the upper lip is more considerable than in measuring
from the tail to the withers, rest assured the horse will

have great qualities.

New York, July 12—The executive board of the

Western Union Telegraph Company today adopted a

resolution recommending to the full board of directors

that racing news be not supplied by the company ex-

cept to persons receiving it through a regular office.

The resolution is as follows:

Whereas, This company, by an order issued by its

president, has directed the cessation of the collection
of horse race reports; and
Whereas, It is claimed that the distribution of

horse race reports still continues notwithstanding the
action of this company referred to.

Therefore, be it recommended to the board of

directors tbat tbe offices of the Western Union Tele-
graph Company be directed to cease the transmission
of any message containing horse race reports, except
when such messages are delivered to a regular office

of the company for transmission to and delivery
through a regular office of the company or for de-
livery in such or other manner as the president of the
company shall authorize over his signature.
The meeting of the committee was short, and among

those who attended were President Clowry, Russell
Sage, Jacob H. Schiff and James H. Byde..

«
Horse Show Association Organized.

As the result of the very successful horse showgiven
by the Tournament of Roses Association at Pasadena

last April, a new association has been organized called

the Southern California Horse Show Association of

Pasadena. It has been duly incorporated and pro-

poses to give a show annually in March. The horses

shown last April came from all over the United States

and the owners were particularly pleased with the

out door winter show, something they were not accus-

tomed to in the East. So many Eastern people who
winter in Southern California bring their horses with

them that an exceptionally fine show can be held.

The officers of the new organization are John S.

Cravens, President; John B. Miller and Fred E.Wilcox

of Pasadena, Walter S. Newhall of Los Angeles,

Robert Lee Bettner of Riverside and CV. J . Hogan of

Louisville, Ky., Vice-Presidents; Edwin D. Neff of

Riverside, Secretary and Treasurer.

Not to Be Bred to Ben Liebes.

An item in last week's Breeder and Sportsman
stated that Grace Kaiser, the dam of Coney 2:02, etc.,

would be bred to Ben Liebes 2:174. This is an error.

Grace Kaiser is now owned by Mr. James Coffin of

this city. She has a beautiful filly at foot by Zolock

2:06 that Mr. Coffin ha9 refused $1000 for and has been

bred back to Zolock. Grace Kaiser is one of the

greatest broodmares in the whole country. In addi-

tion to Coney 2:02, she is the dam of Stipulator 2:11},

and the trotters McZeus 2:13 and Grace McK. 2:21 j,

and grandam of Tidal Wave 2:09.
i

Lou Dillon Trotted in 2.06 Last Week.

At the Cleveland track, last Saturday morning, Mr.

Billings drove Lou Dillon a mile in 2:06, the fastest

mile made this year by any trotter. After the work-

out Mr. Billings said:

"I did not extend the mare a bit. Had I done so

she would have stepped the mile in two minutes at

least. Lou made the first quarter in 33 seconds, the

half In 1:04, the three-quarter in 1:35A and the mile

in 2:06."
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

Coming Events.

Bod.

April 1-Sept. 10. Oct. 18-Feb. I—Open season tor taking stoel-

tead (n tidewater.

April 1-Sept. IS—Closed season for lobsters and crawfish.

April 1-Nov. I—Tnnl season open.

Jane l-J*n. 1—Open season for black bass.

July 8—Saturday Fly-Casting Contest No. 8. Stow lake. 2:30

p. m.
Jnly 8—Sunday Fly Casting Contest No. 8. Stow lake, 10 a. m
Sept. 10-Oct. 16 -Close season In tidewater forsteelbead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Clo.r i season lor catching salmon.

Oot. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nor. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.

Gun.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and

sage hen.

Feb. 15-Oct. IS—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April 1-Oct. 15—Close season for English snipe.

June 27, 30—The Interstate Association's Grand American Han-
dicap Target tournament, Indianapolis. Iod.; $1000 added money-
Elmer E. Shaner. Secretary-Manager, Pittsburg, Pa.

July Washington Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kimball-Upson
grounds, Sacramento. Cal.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

July 13—California Wing Club. Live pigeons Ingleslde.

July 16—Mount View Gnn Club. Blue rocks. Mount View
Cal.

July 16—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleslde.

July 23—Fish and Game Gun Club Blue rocks. San Jose.

July 30—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Aag 1-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Aug 6—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleslde.

Aug. 6—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Aug. 29 30—Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks
Denver, Col.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks
Alameda Junction.

Sept. 12, 13, 14—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of

S. F. Trapshoollng Assn., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs, Butte
county. H. Haselbusch, manager.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—BIggsGunClub. Two-day blue rock tournament.
B'ggs, Cal.

Bench Shows.

Aug. 15. 18—Orange County Agricultural Society. Middletown.
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug. 23, 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show in New York City. A. A. Vanderbilt, Secretary.

Aug. 3l-Sept. 2—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. Stockton Kennel Club F. A. Geisea, Secretary, Stock-
ton, Cal.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M. W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 27, 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specially Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-Dic. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price, Secretary.

1906.

Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Rob:. V.
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman. Secretary.

Field Trials.

Aug. 15—Iowa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.
O. Box 55, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club. Inaugural trials

Grand Forks, N. D- A. E. Palmer, Secretary, Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association. 4lh annual trials.

O'Neill, Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary. O'Neill, Neb.

Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La
Salle. Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Winnepeg Man.
Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club. 3d annual trials-

Ladner, B C. H. S Rolston, Seoretary, Vancouver. B. C.

Oct. 12—Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. Chas. L. Lundy, Secretary, Seattle, Wash
Oot. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association Washington Court House.

O C. T. Phillips, Secretary, Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January 1, 1904. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, 111-, entries closed July I. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapln. Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Hutsonville. 111.

8. H. Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Seoretary, Marshall. 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Walls, Honorary Seoretary, Chatham, Ont.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, llth annual trials, .

John White, Seoretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Deo. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N.C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1000.

Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials
Baktrsfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg.. San

Pacific Coast Derby Entries.

DATE OF OPEN In i l. SEASON.

The open season (or the killing of bucks begins
August 1st, and not on July 15lb, as has been pub-
lished frequently of late. The State Pish Commission
desires that the exact date of the open season be
given the widest publication, as the erroneous date of
July 15th may be the means of getting into trouble
some who are disposed to respect the law.

A total of forty-fire nominations for the Coast field

trials next January is the gratifying list of young
dogs that are entered for the January Pacific Coast

Derby stake. This entry is seven in excess of the list

closed July 1, 1904 (22EogliBh Setters and 17 Pointers).

The entries which closed on the 1st inst. comprise

28 English Setters, 1 Irish Setter and 17 Pointers.

The class and quality of the Derby candidates is

strongly demonstrated and comprises some of the best

blood lines and crosses extant.

For the first time in many years an Irish Setter has

been entered for the running in the Pacific Coast
trials. The breed is well worthy the attention of our

sportsmen. Irish Setters are not by any means over-

looked on the Coast, where conditions climatic and
geographical are most favorable to bringing the

mahogany boys up in the front ranks of ourfield dogs.

We extend our congratulations to Mr. Piepers of Los
Angeles and hope to see his Derby dog up with the

winners for the Los Angeles kennels cootains some
excellent and well bred Irish Setters. The entries,

which closed July 1st, first forfeit $5; second forfeit $5

payable November 1st and $10 additional for starters,

are the following:

ENGLISH SETTERS.

B J. Baum's (San Francisco) orange and white
dog Victor B. (Cavalier-Roa's Sylvia), whelped Jan.
7, 1904. Owner, breeder.
J W. Riplinger's (Seattle, Wash.) white and black

bitch Cynthia (Ch. Stylish Sergeant- Ch. Pera),
whelped July 22, 1904. Owner, breeder.
H. A. Jones' (Eureka, Cal ) white, black and tan

dog Montauk J. (Bruce-Juna H.), whelped April 10,

19U4. Owner, breeder.
Jos. E. Terry's (Sacramento) white and black bitch

(Drake Windem-Mary Lou) whelped June
18, 1904. Owner, breeder.
Same owner's white and black bitch

Same breeding.
Same owner's white, black and tan bitch

Same breeding.
Same owner's white and orange bitch Bessie Morti-

mer (Kilgariff-Maggie F.), whelped April 3, 1904. P.
D. Linville, breeder.
Same owner's white and orange bitch Merrv Duchess

(Fairland Dude-Merry Hart), whelped July 30, 1904.

Chas N. Post, Sacramento, breeder.
Same owner's white and black bitch

(Kilga riff-Belle of the Ball), whelped—1904. H. S.

Humphreys, Indianapolis, Ind., breeder.
Hugh Hopkins' (Minturn, Cal.) chestnut and white

bitch Aunt Mame (Uncle B. -Sport's Belle), whelped
Jan. 3, 1904. H. R. Edwards, breeder.

'5. Uhristenson's (San Francisco) black, white and
tan do? Goliath (Kilgariff-Maggie F.), whelped April
3, 1904. P. D. L'nville, breeder.
Chas. N. Post's (Sacramento) blue and tan belton

dog De Charney (Petrel's Count-Moxy Danstone),
whelped Feb. 26, 1904. W. J. Baughn, Ridgeville,
Ind., breeder.
Same owner's orange and white bitch Sunburst

(Fairland Dude-Merry Heart), whelped July 30, 1904
Owner, breeder.
Same owner's white, black and tan bitch Light

Heart. Same breeding.
Dr. E. E. Stone's (Napa, Cal.) black, white and tan

dog Narcisse (Fairland Dude-Merry Heart), whelped
July 30, 1904. C. N. Post, breeder.
Albert Betz (San Francisco) black, white and tan

dog Merry Dude (Fairland Dude-Merry Heart),
whelped July 30, 1904. C. N. Post, breeder.
Mrs. C. E.Wilson's (Ross, Cal.) white, black and tan

dog Encinal (Clipper W.-Rod 's Sylvia) whelped Sept.

8, 1904. Dr. C. E. Wilson, Ross, breeder.
Same owner's white, black and tan dog Sour Jack,

Same breeding.
J. W. Considine's (Seattle, Wash.) bluebelton bitch

Miss Hap (Count Rowdy-Roxane), whelped Sept. 23,

1904. Owner, breeder.
J. W. Considine's white and black bitch Lady's

Count Gladstone Jessie Rodfield Galore (Count
Rowdy-Roxane), whelped Sept. 23, 1904. Owner,
breeder.
J A.Peebles' (Seattle, Wash.) orange and white

dog Kipling Wbitestone (Count Whitestone-Count's
May Belle), whelped May 17,1904. White and Peebles

Seattle, breeders.
J. E. Lucas' (San Rafael) black, white and tan doe

Uncle Dudley (Count Whitestone-Count's May Belle),

whelped May 17, 1904. White and Peebles, breeders.

W. W. Van Arsdale's (San Francisco) white and
orange dog Mendocino (Uncle B. -Count's Gift),

whelped Aug. 24, 1904. Owner, breeder.

Same owner's white and orange bitch Madera.
Same breeding.
Same owner's white, black and tan bitch Wawona

(McCloud Boy-Countess Mark), whelped May 18,

1904. Owner, breeder.
Same owner's white and orange bitch Pima (McCloud

Boy-Peach Mark II), whelped July 20, 1904. Owner,
breeder.
Same owner's white, black and tan bitch Calpella

(Count's Mark-Sbasta), whelped May 26, 1904.

Owner, breeder.
L. McDaniel's (Templetoo, Cal.) white and lemon

dog Cloud Light (Bonner N.-White Wings), whelped
Aug. 14, 1904. S. D. Merk, Paso Robles, breeder.

IRISH SETTERS.

Paul Piepers' (Los Angeles) red Irish Setter Lady
Elcho II (Ch. Fred Elcho-Miss Lady Finglass II),
whelped April 25, 1904. Geo. E. Walter, Rushville,
111., breeder.

POINTERS.

W.B Coutts' (Kenwood. Col.) liver and white dog
Tod Sloan (Bolin's Duke-Whisper), whelped July 19
1904. Owner, breeder.
Same owner's liver and white dog James Wallace.

Same breeding.
W. W. Van Arsdale's white and live bitch Sonoma

(Dr. Daniels-Babe Jingo), whelped January 13, 1905.
Owner, breeder.

F. H. Jermyn's (Scranton, Pa.) white and black
dog Raffles (Ch. Senator P.-M.ss Rap), whelped Julv
23, 1904. J. W. Flynn, San Francisco, breeder.
John Erikson's (Seattle) white and black dog

Senator's Jack (Ch. Senator P.-Miss Rap), whelped
July 23, 1904. J. W. Flynn, breeder.

J. W. Flynn's (San Francisco) black and white bitch
May (Ch. Senator P.-Miss Rap), whelped July 23, 1904.
Owner, breeder.
Same owner's white and orange dog, Senator's Don

(Ch. Senator P. -Flynn's Dolly Jingo), whelped May
13, 1904. Owner, breeder.
Same owner's white and lemon bitch Dollif. Same

breeding.
F. G. Schumacher's (Los Angeles) lemon and white

bitch Lady B^lle (Teddy Kent-Jack'B Fashion),
whelped May 20, 1904. W. J. Morris, Los Angeles,
breeder.
W. J. Morris' ( Los Angeles) white liver and ticked

bitch Navajo (Teddy Kent-Jack's Fashion), whelped
May 20, 1904. Owner, breeder.
StockdaleKennels'(Bakersfield,M R. Dodgr,Mana-

ger) liver and white dog Combination Boy (Cuba Jr.-
Bow's Daughter), whelped March 1, 1904. Owner,
breeder.
Same owner's liver and white dog Redwood (Ch.

Cuba of Kenwood-Petronella), whelped May 1, 1904.
Owner, breeder.
Same owner's liver and tan dog Oakwood. Same

breeding.
Same owner's white and liver dog Baywood. Same

breeding
Same owner's liver and white bitch Cypresswood.

Same breeding.
C. E. Worden's (San Francisco) white and liver deg

Hickorywood (Ch. Cuba of Kenwood-Petronella),
whelped May 1, 1904. Stockdale Kennels, breeder.

Santa Cruz Show.

The three day boow, at Santa Cruz, last week of the

Pacific Sheep Dog Club (formerly the Pacific Collie

and Old English Sheep Dog Club) is reported to have
been well patronized by fanciers and summer visitors

at the ocean side town The show itself was a

creditable one and deserving of success it being quite

a novel undertaking to attempt a paying show at a

resort so far from this city. The patronage and sup-

port of Santa Clara and Santa Cruz counties fanciers

was good. San Francisco was well represented by well

known fanciers and a number of entries. The quality

of the show, on an average, was far better than antici-

pated by a number of the local fancy.

Chas. Lyndon, late of Montreal, Canada, made his

initial appearance as judge at a Coast show, his

decisions were generally acceptable, although in

several instances the awards met with criticism. The
presentation of prizes last Saturday evening took on

the pbaBe of an exclusive social function, a large

attendance of handsomely gowned ladies with their

escorts being much interested in the affair. Miss

Ethyl Hagar, of this city, in a very gracious and

pleasing style presented the cups and trophies to the

winners, Hugh McCracken making proper announce-

ment as each winner appeared.

The show was held in a large pavilion close by the

beach. A feature of the show was the numerous

entries made by the fair sex. During the show the

'Frisco fancy was well represented.

The officers of the club are P. W. Morse, President;
Dr. H. C. Brown, Vice-President: Geo. W. Sill, Secre-
tary. Treasurer; Irving Townsend, J. W. Baxter, Geo.
Martin, Directors. Bench Show Committee, Chas.
R. Harker, F. J. Torchiana 3rd, Geo. Martin, N. J.

Stewart. Dr. D. E. Graves, Veterinary; J. C. Berrett,
Superintendent.
The entries and number of dogs as shown in the

catalogue are as follows: Great Danes, 5 entries, 4

dogs. St. Bernards, 8-4 Deerhounds, 1-1. Grey-
bounds, 3-3. Pointers, 8-9. English Setters, 11-9.

Gordon Setters, 1-1. Irish Setters, 1-1 Field Spaniels,

4-4. Cocker Spaniels, 34-23. Collies, 30-24. Old
Eaglish Sheep Dogs, 1-1. Bulldogs, 10-5. Bull Ter-
riers, 4-4. French Bulldogs, 4-3. Boston Terriers,

11-7. Airedales, 5-2. Fox Terriers, smooths, 11-7.

Fox Terriers, wires, 8-5. Irish Terriers, 7-5. Skyes,
2-2. Scotties, 1-1. Dalmatians, 1-1. English Toys,
6-4. Japs, 1-1. Dachsbundes, 4-3. Poms, 1-1. A
total of 173 entries and 125 dogs—enough for a two-
point show.
The two upsets of the show were when Sir David,

the Cocker that won at a wholesale rate at the May
show, was beaten by Bobbie R. (Pittsburg Tommy-
Mill Girl) owned and bred in San Jose, and also by Ch.
Redlight for the Cocker Club special for beBt. The
latter d ; d not get a look: in at 'Frisco. Redlight

also beat Endclife Flash who took special for best

at that show. Aur" jr jar to the fancy was the

award for best tu ....ason's King over the Pointer
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Boston. King was an exceedingly cowed actor in the Meyer's Endcliffe Toby, 2 Tess. Winners bitches—

1

ring, a habit we have frequently noticed in dogs that Glenwood Lady Bountiful, res Endcliffe Toby,
have been domiciled in the Woodlawn Kennels. No AIREDALE TERRIERS—Puppy, novice and local-

less an authority than Mr. James Mortimer told us dogs and bitches— 1 G. P. Martin's Briardale Rose.
at the 1904 show that Boston should go over King Open and winners dogs and bitches—1 Briardale Rose,
easily. We do not find King entered in the catalogue 2 A. C. Kuhne's Colne Zaza.

list. This dog is surely having a pottering time in FOX TERRIERS (smooth coated)—Novice dogs-
- ll.G. Libbey's Pajaro Blizzard, 2 J. Leddy's Bob, I

AT THE TRApsT

reaching the championship mark, notwithstanding

the cancellations of his wins last fall and the effort to

annex the special at the May show this year—a pot

house champion as it were. Collies and Cockers were

the largest represented breeds and a good quality

exhibit. Vern Tottie and Southport Philosopher

were both absent. We are indebted to Mr. Mc-
Cracken for the following list of wins:

AWARDS.
GREAT DANES—Puppy and winners dogs—

1

Frank Schnitz' Prince F., 2 J. M. Struve's Levi C.

Local dogs—1 Levi C. Open and winners bitches—

1

J L. Cunningham's Isabellita.

ST. BERNARDS—Novice dogs—1 Mrs. D. Ken-
naugh's Czar, 2 A. S. Olney's Teddy Roosevelt, 3

Miss A. McLaughlin's Bruno. Limit dogs—1 Mrs. L.

T. Hankins' King B. Open dogs—1 Czar, 2 King B.,

3 Bruno. Local dogs—1 Bruno. Winners dogs—

1

Czar.
SETTERS—Puppy dogs— 1 M. Perry's Dan. Novice

dogs—1C. L. Griffiith's Buck, 1 Mrs. E. H. Webb's
Duke Mahoning. Local dogs—1 Mrs J. G. Piratsky's

Dick Lee. Open dogs— 1 C. D Carman's Wad. Win-
nersdogs—1 Wad, res Buck. Puppy bitches—1 A. J.

Hogan's San Jose Belle. Novice and winners bitches
—1 C. L. Griffiith's Feathers. Local bitches— 1 J. E.

Wllloughley's Dixie.

GORDON SETTERS—Puppy and winners dogs—

1

D;\ J. J. Redmond's Jim.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS—Open dogs—1 Wm.

Bay's Mike. Open bitches— 1 Wm. Bay's Rowdy Girl.

Winners—1 Mike, res Rowdy Girl.

FIELD SPANIELS—Local dogs and bitches—1 E.

E.Kelly's Jollv, 2 Mrs. F. R. Walti's Teddy. Open
and winners dogs and bitches—1 Mrs. C. B. Ennor's
Reymo.
COCKER SPANIELS—Puppy dogs, any color—

1

F. J. Run's Bobbie R, 2 W. N. Parrish'sMr. Lonjers,

3 D. J. Sutton's Shifty, res Mrs. Thos. Murphy's
Roman Punch. Novice dogs—1 Bobbie R, 2 Mr. Lon-
jers, 3 Caro Roma's Don Jose Local dogs, any
color— 1 Mrs. M. Fredericksen's Taps, 2 Mrs. F H.
Carr's Prince, 3 G. P. Byrne's Darkie. Limit dogs,

black—1 Bobbie R, 2 D. P. CreswelPs Sir David. Open
doga—1 Sir David, 2 Mrs. C. M. Barker's Jeff. Win-
ners dogs, black—1 Bobbie R.res Sir David. Open dogs,

any solid color other than black—1 A. Wolfen's Ch.
Redlight, 2 F. Budgett's Trixie. Open dogs, parti-

colors—1 Geo. S. Thomas' Endcliffe Flash. Winners
dogs, other than black—1 Ch. Redlight, res Endcliffe

Flash. Puppy bitches, any color—J G. A. Neibor-
gen's Creole Belle, 2 D. J. Sutton's AgawaD. Novice
bitches, black—1 Creole Belle, 2 Mrs. D. W. Graves'
Trotwood, 3 P. H Doble's Dolly Dainty, v h c W. H.
Ames' Dixie, h c W. H. Hambly's Toto. Local
bitches, any color—1 Trotwood, 2 Mrs. A. C. Ronnie's
Fraud, 3 Dixie, res Mrs. M. E. Fredericksen's Lady
Nell. Limit bitches, black—1 A. L. Cresswell's Plu-
raeria Sally, 2 Creole Belle, 3 P. H. Doble's Mill Girl.

Open bitches, black— 1 Plumeria Sally, 2 Trotwood.
Winners bitches, black—1 Plumeria Sally, res Creole
Belle. Open and winners bitches, any solid color

other than black—1 G. A. Nieborgen's Patience.
COLLIES—Puppy dogs—1 Wm. Ellery's Val Verdi

Perfecto, 2 O. J. Albee's Elwynn Chriss. Novice
dogs—1 Hugh McCracken's Presidio Monarch, 2 Val
Verdi Perfecto, 3 Elwynn Chriss. Local dogs—1 G.
P. Martin's Cheviot Laddie, 2 Miss A. Huiskamp's
Chips, 3 J. D. Waite's Heather King. Open dogs,
American bred—1 Val Verdi Perfecto, 2 O. J. Albee's
Ch. Orm8kirk Emerald Jr. Open dogs, sable and
white—1 Val Verdi Perfecto, absent Wm. Ellery's
Southport Perfection. Winners dogs—1 Cheviot
Laddie, res Presidio Monarch. Puppy bitches—1 0.
J. Albee's Ormskirk Bonnie, 2 Mrs. G. H Normand's
Lassie, 3 C. H. Brigg's Kirkintulioch Lassie. Novice
bitches—1 O. J. Albee's Conqueror's Lucy, 2 Wm.
Ellery's Val Verdi Rose. Local bitches—1 Geo. J.

Bancberal's Lassie, 2 Mrs. G. H. Normand's Lassie.
Open bitches—1 Hugh McCracken's Presidio Lassie,

2 Val Verdi Rose, absent Vern Tottie, Ravenswood
Pearl, Astrologer Grace. Winners bitches—1 Orms-
kirk Bonnie, res Presidio Lassie.
OLD ENGLISH SHEEP DOGS—Open—1 P. W.

Morse's Shiela.
DEERHOUNDS—Open—1 J. A. Lally 's Daouil Roy.
GREYHOUUD8—Open and winners dogs— 1 T.

Coonev's Sir Lipton.
POINTERS—Puppy bitches—1 E. Courtney Ford's

Beauty.
BULLDOGS—Puppy dogs—1 F. Clark's Solano

Mike. Novice dogs— 1 Solano Mike, 2 Mrs M. Mulli-
gan's Dooley. Limit dogs— 1 Solano Mike. Open
and winners dogs—1 Phil C. Meyer's Endcliffe Baron,
2 Solano Mike. Novice bitches—1 F. F. Rodgers'
Girtford Goody. Limit bitches—1 Girtford Goody,
2 Mrs. Charles R. Harker's Ivel Chaddie. Open
bitches— 1 Girtford Goody. Winners bitches— 1 Girt-
ford Goody, res Ivel Chaddie.
BULL TERRIERS—Puppy dogs—1 E Attridge's

Edgecote Baron. Novice dogs—1 W. Evans Dent's
Milo. Open dogs—J. I. Sparrow's Croydon Czar.
Winners dogs—1 Edgecote Baron, res Croydon Czar.
Limit, open and winners bitches—1 Mrs. Chas. Reid
Thorburn's Meg MerrilieB II.

FRENCH BULLDOGS—Novice dogs—1 Mrs. H. R.
Rand's Bully. Open dogs— 1 Sterling Postley's
Vivace. Limit and open bitches—1 C. G. Cook's
Margot De Pantin.
BOSTON TERRIERS—1 PhilC. Meyer's Endcliffe

Nobby Novice dogs— 1 Phil C. Meyer's Glenwood
Patten, 2 Miss Ethyl Hagar's Nifty. Open dogs—

1

G. S. Halli well's BaysideChauncey, 2 End cliffe Nobby,
3 Ntftv. Winners doge—1 Bayside Chauncey, res
Endcliffe Nobby. Novice bitches— 1

J Phil C. Meyer's
Glenwood Lady Bountiful, 2 ^'"SK Eaton's Tess.
Limit bitches—1 Tess. Open 'bitfcbes—1 Phil C.

,3
F. H. Chavarria's Don Jose. Local dogs— 1 Mrs.
Montroyd Sharpe's Joie. Open dogs—1 W. W. Stett-
heimer's Tallac Chuck, 2 Pajaro Blizzard, 3 Bob.
Winners dogs— 1 Tallac Chuck, res Pajaro Blizzard.
Novice, open and winners bitches—1,2 J. Leddy's
Debbie, Trixie.
FOX TERRIERS (wire haired)— Puppy dogs—

1

W. W. Stettheimer's Tallac Marksman. Novice dogs— 1 Mrs. J. C. Piratsky's Pajaronian Bristles, 2 Tallac
Marksman, 3 N H. Hickman's Mush. Local dogs—

1

PajaroniaD Bristles. Open dogs, American bred—

1

W. W. Stettheimer's Tallao Private. Open dogs—

1

I. C. Ackerman's Ch. Humberstone Mearns, res
Pajaronian Bristles.
IRISH TERRIERS—Open and winners dogs—1 H.

M. Papst's Irish, 2 Phil C. Meyer's Glenwood Mixer.
Novice bitches— 1 J. C. Berret's Tyrone Lass. Local
and limit bitches— 1 F. J. Torchiana's 3rd Carlton
Lonnie. Open and winners bitches—1 H. M. Papst's
Sweet Nell, 2 Carleton Lonnie.
SKYE TERRIERS—Local entry—E. G. Haslaw's

Travesco absent. Open and winners dogsand bitches

—

1 Phil C. Meyer's Glenwood Waddles.
DALMATIANS—Local dogs and bitches—1 Miss

Amy Morgan's Jessie.
ENGLISH TOY SPANIELS—Local dogs and

bitches— I Mrs. H. F. Anderson's Dorothy of Blen-
heim, 2 Miss Alice Leland's Ethel Barrymore. Open
dogsand bitches—1 I. C. Ackerman's Humberstone
Trilby, 2 Dorothy of Blenheim, 3 Ethel Barrymore,
res Mrs A A Roi's Pansy. Winners—1 Humberstone
Trilby, res Dorothy of Blenheim.
JAPANESE SPANIELS—Novicedogs and bitches

—1 Mrs. M. L. Woodruff's Tokio.
DACHSHUNDE—Local dogs and bitches—2 HA

Kempf's Walti. Novice dogs and bitches—1 Miss
Ethyl Hager's Fritz. Open and winners dogs and
bitches—1 Fritz, 2 Mrs. Phil Wand's Ch Dougie E.
POMERANIANS—Open dogs and bitches—1 Mrs.

N. J. Stewart's Atom of Chalecombe.

SPECIAL AWARDS.

Sweepstakes— Best in Show— Bulldog Girtford
Goody. Best kennel, any breed, C. K. Harley cup,
Phil C. Meyer's Glenwood Kennels. Best Terrier, any
variety, W. W. Stettheimer cup. Best owoed by a
lady and best owned and shown by a lady, Bull
Terrier Meg Merrilies II. Best from Santa Clara
county, Airedale Briardale Rose. Best from Watson-
ville, Collie Cheviot Laddie. Best Pointer or Setter
from Santa Cruz county, Dick Lee.

Best Great Dane, Isabellita. Best St. Bernard, Czar,
Best St. Bernard from Santa Cruz, Bruno. Best
Setter. E. Courtney Ford trophy, Gordon Setter Jim.
Best Irish Water Spaniel, Mike Bud. Best Field
Spaniel, Reymo.
Best black Cocker Spaniel, Bobbie. Best, other

than black, Ch. Redlight. Best bitch, any color,
Plumeria Sally (black). California Cocker Club cup,
members only, for best, Ch. Redlight.
Best Collie, Arthur Letts' cup, Cheviot Laddie.

Golden West Collie Club trophy for best California
bred, members only, Presidio Monarch. Wm. Ellery
cup for best puppy, California bred, Ormskirk Bonnie.
Best from Santa Cruz county Cheviot Laddie. Best
Pacific Coast bred dog, Cheviot J_,addie. Best Coast
bred bitch'O. J. Albee cup, Presidio Lassie. J. C.
Berrett cup for best kennel O. J. Albee (Oakgrove
Kennels). Cup for reserve dog in winners, Presidio
Monarch.
Best Bulldog, Girtford Goody. Best of opposite sex,

Endcliffe Baron Best Bull Terrier, Meg Merrilies II.

Best of opposite sex, Edgecote Baron. Best French
Bulldog, Vivace. Best Boston, President's cup, Bay-
side Chauncey. Best owned by a lady, Nifty. Best
Airedale, Mrs. J. P. Norman cup, Briardale Rose.
Best smooth Fox Terrier, Tallac Marksman. Best

wire haired Fox Terrier, Humberstone Mearns. Best
from Santa Cruz county, Pajaronian Bristles. Best
Dalmatian, Jessie. Best Toy Spaniel, Phil C. Meyer
cup, Tokio. Best Dachshunde, Fritz,

IN AND OUT OF CANADA.

Pleasant news to many field trials devotees is the
recent- ruling of the Canadian customs authorities at

Manitoba to the effect that all dogs going to Manitoba
for training, can be taken back across the line to take
part in trials in the United States and then brought
back to Manitoba to run in the Manitoba trials. This
courteous action of the officials is due mainly to the
efforts of Mr. Eric Hamber. It is believed that several
handlers, by reason of tbi9 arrangement, who will

train their strings in Manitoba will now take part in

the North Dakota and Iowa trials at Grand Forks.

At the California Win Club sboot on the Iw\e-
side trap grounds Sunday some excellent shooting'de-
veloped during the regular club raco and events
following. In the main shoot over 50 per cent of the
participants shot at a distance of from 30 to 34 yardsfrom the line of five traps. Out of the five straight
scores three of the shooters shot at 30 and 31 yards a
decidedly clever bit of work with a 12 bore hammer-
lees. The straights were: Clarence A. Haight f29
yards), A M. Shields (40 yards), Dr. E. G. McConnell
131 yards), ''Pete'' Walsh (31 yards) and W. R Murdock (31 yards). The club purse of $75 was accordingly
divided among the quintet of tportsmen who had the
proper ''shooting eye." C. C. Nauman, the Coast
crack, who has been a bit off in form recently, shotfrom the 34 yard mark. Even at this distance Nau-man dropped nine pigeons, out of the eleven with a
single barrel. Helosthis fifth bird, an exceedingly
difficult one at the distance. Otto Feudner (32 yards)
allowed his sixth bird to fly back unharmed to the
pigeonloft. Ten men altogether were in the eleven
hole each losing one bird out of the allotted dozen.W. J. Golcher (31 yards), while ehootiog in excellent
form, got two baffling flyers that spoiled his score
sheet. The pigeons supplied were 6trong ones and
swift of wing, noth withstanding, the shooting in the
club race accounted for all but just an even dozen,
which escaped out of the total bunch of 192 that were
trapped.
Following the club match a five-man team race at

six birds took place. The Blues won with a total of
28 out of 30 birds. Nine men were in a side pool
amounting to 822 50, eight of whom scored clean,
and practically outshot themselves from the money
Feudner, Walsh, Dr. Bodkin and Frank Turner each
scored straight in two following 6ix-bird pools.
The shooters in the foregoing races shot under the

same handicaps which prevailed during the club
match.
The final race of the day was a miss and out pool in

which five participants were engaged. The first round
began at the 26 yard slat, each succeeding round, the
shooters went back one yard until the 36 yard peg was
reached. Shields

;was the first man out, his fifth bird
escaping at 31 yards; Donohee failed on his tenth, at
34 yards rise. Haight's eleventh pigeon, sent him to
the bench, after he had gone back to 36 yards. Three
men, Nauman, Feudner and Walsh were the con-
tenders noi from the extreme limit distance. Eacb,
shooting in excellent form accounted for an even
dozen of birds— of these 36 pigeons, 16 were grassed
with a single barrel. Pretty good work it was at the
distance. Feudner and Walsh both lost their thir-
teenth birds, dead out. Nauman stood on the score
to close the round and got a lively "magpie" from No.
3 trap. Both barrels gave-the bird a heavy freight
to carry, but the pigeon was strong, circling about
several times and once dangerously near the arbiting
fence, the bird finally lit off No. 1 trap, upstanding
and alert.

As clean a retrieve was made by Walsh as we ever
saw, it was odds that the bird would fly, but Walsh
has a crafty knack of his own in capturing a wounded
bird, his skill did not fail this time, for he slowly and
at times almost imperceptibly, got closer and closer
until with a catlike grab the bird was in haDd and
Nauman thereby won the freeze out Each man then
shot out the fourteenth" round, all killed. The scores
in the different events were the following:

Club match, 12 pigeons, distance handicap, $75
added, five moneys

—

s—mil 11122 12-12— 12222 12122 11—12
—23212 22222 11—12
—22212 22222 22-12
—22122 11122 12—12
—1112.' 01211 22—11— 11111 22021 21—11— 11212 02222 22—11
—02222 21111 21—11
—11210 11211 11—11
—02111 21211 12—11
—22022 22222 22—11
—11212 11011 21—11
—22221 20221 21—11
—11222 22202 22—11
— 12011 12120 12—10

Five man team shoot, 6 pigeons, distance handicap,
side pool, $2.50 entrance

—

Murdock. W. R. ..

McConnell, Dr. E G .

Haight, C A
Shields, A. M

31 "

29 "

Barker, Dr. A. M
"Slade"
Feudner, M. O.

32"

32 "

Turner, P

Blues
Haight 222221—6
Schultz, E 212222—6
Murdock 912212—

6

Schultz. F 11U12—

6

Feudner... 120210-^1

Grays
Walsh 111121—6
Nauman 221111—6
Donohoe 212222— ti

Shields
, 121221—6

Turner 022201—4
Bodkin, Dr* 221012—5

* Birds only.

Six bird pool, distance handicap—
Haight 022112-6
Donohoe 021121—5
Murdock 0w

Feudner 222222
Walsh 121112
Bodkin 112212

Six bird pool, distance handicap-
Turner 11111 1—6 Schultz 22201°—

5

111111— Shields 2l0w

Wm. Bay's Irish Water Spaniel Ch. Rowdy Girl
Assiniboirje Tim-Assiniboine Bodego) was served by
W. F. Watson's Ch. Dennis C. (Ch. Mike C.-Biddy
C.) This breeding should produce as fine a litter of
Irish Water Spaniels as can be had anywhere in
America.

Mr. Graham Babcock had the misfortune to lose
Glenwood Fiancee last week. Fiancee was a winner at
the 1904 show and a very good BoBton She was, on
Saturday, served by Roundsman and fifteen minutes
after being placed in her kennel was found strangled,
hanging suspended by her lead to a nail which the
poor dog had accidentally caught her lead on.

Wm.F. Wattson sold to Ed Donohoe a good-look-
ing three months' old Irish Water Spaniel dog puppy
by Ch. Dennis C. out of Kitty Kelly.

Nauman

Miss and out, pool

—

Feudner 21211 12211 22211 22221 1J01—23
Walsh 11112 II2I2 12121 21222 1101-23
Haight 11112 12121 Ow
Nauman mil 11m 21121 22221 2121—24
Donohoe 21211 11210 w
Shields 21210 w

Sebastopol sportsmen have organized a gun club
and have fitted up a trap shooting ground. The club
started off with a list of fifteen members, shoots will
take place every Sunday during the summer.

Stockton, Oakland and San Mateo are, it is reported

,

to hold shows this fall.

The Stockton Gun Club will smash blue rocks
tomorrow, on the 16th inst. a live bird shoot will take
place.

The Petaluma Blue Rock Club shoot on the Fourth
was well attended. The main event wasa"grab bag"
shoot at 20 targets. The scores were: P. Murphy
17, Summerfield 15, E. E. Drees 14, Jos. Clark 12,
Chas. Vallier 12, O'Rourke 12, Henry Hall 12, Robt
Steitz 11, J. C. McLaughlin 10, Wm. Chapman 10, B
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Pendleton 10, A. Smlmina 10, P. Salmina 9 G. Bod-

well 9 Guv Begg3 9, B. Doss 9, Jos. Steiger_8, F. Car-

rer 7;' Dt•Hull 7, B.Goodwin 7, M.Scott", George

Brown 6, John Sullivan 4.

Ben Ayers, M. H. Fredericks and M. Flohr also

shot. The extreme heal of toe day was a decided

handicap on the shooters.

The Martinez Gun Club held a shoot on the 2d inst.

T
TVertTwi£i-a C. Gill 12, -L. C. Smith" 15, H.

K«u(?5lTS^10. F. A. Bodappl2, F. Knauft 14.

Ten targets—F. A. Hodapp 9, L. C. bmlth 6, r.

Knauft 5, H. Knauft 9, C.C Gill 8.

Twenty targets-C.C. Gill l'.L^C Smith 13, J.

McNumara 13? F. Knauft 16, F. A. Hodapp 13

Ten targets-F. A. Hodapp <, L. C. Smith 9 F.

Knauft 7, H. Knauft 7, J. McNamara 6, C. G. Gill 9.

A blue rock shoot took place at the Claremoni

Country Club, Oakland, on July 4tb. Messrs. Cad-

man, Smith and Havens drew lots for first prize;

Havens was tbe lucky one. Five other handsome

presents were won in tbe following order: Cadman,

Smith, Gould, Koowles, McNear, Jr.

The race was at 60 targets, handicap, the scores were:

Handicap Broke Total

Cadman J. O
Gould, Charles B
Rickard, Taomas
Ooodall, Edwin
Koowles, Harry
Worden, Clinton E
Smith, Harry
MoNear.Jr, G.W
Havens, Harold
Prather, E. C

San Francisco Fly-Casting Club.

Saturday Contest No. 7, Stow Lake, July 8, 1905. Wind,
west. Weather, fine.

Events 12 3 4

88
101

93 4-12
85

86
88 4-12

90 88
90 10-12 89 7 12 88.5

Edwards, G. C 9-f 83 4-12 93 88 4-12| 90 8-12 90.1

Manstield, W. D .

.

92 4-12 92 4-12 99 2-12 95 9-12 96.8

ReEmkt-
Brooks, Dr W.E... 92 4-12 88 4-12 88

4-12J
88 4-12

Wells. S. A 10V ...

Mansfield. W. D. ... 94 100 100
I
98 2-12 93.6

Sunday Contest No. 8. Stow Lake, July 9, 1905.

south, weather, flae.

Events 1 2 3

46 46
10 32 42
10 18 28
15 20 35
15 27 42
15 20 35
18 28 46
20 17 37
10 36 46
10 21 31

Golcher. H C
Halght.F. M
Everett. E
Mansfle'.d, W. D. ..

Young.CG
Huyck.Chas
Kenniff.c. R
Sperry. Austin
Reed F.H
Kewell.C. H
Brooks Dr. W.E.

.

Re-Entry—
Mansfleld. W. D..
Sperry. Austin—

as 4-12
89 8-12
HI 8-12
94 4-12
92 K-12
87
94 8-12
Rfl 8-12

85 8-12
93
93 4-12

97
81

8-12] 90

8-13
1 94
97

8-12, 94
8-12 86
8-12 95 10-12

! 85 10-12
4-12 92 6-12
8-12 90 10-12
4-12 93 4-12

92 4-12
2-12' 90 7-12
2-12, 94 5-12
6-12 96 9-12
2-12i 93 11-12
8-12 89 2-12

96 9-12
86 11-12
93 5-12
89 3-12
98 4-12

95 10-12 96 5-12
87 6-12 84 3-12

98.3

67!8

55 3

89 k

98 1

62.2

Walla Walla has secured the 1906 shoot of the

Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. This was
decided at the annual meeting held before the close of

the recent blue rock tournament. A committee con-

sisting of W. F. Sheard, of Tacoma; E. E. Ellis, of

Seattle; Tnomas B. Ware, of Spokane; P. J. Holohan,
of Wallace, Idaho, and Maurice Abrams, of Portland,

was appointed to draft a new constitution and by-laws

to be presented for approval at the next annual meet-
ing. One of the principal changes suggested is to

permit outsiders to compete for money prizes.

Following is a list of officers elected: President, H.
H. Kershaw, of Walla Walla; vice-president, P. J.

Holohan, Wallace, Idaho; second vice-president, W.
F. Sheard, Tacoma; third vice-president, T. B. Ware,
Spokane; fourth vice-president, Sam McDonald,
Harrington, Wash, jsecretary, J. Smalls, Walla Walla;
treasurer, J. C. Scott, Walla Walla; directors—H. O.
Snell, Anaconda; Otto Feudner, San Francisco; Capt.
Thompson, Vancouver, B. C; A. P. Bigelow, Ogden,
Utah; Dr. H. C. Watkins, Hnquiam, Wash.

STRIPED BASS CLUB DINNER
A jolly gathering of anglers met at a down town

restaurant Wednesday evening, the company present
being members of the San Francisco Striped Bas6
Club. "Jim" Lynch presided as toastmaster. "Doc"
Watts gave an entertaining description of a trip to
the Big Meadows, H. C. Copeland spoke of the angling
sport at Klamath Hot Springs. Frank Smyth ren-
dered several pleasing baritone solos. The club will

hold an "outing" at Lake Merritt on the 30th inst.

Among those present were: Jas. Lynch, Frank Smyth,
Wm. Schad, H. Franzen, H. C. Copeland, W. C.
Stevens, L. F. Daverkosen, Chas. H. Kewell, Bert
Spring, N. E. Mead, JaB. Watt, W. Schmidt, W. H.
McNaughton, Jr., O. D. Kelso.

The Sequoia Guo Club of Guerneville held its first

shoot on the new club grounds on the 2d inst.

The scores in ten target races were as follows:

McGIll 3 3 6 6 15 5 4
Trlplett 6473548..
Ahtey 7 7 7 8 9 3 8..
Peugh 8 5 4 8 5 6

Belrer 4

Gorskt 4

Lambert 3

Wilson 2
Klein '

3 3

SACRAMENTO RIVER FOULED WITH OIL.

Early this week, from Keswick to a point many
miles south of Redding, the surface of the Sacramento
river was covered with a thin 6cum of crude petro-
leum. This condition of the water was due to the
heat prevailing at the Keswick smelter. A storage
tank, containing 6000 gallons of fuel oil burst and
emptied its contents into the river. Boating and
bathing in the river was effectually stopped for the
time being, the effect of the oil on trout and salmon,
it iB believed will seriously affect angling conditions.

The Empire Gun Club held the final club shoot of
the season at Alameda point on the 9th inst. There
was a good attendance. The weather was perfect and
good scores were the order of the day. One accident
occurred to mar the pleasure of the day, but aBide
from that all had a very enjoyable time.

Just at the close of the last event, we regret to state,

the popular secretary of the club, J. B. Hauer, fell

from the roof of the club house and sustained a very
severe fracture of the left arm. Willing hands assisted
him to tbe train and across the bay to the French
Emergency Hospital.
The following are the scores for the day in the dif-

ferent events:
Club championship race, 25 targets—Mastiek 9,

Maatick (back scorel 8, Wm. Janssen 18, A. J. Webb
24, Webb (back score) 24, 23, W. A. Sears 22, W. O.
Cullen 22, J. B. Hauer 18. Bert Patrick 16, L. H.
Allen 19, Fred Feudner 24, J. Peltiere 13. The highest
average in this event was won by A.J.Webb with
Fred Feudner second, W. A. Sears tbird, J. B. Hauer
fourth and Wra. Janssen fifth.

Mooev match at 25 targets: First class—W. A.
SearB, 20 yards, broke 22; A. J. Webb 22-19; F.
Feudner 20-18; J. P Sweeney 16-18; W O. Cullen 18-

16. Second class—Wm. Jansen 18-20; J. B. Hauer 20-
20; L. H. Allen 18-13. Third class—Bert Patrick 18-
16. Fourth class— Mastiek 14-7. W. A. Sears having
highest averages for the season in this event won first

prize, a pair of gold sleeve buttons, and Fred Feudner
second won a pair of silver sleeve buttons.

Special handicap, cash prize race, 15 targets—W.
O. Cullen, 18 yards, broke 12; W. A. Sears, 20-11; W.
A. Sears (back score), 20-14; W. A. Sear6 (back Bcore)
20-10; A. J. Webb, 22-13; A. J. Webb (back score), 22-
13; A. J. Webb (back score), 22-15; J. B. Hauer, 20-10;
Iverson, 20-13; Iverson (back 6core), 20-14; Iverson
(back score), 20-14; Wm. Janssen, 18-13: Wm. Janssen
(back sco'e), 18-12; Fred Feudner, 20-13; Fred Feud-
ner(back score), 20-13; Fred Feudner (back score), 20-
14; L. H. Allen, 18-11. Iverson and Webb tied for
high average for tbe season in this event with Fred
Feudner next up.

In the Sweeney record medal race, A. J. Webb and
Fred Feudner each scored 19 straight. In the shoot-
off the medal was won by A. J. Webb.

SANTA CRUZ STREAMS STOCKED.

Game Warden Reed of Santa Cruz has stocked
Corralitos creek, in the southern part of the county,
with 25,000 steelhead and rainbow trout Tbe fish
have been distributed in the tributaries in Brown
valley and Hazel Dell. Twenty-five thousand were
also turned loose today in Soquel creek.

The biggest catch of the season was made at Santa
Cruz a few days ago when in about a half a day's
sport a party of New Yorkers, composed of William
W. Tompkins, Miss Elsie E. Goodwin and C. S. du
Mont, landed forty salmon, of which number eighteen
were hooked by Miss Goodwin. The estimated weight
of the fish was about a thousand pounds.

Striped bass and also black bass are reported to be
most abundant In French Camp, Walker, Ten Mile,
Twelve Mile and Fourteen Mile sloughs—all being in
the vicinity of Stockton. These tributary sloughs of
the San Joaquin are at present apparently excellent
feeding places for the fish. Many ang'ers have recently
made good catches of large sized fish, of both varie-
ties, in all of the sloughs where there were good stageB
of water.

DOVE SEASON,

The open season for doves begins August first in the
following counties: San Mateo, Santa Clara, Placer,
San Joaquin, Yuba and Stanislaus. In Sacramento
county tbe open season begins today.

The Union Gun Club regular monthly ehcot will
take plaoe at Ingleside tomorrow as usual.

There will be a mustering of the Millwood Gun Club
members at Mill Valley tomorrow forenoon when
practice shooting will take place.

REMEDY FOR THE RATTLER'S BITE.

Superintendent B. F. Daniel of the territorial prison
of Arizona, tells the following story descriptive of
what is claimed to be a certain cure for the bite of the
rattlesnake.
He first heard of it while he was engaged in mining

in Mexico, and since he became superintendent of the
prison he has seen two or three Mexican convicts who
have been cured and who had the scars to show that
they had been bitten. On the hand of one of them
was the trace of a centipede's venomous contact,
which poi6on also yields to the remedy. Its existence,
however, is not widely known, even in Mexico, and is

supposed to be almost entirely unknown out of the
country.
"There is in every rattlesnake a small sac, about the

size of a Mexican bean, attached to the intestines.
This is filled with a brownish or black fluid, and that
fluid is tbe cure for the bite. If it ia applied imme-
diately the patient will not even suffer any swelling
and will entirely avoid pain.
Many Mexicans carry the fluid with them at all

times when they are in the mountain or desert. These
Mexicans kill all the rattlers they can find, and most
of them store tbe fluid in a receptacle made of a rifle
cartridge shell, which is kept tightly corked."
In anatomical descriptions of the rattler no mention

is made of this particular sac, though air sacs are
numerous in the intestines of all members of the snake
family.
Mr. Daniel claims he has seen Mexicans remove it

frequently.
It may be that this fluid Is the secret of the Moki

Indians and accounts for the immunity that they en-
joy from the poison of the rattler. Those who have
attended their annual snake dances and have =een
dancers bitten have wondered that the bites were not
fatal.

At any rate, the secret of tbe immunity is one of
the most carefully guarded secrets of the rites of the
Mokis and is kept within a secret order of the priest-
hood. Dr. D J. Miller for years annually attended
these dances and made a study of the ceremonies.
The Indians formally adopted him not only into the
tribes, but advanced him in the priesthood. The
doctor wanted chiefly to learn the secret of the poison
an'idote, and he was told year after year that the
next year he would be put in possession of the secret.
But he died without it.

Event No 1, long dislaoee, was nut contested SuDdaj, a tem-
porary fence back of the casting platforms making it impossible
for the members to properly handle their tackle.

.89-NOTE: Event 1—Distance Casting, feet. Event 2—Ac
curaoy percentage. Event 3—Delicacy, (a) accuracy percentage
(b) delicacy percentage; (c) net percentage. Event 4—Lure cast
Ing, percentage.

Tbe fractions In lure casting are laths.

TRADE NOTES.

IT DOES NOT PIT.

The following letter was sent to Mr. J. S. Fanning:
St. Thomas, Ont., May 20, 1905.

Friend Jack—It may interest you to know that I
have recovered my Smith Ejector No. 200 250 You
may say for me that "Infallible" will not Dit a gun,
for my Brother "Bob"—Bob Enslie and myself
used the gun at the Dutcnman's firing 120 shots from
it on December 20th. The gun was not wiped out
before it was stolen. I recovered it May 29th still uc-
cleaned. It wiped out just as good as new, without a
pit. Will have my shells loaded with "Infallible' ' for
the coming season. JOE COFFEY
Box 482.

WHAT A GOOD GUN DOES.

The wizard of Spirit Lake and the Parker gun.—
At Dubuque, la., June 13 nd 14, Fred Gilbert, shoot-
ing the Parker gun, was high man with 392 out of
400, with 193 and 199 for the two days out of a oossi-
ble 200. On the second day Fred came near equaling
his two previous famous records of 200 straight If
he had, he would have said that "it was the gun."

PETERS' POINTS

At the Utica, N. Y., tournament, June 13-16, the
New York City eup emblematic of the State Cham-
pionship, was won by Mr. F. D. Kelsey, using Peters'
factory loaded shells. Mr. Kelsey also won tbe Ful-
ford Memorial Cup. Mr. Harvey McMurchy, the
popular representative of the Hunter Arms Co., won
second professional average, shooting Peters' Ideal
shells.

At Indianapolis, Ind., June 16, C. A. Young won
high average, losing only five targets out of 200. Dr.
Britton was high amateur with 9H%. Both these
gentlemen, as well as the winner of the second general
average, used Peters' factory loaded shells. The
Grand Hotel cup was won by Joe Miehaelis with the
score of 46 out of 50. This cup carries with it the
Inter-State Championship of Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois,
Michigan and Indiana. Mr. Miehaelis shot Peters'
shells.

The tournament held on May 24th at Kane, Pa ,

was very well attended, and proved a success in every
way. The high amateur average was won by Mr. J.
T. Atkinson, and second amateur average by Mr L.
B, Fleming, both using Peters' factory loaded shells.
At the Ohio State Shoot, at Canton, Ohio, June

13th, 14th and loth, the high average for the first day
was won by Mr. Tryon, breaking 172 out of 180, and
high amateur average on the second day by Mr. R. S.
Rhoads, scoring 155 out of loO. Mr. C. A. Young
averaged 96.25b during the entire tournament, ard
Mr. E F. H.aak of Canton, broke 102 straight, the
longest run made by any amateur during the tourna-
ment. All these gentlemen used Peters' factory
loaded shells.

ANOTHER WINCHESTER VICTORY.

The Dominion Day Tournament of the Vancouver,
B. C, Gun Club, which was held at Fairview Park,
Vancouver, July 1st, was well attended, and as usual
shooters of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co 's

products carried off the honors of the day. The
large number ot contestants using Winchester goods
went to show that these goods are held in as high
esteem by tbe best shots of Canada as they are in the
United States. The professional average of the
tournament was made by W. H. Seaver, of San Fran-
cisco, Cal., with a Winchester "pump" gun and Win-
chester "Leader" shells. Score 105 out of the possible
110. The high amateur average was made by G. W.
Miller, with a Winchester "pump" gun and the
"Leader" shells, score 104 out of the possible 110.
The second high amateur average was made by E. E.
Ellis, with a Smith gun and the "Leader" shells,
score 103 out of the possible 110 The third high
amateur average was tied for by Dell Cooper and R.
V. Rowe on the score ol 100 out of the possible 110.

Both Mr. Cooper and Mr. Rowe shot Winchester
"pump" guns. The longest straignt run ofthetourna-
ment, which was 48, was made by W. H. Seaver,
shooting a Winchester "pump" gun and the "Leader"
shells. Tbe second longest straight run, 42, was made
by E E. Ellis with "Leader" shells. Tbe three man
team trophy was captured by the Bellirebam team,
composed of Messrs. G. W. Miller, R V. Rowe and
Dell Cooper on the splendid score of 72 out of tbe
possihle 75, each man making 24 out of the allotted 25.

AH three of these men used the Winchester "purop"
guns.
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THE FARM.

Improvement of Dairy Stock.

It has often been said, with muchtrutb,

that there can be found in the United

States now much better specimenB of the

pure bred Jersey 9tock than can be found

in England or in the channel islands,

which are their native home. There are

good reasons why this should be true.

The first that were brought here were

mostly of small size, and produced small

amounts of milk very rich in butter fat.

Naturally they fell into the hands of men
who could afford to pay the high prices

which they cost, and could also afford to

feed them liberally, and did so. They

were called the rich man's pets, and it re-

quired time to show that they were also

good cows for the poor man who desired

to make butter instead of selling milk.

In New England they were turned into

the best pastures instead of being tethered

out with a rope as their ancestors had

been on the island. The exercise they

gained in roaming the fields and climbing

the hilsides gave them more muscles and

larger frame. As our pastures occasionally

failed in times of drought to furniBb food

enough, the farmers began to grow corn

and other forage crops to feed them at

such timeB. Many owners also supple-

mented the green feed in Bummer and

the hay in winter with grain or food

containing more of the milk-producing

elements than hay alone. This kept up

the good reputation of their peta and at

the same time led their calves to grow

larger and had a tendency to increase the

milk production of each generation. Ab

they became more numerous the process

of selection began. Calves were raised

from the best cows and those that were

much inferior were not kept to grow

many calves. More than all the rest,

perhaps, the improvement was kept up

by uBing only bulla from the best milk

producing cows, others being killed or

sold to some one who wished to infuse a

strain of Jersey blood into his native

herds.

As a result of this practice it ie as easy

now to find Jersey cows weighing eight

hundred to nine hundred pounds and giv

ing sixteen to eighteen quarts, or thirty

four to forty pounds of milk a day, as it

was forty years ago to find them weighing

750poundaand producing ten to twelve

quarts of milk a day. And they have also

by good feeding and warm stableB been

made to give milk more months in Ihe

year, until now the difficulty with many
of them is to get them to go dry even a

few weeka before dropping their calves,

Something of the aame improvement has

been going on in the Holstein-Freisian

stock during the last fifteen years, 11 not

longer. Imported here aa producers of

milk to the amount of thirty to thirty-five

quarts a day it was generally acknowl-

edged that their milk was not rich in

butter fat. They found in our pastures
grasseB more nutritious and better

adapted to making butter than thoae

growing on the diked meadows of Holland

but they grew leBS luxuriantly, and their

ownerB found it necessary to grow much
green fodder to uae in the summer aid
ensilage to feed during the winter to fill

their capacious paunches, and keep up the

large flow of milk. They also used the

Ejrain feeds with these, and if this did not

show much effect upon the quality of the

milk from theae first cows, it has shown
in later generations. The proceBB of

saving as breeding stock the progeny of

;hoee cows which showed by the Babcock
nethod of testing the milk that their

o product contained the most butter fat

lided in the good work, and now it is not

inusual to find herdB whose milk shows
in average test of 33a to * per cent butter

at, while individual cows have shown i%
o 5 per cent at certain periods of lacta-

tion. There ha9 also been a tendency to

round out the forms of tbe animal better,

thus given them a better appearance when
fitted for beef.

But great aa has been the progress

made by these two pure breeds under
American handling, it is but Email when
compared with that made by the use of

the pure-bred bulls for crossing upon
our native cattle, when the cross has

been made with good judgment and good
feeding and care has accompanied it.

To understand some of the causes of

success or of failures in this grading up
of the native herds or scrub stock, as

some advocates of the pure breeds pre-

fer to call them, it is necessary to look

back a little for the history of those

herds. They are not native in tbe sense

of indigenous to America, but are de-

scendants from the cattle brought here

by the early settlerB of New England,
mostly between 1624 and 1670, or a little

later. They came, as did the Puritan

settlers themselves, from nearly every

county in England, and probably were

selected from the best those countries

had.

Devonahire aent her little red cattle

and Durham her larger cattle, well

known then for beef qualities, though
the Collins Brothers had not then begun
to develop them into what we know at

Short Horns. Hereford sent some
white-faced cattle, aDd the Long Horns
were doubtlesa from Yorkahire and Lan-

caahire. There were probably a few

polled cattle from Norfolk, and from the

northern countries, or from Scotland

itself, came the Ayrshires, famous for

milk production even then.

Those early settlers certainly had but

little knowledge of the principles of

scientific breeding for improvement, but

as the settlements were not near to-

gether and but few bulls were imported

excepting in the dams, there was proba-

bly much inbreediDg which served to

fix the characteristics of the various

breeds ao firmly that some of the ani-

mals descended from them could have
been shown as lately as a half century

ago as high grades of the various breeds.

Advantage of Pure Bred Bulls.

1. When a farmer thinks of buying a

dairy bull to improve the quality of Mb
future cowa, he Bhould look to the

quality of the bull, not to the cheapness

of the price. The character and relia-

bility of the breeder go a great way in

such a transaction. He ahould try to buy

a "future" of good quality that will run

on for generations, and that will help

increase the good effecta of every future

aire that may be used,

2. He should always breed in the line

of his first effort. If hiB firat bull was a

Holstein, or Guernsey, or Jersey, or an

Ayrshire, he should not break up the

line of prepotencies and make a rope of

sand of it. By a wise subsequent selec-

tion of aires of the aame breed, selecting

all the time for breeding power, he will

enlarge and broaden the stream of dairy

heredity. What we are after, in reality,

ia a better and stronger heredity.

3. About the most reliable basis of

calculation as to the power of transmis-

sion, or, as it is called, the prepotency

of the bull, is the dairy character of the

grandmothers and great grandmothers

on both sides of his pedigree. He is the

stored up result of what lies back of him.

The quality of his ancestors will have

more effect on hia offspring than the

performance of his mother. She gives to

him of what she inherited, more than of

what Bhe does. She may be rich in

inherited qualities, and yet for some

reason be herself only an ordinary per

former. On the contrary she may be a

large performer at the pail, simply as a

sport, but not having a strong tide of

inheritance in a dairy direction, she has

nothing to convey to son or daughter.

This willexplain why BOmany Shorthorn

cows that are large performers them-

selves, fail utterly to convey their own

dairy quality to their progeny. Their
line of breeding is from a beef heredity
for many generationa, and they give to

their progeny what they inherited. A
cow breeds from her blood, not from her
udder. So we must have dairy pedigree
as well as dairy performance, if we get
our money'a worth when buying a bull.

4. There ia one thing more quite
necessary to consider in buying a dairy
bull. Does he indicate from his appear-
ance that he possesses a strong, individ-

ual character? Is he of clear, determined
dairy type, full of nerve energy, so that
he will take possession of the female
current, with which he is brought into

contact, and thus stamp his heifers with
the quality of the mothers that lie back
of him?—Hoard's Dairyman.

Good Prices for Jerseys.

The annual Bale of imported Jerseys at

Linden Grove, Cooperaburg, Pa., property

ofT. S Cooper & Sons, took place recently

In all 103 head were disposed of. An
aggregate of $61,060, an average price of

$642 per head, was received for 95 head
The highest prices paid were $10,000 for

bull Eminent 61631, by Geo. E. Peer of

Chili Station, N. Y.; $2525 for cow Re-
minder's Duchesa 187420, by Bowmont
Farms, Salem, Va.

;
$2500 for cow Fon

taine's Oxford Pride, by Gedney Farm
White Plains, N. Y.\ $2000 for heiEer

Agatba'a Dainty Lady 1S7478, by Gedney
Farm

; $1600 for cow My Gray Buttercup

187416, by Gedney Farm and $1500 for

cow Eminent'a Evasion 187443, by Bow
mont Farms. The 95 head mentioned in

eluded 8 bulls, 42 cows, 28 heifers and 17

calves. The 8 bulls brought $12,520, an
average of $1565 per head ; the 42 cowa
brought $31,465, or $749 per head ; the 28

heifers b. ought $12,615, or over $450 per

head, and the 17 calves brought $4460, or

$292 per head.

Adding Butter Color to Salt.

Butter color can often be mixed with

the salt and made to color the butter

satisfactorily. The evenness in which
the color is added in this way depends a

great deal on the size of the granules

when you add the salt. First, mix the

color thoroughly with the Bait, then add
this colored salt to the granular butter in

tbe usual way and by allowing it to stand

between workings the butter may be

evenly colored. Working a number of

times, but a little at each time, is better

than trying to do all the working at once,
—Hoard's Dairyman.

The day of sudden ricbea and great

fortunes in the cattle business is past—it

has departed along with the buffalo and
the indian. A realization of this fact

and an earnest endeavor to adjust him
aelf to the new conditions ia the only

Balvation for the cattlemen of today.

The raising of cattle is no longer in the

class of the faro game. It ia a hard, cold

business proposition. We must have no
more of this buying of a bunch of Texas
dogies, turning them loose and coming
around after them in two or three years.

Cattle must now be raised by hand, bo to

Bpeak. The business has lost its fasci-

nating point—the gambler's chance—and
careful business methods must be used to

inaure succesa.
o

One acre of alfalfa will pasture ten

hogs from the opening of spring until

fall. A hog weighing 100 pounds when
turned out will double its weight by fall

without any other feed. ThismeanB 1000

poundsof pork against 600 made by an
acre of corn. Some claim that it Is better

to give no other feed, furnishing them
with plenty of water and salt, but our
experience is that a little corn or other
grain fed every day la of great advant-

age. One or two pounds fed the first

thing In the morning will suffice for each
animal.

In the Sheep Fold.

Sheep are always improving or they are
deteriorating.

When you buy a sheep for breeding be
iure it ia better than what you have.
The aecretof euccessful sheep husbandry

is to keep good Bheep and in small flocks.
Unless there is a continued effort to

improve the flocks they will go backward
instead of forward..

In purchaeing a ram get one fully
developed, strong in limb, straight-shaped
,nd th- roughly typical in his breed.
If a radical change in the rations is

oade too suddenly, growth of both body
nd fleece ia liable to Buffer a check.
The lamb carcass can be produced for

less than the aged sheep carcaas and will
Bell for one-fourth more in market.
Uniformity in wool can only be accom-

plished by regular feeding and keeping
the sheep in a healthy and thriving con-
lition.

Feeda are higher than uaual, necessi-
tating greater care in the management of

flocks, if the profits are to be maintained.
Wool must grow steadily and uniformly

as it will have points, that ia, weak places
here and there that are very damaging.

Hand Separator Cream.

It has been well aaid that, considering
the email volume of gathered cream com-
pared with the whole milk eystem, there
aeema little reason in every farmer not
having a perfect arrangement for keeping
it. But it must be acknowledged that so
faraa we are able to learn by far the
greater part of the cream from hand
separatora is still kept in cellars with
vegetables and all kinde of things that
have an odor that is not -an addition to

the flavor of the cream.—Farmers' Ad-
vocate.

— «> —

Butter makers differ as to the relative
advantages of the systems of salting but-
ter commonly employed. Some prefer
the brine Baiting process while others
place most confidence in the old-fashioned
system of dry salting. In theory the
brine salting system is the better, aa when
thia plan is followed and the brine is in-

troduced while the butter ie still in the
form of minute granules the grains be-
come evenly coated all over with a thin
layer of salt and in this way it is uniformly
incorporated. When the dry salting

system is followed considerable difficulty

ia experienced in effecting uniform in-

corporation of the salt with the mass of

butter, even when in perfectly granular
condition. One of the objections to the
brine salting Bystem is that it does not
admit of such heavy salting as the more
common aystem of applying the Bait dry.

The thick, atringy condition sometimeB
noticed in cream is usually due to tbe
presence of what are known as slimy or
ropy bacteria, says Hoard's Dairyman.
They produce a ropineas in milk' that
may be all the way from a alight viscosity
to milk that is so thick it will not pour
out of a dipper. When such conditions
occur there is but one way of stopping
the trouble, and that is by a liberal ubs of
hot water and washing aoda. The water
must be scalding, and all utensils tbat
are used in handling the milk must be
thoroughly cleaned with brush, hot water
and soda.

Sober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.

For Sale
A three-year-old Ally by Zombro2:ii and a four-

year-old Ally by Dal Norte, both out of Manilla
by Antrim (sire of Anzolla 2:08^). Eric, brown
sttwlllon, grandson Electioneer, perfect roadBter
and excellent stock horse.

Ladles' trap hor<e, two ladles' saddle horses,
road cart, sulkies, buggies, rockaway with pole
and shafts, double and single harness, saddles,
etc.

This property belongs to the estr, of GRANT
LAPHAM, deceased. The business and good
will Is also for sale. Stable with room for 55
horses for rent. Apply to

1309 Pearl St., Alameda, or

E. K. TAYLOR,

Attorney, Park Row, Alameda
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The Scrub Must Go.

The Stod-mun and Farmer for nearly

a quarter of a . entury has been trying to

tell its readers the advantages to be gained

by breeding op their live clock. There

was a time when the margin between the

price of good cattle and scrubB was not ao

great as now. There are yet some '

stock and uBe only the best femaleB and

pure bred males for breeding purposes. It

pays to do so now, and each succeeding

year it will pay bigger. The dogy has

had bis day.

The Swine Industry.

One of the great industries of our

country and the one that a very large

ranchmen, we are ashamed to say, who
( ma j, ir jty of the farmers are more inter,

argue against the use of improved blood.

We are pleased to say, however, that

these are a small minority, and their

kind are becoming fewer and fewer each

year. We doubt even now if one of these

mossbacks, although he might so advise,

would himself stock hiB ranee with a

bunch of longhorned scrub cows and scrub

bulls.

Stockmen are in the business to make

. money, and they must produce that which

the market demands. Common stuff is

not wanted now by anybody. At leaBt

the big packers, or little ones either, do

not want scrub stuff, as the market showB

the demand ib for cattle of improved

breeding and in good condition. While

the market is bad enough still a fair class

of stuff has brought fair priceB, and

always will. The other kind is hardly

wanted at all. Texas has made great

strides in the improvement of her catt^

but this work is hardly yet begun. Better

and better, and still better cattle must be

eeted in than any other, and the one that

brings in more money frequently to pay

taxes, store bills and doctor bills, ib the

swine. Truly the bog is the gentleman

that roots the mortgage off the farm.

Kuowing the great importance of this line

of farmers' work is the motive that in-

duces me to present a few thoughts that

may be beneficial to some brother farmer.

If there is any one claBB of people that

deserve the best of everything I believe

that class is the toilers of the soil, the

ones that feed the world.

This brings me to speak of one of the

good things that every farmer should

have; that is a herd of well bred hogs.

The day of the hazle splitter is past, when

it took twelve to twenty-four months to

mature them, and fit them for market,

and if one at that age weighed 250 or 300

poundB, his owner thought he had a

whopper.

In starting in the business a man Bhould

be very careful in the selection of his

the slogan. Speaking along these lines foundation stock. The first thing for him

the Drovers Journal in a late issue said

:

Stockmen who have been on the Kan-

sas City market the past few days have

had an object lesson in the importance of

growing high grade cattle that ought to

give a stimuluB to the grading up of the

herds of the southwest country. While

all kinds of cattle have been declining

and thin stock was a drug on the market

buyers from the corn belt states were

scouring the yards for high grade Btock

Bteers, and many of them had to be satis-

fied with something less to their liking or

go home empty handed. There were

plenty of cattle in the pens and owners

were anions to sell them at prices prac-

tically of the buyer's own making, but the

quality was not right. Cattle are very

much like potatoes in one respect.

When prices are high any kind will sell,

but the cheaper they get the more par-

ticular purchasers are as to quality.

Dogy steers are cheap because nobody

wantB tnem, and nobody wants them be-

cause they are cheap— cheap in quality as

well aB in price.

Dogy steers never make market top-

pers, and still, as a rule, it costs more to

put one hundred pounds of gain on them

than it does on high grade steera. The

high grade steer has a better frame on

which to put flesh, has more stretch to

him, bas a better constitution, iB a better

feeder and yields more pounds gain to

the DuBhel of grain than the dugy. Some
times it pays to feed dogies, justaB it pays

sometimes to raise email potatoes— if you

can't raiBe large on*>B. If potatoes are

BCarce and consequently high the frugal

housewife will be content to prepare the

little ones for the table notwithstanding

the extra labor and patience required.

When beef steers are high, packers will

buy dogies and pay good prices for them.

In the fall of 1903 several feeders took

dogy steers to their feed lots from the

Kansas City market, buying them at

very low prices. In the early summer of

1904 all kinds of beef steers were high

and these dogies, if fat, commanded good

prices and showed good profits for the

feeders.

Right now all kinds of beef steers are

low and the best are preferred by the

killers, because they are relatively cheaper

than the doggies. If the packers want
cheap beef now they buy high grade

steers, because there is a high per cent of

kill to them. This is the case nine times

out of ten. Observing feederB see this,

and that is why they want the high grade

Btockers and feeders and willing to pay

the prices for them. The moral is plain

as day. It is that it behooves stockmen

to cull out their pennyroyal breeding

hybridizing. We can well imagine hie

surprise when he saw the long eared colt

browsing among the cacti and sage brush

in the wilderness and discovered that it

was neither like its sire nor like the

broncho which he owned as its dam.

Hybridizing fell under the ban of the

Mosaic law, but ao respectable had the

mule become that it seems to have been

the favorite animal of the princes of the

blood, for Abs lorn on that fatal day when

his army waB defeated in the trans-

Jordanic country attempted to flee away

on a mule. Possibly the princes were

trying to dodee the law that they shouid

net multiply horBeB to themselveB by do-

ing what Beemed the next beBt thing,

ualng mules as their favorite chargers, an

ancient example of keeping the letter of

tbe law while violating its spirit—not un-

common even among very highly respect-

able people in later times. Therefore do

not despise the mule, but consider him,

and consider him wisely, and consider

alBo whether it is not quite as profitable

in certain sections of the country to grow

mules as horses.

to do is to decide what breed he would

rather handle, and there are many good

ones. The Berkshire, Duroe-Jersey,

Chester Whites, Poland-Chinas, Tam-
worth and Thin Eine are all popular

breeds and have their admirers. I be-

lieve this is as it should be, as it gets up

a spirit of competition and the different

breeders strive to excel in bringing their

herds to the highest point of excellence.

I believe this idea of difference of opinion

being right was fully demonstrated when

the preacher said : "If we were all of the

same opinion, then every man would

want my wife Sallie." Just then one of

the men spoke up andBaid: "YeB, and

before God, if they were all of my opinion

nobody would want her,"—and so it goes.

I shall now Bpeak of the general make-

up of the future brood sow. She should

have a short head, wide between the

eyea and a good, plump eye, a motherly

look, ears not too large. Discard a hog

with saddle skirt ears. They are difficult

to drive, their ears blind them. Head
well set up to the shoulders, a good broad

back slightly arched, good hams that

come well down on hocks, deep sides and

good length, must be roomy in order to

raise large litters. Ought to have ten or

twelve well developed teatB and of course

Bhould be chosen from a dam that is

known to be a good Buckler and that

raiBed large litters. She should have a

large bone and stand well upon her feet.

To the casual observer these would ap-

pear to be email matters, but I wish to

Bay that the farmer who succeeds is the

one who looka well after the small details

of the farm.

—

E W. Robinson in Ex.

New Way to Make Butter.

By way of a Chicago paper we learn

that a committee of the Franklin Institute

of Philadelphia has made public a report

on the Tay'or process of making butter,

and recommending that Mr. Taylor re-

ceive the John Scott medal and premium.

In this process sweetcream is poured into

shallow pans, the bottoms of which are

covered with absorbent pads. These pads

are composed of heavy white blotting

paper and absorb from the cream nearly

all of its constituents except the fat. The
cream fat remains as a layer on the sur-

face of tbe pads and after several hours

standing it may be rolled off. In thiB

condition the product contains rather too

much water and milk proteids; on this

account, and because of the absence of

salt, it does not keep well. If, however,

the separated butter fat be worked and
salted in the same way as the ordinary

churned product, the result is a fine

grade of butter. The process has the
advantage of cheapness, since the pads

may be used over and over again lasting

it ia said for six months of daily use. The
labor of churning is avoided, and, on
account of the use of fresh cream instead

of thft which has stood to ripen for

Beveral days, the finished product keeps

better than butter made in the ordinary

way.
m

Dairy System Pays.

The Mule.

Although the mule has no pride in bia

paternity nor hope of posterity, it never

theless has an ancient if not honorable

lineage, says a writer in an exchange.

The first record of it, at least m bible

timee, is to be found in the thirty-sixth

chapter of the book of Genesis, where tbe

historian records the descendants of

Esau. Dukes were plentiful in those

days, but none of them seem to have done

anything in particular to beget other

dukes, until we read of one Anab, the

eon of Zibeon. Zibeon does not seem to

be a duke at all, the nobility not running

in that line, but he begat a son named
A nali, of whom the historian pauses to

record as follows: "This was that Anah
that found tbe mules in the wilderneaa,

as he fed the asses of Zibeon his father."

This man did something, and is about the

only one of tbe lot. He discovered

apparently by accident, tbe method of

First select some good breed, the one

best adapted to your locality, and most
to your liking, and then establish a sys-

tem in caring for the herd and be regular

in carrying it out in every detail, writes

E. M. Pike in Massachusetts Ploughman.
Feed at the same time each day, and

tbe same amount. Do not think that you
can feed three times one day and feed the

same amount at two feeds the next and

let the cows go with the third feed and

get tbe same result. It does not matter

so much how many times a day you feed

as it dees to feed the same number of

times each day. Water as regularly as

as you feed and do not forget to card

and brush the cows as regularly as you

feed and water.

Even the cleaning of the stable and

all other work about the Btable Bhould be

done at the same time each day, as the

cows will soon learn to know what time

they are to be fed and watered and

worked around, and will expect it, and

become uneasy and restless if the expected

operation ia delayed, but will lie down
peacefully and quiet after it iB performed.

Cows should have their place in the

stable, and be tied in the same stanchion

each time. Thia will avoid much con.

usion in tieing ttiem up, as each cow will

Boon learn her place and take it, and

besides a tieup full of cowb looks much
better if the cows are arranged in order

according to size, being graded from one

end of tbe tieup to the other.

it is much more convenient t<

feed a lot of cows if they are in the sami
place each time so that the feeder knowi
just which one he is feeding even if hi

cannot see her. As hardly any two coulc

require the same amount, this will bi

found a great convenience. Feed regu

larly ; water regularly
;
groom regularly

tie up regularly, but above all, milk regu
larly.

A cow allowed to go any length of tim<

beyond her ueual milking time becomei

uneasy and restless to the detriment o

both quantity and quality of milk.

A cow also becomes used to a milkei

and should have the same one right along

The idea of a man, whom I recently

met, although quite original and perhaps

having some good features, was I believe,

wrong in tbe main. He let his cows come
into the stable and take their place any-

where it happened, and then at milking

time he and his men began at one end '"

and milked the cowb as they came to
'

them. ThiB he said he did because it was

difficult to get good milkers, and in this

way he got a chance to milk each cow
himself once in a while and find out il

she was all right He seemed to forget

that the poor milker got the same chance

to poorly milk all of the cows aa well

himself and thus damage the whole herd,

Establish a ByBtem about your stable rii,

w rk and then abide by it to the nearest »'*

perfection poBBible and see if it does not

pay.
i

Just so sure as tbe number of grazing

animals is allowed to increase beyond

the capacity of the range we must expect

more or less loss. It is never safe to

attempt to graze seventy-five or eighty

head upon a section of land which will

only safely carry fifty head the yeai

round, although if natural conditions are

exceptionally favorable during a particu

lar year as they are this seaaon a man

may overstock hiB paatures and realize a

profit during that year. On the contrary,

should the natural conditions not prove tc

be as favorable as the stockman had hoped

his losses at seventy-five or eighty head

to the square mile will largely exceed the

normal losses were the land stocked onlj

to the extent of its minimum carrying

capacity. Not only will the pecuniar*

loss, or the probability of such loss, btl

less and the actual profits on the cattle b<:

more in the case of undergrazing, but thfi

land itself will gradually increase in valuii

and the grazing capacity be augumentec

from year to year. In one case the lanc^

is stocked beyond its carrying capacity, S(j

that it rapidly and continuously deterio,

rates in value ; in the other case constant

increase in value may be confidentl;

expected, both of the land and its pro;

ducts during the same series of years.

Sponges. S. Adderley, 307 Market S

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombault's

Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,

Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,

Ringbone and other bony tumors.

Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,

Thrush, Diphtheria Removes all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for'Rheumatism,
Bt'iins, Sore Throat, etc. It Is Invaluable.

-..rv bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is

"d to give sntlslactiou. Price $1 50
a. Sold by druggists, or eent by ex>

anres paid, wltn full directions for

BSTSend for descriptive jirf'ilara,

testimonials, etc. Address £ «

•The Lawr v ^ Williams Co.. Cleveland.
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Judging Live Stock.

Stock judging is a Bkill naturally

possessed by Bome and it is a science that

the breeder and feeder should understand.

The agricultural colleges are giving prac-

tical instruction in judging live stock

that is one of the moBt faBcinating studies

of the college, as it includes the knowledge

of improved Btock breeding. The students

visit many prominent breeders of the

different breeds and at the state fairs and

at the Chicago International they test

their judgment and skill.

Prof. Ferguson, of the Michigan Agri-

cultural College, gives the following rules

to hiB students

:

1. Have confidence in your own powers.

2. Concentrate your thoughts on the

breed and breed type of the animals you

are working upon.

3. Do not hurry. Take time to decide.

Having done so, Btick to it. "Be sure you

are right, then go ahead."

4. If possible watch the class as it

comes into the ring. There is often some-

thing about the style and carriage of the

winner whicn marts him out as he walkB.

5. Take a minute to look over the line

from as near the center as possible in

order to get a general idea on conforma-

tion.

6. Then pasB elowly clear around the

ring, inspecting each animal from front

and rear.

7. Never be satisfied without using

your hand in addition to your eyes. Ap-

pearances are often deceitful.

8. In handling always work from front

to rear. With cattle work on the right

side, approaching the animal from behind.

9 First pick out the winner of the

class; then use it as your standard in

placing second and third.

10 When first is placed, briefly sum

up its strong points.

11. Look for characteristics and most

common breed defects.

- 12. Pay no attention to either the men

with you or the crowd around you. Your

business is with the animals.

muscle, form and bone. Build the frame,

the fat can go on later. A fat little pig is

in poor condition to grow. You want
them sinooth, mellow, stretchy, and you

will then build a good form.

It is better to raise eight good pigB than

twelve inferior ones. There will be more
money in the former than in the latter,

though they outnumber them. Quality is

more important than quantity.

The pig is a clean animal, if you will

allow him to be so, although some people

compel tbem to wade through mud leg

deep to eat their feed. This is not their

fault.

All troughs and feeding pens should be

kept scrupulously clean. Don't let any

feed remain after they get through with

the food in the trough. It sours, moulds

and is unhealthy.

If you permit the beds of your little

pigs to become wet, damp and unchanged,

your pigs will soon be troubled with sore

tails and scours.

The healthy pig is the profitable pig.

Do all things towardB improving and
maintaining the health if you would make
a profit in the hog business.

Be Bure the pigs have a trough for

themselves that cannot bo reached by the

mother or other hogs. It teaches them to

cat and prevents any shrinkage during

weaning. It is a self-weaner.

Deposit Tour
Idle Funds

WIjfH THE

The wolf problem has become a live

iBBue around Pinedale, Wyo. Cattlemen
are growing desperate because of the
raids by wolves. Hundreds of cattle have
been lost on the upper rangeB, the wolvea
even attacking grown animals and ham-
stringing tbem. A big tiounty is being
offered to hunterB for olf scalps.

Central TrustCompany

of California

43 MontsromerylSt.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

mail with any sum

large or small.

Sohor up on .Tankson's Napa Soda.

The Dairyman's Four C's.

Washing the churn is something we

cannot be too particular about. First,

rinse out in clean, cold water, then wash

in hot water and scald thoroughly. If

you have a dash in your churn, take it

all apart and see that it is well scalded,

and then dry. Keep your churn in a

clean, dry place. Don't let it stand dirty

any longer than possible after it is used.

All milk utensils should be rinBed in cold

water then washed in hot water and

Bcalded. Don't, use soap, a little soda is

better and will help to sweeten them

and remove all odors. Have cloths and

towels on purpose for that and see that

they are kept clean and pure. We notice

where there is complaint about butter

not gathering in cold weather is mostly

because the cream is too cold when

churned. An engineer without water or

a steam gauge on hia engine is no worse

off than a dairyman without a ther-

Imometer. Keep your cream well stirred,

j
No unnecessary delay should be allowed

' between the process of handling the

cream and making the butter.

The women of the farm should assert

their rfghts and have the improved

methods of caring for milk and butter and

thuB have a desirable article to sell which

has not cost so much hard labor to pro-

duce. It is said butter costs from eleven

to thirty cents per pound. We should

manage our ways so our butter will not

cost so much, and that iB by introducing

better cows, feeding better and employing

better methodB throughout the work. A
noted writer sayB there are four Cb to

look after sharply in successful dairying.

They are cows, care, comfort and cleanli-

ness.—.Ezc/iani/e.

fflMW
Continues tj be Che one reliable

remedy for Spavins, Ring-
bones, Curbs, Splints and
all forms oflameness.

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
circa piomptlj, tierm&Dcntlr, with-
out Scar. |1 a bottle. 6 for (S. Atl
drun^BtB. Unequalled for fntnllyme.

Boot, A. TrcaUseun th-.H,rt ,freo.

Dr. B. J. KENDALL CO.
Enoaburq Falls, Vermont.

Daedalion 2:10 For Safe,

Can Beat- His Record Three Times
In a Race.

Is entered at Fresno and ready to start.

A high-class Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19J, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing For further particulars

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

About Pigs. J*™

Turtle's Elixir
$100.00 REWARD.

Cures all species of lameness,

curbs, splints, contracted

cords, tlirusk, etc. , in horses.

Equally good for internal

use in colic, distemper,foun-

der y
pneumonia , etc. Satis-

faction guaranteed or money
refunded. Usedandendorsed
byAdamsExpress Company,

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
nJTTLE'8 FAULT ELIXIR Cures rheumatism, sprains,

bruises, etc. Kills pain instantly. Our 100-page

book, "Veterinary Experience,' Free.
TBTTLE'S ELIXIR CO., 52 Beverly St., Boston, nass.

Hack & Co., AB*nU, 13-15 Fremont St., Snn Frnnci-co, €aU

Beware of so-ealUd Elixirs. Tunic's only isgenuuu. Avoia

all blisters; they are only temporary relief.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE f
IN NEWSPAPERSr

ANVWHERB AT ANYTIME
Call on or Write

t E.C. DIKE'S ADVERTISING AGEECI \

124 Sansomo Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Grow the pige from the at~rt. Don't

fatten them, but grow ic*)M, put on the

QOCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIQS

rOR SAI^ IN LOT8 TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street. Sao Francisco, Cal

by

CALIFORNIA
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

Tie Alter aMODlii Trips
One day's ride from San Franoisco will take

you to some of the finest Trout Streams Id the
State. Along the line and within easy dlstanoe
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
In the State. The Company maintains a Pish
Hatchery and annually stocks the many streams
reached by Its road One million Trout Fry were
planted last year in these streams
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed In Russian

River near Guemeville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vacation, In season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tlburon Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1905

Issued aDnualb by the Company, Is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for
information regarding Mineral Springs. Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Select Camping Spots.
Beautifully Illustrated, 150 pp and oan be had

In response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tlburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.
General Office—Mutual Life Ins Bldg., cor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings

3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send, for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO "WEALTH."

IJVJt ElYOWkj
1 and just as they want it. The right way to

I salt animals is to let them help themselves.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

I in oarPatent Feeders, supplyreflned dairy salt. 1

I They mean animal thrift. Th"y cost but little, I

Convenient for you and your I

animals suffer no neglect. Aekl
your dealer and write us for |

booklet.

if
Belmont
Stable
Supply Co. I

I
PittDtert. Mfrs.

'

Brooklyn.
N.V.

0*
LIVERY FOR SALE

NE OF THE FINEST STABLES
State Has been established for y

doing a good paying livery and boar
business Located in one of the most
oltifs in California. A first olass pro

every respect. Thorough investlga
purchasing solicited. Will be sold fc

value Excellent reason for selling,

particulars call or address "Livery
AND Sportsman. San Francisco. Cal

PARK HORSE FOR S/

HIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COA
15# hands, five years old. weighs \

Is a very handsome horse, a perfeot be
less of all things on the road: has beet
a lady. Has lots of speed, but never tr

traok. Sound and all rieht. Sire and
registered. Apply to

E. A. GRIGSBY, Nap,

JAS. L. FRAZIER,
Gen. Mgr.

K. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Apt.

PHENOL SODIQUE
heals

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE. r"

HANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY B'
Lochinvar 2:20, he by Director H. 2:27

Director;?:!?: firstdam Myrtle by Sterlirjg ?

second dam Theresa by Prompter; third

E l press by Flaxtall; fourth dam Lady N
by Marion, son of Maiabrlno Chief 11. Tb
is well broken, perfectly sound, good gait

a first-cHass prospect. For further par
address J- D BLAMI

Box 715, Grass ValM

CUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

Man or Beast.

672-680 Uth Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIBBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Handling all kinds of

Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand Take
any oar going to the Chutes. Tel.: WeBt 259.

DIVIDEND NOTICE,

CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST^ Company, corner California and Montgomery
Sts.—For the six months ending June 30 1905,

dividends have been deolared on the deposits in

the savings department of this company, as fol-

lows: On term deposits at the rate of 3 6-10 per
oent per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the
rate of 3'f per oent per annum, free of taxes, and
pavable on and after Saturdav, July 1. 1905.

J. DALZELL BROWN, Manager.

I I lull i'i| nUmoer OI nrsi-UiUSB uursen m, rcnmiuouici
rates. Have good looation, brand-new stable and
everything flrst-olass. All horses In my oare will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 4147.

PHBB
Mark

i i

Levy & Co.
i
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property or John Pabrott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEAI.V. Manager.

baffle Worth Saving?!
"Why trade off or sell at a begg-arlv price agooil
horse just because l:e "rops lame," •throws a
curb" or develops some other blemish? 1 here
is nothing in the way of Spavins, Curbs. Splints,

"Windpuffs or Bunches which will not yield
readilv and permanently to treatment with

aUINN'S
OINTMENT.

Dr. h. H. Davenport, a prominent physician or Sheridan lnd.,

writes. 1 have u.-ed a number oE remedies for the remorn] of
. curbs, pplints, thickened tendons and tissues generally, but fnr

I the lasttwovears I have not been without Qulnn's Ointment. I have tested it thor-

uehly at different times, and say without hesitancy th-tu is the only reliable renie-

y of the kind 1 have ever tried." Price SI.00 per bottle. Smd by all druggists or

W. B. Eddy & Go., Whitehall. N.Y.

HIGHLAND
(TRIAL 2:12)

Bred at Highland Stock

Farm, Dubuque, Iowa.

T Advertiser 2M5H--
Sire of

Electioneer
165 in 2:30

Will make the Season of 1905 to a limited number of approved

mares at the farm o( Mr. C. W. Clark,

SAN MATEO, CAL.
Terms for the Season $25

HIGHLAND is-a grand looking young stallion, six yeani
old- His taeedins

:

is

most fashionable and his immediate ancestors are producers of ra
°f
™ in"

D
TS "^

fast records. He is beautifolly gaited and h« a parfeM alspositlon. Does not

pull or want to break at speed, and can be placed at wi.l in a.bunch of horses, iie

is a hlgb-olaw horse and has better than 2: 10 speed. Ash >«tobe bre
1
to his

owner's mares this year and specially prepared fora low record this fall, his owner

desires that he be bred to a tew hlgh-olass outside mares this season.

HIGHLAND is a coal black horse with one white hind ankle, stands 16 hands

high and weighs close to 1200 pounds.

A few mares at $25 each will also be received to be bred to

Q

ail

H

Expresso 29199
half brother to

Expressive (3) 2:12M

,,. |.Lnla WilkeB
I

Mithra 2:1|M damof3Inlist
J Adaria ....2:16S<
1 Adbell 2:23

World's cham-
pion yearling

f Express
I Esther. „.._._ J (thor.)

(_ColisseumDam of

Alpha 2:23 !4

Dam of
Aegon 2:1814 (sire Aegon
Star 2:11M): Algy 2:1934;

Aeolion 2:20. sire of

Wedgenut 2:26;i; Lady
Acacia, dam of Precursor
2:20^; Erst, dam of
Waino2:29K

Expressive
(3)2 12^4

Express. ...2:21

Kelly 2:27

f Alcantara 2:23

—

ISire
of

Sir Alcantara..

.

2:05«
Moth Miller 2:07

Sufreet....2:06M
Jessie Pepper J

Ione
Da

.

m
. °'.S:I7Ji iDau. Sidi Hamet

Alpha 2:23^4

3 producing sons
7 " daughters

(thor.)

Geo. Wilkes 2:22

83 in 2:30

Alma Mater
dam of 8 in 2:30

Mamb Chief 11

sire of 6 in 2:30

KINNEY WILKES
FOUR-YEAR-OLD BAY STALLION BY McKINNEY

2:llj4f. champion sire of the world;
Dam. HAZEL WILKES 2:llH by Gay Wilkes 2:15k;

second dam. Blanche (dam of 5 in the list) by
Arthurton; third d^m, Nancy by Gen. Taylor, 30-mile

champion. KINNEY WILKES is hardly broken yet, but has shown 2:30 speed. Be Is 15.2 hands and weighs about 1050 pounds. He will be worked

this year with the view of racing him next season.

For further particulars regarding above Stallions apply to or address

D. W. DONNELLY. Agent,
San Mateo, Cal.

W. A. CLARK jr., Owner.
TED HAYES, Manager.

McMURRAY

McMURRAY SULKIES

and J0QQING CARTS
Standard the World Over.

«5f-Address for printed matter and prices.

W. J. Eenney,
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

I

2IIj£ Smptr? &tt£ ifctntra
THE HOME OF

McKINNEY, 8818, 2:1 \%
T r,» unprecedented World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race

Fee, $300 until May 1 0th, after which no

"^ted for less than the advanced fee of $500.

orite, 38076,
' 1:09: QUARTER IN :34.

"i Princes' Chimes dam of

is conceded by many to be

t Village Farm. Fee, $100.

leave the farm. No
fails to have a colt,

fidly adhered to in all

i from them. : : :

City Farms,
CUBA.
N.Y.

Ross McMahonBW*
Truck, Wagon and Horse Covers, Camp Furniture, etc.

GOOD WOKK, PF.OMPT SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES SfBush 858, 35 MARKET ST„ SAN FRANCISCO

THE BEST VETERINARIANS
.Are now using CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CURE.

IT DOES THE WORR-
THATS THE SECRET.

If it pays them It will pay you. Costs but 50c and $1 single bottle, $4 50 and
$9 by, the dozen. If direct, wo prepay the charges. Write for free booklet.

Wells Medicine Co.&Sffiys? 13 3d st, Lafayette, lnd.
D E, NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast 519 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal

OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

_^ RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorse FootRemedy
• ••SOLD BY---

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal

R. T. PRAZIER Pueblo, Colo
J G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO... .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal
WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

l . TOPPING San Diego, Cal
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal
IJ. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal
JOS. MoTIGCE San Francisco, Cal
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG. CO

Los Angeles, Cal

J AS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 4\ 2 W.nadlson St.CHlCAQO , ILL

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded GoldMedal
At California State
Fair 1893.

Every horseownerwho
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of It on hand. IX
improves and keeps
stock in the pink ot
condition.

ilaabsttan Pood Co

1 353 Folaom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for it.

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
C. P. KKKTELL. Manager.

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Pacific Coast. 30,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers: 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed in positions. Send for oatalogue.

K. P. HKAM). President.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cured in 48 Hoars.

SrvNty
CAPSULES

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

Superior to Copaiba. Cnbebs or Injecticu

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS AST

IK

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. First, San Franolsc,
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-a-t tlao-

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
1% on Practice Day, F. M See (tie)

This waa the Only Event Darlnc the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16 yard Line, Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the following::

out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie), 99 out of 100. 2d In Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arle (tie), 97 out of 1C0

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 9 of 97. 4 of 96 and 25 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells

All of 'which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS,

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H, KELLER, Manager.

The Hunter One-Trigger
Is Absolutely ^s**^ Put on An y L Ci SMITH

Perfect GUN, New or Old.

HUNTER ARMS CO, FULTON, NEW Y0BK
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

:!:

NEWIMODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

?„
r

Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO,, 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE &, BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

(DO
Send tor

Catalogue

521

Kearny St.

Mail Orders

a Specialty

QILNS, AMMUNITION, FISHlNGjjTACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

NOTHING Too
Good

for YOU

(Vhen it comes to your Gun, the Beat Is NONE TOO GOOD and
•heap, st in the end. If yon do not know why the PARKER la the
Jest Gan yon can bny and the only cQD- yon should Invest In, write
is to-day and we will tell yon all abont THE Gun.

)2 Warren St., New York City, 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

Ballistite Wins!
Both the High Amateur and General Average

AND ALSO THE

Phil B. Bekeart Challenge Trophy--100 Birds-

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won with

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER & HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

[lubricates properly the sensitive mechani
./"With perfect acti.

critical moment.

REAL
^REEL
OIL

the reel never fails z

• 3 in One" wont gum, dry i
cid. " 3 in One " prevents '

rust on every part, add-

ing years to the life, and
brightness to the beauty 1

of even the finest. Good \
for the rod too—preserves i

the wood, promoting plia-

bility—protects the metal.

Good for fisher also—the /

delicate, pleasant odor I

keeps off mosquitos.

All dealers. Trial bottle sent free.

AT STUD.

G. W. COLE CO.
I2g Washington Life Bldg.

New York City

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD—77 premiums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef aod milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER SAXE & SON, Liok House, S. F.. Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 80% winners at State and county fairs,

show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 in

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINS AND DURHAM8.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry- Estab-
lished 1876. William Nlles & Co.- I-os Angeles
Dal.

VETERINARY.

Dr. W m, F- Xlsaix.
M. R. C. V. S., P. E. T. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinbur*
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and AustrallanColonlei
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ei-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franolsco:
Telephone Park 128.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
WriW for prices.

Bkeeder and Sportsman, 88 Geary Street

San Francisco. Cal.

Ch. CUBA OF KENWOOD
(Glenbeigh Jr.—Stella)

CUBA JR.
(Ch. Cuba of Kenwood- Florida)

One of the highest olass Field Trial winners in
America. Seven wins in nine Trials before he
was two years old.

STOGKDALE KENNELS
K. M. DODGE, Manager,

Bakerefleld, Kern Co.,
Boarding. Pointer Puppies and well-broken

Dogs for sale.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this head one cent per word
per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

COLLIES

rpREMENDOOS BARGAINS IN COLLIES.
^ Send In order and get the very best at bottom
price. GLEN TANA COLLIE KENNELS, P.
O. Box 1907 Spokane, Wash.

IRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS.

TRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS FOR SALE.x Scottle Puppies sired by Cb. Loyne Ruffian
and Crimson Rambler- Best Irish stock on the
Coast. Mrs. BRADLEY-DYNE, Saturna P. O.,
B. C.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training, Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and It tea
useful book for the dog owner. Tells bow to
teaoh them to perform trloks.

FOR BALE BI THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
DEALERS IH

65-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

TIUPBOITE MAIH 100

CALIFORNIA
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SUCCESSFUL
CLUBS

use

AMMUNITION
Uniform and Ee liable.

Write foi illustrated cataloq.

PACIFIC coast depot:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

% . 1.

$!!u
:,J'f- '* (L'.M.C.)

- a*. » ^ _

1 <s *•*•

W^\—< /
^^^W TAT" —

M
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SUCCESSFUL
CLUBS

use

4 &SMOT G U ISIS

Keen and Accurate.

Write for Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, - Manager

WERE AWARDED 1 HE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

!

r

!

Du PONT SMOKELESS

Again the Champion.

DuPONT SMOKELESS

von the

Professional and Amateur Championships

for 1901.

Mr. Fred Gilbert, High Professional.

Mr. John W. Garrett, High Amateur.

Why don't you shoot

Du PONT SMOKELESS?

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded -with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your Dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

At the Ohio State Shoot

Canton, Ohio, June 14 and 15,

W. R. Crosby

New E. C, Improved

broke 419 straight,

a real world's record.

Only powders that are "regular1
' mak

such records possible.

LAFL.1N & RAND POWDER CO.

9

Clabrough,

RUNS

Gun Goods
4V3end for Catalogue

Golcher & Go,

FISHING

Tacfcle
MARl STREET. S. F.

These are the Brands of-.

FACTORY . . . O Li E" I \ C
LOADED ..OPlLL L.W

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR
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3 8 GEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR

^
AT LOS ANGELES TRACK

PAT ROSE Driven by F. E. Wright, Winning Final Heat of 2:45 Trot in 2:12fc from CHARLIE T., Driven by A. L. McDonald

From a Photograph Made for the Breeder and Sportsman by the Late B. S McMahan.
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PHOTOGRAPH of DAN PATCH*1:56 E^CsE"!! WONDERFUL MILES
This Engraving was made from a Photograph taken of Dan Patch in one of his Marvelous Speed Exhibitions. It shows Dan Flying Through The Air with every foot off of the ground, and
is as natural and life-like as if you saw him in one of his sensational miles. You will notice that Dan Patch is pacing in his smooth and majestic manner, while the three runners are urged
on by voice and whip in their tremendous efforts necessary to keep up with Dan in his record-breaking miles. This picture shows exactly the way Dan makes his exhibition miles. The
runners are used to stimulate Dan to greater efforts, because he goes faster when he has a horse to beat. Dan wants and enjoys a close and exciting race, and he will not pace his fastest clip
unless he is ia company. No trotter or pacer can go fast enough so we use high bred running horses. JSf*Wetcb For Dan's Exhibition Dates This Fall. He Is Faster Than Ever.

DO YOU WANT*MORE SPEED?
Dan Patch Made Eight World Records After Eating "International Stock Food" Six Months. It Always Gives A
Good Appetite, Extra Strength, Endurance, Courage And Nerve Force Which Is Sure To Give Your Horse More Speed.
You Cannot Afford To Start Your Race Horse This Year Without Feeding "International Stock Food" Every Day.

DAN PATCH 1:56 ^EATS

"INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD"
W3 FEEDS FOR ONE CENT"M

We feed
"
International Stock Food" every day to our stallions Dan Patch 1:56 Directum 2:05J^ Arion 2:07j4 Roy

Wilkes 2:Q6j :

2 Buttonwood 2:17 Directum Jr. Also to our One Hundred Brood Mares and to all of their colts because it gives
them better digestion and assimilation, keeps the blood pure and rich and thoroughly strengthens the entire system and prevents disease.

Signed by M. W. Savage, Proprietor of "International Stock Food Farm" and also of "International Stock Food Co."

<

IT MAKES EXTRA SPEED
Blackstone, Mass.

! International Stock Food Co.
Dear Sirs:—I am a constant user of

J

i your "International Stock Food" and I i

! have no doubt that it helped Redondale
]

|
reduce his record last year to 2 : 1 2 . Please

]

< send me pictures of your stallions.

Yours respectfully.

DAN J. KELLY.

MONROE SALISBURY REPORTS.

M. W. Savage. Yonkers, N. Y.
Dear Sir: — Your "International Stock',

\
Food" helped me a great deal in keeping

J

i Consuella S. 2:07H and Judge Green 2:09 i

\ strong this year, both sired by your stallion
,

|

Directum 2:05/4. I think Consuella S. can
• trot in 2:05 and Judge Green can beat her.

Have 3'ou any Directum colts to sell or lease?

Yours truly, MONROE SALISBURY.

SPLENDID FOR TROTTING STALLIONS:

Banksvtlle, Neb.
International Stock Food Co.

Gentlemen:—I have used "Interna-
]

tional Stock Food" for over three years and i

! find it very satisfactory. I tested it on a
]

1 standard young trotter and never saw a
;

i colt grow and develop so rapidly. He is i

two years old and weighs 1050 pounds.
Yours ven- trulv, B. W. BENJAMIN.

30 WORTH Wl! ««™ MAKE YOU $50.00
It is nothing uncommon for a months use of "International Stock Food"to add $50.00 to $100.00
to the selling price of a colt or horse. Its use will always make you big mone}'.

"Inlerosliooal Slock Food" with the World Famous Line—3 FEEDS for ONE CENT— is known
everywhere. It Is prepared from high class powdered Roots, Herbs, Seeds and Barks and
Purifies the Blood, Tones Up and permanently Strengthens the Entire Svstem, Cures and
Prevents Disc: markable aid to Digestion and Assimilation so that each animal
will obtain 20 to 25 per cent, more nutrition from all grain eaten. We positively guarantee
that one ton of "lnternaiienal Stock Food" will make you 5360 net profit, over its cost ingrowing

in strengthening the system and savinggrain for olderhorses. The use of 100 lbs.
11 make you a net profit of 51S.00 in a saving of grain in your regular feeding. It keeps

horses ntrongand vigorous and gives them more nerve power which produces more speed.
It will make your stallions surer foal getters and cause broodmares to raise better

colts because it increases the flow of healthful milk. "lulernational Slock Food" is splendid
for all breeding* animals and is Equally Good For Horses and Colts and all other kinds
of Block. It is perfectly harmless even if taken into the human system.

*S" The ost of "International Stock Food" lor 30 d»ys will often increase the selling price ot a colt of
horse $50 to $100. Be sure and test it before sending your horse to the sale ring or before a
buyer comes to your barn. Its use will make you more money than anything you ever fed
your horses. It is especially valuable to a horse with a "poor appetite" or in a run down
condition. It will quicklv strengthen and fatten the poorest horse on earth.

"International Stock Food" is universally acknowledged as the leading High Class Medi-
cated Stock Food of the world, to be fed in small amounts as an addition to grain in order
to give better digestion and more vitality. It is endorsed by over Two Million Horse Owners
and One Hundred Thousand Dealers who always sell it on a "Spot Cash Guarantee" to
Refund Your Monev if it ever fails for any recommended use. We guarantee "International

Stock Food" to Save 3 Quarts of Oats Every Day for Each Work, Carriage or Driving Horse
and to keep them healthy, strong and glossy, because it greatly helps digestion and assimil-
ation. A practical test on your horses will prove every claim we make. Ask Your Dealer.

5 LARGE LITHOGRAPHS, FREE
We Will Be Pleased To Mail You Absolutely Free With Postage Prepaid *®°5 Large Colored Lithographs. Each
Picture Is Made From A Photograph of The Horse Size of Each 21 By 28 Inches And Printed In Six Brilliant Colors.

One of DAN PATCH l:S6....0ne of DIRECTUM 2:0s,1/..-One of ARION 2:07j|....One of ROY WILKES 2:06^
AND ONE OF DAN PATCH AND THE RUNNERS AS SHOWN INtTHE ABOVE ENGRAVING.

W-IN WRITING Tll[: ^tl'ST NAME THIS PAPER and ALSO STATE HOW MANY HORSES, Etc.,YOU OWN OR CARE FOR.-»S //

Addre.s .ion«: International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, MinnLargest Stock Food Factory In the World. 1
Capital Paid In $2,000,000. •

Also....TORONTO, CANADA.
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SWEET MARIE WAS BEATEN by Tiverton in

their match race at Belmcnt Paik, Philadelphia

last Wednesday, and according to the telegraphic

account of the event which appears on another page,

the Galileo Rex gelding had a rather easy race. The
track which is controlled by the Belmont Driving

Club has not been raced over by the fastest trotters

and pacers as its record was 2:11A for trotters prior to

this race. Tiverton reduced it to 2:10J the first heat

and again to 2:07f in the second and final heat, a very

fast mile at this time of year, although both he and

Sweet Marie worked in 2:08 only last week. The race

was a very disappointing one as the mare broke in

both heats when put to her speed, and was evidently

out of shape or condition. It is a peculiar fact tha 1

match races seldom result in close fighting contests,

and they are generally unsatisfactory. There is no

particular reason why this 6hould|be true, but it is

nevertheless. That Sweet Marie should be beaten

easily in 2:10J and 2:07| is absurd unless the daughter

of McKinney is decidedly off, which we believe must

be the case. At any rate we are not going to accuse

Alta McDonald of pulling her, or suggest that the mare

be taken away from him as was done last year when
Robert Smith lest a heat or two with her, as we
believe that like Mr. Smith he would have won if he

could. No horse, no matter how rugged and powerful

can trot his or her best every day. There are times

when they are not right, and we presume Sweet Marie

was not in condition last Wednesday. These great

trotters meet again at Readville, August 2d, and the

chances are a much better contest will be witnessed.

It may be that Tiverton is a better horse than the

California trotter this season, but we will have to be

convinced of this fact by a race where he finishes in

front of her when the time is faster than the mare's

present record. We hope they may meet on equal

terms at Readville next month. Should both be in

perfect shape there will be a horse race and the winner

will have a record of 2:04 or better even though the

season is rather early for such fast time.

week. A large number of $400 purses will be offered
later. The Arizona Fair Association has a new $50,000
plant, and will give one of the most unique expositions
ever given in the United States. Special rates will be
made by both the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe
railroads, and as the weather of Arizona is ideal in

December, the fair will draw thousands of people and
be a great success. The new track at the fair grounds
is cne of the best in America, so that fast time may be
expected. California horsemen, especially those living
in the southern end of the State, will find the trip to

Phoeoix a very pleasant and not expensive one. Six
$1000 purses, three for trotters and three for pacers,
with ten or a dozen additional purses of $400 each
makes up a program that is very attractive. A new
and novel condition governing these stakes is that
while they do not close finally until Nov. 1st, entries

can be made at any time previous to that date, and
any records made after the day on which entiy is made,
will not he a bar. This should attract a large list of

early entries, and as payments are but $15 at the time
of entry, $15 November 1st, and $20 the night before
the race, the loss will be very light if one's horse goes
wrong before November 1st, which is after all racing
is over in other parts of the United States. We advise
all our readers who own or are racing trotters or
pacers this year, to read the advertisement of the
Arizona Territorial Fair carefully, and send to this

office or to W. N. Tiffany, Secretary, Phoenix,
Arizona, for entry blanks.

THE NEXT MEETING on the brief California Cir-

cuit this year will be the annual meeting of the

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association at

Santa Rosa. It will open on Wednesday, August

16th, and there is every prospect of its success be-

yond any meeting held this year. The list of entries

in all the class races are large, and in addition there

will be four colt races decided which are already

causing a great deal of talk among horsemen gener-

ally, and which will result in some very low records

being made. In the three-year-old divisions especially

is fast time expected. Several three-year-old pacers

are beating 2:15 in their work, and the three-year-old

trotters are doing so well that there is a chance that

Zombro's record of 2:13 made in 1895 may be equalled.

The two-year-olds, both pacers and trotterB, are also

a high-class lot and will furnish some of the best con-

tests of the meeting. Santa Ro9a track was never in

better shape than it is at the present time Lessee

Frank Turner says it will be just as safe and fast as

he can make it, and as he is an expert at putting

tracks in order, there is every probability that the

track record of 2:06 will be broken during the meet-

ing. We advise every horseman in California to be

in Santa Rosa during the Breeders meeting, and as a

friendly warning would suggest that they engage

rooms immediately, as while there will be accommo-

dations for all, the best rooms will be taken by the

time the meeting opens.

A FREE FOR ALL PACE has been opened by
** the California State Agricultural Society in place
of the one that was advertised to close July 10th but
failed to fill. The amount of the purse is $600, and as

this amount secured the best race of the Los Aageles
meeting for this class of horses it should attract
sufficient entries at the State Fair to make a good
contest. There are more than a dozen pacers in train-

ing at the present time in California all of which have
a chance to win this contest. They are Zolock 2:05},

Edwin S, 2:08, Dr. W. 2:08J, Tidal Wave 2:09, Vision

2:09}, Jonesa Basler2:ll}, Bonnie Ailse 2:08S, Virginia
2:09}, Mi=s Idaho 2:101, Ira 2:101, Daedalion~2:10, Tom
Ca"-neal 2:081, Alone 2:09}, and several others. While
Zolock is looked upon by some as almost invincible,

there is no certainty that he can beat the others every
time he starts, and then he may be shipped East after
the Santa Rosa meeting. With five or six of the best
of the others entered the State Fair free for all pace
will be one of the best contests ever placed on the
program. Entries close August 1st.

THE PERSON who has been reporting the harness
race meeting at Windsor this week for the As-

sociated Pre6sis "a bird." He tells about the races,

but fails to say what horses started and what time was
made. He gives the information that Danube won
the 2:17 trot in straight heats, but don't say how fast

any of them were, or what horses he beat. In the

account of another race he stated that Bonnie Wilkes
was distanced in the second heat and High Seven had

a hard time beating the flag, but no mention is made
of any other horses or the time. Such a thing as a

summary is doubtless an unknown quantity to the

individual who is doing the Windsor races for the

Associated Press. He probably views the races from

the three-quarter pole and sees nothing but the last

horses at the finish. He is a bird.

Answers to Correspondents.

SIX $1000 STAKES are offered by the Arizona

Territorial Fair Association for trotting and

paoing events at the first territorial fair which opens

at Phoenix, December 4th and continues during the

Dr. Wm B. Clowe, Walla Walla—Ilo Ilo 2:15 was

bred by Mr. W. E. Meek of Haywards, and is by his

horse Welcome 2:101 out of Rosemary by Nutwood
Wilkes 2:165, second dam Hybla by Director. He is a

bay gelding with both hind ankles white. He was

foaled in 1898, and a picture of him appeared in the

Breeder and Sportsman when he was a three-

year-old in 1901, and again in November 1903, after

he took his present record. There are many instances

of the same name being given two or more horses.

Under the rules of registration now in force, the

name of a stallion once registered cannot be duplicated.

Ilo Ilo 2:15 is a gelding and not registered, and there

was nothing to prevent his owner claiming the name

when starting him in a race, even though you did

register a colt by Alexis, foaled in 1897, by that cog-

nomen. Perhaps, if you could give us the name of

the man to whom you sold Iloilo 31434 we might be

able to trace the present whereabouts of the horse, if

alive.

One of the features for State Fair week at Sacra-

mento will he a driving parade one evening. The

Sacramento Driving Ciub has the matter in charge

and it is believed that with the eighty members and

many outsiders who have volunteered to take part, a

very interesting parade will be arranged.

Harness Game Suffering in the East.

On the other side of the Rocky Mountains harness
racing is being injured by the anti-betting laws that
have been passed to stop the continuous running
meetings that have become obnoxious to the general
public. J. L. Hervey writes as follows in the Chicago
liecord-Serald about the situation:

Horse racing is an extremely expensive sport; the
cost of production of , high-class harness horse is

great; the cost of assembling hundreds of them to
race for purses of four or five figures is immense. As
a business proposition it seldom breaks even, and
without the betting angle impossible except in con-
junction with fairs and expositions.
The public has always realized thisand has tolerated

limited betting in many localities where prohibitory
legislation existed because of it. This applies, how-
ever, only to meetings where the betting has been a
minor detail, as it has always been of harness racing.
When it comes to be the "whole thing," as it has
become in the "runniog game," the complexion
changes; what the public tolerated it then demands
the suppression of.

That the volume of betting at harness race meetings
was ever sufficient to constitute any menace to public
morality is not to be believed, and, had no other form
of racing been pursued, that there would now be any
anti-betting or poolselling law in any stales can
scarcely be considered possible. It has been the out-
rageous abuse of the betting privileges at the ruunitig
tracks and their not infrequent open and insolent de-
fiance of law or order and decency tbat have precipi-
tated the legislation which is paralyzing racing of all
kinds, under which the innocent as well as the guilty
are being put out of business.
The condition is a vexatious and a disquieting one.

Just what the outcome will be no prophet can foresee.
A reasonable betting law would resolve the difficulty.
But there are these obstacles in the way of such laws.
In the first place, while, eventually, most, if not ail,
of the United States will enact them, they are not yet
ready to—the "time is not ripe. " In the second place,
a betting law tbat would be regarded as reasonable
by reasonable horsemen would never satisfy the run-
ning faction—and as long as they cannot get what
they want it is plain that they can and will prevent
anything else. And there ycu haveit.
Palmer Clark, of the Inter-Ocean, also notes the con-

ditions existing and attributes them to the same cause.
He says:

That the gambling feature associated with racing
has been conducive to this undesirable condition there
can be no mistake, and while I have never boosted
the wild speculative features connected with the
game, yet all sane people must sooner orlater come to
the conclusion that the spirit that gambled on the
existence of a northwest passage or a continent be-
yond the seas, as when America was discovered, can-
not be restrained by legislation or hampered by the
restrictions of the long-haired hypocrites who never
discovered anything and never will.

Do not let me be misunderstood; there is nothing in
this that would infer that I am in favor of the mush-
room cigar store poolroom, where the youth of the
city, and even women, can be bunkoed out of their
hard-earned pittance and driven to the many crimes
that attend the desperation that follows, or the con-
tinual farce of racing horses the year round in citieB
where the racing and horses are made simply the
mode and paraphernalia of the gamblers, and subser-
vient to them.
My contention is that the legislators of the country

should pass limited pool laws restricted to racing
inclosures for a limited period, where the owner who
risks $50 entrance fee to win a pur6e of $500, which is

the same element of speculation that adheres to the
buying of a corner lot, or any other speculation, can
have the privilege of backing his horse for a bigger
purse in the pools if he is so inclined, or where the
man who can afford to raise horses can have the
privilege of backing his judgment of the other man's
horse's ability. Such speculation rarely bas any more
demoralizing effect than will attend any other line of
human effort.

The breeding of the American light harness horse is

a business of far too great importance to be allowed to

die out through the machinations of race track man-
agers who consider nothing save their avaricious
natures, and the American people, as reflected in the
wisdom of its great agricultural population, the best
and most progressive element, cannot afford to sit idly

by and see any such disaster.

By all means every man who owns, breeds or loves
the light harness horses should spend a little time and
energy this fall to get to his individual legislator and
see that the matter is presented in its true light.

Do not ridicule the well meaning efforts of those
who are honestly trying for the moral uplifting of the
people—such action speaks well for those so engaged,
but see to it tbat they are properly informed of the
true conditions.

George A. Bain, the well known blue-grass auction-

eer, has been elected secretary of the Kentucky State

Fair with offices in Lexington. Mr. Bain has a very

wide acquaintance, especially in this state, and has set

out resolutely to make the state fair a permanent

Lexington event.

Many men are still looking for handsome buggy

horses, well broken, high-headed, well finished and in

good flesh. If a little bit of speed can be shown the

price will be higher than if it cannot.

Jackson's Napa Soda Is sold in every city, town

and hamlet in the State.
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His Last "Copy."

The following news Items written for the Bbeeder
and Sportsman by Blaine S. McMahan, who was

killed at Fresno, July 12th, by a train running over

him, were found in his bos at the Grand Central Hotel

and ate probably the last he ever wrote before meet-

ing his untimely death:

Al McDonald has had the misfortune to have one of

his best horsesgo lame for him. This one is the bay

paong guiding Little Jib owned by Fleury Gommet of

San rraneisco. When he was shipped from Pleasanton

Little Jib was in great shape and was thought to be a

horse, so it seems unfortunate that he should go

wrong before he had a chance at the money.

The big bay gelding Argyle by Charles Derby raced

very dissapointingly at Los Angeles for J.D. Springer.

This horse trained well at Pleasanton and Mr.Sprlnger

thought he was about the best thing in his stable but

he failed to show his acoustomed speed last week and

was behind the money in both of his races.

While warming up for his race at Los Angeles the

pacer Doctor J. by Doctor Hicks, owned by E A,

Servis and in the string ot Fred Chadbourne.wrenched

himself severely in one of his shoulders and since has

been unfit to race. He is rounding to in good shape

and will be ready to start for the money in a week or

so.

The pacing gelding Tom Carneal 2:08} by Diablo

2:09$ out of Mountain Maid (also dam of Kenneth C.

2:17) has been sold by S. K. Trefry to Mr. Bransford

of Salt Lake City, Utah. Mr. Bransford drove Tim
Carneal an easy mile in 2:11 at Los Angeles and the

big pacer will probably be seen at the matinees in his

new home.
The great broodmare Grace Kaiser, dam of Coney

2:02 and several others, has been sold to James Coffin

of San Francisco. Grace Kaiser has a strikingly

handsome black filly at her side by Zolock 2:06 and is

thought to be in foal to him again.

Edwin S 2:08} paced a first class race against Zolock

and Kelly Briggs at Los Angeles and will be a hard

horse to beat at Fresno. Previous to his race last

week he had not shown a mile better than 2:10 and
was hardly ready for a hard race, yet he was right

there three times in 2:08} or better and paced the last

halves of two miles in 1:01}.

The boys are already saying that the McKinney
gelding Adam G. 2:14} is surely another George G.

2:06} and it does look as if he is about the highest

class new trotter of the season. He is a perfectly

galted, level-headed trotter, that races like an old-

timer and he showed in his race last week that 2:10

would be easy for him. This fellow was bred by Prof.

E. P. Heald of San Francisco and. is now owned by
J. T. and Willard Zibbell.

After his two smashing races at Los Angeles laBt

week there was quite a little talk of sending Zolock

2:06 East this fall and it may be that the fast son of

McKinney will be seen at Cincinnati, Lexington and
Memphis. There will be a class for him at these

meetings and if he races there as well as he did at

Los Angeles he will give the Grand Circuiters a good
run for the money.

-•

Death of Douglas Cone.

Douglas S. Cone, only son of Mrs. Anna R. Cone
and the late J. S. Cone, died July 16th, at the Palace
Hotel, San Francisco, after a brief illness, of typhoid
pneumonia He was 38 years old and had been a

prominent citizen of Butte county eyer since attaining

his majority.

He was born at the family home near Red Bluff and
resided nearly all his life on the home place, known as
the Cone Ranch, where he and his wife formerly Miss
Lewis of San Francisco have dispensed a delightful
hospitality. He was very prominent in the social and
business life of the community, having been active in

miny new enterprises and a leader in all movements
for the improvement of livestock of all kinds, partieu-
'arly horses. He purchased the stallion Kinney Lou
2:07j as a colt and sold him to Budd Doble, his present
owner. His herd of Hereford cattle was one of the
largest and best on the Coast.

fn 1900 he was a delegate to the Republican National
Convention which met at Philadelphia and nominated
MoKtnley and Roosevelt. For many years he was a
Director of the District Agricultural Sooiety for
Tehama county and took a leading part in all county
and district fairs

Mr. Cone's illnesB dates from last winter, when he
was thrown from a buggy while returning from a
trip to the Navajo mine and suffered a compound
fraoture of bis right leg. For some unexplained reason
the bones refused to knit and he was compelled to under-
go many painful operations. He had been undergoing
treatment In Lane Hospital, San Francisco, shortly
before his fatal Illness, and was still under the sur-
geon '6 care when he contracted the disease which
caused his death.

The Butler String.

The horses in James Butler's East View Farm Btring

left New York /or Windsor last week. Before they

left De Ryder stepped most of the memberB of the

string some moderately fast miles, aBd after they have
raced at Windsor this week they should be ready and

able to hold their own with the other horses entered

down the "big line." Direct View 2:08f, who will in

all probability be the farm's starter in the 2:08 classes

during the early part of the season, was given two
miles last Friday in 2:10} and 2:10}. Consuella S.

2:07f has not beaten 2:15, as she is not to be started

at the earlier meetings. Fred Direct, the M. and M.
candidate, was given two miles Saturday in 2:14} and

2:15, easily, while Danube, the brown stallion by
Direcho, son of Direct 2:05}, also eligible to the slow

classes, trotted in 2. 13 and 2:14, with the middle halves

each in 1 :05}. Mamie R. 2:15} trotted in 2:13} on Tues-

day and has 2:00 speed. She is the best gaited trotter

in the stable, and if she proves to be game when the

test comes, should win a number of races. Minter

2:28}, the Expedition mare, worked two miles on Fri-

day in 2:13} and 2:14. Aristo2:08 and Princess Athel

2:14, two trotters that were not taken to California

last winter, have not been asked to step much faster

than 2:20 as yet, as they will not he raced till later

In the season. There are three pacers in the stable,

and while they all wear the hobbleB, they have shown
that they have enough speed to warrant starting them
against the best sidewheelers eligible to their classes.

Bolivar 2:21 was given two miles on Friday in 2:10

and 2:07}, while Josie 2:16 stepped heats in the same
time. Madam Direct, a black three-year-old entered

to start first at Buffalo, worked two miles in 2:18 easily.

Breeding of McNeer.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman— Dear Sir:

In your issue of July 1st, in a notice of the approach-
ing auction sale of Mr. E. C. Peart, of Colusa, (see

page 5) the breeding of McNeer's dam is given as by
Silver King which is incorrect. McNeer was bred
and raised by the veteran horseman, Suel Harris, of

Yuba City, Sutter county, Cal., who sold him in his

six-year-old form to the Knaggs BroB., of Meridian,

same county, whose great misfortune it was to lose

him by death less than a year ago at seven years of

age. He was by the great McKinney, first dam Viola

by Antevolo 2:191, second dam Esmeralda (dam of

Don Lowell 2:14}, Director H. 2:27 and others) by
Brigadier, third dam Lady Slatterry by Cal. Dexter
(son of Whipple's Hambletonian 725 and Kate Leslie

by Gray Messenger 155) fourth dam Empress by
Langford (sire of dam of Liliian Wilkes 2:i7i) by
Williamson's Belmont.

It is thus plain that McNeer was one of the stoutest

bred sons of his illustrious sire, and his individuality

was fully up to his royal breeding. He stood 16 hands
in height and weighed fully 1200 pounds and was a

horse of great strength, substance and symmetry.
He was also a very impressive and promising sire and
his death will prove a decided loss to the breeding

interests of the section where he was owned, for when
the size, style, speed and tractability of his sons and
daughters become known, they will be eagerly sought

after. This note is not prompted by any personal
interest in Mr. Peart 's Bale or stock, but by an inti-

mate acquaintance with and great admiration for this
grand young sire. I have not the pleasure of even an
acquaintance with Mr. Peart. I am yours truly,

C. W. T.

Jupiter B. 2:13} by Gen. Beverly
Trained and Driven by W. G. Durfee

Last Two Days at Pueblo.

July 10—Trotting, 2:50 olass, purse $400.

Rosalind, Dim by StamB (Hayes) 12 11
rjra Bell, bm by Happv Heir (Sproule) 2 13 3
BllIyS.,brgby Thos. York (Smith) 3 3 2 2

Time—2:25'.;. 2:22y, 2:21M, 2:26^.

Pacing, special, purse $300.

Jess C . s g by Electwood (Franks) 111
Joe Younger, bl g by Joe Young (Hayes) 3 2 3
Young Hal. bh by Hal Dillard (Frost) 2 3 4

Lady Elgin, r m by Baron Tosty (Johnson) 4 4 2

Time—2:14, 2:19H, 2:19.

July 11—Paolng, 2:35 class, purse $500.

Halllna Morgan, b m by Duplex Hal (Frost) 111
Grandma Jefferson, b m by Jefferson (Stellar) 2 2 4
George Forker, b g by Phalmont (Sproule) 3 3 2
Pueblo Girl, bl m by Harris (Loomls) 4 4 3

Time—2:16'/4, 2:17=4, 2:22.

Trotting, 2:S3 olass, purse $500.

Phyllis, ohm by Superior (Davis) 1 1 1

Nordloa, b m by Agamemnon (Loomls) 2 2 2
Tosa, b m by Phllomides (Stellar) S 3 3

Tlme-2:23«, 2:22k. 2:22«.

The Detroit correspondent of the Chicago Horseman
in writing about the horses working at Grosse Point
track has the following to say about a California
trotter: Lady Zombro, the M. and M. candidate for
which the rail birds were all waiting, did not show
her alleged two-minute speed, working easily in 2:16,
however. A lot of others, including stake candidates,
went easy miles around 2:20. There Is a lot of gossip
going the rounds about this Lady Zombro, by the
way. That she is for sale is no secret, and Trainer
Hodges has talked to several well-known DetroiterB,
offering to show them a mile that would make their
hair stand on end. They provided him with their
addresses and promised to be within call, yet the call
has not yet arrived. The mare is going sound, too, so
the Detrolters are guessing without having yet hit on
any satisfactory answer.

Tiverton Beats Sweet Marie.

Philadelphia, July 19.—The speedy New York
trotting gelding, Tiverton 2:04}, easily defeated Sweet
Marie 2:04| in a $5000 match race today on the track

of the Belmont Driving Club. Tiverton won in two
straight heats.

About 5000 persons saw the two Grand Circuit Btars

race. Sweet Marie drew the pole. They were sent

away on even terms in the first heat.

Tiverton set the pace and before the quarter pole

waB reached had a slight lead. As Sweet Marie
passed the quarter pole she broke and Tiverton took
the pole. At the half mile post Tiverton led by
several lengths. Sweet Marie again broke at the
three-quarter pole and Tiverton passed under the
wire well in hand and two lengths In the lead. His
time for the mile was 2:10}, lowering the track record
for trotters in a race one secend.

Tiverton led at the quarter in the second heat and
increased it to three lengths at the half-mile post.

Going to the three-quarter pole Sweet Marie picked
up some of the lost ground and both trotters came
into the stretch almost on even terms. The spectators
looked for a close finish, but at the eighty-yard pole
the mare broke and lost her chance to win. Tiverton
came under the wire in a fine stride several lengths in
the lead. His time was 2:07|, which places the track
record at a figure hard to beat.

Scott Hudson Says.

Detroit, Mich., July 23, 1A04.
F. A. Wilooxson, Tiffin, Ohio.

Dear Sir:—I send you herein my check for one dozen bottles of
your liniment. The liniment arrived all right and we are using
It with good results. Yours very truly, Soott Hudson.
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The horseB bred by the Occidental Land and Im-
provement Company of Sharon, Cal., are large, band-
some, sound and serviceable. A consignment of thirty
of them will be sold by- Fred H. Chase & Co. at 1732
Market street next Monday evening.

Rosalind by Stam B. now carries a reoord of 2:21},

made in a winning race at Pueblo, Colorado.

It la said that Stanley Dillon 2:07$ will not be a
member of Ed Geers' string after the close of the
Detroit meeting next week.

B. S. Dillon started twice at the New HaveD, Con-
necticut, meeting the last week in June, and won one
race and was second in the other.

The two-year-old division of the American Horse
Breeder Futurity, for foals of 1903, will be trotted on
Tuesday, Aug. 22d, at the Grand Circuit meeting at

Readville, Mass.

A four-year old pacing filly by Star Pointer 1:59}

from Javelin 2:08} worked a mile in 2:16J at Cleveland
the other day. As she looks very promising she will

be saved over until next year.

August 9th is the date set for the dispersal sale of

the standard bred horseB. colts and fillies owned by
Mr. E. C. Peart of Colusa. Many fine young animals
are to be sold. Send to Mr. Peart for a catalogue.

There Is considerable talk of a race track being
built at Portervllle, Tulare county. There are many
horses bred and owned in that section that would be
trained at home if there were a track in that locality.

There is a rumor to the effect that the first two
minute horse, Star Pointer 1:59}, will be brought to

California this fall for the purpose of making a season
with him here next spring. He made the season at

Two Minute Farm this year at a fee of $100.

During the Detroit meeting next week Lou Dillon

and Major Delmar will trot an exhibition race for a
gold cup. Mr. Billings, who owns both horses, will

drive the mare and his friend Mr. Devereux will pilot

the gelding. It will be an interesting exhibition.

Hallock M., a bay pacer by Hal B. 2:04}, won the
2:15 pace at Johnstown, Pa., July 7th, and took a
record of 2:15}. Hal B. is the stallion that made an
early season at Los Angeles this year, and was after-

wards Bold to August Erickson of Portland, Oregon.

An early report indicates that there will be some
thirteen horses left in the M . & M. when all the checks
are in for the July payment. For the Chamber of

Commerce there will be, it is thought, twelve
starters. This will make the usual fields for both of

these big events. The indications now are that the
quality of the horses are better than last year.

A dapple gray gelding by Strathway, sire of ToggleB
2:08}, John Caldwell 2:11}, etc., is offered for Bale in

our advertising columns. The owner has had to go
East, and has left horse, buggy aDd harness for sale

with Thos. Kinney at the Fashion Stables. Read the
description of this horse in the advertisement. He ia

a good one and can be had at a very reasonable figure.

The Morgan stock is having a regular boom over
East, and is bringing good prices. Several of the
horses and mares to be sold by Fred H. Chase & Co.,
Monday evening next, are rich in Morgan blood.
They were bred by C. E. Needham of Bellota, Cal.

J. B. Stetson, the well known trainer, who is now at
Portland and will race a string of horses over the
North Pacific Circuit, writes that he will winter in
California thiB year. He states that he was near to
freezing in Denver last winter, where there was zero
weather for six weeks at one stretch, with the mercury
as low as 17 below at times.

Strathway 2:19, after a fair season at Pleasanton,
was shipped Thursday of this week to his owner,
Graham E. Babcock at Coronado, where there are
nearly twenty mares waiting to be bred to him.

The old established firm, the O. F. Willey Company,
has the best line of fine carriages, buggieB, speed vehi-
cles, etc., ever seen in San Francisco. This firm is
agent for Brewster & Co. of New York, C. S. Caffrey
of Camden, New Jersey, and other makers of high-
class goods. Their place of business is 1622 Market
street and 23 Hayes street, under the St. Nicholas
Hotel.

What is supposed to be the biggest horse in this
country is Royal Prince, now on exhibition at Dream-
land, Coney Island. He arrived from Jamestown,
N. Y., on Monday. Royal Prince is a dapple gray,
over nineteen and a half hands high. He is five years
old and weighs 3700 pounds. His sire was a Percheron
weighing 1500 pounds, and his dam was of Arabian
stock, weight 1700 pounds.

The Rose Hotel at Pleasanton has again changed
banda. The new proprietor is F. L. Skaggs a well and
favorably known hotel man who has been connected
with the St. James at San Jose and the St. Nicholas
and Manhattan hotels of San Francisco.

Tom Carneal 2:08} was sold during the Los Angeles
meeting to Mr. J. S. Bransford of Salt Lake City, who
will use him in matinees there. Tom Carneal is by
Diablo 2:09}, and his dam is the great broodmare
Mountain Maid by Cresco that ia the dam of that good
three-year-old colt Kenneth C. 2:17 by McKinney.
Mountain Maid has two foals by Stair B. 2:11} that
are very promising.

C. A. Durfee, of Oakland, and Claude Jones, of
ModeBto, returned from Los Angeles this week where
they had been in attendance on the meeting of the
Harness Horse Association. Although both gentle-
men picked more losers than winnera they say the
meeting was one of the best they ever attended.
When the losers find no cause for oomplaint the rac-
ing muBt have been first class, and the meeting con-
ducted just about right.

W. T. Harris of Oakland is the owner of a bay
gelding by Bay Bird that stands 17 hands high and
can trot a quarter in 34 seconds. The gelding has
been very ill with pinkeye, but is recovering and may
be started at the Hollister meeting if one is given this
fall. Mr. Harris owns a farm in San Benito county,
and spends considerable of biB time there. He sayB
there is considerable interest in harness horse matteis
among the people of that section and the Hollister
meeting iB sure to be well attended . He owns the well
bred stallion Sidney Howard and has bred him to
quite a number of good maree this year.

The citizens of Eureka, Humboldt county, prooose
to hold a fair this year in spite of the fact that the
directors of the local fair association had about con-
cluded not to hold one. The Eureka fairs have
always been largely attended and the enterprising
business men of the city concluded they would not
permit it to be side tracked this year, so they called a
meeting and decided upon a fair that Bhould be second
to none ever held in the county. Now that the fair
directors have the assurance that the citizens want a
fair they will proceed with all the energy they can
muster to make it a big success.

At Libertyville, Illinois, July 4th four races were
given. The first event was the 2:15 pace. It was won
by Billy A. a bay gelding by Fast Nation owned by
Mr. J. C. Adams of Phoenix, Arizona. The best time
was 2:18.

Don't forget the auction sale of standard bred
herses at Fred H.Chase & Co.'s salesyard, Monday
evening next, July 24th. This sale will begin at 8

o'clock. Several well staked and promising colts are
to be sold.

Murray Howe, Secretary of the Memphis Associa-
tion, Is out with two $ti000 purses for the meeting
opening October 16th. These purses are for 2:09

class pacers and 2:14 class trotters, and entries close

Monday, the 24th inst.

The colt stakes of 1908, opened by the Agricultural
Association of San Benito county, have closed with
six entries, made respectively by Robert Orr, R. P.
Lathrop, George E. Shaw, Raymond Mead, Irvine
Hall and Frank Blessing.

Interna, the chestnut pacer by Diablo, dam Biscari

by Director, that took a record of 2:17 at Billings,

Montana, last year, has paced Id 2:12 in his work this

season over the Great Falls track and will be started
in all the big stakes for the fast pacing classes on the
Montana circuit.

The report which has been circulated saying that
Nora McKinney has been lame is not true. Mr. Frank
B. Simpson, manager of the Empire City Farm, writes
The Horse World that Nora McKinney is not lame
nor has she ever been lame since she was purchased
by the Empire City Farm.

ADAM G. 2:14 1-4

Samuel B. Whitehead, wellknown to every horseman
on this coast, will leave San Franoisco today on the
steamer Korea for a trip around the world, expecting
to be away from home about a year. Mr. Whitehead
in the old days, when auction and mutual pools were
the only systems used to handle the bettings at the
fairs and race meetings on this coast, sold pools at all

the principal meetings here, and was one of the best

auctioneers ever seen on the block. He has not been
in the best of health lately and takes this trip doubly
for the purpose of regaining it and seeing the sights
of the world. His many friends will wish him a joy-

ful trip and a happy return.

A stock farm owner advertised for a trainer.

"Wanted," so ran the advertisement he put in a turf

paper, "A first class trainer for stock farm. Must be
sober and industrious, be able to shoe horses, mend
harness, look after the broodmares and keep the

farm's books. None but a competent race driver need
apply. Best of references must accompany applica-

tion. Wages, $40 per month and house rent." The
advertisement brought but one applicant, and he
wrote as follows: "I am certain I have the ability to

fill every requirement demanded in your advertise-

ment, and I would like the job. After thinking it

over, however, I don't see any advantage in free house
rent. If I did all the things the advertisement asks
for I wouldn't have any time to live in the house."

The hundreds of horsemen who know Secretary
Murray Howe of Memphis, Tenn., will learn with
sorrow that Richard Howe, his five-year-old son, met
death in Chicago, June 29th. Mr. and Mrs. Howe and
their three children arrived in Chicago from Mem-
phis, Mrs. Howe reaching the home of friends on
Lincoln avenue about noon. Richard, in running
across the street, was confronted by two wagons go-

ing in opposite directions. He hesitated until one
wagon had passed and then rushed forward. Owing
to the fact that the driver had no chance to seethe
child and pull up his horse, the wagon passed over
the child's body after hurling him violently to the
ground. Death was instantaneous. Murray Howe
accompanied the body to Memphis the following

evening, the funeral services having been held in

Chicago. The driver of the wagon, a colored man,
was in no way to blame for the frightful accident, and
the coronor's inqueBt 80 decided. Unlike the auto-

mobilists who run over people and then sprint away,
he went into the house on his own accord and re-

mained there until the police arrived.

—

Horse World.

The accompanying picture of the
gelding Adam G. 2:l-i}, now owned by
J. W. and Willard Zibbell, was taken
two years ago at Vallejo. At that
time William McGraw of Silas Skin-
ner fame, who has for years past been
employed at the navy yard there, was
using Adam G. as a road horse. Prof.
E. P. Heald, President of the Pacific
Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Asso-
ciation, owned the horse at the time
and was permitting Mr. McGraw to
use him. The editor of the BREEDER
and Sportsman was in attendance
at the Vallejo meeting, and while en-
gaged in photographing some of the
horses met Prof. Heald, who remarked
that he had a gelding there that was
worth photographing, as some day be
would be racing in fast time Prof.
Heald did not have the horBe regu-
larly trained until he sent him to Wil-
lard Zibbell (the unfortunate young
trainer so frightfully injured at Fres-
no last week), who soon saw he had a
prize and with his father purchased
the gelding from Professor Heald.
Ab the horse is the talk of the tracks
now, and is considered a sure 2:10
trotter, the prediction made by his

breeder two years ago when this picture was taken is

of more than ordinary interest at this time. Prof.
Heald informs ub that he owns several other foals

from Adam G.'s dam, Nona Y., and that he believeB
each and every one of them will take a standard rec-

ord, as every colt she has ever had has shown speed
aa soon as it is put to work. She is already the dam
of four with records better than 2:19. Her dam,
Black Flora was also a great producer, being the dam
of four standard trotters, viz.: Huntress 2:28, Peri-
helion 2:25, Nona Y. 2:25 and Sister 2:19}, all full

brothers and sisters, and the only standard trotters to
the credit of Admiral. Sister was campaigned by the
late John Goldsmith in 1886 and 1887 and won many
races, being almost Invincible. Black Flora was sired

by Black Prince, a horse bred by the late Gen. John
Bidwell of Chlco, who imported his sire and dam from
Kentucky, but who did not keep any record of their
breeding.

A three-year-old that gives every promise of being
a 2:12 trotter before the season is over is the brown
colt Ambush that took a two-year-old record of 2:20

last season and reduced this to 2:17 at the Los Angeles
meeting this year in a race against aged horses.

Ambush is a son of Zolock out of a mare by Silknut
son of Sllkwood 2:07. He started three times last year.

His first start was at San Jose in the two-year-old
trotting division of the Breeders Futurity. There
wer6 eight starters in this event, and Ambush earned
third money, being 2-5-5 in the final summary. Two
weeks later he started in a purse for two-year-olds at

Santa Rosa, and was again third, Athasbam being
the winner in straight heats in 2:20} and 2:20. At
Sacramento the following week he started in the same
field and after winning the first heat in 2:20, Bellemont
beat him for first money in 2:20} and 2:25. At the Los
Angeles meeting be was started on Saturday in the
2:20 class trot, against such horseB as Charlie T.,

Pat Rose that took a record of 2:12} the first day of

the meetiDg, and several other aged trotters. Charlie
T. won the first heat in 2:14} with Ambush close to

him, and captured the second in slower time as the
colt made a break. In the third heat Charlie T.

finished in front on a break, but was set back and the
heat given to Ambush whose time as second horse was
2:17. The race was then postponed until the next
day, when Charlie T. won with the mile in 2:15 and
Ambush a close second again. It was a great race for

a three-year-old during the first week in July, and the
son of Zolock is looked upon to get a very low record

before the year enda.
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GREAT RACING AT FRESNO.

Breeders Meeting Opened Wednesday With

Large Attendance and Ideal Weather.

Instead of the hot wave which many expected,

there was ideal weather on Wednesday ot this week

when the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders

Association opened its meeting at Fresno. The new

palm grandstand seating 2000 people was comfortably

filled and as every race was well contested the crowd

enjoyed the afternoon to the utmost. The new judges

stand which is undoubtedly the finest and best

appointed in the State was occupied by President E.

P. Heald, and Directors J C. Kirkpatrick and T. J.

Crowley as Judgee, while Ed R. Smith of Los Angeles

started the horses and got them off in good shape.

The first race was the 2:27 trot, which was won in

straight heats by John Treadwell's Zombro gelding

Charlie T. ably driven by Al McDonald. While

Charlie T. won very handily there was a contest in

each mile, Ray Bennett's bay gelding Oro Belmont

driving him out in the first and third heats and Lute

Lindsay's Oregon horse Sam Bowers making a hot

race with him through the stretch in the second heat.

In the first heat Charlie was forced to lower his Los

Angeles record of 2:14} to 2:13J, but he did it in a

manner that makes him look like a 2:10 horse before

the season is ended. There was a horse race in every

heat of this event.

The Raisin City Stake, $1500 for 2:20 pacers, had

six starters and was won by Virginia, the Bob Mason

mare owned by Ben Davies of San Bernardino.

Virginia reduced her Los Angeles record half a sec-

ond and her mark is now 2:09*. Nellie R. took the

first heat in 2:11 and was second in the next two heats,

when having second money won and not being able to

beat Virginia she finished fourth. In the last heat

John R. Conway was the contending horse and was

only beaten a short head in 2:10*. This was a great

contest.

The road race for pacers driven by members of the

Fresno Driving Club was one of the best races of the

day, and went to the Hanford mare Lady R. by Col.

K. R., driven by Pat Sweeney. She won in straight

heats in 2:16} and 2:12J, very fast time for a road

horse. The summaries:

Visalia stakes, 2:27 class trotting, 8800.

Charlie T., blk g by Zombro-Sarah Benton... (McDonald) 1 1 \

Oro Belmont, ch g by Ore Wilkes (Reams) 2 3 2

Sam Bowers, cb g by Joe Simpson (Lance) 3 2 3

WildBell.br g by Wildnut (Freeman) '

Dew Drop, b m by Richard's Elector (Gates)
Lady Jones, blk m by Capt. Jones (Green)
Pat Rose, ch g by Falrose (Wright)

Time by quarters-
First heat :33 1:06 1:40 2:13)4

Second heat.. :33M 1:07 1:42 2:15

Thirdheat 33)4 1:08 1:43 2:16)4

Raisin City Stake, 2:20 class pacing, $1500.

Virginia, ch m by Bob Mason-Coral by
Grandee (Delaney) 2

Nellie R. b m by Wayland W (Quinn)
John R.Conway, ch s by Diablo (Chadbourne)
Bessie Barnes, blk m by Zombro (Durfee)
Little Joe, b g by Diablo (Freeman)
Fearnot, b s by Lynmont (Stewart)
Miss Winn, ch m by Demonlo (Reams)

lengths. At the head of the stretch Zolock was first in

1:35 with Edwin S. second by two lengths. Coming

through the stretch Edwin S. was gaining a little at

every stride and was beaten out but a short head in

the greatest finish of the year in the fast time of 2:05}.

The second heat was won by Zolock in the same

time 2:05}, being only about four lengths ahead of the

other three, and every horse in the race paced better

than 2:07, all fighting to better their positions.

In the three-year-old race that grand young stallion

Ambush won in three straight heats after having a

horse race every heat with Mr. Warlow's young stal-

lion Athasham, who was the contender in every mile,

forcing Ambush to trot the first heat in 2:14}, the

second in 2:16* and the third in 2:19. The four colts

in this race are all very high class and any one of

them will beat 2:15 easily at the meetings later on.

The attendance was great and much larger than on

the first day. The track is in first class condition and

every thing is moving smoothly and great things are

in store for the Light Harness Horse Brigade during

the rest of this meeting and also at Santa Rosa and

the State Fair. The summaries:

Geo. L. Warlow Stake, for three-year old trotters. $600.

Ambush, br c by Zolock-dam by Silkwood (Bonnell) 1 1 1

Athasham, br c by Athadon (Walton) 2 2 2

Kenneth C, blk c by McKinney (Trefry) 4 3 3

Eima S., b f by Nutwood Wilkes (Chadbourne) 3 4 4

Time by quarters-
First Heat.. ..:34 1:07)4 1:41 2:14«
Second heat... :34 l:07)i 1:43 2:1524

Third heat.... :35 1:09M 1:45 2:19

5 5
dis

2 1 1

I 2 2
4 3 3
5 5 4

6 4 di

3 dis
dls

Time by quarters-
First heat... .:33M 1:05

Second beat. .:32)S 1:05

Third heat.. ..:31)4 1:04

Fourth heat.. :34 1:06

1:38)4

2:11
2:11

2:09)4
2:10)4

Pacing raoe, Fresno Driving Club, purse $200.

Lady R., bmbyCol. K. R (P.Sweeney)
Elmont, b g by Almont (E. R. Reed)
Selda, bm by Stormy John (Stockdale)
Mabel C, blk m by Strathway (S.Walton)
George, b g by Loeber (D. L. Baohant)

Time by quarters-
.:34 1:09 1:44 2:16'<(

Second heat. :33)4 l:05?i 1:39 2:12ii

SECOND DAY.

Thursday was a Zolock day at the Fresno track,

and the handsome pacing son of McKinney covered

himself with glory as a race horse and added to his

youthful but brilliant reputation as a sire of early and

extreme speed. He won both heats of the free-for-all

pace In 2:05}, the fastest time made in the United

States this year, lowering his own record of 2:06 made
at Los Angeles a few days ago, and lowering the

Fresno track record nearly two seconds.
I
For this last

performance he earned for his driver Henry Delaney,

a 950 bill generously offered by Mr. Fulton G. Berry

for the horse that would break the track record of

2:07. After Zolock had paced the first heat in 2:05}

and won the 850, Mr. Berry offered another bill or the

same value is the 2:05} was beaten, by any horse in the

race. The time was the same. Director T. J. Crowley

presented the $50 check to Mr. Delaney in a neat

speech. Starter Ed Smith who is one of the closest

observers, sends us the following account of Thurs-

day's races:

The great stallion from San Bernardino—Zolock

—

won the free-for-all pace in one of the hottests contests

ever witnessed in this State. The first heat was a

horse race from wire. Tboy were off on the third

score with Zolock on the pole, Daedalion second, in

which positions they paced to the half-mile pole in

1:02, both lapped, with Edwin S. third by about four

Pacing, free-tor-all, two in three, $600.

Zolock, br s by McKinney (Delaney) 1 1

Edwin S., oh g by Dr. Hicks (Chadbourne) 2 3
Kelly Briggs, brs by Bayswater Wilkes (Wright) 4 2
Daedalion, brs by Diablo (Ward) 3 4

Time by quarters-
First heat.... :31 1:02 1:35 2:05«
Second heat. .:32 1:03 1:35 2-.05M

NOTES OF THE MEETING.

W. G. Durfee worked Petigru a half over the

Fresno track last Wednesday in 1:03| and sent him to

the half in the next heat in 1:02| and to the three-

quarter pole in 1 :34 and the next eighth in 15} seconds.

This is better than a 2:06 gait. He looks good en Dugh

to take to Memphis, Durfee has been saving Belle-

mont for the three-year-old trotting division at the

Breeders $6000 Futurity at Santa Rosa and the

Occident Stake at the State Fair. She worked four

heats the day of Petigru's sensational halves, doing

the third and fourth heatsin 2:18 and 2:17* respectively,

last quarters in 32 seconds—a 2:08 gait. There are a

lot of good three-year-old trotters this year and the

big coli stakes will be won in fast time.

The temporary grand stand erected for the Breeders

meeting is all right. It is not particularly ornate

architecturally, but commodious, cool and a credit to

those who devised and built it. It was erected in less

than a week and will seat 2000 people. Big fan palm

leaves were used largely for the roof and back afford-

ing plenty of shade and a chance for the breeze.

Fulton G. Berry sails the "Nixie" on the high seas

and when he isn't winning races on the briney deep

he is running things in Fresno, and he keeps them
going with free sheet and all sails set. It was his

genius that invented the big bell made of electric

lights with the pleasing legend, "Welcome Horse-

men," that illuminates the principal corner in Fresno.

It is about 20 feet high, 14 feet in diameter, of most

graceful form and several hundred electic lights were

used in its construction. In bis home town he per-

vades everything and is is largely due to his untiring

effortsthat the Breeders were enabled to go to Fresno.

A. J. Hudson makes less fuss than Commodore Berry

but he "gets there just the same. " He knows what
is wanted and goes ahead and does it. He is an en-

thusiastic horseman and to him and Geo. L. Warlow
is the credit due that the track and buildings were

ready in time for the meeting.

and 25 cents for children between the ages of 12 and

16 years will prevail at the next fair. Season tickets

admitting all the members of one family will be sold

for $5. A charge of $7 50 has usually been made for

such tickets.

It was decided that the stock parade should be held

on Wednesday, and the premium parade on the fol-

lowing day. The meeting was held late in the after-

noon, an adjournment having been taken at 1:30

o,clock out of respect to the memory of the late

Charles M. Coglan.

An Opportunity to Get a Good One.

When the horseB owned by the late J. Malcolm
Forbes of Boston were sold in New York in 1903,

Robert A. Smith purchased a colt that is now five,

years old and very handsome, that is about as well

bred as any horse ever brought to this Coast. He is

by that great trotter, Peter the Great 2:07} (sire of

Sadie Mac (3) 2:11*, etc.) by Pilot Medium, greatest

son of Happy Medium. His dam is the producing
mare Juanita 2:29 (dam of Sinaloa 2:253) by Sultan,

the sire of Stamboul 2:07*; his grandamisthe great

mare Beulah, dam of six in the list, including Beuzetta

2:06| and Early Bird 2:10, and his great grandam is

the mare Sally B. (dam of Maurine 2:13} and two more
in the list) by the thoroughbred horse Lever, a Eon of

the great Lexington. This colt is fit to head any
stock farm, and he is fast at either gait. He was
worked a few weeks as a three-year-old and trotted a

mile in 2:21, with the last half in 1:07. He was then

sold and brought to California. This year Will Dur-
fee worked him at the pace as he seemed rather in-

clined to that gait, and after a very little training

reeled off a mile in 2:11*, with the last quarter in 30

seconds. A mild attack of distemper threw him out

of training, but he is sound and all right now, and can

show an intending purchaser a mile in 2:J2 or very

close to it. His owner, Robert A. Smith of Los An-
geles, has no use for him and would like to sell. He
will consider a trade for a first-class trotter. See his

advertisement in this issue.

State Board of Agriculture.

The directors of the State Agricultural Society, at

a meeting held last week canvassed the entries for the

harness racing part of the program for the State Fair.

The report of the Speed Committee, which waB

adopted as presented, provided sixteen harness races,

and recommended the cancellation of three events

wherein the required number of entries had not been

received. A special resolution was carried, however,

retaining as part of the program a free-for-all pace

event for which a purse of $600 will be offered. It was

decided that there should be three running races each

day, with a minimum purse of $250, this bting an in-

crease over the size of last year's purses.

The annual election of officers was held. Benjamin

F. Rush of Suisun was re-elected president; James

Whitaker of Gait received the vice-presidency:

Thomas Fox was selected for superintendent of the

fairgrounds, and William Land as superintendent of

the new pavilion. The new committees will be an.

nounced by the president at the next meeting, to be

held on July 29th.

A general udmission charge of 50 cents for adults

News From the North.

[Rural Spirit, Portland]

Altacora 2:13 pacing, full sister to Chehalis 2:04},

will not be bred this year, but will he put in training

as soon as her Joe Patchen filly is weaned , for a lower

record next season.

John Sawyer and Doc Ward have moved their

stables of harness horses to the state fair grounds

from Irvington track, to make room for the bang-tails

that are coming over from Seattle.

J. N. McKay, of Woodburn, has purchased the

German Coach stallion, Pfiel, formerly owned by
Duncan Scott, of Eugene. Pfiel has won prizes at the

Oregon state fair the past two years in a class for

German Coach stallions.

T. N. Davidson, Jr., of Salem, has leased the Ha
stallion Hal D. from Homer Davenport and taken him

to Salem for the balance of the season. Hal D. is one

of the speediest green pacers in the state, and most

likely he will be trained and raced during his stay in

Oregon.

E, B. Tongue has brought his pacers, Byron Lace

2:14} and Lord Lovelace home from California snd

placed them in the hand of J. B. Stetson to campaign.

Mr. Stetson moved to the state fair ground track this

week where will begin getting together a stable for

the fall meetings. Byron Lace attracted quite a lot of

attention in California by his easy, smooth way of

going and he is looked by many as a sure two ten-er.

The Albany Driving Club presented an interesting

and successful program at its meeting, July 7tb.

Track was fast, weather ideal and about a thousand

people entered the gates or climbed over the fences.

It is to be noted that Albany is showing an increased

interest in the harness horse, and several campaigners,

successful in their day, and still good for a brush or

a matinee, have been added to the list of Linn county

roadsters.

The races were called promptly at two, with W.
W. Percival, president of the Independence Driving

Club, Worth Huston and G. A. Westgate in the

judge's stand. Sheriff White was a most satisfactory

marshal and W. H. Sloan of Salem with A. L.

Munkers regulated the cbroncmetei s and harded out

the official time. Purses offered amounted to a few

hundred dollars.

The program followed the advertised order as

follows:

Free-for-all trot or pace,

Ben Bolt, b g by Alexis 1 1

May Tilden brm by Altamont 2 2

Pathmark, b h by Pathmont 3 3

Time—2:21, 2:25.

Road race, owners to drive,

DickK .blkh by Coeurd'Alene 4 1 1

Teddy, br g by Holmdel
J

3 2

Rosemond, b g by Rosemon „ ?
Major, ch g by Multnomah 3 4 d

Time—S:MS(, 2:45!S, 2:47.
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The Horse's Pulse.

The veterinary editor of the London Farm and

Sortie gives a valuable article that horsemen and

stockmen should know about the pulsations of the

horse, which is here reproduced

:

What is the number of pulsations of the horse?

suggests the holding; of tbepopular notion that accele-

rat ! on is taken into serious consideration when the

indications of the pulse are considered as an aid to

diagnosis in disease. Tbe knowledge that in the horsei

or, for the matter of that, any other domesticated

animal, the pulsations in health average so many per

minute is not likely to be very useful to the farmer or

horse-owner—indeed it may lead the amateur veterin-

ary surgeon astray, unless at the same time he appre-

ciates the importance of character in the pulse. He
may see the doctor lightly grasping the wrist of his

patien'. with tbe ringer of one hand, while holding his

watch in his other, in his best bedside manner; or the

veterinary surgeon standing on the near side of hie

patient with his left hand on ihe horse's nose, and

pressing the sub-maxillary artery against tbe lower

jawbone with the Sogers of his right—looking very

serious and very wise—and assume that they are

counting all the time; but they are not. Each takes

Borne note of number, but, at the same time, the

manner in which the blood is propelled through the

artery is receiving the more serious consideration.

There are several things that influence tbe number
of pulsations, even in the healthy animal, including

breed, age, pregnancy, warmth, plethora, etc., and

thus there is a good deal of room for discrimination]

even if there were anything in the popular notion

that acceleration in speed is inseparably connected

with disease. For example, if we take two horses,

say a very common-bred carting animal and a well-

bred hunter, it will be found that so far as the number
of pulsations per minute is concerned, there may be a

difference of eight or ten beats. At the same time the

animal with the faster pulse may be in better health

than the other. The same difference is to be observed

in bovines as regards age, and between an early cow
and a yearling heifer there may be a difference of

ten to twenty pulsations—in fact, tbe pulse, as well as

the respiration, is always faster in all young animals,

while the internal temperature, as indicated by the

clinical thermometer, is always higher. Nervous
animals roughly handled show increased frequency,

the excitement producing such an impression on the

nervous system as to cause the action of the heart to

be greatly quickened. The number of pulsations at

any poiot of an artery simply represent tbe number
of contractions of the left ventricle of the heart in a

given time, and if mere number is all we want to know
we need not trouble about taking the pulse at an

artery at all. If the ear, or even the palm of the

hand is placed against the chest on the near side, the

number of heart beats can be correctly counted, and

it will tell just as much as if pulsations are counted at

a distant artery.

It is, of course, desirable to know that the pulse of

the horse is normally 32 to 36, or 34 to 40 in well bred

animals, that in the ox the average is 46, tbat it is

faster during rumination (70 to 80) and faster In the

young animal (55 to 65) than in the adult; that in the

sheep it is from 60 to 90; in the pig 55 to 75 and in the

dog 70 to 90; but when this has been learned we are

ODly on the threshold of the subject, for it is on
character that reliance has to be placed for the indica-

tions of disease. The different kinds of pulsations, or

character of pulse, have received different names to

distinguish them, and in technical pathological de-

scriptions we meet with such terms aB full, small, soft,

hard, oppressed, unequal, confused, thready, im-

perceptible, intermittent, diacrotonous, cordy, wiry
and several others, as applied to the state of the pulse

>

It is hardly to he expected that the amateur will be

able to understand all the finer distinctions, but an

appreciation of at least the more important of the

characteristics is not difficult to acquire—indeed, is

absolutely necessary to the proper understanding of

the value of pulse indications in their relationship to

departures from health. A slow pulse is wben the

number of beats is below the normal per minute, and
it indicates defective nervous energy, such as would
arise in certain brain troubles. A weak pulse denotes

feeble heart action, and is expressive of debility. An
irregular or intermittent pulse indicates heart disease,

and is due to arrest of the heart's action at either

regular or irregular intervals. A hard pulse is in-

dicative of inflammation or fever, the hard, jerky
pulse of inflammation of the bowels is an example. It

is necessary also to be able to distinguish between
frequency and quickness, Bince they are not by any
means the same thing. A pulse may be described,

say, as frequent, small and quick. This means a

frequent beat of tbe heart, a quick contraction, and
a small quantity of blood sent out at each beat. When
the blood vessels are much distended we have the

oppressed pulse, in which the heat is prolonged and
not very marked. This indicates congestion, say, of
the lungs, and, owing to obstruction, the blood is with
difficulty forced along.

Where to take the pulse is another common ques-
tion, and one on which "Northern" requests informa-
tion. From what has already been said, it will be
understood that for indications other than that of
number, which can be obtained by listening to the
heart, it is necessary to take the pulse at an artery,
the size and degree of contraction of which shows the
hardness, softness, fulness, smalkess, etc. With
every beat of the heart the blood is propelled through
tbe vessels called arteries, which have a degree of

elasticity that enables them to adapt themselves to

the volume of the stream. The force with which the
blood is propelled from the heart diminishes as the
distance from the center of circulation is increased,
but is palpable to the remotest extremity. Owing to
this diminution of the force it is desirable to select a
vessel of considerable size, and as near to the heart as

possible. It must be superficial, and so situated that
it can be pressed against seme hard body, such as a
bone. There are several arteries that permit of this

being done, and different vessels are utilized for tak-
ing rhe pulse in different animals by different prac-
titioners. In the horse the sub maxillary artery is in-

variably employed. The vessel is situated at the
lower jaw, and the method usually adopted is to take
up a positir n quietly on the near side of the animal,
and to soothe and pat it to allay any fear or excite-

ment. Then place the left hand lightly on the nose,

and find the artery with the fingers of the right,

pressing the vessel gently against the jaw bone, so as

to ascertain the manner in which the blood is flowing
through it. The number of pulsations per minute are

counted while their character is noted. There is no
point at which the equine pulse can be taken so con-

veniently as at the jaw, although there are, of course,

other vessels which can be employed. It is safest, as

well as most convenient.

The Three-Quarter Shoe for Interfering Horses.

It matters not how perfect some horses may be, or
how well they are shod, the very best of tbem will be
found to interfere, writes a shoer in the Horseshoer's

Journal, Of the causes we know much and yet when
a case of interfering is brought to us we often become
puzzled as to what the cause really is. Perhaps it is

a renewed case, one that the same man has shod
before many times an*! has effected a cure of the
interfering, and going about the job full of confidence

he uses the same shoe and dresses the foot in the same
manner as he did before successfully, and yet the ani-

mal may return worse off than ever, and this is what
sets the horseshoer thinking.

There are all kinds of shoes for the different kinds

of interferers, and we all know that the same rule can

not be applied in any two cases, so we must revert to

some particular design of shoe, and some particular

method of preparing the foot of a certain horse which
is suitable to his particular case. It does not pay for

a man in business to advise his patron to dosomething
which will give him no return; a medical doctor or a

lawyer are paid mostly for their advice; horseshoers

should also be allowed something for theirs, and in-

deed if they set themselves up as entitled to it they

would receive pay for the advice they give, because it

must be understood that our patient, tbe horse, is out

of our sight the better portion of the month and still

we are held more or less responsible for his well being

in travel. But, as I was going to say, to advise the

removal of the hind shoes when a horse is found in-

terfering in that part and to have bim driven for two

or three days, then brought back and shod with light

shoes, the face of which should be rounded to com-

pare with the wear of the hoof while the feet have

been stripped, this is one of the surest and best

methods to effect a cure of interfering that is possible

to find.

I before said that it would not pay the horseshoer to

recommend this to the horse owner, but it does pay

far better to hold the patron's confidence than to dis-

courage him by compelling the return of the horse

two or three times during perhaps one week and still

no cure. Now this method of producing a cure can

be tried in a case of any horse used for light driving,

especially if he is used on the roads or where the pave-

ments are very level, or on the dry roads. Next to

this method of producing a quick cure I want to

recommend the three-quarter shoe; the three-quarter

shoe is to be commended for more than one reason,

but it cannot, unfortunately, be used on all cases for

the reason that tbe leg structures are different and

therefore it cannot be used in all cases. Take for,

instance, the foot which sets on a leg so as to bring its

center far to the outside of the bones above; a three-

quarter shoe on this kind of case would likely do

more harm than good, but when the foot and leg are

on a true line one with the other then the three-
quarter shoe should be applied whenever possible
because it possesses more real virlueif rightly ad justed
than any interfering shoe ever designed.

In preparing the foot for the three-quarter shoe,
care should betaken to reduce all of that portion of
the wall on which the shoe sets; the inside web of
shoe should at its extreme end set into the hoof about
half the thickness of the shoe and thus we get almost
a perfectly level foot. The frog has its full play on
the ground and the foot is brought as near to naturo
as any horseshoe can provide. There Is a combination
of virtues in the three-quarter shoe not the least of
which is tbe additional weight given to the outside
quarter, which assists in carrying the foot on a more
straightlinewith the body and away from the opposite
ankle. Again, in picking the foot up there is no metal
to cut or bruise the opposite ankle as in the case of
the full snoe. The three-quarter shoe allows more
complete play on the inside quarter of hoof, and here
again we have an advantage because the expanding
process is sonsequently going on all to the relief of
the foot. The animal that is built with feet pointing
from his hips to the center of the body as they rest on
the ground is most generally to be found interfering
at some time in his life and on such a case the three-
quarter shoe can be used with almost certain success.

Improvements at Lexington.

Box seats will be built in the grandstand at the
Kentucky Trotting Horse Breeders' Association this
summc. There will be about two hundred of them—
one hundred seats in the grandstand proper and one
hundred in the balcony. They will be completed
before the great fall trots begin.

The trots have become one of the great social func-
tions of the fall season, Lovers of the light harness
horses come here from the evergreen shores of the
Pacific, the busy cities of the Atlantic coast, the
hustling towns of the North, and the sunny South.
They meet here in the fall and attend the greatest
meeting for harness horses given in the world.

It has been the object of the Kentucky Trotting
Breeders' Association since the Bport became popular
here to give the visitors and the home people the
best accommodations that money could supply. The
directors of the association have personally investi-

gated the conditions of the hotels, and urged the
proprietors to make the rooms and quarters com-
fortable for the guests of the city at that time. Last
year the management of the Phoenix Hotel added an
an extra story to the building in order to give the
guests better accommodations.
There was but one thing left to be done, and that

was to give the guests more privacy after the grounds
had been reached. The only solution to this problem
was tbe construction of box seats, and the Board of

Directors decided to have them put in.

Secretary Horace Wilson has been receiving bids

for the work for a week, and the contract will be

closed In a short time. The seats will be sold to the
highest bidders, and any person allowed in the grounds
will be permitted to use them if the price is paid.

A new fence is replacing the old one around the
track. Other improvements are contemplated, so

that by the time of the fall trots the grounds and
buildings will be in excellent condition.

—

Kentucky
Farmer and Breeder.

What J. Crouch & Son Say.

Messrs. J. Crouch & Son of the Lafayette Stock Farm, the
largest importers of German Coach, Belgian and Percheron stal-
lions io the world, have lhl3tosay: "We have used your Craft's
Distemper & Cough Cure almost continuously for the past twelve
years, and consider it Indispensable In the treatment of the vari-
ous forms of distemper, coughs, colds, catarrhal aDd shipping
fevers It is tbe only remedy that can be relied upon at all times
and under all circumstances. No horseman should ever be with-
out the protection afforded by this great remedy. When shipping
horses we invariably use Craft's as a preventive against shipping
fever and other Infectious diseases to which our horses are more
or less exposed. We reco mend it to all owners or handlers of
horses."

See This.

Choice cattle and alfalfa ranch, 480 acrep, 150 pro-
ducing alfalfa; fine herd Jersey cows; dairy outfit;

150 hogs; two large electric pumping plants; nine
million gallons water daily. Main line Santa Fe,
close to Bakersheld. Easy terms. Will consider ex-
change. Address J. C. Arnold, Berkeley, Cal. „

The New York Driving Club h»s been holding some
good matinees lately. The new rule pertaining to
the classification of horses is a decided improvement;
last year a horse winning a race was required to move
up into a faster class, regardless as to whether he won
by a length after a hard lought battle or by ten
lengths after an ea9y race This year the question of

moving a winner up has been left to tbe discretion
of the classification committee, and better and closer

races will be tbe result.

Strikel—if they don't give youJacksons Napa Soda
wber you ask for it.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

Coming Events.

Bod.
April l-Sept. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season tor taking steel-

leatl In tidewater.

April l-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and orawflsh.

April l-Nov. 1—Trout season open.

June l-Jan. 1—Open season for black bass.

July s—Saturday Fly-Casting Contest No. 8. Stow lake, 2:36

p. m.
July ft—Sunday Fly Casting Contest No. 8. Stow lake, 10 a. m.

Sept. I0-Oct. 16—Close season In tidewater for steelbead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close seuson for catching salmon.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. l-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. I5-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.
Gnu*

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and
;age ben.

Feb. 15-Oot. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc

April 1-Oot. 15—Close season for English snipe.

June B7, 30—The Interstate Association's Grand American Han'
dlcap Target tournament, Indianapolis, Ind.; $1000 added money-
Elmer E. Shaoer, Secretary-Manager, Pittsburg, Pa.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

July 23—Fish and Game Gun Club. Blue rocks. San Jose.

July SJ—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Aug l-Oot. 15—Deer season open.

Aug 6—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleslde.

Aug. 6—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds. Alameda.

Aug. 6, 20—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View
Cat.

Aug. 13—California Wing Club. Live pigeons. Ingleslde.

Aug. 20—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleslde.

Aug. 29 30—Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks.

Denver. Col.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks.
Alameda Junction.

Sept. 12, 13, 14—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleslde. Elmer
E. Shaoer. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of
S. F Trapshooting Ass'n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs, Butte
oounty. H. Haselbusch, manager
Sept. 30-Oct. 1—BlggsGunClub. Two-day blue rock tournament.

Biggs, Cal.
Bench Shows.

Aug. 15, 18—Orange County Agricultural Society. Middletown,
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug. 23. 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show in New York City. A. A. Vanderbilt, Seoretary.

Aug. 31-Sept. 2—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. I. Francis M.
Ware. Secretary

Sept. Stockton Kennel Club. F. A. Geisea, Seoretary, Stook-
ton, Cal.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M. W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 27, 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundie, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Seoretary.

Nov. 28-Dio. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price, Secretary.

1906.
Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.

McKlm, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Aug. 15—Iowa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.
O. Box 55, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club. Inaugural trials
Grand Forks, N. D A. E. Palmer, Secretary, Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association. 4th annual trials.

O'Neill, Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary, O'Neill, Neb.

Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La
Salle, Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Wlnnepeg Man.
Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials.

Ladner, B C. H. S Rolston, Secretary, Vancouver. B. C.

Oct. 12—Paoific Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. Chas. L. Lundy, Secretary, Seattle, Wash.
Oot. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association. Washington Court House,

O. C. T. Phillips, Seoretary, Columbus, O.

Oot. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped ou or after January 1, 1904, whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, 111., entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co., Chicago
Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.

Cbapln, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Hutsonvllle, 111.

S. H. Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Seoretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young, Seoretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wtlls, Honorary Seoretary, Chatham, Ont.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, nth annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 128 Maiden Lane,
Now York.

Dec. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley. Secretary. Fairfield, Conn.

lOOO.
Jan Pacific Coast Fiold Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bakersnold, Cal. Albert Betz, Seoretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

FIELD 1)1 Mi N NOW IN DEMAND
Now that tha fall hunting season is near at hand

many sportsmen are looking around for a desirable
dog to work to the gun. In this respect we know of
nothing better ou the Coast than a broken Pointer
from the Stockdale Kennels at Bakerstlold. Manager
"Mace" Dodge is one of the best known and reputable
trainers in the United States and a young dog turned
out by him Is a dog that a sportsman can rely on to
be a valuable working field dog and thoroughly
broken in every requisite.

Open and Close Season.

A practical and neat synopsis of the State game and

fish laws, and also showing numerous changes in the

State law—shortening the ope» season, by vaiious

county boards of supervisors, ha9 been isBu«d by

Clabrough, Golcher & Company, 538 Market St., San

Francisco.

In view of the near approach of the deer season and

the fall shooting we take occasion to give tbeinforma-

tion in full, the county changes being of much interest

to many sportsmen at this time, particularly so in

respect to the open season on doves.

State Law, open season

—

Deer, from Aug. 1st to Oct. 15th.

Doves, from July 1st to Feb. 15th.

Mountain quail, grouse, sage hen, Sept. 1st to
Feb 15th.
Valley quail, ducks, ibis, curlew, plover, rail, Oct.

15th to Feb. 15th.
Snipe, from Oct. 15th to March 31st.
Trout, from April 1st to Oct. 3lBt.

Steelhead trout, Oct. 16th to Jan. 31st. April 1st to
Sept. 10th. Above tide water closed Nov. 1st to April
1st.

Salmon, Oct. 16th to Sept. 10th. Above tide-water
close season extends to Nov. 15th.
Lobster or orawfish (not less that 9i inches long)

Sept. 15th to March 31st.

Black bass, June 1st to Dec. 31st.

Crab (not less than 6 inches across the back) Nov.
1st to Aug. 31st
Bag Limit—Quail, doves, grouse, snipe, curlew, ibis,

plover, rail, 25 in one day. Ducks, 50 in one day
Deer, male, 2 in one season Trout, 25 lbs. weight or
50 fish in one day.

Open Season, county changes

—

Contra Costa—Deer, Aug. 15th to Aug. 20th.
El Dorado—Deer, Sept 1st to Oct. 15th.
Fresno—Doves, Aug. 15th to Feb. 1st; valley quail,

Nov. 1st to Feb. 1st.

Glenn—Doves, Aug. 1st to Feb. 15th.
Los Angeles—Trout, May lBt to Aug. 1st; doves,

Aug. 15th, one day only; deer, Aug. 15th to Oct. 1st;
valley quail, Oct. 15th to Feb. 1st; mountain quail,
Sept. 1st to Oct. 15th.
Madera—Deer, Sspt. 1st to Oct 15; valley quail,

Nov. 1st to Feb. 1st; trout, six inches long, doves,
Aug. Is. to Feb. 1st.

Merced—Doves, Aug. 15th to Feb 15th.
Mono—Trout, July 1st to Nov. 1st.

Marin—Deer, Aug. 1st to Sept. 15th.
Placer—Doves, Aug. 15th to Feb. 15th; trout in

Lake Tahoe and streams tributary thereto, June 1st
to Nov. 1st.

Riverside—Deer season closed; trout, May 1st to
July 1st.

Sacramento—Doves, July 15th to Feb 15th.
San Luis Obispo—Deer, Aug. 1st to Sept. 15th.
Santa Barbara—Deer, Aug. 1st to Aug. 31st.

Santa Clara—Doves, Aug. 1st to Feb. 15th.
Santa Cruz—Rabbits, Oct. 15th to Feb. 15th; doves,

prohibited; unlawful to trail deer with dogs at any
time.
San Bernardino—Deer, Aug. 15th to Oct. 1st; doves,

Aug. 15th, one day only; mountain quail, Sept. 1st to
Oct. 15th; valley quail, Oct. 15th to Feb. 1st; trout,
May 15th to Nov. 1st.

San Benito—Deer, Aug. lBt to Oct. 1st.

San Mateo—Cottontail or brush rabbits, July 1st to
Feb. 1st; rail, Oct. 15th to Nov. 16th; deer, Aug. 1st to
Oct. 1st.

Sutter—Doves, Aug. 1st to Feb. 15th.

San Joaquin—Doves, Aug. 1st to Feb. 15th.
Stanislus—Doves, Aug. 1st to Feb. 15th.
Ventura—Deer, Aug. 1st to Sept. 1st; doves, Sept.

1st to Oct. 1st.

Yuba—Doves, Aug. 1st to Feb. 15th.

The State game and fish laws prevail unchanged in

the following counties:

Amador, Alpine, Alameda, Colusa, Calaveras, Del
Norte, Humboldt, Inyo, Kern, King, Lassen, Lake,
Mendocino, Monterey, Modoc, Napa, Nevada, Plumas,
Sonoma, Shasta, Siskiyou, Sierra, San Diego, Solano,
Trinity, Tulare, Tehama, Tuolumne.
Advices have not yet been received from Butte,

Mariposa, Orange or Yolo counties.

San Francisco, no changes have been made, an old
county ordinance, however, makes it a misdemeanor
to hunt game within the county limits.

What is always unlawful—To buy, sell, offer for
sale, barter or trade, at any time, any quail, dove,
pheasant, grouse, Bage ben, snipe, ibis, plover, rail, or
any deer meat or deer skins.

To have in possession doe or fawn skins.

To take or kill, at any time, doeB, fawnB, elk, ante-
lope, mountain sheep, or tree squirrels.

To take or kill pheasants, or any imported quail.

To run deer with dogB during the close season.
To shoot half hour before sunrise or half hour after

Bunset.
To trap protected game or birds of any kind with-

out having first procured written authority from the
Board of Fish Commissioners.
To take, possess, or destroy nests or eggs of any

birds.

To ship game or fish in concealed packages, or with-
out your name and address.
To buy or sell trout less than one pound in weight.
To tike, at any time, sturgeon or female crabs.

To take red or green abalones less than 15 inches in
circumference.
To take black abalones less than 12 inches in cir-

cumference.
To take trout, black bass, or steelhead, except with

hook and line.

To take salmon, shad, or striped bass with a net less
than 7^-inch mesh, or to use a set net.
To fish with boat and net without a license.
To fish for salmon, shad, or stripped bass with

nets Saturday and Sunday.
To take fish, in any manner, within 50 feet of a

fish way.
To take, buy or sell stripped bass less than three

pounds in weight.
To take or kill meadow larks, or any other wild

birds, except bluejays, English sparrows, sharp-
shinned hawk, Cooper's hawk, duck hawk, great
horned owl, or California linnet.
To shoot od enclosed land without permission.
To export dried shrimp or shrimp shells.
Killing an elk, a felony—1 to two years imprison-

ment.
Fine for violation game laws, $25 to $500 and im-

prisonment.
Fine for violation of fish laws, $20 to $500 and Im-

prisonment.
Smallest fine for using explosives to take any fish,

$250 and imprisonment.
Smallest fine for killing does, fawns, antelopes or

mountain sheep, $50.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

SANTA CRUZ KENNEL CLUB.
A practical outcome of the recent show at Santa Cruz

has resulted in the organization of an enthusiastic
kennel club. The new club starts off with a splendid
list of membership, including some of the moBt promi-
nent citizens of the county. It is proposed to hold a
bench show in the Casino some time in September.
The membership roll and officers of the new club

are the following:
President, Joseph O. Home; first vice-president,

Montroyd Sharpe; second vice-president, Warren
R. Porter; secretary, F. J. Torchiana; treasurer, H.
D. Fagen; directors, Joseph O. Home, Montroyd
Sharpe, T. W. Kelly, H. S. Wanzer, Fred W. Swan-
ton; bench show committee, Joseph O. Home, J. M.
Walsh, J. J. C. Leonard, T. W. Kelly, F. J. Tor-
chiana; members, J. O. Home, G H. Normand, Mont-
royd Sharpe, James Normand, Major F. McLaughlin,
H. Willey, Warren R. Porter, Leo A. Dieter, F. J.
Torchiana, J. M. Walsh, James G. Piratsky, J. J. C.
Leonard, H F. Anderson, H. D. Fagen, Fred R.
Howe, W. C. Hoffman, Thomas K. Kelly, George
Martin, Fred W. Swanton, Percy Morse, J. W.
Forgeus, D. W. Johnston, Irving Townsend, G. W.
Sill, Geo. C. Staffler, J. W. Baxter, F. O. Hihn, Fred
R. Walti, H. S. Fletcher, W. E. Miller, Jr., H. S.
Wanzer, N. J. Stewart, E. Kelly, J. G. Tanner, C.
F. Fagen.

A SEATTLE DOG POISONING CASE
The prosecution, that it is claimed would have re-

sulted in a conviction, of a dog poisoner one Adam
Hoenioke, was dropped by the Seattle Kennel Club
for the reason that the defendant, a well to do farmer,
was found dead in a field the night previous to his
preliminary hearing on a charge of maliciously poison-
ing dogs with strychnine.
Hoenickehad been dead apparently a week or more

when the body was discovered. He had not been seen
since June 23d, and it was evident to callers, from ap-
pearances about his place, that he had been absent,
a search or several days resulted in finding the re-
mains. He was 73 years old, his death is supposed to
have been due to heart ailments.
The crime for which the aged farmer was arrested

by Humane Officer Clark, of Seattle, at the request of
the Seattle Kennel Club, was the death by poisoning
of three valuable dogs. J. W. Riplinger's English
Setter Bracken O'Leck bad a close call also. Capt.
E. A. Swift's Pointer bitch, Kitsap Juno, winner at
the recent Seattle show, and ar English Setter owned
by John W. Considine were two of the victims.
Autopsies showed strychnine to have been the cause
of death.
A number of witnesses were ready to prove that

Hoenicke had openly expressed threats to kill all of
the dogs in the kennels of S. Hanson at South Park,
about five miles from Seattle. Hanson is a well known
and popular trainer and had in oharge a number of
dogs for the coming Northwest field trials.

Dogs in Washington State are personal property
and owners are protected by statute. Charles L.
Lundy, a Seattle fancier, had been retained for the
prosecution and would have, subsequent to the crimi-
nal trial, brought civil action for damages.

WORKING COLLIES.

Glen Tana Collie Kennels make a specialty of breed-
ing the best working strains of Collies for sheepmen
and sell tbem at reasonable prices. The G. T. Collies
have made a clean sweep of the Paclfie Coast shows,
winning 168 first prizes, 18 seconds, 3 thirds and
special cups for best Collie bitch and best Collie dog
in 7 shows. The Spokane kennels also have the
largest and best kennel of stud dogs on the Coast. A
select lot of puppies are offered fanciers who are
desirous of getting good stock. Orders for young or
old dogsean be filled and purchasers can rely on the
integrity of the kennel management.

It behooves the fancy to send for the recently issued

circular listing a number of desirable degs that are
for sale. A request mailed to Thos. S. Griffith, P. O.
Box No. 1907, Spokane, Wash., will receive prompt
attention. In the list of dogs and bitches offered at

stud and for sale will be found much information of

value to Collie breeders.

We note in the classified "ads" on page 15, that Mr.
D. E. Martin of Livermore has some desirable young
Pointers for sale.
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POPPIES WITH OSTRICH APPETITES.

Joseph Graham, the well kDown authority on ken-

nel matters, was recently asked for advice as to treat-

ing a young dog which has a habit of eating hard and
indigestible substances. In reply he said: "The best

advice is—get another dog. Ouce I thought thi9 habit

came from lack of bones or bone material in the food.

My present notion is that it is a symptom of serious

nervous disorder, and has no relation to the elements
of food. Every young dog that has manifested this

craving under my observation has had a derangement
of the nervous system. One beautiful son of Cincin-

natus' Pride in my kennel would make a meal on soft

coal. He would chew bits of brick, pieces of wood

—

almost anything hard that was chewable at all I put
bone dust in his food and broke up soup bones. But
it was soon apparent that he was suffering from a

deep-seated nervous derangement. Any excitement
or rapid exercise, after he was a year old, produced a

convulsiOD. He died in a fit. What sort of nervous
disorder is the cause of this particular habit I cannot
eay. Nerve symptom s are queer things, even for the
specialists. A man may have terrific pains in his arm
when the trouble lies somewhere in the base of his

brain. He may have an irritable stomach from fatigue

of the eyes. A horse may take to cribbing, because
there is an itch in a nerve centre or an instinct arti-

ficially repressed. In a human being we try patiently

to cure these nerve troubles.

"

With a dog, the case is just so much more baffling,

we believe Mr. Graham gives the proper diagnosis and
remedy.

AMERICAN FIELD FCTOKITY.

The Coast is represented in the first American Field

Futurity by three entries.

J. W. Flynn (San Francisco) nominates Senator and
Senator's Don, two lemon and white Pointer dogs by
Ch. Senator P. out of Flynn's Dolly Jingo, whelped
May 13, 1904.

J. E. Lucas (San Rafael) nominates Uncle Dudley,
black, white and tan English Setter dog by Count
Whitestone out of Sport's May Belle, whelped May
17, 1904, bred by Peebles and White, Seattle, Wash.
Both Senator's Don and Uncle Dudley are also

entered in the Pacific Coast Derby.
British Columbia is represented by W. T. Hunter's

(Greenwood) blue belton English Setter dog Tona-
paugh by Tony Boy-Sport's Estelle, whelped April
20, 1904.

The entries in the American Field Futurity number
fifty-eight.

ISLAND BENCH SHOW.

There is strong probability of a bench show coming
off at Honolulu in the near future. The proposed
show will be held in conjunction with the annual
poultry show. If the affair can be arranged, we are
informed a large string of dogs will be sent there
from this city and other r?oints.

Among the recent happenings in local Collie circles

we are informed of a whelping of 13 puppies (8 dogs)
by J. Martin'B Ormskirk Duchess to Presidio Con-
queror on July 18th.
Presidio Lassie, a bitch owned by Hugh McCracken

was served July 17th by Dr. W. P. Burnham's Bran-
dane Wishaw Squire.
R. C. Hartman's Ellwyn Gay was served by More-

ton Eclipse on the 16th inst.

The judges announced for the Independent Field
Trials Club trials are: J. A. Graham, St. LouiB; Dr.
M. F. Rogers, New Albany, Miss., and Marsh Byers,
Grand Rapids.

AT THE TRAPS.

Following the Interstate shoot—the Pacific Coast
Handicap at Ingleside in September—it is planned by
Medford, Or., sportsmen to give a big tournament
with from $500 to $1000 in added money, enough at all

events to induce a large attendance of shooters from
all over the Coast and Northwest, including a majority
of the Eastern cracks who will be here in September.

Although rather late in the day, we publish the
following list of averages shot at the recent North-
west Tournament (June 22-3-4) and sent us by a
Northern correspondent. It is record matter and
many of our trap shooting readers will no doubt
avail themselves of this opportunity to place the
data of the 21st annual Sportsmen's Association tour-
nament in their scrapbooks.
Average events counted up 580 targets—All of these

races were unknown angles save—Multnomah medal,
known angles, reversed pull, 25 targets; Brownlee
trophy, unknown angles, reversed pull, 25 targets,
both barrels; Walla Walla Brownlee medal, 20 tar-
gets, expert rules, indicator pull, known angles, four
unknown and one known trap, one man up; Globe
trophy, 50 targets, 10 known traps, unknown angles

—

10 known traps, unknown angles, reversed pull, use of
both barrels—10 known traps, known angles—10
known traps, known angles, reversed pull—5 pairs, one
man up; Individual Championship, 25 targets, known
craps, known angles
W. F. Sheard, of Tacoma, was high average with

90 6%, A. J. Webb, of San Francisco, was a close
second with 89.8%, only .8 behind the winner, a very
close margin. Tbe following is the further list of
general average prize winners:
Third, J. W. Brad rick, of San Francisco, 88.7;

fourth, A. P. Bigelow, of Ogden, 88.03; fifth, G. W.
Miller, Tacoma; E. G. Livingstone, Montana; J. P.
Holohan, Wallace, Ida-; Dell Cooper, Bellingham, all

87.58 per sent; sixth, E. Schultz, San Francisco, 87.4;

seventh, M. O. Feudner, San Francisco, 87 2; eighth,
Harry Ellis, Portland, 87.05; ninth, J Smalls, Walla
Walla; E. J. Chingreen, Spokane, both 86 89; tenth,
Wagner, Portland, 86.55; eleventh, J. W. Huse,
Billings, Mont., 86.37; twelfth, W. A. Hillis, Portland,
86.2; thirteenth, W. E. Carlon, Portland, 85 35; four-

teenth, J. E. Cullison, Portland, 85; fifteenth, Maurice
Abrahams, Portland, 84.82; sixteenth, A. J. WinterB,
Portland, 84.4; seventeenth L. A. Walkei, Woodland,
Cal., 83.7.

Following i9 a complete list of the 149 participants
in the shoot, together with number of targets shot at
and total percentage:

Name— Shot at Peroent
H Eatun 175 74W J Sewell 580 81
ADStlllman 580 77
A U Cowing 400 71
H Gilchrist 270 71
WAHlllls 580 88.21
Maclaughlin 580 78
EEEllls 580 84 82
Lougee 555 80
ACOlewey £25 75
J T Hlllls 560 72
Capt. Thompson 485 72
Diettaerer 485 68
Melss 450 54
DelCooper 580 87.58
Frank Howe 525 73
WFSheard 580 90.6
GWMUler 580 87.58
TFSmlth 490 80
EGConfarr 580 87 58
Al Guist 580 81
M Abrahams 580 84 82
H Ellis 580 87.05
JCulllson 580 85
WECarlon 680 85.35
JP Holohan 580 87.58
Hugh Franco 580 70W H Seaver 580 88 79
Dennis 425 69
LASmith . 580 83
J W Hughes 580 86.37
WASelvidge 580 85
APBIgelow 580 88.13
Dlckerson 580 85
WRThomas 580 82
T BWare 580 78
J Mooine 580 65
E J Chingreen 580 86 89
Darn 205 74
WMiller 580 82 5
A J Winters 580 84 4
Mrs Sheard 580 64
Helman 350 81
Enyart 350 77
Hafer 350 79
J T Downs 580 87 2
L> Walker 580 83.7
J W Humble 350 82
HPJacobsen 290 67
Collier 580 ",2

CDPlank 580 89 3
L a Smith 390 69
HHKnell 530 79
BDMahan 385 78
KHBerg 470 79
F M Bybee 225 81
NMcMillan '. 465 83
F Mosely 175 81

H McElroy 140 58
IJobnson 315 76
M O Feudner 580 872
E Schultz 580 87 4
A J Webb 580 89 8
E Holling 580 86 2
CA Haight 580 80
J W Bradrick 580 88 7W SWattles 200 735
EC Reed 580 88.4
D W King, Jr 580 86.7
White 580 73.4
RWade 150 85.3
H C W3tkins 175 85.1
J Lewis 190 " 74
S Wray 200 85WR Campbell 125 71

RVRowe 540 82
JCooper 420 69
E B Lannlng 580 78
TWCooper 445 76
Dr Dahl 580 82.4
J S Jent 540 84
HCole 115 80
C E Butler 280 68
SCollison 280 74
CGreen 330 76
JStevenson 235 65W W Sides 105 57
E H Miller 105 54
D Burgess 125 77
L Reed 255 87
HBKershaw 580 72.9
JSmalls 580 86
H OPeck 350 81

W A Robertson 85 82
B W Brady 490 77
F Lorgsdon 445 86
E Shields 255 74
WFBrown 445 81
LEMcDonald 445 77
J Hinkle 445 81
J Van Eaton 300 64
H Palmer 435 79
JCuoningham 210 71

HACook 305 80
TALogsdon 220 70
Wagner 580 86.55
FLCarter 495 85
Shelton 400 81
Caldwell 115 80
ALHall 190 70
FEReed 85 48
Grtmn 230 77

Halce 105 82
J Byerly 165 66
Stacy 445 77
Seavers 375 80
Hacker 560 81

G Palmer 270 84
F Mclntyre 175 61

3 L Buland 150 67
HN Peabody 150 68

RL Starkey 180 55
LLBlaok 95 55
DCHolmea 85 70
J Palmer 45 73
JHMcElwaln 150 77
LCMapes 280 85
BHoilman 90 80
Ryan 150 75

HLCasev 150 81

Brookbank 240 5!
Mrs Young 380 46

p J Baltimore 200 46

Mrs Holmes 90 62
Burnett 355 75
DWFleet 245 84

CDSnyder 285 86
EPease 180 69

WTSherry 50 60

W A Sturdevant 40 55

GWKay 60 83

SCCulvert 30 43

"Oregon" 25 28
Hudson 25 64

RDlnman 105 68

JSHunt 30 66

HLKeep f0
76

EEYouog. 50 76

Mrs Snyder 85 51

A blue rock club was recently organized at Gardnep-
ville, Nov.

The trap Bhooting function tomorrow that is of
much interest to local sportsmen is the meeting under
the auspiceB of the Vallejo Gun Club at the Flos den
Station grounds near Vallejo. The feature of the day
will be the five man team shoot by squads represen ting
the Golden Gate, Union and Empire Gun Clubs of San
Francisco, Santa Rosa Gun Club, Hercules Gun Club
of Pinole, St Helena and Vallejo Gun Clubs. The
shoot will be for a trophy and is the Initial meet of a
series of shool s until the trophy has been won twice
by a contending team— the schedule states "best two
out of three wins. " As there is no assurance that tbe
same club will win twice out of three shoots, the
chance for an extremely interesting series of shoots is
a good one. There will be optional side pools, high
guns, one money for each three entries. M. A. Clark
of the Vallejo Gun Club will be Captain of the day and
popular Thus. L. Lewis, Secretary of the Union Gun
Club, will act as manager of the shoot. A large at-
tendance is anticipated lor the Vallejo sportsmen are
good fellows and painstaking entertainers.

The Union Gun Club monthly shoot on the 16th
inst. was well attended for a July shoot and good
scores were the average. "Slade" being one of the
participants to make excellent scores. Among the
visitors were J. Ed Vaughan of Santa Ana who broke
23 and 20 targets from the 16 yard peg, W. A. Robert-
son 21, B. Baird 17 and Ed Schultz 23.
The unusual number of ties shot off is an indication

of how keenly the different events were contested
The final race for the Phil B. Bekeart trophy was won
by Otto Feudner. The summaries of scores follows:
Club match, members only, 25 targets, $40 added (10

for each class, Rose system, 5-3-2), 16 yards:
Champiorj class—M. O. Feudner 24, E. L Forster 23,

L. Hawxhurst 23, C. A. Haight 20, F. Feudner 20, A.
J. Webb 20, M. J. Iverson 16. Every shooter was in
the money but Iverson.

First class—H. D. Swales 24, "Slade" 22, W. R.
Murdock 21, W. A. Searles 21, Dr. Pitres 21, C. S.
Fish 20, T. L. LewiB 20. Money won by all but the
two 20 men.
Second class— W. Janssen 21, C. T. Mitchell 20,

J. Pisani 19, A. M. Shields 19, C. Frankel 18, H. P.
Jacobsen 18, F. Knick 18, E. Taylor 14. Janssen,
Mitchell, Pisani and Shields won the class purse.
Third class—C. T. Harvey 22, W. Schneider 19, J.

W. Biller 17, Dr. Finnie 17, F. W. Woods, Jr. 16, F.
Turner 15, Dr. Bodkin 11, J. L. Dutton 11, B. Patrick
11 Harvey, Schneider, Biller and Finnie annexed
the money.
Medal match, members only, 25 targets, 16 yards

(previous winners 18 and 20 yard6):
Champion class—Webb 22. Hawxhurst 22, E L

Forster (20 yards) 22, M O Feudner 21, Haight 21,
Iverson (18 yards) 19. Shoot-off, Webb 23, Forster
22, Hawxhurst 22, Webb won the class medal for the
month.

First class—H D Swales 23, "Slade" 23, Searles (18
yards) 21; Pitres (18 yards) 19, Murdock 17. SwaleB
was awarded the monthly medal, "Slade" did not
Bboot off with him.
Second class—Shields 19, Mitchell 19, Jacobsen 19,

Janssen (20 yards) 18, Taylor 17, Frankel 14, Knick
(18 yards) 14, Pisani 14. Shields won the shoot off for
the medal, Shields 21, Mitchel 21, Jacobsen 17; Shields
19, Mitchell 17.

Third class—Woods, Jr., 19, Biller 16, Harvey 16,

Turner 15, Dutton (20 yards) 13, Finnie 13, Patrick
(18 yards) 12, Schneider 11, Bodkin 9. Woods was
the medal winner.
Added money event, 15 singles 16 yards, 5 pairs 14

yards, class Bhooting, 3 moneys. $5 added, open to all.

Doubles Singles Total
Swales 6 13 19

Searles 6 10 16
Feuaner.C 9 11 20
Iverson 7 14 21
Knick 3 11 14
Schneider 5 4 9
Webb 8 13 21
Pitres 5 11 16

Jaoobsen 3 12 15
Pisani 4 11 15

Haight 5 11 16
Mitchell 7 9 16
Hauihurst 7 14 21
Harvey 5 12 17
Lewis 6 7 13
Schultz 9 13 22
Feudner.F 5 12 17
Janssen 8 10 18

Secret handicap, Berial race for Tuckey and Klein
trophv, 25 targets limit members only, 16 yards:
Schneider 23, Patrick 18, Taylor 23, Pitres 24,

Woods 20, Dutton 21, Harvey 18, Janssen 23, Hawx-
hurst 21, "Slade" 25, O. Feudner 24, Turner 19

Shields 23, Haight 22, Baird 17, Robertton 21, Biller

19, Jacobsen 23, Frankel 18, Iver6on 18, Haight 24,

Schultz 23, Lewis 20.

Phil 6. Bekeart perpetual challenge trophy race,

100 targets, 16 yards, entrance $5:

Feudner, M.0 23 23 24 23—93
Webb 23 24 24 22-93
Schultz, E 23 23 23 24-93
Hawxhurst 25 23 J2 21-91
Haight 19 21 19 20—79

Shoot off at 50 targets—Feudner 22, 24—46; Schultz
23, 22—45; Webb 23, 19—42.

The Vallejo Gun Club shoot on the 9th inst. was
well attended, a number of Napa shooters were
present. Captain Chappell's team outshot Captain
Drake's team twice. The scores in the club race at

25 targets were: Chappell 22, Beveridge 22, Comfort
21, O'Hara 21. Brown 20, Robner 19, Hirsohle 18,

Clarke 18, Morgan 18, Carter 18, S. Maglstrini 18,

Burnett 18, Drake 17, Mayfield 17, P. Maglstrini 16,

White 16, Elias 15, Fitzpatrick 14, Shouse 13.

The Napa Gun Club was organized July 7th at a
meeting held in the office of Dr. Frank Robner. S.

L. Mayfield was elected president of the club and
team captain, Dr. Rohner was elected secretary and
Chas. Reams was made treasurer of the organization.
The club intends to secure a shooting range In East
Napa, and will hold blue rock and live pigeon shoots
regularly. A number of Napa sportsmen are taking
enthusiastic interest in the organization.
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The Bakersfield Blue Rook Club shoot on the 9th

Inst, was slimly attended, warm weather and vacation,

time kept many members away. Getchell came to the

Iront with S7
c ,','Stoner was second and Jewett third,

all good averages as the following scores show:
Shot at Broke Percent

Getchell
Sterner
Jewell f
Scollekl
Higgles
Ferguson
Oswald

There was a larger attendance than usual, July 2d,

attheweeklvshootof the Blue Rock Club at their

grounds near Recreation Park. The honors of the

day were carried off by rjlr. Scofield, with Captain

Shatter a close second and Tupman third.

Much improvement ie noted in tbe shooting 01 a

number or the members since the club was organized,

as will be seen by the following score:

Shot at Broke Percent.

Soofleld '* 'g S
Starter ,f. ,% SSB If | »

aSfcii::;::::::: « g ?
Hlgglns '» »' ii
Courtwright £
Paokard '•"

Hocbhelmer. M 100

Hochbelmei\ !..'...., 10°

98
61
59

61

59

The Grants Pass Gun Club held a blue rock tourna

ment July 4th and 5th. Every shooter in attendance

spoke loud in praise of the hospitable entertainment

received from the club members and management
Mr. Thos. Armstrong, late of Peoria, III., managed
the tournament in a very satisfactory manner, every

detail which tends to make a shoot run properly was

looked after. Mr. Armstrong is an old live-bird shot

and proved his skill by "ioiog some" at tbe clay

birls. "Dick"Refid made high average 93. h%. D.

W. King, Jr., representative for Ballistite powder,

made the longest run, 69 straight. First ^high ama-

teur average was made by R. L. Bartlett 81 5,° ',

second high amateur average, T. Armstrong 83 6%.

July Tribulation.

I jes' set here a-dreamin—

A-dreamin' every day,

Uv the sunshine that's a-gleamin'

On the rivers far away.

An' I kinder (all 10 wishin'

I wnz wher' the waters swish,

Fer if ihe Lord made fishin'

Why a felleroughter fish.

If I'm standin' or a-hikin'

'Bout the dusty, rusty town,

I alius feel t*e trout a-strikin'

I kin see the spoon spin roun'

An' the sunshine seem's a-tanglin',

Uv the shadders cool and sweet

An' the mornin' glories are a-daoglin'

Wher' the willers an' alders meet.

So I kick and git a-wishin'

I wuz wher' the waters swish,

Fer if the Lord made fishin'—

Why a feller oughter fish.

11.IK1SVII.LE CAMP STEW.

At the recent annual camp stew of the Grass Valley
Sportsmen's Club about 250 congenial spirits were
present and drank:, ate, made merry and had a jolly

time all day such as only can be enjoyed at this

time-honored and wholesouled yearly gathering of
sportsmen.
With the faint streaks of morning showing in the

eastern sky the faithful ones crawled out, started the
fires and began preparations for breakfast. There
was little time to wait. From Nevada City, Grass
Valley, Auburn, Colfax, Spenceville, Smartsville arid

other places rigs began to arrive bearing hungry
mortals whose appetites had been sharpened by the
long ride in the crisp morniag air. Then the cooks
did a business which would shame any quick order
house in the country. T. W. B. Golding, W. H.
Smith and Elmer Roberts presided over the region of
steaks and chops, bacon and liver and glorious rich,

aromatic coffee that would have made any housewife
jealous. Henry Campbell prepared the salad. Then
with milk, bread and butter, the meal was complete.
And eat! Every new arrival seemed hungrier tban
the one before. All were apparently hollow clear to
their feet. It was a genuine pleasure to watch them
devour the rich, juicy steaks and stow away vast
quantities of other things. Joke and hearty laughter
rang around the long tables, making the most con-
firmed dyspeptic forget his infirmity and do justice
to a meal under the pines which would have astonished
a section hand. Until 10 o'clock breakfast was served
and the waiters were kept on the jump to the finish.

Up to noon the hunters came in from afield, but all

had tbe same hard luck story—no doves. This had
been expected, however, and ample provision made to
eubstltutechickens. Instead of 1200 doves, the num-
ber brought in a year ago, 100 would cover the bag.
Ward Mitchell bagged twenty two, tbe record of the
day. The Marysville contingent brought two dozen
tame ducks, and others provided rabbits and other
game.
Then the arrangements began for tbe great and

only stew. Captain George R. Tuttle, Gennett Opie,
William Provla, W. J. Grenfell, J. C. Conaway, A. P.
Brady, J. C. Tyrrell, James Lucas and others peeled
spuds, while Dr. Grown, Wm Connors, A. J. Brock

-

Ingtun, Con Sullivan, John Hammill, Leo Garthe,
Superintendent of Sohools O'Neill and Henry Posner
removed the feathers from defunct birds. The clean-
ing department was conduoted by Elmer Roberts and
Ed. Paynter.

Maurice O'Connell, that king of camp stew chefs,

took charge of the big affair, as in years past, and
with James Phillips and the rest of bis able assistants,

soon had the kettles bubbling forth savory odors
which told appetizingly of the feast to come.
During the preparatory stew period the time was

spent in whole-souled fun. All dignity was cast aside

and like big boys the men, young and old, many staid

men of affairs, the big gathering laughed, frolicked,

sang and made merry. Running, jumping and other
sports, followed by songs, addresses and stories,

whiled waiting appetitesinto patience and good humor.
A quartette composed of Messrs. James and Archie
Crase, Harry Morgan and Louis Hooper, rendered
numerous selections. Tbe young men have rare good
voices and sang with great feeling old war songs, negro
melodies and popular pieces.

If any set of men know how to have a good time,

and at the same time induce everybody else to do the
same, the Marysville visitors are that set. They came
to the picnic in a carry -all and several carriages, with
a choice stock of liquid refreshments, and kept open
house all day.
The club, at its stand, dispensed cold refreshments

from morn till night with lavish band, free to all. A
competent force of "mahogany artists" ladled out the
wet goods.
At 4 o'clock the summons to the feast met with

immediate response, and in a few minutes tbe three
long tables were surrounded by as hungry a lot of
mortals as had helped to demolish breakfast. O'Con-
nell had the stew done to the second. Plenty of liquids
and other good things accompanied the steaming,
savory mess, adding zest to the feast.

Hon. J. R. Ty well presided as toastmaster with his

usual genialty and graceful tact. Among the speak-
ers who added their quota to the good things of the
day were Superior Judge Nilon, who responded in a
numerous and apt style to the toast "A True Sports-
man." Dr. Taggart of Stockton related in a happy
vein his "First Impression of a Camp Stew." Dr.
Julian Dobbins rendered vocal selections, pleasing as
ever. "Jack" Collins of Marysville said a few words
about "The Tule Hunting Club." District Attorney
Jones' theme was the "Vacant Chair," Uncle George
Bromley was prssent and his remarks were listened to
with rapt attention. Hon. J. V. Snyder responded to
the toast, "Our Sister City, Nevada. "

In the many years' history of the club never has it

given its friends a more delightful day in the woods,
nor one which will be recalled years hence with more
pleasure. And yet to many a tinge of sadness crept
into the day, as absent faces were pictured in mem-
ory—faces of men whose presence in past years has
done much to enliven the day. Death has summoned
genial "Tom" Sherwood and others, who, year after
year attended with religious punctuality. H. T.
Payne could not be present, nor could CaptaiD J. K.
Orr and Dr. Crawford of Berkeley, each of whom
sent regrets.

A CAMP GRILL THAT COCKS.

A handy, convenient and properly working camp
cook stove or cooking apparatus of any kind has been
an object of long and presisteot search by sportsmen
and campers out for many a day. Many contraptions
have been put on the market, most of them are cast
aside with disgust after a short period of unsatis-
factory usage.
The best thing in this line we have seen yet is a

grill, designed somewhat after the U. S. Army
company cooking stove or grill A strong oblong
iron frame is arranged for two-thirds of its length
with transverse iron rods, the other third is crossed
with heavy short iron slats, bent in the middle, trans-
versely, at almost a right angle. Pour flat iron up-
rights are made to hold the grill over the coals.

The whole apparatus is simple, handy and easy
to pack. The arrangement of the cross rods and slats

is such that one can do any kind of broiling, toasting,

baking, cooking or stewing with a number of utensils
all on at the same time and with less bother and better
than any other contrivance offered for outdoor cook-
ing. The range was designed by Mr. ubss. Rollo
Peters, it is patented, and can be Been or bought at
the store of Clabrough, Golcher & Co., 53S Market
St.. S. F.

TRADE NOTES.

AVERAGES REPORTED
Chatham, Ont., June 1st and 2d, H. D. Bates of

Ridgetown, Ont., first general average. 306 out of 335,
sbooting "Du Pont." H. Scane of Ridgetown, Ont.,
second general average, 305 out of 335, shooting "Du
Pont." J. Oldershaw of Chatham, Ont , third general
average, 296 out of 335, shooting "Du Pont."
Cedar Springs, Ohio, June 5th and 6th, R. L.

Trimble, sbooting "Infallible," aud C. A. Young,
shooting "Du Pont," fed for first general average,
298 out of 330. D. A. Upson of Cleveland, O, first

amateur and second general average, 296 out of 330,

shooting "Du Pont." R. O. Heikes, third general
average, 293 out of 330, shooting "Du Pont." Frank
Snow of Brooklyn, O , second amateur average, 292
out of 330, shooting "Du Pont." W. R. Randall of

Mason, Ohio, third amateur average, 289 out of 330,

shooting "Du Pont."
Lowell, Ind., June 7th and 8th, W. D. Stannard,

first general average, 374 out of 400, sbooting "Du
Pont." J. B. Barto of Chicago, 111., tied for first

amateur and second general averare, 369 out of 400,

shooting "Du Pont." Hugh M. Clark of Wabash
Ind., second amateur and third general average, 367

out of 400, shooting "Du Pont."
Camden, Ark., June 7th and 8th, T. E. Hubby, first

general average, 406 oue of 420. shooting "Infallible.' 1

JoeChatfield of Texarkani. Tex ,
first amateur and

second general average, 393 out of 420, shooting
"Infallible," Ed Brady of Memphis, Tenn., second
amateur and third general average, 390 out of 420,

Shooting "Du Pont."
Waterbury, Conn., June 13th, Harold Money, first

general average, 180 out of 190, shooting "New E. C."
(Improved). C. H. Finch of Thompkinsville, Conn.,
first amateur and second general average, 169 out of
190, shooting "DuPont." H. Metcalf of Rockville,
Conn., shooting "Infallible," and Dr. MeEUigott of
Waterbury, Conn., shooting "New Scbullze, " tied for
second amateur and third general average, 168 out of
190. Mr. Oxford, of New London, Conn., third ama-
teur average, 167 out of 190, shooting "Infallible."

PETERS' POINTS
The good work being done with Peters' factory

loaded shells goes on without interruption. At the
Grand American Handicap, June 27 to 30, there was
much comment upon the very handsome appearance
of these goods, and their perfect shooting" qualities.
They were used by fully 25% of the contestants, and
in some of the matches by an even greater proportion.
Many excellent and even phenomenal scores were
made with them. The Consolation Handicap, one of
the big events of the tournament, was won by Mr
James T. Atkinson, of New Castle, Pa , with Peters'
Ideal shells. He stood at the 18-yard line, and broke
99 out of 100. One other contestant tied with Mr.
Atkinson, but in the shoot-off, the latter won 18 to 17.
In this match two scores of 98, five of 97, four of 96,
and twenty-seven other scores of over 90% were made
with these goods.
In the Preliminary Handicap, Mr. Wm. Veach, of

Falls City, Neb., scored 97 out of 100 from tbe 18 yard
mark. On the first day of the tournament Mr. L. H.
Reid finished with 99 out of 100; and Mr Lutber
Wade had a run of 113 straight to his credit. On
practice day, June 26, Mr. Frank See tied for high
average, 99 out of 100. All these gentlemen used
Peters' regular factory loads. These and other
equally notable performances at tbe famous Grand
American Handicap ahowed that Peters' shells may
be relied upon for perfect results, no matter how im-
portant the issue at stake.
At Binghamton, N. Y., June 20 and 21, Mr. Neaf

Apgar won high average, breaking 380 out of 400. At
the Rohrers Island shoot, Dayton, Ohio, June 13, Mr.
R. S. Rhoads was high gun w'ith 187 out of 200. At
St. Paris, Ohio, a few days later he won high average
for both days, scoring 332 out of 350. At Converse,
Ind , June 22 and 23, high average first day was won
by Mr. Austin Flynn, and on the second day by Dr.
M. Wilson, both using Peters shells.

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP.
The sixth Grand American Handicap at inanimate

targets, held at Indianapolis, Ind., from June 27th to
30th, inclusive, under the auspices of the Indianapolis
Gun Club, was indeed the largest and most successful
meet of its kind ever held in America. Of tbe many
successful ones who carried away honors we should
mention R R. Barber, of Paullina, Iowa, and W. R.
Crosby, who won amateur and professional averages
respectively. Mr R. R. Barber, an amateur from
Paullina, Iowa, won the big event at Indianapolis
from a field of 335 of the best shots in America with a
score of 99 out of 100, and the preliminary with a 6Core
of 98 out of 100. In the Consolation Handicap he
scored 97 out of 100, and he also made a run of 157
straight. Mr. Barber's scores 99, 98 and 97 establish
a new world's record for the three event6. This new
Togo of the shooting world; W. R. Crosby, who won
the first professional average with a score of 298 out
of 300; Fred Gilbert, who won second professional
average with a score of 295 out of 300, and the winner
of the high amateur average, all shot Winchester
"Leader" shells, the reliable, tbe uniform, the win-
ning kind—the only kind to shoot. Billy Crosby has
held the world 's long run record of 345 straight since
March 31, 1901, and now makes another world's rec-
cord of 419 straight, with Winchester "Leader"
shells.

REMINGTON AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN.
Announcement is made that the Remington Im-

proved Automatic will be ready for the trade on or
about August 15th. The new model of the gun de-
signed by John M. Browning has a number of im-
provements that will be acceptable to sportsmen.
The take down action has been strengthened and
simplified, the stock is improved in shape and made
of an extra good selection of walnut. The breech is

locked mw with a double bolt. The fore-end screw
is reinforced with a double collar and tbe head of the
magazine cylinder has now a strong, square screw
thus improving these particular parts of the maga-
zine and spring mechanism to the desired extent of
durability and perfect action. A noticeable change is

the admirable balance of the new model which is de-
signed to shoot six shots and is made in 7 grades
ranging in price from $30 to $150, in 12-gauge only,
28 inches regular length of barrels. The higher
grades are handsomely engraved, with plain or grip
checkered stocks of the best walnuts procurable, and
in every respect i9 a shotgun that will be a favorite
with sportsmen.
Mr. Browning is the owner of the first gun turned

out by the Remington works, President M. Hartly has
gun No. 2 and Mr. E. E Drake is the possessor of No 3.

GOOD SHOOTING IN OREGON.

Selby Factory Loaded Shells are familiar to and
used by the majority of tbe sportsmen of tbe Pacific
Coast. At tbe recent tournament of the Grants Pass
Gun Club, R. C. Reed shot high average, 93.5. R. L.
Bartlett was first amateur average 84.5, and Thos.
Armstrong 83 6%, second amateur average. D. W.
King, Jr., made the best consecutive run, 69. These
good scores were made with Selby Factory Loaded
Shells—ammunition that is always ready and reliable.

EXCELLENT RESULTS.

A. J. Webb, who won the Northwest Individual
Target Championship recently at Portland, Phil
B. Bekeart challenge cup at Ingleside, also won tbe
Empire Gun Club Championship, the Sweeney Record
Medal and tied for club high average for 1905. Webb
shoots an L. C. Smith hammerless and has done so
for years past.
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*#• THE FARM.

Butter.

One may delay the doing of many

things without loss, but to pat off churn-

ijng when the cream is ripe, is not in the

lliat. The miBtake must not be made of

thinking that butter is made by churn-

ling. It is being made from the time the

mUk is drawn until it is churned. No

lamount of doctoring will cure a poor

iquality of butter. It is of the utmost
|

^importance that the churn be scrupul-

ously clean and sweet smelling before

'using. In order to have it so, it must be

washed immediately after using-, scalded

and Bet where it will be thoroughly aired

and dried, writes Mrs. A. C. McPnerson

.in Orange Judd Farmer. Rinsing in ''ime

water o casionally is of benefit and will

remove the musty odors which sometime

linger around churns. The putting of

cold water into the churn after cleansing,

as practiced by some dairymen, is not to

be recommended, as a very unpleasant

odor will be developed in a day or two,

especially if the day is warm.
1 After scalding the churn, preparatory

to using, it must be rinsed in cold water,

1 or elsed a woody smell will be imparted

i to the cream. All wooden utensils used

1

in dairy work should be washed in tepid

' water first, and afterward scalded, rinsed

and dried. The dishcloth must never be

used in dairy work. If a cloth is ever

' necessary, it must be for that one use.

! Woodenware can be cleansed more

I
rapidly, neatly and satisfactorily with the

I aid of a brush ; either rice straw or bristle

i brush should be kept for this puipose

]
alone.

j If a concussion churn is used, when

i the butter begins to come—when about
a the size of a grain of wheat—the churn

J
should be stopped for five or more rain-

,1 ntes, or until the granules rise to the top.

» The buttermilk must then be drained off

3 and cold water added to work the butter

.'. in the churn. A skimmer may be used

i| to remove the butter from the churn.

ii This should be when it is firm and well

:r rinsed. The butter now in the granular
''

state must be drained and salted with the

« best dairy salt.

[ We prefer to salt butter after it is re-

: ' moved from the ilium, rather than brine

salt it. We salt at the rate of \}i ounces

salt per pound and think it adds to the

'' keeping qualities of the butter, better
D
' than the ounce to the pound method.

,, Patrons find no fault with our butter so

o prepared. We work lightly, just enough
D
,' to incorporate the salt evenly, without

"! maahing and smearing it We preBS and

fS touch it lightly and daintily, Bhape it, or

PHI

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombauit's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, "Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria Eemovea all

Bunches from Horsea or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is invaluabJe.
livery bottle of Caustic Balsam Bold Is

Warranted to tfive satisfaction. Price $1 50
per bottl--. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
press, charges paid, with full directions for
its use. . '.-~fi.it for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address <A ^

*The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

cut it into aay desired form and pack it

ready for market. The Bnoner it ia de-

livered the better. The delicate aroma
which all well-made butter has is very

evanescent, and when made in rolls or

packages, exposure to the air soon dis-

sipates this delicate flavor. Cold storage

does not help to retain tbis flavor. Pack-

ing in jars so as to exclude the air is the

only way to retain it. The market value

of butter depends upon its flavor more
than any other quality. Appearance

should be given due prominence, but

flavor is paramount.

New Attack by Oleo.

The safety of pure butter from competi-

tion with oleomargarine iB again menaced
if certain reports from the East are

correct. As all those identified with the

butter industry of the country know, the

protection that butter enjoys from its

spurious competitor lies in the fact that

butter producers have permission to colcr

their product to a shade that suits the

demand of the trade, whenever the color

ie lacking, which it is under certain con-

dit ons of feed, aB governed by climate,

season?, certain conditions of soil and

with the great majority of the cows of the

country. In times past, butter was made
mostly from natural pasturage which

giveB a rich, yellow shade to butter and

in this way the public taste many years

ago, was educated to demand a yellow

shade in its butter. Now a-days we make
butter in winter as well as in summer.

The natural pasturesof the Eastern states

can produce only a small proportion of

the country's butter BUpply, and the

clover and alfalfa fields of the Western

states must be drawn upon. Neither is it

profitable to keep a cow in idleness when

the pastures are not green. But the

butter made under these conditions, while

superior in every oth2r respect to the old

time Eastern butter, lacks the yellow

color to make it acceptable to the average

taste, and hence arose out of necessity

the practice of coloring butter.

This may not be done with oleomar-

garine under the law of congress, and

most of the states. This permission was

denied to that product by law, because it

was done for the purpose of fraud. It is

this permission to color butter that stands

in the way of the oleomargarine fraud.

The oleomargarine interests tried by

every device to prevent the anti-color bill

from becoming a law. They tried to de-

feat it in the courts after it became a law,

but signally failed.

Now they propose a new method of

attack. Unfortunately thev seem to have

with them the chief chemist of the United

States Department of Agriculture, Dr. H.

I. WPey, who, in the interest of purity in

foods, is decrying artificial coloring. Of

course this looks to the oleomargarine

interestslikethings coming their way and

they are keeping very quiet about it. If

they have such a leader as Dr. Wiley to

lend himself to their scheme we may rest

assured they will see that sinews of war

are not lacking. There is, and will be for

many years to come, much legislation by

congress on the food question. This will

give them their opportunity to fight for

legislation to p-event the coloring of

butter under their pretended interests in

pure foodB. The same thing is being

agitated in several states. If the oleomar-

garine people can have their way, they

will either block all pure food legislation,

or insist upon it including the prevention

of coloring butter.

Eastern dairy organizations seem to be

on the alert, however, and have entered

the fight again in opposition to the

schemes of the ole margarine makere.

It behooves every dairyman to watch

closely developments along this line in

the future.—Dairy and Produce Review*

Provide a creep for the lambs so they

may get away from the ewes, and give

them plenty of oats, bran and nutted oil

cake. Careful experiments have proved

this method to be quite profitable.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
$12,000 $12,000

FIRST ARIZONA TERRITORIAL FAIR
DECEMBER 4-9, 1905.

(I'oder Control of tbe Territory)

TROTTING AND PACING STAKES.
No. 1—2:35 Class, trotting

No, 2—2:22 Class, trotting

No. 3—2:10 Class, trotting

No. 4—2:30 Class, pacing

No. 5—2:17 Class, pacing

No. 6—Free=for-all, pacing

$1000

1000

1000

,: 1000

1000

1000

No. 7—Arizona Two=year=oIds, trotting, entrance money added 200

No. 8—Arizona Yearlings, trotting, entrance money added .... 200

No. 9—Arizona Two=year°olds, pacing, entrance money added 200

No. 10—Arizona Yearlings, pacing, entrance money ad Jed 200

18400 Purges will be opened later for 2:30, 3:25, 2:19, 2:15. Free-for-all, and Three-
year-old Trotters; 2:28, 2:22, 2:13, 2:09, and Three-year-old Pacers

SL2QO will also be offered for Running Races to be announced later.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING HARNESS RACES.
Entries to stakes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 close

Wednesday, November I: but entries may be
made at any time prior to that date in any
stake to which a horse is eligible at the date of
making entry, and no record obtained after
date of making entry will be a bar. Entry
fees to stakes Nos. 1, 2. 3. 4. 5 and 6, payable: $15
at time of making entry; $15 November 1st, $2
the evening before the race.

1 and 9 to be half-mile heats, best

Rules of the American Trotting Association to
govern, except as otherwise provided
Si i to enter and fonr to start.
Money divided 50, 25, 15 anr1 10 per cent.
Stakes Nos 1.2,3,4, 5 and 6 to be mile heats,

best three in five.

No race longer than ripe heats. Money divided
in accordance with summary at end of fifih heat.
Entrance fee to stakes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6,

five per cent, with five percent additional from
money winners.
A horse distancing the field, or any part thereof,

will be entitled to only one money.
Oce horse may be entered in two classes, and be

held for but one entry, unless two starts are made;
and a horse may be declared out on or before
November 1. by riling written notice with the
Secretary, and payment of three per cent of the
stake.
Two horses may be entered in one class and be

held only forthe entry of i he horse that starts;
but if neither horse starts one entry fee will be
required.

Program will be arranged so a horse can start In two races during the week
Phoenix has a new, modern $50,000 plant, with both mile and half-mile tracks.
The finest climate in the world for winter and spring training.
The best of water. Choicest alfalfa, oat. wheat or barley hay $8 per ton.
Special rates on horses over Santa Fe and Southern Pacific roads.
Horses unloaded at grounds over either road without change or delay.

For entry blanks or further Information, address

W. N. TIFFANY,
Secretary Arizona Fair Association, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Stakes Nos.

'

three in five.

Stakes Nos. 8 and 10 to be half-mile heats, best
two In three.

Entries to stakes Nos. 7, 8, 9 and lOclose August
1; entry fee $25. payable: $5 August 1; $5 Septem-
ber 1; $5 October 1; $5 November 1, and $5 the
evening before the race.

Colts to be eligible to colt stakes must have
been owned and kept in the Territory of Arizona
at least six months prior to December 1, 1905.

Stalls free to entered horses during the meeting.

STA

FAIR

E

Free-forAII Pace
RE-OPENED

$600 PURSE $600
TO CLOSE TOESDAY, AUGUST I, 1905.

Tbe Free-for-AU Pace offered by the California State Agricultural Society

for the State Fair Meeting of 1905 having failed to fill the race is re-opened for a

purse of $600, to close Tuesday, August 1. 1905, with the same conditions as race9

that closed July 10th.

Cut this advertisement out, fill in blanks and mail to the undersigned.

AL L1NDLEY, Secretary,
Sacramento, Cal.

IN FREE-FOR-ALL PACE, PURSE 8600,

I hereby enter

Sire

Dam
Sire of Dam
Owned by

Entered by

Dated at

Remember, Entries Close August, 1, 1905.

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded Gold Medal
AtCallfornlaState
Fair 1892.

Every horse owner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sur>
ply of it on hand. It

Improves and keeps
stock in the pink of
condition,
flunhatlan Pood Co

I 253 Folsom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for it.

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
V. P. KERTELL, Manager.
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Established Dairy Facts.

Ten or fifteen veare ago the agricultural

papera of the United States were actively

engaged in discussing a number of mooted

questions concerning the relation of the

feed of cows tu milk production. Prior to

that time there was a very general con-

viction among farmers that both the

quality and quantity of the milk could

be improved by feeding.

The farmer who was selling milk for

town consumption had the conviction

that if he fed hie cows bran he would not

only get a great deal more milk, but less

rich in butter fat; in other words, that he

could adulterate the butter fat with slop

feed or bran mashes and get more money

for it. He also believed that he could in-

crease the butter fat by more concentrated

food.

When this was fully thrashed out, the

conclusion reached was that while more

abundant feeding up to the capacity of

the cow would increase the quantity of

milk, the per cent of batter fat in the

milk was determined by the idiosyncrasy

of the cow, and that this could not be in-

creased provided thecow was fed a normal

ration ; that is, if the cow was getting Ibbb

feed, and feed of an inferior quality, and

then was changed to a feed adapted to

her, there would be an increaae in her

richness or butter fat in the milk, but

beyond this point no increase waB poB-

Bible.

It was also discovered that there were

changeB in the percentage of butter fat in

the milk from day to day for which no

adequate reason could be discovered.

The British investigators took this up,

and from one of our foreign exchanges we

quote their conclusions, which are quite

in line with the conclusions, of the investi-

gators on this Bide:

"That when a cow is in full milk and

full fleBh she will give her normal quality

of milk for at least a limited time, even

though the quality and quantity of food

be very deficient.

"That when in good condition a cow

will take off her body whatever is deficient

in food in order to give her normal qual-

ity of milk.

"That an extra supply of nutritious

food at all times increases the quantity of

milk, but the percentage of fat is not in

any way improved by it; if anything, the

tendency being the other way.

"That an extra Bupply of nutritious

food almost invariably very slightly

increases the solids not fat of the milk.

That a ration poor in food ingredients has

a very slight tendency to reduce the solids

not fat in milk, but has little appreciable

effect on the fat.

"That with a poor ration a cow in full

milk will lose carcass weight, while on

a rich diet she will gain weight.

"That although the percentage of fat

in a cow's milk may vary daily we at

present seem unable to control these

variations or to account for them.

"That for limited periods up to one

month or thereaboutB, all ordinary quanti-

ties and qualities of foods seem to have
no material effeet on the quality of the

milk.

"That some feeds exercise a material

effect in raising the melting point of

butter.

'That the aim of all producers of milk,

butter and cheese should be to feed what
will give quantity in moderate amount
and of a mixed nature, and then the

produce will be the beet that cow can
give.

"That extra quality must be looked for

by improving the breeds and judicious

selection rather than by any special foods

or methods of feeding.

"That the variations in the percentage
of fat in a cow's milk are caused by some
tbing, but what that something is we at

present do not know, though if we did we
might be able to influence the quality.

—

Exchany

If you would create something you
must be something.

California Cattle far Australia.

The repeal of the quarantine against

American bred cattle and sheep, which

has closed the ports of Australia to

breeders and stockmen of this country,

has resulted in a prompt and gratifying

demand from the Australian ranchers

for American stock.

C. E. Binnie, of Sydney, Australia,

arrived in this city yesterday in com-

pany with J. H. Hoyt, sheep inspector

of Solano oounty. Yesterday they

visited the ranch of Henry Glide, south

of this city, to arrange for the purchase

of a number of registered French merino

sheep to be used for breeding pur-

poses in Australia. Mr. Binnie stated

that the owners of finer stock were

aggrieved at the action of the Govern-

ment, since the superior value of the

French merino sheep has been recognized

ever since the first exportation from the

Glide ranch. This was several years

ago when Jas. F. Roberts, a rancher of

Livermore, returned to Australia, tak-.

ing with him a half dozen of the finest

animals bred in this oountry. Mr. Bin-

nie, it was stated, is also arranging for

heavy purchases of registered cattle

and will take to Australia the first

steam harvester ever used on the island

continent.

It is but a short time since Mr. Glide

exported to South Africa sixty head of

sheep which were purchased at Cape-

town by the agent for General Cronje,

one of the war heroes, who has aban-

doned the sword for the sickle, and is

engaged in cattle raising on alarge scale.

Mr. Glide recently received a letter in

the hand writing of General Cronje, ex-

pressing satisfaction with the results

obtained.

Another large shipment will be made
to Honolulu next week. Mr. Glide ex-

ports five hundred head of sheep annually

to France, England, Germany, Africa

and Australia.—Sacramento Union.

Age to Castrate Lambs.

In a recent article on the subject of

castration of lambs, it was advised that

the operation be performed when lambB

are fifteen days old. This advice was

baBed upon an extensive experience with

the operation, but we have nothing to say

against castrating lambs at five dayB old,

provided those folio ing the practice

have good Buccess. We have preferred

fifteen days as the best time, thinking

the lambs by that time would have be-

come strong, in good health, over the

troubles sometimes experienced from the

first milk of the dam, and less liable to

quit Bucking as a reBult of the operation.

In many instances lambs at five days old

are weakly beasties not in a fit state to

withstand shock cf castration, :o that it

is better to wait until they gather strength

and are thriving nicely. This is specially

true when ewes have had a hard winter

upon incomplete rations of hay and fod-

der without grain, When ewes are well

fed and have thriven well during the

winter, their lambs would be better able

to stand the early operation. It is ap-

parent, therefore, that good judgment
should be used in deciding when to cas-

trate, and we should always wait for good

weather even were lambs to go longer

than fifteen days uncut.—A.S. Alexander

V. S.

There seems to be an animal magnetism
between men and cowa which makes one
milker more acceptable than another. It

is unnecessary to say that it is unprofita-

ble for anyone to attempt the care of cows
who dislikes such work. There is such a

thing as incompatibility of disposition

between a cow and her keeper, which
must be respected.

o

One advantage in spreading fine ma-
nure 1b that the coarse Is much more
Injurious, If the season turns off dry.

The Crowley Stake No.2
A SIDE STAKE FOR STARTERS IN
THE THREE-YEAR-OLD DIVISIONS

OF THE

Pacific Breeders Futurity Stakes No. 5
(FOALS OF 1905-TO TAKE PLACE IN 1908)

Entries to Close Tuesday, August I,
'05

CONDITIONS.

A Side Stake of $25 each for Trotting and Pacing Foals of 1905 that were entered or substituted
and will start in the Three-Year-Old Divisions of the Breeders Futurity in 1808. All money paid in
on trotting foals to be divided among those starting in the trotting division, and all money paid in
on pacers, to be divided among those that start in the pacing division. Moneys divided 75 and 26 per
oent and to go to the first and second horses In this side stake, according to their positions In the
final summary of each race. In oase all those in the side stake should be distanced in the first heat
of either of the regular events, they shall start in another race beat two heats in three, on the same
day, to decide the money winners. Entrance to the side stake $25 each. The money to be deposited
in some reputable bank, to remain at interest until the stake is trotted.

Entries Close Tuesday, August 1st, with F W. KELLEY, Secretary P. C. T. H. B. A.
36 Geary St , San Francisco.

AUCTION SALE.
35 head of High-class Driving Horses 35

of which 25 are from the Occidental Land and Improvement Co., Sharon,
Gal., and are by Teheran 2:24 and Waterford out of high-class mares.

Also 10 head consigned by C. E. Needham, Bellota, Cal., by
such splendid stallions as Guy McKinney, Charles Derby.
Directed, etc., out of well-bred mares. Sale takes place

AT EIGHT
O'CLOCKMONDAY EVENING. JULY 24, 1905,

Horses at yard July 22d Send for Catalogue.

FRED H, CHASE & CO. (SSSJ?s?oJ>°) Live Stock Auctioneers,

1732 Market St., near Van Ness Ave., S. F., Cal

The Greatest Rem-
edy Ever Known
For Bad Legs.

It penetrates to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from any
cause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for Splints, Cnrbs. Thorough-
pin*, Sweeny. Capped Hocbs, Wind Puffs and all Lameness from
Sprains. Ringbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, weak
and injured tendons, ruptured ligaments its Dower is unfailing. Perma-
nently cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles. Hocks, Tendons
or Ligaments, without loss or hair or an hour's let up on the h rse.

PRICE S3 PER BOTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt of
prioe. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. WILCOXSON REMEDY CO , Tiffin O., U. S. A.

f
PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into whloh for twenty-fi e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliere

and troploal plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern Improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

PHONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, Prop,

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FXSXjXj STREET

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS. BET. LYON AND CENTRL AVE.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF. Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

Ross McMahon fttt*
Truck, Wagon and Horse Covers, Camp Furniture, etc.

Sponges. S. Adderley, 307 Market St

GOOD WORK, PROMPT SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES ^h^efpush 858, 35 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO

CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CURE
FOR HORSES, SHEEP AND DOGS

Prevents and cures distemper, Infli'enzs.-coughs, pinkeye, catarrhal fever,
ahlpping fever and all germ diseases of domestic animals. In use for twenty
years Fully 90% of all breeders, shippers and trainers use Craft's Cure.
Beware of imitations. Ask for Craft's. Be sure you get Craft's. Use no
other. Price 50o and $1 a bottle. Large size oheaper. At dealers, or dlreot
prepaid. Write for free booklet.

, SSssSKys.* 13 3d st, Lafayette, Ind.
E. NEWBLL, General Agent for Pacific Coast 619 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal

Wells Medicine Co,

PpHSo-fPPC Xahllla+fH and type written ready for framingrtUl£lt«^3 lauuiaiCU Write for prioe«. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Water for Work Animals.

Remember that the stomach of the

horse is small hence it should have fre-

quent drinks of water in the day and

especially in summer. Not only this, but

the water should be fresh and cool and

given from a clean receptacle. During

the day, between meal, there is no reason

why the horse should not have all the

water it wants, provided it iB doing only

ordinary hard work.

There are other places for water also;

when the horse comes in from the field

remove the halter and head gear and

with a large sponge go over the entire

head and shoulders with the water, re-

moving all the soil and prespiration ; let

the water be used freely about the ears,

the nostrils and in the mouth. Then go

over the rest of the body and wipe it

thoroughly with the wet Bponge. This

sort of treatment will do the animal a

world of good and it will eat better, sleep

better and work better for this humane

treatment.

In warm weather look out for tender

BpotB on the horse where the harness

chafes ; be watchful that the harness fits

in every part so that the work may be

done without flinching. If the collar does

not fit see that it iB attended to at once

for the harness maker's bill will be lesB

than the value of the services of the

horse if it is laid.up for a week with a

sore Bhoulder. Don't forget the nightly

grooming and see that it is thoroughly

done.

A Cream Cooling Device.

Now that the hot season ib approach-

ing, I desire to call attention of butter

makers to the bad practice of putting ice

into the cream for cooling purposes. If

you will just allow some ice to melt in a

pail, and notice the impurities left in the

water, you will know why I say "bad

practice." But the cream must be cooled

and you are not so fixed that you can ice

the water around the cream vat suf-

ficently to lower the temperature of the

cream quite enough, and consequently

you think that you are rather compelled

to put ice into your cream. You are

really not compelled to do any such

thing. If you cannot cool your cream by

icing the water outside the cream vat,

try this plan:

Take two or three long pails—"shotgun

cans" are the best. Clean them thor-

oughly on both outside and inside, fill

them full of crushed ice and Bet them

into the cream. Try this plan. I be

lieve you will like it better than putting

ice into the body of the cream.—Creamery
Journal.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co . New York, of Broome St.
HuQfTmaii Boggy Co , Mfamlsbarg, Ohio
C. S. Caffrey Co., Camden. N. J
Connersvllle Bupgy Co , Connersvllle. Inn.
Watertown Carriage Co.. Watertown. If. Y.
"Walborn & Riker Pony Vehicles, St Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St,

(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South loci SAN FRANCISCO

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
in a Race.

Is entered at Fresno and ready to start.

A hlgh-clasB Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19J, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing. For further particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE.
HANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY

Lochlnvar 2:20, he by Direotor H. 2:27 by
Director 2:17; first dam Myrtle by SterllDg 6223;
second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Empress by Flaxtail; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marlon, son ot Mambrlno Chief 11. This HI ly
is well broken, perfectly sound, good gal ted and
a flrst-olass prospeot. For further particulars
address J. D BLAMEY,

Bos 715, Grass Valley, Cal.

Central TrustCampany

of California

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE StJRE WAT TO WEALTH."

CALIFORNIA
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

Tie ADgler anfl Oulinc Trips
One day's ride from San Francisco will take

you to some of the finest Trout Streams in the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
In the State. The Company maintains a Fish
Hatchery and annually stooks the many streams
reached by its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year In these streams.
Blaok Bass Fishing oan be enjoyed In Russian

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vaoatlon, In season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOB 1905

Issued aonualb by the Company, is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for
Information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board*
ers are taken, and Solect Camping Spots.
Beautifully Illustrated, 150 pp. and can be had

In response to mall request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.
General Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., oor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco.

Of

LIVERY FOR SALE.
NE OF THE FINEST STABLES IN THE
State. Has been established for years and Is

doing a good paying livery and boarding stable
business. Located in one of the most prosperous
cities iu California. A first class proposition In
every respect. Thorough investigation before
purchasing solicited. Will be sold for 75% of its

value. Exoellent reason for selling. For further
particulars call or address "Livery," Breeder
and Sportsman, San Francisco, Cal

PARK HORSE FOR SALE.
HIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COAL BLACK,

15»4 hands, five years old, weighs 1000 pounds.
Is a very handsome horse, a perfect beauty: fear-
less of all things on the road: has been driven by
a lady. Has lots of speed, but never trained on a
track. Sound and all right. Sire and dam both
registered. Apply to

E. A. GRIGSBY, Napa, Cal.

%I\/V.

FOR SALE.

"A STRATHWAY"
A Dapplo Gray Gelding by Strathway out

of a Thoroughbred Mare.

MB FBISCO is 8 years old and SOUND;
weighs 1050 lbs. He Is one of the grandest road

horses In America today. Fearless of all objects

on road; a very fast walker; does not pull or lug

on the bit; oarries his head high; goes straight

and never stumbles; will stand when tied and

there is no road too long for him He is a good

feeler and a good looker at all times, either be-

fore or after driving. His speed qualities are

phenomenal He never saw a race track until

last spring, when he was sent to Mr. Al McDonald
at the track at Pleasanton. who drove him a mile

in 2-22^, last half in 1:08^, with only thtrty

days' training Mr. McDonald says he will trot

a mile In 2:15 with three months 1 handling. The
owner of this horse has to go East and has left

the horse, buggy and harness in charge of Mr.

Thomas Kinney at the Fashion Stables, who «vill

show the horse or outfit.

THOMAS KINNEY,
Fashion Stables, Ellis St., S. F.

it

SB HIGH CLASS STALLION FOR SALE.

IE

GREAT PETER five years old
Sire Peter the Great 2:07^ by Pilot Medium.
Fir.-tdam Jnanit» m:39 (dam of Slnaloa 2:25?i)

by Sultan, sire of Stamboul2:07H, etc.

Second dam, Bealah (dam of Beuzetta 2:063£,

Early Bird 2:10 and four more in the list) by
Harold, sire of Maud S. 2:08& etc.

Third dam, Sally B. (dam of Maurine2:13J4 and
two more In the list) by Lever, thoroughbred

son of the great race horse Lexington.

Great Peter is a beautiful bay, 15.1 to 15.1H
hands high and one of the handsomest horses in

California He trotted a mile In 2-21 and half In

1-07 as a three-year-old. He was put to pacing

with the straps this year, and in a few weeks
paoed a mile in 2:11H a* Los Angeles, with a

quarter right at 30 seconds. He was then letup

on as he had an attaok of distemper. Is sound
and allright now, and oan probably show a mile

in 2:12 to an intending purchaser. Will Hell at a

reasonable price or will deal with him in trade

for a first-class trotter. AddresB
ROBT. A. SMITH,

2124 Park Grove Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST
TWICE A YEAR

Rate—
:','.; per cent on ordinary aocouuts
3 6-10 per cent on term aocounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,500,399-46

TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839.38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft

Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FBANCISCO, CAL.

N/vr-
872-680 Uth Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Handling all kinds of

Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ABT

IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

D06 Mission St., cor. First, San FranoUoo

JAS. L FBAZIEB,
Gen. MgT.

B. X. BYAN,
Gen. Pass. Aft.

PHENOL SODIQUE

At me
I//

Tongues End
STOCK GET JUST ENOUGH AT THE RIGHT TIME.

C0MPRE55ED PURE-5ALT BRICK5.

AND PATENT FEEDER!
No waste, no neglect.all convenience
Your dealerhas it. Write us for the booh.

BELMONT STABLE SUPPLY CO.
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS
Brooklyn, N.Y.

[MTTO
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal,

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Psroiflo Coast. 30,000 gradu-
ates; 80 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 800 students
annually placed m positions. Send for catalogue,

B. P. HEALD. President.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

'""*
Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN",

36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

QOCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIGS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

I 208 California Str«et, Han Franoltoo, Cal

lieals

OUTS, BURNS

and SORES,

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

Man or Beast.

Keep handy for emer-

gencies in home
and stable.

Equally good for dogs

and all anlmalH.

B*NCE BROTHERS * WBTTE.
|

Tf Mt &t your fl^g.
gists, small bIzo sent

SgEH°l*^isifno br R*«5ijjjgglSS3 to anv address upon
receipt of lOo.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

A BAD HITTER.
His Bunches and Bruises can ho re-
moved quickly without stopping
work with

Absorbine
This remedy cures Lameness, kills

fcTfjj* ^^=- Pain, Kemoves any Soft Bunch with-
y^S g==p- out blistering or removing the hair,
e^^r^ and pleasant to use. £2.00 per

•*»=* bottle, delivered, or at dealer's.

ABSOBBINE, JB., for mankind, £1.00 Bottle.
Allays Inflammation rapidly. Cures strains.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co . Langiey &MlchaelsCo.
BHdlngton & Co.. J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKerron,
all of San Francisco.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near tbe above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving a
limited number of flrst-olass horses at reasonable
rates. Have good looatlon, brand-new stable and
everything Qrst-olaBs. All horses In my oare will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 4147.

pBSSsflslBSSSSsl

V Mark Levy & Co.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of John Paebott. Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTKK SEALY. Manager.

Take It Inlime
jlf you have the remedy on hand, and are ready to
act promptly, you will find that, there is nothing in

the form of Spavins, Splints. Curbs, Windpuffs and
Bunches which will not yield promptly and perma-

nently to

Quitm's Ointment
Itbas saved thousands of pood horses from the peddler's
cart mid the broken-down horse market- Mr. L'. J! Diek-

I ens. nf Minneapolis, Minn., who conducts one of the largest livery staples in the Northwest.
I writes as follows: I have been using Quinn's Ointment for sometime and with the greatest

I success. 1 take pleasure in recommending it to my triends. No horseman should be with-

I out it in bis stable. For curbs, splints, spavins, -ivmdpuffsand all bunches it has no equal."'

Price S 1 .00 per bottle. Sold bv all druggists or sent by mail. Write us for circulars,

! fS°"th£^SM * W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, H. Y.

HIGHLAND
(TRIAL 2:12)

Bred at Highland Stock

Farm, Dubuque, Iowa,

Will make the Season of 1905 to a limited number or approved

mares at the farm ot Mr. C. W. Clark,

SAN MATEO, CAT.
Terms for the Season $25

HIGHLAND is a grand looking young stallipn, sis years olj His breeding is

most fashionable and his immediate ancestors are producers of race wicafM-s wild

fast records. He is beautifully gaited and has a perfect disposition Does not

pull or want to brealj at speed, and can be placed ax will in a bunch of horses. He
is a high-class horse and has better than 2:IOspeed. As he is to be bred to bis

owner's man's this year and specially prepared for a low record this fall, his owner
desires that he be bred to a few higb-olass outside mares this season.

HIGHLAND Is a coal black horse with one white hind ankle, stands 16 hands
high and weighs olose to 1000 pounds.

<:

We

S

Expresso 29199 -|

half brother to
Expressive (3) 2: 12H

L

A few mares at $25 each will also be received to be bred to

Alpha 2:234
Dam of

Aegon 2-ASH (sire Aegon
Star 2:11H): Algy 2:l93=£; {

Aeolion 2:20 sire of
Wedgenut 2:263£: Lady
Acacia, dam or Precursor
2:20^: Erst, dam of
Waino2:293£

Advertiser -2:15^..

Sire of
Mlthra...'..8:l4!tf
Adaria ....2:16^
Adbell..-- 2:23

World's cham-
pion yearling

Esther
Dam of

Expressive
(3, 2i24

Express.. -.2:21

Kelly..... 2:27

Alcantara 2:23 ....

Sire of
Sir Alcantara...

2:05H
Moth Miller 2:07

Sufreet 2:06M
Jessie Pepper

Dam of
lone 2:17'i
Alpha 2:234
3 producing sons
7 " daughters

f Electlonepr
I 16S in 2:30

I Lnla Wilkes
dam of 3 in list

(Express

-J
(thor.)

(Colisseum
(thor.)

Geo Wilkes 2:22

83 in 2:30

Alma Mater
dam of 8 in 2:20

fMamb Chief 11

! sire of 6 in 2:30

Dau.Sidi Hamel

KINNEY WILKES
champion. KINNEY WILKES is hardly broken yet, but has shown 2:30 speed. He ll

this year with the view of racing him next season.

For further particulars regarding above Stallions apply to or address

FOUR-YEAR-OLD BAY STALLION BY McKINNEY
2:11^, champion sire of the world;

Dam, HAZEL WILKES 2:llVi by Guy Wilkes 2:15}^:

second dam. Blanche (dam of 5 in the list) by
Arthurton; third dsm. Nancy by Gen. Tarlnr, 30-mile

He is 15 2 hands and weighs ubout 1050 pounds. He will be worked

W. A.
TED

CLARK jr., Owner.
HAYES, Manager.

W. DONNELLY, Agent,
San Mateo, Cal.

cMURRAY

And LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGGING. C\RTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OYER

^Sp-Address, for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

[»

®Ij£ Empire (Ett£ 3farm0
THE HOME OF

McKINNEY, 8818, 2:1 V/A
The unprecedented World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race
Horse Speed. Fee, $300 until May I Oth, after which no

bookings will be accepted for less than the advanced fee of $500.

Prince Favorite, 38076,
TRIAL (3) 2:21; HALF IN 1:09; QUARTER IN :34.

Son of The Beau Ideal, 2:15%, and Princess Chimes dam of
Lady of the Manor, 2:04%. ::::::::::::

This National Horse Show Prize Winner is conceded by many to be
prospectively the finest stallion ever bred at Village Farm. Fee, $ 1 00.

Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No
return privilege, but fees returned if mare fails to have a colt.

Keep, $2. per week. Our terms are rigidly adhered to in all

cases and we cannot accept any deviation from them. : : :

Kindly mention this journal

when writing and address The Empire City Farms,
CUBA,
N. Y.

TOOMEY
TWO WHEELERS

ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in Ail Sizes

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts

Pneumatic Pole Carts

d

(or Team Work on bith Roa<
and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carta

Send for latest Catalogue to

S, TOOMEY & CO.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

CampbGlFsHorse FootRemedy
•SOLD BY-...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal
R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo
J G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JDBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
U. RODDER Stockton, Cal
WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal
W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal
H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal
JOS. McTIGfJE San Francisco, Cal
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Lo6 Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAnPBELL & CO.. Manufacturers, 4 1 2 W. riadisoii St., CHICAGO , ILL

This Truck is the result of years of endeavor to produce a wagon that has great
carrying capacity, ample strength without superfluous weight, low

enough to the ground to minimize the labor of loading.
Can turn short among trees, and can be used on

the roads as well as on the farm.
The "Jersey" is a pronounced success, not only for the transportation of fruit,

but as a general purpose dray in villages and small cities.HOOKER eft? OO-
16-18 DRUMM ST.. SAN FEANCISCf

VICTOK VERILHAC
Proprleto

JAMES ML McGRATH
ManageDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Grove and Baker StreetB, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Par)

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exeroise park roadsters and prepare horses
track use. Ladies can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobile
or cars.

su:

I *e:

Pp»rlirri-AP»C Tahllla+A/i and type written ready for framia
rCUIgrCCa IdUUIdieU Write for prices. Breeder as

SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at ttie

Held at Indlauapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa , score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

Y LOADED
This was tli a Only Evans On ring the Entire Ornnd American wlili h was won from Behind the
10 yard Line. Many oilier Notable Scores were nitda with Peters Shells, among: them the following:

l st on Practice Day. F. M See (tie). 99 cur of 100 1st on First Day, L H Reid (tie). 99 out of 100. 5d in Preliminary. Wm Veach (lie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arle (tie), 9" oat of 100.

la ibe Consolation Haadicap. 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97 4 of 96 and 35 others above 90 were made with. Peters Shells

All of which, merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street. T. H. KELLER. Manager.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

?„
r

Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO.. 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

Send for

Catalogue

521

Kearny St,

Mailorders

a Specialty

OUSS, AMMUNITION, FISHING jTACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

NOTHING Too
Good

for YOU

7/lwhen It comes to your Gun, the Best Is NONE TOO GOOD and
1 Ichesprst in the end. It yon do not know why the PARKER is the

Best Gun you can buy and the only can you should invest in, wrlle
= ' us to-day and we will tell you all about THE Gun.

'

32 Warren St„ Nev York City. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn,

BaSlistite Wins!
Both the High Amateur and General Average

AND ALSO THE

Phil P. Bekesrt Challenge Trophy--100 Birds-

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won with

419 STRAIGHT!
"Billy" Crosby with his SMITH

GUN makes another world's rec-

ord. You can't miss 'em with a
» Smith Automatic Ejector fitted with
the Hunter One-Trigger.
Send for Oatalogue.

LUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

BTITE.
If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO

HEKD-T7 premiums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and- milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Saosome Street, San
Francisco.

AT STUD.

PETEK SAXE & SON. Lick House, S. F.. Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
AH varieties Cattle. Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd: 90% winners at State and county fairs.

show ring, and every butter contest since 188o in
California. No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINS AND DUK-HAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Nlles & Co.. Lot Angeles
Oal.

VETERINARY.

Dx*. W xxx, !?* Ssaxi.
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterlnarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnbun
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Coloniea
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President ot

the California Ssate Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 111? Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of tbe Bladder

Cored in 48 Hours.

CAP SULES

Superior to Copftlba, Cnbebs or Injection

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Write for prices.

Bkeeder and Spobtsman, 36 Geary Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Ch. CUBA OF KENWOOD
(Glenbeigh Jr.—Stella)

CUBA JR.
(Ch. Cuba of Kenwood- Florida)

One of th« highest class Field Trial winners In
America. Seven wins in n'ne Trials before he
was two years old.

STOCKDALE KENNELS
K. M. DODGE, Manager,

Bakersfleld, Kern Co.,
Boarding. Pointer Puppies and well-broken

Dogs for sale.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this head one cent per word
per insertion. Cask to accompany order.

POINTERS

"POR SALE-THOROUGHBRED POINTERS,
£ six months old; yard broken; not gun shy.
D. E. MARTIN. Liverniore.

COLLIES

TREMENDOUS BARGAINS IN COLLIES.
-*- Send In order and get the very best at bottom
price. GLEN TANA COLLIE KENNELS, P.
O. Box 1907 Spokane, Wash.

v

IRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS.

TRISH AND SCOTCH TERRIERS FOR SALE.
*- Scottle Puppies sired by Cb. Loyne Ruffian
and Crimson Rambler. Best Irish stock on the
Coast. Mrs. BRADLEY-DYNE, Saturna P. O.,
B.C.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History. Points.
Standard, Care,
Training, Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and It is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to

teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BLAKE, M0FFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F,

Telephone Main 190

CALIFORNIA
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AMMUNITION
All the "World Knows It.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOQ.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

AJSAJSiAiTJJSriTTON, IFtUFML-EiS, SHOTGUKTS
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

General Average

For the Tournament at IndlanapoliB

won by

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 298 ex 300, using

New E, G. Improved

"Fred A. Stone Scarescrow Trophy"

which was awarded the

High Professional

la the

Grand American Handicap

won by

W. O. Hearne

using

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

LAFLIN £ RAND POWDER CO.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg., 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A Clean Sweep
At Indianapolis.

Preliminary Handicap. June 28th,
R. R. Barber of Paulllna. Iowa,

S ore 98 ex 100, using

Du PONT SMOKELESS
Grand American Handicap, June 29th,

R R Barber or Paulllna, Iowa,
Score 99 ex 100, using

Du PONT SMOKELESS
Consolation Handicap, June 30th,
J. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa.,

Score 99 ex 100, using

Du PONT SMOKELESS
Do YOU use

Du PONT SMOKELESS?
State Team Shoot

. S. Rhoads, Columbus, Ohio 9S
A. Upson. Cleveland, Ohio 95'

. H. Snow; South Brooklyn, Ohio 971
E. Orr, Newark Ohio 9ff

. D. Alkire, Williamsport, Ohio 93

474
An average of 94.8%.

All or these gentlemen used

Du PONT SMOKELESS

Clabrough, Golcher & Go,

GUNS

Gun Goods
49-Send for Catalogue,

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELLS
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR

'
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PHOENIX, ARIZONA
$12,000 $12,000

FIRST ARIZONA TERRITORIAL FAIR

DECEMBER 4-9, 1905.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

(Voder Control of the Territory)

TROTTING AND PACING STAKES
1—2:35 Class, trotting

2—2:22 Class, trotting

3—2:10 Class, trotting

4—2:30 Class, pacing

5—2:17 Class, pacing

6— Free=for=all, pacing

7_Arizona Two=year=olds, trotting, entrance money added

S—Arizona Yearlings, trotting, entrance money added

9—Arizona Two=year=olds, pacing, entrance money added

$1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

200

200

200

200

S40O Par.es will be opened later tor B:30, 2:25. 2:19, 2:15. Free-for-all, and Three-

rear-old Trotters; 2:28. 2:22, 2:13, 2:09. and Three-year-old Pacers

81200 will also be offered for Running Races to be announced later.

FAIR

I

No. 10—Arizona Yearlings, pacing, entrance money ad ed

CONDITIONS GOVERNING HARNESS RACES.

Entries to states Nos. 1.2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 close

Wednesday, November I: but entries may be
made at any time prior to that date in any
stake to which a horse Is eligible at the date or

mabing entry, and no record obtained after
date of making entry will be a bar. Entry
fees to stakes Nos. 1,2. 3. 4 5 and 6 payable: $15

at time of making entry; $15 November 1st, $2
the evening before the race.

Stakes Nos. 7 and 9 to be half-mile heats, best
three in five.

Stakes Nos. 8 and 10 to be half-mile heata, best
two in three.

Entries to stakes Nos. 7, 8, 9 and 10 close August
1; entry fee $25. payable: $5 August 1; $5 Septem-
ber 1; $5 October 1: $5 November 1, and $5 the
evening before the race.

Colts to be eligible to colt stakes must have
been owned and kept in the Territory of Arizona
at least sis months prior to December I, 1905.

Stalls free to entered horses during the meeting.

Rules of the American Trouine Association to

govern, except as otherwise provided
Six to enter and four to start.

Money divided 50. 25, 15 anc1
10 per cent.

Stake's Nos 1.2,3,4,-5 and 6 to be mile heats,

best- three in ove.
No race longer than Ave heats. Money divided

in accordance with summary at end of Qfth heat.

Entrance fee to stakes Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 and 6,

five per oent. with five per cent additional from
money winners.
A horse distancing thefield, or any part thereof,

will be entitled to only one money.
Oae horse may be entered in two classes, and be

held for but one entry, unless two starts are made;
and a horse may be declared out on or before

November I by filing written notice with the

Secretary, and payment of three per cent of the

Two horses may be entered in one class and be
held only for the entry of the horse that starts;

but ifneiiher horse starts one entry fee will be

required.

Program will be arranged so a horse can start in two races during the week.
Phoenix ha*? a new, modern $50,000 plant, with both mile and half-mile tracks.

The finest climate in the world for winter and spring training.

The best of water. Choicest alfalfa oat. wheat or barley hay $8 per ton.

Special rates on horses over Santa Fe and Southern Pacific roads

Horses unloaded at grounds over either road without change or delay.

For entry blanks or farther information, address

W. N. TIFFANY,
Secretary Arizona Fair Association, PBOENIS. ARIZONA

The Crowley Stake
A SIDE STAKE TOR STARTERS IN
THE THREE-YEAR-OLD DIVISIONS

OF THE

Pacific Breeders Futurity Stakes No. 5
(FOALS OF 1905-TO TAKE PLACE IN 1908)

Entries to Close Tuesday, August I,
'05

CONDITIONS.

, A S tdeStake ot*25 each for Trotting and Pacing Foals of 1905 that were entered or substituted
and will start In the Three-Year-Old Divisions of the Breeders Futurity in 1908. All money paid in

ontrottlng foalslo be divided among those starting in the trotting division, and all money paid in

oa pacer* to in divide! amm? tho^e t bat start in the pacing division. Moneys divided 75 and 25 per
cent and to go to the first ani second horses in this side stake, according to their positions in the
final summary of eachtrace. In case all those in the side stake should be distanced in the first heat
of either of th regular even is, tbey shall start in another race best two heats in three, on the same
day, to decide the mon^y winners. Entrance to tbe side stake $25 each. The money to be deposited
In some reputable bank, to remain at interest until the stake is trotted.

Entries Close TaesuUy, August 1st, with F W. KELXET. Secretary P. C. T. H. B. A.
36 Geary St , San Francisco.

Free-for-AII Pace
RE-OPENED

$600 PURSE $600
TO CLOSE TUESDAY, AUGUST I, 1905.

The Free-for-All Pace offered by the California S'.ate Agricultural Society
for tbe State Fair Meeting of 1905 having failed to fill the race is re-opened for a
purse of $600. to close Tuesday, August 1, 1905, with the same conditions as races
that closed July 10th.

Cut this advertisement out, fill in blanks and mail to the undersigned.

AL LINDLEY, Secretary
Sacramento, Cal.

IN FREE-FOR-ALL PACE, PURSE $600,

The Greatest Rem-
edy Ever Known
For Bad Legs,Wilcoxson's Perfection Liniment

It psnetrates to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from any
cause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for splints, Curbs. Thorougli-
pln». Sweeny. Capped Hocks, Wind Paffs and all Lameness from
Sprain*. Ktugbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, weak
and injured tendons, ripiured llpaments Its power is unfailing. Perma-
nently cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles. Hocks. Tendons
or UeaaientH, without loss of hair or an hour's let up on the h rse.

PRICK »2 pek BOTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt of
price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. WILCOXSON REMEDY CO , Tiffin O , U 8. A.

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

3
TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into wnlcb for twenty-9 e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre baa recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted Into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

Tie EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furbished In Corlse, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern Improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and tbe

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever Increasing popularity
of this moat famous HOTEL.

I hereby entei

Sire

Dam
Sire of Dam
Owned by

Entered by .-

Dated at

Remember, Entries Close August 1, 1905.

It I" the Lightest Ling-Shaft
Track Cart in tlie World.

TOOMEY
TWO WHEELERS
ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in All Sizes.

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts
for Team Work on both Road

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carts.

Send for latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & CO.
Canal Dover, Ohio, U. S. A.

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ate. & Polk St.

san francisco, cal.

Cut=Under Truck

This Truok is the result of years of endeavor to produce a wagon that has great
carrying capacity, ample strength without superfluous weight, low

enough to the ground to minimize the labor of loading.
Can turn short among trees, and can be used on

the roads as well as on the farm.
The "Jersey" is a pronounced success, not only for tbe transportation of fruit,

but as a general purpose dray In villages and small cities.

16-18 DRUMM ST..

dto OO-
SAN FKANCISCC

PHONE PARK 16)3 A. J. MARTIN, Prop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1330 FSIiIj STKKfiT

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR TOURSELF.

LTON AND CENTRL AVE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

Dp»H i rrrv»p»c Tflh.il«tpH and type written ready for framiD s?rcUlgrCCa IdUUldlCU Write for prices. Breeder and
SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisoo, Cal.
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THE WEEKLY

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, PROPRIETOR.

Turf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast.

— OPFIGE—

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

telephone: Black 586,

erms—One Tear 83, Six Months 81.75, Three Montis 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money anould be sent by postal order, draft or by registered letter

iddressed to F. W. Kelley, 38 Geary St., San Francisco. Cal.

Communications must be accompanied by tbe writer's name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guarantee
of good faith.

several small towns on the way, which will make tbe
Santa Rosa track accessible to several thousand people
at a very small, cost, who have, heretofore found it

very inconvenient to -visit meetings held there. The
new line to Napa has also put that thriving city of

6000 inhabitants within two hours-ride of Santa Rosa,
and the meeting will doubtless draw quite a crowd
from there. The races to be held promise even faster

time than resulted at Loe Angeles and Fresno. There
is no faster track in California than the one at the

county seat of Sonoma county and the people are

enthusiastic ad mirers of the ligb t harness horse, fully

realizing tbe fact that the world's champion trotter

was bred, foaled and first trained to trot at tbe Santa
Rosa Stock Farm. There are glorious prospects for

high class racing and record breaking at the Breeders
meeting next month.

San Francisco, Saturday, July 29, 1905,

A SMALL ADVERTISEMENT is often far reach-

ing. Some weeks ago Mr. Topham of Milpitas,

SantaClaracounty.useda small space in the Breedek
and Sportsman to state the fact that his stallion

Peralta was for sale. Within a few days after the

piper containing tbe advertisement reached its read-

ers in New Zealand (who are quite numerous, by the

way), came a cablegram addressed to the proprietor

of this journal asking the price on this horse. The

owner was communicated with, the price ascertained

and cabled to the enquirer, Mr. H.J. Taska of Christ-

churcb, New Zealand. That gentleman immediately

cabled that the price was satisfactory and that he

would take the horse, the money for which was sent

by the next mail. Peralta will leave San Francisco on

the steamer Sonoma of the Oceanic line which is

advertised to sail for Auckland and Sydney, August

10th. Peralta is now at the Hulda Stables in this

city and Is a fine looking five-year-old stallion. His

Bire is that great producer of speed Nutwood Wilkes

2:164, sire of John A. McKerron 2:04J, Tidal Wave
2:09, Who Is It 2:iOJ, Stanton Wilkes 2:10} and many

other fast ones, and his dam is Rose McKinney,

daughter of the greatest of all sires McKinney 2:11},

and the dam of that never beaten colt Almaden, rec-

ord 2:22 J as a two-year-old, winner of the Pacific

Breeders Futurity in 1903 and the Occident Stake in

1904. Rose McKinney 's dam is Queen Bee by Forest

Clay 1934, next dam Lovelia by Almont Lightning

1023, sire of the dam of Zombro 2:11, and next dam

Daisy by the great thoroughbred horse imported

Yorkshire. Peralta is a bay horse, 16 hands high,

weigbe about 1100 pounds, and a very fine individual.

The Nutwood Wilkes-McKinney cross has produced

speed every time it has been tried, and while Peralta

has never been trained, there is no doubtbut he could

get a low record if put put in the hands of a trainer.

He is the best bred and the best looking stallion that,

has been sent from America to New Zealand and will

help improve the trotting breed of horses in that

country. Since he was sold to Mr. Taska, there have

been many inquiries about him, and those who have

looked him over since he has been at the Hulda Stables

have expressed surprise that such a horse was per-

mitted to leave the country at the price Mr. Taska

secured him lor.

SANTA ROSA TRACK will be the centreof attrac-

tion for California admirers of the harness horse

from now until the close of the Breeders meeting

which opens there August 16th. A very large pro-

portion of the horses named to race at the meeting

are already at this track, which is in fine condition.

The weather is excellent, not too hot for comfort, but

balmy and warm, with just enough of the Coast

breeze to invigorate men and horses. The Santa Rosa

meeting will be one of the mOBt important held on the

Pacific Coast this year. The four divisions of the

two futurity 6takes to be decided will attract the

attention of every harness horse breeder, and as the

colts and fillies to start will not be named until August

7th, ten days before the meeting opens, there is much
speculation whether or not from out' the woods" may
not come young trotterB and pacers that may defeat

the high class youngsters eligible to thesestakes, that

have already shown their Bpeed and mettle at Los

Angeles and Fresno. Some of the very fast ones, the

pacer Rockaway for instance, are not in this stake,

which should be a warning to every breeder to enter

his colts in stakes and keep them there, as the earning

capacity of a colt is very small unless he canst^rtin

stake races. The Santa Rosa meeting will be much
benefitted this year by the new railroad lines that have

been completed since last year. An electric line now
runs from Petaluma to Santa Rosa, passing through

""THE FOLLOWING TRIBUTE to the memory of

* the late Blaine S. McMahan was written by Dr.

J. W. Neal, editor and manager of The Western

Horseman, and printed in tbe issue of July2Ist of

that journal. After giving thefacts-of the young
man's untimely death, the article says: "On Wednes-
day afternoon, July 20th, the remains reached Rush
ville, and Thursday forenoon all that is left of an
idolized son and brother, a devoted and true friend

and the emblem of noble young manhood was laid to

rest. Peace to his ashes and heavenly repose to his

ever noble, true, companionable and always well-

meaning spirit. If ever a man lived to the age of

twenty-five years without making a single enemy in

the world that man was Blaine S. McMahan. By
nature always good-humored, affable, pleasant and
obliging, self-culture and innate regard for the finer

feelings of others made Blaine S. McMahan a polished

nobleman among "young men of the world," and
really and truly none knew him only to love and
respect him. He was the only son of Dr. S. W. Mc-
Mahan, long a part owner and co-editor of The
Western Horseman, and Blaine literally grew up in

The Western Horseman office. Last November he
went to California, and later connected himself with
the Breeder and Sportsman as associate editor

and traveling business and news gatherer and at the

time of his sad ending was acting also as assistant

secretary of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'

Association. He leaves behind a devoted mother,

Mrs. Lydia McMahan, and a worshipful sister, Miss

Anna, to whom will spontaneously go the sacred sym-
pathy of hundreds, nay, thousands, of the readers

of The Western Horseman. Tbe editor of The Western,

Horseman knew Blaine as probably no one else ever

knew him, and he mourns his loss as the loss of

an own son."

MAKE YOUR STARTING PAYMENTS for the

divisions of the Pacific Breeders Futurity in

which you expect to start your colts this year. There
are four events remember, one each for two and three

year old trotters and pacers. These colt stakes are

expected to furnish some of the best contests of the

Santa Rosa meeting, and there will be no races on

the program that will excite more interest. If you
can win any part of any stake, or your colt can make
a good showing in any one heat even, his value in

case you want to sell, will be added to much more
than the entrance and starting fees cost. The sums
to be won in either division of these stake3 are worth

trying for. The three-year-old trotters have $2000 to

contest for, the two-year-old trotters $1000. For the

three-year-old pacers there is the neat sum of $1250,

and for the two-year-olds $750. Then there is $.00 fir

the person who originally nominated the dam of the

winner of any of these events, and $100 to the owner

of the sire of the winner of either of the three-year-

old races. The Breeders Futurity is a stake in which

the money is widely distributed and each prize well

worth winning. The starting payments must be

made on or before August 7th. See that you make
payment on your colt in time.

THE FIRST RENEWAL of tbe Crowley Stake,

which is a side stake for starters in the Pacific

Breeders Futurity, will close for entries on Tuesday

next, August 1st. Entries are already coming in and

more than ono owner of a foal of 1905 believes he will

have the winner. This stake was inaugurated last

year at the suggestion of Mr. T. J. Crowley, and

received 27 entries at $25 each, a total of $675. There

is only one payment to be made in this stake—the

original one of $25 on each entry. The first stake was

for foals of 1905. The renewal is for foals of this year.

The stake is like a side bet on the colts that are

entered in it. The money paid in on the trotting colts

will go to those that trot, and that paid in on pacere

will go to those that pace. Every colt and filly that is

now eligible to Breeders Futurity No. 5, for foals of

1905, is eligible to be entered in the Crowley Stake.

Owners desiring to enter Bhould read the conditions

of the stake printed in this issue of tbe Breeder and
Sportsman in the advertising columns, and send $25

to Secretary F. W. Kelley on or before August 1st,

with the desci-iption and breeding of the foal.

JTTHE ARIZONA FAIR, to beheld during the
1 month of December, has attracted the attention

of many California horsemen and several owners of

fast trotters and pacers have been-figuring on enter-

ing their horses. in the $1000 purees that have been
offered. A fair and a race meeting in December is a
novelty, but when held at Phoenix, Arizona, during
that month, perfect weather and a fast track can be
relied on. Note the advertisement in this issue, and
write to the Secretary for further particulars. Entries
do not close until November l6t, but if you enter now,
records made after making the entry will not be a bar.

Successful Sale.

Tbe sale of horses consigned to Fred H. Chase &
Co. '8 auction ring by the Occidental Land and
Improvement Company of Sharon, and Mr. C. E.

Needham of Bellota, advertised for July 24tb, was a
very successful one. All the horses that were in good
condition sold well. Many were not in the best salable

shape and but a few were of standard breed'ng. The
sale pavilion was crowded to its utmost capacity, tbe

spectators eucroacbing en the ring, and making the

work of the men handling the 6tock decidedly difficult.

All the consignors were pleased with the result of the

sale. The summary of the sales of $100 or over follows

consignment of occidental L. & I. CO.

Dick, b g, 5, by Teheran 2:24, dam Stella, to Jame s

Bonney for $120.

Stella II.. b m, 3, by Ilderim, dam Stella, to V. Ver-
hilac for $175.

Rose, b m, 6, by Ilderim-Rosie, to James Crichton
for $160.

Kate, b m, 5, by Ilderim-Kate, to James Crichton

for $140.

CONSIGNMENT OF C. E NEEDHAM.
Caddie Whipple, b m, 12, by Steve Whipple 2:12,

dam Caddie by Elect, to J W. Henderson for $115,.

Little Bessie, ch m, 4, by Directed, dam Bessie

Whipple, to F. Gommet for $122.50.

Steve D , ch g, 3, by Directed-Daisy Whipple, to D
Tassi for $127.50.

Stub, b m, 9, by Directed, dam by Chieftain 721, to

William Tooms for $195.

Lady Curzon, b m, 3, by Guy McKinney, dam Stub
by Directed, to W. F. Harris for $177.50.

Mahdeen, br c, 2, by Guy McKinney, dam Stub, to

W. Tegler for $160.

Dock Booth, b c, 1, by Charles Derby, dam Stub, to

W. Tooms for $110.
tie

CONSIGNMENT OF A. L. DOWLER.
Rialto, ch s by Silver Bow, dam Vepturess by

Arthurton, to P. Crowley for $200.

A lot of draft stock was also offered the same even-

ing and found ready sale at an average of $131.50 per

head.

Edith by Geo. Wilkes Is Dead.

Very few of the sons and daughters of that great

sire Geo. Wilkes are living. One o£ -the latest of his

progeny to succumb to the inevitable is Edith, the

dam of Idolita 2:09}, of Hummer sife~ of Bouncer 2:09

and many others. Edith was foaled in April, 1SS1,

and bred by B. J. Treacy of Lexington, Kentucky.
She was one of the mares selected by Senator Stanford

to mate with Electioneer. Her first foal was
Hummer that is now the sire of 15 trotters and 12

pacers with standard records, the fastest of which are

Bouncer 2:09, Stately 2:11}, Spalpeen2:12J and Quickly

2:14J. Edith was not a regular breeder, but produced

eight foals between 1886 and 1900 at Palo Alto Farm.
Her only standard performer was Idolita 2.09} by
MendociDO. She was sold at one of the dispersal sales

of Palo Alto Farm a few years ago, and was purchased

by James Paris, Jr. of Sacramento, who took her to

hie farm near that city, where she died July. 26th.

She left a three months' old foal by Mr. Farls' eon of

Sable Wilkes. Edith was in color a rich brown mare.

Her dam was Edith Carr, the (dam of Campbell's

Electioneer 2:17}, etc., by Clark Chief, second dam
Easter Carr, by Carr'a Edwin Forest, third dam by

imported Margrave.

North Pacific Fairs and Races.

Walla Walla County Fair Sept. 25-30

North Yakima, Wash., State Fair Oct. 2-9
Spokane Inter-State Fair Oct. 9-14

Lewiston Inter-State Fair Oct. 16-21

Boise, Idaho, State Fair Sept. 23-30

Helena, Mont., State Fair Oct. 2-7,

La Grande, Ore., District Fair Sept. 25-30

Livingston, Mont., County Fair Sept. 4-9

Bozeman, County Fair Aug. 20-Sept. 1

Salt Lake, Utah, State Fair Oct 3-7
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OPENING OF GRAND CIRCUIT.

Chamber of Commerce Stake Won by Walter

Direct and M. & M. by Angle.

Every heat a race was the plan of the first meeting

on the Grand Circuit which opened at Detroit last

Monday. After deducting ten per cent of the purse,

which was to go to the winner of the most heats, the

money was divided into three equal parts, and one of

these parts was contested for by the horses in each

heat, divided as follows into four moneys. For

instance the Chamber of Commerce Stake $5000, had

8500 deducted for the race winner. The $4500 remain-

ing was then divided into three equal parts, or $1500

for each heat. Heat winners therefor got $750, second

horses $375, third horses $225, and horses that were

fourth $150. Walter Direct, driven by Ed Geers won

every heat of theChamber of Commerce and therefore

earned $2250, to which was added $500 for standing

bast in the final summary, making his total winnings

$2750, or $250 more than he would have received by

the old plan. Bonanza was second in every heat and

won $1125, as against $1250 by the old style race, F. J.

Park was 5-3-3 and was awarded $450, instead of $750

which he would have received as third horse under

the former method of dividing the money, and the

fourth horse in the summary, The Contractor, by

standing 3-1-4 got $525 or $75 more than the third

horse. Bonnie Wilkes by being fourth in the first

heat won $150, and although distanced in the second

heat retained this money. Had the race been a split

heat affair, that is had a different horse won each

heat, the money would have been much more widely

distributed, but the race would have ended at the

close of the third heat just the same.

The Chamber of Commerce Stake was the feature

event of the opening day of the twenty-second Blue
Ribbon meeting of the Detroit Driving Club, which
begins the Grand Circuit of 1905. Walter Direct was
a heavy favorite, bringing $50 in the pools, with the

field at $15.

Hal C. had the pole for the first heat of the

Chamber of Commerce stakes, with Bonnie Wilkes
and Walter Direct next in alignment. The horses

scored several times before the word was given. At
the first turn Walter Direct took the lead and held it

into the turn and into the home stretch. Geers then
made one of his famous drives and won the heat in

record lime 2:05 3-5. Bonanza, in the last 100 yards
of the first heat, took second place from The Con-
tractor by a fine burst of speed. In the next two
heats Walter Direct was in front from the start. Col.

J. C. Kirkpatrick's black pacer, Albuta by Altivo,

was a starter and was driven by Ben Walker, but
after finishing sixth in the first heat caught the flag

in the second. Bystander, the three-year-old Zolock
colt, also started but was behind the red bunting the
first time round.

The first heat of the 2:20 trot saw the field selling at

$45 to $50 for Hardwood. Hardwood won the first

heat handily, and the second saw Hardwood a favorite

at $50 to $12 for the field. It was too simple for Hard-
wood. For the third heat there was no selling against
Saunders' good gelding, and Saunders' being Eure of

first place, was satisfied to be last. Delia McCarthy
by McKinney was one of the starters but after being
last in two heats was drawn.
The third race was split, as Geary, who sold for $5

in pools of $125, won the first heat hands down. The
second heat saw Geary favorite, but James' gelding
was not Btrong enough, and Miss Willlmont had
rather easy picking in the next two heats, finishing a
length ahead. Ben F., driven by De Ryder, and
Oregon Maid, piloted by Henry Helman, were sixth
and seventh in the summary. Ben F. won $45 by
being fourth In one heat. The summaries:
Trotting, 2:20 class, purse $1500, three heats

Hardwood, blk g by Gamwood, dam untraced.. (Saunders) l 1 7
Mfnter. b m by Expedition. (Oe Ryder) 3 4 1

E°,
l
,

T
,-l
JS

t (Paterson 4 3 a
Belle I«l«, b m (Lyon) 6 a 3
Stewart, ch g (Castle) 774
Charley Atwood, oh h (Murphy) 5 8 6MaudH.,bm (Geers) 9 5 -s

Delia McCarthy b m (MoGulre) 8 8 drMalnsheet, blk h (Thomas) 2 dr
Time—2:11ft, 2:11ft, 2:I4ft.

Pnolng,2:J4 olass, Chamber of Commerce Stake, throe-heatplan
Walter Direct, b h by Direct Hal. dam Ella Brown

(Goers) 1 1 1

Bonanza, b g by Alfonso Vlnoont (Thomas* 200
F. J. Park, b h by Varlel ...(Lvon 5 3 %The Contractor, rg (Stokes! 344
Bonnie Wilkes, ohm by Fred Willies (Howard id
Albuta bike by Altivo (Walker d
Druid Vlxson.brm by Judge Swing (S Solder d
Hal C . on g by Hal Dlllnrd (B. Shank, a
Miss Georglo. bmby Regal Wilkes (Benyon) <i
Bystander, b g by Zolock

( Whoa l) d
Tlmo-2:uo»i, 2:06'.s, 2:07tf. Av«rage, 2MX.

Pacing, 2:U3 olass, purao $1500, three heats.

Miss Willlmont, bmby Bosllck's Almont, dam untraeeil

Geary, o'h'g byPiv«ipoinVa\'.'.'.'.'.' .'.".'.'.'.'.'iiliiliiillMnmesi 1 \ kDonCnrr.bg (Clark 2 I r
Ethel Mc.chm (MoCarlhv) 10 2Shylock.bg (McMnbo'n) 314BenF.,bg ... (Do Ryder) 4 10 12Oregon Mold, bm (Helman) 6 8 5J"™d

;''f (Snydor) IS E (1

Black Pot, blk m (Gott) 6 7

Irish, chh (A.Thomas) 7 11 6

Baron Rogers, br g (Shank) 8 7 10

DonN , r g :..( Valentine) 11 12 11

Stein.bg (Geers) a

Time—2:07ft, 2:07ft, 2:09.

SECOND DAY.

The Axtjll ma e Angle, drivsn by Ge ir^e Saunders,

won the $10,000 M. & M. state on Tuesday, the second

day of the meeting, that is, she took the first and

third heats and the biggest portion of the stake. She

was unsteady in the second heat which went to Geer's

mare Clarita W., that was favorite before the race.

The time of the raoe was not specially fast, the heats

being 2:12*, 2:10i and 2:11. Angle earned $4000, Clarita

W. $2250. Watson $1800, Danube $900, Emma Hoyt
$750 and Getaway $300. Brilliant Girl, driven by

Jack Curry, was a starter in this event but was drawn
after being eighth in the first heat, and Mr. De La
Montanya's other mare, Tuna, also driven by Curry,

got the flag in the 2:08 trot, two heats of which were

won by Tom Axworthy in 2:07J, 2:07J, and the last

and final heat by Dr. Strong in 2:06.

A heavy shower fell while the first beat of the

opening event in the day's card, the 2:14 pace, was

being driven. The track was soaked, and it took an
hour and a half's work with harrows to place it in

condition for the first heat of the M. &. M.
For the opening race, the 2:15 pace, Red Bud was

an even-money favorite against the field, but Red Bud
was no where and finished sixth, while Hazel Banks
won easily. The second heat saw Hazel Banks a

favorite at $25 to $10 for the field. Red Bud took the

lead owing to Hazel's break and finished easily in

Trotting, 2:24 class, Merchants' & Manufacturers' Stake, $10,000.

Angle, ch m by Axtell, dam by Gambanito.(G. Saunders) 1 6.1.
Clarita W , chm by Grattan (Geers) 2 1 7
Watson, s g by Hinder Wilkes (Wickersham) 4 2 2
Danube, br h by Direcho (De Ryder) 5 3 3
Emma Hoyt, b m by Czar (Stinson) 3 5 4
Getaway, ch g by Strathway (Helman) 6 4 5
Emily Letoher. b m by Garabetta Wilkes (Benyon) 7 7 6
Brilliant Girl, b m by James Madison (Curry) 8 dr. .

Miss In-Law, b m by Ponce de Leon (Trneey) 9 d
Allie Jay, b m by Jayhawker —

.

:— (Kenny) d
Time—2:12^4, 2:10^4, 2:11.

Trotting, 2:08 class, purse $1500.

Tom Axworthy, ro g by Axworthy ...(M.Sanders) 112
Dr. Strong, gg by Strong Boy (McDonald) 2 2 1

Direct View, brg *. (De Ryder) 8 3 4
ADgiola, bm * '. (Ames) 6 5 3
Maxine. b m — (Geers) 4 4 5
Tuna.bm (Curry) 5 6d
Snyder MoGregor, ch g (Hogan) d

Time—2:07K, 2:07^, 2:06.

THIRD DAY.

An excellent track and fine weather was the order

for the third day at Detroit, and the horses stepped

fast in every event, but one heat being slower than
2:10 during the afternoon.

The 2:04 pace had but three starters, but it was 1

horse race with Locanda winner of the big end of the

purse. This waB a heavy betting race. Poole sold

with Nathan Strauss $400, King Direct $200 and Lo-

canda $150. Snow took Locanda out in front, and

after making the half in 1:02 had enough left to stand

off Nathan Strauss in the stretch and win by half a

length in 2:05. In the second mile Locanda came the

last quarter in 0:29|, and again beat Nathan Strauss.

Nathan Strauss set the pace in the third beat and led

to the Btretch, where Locanda passed him and in turn

Edwin S. 2:08 by Doctor Hicks

front. The third was a procession, Red Bud being in

front all the way.

Before the Merchants and Manufacturers' Stake

was called Clarita W., Geer's entry for the stake, waB

the favorite in the early pools, bringing $125, with

Angle at $100, Danube $75, Allie Jay $25, Watson,

Brilliant Girl and Bob Burdette $20 each, and the

other entries $10.

When the word was given Allie Jay broke away in

front, but soon collapsed and Angle went to the front

and held it, with Brilliant Girl and Clarita W. as

contenders. Angle won easily through the stretoh

and Clarita W. and Emma Hoyt fought it for second

place. In the second heat Angle broke at the start

and never had a chance to win. Clarita W. trotting

down the homestretch with Watson at her shoulder.

The third heat saw Clarita W. at $50, with the field

lively at $40. Watson made the pace clear to the

stretch and there Angle came fast and won out

handily.

Tom Axworthy was favorite at $150 to $90 on the

field in the 2:08 trot. He jvon the first heat easily, but

in the second was pushed out by Dr Strong. Dr-

Strong went to the front at the quarter in the third

heat and trotted home in easy style in 2:06, the fastest

mile trotted this year Summaries:
Pacing, 2:15 olass, purse $1500.

Rod Bud, b g by Redwing (Stokes) 6 1 l

Hazel Banks, bik m by Sirllss (Snow) 12 2
HlghSeven, ch g (I. Stunrd) 2 7 5
Wester, blk g (Valentine) '534
RobortLee.bg (Hoffman) 8 4 3
BlrdleB.,grm (Marsh) 3 6 8
Bedford Boy, ro g (Brawley) 4 8 7
Sally Pointer, br m (Wheat) 7 5 6
Paul, blkg (Hogan) d

Time—2:10^, 2:07;i, 2:06ft.

was beaten out by Geers, with King Direct in a great

finish.

The 2:12 trot resulted in one of the best races of

the year with Sadie Mac winner of all three heats.

Ed Geers' mare, Gold Dust Maid, drove her out the

first heat in 2:061, but Sadie was going easy at tbe

finish and locked as if 2:03 would not Btop her. Mack
Mack was fourth in this heat, but in the next two
heats which were in 2:08J and 2:11, he was two,

three, while Gold Dust Maid was distanced in the
second heat. John Caldwell finished a good third in

the first heat, but also got the flag in the second heat.

Bolivar got a heat and second position in the final

summary of the 2:18 class pace, and hiB record is now
2:09J. He is Wayland W.'s first 2:10 performer. The
summaries:

Paoing, 2:04 olass, purse $1500.

Looanda, brh by Allerton-Kathrina (Snow) 112
King Direct, blk h by Direct (Geers) 3 3 1

NathanStrauss.bg (Thomas) 2 3 3
Time—2:05, 2:08«, 2:05.

Trotting, 2:12 olass, purse $1500. -
Sadie Mac, b m by Peter the Great-Fannella... (Stinson) 111
MackMack, b g by MoKinney (Hellman) 4 2 3'
Major Greer, oh g (McCarthy) 5 3 2
GoldDust Maid, blk m ..(Geers) 2 d
John Caldwell, b g (Thompson) 3 d
FlashLightning.bg (Brown) 6 d
Gold Standard, b g. (Castle) d

Tlme-2:06«, 2:08^, 2:11.

Pacing, 2:18 olass, purse $1500.

Maud Keswick, b m by Keswick.... (James) 13 1

Bolivar, bg by Wayland W (De Ryder) 2 1 3
Black Patchen. blk g (Hogan) 4 2 2
Charlie Patch, blk h (Valentine) 3 8 8
MajorWilson.bg (S. Bogash) 5 6 4
InterOoean.bg (Thomas) 9 4 5
Reglna.ohm (H.Stokes) 10 5 7
TommyBurns.bg (McCarthy) 8 7 6
Red Nightingale, brm (M.Stokes) 6 9 9
BlllleA.,bg (Wheat) 7 10 d

Time—2:08^, 2:09)4:, 2:09.
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Last Two Days at Fresno.

Friday, the third day of the Breeders meeting at

Fresno, saw an increased attendance and the racing

was up to the standard, the winners of both harness

races reducing their previous records.

The three-year-old pace brought together five fillies

of great merit, and 1 while Delilah by Zolock won
rather easily In the first two heats, she made a break

just after the word wa9 given in the third heat and

. was over a distance out before getting on her stride.

She paced the last three-quarters, however, in l:36f,

the last half in 1:03| and the last quarter in 31 seconds

and won the heat by two lengths. She is a great filly

and gives every promise of pacing close to 2:10 this

year. It will be remembered that she was the fastest

two-year-old pacer in the' United States last year,

getting a record of 2:16} when she won the pacing

division of the Breeders Futurity at San Jose. She is

by Zolock 2:05}, out of the great broodmare, Gipsey,

thegrandam of Zolock.

The 2:17 trot was won by the gray gelding What Is

It, 9on of Direct 2:05J and Lassie Jean, the dam of

Who Is It 2:10}. He won in three straight heats.

Cuate was the favorite in this race, but was drawn
before getting the word in the first heat. After

scoring the trotters for over half an hour, and being

sent to the stables for being on the three-year-old

pacers' time, the judges permitted Cuate to be with-

drawn after two veterinary surgeons had examined

him and given certificates that he was sick and un-

the four-year old by Nutwood Wilkes owned by Mr.
I. L. Borden of San Francisco, went out in front and
won without being headed in 2:10}, although he was
driven hard to keep Nellie R. from getting her head
in front at the finish. The second heat resulted in a

nose and nose finish between these two in 2:121, and in

the third heat Norda tried hard' to head the Wilkes
pacer but he was at the wire first in 2:16J. Miss Winn,
Little Joe and Little Jib were distanced in the first

heat and Norda and Economizer divided third and
fourth moneys between them.
The 2:09 class pace saw eight out of the eleven

original entries go to the post, and Zolock drew the

pole. He could have taken the outside and beaten

the others, and won the two heats as he pleased in

2:091 and 2:08. He was barred in the pools and Kelly

Briggs made favorite at $10 to $6 for the field con-

sisting of Rita H., Jonesa Baslea, Daedalion, MiES

Idaho, Le Roi and Hassalo. Kelly Briggs got the

pool money by coming 2-3 in the summary, Rita H.
being given a ripping drive by Durfee in the second

heat and finishing second to Zolock, who was shaken

up some by Delaney when be saw Rita's burst of

speed, although the son of McKinney won easily in

2:08.

Will Durfee was asked to drive Oro Belmont in the

last race, and that horse was made favorite in the 2:22

trot, which he won in straight heatB, with Sam
Bowers second and Lady Jones third. Wilmar was

drawn after the first heat, owing to sickness. The
summaries:

Benefit to Willard Zibbell.

Delilah (3) 2:141 by Zolock 2:05}

able to race. While th'e' face was decided in three

straight heats it was a hard contest for the gray horse

and he had to trot his best every heat to beat Jupiter

B. and The Commonwealth.
The automobile races proved very interesting con-

tests although no records were smashed. The sum-

maries:

Sonny Side Stakes, three-year-old pacers, $600.

Delilah, b f by Zolook-Gipsey by Gen. Booth. ..(Delaney) 1 11
Mono Wilkes, b f by Demonlo (Chadbourne) 2 2 2

Memonlo, b f by Domonlo (Reams) 4 3 3

Devlletta, b f by Diablo (Wright) 3 4 4

Roberta, blk t by Robert I (Albertson) da

Time by quarters— . .

First heat. ...:34 1:07 1:40 2:1414

Second heat.. :34V, 1:08J£ 1:43d 2:1454

Third heat.... :34?i 1:10 1:46 2:17

1 1 1

3 2 2

2 4ds
4 3 da

Hughes Hotel Stakes, 2:17 class trotters, $800.

What Is It, gr g by Direct-Lassie Jean (Chadbourne)
Jupiter B., b g by Gen. Beverley (Erwin)
The Commonwealth, b s bj Shadeland Onward (Lindsay)
Zambra. b g by McKinney (Ward)

Time by quarters-
First heat. ...:34« 1:0814 1:42 2:14M
Second heat.. :34 1:07 1:42 2:14^
Third heat.... :34 V.OIH 1:42 2:15

Cuate was drawn on aocount of slokness alter scoring but before

word was given In the first heat.

LAST DAY.

A large crowd that filled the grandstand and all the

available standing room about it. saw three good

races on the last day of the Breeders meeting at

Fresno. The first race called was the 2:17 pace for a

purse of $800, in which seven horses scored for the

word in the first heat. The talent had picked Nellie

R. the mare owned by Joseph Long of Eureka, to win

and she sold for $10, against $10 for the entire field.

There was considerable Bcoring, Little Joe acting

badly, but when they got the word Cresco Wilkes,

Pacing, 2:17 clasp, purse $800.

Cresco Wilkes, b h by Nutwood Wilkes-Allie Cresco
(Albertson)

Nellie R., b m by Wayland W (Quinn)
Norda, b m by Mercury (Bonnell)
Economizer, b m by Chas. Derby (C. Sllva)
Miss Winn, chm by Demonio (Reams)
Little Joe, bg by Diablo (Hoy)
Little Jib, bg by Nutwood Wilkes (McDonald)

Time by quarters-
First heat.... :32H 1:05 1:39X 2:10K
Second heat.. :3314 1:08/, 1:40 2:1214

Third heat... :3314 1:08 1:43 2:1614

Pacing, 2:09 class, purse $800.

Zolock, brsby McKinney-Gazelle 2:1114 (Delaney)
Kelly Briggs, b g by Bayswater Wilkes (Wright)
Rita H., br m by McKinney (Durfee)

Le Rol.br g by Altamont:. (Lindsay)
Miss Idaho, by Nutwood Wilkes (Springer)
Daedalion, b g by Diablo (Ward)
Jonesa Basler, br s by Robert Basler.. (Owens)
Hassalo, br g by Westaeld (Erwin)

Time by quarters—
: First heat.... :32 1.04 1:3714 2:0914

Second heat.. :3214 1:0414 1:37M 2:08

Trotting, 2:22 class, purse $600.

Oro Belmont, b g by Oro Wilkes, by Director (Durfee) 1

Sam Bowers, ch g by Joe Simpson (Lindsay) 2

Lady Jones, bl m by Capt. Jones (Green) 6

Little Babe, blk m by Bradtmoor (Hoy) 3

Miss Mabel, b m by Thompson (Delaney) 4

Billy Dooley, bg by Bay Bird (Freeman) 7

Wlimar, bg ty Wlldnut (Quinn) 5

4 3
dis
dls
dis

Time by quarters-
First heat :34 1:08 1:4214 J:1814

Second heat ...:34 1:09 1:44 2:1614

Third heat :34 1:08 1:44 2:17

John Shepard, Boston's oldeBt and most noted ama-
teur reinsman, has agreed to take part in a special

race at Syracuse during the State Fair with his trot-

ter, Alto L. 2:09}, against the trotting mare Ida High-
wood 2:09}, owned and driven by Nathan Straus, a

noted amateur reinsman of New York. To the win-

ner of the race will be presented a handsome silver

trophy, and those who see the contest are likely to

see one or both ef the horses beat 2:10 to wagon.

On Monday at Fresno, the horsemen and the towns
people tendered a benefit to Willard Zibbell, the
popular young trainer who lost both hands and one
foot in the recent railroad accident at that place. A
good program of dash races was arranged, in which
the horses were driven to the top of their speed, but
no purses or prizes were contested for and no betting
was done on the results. More than a thousand people
attended, and $700 was the amount realized and turned
over to Mr. Zibbell. All the participants tendered
their services free and everybody paid at the gate.

The most remarkable thing in connection with the
benefit was the fact that the beneficiary was able to

be present. Although the accident occurred but ten

days previous, and he had one leg, one arm and the
other hand amputated, was bruised and lacerated

about the body, and his remaining leg broken, yet he
was able to be put into a large automobile by his

physician and attendants and taken to the track
where he was cheered by the crowd, and bowed his

acknowledgements. Not one person in a hundred
would have survived the shock and terrible injuries

he received, yet his splendid physique, perfect health

and fine condition enabled him to withstand it. He
never even lost consciousness at the time of the

accident, but mangled as he was managed to crawj

out from under the car and talk to those who came to

his aid, his principal thoughts being of his companion
Blaine McMahan, who was killed. The wonderful

grit and endurance of young Zibbell are a marvel to

the physicians and everybody acquainted with his

condition after the carB had run over him. He will

be brought to his home in San Francisco in a few

days.

When the races were called, Mf. C. A Durfee was
in the stand as starter, and the judges were George L.

Warlow, M. L. Woy and E. P. Heald; the timers, J-

R. Albertson, John Lane and James Irvin. All the

events were single heats.

The first heat was between the pacers Miss Winn,
Ring Rose, Loganette and Norda. The three first

named finished noses apart in 2:12}.

Charlie T., Satin Royal, H. D. B. and Mabel C.

made a nice contest. Satin Royal was far behind at

the finish, while H. D. B. finished first, his head in

front of Mabel C. who had her nose slightly in front

of Charlie T. in 2:14}.

Oro Belmont finished a length in the lead of Wild
Bell in the next contest, Dew Drop being the other

starter. The time was 2:21.

Bellemont, the three-year-old filly by Zombro, and
the three-year-old Ambush by Zolock worked a heat.

It was tfery close to the stretch where Ambush broke
and Bellemont was first to the wire in 2:20}.

Prince McKinney, the two-year-old ia Al Mc-
Donald's string, trotted a very creditable mile in

2:29} against F. E. Wright's Lijero that had the heat

won but broke in the stretch.

Dr. W. and Bessie Barnes were the starters in the

next race. Bessie Barnes made two breaks and Dr.

W. finished the mile pulled up in 2:23.

The Donna, Marty McKay's mare, was driven an

exhibition half in 1:02, and Petigru trotted a quarter

in 32 seconds.

Elmont, Selda and Lady R. trotted a mile and
finished in the order named in 2:18}.

The mule races were the principal events of the

day. The first was a match race between C R.Cook's
Maud and Dick Roberts' Bell. Cook won and wag

presented with a loving cup. It was about fcur feet

in height, of tin, and contained an armful of hay. It

was the only prize of the day.

There were five starters in the other mule race.

"Sky "Hess won with his entry, Cook being 6econd and

Roberts third. There was lots of fun in this event.

A Shetland pony race of a quarter of a mile ended

the program. Bob Kunde's two entries were in har-

ness while Loui9 Baehant's "Bob" and Middleton's

pony each carried a rider. The start was made|on

even terms, nevertheless, and to the surprise of the

spectators one of the harness ponies finished ahead.

It was Knude's 'Billy Koote." Baehant's pony came

second and Middleton's third.

Among the horses trained in California last winter
that took new records at the Windsor meeting last

week were Josie by Glenelg (sister to Billy Red 2:10)

who reduced her record to 2:09} and won the 2:12

pace. Danube by Direcbo, that won the 2:17 trot in

straight heats and took a mark of 2:13}, and Bolivar

by Wayland W. that won the 2:17 pace, getting a new
record of 2:11} in the second heat. All these horses

are in the Butler string and were driven by Chas. De
Ryder. The California bred mare, Zephyr 2:11 by
Zombro, won the 2:11 trot in straight heats on the
last day of the meeting, in the good time of 2:121,

2:12J and 2:12}, with Mack Mack second in eaoh heat.

Zephyr is in Ed Geer's string.-
Jaokson's Napa Soda Is sold In every city, town

and hamlet in the State.
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Notes and News.

Enrrit.!, close August 1st for '.be Crowley Stake No.
ioais of 1U05.

Tbe Breeders meeting will open at Santa Rosa,
esday. August 16th.

California has produced more 2:10 perfortrer6 this

year than any otii -the Union.

Little Squaw 2:04}, who is out as a trotter this sea-

son, has 101 winning heats to her credit.

mte gveeiiev cmtr gpoxtemtm [Jtjly 29, 1?C5

Every horseman that has seen the new track at
Sacramento, predicts it will be a fast one.

Five California horses started on the opening day
of the Detroit meeting and hone got any money. This
baie-ord. - '

:

The fastest trotter of the year up to Thursday of

this week is Dr. Strong 2:06, and Sadie Mac is only a
fraction of a second behind him.

The horses of W. A. Clark, Jr., are at Raadvil'e. in
charge of Trainer Ted Hayes, who is said to be quite
seriously ill in a Boston hospital.

The will of the late C. F. Dunbar of Buffalo, N. Y..
provides that his favorite driving horse, Volunteer
iledium 2:14}, be pensioned. for life.

The Grand Circuit raciDg will shift to Cleveland
next Monday, and the following week they will be at
Buffalo, where tbe $10,000 2:10 trot will be decided.

W. J. Andiews has worked the trotting mare Nora
McKinney by McKinney better than 2:14, with a half
in 1:041. She is sound and has a great flight of speed.

The address Of Secretary E. D. Neff, of the Southern
California Horse Show Association, is Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, and not Riverside as has been erroneously
stated.

Clarence Day, who has been at Concord all spring
with his stallion, Dictatus 2:17, has returned to his
home in Alameda. Dictatus made a good season at
Concord.

Sister Colette has worked a mile in 2:12}, last half in

2:05}, last quarter in 31 } seconds. She is a sister to
Charley Herr 2:07 arid is in David Cahill's stable at
Lexington.

The time by quarters in the race at Philadelphia,
last week, when Tiverton beat Sweet Marie, was as
follows: First beat :30}, 1:02, 1:38, 2:10*. Second heat
:31}, 1:03, l:i6, 2:07}.

The 2:17 trot at Fresno, won by What Is It, was
the heaviest. betting race the circuit has furnished
thus far. Some three or four thousand dollarschanged
hands on the result.

Read the advertisement of the Arizona Territorial
Fair and race meeting in our business columns. There
are a number of $1000 purses that should be easy
money for California horses.

Mamie R. (2) 2:15} is not doing as well as was ex-
pected when she was taken East. She was distanced
in a heat in 2:133 a' Windsor, a rate of speed that
would not have beaten her to the wire last year.

After Cuate 2:18 was withdrawn from the 2:17 trot
at Fresno on account of sickness he became a very
sick horse, suffering from impaction of the bowelB,
and on Tuesday last, the day bis owner, C. A. Durfee,
loft Fresno he did not think the McKinney gelding
would live.

Arner 2:17} is back at Pleasanton after a prosperous

and successful season at Chico. The full brother to

Diablo never looked better, and Barney Simpson may
conclude to lower his record a little before tbe winter

rains set in. A mark of 2:10 is not beyond Arner's

capabilities.

Starting payments are due August 7th on tbe two-

year-olds and three-year-olds that are to start this

year in those divisions of the Pacific Breeders Futur-

ity. See the advertisement. These stakes will be

decided at the Santa Rosa meeting which opens
August 16th.

The new record of 2:09} made by the mare Josie at

the Windsor meeting made her dam. Bunella by
Ingraham, the dam of two 2:10 pacers, Billy Red 2:10

being a full brother to Josie. At Detroit on Thurs-
day of this week Josie reduced her record to 2:08} in

the third heat.

A correspondent at Honolulu sends us an interesting

letter hut fails to sign his name. We would be pleased
to publish the same, but cannot violate our rule in

regard to uns'gned communications. Will the writer
please send us his name, not for publication, however,
unless he so desires.

It is told in and about Pleasanton that tbe finest

foal by Searchlight 2:03} is the one following Captain
Ford Thomas' McKinney mare. The mare herself is

one of the handsomest animals in the State, and her
colt by Searchlight is endowed with all the good looks
of both its parents. This mare was bred to Strathway
this year and is in foal

Mr. Billings drove Lou Dillon a mile in 2:06} and
Major Delmar a miie in 2:05} at Cleveland a week ago
last Saturday. Tom Axworthy stepped in 2:07.1,

Morning Star stepped in '2:06}. They were all to
wagon.

The pacing race arranged some time ago between
Audubon Boy and Ecstatic will have an added starter
in Belle Mac. The race is said to be for $5000 a corner,
winoer takes all. The race will be paced August 18
atReadville.

Had some track owner been sufficiently enterpris-
ing to advertise a meeting at 6ome convenient point
between the close of the Fresno and the opening of
the Santa Rosa meetings, he would have secured a
good list of entries

!

John Quinn and John Green were the first horse-
men to reach Santa Rosa with their strings after the
Fresno meeting, arriving there last Tuesday morning.
By tho last of this week the stalls will nearly ail be
full. The Santa Rosa track is in fine Bhape.

> farmer and breeder should make an effort to
vlhit I. lie California State Fair this year. The display
of I've stock shown will bo one of the best ever held,
and will be exhibited to muoh better advantage than
ever before. The fair will open September 2d.

Wo received a long communication from Pleasanton
this week which we cannot publish as the name of the
wr.ter was not affixed. If 'Itailblrd" will send ub his
name (not for publication but simply to show bis good
faith) wo will bo ploased to print the communication.

Marty McKay's dun mare The Donna by Athadon
worked a great mile at the Fresno track one morning
during the meeting last week. She turned tbe track
in 2:08, several watches catching the mile in 2;07}.

The Donna paced this mile very handily and the
opinion is general among horsemen that she will do to

start in almost any class next year.

It was not Millard Sanders who drove Angle to

victory in the M. & M. at Detroit but the well known
Cleveland trainer, George Saunders, who purchased
the mare for Mr. C. Morris of Cleveland and trained
her for this big event. Angle is a mare of wonderful
speed and worked a mile in 2:06} last year behind a
wind shield, but is somewhat flighty.

The three-year-old colt Bystander by Zolock was
distanced in the first heat of the Chamber of Com-
merce Stake at Detroit, and met tbe same fate in the
Consolation end of the stake. It is asking a little too
much of a good three-year-old to expect him to win
money in a stake that attracts such a olass of aged
horseB as is always entered in theC. of C.

Cresco Wilkes, the very handsome colt by Nut-
wood Wilkes that won the 2:17 pace on the last day
of the Fresno meeting, reducing his record to 2:10}, is

owned by Director I. L. Borden of tbe PC. T. H. B. A.
and iB out of his mare Allie Cresco 2:1 3} by Cresco, son
of Strath more. Cresco Wilkes is a four-year-old. He
took a record of 2:17 at the State Fair last year in the
Occident Stanford pace.

The fifteen-year-old stallion Holly Woodnut 2:20},

owned by E. B. Long of the Harlem Valley Stock
Farm, White Plains, N. Y., dropped dead from heart
disease In a pasture on the farm one day last week.
He was sired bv Woodnut 2:16}, son of Nutwood 2:18};

dam Charm (dam of eight standard porformers) by
Santa Claus 2:17}, son of Strathmore. Holly Wood-
nut was the sire of one trotter, Ned H. Woodnut 2:18}.

Mr. A. B. Rodman, of Woodland, has purchased all

the horses in training owned by the late R. H. Nason,
who died recently at that place. The horses pur-
chased are Tubelina, a four-year-old daughter of

Tuberose; a two-year-old stallion by Diablo out of

Mischief, the dam of Tuberose; a two-year-old filly by
Falrose, out of a mare by Tuberose, and Mischief
2:22}, dam of Tuberose2:25}, and other promising ones.

W. P. Murray's trotting mare Italia 2:23} by Zom-
bro, is working good. She is in Doc Tanner's stable
and haB been a mile in 2:16}. She acts better than
she ever has and iB about ready for a mile around
2:10 Those who have noticed her in her work are
unanimous in the opinion that 6he is better now tban
at any time since Mr. Murray brought her from Cali-

fornia. She will probably go into Vance Nuckols'
stable to be raced later in the season.

Frank Turner stepped his young Sidney Dillons

again at Santa Rosa last week and here are the re-

sults. Carlocita, three-year-old pacer, mile in 2:20},

half in 1:05}, quarter in :31}. Guy Dillon, three-year-
old trotter, mile in 2:34, half in 1:15, quarter in :33.

Carrie Dillon, two-year old pacer, mile in 2:26, last

quarter in 34 seconds. Kate Dillon, two-year-old pacer
half in 1:08. Henry Parrity beat 2:30 with his two-
year old Bravo Dillon, witti the last half in 1:11 and
the last quarter In 35 Beconds.

The Hulda Stables on Fell street, opposite the Park
pan handle, is now under the management of John
Martin, who is making it tbe most popular boarding
stable in tbe city. The location cannot be surpassed
for those who indulge in park driving, as no car tracks
have to be crossed to reach the park and ocean drives.

Among the fast roadsters stabled there now are Ero6-
mont by Eros that has shown a mile In 2:15}, Mulcaby
by Dexter Prince with a trial of 2:12}, John D , a
green trotter, that has beaten 2:25 in his work and
Billy G with a mark of 2:19}. The famous saddle
horse Kentucky Prince, one of the best paited horses
on the Coast, is also stabled there. Mr. Martin takes

a pride in keeping all the horses under his care in

perfect order.

The Sonoma County Driving Club was permanently
organized at Santa Rosa last week with 80 charter
members. Tbe officers ^aTe P. H. Quinn, president;
W. H. Lumsden, vice-president: H. A. Carlton, sec-
retory: L. W- Burris, treasurer Board of Directors—
P. H. Quinn, W. H. Lumsden, H. A. Carlton, L. W.
Burris, T. L,. Hehir, Frank S. Turner, Dr. J. T. -

O'Brien, G. W. Kingsbury, W. C. Nolan, Frank Bur-
ris, C. O Dunbar. This club will hold matinee and
regular race meetings and an active membership of
200 is predicted for it within a month.

Henry Delaney having decided not to enter Zolcck.
2:05} in the free-for-all pace at the California State
Fair meeting this year, that race should result in one
of the greatest contests seen on this Coast for years
While Zolock outclasses the other pacers on the
Coast, there are four or five that can beat 2:07 tbat
will enter, and that are so evenly matched that the
winner will be very hard to pick The State Fair
Directors are negotiating with Mr. Delaney for an ex-
hibition mile by biB great horse, and there will be a
big crowd to see him start against time.

It is surmised that after the close of the Japanese-
Russian war there may be quite a demand for Ameri-
can-bred general purpose horses in those two coun-
tries. The demand lr Japan is likely to be for horseB
not above the medium in size, except, perhaps, such
as the Japanese may want for breeding purposes.
They are an enterprising, progressive class of peopJe
there, and close imitators of American methods, so
that it is not improbable that they may engage quite
extensively in the breeding of high-class trotting
stock as well as that for cavalry and general purpose
use.

The ranks of the sons of George WilkeB 2:22, are
gradually depleting. The latest to join the great
majo ity is Erie Wilkes, really one of the least success-
ful of the get of his noted sire as a progenitor of speed

.

Heiscredited with only four standard performers,
the fastest beiDg Polar Wilkes, p, 2:11}, and Turco, p,
2:12. But two of his sons have sired speed, and two of
his daughters have each produced one. It was not
exactly lack of opportunity, either, which accounts
for his poor showing, be was a member of the Jewett
farm stallions for a number of years He waB 23 years
old. George Wilkes was 25 years old when he got
Erie Wilkes. Old age did not avail much in this case.

We regret to learn that Mr. T. J. Weeks, ono of the
pioneer residents and horse breeders of Santa Cruz,
died a few weeks ago at bis home there on the shores
of the Pacific. Mr. Weeks bred and owned a number
of good horses, among others tbat fast mare Ethel
Downs 2: 10, well known to all horsemen in this State.
He was one of the earliest residents of the now thriv-
ing city of Santa Cruz, and owned a very handsome
residence which occupied a commanding site on a
hill close to the seashore and overlooking the city.

He was a plain, unassuming gentleman, whose friends
were as numerousas h's acquaintances, and washighly
respected and honored for his sterling virtues and up-
right life.

An eastern exchange sayB: "Mr. Gee. E. Lattimer,
of Buffalo, owns a full brother to The Abbott 2:03},

ex-champion trotter. The name of the young trotter
is The Mitre Beaver. Mr. Lattimer owns one of the
most extensiveprivatestables in Buffalo, and is classed

among tbe crack amateur reinsmen of the country.
He owns Charley Hayt 2:06}, Topsy 2:09} and others.
At the Buffalo track, one morning last week, Charley
Hayt 2:06} and Captain Derby 2:16} worked a mile
together in 2:14}, last half in 1:04}, covering the third
quarter in 31 seconds. Charley Hayt gives every
promise of getting into form to beat his record this

year, and Captain Derby, unless all Bigns fail, will

take a record around 2:07 if all °oes well with him.
He was bred at Oakwood Park Stock Farm and is by
Charles Derby, out of Economy 2:30 by Echo."

The former Buffalo trainer, George Bodimer, who
hss been in Austria for several years, has opened the
racing season there most successfully this year. He
has captured tbe world's record for Austrian bred
trotters with the filly Ama Z , and with the four-year-
old colt Lord Revelstoke by Bingen, that he bought
in this country last fall be won the great event of the
Vienna spring meeting, the free-for-all heat race, re-

ducing the chestnut colt'B record from 2:12} to 2:12}

in the first heat of his race and again to 2:12} in the
last heat. Lots of good judgeB thought Lord Revel-
stoke would never lower his record after his scme-
what unsatisfactory campaign of last season. Ama Z

,

Bodimer's champion Austrian bred trotter, Is from
American bred parents, as she was sired by Caid 2:07},

dam Charmer, dam of Shadow Chimes 2:17} by Mam-
brion King. Both her sire and dam are owned by
Count Poticki, Bodimer's employer, and to the Buffalo

boy belongs the credit of developing her.

The affection displayed for his owner by Willard
Zibbell's horse, Adam G. 2:14}, was truly touching
when the handsome trotter was led out for the
maimed and crippled young man to look at on the

day of the benefit tendered Mr. Zibbell at tbe Fresno
track. As our readers know Willard lost both hands,
an arm and a leg in the frightful accident at Fresno,
July 12th, and his marvelous vitality enabled him to

be taken to the .track eleven days after, when the
horsemen tendered him a benefit. He was conveyed
to the track in Dr. Maupins' automobile, and his

favorite horse was led out for his inspection. The
young man spoke to him, when Adam G. immediately
pricked up his ears, walked up to the vehicle and
pressed his soft muzzle against his owner's cheek. It

was an affecting scene, and tbe brave young man who
never quailed at all tbe horrible mangling be had
received, was visibly affected because he could not

return the caress of his trotter with tbe pat of the

hand that the horse evidently expected

.
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THE RECORDS MADE on the California circuit

thus far, have attracted the attention of horse-

men all over the country, and one Eastern turf writer

remarks that "the California owners who have been

winning at Los Angeles and Fresno probably now
wish they had entered on the Grand Circuit." This

is a recognition of a fact which cannot he disputed,

that many of the race winners on the Coast this sea-

son have shown sufficient calibre to warrant the belief

that they could win in their classes anywhere. No
pacer in the country has shown four such miles to this

date as the 2:06 and 2:06} at Los Angeles and two heats

in 2:05} at Fresno which were paced by Zolock. That

this son of McKinney could get his share of the money
in the big ring over East is not for one moment
doubted by those who have seen him race this year,

and a record of 2:02 or better is certainly within his

reach. No stronger finisher ever raced to the wire,

and he can go as many heats to his limit as the next

horse.

While there is nothing but praise to be said of Zo-

lock, the horse that drove him out in 2:05} the first

heat at Fresno is al60 worthy of a few lines of com-

mendation. This horse was the chestnut gelding

Edwin S. 2:08, owned by Mr. E. A. Servis of Durham,

Butte county. In that memorable heat Edwin S. did

not get off well and was interfered with at the first

turn, which necessitated his being taken back and

around the other horses. He had to take the over-

land route the first quarter of a mile, but by the time

the half was reached he was straightened away and

from the head of the stretch the struggle between

him and Zolock will long be remembered by those who
Baw it. It was such an exciting finish that the crowd
in the grand stand rose and cheered the contestants,

and Edwin was only beaten a head in one of theclosest

and best contests ever seen. His mile was doubtless

as good or better than 2:05, and many are of the

opinion it was as good as 2:044. It is a great pity the

fastest class made for pacers at the Santa Rosa meet-

ing was the 2:09 class, as that barred the entry of

Edwin S., and he was the one that could doubtless

have made Zolock lower his Fresno record to win.

In this connection it will be in order at this time to

correct a slight mistake In the previous published

accounts of the breeding of Edwin S. He is by the

i registered stallion Doctor Hicks 23103, son of Durfee

11256 and Gazelle by Buccaneer. His dam has hereto-

fore been erroneously given us by La Harpe 2:17},

son of Egmont. She was by a horBe called La Harpe,

t is true, but the son of Egmont is not the one. La
Harpe, sire of the dam of Edwin S , was bred by the

late Dr. Hicks, and was a bronze bay horse, with two
iwhite stockings behind, and star, weighed close to

1200 pounds and stood 10 hands. He was foaled in

1879, and sired by Fame, a son of Belmont 64, the sire

of Nutwood. La Harpe's dam was Prairie Bird 2:28J,

the dam of Prompter, and was by Flaxtail.

If California had a circuit of eight or ten weeks
harness racing every summer it would not be a year
until 2:05 would be equalled or beaten every year in

the pacing events, and three or four new 2:10 tro'.ting

records would be made annually. This would be of

vast value to the breeding industry and add many
dollars to the wealth of the State. Harness
racing is the sport of the masses of horse owners
and breeders. In spite of the fact that the

speculative portion of the community prefers the run-

ners, harness racing is as popular as ever. Meetings
are well attended wherever they are given and if

properly managed do not show a loss. In the Eastern

and Middle states thousands of harness meetings are

held annually. Last week's Western Horseman, pub-
lished in Indianapolis, calls attention to the fact that

the issue contains the advertisements of over one
hundred and thirty harness race meetings. The
popularity of the Grand Circuit is increasing every
year, and a big profitable price can be obtained for a

good trotter or pacer with race winning speed or first

class road qualities. People who are always saying
that harness racing is getting unpopular don't know
what they are talking about. It is just as popular a
sport and more so than it ever was. The lack of

meetings is no evidence of its unpopularity, but only

evidence that the owners of tracks are not enterprising.

The opening of the Grand Circuit at Detroit has

been very successful, and some good racing has been
done under the every-heat-a-race plan. Up to and
including Thursday's races thirty-Bix heat6 had been

!
trotted or paced iu the twelve races decided, and not

one heat was as slow as 2:15. No less than 26 of these

heats were in 2:10 or better, the fastest pacing heat

being Locanda's 2:05 and the fastest trotting heat'
Dr. Strong's 2:06. The California horses have not
been taking as many first moneys as usual, which is

not surprising to horsemen here on the coast as the
class of horses starting at the early meetings this
year is not quite up to our usual consignment to the
Grand Circuit opening. Later in the year we expect
quite a number of new fast performers from California
will be drawing down" the big end of many Grand
Circuit purses;

»

Windsor Results.

Racing at Hilo.

TUESDAY, JULY 18.

Pacing. 2:19 class, purse $800.

Walter Direct, b s by Direct Hal (Geers) 1 I 1Maud Keswick, b m '.(James) 2 2a
Black Fatchen.bg (Hogan) 4 3 3F J. Parks s (Lyon 3 4 5
JohnO.,chg

, (Burns) 5 5 4

Time—2:08H, 2:09V5, 2:10^.

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse $800.

Clarita W., ohm, by Grattau (Geers) 114 1
Watson, sg by Hinder Wilkes (Wiokersham) 4 3 12Fred Direct , blk g (De Ryder) 2 2 2 4
Bellelsle.bm (Lyon) 3 4 3 3
Stewart, ch g-;,- (Castle) 5 5 5 dr
Topsy Simon, blk m (Bedford) dis

Time—2:10~fi, 2:12Vi, 2:12«, 2:15.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 19.

Pacing, 2:12 class, purse $800. Four beats Tuesday.
Josie, br m by Glenelg (De Ryder) 112 3 1
Irish Jack, brg (Stanley) 5 3 14 2
Peruna.bg (Murphy) 2 2 3 Ids
Christina Simmons, blk m (Snyder) 4 4 4 2ds
Jim Kyle, bs (Castle) 3 ds

Time—2-.09H, 2:10K, 2:13J£, 2:15, 2:16.

Trotting, 2:14 class, purse $800.

Turley, bg by French Plate (Geers) 111
JimFenton, brg' (McDermott) 3 2 2
Stiver Ore.gg (Stewart) 6 5 3
Major Greer, s g (McCarthy) 5 4 4
Thorn Boy, w g (Patterson) 2 4 dr
Mamie R., br m (De Ryder) 4 ds

Time—2:14a, 2:13-^,2:16.

Pacing, 2:09 class, purse $800.

Shylock, b g by Shiloh (McMahon) 1 1 1

Stein.bg (Geers) 2 8 1
Geary, ch g (James 4 2 3
BeuF., bg (DeRyder) 3 4 4

Time—2:08J.i, 2:10J£, 2:10}*.

Trotting, 2:08 class, purse $800.

Norman B., blk g by Phallas (McCarthy) 3 2 11
Direct View, br s (DeRyder, 13 2 2
Suyder McGregor, chg (Hogan) 4 14
Maxlne, bm (Geers) 2 4 3

Time—2:10m, 2:09M, 2:10j<, 2:10M.

THURSDAY, JULY 20.

Pacing, 2:24 class, purse $800.

Red Nightingale, brm by Redwing C (Stokes) 113 1

Sally Pointer, brm (Wheat) 2 2 12
TommyBurns.bg (McCarthy) 3 3*2 3
College King, blk s '. '....(Anderson) 4 4 4ds

Time—2:I05£, 2:I03£, 2:13H, 2:13)4.

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse $800.

Danube, br s by Dlrecho (De Ryder)
Mis') Rosedale, sr m (Brawley)
Pat T , bg (Patterson)
Marnut.rg (Brown)
Choir Boy, gr g.: (Geers)
Mary Celeste, blk m (Stinson)

Time—2:15M, 2:13)4", 2:14«.

Pacing, 2:14 class, purse $800.

Red Bud. bm by Redwing C. (Stokes)
High Seven, ch g (Stuart)
Robert Lee, b g (Hoffman)
Bedford Boy. r g (Brawley)
Bonnie Wilkes, ch m (Howard)

Time—2:09M, 2:10, 2:11S£.

FBIDAY, JTJLY 21.

Pacing, 2:17 class, purse $800.

Bolivar, b g by Waylaod W (DeRyder) 4 1

Paul.bg (Hogan) 1 4

Bll]yA.,bg (Wheat) 3 3

Reglna.chml (Stokes) 2 2

Hal Duplex, rb (Brawley) dis

Time—2:093£. 2:11J;, 2:13, 2:13^4.

Pacing, 2:06 class, purse $800.

Hazel Patch, blk h by Hard Patch (Flack) 4

Anidrosis.ch'g (Allen) 1

Barron Gratton.bg (Geers) 2
WInfleldStratton.bh (McGuire) 3
Captain Sphinx bg (Saunders) 5

William Mc, blk g (Castle) 6

Time-2:06M, 2:06K, 2:07>4.

Trotting, 2:11 class, purse $800.

Zephyr, b m by Zombro.; (Geers) 1

Mack Mack, bg (Helman) 2
Gold Standard, bg (Castle) 3
Flashlightning, b g (Brown) 4

Time-2:12K. 2:12!4, 2:12M.

2 3
5 2 i

3 5
4 4

1 1 1

2 3 4
4 2 3
5 4 2
3 ds

2 2

3 3
4 4

Here's a Chance for Rockaway.

Mr. R. A. Rouse of Danville, Illinois, and his trainer

Geo. J. Foster, at the Indianapolis track, have

authorized the statement that they desire to match

the two-year-old chestnut pacing filly by John R.

Gentry 2:00J, dam Onoqua 2:08} by Keeler, against

any pacing two-year-old In the world, either sex, mile

heats, best two in three, for $2500 a side, $100u a side

to go up when match is made, 81000 in thirty days

thereafter, and $500 the evening before the race, "play

or pay, " from start to finish, the race to take place

over the Columbus or Cincinnati track, at the Grand

Circuit meeting, or at Lexington or Memphis, during

the fall trots, the accepting party to have the naming

of which of these tracks. This announcement was

made in the last isBue of the Western Horseman Here

Is a chance for the California pacer Rockaway that

took a record of 2:15} at Los Angeles recently to get a

match, and if it were made considerable California

money would be put up that he would win.

The Fourth of July was celebrated at Hilo, Hawaii,
by a good program of racing, and although it rained
and the track was very muddy the crowd was large
and well pleased with the day's spurt.
The main event on the program, which was a race

at a mile and a quarter between The Fretter," Bruner
and Merrills Force, had to be declared off on account
of an accident to The Fretter, whose leg was injured'
so that he was very lame. The only harness event
was won by the old pacer John D. that was racing
ten or twelve years ago at San Jose under the name of
Tony. The summary of the races is as follows:
One mile-Egyptian Princess won, G. H. R. second,

Merrills Force third. Time, 1:54
•Six furlongs—Antidote won, If Not second, Why
Not third. Time, 1:35.

Four and a half furlongs—Keanakolu won, Nigger
second, Sweet Pea third. Time, :59J.

-

Four furlongs-G H. R. won, Antidote second, If
Not third. Time, :55}.

One mile—Egyptian PrinceBB won, Bruner second,
Dixie Land third. Time, 1:53.

Five and a half furlongs—Bruner won, Egyptian
Princess second, So So third. Time, 1:224.
Pacing, best two in three—John D'. (formerly Tony)

won first and third heats. Second heat was a dead
heat between John D. and Ned McGowan. Nazon
was distanced in first heat. Time—2:47, 2:58, 2:55.

Racing at Wailuku, Maui.

A very successful Fourth of July meeting was held
at Wailuku which is on Maui, one of the Hawaiian
Islands. The results were:

Half-mile dash—Racery, won; Gefaldine S., second.
Trotting and pacing, free-for-all—Cyclone, won.
Mile dash—Racine Murphy, won; Notice, second.
Trotting and pacing, 2:15 class—Denny Healey, won.
Trotting and pacing, three-minute class—Silvertop,

won.

Gentlemen's driving race—Abdine, won; McKinley,
second.

Six furlongs dash—Racery, won; Racine Murphy
second; Notice, third.

There will be another meeting at Wailuku on
August 12.

GeorgeS. McKenzie, owner of Nullah, Oriana and
others, i9 there on a visit and may buy Bruner and
bring him to the Coast. The horse was shipped there
with a consignment of hack horses and has won races
at all kinds of distances.

Third Contest lor the Cleveland Cup.

The Directors of the League of Amateur Driving
Clubs have awarded to the Gentlemen's Driving Club
of Cleveland the days of August 31st and September
1st on which to bold their Inter-City Matinee. At
this time the third contest for the $5000 Cleveland

Gold Cup (Amateur Drivers' Challenge Trophy), will

beheld. The Cleveland Club has won this cup twice

and should they >vin it again this year it will pass into

their possession permanently. Any amateur club of

recognized standing (not of necessity a member of the

League) may challenge for this cup, and as many
horses belonging to one club as is desired are eligible

to start, though no owner may start more than one
horse. Horses to be eligible to start for this cup must
have started in at least two regular matinees during
the year, and must not have participated in public

racing for money for thirty days prior to the holding

of this race. Entries for this cup race will close Mon-
day, August 31st. The Cleveland Club will also offer

a cup for free-to-all pacers, entries for which will close

on the same day. There are no conditions governing

entries for this cup except that it is open only for

horses owned by members of those clubs in member-
ship with the League of Amateur Driving Clubs.

That wonderful little mare, The Broncho, paced

two great heats over the Chicago half. mile track,

July 15. There was but one other starter in the free-

for-all pace, the mare Citation. Owing to Citation

being hitched too close to the sulky, which made her

hit her hocks, she could not show any speed, so The
Broncho won the first heat in a jog in 2:20}. Citation

was hooked up all right in the next heat and

The Broncho bad to break the Illinois record to win.

She paced the heat in 2:00^ and made the mile in the

third heat in the same time. No other horse ever

paced so fast over an Illinois half-mile track in a race,

and Hetty G. is the only mare that has beaten the

time on a track of that description.

Jackson's Napa Soda is sold in every city, town

and hamlet in the State.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

Coming Events.

April 1-Sept. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season tor taking steel-

lead In tidewater.

April 1-Sept. 15—dosed season lor lobsters and crawfish.

AprU 1-Nov. l—Tnat season open.

June 1-Jan. 1—Open season for black bass.

JulySS-^Ssturdaj- Fly-Casting Contest No. 9. Stow lake. 2:30

p. m.
July 30—Sunday Fly Casting Contest No. 9. Stow lake, 10 a. m.

Sept. I0-Oct. 18-C!osr ieason In tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for catching salmon.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Closo season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.
GDD.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and

sage hen.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April 1-Oct. 15—Close season for English snipe.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

July 30—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rock open-to-all tourna-

ment.
July 30—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley

Junction.

Aug 1-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Aug Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Aug. 6—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Aug. 6—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Aug, 6, 20—Petaluma Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kenllworlh Park.

Aug. 6 20—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View.
Cal.

Aug. 13—California Wing Club. Live pigeons. Ingleside.

Aug. 13, 27—Fish and Game Gun Club. Blue rocks. San Jose.

Aug. 13. 27—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rocks.

Aug. 13, 27—Yallejo Gun Club. Blue rocks. Flosden Station.

Aug. 20—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Aug. 29. 30—Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks
Denver. Col.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks

Alameda Junction.

Sept. 12. 13. 14—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner, Manager. Paoific Coast Handicap under auspices of

S. F. Trapshooting Ass'n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs, Butte
county. H. Haselbusch, manager.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Biggs Gun Club. Two-day blue rock tournament.
Biggs, Cal.

Bench Shows.

Aug. 15. 18—Orange County Agricultural Society. Middletown,
N.Y. D." A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug. 23. 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show in New York City. A. A. Vanderbilt, Secretary.

Aug. 31-Sept. 2—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. I- Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Stpt.C—San Mateo Kennel Club. 2nd annual show. One day.

Sept. Sanla Cruz Kennel Club. Inaugural show. Santa
Cruz, Cal.

Oct. Stockton Kennel Club. F. A. Geisea, Secretary, Stock"
ton, Cal.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood. N. J. M.W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 27, 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.

Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.

H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-Djc. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price, Secretary.

1906.

Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.

Steadman, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Aug. 15—Iowa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.

O. Box 55, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club. Inaugural trials

Grand Forks, N. D. A. E. Palmer, Secretary. Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association. 4th annual trials.

O'Neill, Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary, O'Neill, Neb.

Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La
Salle, Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Winnepeg Man.
Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials.

Ladner, B C. H. S Rolston, Secretary, Vancouver. B. C.

Oct. 12—Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,

Wash. Chas. L. LuQiiy, Secretary, Seattle, Wash.
Oct. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association. Washington Court House.

O. C. T. Phillips, Secretary. Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped ou or after January 1, 1904, whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, 111., entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Cbapln, Secretary. Pine Meadow. Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Hutsonvllle. 111.

S. H. Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young, Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthveo, Out. W. B.
Walls, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trlatsl. Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary. Fairfield, Conn.

lOOG.

Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

BakereOeld, Cal Albert Betz. Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg..San
Francisco.

Pertinent Facts About Salmon.

The board of supervisors of San Benito county have
passed Ordinance 87, repealing all game laws hereto-
fore enacted in the county. This brings the county
under the operation of the State law. The open sea-
son on deerln this district was, previous to the passing
of the repealing law, from August 1 to October 1.

[By J. P. Babcock.]

The sockeye salmon which are captured in Puget

Sound are enroute from the Pacific ocean to the head-

waters of the Fraser river, and do not enter any

stream in the state of Washington which is tributary

to Puget Sound, save those which enter the Skagit

river, and those which enter that river appear to run

earlier and independently of those that run to the

Fraser river.

The sockeye which attempt to run through Puget

Sound were propagated in the Fraser river, and are

seeking to return for the purpose of propagation.

They do not breed or feed in Puget Sound.

The run of sockeye of a given year in Puget Sound

depends primarily upon the number which spawn in

the Fraser river the preceding year. For the past

three years the catch shows a steady and alarming

decrease. This year's catch was the smallest in. the

history of the industry. The decrease is due to a

failure of the fish to run as abundantly as formerly,

and not to any fault or method or lack of effort to

capture them.

The demand and the price paid for-the fish during

the past two years has been greater than ever before.

Every channel of Puget Sound through which the

sockeye seek entrance to the Fraser river is lined

with stationary traps. Every known contrivance by

which salmon can be taken is permitted and used in

Puget Sound. There are no limitations as to time or

method in their taking. There are no closed seasons

during any part of the time the sockeye run. No law

has ever been passed by the state of Washington for

the protection of the sockeye in Puget Sound. A
greater proportion of the total number of sockeye
which seek entrance to the Fraser river through
Puget Sound are captured now than formerly. Those
that do escape p-ss into British waters, and cannot
enter the Fraser river without doing so.

"In British waters they cannot be fished for previous
to July 1. The law prohibits their being caught
there between 6 a. m. of every Saturday and 6 p. m. of

the following day, and during the past year they could
not be fished for from August 25 to September 15.

Traps have nevei been used in British waters tribu-
tary to Puget Sound for the capture of sockeye; only
gill nets are permitted to be used. No traps, with
the exception of those in Boundary Bay, have been
permitted in British waters until this year, when two
traps were placed on the south coast *of Vancouver
Island in the Straits of Juan de Fuca, and thesetraps
could not and did not catch any fish which escaped
capture in Puget Sound.
My inspection of the entire spawning grounds of the

Fraser watershed in each of the last four seasons has
been thorough and complete. In 1901, the year of the
big run, great numbers of sockeye spawned in every
section, with the exception of Quesnel Lake district,

from which a large number were excluded by a dam,
at the outlet of the lake, which was then provided
with an effective fishway. In each of the last three
years fully 75 per cent of the same spawning beds were
almost barren of adult sockeye, and the remaining
sections were not abundently covered with them, and
their numbers have been noticeably less each year.
There has not been sufficient ova deposited in the
Fraser river during the past three years to produce a'

number equal to the runs of those years.
There were two hatcheries located on the Fraser

river prior to 1901 that had an egg capacity of twenty
millions, and they were filled with eggs that year. In
1902, through a failure of the fish to reach the spawn-
ing grounds, the total collection of eggs for these two
hatcheries was less than fourteen million.

In 1903 an additional hatchery of forty million egg
capacity was constructed on the Fraser river, and yet
the total number of eggs obtained at all three hatch-
eries that year was less than fourteen million.

This past year, although a new hatchery was
established and operated, the total collection of eggs
was 25 per cent less than last year.

There are hatcherieB on the Fraser river that have
a capacity of ninety millions of eggs. The failure to

fill them was due to a scarcity of fish on the spawning
beds, and not to any lack of intelligent effort to obtain

eggs.
My field investigations on the Fraser river have

satisfied me that an abundance of young sockeye, the

product of the spawning of 1901, passed down the

river to the sea in 1902 and 1903, and that the past

season the same fyke nets which I placed in the river

to trace this movement failed to catch enough young
salmon to feed a bluejay, which I take to indicate that

there was little or no seaward migration this year.

The fyke nets which I had used in the Wannack river,

at the head of Rivers Inlet, this year were set in the

same manner as those in the Fraser river, and caught
hundreds of youngsockeyeday after day for the three

months they were used.

The decrease in the catch of sockeye in Puget Sound
and the empty spawning grounds iB attributable to

excessive fishing in the past and at present. The
decrease cannot be explained in any other reasonable

way. The continuance of the present methods and
seasons in Puget Sound and British Columbia will re-

Bult in the extermination of the sookeye in the Fraser

river. It is not at all probable TfEat the number of
fish would have become so depleted if the State : of
Washington had given them the same measure, of
protection as that was afforded them in British waters.
Many of the leading cannery companies on both sides
of the line would not now be in the hands-qf jreeaiv4rB
if the salmon had been better protected. ^AHSne
canneries will be closed and the fishermen driven from
these waters in the near future if the present excesses
are continued. Such measures of protection as would
have permitted an abundant number of. sockeye to
reach the spawning grounds of the Fraser before their
numbers had become so depleted, will net be adequate
now.
A sufficient number of sockeye reached the spawn-

ing grounds in 1901, notwithstanding the existing
regulations in British Columbia, and without any
regulation in Washington, because the fish ran in

such vast numbers that thecanneries could not handle
all the fish that- the traps and the fishermen caught in

a few hours each day. Consequently, the channels of
the Sound and the river were not blocked all the time.
The canneries exhausted their supply of cans before
tharun was over, which put a stop to fishing, and
permitted all the salmon that came afterwards to
ascend the river. The reverse of these conditions
have obtained for the last three years, which proves
that regulations that are adequate for the year of the
"big run" will be in. dequate in the three following
years of poor runs.

It is a matter of history that excessive fishing and
inadequate regulations reduce the run of salmon in

the Sacramento river. The canners and fisherman of
the Sacramento by their protests and influence pre-
vented the passage of adequate protective laws as
long as they could make a living by catching the
salmon in that river. The salmon were finally eo
nearly exterminated in the Sacramento river that the
canneries were closed and a majority of the fishermen
were driven from the river; and from excessive fishing

.

the hatcheries were unable to obtain sufficient eggs
and were closed for four years. An efficient protective
law was passed in 1894 which closed the river to fish-

ing during the height of the run, and hatching opera-
tions were resumed. The hatcheries produced fully

80 per cent more fry irom the eggs obtained than
would have resulted from natural methods of propa-
gation. The run of salmon since the passage of wise
laws and the resumption of hatchery operations, has
gradually increased, slowly at first, but steadily, year
after year, and is now as great as it ever was.
Hatchery after hatchery has been established since
1894 and this year they were unable to handle all the
eggs obtainable.
Mr. Alexander T. Vogelsang, a prominent attorney

of San Francisco, who was for six years the president
of the Board of Fish Commissioners of the State of

California, wrote me on the 23d of last November con-
cerning the situation on the Sacramento river, as
follows:

"I have read in the Pacific Fisherman for November
the statement of the hatchery affair3 under your
jurisdiction on the Fraser river, and am sorry to learn
that the results at the spawn-collecting stations are so

meagre. I notice, too, that the take of eggs on the
Columbia river iB also very small. Of course, you
can't obtain eggs if the fish are not permitted to ascend
the river. Things are very different in California.

Davis and Lambson think that never in the history of

the white occupation of the State has the run of

salmon been so large as this year. It has increased
regularly every year for the past ten. t have just

seen a letter from Lambson to the board in which he
states he is forced to close the Mill Creek station on
account of lack of room to hold eggs. He has taken
thirty million there, and says he could have taken
sixty million if he had ample accommodations.
The take of eggs at Battle Creek hatchery has

passed the thirty million mark, and they will reach,

if they do not pass, your own mark of forty-eight

million, at that station. Although the capacity of

the Sisson hatchery has been greatly enlarged, Mr.
Sheiby fears he cannot handle all the eggs obtainable.

Baird hatchery has taken over eleven millions and
was closed for lack of room. Contrast these conditions

with the years when the latter was the only hatchery
on the river and was closed for four years for lack of

eggs. Undoubtedly this is the result of our efforts.

Salmon are being shipped to the markets today from
Clarksburg, and they are spawning on every riffle

from Chico north. No one has ever seen them so

large or so numerous as now. Breeding from large

males only has wrought the former condition as we
expected. The Oregon, Washington and British

Columbia people should 'get next to themselves' and
their fish, or else there will be a period often years or

more of inactivity in their salmon business, as there

was in ours."
These facts are worthy the careful consideration of

every one interested in the salmon industry. What
was accomplished on the Sacramento river can be
duplicated on the Fraser by the adoption of the same
means there adopted, to-wit, adequate protection of

the fish on the fishing and spawning grounds, and
honest and intelligent operation of the hatcheries.

And it cannot be accomplished in any other way, and
the sooner the fishery interests appreciate this the

sooner they will cease" operating at a loss, and place

the industry on a profitable and lasting basis.

The Sacramento Board of Supervisors have in-

structed Game, Warden Neale to have the fish in the

Schulmeyer pond, near the City Cemetery, seined out

and placed in the river. The pond is full of black bass

that are dying by thousands. It will cost more to

bury the dead fish than it will to have them removed
and placed in the Sacramento river. These bass, and
plentiful and large they are, were left in the pond
when the water lowered and could not get back to the

stream. •

Strikel—if they don't give youJackson s Napa Soda

wberyouask for it.
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AT THE TRAPS.

The Millwood Gun Club monthly shoot is the pro-

gram tomorrow for local shotgun devotees.

A big shoot is on for Santa Rosatomorrow, Several

local sportsmen will attend. The Napa, Woodland,
St. Helena, Sebastopol, Petaluma and Vallejo repre-

sentation will be a large one. Among the features of

the day will be an exhibition of rifle marksmanship by
Prank L. Carter one of the most skillful rifle experts

in the country. __

The Lincoln Gun Club live bird shoot and picnic at

Reclamation on August 24th will be well worth while
attending. The main pigeon events will be a 12 bird

shoot, entrance SI. 75, the price of the birds; side pool
optional, and ateam shoot, 12 birds per man, entrance

SI. 75. Side pool.

The shoot will be under the supervision of Edgar L.

Forster and this is a guarantee that the function will

be a success in every way. Among other things there
will be a good lunch spread, enough for all and fjee

of expense to those present. The 8 or 9:30 a, m. boat
via.'Cal. Northwestern Railway is the route. Teams
will meet the shooters at Reclamation station.

An open to all blue rock tournament is scheduled
for August 13th at the Hunter's Inn, San Leandro.
The majority of shooters will take the 9:40 Oakland

qoat, thence by electric cars to San Leandro where
Mine Host Ravekes will meet the sportsmen and- con-

vey them to and from the grounds, free of charge.

A good shooting program has been arranged.
A "clam bake," "barbecue" and "bull's head"

breakfast is the appetizing combination which will

_be provided for the inner man and will be served free

of charge to the visiting shooters and their friends.

The Hunter's Inn is famous for its good cheer and
'.hospitality and will on this occasion be well attended
by a large contingent of sportsmen.

The inter-club shoot at Flosden Station, on the
Vallejo Gun Club grounds, was attended by a large
turnout of shooters, at least 75 guns taking part in

"the various events. San Francisco's representation
i '.was strong: being about 50% of the shooters partici-

pating.
The main event, a five man team shoot, brought ten

teams on the firing line—Golden Gate, Vallejo, two
teams each; Union, three teams; Empire, Santa Rosa
and 'Napa Gun Clubs, one team each. The race was
unfortunately delayed until rather late in the day,
the electric car service being to blame for the delay.
The result of the shoot was a tie between Golden Gate
No. 1 and the Santa Rosa team—each squad scoring
a total of 113, losing but 12 targets, a very clever show-
ing.' The Santa Rosa club shooters tied as strong a
squad as could be sent to the traps in this city. It

looked at one time as if the double G men would win.
Every man in the squad broke his last bird but

Golcher, who dusted his 25th target, "Wilson" closed
! with a break. It was clearly a case of shooter's luck,

the dusted target getting through the pattern The
Santa Rosa team shot remarkably well, Hesse, Guilt-
nan and Monroe are a hard trio to beat. Frank L.
Carter shot in good form losing but one bird, the
nintb. "Tom" Lewis is coming to the front rapidly,
his string or 20 targets being well centered. The tie

shoot off will probably take place some time in
September.
Vallejo team No. 1 is a strong shooting squad and

were" but four birds behind the winning teams. The
winners in the side pool, high guns, one money for
each tbree entries were: "Wilson," Ed Schultz, W.
Chappell, C. Drake, F. W.Hesse, Jr., and E. Klevesahl.
The winners in a 25 target race were: George Sylves-
ter, Len Hawxhurst and C. T. Mitchell.
Too much cannot be said in Draise of the Vallejo

"Gun Club members who strove in many ways to
entertain and look after the many visitors, and their
ladies, from San Francisco, Napa, Santa Rosa, St.
Helena, Woodland and other points. The scores in

the team event follow:
Five-man team trophy race, 25 targets per man; $1

entrance per man, side pool optional; SI entrance,
high guns; one money for each three entries; 16 yards:

Santa Rosa-
Hesse Jr 11111 11011 11111 11111 Oltll— 23
Quiltnan 11110 11111 1 1 111 11011 11111—23
Monroe 11101 mil 10111 11111 11111—23
Carter, F. L 11111 11101 11111 11 1 II mil— 24
Lewis, T.I, ... 11110 10111 10011 Hill 11101— 20

Total 113

Golden Gate No. 1—
Feudner, M. 11110 11111 11010 11111 11111—22
Schultz, E... 11110 11111 10111 mil mil- 23
Forster - lino urn loin mil urn— 23
Golcher, W.J 01111 lull 11111 11110 11010— 21
"Wilson" 11101 11111 11111 11111 11111—24

Total 113

Vallejo No. 1—
Clark 10011 00110 11111 mil ID101— 18
Chappell mil louo urn mu nm— 23
O'Hara 1 1111 00111 mil mil II lit— 23
Brown 11111 11011 11111 10111 11011—2-2
Drake, C Hill 01111 11011 Hill 11111—23

Total 109
'

Union No. 1—
Daniels 11011 11011 I110I mil 11111—22
Klevesahl, E mil mil mil lino moi— 23
Iverson mil mil 10110 nolo lino— »l
Sylvester.G mil 11101 11111 00101 OHIO— 19
Hawxhurst. 11011 11111 11110 11111 11111—23

I

Total 103

Union No. 3

—

Barber.. 11011 10011 01010 11111 11111— 19
Flnoochlo, P 11110 mil 01111 11 111 III II— 23
Mitchell 11100 01011 mil HOlO mil— 19
Hoyt 11111 01011 11111 01111 11110— 21
Masterson 11101 10001 01101- OHIO 11001— 15

Total 97

®ite gveelicv nub gpartsmtm
Vallejo No. 2—

Beverldge, D OHIO 111H 11011 Oltll 11011— 20
Morgan mid 11111 OHIO 11110 11111— 11
Shouse nun imo nolo oim lini—20
Co . fort lOOlO 10111 10111 11011 11101— IS
Burnett.......: 01001 10101 01111 11111 11110— 18

Total 97

Union No. 2—
Jacobsen mil nolo 11111 11011 10101— 20
Knick oim lino loooo omo mu— 17
Schneider lino 11110 11111 01101 11111— 21
BurJeind 10111 01101 10101 0O110 11111— 17
Klevesahl, H 01111 lull 11010 11110 00111— 19

Total ! 91

' Empire—
Cuiien nm ooiio oiioo mu omo— 17
Allen ;„.. 11101 00010 Hill 11010 11011— 17
Webb 10111 11111 10111 11111 00101— 20
Janssen noil 11100 01111 01111 11111—20
Houpt 11100 11101 11111 11101 OHIO- 19

Total 93

Golden Gate No. 2—
Nauman 10101 1111! 11111 01011 111 10— 20
Murdock Hill 00111 10101 11101 01101— 18
Wattles 01010 01001 01001 00101 11011— 12
Harpham lull 11011 11011 01111 11011— 21
-Harvey 11110 01111 11011 OHIO 01111— 19

Total 90

. Napa—
Reams '1 1110 11110 1UI01 01001 11111— 18
Mayfleld 01011 10011 OHIO 11111 11001— 17
Mann ?. . . 10011 11110 10111 01001 11110— 17
Rohrer.Dr 11111 11011 11100 01111 10101— 19
Doherty. Dr 11110 00100 00001 11110 10110— 13

Total 84

Merchandise race, 25 targets, $1 entrance—G. Syl-
vester 23, L. Hawxhurst 22, C. T. Mitchell 21, M. O.
Feudner 22, J. V. O'Hara 22, W. Chappell 22, M. A.
Clark 21, W. Janssen 21, C. Burfeind 21, T.L.Lewis'
20, D. Daniels 20, F. L. Carter 20, H. P. Jacobsen 19,

S. Mayfleld 19, Magistrini 19, W. J. Golcher 19,

Beveridge 19, Morgan 19, Rooney 19, Dr. Rohner 19,

C. Reams 18, "Togo" Hirschle 18, P. Magistrini 17,

A. M. Shields 17, Rose 16, J. W. Elias 13, B. Patrick 9.

9

Eureka Gun Club shooters participated in the
regular club shoot July 16th. W. Parker and H.
Kelly, 21 out of 25 each, tied in the club race for the
diamond medal. Kelly won on the shoot off. Parker
has won the medal twice, another win and the prize
becomes his permanent property. Dr. Dungan won
the second class gold medal and Henry Jones was the
winner of the leather medal.
The scores made were as follows: Buhne 17, Parrott

19, Dungan 18, Clancey 12, F. Parker 18, W. Parker
21, H. Kelly 21, Jones 9, Loufborrow 17, Clanton 17.

The Napa Gun Club initial blue rock shoot took
place on the 16th inst. The meet was well attended,
among the visitors being fifteen members of the
Vallejo Gun Club. The East Napa grounds are
excellently located and conveniently fitted up. The
Vallejoites Chappell, O'Hara, Beveridge and R. Coe
and Dr. Dohevty, S. Mayfleld, C. Reams and Dr. Stice
of Napa annexed the principal honors. Nearly 3000
targets were trapped The scores were the following:
Event 1, 25 targets—Chappell 20, O'Hara 17, Hir-

schle 22, Clark 24, S. Mayfleld 16, Doherty 16.

Event 2, 10 target;,—R. Coe 6, Rose 4, L. Shouse 4,

Magistrini 6, Barnhardt 6, Doherty 7, Elias 6, Rogers
5, Reams 6, Litz 7. O'Hara 9.

Event 3, 25 targets—Chappell 13, Graig 12, S. May-
field 15, Clarke 23. N. Coombs 8, Reams 12, Beve-
ridge 19.

Event 4, 25 targets—Hirschle 22, O'Hara 16, Chap-
pell 18, Clark 16, S. Mayfleld 19, Doherty 14, Reams 14.

Event 5, 20 targets—Shouse 14 Hirschle 13, Elias 12,

Rogers 13, Coe 13, O'Hara 14, Mayfield 14, Polski 0,

Reams 16, N. Coombs 7, Magistrini 17, Amstutz 13.

Event 6, 20 targets—Shouse 13, Hirschle 17, Elias

6, Rogers 10, Graig 11, Magistrini 10, Coe 13, Comfort
12, Amstutz 7, Reams 11, S. Mayfleld 16, Doherty 12.

Event 7, 25 targets—ChaDpell 21, Beveridge 20,

Burnett 13, Mayfield 20, Reams 14, Doherty 13.

Event 8, 25 targets—Reams 10, Beveridge 13, May-
field 17, Chappell 18, Comfort 11, C. Magistrini 17.

Event 9, 25 targets—Elias 7, Shouse 13, Barnhardt
13, Clark 19, Chappell 20, Doherty 15, Coe 16, O'Hara
21, Mayfield 19, Reams 22, Rogers 13.

Event 10, Team shoot, 25 targets per man—Napa
team—Captain S. Mayfleld 18, O Hara 20, Reams 17,

Coe 17, Valencia 14, F. Barnhardt 13, Rogers 15, Rose
14, I. Mayfield 6. Total 134.

Vallejo team—Captain Chappell 20, Clark 20, Beve-
ridge 21, Magistrini 22, L. Shouse 17, Elias 17, Litz 13,

Polski 4, Stice 12. Total 146

The sport of trap Bhooting, we are pleased to note,

is being revived in Stockton, where the the traps had
become rusted after being unused for several seasons.

The Stockton club for a long period had been a promi-
nent organization at many tournaments. Unless we
are greatly mistaken the tournament held at Stockton
in 1897 is the record gathering of Coast trap shooters.
On the 16th inst. the club's first live bird shoot for

this season took place. A number of the old timers
were on hand and had their "shooting eye" in good
form.
In the preliminary blue roek events "Charlie"

Merrill was high gun.
The live bird races were all six bird events, S2

entrance, high guns, two moneys, 60% and 40%. Ties
divided. The scores were:
First race—Johnson 6, Ellis 6, Dentoni 4, F. Merrill

4, Fuller 5.

Second race—Johnson 6 Ellis 5, F. Merrili 6, Lon-
jers 5, Clark 4.

Third race—Johnson 4, F. Merrill 6, Lonjers 6,

Ellis 6, Clark 2.

Fourth race—John 6, Lonjers 4, F. Merrill 6, Ellis

6, Ralph 5.

Fifth race—Johnson 6, Lonjers 5, F. Merrill 6,

Ellis 6.

Sixth race—Ellis 6, F. Merrill 4, Johnson 4.

WITH THE ANGLERS.
GREEKS WEEK EXPERT ANGLERS.
Probably few fishermeD are aware that fly-fishing

dates back to classic times. A minute description of
the artificial fly as used by Macedonian anglers is
given by Aelian, a Greek writer of the third century
A. D., as follows: J

"Between Berea and Thessalonica there flows a
river, Astraeus by name, and there are in it fishes of
a spotted color, but by what name people of those
parts call them it is better to ask Macedonians Atany rate these fish live upon the native flies which fall
into the river and are like no flies of any other part-
one would neither call them wasplike in appearance
nor would one reply to a question that this creature iB
formed like what we call the bumble bees, nor yet like
the honey bees themselves. It has really the proper
fashion of each of the above. In audacity it is like
the By, in size it might be called a bumble bee in
color it rivals the wasp and it buzzes like the honev
bees. All common creatures of this sort are called
horse tails. These pitch upon the stream to seek the
food they effect, but cannot help being seen by the
fish which swim undernsath.
"So whenever one of them sees the fly floating he

comes softly, swimming under the water, afraid of dis-
turbing the surface and so scaring away his game.
Then he comes near the shady side of the fly, gapes
and sucks him in, just like a wolf snatching a sheep
from the fold or an eagle a goose from the yard. This
done, he disappears beneath the ripple. The fisher-
men understand these maneuvers, but they do- not
make any use of theae flies for a bait for the fish, for
if the human hand lays hold of them they lose their
natural color, their wings fray and they become un-
eatable to the fish. So for this reason they make no
use of them, disliking them because their nature for-
bids their capture.
"So with angling craftthey outwit the fish, devising

a sort of lure against them. They lap a lock of
reddish wool around the hook, and to the wool two
cock's feathers which grow under the wattles, and
are brought to the proper color with wax. The rod
is from 6 to 10 feet long and the horsehair line has the
same length. They lower the lure. The fish is
attracted by the color, excited, draws close and, judg-
ing from its beautiful appearance that it will obtain a
marvelous banquet, forthwith opens its mouth, but is
caught by the hook, and bitter indeed is the feast it
has, inasmuch as it is captured."

SIERRA TEOUTBJG.

A trip to the Sierra lake region at this time of the
year is full of most enjoyable angling possibilities ac-
cording to Mr. Al M. Gumming, who recently returned
from tnat almost enchanted region after a visit of
nearly four weeks during which trip he was ac-
companied by Mrs. Cumming.
Leaving this city on June 21st, they went first to

Webber lake. From there trips were made to Fordyce
lake, White Rock, Jackson and Webber creeks. In
all of these waters the fishing was first class. The
killing lures were: black bodied royal coachman, royal
coachman, March brown, brown hackle, grizzly king,
black and red ants, tied on Nos. 8 and 10 sproats. The
spoon for that country is the brass and silver La
Forge No. 1.

Recent reports are that the fish are taking the fly
in Webber lake, Fordyce and White Rock creeks in
fine style. Many large Loch Leven trout have been
taken in Webber lake this season. These fish have
to be worked for, however, for it is hard to get tbem
to notice the usual lures, there being a most plentiful
supply of minnow feed for the big trout in the lake.
From the Webber lake region the two anglers

journeyed to Bassett's. Among the guests at the
latter place they met Prof. Flagg, of Berkeley, Mr.
Flagg, Sr., Fred W. Koch and wife. From Bassett's
they fished the north fork of the Yuba, Chapman,
Lincoln, Packer and Salmon creeks, Upper Sardine
lake, the three Salmon lakes, the three Bear lakes
and Long lake, first class fly-fishing for rainbow trout
was found everywhere. The fishiDg at and about
Bassett's will continue good until ice gathers in the
early Sierra winter.

In 20 days' fishing, Mr. Cumming missed the limit
but twice, 20 boxes of fine trout sent out to friends
attested the sport to be found with rod and line in
in this inviting mountain region.
Among other things Mr. Cummings noted that the

mountain quail shooting season in that region should
oe excellent this year. A light winter was favorable
to the breeding season and the birds were enabled to
go to the higher places earlier than usual. The young
were hatched and raised before the sheep got In this
season and both old birds and their wellgrown broods
went up to their regular feeding ground and are
more plentiful this year than ever before.

The grouse of that region have about become ex-
terminated, the bag limit of 25 is too strong for the
visible supply. The work of the gun ie helped by the
sheep, who feed and trample over every square foot of
the country in which the birds breed, and destroy
many nests of eggs and young hatched birds.

The close season on snipe should be the salvation of
the English snipe of that section, Sierra valley being
a breeding ground for them. October loth when the
season opens is pretty late for good snipe shooting up
there, in consequence the birds breed and propagate
unmolested and find their way to lower shooting
grounds in the open season.

MONTEREY BAY FISHING.

O. A. Hale, of San Jose, who has been making many
records at the Santa Cruz fishing grounds this season,
"out-Haled Hale" on the 20th inst. by bringing In

the finest catch that has been recorded since the
salmon began to run this year. Twenty-seven salmon,
three yellowtall and one rock cod was the result of a
few hours' trolling in the morning. 'The yellowtall,"
said Mr. Hale, "fought bard, the 20-pound one
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putting up a tussle that would do credit to a 50 pouDd

S

*Tbe vellowtail are seldom oaugbt at Santa Cruz,

Catalina being more famous (or this game fish than

any place on the Coast.

George Owen of San Jose was with Mr Hale and

enjoyed the sport of seeing the yellowtail landed.
.

Nelson and Warren French on the same morning

were trolling 08 Pacific Grove; one of the boys hooked

a 35 pound halibut, which pulled so hard the boy

though he had a shark on, and with considerable

difficulty he finally landed the fish. A number of

salmon were also caught

ON THE TRUCKEE.

Flv-tishin" ou the Truckee, above Boca, is reported

to be excellent at present and is being enjoyed by a

number of anglers. Carlos G. Young, Mr. McNaugh-
ton, Achille Koos, Frank Lacoste, J. S. Turner and

W. E. Murdock were among the recent visitors to that

famous resort. ,

Col. Young states the blue upright was an exceed-

ingly good fly while he was fishing there.

To get into good water the angler must go about

four miles above Boca, for the Prosser creek dam is

being cleaned out and the river below will probably

be roily until tbe end of September.

BA8S FISHING.

Striped bass fishing is remarkably backward this

year, but few fish being landed at any of the favorite

resorts. In fact, in some heretofore good fishing

grounds there has not been a bass taken for a long

time past. A report was current during tbe week

that a few bass had been caught at San O.uentin point,

one being a 20-pounder
Several large fish were taken in Lake Merritt dur-

ing the week. One, a 12-pounder, was hooked by

Chas. Breidenstein on Thursday night. Geo. Went-
worth hooked a J2J-pound fish Fiiday night. Results

generally, however, are not encouraging and the aver-

age run of fish landed are small ones.

A few bass have been recently taken at Baker's

beach. The bass caught there are generally of fair

size, a 12 pounder being the weight of a recent capture.

San Pablo bay is a lottery so far as striped
.
bass is

concerned. Some days tbe fish are running nicely, at

other times they are non est. Some fair catches,

among the fish taken being a few 6 and 7 pound bass,

have rewarded recent trips of anglers to San Pablo.

NEW BLACK BASS RESOBT.

Some four or five years ago Alta lake or rather

reservoir, near Towles on the Southern Pacific line of

road, in Placer county, was stocked with black bass

fry. The lake has evidently proven a congenial

habitat for the fish, for they have prospered and in-

creased to a remarkable extent.

So well have the fish flourished that the lake was
opened to anglers this season. Mr. Volberg, of this

city, recently enjoyed some lively sport with the Alta
lake bass. He found, when he was there, that the
most effective lure was trolling a live grasshopper
on a No. 6 hook. One fish he caught weighed 51

pounds. He reports that the water is full of big black
bass, and that he observed, near the sheltering fronds
of the aquatic vegetation, thousands of young fry, shep-
herded by the old fish and guarded against the maws
of catfish prowling about for black bass tidbits. From
all indications, our anglers will io the near future
have black bass fishing galore, for both the large and
small-mouthed varieties seem to flourish in every
water of the state where they have been placed.

Black bass fishing at many points on the Sacra-
mento river is reported to be excellent. Not long ago
a large mouth black bass weighing nearly five pounds
was taken near Redding. Black bass are also plenti-

ful in the river hear Oroville, as are their cousins of

the stripad variety In fact, both species of the bass
family flourish in the Sacramento.
At the mouth of Mark West creek black bass are

plentiful. A number of fair-sized fish have been
caught recently,

A notable angling trip was that er joyed early this
month by Mr. Bruce Cornwall when he fished in the
vicinity of Kamloops, B. C. A big 7 pound rainbow
Bent to this city,' frozen in a huge block of ice, was a
pleasing reminder to many anglers of good 6port on
the northern streams.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

SANTA CRUZ SHOW.

We are Informed that the membership list of the
recently organized Santa Cruz Kennel Club now
reaohes the seventy mark, comprised of the leading
and most Influential citizens of that delightful and
popular seaside city. Further, that for the coming
three-day show in September, tbe Casino manage-
ment will donate $1000 worth of cups and prizes, this
generous contribution will be enhanced by a sub-
stantial recognition from the railroad.
An Eastern judge will be invited to come out here

and judge the show, we were Informed. Rumor, this
week, well founded wo are inclined to believe, giveB
out Harry W. Lacy, of Boston, as the judge selected.
Mr. Lacy has judged here three times, twice anyhow,
and has given satisfaction to exhibitors and spectators
alike, and, boing possessed of a pleasing and congenial
personality, has made a number of friends, We be-
lieve the securing of Mr. Lacy to preside over the
seaside ring will be a drawing card.
The fancy's Interests In Santa Cruz county has

taken a booming and upward tendency and we wish
them every success and will second their efforts with-
out stint.

OBITER UlllTl'M.

"The novice olass shall be for American-bred dogs
only, never having won a first prize at any recognized
show, wins In the pjppy olass excepted." This simple
announcement in the American Kennel Gazelle, which

is the official organ of the American Kennel Club, is

of far reaching importance, says the Boston Herafd.
The above ruling goes into effect on August 1, and it

is generally agreed among members of the fancy that
it is one of the best decisions ever madeby tbegovern-
Ing body of American dogdom. Its effect will be felt

more particularly at the big shows in Madison Square
Garden, New York, Mechanics' buildiDg, Boston, and
at the Chicago dog show, as it is at these shows that
the foreign-bred cracks have hitherto made their
annual appearance in America.
These foreign-bred dogs, imported at long prices,

have as a rule won honors enough in England to
entitle them to an American championship, yet they
were allowed to enter in the novice with American-
bred dogs that had never faced a judge.
Whils this was all very nice for ihe gentlemen who

picked up easy money by selling imported dogs at
fancy prices to American exhibitors, it was unjust to
the American breeder to compel him to enter a novice
against a famous English bench show winner.

It must be borne in mind that it is a much more
difficult matter to obtain a championship in Great
Britain t .n,a it is| in the United States. Over here
all that is necessary for a dog to beoome a champion
is to have him win an aggregaieof 10 points in compe-
tition in the winners' class at different Bhows. In
England, however, a dog must win his full champion-
shin title by winning threechampionships undertime
different judges.
The 2-leraM's kennel contributor also has the fol-

lowing pertinent matter. If the writer is the well
known Boston kennel authority, whom we believe he
is, we must congratulate him for having the courage
of his convictions, for he strikes straight from the
Bhoulder. But, really now, we never thought it

would come that way, more's the value of it. He
writes:
Trading in foreign-bred dogs has been a very profit

able investment for some of the English judges, who
come to America as guests of kennel olubs and inci-

dentally as salesmen, for English judges have a jolly

good time, socially and financially, out of American
dog shows. They are looked upon as the fountain
heads from from -vhich all knowledge flows in dogdom.
Every year before the New York dog show begins

one hears of British dogs, mostly Fox Terriers or Bull-
dogs, being imported at fabulous prices, and later on
the English judges appear on the scene and make tbe
awards. In the mean time the American breeder is

doing his level best to breed true to tbe type, but, no
matter how well he succeeds, the English judges
comes along, and, often complimenting the honest
American fancier, will finally turn him down by saying
"Your dog has very good conformation, but he is

rather light in bone, and it is really too bad."
A young Yale student who was up against this kind

of jollying for a number of years, finally decided to
call the English bluff, and he has done it in a manner
that has opened the eyes of more than one American
breeder. Joseph B Thomas, Jr , had a hobby for
RussiaD Wolfhounds, and, after he had oue or two
gold brickB loaded on him from England, brought
over the very best dogs that money could purchase,
and he is now successfully breeding them.
Some day the fanciers in other breeds may wake

up to the fact that they have been buncoed for years.
There are various kinds of graft, but the smooth
English judge haB such a chirming way of rubbing it

in that his American customers feel that It is quite an
honor to be done up brown. In the future, however,
the imported dogs will not be especially favored, as
they have been in the past, when they line up against
American-bred bow-wows. In tbe novice classes the
American breds will now have a "square deal," but
the foreign judges will still have ample opportunity
to bestow favors on the imported article.

amateur average, 561 out of 600, shooting "NewE C~"
(Improved). St. Louis, Mo., July 2d, 3d and 4th,
Fred Gilbert, first general average, 589 out of 600,
shooting "Du Pont." C: O.LeCompte, second generai
average, 561 out of 600, shooting "Infallible." F. p.
Ford of St. Louis, first amateur average, 350 out of
400, shooting "Du Pont." Carlisle, Pa, July 3d and'
5th, H. H. Stevens, first general average, 347 out of
380, shooting "Du Pont " H. B. Shoop of Harrisburg
Pa., first amateur average, 336 out 380, shooting "Du
Pont." A. C. Kreuger of Columbia, Pa., second
amateur average, 332 out of 380, shooting "New
Schultze." L. Wertz of Temple, Pa., third amateur
average, 326outof 380, shooting"Infallible." Thomas-
ville, Ga., July 4th and 5th, Walter Huff, first general
average, 291 out of 310, shooting "Du Pont." J. W.
Hightower, second general average, 261 out of*31o'
shooting "Du Pont." Col. J. T. Anthony, third
general average, 259 oui of 310, shooting "Infallible."
E. L. Marbury of Gordon, Ga., first amateur average
250 out of 310, shooting "Du Pont." J. W. Huff of
Walden, Ga., third amateur average, 245 out of 310
shooting "Du Pont." Scranton, Pa., July 6th and 7lb!W. H. Stroh of Pottston, Pa , first amateur average
288 out oi 330, shooting "Du Pont." J. B. Mason of
Scranton, Pa., shooting "New Scbulizo," and Thos
Murray of Minooka, Pa., shooting "Du Pont," tied
for third amateuraveraee, 282 out of 330.

San Mateo Kennel Club'B one day open air show on
September 9th, Santa Cruz three days' show, then
Stockton in October makes the outlook a pleasing
one, and it is to be hoped is the clincher for an annual
summer and fall circuit.

Another bit of gossip, on line with the other good
tidings is that Oakland will show and that Charles
Lyndon may judge at San Mateo:
Four coming shows this year should bring out a lot

of good young ones. There will be strong induce-
ments to put likely puppies on the sawdust.

FACTS ARE CONCLUSIVE ARGUMENTS.
While the echoes of the Grand American Handicap

may have died away, Parker Bros, want to call the
attention of the shooting fraternity to the perform-
ance of Mr. John A. Flick, of Ravenna, O., a one-
armed shooter who scored with the Parker gun, 97
out of a possible 100, at this famous shoot. The
Parker gun also made some other very good records
at the shoot, winning the World's Team Race with a
total of 474 out of 500, and four Parkers out of five
shooters in this event. The Consolation Handicap
was also won with the Parker gun in the bands of Mr.
J T. Atkinson, tying on 99, and shooting out his
opponent.
Ac Waynesboro, Va , on July 4, Mr. C. H. New-

comb, of Philadelphia, strictly an amateur, won high
amateur average, and at Richmond, Va

, on Decora-
tion Day, also won high amateur average. At New
London, la., which is quite a shooting center, It may
be interesting to sportsmen to know that tbe three
handicap events held during their last tournament
were all won with the Parker gun. Barton, of
Chicago, and Gilbert and Garrett all tied on 50
straight, Barton breaking 100 straight to win the
event. The spcond day handicap was won by John
Burmeister, with 50 straight, and tbe third day
handicap was won by Fred Gilbert with 50 straight.
All of the handicap events were won with the "Old
Reliable" Parker in the hands of amateurs in two
cases. In three days' shootirg, the "Old Reliable"
Parker made scores of 200 straight, which is a re-
markable perfoimance. and proves conclusively ibe
reliability and effectiveness of the famous "Old
Reliable."

READ! FOR ANY DEMANDS.
A contract for 3,000,000 rounds of small arm

cartridges was awarded on June 27th by the War De-
partment to the Winchester Repeating Arms Co, The
Chief ot Ordnance, General Crozier, in making the
award said, "Although the price offered is high, I,
nevertheless, consider that private plants shall 'be
prepared and have experience in the manufacture of
government ammunition, which is needed so desDer-
ately and in such large quantities in time of war."* In
reading the General's remarks, one is strongly re-
minded of the French phrase "Pour vire, " it Is to
laugh. Instead of the Winchester Company heingl •:

unprepared and having lack of experience, etc., as he.
hints, it doubtless occurB to the initiated that if. our
ordnance department were as well equipped and as
ready to fill large orders as the Winchester people, it

would not be necessary to advertise for bid son goyern-i
ment ammunition. During the late Spanish-American
War, the Winchester Co. supplied our Army with
100,000,000 rounds of ammunition, and our Navy with
over 50,000,000 rounds of small and large caliber
cartridges. A great percentage of the rapid fire gun
ammunition used by Admiral Dewey and his fleet at
that memorial battle of Manila Bay, and
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One of our local Collie fanciers is having consider-
able trouble in getting a setllement from a Chicago
breeder. He Bent $135 for a bitch several months ago,
and despite repeated written requests, has been
entirely ignored in every respect. The case evidently peters' points
is one that Bhould be made an example of.

quantity of the ammunition used by Admiral Samp-
son's fleet at Santiago, was manufactured by the Win-
chester Repeating ArmB Company, so it does not seem

Presidio Kennels has leased the Collie bitch Welles-
bourne Coquette (Wellesbourne Conqueror-Red Hills
Bonnie). She was served by Dr. W. P. Burnbam's
Brandane Wishaw Squire (Ch. Balgreggie Baronet-
Troon Mayflower) last week.

*ft
that this company is in need of much experience in
making government ammunition.

lit::

•;
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D. P. Cresswell has recently received two very good
Cocker puppies from the Portland Cocker Kennels.
If they are, as we have been informed Portland Kid
puppies, there is a promise of something good matur-
ing.

<

TRADE NOTES.

Mr. Neaf Apgar, shooting at Towanda, Pa., on
June 3, won high average over all contestants, scoring
180 out of 185, and making one run of 97 straight.
Mr. Apgar won high average at Richmond, Va., on
July 4, and on tbe same day Mr. E. H. Storr was
high at Roanoke. Va.
On July 6, at De Soto, 111., Peters' shells made a

clean sweep. Mr. H. W. Cadwallader won high pro-
fessional average, 95}%; Mr. E. Shanks high amateur,
91'? '; and Mr. McMillan second amateur. 90J%.
At Spring Hill, Tenn., on July 4, Peters' shells

were used by the winners- of first, second and third
averages, and the team loving cup The attendance
at this sh30t exceeded expectations, as over sixty
men faced the traps.
At Corsicana, Texas. July 4 and 5, Mr. L. I. Wade,

Texas representative of the Peters Cartridge Com-
pany, won high average, missing only eight out of

AVERAGES REPORTED.

New London, la , Fred Gilbert, first general average,
575 out of 600, shooting "Du Pont." J. W Garrett
of Colorado Springs, Colo., first amateur and second
general average, 567 out of 600, shooting "Du Pont."
E. M. Klein of Spirit Lake, la., second amateur and
third general average, 564 out of 600 shooting "Du
Pont." H, G. Taylor of Meckling, $. Dak., third

350 targetB, Mr. Wade is keeping up tbe fast pace iu

at Indianaoolis. and attributes it to the ','which he set a
perfect qualities of bis Idetlload,
At Abilene, Texas, July 4, high average was won '<

by Mr. W. W. Wlnniford with Peters' shells, also the' '.
,,

live bird event, Mr. Winniford killing fifteen straight.)
The remarkable part about it was that he used his.

I

regular Ideal target load for live birds, and that did
the work perfectly.

'
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Stallions to Produce Carriage Horses.

a In judging- "trotting-bred stallions suited to pro-

it' uce carriage horses" for what are we going to look

:! i order to frame decisions correotly and logically?
'! 'he fast trotter and the heavy carriage horse differ

ill adically in conformation. It is o"bvious that we can-

2 ot judge trotting-bred stallions in this ring as we
-t 'ould judge them in their own ring as sires of trot-

-' ars. We- must go outside all established lines. We
* idst first look for the horse that possesses the heavy

($ arness conformation and substance and action, and

lit we do not find one that fills this bill the prizes
'•« hould be withheld, for a stallion cannot be expected
:

- o transmit qualities which he does not possess and
'

Q
i
'hick his immediate ancestors did not possess before

10
: im. We must remember, moreover, that the Ameri-

\ an trotter springing from Hambletonian 10 has a
?A train of hackney in him, for Hambletonian himself

. as out of the Charles Kent mare, daughter of imp.

4 lellfounder, which was an English-bred hackney and

i numbered 55 in Vol. I of the Hackney Stud Boos of

Ireat Britain and Ireland. It is well known that cer-

lin of the Hambletonian strains show much more of

ty be carriage type than others, and it is probably a
-' tot, though one impossible of demonstration, that

.1 he most of the best heavy harness horses so far pro-

i uced in the trotting breed have sprung from these

! ribeE or from them in union with a few others that
f ave become merged mostly in the Hambletonian,

J jch tribes as the Royal Georges, Forests, Morgans

parted; while we want this and perhaps more, we
want it all so that we may be aided not combated by
heredity. In fact, we want and must hive the assist-
ance of the carriage strains in the trotter. It Btands
well to the reason of any thinking man that if we
have these aids we must have laid a good foundation
for Victory.

Plenty 'of" men still think and some blatantly avow
that the racing trotter is the only source from which
to draw our heavy harness horses. Such men going
into a ring to judge trotting stallions for the purposes
under discussion will not advance the cause they
champion so loudly. Under their mistaken rule we
must remain exactly where we are now or retrograde.
On the contrary, let the men who are chosen to pass
on such classes set aside the strict trotting type alto-
gether and select that which is wanted for heavy
leather as nearly as possible, and with proper intelli-
gent selection we shall have in time a carriage horse
producing strain of the trotting breed. It may not
be easy at the first to find specimens that just fill the
bill; but if the judges of such classes will follow

old Vernon Jones, back to Capt. Jones this year and
is in hopes of getting another Vernon Jones.

J. A. Jones has purchased the broodniareMinmont,
by Altamont dam Minnie M., (dam of Trumont 2:21},
Satin Royal 2:19}) by Rockwood, second dam Sally
M. (dam of Pathmark 2:09}, Altao 2:09)) by Oregon
Pathfinder, from P. J. Mann, and in return sold MrMann Alice J., two-year-old, by Capt, Jones, damAmy May, by Alexis 2:18 son of William L., dam
Beulah, dam of Kinmont, etc., by Altanroht and a full
sister to Chehalis 2:04}.

W. A. DeLashmut has sent his trotting mare Lem-
netta 2:25J to J. B. Stetson, at Salon, who will train
and race her this season. She is- considered a very
promising mare. Last season she was started eight
times on half mile tracks winning two first, four
second moneys and was twice unplaced. She is- by'
Norcatur, a son of Norval by Electioneer; first dam
Arabella 2:26 by Arabesque, second Jam a producing
daughter of Hiatoga.

J. T. and J. H. Wilkinson of Chilliwack, B C, are
one breeding Hazel Kirk and Red Lea to Zombro 2:ll'and

fot H h
g°„

far ^^ri^^ ^ d ° Re^ir.,thedamofRedLea,toHalB 2 041 Hmlfollow it they can do no
fe ood. Here is that rule: Kirk is an inbred Altamont being by Altamont 3600'Admit to the premium hst only stallions which them- dam Chemeketa by Altamont f600 s£T. Illselves possess the confoimation

ad so forth. Undoubtedly stallions carrying such their attributes

by Altamont 3600. She is a good
style, quality, tub- individual and just the caper for a good broodmarestance and action required in heavy harness horses of Red Girl is by The Marquis dam hv T<Z rTT =1the highest class." Adhere strictly ,o this rule and is the dam of Panama Maid'

success must follow; depart from it and we must stand can go in the list any time
still or go back. The stallion -

priced carriage horses

2:20 and Red Lea that I

Red Lea won the British-

''. lood will be more likely to succeed infilling heavy
^ arness acceptably than the others in whose lineage

jch lines are not found.

i
Two things then we must bear in mind when going

: lto a ring to find the "trotting-bred stallion beBt

'' tted to produce carriage horses"—first, that we want
1 horse of carriage, not trotting, conformation; sec-

ond, one in which the bloodlines promise carriage

a! scellence rather than extreme speed. In other

( ords, while we desire to make use of that which gen-
,-

£ 'ations of Yankee brains, skill and push have done
. ir the trotter; while we want all the fire tnd vim and

hi igor of the race horse; while we want every particle

i : fineness the refining influence of the track has im-

.stallion which begets high- Columbia Futurity for two-year-olds lastParana w"l,with regularity must have all be given a record this fall.
J tar ana.w.ij

marked degree. Long backB,
ragged quarters, ewe-necks, light flanks, cat hams,
narrowness, dragging hocks and a tendency to pace

""e when going slow must be barred.—Breedersor shu

Gazette.

News From the North.

[Rural Spirit, Portland.]

John Marble, of Los Angeles, owns the Oregon bred
mare Altawood 2:20 by Altamont, out of Hollywood
and has two fillies one and two year olds out of her by
Zombro.

J. C. Hinshaw, of Salem, Oregon, is breeding his
mare Mary Bell Vernon the dam of the good two-year-

^eo. T. Beckers, who is making a season wifhhis-
stallion Zombro in this city, priced him last week to
a Boston party at $50,000. When Mr. Beckers re-
ceived the letter asking for a price on this great
young sire he advised with a number of prominent
horsemen before fixing the price even !at what may
seem high to those who have not considered the
question of value of a pronounced speed sire. When
McKinney was sold for $25,000 some people thought it

a big price, but the man who bought him made $50,-
000 on the deal. Zombro is a much younger horse
than was McKinney and he promises to be just as
good a sire. To a man who has a breeding farm $50,-
000 is not too much for a young sire of Zombro's
stamp.

Farm and Home Notes.

THE FARM.

The "Shrops."

'^ The Shropshire breed of sheep stands

o|
lsurpassed as an all round farmers'

if >eep adapted to all conditions, writes a
" -rrespondent of Shepherd's Criterion.

,

t
ot only is the Shropshire a farmer's

-i eep, but it is the rich man'B sheep

i so. Tbey keep them on their large

-rms because of their beauty and pro-

niicacy. The Shropshire is the universal

u, eed. It is found in large numbera-in
-.: igland, Ireland, Scotland, the United

v :ate8, Canada and almost everywhere
;' lown to sheep growers.

j, Everywhere Shropshire rams are used

ill grade up the common class of ewes,

i'-id why is this so? It is becaufe they

jive proved themselves to be the most
.gPfitable. Shropshires are also very

jpfitable when raised in pure bred flocks.

. e ewes of this breed drop a large num-
tr of lambs and nurse them well, and as

Sm as the lambs are partly matured

Jlidy Bale at good prices fur them is im-

mediately found. The ranchmen buy
oitropshire rams by the carload, a very
: <-

:

ge majority of the smaller sheep
iiwers use Shropshire rams and when

[Jl get the exceptionally good one's there

jr) plenty of pure bred breeders willing

^aay you well for your product.

'.j 'he fleece of the Shropshire Bells at a

[S
' y high figure. The Shropshire pro-

lyl :eB the bigheBt priced mutton that goes
t the market. Time and time again

"Ve.grade Shropshire lambs topped the

3 cago and other leading markets. At
j»l leading shows, such as the Inter-

'Ift'ional, held at Cliicago, Shropshire

J hers nave always carried away a large
,£,h tion of the laurels for champion
:(C tton, hence a very profitable sheep

: pted to most all conditions and most
I aeople.

ober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.

When corn has failed, it is a good plan

to plant peas. Three pecks to the acre

may be used.

It pays to have everything convenient.

It saves in time and effort, and that really

saves money.
It is no small art to be able to cut and

dry hay just right. Some cut too late,

and the hay is too woody.
The best time to cut alfalfa iB when it

is beginning to bloom. Fields are usually

uniform and may be cut when about one
tenth of the flowers are in bloom.

It pays to go to conventions. To hear a

great man talk, or to talk with one for an
hour, may lead to successful plans which
will affect our whole lives.

When the crop has commenced to grow,
shallow cultivation should be adopted, so

as to kill the weeds and encourage

moisture. This can hardly be overdone.

During the summer no one works harder

than the farmer. He needs some recrea-

tion and Bhould plan so that his evenings

may be as long as possible and as free

from care.

When ground has been packed by
heavy rain, it is necessary to cultivate it

a little deeper than usual, at first, so as to
J

loosen the soil and vitalize by letting in

the air. Late cultivation should ahvayB

be shallow.

There is a general sentiment that if a

man's horae or cow goes estray, his

neighbor's shall help him to get it back.

Should not this also apply to his son or

daughter, if they are going wrong, friends

and neighbors should help them get right

The secret of shocking hay, or of stack-

ing it, is to keep it highest in the middle.

Let the first fork full be heaped up, and
shock the hay on that. A good stack Is

built on the same principle. If the water

soaks in a few inches it will drain and dry
out.

While harvesting it pays to keep up
with ones work. Hay should le cut

down, dried and handled as little ae

possible. Rain, or dew spoils the color,

and while a email amount does not effect

the nutritious value, it Bpoils the color,

and the price. The mower should be
started in the morning, the hay raked
into windows and put into small shocks
the same day, even if it is necessary to
open them the next day.—Texas Farmer

Charcoal as a Food for Poultry.

Whenever the word charcoal appears
one looks impulsively to the results
obtained by its use. Charcoal is a cleaner
and purifier. That has always been its

chief qualification and its use among
poultry will invariably be manifested in
bright red combs and wattles, and a
sprightly demeanor among the fowls.
Utilized ae a deodorizer its value cannot
be overestimated.

Charcoal has been made use of
years with telling effect in the food for
poultry. The commercial product may
have some advantages in being scientifi-

cally prepared, but any one with a few
ears of corn and a bed of hot coals in anv

Ducks and Ducklings.

Broody ducks are almost a rarity.
It is hard to fatten the laying duck.
Steeped alfalfa is an excellent substi-

tute for green food.

Ducklings usually start their molt wiien
about eleven weeks old. '

Soft Bhelled eggs come occasionally, but
not as often as from henB.

It is nothing unusual to get eggs from
ducka at five months of age.

It takes a duck about six weeks to molt
and get in good condition again.
Four ducks laid 612 eggs last season

from which were hatched 300 little ducka.
Cracked oyster ehelle are placed before

I
the ducklings from the time they are

l°r [placed in the brooders.

Duck eggs must be set' as fresh as
possible to secure a good hatch. They
lose their fertility very quickly.

Fifty breeding ducks should keep three. '.

200-egg incubators going and turn ont be-kitchen stove can prepare a substitute' tweenlwo andthree thousand ducksproduct that will in every way fill the
uses to which the commercial product may
be put eo far as poultry is concerned.
The product will be eagerly consumed by
the fowls and its influence on the system
will be directly noticeable in the improved
appearance of every fowl that has par-
taken of it.

For various disorders arising from
improper digestion and assimilation of
foods the use of powdered charcoal in the
food rations will invariably prove bene-
ficial. Sour crop will yield readily to the
assistance of charcoal. As a tunic for

sickly appearing fowls the use of cbarcoa'
is unsurpassed. Many unwittingly make
the error of attempting to relieve these
conditions of sick and deranged chicks
and fowls by doping, which in tL

tends only to make matters worse
o

a season, giving one man all the emplov-
ment he would want.
Ducka are not subject to disease, as a

rule. They are not troubled with vermin
and do not have gapes. The lack of
coarse sand in the food will give them
indigestion, and damp quarters at night
will cripple them with rheumatism.—
Tree and T'liie.

Profit can never be starved out of sn
animal. Neither is there any moniy
made in keeping a beaBt on a ration that
provides just enough to keep the body.
Profitcomes from the use of the feed that
is consumed after all the normal wants of
the body are taken care of. An animal
can be likened to a machine in some
things. If an engine was given jnet fuel

enongh to keep it running, and no more,
an attempt to force it to run a feed grinder

It pays to take a walE around the barns or do any other work would shut it down.
just before going to bed to see that the

j

Profitable work can be seemed only when
stock are all right. Such a practice will suitable fuel is consumed to produce it

save lots of money in a lifetime

o~
So it is with the animals. Gains ran
never be made until more feed is con-

Variety of foods for any class of Btoik'sumed than is needed to maintain the
helps health, gains and profit. wear and tear of the system.
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Milk and Its Care.

"Milk is responsible for the deaths of

thousands of babies and old people every

year in our cities." This is what one of

the leading physicians of a large city said

to me a few dayE ago in speaking of the

difficulty of getting a pure milk supply.

It had been very warm for a week and the

mortalitv among the children had been

unusually great. "This morning the milk

which came to me was decidedly off," a

gentleman added after the doctor had

made this assertion. "It was not sour,

botitsmelled bad. There was a dead,

shut-up odor that made me afraid to use

it.

I know just what this smell was, for I

had met in my own dairy sometimes,

especially when the weather iB hot and

the air full of what the learned weather

men call "humidity," writes E.L.Vin-

cent in Wisconsin AgriniUunst. And it

is hard work to avoid these odors at the

Beason of the year when heat is the pre-

vailing condition of the atmosphere day

after day.

Now, I have no doubt that the doctor

was right in hiB assertion as to the ex-

cessive mortality among the little folks

due to impure milk. MoBt of the bowel

troubles which take the children away

come from germ diseases, and germs are

always present in impure milk.

I never was sicker in my life than once

when away from home at a hotel I drank

a glass of milk for supper. It waB a very

warm day but I did not notice anything

whatever wrong with the milk I used. I

had been feeling perfectly well, so that I

am satisfied that what followed could be

traced right back to the milk, for I had

eaten nothing else which could account

for it. I went to bed and fell asleep.

About ten o'clock I woke feeling deathly

sick. I vomited and had a terrible

diarrhoea which rapidly took my strength.

In less than two hours I was eo sick that

I could scarcely stand. Calling a physician

after a time I succeeded in checking the

trouble, but it was several days before I

wan. as strong as before. Since then I

have been more careful than ever about

having the milk from my dairy just as

pure and sweet as care can make it.

None of us would like to be told that

we are partners with disease, and especi-

ally disease which attacks and has for

its victims the helpless little oneB. And

yet, whenever we are not scrupulously

careful about the condition our milk is in

when it goes to the milk station or when

it is changed into the form of cream or

butter or cheese, we are at least acces-

sories after the fact if someone dies of

disease contracted through our careless-

ness or neglect. So it stands ub in hand

to work faithfully against such a charge.

We have BinB enough to answer for and

the gray hairs will come fast enough

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gomhault's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strainea Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puff*, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and otber bony tumors*
Curea all akin diseases or "Parasites,
Tbruth, Dipbthcn*.** Removes all
Bunches from Horr.ce or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy tor Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat. 01©., It Is low.
fcxery bottlo of Caustic Balsam sold Is

Warranted to (rtve suUhlwtlon. I'rlc. $1 JO
per bottle. Sold br dr u-.-lhl*. or sent bj ex*
press, charges paid, win, lull dint:,
Its use titr*Send trr descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

TheLiwrenco-Wllllami Co., Cleveland,

without our adding to the burden or in-

viting the white locks by sending out milk

that is not strictly pure.

There are a .number of devices now on

the market for sending pure air through

fresh milk, thus lessening the liability to

the growth of germs. These all work on

practically the same plan. The warm

mHk slowly p.iESes through the aerator,

bringing the little stream of liquid into

contact with the air. Then it should be

set away eomewbere so that it may not

attract to itself any odors from decaying

or otherwise ill-smelling vegetables or

fruits.

It seems sometimes as if the' subject of

washing dairy utensils clean has been

spoken of so many times that nobody pays

any attention to it. And yet, no subject

is of more vital importance to the dairy-

man. Wash clean, men and brethren.

Wash clean! This is our everlasting

watchword. That is one thing we may
all do. We may think we are not able to

buy an aerator, but we can use a clean

brush and plenty of hot water and elbow

grease. These will count, particularly if

we avail ourselves of the purifying help

of the air and sunshine by placing all our

utensils out of doors where theBe agencies

can work upon them.

And right here is still another thing

we can do. We can give our canB of

milk a good thorough shaking up two or

three times in the course of the evening,

if we have no specially prepared aerator.

After the milk is in the can all ready for

shipment, take the can firmly by the top

and whirl it round so as to throw the con-

tents smartly from one Bide to the other,

and keep this up until the milk has ail

been Btirred from the bottom and brought

in contact with the air. An hour or so

later repeat this operation. On very warm
nights it will pay to get out of bed and go

out to the cans and repeat the operatin.

If you can arrange it to bring a spring

down to the house, so much the better.

Rig up a trough and into this Eet the

cans after the milk has been put into

them. Even if the water be not very

cold if it runs through the trough it will

do much to cool and purify the milk.

But whether you can do this on not, do

not neglect shaking- the cans and where-

ever possible leave the covers off. By
bui'ding a little roof over the trough this

will be easier. Smothered milk will sour

much more quickly than that which has

been well aerated.

There is a deep sense of satisfaction in

thinking that 60 far as we are concerned

we have done our best to give the city

neighbors, pure, sweet milk and butter.

The time is coming when our laws will be

more stringent than they now are on

this subject. The drift is that way, and
that iB as it should be. The man who
will complain because he is required to

keep his stables and all things connected

therewith absolutely clean would find

fault if he were to be asked to wear a

clean shirt to church on Sunday. And it

would be a pretty small Bpecimen of a

man that would do that.

Sustaining the Milk Flow in Dry-

Summers.

In this section of southwest Missouri

drouth usually comes about three Eeasons

out of five. I am obliged to make pro-

vision for the protection of summer
pastures, writes W. N.Love in Orange

Judd Farmer. Dairymen in general are

prone to overstock pastures in the early

part of the season rnd when drouth

comes they are already Bhort and conse-

quently Buffer greatly. After a hard

winter I hire a summer pasture and leave

the home supply more than ample for

the dairy cowa. The next provision is to

see that the ample land is not used for

pasture until late in the season, unless

drouth makes it necessary. If the past-

ure is not overstocked and ordinary

growth of mowed land untouched I am
pretty Bafe until the middle of September

for an ordinary herd of cattle.

The next provision I usually make is

to sow some cow peas and plant some late

corn of the early ripening variety, or of

the evergreen Bweet variety on wheat

land, immediately after the'wheat is cut.

This ground is plowed or disked, if con-

ditions for disking are proper, while I

plant about two gallons of peas and one

gallon of corn per acre in the row. If

only peas are to be planted, I use about

20 pounds, or one third of a bushel to the

acre, and go over the ground twice, mak-
ingtherows about 22 inches apart. The
only cultivation given this crop iB one or

two harrowings just after they have ap-

peared above the ground.

Putting in tbiB crop requires little extra

labor, although it comes at a time when
there is much other important work on

the farm, but the results more than pay

for the extra work, if the season proves

to be very dry. In any case, we have an

excellent amount of extra feed. and have

benefitted the soil.

If the mixed crop is not needed during

a drouth period, then wait until they

begin to r'pen and shock for bay. A ton

of this pea hay will be worth almost as

much as a ton of wheat bran. I have

grown cowpeas continuously for 16 years,

and during this time I have experimented

with millets, sorghum, Kaffir corn, etc.,

but have found nothing that equals an

early variety of corn planted late with

peaB, peas alone aB feed paying, to say

nothing of the benefits to the soil.

I think however, that alfalfa is better

than corn and peas to carry the dairy

cows over the drouth period, without

diminishing the flow of milk, But up to

the preBejt time my experience with

alfalfa has been in learning how to sow it,

though with the use of inoculating bac-

teria I hope to be able to have some suc-

Did you ever watch the actions of a

horse when he iB free to choose his own
place to rest. He will select a level spot

where hiB feet may have a flat surface to

reet upon, says the Maine Farmer.
Therefore, see to it that the stall where
horses have to pass a large part ottheir

time in winter, or in fact in any season,

is well adapted to their comfort. Many a

horee has contracted permanent injury

Bimply because he was compelled to stand

in a strained and unnatural position in

his stall.

o

You can tell more about the mutton
qualities and the general thrift and feed-

ing ability of your sheep now after they

are shorn and before the wool is grown
out long again, than at any .other time in

the year. It is therefore a good time to

do the culling of the ewe flock.

cess. My-experience has been that othe
grasses tend to crowd out alfalfa. In on
case, with a heavy application of bare
yard manure, I had as fine a pasture c

timothy and red clover as I ever wish t

see, and the alfalfa completely dis

appeared.
" Silage will fully meet the emergency c

a dry period, but hitherto I have neve
had enough to last until past the first c

May, and but few dairy farms are equippe-

with large enough silos to be able to hav
this feed the year around. In conclusio:

will say that if no other provision ha
been made for the drouth period, it wil

pay to feed dairy cows bran or cottonseei

meal and green corn from the field, ii

order to Bustain the milk flow.

When you have plenty of farm ma
chinery and horses, but are short oi

human help, try hitching a team with :

harrow behind the plow. When you ar

through plowing you will have thor

oughly prepared the piece with th

harrow.
o

Weeds in a pasture, or anywhere else

are unsightly. Salting patches of weed
in a pasture often solves the problem o

how to clean them up. By keeping a

this policy week after week and year afte

year, results can be accomplished.

Never shoe a horse except when th

work he must do will make shoein

necesBary for the protection of the feel

There is a great deal of farm work a

which the horse's feet are much bette

without shoes.

PRIVILEGES!
FOR SALE.

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeder

Association Race Meeting at

SANTA ROSA
AUGUST 16, 17, 18 and 19, 19ft

TDIDS FOR THE FOLLOWING PRIVILEGE
-L* will be received up to Monday noon, Aug. 711

BETTING (Auction and Mutuel c

Totalization Pools)

FRUIT, CANDY, NUTS am
ICE CREAM

PROGRAMMES
A certified check for 50 per cent should acooc

pany all bids. Right reserved to reject any'
all bids.

MUSIC
Estimates will he received for furnishli

Music— 8 or 10 men to play one hour each day ft!

four days in band wagon on street and from S 1

4:30 o'clock at the track.

Address
F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,

36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

Starting Payments Due

AUGUST 7, 1905.
Pacific Breeders

Two-Year-Olds
(FOALS OF 1903)

On Pacers $25

On Trotters $35

Money Divided:

Two-Tear-Old Trotters 81350
Two Year-Old Facers 750
Nominator Dam of "Winner Trot 206
Nominator Dam of Winner Face 200
Owner of Stallion, sire of Winner of Three-Year-Old Trot, when mare was bred..01O(
Owner of Stallion, sire of Winner of T lire e-Y ear- Old Face, when mare was bred. . 10*

Nominators must designate, when making payments to start, whether t

horee entered is a trotter or a pacer.

Two-Year-Olds that start are not barred from starting again In t

Three-Year-Old divisions.

Futurity Stakes

£L23LCi S.
Three-Year-Olds

(FOALS OF 1902)

On Pacers $3i)

On Trotters $S

Money Divided:

Three-Y ear-Old Trotters 820
Three-Tear-Old Facers 1*

Nominator Dam of Winner Trot J Ir*.

Nominator Dam of Winner Pace 2

«:

.-

Spocff03. S. Adderley, 307 Market St
|

E. P. HEALD, President. F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,
30 GEARY ST., BAN FRANCISCO
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Feeding Bran to Horses.

There- is so much prejudice for and

against certain feeds, time of watering,

color of horses and fads, that it is well to

have praotical horsemen tell us the right

ind then throw our prejudice to the

winds. The English Farm and Home
publishes the following article on feeding

bran, that explains from a veterinary

point the value of bran when fed with

Train and hay as a relish, much as some

tf our stock foods to maintain condition:

|
The feeding of dry bran is very often

Supposed to have a binding effect upon a

horse's bowels, but there is no real reason

why this frequently-expressed opinion

should be held, as dry bran does not, as a

matter of fact, possess any binding

properties. It proves a perfectly whole-

some food for horBes and it is, as a general

rule, much liked by them and eaten with

jreat reliBh. Bran is not, of course, a

cood that will make muscle and give hard

working condition, like corn, and it can-

not in any way be regarded as a substitute

or the latter despite the fact that the

ihemical composition of bran, as shown

Dy the figures of an analysis, is much akin

,o that of oats or maize. Bran is a useful

mpplementary foodstuff for horse-feeding

ourposes, both on account of the nourish-

ment which it contains and of its palata-

jility to horses. In the case of horses

vhich are poor feeders, the plan of mixing

.ome bran instead of chaff with their corn

>ften is successful in inducing them to

consume their feed of corn with greater

•elish than they otherwise do. When a

loree is a bad doer, and in consequence

carries too little flesh on its ribs, the

mimal's b dily condition may not in-

requently be improved by feeding a

;oodly daily allowance of bran— say, 4 to

. pounds. The consumption of this large

luantity of bran every day, in addition

o the usual corn ration and hay allowance,

iften causes a horse to put on flesh and

ain in weight and bodily condition, Bran

s practically just as suitable as chaff or

hop for the purpose of mixing with the

eed of corn in order to make the horses

hew and insalivate their corn in a

horough manner, and it is much more

•alatable to horses than chaff or chop.

Bran is a very useful food for such idle

orses as may require an allowance of

oncentrated food in addition to their

tber diet. It contains an ample amount

f nourishment, and is nitrogenous in

haracter, and yet it is in no? ise heating

i its effects upon the horse's system—

a

ict which renders it pre-eminently suit-

ble as a concentrated foodstuff for idle

orses, and those that perform but very

ttle work. Some bran is also a useful

Jjunct to the diet of heavy-in-foal mares

od for mares with suckling foals at foot.

ran is very generally regarded as a

ilk-making food by horse breeders, and

|

though there are no accurately carried

lit experiments in regard to this question

,i record which could be adduced in sup-

3rt of this opinion, it is supported by

le fact that bran proves a good milk-

roducing food in the case of dairy cows,

id it is pretty safe to assume that if

:an has a stimulating effect on the flow

milk in cows, it has a similar'effect in

18 case of suckling broodmares.

Bran is very suitable as a supplement-

'y concentrated food for weaned foals

id young horseB, There is nothing bet-

'r than a little bran for mixing with

ie crushed oats when foals are being

ought on to solid food, bran being easily

jested by a foal when the latter is able

' deal with solid food. In the case

sick horseB and those that are con-

..lescent, the inclusion of some bran in

|
[ eir diet proves very beneficial. On
count of it palatability, bran tempts the

.petite of sick horses more easily than

her dry foods.

Canary Hay Seed.

Major C. P. BraBlan of the Braslan Seed

•oweraj Company has the following to

y to a San Jose Mercury reporter in re-

13
gard to the growing of canary seed, which
has been undertaken with great success
this season in the San Juan valley.
"At our seed farm this year we planted

canary seed in quantity, for the first

time in this country. The planting was
done merely for seed purposes. But as
the plant developed, we began to realize
that we had discovered something that
promis.ed to revolutionize hay growing.
"You are presumably aware this year

wheat and barley have Buffered much
from rust. But thiB field waB free from
rust while wheat and barley, side by side
with this field, were eaten up with ruBt.

It seems to be rust proof.

"Cows and horses are so fond of it that
they will pass by barley and wheat to get
at the canary seed. And better still,

they can't eat too much as it ia harmless.''
As to the productiveness, it grows over

five feet bigh and will make five tons of
hay to the acre. It is ready for cutting
two or three weeks earlier than barley.

Ab a seed plant it produces about 1500

pounds of seed to the acre, and in plant-
ing about 30 poundB of seed should be
drilled in.

—

Hollister Advance .

Shade is worth money to aows and little

pigs now. Comfort and profit are closely

allied in the hog business.

Turtle's Elixir
is a quick and permanent cure
for distemper, founder, lameness
of all kinds, pneumonia, thrash,
cuts, bruises, collar and saddle
falls, colds, Btiffnesg, etc. It Is
used and endorsed by the Adams
Express Co. We offer

$100 Reward
for any case of Colic, Curb. Con-
tracted or Knotted Cords, Splints,
recentShoe Boils or Callous that
It will not cure.

Turtle's Family FJixir
*1 the best household remedy that can be used for
rheumatism, sprains and all other pains and aches.
Eaves doctor bills and stops pain instantly. Our 10ft.
(pape book, " Veterinary Experience," free. Send for it.

tyuttle'sEHxirCo. 58 Beverly St. Boston, Mass.
iTBct & Cfl., AepdIb, 13-15 Frirnonl St., San Francisco, fnl.
Kewarc of so-called Elixirs. TuttWs onlyis^enhinc. Avoid

all blisters; they are only temporary relief.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST
TWICE A YEAR

Rate—
3j.^ per cent on ordinary accounts
3 &-10 per cent on term acoounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,500,399-46
TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839.38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft
Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor California and Montgomery Sts.

BAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Used 15 Years
Spavins,
Ringbone,
Splints,
Curbs,
Lameness.
The great cure is

Kendall's Spavin Cure.
Henfryn, Ont, Feb. 2C, 1904.

Dr. B. J. KENDALL CO.,
Gentlemen- I have used your Kendall's Spavin Curo

for 15 years and have always fcjunil it good. Saved the
life of several horses by using your "Treatise on the
Horse" as a guide. Very truly yours,

HENRY FOGAL.
Aa a liniment Eor family use it has no iqual. Price

SI; 8 forSS. AskyourdragglBt for Kendall'* Spavin
Cure, also "A Trojtlso on the Horse," tho book free,

DR. B, J. KENDALL CO., ENOSBURC FALLS, VT.

672-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
7. 1 BBEEX & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of
Fanoy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.

"A
FOR SALE.
STRATHWAY"'

A Dapple Gray Gelding by Strathway out
of a Thoroughbred Mare.

MR. FRISCO is 8 years old and SOUND"
weighs 1050 lbs. He Is one of the grandest roaa
horses in America today. Fearless of all objects
on road; a very fast walker; does not pull or lug
on the bit; oarries his head high; goes straight
and never stumbles; wfli stand Tvben tied and
there is no road too long for him. He Is a good
feeler and a goQd looker at all times, eliher be-
fore or after driving. His speed qualities are
phenomenal. He never saw a race track until
last spring, when he was sent to Mr. Al McDonald
at the track at Pleasanton, who drove him a mile
in 2:32 '-a, last half in 1:08 !£, with only thirty
days' training Mr. McDonald says he will trot
a mile in 2:15 with three months' handling. The
owner of this horse has to go East and has left
the horse, buggy and .harness. in_rharge- of. Mr
Thomas Kinney at the Fashion Stables, who tvill
show the horse or outfit.

THOMAS KINNEY,
Fashion Stables, Ellis St., S. F.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
in a Race.

Is entered at Freano and ready to start.
A high-class Race Horse and a Coming sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.
Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion

2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19$, etc.)
by -Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devoteany time to racing. For runner particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

PARK HORSE FOR SALE.
TTIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COAL BLACK,J-L 15H hands, five years old, weighs 1000 pounds.
Is a very handsome horse, a perfect beauty: fear-
less of all things on the road: has been driven by
a lady. Has lots of speed, but never trained on a
track. Sound and all right. Sire and dam both
registered. Apply to

E. A. GRIGSBY, Napa, Cal.

ABSORBINE
Removes the inflammation- arid

Bunch. Restores the Circulation
in any Bruise orThiekened Tissue,
without blistering, removing the
hair or laying horse up. Pleasant to
use, clean and odorless. $2.00 per
bottle delivered. Book No. 1 free.

ABSORBINE, JR., for mankind,
$1.00 Bottle. Cures Bunions,
Corns, Chilblains, Sprains, Etc.
Quickly. Genuine manufactured
only by

W. F. YOUNO, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street, Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co Langiey &MlchaelsCo.
ejjdlngton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franolsco

JMcMURRAYJ

McMURRAY SULKIES
and JOGGING" CARTS

Standard the World Over.

.»S-Address for printed matter and prices.

W. J. Kenney,
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co

. New York, of Broome StKanfTnian Bnggy Co , Mlamlsbnrg, Ohio
C. S, Caffrey Co., Camden, N J
Connersville Buegy Co , Connersvllle Ind.Watertown Carriage Co., Watertown N. YWalborn & Rlker Pony Vehicles, St. Paris, 6.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone Sonth 1062 SAN FRANCISCO

HIGH CLASS STALLION FOR SALE.

GREAT PETER -« s-"!oi
o,d

Sire, Peter the Great 3:07« by Pilot Medium.
First dam, Jnanita 2:29 (dam or Sinaloa 2-25«1

by Sultan, sire of Stamboul 2:07^, etc
Second dam, Uenlah (dam of Beuzetta 2-065£

Early Bird 2:10 and four more in the list) byHarold, sire of Maud S. 2:08S£ eto
Third dam, Sally B. (dam of Maurine2:13« and

two more in the list) by Lever, thoroughbred
son of the great race horse Lexington.

Great Petes Is a beautiful bay, 15.1 to I5.1J4hands high and one of the handsomest horses In
California. He trotted a mile in 2-21 and half In
1:07 as a three-year-old. He was put to pacing
with the straps this year, and in a few weeks
paced a mile in 2:lltf at Los Angeles, with a
quarter right at 30 seconds. He was then let up
on as he had an attaok of distemper. Is sound
and all right now, and can probably show a mile
in 2:12 to an intending purchaser. Will sell at a
reasonable price or will deal with him in trade
for a first-class trotter. Address

ROBT. A. SMITH,
2124 Park Grove'Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal,

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE.
fTANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD PILLY BYiJ

- Lochlnyar 2:20, he by Director H. 2-27 by
Direotor2:17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223-
second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Empress by Flaxtail; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marion, son of Mambrlno Chief li. This Ally
is well broken, perfectly sound, good galled and
a first-class prospect. For further particulars
address j. d. BLAMEY.

Box 716, Gross Valley, Cal.

Ross McMahon ftM*
Truck, Wagon and Horse Covers, Gamp Furniture, etc.
GOOD WORK. PROMPT SERVICE, or „. ni/rT nT «... -„,„-.„-.reasonable PBicEs. (phone: Bush 858) 35 MARKET ST,, SAN FRANCISCO

50c and
wi.oo a
bottle.

CRAFT'S
DISTEMPER

CURE
Cures Distemper and Coughs. Free booklet

Wells Medicine Co. Sl^rr 13 3d st, Lafayette, Ind,D E. NEWEL!,. General Agent for Pacllio Coast SIO Mission St., San Framlsco. Cal
'

RED BALL BRAND
Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.

Awarded GoldMedal
At California State
Fair 1802.

Every horseownerwno
values hlsstock should
i-onstiintly have a sup-
ply of It on hand, ft
Improves and keeps
stock In the pink of
[oouditura.

riaohattan Food Co
1 253 Folsom St., San Francisco
Ask your grocers or dealers for It.

C. P. KKUTELl, Manager
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THE 8AYW00D STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL

(Property of Jons Pabrott, Esq.)

Pevoted Exclratvely to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY, Manager.

Sitr iEntptr? (Ettg Sfarmii
THE HOME OF

McKINNEY, 8818, 2:11%
The unprecedented World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race

Horse Speed. Fee, $300 until May 1 0th, after which no

bookings will be accepted for less than the advanced fee of $500.

Prince Favorite, 38076,
TRIAL (3) 2:21; HALF IN 1:09; QUARTER IN :34.

Son of The Beau Ideal, 2:15)4, and Princess Chimes dam of

Lady of the Manor, 2:04%. ::::::::::::
This National Horse Show Prize Winner is conceded by many to be

prospectively the finest stallion ever bred at Village Farm. Fee, $ 1 00.

Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No
return privilege, but fees returned if marc- fails to have a colt.

Keep, $2. per week. Our terms are rigidly adhered to in all

" cases and" we cannot accept any deviation from them. : : :

Kindly mention this journal

' when wTitino and address The Empire City Farms,
CUBA,
N. Y.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

If

.
—.,

.

.

....SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
MoSORLEY & HENDERSON. ...Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGUE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Cal

JAS.'.B. CAHPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 4 12 W.riadlson St., CHICAGO ,1LL

|

[nreeleggea fforsef
i-rcuot curiosities by any meaiis. The country is full of them. The
fourth k'K is there all fitiht but it is not worth anything because of a curb,

I

avin "i other like bimch. You can cure the horse of any of these

d nilnii' Hitr found leg under him by the use of

Quitin's Ointment.

ml
HHPFJj&s

t- tried and reliable. When ahorse in cured
iMtbQu Inn 's Ointment ho fttars cured. Mr. E. F.Burhe
ofSprlngfli.Id, Mo., wrilosftH tallows: "I have been
using Qulnn'aOlnlmont lor several years and have ef-

fected many marvelous Cures; it will KO deeper and*
causeless puhithan am- blister I ever used. Thought
it inv duty lor the beni'ilt ot hat-pea tn recommend your
Ointment, lam never without it " Tliisia theceneral _
vi-rdict hrftllwhn privo Oulnn's Ointment a trial. For

(

cnrbs,Bpllnt8t Bpav1oa. wlndpuffR, and al. bunches it ^
Is unefiiiiilfd. Prlco S 1 per bottle at all druggists
or sent by uiuil. Send for circulars, testimonials, &o.

W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

VICTOR VER1LHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGEATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Urove mid linker Streets, Just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Francisco. Always a good roadster on haDd for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and oxerolse park roadsters and prepare horses for
track uso. Ladles can go and return testable 6 not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or cars.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WIfH THE
-

ientralTrustCompan

of California

42 Montgomery: St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Sayings Account

by mail with any sura

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4 .",,' on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SDBE WAT TO WEALTH."

IfoeylicKIt
As tncy want it

COMPRESSED <

"'

PURE-SALT BRICKS
•n PATENT FEEDERS.
jftejhe sane, economical, handy

* way ofsalting animals.
AsH Dealers.

^Write us for Booh.

BEIM0NI5ME5UPPIYG).
PATENTEES-MANUFACTURERS- BRfiOrU.YN,N.Y

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal,

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
nerclal school on the Pacifio Coast. 30,000 gradu-
ates; 80 teachers; TO typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HKALD. President.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERYICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

-Gfc^Eal L0CKE ADD£R
I

The
Modern
Business Necessity *U CAPACITY 999.999.9**

Tliefamnus Cakutatlng Maclilne. Enthusiastically endorsed tlie

world over. Rapid, aecu rite, simple, durable. T«o models: e*-

M,,'. I,. ,,..-, PmM,, !.W!.l. o,IJi.- C .l lilirrf.rnsl.. SI*1 ".'.
I

U.S. WnttlW Fre« Booklet .iivi Special Offer. Agent";

<

C. E. Locke All*;. Co. 106\VotnutSt., Kcnsett, Iowa 4

£0COANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIQS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SDIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

308 California Street, San Francisco, Cal

CALIFORNIA
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California,

The Ideal Route for

TieMM
One day's ride' from San Francisco will ta!

you to some of the finest Trout Streams in t
State. Aiong the- line -and wi4bin easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
In the State. The Company maintains a Fish
Hatchery and annually stocks the many streams
reached by its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year In these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed in Russian

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vacation, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast jeached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1905

Issued annualls by the Company, is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for
information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Select Camping Spots.
Beautifully illustrated, 150 pp. and can be had

tn response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.
General Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., cor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco.

JAS. L FRAZIER,
Gen. iilgr,

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Afit.

PHENOL S0DIQUE
beals

GUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

Man or Beast.

Ke p- handy for emer-

gencies in home
and stable.

Equally good for dogs

and all animals.

If not at your drug-
gists, small size sent
to any address upon
receipt of 10c.

)

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near tbe above corner, and will board and.
train for racing, road use or matinee drivings,
limited number of Irst-class horses at reasonable
rates. Have good looatlon, brand-new stable and
everything first-class. All horses in my care will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 4147.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of tbe Bladder

Cored In 48 Hours.

Mmi
CAP SULES

B

;!

H

;

Superior to Copaiba, Cnbeba or injection

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

,

i

Half Tones and Line Engravim

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. First, San Francisco

I
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tlie-

Grl^AJXTID AJUERICAKT
Held at Iodlaaapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
st on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie),

This was the Only Event Oaring the Entire Grand American, which was won from Bektnd the
16 yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the following:

out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie), S9out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arie (tie), 97 out of 100.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97, 4 of 9 5 and 25 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells-

All of which, merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H, KELLER, Manager.

SHREVE &, BARBER CO.

m
Vlarket St.

iend for

Catalogue

PIONEER DEALERS
521

Kearny St,

Mailorders

a Specialty

IU.NS, ammunition, fishing-tackle and sporting goods
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

YOUR
GUN

OU may need a new one this fall; DO NOT watt until yon want
I f. ORDER NOW. REMEMBER It takts time to make a gnn and
1 lake one RIGHT. We do not care to make on« any other way.
I T yon DON'T know all abont a gnu writ** to us; we may be able
j serve JUST YOfT. We have had over forty years* experience, and it's yours for tht
sklngr. Tell us what you want Write to-day.

2 Warren St., New York City. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn,

Hi

"Billy" Crosby has held the world's
ong run record of 345 straight
since March 31, 1901,

and
low makes another world's record
)f 419 straight WITH HIS SMITH
3-TJN. You can't miss them with
he Smith.
Send for Catalogue.

ITJNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. .Y

EW MODEL

JTOMATIC

£ ECTOR

No. i Lift

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHEB
MAKE COSTING 825 MOKE.

rVe Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

HE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Coast Branch. PHIL B, BEKEART CO.. 114 SeconiTSt., San Francisco

Ballistite Wins!
Both the High Amateur and General Average

AND ALSO THE

Phil B. Bekeart Challenge Trophy-100 Birds-

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won with

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

3J&€!/te
(lubricates properly the sensitive mechanis

J With perfect action the reel never fails a'

. "3 in One" wont gum, dry ^
i acid. " 3 in One " prever

rust on every part, add-
years to the life, and

brightness to the beauty /

i the finest. Good \

for the rod too—preserves
the wood, promoting plia-

bility—protects the metal.

^~V"H"T Good for n&her also—the

\_P [ jj delicate, pleasant odor

keepsoff mosquitos.

Try it. AJ1 dealers. Trial bottle sent free.

Write to

_. W. COLE CO.
J9g Washington Life Bldg.

" v York City

REAL
^REEL

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HEKD-77 premiums, California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETKK 3AXE&SON. Liok House, S. F..Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. Higb-
olass breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at States and county fairs,

show riDg, and every butter contest since 1885 Id

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.

F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOL8TEIN8 AND DUBHAM8.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William NIlea & Co.. I<o*i Angeles
Oal.

VETERINARY.

JDx*. "Wm, F. Egan.
M. R. C. V. S-. F. E. T. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Vetertnar>

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnbun
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonies
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-Presfdent oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital. 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

JF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE |
IN NEWSPAPERS

ANYWHERB AT ANYTIME
Call on or Writs

1

E.C. HAKE'S ADYERTISIHG AGESCI3
124 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 9

AT STUD.
Ch. CUBA OF KpNWOOD

CGIenbeigh Jr.—Stella)

CUBA JR.
(Ch. Cuba of-Kenwood- Florida)

One of the highest class Field Trial winners In
America. Seven wins in nine Trials before he
was two years old.

STOCKDALE

Boarding.
Dogs for sale

KENNELS
K. M. DOIKlE, Manager,

Bafeerafleld, Kern Co.,
Pointer Puppies and well-broken

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under t/iig head one cent per word
•per insertion. Cask to accompany order.

POINTERS

-nOR SALE-THOROUGHBRED POINTERS,
J- six months old; yard broken; not gun shy.
D. E. MARTIN. Llyermore. '

.

COLLIES

rpREMENDOUS BARGAINS IN COLLIES.
-1 Send in order and get the very best at bottom
price. GLEN TANA COLLIE KENNELS. P.
0- Box 1907 Spokane, Wash.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training, Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc.. apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and It is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how u
teach them to perform tricks.

FOB S.UH BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BLAKE, M0FFITT & T0WNE
-DEAIJJKS IN-

65-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

TELEPBONB Main IflJ

CALIFORNIA

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Write for prices.

BKEBOEH AND SPORTSMAN. 06 Ueitfy SlRfl
ana Kruucmoo. Cal



AMMUNITION
The enthusiastic hunter is enthusiastic

about I). M. C. cartridges. The wider

his experience, the louder his praise.

The hunter who has "tried them all"

is now using U. M. G. cartridges, and

recommends them to his friends.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOQ

PACIFIC coast depot:

86-88 FIRST ST.,S.F.

AMMUNITION
No matter what make or model of rifl

you use, U. M. C. cartridges will giv
=

superior results. Buy just the rigli

cartridges for your gun—U. Nl. C. cai|

tridges. Every dealer, city or jountr)

sells U. M. C. ; }

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG.

PACIFIC COAST depot:"

E. E. DRAKE, = v Manager

AxvirvixTisriTioTsr, mi?-xj3S. shotguns
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JUET AT THE ST. I.OOTS EXPOSITION. 1904.

The Official Records Show

that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis. Ind., June 27-30.

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary

Handicap, Consolation Handicap and

the Five Men State Team
Champlonsblpj

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg., 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Average

For the Tournament at Indianapolis

won by

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 298 ex 300, using

New E. G. Improved

"Fred A. Stone Soaresorow Trophy"

which was awarded the

High Professional

•" in the

Gfand Amerioan Handicap

won by

W. G. Hearne

using

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

DAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

Clabrough,

GUNS

Gun Goods
4VSend fox Catalogs*.

Golcher & Go.

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are1 the Brands of

SELBY loaded'/.SHELL*
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
I
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SUBSCBIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR

LOU MILTON

Dam of Lou Dillon 1:58J and Three Moke in the List

This picture 19 fro-n a photograph taken at Santa Rosa Stoek Farm in 1901. The mare Is held by Mr Mart Rollins of Sa
p.c ^ persistent advocacy or tho mare's great .,ualities induced Pierce Dror. lo buy her.

I h Bosa i
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Starting Payments Due
AUGUST 7, 1905.

Pacific Breeders Futurity Stakes

3NTos. Q and 3,
Two-Year-Olds

(FOALS OF 1903)

On Pacers $25

On Trotters $35

Money Divided:

Two-Year-Old Trotters S1250
Two Year-Old Pacers 750
Nominator Dam of Winner Trot 200
Nominator Dam of Wlnuet Face 200

Three-Year-Olds
(FOALS OF 1903)

On Pacers $35

On Trotters $50

Money Divided:

Three-Tear-Old Trotters S2000
Three-Year-Old Pac*-re 1000
Nominator Dam of Winner Trot 200
Nominate) Dam of "Winner Pace 200

Owner of Stallion, sire of Winner of Three-Year-Old Trot, when mare was bred.
.
IS 100

Owner of Stallion, sire of Winner of Three-Tear-Old pace, when mare was bred. . 100

Nominators must designate, when making payments to start, whether the
horse entered is a trotter or a pacer.

Two-Year-Olds that start are not barred from starting again in the
Three-Year-Old divisions.

E. P. HEALD, President. F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,
36 GEARY ST , SAN FRANCISCO.

^ C. 13ro i^rMT" 0F ALL H(J RSE OWNERS
I O r Ln L/E.IM I AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

GampbbIFsHorseFootRem6dy
...SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE &. NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAr^T CO Spokane, Wash
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGUE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
*. Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 4 12 W.iladison St., CHICAGO ,ILL

Quinns Ointment
Will Mzkc A Horse Over;

y, ill pu t sound legs under him and
will save him from the cheap hawker and trader It is the

]

standard cure for Spavius, Curb*. Splints, Wiciipuffs and all

the various lumps and bunches oi
1

like kind. K>cp it always on
hand and you will be prepared when trouble comes. Leading

|

horsemen everywhere know it and use it.

Mr. H. H. Clark, Fredonla. N. T., writes: "Tlie bottle of
Qulnn's Olnlmotit purchased from you about two years apo
it-moved a curb and thornutrrtpin and did it lor good. My
horbe's leg is as smooth as ever."

Price $t.00 per bottle. Sold by all druggists or sent by mail'
Write for circulars, testimonials, etc.

IV. B. EDDY A COMPANY, WHITEHALL, N. Y.

VICTOR YERILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLE

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Orove and Maker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Jr'ark

(Take Hayes, MoAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Francisco. Always a good roadster on band for
Careful and experienced men to care for and exerolse park roadsters and prepare horses for

Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
sale,
track use
or earn,

RED BALL BRAND.

Awarded GoldMedal
AtCnllfornlaState
Fair 1893.

Every horse owner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of It on hand. It
Improves and keeps
stock ln tho pink of
condition.

riaohattan Food Co

1 353 Folsom St., Saw Fraucleoo
Ask your grocere or dealers for it.

Positlvelv Ceres Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
C. P. KIliTliLL, Manager.

TOOMBY
two wheelers;

ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in All Sizes.

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts
(or Team Work on tnth Road

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carts.

Send for latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & CO.
Canal Dover, Ohio, C. S. A.|

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Pole: St.

san franchco, cal.

"Jersey" Cut-Under Truck

This Truck is the result of years of endeavor to produce a wagon that has great
carrying capacity, ample strength without superfluous weight, low

enough to tne ground to minimize the labor of loading.
Can turn short among trees, and can be used on

the roads as well as on the farm.
The "Jersey" is a pronounced success, not only for tbe transportation of fruit,

but as a general purpose dray in villages and small cities.

16-18 DRUMM ST.
dfe OO-

SAN FRANCISCC.
PHONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, Prop

BOARDING AND LIVERY
X530 FELL STREET

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CEHTItL AYE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Doo

'n "nnnfnnliftTi T iniTnnn4 The Ore* 161* 11 Rem
edy Ever Know
For Bad Legs.

It p3netrate« to the seat or trouble at once. It allays fever rrom an
cause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for splints, Curbs. Thorough
pin-. Sweeny. Cupped Hocks, Wind Foils and all Lauienexs froi

Sprains, Ringbone and other bany enlargements. On broken down, wea
and injured tendons, ruptured ligaments Its power is unfailing. Permt
nently cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles, Hocks, Tendon!
or Ligaments, without loss of bair or an hour's let up on the h r.«-e-

PR1CE S2 PEK BUTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt <

price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satl-faction or money refunded,
j

THE F. A. W1LCOXSON REMEDY CO , Tiffin O , U S. A.

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

4
TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandellere

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City— all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

V-

Ross McMahon&
Truck, Wagon anil Horse Covers, Camp Furniture, etc

REASONABLE 1'KICES. (Phone: Bush 858> ub MAKKtl oli, oAN inANCISG

CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CURE
FORMULA OF DR GEO. R. CRAFT

Craft'' Liquid Distemper Cure owes its distinctive value to tbe proportloi

o: Us eontiiinpd Ingredient and the manner of their comb'natlon. All im
tatlons lack the characteristics or the original, and are consequently of i

ferior value. See tbat you get Craft's. Accept no other. Atdruggist
turf goods hou-es, or direct prepaid. Price 50c ana $1 a bottle. Free bookie

Wells Medicine Co. SS^ES 13 3d st, Lafayette, Im
D. E. NEWELL, Geneial Agent for Pacific Coast 519 MlaBlon St., San Francisco, Cal
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BREEDER AKD SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, PROPRIETOR.

Turf and Sporting Authority ot the Pacific Coast.

— OFFICE—

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

Telephone: Black 586.

ering—One Year S3, Six MonthB 81.75, Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVA-NUK.
Money snould be sent by postal order, draft or by registered letter

iddressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco. Cal. ~
Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and

address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guarantee
of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, August 5, 1905

SANTA ROSA is now headquarters for all the

trotters and pacers that are being raced on the

California circuit. All the fast ones are there, in-

cluding Zolock 2:051, tae fastest horse on the Pacific

Coast. Probably the two hundred box stalls at Santa

Rosa Stock Farm track are all filled by this time, as

last Saturday but very few vacant ones were left. On
Wednesday of next week the Sonoma Driving Club

will give a benefit to Willard Zibbell, a good program

of racing being promised for this the initial meeting

of the new club. A more worthy cause could not be

be found for the first attempt of this club at giving a

race meeting, and as tickets have been sold to a great

many people there will be a large attendance. This

benefit will whet the appetites of horsemen for the

splendid program which the Pacific Coast Trotting

Horse Breeders Association will open one week later.

There has been no meeting held on this coast in years

that has been looked forward to with as much inter-

est as this one. The high class of the entries to the

class events, and the known and unknown qualities

of the colts and fillies that will start in the four rich

stakes are subjects of discussion wherever horsemen

are assembled. People are coming from all parts of

the State to attend this meeting at Santa Rosa, and

they will not be disappointed, as the racing is bound

to be good, the tier efast, and the citizens of the town

ready to give all visitors a most hospitable reception.

Santa Rosa is growing very fast, new residences

and business blocks being very numerous. The
climate is one of Santa Rosa's proudest boasts and

sunny days and cool nights are certain. The best

vacation for a lover of horses to take is to visit Santa

Rosa during the Breeders meetiDg which opens

August 16th

THE HORSES belonging to the estate of the late

Michael Pox will be sold at private sale by the

executor whose advertisement appears in another

oolumo of this issue. The list is headed by the well

known Masedo, a winner of the majority of his starts

both at New York and in California. Masedo was one

of the sensational two-year olds of 1903 winning a good

race and running Boxwood to a head in the Laureate

Stake, five furlongs in :59j and defeating Highball,

Greencrest and other good ones. Reseda II the dam
of Masedo will be sold in this lot. She is by Midlo-

thian from Marigold by Luke Blackburn and is in foal

to Orsini a son of Ormonde and Jongleuse. The well

known broodmare Fanny Louise by Darebin-Nellie

Peyton will also be offered. Fanny Louise was a good

race mare herself and is the dam of the well known
stake winners Canmore, Andrisa and Sister Jeanie.

She is a young mare and was bred to St. Carlo this

year and ha9 proved herself to be a producer of high

class race horses.

There are two weanling fillies in the lot one by St.

Carlo from Reseda II and the other by Orsini from

Fanny Louise which should prove good prospeotsif

looks and breeding count for anything. The yearlings

are a bay colt by Kenilworth from EdnaRose adaugh-
ter of Reseda II and a bay filly by Orsini from Fanny
Louise; and one in search of good racing prospects

should not fail to make a bid on these foals as they

are on looks and conformation the beat lot that have

been offered in the local market this season.

WESTCHESTER RACING ASSOCIATION an-

nounces in our business columns this week,

many»8takes to close August loth for its Autumn
Meeting. Belmont Park where these races will be

run is the finest race course in America The stakes

announced are for two-year-olds, three-year-olds, two-

year olds and upwards and three-year-olds and up-

wards, besides weight for age races and several

steeple-chase events. In all the stakes the amount of

added money is large and the subscriptions very
small. A full list of these stakes with conditions will
be found in the advertisement. We would call the at-

tention of all owners and breeders of thoroughbreds to
the statement of the Westchester Racing Association
that the fixed events for now yearlings, to run when
two years old in 1906, when three years old in 1907,

and for foals of 1905 to run in 1908 will be duiy an-

nounced to close September 15th, 1905, viz: in 1906,

The Juvenile, The Fashion, The Eclipse. 1907, The
Withers, The Ladies, The 41st Belmont for now year-
liDgs. 1908, The 42d Belmont for foals of 1905. The
Tenth National Stallion Race of 1904 will close for

stallions at the same time.

Starting payments are due

Next Monday, August 7th, 1905

In the Pacific Breeders' Futurity Stakes

For two and three year olds.

Willard Zibbell Is Married.

The following from the San Francisco Call of

August 1st, will interest all of our readers who have
read of the fearful accident at Fresno on July 12th.

Oakland, July 21—Out of the West there came
toiay a modern Lochin^ar to claim a bride. It was a
twentieth century weddiDg with a vengeance that was
celebrated this afternoon in Oakland when bride,

groom, witnesses and the offlfiatiog knot-tier sallied

forth in an automobile and celebrated the ceremony
in the big touring car on the street corner. Willard
Rush Zibbell and Georgie Kempfer were the contract-

ing parties.

In the large machine with the "chug chug" of the

the wheels for accompaniment, Justice of the Peace
W. R. Geary pronounced the words that united Zib-

bell and his bride. The witnesses who sat in the for-

ward seat with a chauffeur were J. W. Zibbell and
Mrs. Dora Zibbell, the groom's father and mother,

and Miss Ena Zibbell, his sister. The groom is a

horseman of some note, and is a member of the firm

of Zibbell & Son, proprietors of the Zibbell stable, 672

Eleventh avenue, San Francisco. The bride is also a

resident of the city across the bay, whence came the

bridal party in the automobile .today.

The wedding occurred at the corner of Sixth and
Castro streets at 4:30 o'clock. Shortly before that

time Justice Geary was summoned to the County
Clerk's office by a message which announced that his

services would be required at a marriage ceremony.
When the Justice arrived he was introduced to the

automobile party, and was invited to jump in for a

ride. It was explained to Judge Geary that the bride

and groom did not desire to leave the machine, so a

quick run was made to Sixth and Castro streets as a

convenient and quiet spot for the ceremony. Quickly

the event was concluded, and Justice Geary left the

machine, waving adieu to the bridal party as the

autcmobile faded away in the cloud of dust, headed
back for San Francisco.

Around the unique wedding is a touch of unusual

sentiment and pathos. On July 12th Zibbell was in

Fresno with a friend. While walkiDg across the rail-

road track one night they were struck by a train at

the crossing. The friend was killed and Zibbell was
crippled for life. His left arm was cut off, his right

hand was severed and his left leg was cut off. He also

suffered internal injuries which for many days left

him hovering between life and death. The injured

man was nursed back to life by careful and attentive

effort.

The most anxious of all during this time was the

young man's sweetheart, Mrs. Kempfer, to whom he

was engaged to be married. Many days passed before

word was at last given that Zibbell would live

"Who," it was asued, "should have a better right

to care for this unfortunate man than the woman who
was to be his wife?"

It was all talked over among the Zibbells. The
young man was sure he did not want his sweetheart

to make the sacrifice. She, with a loyal heart and in-

sistence that could not be broken, declared she must

take her place at her lover's side as his wife. Oniy in

that capacity could she be his helpmeet iD his hour of

sore need and trial.

So the arguments ran until the plucky woman, like

most of her sisters, had her own way. Then it was a

problem, in view of Zlbbell's condition, to have the

marriage celebrated without undue notice. They de-

cided to come to Oakland, hoping that here it could

be arranged quietly. The family desired to bo present.

A procession of hacks was not wanted, and Zibbell's

condition was such that he cjuld Dot travel in toe

ordinary way by boat and train. The automobile

solved the case. A friend of Mr. Zibbell's kindly

offered the use of his machine.

Without any publicity the Zibbells and the bride

formed the party that hoaded for Oakland this after-

noon. Without delay the trip was made to the Hall
of Records, where thenecessary licenseand the equally
necessary Justice of the Peace were brought into
service. In the brief explanation that was made
while the Justice was on the way to the rendezvous,
he was told that owing to the groom's crippled con-
dition he could not leave the machine. Judge Geary
rapidly made a mental review of the law of the State
of California on the subject of marriage. He could
remembernothingthat prevented him from officiating

in an automobile, so long as the contracting parties
were legally qualified. Without any ado he joined in

the spirit of the occasion • nd sent away the happy
couple with his judicial biessiog.

Sonoma County Driving Club.

The new driving club organized by the horsemen of

Sonoma county has started out right by joining the
National Trotting Association and all matinee and
other racing under the club's auspices will be accord-
ing to rule.

At a meeting held the other evening at Santa Rosa
it was decided to give a benefit on Wednesday of next
week to Willard Zibbell, the unfortunate trainer who
lost his limbs in the awful railroad accident at Fresno
July 12th.

The benefit will take the form of a race meet and
some of the best horses at the track will start on the
occasion and it is hoped that a handsome 6um will be
realized forthe benefit of the unfortunateyoung man.
A Committee on Speed Program was named consist-

ing of F. Wright of Sacramento, John Albertson of

Fresno and W. H. Lumsden of Santa Rosa.
The horsemen are all very enthusiastic over the

meeting. They are all very anxious to do what they
can for Zibbell, and they want the public to assist

them and in return promise an excellent card. Zibbell

is quite well known in Santa Rosa. He resided there
once and so did his parents. The general spirit which

. moves the horsemen in this effort is a very worthy
e. Henry Carlton, secretary of the Sonoma County

Driving Club will take an active part in the arrange-
ments.

Some twenty horses have already been entered to

start. There will be two or three races between
horses owned by members of the Sonoma Driving
Club and all the fastest horses at the track will be

driven exhibition, miles, halves or quarters.

The officers of the new club are P. H. Quinn, Presi-

dent; W. H. Lumsden, Vice-President; L. W. Burris;
Treasurer, and H. A. Carlton, Secretary.

*

Club Racing at Albany, Oregon.

ALBANY, July 29, 1905.
The Independence Driving Club gave a successful

program this afternoon at their balf mile track just
beyond the city limits. Attendance was satisfactory,
weather pleasant and track good. The participants
were mostly local owners and the interest manifested
was on that account all the more keen. No records
were smashed, but the entertainment offered satisfied

the crowd. The harness races were half mile heats,
three in five, with the exception of the "club race"
which was two in three. Small purses, plus a propor-
tion of the gate receipts, were offered. The program
had provided an event for the gallopers, which, how-
ever, was not pulled off. The summaries.

2:30 class, trot or pace.

Del Wilkes, brh by Del Norte (Klrkland) 1 1 1

Zamona, b m by Zombro (Belnap) 2 2 2

Coma, t h by Caution (Scotl) 3 3 3
Time— 1:20, 1:20, I:1S«.

Club race, members named horses, three-year-olds.

Ted R ,
chg by Lovelace. (Ray) 1 1

GoldenBoy, ch g by Coeurd'Alene (Wilulns) 2 e
Hanna, br m by Mark Hanna (Klrkland) 3 3
Golden Flyer, bh by Scarlet Letter (Taylor) 4 4

Time— 1:36'/S. 1:35'..

Road horse raoe.

The Freak brg (unknown) ... (Scott) I 1 1

BlngerHerman.bg (Lovelace and Klrkland) 3 2 2
Neptune bb by Col. Gift (Belnap) 2 3 3

Time—1:25, 1:19V 1:21.

Boys running race, for saddle poDles, Jay won, Hot Tamale
second, Snowliake third; time 59 seconds.

The well known trainer, J. Stetson, with J. M. Kirk-
land of Independence and G. A. Westgate of Albany
acted as judges, D. O. Woodworth and A. Staats hold-
ing the watcheB.

*

A three-year-old standard bred trotting colt is

offered for sale by an advertiser this week that is

worthy ol especial montion, not alone on his individu-
ality, which is superb, but on his pedigree which is

unique inasmuch as he traces four times to that great
thoroughbred mare Fanny G., by imported Margrave,
twice through his sire Iran Alto 2:12} and twice
through bis dam the registered mare Alma Wilks-
wood by Alcantara. The second dam of this colt is

the great broodmare Emma Nutwood dam of Lottery
Ticket 2:19.1 and Pilot Prince 2:2SJ both 2:10 sires, the
former b.iinc the sire of Mush 2:083 and the latter sire

of Nance O'Nell 2:09}. The colts third dam is that
famous old mare Ladv [3mma, record 2:38 on a half
mile track, sired by Black Hawk 7117, bis fourth dam
is by the world's champion trotter at 30 miles, Gen.
Taylor, and the fifth dam the mare Rosalie by Wil-
liamson's Belmont. If there is a better bred son of
Iran Alto 2:12} than this one wo have not heard of
him. Hannibal, as the colt is called should make a
great stock horse as he has tho size and conformation
and will tire speed to a certainty.
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Breeders meeting

Will open at Santa Rosa

One week from next Wednesday.

It will be the greatest meeting held in California

this year. _____
A car load of new MoMurray white enameled sulkies

just received by the Kenney Manufacturing Company,
531 Valencia street.

A sale of high-class, standard-bred stallions, brood
mares, geldings and fillies will be held at Colusa next
Wednesday, August 9th.

Petigru 2:10} is goine 60 well and showing such ex-

treme speed that he may be taken East for the late

fall meetings on the Grand Circuit.

Bids will be opened Monday next for the privileges

of the Breeders meeting at Santa Rosa. The privileges

to be let will be found advertised in our columns to-

day.

Mart Rollin's good gelding Charley Belden by Lyn-
wood W, dam by SilaB Skinner, trotted a mile in 2:16
last Saturday at Santa Rosa and the last quarter was
in 32 seconds.

The new 29-pound Flower City sulky which the San
Francisco Wheel & Novelty Company has just received
is a beauty. Get it to win a race with at Santa Rosa
or the State Fair.

J. O. Gerrity has the string of trotters and pacers
owned by W. A. Clark, Jr. and will drive them in

their races at the New England meetings and later on
the Grand Circuit.

The row of stalls filled with young Sidney Dillons
which Frank Turner has at the Santa Rosa track at-

tract the attention of all visitors to that speed centre.

They are grand looking colts and fillies.

Zolock 2:05} has been bred to about twenty mares
since he started at Los Angeles. He is not only the
fastest entire son of McKinney, but is considered by
many students of pedigree and blood lines to be the
best bred.

C. K. G. Billings drove his pacing team Hontas
Crook and Prince Direct a quarter of a mile against
time at Cleveland track last week and they covered
the distance in 29} seconds. This is the fastest quarter
ever paced by a team.

The dam of Beile Mack 2:04} has foaled a very hand-
some colt by Rey Direct 2:10 It is a natural pacer.
This mare will be bred to Pilot Wilkes thiB season.
Air. Chas Master, who owns her. recently lost a full

brother to Belle Mack.

For a purse of $400 offered for the free-for-all pacers
at Titusville, Pa , last week, there were five starters.
The track is a half mile oval, yet the time of Frank
Yoakum, the winner, was 2:05}, 2:06} and 2:12. The
last heat was in the rain.

Colts and fillies entered in the Occident, Stanford
and Breeders futurity stakes are to be sold at Colusa
on the 9th of August, when Mr. E. C. Peart of that
city disposes of his standard bred stallions, mares,
geldings and Sillies. Here is a chance to buy a future
stake winner at your own price.

The Directors of the State Agricultural Society
have decided to have all livestock to be entered or
raced at the coming State Fair to be examined by
Drs. Charles Keane, J. H. McLean, A. M. McCollum,
C. L Megowan and D. F. Fox before permitting them
upon the Fair grounds.

Alta McDonald gave Excuse No. 69 from Murray
Howe's Excuse Book to account for Sweet Marie's
defeat at Philadelphia. This excuse reads "Track
did not suit her." McDonald, however, overlooked
Murray Howe's foot note which reads "Never use this
one when all the heats are better than 2:12.

"

The three-year-old trotters that start in the Breed-
era Futurity this year will contest for $2300, divided

if, and 10 per cent. First money will be $1150,
and If the owner of the winner was the original nomi-
nator of the colt he will be paid $200 additional. The
owner of the stallion at the time the colt was bred will
get »100

"Smoke Stack" won again with Golden Gate when
he reached Fremont, Nebraska The account of the
race states that it was a 2:40 trot that he started in.

Although the Bay Bird gelding has been pacing in
his previous starts this year, he can go either gait
and as the best time of the Fremont race was 2:25, the
probability is that Brown is starting bim in all races
to wbich he is eligible and has a chance to win.
Golden Gate's pacing record is 2:13} made at Denver
n June, this year.

"Young man, see what hard work will do. The
hoy that cared for the roan filly I raced at Gumbo
Flats, July 4, has opened a public training stable at

Pumpkinville Corners, and already has an even dozen
horses in his string. Six weeks ago he didn't know
what a 'quarter boot" looked like, but now he is the
"real thing."

—

Columbus.

Electro, bay stallion by Sutter 29069, dam the thor-
oughbred mare Buchu by Buchanan, is a two-year-old
of high form ind great promise He is owned by Mr.
E. C. Peart of Colusa, is entered in the Stanford and
Occident stakes of next year, acd will be sold at auc-
tion at Colusa next Wednesday with the rest of Mr.
Peart 's stock.

Zolock will not be entered in the free-for-all pace at
the State Fair. All the horsemen conceded it would
be a walk over for the great son of McKinney and
Henry Delaney shows that he is willing to let others
have a cbance by keeping Zolock out of the race.

Zolock will be driven exhibition miles, however, so
the public will have a chance to see him.

Eighteen horses won heats in 2:10 or better at the
Detroit meeting, and still the racing >vas not con-
sidered sensational. The number of 2:10 performers
is increasing so fast tnat unless a trotter or pacer
6hows he is likely to go two or three heats in that
time he is not considered of class enough to race on
the Grand Circuit.

The Sonoma County Driving Club haB joined the
National Trotting Association and will hold all its

races according to rule. The first meeting of the new
organization will be on Wednesday of next week when
a benefit will be tendered to Willard Zibbell, the un-
fortunate young trainer, so terribly injured in the
recent Fresno railroad accident.

Ed Parker who marked Dictatress2:08|, Rey Direct
2:10 and many other fast ones, has opened a public
training stable at Pleasanton and desires a few more
horses to train. Mr. Parker is one of the most care-
ful men in the business, knows how to get speed out of

colts and teaches them good manners as well aB know-
ing how to gait and balance them. His advertisement
appears in our business columns.

Bought a few years ago for $5 and later sold for $150,
a "scrub" pony broke a world's record in Denver,
July 29th, and now his owner would not take $1500
for him. The world's half-mile mark for polo ponies
was broken at the City Park track by Uncle Sam,
owned by George C. Wood and ridden by Charles G.
Sutton, who weighs 165 pounds. Uncle Sara's time
was :52 2-5. The world's record was :52f.

The celebration to be made by the Native Sons at

Sacramento duriDg fair week will undoubtedly draw
a very large crowd to the Capital City. The exhibit
at the pavilion this year will be under the auspices of
this order and tfill consist of displays of the products
of the various counties in the State. The Agricultural
Society offers $500 for first prize. Admission to the
pavilion will be free during the entire week.

Remember the sale of high-class standard bred
stallions, broodmares, geldings and fillies that is to
take place Wednesday, August 9th, at Colusa, Cali-
fornia. These animals are consigned by Mr. E. C.
Peart, the well known merchant and stock breeder of
Colusa oounty, and some very choice young prospects
are among them. A lot of sulkies, carts and harness
are also to be sold at the same time and place.

Sales of horses in New York and Chicago thus far
this year exceed those of the corresponding period
last season by about 10,000 head in each city. The
increase is remarkable in view of the immense pres-
sure of vast capital to crowd horses out. Motor vehi-
cles are being promoted aa enormous cost to the mak-
ers and users, yet opposition to horses only seems to
emphasize their utility in all industry and commerce.

Fred H. Chase & Co. announce than or about Octo-
ber 12, 1805, tbey wUl sell at auction at Suisun, fifty

head of registered Shorthorn bulls and heifers from
the prize winning Humboldt Herd, property of Rush
& Pierce. Write to their office, 1732 Market street,
San Francisco, for particulars and catalogues.

The New York Club is expending about $250,000 in

remodeling, or rather, rebuilding, its clubhouse in

East Fifty-eighth street. The new riding ring when
completed will be a trifle larger than any other in this
country, with an area of 18.000 square feet. It is to
be 173} feet long and 104 feet wide. To make room
for i high basement stable containing 400 stalls the
level of the ring will be raised ten feet above the
6treet.

The directors of the Kings County Agricultural
Association held a meeting August 1st. and made
many arrangements in regard to the Central Califor-
nia Fair to be held at Hanford in October. There is

much enthusiasm in Kings county over the fair this
year, and an effort will be made to make it the best
fair yet held there. A number of handsome Bilver

cupB have already been donated for the live stcek
department.

The Kings county supervisors have made a va'uable
discovery in making new roads. After the roadway
is thoroughly oiled they cover the oil with straw.
This they claim prevents the oii from adhering to the
wheels and horses' hoofs, but at the same time allows
the vehicles and animals to thoroughly work the oil

into the ground, thus making a smooth roadway with-
out the usual waste of oil by its being carried off on
wheels and horses' hoofs.

Lou Milton, the dam of Lou Dillon 1:581, etc., has a
new representative in the list in her great grand-
daughter Sally Pointer 2:13}, owned by Mr. J. C.
Adams of Phoenix, Arizona. Sally Pointer is by Sky
Pointer, own brother to Star Pointer, and her dam is

Sister, matinee record 2:20 by McKinney, second dam
Aiieen 2:26* by Anteeo, third dam Lou Milton by
Milton Medium. Sally Pointer stands J6.2, weighs
1320 pounds and is one of the largest mares on the
turf.

John Phippen has a mare with a colt at her side
that is a futurity candidate, bred well enough for and
looking to have class enough to win first money.
The mare is Athene by Dexter Prince, dam Athena
by Electioneer, second dam Ashby by Gen. Benton,
third dam the thoroughbred mare Ashland -by Ash-
land. The colt was foaled in April this year and is by
that great racehorse, Kinney Lou 2:07}, son of Mc-
Kinney 2:11}. If there isn't race winning blood in

this colt, there was never one foaled with it in his

veins. McKinney, Dexter Prince, Electioneer and
thotoughbred is the combination.

The Occidental Hotel at Santa Rosa has been en-
larged by a very handsome pressed brick addition
containing 100 rooms ensuite and single. There is

not an inside room in the building, and all are hand-
somely furnished, with bath, hot and cold water,
electric lights, etc. Messrs. Bain and QuiDn, the pro-
prietors, have made The Occidental the finest hotel
north of San Francisco. A new electric elevator of
the most approved pattern has also been installed.
The Occidental will be headquarters for horsemen
during the meeting of the Breeders Association which
opens August 16th.

Who will win the Califorria Stake, $2000, at the
Breeder6 Meeting at Santa Rosa? There were 17
original entries, but probably not more than 6even or
eight will face the starter. On form thus far displayed
the race looks to be between Charley T. by Zombro,
Oro Belmont and Little Babe. There are several
prospective starters, however, that have not made
their appearance at the meetings up to this time, that
may be "the goods." No one can tell just how fast

the race will be trotted, but Morosco's mark of 2:12
last year will probably not be equalled. Field tickets
should be in demand when the race is called.

Mr. Chas. Griffiths' great mare, Bon Bon 2:26, was
about eighteen years old when Bhe died at Pleasanton
in 1903, but as Macbeth said of Lady Macbeth, "she
should have died hereafter." Word comes from the
East that Bon. Bon's colt, Rector by Rect 2:16}, took
a pacing record of 2:10} at Saugus two weeks ago,
giving her three standard performers, the other
two being Bonnie Direct 2:05} and Bonsilene 2:14}.

Rector's sire, Rect, is by Direct 2:05}, out of Lilly
Stanley 2:17}. Bonnie Steinway, son of Steinway and
Bon Bon will be another 2:10 performer to be added to
the list soon, as he worked a mile in 2:08 at Pleasanton
a few weeks ago. Bon Bon's family is destined to be
one of the great ones within a few yearB.

Mr. E. E. SmatherB, who deserted the trotters a
couple of seasons ago and put a great stable of run-
ning horses together, has made arrangements with
the Fasig-Tipton company to dispose at public auc-
tion of his entire racing string. Mr. Smatbers has
been unfortunate in his running venture, it being Baid
that he has lost during the past two seasons $450,000,
outside of the expense of the stable. Mr. Smatbers
does not say that he will again put together a stable
of trotters, but says he will quit the runners for a
time, anyway. When he went over to the runners he
disposed of one of the greatest stables of light harness
horse ever put together by an amateur driver.
Among them was Major Delmar, the champion trot-

ting gelding and winner of the famous Memphis Gold
Cup. _____
A correspondent who was at the Alameda track

last Sunday sends us the following account of a
race held there that day. The race was a match for

$100 a side, made by the well-known and popular road
drivers, W. Grondola an^ Louie Tesio, the former
starting Lady May, and the latter Gypsy. The race
was won by Lady May in straight heats after one of
the best contested races ever seen in Alameda county.
Great interest was taken in the race as the principals
are both popular members of the Oakland Driving
Club. A large crowd, estimated at 2000 people, saw
the sport, many ladies being present. Much money
changed hands, favoriteism being evenly divided.
The judges were the well-known and efficient horse-
men, A. G. Andrews, Harold D. McGill and George
Rafetta. L. Jackson, the old-time driver, acted aB

starter. The race was conducted in a most satis-

factory manner, the heats being fairly and honestly
trotted and the officials receiving high praise on their

prompt and fair decisions.

Jos. Cuicello, the well-known trainer, was the victim
of a peculiar accident last Tuesday evening while on
the ferry steamer Tiburon as she was making her
landing at Tiburon. The steamer was juBt rounding
into the slip when her forward steering-rod broke.
She was beaded straight for the dolphin on the other
side of the slip at the moment, and when the accident
occurred continued her course and jammed her nose
into the dolphin. Tbe force of the impact snapped
the flagpole en her forward end, and a piece fifteen

feet long fell to to the deck below. Cuicello and an-
other passenger for Santa Rosa were struck down by
the piece, and as a result will bear ugly scalp wounds
for some time to come. Both men received immediate
treatment at the hands of Army Surgeon Cummings,
who is stationed a't Angel Island, and who was on the
boat at the time. While their injuries were being
attended, both men missed the last train for their
homes in Santa Rosa. President Foster stayed with
them and offered to send them to Santa Rosa on a
special train, but this offer was declined, the men
saying that they were all right and could spend the
evening in Tiburon as well as not. Cuicello might
have escaped without injury, but he saw that a lady
in front of him was directly in line of the descending
flagpole, and jumped forward in an effort to keep it

from hitting her.
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May Ear), a handsome four-year-old mare is the

most talked about animal at the Lexington track.

The Stock Farm says she is a four-year-old bay mare

by San Mateo 2:13J (son of Simmons 2:28), dam Annie

Earl by Earlmont. In her three-year-old form in

1904 she trotted a trial mile in 2:104, caught by a dozen

watches, and a few days ago stepped the full length

of the Lexington fairgrounds track in 2:09}, driven

bv Mike Bowerman. In working this mile May Earl

trotted tbe last half in 1:014, and the last quarter in

3H seconds Twenty minutes later she was driven a

mi'le in about 2:12, it being her fourth mile that day.

No other four year-old trotter has ever equalled this

work over the Lexington track in July. May Earl

possesses a pure gait and trots on her own courage.

She is owned by John B. Stewart, who also owns her

two-year-old full sister, a good gaited filly that has

already beaten 2:30 in her work.

Guy Fortune has been retired from the racing

ranks and from now out he will shine in the show

ring instead of an the trotting track, says an ex-

change This handsome ohestnut stallion has a trot-

ting record of 2:114, and Scott Hudson was of tbe

ODinion that he was destined for a record of 2:06.

When Hudson broke up his racing stable Guy Fortune

was sent to Ed Geers but the latter did not have a

chance to get acquainted with the trotter before he

was purchased by Lawrence Jones of Louisville. Tbe

latter thinks that Guy Fortune will make the fastest

high stepper in the world. He has lots of action

forward and back and be will need but a few lessons

in order to Bhine in his new role. Guy Fortune is

but another illustration of the fact that the Ameri-

can trotter is the greatest all-round trotter in the

world Many of tbe best blue ribbon winners in the

high stepping show ring classes have been trotters

with records. Unfortunately for the breeders these

horses have too often lost their identity when con-

verted into high steppers, and not infrequently the

hackney has been accorded the credit which right-

fully belonged to the trotter. Horse show enthusiasts

when proclaiming that the trotter is merely a slab-

sided speed marvel should be reminded of the facts in

the case. Speed and beauty go hand and hand with

the up-to-date breeder.

The very fast pacing mare, Little Squaw 2:044, has

joined the double-gaited record brigade. She staried

as a trotter recently at Nevada, Missouri, and won

the race easily, getting a mark of 2:22}.

Dan Patoh 1:56 has made his start as a sire. Sailor

2:174;, a winner in the Gas Belt Circuit, is by the

champion.

On the opening day of the Windsor meeting, George

Ketchum of Toledo, owner of Cresceus, purchased for

George McMillan, Calgary, Northwest Territory, the

sensational pacer Gallagher 2:034, at a price reported

to be in the neighborhood of $10,000. Gallagher will

be shipped to England, where he will be raced in the

stable of Walter Winans.

The Canadian Ice Racing Circuit for next winter

has been organized and an effort will be made to con-

duct the racing on the same lines as the regular sum-

mer meetings are conducted. The circuit members
and dates are: Toronto, December 27th to 28th ;

Orillia,

January 3d to 4th; Port Parry, January 9th to 10th;

Lindsay, January 13th tol4th; Peterborough, January

19th to 20th; Port Hope, January 26th to 27th; Picton,

January 31st to February 1st; Belleville, February 3d

to 4th; Kingston, February 8th to 9th. Ottawa and

Montreal will follow wit"h meetings of longer duration.

Ellamore, three-year-old record 2:294. by Barbnmore,

is one of the most attractive mares driven on the New
York speedway, and at a matinee there last week
trotted a heat in 2:22|. Her second dam is Echora

2:23}, the dam of Direct 2:054.

"Marque" says a very curious feature of the three-

heat plan in vogue at Detroit is the fact that a horse

can win two heats of a race, thus getting two-thirds

of first money and by being shut out in the third heat

lose the race and with it the pool money. If a driver

has an incentive to cheat this plan puts a marked pack

of cards in his hands and encourages him to use it.

It's a case of getting the money coming and going.

For instance: A is sold favorite for the race and,

after winning the first heat, is a more pronounced

favorite than ever. His managers buy all the fields

against him but play him in the books to win the

second heat. He wins the second heat and then his

managers find it possible to buy the field against him
for a song. He makes a break and gets shut out in the

third heat, thus making it impossible, under the con-

ditions of the race, to win the money bet on the result

of the race. The consequence is that he has won two-

thirds of first money; won all the money bet on him
to win the first and second heats and yet has lost the

race.

Chas. C. Woodmansee, aged 30 years, son of the

well-known Minneapolis horseman, Daniel W. Wood-
mansee, fell from a wharf at San Diego last Sunday
while fishing, and was drowned.

Mr. A. B. Spreckels is in New York, where on the

30th inst. his annual consignment of thoroughbred
yearlings from his Napa Stock Farm will be sold at

public auction by the Fasig-Tipton Company. There
are eighteen head in this consignment by im-

ported Solitaire II and Marius II, and several others

by Imported Crighton, imported The Judge, imported
St. Symphorien and the well known horse Libertine.

While last year's consignment from this farm was an

especially fine lot of yearlings, the youngsters that

Superintendent Geo. W. Berry will take over this

year are said by those who have seen them to be the

best and highest class lot of yearlings ever bred on a

California Stock Farm.

Angle, the winner of the Merchants' and Manu-
facturers' Stake at Detroit, was bred in Lexington by
Dr. O. J. Phelps. Her wonderful performance again
repudiates the often advanced theorp that the first
foal will be worthless Angle is the fi"rst foal of Lena
Rivers, by Gambonita, a son of Gambetta Wilkes.
Lena Rivers did not race, but was one of the most
beautiful show and buggy mares ever seen around
Lexington. She also had a world of speed, for her
owner, Dr. Phelps, has often been heard to say that
Lena Rivers could step a mile to a buggy along the
turnpike from 2:27 to 2:30. Angle is by Axtell, one of
the highest priced t'-olting stallions ever sold. She
was developed at the Kentucky Trotting Horse Breed-
ers Association track in the hands of Mike and George
Bowerman and later in the hands of W. F. Freeman,
She was bought from Bowerman Bros, by Mr. Free-
man the summer she was a three-year-old for a short
price. Later in the year she worked a mile in 2:15.
the half in 1:03} and the quarter in 30} seconds. As a
four-year-old she worked a mile in 2:10 and behind
the wind shield a mile in 2:06}. The fall Angle was a
four year-old Mr. Freeman sold her to Calvin Morris,
of Cleveland, for $15,000.—Kentucky Farmer.

A Great Mile for Derbertha.

There is sometimes a great difference between
theory and fact. According to the trotting instinct
theorists the world's record-breaking trotters of to-
day should be those which inherit the most trotting
instinct and the least running blood, through the
near ancestors of both sire and dam. There are
thousands of trotting stallions whose dams were much
more strongly bred in trotting lines than was the dam
of Sidney Dillon, yet he sired the world's champion
trotter, Lou Dillon 1:584. There were thousands
whose dams had much more trotting inheritance than
did the dam of Directum 2:05}, yet he holds the
world's champion record for four-year-old trotters,
Speed ability is just as essential to record-breaking
trotters as is trotting instinct.

—

American Horse
Breeder.

With the fad for automobiles at high-water mark it

is rather surprising that the carriage builders of New
York should be experiencing one of the best summer
seasons they have known in five years. Such is the
report from nearly every house in the trade, however.
As showing the improvement in business since last

year one of the oldest builders of high-grade work in
New York says their deliveries to July 15 were only
12 short of the entire number of carriages sold by
them in 1904. Not only is the demand for carriages
healthy, but the sales of horses in New York and
Chicago thus far this year exceed those of the corre-
sponding period last season by about 10,000 head in

each city. The increase is remarkable in view of the
immense pressure of vast capital to crowd horses out.
Motor vehicles are being promoted at enormous cost
to the makers and users, yet opposition to horses
only seems to emphasize their utility in all industry
and commerce.

—

New York Herald.

One of the three-year-old trotters being talked
about at Cleveland is Carrie McKerron, a daughter of

John A. McKerron 2:04} and Carrie Onward 2:144.

The show horse and the speed horse are not so far

apart as some imagine, especially if they are bred in

trotting lines. Some time ago John Stewart, the
dealer of Lexington, Ky , bought for show purposes a
very handsome bay horse by Bow Bells 2:19}, dam
Belle Cassett 2:13}, and a few days ago it was dis-

covered that in addition to being a show horse and a

high actor he is also gifted with speed. The first time
he was asked to trot a mile he turned the trick in 2:50;

the second time in 2:40, and the third time he stepped
the distance in 2:284, the last quarter in 35 seconds.

The Japanese government, through B. Hirosawa
and T. Hayashi of Tokio, and H Murai of London,
have closed a deal in this country for stock valued at

$110,000, and the horses will go forward on their long
journey to tbe island Empire about August 1st, start-

ing from the Ideal Stock Farm at Ease Aurora, writes

Frank B. Smith in Horse World- The purchase in-

cludes 17 thoroughbred racers, 11 trotting-bred stal-

lions, 2 hackney fillies and 4 hackney stallions. The
34 animals thus averaged about $3235 apiece, and
the sale is regarded as one of the most important
transactions in the history of the breeding industry.

Superintendent John Bradburn of the Ideal Stock
Farm conducted the negotiations for the sellers, while

the Japanese had tbe invaluable experience of John
Mackay, manager of the famous El Paso Stable ot J.

B. Haggin, in their selections, beside a veterinary

surgeon. The animals will go from Buffalo to the

Pacific Coast in three special cars on an express train

schedule. Three careful trainers will be in charge
and when the long voyage over the Pacific iB begun,

they will accompany the horses until they are de-

livered in Japan, when they will return home. Their
expenses both ways and the usual rate of wages, will

be paid by the Mikado's government, in order that

the horses may arrive in their new homes in the best

possible condition. The deal was facilitated by the

fact that the Ideal Farm was formerly known as the

Village Farm, and some four years ago the Hamllns
sold the Japanese a carload of horses whloh proved

so satisfactory that they sought another and a larger

consignment from the same breeders. It is believed

that when the price paid for the animals is added to

the amounts expended in bringing them to Japan,

and the disbursements for wages and expenses are

also included, that the total cost of each animal will

far exceed that of any other similar purchase ever

made for a foreign government. Mr. Hirosawa, who
has been in Buffalo for several weeks, is authority for

the statement that the animals will be used solely to

improve the breed of the native horses, and that there

will be other purchases made in the United States,

but no more in the vicinity of Buffalo. The three

representatives of Japan will now journey to Europe,

and attend the convention of veterinary surgeons held

at BudaPesth in August.

Pleasanton, July 23, 1905.

One of the greatest miles ever seen at the Pleasan-
ton race track was driven by Farmer Bunch behind
Derbertha, full sister to Don Derby 2:04}, Diablo 2:09},
Oywho 2:094, etc. The Farmer had noised it around
that he could drive her a mile in 2:10 or better.
There were a few that doubted it so the Farmer said
he would show them, so quite a crowd assembled at
the Judge's stand to watch the performance. I will
give you the mileB just as she paced them. The mare
was brought on the track and warmed up a mile in

2:30, the second mile was in 2:24, la6t half in 1:08, the
third mile was in 2:19, thelast half in 1:04, last quarter
in 30 seconds. The Farmer then told the boys he
would be ready in twenty minutes to make the trial.

A runner was brought out this time aDd after scoring
three or four time? they were given the word. Der-
bertha paced the first quarter in 33 seconds, the half

in 1:05} and the three-quarters in 1:38}. In comiDg
in to the stretch she made a disastrous break and
finished the mile in 2:12}. Every body thought
Bunch wouldn't try again but the Farmer said he
would be back in twenty minutes so all waited.
Hardly any thought she would go in 2:10 let alone
beating it. She scored two or three times and was
given the word. She went the first quarter in 32 sec-
onds, to the half in 1:04, three quarters in 1:364 and
the mile in 2:07}.

The mile was timed by Mr. Griffith, Dr. Boucher
George A. Kelley, Mr. Ronan, Billy De Ryder and
sjyeral others, so there is no mistake but what the
time is correct. Some had it a little faster. Thi8

equals the track record held by Anaconda and Search-
light. Searchlight was driven by the late Thomas
Keating and Anaconda was driven by the late Johnny
Blue, and both horses had records better than 2:05

when they did it, and it waB done in the winter time,

when the track is supposed to be faster than it is now.
Last year on the 27th of July at our race meeting,
Billy Red paced the fastest mile of the meeting 2:124

and Tom Carneal took a record of 2:13. They went
to Santa Rosa and Billy Red forced Tom Carneal to

pace in 2:08} his present record and Billy Red took a

record of 2:10. So you see that the Pleasanton track
is not the fastest track in the summer time. Every-
body agreed that if Derbertha was taken to Santa
Rosa and started that she would go a mile in 2:05 or

better. Derbertha wears no rigging of any kind
,
goes

with alow head, wears a 10-ounce shoe in front and
64-ounces behind, a pair of heel boots in front and
coronet boots behind. She Is six years old and about
15.2 hands high, will weigh about 1075, in color is a

dark chestnut. A lady can drive her any place. She
is the property of Robert Niles, of Eureka, Humboldt
county. She is the first purchase he ever made in

the race horse line and he is to be congratulated on
owning such a great mare. Mr. Niles also owns the

dam of Lady Waldstein and she is the dam of that

sensational pacing colt at Los Angeles which paced a

miie in 2:074 last year. He is by a son of Direct. I

heard Mr. Salisbury say if they would drive him a

mile that fast and let him time him, he would give

$10,000 for him. Mr. Niles owns a full sister and full

brother to Lady Waldstein, and a filly by Lecco
2:09} out of the old mare, so it looks like he was
starting in the business in the right way. Mr. Niles

expects to race Derbertha down the Grand Circuit

next year and I hops she will be another Sweet Marie,

and she surely looks it now. She will be given slow

work for a while and then let up on until next winter

when she will be prepared for the big events over

East. Rail Bird.

What They Think of the Breeders Ass'n.

The following is from an editoral in the Fresno

Democrat: Fresno enjoyed laBt week four days of

extraordinary and honest horse racing. That race

meet of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'

Association with its results attracted the notice of

horsemen all over the country and therefore it proved

one of the best advertisements that Fresno could

posBibly have had. But aside from thiB consideration,

.there was another feature which has not been given

the public notice It deserves. That is that some of

the best California bred race horses were assembled

for the Fresno meet, that extraordinary good racing

was the result with fast time and broken track recoi ds;

that every horse entered In a race was run for all the

speed that was in him and that the sport was con-

ducted by gentlemen In a gentlemanly fashion for tbe

entertainment of gentlemen and ladles and unattended

by the gambling accompaniments, whloh unfortu-

nately have done so muoh to bring the turf into dis-

repute. The Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'

Association is one factor to elevate honest horse rao-

ing as a sport fit for kings and to Fresno, which last

week it visited for the second time In its career, It

will ever be weloome.
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SWEET MARIE 2:04 3-4

Owned by Wm. Garland of L03 Angeles. Driven by Alta McDonald of New York.

Sweet Marie Beats Tiverton.

"Money makes the mare go," according to the old

proverb, and perhaps Sweet Marie will not do her

level best unless the money is at the wire. At Phil-

adelphia two weeks ago when she and Tiverton met,

they raced for a share of the gate receipts. There
was not a very large crowd present and Sweet Marie

refused to trot her best, making disastrous breaks in

every heat. Like a petted prima donna that refuses

to warble her best notes to a small house, Sweet Marie

perhaps took a look at the grand stand and concluded

that she would not show her fastest gait for such a

small return, and let Tiverton walk away with the

race while she indulged in a few ''jimmies" and

objected to being d riven so hard for such a small sum.

There was $5000 up at Readville Thursday, how-
ever,and McKinney's daughter shook her locks, cast

her eye at the big bag of gold and says "Here's where
I will 6how you whether Tiverton can beat me a two-

in*three or any other old race." So she went at him
the first heat and made his driver hustle to beat hei

half a length. In the second heat she began to trot

her best a little sooner and when the stretch was
reached she had Tiverton extended to bis utmos. and
beat him a neck. He was tired then, and when she

collared him on the third heat, Tiverton was game as

a pebble but at the distance post was "all in" and
she jogged to the wire a length in front of him. We
will let the Associated Press tell the story of the race.

Readville, Mass., Aug. 3—California and New
York met today at Readville track, and when the

contest of the spetd ended the honors were awarded
to the Pacific slope. Id one of the finest speed con-

tests ever 6een on any race course, Sweet Marie
defeated Tiverton two out of three heats, thereby
winning for her owner, William Garland, of Los
Angeles, a purse of 85000.

It was 2:30 when Alia McDonald, behind Sweet
Marie, and John Howell with Tiverton, appeared for

the first heat, the latter getting the pole on thetosp,

After two preliminary scores all was In readiness, and
the first time down they got the word, with Tlvertoa

a saddle girth In the lead. This advantage he In-

creased until he swung down the stretch for home,
when Sweet Marie reached his wheel, but the gelding

won handily by half a length. Sweet Marie was
under a hard drive. The time 2:05} was the trotting

record of the year, beating that of Dr. Strong at
Detroit last week by half a second.

In the second heat. McDonald had Sweet Marie
right on her stride and went away with Tiverton at a

whirlwind gait. For a few strides the mare showed in

front and then the gelding forged ahead, leading at

the quarter by a length. This time McDonald made
his dr tve earlier, reaching Tiverton at the three-

quarters. From there to the wire was witnessed one

of the most desperate finishes ever seen on a track.

The 6000 spectators in the grandstand were aroused to

the highest pitch of excitement, and when Sweet

Marie flashed under the wire a winner by a neck the

applause was deafening and continued until the driver

had dismounted and weighed in. Time—2:04}.

In the third and final heat Tiverton rushed to the

front, but Sweet Marie yoked him on the lower turn

Howell pushed Tiverton to the distance post. Then
he realized that he was beaten and considerably eased

his horse, the mare jogging home a winner by an open

length. Time—2:06}.

The time of the three heats was, with the exception

of the Cresceus-The Abbot race at Brighton Beach,

the fastest ever trotted. In the opinion of experienced

horsemen the time made today was superior, as The
Abbot was withdrawn after the second heat and Cres-

ceus went the mile accompanied by a runner for a

pacemaker. Summary:
Match race, trotting, purse $5000.

Sweet Marie, b m by McKinney (McDonald) 2 1 1

Tiverton, bg by Galileo Rex (Howell) 1 2 2

Time by quarters-
First heat :32 1:03!* 1:31X 2:054
Second heat... :3i;v i : oav< 1:3SS< 2:01ii
Third heat....:S2 1:034 1:34)4 a:C6i£

Delmar 1:59}, has charge of Sweet Marie, assisted by
Ed Brown, alias Tug Wilson. George Wenlock is

looking after Tiverton. He formerly had charge of

Louise Mc. 2:09}, Senator Mills 2:12} and Eddie Lock-
wood's string.

—

Horse Review.

How the Rivals Are Rigged.

Rigged for her races Sweet Marie will pull a 29-

pound Flower City sulky painted while with gold

6trlpes—the Garland colors. She will wear knee, shin

and quarter boots front, shin and coronet scalpers

behind, with eight-ounce shoes front and 4} plates

behind, with a two-ounce toe weight. All her traps

are whlte-and-gold striped.

Tiverton wears nearly all the traps used tor a

trotter. On his front legs be Is rigged with knee,

front shin, arm and quarter boots, behind with shin,

coronet, scalpers and hock boots. He wears nine-

ounce shoes front, with a three-ounce toe weight and

six-ounce shoe behind. He will pull a 32-pound

Decker sulky. He is also rigged with a Tiverton rod

and tongue strap.
Frank Upton, who went down the line with Major

Winners of the Two Big Stakes.

George Saunders is the fifteenth driver to win the

M. & M. The following is acomplete list of the drivers

who have won this classic in the order named:
H. A. Hills, with Hendryx 2:18}; Bob Stewart, with

Walter E. 2:18}; George Spear, with Temple Bar
2:17}; John Pickett, with Nightingale 2:171; John
Goldsmith, with Siva 2:13}; Robert J. Brawley. with

J. M. D. 2:15}; J. C. Chandler and Ed. F. Geers, with

The Corporal 2:13}; Joe Rea, with Emma Offut 2:12};

W. O. Foote, with Rilma 2:11}; John Kelly, with Di-

rectum Kelly 2:1IJ; George Spear, with Royal Baron
2:10}; Ed. F. Geers, with Lidy Geraldine 2:14}; Tom
Marsh, with Eleata 2:0S}; Scott Hudsoo, with Rhyth-
mic 2:115; Dick Wilson, with John Taylor 2:iojj Ed.

F. Geers, with Stanley Dillon 2:11}; George SaunderB,

with Angle, best time, 2: 10}; best time for winner, 2:11.

It will be seen by the above record, running from
1889 to include 1905, a period of sixteen years of]

marvelous speed development, that 2:10 has only been:

beaten once.

The following list of winners for the last ten yea:

of the C. of C. may also be of interest:

George Starr, with Planet 2:12; D. Raybould, withi

Milton S. 2:08}; D. Wilson, with Split Silk 2:0E}; H,

Sanders, with Shade On 2.09; M. E. McHenry, withi

Bonnie Direct 2:10}; Ed Lockwood, with Star Pughi

2:09}; Ed. Geers, with Direct Hal 2:06}; John Hussey,!

Elastic Pointer 2:0"}; Ed Geers, with Baron Gratt&nj

2:06}; Ed. Geers, with Wa-her Direct 2:05}.

How to Cure Distemper, Coughs, EtCi

Our readers who have ever had an epidemic of distemper
among horses will realize that a remedy that boih prevents and
oureB 'he disease is Invaluable. The experience of thousands ol
practical horsemen has proved that there Is such a remeay, and
this 1 j fortinea by the positive guarantee 1 f the manufacturers to
refund the money lr the remedy falls, We ask our readers to

peruse the advertisement of Craft's Distemper and Couch Cure 10
this issue, not cnly because knowledge of the remedy may save
their RKCk. but aleo because they ought to send for the pamphlet
offered free, entitled "Veterinary Pointers " It gives talusble
general Information and explains how epidemic and catarrhal
diseases of stock, etc. may be easily cured Write the Wells
the Welle Medicine Co., 13 Third St., Lafayette, Ind., for It.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet.
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GRAND CIRCUIT IN BAD SHAPE.

Rain Spoils Close of Detroit Meeting and Cleve-

land Declares Its Races Off.

The last two days of the Detroit Grand Circuit

meeting gave promise of some very high-class raciog,

but a heavy rainstorm upset all calculations on Fri-

day, necessitating the postponement of the finish of

several events until Saturday, when a continuation of

the downpour compelled the association to declare all

races finished as they stood with the exception of the

M. & M. Consolation Stake which was by unanimous

consent postponed until Monday at the Cleveland

track.

Just before the races were to bsgin at Cleveland, on

Monday, Mayor Tom Johnson issued a proclamation

stating that pool selling would not be permitted at

the track. This announcement, coming at the last

moment, created consternation among horsemen and

the members of the Cleveland Driving Park Associa-

tion. At the meeting of the Grand Circuit last year

pool selling was prevented by the authorities at Gl<m-

ville with a resulting great loss to the Drivirg Park

Association. When Glenville was annexed to Cleve-

land it was hoped that pool selling would be per-

mitted, although no announcement to that effect could

be obtained from Mayor Johnson.

Early on Monday, Chief Kohler of the local Police

Department, acting under direction of Mayor John-

son, called upon Secretary Dietrich of the Driving

Park Association and informed him that pool selling

would not be permitted. A meetirg of the officers of

the pacer's position, being second in the two remain-
ing heats.

The 2:11 pace was the last race of the day, first

money going to the East View Farm mare Josie, who
barely saved herd isianceintbefirst heat by phenom-
enal speed after making a bad break going round the
first turn. The summaries:

Trotting. 2: 15 class, purse $1500.

Glenwood M , br h by Bobby Burns (Graham) 1 1 1

Turlty.brg (Geers) 2 2 2
Jim Fenton, brg (McDeirnott) 3 4 3
Thorn Boy, grg (Patterson) 4 3 4
JoeN.olkg (D. McDonald) 6 5 5
Mamie H., b m (De Ryder) 5 6 7
Marnoy.rog (Brown) 7 7 6
AustiotIoy.bg (Valentine) ds
Silver Ore. grg (Slewarl) ds
B-lladi,bm (Rutherford) ds
Mary Celeste, bile m (J'.inioo) ds

Time—2:08)1, 2:10Ji, 2:095*.

Pacing, 2:24 class. Chamber of Commerce Consolation stakes,
$1000.

Hal C.chgbyHal Dillard (Geers) 1 1 4
Bonnie Wilkes, ch m by Fred Wilkes (Howard) 2 3 1

Albuta. blkg (Walker and Curry) 3 2 2
Druid Vixson. br m (S So'deri 4 4 4

Bystander, b g (Wheal) ds

Time—2:10H. 2:10, 2:10

Pacing, 2:11 class purse $1500.

Josie, b m by Glenelg - (De Ryder) 9 1 1

Peruna, b g by Norbells (Murphy) 1 2 3

Irish Jack, brg (Stanley) 2 4 2
Lady Bell Brook, brm.... (Snider) 3 6 4
Lady Moler, b m (Valentine) 7 3 2

Florodora. br m (McGuire) 4 5 5

BillyJ.bg (SteDee) 5 8 7

ChristiDa Simmons, blkm (Snider) 6 7 6

JlmKyle.bh (Castlej 8 ds

Time—2:09if, 2:09j<, 2:08J*.

FRIDAY AT DETROIT.

After two heats had been decided in each of the

three races scheduled for the day, a long continued

ZEPHYR 2:11 by ZOMBRO
Winner at Windsor and Detroit

stake of the M. & M. was by consent postponed until

Monday at Cleveland, where Miss-in-Law won the
final heat and the money, with Gttswuy second. The
summaries of the races of Friday, at Detroit, and of
the M. & M. Consolation, U\o heats of which were at
Detroit and one at Cleveland are as follows:

Pacing, 2:C6 class, purse $1500.

Baron Gratton.bg by Gratlon, dam by Damo Leon. .(Geers) 3 I
Winoeld Straiten, b h by Sara way, dan. Blue Pearl
„., ;;;;; (McGuire) 1
Riley B.,bikh .Snow 5
Hazel Patch, blk h (Flack) 2 7
Anldrosis. ch g '

. ( A,len> 4 3
tcstalics.bm, iLang) 6 5
CaplalnSphynx.bg (Saunders) 7 6

•rime-2:lla;i,2:05x.

Trotting, 2:24 class, M.& M. Consolation, purse $2C00
Miss-in-Law, brm by Poncede Leon, dam Myla.iTracey) 1 I 1

Getaway. chg (Helnian) 2 3 2
Emily Letcher, bm (Benson) 3 2 3

Time—2:13X, 2:14(4, 2:11*.

Trotting. 2:10 class, purse $1500.

Zephyr, bm by Zombro, dam Gazelle (Geers) 1 2
NormanB .blkg by Phallas. dam by Snlngert. (McCarthy) 3 1
Brownie Wilton, bh (Saunders) 2 3

Time—2:12, 2:12V

the association was immediately called, and it was

decided to finish the Merchants and Manufacturers

Consolation race, which was unfinished at Detroit,

and then abandon the meeting. This was done and

all gate admission fees were refunded, together with

the entrance fees of horsemen. It was at first in-

tended to transfer the races to Buffalo, but telegraph

inquiry revealed the fact that Buffalo would not per-

mit the transfer because of interference with the

regular race week there. The horsemen, therefore,

scattered, some of them going to Buffalo and else-

where, and some of them remaining at Glenville to

work out.

THURSDAY AT DETROIT.

The first race on the program was the 2:15 trot, for

which eleven horses scored for the word. Glenwood

M., a brown horse by Bobby Burns, was the favorite

in this event, and won all the way in each of the three

heats, although Geers made the hottest kind of a

drive with Turley at the finish of every mile and was

second in each heat. The time was fast, and the

raoe Btamps Glenwood M as a good one that will be

able to give some of the 2:06 trotters a raoe a little

later in the season.

The Chamber of Commerce Consolation, with five

•tarters, went to Hal C, who won the first two heats,

Bonnie Wilkes getting the third. Br n Walker drove

Albuta In the first heat of this race, but the judges

did not like the way he handled the gelding and took

him out the sulky, substituting Curry, who improved

shower prevented any more racing and the final heats

of these races went over. Two of the fields were

small but the 2:06 pace furnished excitement enough

for two Tlays' racing In the opening heat of this race

Hazel Patch piloted a bunch of fast ones to the dis-

tance stand, with Baron Gratton and Win field Stratton

alternating in forcing the pace. Right in front of the

stand Hazel Patch swerved a little and Stratton won

by inches only, with Baron almost even with Hazel.

A bad drive of Lang, behind Ecstatic, called for the

attention of the judges, and they declared all bets off.

The second heat was a wonderful race all the way,

heads separating the four in front. Baron Gratton

won by one stride over Riley B , while the rest of the

bunch were in almost a straight line across the track

at Riley's neck. It was the best finish of the meeting.

The M. and M. Consolation saw Getaway, a bad

performer, as favorite. He broke twice badly, but

made a bruising finish with Mi6S-in-Law. In the

seonnd heat Miss-ln-Law led all the way by an open

length, Getaway breaking so badly that he narrowly

escaped the flag.

The first heat of the 2:10 trot was eaBy for Zephyr,

and the seoond heat was equally eaBy for Norman B.,

owing to Zephyr's bad break.

NO RACING SATCHDAY.

Rain fell again on Saturday, preventing any racing

whatever and the association deoided to settle the 2:06

paoe and 2:10 trot according to the standing of the

horses the day before. The finish of the Consolation

Wild Horses May Be Shot in Colorado.

Stockmen of Routt and Rio Blanco counties, in the
Western part of Colorado, for several years have
been trying to get rid of a big band of wild horses
that inhabit the extreme northwestern part of the
State and are the cause of endless trouble, says the
Denver Record-Stockman. It is claimed that there
are at least 4000 head in the numerous bands that

roam that section, and every horse that once gets

loose adds to the number. It is claimed that mares
even break away from fenced pastures when the call

of the' wild comes from the stallion leading one of

these bands, and once they get in one of these wild

bunches they are hopelessly lost :<nd become as wild

as the worst of them.

Efforts to round up these horses have resulted In a

few hundred being captured, but it is claimed the

herds are increasing notwithstanding these efforts.

A number of big stockmen in the western part of the

State have had so many losses that they are openly

advocating that these wild horses be killed off and
that a hunt be organized to have them shot, as the

only practicable method of ridding that section of

this constant menace. Indeed, it is claimed that

several outfits have already instructed their men to

shoot these horses wherever found. The new stoci

association organized at Hayden last week has under
consideration the matter of asking the State board of

stock inspection commissioners for permission to

organize a general hunt to wage a war of extermina-

tion on these animals. Speaking of the matter, Mr.
McCrillis, secretary of the board, said:

"While the board would be very glad to see these

wild horses captured or destroyed, they would natur-

ally hesitate about giving such a wild license to

slaughter them for fear that It might be the cause of

other hoi ses being shot. There is one plan, however,

that might produce results, and that is to kill off the

stallions. These wild horses are divided into small

bands of mares, each led by a stallion. If the stallions

could be killed off I believe that the mares could be

rounded up more readily and as breeding would thus

be stopped to a large extent, there would be a chance

to soon get rid of the nuisance. I believe the board

would be willing to grant that much of authority at

least."

It is probable that the matter will be brought to

the official attention of the board very shortly.

Peter C. Kellogg Dead.

Peter C. Kellogg, known all over the United States

as an auctioneer of trotting bred horses and Jersey

cattle, and to every reader of journals devoted to

livestock breeding by his nom deplume of '"Hark

Comstock," died at his summer home, Montclaire,

New Jersey, July 24th, aged 64 years. Peter C.

Kellogg was one of the greatest writers on the breed-

ing of harness horses that ever wielded a pen. He
wrote common sense instead of theory and had the

ability to "hold fast that which Is good" and discard

everything else in the way of evidence.

He was the originator of combination sales of fine

horses, introducing the system among breeders in

New York about thirty years ago, when he conducted

an auction in which A. B. Darling, of the Fifth Avenue

Hotel, received 810,000 for the trotting stallion,

Kentucky Prince. Mr. Kellogg In the ensuing fifteen

years eold trotterB aggregating In value several

millions of dollars. He obtained from E. H. Harrlman

a bid of 841,000 for Stamboul, from MarcuB Daly a

bid of 826,000 for Mascot, an untried two-year-old

trotter, and from J. H. ShulUa bid of 88500 for Baron

Rose, a yearling trotter. Commissions on his Bales

made Mr. Kellogg wealthy.

The death of Peter C. Kellogg la a dlstlDot loss to

the entire country and particular]} to turf journalism.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

Coming Events.

Rod.
April I-Sept. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season for taking steel-

iest! In tidewater.

April l-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawfish.

April 1-Nov. J—Trout season open.

June 1-Jan. 1 —Open season for black bass.

-Saturday Fly-Casting Contest No. 10. Stow lake. 2:30

p. m.
Aug. 27—Sunday Fly Casting Contest Xo. 10. Stow lake, 10 a.m.

Sept. I0-Oct. IS -Closf season in tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for catcning salmon.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. l-Sept. l—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide
water.

Gud.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and
tage ben.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April 1-Oct. 15—Close season for English snipe.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Aug 1-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Aug Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue recks. Every Sunday.

Aug 6—Golden Ga;e Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Aug. 6—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.
Aug, 6, 20—Petaluma Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kenilworth Park

t

Aug. 6, 20—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View.
Cal.

Aug. 13—California Wing Club. Live pigeons. Ingleside.

Aug. 13—Open to all blue rock shoot. Hunters' Inn, San Leandro.

Aug. :3, 27—Fish and Game Gun Club. Blue rocks. San Jose.

Aug. 13. 27—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rocks.

Aug. 13, 27—Vallejo Gun Club. Blue rocks. Flosden Station.

Aug. 20—Union Gun Club. Bine rocks. Ingleside.

Aug. 27—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Ang. 27—Lincoln Gun Club. Live birds. Reclamation Station-

Au?. 29, 30—Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks.
Denver. Col-

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks.
Alameda Junction.

Sept. 15, 16, 17—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of
S. F. Trapsbooting Assn., A. M. Shields, Secretary
Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs, Butte

county. H. Haselbusch, manager.
Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Biggs Gun Club. Two-day blue rock tournament.

B'ggs, Cal.
Bench Shows.

Aug. 15, 18—Orange County Agricultural Society. Middletown-
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug. 23, 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show in New York City. A. A. Vanderbllt, Secretary.

Aug. 3l-Sept. 2—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. L Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. 9—San Mateo Kennel Club. 2nd annual show. One day.

Sept. Santa Cruz Kennel Club. Inaugural show. Santa
Cruz, Cal.

Oct. Stockton Kennel Club F. A. Geisea, Secretary, Stock
ton, Cal.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood. N. J. M.W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 27. 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Oct. 3, G—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.
Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.

H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov 28-D30. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price, Secretary.

1906.
Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.

McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20. 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman. Secretary.

Field Trials.

Aug. 15—Iowa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.
O. Box 55, Des Moines, la.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club. Inaugural trials
Grand Forks, N. D A. E. Palmer, Secretary, Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association. -ith annual trials.
O'Neill, Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary, O'Neill, Neb.
Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La

Salle. Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, W'innepeg Man.
Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials.

LaUner, B C. H. S Rolston, Secretary, Vancouver. B. C.

Oct. 12—Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. Chas. L. Lundy, Secretary, Seattle, Wash
Oct. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association Washington Court House.

O. C. T. Phillips, Secretary. Columbus. O.
Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and

Setters whelped on or after January 1, 190-1. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, 111 , entries closed July l. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Ohapln. Secretary. Pine Meadow, Conn.
Nov. 6— Independent Field Trial Association. Hutsonville. 111.

S. H. Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F.Young, Secretary, Clay City. Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven. Ont. W. B.
Wtlls, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.
Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club. 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Deo. —Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber. N. O. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club. Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1000.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club. SSd annual trials.

Bakersfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

San Francisco Fly-Casting Club.

Southwest wiDd and foggy weather conditions pre-

vailed at Stow lake during the two days' fly-casting

in contest No. 9 of the San Francisco Fly -Casting Club.

On Saturday the degree of skillful rod and line

work resulting will be readily understood where the

average percentage of every contestant save two—one
of them a new member—was over 90 per cent in each
event excepting long distance. In the long distance

casting, while the results were excellent practically,

the wind was a handicap on the usual long casts of

from 100 to 120, or more feet. This event, while it is

a great developer for work on a trout stream, is not

of the importance of the accuracy and delicacy cast-

ing. In the latter events the rodsters vie with each
other in placing the barbless red fly close to the
anchored buoys gently and without splash of line or
leader.
This is the work that tells on the stream when cast-

ing for a rise and strike by big trout. To place the
artificial lure just over a likely place or near a fish,

softly and without disturbing the surface of the
water, and with line and leader straight and ready for
proper work with the reel is the ultimate ambition of
every trout angler.
In the lure casting event, where the rod wielders

used a half-ounce rubber frog and cast at different
buoys from sixty to one hundred feet distant, the con-
testants were in championship form. C. G. Young in
five casts scored 9S 1-15 per cent, Walter D. Mansfield
and T. C. Kierulff 98 par cent each, and Colonel G. O.
Edwards over 96 per cent. In back scores both Young
and Kierulff exceeded the above percentages. This
style of casting—bait casting it is—is in vogue for
black bass fishing principally.
Sunday's long distance work, while not up to the

average by reason of the wind, was better than on
the preceding day. A remarkable improvement is

noticeable in the accuracy casting of Mr Kierulff, who
scored 97 percent. Messrs. Mansfield, C. R Kenniff
and Lane made top notch scores in the delicacy
event. The showing of Mr. H. B. Sperry is almost
phenomenal for a contestant of one season's experi-
ence at the lakeside.

Saturday Contest No. 9, Class Series. Stow Lake, July 29,
190a. Wind southwest. Weather, foggy. Judges, Mr Geo- W.
Lane and Mr. T. C. Kierulff: referee, Mr. F. H. Reed; clerk, Mr. A.
Craig.

Events I

Young, G. C
Lane, Geo W...
Eeed.F. H
Kierulff.T C
Edwards. G C...
Brooks. Dr. W. E
Kirk, H H
Mansneld, W. D.
Re-Entry—

Young, G. C
Reed.F H
Kierulff.T. C ....

Lane G W
Kirk H.H
Brooks, Dr W E.

95 93 4-12 93 8-12
W K-12 96 4-12
BK s-12 92

86 9a 8-13 91 4-12

98 89 91 8-12
99 94 H-ia 93 4-12
80 85 4-12

95 95 4-18

95 94 95
98 8-ia 89

91 94 4-12 95
m 98

78 90 8-!2
99

91 8-12 92 8-12 98 1

96 8-12 96 6-12
89 2 12 90 7-12
95 10-12 93 T-12 98
90 10-12 91 3-12 96.4
95 10-12 94 7-12
79 2-12 82 3-12
99 2-12 97 3-12 98

94 2-12: 34 7-12 98 4
93 4-12, 91 2-12
90 10-12 92 11-12 92 9
98 4-12, 98 2-12
79 2-12 84 11-12

Sunday Contest No. 8. Class Series Stow Lake, July 30,
1905. Wind, southwest. Weather, fo^gy. Judges, Dr. W E.
Brooks and Mr C R. Kenniff; referee, Mr. C. G Young; cleTK, Mr.
A. Craig.

Events 1

a b C

YoUDg, C G 84 96 8-12 96 4-12 98 4-12 87 4-12 89 R
Brooks Dr. W. E. 101 93 89 98 4-12 93 4-12
Everett. E 91 85 4-12 85 4-12 95 90 2-18
HuvcU.Chas 80 88 8-18 90 89 2-18 89* 7-18

75 70 4-18
91 4-12

83 4-18
r8 8-12

81 2-18

85 10-18
83 9-18
87 3-12Haight.F. M

Kenalll, D. R 107 94 8-12 95 100 97 G-12| ....

Reed F. H 90 92 4-18 92 6-12 92 5-12 1 ....

Sperrv, B B 94 85 4-12 93 8-18 97 6-12 95 7-12 92.

S

Sperrv, Austin 89 89 4-12 83 85 81 75 4

Mansfle'.d, W. D.... 93 8-12 96 4-IS 98 4-12 97 4-I8 B7 3

Lane, Geo. W 88 96 8-12 98 4-18 97 6-18 ...

Kleruln.T C 97 86 4-18 88 4-12 87 4-18 62.8
Re-Entry—

Kirk H. H 74 72 4-U 78 SI 8-12 79 10-18 ....

KlerulB.T C. 93 4-k. SO 4-12 89 2-12 89 9-18 92 9

Sperry H B 9b 90 91 4-12 98 4-12 96 4-18 93.3
Lane. Geo. W 89 4-li 93 99 2-12 96 1-12

Huyok. Chas 83
Kennlfl.C. R 107

Sperry, Austin 85

a^-NOTE: Event l—Distance ^Casting, feet. Event 2—Ac-
ouraoy percentage. Event 3—Delicacy, (a) accuracy percentage
(b) delicacy percentage; (c) net percentage. Event 4—Lure oast
Ing percentage.

The fractions in lure casting are 15ths.

An immense fish, resembling a monster rockrod in

shape and darker in color, but many times as large,

was caught in Monterey bay, near Santa Cruz, on
Wednesday morning. The fish weighed 310 pounds
and has a mouth large enough to swallow a good -sized

boy. It was caught by Louis Beverino, an Italian

fisherman Local fishermen call It a jewfish, and say
that It is many years since one of the species has been
seen on that part of the Coast. This variety of fish ie

frequently oaught at Catalioa island. It was the
center of many curious spectators on the beach where
it was placed on exhibition.

Steelhead are about due In the Sequel and many
anglers who have had the pleasure of fishing in that
Santa Cruz stream know what Is In store for them.

Ballard's lake black m eb lining is still worth a trip Over five hundred salmon were landed one day re-
to Olivette. oently by Santa Cruz fishing boats.

Santa Cruz Salmon Fishing-

Notwithstanding that the run of salmon up to th;

present time in Monterey bay has been phenomenal
and that excellent catches are being made every day
the San Jose dailies printed an article deprecating th<

salmon fishing near Santa Cruz that aroused the ire

and justly so, of public spirited Santa Ciuz citizenE

la reply to the following paragraph, introductory
to a letter from discouraged or unskillful fishermen
"Santa Cruz is undergoing a lull in the run of salmon.
The fish have failed tne angler pretty regularly foi
the past week, and local lovers of the sport, who are
returning from the Surf City, bring rather discourag-
ing reports.
The Sentinel states: One swallow does not make a

summer, neither does the failure of the San JoseL
anglers to catch but one salmon warrent the JlercuryA
Herald in stating that "local lovers of the sport * * *

bring rather discouraging reports."
Manager Fred W. Swanton of the Casino is indig-

nant that such reports should be spread by such
reputable papers as the Mercury and Herald. He said
recently, "Why that is sheer nonsense. C. G. H. Mc-
Bride, the San Jose capitalist, came in only this
morning with 15 big salmon, a party of Denver ladies
and gentlemen got 37 good ones, and Captain Jackson
returned from the morning's outing with no less than
45, Uhden's launch got 42 and Miss Ethel Bager of
San Francisco got2(J, one of them weighing 30 pounds,
and— well, is that enough?" The Sentinel man thought
it was plenty add suggested that perhaps Mr. Don-
nelly's launch got over among the sea oraDge groves,
or the forest of horse's tails and sea ferns, which the
glass bottomed boat has just discovered near Light-
house point. Who knows? At any rate, it would be
advisable for the San Jose men to see Mr. Swanton
about the best fishing grounds, if they want to catch
fish and uot seaweed "

We learn from Dr. F. B. A. Lewis of San Jose,
whose cottage is across the river at Santa Cruz and
who goes out two or three times each week during
the 6almon season, that while the fish have been
plentiful in the bay this year they have been unusually
erratic. Generally, after a few days' skirmishing
about, they settle in some one locality, where they
may be found within certain limits and where the
launches are able to find them each day. The season,
thus far, has been somewhat different; they are in one
place today and in another tomorrow. On the 5th oF
July Dr Lewis, with the boatmen of a^launch, in six
hours landed 104 fine salmon, beside o'ther fish. On
the 7th the doctor got 20, and so this number is con-
stantly changing, which accounts for the contradic-
tory reports in the newspapers.
Without doubt the variations of temperature of the

present season, together with the influences upon the
constantly moving bait, regulate the catches of each
day. One thing can be said and that is, there is no
more royal sport for a rod and reel fisherman than in
that vicinity, and at almost any time in the summer.
One expert fisherman, who resides in Boston but tries
the waters of all the States where good sport is to be
had, said to Dr. Lewis, with whom he fished last sea-
son, that if Eastern men believed tbat such fishing
for salmon in the open sea was to be had there, there
would be scores who would cross the country to bave
a hand in it. Possibly people expect too much—

a

half-dozen fine salmon in a half day should suffice and
are surely enough for any reasonable angler.

ILEGAL FISHING NEAR STOCKTON.

Stockton anglers have until recently enjoyed ex-
cellent fishing in the slough and creeks nearby But
of late serious complaint is made that fish are getting
scarcer day by day. This is but a reiteration of
similar plaints from other localities. The cause for
the growing scarcity of fish is the alleged prevailing
evil—the illegal use of nets at.d the non observance of
the law which prohib ; ts net fishing with fixed nets,
on Saturdays and Sundays, and the illegal netting of
black bass.
Fishing not lone ago was very good in North street

canal, but of late very few bass have been caught in

those waters. It is believed that unscrupulous fisher-

men have placed nets in front of the mouth and have
stopped the fish from entering the canal.

It is said that of late maoy pounds of bass have been
sold by peddlers in Stockton. The officers say there
is only one way to prove that fish have been caught
unlawfully and that is to catch the men at work.
Stockton sportsmen and those of the surrounding

country who enjoy fishing are in sympathy with the
efforts of the Sheriff's effice in trying to apprehend
illegal fishermen. The streams near tbat city were
stocked some four or five years ago with black and
striped bass, and at the present time the waters con-
tain numerous fish Those fishermen who have been
successful in the past in catching the gamy fishes state
that of late they have not been so successful. Some-
thing has interfered with the sport. It is not tbat the
supply of fish has diminished on account of lawful
fishing, but the real cause is the result of certain un-
lawful fishing tbat has prevailed lately.

According to the fish law, fishing with fastened nets
is prohibited. A fisherman can fish with a net, pro-
viding he allows the net to float with the tide. He
cannot even fasten a net to a boat. Tbat those who
have been breaking the law know the stand they
have been taking Is apparent by the manner in which
they have been operating. Deputy Sheriff Edwards
confiscated a net he found near the mouth of the
North street canal, which had been fastened in such a
manner as to hide it from view. A dozen or more
nets have been found by the officers during the past
month. As the nets range in value all the way from
3150 to 8300 the unlawful fisheimen loses considerable,
whec an officer happens to fall upon one of them.

Strlkel—if they don't give youJackson sNapa Soda
wrer you ask for it.
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Poachers Punished. AT THE TRAPS.

Fish and game law violaterB have had a strenuous

time recently for various infractions of the State law.

Deputy Pish Commissioner W. R. Welch on July
23rd arrested a young man from Berkeley, M. God-
dard, who was exercisiDg his skill as a marksman
with a six-shooter at Independence Lake. He tried

to organize a shooting match at Independence among
the guests at the hotel but finally started out alone.

As an evidence of his skill he brought in one wild

duck that he had shot. Deputy Welch happening to

be in that vicinity took Mr. Goddard and the duck in

charge. He pleaded guilty before Justice Hill of
Truckee who conferred upon him a medal and assessed
him at the same time 325 for his fun.
Early in the morning of July 24th Deputy Welch

discovered John Summers at Truckee moving around
in a suspicious manner with a creel full of trout. It
being known to the Fish Commissioners that trout
less tnan one pound in weight were being sold in
Truckee) Mr. Welch was on the lookout for develop-
ments. Presently George D, Bertha, a Pullman con-
ductor, and Summers were in close conversation.
Welch saw seven small fish passed from Summers'
basket to Bertha, and a half dollar being transferred
from Bertha's pocket to Summers' pocket. He placed
both man under arrest. Liter in the day Bertha de-
cided that the shortest way out of the difficulty was
to plead guilty before Justice Hill, which he did and
paia a tine of $20. Summers wants to contest the law.
A preliminary hearing was granted him and he was
held to answer before the Superior Court at Nevada
City, where his trial will take place.

Justice Clack of Visalia fined M. R. Demaree $25 for
killing wild ducks during the close season on July
25ch. Damaree had eighteen ducks when arrested by
Deputy Fish Commissioner M. P. Janes, which would
make their cost about SI. 40 each, and the State con-
fiscated the birds besides.
Chas. Sutro, prominent in sportsmen circles, con-

fessed an error of judgment in shipping more than 25
pounds of trout in one day. Mr. Sutro had been at
Lake Tahoe and wanted to remind his friends of that
fact, but out of the goodness of his heart he ran
against one of the laws and a deputy fish commis-
sioner, who wa3 watching affairs. While it was plainly
evident that Mr. Sutro did not intend to be in conflict
with the law, he realized his mistake and was too
much of a gentleman and sportsman to avoid the con-
sequences of his error, and cheerfully made of himself
a martyr to the cau-e of fish and game preservation
and contributed $20 to tbe State Fish Commission
Fund, before Justice Haley at Tahoe City last week.
In the court of Justice Atchinson of Santa Rosa,

Chris M. Anderson, one of a gang of three who at-
tacked Deputy Fish Commissioner Ralph, was on
Thursday last fined $100 on a charge of assault and
$25 for killing a quail during the close season. His
partner in mischief, W. H. Nolan, is out of jail on
31000 cash bail. The charge against him is for using
a firearm in a threatening manner. The date of his
trial has not been set. These men had been languish-
ing in the county jail at Santa Rosa for the past three
weeks, since July 5th, when in resisting arrest, for
killing quail out of season, at the hands of Deputy
Ralph, they caused- a ''rough house" on the train
near Gayserville. One or the gang escaped by jump-
ing from the train, and Anderson and Nolan were
taken into custody only after a hard fight in which
the officer was roughly handled. In the prosecution
of these cases the officers of Sonoma county have
spared no efforts in the work of punishing the guilty
men.
Thomas Hill was fined $40 by Justice Baldwin of

Eureka for having deer hides in his possession, and
E A Jenks paid $25 fine in Justice Deigban's court
at Rio Dell for a like offense. C. A. Divoll was fined
$25 at Sonora for killing deer out of season.

TROUT ANGLING.

Mid-summer trout angling days are hereand the
knowing fishermen are taking advantage of the
situation.

Reports from the various fibbing resorts on the
Upper Sacramento— Lemoine, Castella, Shasta, etc.

—

are to the effect that fly-fishing is at its best Trout
are more io evidence than they have been for years
past, great sport has been had and splendid catches
made. The weather has been favorable and the in-

dications are for a continuance of good weather.
Floyd Judah was at Shasta Springs last week and

made limit catches for several days. He s ys the
killing flies are the royal governor, Yosemite, royal
coachman and gray and brown hackles. The spoon
may also be used there with good success.
On the Truckee the fly-fishing has been so good

that anglers are jubilant over the great sport now to
oe had on that grand trouting water. A number of
.ocal rodsters have been stopping at Boca for the past
'ew weeks. The best fishing ib to be found about
'our miles up river, where the water is clear.

The Golden Gate Gun Club shoot at Ingleside will
be the local trap shooting feature tomorrow.

Striped bass angling is not what it was this time las
year by any long odds. Fishermen who have repeat"
idly tried all of their favorite reports and generally
vlth but meagre results are gradually coming to the
lonclusion that the bass are getting scarcer and
'career. In fact, some anglers contend that the fish
ire going as did the sturgeon and tbe shad. Open
reason all the year, incessant fishing by tbe net men
>nd the wholesale taking of small and under-sized fish
vitb Illegal sized mesh nets and also set nets will in
he near future make Btriped bass but a memory.
As an Instance, there waB about a dczen fishermen
n San Antone slough last Sunday, the fishcaught did
ot average one to the rod. Al M. Cumming got one
mall fish on Sunday and nothing on Saturday. This
reek was a splendid bass fishing resort four and five
earB ago, even up to two years ago, but the net men
ave about cleaned it out.

The Millwood Gun Club shoot at Mill Valley last
Sunday was a notable meet in one respect and that
was the shooting of Mr. Van Norden, who ran up a
score of over 50 cdnsecutive breaks and was high gun
throughout the day. He started in by winning the
opening event, a freeze out shoot, breaking 9 targets,
Haas and Newlands broke 8 each. Event 2, the medal
race, was won by R. Haas, who scored 20 breaka, Van
Norden was a tie for second place in this race.

In the cup event Van Norden broke 23 out of 27 and
won the race, Lockwood was second high gun. In
event 4, sealed conditions, at 20 targets, he was tied
by Price on 18 breaks. In the shoot off he won with a
10 straight. In the final race of the day, a continuous
break shoot, he rolled up a run of 31 breaks. The
prior score of Haas, 13 breaks, stood for all of the
past season, and was believed would win out but the
run of 31 eclipsed everything else and will no doubt
remain unbeaten for the club season of 3905. Van also
received the club cash prize of $10 for a straight of 25
targets or better.
A summary of scores shot follows:
Medal event, 25 targets—R. Haas 20. R Van Norden

18, W. Johnson IS, Mr. Lockwood 17, G. Collins, Sr.
15, B. Patrick 15, G. Collins, Jr. 14, C. Ashlin 12, G.
T. Wayman 12, Mr. Mastick 12, H. Wagner 9.

Cup event, target handicap, 25 possible—Van
Norden shot at 27, broke 23; Lockwood 30-21: Haas
27-19. Johnson 28-19; Collins, Sr. 28-17; Newlands 30-
16; W Price 25-16; Ashlin 25-15; -Wayman 27-15;
Wagner 2S-15; Johns 25-15; Mastick 25-15; Patrick
25-13; Collins, Jr. 28-12.

Sealed conditions, 20 targets—Van Norden 18, Price
18, Collins, Jr. 17, Haas 16, Collins, Sr. 15, Lockwood
15, Ashlin 15, Johnson 14, Wagner 13, Wayman 9.

Sealed conditions, 10 targets—Johnson 8, Lockwod
8, Price 8, Van Norden 7, Wayman 7, Collins, Jr. 6,

Wagner 6, Patrick 6, Mastick 4, Johns 4.

Cuff button event, continuous break—Van Norden
31, Haas 13, Ashlin 10, Price 9, Collins, Sr. 9, Johnson
8. Newlands 8, Lockwood 8, Collins, Jr. 8, Wayman 7,

Wagner 7.

The Petaluma Blue Rock Gun Club held a shoot at
Kanliworth Park on July 23d. The following scores
at 20 targets were made: E. E. Drees 18, J. Doss 13,

J. Lopus 12, J. Clark 1, T. Mego 17, Northrup 14, Dr.
Hall 10, E. O. Webb 8, T. Jarvis 16. B. Chapman 13,

BartA.yers9, Frank Doss 8, M. Frederickson 11, L.
Solomani 8, A. Solamini 7, J. Stieger 11, Potter 7.

The open to all shoot at the Hunters' Inn near San
Leandro on August 13th will probably draw a large
attendance of shooters.
The merchandise shoot will be the main feature of

the day. Shooters will be handicapped according to
ability, limit 25 targets. High guns will take choice
of prizes One re-entry will be allowed, best score to

count. In case of ties, shooters will shoot off at the
original handicap for gun only, and if still tie, miss
and out All other ties will be decided by lot. En-
trance $1, including price of targets, 16 yards rise.

Other events will be arranged. All targets will be
trapped at one cent per target.

In the merchandise shoot the principal prize is a

Remington hammerless shotgun. A variety of articles

valued at over $75 and about $50 in cash will also be
distributed among the winning guns.
Tbos. L. Lewis, Secretary of the Union Gun Club

will manage the shoot.

A. E. McKenzie, president of the Denver Gun Club
and W. D Burgess, a prominent trap shot of Omaha
were in Salt Lake recently. When the two cracks
got together tbey decided to have a little fun at the
traps. Soon several congenial fellows were hunted up
and the bunch adjourned to the trap grounds to shoot
for the "championship of the universe."
McKenzie reDresented Colorado, Burgess, Nebraska;

Jack Sharp, Nevada, and Uncle John Sharp, Utah.
Hce are the results:
Practice shoot, 25 targets-

John F. Sharp 11100 11111 11111 11111 11111-23

Swem 01011 00011 01111 11111 11111-19

Parker 11111 OHIO 11111 1110! 1 11 H
in— 19

"Harry" 01010 01010 10000 00111 11011-12

Malch shoot, 25 targets-
John N Sharp.Jr 11110 11110 00111 11111 11011-20

McKenzie 11111 11101 01 in mil 11111—23
Burgess urn urn ooin inn 11111-23

"Uncle John" Sharp. .. 11001 lllll mil 11111 11111-23

Most of the shooters, and particularly the California

contigent, who were present at tbe recent Northwest
Tournament at Portland, Or., say many kind things
about the members of tbe Multnomah Rod and Gun
Club, and praise and commend their hospitality and
good fellowship generally.

The efforts of a monthly publication to belittle the
Portland shoot by imaginary and frivolous dialogue,

attributed to several local sportsmen, are uncalled

for anri tend to place the alleged speakers in a false

position.
Whatever the writer's opinion of a flairs at Portland,

he could have expressed the same legitimately with-

out prejudice to third parties.

While it is conceded that there was a hitch, here

and there, in tbe Portland shoot, the Webfooters
more than made amends for a few drawbacks and
these were not any greater than baB been the ex-

perience of every trapshooter of several seasons at-

tention to the sport. "

The officers of the Grants Paps Gun Club are R L
Bartlett, president; Tbnmas Harvey, secretary; AC
Hough, treasurer and T J Armstrong, captain, and

there is a membership of 20. Tbe club has fine

grounds leased in the Tuffs grove- on which they

have recently erected a comfortable club house 14x36

feet. A fine well of water is in the grove and it ie a
delightful place for an outing. The arrangement 'or
trap shooting is perfect, with good light and back-
ground. The club intends to hold another big tour-
nament on their grounds in October.

The Blue Rock Gun Club of Alameda will shoot on
the High Street grounds to-morrow.

The last clay-pigeon match of the Honolulu Gun
Club for the season was held June 25th at the gun
club quarters in Manoa valley. A large crowd of
gun enthusiasts was present and some fairly good
shooting was done, so writes an Island sportsman.
At noon the order to cease firiDg was given by the

general in command, or at least the board of strategy
comprising H. E. Gares, K. B. Porter and Irwin
Spalding, and an excellent lunch was partaken of
There was fine chowder, potato salad, ham, sau=age
pickles, bread and butter and cold beer. Mrs J w'
Harvey acted as hostess for the club.
Keen interest was displayed in all the events, and

there was a prodigious amount of ammunition dis-
charged at the targets, and much of it wasted. Even
some of the best shots of the club were not at their
best, failing to score when it was expected of them.
There was one interesting shoot-off between W E
Hall and H. E. Gares. They had tied in the general
match and then decided to shoot off for five birds.
Each broke four and tied again. The next five gave
each three, the next two, the next one, and finally
Mr. Wall made one bird after Mr. Gares had scored
goose eggs in his five shots.

J. W. Harvey and K. B. Porter were, as usual, up
toward the head. In fact, it is hard to beat Harvey.
E. I. Spalding made some fine records, and Mr. Lanz,
in spite of some waste of ammunition, did fine
shooting at times.
On July 1, the dove season opened, and the members

of the gun club will temporarily desert the traps for
the keener sport of shooting at real birds on the wing.
Large shooting parties were expected to hunt over
the island on Saturday and Sunday, July 1st and 2nd.

Mrs. W. F. Sheard of Tacoma, won marked honors
at the twenty-first annual tournament of tbe Sports-
men's Association of the Northwest. Mrs. Sheard
was one of several lady shooters in the tournament,
she won tne women 's championship of the association,
defeating all competitors in her class. She also took
the women's high average and by her performance is
the champion feminine trap shot of the Northwest.
Mrs. Sheard shares with her husband his distinction

as a champion shot. She is known as the best woman
shot in the Northwest. She has participated in many
tournaments throughout that territory and like Mr.
Sheard is the holder of many medals.

There was not a very large attendance at the
regular shoot of the Santa Rosa Gun Club held at
Leddy station, July 30th. The Laflin & Rand cup
event was won by Guiltnan for the day as well as on
a back score for July. The scores were as follows:

Laflin & Rand cup race, target handicap, 25 possible,
16 yards—Monroe, 28 targets, broke 19; Guiltnan, 29-
24; Elmonds, 28-15; Morrow, 28-19; Fehrman, 27-17;
Hesse, 26-22. Back scores: Fehrman, 27-21; Guilt-
nan, 30-23; Monroe, 28-19.
The medal shoot followed and was won by Hesse

while Guiltnan won for July 9 on a back score. The
scores were:
Monroe, 18 yards, 28 targets, broke 18; Febimnn, 20

yards, 25-11; Monroe, 18 yards, 28-16; Hesse, 18 yards,
28-26. Back scores: Monroe, 16 yards, 30-22.

The Interstate shoot to be held at Ingleside, Sep-
tember 15, 16 and 17, it is safe to say, will be the big-
gest blue rock tournament ever held west of the
Mississippi river.

The meeting will be under the auspices of the In-
terstate Association, of which Mr. Irby C. Bennett, a
popular and prominent Eastern sportsman, is Presi-
dent. Elmer E. Shaner of Pittsburg, Pa., a gentle-
man of notable experience in trap shooting (unctions
and eseeemed by the Eastern shotgun fraternity for

his genial personality and executive abilities will

manage the shoot—and this selection argues a suc-
cessfully conducted teap shoot that will be attended
by 200 or more shooters.

Tbe programmed events for each day will be open
to amateurs only. About $1500 added money has al-

ready been subscribed. The division of moneys will

be determined by the number of entries. The regular
events, will probably, be 15 and 20 target races. The
Preliminary Handicap will be at 100 targets as will

the Pacific Coast Handicap. The handicaps will be
in yards and arranged by a committee, appointed by
President Bennett, composed of: M. J. Iverson, San
Francisco: Guy Lovelace, Los Angeles; W. H. Varlen,
Pacific Grove; Maurice Abrahams, Portland and W.
H. MeBroom, Spokane.
The Preliminary Handicap trophy will be worth

$50, the Pacific Coast Handicap trophy Is valued at
$100. Tbe program is now with tbe printers and will

probably be out and ready for distribution by tbe
14th inst.

Ingleside grounds will be arranged to accommodate
as large a gathering of trap shooters as anticipated
may attend. The Eastern representation will be a
strong one, as will that from the Northwest, with a
fair number from British Columbia.
Five sets of traps will be put In at Ingleside, includ-

ing a straight bulkhead, and these will also be In

readiness for the shooters. The regular events will

be shot on the Sargeant system. Targets will cost 2}

cents each and will be deducted from the purses.
Arrangements have been made to have large and

handsome electrlo cars ready for shooters each day at

Market and Second Btreets. Cars will leave at 8. 8:30

and 9 a. m ; returning at Intervals during the after-

noon. Round trip tickets will be 25 cents. Tbe trip of

tbe shooters' cars to tbe grounds, or return, will take
about 35 minutes.
Sportsmen intending to participate, we are In-
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County Laws Knocked Out.
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According to a decision handed down by the Court

of Appeals July 29th, the sportsmen of Los Angeles

cDunty have won a sweeping victory over the county

supervisors. The court has decided that all other

laws than the State game laws are unconstitutional;

in other words, that county supervisors have no right

or authority to enact special laws to suit the local

conditions, the State law being the only recognized

law for every county of the State. Instead of having

only one day for dove shooting, August loth, accord-

ing to an ordinance passed by the supervisors when

the question of game laws came up for consideration

several weeks ago, Los Angeles sportsmen will now be

allowed to shootdoves from July 1st to February 15th

Toe open season of last year was from July 15th to

°The
e
decision was the result of the Los Angeles

Supervisors passing an ordinance limiting dove shoot-

fn/w one dSy, August 15th. A test case was made

of*the matter and taken into court with the result

that sportsmen will now have the full season.

The "sact rights of County Supervisors in the

matter of "monkeying" with the State game laws is

MiCbSl^»D. Prindleof Los Angeles was

arrested bv Game Warden Morgan in the ban Fer-

nando valley and charged witb having violated the

county gaJe law by shooting doves in the closed

season The State law opened up sport July 1st.

He was convicted by a J ustice of the Peace.

There has been much sentiment among southern

sportsmen over the county game law changes which

have been characterized variously as Ill-advised and

unnecessary. As nearly every county in bouthern

Camornia has a different set of laws, sportsmen are

completely at sea, and in most cases cannot find out

the law even by writing to the county officials, as a

result of the frequent changes.

Believing, therefore, that only evil could come of a

continuance of these periodical county game law

changes, and feeling that the State has taken very

good care of the game, the Los Angeles County Pro-

tective Association instructed its attorneys to defend

Mr Prindleasalegalform for establishing and de-

fining the rights of the Supervisors to pass game laws.

Convicted, Mr. Prindle's case came up before the

District Court of ADDeals in due course of law, and by

habeas corpus proceedings it would have been brought

io the immediate attention of the State Supreme

Court, so that shootersm-ght know their fate before

the "sooner;," of which there seems an abnormal

crop have killed off all the doves while the law-

abiding sportsmen are sweltering in the city.

The Prlndle case affects every county in California.

Theie has always been much doubt in good lawyers

minds as to the validity of the county ordinances if

vigorously fought by competent legal talent, and the

Prindle case will now probably establish their status

beyond furtherquibble.
The rather paradoxical spectacle of a game and fish

protective association attacking a game law is ex-

plained by the belief of most conservative protection-

ists that incalculable harm has been done thecause by

ill-advised and incompetent legislation, inflicting

undeserved hardships on sportsmen in some sections,

and placing a premium upon violations by keeping

the law-abiding ones home when the country is full of

SDOrtlng material as at present. One good game law,

and that enforced, is the slogan of the protectionists.

m —

Season Opens for Deer Hunters.

The open Beason for hunting and killing bucks be.

ean on Tuesday last. The outlook for a successful

hunt In nearby hills was favorable, so far as the deer

were concerned, for they were reported to be plenti fill

In Marin county. Weather conditions prevailed ,n

that section, however, that were not conduoive to

success. On TueBday and Wednesday a heavy fog

hung over the Marin hills, on Thursday it rained.

The coast Jog made hunting both difficult and

dangerous. , ., _ ..

Results however, were by no means nil. On the

Country Club preserve Mr. Van Stcklen dropped a

buck that Boaled 115 pounds dressed. He got the

deer on the run with a long shot. Andrew Jackson

bagged a buok that weighed 150 pouodp, one of the

flne«t shot on the preserve for years.

Sheriff Taylor two of bis sons and three friends

hunted over the Codonl, Cheda and Jewell ranches.

Thev bagged a fine forked horn. Tne huut was

brought to a close when the dogs refused to run by

reason jo! tbe bad weather. A two pointer was killed

on the Point Reyes Sportsmen's Club preserve!

The turnont in Marin county will be a large one

todav and tomorrow many of the different club mem-

bers having postponed their hunt from the first until

The deer season in Mendocino county closes Septem-

ber 15th.
.,

Hew A. K. C. Rules.

On August 1st the following new'A. K. C. rules and

changes took effect and are now in force. They are

of importance and in view of the coming Coast shows

in the near future, we deem it of interest to the fancy

to give them in this issue:

VI If a do°- has been entered without being iden-

tified' as directed in Rules IV. and V., it shall be dis-

qualified and forfeit any prize which may be awarded

to it. except in the case of technical errors where

fraud is not shown, in which case the Secretary shall

impose a fine of $2 for each entry.

CLASSES.

2 The novice class shall be for Americanbred dogs

only, never having won a first prize at any recognized

show, wins in the puppy classes excepted.

5 The Winners' Class shall be open only to the

winners of first prizes in any class at tne show, giving

at least three of" the before-mentioned classes, one of

which must be the Open Class Winners' Classes can

not be allowed where two or more breeds are com-

bined The judge shall withhold the award of first

in this class should he be of the opinion that there is

no dog of sufficient merit to justify such award, and

the winner of ten points in this class, "under three

different judges, excepting, however, at five-point

shows, when two wins under different judges will be

sufficient," will thereby become a champion of record,

be «o registered by the American Kennel Club, and If

registered in the Stud Book will be entitled to an

American Kennel Club champion medal. Duplicate

medals for champions cannot be issued. Before

awarding "reserve" in this class, the dog or dogB

havino- been placed second to the winner in any of

the classes must be brought before the judge for com-

petition with the remaining dogs in said Winners

Class No class winner can be withdrawn or withheld

from competition in the Winners' Class, and no entry

fee shall be charged for said competition in this class.

A dog that, prior to June 1, 1904, may have won in

the Winners' Class under the ten-point rule shall

qualify as a champion upon the completion of ten

Joints Tbe Winners' Class can be divided by sex,

provided the required three classes announced in the

premium list are also divided by sex.

XXIV. The Superintendent of any show cannot

exhibit or officiate as a judge at that show

of the Executive Comrrittee, by two-thirds vote of the

member Dresent, or at any SDecial meeting on notice.

Provided, however, that Sections 3 and 4 can only be
altered or amended after notice of 6uch alteration or

amendment has been published in the Gazette prior to

being acted upon, and by a two-thirds vote of the
members represented.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

STOCKTON SHOW.

A three day show for the Stockton Kennel Club and
the dates the club will apply for are October 19th,

20th and 21st. It is safe to venture the statement
that the Santa Cruz judge, Harry W. Lacy, we are
told, will do most of the judging at Stockton. It is

also within the possibilities that George A. Cranfield

will judge Greyhuonds. Mr. Cranfield judged the
breed at the S. F. K. C show 1902, when there was
about 150 entries—the largest class of Greyhounds
ever shown on this side of the Atlantic. Further
there is a strong sentiment to have one breed judged
by a lady "who is regarded as one of tbe experts of

the Coast" in the particular breed, Cockers it is

rumored.
The Stockton Club and the bench show proposition

are getting along swimiogly. Letters have been re-

ceived f-om many fanciers outside of Stockton and
San Joaquin county. Entries are promised from
'Frisco, San Jose, Santa Cruz, Sacramento and other
points.
A drawback, but only a temporary one it is to be

hoped, is the lack of a suitable building or hall In

Stockton at present. This problem may be solved bv
showing the dogs in a tent or under a canvass covereb
framework erected for the purpose. Whatever tbe
difficulty for the pre'ent, it is an assurance that the
Stockton fanciers will overcome it in a satisfactory

manner.
George E. McLeod, who has done so much for tbe

new club has resigned the club presidency. Absence
from Stockton aDd urgent business affairs prompted a

step that was not entertained favorably by tbe club

members. Mr. F. N Vail wassele:ted to fill tbe office

made vacant by Mr. McLeod Mr. Vail is an enthus-
iastic fancier and a gentleman of strong executive

abilities and is well able to pilot the club into smooth
sailiog watets
The list of specials will be a large one, many hand-

some and valuable trophies having been already of

fered. The premium list is in ihe hands of the bench
show committee and tbe prospect for a fine show at

Stockton in October, we are pleased to state, is a most
propitious one.

NEW RULES AND CHANGES GOVERNING CLUBS

HOLDING SHOWS.

XVI The Secretary of the American Kennel Club

mu-t enforce the following penalties for violations of

the foregoing rules, the same to be reserved from the

deposit made with application for dates, after having

satisfied himself that said violations were cue to the

carelessness or negligence of the managers of the

For accepting entries after the advertised date of

the closing of entries—$5 for each entry.

For accepting special or regular prizes from persons

or clubs under suspension of disqualification—S5.

For accepting entries for puppy clasEes under six

months of age, or without date of birth, breeder, sire

or dam—$5 for each entry.

For accepting entries signed with the agent s name
only—82 . ,. . ...

For failure to file a copy of the premium list with

the American Kennel Club as soon as published—SI

for each day. .,, .,

For failure to file a marked catalogue with the

American Kennel Club, certified to by the Secretary

or Superintendent, and making a return of all listings

and fees for same within seven days after the closing

of the show—SI for each day.

For transferring a dog, as published in the catalo-

gue, that has been wrongly entered by the exhibitor

—$5.

For all errors in the entry forms at shows where

fraud is not shown—$2 for each entry.

Section 5—Any person or persons acting in any

official capacity, paid or unpaid, including that of

Judge, Secretary, Superintendent, Steward, Clerk of

a show or as an officer or member of a Bench Show
Committee of anv Club holding a show in the United

States of America, under any rules antagonistic to

the American Kennel Club, shall be disqualified and

debarred from all privileges of the American Kennel

Club.
. , „ . .

Section 6—With the exception of routine business,

no matters Bhall be brought up for discussion at any

meeting unless due notice has been given to the Secre-

tary of the American Kennel Club and by him sent to

each delegate at least twenty days prior to the said

meeting or unless a majority of the delegates present

at a meeting oonsent to the consideration of a new

Seotion 7—That between the dates of December 1

and December 31 of eaoh year, nominations for the

offices of President and Vice-President and the Chair-

man of each standing committee of this Association

may be filed with the Secretary of thiB Association by

any delegate whose club is in good Btandlng, and the

said Seoretary must publish said nominations for the

above named offices in tbe January Issue of the

American Kennel Gmette of eaoh year. And at eaoh

succeeding annual meeting only such names as may
have been nominated and whose nominations have

been published In the preoedlng January Issue of the

American Kennel Oatette, In the manner above set

forth, can be nominated and no other nomination

Bhall be permitted nor can any oandldates other than

such aa have been announoed be nominated.

Section 8—These By-Laws may be altered, amended

or BUBpended without notloe, at any regular meeting

'FRISCO SHOW CANCELLATIONS

The perusal of the following cancellations wil

demonstrate to the fancy the importance of adhering
strictly to the new rules and changes. Technica
errors and carelessness in making out entries an
mainly responsible for the loss of wins at the Maj
show.
The following awards have been cancelled and thi

following dogs meved up:

Class 15, Great Danes, Nero, not eligible, 1st limit

San Francisco, 1902; Rex takes 2d, Rex II, 3d.

Class 16 and 17, Great Danes, Ruy Bias, registeret

Cunningham's Ruy Bias.

Class 16, Nero takes 1st, Rex 2d

Class 17, Nero takes 1st, Rex 2d

Class IS. Prince F. takes 1st.

Classes 41, 42. 43. 44 and 47, Pointers, Oyama, Core

bination Boy, Cuba Jr and Stella entered In unregk
tered kennel name.
Class 41, Tick takes 1st, Dick A. 2d

Class 43, Dictator takes 2d.

Class 47, Topsy II takes 1st, Sally Ewlog 2d, Bee 3d

Classes 65 and 66, Irish Setters, Mike Swivelle

registered as Mike Swiveller T. ; Toronto Pat takes 1st

Class 103, Cocker Spaniels, Sosoma Girl, not eligiblt

1st novice. San Francisco, 1904; Ramona takes 1st, V
2d. Buff Beauty 3d.

Class 110, Cocker Spaniels, Lansdown Ada H., no

eligible, 4 limits; Little Maid takes 1st.

Class 123, CollieB, Astrologer Grace, registere

Ellwyn Astrologer Grace.

Classes 143, 144 and 145, Bulldogs, Eva, particulai

not given; Queen II takes 3d.

Class 148, Bull Terriers, Edgecote Baron, registere

number not given; Rex takes 1st, Edgecote Al 2c

Jasper 3d.
.

Classes 170 and 173, Boston Terriers, Glenwoo

Nancy, wrong p~digree.

Class 170. Cricket takes 1st.

Class 190, Fox Terriers, Norfolk Huntsman, n<

eligible, 4 limits; Tallac Chuck takes 1st.

Class 127, Irish Terriers, Edgecote Madge, n

eligible, 1st novice, Seattle; Tyrone Lass takeB 1st

SI
"

:

ENGLISH SETTER KENNELS.

The Grangers' Inn Kennels has been established I

Crockett by John M. Golobeck and Wm. Phillip

Mr Golobeok is the owner of that sterling good bene

show and field Setter Ch. Cato, Jr., and his handson

winning Fon Cato's Judge, both dogs are not u

familiar to the Setter fancy. The new kennels ha\

been rein'orced with several stylish and high cla

brood bitoheB. It is the purpose of the owners I

breed and break high class dogs. Mr. Phillips is

thorough and competent trainer and has wonderf

command over young dogs. We recommend tl

Grangers' Inn Kennels to the attention of sportsmi

who desire well bred and properly broken field dog

W W. Smith's Bull Terrier bitch Alameda (No'

market Duke-Edgewood Jean) whelped eleven pu

pies (7 dogs\ July 29tb, to J. I. Sparrow's Croydc

Czar cWoodcote Bersac-BraBsleJ.

J I. Sparrow'B Sllkwood Daisy Belle (>>ewmark

Duke Il.-Woodcote Venus) whelped seven puppies

dogs), July 17th, to Croydon Czar.
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TRADE NOTES.

'DuPont.'
second amateuraver ige,

•DuPont " J. W. Huff, of

amateur average, 340 out of 400,

AVERAGES REFOKTED.

j
Eufaula, Ala., July 11th and 12th, Walter Huff, of

i Macon, Ga., hrst general average, 375 out of 400,

snooting • UuPoot." Harry N. Hall, secood general
'

average, 371 out of 400, shooting •DuPout." J.N.

Higtiiower, third general average, 364 out of 400,

snootm" "DuPont." H. S. McClesky, of Americus,

Gi , and E J. Joaes, of'Eufaula, Ala., ties_ for first

ama'.eur average, 351 out of 400, shooting

Gray Vaughn, of Selmi, A
B14 out of 400, shooting

I Wallen, Ga ,
third

qnootiog "DuPont." „
l Bettenon, MO, July 12, 13, 14, E. H. Storr first

I general average, 480 out of 500, shootmg "DuPont
I L S German, of Aberdeen, Md., first amateur and

lisecond general average, 46(5 out of 500, shooting

e '-DuPont " J. Mowell HawKins, third general aver-

raffe, 463 out of 500 shoeing "DuPont" W. M.

I Fonrd.of Wilojington, Del , secood amattur average,

t 458 out ol 500. shooting "DuPont "

i Manning, Io«a, July 14tb, H.G Taylor, of Meck-

il ling S D , first genera! and first amattur averagts,

! 391 nut of 400, sb'.oiir g "New E. C." ^Improved) R
K Barber, of Pauliinr, Iowa, second general and

: pecond amateur averag. s. 386 out of 400, shoourg
'• "DuPont." Russ-ell Klein, of Spirit Lake, la, third

i amateur average, 370 out of 400, shooting "DuPont "

1 Menominee. Mien , July 12ih and 13ih, W. K.

r Crosbv, sbooling 'New E C "(Improved) and H. C.

i Hirschy, shooting "Du Pont," first general average.

ii 391 out nf 400 C. Young, secood geueral average

i out of 400, shooting "Du Pont." Rjlla Heik

1 general average, 3S6 out of 400. shooting, "Du Pont.'

1 G Dering of Columbus, Wis., first amateur average,

ii 380 out ot 400, sbooling "Scbulize." W. H Schullze

j ..f Tnma, Wis., second amateur average, 374 out of

1 400, sbooling ' Du Pont." A. Molle of Antigo, Wis.,

I third amateur average. 371 out of 400, snooting ' In-

I fallible." H. C. Hirschy. shooting "Du Pont" had
»' th- long run of '.be tO"rnament, 159 sttaigbt.

Milwaok.e, Wis.. July 16-h. C. W. BuJd, first

I general average, 186 out of 195, shooiing "New
j.S'hulizv" K. C. Hirschv, second general average,

3 1S4 out of 195, shooting "Du Pont." W D Siannaid

j third genei-Hl average, 182 out of 195, shoourg "Du
il Pont" P. Kaufman of Two Pivers, Wis , first amateur

I averoge. 155 out of 170, shooiing "Du Pont." I._Hal-

ij versonof Rio, Wis., second amateur average, 147 out

il of 170, shooting "Du Pont." Fred Wolf iCapt. Jac_k)

I of M Iwaukee, third amateur averaee, 146 cut of 170 v

4 shooting "Du Pont" and "Infallible." The nro-

3 fessionals shot at 195, but the amateurs at li0.it

I

beicr very late before tbev finished.

At Millwood Gun Club shoot Mill Valley, July 30th.

I R Van Norden 50 straight; won cup race; won miss

I and out, 31 straight, won freeze-out 9 straight, won

I sealed condition race, 18 and tie, 10 straight and won
I shoot-off, using "New E. C." ^^

,387
third

PETERS' POINTS.

At Lonaconing, Md., July 4th and 5th, Mr. R- S.
Deniker of Ruffsdale, Pa., took first average, and Mr.
Warren Smith of Osterburg, Pa., second average,
both using Peters' Ideal factory loaded shells.
At Port Wortb, Texas, July "l2ib,13th and 14th the

majority of the 55 contestants including the winners
of second and third professional averages, and second
amateur average, used Peters' Loaded Shells. The
Ithaca gun was won by Otto Sens, who broke 25
stiaigQt with Peters' Ideals. Toe Mitchell gold medal
was won by M. E. Atchison, of Gidding.-, Texas, with
a score ot 50 straighr. Mr. Atcbison tied with three
others on 25 straight, then shot 25 in the shoot-off,

using Ideals. He also made a run of 112 straight on
the last day of the tournament.
At Betterton, Md , July 12tb, 13th and 14tb, E. H.

Storr, using Peters' Target Shells, won high average,
breaking 480 out of 500 with a sliding handicap Mr.
Storr made a run of 97 straight, 89 from 20 yards and
8 from 19 yards. At Cambridge, Md., July 7th, Mr.
Storr was high average losing only 3 targets out of

165. Peters' Target shells are well named, for they
certainly do smash them up.

Mr. C. A. Young, representing the Peters' Cart-
ridge Co., won higb average in the shoot at Degraff,
Ohio, July 20th, losing only !ri out of 275 targets.

Mr. C. A. Young also won high average at Dayton,
Ohio, July 22.1, 97%, using Peters' ldeai shells.

High average at Decatur, Ills., sboot, July 18th and
19tb, was won by H. W. Cadwalader, the Peters'
Cartridge Company's representative; average 96%.
On Ju'-y 21st, Mr. John M. Pemberton of Ashvale,

Ark., holder of the Arkansas Flying Target Cham-
pionship, successfully defended bis title against Mr.
S M. P iwell, of Little Rock, scoring 45 out of 50.

Both contestants used Peters Premier shells.

All of this is excellent shooting and speaks volumes
for the "Old Reliable" Parker gun.

A CONVINCING TESTIMONIAL.
The Ithaca Gun Company receives many communi-

cations from sportsmen who speak highly of tbe
Ithaca gun. Here is a sample:

I beg to thank yon for tne beautiful and effective
gun which j ou so kindly built to my particular speci-
fications; it is indeed a triumph of the art of modern
gun making. Have owned guns made by the best
gun makers of the world which cost much "more, but
have never had one to suit me so well, and have yet
to see a gun I would exchange il for

W. B. Moore, M. D.. Kentville, N. S.

POWDERS AND THE G A. B.

Brooklyn, N. Y., July 21.
Editor Forest and Stream:—I have teen nading tie

powder advertisements in this week's Fvrat ai,d
Stream, and am somewhat at sea. My perplexity is

caused by conflicting claims of powder perfoimances
at tbe Grand American Handicap. I don't see bow
different powders could have won the same piizes as .

claimed, unless tbe piize winning sbooler6 alternated
their powders and used first ODe and then another in
their shooting, or else mixed different powders when
they loaded their shells This is something I never
knew a shooter 10 do willingly in shooiing a match of
any sort, and certainly I shoulo cot think it would
have been done in a cuntest of such importance as tbe
Grand American. At the same time I confess to a
curiosity to know how we are to harmonize tbe con-
flicting statements about tbe records of the several
powders. Are there any official records to throw
light on this? William Applegate.

[The matter of tbe winnings relatively cf the
Du Pont and Ballistite powders at the rectDt Grand
American Handicap, June 27-30, has been called
earnestly to our attention, particulaily by the letter

recent trip made by Fred Gilbert and C. W. ahove. We have examined tbe Interstate Association

, shooting as a team, the following scores were official records of powders, guns, etc., pertaining to tbe

GOOD TEAM WORK.
In a

Pbellb

GILBERT PHELT.IS.

aa: out or aso

117 ' '• 150

239 out of ^50
HI " " 150

147 " " 150
j8 " " 100

97 " " 100

145 " " 150

97 " " 100
94 " " 100

750

mtde with the Parker gun:

July 9—Grand Rapids
July 11—Mc Clenien-j
July 14—Ddt'Oit (Winchester Gun

Club)
July 15—Detroit (Grove Gun Club)
July 16—Detroit (Lakeside Gun Clb)

725 " " 716 716

General averages—Gilbert 96 i%. Phellis 95.4%.

At the Woodmere Gun Club tournament, held at

Woodmere, Mich., July 19'.h, C. W Phellis won first

average, with a score of 185 out of 200, at 20 yards.
In this same shoot Mr. Phellis also made a score of 20
straight at 20 yards, winning a $25 stein, for the only
open event at 20 targets.

At a t-mroament held at Richmond, Va , July 4th,

W. L. Bjyd, shooting the Parker gun, won the ama-
teur championship of Virginia, with a score of 98 out
of 100 having madp 77 straight.

point in questior, and from thim we extract the fol-

lowing statistical informatim: In the Graid Ameri-
can Handicap there were 73 men in the money, instead
of 64, as has been represented. Of the 73 winners 40,
used Du Pont powder, or nearly 55 per c-^nt of tbe
winners, and tbeir total winnings were $1710 50, or
over 53 p*r cent of tbe pur?e, $3200.20. Of the 73
winners, 13 u^ed Ballistitp, or nearly 18 percent, and
they won a total of $619 95 out of tbe purse of $3200 20,
or a fraction over 19 per cent. Du Pont powder won
the Preliminary Handicap, tbe Grand American
Handicap the Consolation Handicap and the five-man
State championship, thus winning all the trophies.
There is no such thiog as a "prize" cfficially known
in the Grand American Handicap at Targets. There
arp purses, money and trophies only Of the total of
184 winners in three handicap events, Du Pont had
about 100 and Ballistite had 26 The official records
of the Interstate Association arp tbp only authorita-
tive records on obis subject.]—Forest and Stream.

THE FARM.

The Missouri Mule.

Farm Boy Has Best Chance.

Boya who are glowing up on a farm are

very much given to envying the city boy

the better chance that he ib supposed to

have for getting on in the world.

We have some evidence that such is not

the ca e. We quote now from the

American .Farmer an editorial explaining

the reasons and the conditions that give

the fanner boy the best chance.

Indiana State Superintendent of Public

ability and that it is just as remunerative

aB rny work he will find to do."

The forcible point made that the farm A mule from Chulu brought $150 on

boy has a better chance of success than the St. Louis market a few months ago,

the city bred youth, because of his ability siys the Chulu, Mo., News. This muj
to do things, iB worth pondering over. from Chulu has as many ancestors as

"Tbe boy on the farm has work to do," anybody, but from now on, as far as he

says Mr. Cotton, and he might have is concerned, there is a full stop; the lid

ad led that on the faim the boy is taught is on, as Mr. Folk would say, nothing

to respect labor. Too often the city bov uoi °g Of course, everybody knows that

is permitted to grow up into habitB of Missouri leads the world on mules, and

indolence, if not of vine, having little Chulu town leads Missouri—that's why

regard for or knowledge of labor upon we talk. A mule colt will bring from

S75 to $90 on the streets of Chulu, about

$1 a pound. They are seldom offered for

Bale, however, a9 a mule was never

which he looks with a sort of disdain.

Laboring not, he is incapable of taking a

place among those who are to bear off the

prizes of the earth. Neither is hecapable kw" *° S^ old or sick. A mule is

of fully appreciating the joys of life.be- always worth his five-year-old price. He

cause of a surfeit of pleasure. He is, of can always do anything he could ever

Instruction, Fassett A. Cotton, addressing all persons, most unhappv. Compare his d °- At 35 he looks the same, acts the

a gathering of teachers, recently, made I state with that of the farm boy who same, is the same and matches his five-

the following sensible and we'll timed
! labors and has his wholesome joys. His year-old platontc thirty-second, twice

remarks:
!
is a healthy body, his woik is the noblest removed accidental, half grandniece.

'•It is just in his ability to do things '

f all callings, and to his recreation he

that the boy on the farm has a better adds a knowledge that it has been earned.

chaDce to succeed than the town or city
!

Self respect ib the leal secret of his joys.

bred boy. And it is because the boy on
J

He eats no other's bread but his own,

i the farm has work to do." I paid for by his own brawn, by his own

The country boy is well trained in the sweat sweetened. He may look about

expressive Bide of life. It is expression,

too, that amounts to some thiog and in it

he gets the notion there is work to do in

the world, that life is not all play. Now,

ii you can use these good qualities in your

!' school work, well and good. And if you
'; can use them, in building in the com-
:' munity a larger regard for labor and a

j Bupreme reaped for the farm and its

,k ' problems that will keep the bo3 8 in the

I

' country, it will be all the better for the

:
- boyB and the nation in the years to come.

11 "Of oourse, if a young man really

1 believes that he will have better op-

portunities for himself and for what he

I

would do for humanity by going to the

loity, he should go. He can succeed, as

I

' scores who have preceded him aresucceed-

I ing. But let him remember that farm

t
work is as important, just as honorable,

just as clean, that it requires just as much

him and reflect that knowing tbe pur-

chasing power of honest labor, his may

be the conquest of large things. Ambi-

tion is kindled, he enlarges his srhere,

the world opens up before him and

behold, soon, the boy becomes now the

busy, successful man of action. Remem-

ber, boys, sines the dawn of time the

field of agriculture ha B ever been the ^ue. Get the best and make dairying

cradle of the greatest men. How pleaeed a business )U9t like any branch ot farm

you should be that it bred and nutured

His noble ears and mealy nose.

His glistening coat and polished toes,

His Qoe straight legs and ribs ot steel.

His muscles teDse as when you feel

A monster warship's iron keel.

His tendous of the strength it brings

To twist a million catgut strings,

He dragB the battle engines forth

And proud to prove on field his wonh,
He dies like one cf noble birth,

A faith portrayed in form and face.

To divoros mountains from their base,

He dies at last a giant king

Of all the creatures earth can brlDg,

And leaves no ohild his praise to sing.

It don't pay to keep cows for a 6lde

work.

u.—Exchangeyo

Some of the best money-making farmers

who have been in the business many

years and are conceded to be successful

by their neighbors, feed but very little to

hogs or other stock on their farms besides

that which they grow upon the farm.

To have your cows milk long,

them clean.

milk

When the butter stioks to the worker,

the latter was not soaled properly. Rub
It with salt and soald again.

Uneven salting and working makes
streaky butter.

Keep the farm separator clean, Inside

and outside.

With milk as a starter, pigs soon lea* n

to eat slops made of mill feed.

The beds or sheds for young pigs

should always be arranged so tie pigs

can have the full benefit of the sun's

rays.
o

The health of the bo? depends very
largely on wbat is takeD into the system
through the nose and mouth.

Nothing tends to the thrift of a pig

so much as to have him relish his feed at

all times.

The pig multiplies so fast that under
favorable eircumstanct s a short? f e can-

not be depended upon for a very long
time to keep up tbe price.

For Sctle*.
Brood Mares, Horses In Training and Year-

lings. Belonging to 1 be Estate of
Michael Fox, Deceased.

\-OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
-^ undersigned executor of the will of Michael
Fox, deceased, will sell on or alter MONDAY.
AUGUST as, 1905, the following described brood
mares, horses In training aDd yearlings, to wit:

Andlnaa (4) by St. Andrew-Fanny Louise.
Masedu (1) by Maxlo-lteseda II.

Re Carlo (2) by St, Carlo-Reseda 31
Edna Rose (5) by Basaetlaw-Reseda II

Kldnupper (1) by Kentltvorth-Edna Rose.

The above described animals are cow at ihe
Oakland Race Track.
Said executor will also sell on or after said

date the following brood mares and fillies, now at
MoDonough's Ranch. Sao Mateo County, Cal.:

Fanny Louue (dam of Andrlsa. Canmore. Sister
Jeannle) by Dareblo-Nellle Peyton.

Rpscda 11 by Midlothian-Marigold.
One Bay Filly by Orhiol out of Fanny Louisa,

foaled -April 13. 1904.

One Hay Filly by Orslnt out of Fanny Loulie,
foaled April SI. 1C0A.

Oo« Chestnut Filly by St. Carlo out of Reseda
II, foaled January 34, 1005,

Fanny Louise was bred to St. Carlo, 1905.

Reseda II was bred to Oralni. 1905.

Bids or offers for all of the above described
stock, as a whole or separately- muot be In writ-
ing and will b9 renewed any time after the flnt
publication of this notice at tbe o trier* of Sullivan
& Sullivan, attorneys for said executor, Room
610, Parmlt Baildinp. Son Franolaco, California.
Terms—Cash In F. S. gold coin.

MATTHEW I. SULLIVAN.
Executor of the Will of Mlobael Fox, Deceased.
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Common Goat is Sold as Lamb'and
Mutton.

Goat, says the Department of As

tare, in a bulletin recently i6Sued— goat,

common garden goat, suppliee a c

erable part of the ''lamb" and "mutton"

handled by the great packing houeee and

sold by the wholesaler and retailers all

over "the country. Expert Thompson,

who has conducted the goat investigation,

reflects as follows in his report upon goat

as a table delicacy

:

It is generally agreed upon by those

who speak from experience that the kids

of all breeds of goats are a table delicacy.

It is true that among the great masseB of

the people of this country there is a re-

markable and well-grounded prejudice

against anything bearing the name of

goat.

Within the environments of the larger

cities are found many kids, and it is evi-

dent that only a few of them ever grow

to muturity. What becomes of the rest?

Butchers and meat dealers answer thiB

question by saying that they are sold as

lamb. Xo meat dealer has ever heard a

complaint against the quality of such

lamb.

A considerable number of middle-aged

and old mongrel goats are purchased by

the packing-houses of the large cities.

They are purchased as goat, but are sold

as mutton, and many of those who so

strenuously condemn goat have eaten it

a Fcore of times.

Mr. Thompson adds that the elderly

goat is not as good as good mutton, but

that it is not any worse than bad mutton.

He insistB that the prejudice against it

would disappear if people would only

make a test and eat goat as goat instead

of as lamb. He is not very hopeful, how-

ever, of such a result. He started upon

his goat report with the purpose of

answering the numerous inquiries which

have reached the bureau as to the possi-

bility of creating a goat industry in the

United States. It was while incidentally

remarking upon the present size of the

industry that he made the startling state-

ments which confound our morning lamb
with goat chops.

Mr. Thompson says that the inquiries

as to the possible creation of a new in-

dustry in the United States came princi-

pally from persons with considerable

capital, a good deal of worthless land and

plenty of time to think. He believes

that when these people learn that the

United States imports $20,000,COO worth

of goat skinB annually and that conditions

in this country are extremely favorable

for goat-raising, they will surely sit up
and take notice.

The bulletin devotes considerable space

to explaining that tbe term "common
goat" does not indicate any special breed

and ie not meant to be contemptuous, but

that it covers all sortB of mongrel goats,

without regard to size, c nfirmation, color

or character. According to Mr. Thomp-
son there are about 2.000,000 goats in the

United States, 700,000 of which can recog-

nize their parents. New York has 1316

within its borders, as compared with 700,-

000 for TexaB. Rhode Island can boast

of only 23. They are all common goats,

but 22 of them Mr. Thompson Bays, have
risen in the social scale and now furnish

the motive power for a similar number of

go-carts. The twenty-third has a bad
reputation.

Mr. Thompson further reports that after

an exhaustive study be is able to say that
a common goat can eat as many different

thinge within a given Bpace of time as an
Angora goat, and that it is certainly

foolish to employ a force of men to clear a
tract of land at a cost of from $5 to HO
an acre when a goat will do it for nothing
and be glad of the chance. In regard to

breeding, the Angora is given to triplets,

while the common goat sticks to twlnB.

The twins usually arrive a good deal
oftener, however, and consequently the
more common kids than the Angora or

other registered stock enter the lamb and
mutton markets every year.

Correct Way of Milking.

It would be better for the reputatian of

dairymen could the milkers be induced

to milk with clean hands, declares H.

O. Curtis in writing to the Jersey Bul-

;our and tainted milk is too com-

mon with us during the summer and

autumn months, and it is a difficult task,

under the most favorable conditions, to

have the milk free from taint. Not only

has the dairyman to combat taints from

feeds in the fall, but the cows will get

dirt on their udders and teats, and from

these it gets into the milk pail because

most men milk with wet hands. What-

ever the milker has been handling before

milking leaves a taint and bacteria on

tbe hands, and, of course, it is washed off

into the milk; the result is that one day's

cream, or one day's churning, is different

in bouquet and flavor from another.

The buttermaker will tell us be con-

trols the flavor with another kind of bac-

teria, but there is something more potent

than the buttermaker's Bpecial species of

butter culture, and it is what gets into

tne milk ahead of the man at the churn.

is already stated, it is tbe dirt on the

cow's udder that ie causing a riot among
the different kinds of living organisms in

the milk. When a scientific buttermaker

gets on his ear about some taint that is

puzzling him he makes a fermentation

test and locates it nine times out of ten,

but that is no reason whv carelessness

should be practiced all the time in milk-

ing. The consumer of milk in the city

gets hold of some of this tainted and
impure milk, and he blames the dairy

from which it came. The city man does

not care one iota whether the milk came
from John, Jacob or Isaac, so long as it is

good and rich. Ent, what is "good and
rich" milk? There is going to be a dif-

ferent definition as to what is "good" for

the human family and what is not good,

according to some modern medical authori-

ties.

But, whatever that may amount to, it

is not what we want. The crying need is

plenty of clean, wholesome milk, and it

cannot be had unless milkers milk with

dry bands.

Poor Fowls Do Not Pay.

It does not pay to keep mongrel fowls.

No one can afford to keep poor fowls

when there are better oneB to be had.

The business in cost is a mere bagatelle

when compared with the profits during
the season. Some barnyard fowls are all

right, but they are sadly in the minority.

One~reason ?hy the thoroughbreds pay
so much better is that they are uniform.
Their habits are similar and a flock may
be treated more as a unit. To get the
most from fowls it is necessary to study
their individuality. This cannot be done
with mongrels because each one is dif-

ferent, but it can be done easily in a

collective manner with thoroughbred
fowls because they feed alike and their

habits are much in the same families,

but the difference is along certain pre-

scribed lines and easily adjusted.

There are three general claBses of fowls.

Asiatics are especially valuable for meat,
they correspond with beef breeds of cattle

for beef. For eggs the Mediterraneans are

especially valuable for they have been
bred along lines of production in this

especial clasB, until their capacity for

converting food into eggs ie almost mar-
velous.

The American fowls fit in between the
Mediterranean and Asiatics. The Ameri-
can breeds are good layers and they are

all large enough to furnish suitable meat
for the table. They are active in summer
time and for this reason are classed among
the most valuable fowls for tbe farm.
They may be termed general purpose
fowls and claesed very much as general

purpose cowe. Under certain conditions
they are more valuable than especial

breeds that require careful looking after

to develop their greatest production along
prescribed lineB.

For farmers' use probably one of the

American breeds of solid color gives the

best general satisfaction. That is, on nine

farms out of ten a good medium white

hen will forage for herEelf and lay more
eggs than a carefully bred layiDg strain.

ThiB doeB not necessarily mean that a

thoroughbred American fowl will do well

under a system of neglect, but Bhe will

give good results with less care than

some of the great layers or great meat
producers.

The LeghornB cannot be classed as

general purpose fowls, because they do

not hatch their own eggB. A general

purpose fowl must be good for everything

that is required of the hen. She must
lay agoodly number of eggs, taka on flesh

when wanted for the proper season. In

addition to this tbey are valuable when
the motherly instinct prompts them to

take good care of the small fry.

—

Stockman
Journal.

- m

Regulations for Shipping Live Stock.

Washington', July 28—Regulations for

the shipment of live Btock under the

twenty-eigbt-hour law in the matter of

feed and rest of stock in transit were com-

pleted today by the Department of Agri-

culture. The recommendations as to the

department's attitude on the question

were prepared by Dr. D. E. Salmon, chief

of the Bureau of Animal Industry, and
approved by Sectetary WiUon, are as

follows

:

"The statute provides for the shipment
of live Btock without unloading en-roate

under certain conditions. I have in-

vestigated the subject and would re-

spectfully recommend that the depart-

ment approve aB being in compliance

with the statute all shipments of cattle

in transit for more than twenty-eight

consecutive hours made under the follow-

ing conditions

:

"First, that the cars containing the

cattle shall be equipped with hay racks,

each lineal foot of which shall have a

capacity of not less than one cubic foot

extending along the sides of the cars from
the doors to the end, and that the cars

shall be bo arranged that the racks may be
readily filled with hay through openings

in the car roof.

"Second, that the cars shall be fitted

with semi-cylindrical watering troughB of

galvanized iron not lesB than fifteen

inches deep by not less than twelve incheB

wide across the top, inside measurement,
with tbe inner edge curved to retain the

water and facilitate filling. The trough

is to be placed in proper position along

the side of the errs and extend from the

doors to the end. All troughs are to be

bo arranged that they can be readily filled

with water and emptied on the outside of

the car, and the troughs be kept free from
all litter and filth.

"Third, food and water to be supplied

at intervals not exceeding twenty-eight

hours, while the BhipmentB are in transit,

and in supplying water each car to be

stopped for at least five minutes, during

which time the troughs shall be kept

filled with clear water, and all animals

given an opportunity to drink.

"Fourth, in order that the cattle may
have sufficient space and opportunity to

rest the cars shall not be overloaded, and
in all shipments there shall be room in

each car for at least one-third of the cattle

to lie down at the same time. The num-
ber of head of cattle that may be carried

in a thirty-six-foot car is shown in the

following table, according to the live

weight:

Average live weight and head for thirty-

six-foot car respectively. 700, 23; 800, 22;

900, 21 ; 1000, 20 ; 1100, 19 ; 1200, 18 : 1300,

17; 1400, 16; 1500, 16; 1600, 14; 1700, 13;

1800, 12.
_

What Prime Butchers Are.

muBt show marked evidence of ripene

and maturity. The two must go hand
hand. A hog may be mature witho
having being fed so as to show that bloc

of condition that is necessary for a prir

hog, or he may have been fed as well

possible and not be sufficiently matui
Maturity may be reached at different ag,

and weights.

The quality of a prime hog is indicat.

by a medium size, fine, clean cut hea
without surplus fat or wrinkles of Bhi

medium sized ears of fine texture, ha
that is fine, straight, silky, and lies clo

to body. Skin smooth, pliable and in

from wrinkles. Smooth, nicely taperii

tail, medium size. No undue coarsene

at joints. The form should be broa

across the back, wide and well filled ban
and shoulders, short, heavy neck, hea*
jowls and short legB. He must be ayn

metrical, smooth and compact.

He must be well covered with a thic

layer of fat on tbe outside of the carcas

be well rounded out at the rump, the

making a socket in which the tail is se

be well filled out on the neck up to th

face, have a broad, fat back, with mue
fat on sides and belly and be well filled i

flankB and twist. He must, however, b

free from flabbinesB.

Breed to the Right Stallion.

Horses and mules of the right sort

bringing paying prices on the marketi

The undersized, scrubby ones bring th

bottom prices. Many farmers are dii

gusted with raising horses because the

unfortunately pay little attention t

breed or conformation of sire or dan:

and the result is disappointment in nit

cases out of ten. There has never bee

a much better demand for good shaped

active, fair-sized horsss and mules

Breed the right Bort and then let th

colt6 have all the grain and bright ha;

they will eat up clean. Do not stin

them. There Is a great future for th

judicious horse and mule breeder.

We hear a great deal now about breec

type and characteristics, and it is righ

that breeders should pay attention

these things. But firBt and foremost th'

form and function that produces the moe|

profit muBt be observed. We have Beer

breederB, in looking over pure brec,

animals—hogs for instance—when the;

would evidently entirely ignore a broat

back, well-filled hams, good length o

body and strong, clean bone, and talk

long and loud against the animal becauBt

one hind foot was black when they woulc?

rather have bad it white to conform tc

the ideal marking. We agree that for »i

pure bred animal it would haye been i

good thing to have had it juBt right, but

of the two—a white foot or a profitable

meat making form—we would certainly

have greater admiration for the form.

Usefulness muBt be the first requirement..

i

The term "prime" in a general way
means the beBt of the class, but in a

more specific way in stockyards vernacu-
lar it has a meaning of its own. says
William Dietrich of the Illinois Experi-
ment Station. To grade as prime a hog

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombautt's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, "Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,

Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes all

Bunches from Horse* or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Bore Throat, etc, It Is invaluable.
%very bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is

Warranted to (rive satisfaction. Price $1 50
per bottle. Sold by druggets, or sent by ex-
press, chartFPB paid, witn full directions for
Its u»e. t5TSend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc Address

The Laurence-Williams Co., Cleveland,
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Choosing a Breed.

One of the most difficult questions to

lecide in the commencement of poultry

:eeping is the selection of a breed from

vhieh the best results can be obtained,

ays American Poultry Advocate. Many
. beginner has spent money, labor and
^ime trying different breeds before the

>ne has been found that was beet adapted

his situation and requirements.
1 It is known that certain breeds have
'ualities peculiar to themselves, as for

nstance Wyandottes excel as broilers

;

Leghorns aB egg producers; BrahmaB in

esh and weight; white Plymouth Rocks
pproach nearest to the beet all purpose

jwls, and so on. Besides this, however,

c would appear that every man or woman
;ho has a liking for poultry keeping has

ome one breed with which they would be

lore successful than with any other,

'hey Eeem to understand this breed

etter, push it to the best advantage and

om it obtain the beBt results. Even
•hen two or more breeds are kept, one

•ill usually be the favorite. There is

ttle doubt that the poultry keepers who
re making the moBt, and are the most
iccessful are the ones that are specialists

itn one particular breed.

While the situation of the place on
hich poultry is to be kept should never

s lost Bight of by the beginner, its

iaptability to certain requirements as

> whether eggs, broilers or market
jultry would bring the best results, still

ter all it is in perfecting a breed that

e most money is made in the end, and
lerefore the taste and liking of a beginner

mating a choice of a breed should play

i important part.

In perfecting a breed and in its right

re, handling and management so that

ock and eggs can be sold to other

ociers, one is not brought into active

mpetition with every farmer or keeper
•' a few hens, as is the case in the Bale

• eggs or market poultry. Therefore in

le lines of thiB special endeavor better

isults can be obtained.

ft would seem then that after the special

iquirements of the situation are taken

i:o consideration, it would be best to

coose that breed which one likes the

ht or those that approach nearest to

t!se requirements.
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WESTCHESTER RAGING ASSOCIATION
Under the An,plces o, Tne Jockey Clab and National Steeplechase and Hunt Asaoclat.on
Race course. Belmont park
Queens, long island, n. y.

Office, 571 Fifth Ave., New York
"THEWhDSOR ARCADE"
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Green Bone for Fowls.

,ts an egg producer green bone has no
eial. Of course, it must be fed in

.
nderation and in connection with a

e Scient supply of everything else that

a lying hen needs.

'here is a gieat difference in green

bjie; some material from the meat mar-
ks is permitted to remain in the heat

: il it is unfit to feed to anything. Such
"slff is objectionable in every way. A
Inn that would feed decayed material

itoens is not the kind of man to deal

,
w|b. It is liable to lead to disease in

U poultry and it is sure to impart a

„ fljor to the eggs.

|
Jean cut bone varies in quality because

sqietimes there is much more meat scrap
wb it than at other times. The raw
nnt scrap probably is more valuable
tli the cut bone, but a reasonable mix-
ta i of the two should be secured if

pqiible.

|

is much better to have a bone cutter
atjae poultry houBe and to buy the green

AUTUMN MEETING. 1905.
The following events win close and name at

midnight of Tuesday, August 15th, as
by their several conditions

For Two=Year>OIds.
THE HURRICANA-JI500 Added.

™»M?„?°??,
ICAN

f <EeI "°S). 'or two-year olds,

each Ml?nrrl?r
e
% f„

n "T By su °s"!Pt*°n of 850each iio forfeit, to the winner, with SI500 added
of which $&0 to the second, S150 to the thirdfive furlongs.

THE RANCHO DEL PASO-SI500 Added.
THE RANCHO del Paso, for two-year-olds, non-

S i
?ni

S
^{,

$
Sn° ."

.
llme °' entry- B* subscriptionolfeOeaob.MO forfeit to the winner, wiih$l5U0

?h! 5
d

' Sf
wi

i
cn S25° t0 the second. 8150 to thethird. Named weights. -Six furlongs.

WHITE PLAINS HANDICAP-53000 Added.
The White Plains Handicap, for two-yeai-
, ,./ subscription of 860 each, half forfeit, 810only if declared, with S3000 added, of whlchSJOO tothe second, 8100 to the third. Six furlongs.

For Three-Year=01ds.
THE HUNTER-SI500 Added.

The Hunter Handicap, for Allies three years
old. By subscription 01 850 each, half forfeit.SIO
only if declared, with 81500 added, of which 8250
to the second, 8150 to the third. One mile.

THE PAIRVIEW-S1500 Added.
The Paihview (selling), for three.year-olds.

°y subscription ot S5U each ' S-0 forfeit, with SI500
added, of which 8250 to the second, 8150 to tne
tblrd. One mile and a sixteenth.

THE DIXIANA—81500 Added.
.'£fl™,.

DI;SIANA, for three-year olds, non-winners
oisooootn l90oat tlmeof entrs. By subscription
of iM each, $-.>0 forfeit, with $1500 added, of which
$2d0 to the second, 8150 to the third. Named
weights. One mile.

THE RAMAPO HANDICAP-82000 Added.
The Ramapo Handicap, for three-year-olds.

By subscription of tw each, 810 only If deolared
Starters 1 1 pay 830 additional, with 8J0C0 added
of which $250 to the second, $150 to the third
Mile and a furlong.

For Two=Year=OIds and Upward.
THE MANHATTAN HANDICAP-&I800 Added.

/ESP Manhattan Handicap. By subscription
of $20 each, $1U only if declared. Starters to pay
$30 additional, with $1800 added, of which $25U to
theecond, $150 to the third. Last six furlongs
Main Course.

AUTUMN HIGHWEIGHT SERIAL HANDI-
CAPS—$5000 Added.

By subscription of $30 each, which shall eDtitle
the entry to start in each of the three handicaps
viz: The Bronx, the Westchester and the Fordham
Highweight Handicaps on payment of an ad
ditionalstartiDg fee of $10 for each race. Also
all entriesshah be handicapped free for all over
night handicaps during the meeting, if duly
entered, saving declaration fees.

Conditions or the Bronx Highweight
Handicap. {10 additional for starters. with$i5uo
added, of which $300 to the second, $200 to the
third. Last six furlongs, Main Course.
Conditions of the Westchester Highweight

Handicap 810 additional for starters, with $ituu
added, of which $300 to ihe second, $2CfJ to the
third Last six and a half furlongs, Main Course,
Conditions of the Fordham Highweight

Handicap. $10 additional for starters, with$1800
added, of which $300 to the second, $200 to the
third. Last seven furlongs. Main Course.

ForThree»Year=01ds and Upward
THE NEW ROCHELLE—$1500 Added.

The New Rochelle (selling) at 10 lbs. above
the scale. By subscription of $50 each $J0 forfeit,
with 81500 addPd, of which 8150 to the second, $150
10 the third One mile, Slain Course.

Supplementary Entries for Autumn
Meeting, 1905.

For Two=Year=OIds.
THE NURSERY HANDICAP—$3000 Added.
The Nurserv Handicap. Subscription of $75

each, the only forfeit if declared by 2 p. m. of the
day before the race. If left in after that time to
pay$l50each, w'th $3000 added, of which $600 to
the second, $100 to the third. Six furlongs.

THE CHAMPAGNE-85000 Added.
The Champagne (condition), at $100 each, half

forfeit, with 85000 added, of which $1000 to the
second, &>00 to the third. Seven furlongs.

For Three=Year=0Ids.

THE JEROME-82000 Added

m??.e„ Jii
,

rome Handicap. 8100 each, half forfeit

uM, I, s v£n
ar^ by 2 p M of the d ay before the race

„ At ;>,,"J";?;"' wh,ch im t0 tne second, $200
to the third. Mile andftre-sixltenths.

For Three-Year=0lds and Upward.
THE MUNICIPAL HANDICAP-82500 Added.

rJi??t ^rS-
C
}fi

L
,

HiI
lDlCAP. at $100 each, half

£ lib or*- "declared by 2 p u of the day be-fore the race. With $2500 added, of which 8500 to

'X,Urs •

'° lhe lb"a
-
M"' and ",r"°

BELMONT PARK AUTUMN WEIGHT FORAOE RACE-$3000 Added.
The Belmont Park Autumn Weight for Age

„t
A£hAt$««^eachVhal"orfeit

' WithS3000added,

Steeplechases-Open and for Hunters
THE CORINTHIAN OPEN STEEPLECHASE

HANDICAP-8IO0O Added.
Probably run Tuesday, October 3d.

The Corinthian Open Steeplechase Handi-
cap, to be ridden by gentlemen riders. qual'Bed
under the rules of the N S. & H. A. or the C H A.
If entered by August 15. 1905. at $25, $15 forfeit, or
fo only if declared. If entered September nth.
Ia0 each, half forfeit, or 810 only it declared the
day preceding the race, with $1000 added, of which
»200tothe second, 8100 to the third, and 8100 in
p'ate to the rider of the winner. The Whitney
Course. About two miles and a half.

THE BROOK CUP HANDICAP STEEPLE-CHASE—$5250 Added in Plate and Money.
Probably run Saturday, October 7th.

The Brook Cup Handicap Steeplechase
By subscription of 825 each, with $75 additional'
(or starters. The Brook Club to offer a Gold Cud
of the value of $2500, to be won twice, not neces-
sarily consecutively, by the same owner before
becoming his property, with $5500 added to each
race by the Westchester Racing Association
The N. S. & H. A. to present to the winner each
vear plate of the value of $250 The winner to
receive all the subscriptions, the starting fees
and $1500 of the added money, the second $700
the third $300 of the added money. -Iboul three'
miles.

THE HARBOR HILL CUP STEEPLECHASE-
Mr. Clarence H. Mackay to add 83000 and a
Silver Cup Probably run Monday, October 9th.
The Harbor Hill Cup Steeplechase for

three-year-olds. At $25 each and $50 additional
Tor starters to the winner, with $3000 and a silver
cup, both money and plate presented by Mr
Clarence H Mackay. The cup to be won twice,
not necssarily consecutively, before becoming
•he winner's property The second to receive
$500. and the third $200 of the added money. To
carry 135 lbs Winners of a steeplechase to carry
5 lbs. extra; of two or more 10 lbs. extra. Short
Course, about two miles.

AUTUMN MEADOW BROOK HANDICAP
STEEPLECHASE— $1000 Added. Probably
run Thursday, October 12m.
The Autumn Meadow brook Handicap

Steeplechase, for Hunters, qualified under the
Rules of the N. S & H A. or C. H A.. Gentle-
men Riders By subscription of $10 each and $15
additional for starters, if entered Au ust 15th
If entered by 5 p m, of Monday. October 2, 1905.
at$20each. and $30 additional for starters with
$1000 added, of which 8200 to the second $100 to
the third Mr August Belmont to add plate of
the value of $100 to t*ie winner, If ridden by a
gentleman rider. Horses ridden by professional
riders to carry 5 lbs more than tte Welch's
allotted by the handicapper. About three miles.

THE SEVENTH CHAMPION STEEPLE-
CHASE—About 812.000.

Probably Run Saturday, October Nib.

Supplementary entry for the Seventh
Champion Steeplechase, at 850 each, ai d
$100 additional for starters. If made on or beioie
Tuesday. August 15, 1905. wltb$9i:uo added: to lhe
second 81500, to the third $750 of the added money.
Named weights, penalties and allowances. The
N S. & H. A. to present to the wlnnerplateof the
valueof$500. About thru miles and a

iMcMURRAY

I

And LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES
and JOGGING CARTS

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER.
flS^-Address, for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE.
"A STRATHWAY"

A Dapple Gray Gelding by Strathway out
of a Thoroughbred Mare.

MR. FRISCO is 8 years old and SOUND*weighs 1050 lbs. He is one of the grandest roao
horses in America today. Fearless of all objects
on road; a very fast walker; does not pull or lug
on the bit; carries his head high; goes straight
and never stumbles; will stand when tied and
there is no road too long for him. He Is a good
feeler and a good looker at all times, either be-
fore or after driving. His speed qualities are
phenomenal. He never saw a race track until
last spring, when he was sent to Mr. Al McDonald
at the track at Pleasanton. who drove him a mile
in 2:22H. last half in 1:09%, with only thirty
days' training Mr. McDonald says he will trot
a mile in 3:15 with three months' handling. The
owner of this horse has to go East and has lfft
the horse, buggy and harness in charge of MrThomas Kinney at the Fashion Stables, who <vill
show the horse or outfit.

THOMAS KINNEY,
Fashion Stables, Ellis St., S. F.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
In a Race.

Is entered at Fresno and ready to start.
A high-class Race Horse and a Coming sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19}, etc.)
by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to raoiog. For further particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

PARK HORSE FOR SALE.
"LTIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COAL BLACK,^* 15V4 hands, five years old. weighs 1000 pounds.
Is a very handsome horse, a perfect beauty: fear-
less of all thlnes on the road: has been driven by
a lady. Has lots of speed, but never trained on a
track. Sound and all rieht. Sire and dam both
registered. Applv to

E. A. GRIGSBY, Napa, Cal
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te directly from the meat market as

led. If necessary, owing to distance,

eep a supply on hand, it should ba

: in an icebox or a cool place as care-

' as meat is kept for the table.

—

New
fe Farmer.

you raise fifty pigs, the service
fei or each one would be 50 cents, if you
bu| a pure-bred boar that costs .$25. That

mall cost price for the early maturity,
netry and evenness a bunch of pigs

' good sire will have.

Notice —Entries for the above are received only under the conditions as
printed and in all re3p3cts subject to and in accordance with the Rules of The
Jockey Club and The National Steeplechase and Hunt Association. Forentry
blanks address

The Breeder and Sportsman, 3G Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR SALE. FUTURITY CANDIDATE FOR SALE.
rnHREE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE. HAND-
-1- some blood bay In color; good conformation
and a first-class individual In every respect.
With little work as a two-year-old he easily
showed a 2:40 gait. Is perfectly sound and good
galted. Sired by Iran Alto 8:I2L£, dam Alma
Wllkswood by Alcantara. For price and particu-
lars address Breeder and Sportsman, 3$ Geary
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

J

|/OR SA LE-ATHENE BY DEXTER PRINCE;
L first dam Athena 2:15 by Electioneer R:i.v
mare, tjve years old, bred at Palo Alto. Wllh

i
partial training she has trotted quarters In :3i.

I She has a beautiful colt by Kinney Lou foaled in
1 April. 1905, and entered in the Futurity stakes
j
Both will be sold at a verv reasonable figure.

|
Inquire of J.VO. S. PHIPPEN, Trainer.

Mayfield,Cal.

1 onges. S. Adderley, 307 Market St

P^Hi(rr£»P>C TflhlllflfArl acd tyPewrltfcen ready for framingr^Ui^itW lauuiai^U Write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

A Q00D FILLY FOR SALE.
LTANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BYLJ

- Loohlnvar 2:20. he bv Director H. 2:27 by
Director 2:17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223;
second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Ei press by Flaxtall; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marlon, son of Mambrfno Chief 11. This filly
Is well broken, perfectly sound, pood galted and
a first-class prospect. For further particulars
address J. D BLAMEY,

Box 715. Grass Valley. Cal.

U.S.
ArmyMcCIellan Saddles
Sold to u- at Government Arsenal on
change of regulation from black to

russet leather covering. Strongest, Best
inn! Easiest riding Saddle ever nnuJe.

Pine serviceable order— il-...] only a abort
time. Complete with Hair orWeb Glrtb,
Hooded stirrups, ' oal amps, Coal LT.S.

Govt, $16.47 Oar Bargain Price $4.90—
dUconnt to dealers. I". S. Armv Bridles
complete, serviceable, $1.00. 176 Page
large Illustrated catalogue. Regular
Military Cyclopedia

FHANCIS luwunuv ,-,;:i El'nar. Ktm Vnrli
i ;,.. ,. ,i

i UMUn Good fro

10,000

TRAINING STABLE.
tTAVINQ OPENED A TRAINING STABLE
1

' ut the Pleasanton Track, I am prepared to
handle four or five more bonses. Have trained
and driven to record Rey Direct 2:10, Dlctatress

in., etc. Can refer to Geo. A. Davis and
other owners Tortus, etc., on application Ad
dress ED. S PARKER, Pleasanton, Cal.

873-680 11th Ave.
Dack of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cad.

Boarding, Training and Hfendling aLI kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel: West 259.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property or John Parbott, Esq.)

DeroI£ d **cl«.l«i r ,o tne Breeding and Traln.ng of

High. Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY. Manager.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WirH THE

Oleo Scandal Exposed.

Dairy and Food Commissioner Warren

of Pennsylvania informs President Roose-

velt that oleo colt red with azo, a poison-

ous coal tar dve, has been sold for the

best dairy butter to all the United States

ships, the cjmp, marine barracks and

hospital at League Island for many

montbs. He also charged that the United

States officers had knowledge of this oleo

traffic as far back as March 25th. Two

samples of supposed butter taken on

board the receiving ship Lancaster, and

one on the battleship Massachusetts were

found to be colored oleomargarine, as also

were the samples taken from the bar-

racks and the aun boat Scorpion.

It is understood that the contract with

the federal government, under which

this oleomargarine is furnished, expressly

stipulates for fresh butter, "extra cream-

ery." If tbiB is so the government is not

getting under this contract what it has

a right to get, and what the contractor

agreed to furnish, but a much cheaper

and inferior article, and is thus being

defrauded. Sot only that, but an unfair

advantage is being taken of honest bidders

for this contract.

Mr. Warren, in a detailed letter to the

President, said: "Our department in this

matter is acting with the single purpose

of protecting the public from fraud, and

to protect the dairy interests of the state,

and we cannot proceed ourselves, as it is

a violation of the United States statute,

and the only effective way to accomplish

the purpose we have in mind is through

a prosecution by the federal government.

"

The President at once called a confer-

ence at which were Commissioner War-

ren and the attorney for the dairy and

food commission of Pennsylvania. The

meeting was presided over by President

Roosevelt, who assured the dairymen

that the matter would receive prompt

consideration by the proper officials of

the federal government, a ter which an

order for a complete investigation by the

navy department was made.—Ezthange-
o

Quality in Native Steers.

The principal cause of lack of quality

among home-bred steers is not due so

much to lack of infusion of pure blood as

to the indiscriminate admixture of the

blood of breeds of both beef and fatly

types.

The practice of shifting frequently from

one line of meat production to another,

or from meat making to dairying, with

the ups and downs of the markets, has

brought with it disastrous result?. It is

this practice which has led to more or less

breeding back and forth of the same

females to beef or dairy sires and the con-

sequent production of mixed types. In

shifting from one line of meat production

to another while the few may make so-

called lucky hits, in general the practice

is disastrous, if we are to succeed we

must adhere tenaciously to fixed lines of

production.

The individual who can speedily and

successfully adapt himself to radical

changeB is extremely rare. We desire to

issue a word of warning concern

purchase of young cattle for grazing or

feeding from dealers who occasionally

pick up so called bargains in stock.

o

Sober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.

PRIVILEGES!
FOR SALE.

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Bleeders

Association Race Meeting at

SANTA ROSA
AUGUST 16, 17, 18 and 19, 1905

-DIDS FOR THE FOLLOWING PRIVILEGES
D will be received up to Monday noon, Aug. 7tn:

BETTING (Auction and Mutual
Totalization Pools)

Central TrustCompany

of California

42 Montgomery!St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sura

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings

3 6-10% on Term Savings

FRUIT, CANDY, NUTS and
ICE CREAM

PROGRAMMES
A certified cneck for 50 per cent should accom-

pany all bids Rigbt reserved to reject any or

allWds -

MUSIC
Estimates will tie received tor furnishing

Music-6or 10 men to play ooe hour each day for

four days in band wagon on street ana trom 2 to

4:30 o'clock at the tract.

Address
F. W. KELLET, Secretary,

36 Geary Street. San Francisco.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST

TWICE A YEAR
Rate—

SH Per cent on ordinary accounts

3 6-10 per cent on term accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS--- 11,500,399-46

TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839 38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,

Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft

Send for Pamphlets Descriptive ot Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor Callforala and Montgomery

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
s

v/vr

Absorbine
BEMOTES

BTTRSAI, ENLARGEMENTS.
THICKENED TISSUES.
INFILTIt VTED PARTS. ariaW
PIFF OR SWELLING. CJ RES
LAMENESS, ALLAYS PAIN
without laving the horse up. Does not
blister, stain or remove the hair, s-2.00 a
bottle, delivered. Pamphlet 1-B free.

ABSORBINE. .TR.. forn]ankiml.?U>0

. Cures Synovitis, Weeplnc Sinew, strains,

Gontv or Rheumatic Deposits. Allays Pain. Book
free. Manufactured only by

W. F. YOCNG, P. D. F ,

54 Monmouth street, Sprlng6eld. Mass.

For sale by Macl'&Co Langiey &MlchBelsCo.
iwdlnEton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron.
ill of San Francisco

Bottle.

Mark Levy & Co.

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

anp meni jots
5* a month.

Refined Dairy Salt tells

ASK YOUR DEALER.

WELL SEND BOOK FREE

MNMIiSMPPIVCO
- PATEIrfEES-LMANUFACTURERS-

CALIFORNIA

NORTHWESTERN RAILWi

Through Picturesque California,

The Ideal Route for

TMiIer aM Ofltii Tri]

One day's ride from San Francisco will tt

you to some of the finest Tront Streams in

State. Along the line and within easy distal

are many of the best Springs and Summer Resc
in the State. The Company maintains a F
Hatcherv and annually stocks the many strea

reached by its road One million Trout Fry w
planted last year tn these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed in Ross

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park i

Camp Vacation, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on

Coast reached by the Tibnron Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1905

Issued aonualls by the Company, is now rea
This is the standard publication on the Coast
Information regarding Mineral Springs, Resoi
Country Homes and Farms where summer boa
ers are taken, and Select Camping Spots.
Beautifully illustrated, 150 pp. and can be 1

In response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices— 650 Market Street (Chroni
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Stree
General Office—Mutual Life Ins Bldg., <

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco,

JAS. L. FRAZIER,
Gen. Mgr.

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Ag

PHENOL S0DIQU
lieals

CUTS, BURN

and SORES.

THE BES
Antiseptic

Dressi]

for

Man or Bea

Ke p handy for er

gencies in hom
and stable.

D'5£AEES Of AMiKAlS. w--.

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-

nercial school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-

ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students

annually placed in positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HEALD. President.

I
". :-3 Equally good fore

;-|§^~l~\ "^- and all animal!

j

SA-VCE BnOTKEHS S.
WHITE- jf nQt at your fl

L Pi!JT^o1i£pHiA-_L--J £*sls -
small size :

^^TrTTr^^TTr^T^rrx^^^ to any address e

^gg=rz^_ '—^r^'--}^ receipt of 10c

HANCE BROTHERS & WHI
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGi

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co . New York, of Broome St.

Kaoffmau Bnggy Co, MlBniisbnrg, Ohio
C. S. CafTrey Co, Camden, N. J
Connersville Kuegy Co , Connersvllle. Ind.
Water-town Carriage Co.. Watertown. N. Y.
Walborn J&Rlker Pony Vehicles, St Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622=28 Market St.

(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone Sonth 1062 SAN FRANCISCO

TRAINING AND BOARDING 8 TABU

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire

I have opened a new Boarding and Trail
Stable near tr-e above corner, and will board!

train for racing, road use or matinee drivifl

limited number of first-class horses at reason!

rates Have good location, brand-new stable*

everything first-class. All horses in my careil

receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNE
Telephone: Page 4147.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bias;

Cured In 48 Hours.

CAPSULES

£0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND P1QS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SOIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

308 California Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Superior to Copaiba. Cnbetw or Inje,«

Photo Engraving Compi

HIGH CLASS AKT

IN

Half Tones and Line Engn

Artistic Designing.

006 Mission St., cor. First, San Fran
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at t3ae-

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED
This was the Only Event Dnrlne the Entire Grtrnd American which was won from Behind the
lG-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, amoDg; them the following:

i uon Practice Day.F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reld (tie), 99 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arie (tie), 97 out of 100.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97. 4 of 96 and 25 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells.

All of which, merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS,

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H, KELLER, Manager.

YOUR
GUN

YOU may need a new one this fall; DO NOT wait nntil yon want ™

It. ORDER NOW. REMEMBER It takes time to make a gnn and
make one RIGHT. We do not care to make one any other way.
If you DON'T know all about a gnn write to us; we may be able
to serve JUST YOfT. We have had over forty years' experience, and it's yours for the
asking. Tell us what you want Write to-day.

35^

32 Warren St„ New York City. 30 Cherry St,, Meriden, Conn,

The Hunter One-Trigger
Is Absolutely ^^k Put on ^ L

-
Ci SMITH

Perfect S" y<0^ GUN, New or Old.

HUNTER ARMS CO., FULTON, NEW Y0BK
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Vo Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE <&, BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

/39

Market St.

Send for

Catalogue

GILNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING fTACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, • • • CALIFORNIA.

521

Kearny St,

Mailorders

a Specialty

Ballistite Wins!
Both the High Amateur and General Average

AND ALSO THE

Phil F. Bekeart Challenge Trophy--100 Birds-

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won with

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER & HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

AT STUD.

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTO
HERD—77 premiums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beet and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER SAXE & SON, Llok House, S. F., Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stook. Correspondence solloited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at State and county fairs,

show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 Id

California. No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINS AND DURHAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry- Estab-
lished 1876. William Niles & Co.. Irfw AngeleB
Dal.

VETERINARY.

M. R. O. V. S., F. E. T. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnbure
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonlee
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medloal Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San FranclBco:
Telephone Park 128.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE
IN NEWSPAPERS!

ANYWHERE AT ANYTiMB
Call on or Write

I E.C.DAKE'S AD¥ERTISfflG AGEBC1E5

24 Sansome Street

6AN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Ch. CUBA OF KENWOOD
(Glenbeigh Jr.-Stella)

CUBA JR.
(Ch. Cuba of Kenwood- Florida)

One of the highest class Field Trial winners In
America. Seven wins in nine Trials before he
was two years old.

STQGKDALE KENNELS
K. M. DODGE, Manager,

Bakersfleld, Kern Co.,
Boarding. Pointer Puppies and well-broken

Does for sale.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this head one cent per word
per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

rpREMENDOUS BARGAINS IN COLLIES.
-* Send in order and get the very best at bottom
prloe. GLEN TANA COLLIE KENNELS, P.
O. Box 1907, Spokane, Wash.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training, Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as weir as to Cockers, and it is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
—

D

BAUBB IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 199

CALIFORNIA

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
WriHe for prices.

Breeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary Street

San Francisco, Oal.
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DEER
HUNTING

AUG. 1 to OCT. 15

You'll Need a

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

PACIFIC COAST depot:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

DEER
HUNTING

AUG. 1 to OCT. 15.

BE_SURE TO USE_

WRITE FO * ILLUSTRATED CATALOQ.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, - Manager

WucHEsn
A»ivj:^i:xjnNrii"ic33xr, ri^IjEsss, shotgukts

WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

i The Official RtcorJs Show
f that at tbe

f GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

!

Indianapolis, Ind., June 27-30,

Du POM SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

\ EIGHT PRIZES

I

i

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary
Handicap, Consolation Handicap and

the Five Men State Team
Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

r

I

General Average

For the Tournament at Indianapolis

won by

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 298 ex 300, using

New E. G. Improved

"Fred A. Stone Scarescrow Trophy"

which was awarded the

High Professional

in the

Grand American Handicap

won by

W. G. Hearne

using

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

I

Clabrougli, Golcher & Go.

GUNS y^hsA^. FISHING

Gun Goods
••"Send for Catalogue.

^ Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

EACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELL!
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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36 i'.EAKY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THKEE DOLLARS A TEAR
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WESTCHESTER RAGING ASSOCIATION
Pnilcr the Au.plce. of The Jockey Club »uu National Steeplechase and Hant Association

RACE COURSE, BELMONT PARK
QUEENS. LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

OFFICE, 571 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
"THE WllNDSOR ARCADE"

1906 1907 190S
SPECIAL NOTICE TO OWNERS AND TRAINERS

Thelliedeventgfor now yearlings, to run when two years old In 1906, when three years old in

1807, and for foals or l&J
r
> to ran in iujs will be duly announced to close September 15. 1905, viz : in

1S0«! TOO Juvenile, The Fashion, The Eclipse 1907, The Withers, Tile Ladies, The 41st Belmont for

now'yearllngs. Usltncmt for fo3lsor 1935. Tne Tenth National Stallion Race of 1801

will close for stallions at the same time.

AUTUMN MEETING. 1905.
Tlie following eveot* will close and name at

uitdulgtiL of Tuesday, Augutd loth, as

by I heir several conditions.

For TNvo=Year=01ds.

TOE IIURRICANA—$1500 Added-

The HuKRiCiNA (selling), for two-year-olds,
maidens at time of entry By subscription of $50

each, ti the winner, with Sisuo added.
of which 1250 to the second, $150 to the third.

riongt.

THE KANCHO DEL PASO—$1500 Added.

The RANcao dbl Paso, for two-year-olds, non-
winners of $5000 at time of entry. By subscription
of #50eaoh. t^ftorfoit to the winner, with $1500
added, of which $250 to the second. $150 to the
third. Named weights. Six furlongs.

WHITE PLAIN'S HANDICAP-$3000 Added.

Tdb Woitb Plains Handicap, for two-year-
olds Bv subscription of $50 each, half forfeit, $10

only if dec- hi.--. added, of which$100 to
the second, »200 tQihe third. Sit furlongs.

For Three=Year=01ds.

THE HUNTER-$I500 Added.

The Hcstkr Handicap, tor fillies three years
old. By subscription of $50 each, half forfeit, $10
only if declared, with $1500 added, of which $250
to the second, $150 to the third. One mile.

THE FAIRVIEW—$1500 Added.
The Faibview (selling), for three-year-olds'

By subscription of 550 each, $20 forfeit, with $1500
added, of which $250 to ihe second, $150 to the
third. One milt and a sixteenth.

THE DIXIANA—$1500 Added.

The Dixiana, for three-year olds, non-winners
of $5000 in 1905 at time of entrj. By subscription
of $50 each, $20 forfeit, with $1500 added, of which
$250 to the second, $150 to the third. Named
weights. One Mite.

THE RAMAPO HANDICAP-82000 Added.
The Ramapo Handicap, for three-year-olds.

By subscription of $20 each, $10 only If declared.
Starters t-> pay $3'J additional, with S2O0O added,
of which $250 to the second, $150 to the third.
Mile ah

For Two=Year=01ds and Upward.
THE MANHATTAN HANDICAP—$1800 Added.
The Manhattan Handicap. By subscription

of $20each, $!0onlv if declared. Starters to pay
?30additlonal. with $1800 added, of which $250 to
tbe second, $150 to the third. Last six furlongs.
Main < b

AUTUMN HIGHWEIGHT SERIAL HANDI-
CAPS—$5000 Added.

By subscription of $30 each, which shall entitle
the entry to start in each of the three handicaps,
viz: The Bronx, the Westchester and theFordham
Hfghweight Handicaps on payment of an ad-
ditional starting fee of $10 for each race. Also
all entries shall be handicapped free for all over
nfght handicaps during the meeting- if duly
entered, saving declaration fees.

Conditions op the Bronx Highweight
Handicap $10 additional for starters, with $1500
added, of which $300 to tbe second. $200 to the
third, tJast six furlonqs. Main Course.

Conditions ofthe Westchester Highweight
HANDICAP. $10 additional for starters, with $1?C0
added, of which $300 to the second, {200 to the
third half furlongs, Main Course.

III'Ns OF THE FORDHAM HIGHWEIGHT
Handicap. $10 additional for starters, with $1800
added, of which $"500 to the second, $200 to the
third. Last .-- • i. furlongs^ Main Com s.

ForThree=Year=01ds and Upward
THE NEW ROCHELLE—$1500 Added.

The New Rochelle (selling) at 10 lbs. above
the scale. By subscription of $50 each $20 forfeit.
with 11500 added, of which $250 to the second, $150
to the third (.<<• oun

Supplementary Entries for Autumn
Meeting. 1905.

For Two=Year=0Ids.

THE NURSERY HANDICAP-$3000 Added.
Tub EfDBBlBT Handicap Subscription of $75

each, the only forfeit If declared by 2 p m of the
day before the race Iflofl in after that time to
P»y$l60«ach. w tft $1000 added of which $600 to
the second, $100 to tbe third.

THE CHAMPAGNE—$5000 Added.

The Champagne (condition), at $100 each, half
forfeit, with $5ii00 added, of which $1000 to the
second, $500 to the third. Seven furlongs.

For Tbree=Year=01ds.

THE JEROME-82000 Added.

The Jerome Handicap. $100 euch, half forfeit,
$25 if declared by 2pm of the day before theraee,
with $2000 added, of which $400 to the second, $200
to the third. Mih andfive-sixteenths.

For Three=Year=0Ids and Upward.

THE MUNICIPAL HANDICAP—$2500 Added.

The Municipal Handicap, at $100 each, half
forfeit, or $25 if declared by 2 p m of the day be-
fore the race. With $2500 added, of which $500 to
the second, $300 to the third. Mile and three-
quarters.

BELMONT PARK AUTUMN WEIGHT FOR
AGE RACE—$3000 Added.

The Belmont Park Autumn Weight for Age
Race, at$i00each. half forfeit. With $3000 added,
or which $600 to the second, $300 to the third.
T'.vo utiles and a quarter.

Steeplechases— Open and for Hunters

THE CORINTHIAN OPEN STEEPLECHASE
HANDICAP-$1000 Added.

Probably run Tuesday, October 3d.

The Corinthian Open Steeplechase Handi-
cap, to be ridden by gentlemen riders, qualified
under the rules of the N S. & H. A. or the C. H. A.
If entered by August 15, 1905. at $25, $15 forfeit, or
$5 only if declared. If entered September 14th,
$50 each, half forfeit, or $10 only if declared the
day preceding tbe race, with $1000 added, of which
$200 to the second, $100 to the third, and $100 in
plate to the rider of the winner. The Whitney
Course. About two miles and a half.

THE BROOK CUP HANDICAP STEEPLE-
CHASE—$5250 Added in Plate and Money.

Probably run Saturday, October 7th.

The Brook Cup Handicap Steeplechase.
By subscription of $25 each, with $75 additional
for starters. The Brook Club to offer a Gold Cup
of the value of $2500, to be won twice, not neces-
sarily consecutively, by the same owner before
becoming his property, with $2d00 added to each
race by the Westchester Racing Association.
TheN. S. & H. A. to present to the winner each
year plate of the value of $250. The winner to
receive all the subscriptions, the starting fees
and $1500 of the added money, the second $700,
tbe third $300 of the added money. About three
miles.

THE HARBOR HILL CUP STEEPLECHASE—
Mr. Clarence H. Mackay to add $3000 and a
Silver Cup. Probably run Monday, October 9th.

The Harbor Hilu Cup Steeplechase for
three-year-olds. At $25 each and $50 additional
for starters to the winner, with $3000 and a silver
cup, both money and plate presented by Mr.
Clarence H Mackay. The cup to be won twice,
not necessarily consecutively, before becoming
the winner's property. The second to receive
$500. and the third $200 of the added money. To
carry 135 lbs Winners of a steeplechase to carry
5 lbs. extra; of two or more 10 lbs. extra. Short
Course, about two ?»iles.

AUTUMN MEADOW BROOK HANDICAP
STEEPLECHASE — $1000 Added. Probably
run Thursday, October 12th.

The Autumn Meadow Brook Handicap
Steeplechase, for Hunters, qualified under the
Rules of the N. S. & H- A. or C. H. A., Gentle-
men Riders. By subscription of $10 each and $to
additional for starters, if entered August 15th
If entered by 5 p. m, of Monday. October 2, 1905,
at $20 each, and $30 additional for starters, with
$1000 added, of which $200 to the second $100 to
the third Mr August Belmont to add plate of
the value of $100 tn the winner, if ridden by a
gentleman rider. Horses ridden by professional
riders to carry 5 lbs. more than the weiehts
allotted by the handicapper. About three miles.

THE SEVENTH CHAMPION STEEPLE-
CHASE—About $12000.

Probably Run Saturday, October 14th.

Supplementary Entry for the Sbyenth
Champion Steeplechase, at $50 each, and
$100 additional for starters, if made on or before
Tuesday. August 15, 1905, with $9000 added: to the
second $1500, to the third $750 of the added money.
Named weights, penalties and allowances. The
N. S. & H. A. to present to the wlnoerplateof the
value of $500. About three miles and a half.

NOTICE —Eutrlea for the above are received only under the conditions as
printed an 1 in all re^pacU subject to and in accordance with the Rules of The
Jockey Club snd Tag Nitleoal Steeplechase and Hunt Association. Forentry
blanks address

THE Breeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

PHONE I'AKK 162 A. J. MARTIN, Prop.START ES»
BOARDING AND LIVERY

1530 Z^OEHilj STR£1£!T
BET. LYON AND CENTRL AVE.

Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

HKsT OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AM) SKK POH Y(M EtSB&F
"

!
—

P*>Hirt*rPk£kC TilhlllntAri ana type wrltten ready for framing
r tUli^l CC3 1 auuiaitu Write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

TOOMBY
two wheeler:

ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in All Size!

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts

Pneumatic Pole Carts
for Team Work on both Roi

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts.

Long Shaft Breaking Cart

Send for latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & GO.
Canal Dover, Ohio, U. S. i

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gatb Ave. & Polk S'

SAN FRANCISCO, CAT..

I

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNER
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbeli'sHorseFootRemedj
.•SOLD BY- ...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, C«;

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colj

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utalj

JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mom
A. A. KRAFT CO SpokaDe, Waall

A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO... .Tacoma, WaB)
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Waslj

C. RODDER Stockton, Ca|

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Ca
W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Ca
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Ca
H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Ca
JOS. McTIGQE San Francisco, Ca
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, Ca

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 412 W.Hadison St., CHICAGO , ILI

CuMJnder Truck

This Truok is the result of years of endeavor to produce a wagon that has great
carrying capacity, ample strength without superfluous weight, low

enough to the ground to minimize the labor of loading.
Can turn short among trees, and can be used on

the roads as well as on the farm.
The "Jersey" is a pronounced success, not only for tbe transportation of fruit,

but as a general purpose dray in villages and small cities.

16-18 DEUMM ST.
sSo OO-

SAN FBANCISCC.

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES "-%::
training, boarding and sale

Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at tbe Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Pari
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Francisoo. Always a good roadster on hand fol

sale. Careful and experienced men to oare for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses foi

track use. Ladies oan go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobile!
or oars.

RED BALL BRAND.

I

AwardedGoldMe da
At California Stat
Fair 1802.

Every horse ownerwb
values his stock shoal*
constantly have a sup
ply of It on hand. I
"jnproves and keep
stock In the pink o
'condition.

nanbattan Pood Ci

1353 FoUom St., San Francis©*
Ask your grocers or dealers for It.

*

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion,
C P. KERTELL, Manager.
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THE WEEKLY

3REEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KEIXEY, PBOPBIBTOBi

urf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast,

> 36 QEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
_

P. O. BOX 2300.
^ hlkpbonb: Black 586.

L'
:

~

: emu-One Year 83, Six Months SI. 75, Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
.Money snould be sent by postal order, draft or by registered letter

ddressed to P. W. Kelley, 38 Geary St., San Franoisco. Cal.

Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and
ddresa, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guarantee

t good faith.

I San Francisco, Saturday, August 12, 1905

A RACING LAW is needed in California and the

wners, breeders and trainers of harness horses should

nite in an effort to have a reasonable statute gov-

rning racing passed at the next session of the Legis-

iture. One has only to read the daily press to know

hat all over this country, except in those States

!>here such laws are in force, the harness meetings

re being interfered with, and will continue so to be,

nless horsemen organize for the protection of their

nterests. It is perfectly plain to all that this fight

: gainst betting on speed contests was not inaugurated

1 ,o suppress harness racing, but has been instigated

Ln account of the long continued running meetings

I
nd the presence of pool rooms. Ohio, Illinois, Mis-

ouri, Indiana, New Jersey and many other States

iave laws prohibiting betting on horse races, and

hese laws were passed with the sole purpose of clos-

'ig the pool rooms and stopping the running meet-

ras which had fallen into the hands of, and were

leing conducted by race track gamblers. "We do not

* Relieve there is a community in the United States

I '.'here a week of clean racing would not be welcome,

's nine-tenths of the people love good horses and

njoy seeing them race, but if the pool rooms and

ookmakers' meetings can be suppressed in no other

ay than by prohibiting all betting, then these com-

munities will willingly agree to such prohibition, as

he sentiment of the majority of the people in this

ountry is that race track gambling is an evil that

lust be checked. The time has passed for argument

hat betting on horse races is no greater evil than

ambling in wheat or other futures. The thing for

orse owners and breeders to do is to recognize the

ituation. _A bill that would limit racing in any

ounty in the State to thirty days in the year, and

. lake auction and mutual pools the only system of

etting, with a certain percentage on the amount

I ;agered to go to charity or the support of agricul-

ural fairs, would meet with favor among the people,

'here would be strong opposition to it in certain cir-

les but with the united aid of the harness horsemen

nd others, there would be little trouble in making it

1 law.

bench of San Joaquin County, where he served until

1S74. Judge Greene resigned and went to Oakland

in 1875, where he followed his profession until 1S79,

when he was elected Superior Judge. Election after

election followed with Judge Greene always returned

by a large vote. A year or so ago his health began

to fail and he - slowly declined. At times a serious

throat trouble gave his family cause for grave alarm,

but he resisted the encroachment of the disease with

the strong will that was characteristic of the man.

Judge "Greene married Isabelle Webster fn 1869. He
lost his wife in 1S93, and his high devotion to his

family has been one of his chief characteristics. Four

children survive him—Mr*. J. B. R. Cooper of Mon-
terey, Mrs. Lathrop W. Jewett of San Francisco, Carl-

ton W. Greene, also of this city, and Laurence L.

Greene, deputy prosecuting attorney of Oakland.

Cherishing a great love for the trotting horse, Judge

Greene had been a breeder of fine stock since his

boyhood. He brought the stallion Winthrop 505 to

this State in 1870, and always owned a few well bred

trotting mares that he mated to the best stallions

in the State. He was a close friend of the late Count

Valensin and acted as one of the executors of that

gentleman's estate, sending the stallion Sidney and a

number of other horses from the Valensin farm to

New York, where they were sold by the lat*e Peter

C. Kellogg. Among the horses bred by Judge Greene

was that good winner and fast trotter Judge Greene

2:09 which East View Farm leased and raced, and

was named by Monroe Salisbury for his owner when
making the entries." Many other horses with records,

and stallions and mares that have produced standard

speed were bred by Judge Greene.* He was a grand

character—one of those straightforward, dignified, yet

approachable, men who attracted men to him by his

cordial manner, and commanded their respect by his

unswerving rectitude. His death is a loss to Cali-

fornia.

WHILE WE BELIEVE that wagering on speed con-

tests is no crime, and when indulged in, as it is at

county fairs and short meetings, is a clean, legitimate

sport, we take no stock in the argument raised by

some that harness racing cannot be conducted without

it. For proof of this the following from that reliable

journal, the Western Horseman, is good testimony:

"That one's loss is another's gain was never truer

than is the case iri the present situation in harness

horse racing. The anti-pool selling crusade is hard

on many trotting associations, but it will prove a har-

vest for the county.- district and State fair associa-

tions, most of which never have pool selling in con-

nection- with their races. The inevitable effect of the

interference with the strictly racing meetings will be

a great rush of horses to the fair meetings at which

good purses- are.-, offered in the speed department.

This will draw greater crowds to the fairs, and hence

gr.ea.tlj* help 11k- fair associations financially."

THE DEATH of Hon. William Ellsworth Greene,

Superior Judge of Alameda County, California, which

ccurred in this city early Monday evening of this

reek, has removed from this earthly sphere one of

he leading jurists of California, and one who had

evoted much time and thought to the breeding of

he trotting horse, a love for that noble animal having

een acquired by him when a boy in the State of

laine, of which he was a naitve. Judge Greene was

Superior Judge of Alameda County at the time of his

eath and had occupied a place on the bench there

or twenty-five years. He was born in Farmington,

fe., November 14, 1836. He was educated in the

ublic schools and was graduated from Bowdoin Col-

;ge, one of New England's famous institutions. In

863 he came to California and taught in the public

3hools of Stoctkon for a short time, following that

sperience by entering the legal profession. During

le Presidential campaign of 1864 Judge Greene took

n active part in this State, touring San Joaquin

ounty for the re-election of Abraham Lincoln. From
ie birth of the Republican party he was an ardent

artisan, although his subsequent elevation to the

ench precluded much further public effort in that

irection. In 1865 he was elected to the Assembly
•om San Joaquin County and in the Legislature voted

a. the amendment to the constitution of the United

tates abolishing slavery. For two years . afterward

e practiced law and In 1SC3 took, his seat on the

HORSES SHOLTLD BE EDUCATED to meet an

automobile on the road or elsewhere without fright.

fThe devil wagons have come to stay, and the horse

owner -who is wise will see that his horses are accus-

tomed to the noise and smell of the machines, and

(does not fear them in the daylight or when they are

approaching him at night with headlights looking

like the glaring eyeballs of the fierce Numidian lion.

The motors have come to stay and every intelligent

horse breeder will recognize this fact and also the

one that they have not nor will not lessen the de-

mand for good horses. As horses in the city are of

little value that are afraid of motor vehicles of any

kind, so horses in the country will not find ready sale

if they are afraid of steam or electric cars or the

benzine buggies. Electricity is moving car lines all

through the country where steam cars cannot go

except at great expense, and the country horse, to

be of value, must now be "city broke and fearless of

all objects." The wise owner, who cares for his own

safety and that of his family, or who expects to real-

ize the worth of a horse when offering him for sale,

will see that he is made familiar with automobiles

in all their various speeds, culors and sizes, as well

as odoriferous variety. It is the condition of their

presence and not the theory of their being a nuisance

that confronts the horse owner at the present time.

Ed Geers bred find still owns Walter Direct 2:05?$.

iind he is thought to be faster than his famous sire.

Direct Hal. which won more money in a sing]

son than any harness horse that ever raced. Going
slow, Walter has a rolling, tumbling, nodding way of

going that makes one think he is lame; but such Is

not the 'case: Many of the best pacers have had the

same characteristic. Joe Patchcn, old Hal Pointer.

Direct Hal and John M. were not the "oil-in-the-can"

sort, going slow; but, oh my, when they got straight-

ened out, how they could slip along!

HOOF BEATS

See Zolock pace at Santa Rosa:

The meeting opens on Wednesday next.

The track record will surely he broken.

Railroad tickets can be had at reduced rates.

Winning speed is worth money. An offer of $30,000
has been refused for Sadie Mac 2:06^.

Well, Brother Griffin, Sweet Marie "bears the ban-
ner of recuperation" all right, doesn't she?

Mr. Pickering of Pittsburg, owner of- Dr. Strong
2:06 refused an offer of §12,000 for him last week.

Trainer Stinson, who drives Sadie Mac 2.06M. in all

her races, is a brother of Dr. J. C. Stinson of this

city.

A syndicate of Detroit horsemen made Ed Geers an
offer of $20,000 for, Walter Direct, but the silent man
declined the offer.

A finely matched pair of geldings 15.3 hands high
is advertised for sale by T. C. Cabney. The adver-
tisement apears in this issue.

Stiletto by Steinway, dam Nola by Nutwood, re-
duced his record to 2:14% in the second heat of a race
which he won in straight heats at Readville, Mass.,
August 5th.

A. Mastin of Sacramento - advertises two fine stal-

lions for sale—John A. 2:12Y2 and Guy Carlton, one
of the best bred colts in America and paid up iu the
Occident Stake.

A standard bred son of Mendocino is offered for
sale at a reasonable figure. Weighs close to 1100

pounds and has trotted in 2:18%. See M. M. Don-
nelly's ad in this issue.

A San Francisco man who owns a. trotting mare
has decided to call her Reciprocity. He says he has
spent a lot of money to make her go, and she recipro-
cates by making his money go.

McKinney stallions are in demand more and more.
A well-bred and fine individual by this great sire

is a'dvertised in our columns for sale at a low price
by Dan Redmond at San Jose.

All the open classes advertised by the Readville
association have been declared off, but the regular-
stakes already closed will be decided. The meeting
will only last two days, as poolselling is not to be
permitted.

One of the big events of the season 'will be a
match race between Dr. Strong 2:06 and Tom Ax-
worthy 2:07% for $5000 a side. The race is to take
place at Pittsburg at a date to be set, and will be
best three heats in five.

Nathan Straus of New York City has leased the

property at Edgewood Park, Alexandria Bay, N. Y-,

formerly known as the Alexandria Bay Driving Park;
from I. P. Lamson of Cleveland. O.. for a series of

years, and will immediately have it put in shape by a
professional track builder, after which he will take
his horses from Brooklyn there. Mr. Strauss will join

the National Trotting Association, and will conduct a
series of meetings during the summer.

Many temporary stalls are to be built at the new
State Fair grounds at Sacramento to accommodate
the live stock that will be exhibited during the fair,

but these temporary quarters will be more comfort-
able and more sanitary than those which housed live

stock at the old grounds.

The Eureka, Humboldt county, fair, will open
September 13th and continue four days. A program
of harness and running races has been provided,

with purses ranging from $100 to $400. The Eureka
Fair is one of the best attended fairs, held in Cali-
fornia. W. L. Lambert is secretary, and will be
pleased to furnish any Information to parties address-
ing him at Eureka.

All the Way From Pike.

Thousands of the best friends of Absorblne reside in the small
towns and villages throughout this country. They are horsemen
who layclaim to noneof that superiorttyof knowledge concerning
horse remedies that many of the residents of our large cities
effect. They don't believe that every testimonial that appears
In their favorite horse paper was purchased with a price They
know that the price of t. bottle of Absorblne Is no more than the
veterinary would charge to just look ataborse and tell them what
is the matter. They like to get thepraotlcal experience of cur-
ing the ailment themselves. They get the best results because
tbey use the medicine with their own bands and they use It eco-
nomically and follow directions faithfully. Here Is a specimen
letter from one of this class of people:

Somerset, Pike Co,, Miss., July 3, 1902.

W. F Young, Springfield, Mass
Dear Sir:— I used your Absorblne about three years apo on my

horse for bog spavin and found It did everything you claimed for
It. I must admit that I was surprised at the results, as no one
could ever tell now which leg was hurt. Yours truly,

J. H. Rtan.
Absorblne $2 per bottle, express prepaid,

Address W. F. YOUNG. P. D F., Springfield, Mass.

New Mexico Pleased With Caustic Balsam.

FAl.tvtEw, N. M., Jan. 29, 1905.

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland. O.
Our Mr. Jacob M. Blun has used Gombault's Caustle Balsam

on a horse that had sweeny of long standing, with excellent
results. Blcn Bros.
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The Broncho, Charlie Dean's pacing mare by Storm-

cliff, is hot stu and is winning very fast races on the

half mile tracks this year for little money. Last week
.,

, a Streator, Illinois, in straight heats in

nd 3:07%. The purse was only $300.

I,,, v,m drivers, Al Thomas, Ed Geers, W.
;,,, .,.,. Charley DeRyder. who raced at Detroit,

spoke in praise of the three-heat plan under which

en contested. The old followers of the

who patronize the pool box did not like it,

i >wever.

horses won 56485 at Detroit, he being

ner of the meeting.

There wi b< one harness race

Spokane, Wash., I

.,, n bay gelding by Neemui
' !

ond every heat in a race at Kalamazoo last week.

The b '''•

Only tv ' th< pacers si art ins In this year's

Chaml r omraera stake wore hopples ana both

outside the money.

stan l,
..;

|i, winner of the 1904 M. & M-,

will be used for road driving In the future by his

owner, .!. H. Brown of Detroit-

Bonnie Russell 2:10% is good this year. He worked

a mile at Readville two weeks ago in 2:10%, the last

quarter of the mile In Si 3-* seconds.

h 2:14 is the fastest three-year-old pacer, and

5h 2:14% the fastest three-year-old trotter of

the year. Both are by Zoloch 2:05%.

Sadie Mac 2:06% is the fastest trotter ever bred by

the late J. Mal.com Forbes. She is by Peter the Great

2:07%, dam Fanella 2:13, by Arion 2:07%.

The practice is pretty general over east and through

the middle west to give a horse that lowers the track

record an extra prize of from $25 to $100.

Chas. DeRyder thinks Judge Green 2:09 will not be

able to race again. Entirely sound, this horse should

have trotted to a record of 2:06 or better.

Schwartz & Chase have secured the betting privi-

leges for the Breeders" meeting at Santa Rosa. Only

auction pools and mutual pools will be sold.

El Milagro 2.11% by McKinney, won the first heat

of the 2:12 trot at Readville. August 2d, and was only

beaten a head in 2:12% by Lady Gail Hamilton in the

second beat.

a winner at Detroit, is de-

scribed as a strikingly handsome horse of the coach

He promises to be one of the sensational trot-

the year.

The gray gelding Jim Ferry was started at the

driving club matinee at Denver July 22d against the

track record for a half mile this year, which was 1:1(3.

He made it in 1:03%.

Bozeman opens first among the Montana meetings

and a good meeting is promised. Reports from there

say that a number of horses are in traning and that

everybody is feeling right for the fall contests.

The Great Western Circuit opened at Freeport. Ill-

last week. Davenport. Iowa, comes next, and then

the towns of Decatur, Galesburg, Hamline. Milwaukee.

LIbertyvllle and Springfield will follow in the order

named.

Mr. isaa- Morehouse intends starting his fast trot-

ter Stiver Bow for a record during the Santa Rosa
meeting. This horse should have had a record below

2 10, but a bad Ick has made it impossible to race

him this year.

Auget Baron, the very fast gelding by Baron Wilto

out of Lady Wilton, has been taken to the home of h
owner. I. Morehouse of Milpitas, and turned out. Th'

gelding trotted very fast in his work at San Jo:

lii is year, but received ah injury in the way of

sprain or something similar, and will not start th

year. Since Mr. Morehouse took him home he hi

been improving, and it is to.be hoped he will entire

recover, as he is the promise of a 2:10 horse.

Robert Lee. i he Indiana pacer by Gene Lee. out of

an untraced dam, took a record of 2:06*4 in the

fourth heat of a race at Kalamazoo, August 2d. Gene

Lee is a son of Gambetta Wilkes, the son of George

Wilkes that is putting so many new ones in the list

in recent years.

Vision 2:00. the bay gelding by Vanquish, who:
picture adorns our title page this week, is an enti

in the 2:13 class pace which is on the program ft

the opening day of the Breeders' meeting at Sanl
Rosa His record of 2:09 14r was made at Los Angeh
last month, where he won one. race and was -secon

in another. He is in Fred Ward's string and is tr

first 2:10 performer bred by the Witch Hazel Stoc

Farm, owned by Van De Lashmut of Portland, Ore.

A. lam G 2:14^4 is entered in the 2:27 class trot at

Santa Rosa, which is the first race on the program

of Wednesday, the opening day of the meeting. He
will be driven by J. W. Zibbell, father of Willard

Zibbell, who trained the horse and drove him to his

record at Los Angeles.

Hey del Dla*blo has been racing way across the
m.i a1 SiiiiL'iis, Mass. He started in the 2:12

pace there July 26th, and gol fourth money. The
race was won by Ginger In straight heats, the best

time being 2:11%.

Racing associations in New York last year paid

$190,253 to the State, which is five per cent of the

gross receipts during the season. In Illinois, Mis-

souri, California and other states that have no law

regulating betting, the State treasuries get nothing

from the racing associations.

The track at the new State Pair grounds at Sacs
mento has been completed. It was constructed und<
the supervision of A. M. Allen, who laid out the Tai
foran. Oakland, Ingleside and Ascot Park tracks, ar

..Js considered the leading race track" builder in Amei
ica. William Fieldwick. superintendent, of the Cal
fornia Jockey Club, will put the new tract in shaj
for the races to be held fair week, which will begi

September 2d The soil of the track is yellow cla

the very best for the purpose, and trotters and pacei

should go very fast over it if it is properly worked,

Directe, a brown three-year-old filly by Direct

2: 05 *£ out of Bessie R 2:25% by Prance, recently

trotted a mile over the Empire track, driven by John

Daly, in 2.15%, the last half in 1:04%. This filly is

owned by Mr. P. T. Steinway of New York, and is

entered in the Kentucky Futurity.

Mack Mack beat 2:10 at Detroit in the second heat

of the 2:12 trot won by Sadie Mac in 2:0S% The
McKinney gelding was second in that heat, about

three lengths back. The eastern horsemen say he will

get a record of 2:10 or better the first time he wins a

heat.

At the conclusion of the Chamber of Commen
Walter Direct was presented with a superb flor;

trophy by the Detroit Association, while both tr

horse and Geers received ovations from the crowi

The victory was especially popular on account of Wa
ter Direct being the personal property of Geers hin
self. The "Silent Man" has now won the C- of <

in three of the last four renewals. Last year t

piloted Baron Grattan. and in 1902 he was behind D
rect Hal, who is the sire of Walter Direct. Dire
Hal never lost a race that season, and it is predictc

that the son will eclipse the record of the sire Geei
considers him a better horse, and so do all the critic

Mr. A. B. Gwathmey will match his gelding Tiver-

ton 2:04% against any trotter in the world for $10,000

a side, and he don't bar Lou Dillon. Major Delmar or

Sweet Marie. Mr. Gwathmey has a great trotter, one

of the fastest ever hooked up. but the trotter's speed

cannot equal his owner's faith and gameness.

The trotting stallion Starboul by Stamboul 2:07%,

owned by C. W H. Doubler, Warren, 111., dropped dead
recently from heart disease. He was bred by the late

L. J. Rose and foaled the property of Owens Bros,

of Fresno. His dam was Madam Harding by Over-
land, son of Bald Chief, second dam Kate Taber by
Mambrino Messenger.

Mrs. L. J. Hastings of Los Angeles offers h<

grandly bred stallion Sky Pointer Jr. for sale. Th
horse is by Sky Pointer, an own brother to the foi

mer champion Star Pointer 1:59%, and his dam
the McKinney mare Juliet D. 2:13%, dam of la:

year's four-year-old champion, Irish 2:08%. SI*

Pointer died while a young horse and left but fe

colts. One of his get, Sally Pointer, took a record <

2:13% recently on one of the eastern tracks and
expected to lower this mark several seconds befoi

the year is out. Sky Pointer Jr. is a handsome sta
lion and his colts are a very promising lot. He wi
be sold reasonable. See advertisement.

Ii is very likely that a fair and race meeting will be

held during the latter part of September at the Con-
cord, Contra Costa county, track. The parties who
hold a mortgage on the property are negotiating for

its purchase, and their intention is to make many im-
provements in the buildings, etc.. should the grounds

ccme into their possession.

The law which provided an appropriation for tr

California State Pair prohibits the directors froi

permitting betting or gambling of any kind on tr

State Fair grounds. It is said that parties have Si

cured a place on the opposite side of the road froi

the main entrance and will sell pools and make boo*
on the result of all the races. All the patrons of tl

fair who desire to bet will have to do will be to secui
a return check and step across the street, where the
can back the horses to their hearts' content. Thei
are more ways than one to remove the external men:
branous integument from a feline.

Bert Horton, the brown pacing gelding owned by a

man named Corbett, is racing through the North Da-
kota circuit under the name of Brett, and winning
about everything he goes after. He was entered in

some of the Montana races last year, but some of

the boys got on to him and he was not started. If

may he that Brett s the notorious Fred Wilton
2:09%, mentioned elsewhere in this issue.

.1. M. Herbert of Denver, owns a filly sired by Wal-
ter Direct 2:05-%, winner of this year's Chamber of

Commerce stake. Walter Direct served a few mares
beforei he was put in training and Mr. Herbert was
one of the fortunate ones to send a mare to him The
mare is by Directly 2:03% and her dam by Star
Pointer 1.59%. The filly is pacing bred with a ven-
geance.

Can any horse named in the 2:09 pace make Zoloc
beat his record of 2.05% to win at Santa Rosa? Th
question is asked every day where California horsi

men meet. If Daedalion is all right, the first heat wi

be faster than 2:06, and Kelly Briggs is known to tj

able to beat 2:07 three times when he is fit. Ri
H. can beat any horse that can't show better tha
2:09 three times, while Miss Idaho must be reckone
with where the heats are around 2:08. It will be
horse race at all events, and with good day and trac

Zolock will have to stretch his neck to win. Th;
race will be paced on Friday, the third day of th

meeting.

The three-year-olds will furnish some greal racing

al Santa Rosa nexl week. The Breeders' Futurity is

or r the big features of the California Circuit every

Bummei tolced forward to with great interest

Ml harness hoi i

ornla should have I e^ ery s ea i*

trol ad ; for pacers, [f there m ere a

ottinj ti lcU In Sa n Pi ncl Oakland, two
ould be given, i ould d m li

... t in 1 orsi

By winning the Chamber of Commerce Stakes with
Waller- Direct, Geers made a number of records. He
s i! nlv driver who lias won the stake three times.

Each time he won he made a new record for the stake.
ii record up to 1902 was 2:08%; this he reduced to

06 , when ho won with Direct Hal. the sire of this

year's winner. With Baron Grattan last yen- he re-

duced the record to 2:06%, and on July 24 to 2:0534
v, ii h Walter I lirect.

i
i

.
I

i
i "

i
I s pacei a

the featur*
I Rosa nexl

-. a hi open.
The claBH "i Lh form are < Hen,

i
i.

Some months ago Sam Casto, the well-known Ore-
gon trainer and horseman, sued Mrs. Emma Murray
for the possession of the stallion Diablo 2:09%. which
he claimed he was entitled to under a lease. The
County Court wherein the suit was comme need de-
cided in favor of Mrs. Murray. Mr. Casio's lawyers

took .in appeal to the Supreme Court, which last

month 1 1.
1
m led down a decision affirming the judgment

of lti»' lower I ribunal. Diablo is now at Fresno.

The noted ringer Fred Wilton 2:09% that has peil

formed and been expelled under the names of Ornul
Finley Ross, Frank Derby. Rock Wilkes. Brooklyi
Boy, Noah R., Elzaged, Wilkes Jim, Combine, etdl

tried lo start at Salt Lake City recently under thj

name of Ben J., but was recognized by Magnus Flaw*
who was acting as presiding judge. The horse wat

in charge of a driver by the name of Bob Crawford
who hails from Oklahoma, and they are supposed tj

be heading for the Pacific Coast. The noted ringer J

i pacer, a bay or brown gelding, nine years old, standi

about fifteen bands high, has no white marks, goes i]

hopples, is smooth gaited, and can pace close to c

better than his record; in summer bleaches out to

light bay. Horsemen and managers of meeting
should keep their eyes open for this fellow.

ong of bygone repn shed 1 he
i n rich with calling theli an and all

t heli daughtei " lilies," and It Is e I

"filly" is connected u it h "fllle "A
in. ! lly" is of Scandlno really

ol "foal." Shakespeare P

"likeness or .-i miy toa I.' "Mare" I

Hie Anglo-Saxon "mere." fen irh," a

. hlch remains In "ma
. if] n tstei "i the horse.

ii i proposed by the directors of the California

State Agricultural Society to sow the infield at the

track in alfalfa. If a good siand is secured next

i
Ing, the soft green of the clover will be very

i

..! tul to the eye during the bright sunny afler-
- ol September when the races are held, and

will add much to the attractiveness of the new fair

grounds, as well as furnishing much feed for show
n ;.

There is a great deal of ink wasted every year ove

the suggestion of new plans on which to race harnes

horses, but the old three-in-five seems to best su|

those who make entries, and it is the entrance mone
that makes harness racing go. Nearly all the asso

ciations comprising the Grand Circuit get more tha

enough entrance money to pay their purses, and th

gate receipts and other resources are large enoug
to pay a profit to the promoters. It is all very we
for those who are not horsemen to talk about short

ening races, and giving the public quick action, bi

the man who puts up $500 for the privilege of startinj

in a $10,000 purse agianst a big field of horses, like,

to have as many chances as possible to get some (

the money, and naturally the entries fall off when an
conditions are made that will lessen the number c

heats to three in every race.
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1 OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINIONS, iff

. "Volunteer" in Horse Review; Four great trotters

beat 2:10 at the meeting. Dr. Strong took a record of

2:06, Sadie Mac one of 2:06^, Tom Axworthy one of

,2:07 and Glenwood M. one of 2:08*4- Among these it

was the performance of Sadie Mac that was most im-

;
ipressive. She scored so fast that it was hard for the

others to get up with her, and when the word was
Ofiven she burst away at a 2:02 gait and took the

. (track in an instant—and it was all over. She came
home in 2.06 ^> with her head swinging and her ears

, pricked and it seemed impossible at first that the mile

j ..'ould be so fast so easily was it trotted. From her

manner of finishing—she literally romped all the last

eighth—it was not illogical to believe that a mile in

', p:05 would not have been beyond her.

The five-year-old. daughter of Peter the Great 2:07%
s, veritably, a trotting wonder. Her unbeaten three-

I year-old career stamped her such, but she is today,

aside from her matureness in point of speed, a far

i
superior trotting machine. It nilSst be placed une-

[Uivocally to Harry Stinson's credit that he has im-
proved her in every way. As a three-year-old she

^.nad a sort of stubby-going gait that led more than

i >ne critic to say that she would not train on to the

ow notch that others predicted. Stinson has eradi-

ated this. She is still low-headed and low -gaited—
. mt there is, at the same time, a snap and elasticity

ibout her action that is new. She also takes more
'nterest in the game. She was as staid as a brood

"nare in former days. Now she is full of gimp, her

'•yes flash, her ears play back and forth in the liveli-

est possible fashion, she is not only willing, but

[•ager. And bodily she looks good enough to eat.

,
5he was always robust, with a big place for her din-

. |ier. Now she caries a lot of flesh, but it is hard and

,r
;irm, and she sweats out as clear as spring water. The

. rood horsemen simply stared, open-mouthed, at that

J:: 06% heat and remarked, with a sort of comical

inanimity: "There is the Sweet Marie of 1905."

Ever since her owner, Miss Wilks of the Cruick-

Tton Park Farm, at Gait, Ont., began investing so lib-

rally in trotters, two years ago, every one has been

loping to see her get a "crackerjack." In Sadie Mac
he has surely got one.

- H. M. Hanna. president of the Cleveland Driving

Vark Company, says: "About September 1, when I

ave returned from my vacation, I will call a meeting
rj

f
f the board of directors to discuss future plans. The

., .ituation will be carefully gone over, including the

j dvisability of again asking the legislature for a law
•ermitting pool selling for a few days of the year

n the grounds of the racing track companies. Just

.hat will be decided on I can not say, nor have I

lade up my mind yet as to just what will be best for

*he company to do; whatever is done will be sub-

; utted to the stockholders for a vote. If it is decided

j ask for another pool selling law, the horsemen of

hs State will aid us in pushing the legislation. Gov-
I rnor Herrick, I believe, will be defeated this fall,

_'ot only through the influence of horsemen, but
' hrough the influence of other interests. The Iegis-
' Uure will represent the people as it did two years

go. Then we had a two-to-one majority on the

.

(

ool bill in the house, and a safe majority in the sen-.

te. John M. Patison, the Democratic candidate, who
.-111 be elected, I consider a safe man, and I do not

3 hink that he will veto any pool selling bill that can

je gotten through the legislature, notwithstanding
j is alliance with the temperance people. As the peo-

le will demand a pool 1 selling bill, and Pattison will

J ecognize the wishes of the people, there is still hope
>r us."

s
Spirit of the West: The horse "man's best friend"

,> as been a great factor in the growth of civilization

j l all nations, as far back as the history of man can

[V e traced. Likewise, the horse has always been the

lost important factor in the growth and develop-
lent of commercial life in all countries. Many inven-

4 ons the past half century, such as railroads and
i; ew and improved farm machinery, has not in the least

\i
iminished the necessity of increasing the horse

j roduct of the country. In fact, at no time within the

i ast twenty-five years has the production of horses
ireen as remunerative to the producer as at the present

m me. About fifteen years ago, when the bicycle man-
>: facturers reaped a rich harvest, and, in due time,

II >st millions of dollars on account of the discarding

r
; F the bicycle, the daily newspapers and some of the

l ading magazines were filled with articles on the

i massing of the horse." But the noble horse did not
ass out of use. Instead, he continued to move in good

i) >ciety, wore tailor-made wearing apparel and dined
%'!. pedigreed oats, corn and hay. After the bicycle

aze died away, the manufacturers of the lifeless

vo-wheeled vehicle turned their attention to the au-
" "mobile, and, like the bicycle, they have spent mil-

^'sns in manufacturing and advertising and have suc-
>">';eded in creating no small amount of enthusiasm
'id many sales. However, already in the want and
ai »r sale columns of all the leading daily papers may
t- 5 found any day 'ads" offering for sale $750 autos at
>' lalf price," including a half barrel of gasoline, or a

eal ticket to pay for three feeds at the nearest elec-

ic light plant where storage batteries are groomed
>r a forty-mile drive. When the bicycle craze was at

s zenith city municipalities were obliged to pass
ringent laws to govern the speed of the bicyclers and

|< protect the life of men. women and children. The
[

ime necessity obtains today in cities due to the

ckless auto drivers. The auto has even invaded the
iral districts and the farmers are crying for State
gislntinn to regulate the machines upon the public-

highways. Spirit of the West's candid opinion is that
before the State has time to legislate the auto craze
will have dropped out of sight just as the bii ycle
craze did. Old Dobbin need not fear that his useful-
ness is over, or that he will ever fall in disfavor or
disuse. While the inventive genius of the bicycle and
the auto have succeeded in producing machines that
touch the fancy and the pocketbooks of a limited num-
ber of people, the producer of horses has kept right
on improving the blood, the type, quality and class of
his products, totally oblivious to the inroads of a few
machines that in due time will augment heaps of scrap
iron that line the byways in all 1 cities and towns.

Trotter and Pacer: The need of a thoroughly well
fused and disciplined organization of horsemen was
probably never so kenly felt in this coutnry as at the
present time. A militant sentiment of opposition to
the race tracks seems to be abroad, and it bids fair
unless checked to place an interdiction upon the sport
in every State in the Union. The suppression of the
speculative feature of the sport is, of course, the thing
aimed at, and it is of no consequence whatever to a
class of narrow people whose own interests are not
jeopardized to know that speculation is an indis-
pensable adjunct of horse racing, without which it

could not exist except in the limited connection with
ccunty fairs. A thousand good and enthusiastic
horsemen have wished that horse racing might be
maintained without betting and hardly any of them
would hesitate to make the sacrifice so far as their
own personal inclinations or desires are concerned,
but there has never yet been a man of any sense
who has stood up and maintained that horse racing,

as an independent and exclusive diversion, can be con-
ducted without pool selling, except at a pecuniary
sacrifice. This just as much applies to the operation
of trotting as running tracks. So far as an utter de-
pendence upon this auxiliary to the sport is concerned,
the trotters are no better off than the thoroughbreds.
The people who are willing to destroy the whole fab-

ric of racing for the purpose of striking at a feature

of it which under certain circumstances may be pro-
ductive of evil, are very intolerant and entirely un-
amenable to reason. They are not to be denied the

possession of a clean and lofty motive, but they are

utterly without discretion or discrimination. They do

not realize that their efforts, if successful, have a

deeper significance than the mere closing of tracks.

They imagine that the only serious consequence of

closing the tracks will be to deprive a few trainers

and drivers, with their stable dependents, of an oc-

cupation, while as a matter of truth that result would

be only one of the least of the evils which would fol-

low their action. The race tracks are the mainstay

and support of the breeders of the United States,

whose business represents an enormous investment,

and whose efforts have given this country a distinc-

tion possessed by no other nation in the world. There

is justification for the pool selling that is necessary

to keep the tracks in operation, in the prosperity and

continued growth of the vast breeding industry, and

if the matter could be presented to the law-makers

of every State in this light by an organization truly

representative of the important interests behind it,

and directed with moderation of demand and wisdom
of counsel, there is little doubt that it would receive

consideration. But such an organization is something

that has never existed and probably never will. There

are numbers and strength in the ranks of the horse-

men, but there are no leaders capable of fusing the

mass into a homogenous organization for concerted

effort.

THE GAITS OF THE SADDLE HORSE.

Concerning the gaits there is much misunderstand-

ing, and some dispute. All horsemen know the walk

and the trot, but not all can differentiate a canter

from a gallop. And when it comes to the rack and

the slow gaits, most horsemen class them all as

"easy gaits" and let it go at that. As in many other

instances in live stock matters where a little learning

is a dangerous thing, there is plenty of debate over the

different gaits and we are sometimes asked to settle

disputes concerning them. A bit of eye education is

usually necessary; that is, an illustration of the gaits

will give a clearer understanding than a description

of them. Here is a sample call for information of this

character:
"What are the different gaits of a saddle horse?

Describe the movements of the feet, in rotation to

each other, in the different gaits. Give some of the

details in training a saddle horse such as bridle, bits,

reins."

The natural gaits of a horse are the walk, trot and

gallop or run. Artifically, that is by education, the

gallop is made into a canter, which is a gait per-

formed by practically the same movement of the legs,

but slower, more restrained and easier to ride. We.
then have one kind of a saddle horse called the walk-

trot-canter or plain-gaited horse. This horse suUs

a lot of people primarily because they do not know any

other gait; secondarily because they are imitators of

the English fashion of riding, and lastly, and leastly,

because they do not like other educated gaits which

are easier on the rider.

These easier gaits are the running walk and the

rack. The latter is also called single-foot, inasmuch
as in this gait each foot has a separate contact on

the ground, no two of them striking it at the same
time, as in the trot and pace. But the official name
of this gait is the rack, and it should be used. The
running walk is .-ailed a slow gait, and there are two

other gaits allied to it, the slow pace nnd the fox-

trot. The slow pace is also sometimes called the step-

ping pace.

The name running walk defines the gait accurately

and at once identifies it to the understanding. It is

faster than a flat-foot walk, and is produced by a

movement of the legs more rapid than In a walk but
in about the same rhythm. That is, each foot strikes
the ground independently of the other. Most horses
going the running walk bob or nod their heads and
some of them even flop their ears in rhythm with their
footfalls. It is an all-day gait, easy alike to the horse
and the rider, and it covers ground at an astonishing
fashion for its apparent speed. It is taught by urging
a horse out of the walk but restraining him from a
trot. The slow pace is a somewhat similar movement
but borders more on the sidewheel gait or lateral pace,
in which the two feet on one side of a horse strike
the ground at the same instant. The true pace, how-
ever, is in no sense a saddle gait. It is rough and un-
comfortable. A rider can not rise to it and save him-
self, as in a trot, and it is positively the worst gait
a saddle horse can possess. In the slow pace this side-
wheel motion is slightly modified so that the impact
on the ground of the two feet on a side is broken, thus
avoiding the rolling motion of the harness pace. The
slow pace is a very comfortable gait, and is very
showy, especially when a horse throws just a bit of
knee action into it. It has grown common in the show
ring during recent years, as saddle . horse trainers
appreciate its catchy qualities and endeavor to teach
their horses to go this gait. The best saddle horse
men, however, do not look on it with favor as it is so
easily corrupted into the abominable side-wheel pace,
which ruins a saddle horse for comfortable and satis-
factory work. Unless a rider is careful his mount may
almost imperceptibly degenerate from a distinct and
correct slow pace into a plainly-defined pace. The fox
trot is a slow trot or a jog-trot. It is a rather pe-
culiar gait and not so desirable as the running walk
or the slow pace. Some horses can not acquire either
of these two gaits and so their trainers pull them
down into a very slow trot and seek to pass that gait
off as a fox-trot. It is a broken-time gait in a meas-
ure, somewhat easier than a pure trot.

The trot is the diagonal gait. The off fore foot and
the near hind foot strike the ground at the same
instant and the horse bounds off them to hit the
ground again with the near fore and the off hind.
This gives a two-beat gait. The impact of the feet
on the ground is one, two, one, two. The pace is

the lateral gait. The off fore and off hind foot hit the
ground at the same interval, and the other pair on the
near side follow. ThU is also a two-beat gait. The
rack is a four-beat gait. Each foot hits the ground
at a separate interval in a one, two, three, four beat.
The rack can be distinguished by ear as far as the
footfalls of the horse may be heard; each foot rings
clear its own note on the hard ground.
In teaching the rack the horse is forced forward

by the spur and restrained by the curb. His diagonal
gait is thereby broken up and he flies into a four-
beat gait. The rack is easy for the rider, hard for the
horse. It is a showy gait and is performed at great
speed sometimes. The trainer who has a fast-racking
horse will generally keep him on that gait in the
show ring, hoping to dazzle the judge by the flashi-

ness of the performance. Unfortunately this trick
succeeds many times, as some judges are too ignorant
or too unbalanced to demand the other requisites of

a saddle horse. Many a horse has racked his way to

fame through the complacency of half-baked judges
who proceed in the apparent belief that the rack is

the only accomplishment demanded of a saddle horse.

The five gaits recognized by the American Saddle
Horse Breeders" Association are the walk, trot, can-
tor, rack and the running walk, or slow pace, or fox-
trot. Either one of these three slow gaits will an-
swer. Some horses can go only one of them, some can
show them all. When a horse can show these five

gaits he is called a gaited horse.

Saddle horses are differentiated by their gaits into

two classes—the walk-trot-canter horse and the
gaited horse. The gaited horse can do all that the
walk-trot horse can do and more. It is far easier to

finish up a three-gaited horse than a five-gaited

horse, and saddle horse educators have not been dis-

pleased at the growing demand for three-gaited
horses, as it much cheaper to furnish them.
The mouth of a saddle horse should first be made

on a snaffle bit. He will walk and trot on the
snaffle, he will rack and canter on the curb. The
gaited horse is- usually ridden with curb bit and
single-rein, and the walk-trot-canter horse is usu-
ally ridden with bit and bridoon—that is the double
bit or curb and snaffle with a pair of reins for each
bit. It is easier to communicate through a horse's

mouth by the use of the curb and the snaffle and
two pairs of reins—and communication with a sad-
dle horse should largely be through the mouth, as-

sisted by the leg and heel.—Breeders' Gazette.

At a meeting held at Columbia, Missouri, last month
\V. i r. Foote was present with his string, and noticed

in the printed list that his pacer Ed C. was not down
in the printed list as being entered in the 2:35 pace.

He stated the fact to the program man, and the latter

printed Ed C.*s name on the program among the

starters in the 2.35 class. The secretary did not notice

it, and Foote started the horse and won in straight

heats, getting a mark of 2:16^4 for him. After the

race the driver of the second horse started an in-

vestigation with the result that it was ascertained

Ed C. was not entered in the 2:35 but the 2:25 class[

So the owner of the second horse got first money and
no record for his horse, while Foote got no money
Inii :i record for his.

Admiral Dewey, the brown stallion by Bl

2:06%. dam the famous Nancy Hanks 2:04, surprised

the horsemen at Readvitln the -lay that Sweet Marie
beat Tiverton, by trotting to a record <>f 2:09*4 in a
trial against time. Admiral Dewey todk a record of

2:14'., as a three-year-old in 1901. He was put in

training again this year, hut had been but one mile

better than 2:20 prior i" his ReadvIIle performance.
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FAST RACING AT BUFFALO.

Grand Circuit Meeting Largely Attended and

Many Records Lowered.

BUFFALO. AJUgU '

ter a week of idleness for the hprs.es

.... , llent laws of New York State,

under which all race meetings are held here, have

harness racing very popular with the people

and the attendance to-day was close to ten thousand.

pace, for a stake of $5,000, was the opening
• the program and an even dozen horses scored

for the USS Willamont was the favorite, but

the race went to Knapsack McCarthy's entry Ethel

Ma, alter lli Canadian horse Geary had taken the

first heat. The Pacific Coast horses Bolivar and
Oregon re starters in this race, but were back

in the ruck most of the time. Bob, a handsome little

by Allie "Wilkes, dropped dead in the first

heat.

The three-year-old trotters put up an excellent and
a fast race for the 01,000 Liquid Veneer stake. Susie

N. by Moko won the second heat in 2:13%, and the

first and third heats went to Katherine L. by Liberty

Chimes in 2:1434 and 2:15. The Phantom, East View
100 colt, was last the first heat and dis-

tanced in the second.
Angle, winner of the M. & M. at Detroit, was the

favorite for the 2:17 trot at $100 to $70 for the field

of ten horses in which were Geers' Clarita "W., Swift

B., Grattan Boy, Fred Direct, and other good ones.

Angle was not steady and Ciarita W*. made it three

straight, with but one heat faster than 2:10. Swift B.

got second money by being second in the first two
heats and third in the last. The fast but erratic

Helen Norte was distanced in the first heat. The
summaries.

PaciDiT, 2:08 ckiss, purse $5000.

Ethel Mc, ch. m., by Jersey Wilkes (McCarthy) S 1 1

Geary, ch. h.. by Five Points (James) 1 S 3
Donn Garr, blk g, (Clark) 2 6 2

Shvlock, b. g (McMahon) 4 2 5

Edwin C. b. g (W. Laird) 5 3 7
Miss Willimont, b. m (Snow) 3 11 6

Jubilee, blk. g (Croy ) 7 4 9

Bolivar, b. g (De Ryder) 11 10 4

Oregon Maid, br. m (Helman) 9 5 8

Elmwood, br. g (H. Snyder) 6 1110
Bald Hornet, s. g. (Jolly) 10 9 d
Baron Rogers, br. g (B. Marvin) 12 7 d
Bob, ch. g. (dropped dead in first heat).

Time

—

2:06%, 2.09%, 2:08%.

Trotting, three-year-old, purse $1000.

Katherine L.. b. f.. by Liberty Chimes (Stinson) 12 1

Susie N., b. f., by Moko (Murphy) 3 12
Bervaldo, b. c...- (Andrews) 2 3 3

Miss Adbell, b. f (L. McDonald) 4 d
The Phantom, blk. c (De Ryder) 5 d

Time—2:14%, 2:13%, 2:15.

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse $2000.

Clarita W-. cli. m., by Grattan (Geers) 111
Swift B., b. g (L. McDonald 2 2 3
Angle, ch. m (Saunders) 8 6 2
Grattan Boy Jr (Clark) 3 5 4
Miss Kinney, b. m (Andrews) 7 3 6

Miss Rosedale. ch. m (Brawley) 5 4 5

Fred Direct, blk. g (De Ryder) 4 S 7
Emma Hovt. b. m (Stinson) 9 9 8

Austin Bov, b. g (Valentine) 6 7 dr
Helen Norte, b. m (Rutherford) d
Missinlaw, br. m (Curry) d

Time

—

2:09%, 2:12%, 2:14.

Tuesday, Second Day.

The $10,000 Empire State Stake for 2:10 trotters

was the big feature of the second day, and Peter the

Great's handsome daughter Sadie Mac won handily

in three straight heats, all below 2:10, while the Cali-

fornia bred mare Zephyr by Zombro out of Zolock's

dam took second money and trotted all her heats in

2:10 or better. Next to Sadie Mac, Zephyr is doubt-
less the highest class mare that is starting in the 2:10

classes this year, and her record of 2:11 will be low-
ered two or three seconds before the season is over.

Mamie R. and Morosco were starters in this race but
were outside the money, but beat the fast mare Grace
Bond at that. Bonnie Russell was up third in the

last heat, and is due to lower his record of 2:10%
before long.

In the 2:09 pace there was a field of fast ones, the
Allerton horse Allerson winning three heats in very
fast time, the slowest mile being 2:06%. The Mon-
terey horse Irish 2:08% was third in the last heat of

this race and Billy Red's sister Josie was third and
fourth respectively in the other two, getting fourth

money.
In the 2.24 class trot Getaway made a good show-

ing, being second in one heat and earning third money.
All the heats were under 2:15, the second being in

1:10 Uncle Charley Cahlll's mare Sister Colette,

an own sister to Charley n rr 2:07, won second money
and trotted a good game race. Brilliant Girl was dis-

tanced the first heat. The summaries:

09 lass, purse $1000.

Allerson, gr. h. by Allerton (Brady) 111
Directum Miller, br. h (Mlllanj 5 2 2
I'eruna, b. g (Murphy) 2 5 8

1'. m (De Ryder) 4 3 4
Irish, ch K (A, Thomas) 3 4 6

Kellbrook. b m (Snyder 6 6 5
Stein, b. K (Geers) 7 7 d

Time—2.06%, 2:05%. 2:06%.

Trotting. 2:10 class. Empire State Stake, $10,000.
Sadie Mac, b. m. by Peter the Great (Stinson) 111
Zephyr, b. m. by Zombro (Q i 3 2 2
Miss Gay. b. m (A. p. McDonald) 2 4 7
Brownie Wilton, 1>. h (Saunders) 4 3 5
Bonnie Russell, b. h (Howell

j

9 8 3
Gray Gem, r. g (W. B. McDonald) 6 5 4
Mamie R„ b. m (De Ryder) 7 7 6
Morosco, br. c (Helman) 7 7 6

Time

—

2:08%. 2:08%, 2:05%.

Pacing, three-year-olds, purse $1000.

Mary Aldous. blk m. by Roy Wilkes. .. (Snow) 2 11
Madam Direct, blk m (De Ryder) 12 2,

Time—2:19%, 2:13%, 2:16.

Trotting. 2:24 class, purse $1000.

Hardwood, blk. g. by Gamwood (Saunders)
J J J

Sister Colette, b. m , ..(Cahill) « 2
J

Getaway, ch. g (Hellman) 2 3 4

Belle Isle, b. m <L.y°n > '

! Roberts, b. s: ..- ..(Milan) 5' b

Minter.-tum (De Ryder) d

Brilliant Girl, b. m ....(Curry) d

Time—2:14, 2:10%, 2:12.

Wednesday—Third Day.

Four fine races were trotted and paced at Buffalo on

the third day of the meeting, 2:10 being beaten in

every event. El Geers had a close call in the 2:01

pace. When in the third heat at the head of the

stretch Kins Direct, pacing strongly, struck his hoof

through the wheel of Locanda's sulky. There was a

tangle of horses, sulkies and drivers, almost imme-

diately swallowed up in a cloud of dust. When the

scene' cleared up Geers was seen prostrate on the

ground; Driver Snow was on his feet making his way
to the judges' stand; Locanda had been safely caught,

and King Direct had started on a wild runaway, drag-

ging along a somewhat shattered sulky.

Soon stable hands and others, including a physi-

cian, were at Geers' side. It was found he had suf-

fered a bad cut of his leg and was stunned, but he

speedily recovered his breath, and his first words

were: "Now don't make a hurrah of this thing and

scare everybody to death for nothing."

To show he was all right, Geers then came out,

and back of Turley in the 2:11 trot which followed,,

won the deciding heat, being given a tremendous ova-

tion. Locanda had two heats in the 2:04 pace when

the accident occurred, and as the judges found both

drivers blameless, placed the horses in the final heat

so the Allerton stallion got the race. Locanda was fa-

vorite at $50 to $10 on the field before the first heat,

and ruled favorite throughout.

Snyder McGregor, the favorite in the 2:08 trot,

reduced his record to 2.06% in the first heat, but was

beaten the second heat by Norman B. in 2:06%,. Di-

rect View trotted a good race, and Tuna, though last,

saved here distance, showing that she is improving.

John Caldwell was a starter in the 2 : 11 trot and won

the first heat in 2:09, but made a break in the second

heat and was distanced. Nora McKinney finished in

sixth position the first heat and got the flag in the

next.

The 2:17 pace went to Bolivar, as he stood best in

the summary, although winning but one heat. Cap-

tain Derby, son of Chas. Derby, was second. The heat

won by Bolivar was in 2:08%. Albuta was in the

ruck at the finish of each heat. The summaries:

Trotting, 2:08 class, purse $1000.

Snyder McGregor, b. g., by Gilman's McGregor
(Hogan) 12 1

Norman B.7 blk g., by Phallas (McCarthy) 2 12
Direct View, br. h (De Ryder) 3 3 3

Topsy, b. m (Lattimer) 4 4 5

Tuna, b. m (Curry) 5 6 4
Time—2:06% 2:06% 2:09%

Pacing, 2:04 class, purse $1500.

Locanda, br. s„ by Allerton (Snow) 116
Anidrosis, ch. g„ by St. Croix (Allen) 7 5 ]

Nervolo, b. h (A. P. McDonald) 2 2 3

Belle M., b. m (Laird) 3 3 2

Hazel Patchen, blk h (Flack—Curry) 4 I 4

King Direct, blk s (Geers) 5 4 7

Nathan Strauss, b. g (A. Thomas) b 6 5

Time—2:05 2:05 2:06%

Trotting, 2:11 class, purse $1000.

Turley, br. g., by French Plate (Geers) 3:1
Robert Mc, b. g (Jolly) 2 2 2

John Caldwell, b. g (Thompson) Id
Lady Gail Hamilton, blk. m (Howell) 4 3 3

Major Greer, s. g (McCarthy) 5 4 4

Nora McKinney, b. m (Andrews) 6 d
Millard Saunders, b. g (Snow) d

Time—2:09 2:10% 2:13%

Pacing, 2.17 class, purse $2000.

Bolivar, b. g., by Wayland W (De Ryder) 2 14
Hal T., br. s... (Snow) 1 S 6

Captain Derby, b. h (Eldridge) 4 2 7

F. J. Park, b. s (Lyon) 7 5 2

Black Patchen, blk. h (Hogan) 6 4 3

Bonnie Wilkes, ch. m (Howard) 3 6 5

Albuta, b. c (Walker) S 7 S

Red Nightingale, br. m (Stokes) d
Time—2:06% 2:0S% 2:09%

Thursday, Fourth Day.

Tiverton beat Sweet Marie in the first two heats of

the free-for-all trot to-day, but the mare beat him
in the third heat and convinced those who saw the

race that in a three in five plan she could take his

measure almost any day. George G. trotted a very

high class race in this event, being timed in better

than 2:07 in the first two heats. Sweet Marie was
favorite before the race and the betting was quite

heavy.
Starter Newton raised a howl when he sent the

bunch away in the first heat with the favorite, Sweet
Marie, two lengths behind. Despite this handicap,

the mare trotted a good mile. George G. was only

two lengths behind Tiverton under the wire, and
Sweet Marie, in third place, was apparently doing

her best. In the second heat the conditions were
about the same, George G. giving Tiverton a good

race throughout the stretch.

The third heat was decidedly the best contest of

the meeting. Sweet Marie and Tiverton went off

in front when they were given the word. Trotting

side by side until three-quarters was reached, the

animals showed wonderful speed. It looked as

though Tiverton would make it three straight heats.

In the struggle through the stretch Sweet Marie dis-

played remarkable gameness, and foot by foot pulled

away from Tiverton, winning the heat by a length.

After the race A. P. McDonald, who drove Sweet
Marie, said that the mare was not In the best of con-
dition, otherwise Tiverton would have been beaten.

The summaries:
Pacing, 2:14 class, purse $1000.

Kruger, ch. g. by Mercury (Alonzo McDonald) 111
Queen of Spades, blk. m (Snow) 2 2 2
High Seven, ch. g (Stewart) 4 3 3

Wester, blk. g (Valentine) 3 4 4

Bedford Bov, r. g (Brawley) 5 B 5
Roland Reed. blk. g (Day)- d

Time—2:08, 2:03. 2:09%.

Trotting, : free-for-all -*:lass, -purse $2000.
Tiverton, b. s. by Galilee Rex—--. (Howell)
Sweet Marie, b. m. : (A. P. McDonald)
George G., b, g (Geers)
itlcKinley. b. g (Benyon)

Time—2:05%, 2:06, 2:06%.
Pacing, 2:1S class, purse $1000.

Maud Keswick, b. m: by Keswick. .... (James)
Inter Ocean, br. g. (A. Thomas),

' Doris'B... b. m. . . . T. (Snow)
Bertha "W., hi".

1

m": (Lambert)
Regina S.. s. m. ......... . (H. Stoker)
Tommie Burns, b. g (McCarthy)

Time—2.11%, 2:10%, 2:0S%.

Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $1000.
Thorne Boy, white g. by Hesperus. (Patterson)
Joe N., blk g. ' ' (Dave McDonald)
Jim Fenton, b. g (McDermott)
Harry J., blk. g (W. Laird)
Belladi. b. m (Rutherford)
Directum Lass, b. m (A. P. McDonald)

Time—2:10%, 2:12%. 2:13.

1 2

3 1

2 4
4 3

ZIBBELL BENEFIT AT SANTA ROSA.

Quite a crowd was present at the Santa Rosa track
on Wednesday of this week, when a benefit was ten-
dered Willard Zibbell, the young horseman who was1

so badly injured by being run over by three freight
cars at Fresno.
A good program had been arranged by the Sonoma

County Driving Club, consisting of seven events, and
everything passed off pleasantly. The beneficiary
was present with his wife and other relatives and saw
his father drive his great horse Adam G. to easy
victory in the fourth race.

Messrs. Springer, Sutherland and Dunbar acted as
judges, and the timers were Messrs. Lumsden, Smith
and Delaney. The starting was done by Schuyler
Walton, and Walter Trefry acted as track marshal.
The summary of the races follows:

First race, 2.12 pace.

Welladay, by Steinway (Cuicello) 1 1
Miss Winn, by Demonio (Reams) 2 2

Time—2:17% 2:17%

Second race, mixed.
Friskarina, by Bayswater Wilkes (Hoy) 1 1

Lijero (Wright) 2 %
McKinney colt (McDonald) 3

Time—2:20 2:21%

Third race, mixed.
Rita H., by McKinney, driven by Durfee, and Robizola,
by Robin, driven by Abels, made a dead heat in 2:12%,

Fourth race, trotting.

Adam G., by McKinney ( J. Zebbell) 1
Oro Belmont, by Oro Wilkes (Reams)
Pat Rose, by Falrose (Wright) 3
Jupiter B., by Gen. Beverley (Durfee) 4

Time—2:17%
Fifth race, trotting.

F. S. Turner, by Vallota (Abels) 12 1

Clipper W., by Linwood W. . (Cuicello) 2 1
Time

—

2:24 2:26% 2:25%
Sixth race, trotting. .

Dumont S., by Linwood W (Quinn) 3

Zambra, by McKinney (Ward)
Time—2.23

Seventh race, trotting.

Cassian, by Mendocino (Cuicello) 1
Wild Bell, by Wildnut (Freeman)

Time

—

2:29%

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

H. G. HEWITT, Healdsburg—Morosco won the 2.19

class trot at Santa Rosa in 1904, in straight heats.

The time was 2:12%, 2:12% and 2:12.

JAMES CROSSLY, City—The pacing mare Much
Better 2:07% made her record at Santa Rosa, August
27th, 1898. She started twice at that meeting, which
was given by the Breeders' Association, and won both
races in straight heats. The time of the miles in the
first race, which wras best three in five, was 2:10% in

every heat. The other race was best two in three.

The time was 2:07% and 2.09. She was driven in this

race by Farmer Bunch. Much Better wras bred at

Oakwood Park Stock Farm. She is now owned by
James W. Rea of San Jose.

SUBSCRIBER, Portland—The free for all pace at
the Portland, Oregon, meeting in June and July, 1894,

was won by the California horse Plunkett. There
w'ere five heats, Del Norte taking the first two. The
time was 2:17, 2:14%. 2.17%, 2:31 and 2:17%. The
bay gelding Cyrus by Captain Webster, was also

starter, but wras distanced in the second heat. The
time of the fourth heat wras slow on account of the
repeated breaking of Del Norte, the driver of Plunkett
not trying to shut him out.

Mi

'!

<:,

•;

L. C. R., Sacramento—The mare Sally Pointer
2:13%, of which mention was made last week, was,
wo think, bred by Ed. Allen of Los Angeles, and sold

at the Potter sale there in 1901, the same time Sweet
Marie was sold. She wras catalogued as Sister's Baby
and was then a two-year-old. It was stated in the
catalogue that she had paced a quarter in 31 seconds
that year.

Gazelle 2:11% by Gossiper, the dam of Zolock 2:05%
and Zephyr 2:11 trotting is now owned by Mr. J. Of
McKinney of.Titusville, Pa. Gazelle was bred by Ben
Davis of San Bernardino, and took her record in 1896

at Woodland, when she was five years old. Her dam
Gipsey by Gen. Booth 2.03%, is also the dam of De-
lilah (3) 2:14%, and is out of Echo Belle, the grandam
of Conn 2:15%, by Echo. Gen. Booth was by Geo,

M. Patchen 30. The performances of Zolock and
Zephyr this year have caused many inquiries to he

made about Gazelle. Mr. Davies sold her, we believe,

to Mr. Chas. Winship of Los Angeles, who in turn

sold her to his cousin, A. H. Miller of Buffalo, who
disposed of her to Mr. McKinney, her present owner.

I

1 1
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A TRIBUTE TO JUDGE GREENE'S MEMORY.

OLEMA, August 8th, 1905.

Dear Breeder and Sportsman—I see by this morn-

ng's Call that Judge W. E. Greene has been called by

he grim reaper who spares neither the young nor the

I id, the dullard or the wise and good. To the last-
:

iamed class our dear Judge belonged. For, readers

i|{ the Breeder and Sportsman, he was "our Judge,"

lie loved what we love, clean out-door sports, but es-

pecially did he love the light harness horse. Arm In

rm with Monroe Salisbury, the iron man, or with

>r. Latham of honored memory, have I seen this grand

i id man going to worship St. Equus. Judge Greene

: ,-as a close student of form and breeding. Early in

! he history of this State he imported from Maine to

] itockton the stallion Winthrop 505. Association with

lonroe Salisbury begot a love for the Director fairi-

ly in later years, so that the Judge bred and owned
ome fine Director, Direct and Directum colts. Be-

jore "the dreaded warrior in sombre harness mailed,

I
lurnamed of man the destroyer the rampart walls

i
.. ad scaled," the Judge had seen his namesake beat all

our-year-olds of his year and retire a champion.

>J Last, year at Santa Rosa, at the Breeders* meeting,

udge Greene, his son Carlton, and I met. Politics,

a 'torses and law were discussed alternately. The

v
1 udge insisted upon my dining with him. The meal
- .as "a feast of reason and a flow of soul," as we two

, stened to the Judge as he presented his clear-cut

n iews. I then heard much of the late Tom Reed, the

reat, perhaps the greatest Speaker of the House of

|

representatives the United States ever had. Reed

i H nd Judge Green were schoolmates in the State of

v'jj laine. Both became school teachers and both became
:.i reat.

Before Judge Greene the lawyer or lawyers who
ried to demur, object, delay or stay the hand of

ustice felt the majesty of the law. Six feet two
; iches in height, symmetrical, broad chested, digni-

ed, just, learned, Judge Greene would turn to him
;ho was trying to hoodwink the court or pervert the

I

nds of justice, with: "Come to the point, sir—the

:
ssue at stake. Make a statement involving the is-

! ues; don't pettifog, sir! The court has no time to

ear extraneous, outside matters discussed!"

Of course, "our Judge" had enemies. What strong
l i ian in power has not? But his enemies as a rule
*'

-ere those who desired to bolster up a weak case and
;ad blind Justice astray. The earnest lawyer and
pright citizen respected and loved "our Judge." To
lem his memory will be ever green.

Judge Ogden recently said. "We" (referring to the

uperior Court of Alameda county) "are carrying on
udge Greene's work, fervently hoping and anxiously

specting that our associate will get well."

- i Let us hope that the "Supreme Court"—the court

I
£ last appeal before which our friend has appeared,

as said: "Well done, good and faithful servant."

"The crowned head and the lowly cowl, all must
ome to the narrow tomb. It is only the actions of

r»e just that smell sweet and bloom in the dust."

Judge Greene was not only an upright judge, but a
ue American, who devotedly loved his country and
er institutions. No applicant for citizenship could

ass muster before him, whether his sponsors were
.epublicans or Democrats, unless knowing enough to

e of value to our country and a support to her insti-

I itions in time of peace or war. The Superior Judges
a| f Alameda county are all able, upright men, but

ley will sorely miss the dear Judge, the Nestor of

leir bench. When, some new comer sits in Judge
reene's place, he shall often turn to his associates

>r advice and they will say: "Decide as Greene
ould have done, and in the decision the dead Judge
ill live again."

PAYNE SHAFTER.

trotters and the other for pacers. The trotting di-
vision will have 60 per cent of all moneys paid in,
and the pacing division 40 per cent. The nominator
of the winner of either division will receive $250.
The society feels greatly encouraged with the out- .

look for a successful State Fair. All the harness '

events have filled well, and the running contingent
will be represented by many of the horses now racing
at Portland, as well as those which' have had a good
rest since the close of the winter meeting at Oak-
land.

A platform ie being constructed a few yai'ds from
the back stretch, where all horses shipped to the
new track can be unloaded from the cars. This will
prove a great convenience to horsemen.
A suburban trolley extension has been constructed

to carry lovers of racing to the park, which is situated
a short distance from the city. A splendid trolley
service is promised between the city and the park,
and the local street railway company is planning to
handle the traffic without discomfort or delay to
patrons of the races.
An item of interest is the fact that the directors

have decided to issue a family season ticket this year
for $5, which will admit an entire family to the
park mornings and afternoons.
There will be no admission charge to the pavilion,

the directors and the Native Sons of the Golden
West, who are to celebrate the entire week, having
joined hands in keeping "open house." The displays
at the pavilion will be of varied character and high
standard, and will embrace competitive county ex-
hibits, a poultry show surpassing all former attempts
in this line, agricultural, horticultural, dairy and in-
dustrial exhibits.

It has not yet been decided who will be engaged to
judge the livestock. Professor W. L. Carlyle of Wis-
consin has a prior engagement which precludes his ac-
cepting the post he has held so satisfactorily to Cali-
fornia breeders for several years.
The directors of the fair are corresponding with

several recognized authorities, and hope to announce
at an early date that a selection has been made.

I

GETTING READY FOR THE STATE FAIR.

SACRAMENTO, August 10.—The race track at the

tate Agricultural Society's new grounds is finished,

nd those who have seen it, declare it to be one

C the finest in all the West. The soil is a reddish
Mlow clay, such as was used in the coating of the
d State Fair course several years ago, and makes
course full of elasticity and springiness, and when
has been worked a little more it will be a remark-
Dly fast track.

"Farmer" Bunch drove over the new track the other
ly and expressed great satisfaction with it. In
ct, lie became very enthusiastic over it, and pre-
cted that at fair time it will be faster than either
ie San Jose or Santa Rosa tracks.
The work on the cottage stables for the running
id trotting horses is nearly finished. These are
mdsome buildings, possessing considerable archi-
ctural beauty, and have been built with the idea
permanency above all else.

The several structures rest on massive concrete
undations and are quite a height above the ground,
tie floors are all of two-inch planking. Every stall

well lighted and ventilated, and particular attention
is been paid to drainage in and about the stables.

Work is progressing on the temporary grandstand,
id temporary quarters for some of the livestock
111 soon be provided. The directors found it im-
ssible to erect all permanent buildings out of the

i mparatively small amount of money appropriated
r this purpose, so have been obliged to erect tem-
rary buildings for some of the horses and cattle.

The harness contingent will have a try at three
:h stakes this year, and, strange to say, these
ents are all for three-year-olds.
The Occident Stake is worth $3880, the Stanford
770, with another payment due, and the Stallion
ake, for foals of 1902, $3300. As is generally under-
3od, this stake is divided into two divisions, one for

BREEDERS' MEETING AT SANTA ROSA.

Everything is in readiness for the big annual meet-
ing of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' As-
sociation which will open at Santa Rosa on Wednes-
day next, August 16th.

The California and Northwestern Railway Company
will run a special train each day from Tiburon. con-
necting with the ferry boat that leaves this city at
9 a. m. Returning the train will leave Santa Rosa at
7 p. m. The fare will be but one dollar for the round
trip.

On SaLurday, the last day of the meeting, a special
excursion will be run from TJkiah to Santa Rosa and
return, leaving Ukiah at 9 a. m. and leaving Santa
Rosa on the return trip at 6.45 p. m.
The program of races is the best that has been of-

fered in California for years, and the stakes are the
largest offered for trotters and pacers on this coast.
There is an excellent program for each day of the
meeting. The 2:10 horses are numerous so that fast
racing can be expected every day. The Santa Rosa
track record is 2:06, which it is confidently expected
will be lowered, the day Zolock starts in the 2:09
class pace.

The program of each day's racing is here given,
with the list of horses eligible to start in the different
Events:

Wednesday— First Day.
Trotting—2:27 class, $800—Adam G., Frank O'Kane,

Dewdrop, Oro Belmont, Don M., Connors, D. E.
Knight, Wildbell, La Correcta, Alma, Leroy O , Char-
lie T., Suomi, Birdcatcher, Silver Bow Jr., Kinmont.
Pacing, 2:20 class, Pacific Slope Stakes, $1500—Lit-

tle Jib, Ruby H., Miss Winn, Welladay, Venus Derby,
Fearnot, Little Joe, Norda, Mildred O., Joe Robin,
Uncle John, Pearl Sinclair, Doctor J., Flora G., Nellie

R., Anna Turner, Argyle, Bessie Barnes, Si Perkins,
Glen.

Pacing, 2 : 13 class, $S00—Inferno, Cresco Wilkes,
Doctor W., Tidal Wave. Friskarina, Queen Bee, Vision.

Thursday—Second Day.
Trotting Division Breeders' Futurity for Two-Year-

Olds, $1450—Delia Derby.
Trotting, 2.17 class, $S00—Cuate, Hank, Marvin

Wilkes, Milbrae, Zambra, Talisman, Prince Ansel,
What Is It, Oma A , Redskin, Jupiter B., Zombowette.
Pacing Division Breeders' Futurity for three-year-

olds, $1300—Roberta, Delilah, Mamonio, Mona Wilkes,
Just It, Deviletta.

Friday—Third Day.
Pacing Division Breeders' Futurity for Two-Tear-

Olds, $950—McFayden, Magladi.
Pacing, 2:09 class, $1000—Queen Bee, Zolock, El

Diablo, Tom Carneal, Alone, Rajah, Kelly Briggs,
Billy Red or Miss Idaho, Reta H., Daedalion.

Trotting, 2:13 class, $800—Lady Madison, Redskin,
Dr. Hammond, Robizola, Liege, H. D. B., Walter
Wilkes, Princess.

Saturday—Fourth Day.
Trotting Division Breeders' Futurity for Three-

Year-Olds, $2300—North Star, Ambush, Athasham,
Bellemont, Still Better, Elma S., Kenneth C.

Trotting, 2.24 class, California Stake, $2000—Sonoma
Girl, Birdcatcher, Leroy O., Billy Dooley, D. E. Knight,
Connors, Don M., Oro Belmont, Blanche T„ Auget
Baron, .Little Babe, Homeway, The Bouquet, Charlie
T., Modoc, Helen Dare.
Pacing, 2:17 class, $800—Glen, Si Perkins or Queen

Director, Pearl Sinclair, Cresco Wilkes, John R. Con-
way, Selda, Antonious, Little Jib, Miss Winn, Wella-
day, Mildred O., Joe Robin, Sweetheart, Penrose,
Economizer, Argyle, Flora G., Prince Charles.

DEXTER PRINCE.
HIGH CLASS BOARDING STABLE

Vicxou Verilhac, Prep. James M. McGkath, Mgr.

Worth Ober. Trainer.

1509 Grove Street, corcer Bal-er Phone: Fell 5161.

Located oDe block from Panbacdle of the Golden Gate Park
Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero street cars.

Nothing succeeds like success is true of every enter-
prise, and Vic. Verilhac of the well known Dexter
Prince stable, 1509 Grove street, San Francisco, has

*

no reason to doubt the truth of this saying. Since
his purchase of this stable the reputation he has
earned for the manner in which he cares for all horses
and vehicles in his charge has increased so that in
order to meet requests of many horse owners he has
been compelled to build an addition to his stable. He
recently erected a large building and has put box
stalls and single stalls therein besides a splendid dust-
proof loft for vehicles. Electric lights have been
installed and the greatest care has been taken in pro-
viding light and air for the horses. The sanitation
in this large stable is perfect.
There are at present thirty-four box stalls and

forty-five single stalls, nearly all filled by the best
road horses in San Francisco.
There are twelve matinee racers being prepared

by two special trainers from Pleasanton among them
are Gertie A., second to Tom Carneal in 2: OS% in
Santa Rosa in 1904 Also winner of many a hard
fought race, and entered in the free-for-all on the
4th of September at Ingleside. Also King Cadenza
2:15%, Kitty D., winner of the two-mile free-for-all
last Butchers' Day; Al Sandy, winner of the 2:20
class pace the same day; Harry Hurst, 2:14; Ruby
L. and Laurelwood, the two best trotters that go
through the Golden Gate Park. Either can step a
mile in 2.15, with ease. Satinwood can show a mile
any day in 2:10 pacing. Billy Humes and Cashmont
the property of Max Levy, of Seattle, are both good
ones, and when ready will be heard from. Silver
Moon, the best bred stallion in California, can trot
over the speed track in 2:20. Wallie, the handsom-
est road horse in San Francisco, with a record of
2:18 as a three-year-old, and a four-year-old chest-
nut. Derby, a full brother to Bain, and half-brother
to King Cadenza and King V.; this is a promising
young gelding with a world of speed. There are many
others that will be heard about after the next matinee
races on the 4th of September.
Mr. Verilhac has employed a very careful man to

handle young colts. He has already three that were
purchased at the last Chase sale, going along the
park roads like ohd horses. He employs the best
help and uses only the choicest of hay and grain.
Being a hard worker he gives his personal attention
to this thriving business.

EXCURSIONS TO BREEDERS' MEETING.

R. X. Ryan, General Passenger Agent of the Cali-
fornia Northwestern Railway, has addressed the fol-

lowing letter to the editor of this journal:
"Dear Sir: For information, would advise, that we

will run on August 16th, 17th, ISth and 19th, a special
train to Santa Rosa, leaving San Francisco at 9:00;

a. m., and on the return leave Santa Rosa at 7:00
p. m. Fare for the round trip, $1.00. This train will

stop at Tiburon, San Rafael, Ignacio, Petaluma and
Penn Grove. The fare from Tiburon, San Rafael and
Ignacio will be $1.00, and from Petaluma and Penn
Grove 50 cents for the round trip.

"On Saturday. August 19th, we will run a special
excursion from Ukiah, leaving Ukiah' at 9:00 a. m.,
and on the return leave Santa Rosa at 6:45 p. m.
Fare for the round trip will be $1 00, and train will

stop at all intermediate points. From intermediate
points rates graduate under $1.00.

DEATH OF ALEX. J. McKERRON.

We are pained to announce the death in this city

on the Sth inst. of Alex. J. McKerron, beloved and
only son of Mr. John A. McKerron, the well known
manufacturer of fine harness. Alex McKerron was
a most promising young man, aged 22 years, and since
cnnipletuiL; his education had been a ' trusted and
greatly esteemed employee of the large lumber firm

of Pope & Talbot of this city. About two weeks ago
he was afflicted with appendicitis, for which an oper-
ation was necessary, but he did not survive the
shock. The funeral took place on Thursday last, in-

terment being at Holy Cross Cemetery. Mr. McKer-
ron will have the sympathies of ever^ horseman in

California as well as hundreds of other warm friends

in his bereavement.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet

Westchester Racing Association announces in our
business columns this week, many stakes to close

August 15th for it Autumn meeting. Belmont Park,
where these races will be run, is the finest race course
in America. The stakes announced are for two-year-
olds, three-year-olds, two-year-olds and upwards and
three-year-olds and upwards, besides weight for age
races and several steeplechase events. In all the

stakes the amount of added money Is large and the

subscriptions very small. A full list of these stakes

with conditions will be found In the advertisement.
We would call the attention of all owners and breed-
ers of thoroughbreds to the statement of the West-
chester Racing Association that the fixed events for

now yearlings, to run when two-year-olds in 1906,

when three-year-olds In 1907, and for foals of 1905

to run in 1908 will be duly announced to close Sep-
tember 15th, 1905, viz., in 1906, the Juvenile, the
Fashion, the Eclipse; 1907, the Withers, the Ladles,

the forty-first Belmont for now yearlings; 190S, the

forty-second Belmont for foals of 1905. The tenth

National Stallion race of 1904 will close for stallions

at the same time.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

s^^^^.^^^^^^^a^^^^^^
Coming Events.

Rod.
April t-Sepl 1U. Oct. Ift-Feb. 1—Open season for taking stoel-

hiad Id tidewater

April t-Sept. 15—CI - tor lobstora aod crawflsb.

April l-Nov. I—Tnu i seaso i.-

June !-J«ia. 1—Open season for black bass

Aug- » ting Contest No. 10. Stow lake. -0:30

p m
Aug. ST—Sunday Ply CastiDg Contest No. 10 Stow lake, lOa.m

Sept. I0-Oct. 18 -Close season to tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oot, itJ—Close ieitsoo for catching salmon.

Oct. Ifi-Nor. 15—Close season lor taking salmon above tide.

water.

Nov. 1-Sopt- i son for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept lu—Season open for taking salmoo above tide

i ater

Gnu.

Feb. 15-Sept. ! —Closed season for mountain quail, grou.se and
*aee hen.

F'?!> 15-Oot. Ift—Closed season forqu*ul. ducks, etc.

April l-Oct. 15—Closed season for English sDipe.

July i-Feb. 15—lx>ve season open.

Aug I-Oot. 15—Deer season open.

Aug Sebastopol Gan Club. Blue recks. Every Sunday.

Aug. Napa Guo Club Blue rocks Every Sunday.

•.M—Petalum a Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kenilworth Park,

Aug. 6, 30 -Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View.
Cal.

Aug 13—California WiDg Club. Live pigeons Ingleside.

Aug 13—Open to all blue rock shoot. Hunters' Inn, San Leandro.

Aug. 13. 27—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rocks.

Aug. 13, 27—Vallejo Gun Club. Blue rocks. Flosden Statkn.

Aug. 20—Union Guu Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Aug. 27—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Aug. 27— Lincoln Gun Club. Live birds. Reclamation Station

Aug. 29 30—Interstate Association tournameot. Blue rocks
Denver, Col.

Sept 3—Golden Ga'.e Gun Club. Blue rocks. logleside.

Sept. 3—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks
Alameda Junction.

Sept. 15, 16, 17—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of
S. F. Trapshooting Ass n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day b'ue rock tournament. Biggs Gun
Club- Biggs, Butte county. H. Haselbusch, manager

Bench Shows.

Aug. 15, IS—Orange C-unty Agricultural Society. Middletown
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug 18. 19—Lynn Kennel Cub Point of Pines. Revere Mass.
W. H Xlmlnes. Secretary.

Aug. 23. 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show In New York City. X Y. A A. Vanderbilt, Secretary.

Sept 4—Long Island Kennel Club. Brighton Beach, L. I. Jos.
M. Dale, Secretary.

Sr-pt. 4—Rhode Island Kennel Club Crescent Park, East Provi-
dence, R. I H. M. French, Secretary.

Sept. 4, 5—Miller's River Kennel Club. Athol Mass. Wm. W.
Sutton, secretary.

Sept. 9—San Mateo Kennel Club. 2nd annual open air show.
Burllngamo. Irving C. ACkerman, Secreiary.

Sept 9—Cedarhurst Kennel Club. Lawrence, L. I. John G'
Bates, Secretary.

Sept !!. 13 -Newport Dog Show. Newport, R.I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. Santa Cruz Kennel Club. Inaugural show. Santa
Cruz, Cal. Warren H Porter. Secretary.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N J. M. "W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 18, 21—Genesee County Agricultural Society Kennel Club.
Batavla, N. Y. A. E. Brown, Secretary.

Sept. 23—Madisoa Athletic Association. Madison, N. J. E. L.
Jones, Secretary.

Sept. 25, 26—Miami Valley Kennel Club. Plqua.Ohio. Edwin
A. Htatt, Secretary.

27. 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Sept.30-Bryn Mawr Kennel Club. Haverford.Pa Henry D.
Riley, Secretary.

Oct 3, 6—Texas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex. W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Oct II, 14—Spjkane Kennel Club Spokane, Wash. A. B.
Juck>on. Seoretary.

Oct 17. 20— Frederick Agricultural Sooiety. Frederick, Md
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary

Oct. 19. 21 -Stockton Kennel Club F. A. Gefsea, Secretary,
Stotkton.Cal.
Nov 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F

H. Osgood, Seoretary.

Nov 88-Dio. I— Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr.. Secretary.

i»06.
Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club New York. Robt. V.

McKlm, Secretary.

Bogland Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery. Secretary

i 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa-
F. C. Tnomas. Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Stvadman. Secretary.

Field Trials.

;eo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.
o Uui Jolnes, In.

jia Field Trial Club. Inaugural trials
Grand ForkN. N. D A. £. Palmer, Secretary, Grand Forks. N. D.

:tska Field T ttlon.lth annual trials
oCartby, r.O Nolll,

Sept. 6-Manltubii Field Trial Club, lith annual trials. La
tan. Brio Bamber, Seoretary, VVtnnepeg Man.

Sept. 11 Norl ion. Inaugural
trialw. O'Neill, Neb

,
Secretary, KansasCI-y. Mo.

Sept. 81—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual
Ludner, 3 C. H. S Rolston, Sec. tvet B. O.

Weld I La Conner Flats,
Wanh. Cnas. L. Lundy. Secretary, Bea

Fried Association. Washington Court House,
rotary. Columbus. O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setter* whelped on or after January 1, 1904. whoso ilauu have

R dilnson. Hi , entries closed July I. Address
Am. Fie m Co., Chicago.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Cono, F. M.
Chapln, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6— Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville III.

S. H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. B—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Rothm, Secre-

retary. Dayton, O
Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.

R Green, Secretary, Marshall, HI.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois

Champion Stake). C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.

Wei Is, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Out.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas B Cooke, Secretary, Rchmond, Va.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, nth annual trials, .

John White, Seoretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. O. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.
Dec. 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.

Bradley, Secretary. Fairfield, Conn.

1906.
Jan. s -Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Essig. Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials

Baken-field, Cal Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg.. San
Francisco.
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FISH COMMISSIONER BERM INGHAM
STRIPED BASS.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—Dear Sir: In your
issue of August 5th, I notice an article on striped

bass and from the tenor of same the average person
would judge that the striped bass are being wiped out

iri a similar manner to the sturgeon. I note that Mr.
Al. M\ Gumming states that fishing is now very poor
at San Antone Slough and am at a loss to under-
stand how he can make this statement in view of

the picture published in one of the weekly s_porting

periodicals which port rayed.-the catch of Mr. Kittle's

one day's fishing on San Antone Slough. In looking
at the picture, to the best recollection of the writer,

there were at least 25 bass, and some of them must
have been at least two feet long. It is hardly fair to

presume that Mr. Kittle, who is a well known sports-

man, would publish a picture of this kind if he did

not catch the fish himself. From this it would seem
that either Mr. Kittle is a more experienced fisherman
than Mr. Cumming and the others who "were not so

fortunate, or else he selected a better time for fishing

than they did.

The fact of the matter is that the striped bass are
increasing very rapidly and from the reports received

by the Fish Commission, who keep a close watch on
the amount of fish shipped to the San Francisco mar-
ket as well as from their regular deputies at different

portions of the bay frequented by the striped bass, it

would appear that there is no danger of exterminat-
ing this popular fish. A great many of the sporting
fraternity are prone to criticise the Fish Commission
without justice in a good many instances and at other
times because of the fact that they do not personally

care for certain members of the Commission or its

deputies. The writer has frequently seen anglers
get on the train at San Pablo station, after a day's

fishing near Point Richmond, with large strings of

small striped bass. On one Sunday night, not long
ago, the writer personally saw three anglers who had
over 150 bass between them. Some of these bass
would not weigh one-half a pound. The writer knows
that these men were what is popularly termed "true

sports." and yet they took under-weight bass in direct

violation of the laws which they are so anxious to

have the Fish Comission uphold.
The law in reference to striped bass was framed to

prevent the bass from being depleted and if the anglers

and market fishermen would both obey the lawr
, there

would be no chance of wiping out the bass. It has
not been the intention of the Fish Commission to

bother the rod fishermen in reference to the weight
of striped bass, but the matter has become so serious

and so much criticism has been made against the

overlooking of this offense by the Commission that it

is the intention from now on to arrest the rod fisher-

man who has under-weight striped bass in his pos-

session in the same manner that it arrests the market
fisherman. "We have three deputies in San Francisco
and almost all of their time is taken up on the striped

bass violations. We have seized quantities of fish dur-
ing the past month or six weeks and have obtained

se\ era] convictions, and just as soon as our patrol

boat, which has been undergoing repairs, is once more
in commission, the Commission intends to look into

ih complaints received from the San Antone slough
and at other portions of the bay. The anglers should
assist the Commission in the detection of violators

of the striped bass law and the way to do this properly

is to supply the Commission with such data as w-ould

enable it and its deputies, in the event of arrests, in

a conviction. The trouble has been, heretofore,

that complaints, both verbal and written, received by
'the Fish Commission, have in a great many instances

been utterly without foundation and of such a nature
as would make it impossible to obtain convictions

aftei arrests. A great many people lose sight of the

fad that the Commission is liable in a like manner
to any citizen for false arrest and unless there is a

probability to obtain conviction, our deputies

are Instructed not to make arrests. It is the duty of

citizen, and more especially of every angler,

id violators of the fish and game laws,

II such a Cjourse was followed out in relation to

such matters, instead of criticisms and unfounded

complaints being sent to the Commission, it woiil
materially assist the Commission in stamping oi
these violations. A great many anglers also lose sigr
of the fact that the Fish and Game Commission wa
not created for any one special set of men. Th
money obtained from the Legislature for the Fis
and Game Commission work is out of public funds an
we must treat everyone connected with the fish an
game matters, whether he be an angler, a hunter or
market fisherman or hunter, with absolute equalit;
and in addition to this we must provide a food suppl
for the people of the State of California who are pay
ing their share of the cost of operation of the Fis
and Game Commission. Some of the radical fish an
game protectionists desire to prevent the sale of a
fish and game. To any fair-minded man this woul
not only be silly, but absolutely without reason. Th
Commission is only too glad, when conditions aris
that make the prevention of sale of certain fish o
game imperative to avoid the wiping out of such fis

or game, to ask for legislation to prevent such loss

and on the other hand they are in a better position t

judge such matters than the average sportsman.
As stated before, the Fish Commission was no

created for any one special set of men. It is a publi
institution charged with the propagation of fish an
game and the protection of same. It must be equit
able in its dealings with the sportsmen and marke
fishermen and must treat all alike. The Commissio]
derives some of its revenue from licenses collects
from market fishermen and in return for such license
the State is propagating and planting fish. There
fore the market fisherman has as much right to fisl

the waters of this State so long as these condition:
prevail, as have the anglers from San Francisco am
elsewhere. The Commission has only a limited amoun
of money with which to conduct its affairs and it mus 1

make this money go as far as possible. For this rea-

son It is unable to place as many deputies in the fieli

as the members of the Commission would like, and oi
|

this account It is prevented in a great many instance:
from apprehending violators of the fish and gain
laws.
There are very few sportsmen who realize tht

amount of work done by the Fish Commission depu
ties during the course of a year, nor do they realiz*

the hardships and the disagreeable work that thest
deputies have to undergo while in the discharge oi

their duties. The Commission has often been criti-

cised for not apprehending violators of the fish anc
game law; by people well known among the anglers anc
sporting fraternity and this has been a source of deej
regret to the Fish Commission. If the sporting fra
ternity would drop all selfish motives and work hanc
in hand with the Fish Commission they would find a

great many facts that they are not now aware of anc
would then understand the difficulties which confront
the Commission at all times. The Commission has all

along courted such help from the sportsmen and until

very lately they have not received any. If the sports-

men of San Francisco wrould take the trouble to g€
through the fish markets on a Thursday or Friday fh

San Francisco and see the countless number of pooi

people buying fish, they would readily understand
that the community at large is being benefited by al-

lowing the fish, such as striped bass, to be sold and
would understand what a hardship it would be to

these people if the sale of this fish, or any other fish

popular with the anglers, was prevented.
JOHN BERMINGHAM, JR.

(Unless we are very much mistaken, and we do not
believe we are, Fish Commissioner Bermingham is

thi victim of misplaced confidence in a monthly pub
lication not noted for reliability. The picture he refers

to in the above communication was taken about five

years ago by Al. M. Gumming, when the ark Cuckoo
was moored in San Antone slough just below the
Miramonte Club landing.

The catch of striped bass shown in the picture was
made by Mr. Gumming and the late Fred Bushnell.

The big fish in the center is the record weight bass
taken on rod and line.

We are not informed that Mr. Kittle caught one
of the bass shown in the picture. He has taken many
bass from the slough, however, and enjoyed many
days' sport on that water. We have heard Mr. Kittle

make the statement that the fishing there is not any
where near what it was four and five years ago.

Striped bass fishing in the slough at the time the

picture was snapped by Mr. Cumming was excellent

and made that water the Mecca for striped bass
anglers. At the present time, and for some time pas 1

there has been no fishing in the slough to anywhei
equal that of the period mentioned.
This is given, not in criticism, but merely as

statement of fact.

Following the Commissioner's introductory para

graph above, the communication is worthy of the

careful attention of anglers and sportsmen, for there

is plenty of material in it that is true and peril

tinent.—Ed.)

September is the ideal month for Rogue river fish-

ing. Then the river is teeming with large steelhead

and they will take spoon, -fly or roe hungrily. Stro:

tackle and heavy rods are requisite for fishing i

Rogue river.

Frank H. Smith of San Francisco caught four large,

sea bass, one yellow tail and a barracouta off Santa*

Cruz lighthouse last Sunday. The yellowtail put up
a good fight. The sea bass sulk and sound, hanging
on with dead weight. The largest bass weighed
thirty pounds.

James Lynch and J. M. Thomson fished the Paper
.Mill from Tocoloma down to Point Reyes station last,

Sunday. Several nice fish were taken, but neither one.

in baskei was the equal to half a dozen beauties they-

saw in the stream but could not induce to take the-"

lure.
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LAW VIOLATORS PUNISHED. DEER HUNTING NOTES.

Game Wardens and Deputy Fish Commissioners in

different counties were on the qui vive, prior to the

opening of the deer season for violators ot the game

law. Since the season opened a keen lookout has

been kept for unprincipled hunters who kill does, as

well as those who traffic in venison or hides.

On August 6th Thomas Cauckwell, Richard Fulker-

son and Al Lang were arrested by Deputy Fish and

Game Commissioners A. F. tea and J. C. Ingalls at

their camp in the hills west of Cloverdale.

They were taken before Justice Provines of Healds-

burg and next day pleaded guilty to killing a doe.

Cauckwell was fined $50 and the other two $25 each.

The trio had been hunting since the 1st inst. and

had bagged a doe. The deputies found the hide in

their possession and took them into custody.

They claimed that while hunting they had sepa-

rated, and that one of the men jumped a doe from

the brush and called to his companions that a buck

was coming toward them. The companions fired,

killing the doe. The men were in jovial humor over

their predicament, and declared that while their deer
!

meat had come high, it was the best obtainable.

Cauckwell stated that a man who would kill a doe

' should be fined on general principles.

Deputies Ingalls and Lea arrested Robert P. Poe

in the hills of Mendocino county for killing deer dur-

ing the close season. Justice Braden of Laytonville

'

fined Poe $25 for his offense. During the hearing Poe
i admitted that he had been hired by Miss F. Louise

1 Shepard to supply her table with fresh venison. Miss
' Shepard, whose home is in Berkeley, conducts a sum-
si mer camp in the Mendocino hills, and fresh venison

" was on her bill of fare each day to the delight of

' her patrons. Miss Shepard was at once taken into

:
i custody and brought before Justice Braden, who lm-

'. posed a fine of $50 upon her, in spite of her pro-

* testations.

Deputy Fish Commissioner A. E. Doney arrested

tour deer hunters in the Siskiyou mountains recently,

t after following them for over 100 miles through one

* of the roughest mountain regions in California. Three

' of the hunters, McCutcheon, Noyes and Chapman, are

I from Los Angeles. Scott Greening, their guide, who

lives in Happy Camp, near the place of the arrest,

* was until recently a deputy fish commissioner. Jus-

m lice Brown of Happy Camp fined each of the prison

-

ers $25 for killing deer during the close season, and

Greening's deputyship was revoked. Deputy Doney

also arrested Ah Him, a Chinese deer hunter, and one

Indian Frank on the same day, and Justice Brown

I fined each $25 for like offenses.

m It is unlawful for one individual to kill more than

ms two bucks in one hunting season. It is an offense to

If have the hide of a fawn or female deer in one's pos-

session at any time, or a hide that does not show

that it is the hide of a male deer. There should be

is no hides in any one's possession except male hides

and those hides cannot be sold. The Board of Fish

Commissioners have had perhaps twenty cases in the

last year in which convictions were obtained for sell-

ing deer hides. In a good many of these convictions

$50 fines were paid, besides the confiscation of the

hides.

C. Meredith, a Sacramento fish dealer, was fined

$20 by Justice March last week for having under-

weight striped bass in his possession. The complain-

ant against him was Game Warden George Neale,

who noticed three boxes of fish placed on the train

at Giant, Contra Costa county. His suspicions being

aroused he watched the boxes until they reached

Sacramento, where the American Fish Company took

the boxes containing striped bass to its place of

business. Neale arrested Meredith, the manager of

the company, who pleaded guilty of the offense. Dep-

uties Davis and O'Connell traced the shipment back

to Luke Petrich of Giant station, whom they ar-

rested and took before Judge Enloe of Pinole. He
paid $30 fine.

George Johnson of Aracata also has contributed

$20 to the State for violating the fish law.

E. P. Lounibos of Kenwood was fined $25 by Jus-

tice Gibson of Glen Ellen, for shipping doves. Loun-

ibos made an ineffectual effort to conceal the nature

of the contents of the box which he had marked mer-

chandise, but Deputies Welch and Sehaeffle investi-

gated and found the forbidden birds, constituting the

double offense of offering doves for sale and of con-

cealing the contents of the package.

For sportsmen who have a fancy for venison on the

hoof the season has thus far afforded much sport, and

numerous members of the pronged brotherhood have

been bagged in the Coast hills and mountain ranges,

north and south, where they were wont to range in

security until the baying of hounds and the zip, zip.

of 30-30 bullets on the 1st inst. apprised the cervus

family that something was on tap that was .decidedly

unlucky for- the male members.
The main body of hunters went out on Saturday

and Sunday last. Reports from various sections denote

that the combined results for that time were up to

past seasons.

In Sonoma and Mendocino counties. numerous hunt-

ing parties hunted the ranges and many bucks were

garnered.
Dr. O. W. Jones and J, C. Nealon bagged two bucks

near Novato on the 1st. A party composed of Hugh

J. Mclsaae, his brother and Bert Golcher of San Fran-

cisco were rewarded with, two bucks, shot on the

Mclsaae ranch near Taylorville. "Ben" Harris, "Ed"

Schneider and George Merchant hunted a day and a

half about eighteen miles from Geyserville and bagged

four bucks—one three-prong, two forked horns and

a spike buck. They hunted over an exceedingly rough

country and without dogs.

The Lucas Valley Club, composed of David Hare-

field, Wm. Tubbs, Fred Tallant, Armand De Court-

ieux' of San Francisco, Wm. Barr, Dr. T. J. C. Barr,

E. B. Martinelli of San Rafael, Alex Young and An-

drew Wilkie, had accounted for three bucks up to

last Saturday.
A party composed of "Ben" Baum, Henry Collins

of San Francisco, Salvador Pacheco, Thomas J. Fal-

lon, M. Murray and Henry Martin of San Rafael, Leo

de Sella ot Sausalito and Victor Sartori—the Victor

Gun Club—got four bucks on the club grounds back

of San Rafael, towards Novato, on Tuesday and

Wednesday. Collins had a narrow escape from an

enraged buck, that after being wounded was brought

to bay by the hounds. The animal charged Collins

when he approached, and a lucky rifle shot averted

impalement on the enraged animal's antlers.

The club holds the record in Marin county for the

number of bucks brought down so far this year, and

also the record far the largest buck reported up to

date. This deer weighed, it is stated, 160 pounds, and

was killed by County Treasurer Fallon, in Lucas

canyon, at 200 yards range. The club grounds com-

prise 3200 acres in Lucas canyon.

Other San Rafael and Marin county sportsmen who

were successful are: Supervisor G. Pacheco and

friends, who killed three deer near Novato; Harry

Obitz and party killed two on the Healion ranch, a

few miles north of San Rafael. In the vicinity of

Bolinas, Coroner Sawyer, J. CotelkV Edgar Nott and

B. Briones all have a deer to their credit.

Early last week in Big Coyote canyon, near Sau-

salito, William Campbell and Isaac F. Heuston killed

a deer between them. Antone Marshall killed a spike

buck near Lake Lagunitas, and the son of C. A. Zin-

kand killed a deer a short distance from his residence

in Ross Valley. Nicasio is credited with three-forked

horns averaging a hundred pounds each, shot by Don-

ald Mclsaae, Frank Rodgers and W. T. Farley: Far-

ley killed his deer as it was browsing in his corn-

field.

In the vicinity of Tocaloma the hunting is reported

good. Sheriff Taylor and his party had three bucks

up to the 4th inst. The hunters expected to bag one

or two -more before coming in. Harry F. Bailey

brought down a nice forked horn. It is reported that

Lagunitas Club

The first buck of the open season fur Sao Benito
county is attributed to A. Cowden of Hollister, who
killed a large one in the Gabilans on Tuesday. Many
Hollister sportsmen were out after deer in the Al-
varado country last week.
The Lone Tree section of San Benito county is taboo

at present for hunters. The ranchers have recently
suffered severe losses by fire, started by campers, it

is alleged. The result is that the Lone Tree com-
munity is up in arms against the invasion of deer
or other hunting parties.

To Frank Tiernan, a cattleman of Hall's Valley,

must go the distinction of having laid low the first

magnificent full grown buck of the season for Santa
Clara valley. The deer, a .four-pronged beauty, was
killed at 9 o'clock Tuesday morning on Mount Day,
near the famous hunting ground of the Black Moun-
tain. For over an hour, the hunter lay in wait for

his quarry in the latter's favorite stamping grounds,
and was just preparing to leave when he saw his prey
not 150 yards from him quietly grazing under a pine
tree. ' The buck had probably been there all the time.
Tiernan laid it low at the first shot with a 3S-35 Win-
chester bullet. It dressed 175 pounds and is one of

the finest specimens ever brought to earth in the
county.
A four-pronged buck weighing 165 pounds arrived

in San Jose Thursday from Kings City. The buck
was shot by Howard Tierney five minutes after 12

o'clock on the opening day of the season. The party
with whom Tierney was hunting is composed of the
following: R. Greeninger, Ed Lynn, Dr. Sweigert and
D. Ward. The party were hunting in the Jolon coun-
try, back of Kings City. The magnificent buck was
shot by Tierney on the Pinal. Later in the day an-

other one of the party brought down a smaller buck
A party from Hacienda quicksilver mines and Dr.

Jamison and B. I. Schwartz, of San Jose, hunted in

the vicinity of the Hacienda on last Wednesday. Dr.
Jamison gave proof of his marksmanship in securing
a good-sized buck on Loma Prieta. The fog was so

dense during the earlier part of the day that the
hunters found the game difficult and dangerous.

In the Boulder Creek region of Santa Cruz county,
it is reported, there are bucks in plenty. The sports-

men of the county have induced the repeal of the
ordinance prohibiting the use of dogs in deer hunting.

Big Basin Guarded From Fire.

Sempervirens Park is at last to be protected from
possible destruction from forest fires. Warden H. B.

Pilkington, with the approval of State Forester Allen,

has begun the construction of an elaborate system
of fire trails in the Big Basin for the protection of the

State park. The system, when completed, will com-
prise wide trails on top of all the ridges extending

north and south through the park, with other wide
trails extending east and west across the park so as

to divide it into sections like a checker board.

The trails will be from 15 to 20 feet wide, and
everything w-ill be removed from these belts, or strips,

through the park, with the exception of trees over

three or four inches in diameter. These trails will

not be confined entirely to the State park, but will

extend across other lands as well, where satisfactory

arrangements can be made with the owners, and it is

thought desirable for the better protection of the State

property.

The work was commenced the first of this week
with a large crew of men on the top of the first divide,

west of the Governor's Camp, and between the middle

and west branches of the Waddell creek. This trail

will be extended northward via the hollow-tree ridge

to the top of the Butenow divide, and along this

easterly to the end of the road known as the China

Fishing For Salmon.
Salmon fishing differs so much from trout fishing

that it has been said an absolute beginner at fly-

fishing will learn to take salmo salar more readily

than will a trout fisherman who tries the nobler fish

after years of practice with the smaller one. This

I doubt, says a writer in Recreation, but I know
that- a very different style of fishing is needed. There

i really no such thing as "striking" in salmon fish-

lg, and if you keep a tight line and raise your rod

s soon as you feel the "pluck" of the fish you will

e doing your whole duty, and it will be up to the fish

o do the rest. There is no occasion for the swift

strike by which one hooks a shy trout inclined to rise

a trifle short. The salmon is such a weighty fellow

that when he turns to go down after taking the fly

his momentum drives the hook above the barb with

f
i«, very little assistance on the part of the angler, pro-

vided the line be fairly taut.

fourteen does were seen on the

grounds, but not a buck to try the marksmanship of grade. 1

the club members.
On August 3rd four bucks were killed on the Jim

Ward ranch about 18 miles from Cloverdale.

The indulgence in the sport of deer hunting is not

entirely monopolized by the sterner sex, for Mrs.

Jesse Z. Brunk of Santa Rosa killed a huge buck-

near Branscombe, Mendocino county, last week. The

Supervisors of that county have recently shortened

the deer season one month, the closing day being

September 15th.

A report this week states that deer are plent.ful

in the vicinity of Mount Shasta and Mount Eddy and

a number of fine bucks have been shot in those sec-

tions. .

Hunting parties starting from Sisson, Siskiyou

county, have been very successful in the quest for

venison. As a rule, the bucks are very poor for this

season of the year. Many theories are advanced as

the cause, but the oldest hunters fail to account for

the lean condition of deer meat at this time.

Sacramento sportsmen have found that the coun-

iry around Folsom, Michigan Bar and in the vicinity

of Lincoln is worthy of attention for gelling deer.

"Deer hunting parties have been very successful in

the vicinity of Halfmoon Bay, San Mateo county. < me

party returned with four bucks after an outing of

less than three days. There are several large parties

of San Francisco sportsmen hunting in that part of

the county.
San Jose hunters are in distress over their exclu-

sion this season from the best hunting grounds in

that part of the State. Practically all the land owners

only greatly aid in protecting the whole of the Big

Basin from ravage by fire, but also materially aid

sightseers in exploring the park, as the fire trail can

be used by explorers both on foot and on horseback,

and parts of them will doubtless in time be converted

into wagon roads. Members of the State Semper-
virens Club now camping in the Big Basin are highly

satisfied wth the work thus far accomplished.

Fire Arms in the Yosemite.

Yosemite Valley is a favorite camping place for

numerous outing parties every year. Many individ-

uals take firearms along. These implements are not

tolerated in the Valley. When camping or outing

parties enter the Valley they are accosted by United

States soldiers, who take their firearms away from

them and give them receipts for the same. Those

campers who go through the Valley are allowed to

carry their guns after the soldiers have sealed them.

The seals are broken by the soldiers at the other end

of the Valley.

"Laury" Adams, Jr., and angling companions fished

for black bass in Sand lake, above Sacramento, last

week. Prospect slough is the outlet from the lake

to the Sacramento river. The water where Adams
vnd his friends fished was alive with bass. The party

took 160 fish, many of them four and five pounders.

There are plenty of seven and eight-pound fish in

the lake and slough.

., the Momvt. Hamilton section have combined and

given notice that no hunting or camping will be per-

mitted on their lands, this action being the result of

the destructive fires that have been started there

almost every summer by careless hunters.

In spite of a growing belief on the part of sports-

men that deer are becoming scarce in Santa Clara

valley and vicinity some excellent results were had

on Tuesday in that section. "Joe" and "Fred." Piri-

nard of San Jose brought in the first buck for Santa

Clara county, a two-pronger. They hunted near Ma-

drone. This is the third consecutive year that the

two came in with the initial buck of the season.

Careless Hunters.
While out hunting recently near Cloverdale. Chester

Lawley had a very close call from death or serious

wounding Lawley became separated from his com-

panions, who wandered away in different directions.

Young Lawley was making his way through a thicket

when one of his trends, mistaking the moving object

for a buck, blazed away in the direction of the noise.

The bullet struck Lawley's rifle and this saved him

from serious injury. A portion of the lead struck

his arm and became imbedded in the flesh, from which

it was extracted by a surgeon.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Field Trial Notes.

Reports from the field trial grounds, near Bakers-

field, are encouraging for a successful running. Birds

are plentiful and other conditions are most favor-

able.

Secretary Albert Betz is in communication with
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if the leading Eastern field trial judges in the

e next January.

Both W. B. Coutts and J. E. Lucas have gone north

with their string E ers and Pointers for the

Northwest Trials. The

as Will be run at La Conner Flats

the former -
i-.eduled for Ladner, ne:

couver. B. C. The dogs, both young and old, will be

worked on Mongolian pheasants, for this grand game

bird Is the only variety available for the northern

trials. The Chinamen are plentiful on the training

- and in the trial grounds.

James Cole of Kansas City, Mo., and W. D. Hardin

will judge the Northwestern field trials at O'Neill,

Neb., beginning September 11th.

The Derby purse for the Illinois Field Trial Asso-

ciation's meet will amount to $500.

In Minnesota State, during the month of August,

handlers are compelled by statute to lay their dogs

off, for durii s time -logs are not allowed to run

at |arg Is- Owners are liable to arrest for

violation of the State game law and the dogs are

led as public nuisances and may be killed by

any person, without recourse. This law was passed

n of the Legislature and is very

specific. The game wardens do not now hear the ex-

planation, "Why. I am just training my dogs," when

confronting a suspicious individual on the fields a

few days prior to the opening of the quail season.

W, W. Titus and Theodore Sturgis will judge East-

ern Field Trials OJub meeting in December at Waynes-

boro. Ga.
-en now and the middle of next December

nineteen field trials are scheduled, with more to come.

Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club.

Secretary Chas. L. Lundy, writes from Seattle as

follows: Referring to our field trial prospects, I have

the honor to say that the Pacific Northwest Field

Trial Club (of which the writer has the honor to be

secretary-treasurer), will be run at LaConner Flats

October 13 and 14. with J. M. Taylor, of New York, as

judge on "Bob Whites."
We have a cracking nice little club up here, of

which Hon. John Riplinger (owner of Ch. Stylish

Sargeant, Ch. Bracken O'Leak and the Ch. bitches

Pera and Ellore), is president, and among the other

members are John W. Considine, whom the dog world

knows as the owner of the greatest of all, the deceased

Doc Hick, and that queen of matrons, Jessie Rodfield.

besides a world of other possibly equally as good un-

der similar circumstances; Mr. Tandell, sporting edi-

tor; Capt. A. E. Swift, proprietor of the LaConner
line of steamers; N. A. Weeden, who is still wearing
crepe for the loss of his celebrated Count Whitestone's

Chief and Rhoda C. together with a promising derby

prospect all of which recently died because of that

dastardly destroyer, the poison fiend.

We are sure of plenty of birds and certain of the

very prettiest gi uunds—all oat fields of generally 500

acres.

The British Columbia field trials will be run just

prior to ours, with an international stake wThich we,
of course—as did all the other Americans who went
over to compete with English subjects—hope to win
out.

A Dog Is Always Honest.
"There is one peculiar thing about dogs," remarked

a well-known local fancier and sportsman, "and that
is you never saw one pant and wag his tail at the

same time, for it is impossible for him to be mad at
one end and glad at the other.

"If a dog is glad to see his master he will bark and
wag his tail. If he wants to get into the house he
v ill paw at the door, whine and wag his tail, but they
are all symptoms of the same emotion. But if his

is the door he will cease to show anxiety
immediately by whining and will show pleasure only
by the wagging of his tail.

"In order to get a man's temper one must watch
his eyes, but for a dog's you have to watch his tail.

The dog Is likewise incapable of deceit, and hence he
Is nothing of a politician. He deceives no one, not
elven his l U he is overjoyed every emotion is

1 fact, and his whole make-up gives
ample testimony to it. If he is displeased or angered
it is the same way."

SAN MATEO SHOW.

i remium list for the San Mateo one-day open
air show on September 9th gives a full classification

for nearly every breed.

Charles K. Barley will judge Fox Terriers. Mr.
Chas. Lyndon of Menlo Park will judge St. Bernards.
Mastiffs, Newfoundland-. Great Danes, all Hounds, all

lis, Welsh Terrier-. Skye Terriers, Scottish Ter-
riers. Pugs and Pomeranians. All other breeds will

be looked after by dog handler Bradshaw.
The list of specials announced Is an attractive one

and they will be won outre ht by exhibitors. A complete
list will appear In the show catalogue. The following
cups are already offered:

Mr. W. W. Stetthelmer, for best St. Bernard; Mr. P.
C. Meyer, for best Great Dane; Mr. Chas. K. Harley.
for best Setter or Pointer; Mr. Irving C. Ackerman,
for best Hound, any variety; Shreve & Co., for best
Cocker Spaniel; San Mateo Kennel Club, for best

Cocker Spaniel of opposite sex of winner of Shreve
cup; Mr. Clarence Walters, for best Collie; Mr. Mau-
rice Ballln, for best California bred Collie; Mr. L. E.

Folk, for best Collie of opposite sex of winner of Wal-
ters cup; Mr. H. M. Papst, for best Bulldog; Mr.
Norman 3F. Stewart, for best French Bulldog; Mr. Wm.
Larsen, for best Bull Terrier; San Mateo Kennel Club,
for best Bull Terrier of opposite sex winner of Larsen
rup: Mr. Jos. O. Home, (president of Santa Cruz
Club), for best Boston Terrier bitch; San Mateo Ken-
nel Club, for best Dachshunde; Mr. H Eurene Kraus,
for best Irish Terrierr the Bohm-Bristol Co., for best

smooth Fox Terrier; S. & G. Gump, for best wire Fox
Terrier; Mr. J. P. Norman, for best Toy Dog. any va-

riety; California Cocker CTub. for best Cooker in. show,

to he competed for "by menibers , only.

The regular prizes will be ribbons, blue, red and
white in the .order .named. The club trophy will be

first prize in winners class.

The officers of the San Mateo Kennel Club are;

Philip C. Meyer, president; Chas. K. Harley, first vice-

presideru; W. W. Stettheimer, -second vice-president;

D. J. Sinclair, secretary; Irving C. Ackerman, treas-

urer; Bench Show Committee: Philip C. Meyer, W.
W. Stettheimer, Irving C. Ackerman, K. O. Steers,

veterinary surgeon.

Entries will close Friday, September 1st. The
club's San Francisco office is at No. 710 Mission

street, tel. Main 31S7.

Mr. Leon Greenebaum has purchased a light brindle

Bulldog from Mr. Thos. Ashton. Braemer Albert

(Braemer Galtee More—Braemer Beatrice) is 14

months old and full of promise. Mr. Greenebaum did

not receive the dog he originally bought from Mr.
Ashton. The dog was smothered in an express car,

in transit to this city. Braemer Albert was sent out
instead and the Yorkshire man says he will go a

bit.

VALIDITY OF COUNTY ORDINANCES.

It is possible that the courts will decide that spe-
cial county ordinances restricting the open season al-

lowed by the State law are invalid. The District

Court of Appeals in Southern California decided re-

cently that a one-day dove law passed by the Los
Angeles supervisors was illegal. The opinion of the
majority of the court held that the "police" function
in regard to game, bestowed upon the Supervisors of

each county in 1S97, had been made invalid by a more
recent amendment to the Constitution, known as Sec-
tion 25%, Article IV, which reads as follows:

"The Legislature may provide for the division of

the State into fish and game districts and may enact
such laws for the protection of fish and game therein

as they may deem appropriate."

In explanation of this section the following comment
appears in the opinion of the court:

"We are unable to see any particular significance

attaching to the manner in which the word 'may'
shall be read in this constitutional amendment, inas-

much as its obvious intent was to confer upon the

State Legislature alone authority to deal with the

subject of fish and game, and in such legislation to

relieve it from the necessity of enacting general laws
applicable alike. to the whole State, and the effect of

which could only be to remove the necessity existing

for delegation of power to local authorities.
- "We are of the opinion, therefore, that any author-
ity reposing in the Legislature to delegate legislative

power to counties in reference to this subject was
revoked by the amendment, Sec. 25%, Article TV, and
the failure and neglect of the Legislature to obey the

plain mandate of the constitution does not empower
the board of supervisors to assume this duty reposing
in the State alone."

This reasoning would, of course, knock out all of

the special game laws passed by supervisors, but one
of the District Justices refused to concur, in jthe en-
tire opinion, though he agreed the Los Angeles ordi-

nance wTas illegal, holding that it was a virtual pro-
hibition of dove shooting, instead of a regulation of it.

It is therefore uncertain how the other District

Courts of Appeals will rule on this point, and, in

view of diverse opinions, it is likely that the matter
will be carried to the Supreme Court. If any San
Francisco sportsman wishes to test the question, let

him go over to Contra Costa county after August 20th
and kill a buck—if he can find one.

In view of the fact that a recent decision of the
appelate court virtually reverses a decision of the
Supreme Court, there has arisen considerable dis-

cussion as to what the relation is between the Su-
preme Court and the District Courts of Appeal.
The appelate courts are entirely subordinate to the

Supreme Court, which may, by its rules, virtually de-

termine to what extent the appellate courts shall be
the end of litigation, and it is gratifying to know that

the Supreme Court is disposed to hear as few appeals
as possible. There is a large class of cases in which,
on appeal, the facts as developed in the trial courts

come more or less under review. In such cases the

Supreme Court will not entertain petitions for re-

hearing. The decision of the appellate courts shall

be final. If this rule is rigidly adhered to, the Su-
preme Court will be able to devote its entire time to

disputed questions of law, which, in cases w7ith which
the appellate courts deal, will not come before it until

they have been thoroughly threshed out and the ker-

nel separated from the chaff. As to these, also, the

Supreme Court has full discretion whether to allow an
appeal, and presumably will never do so except in

cases of real uncertainty as to the law. That is as it

should be. The judges of the appellate courts are
always likely to be as able men as those on the
supreme bench, and the intent of the constitutional

amendment was to make these courts the final resort

in the majority of cases coming before them. And
the more closely that is adhered to, the. better it

will be for the litigants as well as the public.

Sportsmen generally are pleased with the decision

made in Los Angeles. While it is true that a game
law that works all right for Siskiyou county may be
sadly out of gear for Los Angeles, the remedy for such
a divergence is not a harmonious one—the result of a
difference in the game laws of adjoining, or nearby,

counties has been confusing and detrimental to game
protection.

One law for the whole State, it is claimed, will do

more good than many scattering Jaws.

Battle Creek Fish Hatchery.

Work on- the new fish hatchery building at the.
Battle Creek sub-station of the United States salmon
hatchery will be carried on as rapidly as possible.

] The building at Battle Creek will be 50 by 120
feet in size, and will allow for an increased capacity

/.of the hatchery to 100,000,000 eggs. Last year the
take was 5S,06S,000, -the scarcity of room, preventing
a bigger take.

When it is -considered that the Battle Creek station
is already the largest fish hatchery in the world, some
idea can be had as to what the magnitude of the sta-
tion will be when it is doubled in size.
A large force of carpenters will be put to work, the

old building moved, and the new and modern' one
erected in time for the summer take of eggs.

A Bag of Wildcats.

Supervisor Charles Boxton, X. J. Frankenberg and
N. C. Terwilliger of San Francisco, while hunting last
week on the ranch of the Western Live Stock Com-
pany, one mile from Laytonville, in Mendocino county,
came upon a bunch of five vicious wildcats. After a
lively battle, which lasted half an hour, the party suc-
ceeded in killing all of the bobcats. The largest one
measured three feet nine inches.

Seizure of Illegal Sized Fish. On Tuesday Game
Warden George Neale seized 2250 pounds of under-
weight striped bass, on the arrival at Sacramento of
the boxes of fish consigned to the American Fish
Company. The fish were sent from Porta Costa by
one Petrich, the same fisherman who sent the under-
sized bass to Sacramento last week, and for which
both he and the fish company's manager paid fines,
as is noted elsewhere.
Among the 2250 pounds of striped bass seized, but

four fish were found that were over the weight re-
quired by law, three pounds. It was evident that the
net fishermen had not made the slightest effort at
compliance with the law. It is very probable that
the shipper will be arrested again also. The limit
fine for this offense is S200 and it is to be hoped that
the shipper will get the limit, the fine of $30 last
week seeming to have been of but little effect.

The American Fish Company declined to receive the
vnderu eight consignment and Mr. X 'ale ennfiifatP'J
the fish, all of which were packed in crates, each
holding 250 pounds. Mr. Neale divided the fish around
among the orphanages and charitable institutions of
Sacramento.

"It is hard to make a case against the shipper of
proscribed fish." said Mr. Xeale. "The consignment
1 seized was shipped from Port Costa; ^the consign-
ment I seized a week ago was shipped from Black
Diamond. The shipper does not express the fish. As
a mle he goes to a way station and puts the crates
aboard a train with only a card marked with initials [

or letters of some kind to indicate the sender. It is

presumed the consignee knows the name of the sender,
but they usually are not anxious to teli what they
kiiov."

AT THE TRAPS.

11

24-94

Over thirty shooters attended the monthly shoot of
the Golden Gate Gun Club at Ingleside last Sunday.
The principal honors for the day fell to Otto Feudner,
who was high gun in the club race at 100 targets. He
also won the Phil B. Bekeart challenge cup with the
excellent score of 92 out of 100 targets.
The purse winners in the club race were: Champion

class—Feudner, Ed Schultz, M. J. Iverson, C. A.
Haight and A. J. Webb, in the order named. First
class—Wattles, Gamble, F. Schultz, Potter and
Harpham. Second class—H. Klevesahl, Jacobsen,
Bums and Kniek. Third clas^—Harvey, Cuneo, Pat-
rick and Johnson.
Club race, 100 targets (50 on the straight bulkhead,

50 Sergeant system) §100 added—525 for each class.

Champion Class—
Feudner, 21
Schultz, E 23
Iverson SO
Haight 20
Webb 21
Varien 21
Holling 21

Forster, 21

NaumaD 19

First Class-
Wattles 21

Gambl e 22
Schultz, F 13

Potter 17
Harpham 14

Murdock 20
' Slade" 17

Second Class—
Klevesahl, H 21

Jacobsen 23
B runs 17
Knlck.. 14

Ashlin 10

Third Class-
Harvey 20
Cuneo. 15
Patrick 14
Johnson 16

Sylvester, Dr 14
Turner.. 14
Bowen 15

Guests—Walker 79, Bishop 38, BrownellSl.

Phil B. Bekeart's perpetual challenge cup race, 100
targets, 16 yards, $5 entrance.

Feudner £3
Holling 23
Webb 21
Varien 21
Schultz 22

22 22 23—87
22 22 23—87
xn 21 21-86
24 21 19-85
21 til 23-85
23 21 18-83
17 19 23—78

20 It 19—79
18 16 22-77
IS 22 20—74
19 19 19—74
18 2.1 18—?S
17 18 16—71
16 16 17-66

20 19 IS—T9 1
.•

17 111 16—78 *•.
IK 16 18—69
IS) 17 12—62 to
17 16 18—61 fe:

22 17 22-81
IS 19 17-69 -

14 17 19-64
5.:,

21) 11 17-64
17 17 14-62 %>
in 12 16-61 t--
7 12 17-51

24 24
en 23

J-: &
20 24

21-92
21-90
22—89
21—89
22-88

The California Wing Club monthly shoot tomorrow
will have an added feature to the regular program.

.1
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An open-to-all race at 15 pigeons has been arranged.

The trophy to he shot for is a valuable anil handsome

silver cup. The shooters -will be handicapped in dis-

tance from 26 to 34 yards. The entrance will be $5,

birds included.

W. R- Shatter was high gun at the Bakersfleld Blue

Rock Club shoot July 23d. The scores made were the

following:
Shot at Broke Per cent

Shafter '••• 1;» Kg <»

Stoner I* KM
l»

Soofleld '5 " ™
Getcbell -I'S

«J
™

Jewell i«|
""J

68

Nelson *§ 50 67

Hlggins.- J«
1M 57

Hjcobeimer l» 71 S7

Nelson K10 56 dS

03WOld ?0 26 52

Tupman 10° bJ 4U

The Napa Gun Club shoot, July 30th, was a target-

smashing day for keeps: no less than 20 events were

shot out. A number of the Vallejo shooters were in

attendance. The scores made were the following:

Ten targets—Grant S, Rohner 5. Mayfleld 9, Slack

3, Amstutz ,7 Reavis 5.

Fifteen targets—Reavis 6, Grant 11, Amstutz 8,

Mayfield 11. Slack S, Rohner 8.

Twenty-five targets—Rohner 12, Grant 17, Mayfield

8. Amstutz 11.

Twenty targets—Eustace 13. Grant 16, Reams 13,

Rohner 14, Slack S. Mayfield 11.

Twenty targets—Rohner 14, Reams 17, Eustace 14,

Mavfield 12, Grant 15, Raney 11, Doherty 4.

Ten targets—Mayfield 7, Rohner 7, Grant 8, O'Hara

8, Coe 5, Mann 5, Shouse 4. Roney 7, Eustace 3,

Reams 7.

Ten targets—Shouse 4, Coe 5, Doherty 4. Mayfield 5,

Grant 8, Roney 8, Rohner 5, O'Hara 5, Mann 10,

Hirschle 5, Reams 8.

F:fteen targets—Rohner 8. Grant 10, Reams 11,

Shouse 6, O'Hara 9, Coe 6. Doherty 11, Mayfield 13,

Ronev 10, Mann 12, Hirschle 6.

Ten targets—Rohner 4, Doherty 4, O'Hara 9, Griffith

7, Roney 6, Hirschle 0, Mayfield 8, Reams 8, Clark 5,

Arnold 5, Mann 7, Slack 2.

Twentv targets—Coombs 11, Reavis 10, Mann 12,

Rohner ,7 Roney 18. O'Hara 15. Hirschle IS, Arnold

14, Clark 7, Coe 10, Mayfield 14, Reams 15.

Fifteen targets—O'Hara 14. Roney 10, Hirschle 11,

Reams 10, Mayfield 9, Arnold 7, Coe 11, Mann 10,

Shouse 7.

Ten targets—Hirschle S, O'Hara 8, Mayfield 7, Coe

4 Arnold 6, Roney 6. Shouse 6, Mann 2, Reams 6.

'

Twenty-five targets—Hirschle 18, Coe 17, Reams 15,

O'Hara 21, Roney IS, Arnold 13, Mayfield 17.

Ten targets—Roney 7, Mann 7, "O'Hara 6. Mayfield
3, Reavis 5, Coe 6. O'Hara 7. Reams 6, Roney 7, Coe
3, Rohner 1, Mayfield 6/

Ten targets—Mayfield 4, Coe 3, O'Hara 6. Roney 6.

Reams 5.

Ten targets—Reams 4. Coe 2, O'Hara 6. Roney 9,

Mayfield 6.

^Ten targets—Coe 4, O'Hara S, Mayfield 9. Reams
S, Roney S.

Ten targets—Mayfield a, O'Hara 7. Reams 7, Roney S.

Ten targets—Roney 6, Reams 6. O'Hara 7. Mav-
field 4.

Ten targets—Mayfield 6, Reams 7, Roney 7,

O'Hara 6.

TRADE NOTES.

Averages Reported.
Decatur, 111., July ISth and 19th, H. W. Cadwallader,

first general average, 384 out of 400, shooting "Du
Pont." F. C. Riehl, second general average, 381 out of
400, shooting "New E. C." (Improved).
Chicago, 111., July 22d, first amateur average, A. A.

Winesburg of Chicago, 111., 181 out of 200, shooting
*'Du Pont." Second amateur average, J. B. Barto of
Chicago, 111., 178 out of 200, shooting "Du Pont."
Third amateur average, George Roll of Blue Island,
111., 177 out of 200, shooting "Du Pont."

Grouse Shooting.
"The Old Grouse of Willow Hollow" is the latest

booklet of the series now being issued by the Hunter
Arms Company of Fulton, N. Y. The story is well
told, short and to the point. There are other matters
of interest within the covers. Send for one.

The Leader Shells Lead.
It's hard to beat the "Leaders." This refers to

those that lead in trap shooting, as well as to the
"Winchester "Leader" shells, which seem to be on the
top all the time. From all points throughout the
United States come reports of important winnings
made with these shells, some of them being very
nearly clean sweeps. For instance, the twelfth an-
nual tournament of the Montana State Sportsmen's
Association, held at Bozeman, Mont., resulted in every
medal and trophy contested for, as well as all the
amateur averages, being won by shooters that used
the "Leader" shells. The exhibition shoot given by
the professionals present at 25 targets, was also won
with the "Leader" shells, the winners being Messrs.

H. C. Hirschy, A. Grosebeck and Fred Gilbert. At
the Texas State shoot the high professional, as well

as the first and second high amateur averages, were

woil by F. Wf. Faurote. I. A. Dryden and David Cur- ri
'

respectively, all shooting the "Leaded shells \r
New-York State shoot, held at Utfcal 1.1, - Dean Rich-
mond trOphy, valued at SI.'OO. which -was by far the
most important- trophy contested for at this tourna-
ment, and which Is emblematic of the two-man team
championship, was captured by J. W.irniek and Al.
Green/ both 'gentlemen lising the -Leader" shells. At
the tournament of the North Carolina Trap Shooting
Association, held at Durham. Mr. li. M. Collins, an
amateur, won the high general average, the second
amateur average being captured by E. C. English.
Both of the above shooters used "Leader" shells. At
the Chef Menteur, La., tournament. Mr. R. E. Saucier,
shooting the "Leader" shells, won for the second con-
secutive time the handsome Du Pont trophy on the
splendid score of 49 out of the possible 50 from the
18-yard mark. The high professional, as well as the
first three highest amateur averages at this tourna-
ment, were also won by shooters that used the time-
tried Winchester "Leader" shells, namely: F. M.
Faurote. high professional: R. E. 'Saucier. D. W.
Breazeale and "Siligo." high amateur. Of course all
the above shot the "Leader" shells. At the Canton.
O.. State shoot, the Sportsmen's Review cup. em-
blematic of the two-man team championship of the
State of Ohio, was captured by Frank Hulshizer and
Jesse Orr, both using the "Leader" 1

shells At the
Capital City grounds at Little Rock, Ark., J. M. Pem-
berton again successfully defended the individual
State championship in a shoot with S. M. Powell, beat-
ing him five targets. This makes the second time
Mr. Pemberton has defeated Mr. Powell for this
medal. The former gentleman used the "Leader"
shells, the shells he always uses. At Brenhan, Texas,
Otto Sens won the high amateur average with the

"

magnificent score of 387 out of the 400. Mr.- Sens al-
ways uses the Winchester "Leader" shells. At the
Jacks Creek, Tex., tournament, F. M. Faurote was
again in evidence and captured the high professional
average of 96 per cent. I. A. Dryden being the winner
of the high amateur average at this tournament.
Both of these gentlemen used the "Leader" shells.

On the top of all this is the most won.lerful straight
run made by W. R. ("Billy") Crosby df 419 without a
miss in a regular bonafide tournament. Mr. Crosby
has held the world's long-run record of 345 straight,
since March 31, 1901, and now makes another world's
record of 419. "Billy" Crosby, as well as Fred Gilbert,
H. C. Hirschy. J. A. R. Elliott, Harold Money, F. M.
Faurote. R» R. Barber, the winner of this year's
Grand American Handicap, and any number of other
famous trap shots swear by the Winchester "Leader"
shells and have made all their records with these
shells

HOW TO EXHIBIT.

It is well known that the different

breeds and the herds are estimated by

the numbers and quality and especially

the quality of their exhibit, not only

at the state fairs (for the mass of the

people attend only the district and
county fairs), but at smaller fairs as

well. So if you wish to create a de-

mand for your hogs, to give your herd

prestige, and to do your share in keep-

ing the Berkshire hog at the head of

the list, show your Berkshires at

every fair within your reach, writes

E. Duncan in "Blooded Stock." Now,
it does no herd any good to be repre-

sented by hogs of medium or low qual-

ity or even by fairly good hogs that

are only in medium condition, but a

pair of pigs or one boar and his get

or sow and produce in prime condi-

tion, will attract more favorable at-

tention than twenty or twenty-five

head just run in out of the pasture in

order to fill all the classes. The same
attention on five or six head will prob-

ably do you more good than scanty

attention and feed on three or four

times as many. It is a good idea to

let it be known that your hogs will be

at certain fairs. This will benefit you

and the breed. "Why the breed? Be-

cause if known that a good herd will

be on hand, it will stop the fellows

that run in hogs out of the field ex-

pecting to carry off the prizes on ac-

count of no competition: second, it

will help the breed because it will act

as a stimulant on those who have good

hogs and are preparing them to do

their best, knowing that competition

will be sharp. It will benefit you be-

cause parties at all interested in see-

ing your stock will make It a point to

be there, besides all benefit to the

breed is benefit to you. To accomplish

this end let your personal acquaint-

ances, and those to whom you are

known by reputation, know by letter

and by notice In the live stock and
county papers, where your hogs can

be seen on exhibition, and having good

hogs as heretofore stated your herd

and breed will have a splendid chance

for favorable comparison. If you don't

have a catalogue of your hogs, have
a neat, attractive circular setting forth

the good points of your herd and breed.

If you have no Berkshire classes, get

the other breeds of Berkshires together,

pick a judge and have him tie ribbons

on the best recorded Berkshires.

When you are out at a fair do not
fail to show your hogs and enthusiasm
to all those interested enough to want
to know more about "the best hog."

Carry along your certificate- of regis-

ter, so if called on to do so you can

show same to the judges, buyer or

competitor.

And lastly, -whether you beat the

other fellow or he beats you, see that

your treatment of the fair officials,

judges, competitors, and the public is

such as to gain their confidence and
esteem.

important things in shipping live

poultry is to see that the stock is

taken to market as quickly as possible.

STERILIZE MILK CANS.

SHIPPING POULTRY.

The shipping season for poultry is

at hand. The demand for poultry is

good now, and prices are high. Where
only a small number of birds are to

be sold it would probably be best to

patronize a local firm, says an ex-

change, but if a large shipment is to

be made it would pay the poultry

raiser to handle his shipments through

some reliable commission firm on the

large markets. These firms will gladly

furnish daily market quotations so

that the shipper can keep in touch with

the market each day. and, therefore,

come pretty near knowing what poul-

try is w-orth.

It is often best for a number of

neighbors to combine their interests

and ship their poultry together, send-

ing the shipment direct to the large

commission houses and thereby avoid

handling the sales through a third

party.

In shipping live poultry it is a good

plan to grade the shipment. Feed the

fowls all they will eat just prior to

shipping. We know of no better feed

than good shelled corn or wheat. Give

the birds plenty of water. One who
shipped several thousand dollars'

worth of poultry last winter to Chi-

cago claims that 125 pounds of live

poultry will consume eight pounds of

shelled corn in the last feed just prior

to shipment. He feeds shelled corn

and gives the fowls all they will eat

just before being placed on the cars.

He says that by this method of feed-

ing a shrinkage of one-tenth the total

live weight Is sustained. One of the

An interesting test of the effect of

cleaning milk cans, making them germ
free by tbe use of steam before milk is

poured into them, has been made in

Germany. Some time during hot sum-
mer weather two milk cans were se-

lected ; one was thoroughly well clean-

ed in the ordinary- way by scrubbing
with hot water; the other was sub-

jected to the action, of steam for half

an- hour. In the first, the milk went
sour in twenty-three hours; in the

second, twenty-eight and one-half

hours, and the contents of the first can

were found to contain twenty-six times

as many bacteria as the other. The
same experiment repeated in the win-

ter showed that the sterilized milk can

will keep the milk sweet for nine hours

longer than the other.

DAIRY NOTES.

FOE SALE.
Fast Pacing Stallion JOHN A 2:13 3-4

(three-year-old 2:14); sire Wayland W. 2: J2H by
Arthur Wilkes; dam Lady Mror by Grand Moor.
Wayland W. is the only stallion to'put two tn the
2:10 list this year up to August 1st JOHN A. is
a rich seal brown, stands 16.2, weighs 12*5 lbs., is
kind and gentle for a lady to drive. Is a very fine

/ individual of strongest conformation, and as all
•of his colts are fine lookers he should make a
great sire. His oldest colts are three years old;
none have been worked. There were but three of
them, as he was not regularly in the siud
Three-year-old Trotter SIB CARLTON

36367 by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16V£; dam Lady
Keating by Stam B. 2:1]^, second dam the dam
of Diawood2:ll and Abdine 2:17. SIR CARLTON
is paid up in the Occident Stake and re3dy to
start. Should he not win any money this year,
will make a great prospect in the green classes
nest year; as no gamer coH ever lived. He can
trot the fifth heat the fastest In another year
he will be able, barring accidents, to trot in 2:13
or 2:1 1. Any horseman at the Woodland track
will recommend him as a game colt and a good
trotting prospect- He only wears a harness and
a pair of quarter boots and does not need the
latter. Wears 6 ounces in front and 5 behind.

I also have some good road horses and brood
mares for sale. They can all be seen at State
Fair Grounds, Sacramento. Address

A,,E. MASTIN,
1016 Nineteenth St., Sacramento.

Clean dairy utensils are half of the

battle.

Never skim milk when it is over 36

hours old.

When the young heifer kicks give

her a caress in return.

Good breeding and good feeding are

the dairyman's long suit.

Some cows are naturally stubborn

just as some horses race.

Thunder showers preceded by sultry

weather make sour milk.

The dairy calf needs attention now
as well as at any other time.

A cup. medium size, of salt is enough
for five pounds of butter.

The milking stool Is a dangerous
weapon in the hands of a bad-tempered
milker.
Thirty to forty pounds of cow peas

will plant an acre In rows for cultiva-

tion. Good crop for Southern dairy

farmers to raise.

Where mangles are fed to cows they
may be fed quite freely, giving them
from a peck to half a bushel per day
with great benefit.

There are some cows which make
white butter all the year around and
three drops of coloring in a gallon jar
will make it look more palatable.

Rancid butter is made from over-ripe
cream and may taste when taken from
the churn all right, but In a few hours
it Is the same old sour cream.

MATCHED TEAM FOR SALE,
A WELL MATCHED PAIR OP STANDARD
-^ bred Geldings, 15.3 hands high Will weigh
about 1100 pounds each; gentle and perfectly well
broken. Not afraid of automobiles or cars. Can
step a mile in 2:-i0. Stylish, sound and good
lookers. Full brothers. sired by Senator L. Also
two single horses desirable forgentlemeo drivers.
Can be seen at the I Direct Stables, J30S Fulton
St

, San Francisco. Telephone Park 573.

T. C. CABNEY.

STANDARD BRED STALLION
FOR SALE.

"DY MENDOCINO 22607; DAM PRINCESS BY
-L' Nutwood 600 About 6 years old, stands 15 3
bands and weighs close to 1 11)0 pounds. Perfectly
sound, and with about five month*-' training
trotted a full mile In 2:18^. This statement can
be substantiated. Stallion can be seen at Hans
Frellson's stables on Point Lobos ave., near 21st
ave. For particulars address

M. M. DONNELLY,
1306 Grove St., San Franolaco.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE,

TyiLLEROO 38021. BLACK STALLION,
v * foaled March 18, 1893: height 16 2 bands,
weight 1200 pounds. One of the best sons of lie-
Kinney Handsome, stylish, finely proportioned
and good dispositfoned horse Winner of three*
year-old blue ribbon at the California State Fair
as best standard trotter. \b a two-year old
showed quarters in S3 seconds; as a three-year-
old, miles In 2:17. Sired by McKinoey; oam
Junonies by Junius 5338, second dam Lady Duroo
by Iowa Duroc third dam Lady Green by Green's
Bashaw, fourth dam Lady Cushman by Vermont
Morgan. For particulars address

DAN REDMOND,
Care of Race Traok, San Jose, Cal,
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NORMANDY CATTLE.
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Vs t,. their milking qualities, the

Norman will tell you that the Cotentin

is the best milker in the world

s incontestable that notwithstand-

elr ph. in looks they are admirable

milkers, and many heifers are annu-

ally sent from Normandy to restock

the cow sheds of Paris and its en-

virons.

It would be of little practical value

,,, gj.,, rit of the different milk

:s. or even an average of them, as

I place but limited reliance on some

of the figures, which represent. I be-

lieve, nut more than a few -weeks of

the Hush; while, on the other hand,

of the greatest yields were of

the inferior quality. It was. however,

I p. me beyond doubt that this

the Cotentin, will produce 40

I

,, ns the

-r portion ol lacta-

, ithout any pampering in the way
..f food or treatment, the amount of

artificial food fed them being very

small.

The Brittany race occupies almost

exclusively the five departments which

rise the ancient province of Bre-

where it is very numerous and
Includes about 1,500,000 head, or one-

Of all the cattle of France.

imals present various char-

ording to the fertility

ultivation of the soil where they
are found. Tfiere are different opin-

aa to the origin of the breed, but

the best authorities agree that it is

Ib.llandaise. and that the race Bor-
ise is nothing but the race Bretonne

i ter climate and
1

1
imals,

djaposll ion, and
usually pieblack or black, with a black

or mottled muzzle. The head is short,

tiif and small, with bright eyes and
small ears, while the horns are fairly

th< se and
black al the points. The i

i r, to yellow or

re also short.
- .lean

light, with little "r no dewlap, the

back long and
Ight. and the quarters n tde. The

I
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k for
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1

bul when i :'

much

night and

irltl

- ing. mllkiii

a day during lacta-

_ ... the cows an I rriilki

by women, who go to

ock in

, 6 or T

When the days

mals ai irpught

milk jugs to and from the

summer by means of u yoked

frame fastened on

-tern of tethering orig-

; from necessity and has con-

s matter of economy. Owing
m! lings, which

1 in still smaller ones

on the h '- owner, each farihes

as much produce as

himself, his family, and

ttle. Thus the grass plat must be

s of wheat, mangold,
etc., and to prevent

from being eaten up or spoiled

she must he tethered. The
nose farms are also small,

met the difficulty by keeping their

Is rid carrying food and

water to them
The fanners in Normandy and Brit-

im for their system of tether-

ing the following advantages:

momy in feed as high as 50 per

cent, the grass being eaten up clean,

none left and none spoiled.

Regular feed, the cow not being pam-
pered one day and starved the next,

appetite not being spoiled, and her

digestion not being deranged.

Perfect command over the food sup-

ply by means of a long or short tether.

a poor corner or a rich one.

No cost for fences.

Greater gentleness in the cow: her

deeper is her good genius, on whom
she is dependent for al 1 wants, and

docility necessarily follows.

More butter, as nothing is more de-

structive to animal fat in flesh "or ud-

der than too much exercise, and the

farmer who fattens his bullocks in

stalls and lets his cows run to grass

stands in his own light.

It is evident, however, that unless a

fairly mild climate prevails, with suffi-

cient shade, the system would not do

well. Further, it requires much labor

at a season when labor is valuable, and

cows thus treated must have a docile

disposition-—Thornwell Haynes, Rouen.
France.

INOCULATING THE SOIL.

SUMMER INDIGESTION IN COWS.

It is a common expression to speak

of a cow as losing her cud when she

stops ruminating. The trouble is due
to indigestion wholly and may be

easily remedied, in most cases, by a

proper diet. Usually this trouble oc-

curs most frequently in the winter

when the cows are heavily grain fed,

but sometimes occurs with cows in

the summer who are on the range, but

are receiving some grain. In such

cases a good plan is to cut out the

grain ration entirely for a few days,

or until the cow again chews her cud.

For a time after she resumes ruminat-
ing, feed her largely on the grass with

some good hay and gradually get her
on to the grain. A day or two after

the grain ration has been cut off, the

cow should have a single dose of one
pound of epsom salts and two ounces
of ground ginger root, -mixed in two
quarts of warm water. In the winter
reduce the grain ration one-half, give

Her the medicine named above at the

beginning of the treatment and make
Up the ration with roots or ensilage.

Ai all times cows should have free

&s to rock salt for it is a great di-

gestive.

o

Reliable reports show that the Cu-
bans have not many native cattle left.

had about 1,000,000 before the
and all but about four per cent

shed, They are shipping in

i as, Venezuela and Colombia
nilh cattle from Florida.

ire for fat cattle there-
vant the lean meat. The

Cut away and is waste. All the
cattle are full of ticks but they are

lecome so heavy
on ill M I at they do

do well, but an made to
. lied off. The i lolombia

.. i sei m
the Cuban* want. They
much .,.1 ma

1 pi in the Havana
MI are sol-l Col Immediate

. titer to suj i h ly trade in

h meat. No effort has been made
> export

The new theory in regard to inocu-

lating soil for the growth of certain

plants has led to two difficulties. The
first is the sufficient supply of the

necessary bacteria and the second is

in supplying the demand. Fungus and

other diseases have been transported

from one part of the country to an-

other by the practice of buying bac-

teria inoculated soil.

Satisfactory crops of alfalfa have

been grown by securing soil from a

successful alfalfa field. The same may
be said of cow peas and other legumes.

But in several instances plant di-

si ses, new to the country, have been

directly traced to this manner of

transferring soil from one farm to an-

other. Some plant spores live in the

soil and they may remain dormant for

some time, but spring into active life

when conditions are favorable. Cab-
bage disease, parasitical trouble's in

regard to tomato growing, and cer-

tain wilt diseases are readily trans-

ferred in this way. The "probabilities

are that many other plant diseases are

likely to be carried in the soil. Al-

most every valuable agricultural plant

has its natural enemies. By a good
system of rotation and careful farm-
ing they may be kept under subjection

when their habits are known, but

when transported to other sections of

the country they often produce more
worry than destruction because farm-
ers are" not up in methods of fighting

them.
Haphazard methods of buying in-

oculated soil are dangerous. If a
farmer is inclined to experiment In

this way it is a good plan to visit the

farm,- study the crops grown and as-

certain if trouble has been experienced

from any fungus or parasitic diseases.

Besides the danger of imparting
.plant . diseases the ungerminated
seeds of noxious weeds also may be
brought home in this way. It is a
common practice to take alfalfa sub-
soil for the purpose of inoculating

other fields intended for this crop.

Certain noxious weed seeds lie dor-

mant- in the under soil when covered
too- deep for germination. This under
soil when spread on the surface and
mixed with the warm upper earth
furnishes the exact conditions neces-
sary to sprout these seeds. Great ben-
efits may be derived from inoculating
certain soils but before taking the risk

it is better to study the problem
thoroughly.

PROFIT IN COWS.

PRESERVING EGGS FOR WINTER.

Next to cold storage, water glass is

the best preservative for eggs. But
temperature has much to do with the

keeping of eggs.

The first essential in all methods of

egg preservations is in starting with
eggs that are perfectly fresh. The com-
mercial name for water glass is soda
silicate. It is used extensively by soap
makers and it is sold by the barrel.

It is cheap stuff, selling generally at

from one to two cents a pound, ac-
cording to quantity.

In making the solution boiled water
is best because the impurities are de-
stroyed by boiling and the air is

forced out of the water. One secret in

keeping eggs is to keep them away
from the atmosphere. The ordinary
well water contains some air. A bout
a 10 per cent solution of water glass is

used and the liquid is kept in a cool

cellar. Eggs carefully preserved in

this way will keep six months and are
just as good for cooking purposes as
fresh eggs.

I m if just right will turn to

to 20 minutes1

The story comes up that the great

ranges of the staked phi Ins of western
Texas ana lopping well over into

eastern New Mexico are becoming un-
mercifully overstocked with sheep.

This is causing some uneasiness

among owners who are wondering what
is to be done with all the wooli'es. A
movement is on foot on the part of

land owners in old Mexico, especially

in the great foothill regions of that

Country, bp transform some of the big

cattle ranches into sheep ranges and
hi fact contracts are already being

made with this end in vie.w. The man-
ager of the Hearst ranch in Chihua-
hua has bought 20,000 American sheep
and is ready t>< take some more to eal

the fine grass with which thai country
is blessed this year.

Many figures have been published

during the past year to prove that

high-priced cows return the biggest

profits. The manager of one well-

known farm claims a profit of $175.40

as an average per cow for last year.

The figures do not take into account
the milk fed to young stock on the
farm. The same man says he is trying

for a profit of $200 per cow this year. •

There is no reason to doubt these

figures; they come from a source, that

is above reproach, but they are well

calculated to set the average dairy

farmer thinking. One hundred and >

seventy-five dollars for the milk, cream
and butter sold is fully three times as-

much as the average cow brings. This
much money is never made by poor or

even medium cows. They must all be .

of the best.

It costs more money to get a valu-

able cow and it requires brains to take
care of her after she is bought- and
paid for. It would do a farmer no good
to pay $200 for. a thoroughbred cow. of

,

large milking capacity unless he has
the knowledge necessary to take prop-
er care of her and the stable, feed,

market and other facilities to carry -

on the business.

The best cows may be easily made
into scrubs by giving them scrub treat-

ment. It is not advisable to invest

two or three hundred dollars for an
extra valuable cow unless the farmer
has had some experience with well-

bred stock. It would be much better

to pay that much money for a good
bull and grade up from common cows
for a few years; then work into high-

priced animals as experience suggests.

A great deal of money has been lost

by fanners because of undertaking
what they did not thoroughly under-

stand. Good grades require different

treatment from common hardy scrubs.

The breeding and care of grades fits

a man for the finer and more scientific

management of thoroughbreds.

One who knows from experience

says : The man who sells milk
around town as a business has to con-

.

sider a good many little things which
has a great influence on his success.

One of the first requisites is to have a

clean looking wagon, with the inside

so arranged that customers will be

given the impression that everything

is looked after in the most careful

manner. We have known a good cus-

tomer to be lost just because a driver

had a piece of dirty carpet in the bot-

tom of the wagflnflP to keep his feet

warm in winter time. The measures
must be kept scoured and bright and
it pays to buy new dishes often just

for the influence they have in quiet-

ing the fears of customers as to dirt.

The milk cans too should be scoured

and kept bright for the same reason.

The driver's hands must be kept very

clean and there is no danger of being

too dudish to suit the customers.

The wagon itself should never be al-

lowed to become old" in looks. A coat

of varnish now and then will help

matters very materially besides put-

ting a polish on the anticipations of

the man who pays the freight.

Spnnsre*. S Adderley, 307 Market St

It is a great mistake to stable dairy
rows so that they will stand face to

face. It niak'-s them restless and. nerv-
ous and often serious fights break out.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction,

GombauWs
Caustic Balsam

13^ "*^*iL

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.

Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,

Thrush, Diphtheric. Removes all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., It Is invaluable.

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is

"Warranted to give eati&laction. Price $1 50
per bottle. Sold by dru^-ii-Is, or sent bj- ex-
press, charges paid, witn Cull directions for
its use. BTSend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,
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EYE DISEASE OF CATTLE.

So-called pink-eye—properly term-

ed contagious ophthalmia— presents

the' following- effects:

Symptoms—Adult, young cattle and

calves first show swelling of the eye-

lids accompanied by weeping. Red-

ness of membranes of eyelids and

"haw" becomes apparent, creamy dis-

charge follows and in three or four

days a clouded spot shows in center

of eye and gradually spreads until

sdght of eye becomes milk-colored.

Changing from milk-color to pearl tint

the eye may become yellow, bulge,

show bloodshot streaks, form an ab-

scess amd burst, leaving a ragged ulcer,

or commence to clear up and finally

recover. Slight ulcers may heal by
granulation, but extensive ruptures and

ulcers often lead to loss- of sight. Fever

and some loss of appetite are present.

especially in young cattle, for a week

or more from time of first attack amd

dairy cows may shrink in milk pro-

duction.
Treatment — The disease being

"catching" and doubtless due to a germ
which leads to its spread from one

animal to another, affected cattle

should be separated from unaffected.

The eyes of the latter should be wash-

ed once or twice a week with a solu-

tion* of two drams of boracic acid in

a pint of water as a possible preven-

tive, and pastures bordering on rivers,

ponds and sloughs should be aban-

doned as the disease seems most

liable to attack cattle grazing on such

low wet ground.
Place affected cattle ton a darkened

shed or stable. Give each adult ani-

mal a one-pound dose of epsom salts

with one ounce of saltpeter and one

ounce of ground ginger root in two

quarts of warm water as one dose and

follow with a tablespoonful of salt-

peter twice daily in drinking water or

soft food. Younger cattle should have

the same medicine in smaller doses

according to age and size. While un-

der treatment do not feed grain but

give soft and green food; allow all the

cold water animals will take.

At the commencement of an attack

puff between eyelids by means of a

clean insect powder bellows a mix-

ture of equal parts of finely powdered

calomel amd boracic acid; or cover

eyes with soft cloth to be kept wet

with a 1-2000 solution of bichloride of

mercury (corrosive sublimate). This

treatment may prove sufficient in a

majority of cases, but should the di-

sease persist and aggravate, substi-

tute for above lotion one consisting of

a dram each of sulphate of zinc and

fluid extract of belladonna leaves,

with 20 drops of carbolic acid in a

quart of clean, soft water with which

to keep cloth over eyes continually

wet.
When inflammation subsides should

the eye remain milky-appearing paint

once daily with 1-1000 solution of bi-

chloride of mercury or 3 per cent so-

lution of boracic acid. In bad cases

which are tardy in responding to

treatment give (except to pregnant

cows) one dram of iodide of potash

twice daily for adult animal and from

ten to twenty grains for calves and
yearlings, continuing its use for one

week. Ragged ulcers may with bene-

fit be painted with a solution of three

grains of nitrate of silver Jn an ounce

of distilled water two or three times a

week. Lastly, quarantine animals

bought at stockyards shipped in or

from infected herds.

COWS AND THEIR FEED.

It takes a large quantity of feed to

make a large quantity of milk. The
. time and attention necessary to prop-

erly care for cows is about the same
with the best as it is the medium or

poor ones. There is no profit until the
' product obtained is sufficient to pay

j
all expenses.
' Many cows that might properly

; come under the head of medium, just

about reach the dividing point be-

tween expense and profit. Valuing
feed at market prices the average
cost of keeping a cow a year is in the

neighborhood of .$30. Until the pro-

;

duct of a cow reaches $30 there can
I be no profit. Some cows make $30,

lathers make $60. One returns no
profit, the other returns a profit of $30.

I The cost is the same, except in feeding
jjthe better cow in almost every in-
1 stance will consume more food. In

llooking for profit the greatest eaters

IUhould be chosen because no cow can
manufacture milk without sufficient

capacity. A cow is in one sense like

\i factory machine, the more raw ma-

terial it chews .up. .the ^greater the out-

put and the greater the profit. - "Some
machines are worth more than others
because their capacity is greater.

But the attendant must know how to

feed it. With both the cow and the

factory machine the right kind of raw
material must be fed in just the right

proportions. The feeding must be
regular and crowding, if attempted at

all, must be done in a very gentle

way.
But the cow is unlike a machine

after feeding has been stinted; a ma-
chine may run light or empty and re-

sume work again at its normal capac-
ity—not so with the cow. When by
neglect or improper feeding the milk
flow is reduced, the most skillful

feeder is unable to bring it back dur-
ing the lactation period.

BARN COMFORTS FOR HORSES.

It is a good plan to. give the horse in

the stable all the fresh air possible

and some stables are arranged so that

a window is in front of the horses.

This is an excellent plan, for by ar-

ranging such a window the horse may
have plenty ' of fresh air day and
night- Here is the way to do it:

Have a sliding sash and. also a slid-

ing screen which may be put in place
when desired. Have this screen of

fine mesh wire of the regulation size

used for windows of houses. Then, on
the outside construct a sloping roof

over the window held in place by cor-

ner posts resting on a board shelf

which ' in turn is held in ' place by
braces from its bottom to the side of

the barn. On. all suitable occasions

have the windows open so that the

horse may get its head out. The roof
will shade its head from the sun yet

the opening will be large enough so

that it will get plenty of air. During
the night the screen may be placed
over the opening to shut out insects

and in the" event of a heavy storm the

glass sash may be pulled in place

wholly or in part.

The cost of such an arrangement is

comparatively small, but it will add
much to the comfort of the horse,

particularly . if other windows in the

barn are so arranged that there is

plenty of ventilation, even when it is

necessary to close the window in front

of him.

A large sum of money will be won
at the American Royal Live Stock
Slum at Kansas City, Oct. 9 to 14 this

year. The official premium list has
been received. A perusal of the book
shows what a truly marvelous advance
this show has made. In the classes

for Short-horns there are eight

moneys, as many in those for Here-
fords, six in those for Galloways and
eight in those for the Angus. In ad-

dition pure-bred and grade fat and
feeding cattle singly and in carlots

are provided for in the most ample
manner. The draft and coach horse

show this season promises much, a
goodly sum having been offered for

the Percherons, Belgians, Shires and
Clydesdales and the French and Ger-
man Coachers. T. J. Wornall, Liberty,

Mo., is the secretary and C. R. Thom-
as, Kansas City, general manager.
Application for the premium list

should be made to Mr. Thomas.

The demand for men with technical

education as foresters seems to be
growing more rapidly than the supply.

We are informed by the Forest Service

at Washington. D. C, that a number of

positions with substantial emolu-
ments, are opened to trained foresters.

One .-result of this demand likely will

be the establishment of chairs of for-

estry in our leading agricultural col-

leges. At present only a few of these

institutions give instruction in for-

estry.

An Inflamed Tendon
NEEDS COOLING

Absorbine
"Will doit and restore the circulation,
assist nature to repair strainerl, rup-
turedligaments more successfully than
Firing. No blister; no hair gone"; anil
you can use The Imrse. $2.00 per bottle
delivered. Book 2-B Free.
ABSORBINE, JR., for mankind Sl.nn

Bottle. Cures Strained Torn Ligaments. Allays
pain quickly. Genuine manufactured only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmonth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co , Langiey &MlchaelsCo.
oydington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKerron,
all of San Francisco

Can You Shave?
Rub a little "3 In One"

on your razor strop till

leather becomes soft and
pliable ; draw razor blade

, between thumb and finger

, moistened with "3 in One";
" £ then strop. The razor cuts

-. 5 times as easy and clean;

holds the edge longer. "A
y Razor Saver for Every

fcj?-'
1 Shaver" which gives th

scientific reasons, and
'generous trial bottle senf|

free. Write to-day.
rs. "f. COLE CO.
laS.YaslHrtgtonlileBlda.,

New York.

For Sale.
A Three-Year-Old Filly by Zombro 3:11, and

A Four-Year-Old Filly by Del Norte 2:08; both
out of- Manilla by Antrim (sire of Anzella
2:06?.; ).

ERIC, brown stallion; grandson Electioneer;
perfect rbadstsr and excellent stock horse.

Ladles' Tritp Boree,

Two Ladles' Saddle Horses,

Road Cart, Sulkies, Boggles,

Rockaway with. Pole and Shafts,

Doable and Single Harness. Saddles, etc.

This property belongs to the Estate of GRANT
LAFHAM-, deceased. The business and good

will Is also for sale. Stable with room for 55

horsesfor.rent, _ Apply to

1309TEARL STREET, ALAMEDA,
Or E K. TAYLOR, Attorney,

Park Row, Alameda.

SKY POINTER Jr
FOB SALE.

rnHE STALLION SKY POINTER Jr , SON
1 of Sky Pointer, own brother to Star Pointer
1-59!^; dam Juliet D. 2:13M (dam of Irish (4>2:08V£)
by the great MeKinney. Sky-Pointer is the sire
of the fast mare Sally Pointer 3:13Hi °ow racing
on the Eastern circuit.
SKY POINTER Jr has shown a mile in 2:10.

and is a yery handsome, finely finished horse.
His colts are extra flue individuals and very
promising. This stallion can be seen at the Santa
Rosa track during the Breeders meetiDg next

I week, where parties desiring a hish bred stallion
at a reasonable figure are invited to inspect him.

MRS. L. J. H. HASTINGS,
4336 Vermont Ave., Los Angeles.

McMURRAY

FOR SALE.
^IDNEY DILLON GELDING BUENA; FIVE
^ years old; a perfect beauty without fault or
blemish; bay with black points; weighs about
1050 to 1100: can be driven by a child; an elegant
road or track horse; trials in 2:1?; $750.

AX.SO

The celebrated DOC WILKES, a road horse;
you need Dot take the dust of any. Record 2: 12*^.

A beautiful mahogany bay, black points; weight
1000 No one need look at him unless they want
to pay me $500 for him- A baby can drive him.
Both sold for want of use.

G. B. M. GRAY,
319 Twelfth St., Oakland.

GAM YOU AFFORD IT?
You certainly cannot

afford to have horses
lamed from Spavin,
Ring Bone, Splint,
Curb, when they may
be cured by simply
uaing

Kendall's
Spavin
Cure.

It cure9 all these and I

all oihtrfurms of lameness. Thinkaboutitandtben act.
Price SI; G for S3. Asa liniment tor family use ittaaa

no equal. _A1L druggists. Book "A Treatise on the
Norse" mailed free. AddreaB
HR. B. J, KENDALL CO.. EMOSBURC FALLS. VT.

Daedaiion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
in a Race.

Is entered at Fresno and ready to start.

A hlgh-claBS Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire. DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10. Creole 2:15 Eagle 2:19}, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's buslDess will not permit him to devote
any time to racing. For further, particulars
address

BREEDER AND 8PORTSMAN.

PARK HORSE FOR SALE.
TTIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COAL BLACK,
£*- \h% hands, five years old, weighs 1000 pounds.
Is a very handsome horse, a perfect beauty: fear-
less of all things on the road: bas been driven by
h lady. Has lots of speed, but never trained on a
track. Sound and all right. Sire and dam both
Registered. Apply to

E. A. GRIGSBY, Napa, Cal

TRAINING STABLE.
TTAVING OPENED A TRAINING STABLE
Y^- at the Pleasanton Track, I am prepared to
handle four or Ave more horses. Have trained
and driven to record Rey Direct 2:10, Dictatress
J2:08?.i, eTc, etc. Can refer to Geo. A. Davis and
other owners Terms, etc., on application Ad
dress ED. S PARKER, Pleasanton, Cal.

McMURRAY SULKIES
and JOGGING CARTS

Standard the World Over.

JSST-Address for printed matter and prices.

W. J. Eenney,
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

Brood Mares, Horses in Training: and Year-
lings, Belonging to the Estate of

Michael Fox, Deceased.

\JOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
1N undersigned executor of the will of Michael
Pox, deceased, will sell on or after MONDAY,
AUGUST 28, 1905, the following described brood
mares, horses in training and yearlings, to wit:
Andinas (4) by St. Andrew-Fanny Louise.
Masedo (4) by Maxio-Reseda II.

Re Carlo (S8) by St. Carlo-Reseda II.

Edoa Rose (5) by Bassetlaw-Reseda II
Kidnapper (1) by Kenllworth-Edna Rose.

The above described animals are now at the
Oakland Race Track.
Said executor will also sell on or after said

date thefollowing brood mares and fillies, now at
McDonough's Ranch, San Mateo County, Ca!.:
Fanny Louise (dam of Andrtsa, Canmore Sister

Jeannie) by Darebln-Nellie Peyton.
Reseda II by Midlothian-Marigold.
One Bay Filly by Orsini out of Fanny Louise

foaled April 13,1904.
One Bay Filly by Orsini out of Fanny Louise,

foaled April 21. 1905.
One chestnot Filly by St. Carlo out of Reseda

II, foaled January 24, 1905.

Fanny Louise was bred to St. Carlo, 1905.
Reseda II was bred to Orsini, 1905.

Bids or offers for all of the above desoribed
stock, as a whole or separately, must be in writ-
ing and will be received any time after the first
publication of this notice at the office of Sullivan
& Sullivan, attorneys for said executor, Room
610, Parrott Building. San Francisco, California.
Terms—Cash in U S. gold coin.

MATTHEW I. SULLIVAN,
Executor of the Will of Michael Fox, Deceased

FOR SALE.

"A STRATHWAY"
A Dapple Gray Gelding by Strathway out

of a Thoroughbred Mare.
MR. FRISCO is 8 years old and SOUND;

weighs 1050 lbs. He is one of the grandest roau
horses in America today. Fearless of all objects
on road; a very fast walker; does not pull or lug
on the bit; carries his head high; goes straight
and never stumbles; will stand when tied and
there is no road too long for him. He is a good
feeler and a good looker at all times, either be-
fore or after driving. His speed qualities are
phenomenal He never saw a race track until
last spring, when he was sent to Mr. Al McDonald
at the track at Pleasanton. who drove him a mile
in 2:22%, last half in 1:08^, with only thirty
days' training Mr. MtDonaldsays he will trot
a mile in 2:15 with three months' handling. The
owner of this horse bas to go East and has Ipft
the noise, buggy and harness in charge of Mr.
Thomas Kinney at the (fashion Stables, who will
show the horse or outfit.

THOMAS KINNEY,
Fashion Stables, Ellis St., S. F.

FUTURITY CANDIDATE FOR SALE.

pOR SA LE—ATHENE BY DEXTER PRINCE;1 first dam Athena 2:15 by Electioneer Bay
mare, five years old, bred at Palo Alto. With
partial training she has trotted quarters In :34.
She has a beautiful oolt by Kinnev Lou foaled in
April, 1905, and entered in the Futurity stakes
Both will be sold at a verv reasonable figure.
Inquire of JNO. S. PHIPPEN, Trainer,

Mayfield, Cal.

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE.
LTANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BYiJ- Locbinvar 2:20, he by Dlreotor H. 2:2? by
Dlreotor2:17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223;
second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Express by FiaxtafI; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marion, son of Mambrlno Chief 11. This filly
is well broken, perfectly sound, good gaited and
a first-class prospect. For further particulars
address .7. D. BLAMEY,

Box 715, Grass Valley, Cal.

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR SALE.

rnHREE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE, HAND-
-1- some blood bay in color; good conformation
and a first'dass individual In every respect.
With little work as a two-year-old he easily
showed a 2:40 prait. Is perfectly sound and good
gaited. Sired by Iran Alto 3:12»-f, dam Alma
Wilkswood by Alcantara. For price and particu-
lars address Breeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary
Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAU

(Properly ot John Parrott', Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEAL,!, Manager.

IsriiJIe Worth Saving?,
Why trade off or sell at a begparlv price a good
]<; s- 1 just)»' i use l.e "goes lame," "throws a
curb* 1 or develops some other blemish? 1 here
is nothing iu tlieway of Spavins, Curbs, Splints,

Windpuffs or Uudches which will not yield
readily and permanently to treatment with

QUINN'S
H. Davenport, a prominent physician of Sheridan, Ind.,
1 bAvfl u ed a miml'er or remedies for the removal of

pllnts, thickened tendons and iissu.es generally, but for
I the last two verir- l h ive nol been without Qulnn's Ointment. I have tested it thor-

..: different times, and fay wlthoat hesitancy itn-tit is the only reliable

Ind i naveevei Prlco 31.00 po:

W. B. Eddy & Go., Whitehall. N.Y.

> T. «frtrii(\Ti T inim ««+ The Greatest Rem-
edy Ever Known
For Bad Legs.

It penetrates to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from any
cause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for Splints, Curbs. Thorough-
pln». Sweeny. Capped Hocbs, Wind Puffs and all Lameness from
Sprains, RlDgbone and other bony enlargements. Ou broken down, weak
and Injured tendons, ruptured ligaments its power Is unfailing. Perma-
nently cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles, Hocks, Tendons
or Ligaments, without loss of hair or an hour's let up on the h rse.

PRICE #3 PEK BOTTLE. Express charges prepaid on receipt of

price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. WILCOXSON REMEDY CO , Tiffin O., U.S.A.

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
CJFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKInney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. Wl}$ iEmutrp (Utig SfarmH,
CUBA,

NEW YORK.

Deposit Tour
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Centra! Trust Company

of la

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

5
TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.Ol in:

Not One

Case of
-

Distemper.

No case of Distemper, Epizootic,

Pink-eye need prove serious, and

the spread of these and similar

ailments can absolutely be pre-

vented by use of Craft's Distemper

and Cough Cure. Results are

prompt and positive; no cost If the

remedy fails.

If your druggist hasn't it, we will

supply it direct, prepaid—50c and

SI. Send for "Veterinary Point-

ers," a free booklet by an expert,

that may be worth hundreds of

dollars to you.

WELLS MEDICINE GO,, Chemists, 13 Third St., Lafayette, Ind.

D. E. NEWKLL-, General Agent for Pacific Coast, 619 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

JN/V

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST

TWICE A YEAR
Rate—

r cont on ordinary accounts
per cont on lorm accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,500,399-46

TOTAL ASSETS 7,605,830.38

Its may bo made by P. O. Order,
W.lls Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft

Send for Pamphlets Dosorlptive of Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor. California and Montgomery Sts

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
BrewBter & Co , New Yorh, of Broome 8t.
Kaoffmau Bngrgy Co , Ml.mlsburg, Ohio
C. S, CaiTrey Co., Camden, N. J.
Connersville Buegy Co , Connersvllle. Ind.
Watertowo Carriage Co., Watertown. N. T.
Walborn & Hiker Pony Vehicles, St. Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South 1062 SAN FRANCISCO

42 MontsroruerylSt.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

••THE StTRE WAY TO WEALTH."

CALIFORNIA
NORTHWESTERN RAILWAV

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

Tne ADgler anfl Ontine Trips
One day's ride from San Francisco will take

you to some of the finest Trout Streams In the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
in the State. The Company maintains a Fish
Hatchery and annually stooks the many streams
reached by Its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year In these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed In Russian

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vacation, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1905

Issued annualls by the Company, Is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for
information regarding Mineral Springs. Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Solect Camping Spots.
Beautifully Illustrated, 150 pp. and can be had

In response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Marfcet Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.
General Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., cor

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco

JA8. X. FBAZIER,
Gen. Mgr.

B. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Act.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

BUsiriess Horses For Hire.
-I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near the above oorner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee drivings
limited number of flrst-ofass horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything flrstrolass. All horses in my care will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Pago 4147.

673-680 11th Ave. All kinds of Horses
Back of The Chutes. bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIBBELI, & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of
Fanoy Horses. A few Nioe Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.

IJUJt ElV0\J(JIV|
n and just as they want it. The right way to i

|
saltanimalsistoJotthembclp themselves.

<

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

N/\r

___ jur Patent rVedOrS.aupplY refined dairy ealt I

|
They mean aniaiul thrift. Tui-y coxt but'llttle. I

yenient tor you and your I
-... mn.lt. snJTorjioncjriect. Aek I
yyur deuJor and write ub for I

booklet.
Belmont
Slibl*
Supply Co.

1

P»t*nt«M, Mfn. |

Brooklyn.
N. V.

Mr

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder
Cared In 48 Hours.

CAPSULES

Mitt

PHENOL SODIQUE
heals

GUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Breasing
for

Man or Beast.

Kefp handy for emer-
gencies in home

and stable.

Equally good for dogs
and all animals.

If not at your drug-
gists, small size sent
to any address upon
receipt of iOc.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHIXADELPHIA CHICAGO

Superior to Copaiba. Cnbebe or Injection

QOCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PldS

rOB SALE IN LOTS TO SUIT BT

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

C3BJB
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial sohool on the PaoLflo Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed in positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HEALI). President.

if

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

IH

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artlatfo Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. First, San Franolsco

>"[„
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
^-at the

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 09 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event Daring; the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the following:

lat on Practice Day, P. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reld (tie), 99 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arie (tie), 97 out of 100.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97, 4 of 96 and 36 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells.

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

419 STRAIGHT!
"Billy" Crosby with his SMITH

GUN makes another world's rec-

ord. You can't miss 'em with a
SmithAutomatic Bj ector fitted with
the Hunter One-Trigger.
Send for Catalogue.

HUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

NEW! MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

To Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO.. 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE 6t BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

'-

/39

Market St.

Send for

Catalogue

521

Kearn St

.

Mailorders

a]Specialty

QUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

LOOK
UP

YOUR
GUN

POU may need a new one this fall; DO NOT wait nntll yon want
t. ORDER NOW. REMEMBER It takes time to make a gun antl

i

! nake one RIGHT. We do not care to make one &dj otnpr way.
'.t yon DON'T know all about a gon write to na; we may be able
o serve JUST YOfT. We have had over forty years' experience, and It's yooxa F jr^th

taking. Tell us what yon want Write to-day.

12 Warren St., New York City. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn,

Ballistite Wins!
Both the High Amateur and General Average

AND ALSO THE

Phil B. Bekeart Challenge Trophy--100 Birds-

At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won with

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER & HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

AT STITD.

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD—77 premiums, California State Fairs
190&-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale: Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co, 306 Ssnsome Street, San
Franclgob.

PETER 3AXE & SON. Llok House, S. P.. Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding atook. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at State and county fairs,

show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 In
California. No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEIN8 AND DURHAM8.
Dairy Stock speoially. Hoga, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Nlles & Co.. Iios Angeles
Oftl.

VETERINARY.

M. R. 0. V. S., P. E. Y. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinburg
Veterinary Medioal Sooiety; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonlee
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equina
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President or
the California State Veterinary Medioal Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San PranciBCO Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

ia4^4fr4#fta#ft0

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE J
IN NEWSPAPERS?

ANYWHERB AT ANYTIME
Call on or Writs

E.C.DAEE'SADYERTISfflGAGEHCl3
134 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Ch. CUBA OF KENWOOD
(Glenbeigh Jr.—Stella)

CUBA JR.
(Ch. Cuba of Kenwood- Florida)

One of the highest olass Field Trial winners in
America. Seven wins In nine Trials before he
was two years old.

STOGKDALE KENNELS
K. M. DODGE, Manager,

Bakersfleld, Kern Co.,
Boarding. Pointer Puppies and well-broken

Doga for sale.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History. Points.
Standard, Care,
Training, Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and It Is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOB SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 100

CALIFORNIA

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready lor framing.
Wrifce for pricea.

Bkebdeb and Sportsman, 86 Geary Street

San Franolaoo, Cal.
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FOR DEER?
Yes; but be sure to

U.M.C

Whits for Illustrated Cataloq.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

WE WILL GO."
FOR DEER?
Then sret a

The Most Reliable Rifle Made.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, - - Manager

JfiUCHESm
AI^ILETTirciTICXINr, RIFL.SS, SHOTGUKTS

WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

I

The Official RtcorJs Show
that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, lad., June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary
Handicap, Consolation Handicap and

the Five Men State Team
Championship)

, and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCI
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.
|

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

General Average

For the Tournament at Indianapolis

won by

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 208 ex 300, using

New E. C. Improved

"Fred A. Stone Scaresorow Trophy"

whloh was awarded the

High Professional

in the

Grand American Handicap

won by

W. G. Hearne

using

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

Clabrough,

RUNS

Gun Goods
4V9«nd for Catalogue.

Golofaer & Go.

FISHING

Tackle
638 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELLS
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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6 liEJRY STSKET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THHF.E DOLLARS A TEAR
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2:08 Class Pacing Stakes
($600)

To be Paced Saturday, Sept. 9, '05
AT TBK

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR

Entries to Close Friday, Sept. 1, 1905
Same condition* as Races that Closed July loih.

Cut this advertisement out, fill in blanks and mail to the undersigned.

AL L1NDLEY, Sec'y. Sacramento, Cal.

IN 2:08 CLASS PACE. PURSE $600.

er
i , Sire of

Sire Dam Dam

( hvnnl by Address

Watered !,y Address :

Dated •

To AL LINDLEY, Sec'y State Agricultural Society.

Remember, Entries Close Sept. 1, 1905.

-£-THE-HOj^
^ V^^^B ^^^ Registered Trade Mark W A~m M^tl

**&* SPAVIN CURE <

"Save-the-Hor38" is do untried or uncertain remedy. Its marvelous power

and possibilities have been proven absolutely and positively. No man will fire,

blister or treat his horse with anything else if he will investigate and read our

bookletand the letters from bankers, trainers and horsemen on every kind of case.

Send for them; also copy of guarantee.

THE NEWCOMB LIVERY
george w. Osgood, proprietor.

Livery, Boarding and Sale Stables

120 123 South Fourth Street.

QuiKCV. III., May 12, 1905

Some twelve months ago I owned a horse which
w3s practically worthless, due to a very bad
Bone Spavin on his right hind leg.

I tried various remedies without success, finally
purchasing from the Miller & Arthur Drug Co. of
this city a bottle of "Save-the-Horse " Alter
using one-half the contents of the bottle, accord
lag to Instructions, the horse has never taken a
lame step. I would gladly have sold him for
twenty-five dollars before using '•Save-the-
Horae.'" I have sold him since for ninety dollars,
and would not be without 'Save-theHorse" at
double the cost.

GEORGE W. OSGOOD.

POSITIVELY and PERMANENTLY CURES
Bone and Bog" Spavin, Ringbone (except Low
Ringbone), Curb, Thoroughpln, Splint, Capped
Hock, Shoe Boil Wlndpuff, Weak and Sprained
Tendncs and all Lameness.

5R fin per bott,e - Written guarantee—as bind-
JiUU lng to protect you as the best legal

talent could make it. Send for a oopy
and booklet.
At Drnqgiatg and Dealers or Express paid.

St. Charles, Mich , Feb 28 1905.

A year ago we had a valuable horse go lame
with bog spavin. SeeiDg your advertisement in

the Michigan Farmer, we tried "Save-the-Horse"
under your guarantee, and he is completely cured.
Waited a year to see if cure was permanent and
now recommend it to any one in need of such a
liniment. H. H. SA.NDERSON.

East Springfield, Pa.. 2-B3-'05.
I wish to carry your "Save-the- Horse" and

' Ointment" in stock: What will you furnith
same to me for?

I used it on a bad curb and used horse every
day in my practice. He is entirely well and
sound. Yours truly.

Dr. C. W. HOTCHKISS.

' SAVE-THE-HORSE"
Is Indicated for an enlargement caused by an

injury which leaves a thickened condi-
tion of the tissues or skin

Horse can be worked with eUher shin or ankle
boots, as no barm can possibly come by either
destruction of hair or scalding of t^elimb ' Save-
the-Horse" can be applied in all conditions and
extremes of weather.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, B1NGHAMPT0N, NEW YORK.
D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco

Formf-rlv
TROT.N.T.

c PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

-<
TOURISTS andTRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This apaoe of over a quarter
of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers
and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR-the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tablOB for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the
Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity
of this moat famous HOTEL.

-^
PHONE PARK 1G A. J. MARTIN, Prop,

BOARDING AND LIVERY
isao df'desxjIj street

llr:sT OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOli VOI KsKLF.

HET. LYON AND CENTKL AVE.
Ili.y.-H St Cars Pass the Door

PPiliOTfPC Tii h 1 1 1 H fP»rl and typewritten ready for framingrCUIglCCS IdUUIdlCU Writ0 (or prloe8 BREEDER AND
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

TOOMB1
TWO WHEELEI

ARE THE LEADERS

Sulkies in All Sizi

Pneumatic
Road ami Track Cart

Pneumatic Pole Cart
for Team Work on both R

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Cart

Long Shift Breaking Ca

Send for latest Catalogue t<

I S, TOOMEY & CO.
Canal Dover, Ohio, U. S.|.

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden gate Ave. & Polk
san fsanchco, cai

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNEI
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

Gampbeli'sHorseFootRemed
'

... SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, C

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, C<

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, TJt:

JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mo
A A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wa
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wa
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wa
C. RODDER Stockton, C

WM. E. DETELS : Pleasanton, C

W. C. TOPPING ..San Diego, C

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, q
H. THORWALDSON Fresno, C
JOS. McTIGDE San Francisco, C
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

j . .Los Angeles, C

JAS. B. CAiiPBELL&CO..Manufacturers,412 W.Hadison St., CHICAGO , IL

Not One

Case of

Distemper.

No case of Distemper, Epizootic,

Pink-eye need prove serious, and

the spread of these and similar

ailments can absolutely be pre-

vented by use of Craft's Distemper

and Cough Cure. Results are

prompt and positive; no cost if the
- remedy falls.

If your druggist hasn't it, we will

supply it direct, prepaid—50c and

SI. Send for ''Veterinary Point-

ers,'
1 a free booklet by an expert,

that may be worth hundreds 'of

dollars to you.

WELLS MEDICINE CO., Chemists, 13 Third St.. Lafayette, Ind.

D. E. NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast. 519 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal

Ml

PliPSf

\TakeIflnJimei
| e

If you have the remedy on hand, and are ready to
(

act promptly, you will find that, there is nothing in
the form of Spavins, Splints, Curbs, Windpuft's and
Bunches which will not yield promptly and perma-

nently to

Quinn's Ointment
It has saved thousands of good horses from the peddler's
cart and the brokeo-down horse market. Mr. e. B. Dick-

<>r Minneapolis, Minn., who conducts one of the largest livery stables in the Northwest,
I writes as follows; I have been using Quinn'a Ointment lor some time and with the greatest ,

I success. 1 take pleasure in recommending it to my tiiends. No horseman should be with-
ut It in his stable. For curlis. splints, spavins, wlndpuffsand all bunches it has no equal."

Prlca 9 1 .00 per bolllo. Sold by all druggists or sent by mail. Write us for circulars,

|
testimonials, etc. Sent
free for the asklnp. W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

'n W n "n+nnliriTS T inimnnt Tae Greate8t Rei
edy Ever Kno\
For Bat) I-egs, I

It penetrate* to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from a
oause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for Splints, Curbs. Thoroug
pin-, Sweeny. Capped Hocbs, Wind Pa tl's and alt Lameness frt|

Sprains, Ringbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, wei
and iDjured tendons, ruptured ligaments its power Is unfailing. Peru)
neatly cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles. Hocks, Tendo
or Llcaments, without loss of hair or an hour's let up on the h rse.

PRICE 82 PEK BUTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt
|

price. Every bottlu guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. WILCOXSON REMEDY CO., Tiffin O., U S. A

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES
VICTOR VERILHAC

Proprlet
JAMES M. McGRATH

Manag

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Fai

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

. Best located and healthiest Stable in San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand f

sale. Careful and .experienced men to cars for and exeroise park roadsters and. prepare horses!
track use. Ladies can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightenetl by automobll
or oars.
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BREEDER AMD SPORTSMAN
P. W. KELLEY, Prophietob.

Turf and Sporting Authority ot the Pacific Coast.

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

TELEPHONE: Black 586.

Terms—One Tear S3, Six Months SI.75 Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

letter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Communications must be aoeompanied by the writer's name and

address, not neoessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
antee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, August 19, 1905

COLT STAKES are the very life of the harness

horse business and without them standard bred stal-

lions would not be patronized as heavily as they now

are. There is a fascination about breeding- a stake

winner that takes hold of nearly every person that

owns a well bred or fast mare, and the desh-e to win

a. stake with an animal of one's own breeding is

almost universal among horse breeders. If it were not

for the colt stakes which give the three-year-olds a

large earning capacity, many breeders would soon

fall into the habit of sending their mares to stallions

of the draft or coach breeds in the hope of getting a

foal large enough to sell in the city horse marts for

draft or express purposes. The love of the handsome

and fast light harness horse is very strong in many
men,, but there are a much larger number whose

love of the money hung up in stakes vastly exceeds

their love for the colt that can win it, and when

they see stakes advertised in which the winner will

be paid a large sum, they send their favorite mares

to the stallion which in their opinion will be most

iikely to sire the speed required to win. For these

reasons it behooves every stallion owner to do his

utmost toward making the stakes successful. In this

State we have the Breeders' Futurity, the Occident

and the Stanford Stakes, and each and every one

should have twice the entries it receives. While these

stakes are successful and worth from $2000 to $3000

to the winner, if the stallion owners would do a little

missionary work each year among the patrons of

their horse, they would be worth not less than $5000

each to the winner, and this would lead to the breed-

ing of twice as many mares each year. There is a

third payment on the foals of this year in Breeders'

Futurity No. 5, which will be due and payable Sep-

tember 1st. The guaranteed value of this stake is

$7000, and if all foals on which second payment was

made have this third payment made on them the

stake will exceed its guarantee. We ask every stallion

owner whose horse is represented in this stake by

a mare bred to him last year, to use his influence to

have the foal kept in the stake. It will benefit them

and all interested in the breeding of trotters and

pacers.

home the day previous. Mr. Gallegos was 72 years
old and came to California from Central America in

1880. - He purchased a large tract of land at Mission
San Jose and entered largely into the cultivation of

grapes, and other fruits, making a great success of his

venture. He also bred a number of harness horses,

being the breeder of Diablilo 2:0S% by Diablo 'and of

Trilby Direct 2:08^4 by-Direct, besides a number of,

others. Mr. Gallegos was a highly educated gentle-
man, and a citizen who had the respect and esteem
of a very large circle of acquaintances. He leaves

a wife, two sons and six daughters, to mourn his

demise.

SECRETARY A. W. BRUNER, of the Los Angeles

Horse Association in connection with the Directors of

that organization, is hard at work on the program

. for a big fall meeting to be given at the Los Angvles

t-ack in November. The purses to be given will be

liberal enough to attract horses from all over the

Coast, and a strong effort is to be made to bring some

of the fastest and most prominent of the Grand Cir-

cuit performers to the Coast to compete for big

purses that will be hung up for them in races and

also in record-breaking trials. It is thought that a

Southern California Fall Circuit can be arranged, "with

meetings at Los Angeles, San Diego, Santa Ana, San

Berdnardino and Santa Barbara, and if this is ac-

complished it will be well into November before the

last races are trotted in California this year. One

thing is certain, if the lethargy which now prevails at

Pleasanton and San Jose continues, this southern cir-

cuit will induce many trainers to do their winter and

spring training at the Los Angeles track, as with the

closing meeting of this and the opening meeting of

next season located there, the inducement to remain

in the southern metropolis all winter will be very-

strong.

ANOTHER California horse breeder has "crossed

the divide." Last Monday afternoon Mr. Juan Galle-

gos, a resident of Mission San Jose in Alameda county,

died as the result of falling down the stairs at his

IT SEEMS all the members of the Cleveland Driv-
ing Club were not in favor of declaring off the meet-
ing there at the last moment, several of the directors

expressing themselves as willing to go down into their

pockets to make up any deficiency that might result

from the loss incurred- by having no betting on the

races. This was very commendable on their part,

and evidence that they were game sportsmen who,
having induced the horsemen to incur great expense
in coming to Cleveland, did not propose to disappoint

them. It is to be regretted that the entire board of

directors did not look at the matter in the same way.
Perhaps the deficiency would not have been so .large

after all, and it is more than probable that every
owner who won any part of the money would have
consented to a reduction of his purse, "pro rata," in

order to save the driving club from loss.

THE TIME TO SELL is when a fair price is offered

for a horse, no matter whether he is a world beater

or a plug. This of course applies to breeders, and
owners who are in moderate circumstances and who
desire to sell. The wealthy man who owns horses

for pleasure can afford to refuse any offer; others

cannot Many a man refuses $1000 for a horse when
that amount of money would mean a profit to him
on his investment and afterwards sells for $1200 or

$1500 at a loss. It is easy to sell a second horse to

the man who has made a good profit on the first

one he bought from you, but it is very hard work to

sell one to the person who lost on his first purchase.

THE FASIG-TIPTON COMPANY announces the

annual Old Glory horse auction at Madison Square

Garden, November 20th to December 1st, 1905, two
weeks, days and evenings, following the National

Horse Show. California breeders and owners who
have horses to sell should communicate with this

company immediately.

STATE FAIR DIRECTORS ARE JUBILANT.

SACRAMENTO, August 17.—The advent of. another
week se_es the odds and ends in .the preparation for

the coming State Fair being rapidly whipped into
shape, and the directors are jubilant in .consequence.
As the work of putting the race course and exhibition
livestock grounds in condition progresses, it becomes
more and more apparent that the State will have the
best equipped and finest racing ground in the West.
The track is already in fine condition, under the

direction of John Haybut, William Fieldwick's assist-

ant, and it is probable horses will be permitted to
work over the new course by next Monday. Haybut
has a number of men working under him, and there
is a continuous procession of watering carts, harrows
and drags making the circuit day and night.
The inner and outer fences around the track will

be finished in a few days, probably by Saturday night.

It has all the appearance of .-a "dead fast track," as
an enthusiast expressed it yesterday.
Although the grandstand is to he only, temporary,

it is quite a pretentious structure, after all. Particu-
lar attention has been given to making it strong and
safe. It is stoutly supported and braced. The reason
so much attention has been given to this important
detail is because the public, is usually wary of a tem-
porary structure. There is no cause for fear in this

case. Director Thomas Fox, in speaking of the grand-
stand said he, as superintendent of the park, would
rather have it strong and safe than to have a cover-
ing over it, if any sacrifice in its construction had
to be made. However, the covering will not be sac-
rificed.

At one end of the grandstand there will be a room
for the directors, and there will also be a ladies'

retiring room. There will be direct telegraphic and
telephonic communication, and a large dining hall will

be located under the stand. The kitchen will be at a
sufficient distance from the dining room to insure

the absence of the odor of cookery.

Work has been commenced on a new stable with

forty box stalls for horses, such as have already been
built. Additional cattle stalls are being erected also.

Although there will be a very large number of

horses on the grounds, Director Fox said there would
be no scarcity of stall room for them. Of course,

some of them will have to be quartered in temporary

stalls, but they will be commodious and properly

roofed. A great many of the horses now racing at

Portland will be shipped here for the State Fair, and
with the very excellent trotting program, which has

been published, there will be plenty of sport.
The directors are making a great feature of

Nevada Day, : -whi. h will be Monday,. September 4th.
This is also Labor Day, and the two big events will
be held jointly. The people of Nevada, particularly
those in the western part of the State, are enthusi-
astic over the prospect, and promise to come several
hundred strong. Excursion trains will be run from
Reno, a round trip rate of $5, good for six days, having
been made for this particular occatinn.
Three hundred Indians have been engaged to take

part in the big demonstration, and at the park there
will be horse races and toot races arranged expressly
for them, and in addition there will be a cowboy fiesta
in which broncho busting, roping and tying steers.
riding wild steers and other features of tin:- life of
the plains will be shown.

Several Eastern breeders of fine horses and cattle
who are booked to show at the Lewis and Clark
Exposition have, engaged stall accommodations at
the park, and will vie with California breeders for
premiums in their respective classes. Among the
Easterners are McLaughlin Bros., of Kansas City;
the' LaFayette. Stock Farm of LaFayette, Ind., and
Crouch & Son.

It is no mere prediction—it is a certainty—that
the pavilion will make a better showing that it has
in a double decade. The Native Sons hold their cele-
bration in connection with the State Fair, and they
have taken an active interest in securing county
displays.

The poultry show will be the biggest ever made
under the State's patronage, no less than 1500 -entries
of fine fowl being assured at the present time. Henry
Berrar, of San Jose, will be the judge in this depart-
ment, a guarantee of fair and impartial treatment
of all exhibitors.

Final payments have just been made in the Occi-
dent Stake, which is this year worth $3880, as fol-

lows:

Alex. Brown's b. c. El Ray, by Nushagak-Pioche.
A. E. Mastin's b. c. Sir Carlton by Nutwood Wilkes-

Lady Keating.
Martin Carter's b. f. Elma S., by Nutwood Wilkes-

Bessie C.

Mrs. L. J. H. Hastings' b. f. Princess Louise, by
Coronado—dam by Woolsey. :

J. B. Iverson's b. c. North Star, by Nutwood Wllkes-
Ivoneer.

J. A. Jones' b. f. Bellemont, by Zombro-Daisy Q.
Hil.

Geo. W. Kingsbury's ch. f. Delia JK., by Silver Bow-
Elina.

S. K. -Trefry's" bl. c. Kenneth C., by McKinney-
Mountain Maid.
Vendome Stock Farm's b. f. Still Better, by Iran

Alto-Much Better.

In the Harness Stallion Stake for 1905, final pay-
ments have been made as follows^

Trotting Division.

Alex Brown's b. c. El Ray, by Nushagak-Pioche.
M. E. Delano's b. f. Ramona B., by Stain B.—dam

by Albert W.
Mrs. C. F. Bunch's b. g Alto Downs, by Iran Alto-

Daisy S.

N. M. Strong's br. c. Ambush, by Zolock-May
' McKinney.

Yendome Stock Farm's b. f. Still Better, by. Iran
Alto-Much Better. ;

Pacing Division.

Ben Davies' b. f. Delilah, by :Zolock-Gypsy.
F. E. Wright's b. f. Deviletta, by DIablo-Clara H.

NO RACING AT HONOLULU.

Breeder and - Sportsman: Racing in Honolulu is as
dead as a doornail. For the first time in over a quar-
ter of a century, June 11th. the great Hawaiian holi-

oay "^vas suffered to pass without a' meeting.. The
local Jockey Club is in a moribund condition, and the
race-track has been allowed to go-to rack and ruin.

The adjacent stabling has all been torn down.
Just how long this condition of things will be al-

lowed to prevail is uncertain. There are plenty of

horses hereabouts but no one" to keep racing enthusi-
ashi to the point necessary to produce good racing.
A reorganization of the Jockey Club and the appoint-
ing of energetic men as officers as well as men who
know something of the racing gafwe as carried on in

enlightened communities, would probably prove the

salvation of the sport on this island where racing,

both running and to harness, has flourished from
time immemorial.
There is some talk of the building of a new half-

mile track on the outskirts of the city, but no defin-

ite move has been made in the matter as yet.

At Hilo on the contrary the sport thrives and the

Hilo Jockey Club has just been successfully Incor-

porated. They - held a meeting on July Fourth in

which many of the equine stars of the islands par-
ticipated. The Fretter was entered but broke down.
He may never race again. Old Antidote, by Senator
Stanford-Poison, and the equine idol of the territory,

won a six-furlong race. The winner is nineteen years
old and won races here in the days of the monarchy.

J. MELTON AYERS.

The celebration to be held at Sacramento during
fair week by the Native Sons of the Golden West, Is

meeting with hearty support. Fifteen counties have
already appropriated money for an exhibit of their

resources at the Pavilion. These exhibits will be

under the management of the Native Sons from the

respective counties, and as a $500 prize is to be
awarded the best exhibit, keen rivalry has already
developed and a splendid showing' of the State's pro-

ducts is assured.
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CALIFORNIA HORSEMEN have for the past few

years been bewailing the fact that so few race meet-

ings are held in this State that they hardly rise to

the dig circuit, but when they read of the

Mue \ over East by which several of the
-..-- have of necessity been de-

clared oil they will take heart of grace and come to

the cot Ifornia is not

half as might be. There is no Slate law

which prohibits betting on speed contests.

S te Fairs, and the probability is this

exception will be repealed at the next session of the

ture. There was a time when thirty or forty

of ihe half a hundred agricultural districts into

which this St;:te is divided could be depended upon
to give a fair every year and at these fairs a program
of harness racing was always provided for the amuse-
ment of the public, and the encouragement of harness

breeding. When, in an effort to reduce ex-

penses, a couple of our governors in recent years

refused to affix their signatures to the bills appro-

priating money for these district fair?, they struck

a blow at the breeding and racing of harness horses

in California which has been felt from one end of

the State to the other. The blow was an unfair one,

delivered below the belt, but it did not have sufficient

force to knock harness racing out completely, and
there have been quite a number of good meetings

held here each year since without the aid of fairs

or State appropriations. The only real danger to

harness racing in California at the present time is

the apathy of breeders and owners. They are the

ones to organize and see that meetings are given, as

they are the persons who profit most by them. As
has been stated before in this department there is

nothing to prevent a first-class circuit being held in

California every year except the lethargy of those

most Interested.

harmless sport of wagering on the result of races

during certain weeks of the year. That long con-

tinued meetings are detrimental to any sport cannot

be denied, but because a few act the glutton is no

reason why all should be made to abstain entirely.

If the Grand Circuit continues and vacancies are filled

by associations that keep up the tone and class which

has been given racing in those towns where wagers

on results have been made unlawful, the loss caused

by the blue laws of Ohio, Massachusetts and other

States will not fall on horsemen in general, but only

upon those mentioned and people engaged in the

breeding and racing of trotters will simply have to

change their habitation, or organize to have these

puritanical laws repealed. A horseman's love of home
is as strong as the next man's and therefore the

probability is that a united effort will be made this

winter to legalize speed contests and the betting

thereon by such wise and rational laws as will meet

the approbation of everybody except the alleged pur-

ists and the professional gamblers. As it is these

two classes are the upper and nether mill stones under

which the horse breeding industry and the sport of

harness racing are being crushed.

The three-year-old race at Santa Rosa to-day,

In which the three-year-old trotters will compete for

the big end of the Breeders' Futurity Stake, should

prove a high class contest, as the four money win-
ners will, after the race is over, be ranked with the

best three-year-old trotters of the year in the entire

country. Starting payments were made on seven,

and of these two are by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16^4, and
one each by Zolock 2:05*4, Zombro 2:11, McKinney
2.1114, Iran Alto 2:12*4 and Athadon 2:27. All these

sires are producers of extreme trotting speed. Nut-
wood Wilkes sired John A McKerron 2:04*«, McKin-
ney sired Sweet Marie 2:04 a4. Zombro is the sire of

Zephyr 2:11. Zolock is the sire of Ambush, whose
three-year-old record is 2:1,4%, Athadon sired Atha-
nio 2:10. and Iran Alto is the sire of two in the 2:15

list. All of these stallions, with the exception of

McKinney. are still owned in California, and Zolock
and Zombro are the sons of that great sire. So it

will be seen that on their sires' side the three-year-
olds to start in this stake are about as richly bred
as colts to be found anywhere, while the pedigrees of

the dams are first class in every case. Ambush,
whose record of 2:14%, made this year, has put him
in the lime light, will probably start favorite, but
the race is not his until he wins it and several horse-
men who are good patrons of the pool box will be
there to back other starters against him singly or in

"the field."' It is said that Mr. J. B. Iverson's good
colt North Star, that won the first heat of the two-
year-old division last year in 2:24, Is showing won-
derful speed this year, and last week worked a heat
in 2:15 at Santa Rosa, and after the usual twenty
minutes' rest, trotted the next mile in 2:13^. Belle-
mont 2.20%, the Zombro filly that won the two-year-
old event In 1904, is working nicely and will carry a
good deal of money in spite of the fast work that has
been done by North Star and Ambush, while Kenneth
C, with a record of 2:17 made at Los Angeles last

month, and Elma S., who was a good third when
Ambush trotted in 2:14*4, are both said to be ready
to trot a good hard race for first money with a good
chance of getting some part of the stake. Still

Better is an unknown quantity so far. and while she
has great speed inheritance, being by Iran Alto 2:12*4,
out of Much l>u.-r 2:04*4, she will not be favorite.

although she may fool the talent when the word is

given. As a m. titer of interest at this time I give
below the summary of the two-year-old division of
this stake as it was trotted last year :it San Jose:
Belle Mont, b. f, by Zombro 4 11
North Star. b. c. by Nutwood Wilkes 12 2

Ambush, b. c, by Zolock 2 5 5
Athasham. b. <•„ by Athadon 3 3 3

Gluck. b. f.. by Zombro 8 4 4

El Rey, b. c. by Xushagak 5 6 7
Mamonlo. b. (., by Demonlo 6 7 6
Elma S, b. f., by Nutwood Wilkes 7 8 8

Time— 2:24 2:22

A friend of mine who is a pretty close observer
:.t the Mner day that the enforce-

ment of the l item trot-
ting trades this year will cause an entire rearrange-

06, and that while
Readvllle, Cleveland, Cincinnati ai I win be
off the map. there will be other places step in to
fill up the vacancies made by the Inability of th«>s«*

i'. bold meetings, just as Pougl
Empire City Track's date this year. The Grand
circuit win not die even thouph some of th^ leading

are compelled to close their
win probably not be long however until i>

interests of
| rag breeders are recogn

-very Intelligent community and law-; passed by the
majority of State Legislatures that will permit the

imported from the East for show purposes. Mrs.
WilKam.D. Honeyman will exhibit her Kelbin Grove
herd of Ayrshires, one of the finest in America. Cana-
dian stockmen have taken a lively interest in the
stock show of the Lewis and Clark Exposition and
both beef and dairy breeds from various Canadian
points will be represented.

The American Goat Association, which" for several

years has held its exhibitions in Kansas City, will

hold the first goat' show ever conducted in the West,
and prospects are that it will be superior in every
way to former exhibitions at the American Royal
Show in Kansas City. " Eastern sheepraisers are ex-
pected to enter for prizes, and several prominent
Western owners already have listed their stock.

Among the latter are the Baldwin Sheep & Land
Company of Hay Creek, Or.: R. A. Jackson, Dayton,
Wash.; John B. Stump and J. H Hawley, Monmouth,
Or.; Richard Scott. Milwaukee, Or.; Charles E. Ladd,
North Yamhill, Or., and Thomas W, Brunk of Sa-
lem, Or.

BIG STOCK SHOW IN SEPTEMBER.

PORTLAND, Aug. 17.—"You can say without hesi-

tation that the stock show at the Lewis and Clark

Exposition will be a good one," is the way M. D.

"Wisdom, superintendent of livestock for the Western
World's Fair, explains the situation with regard to

his department. "It will be the biggest show ever

held in the West," Mr. Wisdom adds, "and will com-
pare favorably writh the other big shows of the kind

which have been held in connection with exposi-

tions."

The stock show dates are from September 19 to 29,

inclusive. In the neighborhood of $50,000 in prize

money is now available as an incentive to stockmen
to attend the show and exhibit their stock at the Ex-
position, but this, according to Mr. Wisdom, is not

responsible for the very unusual interest which breed-

ers and dealers all over the United States have taken

in it. The big dealers are going to exhibit at Port-

land because they believe that the stock business in

the Pacific Northwest has a great future, and that no
better opportunity than the Lewis and Clark Exposi-
tion could be found for introducing their breeds to the

western market. Several firms are making arrange-
ments to open branch houses in the Pacific North-
west, and already one. McLoughlin Brothers of Kansas
City, Mo., and Columbia, O., has decided to establish

a branch in Portland.
McLoughlin Brothers have written Mr. Wisdom that

the showing of horses which they will make will

be the finest ever made by any firm anywhere. They
have purchased fifty head of French Percherons and
Coach horses from the continental prize-winners, and
these are now en route These horses have never
been exhibited before. They will be exhibited at the
International Stock Show in Chicago and the Ameri-
can Royal Stock Show at Kansas City before being
brought on to Portland. J. Crouch & Sons of Lafay-
ette, Ind„ will enter fifty horses to compete with those
of McLoughlin Brothers.
Galbreth Brothers of Janesville, Wis., have on the

way an importation of thirty head of Clydesdale and
Suffolk Punch horses, never before exhibited, and A.
C. Ruby & Co. of Pendleton, Or., have imported a lot

for exhibition at the fair. Luke M. Emerson of Bowl-
ing Green, Mo., who is the biggest breeder of fine

jacks in the world, will bring thirty big jacks to

Portland. Included in this number are two which
stand seventeen hands high and weigh more than a
ton each.

Fine Cattle Coming.
W. S. Skinner, superintendent of the National Live

Stock Show in Chicago, is getting together a train-
load of Shorthorns, Hereford, Pole Angus and Gallo-
way breeds for exhibition at the fair. The cattle
will be shown at the Minnesota Fair, held at Hamline,
and will stop en route for short visits at such points
as Helena, Mont., and Spokane, Wash. The _ State of

Missouri has appropriated $5000 for special premiums
to be awarded the Missouri stock making the best
showing at the fair, and other influences assure the
success of this department.
Of the Shorthorn stock exhibitors, several are from

the West. These include Howell W. Peele of Spokane,
whose herd won on the North Pacific circuit last year;
Jay Greaves of the same place, who will show two
herds; W. O. Miner of Heppner, Or., and Charles E
Ladd of Portland, whose herd won first prize at the
St. Louis show last year. J. H. Glide & Son of Sacra-
mento, who bought the famous Ohio herd of D. R.
Hannah, will exhibit two herds, and Rush & Pierce
of Suisun, Cal.. have entered a herd purchased in the
East; E. D. Mitchell of Clinton, Mo., owner of the
famous Tebo herd, with Choice Good at the head, also
has applied for stall room E. W. Bowen of Delphi,
Ind., has entered seven head which includes Fair
Queen, the champion of all fairs.

Some Oregon Exhibitors.
Of the owners of dairy breeds, W. D. Ladd of Port-

land, owner of the Hazel Fern herd, will be an im-
portant contestant. Mr. Ladd's Loretta D. took first

prize in the dairy class at St. Louis. Other Oregon
exhibitors of Jerseys who are entered are D. H. Loo-
ney of Jefferson, Harry West of Scappoose, Atkinson
Bros, of Newberg. and E C. Martin of Elgin. Gen-
eral William R. Shafter of San Francisco has also
entered his Jerseys.
Charles E. Pierce of Stockton, Cal., who owns by

far the finest herd of Holsteins in the world, will
show forty head which he has imported direct from
Holland. R. M. Hotaling of San Francisco also has
entered two herds of Holsteins. and P. A. Frakes of
Scappoose is fitting up two herds. J. L. Smith of the
Hazel wood Company. Spokane. Wash, will exhibit
two herds from the seventy head of cattle which he

THE E. C. PEART SALE.

The following account of the auction sale last

week of horses owned by E. C- Peart of Colusa is from
the Herald of that .city:

E. C. Feart's stock sale on Wednesday was not a
success from a financial point of view. Only three
of the blooded animals were sold, and they brought
ridiculously low prices.

Diawood, the famous pacing stallion, with a record
of 2.11, was started at $500, but there was no raise
and he "was not sold.

Electro, a two-year-old stallion, and Buster Brown,
a three-year-old gelding were started at $400 and $300
respectively, but there was no raise and they were
not sold.

Dialto, a two-year-old filly, was sold to C. A.
Averdson for $100, but after the sale Mr. Peart bought
her back for $110, Averdson making $10 on the trans-
action.

Chief, a bay two-year-old gelding, was started at
$150, but as there was no raise, he was not sold.

Trilby, a sorrel three-year-old mare, was sold to

D. B. George, of Grimes, for $135, and Sutterett, a bay
yearling gelding, was sold to George L. Saunders, of
Grand Island for $77.50.

Buchu, a chestnut mare, bred in old Kentucky, was
sold to C. E King, of Venado, for $95 and bought
back by Mr. Peart for $110, leaving Mr. King $15 to
the good.

AY. R. Merrill bought White Stocking for $100 and
sold her back to Mr. Peart for $105. Mr. Merrill also
bought a sucking colt and sold it back at a premium.
E. A. Williams, of Colusa, bought a sucking colt

for $32, and W. Jeffrey bought a high wheel suiky
for $16.

GRAND CIRCUIT RACING.

The excellent mile track at Hudson River Driving
Park, Poughkeepsie, has been the scene of Grand
Circuit racing this week, the Poughkeepsie association
taking the date made vacant by Empire Track at
New York dropping out. The three heat plan was
adopted here, and the racing of the first day was very
satisfactory.

The track trotting record in a race of 2:16*4, which
was held by Little Dick, was beaten in the first heat
of the 2:10 trot by Kid Shay, who made the mile in
2:09%. The two succeeding heats in this event were
taken by Kid Shay in 2:10% and 2:09^- These make
the three fastest heats in a race ever trotted here.
Helen Norte was second in the first two heats of this
race, showing much improvement in form over her
earlier starts this season and a record below 2:10 is

expected for her later.

The 2:10 trot went to the bay mare Deleree In
straight heats, the first of which was in 2:09^, giving
the stallion Del March his first 2:10 trotter.

Allerson was picked by the talent to win the 2:08
pace, but after taking the first heat by beating Miss
Willamont by half a head after an inspiring struggle
for 300 yards down to the wire, finishing the mile in
2:06. he was unable to repeat the performance. Two
succeeding heats were won by Ethel Mc in. slower
time, after a whirlwind finish. Henry Helman man-
aged to land Oregon Maid second in the second heat,
thereby getting a share of the money, and the Cali-
fornia bred pacer Irish 2:0S% by Monterey, also won
a small slice by finishing third in the last heat. The
summaries:

Trotting, 2:12 class, purse $1000.
Kid Shay, b. g. by Nitrogen (Rossmire) 111
Helen Norte, b. m (Rutherford) 2 2 6
Turley. br. g (Geers) 6 5 2
Miss Gay. b. m (McDonald) 3 3 4
Morn, ch. g (Brinkerhoff) 4 4 3
Major Geer. ch. g (McCarthv) 5 6 5
Lady Gail Hamilton, blk. m (Howell) d

Time—2:09 ij. 2:10&, 2:09%.

Trotting, 2:21 class, purse $1000.
Deleree, b. m. by Del March (Loney) 111
Leanardo. r. g. < Dickerson) 4 2 2
Boreazelle, br. s -.-. . . . (Demarest) 2 3 3
Lee Wickliffe. b. g (Nichols) 3 5 4
Edna O.. b. m (Wilson) 5 4 5
Sister Collette. b. m (Walters) d

Time—2,:09%, 2:12, 2:11%.

Pacing, 2:0S class, purse $1000.

Ethel Mc. ch. m.'by Jersey Wilkes (McCarthv) 5 11
Allerson, g. s (Brady) 13 2
Oregon Maid, br. m (Hellman) 6 2 5
Maud Keswick, b. m (James) 3 4 4
Edwin C. b. g (Laird) 4 5 6
Irish, ch. s (Thomas) 7 6 3
Miss Willamont. b. m (Snow) 2 d
Bald Hornet, ch. g. (Jolly) d

Time—2.06. 2:07%, 2:08%.

Rain prevented raciDg at Poughkeepsie on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, and further report of the meeting will necessarily go over to

our nest week's issue.
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OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINIONS, fijj

Western Horseman: The trotting horse business

of the United States is certainly of some importance,

with more than fifty million dollars invested, and

thousands of the best men in the country interested.

The business is on a "safe and sane" basis, and

there is every reason to believe that it will continue

to prosper and grow. The men connected with the

industry are the men who "do things," not only in

the horse business, but in all lines of human en-

deavor. The business is a clean and respectable one,

and is conducted along decent and honorable lines,

and it should receive fair treatment at the hands

of both the state and national governments. If the

mayor of any city or the governor of any state would

attempt to belittle any manufacturing or business

industry, and besmirch the good name and character

of the men engaged in these industries, the men en-

gaged in those particular industries would rebel and

refuse to support the official so offending. The public

would applaud such action and regard it as justi-

fiable and right.

Through ignorance or prejudice, it is hard to tell

which, there has grown up a feeling among a certain

class that horse racing is a very evil thing, and that

the men engaged in it are of bad character. ,The

Western Horseman" has grown tired of answering

these attacks. They are so uncalled for, untruthful

and malicious that they fall flat of their own weight.

The trotting horsemen of this country need no de-

fense, in so far as their moral character is concerned.

If the names of the men engaged in the trotting

horse business in the United States were published

the so-called reformers would, no doubt, be amazed
to learn the class of men they have been habitually

abusing and misrepresenting. We do not all think and

believe alike, and half the pleasure of living would

be taken away if we did, but no one class of people

will ever be allowed to force their opinion on all of

the others. One of the most sacred of all human
rights is the right to our individual opinions, but we
have no right to denounce and persecute our fellows

because they differ in opinion with us. Many thou-

sands of good citizens believe that they have a right

to race horses and bet on them, too, and if by racing

horses and wagering money on them they do not

scandalize the community or interfere with the rights

of their neighbors, they should be allowed to do so.

There are are certain religious bodies who practice

certain rites and preach certain doctrines that we do

not believe in, but that is no reason why we should

interfere or attempt to stop them. No man has a

right to stand his neighbor up in a corner and ram
his particular i leas regarding politics, temperance,

religion or any other thing down his throat. Yet that

is just exactly what a lot of people are trying to dp

with the trotting horse people, and when they object

to the dose they are told that it is the law, and they

must submit.
The trotting horsemen of this country are law-

abiding citizens, and will abide by the law always,

I but if the laws are unjust and unreasonable they

must and will demand their repeal. Nothing will

bring about the repeal of unjust and bad laws quicker

than an attempt to enforce them. There are a lot

of public officials who seem to think that to be good
officials they must pose as sort of police officials.

They spend all of their time spying around trying to

catch some poor devil taking a drink after midnight
or fishing on Sunday. This kind of officials class the

racing of trotters as a great evil, and will listen only

to one side of the question.

What is needed in this country is officials big

enough and broad enough to investigate the trotting

horse business in all of its branches; officials who
will not condemn the trotting horse and the men
who are racing him on the testimony of people who
are blinded by prejudice and ignorant of the aims
and objects of the trotting horsemen; officials who

\ are liberal-minded enough to see that all of the

decency and morality in the world is not centered in

the pulpit; officials fair-minded enough to know that

there are good men in the pulpit, on the race track,

: in fact, in all walks of life. With this class of officials

in office the trotting horse people will have nothing
to fear, and when the books are balanced the horse-

men will be able to show as clean a page as the men
I

in any other walk of life. Trotting horse people only

ask for a square deal at the hands of public officials,

and some day they will demand it. Trotting horse-

men do not ask for special privileges; they only ask
that they be not condemned on the testimony of

fanatics and prejudiced persons. The aim and object

of the trotting horse people has been to elevate the

sport of racing horses and provide entertainment
clean and wholesome enough to attract and please

the best class of people in each community.

necessary loss incidental to a meeting devoid of spec-
ulation. Admitting for sake of argument that they
would have lost as they estimated, $7500, is not the
total loss to owners and trainers, aggregating some
$50,000, to be considered? Is not the good-will of
horsemen and the confidence in an association to

fulfil its contracts an asset of value?
No association has the moral right, nor the legal

right, to break its contracts and screen itself behind
the plea of unfortunate and untimely police inter-

ference. When an owner or trainer enters a horse
to compete, he enters him to race and the compact
entered into between horsemen and track managers
does not recognize the possibility or impossibility of

pool selling. One of the most clever and widely
known track managers in America, in conversation
with me to-day said that, being on the ground, and
having estimated the cost of the Cleveland meeting,
exclusive of track work and the salary of the secre-
tary, he could not see wherein the meeting could
not have been given without incurring a loss of

more than $1000.

The classes were large, privileges well disposed of

and local interest in the light-harness racing at its

highest pitch, after an interim of a year. But there
are so many "wheels within wheels" here in Ohio
that one is bewildered in the political "maze." It is

J

said on fairly good authority that a pretty play of
politics was averted only by Mayor Johnson's action,

for had he allowed the pool selling. Governor Her-
rick, who allows gambling at seventy-seven other
tracks in Ohio, would have removed Mayor Johnson
under a statutory law which vests the power of re-

moval in the governor in case of neglect of duty.
That, as a sample of inconsistent and debased poli-

tics, would sicken one of the whole matter.

Trotter and Pacer: There is*nly one chance for

an argument as to the decision of the judges at
Saugus who sent a horse to the stable last week
on account of fouling another horse, and that is upon
the question of the driver's guilt or innocence. If it

is clear that the driver was culpable he was not too
severely penalized, and if it can be shown that his

offense was intentional, he did not receive one-half
what he deserved. There is nothing in the whole
scale of turf misdemeanors, from "ringing" to laying
up heats, that is so detestable as foul driving. There
are not many drivers, we are glad to believe, who
will resort to the practice purposely or vindictively,

but there is a large class who are so money crazy

—

so madly imbued with the idea, apparently, that their

very existence depends upon the heat they are trying
to win—that they scruple at nothing to get ahead,
even to the point of running over anybody who is

in front of them. Many a driver has sacrificed his

life or has endured long and painful confinement at
the hands of these reckless hotheads, and no penalty
that will stop them can be said to be too severe.

"":ere are some well-known drivers who are fncor-
rigable in this respect, for whom a few years* suspen-
sion might be salutary, as well as a wise precaution
for the safety of those who are compelled to drive
against them.

W. L. Duntley in American Horse Breeder. That
arch enemy of honest government, "petty politics,"

blighted the enthusiasm of grand circuit horsemen
and local habitues on Monday, when Mayor Tom
Johnson issued his now nationally known edict against
pool selling at the Glenville track. The political

aspects of the situation have been so freely dis-

cussed in the press, that the matter has worn itself

out, and long ere this is read the Phenix-like horse-

;
men are battling for supremacy on another race
course.

There is one phase of the action of the Cleveland
Driving Park Company, however, which has not been

! presented and that is the situation from the view
point of the owner and trainer. When the Cleveland
management declared the meeting off, it was publicly
announced that they did not feel like incurring the

Harness Gazette: Within the past 30 days some
information has been received going to show that the
carriage industry is enjoying its full quota of pros-
perity. The manufacturers are preparing to show
their new designs during the autumn exhibits. They
have been stimulated by liberal sales to develop new
features of attraction and novelties in construction
which the users of carriages are constantly calling

for. The trend in the carriage industry now is in

the direction of building lighter work though none
the less durable and serviceable. The time has largely
gone by for the old style heavy carriages though
there is a certain reviving demand for coaches of

the tally-ho order. At the same time the drift is in

the direction of light, cheap, attractive and sightly

vehicles which can be sold at a price within the

reach of the average buyer. The carriage plants of

the country have been pretty busily employed during
the past season, and, notwthstanding there have been
advances in most materials out of which vehicles are

made, there has been no apparent reduction in the
volume of business. This is saying a good deal con-
sidering the extraordinary inroads that have been
made by the automobile. The reason for the slight

damage done is that many of those who use auto-
mobiles also use carriages. Another reason is that

the cheapness of light carriages has broadened the

demand for them. The evidence of this is seen in

the expansion of capacity of many of the larger car-

riage building plants. The opening up of so much
new territory by reason of railroad construction is

stimulating agriculture and inducing the building up
of towns and villages in countries which have here-
tofore offered very little if any attraction. All these

things point to a healthy growth not only in the car-

riage indusry but in many lines which find vitality

in the stream of wealth produced by agriculture. The
industry is expanding into the westward and south-
westward but the encouragement is not very strong

because of the facilities afforded to eastern manu-
facturers to ship carloads and trainloads of vehicles

at a comparatively low cost into all sections.

would have to meet, I wrote Mr. Brown. that I did
not think she had speed enough to make a first-class

race horse, and I would not advise him to spend any
more money on her, and that he had better come
and take her home, and if he would let me know when
he would come I would save her and work her in

his presence. He notified me of the time he would
call and at the appointed time he came, and I had
her hitched up, shod and harnessed in exactly the
same way she had always been during the several
months I had been training her. After warming her
up I commenced to show her speed to Mr. Brown.
She seemed to take in the situation at once and in-

stead of pacing along at a 2:45- gait, as she had
always done before, she just let herself out and paced
a quarter at a 2:20 gait; and when she showed this

burst of speed I was so astonished that I nearly fell

out of the sulky, and Mr. Brown returned home with-
out her. I am not much of a believer in telepathy,

but it has always seemed to me that in some way
she knew that if she did not make a satisfactory

showing that morning she would probably spend her
life working on the farm instead of in the glamor
of the race track. She kept improving and finally

took a record of 2:11%, and was a successful race
mare."

Western Horseman: Let not our esteemed contem-
porary, The American Sportsman, grow too indignant
over the action of Mayor Tom Johnson. It is well

to bear in mind that Mayor Tom is not the only
Cleveland man to make a "show" of himself. Several

days before the opening of the Cleveland meeting the

president of the Cleveland association came out with
a long interview in a leading Cleveland daily publicly

gloating over the fact, as he claimed, that Mayor
Johnson had pledged himself to violate his oath of

office, set aside the law and see that pool selling ad
libitum should be permitted at the Cleveland meet-
ing. What was this but ruthlessly putting the mayor
in the "hole?" Without this public announcement
the mayor could have kept quiet, been "busy with
other matters" and overlooked the law violation. But
under these circumstances what could any self- re-

specting man do but dig out of the "hole" in which
he had been openly and publicly placed? Good or

bad, law is law, and public officials are sworn to

enforce the law, and, to say the least, it is in bad
taste to parade before the public the fact that law
is not only going to be violated, but that the public

official charged with law enforcement in the particular

case has pledged himself to see that violation is per-

mitted. However much trotting horsemen believe in

pool selling at trotting meetings, it is just as well,

and a great deal better, that they be not offensively

bold in their declarations and actions. No man, be

he a trotting horseman even, or an officer in a trot-

ting association, should fail to be considerate of the

feelings and position, of others.

Breeders' Gazette: Owing to the refusal of the au-

thorities to permit poolselling and bookmaking at the

Glenville track the Cleveland Grand Circuit meeting

was declared off. It seems to have been a sort of

eleventh hour declaration on the part of the mu-
nicipal officials and the natural consequence was that

much loss, annoyance and genuine destruction of con-

fidence ensued. It stands to reason that the men who
have made the Cleveland association what it is today

fully understand their business, and if they had not

been given some sort of assurances that the specula-

tion would be allowed they would not have gone to

the trouble and expense of opening stakes and purses

and getting ready to hold the meeting. With a Grand
Circuit gathering of the first class this cannot be

done short of several thousand dollars, which in the

event of the meet not being held is so much dead loss.

At the same time it is strange that such wise heads as

those on the shoulders of the men who manage the

Glenville race track should have determined to take

chances in face of the knowledge that a strong ele-

ment desired the stopping of the betting, indeed of the

entire meeting itself for that matter. It is most un-

fortunate that Cleveland should have to go without

its Grand Circuit meeting year after year, but so long

as the law is as it is in Ohio there seems no help

for it, and it would perhaps be better for all hands if

no further attempt would be made to evade that law.

The best way to obtain the repeal or amendment of an
obnoxious law is to see to its strict enforcement,

and if the people of the Buckeye State find it to be

so they have the remedy in their own hands. Noth-

ing can ever be done by conspiring with municipal

officials to infringe the law.

Ed Geers in his book relates the following about
Ella Brown, dam of this year's Chamber of Commerce
winner, Walter Direct: "I once had. a very remark-
able incident in horse training occur. A gentleman by
the name of Brown, living near Lynnville. Tenn.,

owned the bay mare Ella Brown. About the 1st of

March, 1890, he sent her to me to be trained. She
had the reputation of being quite speedy and much
was expected of her. I worked faithfully with her

from the time she was first brought to me until

about the first of June, and the best I could do with

her was to drive her a mile in about 2:45. As that

was not fast enough to compete with horses she

George Spear offered Harry Stinson, trainer and

driver of Sadie Mac, 2:06%, winner of the 2:12 trot

at Detroit, $30,000 for the fast daughter of Peter the

Great at Detroit last week which offer was promptly

refused. While Spear would not say for whom he

was acting, It Is almost certain that he was acting

for E. E. Smathers, former owner of the mare. The
Important news feature in connection with this offer

is that it would Indicate that Mr. Smathers Intends

to return to the sport of light harness racing, he

having a few days since announced that he would
retire from the running turf and that his entire stable

of runners would be sold at New York at an early

date. Mr. Spear also, presumably for the same party,

offered $8,000 for the pony pacer Bonanza, that fin-

ished second to Walter Direct In the Chamber of

Commerce and was timed separately In 2:06, this

offer also being refused.

The well known Ohio trotting stallion Green Wil-

son 2:14% has been sold for export to Russia, where
he will be mated with Orloff mares. He was bought

on his conformation rather than his breeding. He Is

by Eugene Wilson 5293 (a son of Loula Napoleon 207

out of a mare by Indianapolis 207) and his dam Is

Flora Greenbacks 2:24% by Greenbacks 2480.
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One of the timers used in the stand when Robert

Lee broke the track record at Kalamazoo, on Wednes-

day, was used when Flora Temple broke the world's

record forty-six years ago, on the same track.

Stat. S Will come next.

Santa Rosa meeting closes to-day.

The fair will open Saturday, September Sd.

tary Al Lin! y is putting in lots of haul work

for thi e Stab Tan- this year.

Two liana e running races each day will

- .am for the Slate Fair this ;.

Anteros. son of Electioneer and Columbine, is now

miT,. Keefer of Astoria, Illinois.

Here is speed in a straight line: Director 2:17.

Direct l 5%, Direct Hal 2:04%, Walter Direct 2.05%.

lnter-Ciiy matinee and race for the Gold Chal-

rjiip will be held at the Washington Park track,

Chicago.

The Sweet Marie-Tiyerton race at Readville on

August 3 stands as a world's record for three heats,

averaging 2:0

The lid was off at Santa Rosa during the night of

the opening day of the Breeders' Meeting, but the

officials put it on again and sat on it.

Ben Chaboya won third money with Rey del Diablo

in a race at Dover, New Hampshire. August 11th.

The time was 2:11 or better each heat.

The Nutwood Wilkeg pacer. Mixer, owned by George

Alego of Oakland, worked a mile in 2:15 at the Ala-

meda track one day last week, driven by his owner.

It is said Admiral Dewey 2:09% is the first 2:10 trot-

ter whose sire and dam were both 2:10 trotters. Bin-

gen 2:061, and Nancy Hanks 2:04 are his parents.

Work on the new speed track in Golden Gate Park

is progressing very well, and the oval is beginning

to assume shape. Progress seems slow but the work

is stupendous.

A pair of nicely matched pacers that can step to-

gether in 2:40 is offered for sale by Mr. E. G. Pierce,

manager of the Nevada Stables, Market street. See

advertisement.

Seven colts and fillies have been paid up on in

the Harness Stallion Stake for three-year-olds to be

decided at the State Fair this year. Five are trotters

and two pacers. •

Four days of racing will be held at the Hollister

track, commencing September 27th. Twelve hundred
dollars in purses, will be distributed among the trot-

ters and pacers.

Some of the trainers and owners who have horses

entered in the races for the last day of the State

Fair are wishing they were twins so they could be in

two places at once. The Britt-Nelson fight comes off

at Colma on that day.

The Fasig-Tipton Company, New York, has an-
nounced dates for its 1905-1906 season of great trot-

ting horse sales, as follows: The Old Glory, Madi-
son Square Garden, New York, Nov. 20 to Dec. 1:

the Midwinter Auction, Madison Square Garden, Jan.

30 to Feb. 2; the Blue Ribbon Sale, Cleveland, O., in

May—exact dates given later; the Down East Auction,
Boston, Mass., in May—exact dates later.

September 4th is Labor Day and the San Francisco

Driving Club will hold a day's racing at Ingleside

that day. Both harness and running events will be

on the program with purses consisting of entrance

money at S10 each with $100 added.

Another McKinney in the 2:20 list. At the matinee

of the Syracuse Driving Club, held August 4th, Electro

Mack, sold to eastern parties last winter by Mr. Byron
Erkenbrecher of Los Angeles, won his race in two

straight heats, the time being 2.23 and 2:17% in the

last heat.

It was reported in one of the San Jose papers last

week that Highfly. the speedy three- year-old pacer by
Nearest 2:22 was driven a half mile in 1.00% at the

San Jose track.

Don't forget that the third payment of $5 each on

foals of 1005 entered in the Breeders' Futurity No. 5,

must be paid on or before September 1st. This stake

has a guaranteed value of $7000.

The free-ior-all pace at the State Fair failed to

All. The directors have tried again and now offer

$600 for a 2: OS pace. Entries will close September
1st, the day before the fair opens.

Don't ever think because Adam G. was beaten the

other day that he is not a stayer. He is as game as

the gamest, but like Sweet Marie when she met Tiv-
a lot of had luck.

There will be no regular racing program at the

California State Fair on Monday. September 4th, but

the day will be turned over to Indian pony races and

broncho busting at the track. About 300 Piutes and

Shoshones from Nevada are expected to take part in

the show.

Nine colts and fillies have had starting payments
made on them in the Occident Stake. The stake is

worth $3880 this year, of which 60 per cent, or $2328,

will go to the winner.

W. H. Lumsden's three-year-old filly Bonalet by
Bonnie imi.. dam Roblet 2:12 by Robin,

a mile in - .1 track week
last, driven by her trainer Ed Benyon.

George G. trotted a great race when he finished

second to Tiverton and beat Sweet Marie in two heats

of the free-for-all at Buffalo. About 2:04 will be

opposite his name by the cloBe of the season.

Golden Gate, William Brown's Bay Bird gelding,

paces in hopples, but trots without them. His record

this year at the trotting gait is 2.25 and at the pacing

gait is 2:13%. He is probably the only horse that

was ever entered in both pacing and trotting events

the same year.

Quite a number of the horses at Santa Rosa took

severe colds on arriving at the track owing to the

sudden change from the hot climate of the San Joa-

quin valley to the cool weather of the Sonoma valley.

Small fields have been the result in many of the

races this week.

Between rain and the blue laws,, the promoters of

harness racing are having a hard time over East.

The difference between track managers there and in

California is that the Easterners want to give race

meetings and can't while out here they can give

them but will not.

Adam G.'s record is now 2:11%, and he is headed

for the 2:10 list. If all the trotters by McKinney
that have the ability to trot in 2:10 were sent for a

record this year, that stallion would have a lead as

a sire of 2:10 trotters that no other stallion could

catch up with in years.

Perhaps those turf writers who have been preaching

the religion of short races have had their arguments
listened to by the officials of Ohio and Massachusetts.

At any rate the races have been mighty short in those

States this season, and the grass is also very short

there for harness horses.

Mr. C. K. G. Billings will sell every horse in his

training stable now except Hontas Crook 2:07%.

Major Delmar and Lou Dillon. The pacing stallion

Hontas Crook 2:07% goes down in the country where
he will be used in the stud. Mr. Billings is very much
attached to Hontas Crook and will perhaps never part

with him.

The first trotter to cover a mile in 2.16 was Joe

Elliott, and he was owned at the time by Robert
Bonner. The time was made on Mystic Park track

and Jock Bowen drove the horse. When Bowen dis-

mounted Mr. Bonner placed a $500 bill in his hand.

Trainers nowadays would consider the millenium had
arrived were they to get half of $500 for driving a

horse in 2: 16.

Chicago will have some real trotting races in the

near future. Washington Park will, on August 31

and September 1, be the scene of the greatest harness
matinee ever held in that city. Fred G. Hartweli,

secretary of the Gentlemen's Driving Club, has re-

ceived word from Harry Devereux of the Gentlemen 1

s

Driving Club of Cleveland that it had been voted to

transfer the "Cup Day" matinee to Chicago.

The mare Directum Lass that took a trotting record

of 2:09% at Readville recently is by Directum 2:05%
and is his third 2:10 performer. She is out of the

made Madera by Dexter Prince that Sam Gamble took
to the Fasig Tipton sale in New York in December,
1S98, for Harry E. Wise of this city. Mr. Wise cata-

logued Madera as by Dexter Prince, dam by Peerless,

a son of Gen. Knox 140, and with a bar of 2:18%.
which she got by winning a match race over the
Petaluma track.

Walter Direct 2:05% Is on the retired list for a

while owing to on Injury to one of hU hind legs re-

ceived while he was In his stall. Mr Geers thinks

II be all right with a few weeks' reBt,

This Journal Is constantly In receipt of Inquiries in

regard to companies that Insure horses There arc,

we believe, companies In the Eastern States that are

engaged In this business, but none here that we
know of.

Perennial Dan Patch Is In good shape as usual and
will soon be showing his spoed at the county fairs.

He worked a mile in 2:04 the other day, and will

Btart to lower his record at the big Hamllne fair,

September 4th,

If all the horses entered in the free-for-all trot at

the State Fair should start, it will prove one of the
greatest races of the California circuit this year.

Those entered are Charlie T. 2:14%, What Is It 2:14%,'

Liege 2:12%, Princess 2:14, Dr. Hammond 2.12%,
Petigru 2:10%, Pat Rose 2:12%, H. D. B. 2:13, and
Adam G. 2:14%. This field of trotters is a high class
one, and there are several of them that 2:10 will not
stop even though three heats should be trotted that
fast. Such a field of horses at the State Fair twenty
years ago would have caused pools to be sold like hot
cakes at $250 for choice.

North Star 2:24, whose record was made last year
when he won the first heat of the two-year-old trot-
ting division of the Breeders' Futurity at San Jose,
will be a starter in the three-year-old division which
will be decided today at Santa Rosa. North Star
worked a heat in 2:15 last week over the Santa
Rosa track, and came back the next one in 2:13%,
so he must be reckoned with in today's race, even
though Ambush 2:14%, Bellemont, Athasham and
several other good ones are in the race. North Star
is by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16%, his dam is by Eugeneer
20,450, and his grandam produced Dictatress 2:08%
and several other fast ones. He is owned by Mr. J.

B. Iverson of Salinas.

To modest John Howell, trainer and driver of Tiv-
erton, is due the credit of making the great geiding
what he is. says an Eastern exchange. Mr. A. D.
Gwathmay, his present owner, bought Tiverton five

years ago for a pole mate to another horse that he
had. That season he allowed Charley Thompson to
start him in a couple of races at Empire track, and
in one he got third money, and in the other he fin-

ished behind the money. He got a record of 2:23%
in the only other race in which he started that sea-
son. He got to carrying his head around to one side
and acting altogether so badly that it looked at one
time as though he would be a hopeless case. Howell
took him in hand, invented the rig that he now car-
ries on his head, get him hung up right, with the
result that everybody can now see. Howrell is a very
modest, unpretentious, most likable fellow, and he is

withal a hard worker and conscientious. While, of

course, he idolizes his gelding, he has nothing but
words of praise for Sweet Marie, and freely accords
her the first place among great trotters. Though
chagrined at the defeat of his gelding, he was the
first to congratulate McDonald on his victory.

The Jester, son of Stam B„ is starting at meetings

through Iowa and Michigan, and while he has not

been able to win first money there, has trotted some
good races. At Grand Rapids, August 11th, he was
a good third every heat in the 2:35 class trot, which
was won by Allie V., a daughter of Directum in

2:15%, 2:16 and 2:16%.

NEVADA COUNTY HORSE NEWS.

Nearly every day an owner makes the statement
while trying to sell a horse that the animal actually

won a heat in certain time but the timers at his

request hung out a few seconds slower to keep the

horse in a certain class. And in nine cases out of

ten the sale is not made because the owner's state-

ment is not believed, but would have been made if

the horse had the record.

Jacob Brolllar, who drives the two-year-old pacer

Rockaway 2:15%, has written to the Western Horse-
man that although the distance Is great he believes

the owner of the colt will send him to Indiana to

meet the John R. Gentry filly in that proposed match
race, providing the stake money Is raised to $5000 a

side. Mr. Rouse, owner of the filly, has wired the

editor of the Western Horseman that his $5000 Is

ready. It Is now "up to Jacob."

Max Berlin of Llvermore last week purchased from
Thomas Davln, California representative of the Wll-
lermoor Stock Farm of Illinois, the Imported German
coach stallion Willy, and the Imported Belgian stallion

Bernum de Letndette. It Is the general opinion of all

horsemen who have seen these stallions that they
are as good as any ever brought to this State, and
the horse Interests of Llvermore Valley will certainly

be benefited by Mr. Berlin'B purchase.

Nevada county was poorly off for a good trotting

stallion this year, there not being one within its

boundaries with a record. Although one man repre-

sented his horse as having a record of 2:14%, I proved
by your valuable paper that he had no record at all.

H. J. Wright has in my stable a three-year-old

stallion, a son of McNeer out of the dam of Lochni-
var 2:20, that is large and very handsome.
Thomas Mulcahy owns a two-year-old stallion by

Billups 2:20% out of a Wilkes mare that stands 15.3

and is almost the counterpart of his good sire.

T*r. Bowman is the owner of a two-year-old stal-

lion by Diablo out of an inbred Wilkes mare, that is

also in my stable. This colt is now 16.2 and a fine

looker.

Our genial County Clerk has a Billups three-year-

old filly that can trot a 2:30 shot and Is almost un-

trained at that.

John Irving owns a three-year-old filly by Billups

out of Inez 2:33 by Sable Wilkes that trots very fast

for the few times driven on the track.

Atherton Lord has a Billups three-year-old that

can fairly fly at the squarest of trots.

So you see we have quite a number of- promising
youngsters up here.

Are there any more sons of Electioneer in Califor-

nia at the present time than Alta Vela 2:11%, At-
moor 2:20 and Mendocino 2:18%? If so, please name
them, PHILIP C, BYRNE.
[We are not able to give the information desired

by Mr, Byrne. Will our readers who know of any
Electioneer stallions In California please notify us,

that we may print the list? There are several that

we know of, but we would like to make .the list com-
plete.—Ed.!|
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BREEDERS MEETING BIG SUCCESS.

,arge Attendance and Fast Racing---Mona

Wilkes Takes Three-Year-Old Record

of 2:11 1-2-

Tlie famous Santa Rosa Stock Farm track was

(ever in better shape nor presented a neater appear-

nce than it did one Wednesday of this week when

He first race' of " the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse

Ireeders' Association's annual fall meeting- was called.

;he grand stand was filled, there were several hun-

ired vehicles lined up along the rail on. the inside

(rack, and the lawn in front of the stand contained

learly every trotting enthusiast in the State, and

lome from all points on the Coast from "Victoria to

bin Diego. The weather was ideal—just warm
Enough for fast time, but not too warm for the

omfort of those who were in the shade. All the
1 rrangements were complete in every detail when the

pening race was called.

In the judges' stand,, Col. J. C. Kirkpatrick^and Mr.

Yank H. Burke of San Francisco, and Mr; Robert

irown of Petaluma, all directors of the association,

.-ere seated. Ed R. Smith of Los Angeles occupied

he starter's box and Geo. B. Kelley of San Francisco

ttended to the many duties devolving upon the clerk

f the course. The timers were Messrs. John A. Mc-
Cerron, Chas. A. Durfee and A. J. Molera.

When the first race was called but four of the

riginal seventeen trotters entered came out for the

ord. The purse was $S00, divided into four moneys,

nd was for the 2.27 class. Adam G., Willard Zib-

'ell's fast McKinney trotter that won so impressively

t Los Angeles in his only previous start this year,

•as installed the favorite at $10, with the Zombro
,elding Charlie T , Wildbell, a son of Wildnut, and
.iro Belmont by Oro Wilkes, in the field at $9.

chwartz & Chase sold quite a number of pools at

lese figures, and the sympathies of the crowd were

-ith the favorite as he was owned by the unfortunate

oung man who was recently so terribly maimed in

le railroad accident at Fresno. Adam G. was driven

y J. W. Zibbell, father of Willard; Charlie T. was

iloted by Al McDonald, one of the coolest drivers

nd best finishers on the circuit; "Prof." Freeman held

le reins over Wildbell, and Mannie Reams of Mamie
L fame was up behind Oro Belmont.

With but little scoring they were off to a good

.tart, and Adam G. trotted like the great horse he
ndoubtedMy is and won the heat in 2:11%, the fast-

3t mile trotted on the Coast this year, and a reduc-

ton of his previous record by three full seconds.

he announcement of the time was received with

pplause, and the crowd settled down, to the belief

lat the race was to be decided in straight heats,

oung Zibbell, with his devoted wife, viewed the

ice from a carriage in the infield.

In the second heat the favorite cast a shoe and
>re off a quarter boot, making a bad break, and fin-

ihing last. The heat went to Charlie T. in 2:14%,

ro Belmont being second and Wildbell third. The
i.ict that Adam G. had lost a heat made Charlie T.

ivorite in the pools as the talent knew McDonald's
bility as a driver and felt that it would take two
iore heats faster than 2:14 to beat him.

When the word was given for the third heat" Adam
. and Charlie T. made a dash for the lead and
lere was a very close race to the half, but here the

! [cKinney gelding out-trotted McDonald's horse and
on rather easily in 2:14%, with Wildbell in second

, osition and Charlie T. third. There was consider -

ble pool selling after this heat with favoritism alter-
: ating between the two heat winners.
: In the fourth heat Zibbell took his horse to the

. -ont at the first turn with the other three close to

im. Up the back stretch he kept in the lead, but

1 hen Charlie T. came at him at the far turn he
!

i
roke, but his driver got him squared away again
ithout losing very much ground, although Charlie

I

. had assumed the lead. In a rush to close the
ip Zibbell allowed his horse to again break and
s the leader swung into the stretch Adam G. was at

ast six lengths behind him. Zibbell gathered Adam
• »r a final effort and knowing the horse's great speed

t him "step to town." Foot by foot he gained on

-J
le leader and showed his rare gameness and deter-

ination. At the distance flag his head was at
- harlie T.'s saddle and twenty yards further at his

- iroat latch, but McDonald brought his whip into

ay and the Zombro gelding had another link to let
r it and he crossed the wire winner by a head amid
"eat enthusiasm and cheers for both horses from

! e grand stand. The time was 2:14% and Adam G.
otted the last quarter at a 2:06 gait. Again did their

• ickers surround the pool box and backed the two
• >rses at even money.

-.: In the fifth heat Adam G. again made a break that
st him the heat and the race, Charlie T. winning

: 2:16, Wildbell being second. It was a great race
;• id even the owner, driver and all who had pools

the Zombro gelding would not have felt badly had
:! iam G. won as their sympathy was with his un-
it rtunate young owner and former trainer, as well

with Zibbell senior, who tried very hard but

:t
und. luck was against him on that day. Adam G.
a great trotter and will yet demonstrate this fact.

I
rret heats In 5.: 10 or better -are not beyond his reach
ien In condition and many who have seen him at

, »rk think a record of 2^05 is not too fast to expect
,, :>m him in. the- future. r

-i
-harlie T. is a high class hwse and has the racing
nlnct as". "well, as -"extreme gameness. Wildbell and

I

' Belmont both trotted good races but were a little

tcJassed by the two heat winners.
The Pacific Slope stake of $1500 for 2:20 class pacers

' nt to the Humboldt county mare Nellie R. owned
1 Joseph. Long; in straight -heats, and had the time
1 mired of her to win been a couple of seconds

faster -iw eaph heat sh.t would, undoubtedly have
raked in. first money jus; the same. Fearnot -paced
an excellent race and q 1;ned second money. Glen
was not up to his Los Angeles form Welladay, the
Steinway mare owned by James Coffin, paced a better
race that was expected of her and won fourth money.
Norda, Miss Winn and Mildred O. all caught the flag
at different stages of the race.
There Svere but three starters in the i-13 class pace

and they paced four heats trying to beat one another
without success and the finish went over until
Thursday. The time ranged from 2:11 in the first

heat to 2:21 in the fourth and in this heat Cresco
Wilkes, winner of the first heat, was distanced.
Friskarina had the second and third heat to her
credit, and Vision won the fourth heat. These two
will race it out for first money on Thursday. The
summaries:

class, purse $800.

. by Zombro-Sarah Ben-
(McDonald) 2 13 11

by McKinnev-Nona Y
(J. Zibbell) 14 12 4

by Wildnut-Bell Bird
( Freeman ) 3 3 2 3 2

Oro Belmont, blk. g. by Oro Wilkes-Mus-
covia (Reams) 4 2 4 4 3

Time—2:!! 1
.,. 2:14%, 2:14%', 2:14%, 2:16.

RAISING HORSES AMONG THE REDWOODS.

Trotting, 2::!

Charlie T.. blk
ton

Adam G., b.

Wildbell, br."

Pacing. Pacific Slope Stake, 2:20 class, purse §1500.

Nellie R-, b. m. by Wayland W.-Topsy (Quinn) 111
Fearnot, b. h. by Lynmont 1 Stewart) 2 2 4

Glen, ch. g. by Glenwood (Pounder) 3 5 2

Welladay, br. m. by Steinway (Cuicello) 4 4 3

Norda, b. in. by Mercury (Bonnell) 6 3d
Miss Winn, ch. m. by Demonio. . . 1 TV. Durfee) *5 d
Mildred O.. m. m. by Secretary (Bunch) 7 d

Time—2:13, 2:10 1
y4. 2:14.

Thursday, Second Day.

A large crowd was not expected on the second day

of the Breeders* meeting, as small fields were the

order in every race, but the grand stand filled up
and the record for second day crowds was broken.

While the fields were small the contests were close,

the time very fast and split heats were the rule. Bet-
ting was very lively, reminding the regulars of old

times.

The first event on the card was the finish of the
2:13 pace. As Friskarina had won two heats the
previous day, and Vision but one, the bettors made
the Bayswater Wilkes mare favorite, but "Vision

showed that he was a reality Thursday and took the
two heats necessary to earn first money in 2.11% and
2:14%.
There were but three starters in the 2:17 trot, the

Direct gelding What Is It being favorite at $20

against $10 for Jupiter B. and Zambra in the field.

Five heats were required to decide the winner, al-

though Zambra was distanced in the first. McDonald
and Will Durfee did some great teaming in the first

heat, McDonald winning by a short head in 2:11. a
new mark for What Is It. The race was a see-saw
from this on, but the Los Angeles reinsman finally

won the victory which was deservedly his.

The two year-old trotting division of the Breeders'
Futurity was in great contrast to the same event
last year, when eight high-class youngsters contested
every foot of a four-heat race, with the time from
2:24 to 2:21%. There were but two starters Thurs-
day and standard time was not required of Prince
McKinney to win, although he could have trotted
faster. This colt is owned by- F. Gommet of San
Francisco.
There were five three-year-olds in the pacing divi-

sion of Futurity No. 2, and it was a horse race from
start to finish. Fred Chadbourne won the race after
five heats with the filly Mona Wilkes, owned by J. W.
Marshall of Dixon. She took a record of 2:11% in
the first heat, paced the second in 2:13, and was
beaten the third and fourth by Mamonio in 2:14%
and 2:17, but came back the last in 2.15%, showing
her great gameness She made a disastrous break in
the third heat and had to be driven very hard to get
inside the flag, and Reams;, the driver of Mamonio,
insisted that the judges should distance her for run-
ning. He made his protest so emphatic that he was
fined $50. Just It, a filly credited with a half in

1:00% last week at San Jose, got third money in the
race, and Roberta and Deviletta were distanced.
Mona Wilkes is by Demonio 2:11% and her dam is a
daughter of Nutwood Wilkes. The summaries:

Pacing, 2.13 class, purse $S00.

Vision. I>. g. by Vanquish. ... (Ward) 322111
Friskarina, br. m. by Bavs Water
Wilkes -. (Hoy) 2 112 2 2

Cresco Wilkes, b. h. by Nutwood
Wilkes (Albertson) 13 3d

Time—2:11. 2:13%, 2:13. 2:21. 2:11%, 2:14%.

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse $800.

Jupiter B.. b. g. by General Beverly-
I.ittle Agnes (Durfee) 2 12 11

What Is It, gr. g. by Direct (McDonald) 12 12 2
Zambra, b. g. by McKinney (Ward) d

Time—2:11, 2:12, 2:15. 2.15, 2:20.

Pacific Breeders'
value $1200,

Prince McKinney.

Futurity, trotting, two-year-olds,

Breeder and Sportsman: It may h«- news to the
outside world to know that we are raising standard
bred colls back here in is. 1 recently sent
down eight head of yearlings to be worked by W.
Minis., i, at the Rohnerville track, who is trainer for
Mr. H. Brace. The colts are all by Mr. Brace's stal-
lion Greco, son of McKinney and out of the great
brood mare Alien 2:26 by Anteeo. second dam Lou
Milton, the dam of Lou Dillon. Greco, I think, will
prove a greater sire than the old horse. Mr. Johnson
drove one of the colts, which was only p\ 1 in harness
three weeks ago. an eighth in IS sectindc. The colt
I am referring to is only fourteen months old. We
have a full brother to him on the ranch that is only
three months old that will show as good as a forty
gait now.
We have brood mares on the ranch in foal to Greco.

They are the pick of Humboldt county. Among
them are Belle King, the dam of Bolivar 2:08%, Daisy
Hayward, the dam of lora 2:11*4, the pacing mare
Ruby M. 2:12% and several others that have already
produced or have fast records.
We have four stallions. Greco, Ansel B.. Quintellas

and Buster the First. The mountain air and spring
water, with the finest of pasture lands, make this an
idea place for maturing good col-ts.

J. H. HIESTER.
[Mr. Hiester was for eighteen years cdnnected with

the San Francisco Report newspaper, and while living
here had several horses in training at Alameda track
under care of James Hurd. Mr. Hiester is now
superintendent of Mr. H. Brace's stock ranch at Dyer-
ville, Humboldt county, and resides there with Ivis
family. His many friends in San Francisco will "be
glad to hear he is so pleasantly and profitably located,
and will look for him to come down "put of the
woods" in a couple of years with a Futurity" winner
by Greco.—Ed.]

CLOSE OF BUFFALO MEETING.

Rain interfered with the racing on Friday at Buffalo,
and the races were postponed until the following day.
The track was slow from the rain of the previous
day and fast time was not the rule. The results:

Trotting, 2:10 class, purse $2000.
Gray Gem, r. g. by Dan Court (McDonald) 1 11
Mamie R., b. m (DeRvder 2 2 '"'

Morosco, br. g (Hellman) 3 3 3
Time—2.20, 2:19%, 2:20%. s

Pacing, 2:06 class, purse $1000.
Riley B., blk. g. by Happy Riley (Snow) 4 12
Charley Hayt. b. s (Lattimer) 5 2 1
Winfield Stratton, b. h (M«Guire) 13 4-
Baron Grattan, b. g. (Goers) 2 4 3
Ecstatic, b. m ' (Lang) 3 5 5

Time—2:09, 2:0S, 2:09.

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse $1000.
Minter. b. m. by Expedition (DeRyder) 111
Martha B., b. m (W. Laird) 2 2 2
Ora Wilkes Jr., b. s (James) d

Time—2:15%, 2:16, 2:22.

Pacing, 2:08 class, purse $1000.

Bolivar, b. g. by Wavland (DeRyder) 112
Elmwood, br. g (H. Snyder) 5 4 1

Oregon Maid, br. m (Hellman) 6 3 3
Jubilee, blk. g (McCan & Snow) 2 2 4

Baron Rogers, br. g (Valentine) 3 6 5

Bald Hornet, s. g (Jolly) 4 5 6

Time—2:11, 2.11%', 2&0&1

Tiverton has three crosses to George Wilkes on his

sire's side and three to Alexander's Abdallah On his

dam's side, which, with two other crosses through
other sources, make him eight times inbred to Rys-
dyk's Hambletonian. To Mambrino Chief he traces

three times, through Mambino Star 2:28^, Mambrino
Patchen and Blandina; through his sire he also gets

two Morgan crosses, to Daniel Lambert and to old

Lady Franklin 2:2994, and he also carries the blood

of Governor Sprague 2:20%; of Alexander ]\
Torman,

through Swigert; of Alexander's Edwin Forest,

through Abe Downing 2:20%, and of Golddust 150,

where enters the Morgan element again.

1. by McKlnney-Zorella
(McDonald) 1 l

Delia Derby, b. f. by Charles Derby. .(Whitehead) 2 2

Time—2:.40'%, 2:33Vi.

Pacing, three-year-old division of the Breeders" Fu-
turity, value 61846.

Mona Wilkes, b. f. by Demonio-Trix by
Nutwood JVilkes (Chadbourne) 1 i 3 3 1

Manfonio, b. f*. by Demonio. .. .(Reams) 2 2 11 2
Just It, b. f. by Nearest (Barstow) .83223
Roberta, b. f. by Robert I. . (Albertson) d
Deviletta, b. f, by Diablo (Wright) d

Time—2:11%, 2:12, 2:14V£. 2:17, s:15%.
1——0—

—

- At Salt Lake City, July 20th, In a mixed race for

trotters and pacers, for a purse of $500, the gelding
Dr. Frasse by Iran Alto, won trotting the fastest heat
of the .face- Ih 2:15. Osraont, the pacer by Altamont,
was third m each heat. Later in the week Dr. Frasse
started .to .beat the Salt Lake track record of 2:14 for

trotters, but his time was 2:16%.

A SPORTSMAN ON PH ENOL SODIQUE.

"Id my laboratory there always stands on the waBhstand a
tumbler which generally contains a remedy which should be
known to everyone and especially to sportsmen I koow that
many owners or horses, digs, cattle, sheep and poultry are never
without It. For more than tw-nty years I have seldom been with-
out It an hour. In the family it is invaluable, and many a physi-
cian's bill ha» been saved by Us u«e. M> children have become
so accustomed to It that when their winter rcmps develop a little

soreness of the throat, a visit to the Phenol Sodique and a good
gargle before retiring brings them around all right next morning.
A cut.'a burn, a bad scratoh. a bite or sting of any venemous in-

sect is Instantly relieved and speedily cured by an application of
Phenol- In fact, the Phenol bottle seems to he constantly in de-
mand Befog haemostatic, antiseptic and disinfectant It beats
anything I ever came across for galls, ulcers and erupMonson
horses and dops. Are your dogs' ears raw and bleeding from fly

bites? Pour a few drops of Phenol on them and no fly will light
there, and they will rapidly heal Diluted. It Is an excellent dis-

infectant for the kennel and an excellent remedy for mange.
Sportsmen who once use PheDol will never be without it. as
nothing Is more soothing to a wounded or abraded Burface. More
than once when an atraokof acute pharyngitis threatened to keep
me from the field I have put a small bottle of Phenol in my pocket
and, using It several times as a gargln during the day, have re-

turned at nlcht better than when I left in the morning. Trylt.
brother sportsmen, and I am sure you will appreolatelt as I do."
—Dr. Edward P. Kremer, Lebanon, Pa , In American Field.

RINGBONE CURED.

JameaG. Trainor. prominent blacksmith at fit. John, N. B.,

writes a« foilo tb: "Enclosed please find onp dollar for another
bottle ot Quinn '8 Ointment It Is a wonderful remedy and will do
all you claim for It, The laBt bottle I used on a ringbone and It

did trie work to perfection." Tblslsthfl general verdict of lead-

ing horRemen all over the country- For curbs splints, spavins,
wlndpuffs and all bunobes there Is nothing butter. Price one dol-

lar par bottle. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address W B. Eddy *
Co,, Whitehall, N.Y., If you cannot obtain from druggist.

Strike!—If they don't give youJaokaon'eNapaSoda.

whpr you ask for It,
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J.

^^1
Coming Events.

Rod.
April t-Sept. 10. Oct. IS-Feh. l—Open season tor taking stcel-

hsad In tidewater.

April 1-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawflsh.

April l-Nor. I—Trm: season open.

June l-Jao. 1—Open season for black bass

Aug. 36—Saturday Fly-Casttog Contest No. 10. Stow lake, 2:30

p. m.
Aug. 27—Sunday Fly Casting Contest NTo. 10 Stow late, 10 a. m
Sept. 10-Oct, 16 -Close reason In tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oot. 16—Close season lor catching salmon.

Oct. !6-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. t—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

I ater.
Gun.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and
tage ben.

Feb. 15-Oot. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April I-Oct. 15—Closed season for English snipe.

July l-Feo. is—Dove season open.

Aug 1-Oot. 15—Deer season open.

Aug Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue recks. Every Sunday.

Aug. Napa Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Aug, 6, 20—Petalum3 Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kenilworth Park-

Aug. 6, 20—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View.
Cal-

Aug. 20—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Aug. 27—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rocks.

Aug. 27—Vallejo Gun Club. Blue rocks. Flosden Siatkn.

Aug. 27—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Aug. 27— Lincoln Gun Club. Live birds. Reclamation Station

Aug. 29. 30—Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks
Denver, Col.

Sept. 3—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Iogleside.

Sept. 3—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Sept. 4—California Wing Club. Live pigeons. Ingleside.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks
Alameda Junction.

Sept. 15, 16, 17—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of

S. F. Trapshooting Assn., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs Gun
Club. Biggs, Butte county. H. Haselbusch, manager

Bench Shows.

Aug. 15, IS—Orange County Agricultural Society. Middletown-
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug. 18. 19—Lynn Kennel Club. Point of Pines, Revere, Mass.
W- H. Xtmlnes, Secretary.

Aug. 23, 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show in New York City, N. Y. A A. Vanderbtlt, Secretary.

Sept. 4—Long Island Kennel Club. Brighton Beach, L. I. Jos.
SI. Dale, Secretary.

Sept. 4—Rhode Island Kennel Club Crescent Park, East Provi-
dence, R. I H. M. French, Secretary.

Sept. 4, 5—Miller's River Kennel Club. Athol Mass. Wm. W.
Sutton, Secretary.

Sept. 9—San Mateo Kennel Club. 2nd annual open air show.
Burllngamo. Irving C. Ackerman, Secretary.

Sept. 9—Cedarhurst Kennel Club. Lawrence, L. I. John G.
Bates, Secretary-

Sept. 11. 13—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. Santa Cruz Kennel Club. Inaugural show. Santa
Cruz, Cal. Warren H. Porter, Secretary.

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M. W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 18, 21—Genesee County Agricultural Society KennelClub.
Batavla, N. Y. A. E. Brown, Secretary.

Sept. 23—Madlsoa Athletjc Association. Madison, N. J. E. J*.

Jones, Secretary.

Sept. 25, 26—Miami Valley Kennel Club. Piqua, Ohio. Edwin
A. Hlatt, Secretary.

Sept. 27. 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Sept. 30—Bryn Mawr Kennel Club. Haverford.Pa Henry D.
Riley, Secretary.

Oct. 3,6—Texas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex. W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society. Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Oct II, 14—Spokane Kennel Club Spokane, Wash. A. B.
Jackson, Secretary.

Oct. 17, 20—Frederick Agricultural Society. Frederick, Md.
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary.

Oct. 19. 21— Stockton Kennel Club F. A. Geisea, Secretary,
Stockton, Cal.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov 28-Djc. 1—Philadelphia Do? Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

1006.
Feb. 12, 15-Wostminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.

McKfm, Secretary.

Feb. 20. 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa
F. C. Toomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesoe Ketinel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman. Secretary.

Held TrtalB.

Aug. 15—Iowa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P
O. Buz 55, Des Moines, lit.

Aug. 2S—North Dakota Field Trial Ciuij. Inaugural trials
Grand Forks, N. D A E Palmer, Secretary. Grand Forlf.s, X. D.

Sept 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association ith annual trials.
O'Neill, Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary, O'Neill, Neb.
Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La

Salle Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Wlnoepeg Man.
Supt. 11— Northwestern Flold Trial Association. Inaugural

trials. O'Neill, Neb c W B ';.iy, K'ansas City. Mo.
Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials.

Ladner.BC. H. S Rolston, Secretary, \ . i B.C.
Oct. 12— Paoillo Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,

Wahh. Chan. L. Lundy. Secretary, Seattle, Wash
Oet. 23—Ohio FleM Trial Association. Washington OourtHouse.

O O. T. Phillips, Secretary. Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January I, 1904. whos dan
boon dulv qualified. R tblnsoo. Ill , entrleB closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co., Chicago.
Oet. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, P. M.

Chapln, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville. Ill

S. H- Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. Dayton, O.

Nov. 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois

Champion Stake) C. F.Young. Secretary, Clay City. Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas B Cooke, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, nth annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. 0. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

THE PEAST OP ST. DOVE.

Uncase the trusty twelve-bore.
"To heel," bid old dog Tray

—

No more the law enthralls us
And we will shoot today.

Full anxiously we've waited
The dawning of the First

—

For fresh, green fields en-hungered.
For liberty a-thirst.

For liberty to wander,
The good dog by our side

—

By field and fell and hedgerow.
And wait what e'er betide.

A whir of rapid pinions,
A hurtling blur of gray

—

"Bang!" speaks the good breech-loader.
For we may shoot today.

The air sets blood a-eoursing
Through veins—like rare, old wine,

The scent of nature's posies
Brings cheer without repine.

The partridge and the plover.
The wild-goose and the quail

—

Have each their own enchantments.
Worked out by hill and dale.

For me the pleasant tramping.
For me the windward way

—

That follows in the dove's flight,
From dawn 'till close of day.

Unbox the Number Sevens.
Unleash old faithful Tray.

And we will "trail unhindered,
The little bird in gray.

H. MELTON AIRES.
Honolulu. T. H.

DOVES ARE SCARCE.

Reports from many heretofore good dove hunting
districts are all of the same unsatisfactory coloring.
Doves are very scarce this year. They have been
getting noticeably fewer season after season.
A San Joaquin farmer advances the following

unique theory to account for the conditions in his
district:

"It's the game law that's responsible," he remarked.
"Before doves were included among protected birds,
hardly anybody hunted them. Occasionally some farm
boy might go out and get a mess, but there was not
the unanimous rush of sportsmen that you see now
when the dove season opens.

"It is human nature to covet something that is pro-
hibited. V\"e are a good deal like Nasby's goat, which
wouldn't stay fn the yard where he ought to be; he'd
jump the fence into the next yard, where he wasn't
wanted, and the only cure was to put him in there
and then let him jump back: then that goat was
satisfied. Just as soon as you class any bird as
game and fix a season for it, you start people to hunt-
ing who would have considered it beneath their dig-
nity to kill such birds before. Mud hens would be in
high demand if they were only included in the game
law. I hope the legislators won't put blackbirds in
the list: because if they do, the birds, which are use-
ful to farmers, as they kill bugs and grubs, will soon
be exterminated."
About Marysville, which section had the reputation

of affording enjoyable dove shooting, last week, few
if any hunters were successful in getting the limit
of twenty-five birds. Some of the hunters say they
never knew doves to be so scarce as this season.
Judging by the bags brought in the shooting on the
opening day was better in Sutter county than in

Yuba. The best bag was made by George McCoy and
Dan Bryant, who brought in forty-seven doves from
Sutter county. J. W. Steward. R. F. White, G. TV.

Hall and Herman Berg tried their luck in Sutter and
got nearly one hundred birds.

Henry Sidling of San Francisco, one of the crack
trap shots of the State, went to Marysville to enjoy

I i
ning day's sport. He got but twelve birds and

says that was about all lie saw. He went out with
J. W. Giguerre of Yuba City.

The conditions in Santa Clara valley seem to be
much better, for reports of limit bags are numerous
at San Jose. J. Delmas and M. Lacy shot 19 between
them on the Calaveras; George Anderson. Charles

and Thad Hobson, 21 in party shooting at
1 barles Mule, 16 from Madrone; P. F. Brott

»rest Wheeler, limit bags from Coyote; Phillip
Strickler. 10 from Coyote; J. Cadwallader. 5 at Al-
maden; George Delwig, 15 near Hollister; James Mc-
Kiernan, Ed Rhoads, limit bags at Madrone; Fred
Barry, 12 at Silver Creek; F. A. Sangster, limit bag by

I vas.

Doves are ateo said to be plentiful near Rocklin,
Placer county.

SALMON FISHING IN THE DANUBE RIVER.

In these days of rising salmon-fishing rents an
ever decreasing supply of fish, no apology is offere

for attracting the notice of anglers to a variety i

their pastime, which, it is correct to say, but few c

them can have tasted. Yet the locality where
may be participated in is no further removed froi

London that the remoter of the Highland fishings

it comes into being each year presicely at the tim
when much of the salmon angling and all of the trou
fishing goes out of season, says a writer in the Asiai
and it is well worthy the attention of those wfi
love a sport none the less for the difficulties whffl
stand in the way of success in its pursuit.
Amongst the idiosyncrasies of the mighty Danub

is the possession of a salmon all to itself This
the huchen, the Salmo hucho of the naturalist, whos
normal habitat is the Danube. But, just as Salrh
salar leaves the sea and ascends rivers, so does th
huchen w-ander up the affluents of the Danube, th
purpose of each fish being the same, viz., to spawi
Formerly it was thought that the huchen found it

way to the Black Sea, but this opinion appears t
have been formed more upon inference than upo
observation. Other species of salmon descend t
the sea; the Danube empties itself into the Blac
Sea; ergo, the huchen goes there too. Except tha
the way is clear enough for the fish to enter th
Black Sea, an it listed, it might serve as the Euro
pean type of the land-locked salmon of North Amer
ica. The fiesh of the huchen, palatble as it is. an
acceptable to a land-locked people, carries with it n
suggestion of the creamy richness of its sea-fe-
congener,. and the accepted theory is that its hom
is the Danube, with that river's glacier-fed tribu
taries as its nurseries.
Like the trout, the huchen selects the winter a

the most suitable season for spawning, and toward
the end of September the fish commences to worl
its way into the rushing rivers whose pale greei
waters are typical of glacier-fed streams. There i

no unseemly rush for the best places; and it is ti

be noted that the farther one ascends one of thes<
huchen-haunted tributaries the smaller do the fisJ

average. The big waters hold the big fish. Fron
bridges and other coigns of vantage they may b<

seen lying in favorite runs, dark-backed and neve
pale like our own salmon. Anyone thus looking
a huchen for the first time would be at a loss t<i

classify it, for there is a pike-like viciousness in it^

attitude as it lies, as though keenly on the look-ou
for prey, and not at all after the manner of
salmon waiting to get up. Whilst the adipose fii

betrays the salmonoid, the head seen alone from thd
front would present a puzzle, for in breadth it i:

that of the chub, the big mouth having even a sug-
gestion of the cat-fish about it. It is a terrible look-
ing mouth, and the crushing power of the jaws i:

tremendous, greater than that of the pike. Wher
hooked the huchen may be relied upon to give a Ions
pull and a strong pull, and in the region it inhabits
is deservedly regarded as the angler's doughtiesl
quarry.
A typical huchen-river is the Iller, rising in the

Bavarian Highlands and falling into the Danube at
LTlm. At that point there is not much to choose
between the two rivers in the matter of volume, for,

no great distance away, the Danube is a really beau-
tiful and blue stream flowing amongst a profusion
of white granite rocks. The Iller is a considerable
river, swiftly flowing for the greater part and plenti-

fully supplied with tumultuous rapids, down which
however, picturesque raftsmen glide and rock fear-

lessly. At the rate the Iller flows a trip made
an arrangement of twenty or thirty fir logs m
be an exhilarating one, and suggestive of a new
sation to most of us. Starting from Ulm upwai
two principal towns are i eached, Memmingen and]

Kempten. About and above Memmingen the largesl

fish are met with, the higher waters of Kemptenj
holding the smaller fish only.

If the angler visits this region before autumn
changed to winter he will gain in the beauty of
surroundings, but sacrifices some sport. Nothing
be much more lovely than the country at the time!

the second crop of hay is being got in. At this!

period the visitors may not unwarrantably think the,

land depopulated unless he should happen upon the!

people at work in the fields. There he will find en
tire families, from grandfather down to the young-
est, capable of rendering assistance, busily occupied
in converting what is literally a carpet of flowers

into hay. Once more does the Englishman find him-
self in a merry hay-making time, a thing of the p;

in his own country. He will be a very non-impri
sionable person if he fails to notice the dainty pre!

tiness of the girls, who lose nothing by being bare-
footed. But the time for dallying, watching happy
people who make pleasure of their wrork in what
with us, is an old-w^orld fashion, is not the best for

huchen fishing. Later on, when the snow lies a foot

deep on the ground, then are the large fish to be

found in the greatest number. When the rigors of

winter set in in earnest then huchen fishing is at its

best; and herein will at once be perceived a pro-

tective measure that will prevent the fishing from
the likelihood of being overdone, for winter fishing

under the conditions that prevail in this part of Ba-
varia is not likely to find favor with any but the

most ardent.

The manner of catching the huchen with rod, line

and hook is twofold, viz., with the fly and with the

spinning bait. "With the fly none but small fish

—

up to seven pounds or so—are caught, whereas the

angler need not despair of meeting with a forty-

pounder. He will not get one of these with the fly,

so he is recommended to spin. He need be under no

qualms of conscience that he will not thoroughly
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earn every fish he catches by this method. For the

most part these rivers run through gorges of greater

or less depth with or without foreshore. Where there

is foreshore there is a belt of trees, so, in each and

every case the angler must take himself to the river

and wade. There is no walking from pool to pool

and casting from the bank, in the approved fashion

of many Scotch and Norwegian salmon rivers. Here

and there a gravel slope will slant into the water at

an easy gradient, but at such places there are no

huchen—only grayling, of which more anon.

In order to arrive at the huchen's lair with the

spinning-bait, the angler must be in the water, and

nothing less than full waders will be of use. In

most cases he will have to pass through the wooded

fringe, rod and other paraphernalia in hand. It is

more than likely that he will already have come a

few miles over rough country attired in waders, and

should this be in September or October the sun will

have to be reckoned with. The huchen does not lie

in places which are the recognized holes for salmon.

The eddy below certain rocks he has a prediliction

for, but more often it is to be found in the strongest

runs where the stream rushes on in big undulations.

To reach these the angler must often..Wjade far:

and these river have none too reliable- ,- bottoms.

treacherous shingle, which flies down stream when
' disturbed, alternating with slippery clayey patches.

! At the moment when he is exercised to the utmost

i to retain a foothold he has to do the casting, and,

maybe, strike and hold his fish.

The tackle to be used may be based upon what

J would be used for pike, but a somewhat pliant rod

I

is recommended. A hundred and twenty yards of

i stout spinning line may be attached to either class

I of reel. The man accustomed to the Nottingham reel

I will not feel inclined to relinquish it. but it is the

- custom with the most skillful anglers in the Iller to

spin with the hand-drawn line. The problem of deal-

ing with the slack is most ingeniously dealt with by

I means of a semi-circular network attached to the

I waist When not in use this is shut up fan-fashion

and allowed to hang at the side: in use it is ex-

l' tended in front of the angler. The device answers

perfectly and the fact that the curled-up line is fre-

quently afloat is no hindrance The tremendous

crushing power of the huchen's law renders the use

of the strongest hooks imperative, and for the pur-

pose nothing is better than mahseer hooks These

can be made up into any shape the angler fancies;

» the writer found the ordinary Thames cast quite

effective. Treble gut is advisable for both east and

spinning leaders.

The best bait for the purpose is a small grayling,

a fish that is extremely plentiful in the river. Like

the big brown trout of the Scotch and Irish lakes,

the huchen can be taken with the artificial lure, b;t

just as a small trout is the most deadly with his

I over grown fellows so is the grayling with the

huchen Each is the "natural" bait of its particular

water But in these days no angler would start upon

such an expedition unprovided with a supply of dead

: bait preserved in formalin. The angler, it will be

: perceived, is fishing under conditions that are as

I novel to him as the country he is visiting for the

•

first time. His experiences when he comes to actual
'

fishing will be in line with this. With his bait spm-

i ning rapidly across the stream he may well wonder

what is going to happen. His recollection of other

> modes of angling scarcely prepare him for seeing a

reddish back which gives to the huchen the locally

', universally applied title of "red-fish," curl over at

< the surface porpoise-like. Just when he is wonder-
• ing what this portends, he feels a slight tug. He

: strikes instinctively, but it is too late: the huchen

I has already let go. That curling over of the reddish

I back was the equivalent of the leap of the loch trout

clear of the water, with the fly in its mouth. Next

time the angler will strike more quickly in case the

' huchen has not hooked itself—a contingency that must

I not be relied upon.

The first rush of the huchen is tremendous, and

. I the fish always has a very strong stream to help it.

It is the first rush of the chub multiplied by three.

At first the ultimate landing of a big fish seems a

I hopeless task, but the angler's chances are improved

if the rod be powerful yet pliant, a quality that is

found in rods made of greenherat or lance wood.

The rest remains with the angler.

A day's fishing would begin with the light fly-rod

on the grayling ground, for a bait. The same local-

ity in the evening provides a very pleasant change

from the heavier work. Two-pound grayling are

common enough, and no matter where one has pre-

viously angled for this fish, the sport cannot be sur-

passed. The first cast I made for grayling realized

a fish of two pounds and a quarter, and this and

each of the several that followed it gave the most

extraordinary salutatory performance, jumping clean

out half a dozen times. One was never sure of a

j! fish until it was in the net. In this particular river

I

I

trout are very rarely met with, grayling, some coarse

fish and huchen being the inhabitants. The country

'is rich with streams, large and small, in which trout

:
! and grayling abound, and we have here a land await-

,:ing the enterprising angler when the Norway agent

ilhas gone too far in his rent- raising schemes and net-

iting and pollutions have depleted our own rivers.

Of course every inch of the fishing is in private

hands, but arrangements are to be made with lessees,

many of whom rent the fishings for the profit to be

got out of them. Every huchen caught represents

so many marks value; and some Bavarian lessees

have no objection to the fish being caught with rod

ind line, especially when the angler pays for the

privilege.
o

i As hinted at In a previous issue, the steelhead trout

ire now In evidence in the lower waters of the Soquel.

4. few fish were taken last week, possibly the scouts

ihead of the run of steelhead which is about due to

nake an appearance.

Anglers' Smoker.
The California Anglers' Association will be enter-

tained at the club's initial smoker to come off Wednes-
day evening, August 23rd.

The affair will take place in the club's elegant
rooms. A number ol well known local anglers are
billed for talks on congenial subjects anent the sport
of angling and also on matters that will be of general
interest for the good of the fraternity.

A BULL TERRIER'S SOLILOQUY.

Striped Bass Angling.
Within the past ten days several encouraging

catches of striped bass have been taken. One expert

bass angler is enthusiastic enough over the indica-

tions to predict that the fish taken are the advance
guard of a bass run coming from the ocean waters
and that it is more than likely that the anticipated

visit of the fish will be one in which large fish will

be fairly numerous. At all events, the consensus of

opinion among "clam casters" and "spoon trollers"

is that most of the big fellows are taking things

leisurely at present in the waters' depths beyond the
Golden Gate.
San Antone slough, much to the delight of a few

lucky fishermen, did not declare a blank drawing in

the bass lottery last week, for on Friday, Al M.
Cumming landed five fish that were induced to grab

the clam baits. The largest fish scaled 15 Mi pounds,

the other four 11, 9%, 4 and 3y2 pounds respectively.

Pleased with the indications on fish-day, Mr. Cum-
mings fished on Saturday but could only land an
S-pounder. and that with a spoon, despite his strict

attention to rod and line work during the forenoon.

These fish were all taken on an ebb tide.

R. W. MeFarland fished on both days, but with
little success. When "Mac" goes after bass he gen-
erally makes a showing if the fish are about.

On last Sunday Mr. Bliss had the good fortune to

land seven fish from the slough The largest turned

the scales at 12 pounds. Bliss is the present holder

of the San Francisco Striped Bass Club high hook
medal. He has held the trophy for some time past

with first a 5, then a 7 and now his latest 12-pound

Crockett Kennels' Ch. Cato Jr.

catch.

Mr. Bliss recently had some fair sport in San
Leandro bay. "Locals" landed a number of bass at

the same time. The fishing in that water is reported

by Mr. Bliss to have improved recently.

The report that a 15-pound striped bass was taken

in Lake Merrit one night this week is a reliable one.

John Fatjo and several other anglers have taken a

number of bass during the week, at night.

The second shark recorded as captured in Lake

Merritt was taken by a bass angler one day this

week. It was a small leopard shark, not over 3%
feet long.

The awoved intention of the Fish Commission to

enforce the law regarding the taking of small sized

bass by the rod and line men is looked upon by the

majority of anglers as a move in the right direction.

The matter has grown into an abuse of a tolerated

privilege, for the law applies to all. The net men
justly claim that they have as much right (?) to

net small sized bass as the rod, and also the set line

men. At all events, the net fellows cannot now say

that there is any partiality shown sportsmen.

Another opinion that is gaining ground daily is that

if there were a close season on striped bass it would

be of great benefit.

They call me Mike. I'm a thoroughbred, from
nose-end to tail-tip, and master says I know so much
about dogs and men that I ought to tell a thing or two.
So I'm going to.

For instance, if you were taking care of someone's
property and a bad looking man came along, you'd
ask what he wanted, wouldn't you? Well, if a dog
does just that same thing in the best and only way he
knows how, everybody says he is savage and dan-
gerous. Now, if a stranger who smells evil (we dogs
tell good from evil by our noses, not by our eyes),
I growl to see if it scares him. If it does, I just let
him see that I am on to him, and he'd better keep out
of the yard. If he keeps right on and speaks to me
and goes to the door like an honest man. I bark and
wag my tail to let him know it is all right.
Some fool men think that if a dog barks loud at

them that they are dangerous. They don't know
enough to look to see if he is wagging his tail. No
dog ever bites a person at whom he wags his tail,

but if I stick my nose and tail out on a line with my
back it is about time to get over the fence. When a
dog does that he means business.
A neighbor's dog was telling me how a friend of his

master's could understand just what dogs mean by
their bark, growl or actions. "He came into my yard,"
said the other dog, "and into the barn I was taking
care of, to get something. I jumped at him, but all
he did was to say: 'What's the matter with you?
Go back in your box, quick, or I'll pull all your teeth
out.' Now if he had stopped or looked scared, I'd
have had a piece of his leg before he could wink."
Lots of people make a mistake by patting a strange

dog on the top of the head. The way to make up to
a strange dog is to stoop down, stick out your hand,
palm up, and pat him on the chest between the front
legs, or on the throat. A dog loves that. But before
you touch him at all let him smell your hand for a
moment. If the dog growls when he smells your hand
let him alone; if he licks it he is your friend. Tou
see it is this way: when a man wants to cuff a dog
he does it on the top of the head or on the ears, with
the back of his hand up. If your palm is up and
under his jaw he knows you do not mean to cuff him.
While the dog may not make friends, he will not bite
you. No dog will ever bite a person who is stooping
over or sitting on the heels. No matter how savage
he is, he won't bite.

There are lots of fool persons in this world. Just
because I am a Bull Terrier they think I am danger-
ous. My master has a small boss about five years
old. I guess she's what they call his daughter, but
he calls her "sweetheart." When she was a baby I
was a puppy. We're true friends. Well, there is noth-
ing she likes better than when I am gnawing a bone
to put one of her fat arms around my neck and take
the bone away from me with the other hand. I have
heard some women who live near say, when they saw
it, "How dare you let that child touch that horrid
Bulldog when he's eating?" Now. wouldn't that make
you bark? Why, when she puts her arms about my
neck and kisses my ear and says, "Me loves oo Mity,"
I tremble all over, and feel just like I do when I smell
beefsteak cooking. Tou humans don't know how a
dog longs to make you understand what he feels and
means, and when a dog finds someone like my master
and my master's little boss, who understands him to

the least cock of the ear, he is just simply happy.

Salmon in the Bay.

There is evidently a fair run of salmon on in the

"straits" at present. Last week a 15-pound fish was

hooked off Bluff Point. It is also reported that four

small salmon, the largest about S pounds in weight,

were taken off California City on Sunday last.

The taking of these fish by casual anglers has

aroused the interest of the local angling talent to a

degree. To-morrow a number of the experts propose

to prospect Raccoon Straits with the object in view

of hooking a salmon on the trolling spoons. The

Tiburon, Angel Island and "straits" waters have been

barren of striped bass results recently and the salmon

trolling flotilla will also keep a lookout for bass.

Reports from Grant's Pass. Oregon, give an enticing

account of the splendid fishing to be enjoyed at pres-

ent in Rogue river. If the annual program of the

steelhead is not decidedly changed the fishing will

be worth attending in September.

English Setter Kennels.
The establishment of the Crockett Kennels by J..

M. Golobeck and Wm. Phillips will be appreciated by
sportsmen who want none but a properly broken high
class dog to work to the gun.
Champion Cato Jr. is not only a stylish bench win-

ning dog but he is, as well, a grand performer in the
field. He is bred in the purple and is the sire of a
number of grand puppies. Cato Jr.'s grandam and
sire are Mercury and Johanna. The progeny of this

brace lias proven worthy performers at field trials

and in the hunting field. Ch. Maggie F.. his dam.
has been a consist winner at the field trials as well

as on the bench. Lady Rod's Chaff (Rod's Chaff-
Cressida), the dam of Maggie F. and Ch. Count Glad-
stone IV., her sire represent English setter per-
formances that are an essential part of the history

of the breed and its high development in the past

two decades.
The brood bitches that will be installed in the ken-

nels will be none the less high class than the stud

dogs.

Manager Phillips, as a trainer of hunting dogs, has
an enviable reputation for thoroughness and relia-

bility. He states that he will guarantee every dog
turned over to the owner to do the work required

and for which he was trained faultlessly, or the fees

will be refunded; in fact, he proposes to break his

dogs properly before accepting a particle of compen-
sation.

Irish Water Spaniel Puppies.

Attention is called to the offer, on page 15, of the

chance to procure some excellent Irish water spaniels.

This breed is a favorite one with duck hunters—in

fact just the dog for work on our marshes and In

the tule sections. Now is an excellent time to take a
young dog for preparatory work before the open
season begins.

San Mateo Show.
The entrance fee will be $1.00 for each dog In

each class. Entries close September 1st. Entry
blanks and further information may be had by ad-

dressing Secretary D. J. Sinclair, 710 Mission street.

San Francisco. Telephone Main 3187.

Entries will also be received at the Baskette Drug
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Judging will commence promptlj m. ana

continue without intermission to its completion.

During the hours of judging, no dog shall be taken

U, not even by its

is not found in its stall when tailed for by the judge,

the judging will proceed without it. Vis rule will

be rigldlv~ enforced, that the judging may not be

requested to :- . =ar their

and when the class U S «J?ir

animals into the judging ring. In the absence of the

owner take the dog into the ring.

Exhibitors can send dogs by express upon prepay-

ment . t»w's rates
-

J

50**8 "^„„
to the Superintendent of the Dog Show,

Cal. A return label should be attached

box with the name and address of the ex-

hibitor; also the name of the express company by

which the box should be returned as requested.

Ml charges on dogs sent by express must be pre-

.„ the dogs will not be received.

Treatment After Whelping.

litter whelping, bitches do not properly clean up

oody discharge is noticeable, and unless

prompt attention is given, the loss of the litter will

result Nature will correct this matter by absorption,

it is true but the poison being absorbed into the

system affects the milk, which produces bowel trouble

for the puppies, usually followed by death.

The proper treatment is an antiseptic wash. Creolm

answers the purpose very well. Dilute with water,

as per .iire. lions on package or given by druggist,

and with a syringe thoroughly wash the parts twice

a das until the discharge ceases. A few doses of

:iale of soda in half teaspoonful doses, morn-

night, will keep the milk in proper condition.

The soda may be continued for a few days, until

the discharge stops. The antiseptic washing should

be commenced about forty-eight hours after whelp-

ing, whilst a dose or so of soda will not be amiss

earlier.
o

TRAPS.

Tlie Tnion Gun Club shoot for August is the card

at Ingleside tomorrow.

The final club shoot for 1905 of the California Wing
Club will take place at Ingleside on Monday, Septem-

... instead of the 10th. The wind-up race will

live birds, the added club purse w-ill be $150.

This shoot will decide the ownership of the four

handsome club medals for this year.

Besides the regular club match at 20 pigeons there

le added feature of a 15-bird race for a cup

tropjiy. In lhe club shoot "Slade" was the only

score straight. Ed Schultz and Ed Dono-
h lost one bird. Six men grassed IS birds.

use of S150 (six moneys) was divided between

the above shooters last Sunday.

P, J. Walsh was the winner of the cup race on a

The high guns in both matches were
..West members of the club. The birds

i during the shoot were as lively a lot as

been trapped at Ingleside for some time past.

in both events follow:

Club raoe, 20 pigeons, 4150 added, 6 moneys, distance handicap-
Yards.

"Slade" 26-11111 211-31 Hill 11821—SO
Scbulu.E 29—12112 01221 12222 21122—19
Dononoe. E 32-01 1 1 22122 22222 1 1202—13
Oolcher. W. J 30— 1 121 1 02222 12222 82222—19
IJ-kean Poll B 30-22222 20222 22.22 22222- 19

Wal.-b P.J 32-012*1 21121 22111 11111-18
Murdoch. W. E 28-11201 21212 12112 1*111— 18

KlevesBbl, E 30-21121 031 1 1 12111 21210-18
Keudner, M. 32—11221 21111 22120 20122—18
Barker A. M 32—11122 21002 21211 22211 -IS
Halght.C.A. 30-22282 22122 2B22 2«022—18
Nauinan. C C 31—02022 12111 11220 22222-17

Turner. Frank 20-02221 11012 02121 11121—17

McConuell, Dr. E. G 32-22222 21012 01212 21092-16
Roos.A 28—22201 002t2 22*22 21220—15
Duzau. W. V. 26—02011 1»200 (10222 iiiil-2-ll

QlpsWIng. M. E 26—11000 00002 22001 2211«-10
Sllmple. A J 31—01112 02211 10000 w — 9

Du Pont Trophy Cup race, 15 pigeons, $5 entrance, birds In-

cluded, distance handicap—
Walsh n 221U 11111 12222—15
McCODnell 12112 22222 20221-14
Halt-Ill 11222 12212 22102—H

.11 12222 22022-14
Scbultz. E 11112 lll«2 12222-11
Turner 2II2» 22212 11012—13
Golcher 21211 11020 21211-13
Nautnan mil 11101 21110-13
Barker 22121 mil 10011—13
Dunoboe 22211 1 I2O0 20J22— 12

-21122 »2100 12121— 12

BOOS 2-2-211 21120 '0122-12

The regular weekly shoot of the Eakersfleld Gun
Club on the Gth Inst, brought Capt. Shatter and Mr.
Oswald to the front with the top scores for the day.
A new feature at trap shooting was the "snipe

shoot." This event is a test of a shooter's skill in

the field. In snipe shooting the shooter, Instead of
standing behind the traps, gets out In front and Is

required to keep p« the move. He Is not allowed to

have his gun to his shoulder and is not supposed to

know when the bird Is to be trapped or what angle
It Is to be thrown. Mr. Stoner and Capt. Shatter
were the top notchers In the snipe hunt.

The scores for the day were: Shatter, shot at 100.

broke 82: Oswald 100-80, Getchell 100-77, Cartwrlght
100-74, Ferguson 60-34, Jewett 75-46. Stoner 100-58.

Two yards handicap 26 targets—Shatter 17, 68 per
QetcheU 15, 60 per cent; Shatter 23, 94 per cent;

Cartwrlght 12, 48 per cent-

Snipe shoot—Stoner, shot at 60, broke 11, 66 per

-::after 15-9, 60 per cent; Jewett 50-29, 5S per

cent; Getchell 50-21, 42 per cent; Cartwright 10-3,

r cent.

The scores made by the Petaluma Gun Club mem-
bers on the 6th inst. in the club shoot at 20 targets

were the following: Frank L. Carter 20. Pete Murphy
17. Klondyke 16, G. A. Drees 14, Dr. Hall and Joseph

. 13 each; F. Doss 12, Bert Ayers, Joseph Clark,

Keegan and F. Salimina 10 each, and Roy Hooper and

A. Saliminia 7 each.

Pool and practice shoots were participated in by

30 shooters

DEER HUNTING NOTES,

The Watsonville Rod and Gun Club held the club

initial shoot for 1905 at the club grounds on the 6th

inst.

The meeting was so successful that another shoot

will be arranged to take place in the near future,

when it is hoped Work and Varien, the crack shots

of Monterey and Pacific Grove, will be present.

The Gun Club is in a flourishing condition, and
its members are looking forward with pleasure and
anticipation to the open season for ducks and quail.

The features of the occasion were the performances
of Barker, Brewington and Green shooting at double

targets. A number of interested spectators were
present.

The main event at 20 targets shows the following

results: "Doc" A. M. Barker, San Jose, 20; Pearson,

Salinas, 20; B. Freitas, Salinas, 20; W. H. Greene,

Pacific Grove, 19; Brewington, Watsonville, 19; Al-

ford, Watsonville, 19; Baxter, Watsonville, 19; Mat-
thew-s, Watsonville, IS; La Motte, San Jose, 18;

Holmes, San Jose, IS; Albright, Watsonville, 17;

Bixby, Watsonville, 15.

The gathering of target smashers at Ravekes' road-

house. The Hunter's Inn, near San Leandro, last

Sunday, was a representative one. The main event

of the day was a merchandise shoot, entrance §1.00,

shooters having the privilege of entering as often

as they wished, best scores to count, 25 possible being

the limit on target handicap allowance.

The main prize, a Remington gun, was w7on eventu-
ally by Fred Schultz. Knick, Pisani and Schultz each,

scored 25 targets. The former shot at 27 and Schultz

at 26. In the shooting off Schultz broke 25 and car-

ried off the shooting-iron. The other winners of

prizes, of value in the order named, were: F\ Knick,

J. Pisani, L. W. Harpham, L. Hawxhurst, Lovenson,
G. Slyvester, D. Daniels, Dr. Hutton, A. J. Webb,
Lowny, M. J. Iverson, J. B. McCutchan, Woods Jr.,

Schneider, Schnipper, Sandidge, Burston,. Chevalier,

Harvey, Lew-is and Potter.

The scores and handicaps, 25 possible, were: F.

Schultz shot at 26, broke 25; Pisani 2S-25, Knick
27-25; Daniels 26-24, Harpham 26-24, G. Sylvester
25-24, G. Sylvester 25-25, Lorenson 28-24, Harpham
26-24, Lorenson 27-24, Daniels 26-23, Hutton 2S-23,

Iverson 23-23, Lowry 29-23, Wood Jr. 27-22, McCutch-
eon 25-22, Schneider 2S-22, F. Fendner 25-22, F.

Schultz 26-22, McCutchan 28-22, Iverson 25-22, Mas-
terson 229-22, Webb 25-22, Pisani 2S-22, Sandidge
30-21. Sears 25-21. Harvey 26-21, Schneider 2S-21,

Schnipper 28-21, Burston 2S-21, Harvey 2S-21, F.

Fendner 25-21, Chevalier 28-21.- Potter 27-21. Lewis
25-21, Burfeind 2S-20, Best 27-20, Barber 2S-20, Bur-
freind 27-20. Best 27-19, Knick 27-19, Hawxhurst
25-18, Burns 2S-18, Patrick 28-18. .Wood Jr. 27-18.

Hawxhurst 25-1S, Patrick 27-17, Sandidge 30-17,

Lewis 27-16, Masterson 27-16, Hoy-t 25-14, W. Lynch
28-14, Tiller 28-13, Mastick 30-8, Soden 30-7, J.

Lynch 30-1.

A glance over the foregoing scores w-ill make ap-
parent that the handicaps were well made as a rule,

for it appears in several instances that a shooter
duplicated his first score on the re-entry. It is also

noticeable that not a* single 15 score was shot.

W. S. Wattles received the initial copy of the Inter-

state program for the big tournament at Ingleside
next month.
The copy, we regret to say, was not available early

enough for review in this column.

The program for the Empire Gun Club shoot on
September 9th and 10th was to be issued today. The
prizes for the merchandise shoots are numerous and
embrace a variety of valuable and useful articles.

C. C. Kubel of Marysville was the medal winner at
a blue rock shoot which took place at the recent
outing of the Ripario Gun Club, an organization
composed of Sutter county sportsmen, wThose head-
quarters are at Marysville.

A special feature of the Union Gun Club shoot to-

morrow will be the 100 target contest for the Phil
B. Bekeart perpetual challenge cup.

Pheasants in Calaveras County.
About five years ago several pairs of Mongolian

pheasants were turned loose in Calaveras county for

the purpose of propagation. For the last three years
nothing has been heard of them until one day last

week when a prospector by the name of Edmonds,
who lives in a cabin near the Easzy Bird mine, dis-

covered a couple of strange birds in a small pine tree

near his house. When he came In town he told of the
circumstance, when it was at once known that they
were pheasants. The birds are'

:

still staying in that

locality, and have become quite tame, even eating

wheat and crumbs of -bread oft the cabin back porch.

Clarence Ashlln, "Rube" Haas and S. A. Wells pro-

pose to start from San Francisco early next month
for Gold Hill, o potrrt on Rogue river, where the fish-

ing Is said to be first-class.

Returns from many hunting sections indicate that

deer hunters are having much sport and getting a
fair qjota of bucks.
About Ukiah and vicinity deer hunting is particu-

larly good.'. It is reported that there are more deer
this season than have been ' seen for the Tast four .

years. The following is only a partial list of deer
-lulled near Ukiah Within the last four days: J. F.
Bond, Capt. W. P. Empey. Bob Hutchinson, Frank"
Patton, M. A. Powell, Jesse Porterfield, Harry Malpas,
Wm. Eldred, Paul Anderson, Freeman Parker, Wm.
Hildreth, Ben Milton, Walter Ackerman and Sam
Leese have each secured a buck apiece; Cox, Halli-
day and party got seven bucks; Dr. Dutton and son
and Victor McClure each shot two.

Several deer have been seen in the vicinity of

Guerneville. A few days ago a party composed of

Messrs. Klein, Hetzel and Monticelli Sr. and Jr.

bagged a forked horn on Smith Creek, near Guerne-
ville. weighing 132 pounds, dressed.
Four bucks were jumped on the Country Club pre-

serve this week. One of the bucks was chased for

some distance, finally attempting to cut across an
arm of Tomales bay. The deer got mired in the
tenacious mud, the tide being out, and before the
hunters could get near and bag the buck, a passerby,

who saw the animal's predicament, waded out and
killed it with a. revolver. The stranger carried the
carcass away in triumph, much to the chagrin of the
hunters.
Mr. Louis Ditzer, who has been stopping at Monte

Rio, on Russian river, states that two dogs have
been running deer, almost daily, in the ranges nearby.
The dogs seem to be either lost or running wild, at
all events all efforts to locate their owners have been
unavailing. A buck, hard run by these dogs, dropped
from exhaustion on the county road one day last

week. The animal fell almost in front of a passing
fruit peddler's wagon. The driver immediately
jumped down and pre-empted the venison with a large
jack-knife.

Two weeks ago a couple of hunters near Monte
Rio jumped a buck. The deer led them a merry chase
and finally was brought to bay- in Bohemian Grove,
much to the astonishment of Van Stow and several
other Bohemians. The chef, taking in the situation,

sallied forth from the camp kitchen, put the deer
out of existence and then promoted the venison to

the camp larder. Breveted on the field, as it were.
The Point Reyes Sportsmen's Club have accounted

for seven bucks, so far this season.
Santa Clara Valley sportsmen have not lost many -

deer, if reports from San Jose and other points are
reliable.

Many of the hundreds of sportsmen who left San
Jose the first week of the season in quest of deer
have returned. Most of them were laden with spoils ;
of the chase and bring favorable reports of present ^

conditions and number of deer in the stamping
grounds of Santa Clara county. Forty-one fine bucks
have been laid low during the past few days by San
Jose hunters at the Burn Hills, Pine Ridge, Mount
Hamilton, Slate Springs, Monterey county, Madrone
Springs, Black Mountain, Santa Tsabel, San Antone,
Almaden, Llagas, Guadalupe, Loma Prieta, Los Gatos,
Blue Ridge, Coyote, Uvas, Smith's Creek and Sara-
toga. 1

The hunters have all returned within the last few
days, and venison is on the bill of fare for their

friends. There are numberless hunters still ranging
the hills while only a few have returned empty-
handed. Frank Tiernan's 175-pound buck remains the
largest killed so far and will in all probability be the
only buck of that size shot this season in this vicinity.

Parties of sportsmen are leaving for the mountains
every day. They will not be heard from for some
time, as they expect to be absent from one to two
weeks. Those who have not yet gone and who are
looking for good hunting can do no better than go
to Madrone Springs, as it is conceded to be one of

the best deer grounds in Santa Clara county. For a
guide and a hospitable host they will find J. D. Arnold,
who is able to direct parties to the favorite hunting
ground.
Theodore Hartman and S. Thompson brought back

three fine bucks, a spike and a two and a four-

pointer. Jack Condron killed. a fine buck in the Burnt
Hills last week. Jack Doble, Melville Hall, Lee Rid-
ley and Charles Smith are still hunting in the Burnt
Hills. Lee Ridley has sent in a four-pointer and
Melville Hall a two-pointer.

John Hudner returned from Slate Springs, Mon-
terey county, this week, with two large bucks. Frank
Bradford, Sam Young, Herbert Bradford, William
Salazar and George Stillwell killed a spike, a two-
pointer and a three-pointer at Madrone Springs.

George Cozzens, F. Fisher and Chester Fisher killed

three four-point bucks at Bull Heads, Canteen
Springs. A two-pointer and a spike were killed near
Los Gatos by a local party of hunters during the past

week.
Many local sportsmen wish to know at various

times what is doing in the -deer line. An additional

list of bucks "killed during the first week, with their

respective -weights, as neaT as a veteran deer hunters

can estimate, is as foHow-s, for Santa Clara county.

J. Beuicic, Black Mountain, three-polrrter, 135'-

pounds; Frank Tiernan, Black Mountain, four-pointer, !

175 pounds; Paul Soto, Mount Hamilton, two-pointer, :

110 pounds; Melville Hall, San- Tsabel, two«pointar, -

110 pounds; Lee Ridley, - San Antone,; four-pointer,'
140 -pounds; Theodore Hartman, Burnt Hills, -spike,--'

75 pounds; Sam Thompson, Burnt Hills, forked Born,

115 pounds; George Barker, Madrone Springs, spike -

back, 90 pounds; George Doll, Madrone Springs; spike-

buck, 90 pounds; Dr. Jamison, Almaden, freak three- -

spike, 110 pounds; Joe Pinard-, -Llagas, two-pointer, !

110 pounds: Bart Lorrlga-n-, Guadalupe; spikev -60" :

pounds: Frank Bradford, Madrone Springs, -spike, 74K:

;

-

-

--:

v.:

*!
-••

fc
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pounds; George Stillwell, Sam Young, H. Bradford

and William Salazar, Madrone Springs, two-pointer,

120 pounds, and three-pointer, 130 pounds; Frank

Matty and party. Loma Prieta, two spike bucks, 90

pounds each, two-pointer, 110 pounds, and a three-

pointer, 120 pounds; Ramon Cecina, Blue Ridge, four-

pointer, 130 pounds; George Turner, two-pointer,

back of Morgan Hill, weight 115 pounds; Manuel

Lopez. Uvas, spike buck, S5 pounds; Bud Cox, back

of Saratoga, spike buck, 76 pounds; "Will Dixon,

Smith's Creek, spike buck, 90 pounds.

half ounce weights for a diamond trophy and four
merchandise prizes. A special prize, a Bristol steel

rod, will be given to the contestant in this' event who
shall make the longest csst, regardless of his average.
Team events, as may be found feasible and desir-

able, will be arranged by the tournament committee
during the time of the lournament. A salmon fly-

casting event is also contemplated.
The contests are open to all and for world's cham-

pionships".

MIXED PICKLES.

Immense Schools of Fish have been seen during the

jpast week in the ocean waters off the Golden Gate

and the adjacent near-by shores, north and south.

Captains of coast craft state that not in years have

they seen so many fish of different varieties off the

"heads." Barracouta, bonita, hake, yellowtail, quite a

few salmon, and many other varieties that are found

near the surface. The bottom fish—rock cod, floun-

ders, sea bass, king-fish, etc., are equally numerous.

It has been no effort at all to take big catches of

fish with hand lines put overboard from vessels

inbound.
The fishing tugs and net men have made prodigious

hauls of the finny denizens of the deep.

What has caused this unprecedented congregation

of fishes in the locality mentioned is a puzzler to those

who have observed the phenomena.
Whilst the fishes are frequenting one place in big

schools, it is noticed that they are absent from other

localities. For instance, last year, at this time, salt

ivater fish, yellowtail, striped bass, barracouta, sal-

i mon and other varities, with an occasionaly steel-

head, were taken plentifully at Moss Landing, at the

mouth of the Salinas river; at this present time the

fish are so scarce at that point as to excite notice

and comment.
Bay fishing, especially for smelts, has been excel-

lent during the week. Last Sunday Wm. Bay and Mrs.

(.Bay, in a very short time, landed at the Tiburon
u-harf 70 smelt, most of them large sized fish. They
used light split bamboo rods and had great sport in

landing the big fellows. Bay tried flies for a time,

Dut had to finally resort to spile worm baits.

A Battle With a Buck last Monday morning came
.•ery near resulting seriously for W. F. Farley, who
s a rancher near Novate He discovered the buck
ndulging in a hearty morning breakfast of young
?orn. A rifle shot dropped the marauder. Farley,

ngieving the deer was dead, dropped his gun and
vent to gather in his prize. While he was standing

n-er and looking at what he thought was the carcass

)f a nice buck, the animal suddenly jumped to its

!eet. Farleyi on the impulse of the moment, grasped

:he buck by the horns and then a lively struggle took

alace. The now maddened buck jumped about and.

jave the old man (for Farley is 60 odd years of age)

i)l he could do to remain on his feet. Finally, Farley,

,vho was almost exhausted, managed to draw his

lunting knife, which he luckily had with him, and
iriving the blade home in the proper spot, he soon

mded what might have resulted in a death struggle

'or him. Farley was afterwards found in an ex-

lausted condition and conveyed to his home. He
,vas resting easily at last accounts and no serious

esults from the encounter are anticipated.

Chicago Fly-Casting Tournnament. Yesterday and
oday the Chicago Fly-Casting Club's fourth annual

ournament is the attraction at the north lagoon in

Jarfield Park. The program embraced six events.

August 18th, 10 a. m., long distance fly-casting.

U 1:30 p. m.. distance and accuracy fly-casting. At
p. m. dry-fly accuracy and delicacy fly-casting. A

liamond trophy and five merchandise prizes will be

.warded to the winning rods in the first event. In

he second event the prizes are a diamond trophy

,nd six merchandise prizes. A diamond trophy and
our merchandise prizes are the awards in the third

vent.

Today three events will be called at the same hours

s on yesterday. The first contest is delicacy and
ecuracy bait casting with one-quarter ounce weights.

l diamond trophy and seven merchandise prizes are

ung up for the winners in this event. The next

cheduled event in distance and accuracy bait cast-

rg with one-half ounce weights. A diamond trophy

nd nine merchandise articles are the prizes. The
losing event will be long distance bait casting with

Santa Cruz Rod and Gun Club, recently organized
by Surf City sportsmen, is now permanently organ-
ized with the following lists of officers: President,
Robert Kelly: vice-president, H. D. Fagan: secretary,
Dr. E. E. Philbrook; treasurer, G. A. Dieter: execu-
tive committee, M. Finch, A. A. Jones, George Helm
and Fred Kober.
The Bald Knob Gun Club has been organized by

San Mateo county sportsmen, with headquarters al

Halfmoon Bay. Among the members are many busi-
ness men and prominent citizens of that section. The
new club has leased what is known as the Bald Knot
country, seven miles south of Halfmoon Bay, com-
prising over 1000 acres, and it is the intention to

keep the reserve for hunting purposes for" the mem-
bers. The county leased is well stocked with game
and much good sport is looked forward to by mem-
bers of the club.

and southern Tulare county. H. E. Ford, representing
the Tule River Fishing and Shooting Association, took
charge of 15,000 fry which were subsequently placed
in the Middle Tule, above the clubhouse. X .\1

Barnes received 20,000, which he todk to the reserva-
tion, and had them placed in South Tule: J. Danner
received 20.000. which were duly deposited in Deer
Creek in the neighborhood of Hot Springs and Lee
Gill 5.000, which lie placed in Bear Creek on North
Tule.

Through the efforts of the Tule River Fishing and
Shooting Association and others, the streams of east-
ern and northern Tulare county have hen well stocked
with trout, several thousands annually for the last
five or six years having been distributed in the dif-
ferent streams.
The result has greatly improved trout fishing, and

which will soon make that section of Tulare county
the ideal spot for the lover of fly fishing.

TRADE NOTES.

The Barbecue Near Truckee on the 6th inst. was
an enjoyable outing of the Truckee River Fish and
Game Protective Association, held at Truckee Min-
eral Springs, five miles from there. The object was
to interest sportsmen of California in the protection
of fish and game. Deputy Fish Commissioner W. R.
"Welsh and Game Warden George Neal of Sacramento
county presided over the barbecue. Speeches were
made during the afternoon.
Those who attended were: Louis Wamser, E. and

A. Rosenlund, Mark Lane, Dr. I. Grant, A. Christen-
sen, C. C. Moorehouse, C. L. Beck, W. L. Guff, P. H.
Murphy, W. Heldt, T. Offerman, J. Knaeiss, G. A.
Franklin of San Francisco, and C. B. Keyes of Oak-
land; E W. Hunt, Fish Commissioner at Lake Tahoe:
W. S. Rollison, F. M. Rutherford, Amos Fender, G.
A. Kuntz, M. T. Burke, J. Sherkoof. W. O'Neal, E. J.

Campbell, Fritz Ohland, W. E. Larsen, H. Milmoth
and William McDougald of Truckee.

The Ripario Gun Club members and invited guests
met recently at Berg Grove in Sutter county, the
occasion being the club's annual dove stew. President
Wm. A. O'Brien of Smartsville was the chef. The
affair was voted the most enjoyable stew the club
has ever held.

The annual election of officers resulted as follows:

Mr. O'Brien was chosen to succeed himself as presi-

dent. The other officers were W. P. Cramsie, secre-
tary; W. M. Strief, treasurer; C. C. Rubel, Herman
Berg, Dr. J. L. Sullivan, Dan Sharp and Duzen Nie-
meyer, directors.

Averages Reported.
At Fort Worth. Tex.. Otto Sens, of Houston, Tex.,

won the hammerless gun put up by the Fort Worth
Gun Club, breaking 25 straight, shooting "Dupont";
V. A. Kinney of Fort Worth. Tex., won the trophy
known as the "Tommy's Cup," with 20 out of 25,
shooting "Dupont"; J. E. Mitchell gold medal was
won by M. E. Atchinson of Giddings, Tex., who tied
with 25 straight with Chas. Tietsch of Waxahachie,
Tex.. V. C. Dargen of Dallas, Tex., and J. A. Dryden
of Waco, Tex. Mr. Atchinson broke 50. straight in
the shoot-off. All used "DuPont" except J. A. Drv-
den, who shot "Infallible."

At New Haven. Conn., July ISth, W. H. Heer won
first general average, 186 breaks out of 190. shooting
"New C. E." (Improved): J. M. Hawkins won second
general average. 174 out of 190, shooting "Infallible":
J. S. Fanning won third general average, 174 out of
190, shooting "Infallible"; F. LeNoir of Springfield.
Mass., won first amateur average. 167 out of 190.
shooting "DuPont"; L. H Schortemeier of New York
City won second amateur average, 166 out of 190,
shooting "New E. C." (Improved); G. Finch of Wind-
sor Lock. Conn., won th'rd amateur average, 160 out
of 190, shooting "DuPont."
At Mosinee, Wis.. July 27th. W. D. Sannard won

first general average, 121 out of 125, shooting
"DuPont"; A. H. Wright of Merrill, Wis., won second
amateur and third general average. 106 out of 125.
shooting "Infallible"; W. A. VanBerg of Mosinee.
Wis., won third amateur average, 102 out of 125,
shooting "Infallible." . •

At Pine Bluff. Ark.. July 26th and 27th, W. H.
Joyner of Memphis, Tenn.. won first average, 444 out
of 500, shooting "DuPont": J. D. Proctor of Junction
City, Ark., won second average,' 438 out of 500.

shooting "DuPont."

Anaconda Anglers Will Take Steps to organize an
anglers' club. The purpose of the club being the
protection of fish in the nearby lakes and streams and
the stocking of. the same with trout fry.

A good deal of work has been done in that respect
this summer by individuals, but it is seen that with
an organization of sportsmen much more could have
been accomplished.
Lost Creek, Mill Creek, Willow Creek and Warm

Springs Creek will receive a new stock of trout next
year and with proper care these streams ought to be
made the best fishing places in Montana. Trout fry

which have been placed in the streams this year will

be large enough to catch next season. The s'ze of

the fish depends a good deal upon feed which they
are able to get. In Silver Lake, or Echo Lake, a trout
fry will weigh two pounds in two years.

The San Francisco Fly-Casting Club, it is rumored,
is contemplating the acquisition of a fishing preserve
on the Truckee river. A section of that grand trout-
ing stream between Martis creek and the "meadow
pool," a half mile, or so to the east of Burkhalter
station, is looked upon as a desirable location.

U. M. C. On Top.
Out of 37 shooters who were present at the San

Leandro shoot last Sunday. 30 used U. M. C. ammuni-
tion. Two of the shooters who broke the possible
25 used L". M. C. shells and Remington hammerless

ns. Mr. Lon Hawxhurst, with a Remington gun
and U. M. C. ammunition scored a possible 25 twice.

Recent Winchester Wins.
Ever hear of D. Wit Baker? Well, every trap

shooter ought to know him, as a man that can shoot
as well as he can is worth listening to. At the
Tarentum (Pa.) Gun Club shoot, July 4th, he won
high general average, and at Ligonier, Pa.. July 11

and 12, broke 355 targets out of 3S0 for the two days,
an average of 93 per cent. In defense of this^ high
score he saj-s proudly that he used Winchester factory
loaded shells and a Winchester repeating shotgun.
At Betterton, Mi, July 12-14, L. German and W.

M. Ford won first and second amateur averages re-
spectively, both using Winchester factory loaded
shells.

Trout Fry for Tulare.
Sixty thousand Eastern brook trout fry were re-

ceived at Porterville early this month. The young
trout will be distributed in the streams of eastern

A Popular Rifle.

The famous Savage rifles are popular in every sec-
tion of the United States. These rifles fire rapidly,
and the prices are moderate, especially the little Sav-
age 22-caliber Hammerless Repeater, which sells at
$14.00, and the Savage Junior, 22-caliber single-shot
rifle, price $5.00. These rifles are for sale by sporting
goods dealers generally, and catalogue may be ob-
tained by addressing the Savage Arms Company, 32
Turner street. Utica. N. Y.

STOCK NOTES.

Most diseases of stock are contag-

us, therefore it ia a good plan to

;parate the sick from the well to keep

sease from spreading.

Probably the most profitable animal
'• raise Is the hog. The litter is large,

ey are ready for market early and
•e usually of ready sale.

It Is not wise to discard a sow be-

,use she Is old, if she is doing well,

iless her place can be supplied by
lie which Is sure to do better.

Appearances pay. The sleek, well-

oportloned animal of any kind, sells

ostly readily and brings the best

i
Ice, It even pays the owner to slick

i a little.

A, Berub may lbok pretty well, but It

only a scrub, and when compared
th a thoroughbred, and what feed
11 do with a thoroughbred, he cannot
ind the test. It don't pay, therefore,

handle grades.
31ow growth Is what makes stock

raising too slow for some. They can-
not get their returns soon enough. It

is not the largest, nor the fattest, but
the animals that have put it on the
quickest, that yield the largest profits.

The runt seldom, if ever, pays. The
animal that pays is the one that gets

a good start in the world and keeps It.

It may pay to raise the runt If feed

Is no item. If feed is bought, the owner
is better off if he is in, the other man's
pen.
Fences should be kept In good con-

dition. Many a rogue has been made
by having poor fences. There are times
when every animal is restless. If they
escape once, they are much more diffi-

cult to control, and to confine than
before.

Hogs need fresh, clear water, even

when they are fed slop.

Clabber is not as good for growing
pigs as buttermilk, or sweet milk.

Whole oats are regarded by some as

an Ideal feed for swine. They waste

less when whole than when ground,

Save the Race by Using
The Wonderful California Liniment

Aa a Rnbdown and Tonlo Before and After

VITA OIL CURES DISEASES OP HORSES
Removes and Prevents Lameness and Soreness

For sale by Harness Dealers and Druggists everywhere.

Veterinary Package* (Quarts), S3; Six-ouoce Cans, SI.

VITA OIL COMPANY, Makers, SAN FRANCISCO
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THOMAS W. LAWSON'S FARM.

For boldn i

Idity of creation, few. if any, farms
mwold, the country-seat of

Thomas W. Lawson. Situated about
two hours by rail from his beautiful

home in i he southern shore

s Bay, at a point i

Egypt, it comprised until a short time

a^ro some of the most rugged and I

ground. Covered

with bould Loose stone of all

shapes and sizes is characteristic of

the land there.; *'

ta original fo led them to

such a deg] sc ircely a patch of

any i admit of plow-

ing. Briai s
> the chief vege-

tation.

All these have recently disappeared,

and in their place there is now a flour-

ishing farm of more than live hundred

acre?. Truth to tell, it is like a para-

dise dropped there by some propitious

ty. From afar its numerous white

dings, compared with the neighbor-

ing scenery, look as pure as ivory, and
between and beyond them on every

are miles of fences overgrown
with (in summer) blooming roses.

These, together with shrubs and vines

Of all kinds, give the impression of a

kept park. Closer inspection, how-
ever, reveals the practical combined
with the artistic, and so amply that

the whole forms almost an independent

township.
The meadows grow nothing but the

purest green grass or whatever other

crops they are devoted to, and in the

paddocks and pastures graze herds of

the best horses and cattle that money
and scientific breeding can procure.

The poultry runs contain the finest

strains that can be found, and there

are three thousand chickens of all

varieties.

Dovecotes have been constructed, in

which coo the sleekest of doves, and
on the ponds swim fat geese and
ducks. . Scores of dogs of high pedi-

gree fill the kennels, and at the head
of each department is a skillful man-
ager, the farm buildings being ar-

ranged upon a scale of such amplitude
as to afford abundant working space
for the carrying out of every detail.

Among their equipment for facilitating,

work water is piped to each of them
from an immense tower built for the
purpose, and they are also provided
with a sewerage system, said to be the
most elaborate of the kind outside of

those controlled by municipalities.

Warm water is employed altogether
for heating the buildings, and con-
nected with the stables are bright,

clean, comfortable sleeping apartments
jnd separate kitchens for the men. A
watch-clock system requires the
watchman to make the rounds of

stables, and there is a fire department,
with engine, hook and ladder, hose reel

and fire squad. Light is supplied by
electricity, the wires for which, includ-
ing those of a telephone system and
the electric clock, are buried in lead

nits. Nowhere on the farm stand
unsightly poles. True, the stand-

ards for the electric lights are cedar-
tree trunks, with the limbs lopped
about a foot from the trunk, but on
these the wires are so strung as to be
unobservable, while over them and the
tree trunks ivy and roses clamber in
wild profusion.
Certainly Dreamwold, therefore, is

an appropriate name for the place, the
1 ise it is the realization of

tnbition felt by Its owner when he
was a poor boy. Its location might

been elsewhere, however, if he
had not, while driving with his wife
along the old Egypt road, come across
an ancient farm house, from whose

h the grandeur of the view took
.such a strong hold upon Mrs. Lawson

she wanted a home built upon its

I Simultaneously with the expres-
sion of his wife's admiration for the

,
there came Into Mr. Lawson's

i his juvenile dream of a farm.
What if the soil comprising this old
homestead was not of th- : arable,

i jb-

produclng sort, such as exists, for in-

, in the blue-grass region in

liCky, with which he was familiar?
was one thing in its favor. It

near enough to Boston so that he
1

it his home during certain
seasons of the year, or all the year

J, if he chose, and on his way to
or from the train have time to pat

horses or whistle to the dogs In-

.
this privilege was one of the most

vital parts of his dream. Why, then.
not buy this place? His wife wanted
it, and here, even if It should cost a
little extra, he could carry out his
long-cherished project. He did pur-

tract, despite its sterility

and uninviting appearance, and every-

thing adjoining it.

Forthwith he got together contract-

ors irchitects and landscape garden-

and while these performed the

nical part he furnished the ideas.

In a short time a thousand laborers,

with one-fifth their number of horses,

put to work, and just to clear

those five hundred acres of rocks cost

upwards of $200,000. A large portion

of them went into the construction of

macadamized roads, driveways and
lanes, and a wonderfully elaborate
drainage system; the cobbles of cer-

tain sizes were used for gutter pav-
ing. The aim was to have all the work
proceed in unison without necessitat-

ing rehandling, and so well was this

carried out that at the end of a little

more than two years from the com-
mencement of operations Dreamwold
Farm made its appearance practically

as it stands today, at the cost of over
a million dollars. A half million more
has since been added in ornamenting
the estate here and there and in stock-
ing it with horses, cattle, dogs, fowls,

pigeons and the like.

The largest building on the place is

the training stable. It has a frontage
of eight hundred feet, with accommo-
dations for one hundred horses, and
was completed in seventy-two work-
ing days. Another large structure is

the riding academy or exercise ring.

This was built in fifty-six days. Sev-
enty-five days were required to finish

three stables devoted to brood mares,
and ninety days to erect and polish oft

eight other stables. Connected with
these there is a mile race track, a
training track and a polo field.

At the head of the breeding stud is

the magnificent black stallion Dare
Devil (2:09). It is claimed that Mr.
Lawson paid C. J. Hamlin $50,000 for
him. Likewise did he pay $7500 for

Flying Fox, which is the record price
for a Jersey bull, although there are
others that have sold much higher pri-

vately. Some promising specimens of

Jerseys have already been obtained by
mating this animal with the choice
cows on the farm, and especially with
Figgis, which won the grand champion-
ship for aged cows at the St. Louis
Exposition last year.
Unlike most of her companions, Fig-

gis is American bred. She was dropped
May 9, 1S91, her sire being Sophy's
Tormentor (No. 20SS3), and her dam
Birdseye Surprise (No. 48326), whose
record was 14 1-S pounds of butter. In
six months after dropping her second
calf Figgis gave 7442 pounds S ounces
of milk, equivalent to 44S pounds of
butter. She subsequently gave fifty

pounds 7 ounces of milk in one day,
and in seven days 329 pounds 4 ounces,
which -tested 19 pounds 15 ounces of
butter. Her milk record for one year
is an ounce of 7444 pounds, or 472.95
pounds of butter. In four years she
produced 25,172 pounds 3 ounces of
milk, or 1,593.30 pounds of butter. She
is kept under the same conditions and
treated exactly in the same way as the
other cows on Dreamwold Farm.
The sanitary conditions of their

quarters, of course, are of the very
best, the presence of running water
and arrangements for washing and
flushing making it possible for cleanli-
ness always to be observed. The cows
are never forced, however, it being
preferable to have a fair production
and good health than high milk and
butter records and ruined constitutions.
Their grain ration consists of a mix-

ture of bran, ground oats and oil meal.
They get corn ensilage once a day, and
are fed fine English hay or clover hay,
whichever happens to be in stock.
Every day they are turned out for ex-
ercise, but in the coldest weather no
longer than is essential for good health
and condition.

Activity in the stock market brings
with it the schemers connected with
the business. The old games of selling
cheap stock at high prices is being
practiced. Some unknown party will
appear bringing handsome males, and
produce a long pedigree and demand
for a fancy price. Too often he gets
It The only safe way to buy a good
animal is to get a good judge of the
kind wanted to go to a reliable breeder
who has a reputation to make or to
keep, and buy what is wanted. The
purchaser would better go with the
expert.

When rearing a calf It should be re-
membered that it is to occupy the posi-
tion of a money-maker after a while,
and should be so treated that it may
make as much for us as possible.

CLEAN FOOD FOR THE HOGS.

In the last issue of The Journal we
spoke of the necessity of clean water
for the hogs, and in this we will treat

on the advantages Of clean food.

Because a hog will eat almost any-
thing that is given him when he is

hungry is hardly a sufficient reason
why he should be given filthy food. It

is too often the case that what is not
considered tit food for any other class

of stock on the farm is given to the

hogs in order to save it. And not only
is it often the case that the food given
is filthy, but it is given under filthy

conditions. The feeding troughs and
places are allowed to accumulate filth,

and if the hog stands it well and good;
if he succumbs to it and dies, bad
luck is the cause and a new start of
hogs is made, but it is only in excep-
tional cases that an improvement is

made in the treatment. Filth breeds
disease, and in a majority of cases the
man who keeps his hogs healthy keeps
them clean first, and feeds them clean
food. One item in supplying clean food
is to have the troughs and feeding
floors clean. In many cases a good
scrubbing will be necessary, while in
others a good sweeping will answer.
A sprinkle of lime or air-slacked lime
into which a small quantity of carbolic
acid has been mixed will help purify-
ing the feeding floors and troughs.

If slop is fed care should be taken
to feed it clean, and to keep the vessels
clean. Clean slop is a healthy, nutri-
tious food, and can always be fed to
growing pigs to advantage. But slop
is too often considered all the waste
about the house and barn. If there is

only mouldy oats or bran, partly-rotted
corn or decaying vegetables, they are
thrown to the hogs or made into slop.

Instead of hogs being made the scav-
engers of the farm they should be
gleaners. Whatever is not fit to be
converted into human food through
the hog should be buried or turned into
the compost heap, and if this plan is

followed much better health will be
readily maintained. But the cleanli-
ness must not only apply to food, but
tc the quarters, also, if the best health
is to be maintained and the best qual-
ity of product secured.
To some extent, at least, the quality

of the meat is affected by what the
animals eat, and to secure the best
health and at the same time the best
quality of meat, the food must be
wholesome, clean and nutritious, and in
many cases a little more care in this
respect would not only lessen the
losses, but improve the breed.

TO PRODUCE BUFF COLOR.

It is safe to presume that there is no
color of a fowl so hard to produce and
maintain as the buff color. There is

but one true buff color. Lemon shade
is not buff; a red or cinnamon color is
not buff; neither is a reddish brown a
buff; the true shade is "golden buff."
The term used for standard buff color
is "one even shade of rich, golden buff,
free from shaftings or mealy appear-
ance." This is simply a true rich buff
of golden hue. Many produce a thin,
uneven shade of lemon yellow and call
it buff, while others favor a deep or-
ange buff or cinnamon color and pre-
sent it as the true shade for buff.
These are not the true golden buff.
The proper shade or buff, say, is a

mixture of yellow, red, and white, or a
combination of yellow and pink. This
is absolutely true when mixing colors
on the palette, but many years of ex-
perience have proved that it is far
more difficult to control the color of
plumage than to properly mix the
paints. It is easy to say: Keep out
the black or drive out the white. But
it appears when least expected. Buff
is a made color—it is not natural color—and there is but one rule for its cer-
tain production, and that is the union
of the truest color possible to obtain,
year after year, until a strain is estab-
lished that will breed true to color.
A continued system of inbreeding for

good, sound plumage color has many
drawbacks. Reduction of size and
loss of form are the most serious. To
obviate this, new blood must be intro-
duced from time to time, the admission'
of which brings with it more or less
disturbance of color lines, causing a
continual oscillation between good
color and good form. One of the prin-
cipal assurances of good color Is the
proper undercolor and color of shaft-
ing or quills—all of which should be
buff to the skin and of a shade some-
what lighter than surface color. What-
ever the shade of buff may be, let It

be even and true all over and throuj
and through.

It is not advisable to mate light ai

dark specimens; the result will be
mealiness in plumage of chicks. Tl

very best selection is of females havii
the true golden buff, and of mal
whose breast color is one or two shad
darker than the females, all to be ve
even in color and free from any shai

other than the buff. Black and whi
should be avoided. If white is pre
ent, it is quite likely to show in unde
color^ and on wings of the offsprin

Black will show in the wings and ta
Both are equally objectionable;

POULTRY NOTES.

-

-

-

Ten hens wall eat' an -ounce of-boi
daily. .-

'Medicine1 is1 seldom necessary f
fowls that are properly cared for
Air slaked lime is valuable inmar

ways in the poultry house as a dish
fectant.

It is almost impossible to keep mo:
than one breed on a farm ^without ge
ting mixed.
Fowls of all classes enjoy a me

early in the morning. If delayed, th<
become restless.

The farmer has the largest profit
poultry raising,- because he" has tl

least outlay for food.
• Parched corn is the best "form
which to give charcoal to poultry,
is far better than charcoal alone.
" A few' fowls well fed, and w«
housed will give better satisfaction
w ell cared for than twice the numbi
The tendency, of most poultry keej

ers is to make the roosts too hig
They should be from eighteen inchi
to two feet high, and about three <

four inches wide.
The fowls and animals have sen! f

enough to recognize good treatmei
from bad. They reason, and their di:

positions are such that a little persu;
sion will go farther than violence,-;

accomplishing good results.

Usually male birds are not as go(
about dusting themselves as the hen
and need to be looked after more closi

"'

ly. Free access to a good dust bat

will usually control the lice on tl

hens, and in the henhouse.
A writer says: "I fully believe thi

a large per cent of breeders who -<iu *

the business with the conclusion tb
there is nothing in- it, or\ those wl
make an absolute failure of it entirel

can turn back,-^"they would, and poil

to overcrowding as their main cam
of defeat. It is impossible to get fell

tile eggs from stock kept under sue
circumstances."

:

Milk shipping and cheese makir.
are regarded as less fruitful to a fan
than butter making, because in th
way the entire milk product is tak
off the farm. In butter making
skim milk, with its products, axe fc .

to stock on the farm, and thus it

returned to the soil.

I3L

When a farmer rears a_ heifer an
sells her for $12 to $15 when she I

six months old, he feels very much lib

he has had a "pick up" because he hs

fed her principally upon skim milk an
light feed.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction,

Gombault's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,

Thrush, Diphtheria Removes all

Bunches from Horse& or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc, it is Invaluable.
Every bottle of CaustiQ Balsam sold la

Warranted to give sat is 1 action. Price $1 50
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
press, cbartrea paid, witn full directions Top
its u°e. tSTSend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co.. Cleveland.

•
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THE PRICE OF WOOL.

K

The newspapers of the country are

isjussing^ the px-ice of wool 'and trying

o find out why our people are getting

uch good prices. We can assign but

ne reason, the demand in the world's

larkets. Writers assign various rea-

ons for this. M. M. Price, commercial
gent at Jares del la Frontera, Spain,

rites to the consular department at

Washington as follows:

The attention of European sheep
reeders is being called to the present

2 andition of the wool market. For 35

\v 40 years the price of wool had con-
nually fallen so that from 1S95 to

JOQ-it ..had decreased- 50 .per-cent.be-

>w that of 1S70 and 1S75. Recently a
se in „ price has taken place in the

drld's market. The fall in price was
Itributed principally to the extraor-

nary development of wool production

J i
Australia, Cape of Good Hope, Ar-
ntina and Uruguay. These countries

M
fOdu<red about 197,000,000 pourid in

f70,

253,000,000 in 1880, and 360J000;O00

unds in 1889. This rapid increase of

-oduction enormously augmented im-
portation into industrial countries..

i^'-Some years ago there began-.a pro t

ressive decrease of the flocks, in . Eu-
, ,,'pean nations. In 30 years* there- had

:en a decrease of 34,000,000 sheep in

e flocks of England, France,' Ger--

ij

iany, Austria -Hungary
. and Spain,

ijae sheep in Australia decreased from
8,000,000 in 1870 to 74,000,000 in. 1898..

J le importation of wool into Europe
i^fen Australia, Cape of .Good Hope,
r.^-gentina and Uruguay, amounted to

^.,'83,000 bales, 2,494,000 bales, 2,445,000

rji-Ies, 2,245,000 bales and 2,045,000 bales

1 1895, 1901, 1902, 1903. and 1904 -re-

. ^ectively. The price . of wool .has

readily risen since 1901," and -in 'the.

;^se of wool called "cruzados" or
r t'rossed" the price has increased - 100

jj
jr cent in the London .market; This
ie is due to the diminished ptoduc--
n. . - '

- -

From 1S40 to 1892 the number of

eep bred in Australia, Tasmania and
w Zearand increased with extraordi-

nary rapidity, their numbers then be-

lj a to shrink, and from 189,8 to 1904
decrease has been enormous. The

.stralian flocks decreased from 125,-

,j 1,000 in 1S92 to 111.000,000 in 1897,

1*000,000 in 189S, 92,000,000 in 1902

l]
i 73,000,000 in 1902. . The frequent

] mths were the principal cause of this

jrease of 50,000,000 sheep from 1892
1903. On account of this fact it is

.bable that- the rise in price of wool
1 continue. Thirty years ago the
intries named bred only Merino
ep for fine wool, but afterward the
wers crossed the breed with .Eng-
i sheep of long, coarse wool, until

p_theproportion_JDf mixed wool ex-
ids 50 per cent of the whole. Hence

ta]
rino wool is scarcer than ever, and
caprice of fashion may increase

.price far beyond what its quality
its."

NDLING THE CREAM SEPAR-
ATOR.

Fe have several times published in-

actions in regard to cleaning and
dling cream separators, which have
ie into general use in farm dairy-

fi It is an important matter, and we
—fh the following on the subject from
rijtl Journal and Creamery Reporter,
ujjfch says:
r the mechanical care of a separator

\ Tiportant as affecting its durability,

sanitary care of the machine is

fbly so, as affecting the purity of
1 produce which passes through it.

fit—one of the best and purest of
tixan foods—is one of the quickest
become unfit for food if it is not

clean and handled in clean ves-
While the purchaser of a separ-

I' has been again and again im-
sed with the idea that it must be
: in perfect order, the same agent
told him that the parts which come
o'ntact with the milk did not need
e washed oftener than' once a day
that the cream would be delivered

'. a week.
is right here that the advantage
he hand separator to the farmer
turn to naught unless cleanliness,

h is so essential to purity of pro-
and to profit in business, is thor-

ily impressed upon the user. It is

enough to rinse the machine out
a little warm water and let it

i until next time, for the slime and
particles of unclean matter in

milk that are caught and held in

)Owl are at just the right tempera-
to decay, and an evil smell soon
lops. The machine must be well

13

THIRD PAYMENT
$5.00 EACH

IDtxcs and Must :o© Paid, toy-

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1905
ON ENTRIES IN THE

PACIFIC BREEDERS FUTURITY STAKES No 5S7QOO
for got of Mares covered in 1904, Foals of 1905. Stake Closed October 15 1904

DON'T FAIL TO MAKE IT.
Remember the Substitution Clause: If a Mare Droves barren or «nm n*h*c,„ * j , ,

Mare or Foal dies before February 1, 1906, her nominator ma transfer M ^'nomination o/^^T 11 '' ll"
e'ther the

Foal, regardless of ownership; but there will be no return of a payment, no wi 1 , entrv h "?^""^ Mar6
?
nd

amount paid in or contracted for.
y '

'

or wm aDy entry be llable for more than

IDOaWT FORFEIT, BUT T»A-g- TJI».

.

F
-
iW

- KELLEY, Secretary, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

washed after every separation of milk.
There are some things about washing

vessels which come in contact with
milk that the average housewife needs
to learn.

The dishcloth as found in. the aver-
j
age kitchen should never be used on

j dairy utensils. It is the exception
where one will be found to smell
sweetly an hour after it has been used;
and yet milk utensils are often washed
with it and wiped with a towel that
has done duty on all of the china and

, glassware of the household, and, pos-
sibly, the pots and kettles, before the
tinware of the separator is touched.
Discard the dishcloth and the dish
towel while

. milk utensils are being
washed. "Wash them in warm water
first, with plenty of some washing
compound, and use a brush to do the

;
work, but never a rag. Get into every
part of them, after which rinse off

with clean, warm water, and then
either put them in boiling water or

; pour boiling water over them. Stand
the parts up so that they will drain,
and use no cloth to wipe them. The
hot surface will dry them quickly, and
they will be clean. Leave the parts In
a sunshiny place if possible. This may
seem to be putting too much str.ess. on

' the case/ but evidence gathered in the
field shows the need of some vigorous
words along this line. The outside
of the frame, which does not come in

contact with the milk, also needs scru-
pulous care. Cases have been noted
where the color of the machine could
scarcely be distinguished because of
the grease and dirt or dried milk cov-
ering the paint. Pure cream could
hardly be expected to come from such
a place. It is pleasant to know that at
more than three-fourths or the farms
visited the s arators were well kept
and the people were trying to do the
best they, knew how. There was, how-
ever, a great lack of knowledge.

Young cows do not always pay the
first time they are fresh. But as their
habits as milk cows are being estab-
lished, they should be milked as long
as possible. "Whatever they are taught
to do during their first year they will
probably do during the succeeding
years of their milk life.

o
Usually the young cow is not through

growing during her first milking per-
iod, and should have plenty of good,
suitable food, that her frame may con-
tinue its growth.

SpongeB. S. Adderley, 307 Market St

FOR SALE.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS
pOTH SIRE AND DAM IMPORTED. THEY" are all beauties, just right tor this winter's
shooting.

GEO B. M. GRAY,
319 Twelfth Street, Oakland

For Sale.
A Three-Year-Old Filly by Zombro 2:11, and
A Four-Year-old Filly by Del Norte 2:08- both

2"co;i°)

aD" Ia bJ Antrim tSlre °' AKelU

ER
n?;f?

r
?
Wn / t

.
all,0I1; grandson Electioneer;

perfect roadster and excellent stock horse.
Ladles' Trap Horse,

Two Ladles' Saddle Horses,

Koad Cart, Sulkies, Boggles,
Rockawa; with Pole and Shafts.

Double and Single Harness. Saddles, etc.
This property belongs to the Estate of GRANT

LAPHAM, deceased. The business and good
will Is also for sale. Stable with room for 55
horses for rent, Apply to

1309 PEARL STREET, ALAMEDA,
Or E K. TAYLOR, Attorney,

Park Row, Alameda.

It is the blood that tells, whether it

be in a cow, a horse, a sheep . or a
hog. • Predisposition shows Itself all

the way through. If there is one, not
up to the others in some desirable
quality, that is an indication that that
one should not be saved for breeding.
No feed is fed. to greater advantage

than full rations to any animal that
may be raising, its young. She may
eat twice as much, and may seem al-
ways to be hungry, still give her all

she will consume, and the returns and
her well-raised young will yield ample
returns.

It has been demonstrated that the
fall of the year is the best in which
to have cows come fresh. It is then
that they are receiving the best of at-
tention and that they have a season
exempt from the trying nuisance of
flies, which probably reduces the flow
of milk as much "as^dh'e thing could.

The ordinary way of doing things is

not so very good for those who wish
to have extraordinary results. It takes
the extraordinary methods to accom-
plish extraordinary results.

-0-

Rice polish has a higher feeding
value than corn or oats. It contains
more protein and more fat, less water
and less crude fiber.—Rice Journal.

Fast Team of Pacers
VOR SALE-SEVEN AND EIGHT YEARSx old, stand 16 hands; bays, good manes and
talis; well matched; gentle; used to the city.
Will pace better than 2:40. Sound and stylish
Can be Been at the Nevada Stables, 1350 Market
street. Apply or address

E. G. PIERCE,
Nevada Stables, San Francisco.

MATCHED TEAM FOR SALE,
' A WELL MATCHED PAIR OF STANDARD^ bred Geldings, 15.3 hands high "Will weigh
about 1100 pounds each; gentle and perfectly well
broken. Not afraid of automobiles or cars. Can
step a mile in 2:40. Stylish, sound and good
lookers. Full brothers, sired by Senator L. Also
i wo siDgle horses desirable for gentlemeD drivers.
Can he seen at the I Direct Stables, 1308 Fultftn
St , San Francisco. Telephone Park 573.

T. C. CABNEY.

FUTURITY CANDIDATE FOR SALE,

pOR SA LE—ATHENE BY DEXTER PRINCE;
L first dam Athena 2:15 by Electioneer Bay
mare. Ave years old, bred at Palo Alto. With
partial training she has trotted quarters In :34.
She has a beautiful colt by Kinney Lou foaled in
April, 1905, and entered In the Futurity stakes
Both will be sold at a verv reasonable figure.
Inquire of JNO. S. PHIPPEN, Trainer,

Mayfleld, Cal.

PARK HORSE FOR SALE,
TTIGH-CLASS ROADSTER, COAL BLACK,
*-*- 15V4 hands, Ave years old, weighs 1000 pounds.
Is a vei y handsome horse, a perfect beauty: fear-
less of all things on the road: has been driven by
a lady. Has lots of speed, but never trained on a
track. Sound and all right. Sire and dam both
registered. Apply to

E. A. GRIGSBY, Napa, Cal.

Thick, Swollen Glands
that make a horse Wheeze,
have Thick Wind or
Choke-down, can be re-
moved with

Absorbine
or any Bunch or Swelling
caused by strain or inflam-
mation. No blister*. No
hair gone and horse kept
at work; %zm per iinttfev*
delivered, nook 3-BTree", ARSORlirtVF
mankind, 81.00 deliveredT CureSaStS;
\arlcose Veins, lite. Book free. Made

W. F. TOUNO, P. D. F,,

54 Monmouth Street, Springfield, Mass.

Fornaie by Mack&Co Langiey &MiehaelsCo
gydlngton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franolsoo

SKY POINTER Jr
FOR SALE.

TH5 |lAi-L '0N SKY POINTER Jr.. SON
,

,
of Sky Pointer, own brother to Star Pointer

1-59*; dam Juliet D. 2:13M (dam of Irish [4)2:08)4)by he great McKinney. Sky Pointer is the sire

X )lt
'ast

,

mare Sally Pointer 2:13*5, now racingon the Eastern circuit. 6

SKY POINTER jr has shown a mile In 210
*'°

I
s
,?

veT handsome, finely finished horse!His colts are extra rlne individuals and vervpromising This stallion can he seen at the SantaRosa track during the Breeders meeting nextweek, where parties desiring a high bred stallion
at a reasonable figure are invited to inspect htm.

Mrs. L. J. H. HASTINGS,
4336 Vermont Ave., Los Angeles.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
la a Race.

Is entered at Fresno and ready to start.
A high-class Kaoe Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.
Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion

2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19J, etc.)
by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote

dd
racing For further particulars

BEEEDEE AND SPORTSMAN.

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE.
JTANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY
V, Loohlnvar 8:20, he by Director H. 2:27 bv
Dlreotor2:17: first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223-
second dam Theresa by Prompter: third damEmpress by Flaxtall; fourth dam Ladv Narlevby Marlon son of Mambrlno Chief 11. This Dllv
Is well broken, perfeotly sound, good gnlted and
a Orst-olass prospect. For further particulars
address J. D. BLAMEY,

Box 715, Grass Valley, Cal.

,TR„ for
T is
only by

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR SALE.
THREE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE, HAND-
->- some blood bay In oolor; good conformation
?,? l

d
. k
a
i,^?

t 'ola^ IntiivWual In every respect.With little work as a two-year-old he easilyshowed a 2:40 gait. Is perfeotly sound and goodgated. S red by Iran Alto 2:12M, dam AlmaWllkswood by Alcantara. For price and particu-
lars address Breeder and Sportsman, 36 Gearv
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

*»>*

TRAINING STABLE.
LTAV1NQ OPENED A TRAINING STABLE-" at the Pleasanton Track, I am prepared to
handle four or live more hor6es. Have trained
and driven to record Rey Direct 2:10, DIotatress
2:08?.;, etc, etc. Can refer to Geo. A. DbvIs and
other owners Terms, etc., on application Ad
dress ED. S PARKER, Ploasanton, Cal
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(PropertV 01 JOHN PABBOTT, ESQ.)

Devoid B,clM.™.,«otr.e Bre.d.nE B»d

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY, Manager.

For JSetle.
Brood Mare., Hors- * In Training and Year

llne». Belonging to the Estate of

Micharl Fox, Deceased

. -v-nTirv IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
WSS&EESlff of ***$»<""*$$
p.i dec»a°ed. "IH so 1 on or oiler MONu.^i

.

AUGUST » 90S. ibe following desorl'.ed broad

mare* horses In training and yearlings, to wit.

Aodlna.M) by St. Andrew-Fanny Lonlse.

Masedo (4) by Maiic-llesena II.

Re Carlo (2) by Si c»rlo-Reseda It

Edoa RoseS by Bassetlaw-Reseda II

Kldn.rP«(l) by KeDllvTor.h-F.dna Rose.

The above describe} animals are now at the

S.ta
D
««"oT wm also sell on or after said

date .heYolto^ng brood mares and Allies now a.

MeDonougn's Ranch. San Maleo County, Cal..

Fannv Lonlse (dam of Andrisa. Canmore Sister

Jeannie) by Darebin-Nellie Peyton.

SnrB'a^^bt'o^inro^rofF'annyLoulse.

Oneway rift by 'oSlnl on, .1 Fanny Louise,

On^Chesfn'o't Fl.lyby St. Carlo out of Reseda

II. foaled January 24, 1905.

Fanny Louise was bred to St. Carlo, 1905.

Reseda II was bred to Orsini, 190o.

Bids or offers (or all of the above described

stock as a whole or separately, must be in writ-

ing and will oe received any time after^the first

publication of this notice at the omceot Sullivan

it Sullivan, attorneys for said executor Room

610 Parrott Building. San Francisco, California

Terms—Cash In U. S. gold coin.

MATTHEW I. SULLIVAN.

Executor of the Will of Michael Fox, Deceased

(McMTJRRAY I

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
OFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our

terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the (arm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Sty? l£tttptr>? (Eitij .HFantts, newyork.Mention this journaJ

when writing.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

POINTS:
Perfect Construction,

Light Weights,

Great Strength,

Easy Running,

And LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGQING CARTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER.

45-Address, for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of la

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

PHENOL SODIQUE
heals

CUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST

Antiseptic

Dressin:

for

"SPSS?
V^^/,iSajS TIT n_ T3pa<?1

esfNDLSODIUuli
Man or "Beas1

K.e p handy for erne

gencies In home
and stable.

FOE SALE.
F».t Pacing StaUlon JOHN A 2:123.4

(three-year-old 2:U); sire Wayland W. J.IWS by

Arthur Wilkes; dam Lady Mror by Grand Moor.

Wayland W. is the only stallion to pot) wo In the

iMOllst this year up to August 1st. JOHN A. Is

a rich seal brown, stands 16.2. weighs 12So lbs., is

kind and gentle for a lady lo drive. Is a very fine

Individual of strongest conformation, and as all

of his colts are fine lookers he should make a

great sire. His oldest colts are three years old.

none have been worked. There were but three ol

them, as he was not regularly In the slud.

Tbree-year-old Trotter SIR CARLTON
36367 by Nutwood Wilkes 2:1614; dam Lady
Keating by Slam B 2:11*. second dan,

,

the dam
ol Dlawood 2:11 and Abdine 2:17. SIR OABUUa
is paid up in the Occident Stake and ready to

start. Should he not win any money this year,

will make a great prospect In the green classes

next year; as no gamer colt ever lived. He can

trot the fifth heat the fasiest In another year

he will be able, barring accidents, to trot in 2:13

or 211 Any horseman at the Woodland track

will recommend him as a game colt and a good

trotting prospect. He only wears a harness and

a pair of quarter boots and does not need the

latter. Wears 6 ounces in front and o behmd.

I also have some good road horses and brood

mares for sale They can all be seen at Slate

Fair Grounde, Sacramento. Address

A. E. MASTIN,
1016 Nineteenth St., Sacramento.

m wlv>«^^

|
California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST
TWICE A YEAR

Bate-
au per cent on ordinary accounts
36-10 per cent on term accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,500,399-46

TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839 38

Deposits mav be made by P. O. Order,

Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft

Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID ISEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings

3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet.

..THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

.. Disease of ah.maiS..„ UISEA5ES OF A« 1 "'-L=__M*-a . » _*
SrSKSrsSfSSKHS^Sa Equally good for dot

^^^^S^'fetEsrsS^^ and all animals.

Bmice brothers i.
warn. If not at your dm

gists, small size se,

to any address upt
receipt of 10c.

OFFICES

Cor Callforala and Montgomery

. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

Its.

FOB SALE.
SIDNEY DILLON GELDING BUBNA; FIVE
' yearsold; a J>erfect beauty without faultor

blemish; bay with black points; weighs about

1050 to 1100; can~be driven by a child; an elegant ,

road or track horse; trials in y
:

1 "; 8<o0.

ALSO
The celebrated DOC WILKES, a road horse;

you need not take the dust of any. Record 2:12^.

A beautiful mahogany bay. black points: weight
1000 No one Deed look at him unless they want
to pay me 1500 for him. A baby can drive him.
Both sold for want of use.

G. B M. GRAY.
310 Twelfth St., Oakland.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE.

lt'ILLKROO 88091, BLACK STALLION.
" foaled March 18. 1893; height 16 2 hands,

weight 12O0 pounds. One of the best sonsof Mc-
Kloney Handsome, stylish, Andy proportioned

and good dlsposltloned horse Winter or three-

year-old blue ribbon at the California State Fair

aa best standard trotter. \s a iwo-yeur old

showed quarters m 33 seconds; aaa three-year

old, miles In 2:17. Sired by McKinney; dam
•Tuoonlesby Junkie r>S38. second dam Lady Duroc
hy Iowa Duroc third dom Lady Green by Green's
ttasbaw, fourth dam Lady Cuahman by Vermont
Morgan. For particulars address

DAN REDMOND,
Care of Race Track, San Jose. Cal.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
lirewster & Co . New York, of Broome St.

KMuiTiumt Boggy Co , Mtaiulsbnrg, Ohio
C. S. Caffrey Co., Camden, N. J.

;
ConuerevlUe Baegy Co , Connersvllle. In d.

Watertown Carriage Co.. Watertown. N. Y.
\\ ;i lb. ir ii ARlkerFony Vehicle*, St Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St,

(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South 1062 SAN FKANCISCO

STANDARD BRED STALLION

FOR SALE.
pY MENDOCINO 22807; DAM PRINCESS BY
I » Nutwood 600 About '5 years old. stands 15 3

handn and weighs close to 1 100 pounds. Perfectly

sound, and with about live months' training

trotted a full mllo in 2:18M- This statement can
be substantiated. Stallion can bo seen at Hans
Frellson's stables on Point Lobos ave., near 2!st

ave. For particulars address
* M. M. DONNELLY,

1390 Grave St., San Fracciso.

i At the

Tonpe^End
STOCK GET JUST ENOUGH AT THE RIGHTTIME

CDHPRES5ED PURE-SALT BRICKS,

and FflEifmmm
No mstt.no ntqlectall convenience.

Yeitrdeilerhisit. Write Us tortile booh.

BELMONT 5TABIE SUPPLY CO.
PATENTEES' MANUFACTURERS

C
""

::

: BrooMyn. N.v. ^

HANCE BROTHERS & WHIT
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

rcrcfflH

T

C

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco

The oldest, the largest, the moat popular

inerclal sohool on the Paolflo Coast. 20,000 g._
ates; SO teaohers; 70 typewriters; oyer 300 studer

annually placed In positions. Send tor oatalogi

K. P. HEALD, President.

,Ca

arcc
I grid
itndet

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Falton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training

Stable near tbe above corner, and will board and

train for racing, road use or matinee driving a

limited number of first-class horses at reasonable

rates Have good location .
brand-new stable and

everything first-class. All horses In my oare will

receive the best ol attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 4147.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMA

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOK
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid

Most Complete Book
ol the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

.ME LOCKE ADDER

70nb

678-680 tlth Ave.
Baok of. The Chutes

Modern
Business Necessity 'capacity M9.M».»»»

EnlhutluUcally endorse
>-. 3 Mil, accurate, *jmi'iv. jmn'ic. »>v ---

. ,, ,h. Iinw.t'rr-

i * Trt* Booklet an * 5p*tl*J QBer Ac""""1

C. E. Locke Mlk'. Co. lOSWalnut St.. Kertsett. I

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Write for prices.

Bkeedek and SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Street

San Francisco. Cal.

All kinds cf Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIBBELI. Si SON, Proprietors.

Sas Francisco, Cal.

Boardlne, Training and Bundling all Wads ol

Fancy Horses. A lew Nice Rigs on hand Take

any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 2M.

Photo Engraving Gompan

HIGH CLASS AST

IK

Hall 1'ones and Line JSngrcm

Artlatlo Designing.

506 Mission St.. cor. Flr.t, San FranB

;

Q0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIOS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SOIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Straet, San Francisco, CaJ.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

• HOWARD SHORTHORNS • - QCINJ
HERD—77--premlums, CalUornla State l'

1903-3-4. Registered cattle ol beet and mim
[amines lor sale. Write us what jou wj,

Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, -

Franolsco.

PETER SAXE « SON. Llok House,S
;
F..C 1

Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 ye I

Allvarleties Cattle. Horses, She.p, Hogs. H
olass breeding stock. Correspondence solloij

HOLSTBINS-BTJTTER BRED FAMIM
Work herd; 80% winners at State and countJ n
show ring, and every butter contest stooa IB

California. No reservations Stock near s.

F H Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San FranolBP

JERSEYS, HOI.STEIN8 AND DTTRH^
Dairy Stock speoially. Hogs, Poultry. JW
rLshCQ 1878. WllUam Nlles S Co.. I«i Attge

OaL

,
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
at ttie-

Held.at Indiaaapolis, June 27-30. .905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 oat of 100 from the .8-yard mark using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
T
,

h
J
8
Tw."

1
"

°" lr Event Dnr'nB the Ent,re Gr'""1 A-"»«'«™> "hlch was won from Behind the16-yard tine. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, anions them the following-
let on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reld (tie), 99 out of 100. Sd in Preliminary, Wm Veach (tie) 97 out of 100 w m rr.ni a

',

In the Consolation Handicap, , scores of 98, 5 of 97. 1 of 9,5 and 35 others a'hoTe 90Tare made wUU Peters She.is
Ca °' * AHe^ " <"" <" " °'

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS
THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, OhioNew York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H, KELLER, Manager.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

4 LlSt, $100

Ballistite Wins!

ANY OTHER
HOKE.

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for A.RT CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Coast Branch. PHIL B. BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco
Or
to

SHREVE &, BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

LOOK
UP

YOUR
GUN

Both the High Amateur and General Average
AND ALSO THE

Phil P. Bekeart Challenge Trophy--100 Birds-
At the Second Annual Tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap
Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30, were won withBALLISTITB.
If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER & HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

CALIFORNIA

NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque Calitornia.

The Ideal Route for

ii Trips

YOU may Deed a new one this fall; DO NOT wait until yon want
It. ORDER NOW. REMEMBER it tabes time to make a gnn andmake one RIGHT. We do not care to make one any oth*>r way.
If yon DON'T know all about a gnn write to us; we may be able
to serve .7UST YOH. We have had over forty years' experience, and it's yours for th
asking:. Tell us what you want Write to-day.

32 Warren St., New York 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

One day's ride from San Francisco will take
you to some of the finest Trout Streams in the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
In the State. The Company maintains a Pish
Hatchery and annually stooks the many streams
reached by its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year In these streams
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed in Russian

River near .Guerneville, Guernewood Park andCamp Vacation, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the TIburon Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1905
Issued annuallj by the Company, Is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for
Information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms ,where summer board-
ers are taken, and Select Camping Spots.
Beautifully illustrated. 150 pp. and can be hat?

in response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.
General Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., cor

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Mark Levy & Co.

JAS. AGLER,
Geo. Mgr.

R. X. BYAN,
Gen. Pass. Agt.

VETERINARY.

'•

"Billy" Crosby has held the world's
long run record of 345 straight
since March 31, 1901,

now makes another world's record
of 419 straight WITH HIS SMITH

^SmiIh°
U Can,t ^^ thGm With

!TF
4?^^ADS,

1

M. R. C V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinburt
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonies
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President or
the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,
San Franolsco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco-
Telephone Park 128.

Chronic Bronchitis and
Cored In

Catarrh of the Bladder
48 Hours.

Send, for Oataloguo.

HUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y. I

IN NEWSPAPERS?
ANYWHERE AT ANYT1MB J

Call on or Write

E.C. DIKE'S ADYERTISIHG AGEHClf
124 Sansome Street $

6AN FRANCISCO, CALIF, j'

SrvNty
CAPSULES

to d^
Superior to Copaiba, Cobobs or InjeoMoo

BLAKE, M0FFITT & T0WNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.
Telephone Math 199

CALIFORNIA
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[[BEFORE YOU START ON A HUNTING TRIP

I

1

i

U.MC.

&&un$£

Enthusiastic haaters are all enthusiastic over 17. M. C.

cartridges. The wider their experience the louder their

praise Hunters who have "used all kinds ' now use U. M.

V. cartridges exclusively and recommend them to friends,

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG.

pacific coast depot:

86-88 Tirst St.. San Francisco.

AWEHEREBYGUARANTEECART-'X
//RIDGES WHEN SEALED WITHTHIS\
/ LABEL ALSO THE FOLLOWING ARMS*
//WHEN USED WITH THEM TO THE EULL\\

// EXTENT OF THE MAKERS'GUARANTEE.l
I VIZIWINCHESTER MARLIN.REMINGTON
I AND SAVAGE MAGAZINE AND SINGLE SHOT
II RIFLES.THESE CARTRIDGES ARE LOADED I

\\ WITH SPECIAL SMOKELESS POWDER I

\ BEST ADAPTED TO REQUIRED RESULTS. II

\ SHELLS SHOULD NOT BE RELOADED.,/

U.M.C.

No matter what make or;
model of rifle you use, U. M.

C cartridges will give yon superior results, even under

the most trying or adverse conditions. Every.dealer-

clty or country-sellB U. M. C. ammunition.

WRITB FOB ?6II.LTISTRATED3 CATALOG.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, - - - Manager

BjiMgaBglBgJgBgHglMlgaBBglgflgBl^^^^^81

I

I

I

I

J

Winchester
J±.lVLlVLTJlSriTI01Sr, RIFLES, SDEIOTGrTXJXTSS

WEKE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. lOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

f

I

The Official RccorJs Show
that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, Ind., June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary

Handicap, Consolation Handicap and
the Five Men State Team

Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

General Average

For the Tournament at Indianapolis

won by

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 288 ex 300, using

New E. G. Improved

"Fred A. Stone Soarescrow Trophy"

which was awarded the

High Professional

in the

Grand American Handicap

won by

W. G. Hearne

using

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

L.AFLIN & BAND POWDER 00.

L JSA.

Glabrough,

GUNS

Gun Goods

Golcher & Go.

FISHING

JVSond for Catalogs*

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY . .

.

LOADED . .SHELLS
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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PHOTOGRAPH of DAN PATCH 1:56 "noneO® WONDERFUL MILES
This Engraving; was made from a Photograph taken of Dan Patch in one of his Marvelous Speed Exhibitions. It shows Dan Flying Through The Air with every foot off of the ground, and
is as natural and life-like as if you saw him in one of his sensational miles. You will notice that Dan Patch is pacing in his smooth and majestic manner, while the three runners are urged
on by voice and whip iu their tremendous efforts necessary to keep up with Dan in his record-breaking miles. This picture shows exactly the way Dan makes his exhibition miles. The
runners are used to stimulate Dan to greater efforts, because he goes faster when he has a horse to beat. Dan wants and enjoys a close and exciting race, and he will not pace his fastest clip
unless he is in company. No trotter or pacer can go fast enough so we use high bred running horses. <5TWaich For Dan's Exhibition Dates This Fall. He Is Faster Than Ever.

DO YOU WANT MORE SPEED?
Dan Patch Made Eight World Records Alter Eating "International Stock Food" Six Months. It Always Gives A
Good Appetite, Extra Strength, Endurance, Courage And Nerve Force Which Is Sure To Give Your Horse More Speed.
You Cannot Afiord To Start Your Race Horse This Year Without Feeding "International Stock Food" Every Day.

DAN PATCH 1:56 W iATS

"INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD"
W* 3 ©f^£ CENT**

We feed "International Stock Food" everyday to our stallions Dan Patch 1:56. .. .Directum 2 :05^. . ..Arion 2:07% Roy
Wilkes 2 :06^. . . .BdTTONwood 2:17. . . .Directum Jr. Also to our One Hundred Brood Mares and to all of their colts because it gives

them better digestion and assimilation, keeps the blood pure and rich and thoroughly strengthens the entire system and prevents disease.

Signed by M. W. Savage, Proprietor of "International Stock Food Farm" and also of "International Stock Food Co."

USED
BY BREEDERS

AND
HORSE OWNERS
EVERYWHERE

30

From....MEADOW BROOK FARM

Wyoming, R. I.

International Stock Food Co.
Gentlemen:—I have used your "Inter-

|

national Stock Food" for the past three years
j

|

and have found it to be just as represented.

Have taken great pleasure in recommending !

it to friends and it has a good sale here.

Very truly,

WENDALL PHILLIPS.

A TRAINER FINDS IT INDISPENSABLE.

R. F. D. No. 3, Greenville, Pa.
International Stock Food Co.

Gentlemen:—I am employed by P. Dinehart

!

as driver and trainer of his stable which contains
[

seven horses with records ranging from 2:15 to '

2:22>2. Your "International Stock Food" is always !

|
found in our stable; in fact, we can't get along

|

1 without it. It is good goods and deserves the high-
! est praise. Yours respectfully, E. COATS.

WORTH WILL OFTEN MAKE YOU $50.00
It is nothing uncommon for a months use of

'

to the selling price of a colt or horse.

"International Stock Food" with the World Famous Line—3 FEEDS for ONE CENT— is known
irom hitfh class powdered Roots, Herbs, Seeds and Barks and

p and permanently Strengthens the Entire System, Cures and
Prevents Disei markable aid to Digestion and Assimilation so that each animal

l obtain 20 to 25 percent, more nutrition from all grain eaten. We positively guarantee
1

1 International Slock Food" will make you $360 net profit, over its costiu growing
i and saving grain for older horses. The use of 100 lbs.

willmal ol -in a saving of grain in your regular feeding. It keeps
and vigorous and gives them more nerve power, which produces more speed.

It will make your stallions surer foal getters and cause brood mares to raise better
II Increases the flow of healthful milk. "International Slock Food" is splendid

for all b imals and is Equally Good For Horses and Colts and all other kinds
ol slock. It is perfectly harmless even il taken into the human system.

International Stock Food" to add $50.00 to 5100.00
Its use will always make you big money.

&3~The use of "International Slock Food" for 30 days will often increase the selling price of a colt or
horse $50 to $100. Be sure and test it before sending your horse to the sale ring or before a
buyer comes to your barn. Its use will make you more money than anything you ever fed
your horses. It is especially valuable to a horse with a "poor appetite" or in a run down
condition. It will quickly strengthen and fatten the poorest Korse on earth.

"International Slock Food" is universally acknowledged as the leading High Class Medi-
cated Slock Food of the world, to be fed in small amounts as an addition to grain in order
to give better digestion and more vitality. It is endorsed by over Two Million Horse Owners
and One Hundred Thousand Dealers who always sell it on a "Spot Cash Guarantee" to
Refund Your Money if it ever fails for any recommended use. We guarantee "Inlernalional
Stock Food" to Save 3 Quarts of Oats Every Day for Each Work. Carriage or Driving Horse
and to keep them healthy, strong and glossy, because it greatly helps digestion and assimil-
ation. A practical test on your horses will prove every claim we make. Ask Your Dealer,

5 large: lithographs free
We Will Be Pleased To Mail You Absolutely Free With Postage Prepaid <^~ 5 Large Colored Lithographs. Each
Picture Is Made From A Photograph of The Horse. Size of Each 21 By 28 Inches And Printed In Six Brilliant Colors.

One of DAN PATCH 1:56... .One of DIRECTUM 2:05#....One of ARION 2:07^...Oneof ROY WILKES 2:06^
AND ONE OF DAN PATCH AND THE RUNNERS AS SHOWN IN THE ABOVE ENGRAVING.

«» IN WRITING YOU MUST NAME THIS PAPER and ALSO STATE HOW MANY HORSES, Etc., YOU OWN OR CARE FOR.-SBS

Largest Slock Food Factory in the World, i

Capital Paid In $2,000,000. I
Address .t once: International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Also....TORONTO, OAPiAQ/4.
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BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, ProprietoB.

Turf and Sporting Authority ot the Pacific Coast.

OFFICE

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

Telephone: Black 586.

Terms-One Tear S3, Six Months SI. 75 Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

letter addressed to P. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and

address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
antee of good faith-

San Francisco, Saturday, August 26, 1905.

THE SECOND BREEDERS' FUTURITY, which
was for foals of 1902, all the divisions of which have

now been decided, developed two noteworthy features.

The entries and payments were so numerous that

the stake exceeded its guaranteed valuation of $6000

by over $1500, after all expenses of advertising, etc.,

were paid, and it brought out the grandest lot of

trotting and pacing youngsters seen in California

for years. At San Jose last year the two-year-old

divisions were trotted and paced. The pacing division

had three starters, Delilah by Zolock, Mona Wilkes

by Demonio, and Roberta by Robert I. Delilah won
and took a record of 2:16% in the second heat. This

was the fastest heat paced by a two-year-old in 1904.

Mona "Wilkes took a record of 2:17% later in the

year, and Roberta one of 2:19%. The trotting division

had eight starters. It was a fast race for colts and
fillies of that age. North Star by Nutwood Wilkes

won the first heat in 2:24 and got second money,

Bellemont by Zombro won the next two in 2.22%

and 2:21% and took first money, Ambush by Zolock

got third money and Alhasham by Athadon fourth

money. Gluck by Zombro, El Rey by Nushagak,

Mamohio by Demonio and Elma S. by Nutwood
Wilkes finished in the order named, and none were
outside the flag. At the close of the season the

records of these two -year- olds were as follows:

Belemont, 2:20%: North Star, 2:24; Ambush. 2:20,

Athasham, 2:20, and the others had worked heats

around 2:20, but failed to get records. This year

the three-year-olds of this stake came out for the

money. The result of the stake events at Santa Rosa,

where' the Breeders' meeting was held, appear in the

columns of this journal. There were five starters

in the pacing division. Mona Wilkes, second in the

two-year-old pace last year, won this year and took

a record of 2:11%. Mamonio that started as a trotter

last year and failed to get any money, was shifted to

the lateral gait this season, won two heats and second

money and took a record of 2:14%. Just It, a very

fast colt, was third. The race took five heats to

decide. The three-year-old trot is fully described in

another part of this issue. Five of the eight that

started last year were again competitors and Ken-
neth C, a non-starter of last year, was added to

them, making a field of six. Again was the time fast.

and the Nutwood Wilkes colt North Star won in

straight heats in the fastest time ever trotted in a

stake race in California—2.13%, 2:13% and 2:16. As
in the two-year-old trot, not a colt was behind the

flag. The Pacific Breeders' Futurity has been a great

thing for California breeders, and it will grow greater

as the years go by.

THE STATE FAIR will open Saturday next, and

what a change there is in the sentiment of the people

of the State of California toward the association un-

der whose auspices it is given from that of last year.

Then it was the opinion of many that no more State

Fairs would be held, but there was too much of good

about the time-honored institution to allow a year

or two of bad luck and mistakes to kill It, so the

Legislature permitted the State Agricultural Society

to sell the old grounds, which were too small, and to

purchase other and more spacious grounds further

out from the business center of Sacramento. The
sale of the old track, and a generous appropriation

by the Legislature has put the society entirely out

of debt and paid for many new and substantial build-

ings on the new grounds, which are planned to be

the best appointed fair grounds in the United States.

Instead of any ill feeling being felt against the di-

rectorate every taxpayer and breeder in California

interested in fairs is now speaking a good word for

that body and is doing all he can to help make the

fair of 1905 a success in every way. The cattle and
horse breeders of the Coast will make the finest and
largest exhibit of fine cattle and draft horses ever
seen this side the Rocky Mountains. The pavilion
exhibit will be something different than ever before,

nearly twenty counties of the State making extensive
exhibits of their products under the auspices of the
order of Native Sons, for four grand prizes offered

by the Society. These prizes are $500 for first, $250

for second, $150 for third and $100 for fourth. Ad-
mission to the pavilion will be free. There will be
but one admission at the track, which will enable all

to see the races and the stock parades for one fee.

It will be the greatest fair that has been held on the

Coast for many years. Don't miss it, and be there

Saturday. September 2d, the opening day to see the

Occident Stake trotting".

AMONG THE FOALS of 1905 there will be several

with speed enough at two and three years of age to

win a lot of money if they are eligible to start in any
of the divisions of the Breeders' Futurity for foals of

this year. There is a third payment of $5 due next

Friday, September 1st, on foals entered in this stake.

If you have an entry see that it is paid up on, as

there is no possible chance to win any part of the

money unless payments are all made. If you have no
entry, but own a foal of this year that you would
like to name in this stake, send in an application to

Secretary Kelley at this office immediately as there

are a few nominators whose foals have died, or whose
mares failed to produce, that will be willing to sell

their nominations. The great ambition of every

breeder should be to own a stake winner, as nothing

adds to the reputation and value of stallions and
brood mares like the winning of prominent stakes by
their produce. There are many colts trained every

year in California and elsew^here whose owners would

willingly pay five times the amount of the entrance

money could they by so doing make their colts eligible

to start in the Breeders' Futurity, but because they

failed to enter originally or to keep up their pay-

ments their colts are barred from winning anything

but a few paltry purses. The payments on the

Futurity for foals of this year are small and not

numerous. The stake is guaranteed to be worth

$7000. It will not be worth a cent less, and it may,

like the stake decided this year, be worth a thousand

or two more than the guaranteed amount. Breeders

should not permit their payments to lapse, and those

who failed to enter should apply for nominations

immediately. Don't let the date of payment, Friday.

September 1st, slip your memory.

THOSE WHO DID NOT make an original entry

in the Pacific Breeders' Futurity Stakes No. 5 for

foals born this year, can purchase from nominators

whose mares failed to foal or whose foals died, an

entry in this rich stake, and $12, which is the amount

of the previous payments and the payment dile on

September 1st, will buy the entry and keep the colt

in to February 1st, 1906. Send the entry, giving color

and sex of the foal with name of sire and dam to

F. W. Kelley. secretary, 36 Geary street, San Fran-

cisco. As there are but a fewr nominations for sale

and it's "first come, first served," those who wish to

take advantage of this opportunity should do so at

nee.

READVILLE RACES.

The Grand Circuit meeting of the New England
Trotting Horse Breeders' Association cut down from
five to two days on account of the law prohibiting

betting on the events, opened on Tuesday of this

week with beautiful weather and the track excep-
tionally fast. As the races were all for the stakes

which closed early, the number of starters was not

any smaller on account of the prohibition of pool

selling, and about five thousand people attended.

The real race of the afternoon was in the 2.14 trot,

known as 'The Ponkapoag." Another feature was the

fast mile paced by Audubon Boy in exhibition.

'This pacer was scheduled for a three-cornered

match race with Ecstatic and Belle Mc, but the

owners of the latter horses failed to post their stakes

and so the event was called off. On this account

Audubon Boy was brought out and stepped a mile in

2:01 4-5, the fastest mile of this season. The frac-

tional time of the mile was 0:31%, 1:03%. 1:33%.

2:01 4-5, making the last half in 0:58% and the last

quarter in 0:28%. There is no doubt as to the stal-

lion's ability to pace a mile in two minutes.

Deleree was favorite for the "Blue Hill" and the

mare took the race in straight heats in a field of

twelve starters. There was an upset in "The Ponka-
poag" when Glenwood M., the selection of the regu-

lar followers of the circuit, was beaten by Ethel's

Pride, four heats being necessary. Glenwood M. won
the first heat in a close finish with Turley, a quarter

of a second being clipped off his record. Ethel's

Pride won the second heat in a drive in the fast time

of 2:07%. The mave continued her good work in the

next two heats, winning them both very handily.
The American Horse Breeder's Futurity for t\«

year-old trotters, went to Noma, a filly by Walnut
Hall, her miles being trotted in 2:19 and 2.20%.
Admiral Dewey, son of Bingen and Nancy Hanks,

was driven by his owner, Dr. McCoy, against his
record of 2:09%. The handsome young horse trotted
the mile in 2:06% and it is thought he will shade
2:05 before the season is ended.
The summaries:

Trotting, Blue Hill stake, 2:30 class, purse $5000.
Deleree, b. m. by Delmarch (Murphy) 1 1 1
£!bert C g h. , Diekerson

»

6 2 2
Grattan Boy Jr.. b. h (ClarkJ 2 4 5
Dodie K. blk m

, Trou t) 3 7 ::

Boreazelle, .eh. h (Demarest) 4 :: 7
Miss in Law. b. m (Thomas) 9 9 i

£"S}e. p- "i.
i Saunders > 5 5 G

Fred Direct, 1.1k. m (De Rvder) 8 6 Sbmma Hoyt, b. m (Stimsoni 7 s ;.

Queen Belle, b. m CFord) d
Sporty, b. m

i Either > d
Lord Roberts, b. h. . (Tilley) d

Time—2:10%', 2.09li. 2:09%.
Trotting, Ponkapoag. 2:14 class, purse $3000

Ethels Pride, br. m. by Direcutm (Andrews) :; l I j

Glenwood M„ br. It (Gahagan) 12 2 2
i Mi-ley. br. g. (Geers) 2 :: 3 3
riiorn Boy. g. g (Patterson) 7 4 4 4
Helen Norte, b. m (Rutherford) 5 5 7 ro
Betty Brook, b. m ( Tiler) 8 8 5 roMamie R., b. m (De Ryder) 9 7 6 ro
Swift B., b. s (McDonald) 4 9 dr
Harry J., blk. g < Laird I 6 8 d
Tempest Grattan. b. m (Coxe) d

Tim..—2:0S%, 2:07%, 2:47%, 2:10%.

Trotting, American Horse Breeders' Futurity, foals of
1903, purse $2000.

Noma. b. f. by Walnut Hal (Brady) 1 1
Quisetta, b. f (Nolan) 2 2
Coehato, b. g (Drinkwater) 3 3
Suzette, b. f (Gilbert) 4 4
Lady Imogene. b. f < Ecker) 5 dr

Time—2:19, 2:20%.

Trotting, against time, to beat 2:09%.
Admiral Dewey, b. h. by Bingen (Dr. McCoy i 1

Time—2:06%.

On the second and last day of the New England
Breeders' meeting at Readville big fields and fast rec-
ords were the rule. Katherine L., the bay filly by
Liberty Chimes, trotted the fastest three-year-old
race of the year and won in straight heats in the re-
markable time of 2:12% and 2:12%. Miss Adbell was
second in the first heat and Charley De Ryder landed
The Phantom second in the last heat.
A six heat race resulted in the 2: OS class pacing

stake of $5000. After Geary, Walter Direct and Di-
rectum Miller had each taken a heat, the gray horse
Allerson outgamed them and won the next three
heats in slower time. He was not laid up, either, as
he was only beaten a nose by Directum Miller in
2:05%, the fastest heat of the race.
The Massachusetts $10,000 stake for 2:10 trotters

had nine starters. Sadie Mac, the favorite, won the
event and lowered her record to 2:05 in the fourth
and final heat. She lost the second through a break
in the stretch. The Zombro mare Zephyr took fourth
money and was a good third in the=two fastest heats,
which were in 2:06% and 2:05. John Caldwell was
behind the money.
The other races are sufficiently described in the

summaries:

Trotting, "The Tyro," foals of 1902, purse $3000.
Katherine L„ b. f. by Liberty-Chimes. . .(Stinson) 1 1
Miss Adbell. b. f. (McDonald) 2 3
The Phantom, b. c (De Ryder) 6 2
Rosabel, br. f . (Kenney) 3 9
Bervaldo, b. c (Andrews) 5 4
Governor Crane, b. c (Mahoney) 4 7
Kalkar, b. c (Young) 13 5
Prioress, b. f (Paige) 9 6
Silence, b. c (Thomas) 7 S
The Minute Man. b. c (Proctor) S 10
Poncetta. b. f (Titer) 11 12
Silver Wings, b. c (Eckers) 12 11

Time—2:12%, 2:12%.

Pacing, the Neponset, 2:0$ class, purse $5000.
Allerson, g. h. by Allerton .. (Brady) 7 3 2 111
Walter Direct, b. h. (Geers) 9 17 3 2 2
Geary.-ch. g. < James) 16 6 2 3 3
Directum Miller, br. h (Andrews) 2 10 l dr
Don Carr. blk. g. (Clark) 10 2 4 ro
Bolivar, b. g (De Ryder) 3 4 3 ro
Edwin C. b. g (Laird) 5 7 5 ro
Bonnie Wilkes, ch. m (Howard i 8 9 7 ro
Miss Willimont, b. m (Snow) 4 8 d
Oregon Maid. br. m (Helman) fi 5 d

Time—2:07%, 2:06%. 2:05%, 2:08%, 2:10, 2:13.

Trotting.-ihe Massachusetts, 2:10 class, purse $10,300.
Sadie Mac, b. m. by Peter the Great

(Stinson) 19 11
Kid Shay. b. g (Rosemier) 2 12 2
Grace Kellar. b. m (Cox > « 2 3 4

Zephyr, b. m (Geers) 3 8 4 3
Robert M<\ b. g r. (Jolly) 7 3 7 ro
Lady Gail Hamilton, blk m (Howell) G 4 6 ro
Norman B., blk g (McCarthy) -1 "> 9 ro
John Caldwell, b g < Thompson) 6 ". 5 ro
Gray Gem. sr. g i Shaw and M«-I lonahl i 9 7 s ro

Time—2.06%, 2:08%, 2:08%, 2:05.

Trotting, 2:15 dass. to wagon, prize silver cup.
Baroness, ch. m. by Baronet (Arnold Lawson) 1 1

Colonel Wallace, b. g (F. C. Hall) 2 2

Time—2:16%, 2:17%.

Trotting, 2:10 i lass, to wagon, prize silver cup.

Chime Bells, b. m. by Chimes. ... (G. K. Leonard) 1 1

Belgard. b. m (G. R. Hall
I 3 2

I lash, b. g (T. W. Rogers
| 2 »

\i:i Id O'Di earnwold, b, m i Arnold Lawson i \ 3
Time—2:35%, 2:14%

Against time for record—Eagle Belle, b. m. by Ega-
lite. Time—2:24%

Against time to beat 2:14, trotting

—

Filipino, blk. g.
by Bi llinl Time—2:10%.

PINKEYE OR EP1ZOOTIE.
A m Id form of this disease seems to be prevalent at some tracks

In California this vear. and a number of norsas have been down
with it and unable tn fulllll their raolnc engagements. The char-
acteristic symptoms are an inflnmed BDd red condition of the
eyes, h'en fever, slight running at the nose and det ilitated condl*
tfon. The most popular p medy for this dfsease IsCta't's Distem-
per Cure, advertised in notber pari of this paper. It has been In
use for twenty years and is warranted to effect a cure This rem-
edy is manufactured by the Wells Medicine Co of Larayette,
Ind.: Is sold by all dealers, and O. E. Newell of 510 Mission streer.

San Francisco, Is general agent for this Coast.
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When Mr. J. B. Iverson's three-year-old colt North

Wilkes won the three-year-old trot-

ting dr Pacific Breeders' Futurity at Santa
- turday, trotting the first and second heats

'; handily and the next heat two and a half

er because there was no other of his

titors witji speed enough to make him go faster.

the horsemen suddenly awakened to the fact that

California 1
- 1 another phenomenal three-

1 trotter, and began wondering how fast the

big felli go were he to be fitted and driven

limit of his speed. It was evident,

from the way he carried himself all through the

2:3 would not stop him. and there was
more than one ready to predict that with special prep-

aration North Star can trot a mile very close to Fan-
record of 2:08%. The account of his race will

lie found on another page in the report of the .last

two days of racing at Santa Rosa and it is only my
purpose here to call attention to North Star's breeding,

which is unique, as while he is a representative of

the Wilkes-Electioneer cross he carries four crosses

of Williamson's Belmont, often referred to as the

Mambrino Patchen of California, although Belmont
was a registered thoroughbred, while Mambrino
Patchen had in his veins blood that was but three-

quarters thoroughbred. North Star gets one cross of

Williamson's Belmont through Nutwood Wilkes, whose
third dam. Rebel Daughter, was by that horse, and
ran and won many races in California "in the old

days.'' Ivoneer 2:27. the dam of North Star, is a

daughter of Eugeeneer, a son of Electioneer that was
out of the famous brood mare Lady Ellen 2:29V» by
Carr's Mambrino, sire of the dam of Sweet Marie
2:04%. Lady Ellen's dam was Ida May Jr., an inbred

Belmont mare by Owen Dale (son of Belmont) out of

Ida May, a daughter of Belmont. The second dam of

North Star is Salinas Belle, dam of five or six in the

list, among them Dictatress 2:08%. Diablita 2:15%,
etc. Salinas Belle was by Vermont 322, that sired

the second dam of Sweet Marie, and out of Mary by
Owen Dale, son of Williamson's Belmont Owen Dale
sired the fourth dam of Sweet Marie, so it will be

seen that North Star's breding is in very similar

lines to that of the great race mare whose perform-
ances last year and this made her the star of the har-

ness racing game. The sires of both are grandsons of

Geo. Wilkes and the'.r dams have crosses of Carr's

Mambrino. Vermont and "Williamson's Belmont.

NORTH STAR (3) 2:13 1-2
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Mr. Iverson, who is one of the most conservative of

men. and one who always underrates rather than over-

rates his horses, stated privately that three heats in

2.12 would not be fast enough to take first money
away from him, and it certainly looked that way when
the race was over. Charlie Whitehead, his trainer,

had given the colt a most careful and intelligent

preparation, and drove a race that would have been

a credit to Budd Doble. Ed Geers. or any others of

the great drivers. Knowing his colt's speed he allowed

the others to make the pace and won his heats by
outtrotting them in the stretch. He was never in

difficulty at any stage of the race and had Bellemont

not gone off her feet in trying to outspeed him on
the back stretch in the third heat, that mile would
have been as fast or faster than the first two and
North Star would just as certain been the winner.

He starts again at Sacramento in both the Occident

and the Stanford Stakes and if the new track there is

as fast as those who have inspected it believe, it is

more than likely that North Star's record at the close

of the State meeting will be below his Santa Rosa
record.

North Star Is a big "li
,
high In the withers and

with such powerful shoulders that hie hind i

i"«-k small in comparison, but an inspection of them
shows U

powerfully hum behind as we!! as En front
While- jogging there le nothing In his gait or appear-

I observer to "crane his neck,"
but once going al speed and there is the pert

le and qul< I pi aks the
econ rohn McKerron," was

the remark heard on all sides when lie finished each
heat at Santa Rosa last Saturday. Before the race

year, but two of his daughters have been made mem-
bers of the list of dams of 2:15 performers since
the circuit opened. These are the dams of Mona
Wilkes 2 : 11% and Mamonio 2:14.%. At the Fresno
meeting. Cresco Wilkes by Nutwood Wilkes took a
record of 2:10% and at Los Angeles Miss Idaho by
the same stallion reduced Her record to 2:10%.

The Los Angeles meeting furnished a sensational

two-year-old pacer in the glass eyed Rockaway,
whose mile in 2:15*4 there the first week in July is

still the fastest mile to the credit of a two-year-old
pacer this year. In that race Rockaway beat the

colt McFayden by Diablo, but had Rockaway been in

the two-year-old pacing division of the Breeders*
Futurity at Santa Rosa it is probable that McFayden
would have had sweet revenge, as the chestnut son
of Diablo won the first heat of that race in 2:15%
and could have gone faster. In the second heat Mc
Fayden made a break on the first turn and was a dis-

tance behind his only competitor, but when his driver
Sam Hoy got him squared away he began eating up
the space like a two-minute horse and won the heat
in 2:16%. McFayden goes without hopples and wears
but little except his harness. It is his owner's in-

tention to give him a lower mark at Sacramento and
it is very likely that he will equal or beat 2:12. This
colt was bred and is owned by Mr. E. D. Dudley of

Dixon. He is by Diablo 2:09*4, dam the great brood
mare Bee by Sterling, that is the dam of Friskarina
2:13% and Allendale, matinee record 2:16. The sec-

ond dam of McFayden is the great brood mare Flash
by Egmont. She is the dam of Javelin 2:08*4 and
three or four more in the list. Bee never threw a foal

that did not have standard speed, and had all her
colts been worked she would have had at least six

in the list. It is Mr. Dudley's intention to place
McFayden in the stud next year and as the colt has
size, individuality, good looks and great speed he
should be a great success. That he will sire early and
extreme speed whenever good mares are bred to him
is certain.

There has been a better attendance and heavier bet-
ting at the few harness meetings held in California
this year than for some years past. The interest man-
ifested in the light harness horse is on the increase
and it is a great pity that a circuit of seven or eight
weeks could not have been arranged. San Jose. Pleas-
anton and Woodland should all have given meetings,
as there has never been a year when it was easier to

make a financial success of one. It does not take
such a tremendous amount of work to get up a pro-
gram of good racing. There is not a town in Cali-
fornia where a good track is located but could give
a few days of harness events that would draw crowds
of people and be a financial success if properly man-
aged.

That the blood of the two great sires, Geo. Wilkes
and Electioneer, both sons of Hambletonian 10,

"blend harmoniously for speed" is proven by the re-
sult of some of the leading three-year-old events this
year. At Buffalo the three-year-old trot was won by
Katherine A., whose heats were trotted in 2:14% and
2:15, while Susie N. took the second heat in 2.13%.
The Breeders' Futurity three-year-old race at Santa
Rosa was won by North Star, that trotted two heats
in 2:13%. All these three-year-olds carry the blood
of Geo. Wilkes and Electioneer. North Star and Susie
N. are Wilkes-Eleetioneer, and Katherine A. is Elec-
tioneer-Wilkes.

I doubt if there is another breeder in California who
more thoroughly appreciates his good luck than James
W. Marshall of Solano county, whose filly Mona
Wilkes won the three-year-old pacing division of

the Breeders' Futurity at Santa Rosa. Mr. Marshall
is a farmer of northern Solano county who has been
breeding trotters and pacers for a few years in a
quiet way and is meeting with success. He has a
small but excellent collection of brood mares, and
does not care to own a stallion. He sells his colts,

but keeps his best fillies and by patronizing stallions

of other owners that he thinks will nick well with his

mares, is breeding up all the time. Mona Wilkes
was second to Delilah when that filly won the two-
year-old pacing division at San Jose last year in

2:16%, but owing to Delilah's sickness at Santa Rosa
did not have that fast filly to contend with, but had
Delilah been herself she would have had to beat 2:10
had she defeated Mona Wilkes, as the latter paced
the first heat in 2:11%. the second in 2:13 and lost

the next two by breaks caused by hitting the sulky
with her hocks. She won the fifth in 2.16, and paced
the last quarter at a 2:0$ gait. Mona Wilkes is by
Demon io 2:11%, an own brother to Diablo 2:09*4.
and is out of a daughter of Nutwood Wilkes.

Nutwood Wilkes has achieved a lot of distinction
through the results of this year's California races.
Not only has his son North Star won the three-year-
old trot and taken a record of 2:13%, trotting .the

fastest two heats made by any three-year-old this

When the mare Welladay, owned by Mr. James
Coffin of this city, paced to a record of 2:17% in both
heats of the race she won at Santa Rosa, she was the
seventh of the get of the family of Steinway and old
Katie G., by Electioneer, to take a record. Al-
though the Tear Book of 1904 gives Katie G. credit
for but four in the list, viz: Chas. Derby 2:20,

Steineer 2:29%, KJatawah 2.05% and Katrinka G.
2:14%, there were two more of her foals that trotted
in standard time—Sunlight 2 : 25 and H. R. Covey
2 : 25, and the last mentioned, which was her first

colt, would have been a 2:15 trotter had it not been
for an accident. Welladay has been trained and
driven by Joe Cuicello, who thinks her capable of -a

mile below 2: 15 when just right. She won third
money at the Santa Rosa meeting in the race won by
John R. Conway, and was a good second to him in
the third heat paced in 2:15. and third in the two
previous heats which were in 2:15% and 2:13*4.
When Sam Gamble bought Katie G. to mate with
Steinway he made a wise selection as the records
show.

Ethel's Pride, the five-year-old mare that won the
2.14 class trot, for a purse of $3,000 at Readville last
Tuesday, was bred by the late William E. Spiers, the
gentleman who purchased the mare's sire Directum
2:05*4 from the Green estate. The dam of Ethel's
Pride is that great brood mare, Ethelwyn 2:23, the
dam of seven in the list. Ethel's Pride's new record
of 2:07% makes her the fastest trotter produced by
her dam.

The Broncho's three heats in 2 : 05 *4 . 2:04% and
2:03% at Decatur, 111., last week after losing the first

heat in 2.06*4 by a bad break at the start was a won-
derful performance. To break the world's record in
a race for pacing mares, and do it in the fourth heat
of a hotly contested race, gives the Broncho a dis-
tinction that makes her look like two minutes or
better later on.

The time of the last quarters of the three heats
paced by Zolock 2:05*4 in his Santa Rosa race when
his miles were made in 2:07%, 2:08 and 2:10. were
31*4. 32 and 31. The great speed of the trotting colt
North Star, by Nutwood Wilkes, can be judged by
comparison when it is stated that he trotted the last
quarter of the first heat of the Breeders' Futurity
in exactly 31 seconds, as fast as the fastest last
quarter shown by Zolock. The official time of the
last quarter of the first heat in the three-year-old
race was 32% seconds, but North Star came from be-
hind and was separately timed in 31 seconds flat.

INCREASED DEMAND FOR HORSES.

If any one believes that automobiles or other horse-
less vehicles are coming into harmful competition
with horses, that person would decidedly change his
idea after listening a few minutes to Dr. E. Salmon
of the Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. Agricultural
Department. He asserts that horse breeding is the
most important line of work in animal breeding which
his bureau has under taken and that the situation
in the horse market during recent years has had a
great deal to do with determining the lines of work
to be undertaken.

In reference to the increasing prices of horses and
the work of his bureau to relieve the present shortage
in the supply of good animals, the doctor said.
From the years 1899 to 1904, inclusive, there has

been an increase, ranging from $10 to $35, in the aver-
age prices for all classes of horses on the Chicago
market. This shows what always happens during a
period of scarcity, namely, a large increase in the
prices of the best grades, the average price of car-
riage horses increasing $32.50 per head; but there is

one very remarkable feature in the large increase in
the prices of the cheaper grades. Horses for general
use show the largest increase of any, $35 per head;
bussers and trammers have increased $25 per head;
and southern chunks $14 per head. The relative in-
crease in these cheap classes has been greater than
that of the better ones, and the fact shows clearly
that the demand for horses has rapidly increased.
The relation of the export trade to the horse mar-

ket is peculiar. The Columbian- Exposition at Chi-
cago marked the beginning of a very strong demand
from Europe for American horses, and export buyers
were soon prominent on the market, with the result
that prices advanced rapidly. The great increase
from 1900 to 1902 is due to the exportations to South
Africa, which have now almost entirely stopped.
The number of horses exported is still normal.

This, however, is due to the increase in the exports
to British North America and the West Indies. There
is also a strong demand from Mexico. The trade with
the United Kingdom (our heaviest European pur-
chaser) fell during 1904 to a lower point than in anyi
year in the last decade, and the exports to British

North America may be accounted for by the large
agricultural emigration to Canada during recent
ye;irs.

In the Chicago market the exporters have of late

been looking for business horses with quite a turn of

speed and some action. These are mostljr sent over
to England, where they are used for road and depot
work. A horse weighing from 1,150 to 1,200 pounds is

preferred.
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|| OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINIONS. M

- Too many people have lost sight of the sport

Chicago Horseman: Continuous racing can be held

responsible for the evil days on which racing has fallen.

Continuous racing and the making of the speculative

feature of the sport the main one. Too many people

have lost sight of the sport and look upon racing

merely as a game, a game for high stakes. The sen-

sational press has helped things along with startling

stories of money gained and lost, with two pages of

form charts, previous performances and possible win-

ners and two column editorials in denunciation of

the very features they have fostered and which were

never heard of until the advent of the "yellow" press.

A remedy must be found and it will not do to look

for it from the hands of those who have brought

about this woeful state of affairs. The proprietors of

running tracks in the West having killed the sport in

some sections and blighted it in others still continue

the warfare which will result in the suppression of

racing in other sections. While this is going on the

trotting men are doing a lot of talking but are taking

no concerted action. The only remedy will be for

those interested in racing in every State to take steps

for securing reasonable legislation. In order to do

away with continuous racing limit each meeting to

not more than fifteen days. This would be fair to the

owners of running tracks and would seldom be taken

advantage of by trotting track managers. Even in so

large a city as Chicago this would be plenty and

would furnish sixty days of sport. Longer meetings

drag before the close. This has been noted even at

Washington Park, where the attendance has mater-

ially decreased at the end of the meeting. Steps

should be taken to forbid the construction of new

tracks except in instances where a need for them is

absolutely proven. With less racing the speculative

features would not be so prominent, certainly not if

the track owners would follow the example of Eastern

managers and divorce the speculative and racing

features. There is only one way to place rasing on a

proper basis and that is by means of legislation. The

public looks upon racing as racing and because of

that fact the managers of all tracks and all who are

interested in racing and breeding should work to-

gether. In the past those who were not disturbed in

holding their meetings were too content to let things

drift along. What happened to their brother did not

concern them until at last their fingers were jammed

in the same door. As the pinch has been pretty gen-

eral up to date it is high time that a united effort

was made to put the sport on its proper basis.

Kentucky Stock Farm: It is not the least surpris-

ing that the practice so long in vogue of waiting until

midsummer before getting their horses ready for

racing has at last brought upon the trainers, remarks

the Kentucky Stock Farm, who are largely responsible

for this condition of affairs, the unfavorable com-

ment that has lately been heard. Just why the drivers

who so completely dictate the policies of harness

racing should absolutely refuse to get ready before

the last week in July is a difficult question to answer,

unless, of course, it is from a desire on their part to

extend the period of training as long as possible and

to have as many pay days come around as they can

before their charges are found wanting. Under the

present condition a trainer finds it impossible to put

off the evil hour when an owner makes up his mind

that his horse is not possessed of capacity enough to

justify a further expenditure of money, and he there-

fore fattens on the misfortune of the man who pays

the bill. He can by his dilatory methods and under

the present conditions so train his horses that their

owners are buoyed with the hope that at some future

date they will be allowed to witness speed to justify

a continuance of their training. The failure to bring

off successfully early meetings can as a rule be laid

at the door of the trainer himself, for the majority

of the owners would much prefer that their horses

be ready either to win a portion of the money ex-

pended on them, or to clearly establish their want of

capacity. So completely, however, do the trainers

dominate the affairs of light harness racing that by

adhering to the present tactics of procrastination they

have been able to fix the date of the beginning of active

racing at mid-summer. That horses can be got ready

much earlier than the earlier part of July has fre-

quently been proved, and it needs no other example

of this fact than the condition of the horses in Ed

Geers' charge, and the time made at the few earlier

meetings that have been held. Geers could have

begun his campaign, if it had been necessary, on the

first of July, and while it may be said that his case is

an exceptional one, from the fact that he has win-

tered in the South, the work done already by the

trotters and pacers which have been trained in New
England, as well as the condition of many others be-

ing prepared in climates more severe than the one

at Memphis, is evidence enough, if any one need it.

1

that if the Grand Circuit began on the first day of

July, the condition of the horses would be fully as

far advanced as under the present arrangement. If

a yearling can be prepared for a quarter in thirty-

five seconds, surely a matured horse can be got ready

for something like his best efforts by that time. The

chief reason why light harness racing should begin

much earlier than it does now lies in the fact that the
;

public becomes impatient first, then may look to some

other form of pastime, for it must be remembered

that all who attend trotting meetings are not horse

enthusiasts, experts or turf followers, but are indeed

to a very great extent, pleasure-seekers. One reason

why trotting meetings fall to attract a large propor-

tion of the so-called fashionable element is because
they are held at a season of the year when there is

an exodus to the many summer resorts, and it is on
this account that the running meetings in the vicin-

ity of New York City are so scheduled that they
profit by the presence of the element' in question,

being held before and after the pleasure-seekers take

thir summer vacations. It may be said by a few
who have contempt for the so-called fashionable ele-

ment of society that their presence is not essential to

the best interests of the sport, yet this view is, we
think, a narrow one, for that very element can not
only afford to patronize a sport, but its presence adds
greatly to the standing the pastime has and certainly

gives it a prestige that is lacking if that element

is conspicuous by its absence. In view of the fact

that the racing public is eager for light harness
racing to begin long before the first important meet-
ing is held, that the average owner would be only

too glad of an opportunity to reimburse himself,

something should be done to bring about a radical

change from existing methods. Doubtless there are

some cities where a meeting of more than six days'

duration could be given successfully, and if this is

found to be the case, a great boon would be con-

ferred on owners of racing stables, who under the

present arrangement, suffer greatly as a result of

frequent changes of base. The fact that there are

some trainers able to prepare their horses by the first

of July, no matter in what zone their training opera-

tions are held, contradicts the assertion so frequently

made by other trainers that it is impossible to get

ready before the latter part of the same month, and
if the stewards of the Grand Circuit could see their

way clear to begin the Grand Circuit three or four

weks earlier than they now do. extend the meetings
in some cities, if necessary, or add other cities to the

present list, the business end of light harness racing
would be greatly improved and the racing public

pleased beyond expression.

provides excellent sport from start to finish with aM
the horses trying each heat. Spectators used to the
system which allows them to bet that a dozen hoi
will bent the favorite may not tie so well satisfied

as in order to win they have to pick a winner more
frequently than was the case in the three in five.

The books receive a big play, several times larger
than was formerly the case, while the auctions do
not do so much business. That the general public
likes the new system was demonstrated by the way
it turned out after the two big stake races had been
decided. When once the public understands that it

can go to the races at a reasonable hour: see every
race decided and be able to return home in time for

dinner, then the gate receipts will increase in a notice-
able manner, and it is about time that the general
public should be catered to instead of a few score
of the regulars.

Horse Show Monthly: In justice to themselves, to

their horses and to the breeders who produce these

horses, owners of successful trotting-bred show ani-

mals should, as far as possible, ascertain and give

publicity to the pedigrees of their blue-ribbon win-
ners. This should be done in order that men who
wish to breed heavy-harness horses from trotting

sires may be guided in their selection of a stallion.

The Horse Show Monthly has recently been in re-

ceipt of many inquiries from owners of mares as to

where they could secure service from a trotting horse
who had distinguished himself by siring horse-show
winners.
Owners of horses like Newsboy, Polly Prim, Whirl

of the Town, Coxey, Petroleum, Sporting Life, Prince

of Orange, Maid of Athens, Lucille and Lord Brilliant

should, as far as possible, ascertain and give publicity

to the pedigree of the horses. Owners of stallion^

which have sired prize winners are doing themselves
a great financial injury when they neglect to advertise

the achievements of their sires.

Since the United States Government determined to

establish a breed of heavy-harness horses from trot-

ting sources, a great impetus has been given to this

special line of equine production. Many breeders

who were in a quandary about what course to pursue

have come to the conclusion that they cannot do bet-

ter than follow the intelligent lead of the Government.
The scarcity of good heavy-harness and saddle horses

has been given such extensive publicity that producers

are sure to attempt to supply the demand. This

being the case, the trotting-bred horse who has proven

his prepotency by siring show-ring winners is cer-

tainly sure of extensive patronage next year.

The pedigree of the hackney winners is carefully

kept and extensively exploited. It is only justice to

the trotting horse that his friends see that he is given

publicity equal to that accorded the hackney.

The question as to whether harness racing can be
successfully conducted without the adjunct of pool-
selling would seem to have never had a better chance
to be determined than on the occasion of the mid-
summer meeting of the New England Breeders' As-
sociation at Readville last week. Trotting has for

many years had a vogue in Boston which has perhaps
been shared by no other community in the L^nited

States. Thoroughbred racing in the vicinity has
never existed to distract the attention or alienate
the interest of the public from the other sport. Great
breeding farms have been reared in New England,
producing horses that have achieved world-wide cel-

elbrity. thereby whetting the local appetite for sulky
racing, until trotting has come to be regarded at

Boston as a synonym for all that is popular in sport.

Under these circumstances it might be presumed that
if the pastime could maintain its fascination as a
pastime merely, without regard to or consideration
of its speculative feature, in any place in the coun-
try, it could do so at Boston. The meeting itself

last week was calculated to insure, if possible, a
favorable solution of the question. Better racing
has not been seen at any track this season. The
contests were clean and sharp and the time fast.

Four trotters were added to the 2:10 list, an achieve-
ment vouchsafed by no other meeting this

year. There was from first to last nothing
about the meeting which should fail to conduce to

the presence of large crowds every day—except the

absence of pool-selling. What was the result? A
frost. The Boston Globe tells the story briefly but
forcefully:

"The racing failed to produce any excitement, and
the attendance on the last two days was so small
that it did not deserve the name of a crowd. Never
was better racing seen than on Wednesday and
Thursday, but outside the Sweet Marie-Tiverton race
it was hardly commented on. There is no use minc-
ing matters. The sport has been sapped of its very
life. It is one of those unexplainable things, but fc

fact nevertheless, that even the followers of racing
who never make a wager of any sort, women as well

as men. lose all interest when present conditions

prevail."

This is the truth in a nutshell Singular as it may
appear it is true that even the people who never bet

lose their interest in racing on which betting is not

conducted. The fate of the Readville meeting will

be the fate of every association that attempts to

conduct trotting without pool-selling under present

methods, no matter how much we may wish that it

were other otherwise. It may be possible to devise

a method by which the interest of the public can
be held by the mere spectacular phase of the sport.

but it has not been discovered, and the individual

who can demonstrate it will be hailed by all horse-

men as the greatest philanthropist of the limes.

—

Trotter and Pacer.

SPOKANE INTER-STATE FAIR.

Mr. D. J. Campau. who runs the Blue Ribbon meet-

ing at Detroit, and is also proprietor of the Chicago
Horseman, prints the following editorial in the last

issue of his journal:

The Grand Circuit had a glorious opening at the

Gross Point track, Detroit, last week. The attend-

ance was all that could be desired. On M. & M. day

the crowd was larger than on the previous year and

on that day a record was made. The track itself

was in excellent condition, the time made amply evi-

dencing that fact. Both the starting and the judging

were excellent and all in all there was nothing to

mar the week's entertainment save the unfortunate

shower on Tuesday and the rain on Friday, one

necessitating a delay of nearly two hours while the

other caused the last day's card to be curtailed after

two heats in each of the three races had been trotted

or paced. A great deal of interest centered in the

fact that the entire card was raced off on the three

heat, every heat a race plan. For the public this

plan is a great improvement over the old as it enables

the patrons to see all and return home at a season-

able hour. Owing to the fact that the race is practi-

cally over if a horse wins the first two heats, the

third heat leaves a loophole for dishonest practices.

Because of this a first-class judges' stand is abso-

lutely essential, but such is the case under any plan

if the racing is to be first class. Fortunately the

judges at Detroit met all requirements and there was

little chance for criticism, the only really suspicious

looking heat being the second one in the 2:04 pace

when the time was but 2.08% and the announcement

from the stand that the last quarter was In 29%

seconds was evidently in the nature of an apology.

The fact that Geers was third in that heat and won

the next in 2:06 showed that probably more than

one driver made a mistake in estimating the capacity

of his horse for a race early in the season. But

taken right straight through the three-heat system

Three of the largest fairs in the Pacific Northwest
close the week before the Spokane Interstate Fair

opns. This means there will be all manner of good

attractions at the Spokane Fair this year. It opens

October 9—the week following the Montana State

Fair at Helena, the Washington State Fair at North

Yakima, and the big Provincial Fair at New West-
minster. B. C. The appropriations for this latter

amount to $75,000 this year.

The Lewis and Clark Exposition will also be draw-

ing to a close at this time and many attractions will

go from there to Spokane.
This means the racing program should be filled with

many entries and that the tried and best horses will

be on the Spokane track, where final scores for the

season will be settled. These other fairs, including

the Portland Fair, will be a help to Spokane, rather

than otherwise. The midway at Spokane should be

crowded with more attractions and better and more

novel sights than ever before.

Gil Curry says that he would not like anything

better than to get the Readville track and give a 60

days' meeting for the harness horses, every race to

be on the dash system. He would have entrance free,

and the purses for {500 each, divided three ways,

$400 to first, $75 to second and $25 to the third horse.

He thinks that every horseman in the country would

come with their stables, thus saving the shipping

expenses of traveling all around to the many tracks,

as at present, besides the money they would save

in entrance fees. His method of betting would be by

the Paris mutual system, claiming it is the fairest

ever invented for the matter of speculation on races.

Admiral Dewey, son of Bingen 2:06% and Nancy

Hanks 2:04. trotted to a record of 2:06% at Read-

ville last Tuesday In a trial against time.
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FINE RACING AT SANTA ROSA.

Bleeders Meeting Last Week One of the Most

Successful ia the Association's History.

Zoloi k day at the Breed-

ers' Mee - ; illy three thousand people were out

California pacer win the 2:09 class

while the son of McKinney

have t< - as the track record, or come

within two seconds of his own mark, he won handily

in each of the three heats, after three different horses

had taken a crack at him to test bfs Speed. He was
t.»o much for them all. however, and it was like

ks for him to win in 2:07%, 2:08 and 2.10. Kelly

d the lirst heat. Daedalion occupied
That position in the second heat, and Miss Idaho fin-

ished next to the winner in the final mile.

The b the day's races were the two-
year-el the 2:13 trot. In the first mentioned,
which . of the Breeders' Futurity, Mc-

olt by Diablo 2:09)4 out of the great brood
mare Bee by Sterling, owned by Mr. E. D. Dudley of

Dixon, and trained and driven by S. H. Hoy of Win-
on easily from the Del Norte filly Magladi,

owned by Judge Brents of Walla Walla, in straight

heats in the remarkable time of 2:15^4 and 2:16%.
McFadyen wears nothing but his harness and is one
>f the greatest prospects in California. In the second
heat he made a break and was more than a distance
out at the first quarter, but settled down and paced
the middle half in 1:05. Magladi is a high-class filly

but McFadyen is a wonder.
The 2:13 trot was a betting race and a splendid

contest. The Santa Rosa contingent thought Robi-
zola could win and made her favorite at $20 to $15

for the field. When Dr. Hammond took the first heat
in 2:11%. a new record for him, he was backed at

$S to $10 for the field. Dr. Hammond looked to be
the winner of the second heat, but broke in the

with such ease that he finished every mile easily.

('has. Whitehead of Salinas handled the reins over

the son of Nutwood Wilkes and drove a perfect race.

The Los Angeles horsemen were so confident that

the Zombro filly Bellemont would win that they

made her favorite before the race at $20, Ambush
2:14% selling at $16, and the field consisting of Ath-
asham, Kenneth C. and Elma S., at $10. Athasham
had the pole, Elma S. in second place. Ambush next,

Kenneth C. in fourth position, Bellemont in fish and
North Star on the outside.

There were a half dozen scores before they got the

word and Athasham went to the front, closely followed

by Ambush, North Star in third place. They went
to the half in 1:07 and at the head of the stretch Am-
bush was leading. Here Whitehead called on North
Star and he responded with a burst of speed that
made the spectators marvel. Trotting as steady as a
clock, acting like an old campaigner, he passed both
the leaders and won by a length. Athasham was
second, Ambush third, Kenneth C. fourth, Elma S.

fifth and Bellemont, who was driven an easy heat,

sixth.

The backers of Bellemont reckoned that the time
had cooked the tall awkward gelding, and put their

money into the pool box again on the Los Angeles
filly at $20 against $10 for Ambush and $10 for the
field.

n the second heat Athasham and Ambush led around
the first turn, with Bellemont and North Star trailing

in good positions. Ambush broke along the back
stretch. Athasham led into the stretch, pressed by
Belemont with North Star coming as before from
third position and repeating his performance of the
previous heat as to the time for the mile, 2:13^:,
though the last quarter was a little slower for him.
Athasham was again second, and demonstrated that
with the phenomenal North Star out of the race, he
could have beaten all the others.

Two heats in 2:13^. by a three-year-old in his first

start this year did not look as though he was much
of a "stopper," but while he was installed favorite

before the third heat, the backers of Bellemont, Am-

North Star 2:13$ Winning First Heat op Breeders Futurity

stretch and Mr. J. B. Iverson's mare Princess took the
heat and a new record of 2:13%. The third and fourth
heats went to the Doctor, the time being 2:13 in both
miles. Dr. Hammond is owned by Capt. J. H. Ben-
nett of San Francisco and was splendidly handled by
Fred Chadbourne, one of the coming reinsmen of
California Robizola was second in three heats, but
Dr. Hammond out-trotted her. H. D. B. and Liege
did not have speed enough to make the issue a debat-
able one as to second money, though they trotted their
miles in 2: 15 or better each heat. Lady Madison made
a bad break in the first heat and caught the flag.

The summaries:

ng Pacific Breeders Futurity, two year olds, value
$750.

MeFayden, ch by Dlablo-Bee by Sterling (Hoy) 1 1
b. 1 by Del N'orte (Delaney) 2 2

Time—2:15%, 2:16 M:

1 purse $1030.
>>. s. by McKlnne: G is lie bj Gossiper

.„••'
. *V-*i CDelaney) l l l

.Miss Idaho, cb m. by Nutwood Wilkes
( Springer) 4 3 2
Ml. Ward) 3 2 4

Kelly Brlggs, b (F.Wright) 2 5 3
m. by McKinney (W. Durfee) .". i dr

Tim

Trotting
| n ,

Dr. Hammond, ch. g. by Charles Derbj I :<-ila
•I (Chadbourne) 15 11

Prlncei Bnglneet ead) 3 3 5 5
ibii (Abies \ 2 4 2

i thur H-.lt .... i Wrighl ) :, • :: 3

(Groom) -l 3 4 l

. . . .

(F. Ward) d
^:13.

Saturday saw tbi 1 <>f the meeting at
lay was the Futur-

ke and the best field threi rear-old trotters
since 7. br< eai start for the rich
prize. There were six ol them, and they made a

hat was worth going miles to see, even though
it was won 1

:

classed the " : hal dag Star was
fastest thin nade b

old trotter this \

2.13%, with the last half In 1:05% an It] 1 quar-
ter in SI . laying third until the last quarter
was reached and then trotting around the leaders

bush and Athasham had so much confidence that the
money played on them and the field made it possible
for the backers of North Star to get even money for
all they played on the gelding.
When they got the word for the third heat it was

seen that Durfee was making as desperate an effort
as ever in his life to beat the Nutwood Wilkes three-
year-old if Bellemont had it in her to do it. The
two young trotters made a great struggle up the back
stretch, but North Star's speed was too great for her
and the filly broke. North Star took the heat and
the race eased up to a jog in 2:16 amid the cheers
of the crowd, who realized they had seen in the win-
ner the best three-year-old produced in the United
States this year. Athasham won second money, Belle-
mont third and Ambush fourth.
The $2000 trot for horses of the 2:24 class resulted

in a rather cheap race. Of the sixteen original
entries but four started. Charlie T. won after drop-
ping a heat, and the best time was 2:16. There was
hut little speculation on the event as it was clear
that Charlie T. would win from the first.

The 2:17 pace, which closed the day's sport, was a
well contested event between eight hoppled pacers.
John R. Conway by Diablo was the winner. He made
a tangled break at the start of the first heat and
finished fourth in 2:15%, Miss Winn, a daughter of
Dlablo's brother, Demonio, taking the heat in 2:15*4.
John R. Conway won the next three handily, pacing
the fourth and final heat in 2:12%, an excellent per-
formance. The summaries. 1

Trotting, Pacific Breeders' Futurity, three year olds,
value J30U9,
North Star, b, c, by Nutwood Wilkes-Ivaneer

(Whitehead) 1 1 1
Athasham, h. c. by Athadon (Walton) 2 2 4
Bellemont. b. f. by Zombro (Durfee) 6 3 2
Ambush, br. c. by Znlock (Bonnell) 3 6 3
Elma S„ b. f. by Nutwood Wilkes (Chadbourne) 5 4 5
Kenneth C, br. c. by McKinney (Trefry) 456

Tim-- by quarters:
First heat 0:34 1:07 1:41 2:13%

heat 0:34 1:07 1:41 2:13%
i

1 0:35 1:08 1:42 2:16

g, 2:24 class, purse $2000.
1

blk. g. by Zombro-Sarah Benton
(McDonald) 4 1 1 1

1 moot, blk g. hy Oro Wilkes (Reams) 12 4 3
Billy Dooley, b. g. by Bay Bird. .(Freeman) 2 3 2 2

- y, b. g, by Strathway (Misner) 3 4 4 4

Time—2:17, 2:16, 2.21, 2:16%.

Pacing, 2:17 class, purse $800.
John R. Conway, ch. s. by Diablo, dam by
La Grande (Chadbourne) 4 111

Miss Winne. ch. m. by Demonio. . . . (Reams) 16 5 3
Welladay, br. m. by Steinway (Cuicello) 3 3 2 5
Prince Charles, b. g. by Charles Derby

(J. Walker) 5 5 6 2
Glen, ch. g. by Glenwood (Durfee) 7 2 4 4
fcxonomizer, b. m. by Charles Derby

(Selma) 2 4 3d
Mildred, rn. m. by Secretary (Bunch) d

Time—2:15%, 2:13%, 2:15, 2:12%.

Time records made during the meeting:
Trotting, to beat 2:23.

Dumont S., b. s. by Lynwood W.-Maud Fowler
2:21% (Quinn) won

Time—2.20.

Trotting, to beat 2:30.

Search Me, b. g. by Searchlight-Wanda 2:14%
(Davey) won

Time—2:21%.

Trotting, match race.

Clipper W. t br. g. by Lynwood W.-Thetis
(Rodriguez) 2 1

El Pajaro, br. s. by Boodle-Kate (Cuicello) 1 dr
Time

—

2:29%, 2:24%. •

LAST TWO DAYS AT POUGHKEEPSIE.

POUGHKEEPSIE, August 18.—Fast time was the
rule at the Hudson River Driving Park today. In
the 2.06 class pace, which Baron Grattan won after
losing the second heat to Frank Tokum, the time of
three heats was the fastest trotted or paced on the
Grand Circuit this year—2:04%, 2:04%, 2:04%..
Tiverton won the free-for all trotting event with

ease. Sweet Marie lost her chance in the first heat
by a break near the half-mile post and again in the
second heat by breaking twice badly, once on the
last turn and again in the stretch. She finished fourth
in each heat.

Pacing, 2:06 class, purse $1000.
Baron Grattan, b. g. by Grattan (Geers) 1 2 1

Frank Y/oUum, b. g (McGrath) 2 12
Ecstatic, b. m (Lang) 333
Black Hal, blk g (Snow) d

Time—2:04%, 2:04%, 2.04%.

Trotting, 2:0.8 class, purse $1000.
Choir Boy, g. g. by Graydon (Geers) 111
Lizzie C, blk m (McDonald) 2 2 2
Pat T., b. g (Patterson) 3 3 3
Martha B., b. m (Laird) 4 5 4
Belladi, b. m (Rutherford) 5 4 d

Time—2:15%, 2:12%, 2:10%.

Trotting, 2:24 class, purse $1000.

Albert C, g. g. by Bellini. .. (Dickersbn) 2 2 111
Getaway, ch. g (Hellman) 114 2 2
Lee Wickliffe, b. g (Nichols) 3 3 2 4 4
Renewal, ch. g (Rowe) 5 4 3 3 3
Sister Colette, b. m (Cahill) 4 5 5 ro
Claudio, ch. g (Patterson) d

Time—2:12%, 2:12%, 2:14%, 2.15, 2:17%.

Trotting, free for all, two in three, purse $1500.

Tiverton, b. g. by Gallileo Rex (Howell) 1 1
George G., b. g (Geers) 2 2
McKinley, b. g (Benyon) 3 3
Sweet Marie, b. m (McDonald) 4 4

Time—2:07%, 2:06%.

August 19—The Grand Circuit harness races closed
here today with a good attendance. It was an off day
for the favorites. Peruna, in the 2:10 pace, was the
only horse picked to win who did win. Because Swago,
in the 2:15 trot, was not doing as well as the judges
thought he could, McBride was taken from behind
him after the first heat and Benyon substituted.
Swago did not -do as w-ell after the change as before.

Swift B., son of Stam B, won the 2:15 trot in
straight heats, reducing his record to 2:12%. He
trotted like a high class horse.
The surprise of the day developed in the 2:10 trot,

which was won by Jim Ferry, entered by W. J. Briggs
of Denver and driven by Franks. Ferry was not
thought of until after the second heat. Clarita W.
sold in the opening pools at $50, Topsy $15, Robert
Mc. $15, Bonnie Russell $5, and the field, including
Jim Ferry and the California horse, The Roman, at
$10. The first heat was taken hy The Roman, second
by Robert Mc, then Jim Ferry took two heats and
the race. Summaries.

Pacing, 2:10 class, purse $1000.
Peruna, b. g. by Norbell (L. Murphy) 111
Owyho, ch. s (Davis) 2 2 4
Stein, b. g (Schaffer) 6 3 2
Fred N., b. g (Snow) 3 4 5
Bonnie Wilkes, ch. m (Howard) 7 5 3
Brownie, br. g (Kehoe) 4 6 6
Roy B.. "0. g (T. Murphy) 8 7 7
Ed Geers, b. g. (Brady) 5 d
Elmwood, br. g (Snyder) d

Time

—

2:06% 2:06% 2:08.

Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $1000.

Swift B.. b. g„ by Stam B (McDonald) 111
Harry J., blk. g (Laird) 5 3 2
Kinstress, b. m (Clark) 2 5 3
Thorn Boy. b. g (Patterson) 6 2 4
Swago, b. g (McBride and Benyon) 3 4 5
Frank T„ b. g (F. Howell) 4 6 6

Time—2.16% 2:12% 2:12%.

Trotting, 2:10 class, purse $1000.

Jim Ferry, g. g., by Wilkes Ward. (Franks) 2 3 11
The Roman, b. g (Rolfs) 14 3 4
Robert Mc, b. g. (Jelly) 4 14 3
Topsy, b. m (Allen) 5 5 2 2
Clarita W.. ch. m (Geers) 6 2 dr
Bonnie Russell, b. s '."(J. Howell) 3 d
Kent, ch. g (Brinkerhoff) d

Time—2:11 2:0S% 2:11% 2:12%.
o

CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CURE.

A horse represents' an Investment which it wculd ray he owner
to care for. Many valuable horses are lost because of Ignorance
and careless neglect. Distemper Is a loathsome disease and some-
what dangerous, hut there Is a sure preventive and cure for It.

Modern science and practical experle ncp has evolved a treatment
which Is a success. This s Craft's Liquid Distemper Cure Vet-
erinary sureeons and practical horsemen endorse It It Is a spe-
cific that acts both on the elands and the blood It is t» sure > re-
ven'tve as well as a sure cure It may he used for sheep and dogs
as well as h irses. The manufacturers agree to refund the price If

It fal's to cure. Our readers interested should writ for new
32-page booklet, "Veterinary Pointers," free, to the Wells Medi-
oine Co., 13 Third strest, Lafayette, Ind.

i
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|| NOTES AND NEWS.
||

California State Fair opens next Saturday.

Don't miss seeing the Occident Stake trotted that

day.

The Southern California trotting circuit will open
in October. There will be five or six meetings.

North Star won the neat sum of $1750 for his owner,

J. B. Iverson of Salinas, when he won the Breeders'

Futurity last Saturday.

Deloree 2:09% is a royally bred trotter and looks

to be one of the best ones out this year. She is by
Delmarch 2:11%, dam Hindee by Allerton 2:09%, sec-

ond dam Elloree 2:08% by Axtell 2:12.

Swift B. 2:12%, whose record was made in a win-
ning race, is showing something of the form that was
expected of him two years ago. Look out for a mile

belowr 2:10 by him before the season is over.

Get a new Flower City sulky from the San Francis-

co "Wheel and Novelty Company and you will not

lose the race because your horse had to pull a hard-
running sulky.

Nell by Estell Eric is now the dam of eleven standard
performers, and four of them are in the 2:10 list.

These are Vassar 2:07, Susie T. 2:09%, both pacers,

and the trotters Belle Vara 2:08% and Tom Axworthy
2:07. Nell is the greatest of brood mares.

Delia McCarthy by McKinney started in the 2:21

class trot at Saginaw, Michigan, last week but fin-

ished outside the money. Her best heat was the sec-

ond, when she finished third. This heat was in 2.18%.

She was not better than sixth in any other heat.

Lena N. 2:05% has a bay filly at foot by Directly

2:03%. This should be a pacer of the two minute
class.

Strathway 2:19 is now the sire of two 2:10 trotters

—

Toggles 2.08% and John Caldwell 2:09. Both are
geldings.

If you failed to enter that well bred foal of 1905 in

the $7000 Breeders' Futurity put in your application to

Secretary Kelley for a nomination. There are few
mares that failed to foal and a few more whose foals

died. You may be able to get one of these at the

cost of same to date. You will have to apply quickly,

however, if you want to get in.

Nutwood Wilkes has now sired three trotters that
have taken records better than 2:14 in their three-
year-old form. They are Who Is It 2:12, John A. Mc-
Kerron 2:12% and North Star 2:13%. As a sire of
early and extreme speed Nutwood Wilkes is certainly
"the goods," and one of his sons, John A. McKerron
2:04%, is the fastest trotting stallion of all the
Wilkes tribe.

Fanny G. by imported Margrave was one of the
great thoroughbred mares whose blood has helped to

make the fastest trotters. She was the grandam of

Alma Mater, dam of eight in the list, and of such
great sires as Alcyone, Alcantara, Allandorf, Alfonso,
etc. Fanny G. was also the grandam of that great
thoroughbred mare Dame Winnie that produced Palo
Alto 2:08%. Altivo 2:18% and three others with
standard records. Now a colt that is bred from the
very best trotting strains that traces to old Fanny
G. on both sides of his pedigree and is a fine individ-
ual should make a great stock horse. Such a colt is

Hannibal, son of Iran Alto 2:12% and Alma Wilks-
wood by Alcantara, second dam Emma Nutwood, a
great brood mare by Nutwood, third dam by Black
Hawk 767, fourth dam by old 30-mile champion Gen.
Taylor, and fifth dam by Williamson's Belmont.
Hannibal is advertised for sale in this issue. If you
want a good one, inquire more about him, and then
you'll want to buy him.

Bolivar 2:08% started three times at Buffalo and
won twice.

Miss Georgie by Nutwood Wilkes reduced her rec-
ord in the third heat of the 2:12 pace at Dover, New
Hampshire on Thursday of last week. She won the
race very handily in straight heats in 2:11%, 2:12%
and 2:10%. Miss Georgie is owned by W. A. Clark
Jr. and was bred by Martin Carter of Irvington, Cal.
Rey del Diablo started in the same race but was be-
hind the money.

Make your payment, the third one of $5, on. your
foal of 1905, entered in the Pacific Breeders' Futurity.
This payment must be made on or before September
1st, which is next Friday. Any division of this $8000
guaranteed stake is worth winning.

Demand continues very active in the City of Mexico
for high-class carriage horses from the United States.
Of late several loads have been sent on to the Mexi-
can capital from Chicago, the cost being about $300 to
$350 each. Bay is the favorite color.

Bonnie Mac. the tlu^-year-old fill,- by Bonnie Di-
rect 2.0o%, dan, Myrtle 2:13%, owned by W. H. Lums-
den of Santa Rosa, is keeping in good form and work-
ing nicely for E,l Benson, who is preparing her for the
Kentucky Futurity. She recently trotted a mile in
2:14%. last half in. I : On. and it did not seem to bother
her. She will be in hot company in that big stake,
as Susie N. 2:13% and Katherine L. 2:14%, that took
their records at Buffalo two weeks ago, are both in
this stake.

The mother of the well known trainer and driver,
John Dickerson, died at Greensburgh, Illinois, week
before last.

East View Farm does not seem to be winning many
purses this year. Bolivar 2:0S% has been feeding the
other horses in the string thus far.

Bystander by Zolock won two heats and second

money at Decatur, Illinois, August 16th. His two
heats were in 2:14% and 2:15. Harry B.- won the

race and took a record of 2:13%.

C. C. Crippen of Mayfiekj tells the following story:
In the only race in which North Star, winner of this
year's Breeders' Futurity for three year olds, started
last year, he won the first heat in 2:24. It was at San
Jose in the two-year-ol.i. division of the same stake.
In the second heat Will durfee turned the filly Belle-
mont loose. When he had collared North Star and
felt sure that Bellemont had him at her mercy he
said to Whitehead, "'How'-do you like her?" Well, of
course Whitehead had to like her, as she won that
heat, the next and the race. In the third heat of last
Saturday's race at Santa Rosa, Durfee did what the
public expected him to do—made a desperate effort to
win. He got on even terms with North Star on the
back stretch, and for a ways the gelding and the filly
trotted like a double team. Just at the half White-
head turned on a little more steam and at the same
time said to Durfee. "How do you like him?" "I can't
beat you," Billy responded. Bellemont evidently
thought so, too, as she immediately made a break
which lost her all chance of victory over the colt she
vanquished a year ago. There is no doubt that it did
Charley Whitehead as much good to ask Will Durfee
that question as it did Mr. Iverson, owner of North
Star, to win the big end of the stake.

T. W. Barstow's filly Just It paced a splendid race
in the three-year-old division of the Breeders' Fu-
turity at Santa Rosa and won third money. In last
week's Breeder it was stated that Just It had paced a
half in 1:00% at San Jose. This is a mistake. It
was. Mr. Barstow's three-year-old colt High Fly that
paced that phenomenal half.

W. H. Williams at the San Jose track advertises a
five-year-old sorrel gelding for sale that will make a
fine driving horse for a gentleman. The gelding can
step a quarter in 37 seconds and is perfectly sound
and gentle.

It is said that Dan Mahoney of White Plains, New
York, sold Deleree, winner of- the Blue Hill Stake, for
$1S,500 a week before the race. Mahoney bought her
for $500.

The Tulare Fair Association -will hold a fair and
race meeting at Tulare from the 16th to the 21st of
October. The purses will be $400 and $500, with en-
trance five per cent. The track, which is a fast one,
will be in first class condition. Secretary Ingwerson
announces that the program will be ready for publi-
cation about the first of September. For any infor-
mation or particulars address him at Tulare.

In the published lists of three year olds on which
starting payment was made in the Harness Stallion
Stake to be trotted at the State Fair this year, the
name of Thos. Smith's filly Vallejo Girl has been in-

advertently omitted. Mr. Smith's filly had all the
payments made on her and will start in the race.

Will Durfee, who looked over the new State Fair
track at Sacramento last Monday, said: "The condi-
tion of the track is excellent. The width, the soil and
the grading are all that could be desired, and I be-
lieve it will be very fast. In my opinion it is the
best laid track in California, which is saying a good
deal. The stable accommodations are such as to de-
light the heart of every careful trainer and owner."

The Tulare race track and grounds are offered for
sale for $7000. There is a fast mile track, 60 box
stalls, 300 feet of open stalls, a 3000 gallon tank with
engine and pump complete. The grand stand will

seat 2000 people. There is u six room cottage on the
grounds also. Ten acres are in alfalfa and the place
can be made to pay a handsome profit on the invest-
ment. The price asked for the entire plant is only
$7000. As there are 90 acres of land this is a rare
bargain. If you are interested write to the Breeder
and Sportsman for terms.

Winfield Stratton. son of Chas. Derby's brother,
Saraway, has reduced his record a half second and it

is now 2:05%.

The three quarter mile track at Davisville, Yolo
county, is not yet completed, but will be before the
1906 training season opens. The new track was laid

out in an old vineyard and a great deal of work Is

required to put it in shape. The survey was made,
the old vines pulled up, and the track graded, but it

has been decided to defer the working of the surface
into shape until after the fall rains. A number of
trainers have signified their intention of locating
there when the track Is finished and stalls built.

Adam G. and Charley T. are both entered for the
-:15 class trot which is down for decision on the open-
ing day of the State Fair. Those who saw the split
heat fast race at Santa Rosa on the opening day in'
the race where these two were contenders will not
lie sin-prised to see another just such race when they
meet at the new Sacramento track.

Palmer Clark says there is a prevalent opinion, on
account of her name, that The Broncho is not well
bred, but the opinion is all wrong. She was bred by
her present owner, R. D. Adams, Dixon. 111., and is
now seven years old. Her sire, Stormcliffe, was byW ychffe and he by George Wilkes, out of a Mambrino
Patchen mare. Stormcliffe's dam was Happy Prin-
cess, record 2:23, by Happy Medium and out of a
great brood mare by a son of George M. Patchen
while the dam of The Broncho was also by a grand-
son of George M. Patchen Her grandam was by
Lakeland Abdallah, a full brother to Harold, sire of
Maud S. She got her name through her unruly dis-
position when she was broken, and that she should,
have proved such a speedy and ideal mannered mare is
certainly greatly to the credit of her trainer and
driver, Charles Dean.

The 2:09 class pace on the opening day of the Cali-
fornia State fair should prove a great contest. Zolock
is not in this race, but there is a great bunch of fast
ones. Those entered are Daedalion 2:10, Nellie R.
2:10. Miss Idaho 2:10%, Nance O'Neill 2:09%, Alone
2:09%, Vision 2.09%, Jonesa Basler 2:11%, Kelly
Briggs 2:09%, Tidal Wave 2:09, Rita H., 2:11%, Le
Roi 2:10%, and Hassalo 2:11.

Arroyo Grande, in San Luis Obispo county, is ar-
ranging for a race meeting to take place in Novem-
ber. The meeting will probably extend over three
days. Many local horses are being prepared for the
events.

Washington Park, Chicago, where the amateur cup
races are to be held' this year, is a very slow track
for trotters and fast time need not be expected.
Major Delmar and Lou Dillon will both go exhibition
miles, but will not come within seconds of their rec-
ords owing to the soft track which, while ideal for
runners, is not suited for harness horses.

Mr. J. B. Iverson of Salinas, breeder and owner of
Nor*h Star 2:13%, has not been a very extensive
breeder, but so far as quality is concerned he has
made a commendable showing. Among the record
horses bred by him are Dictatress 2:0S%, North Star
(3) 2:13%, Princess 2:13%, Prince Gift 2:12, Diablita
2:15%, the first and last named being pacers, the
others all trotters. Mr. Iverson has bred many others
with records, but the above are a few which we re-
call from memory.

Owyho 2:09%, son, of Owyee and Bertha, dam of
Diablo 2. OS 1

.,, Don Deibv 0i%, etc., paced a great
race at Poughkeepsie when he finished a close second
to Peiflna in two heats in 2:06%. Great is the family
of Bertha.

The death of Gen. A. W. Barrett of Los Angeles
was anounced last week. Gen. Barrett was at one
time a Director of the California State Agricultural
Society and often acted as one of the udges during the
races held at the annual State Fair. He was also
Bank Commissioner under Governor Budd. He ren-
dered brilliant service in the army during the Civil
War, and was honorably discharged in 1S65. Gen.
Barrett was held in great esteem by all who knew
him. .

S. E. Kent of Los Angeles should have the honor
of making a new 2:10 performer this year. He drove
Bonnie Ailsie to her record of 2:08% at the Los An-
geles meeting in July.

Los Angeles and Sonoma counties were both bene-
fitted by an- exchange of horses that was effected at
Santa Rosa last week during the Breeders' meeting.
Frank S. Turner, lessee of the Santa Rosa Stock
Farm, sold two splendidly bred Sidney Dillon two-
year-olds to Mrs. L. J. H. Hastings of Los Angeles,
and purchased from that lady the well bred stallion
Sky Pointer Jr.. son of Sky Pointer and Juliet D.
2:13% by McKinney. The Sidney Dillon youngsters
secured by Mrs. Hastings were Judge Dillon, a grand
looking two-year-old colt whose dam is that great
brood mare Eveline, dam of Ole 2:10%, Roblet 2.12.

Tietam 2:19, etc., by Nutwood, and Rapidan Dillon,
that is out of the famous $10,000 mare By By by Nut-
wood. By By is the dam of Morengo King that
worked a mile in 2:13% and of L. W. Russell, sire of
five or six in the list. It is stated that Sky Pointer
Jr. was traded even for Rapidan Dillon, and that
Mrs. Hastings paid $2500 for the colt Judge Dillon.

It is said that no less than one thousand horses and
mules are at work on the Moulton levee In Colusa
county at the present time. This levee, when com-
pleted, will reclaim thousands of acres of rich land,
and protect many thousand more from overflow from
the waters of the Sacramento River during the rainy
seasons.

When praising the colt that won the Breeders'
Futurity for three-year-olds, trotting two heats in

2:13%, don't forget to say a good word or two for
Athasham, Mr. George Warlow's good colt by Atha-
don, that was a good second in both those heats.
Athasham trotted beter than 2:15 twice in the race.

A small boy and his father were on the special re-
turning from Santa Rosa last Saturday evening. The
"kid" after looking out the window for a long time,
gazing at the heavens, said, "Say, pop. how does the
north star stay in the same place all the time." Pater
familias looked at his hopeful with a look of disgust
for a moment, and tearing up a bunch of tickets on
Bellemont he had taken from his pocket, replied,

"Because he's too damn fast for the others to get up
to him."
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT

Coming Events.

Rod.

April 1-Sop:. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season tor taking stoel-

hiad In tidewater.

April l-Sept. 15—Closed season Tor lobsters and crawflsb.

April I- Nov. l—Tnat season open.

June l-Jan. I—Open season tor biaok bass.

Aug. -'ft—SaturJay Fly-Casting Contest No. 10. Stow lake, 2:30

p. m
Aug. 27—Sunday Fly CsstlogContest No. 10 Stow lake, 10 a. m
Sept 10-Oct. 16 -Close reason In tidewater for steelbead.

Sept. 10-Oot. 18—Close season for catching salmon.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Clos« ssason for taking salmon above tide.

water.

Nov. l-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. I5-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

?:ater.
Gun.

Feb. IB-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and
sage ben.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April 1-Oct. 15—Closed season for English 3nipe.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Aug l-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Aug Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Aug. Napa Gun Club Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Aug 20—Petaluma Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kenilworib Park.

Aog. 30—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View, Cal

Ang. 27—California Wing Club. Live pigeons. Ingleside.

Aug. 27—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rocks.

Aug. 27—Vallejo Gun Club. Blue rocks. Flosden Staticn.

Aug. 27—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Aug. 27— Lincoln Gud Club. Live birds. Reclamation Station

Aug. 29 30—Interstate Association tdarnament. Blue rocks.

Denver. Col.

Sept 3—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Sept. 3—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Sept. 9, to—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks
Alameda Junction.

Sept. 15, 16, 17—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Bandicap under auspices of

S. F. Trapshooting Ass n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 17—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs Gun
Club Biggs. Butte county. H. Haselbusch, manager
Oot. 1—PaclQc Coast Trap Shooters 1 Association. Mercbardise

shoot. Blue rocks. Empire Club grounds, Alameda Junction.

Bench. Shows.

Aug. 15, 18—Orange County Agricultural Society. Middletown-
N. Y. D. A. Morrison, Secretary.

Aug 18 19—Lynn Kennel Cmb. Point of Pines, Revere, Mass.
W H Xlmlnes, Secretary.

Aug. 23, 25—Rockland County Industrial Association. Bench
show in New York City, N Y. A A Vanderbilt. Secretary.

Sept 4—Long Island Kennel Club. Brighton Beach, L.I. Jos.
M. Daie, Secretary.

S pt. 4—Rhode Island Kennel Club. Crescent Park, East Provi-
dence, R. I H. M. French, Secretary.

Sept 4, 5—Miller's River Kennel Club. Athol Mass. Wm. W.
Sutton, secretary.

Sept. 9—San Mateo Kennel Club. 2nd annual open air show.
Burltngamo. D. J Sinolalr, Secretary.

Sept 9—Cedarhurst Kennel Club. Lawrence, L. I. John G-
Bates, Secretary.

Sept U. 13—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R.I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M. W-
Roblnson, Secretary.

Sept 18, 21—Genesee County Agricultural Society Kennel Club.
Batavla, N Y. A E. Brown. Secretary.

Sept. 23—Madison Athletic Association. Madison, N. J. E. L.
Jones, Secretary.

Sept. 25. 26—Miami Valley Kennel Club. Piqua. Ohio. Edwin
A. Hiatt, Secretary.

Sept. 27. 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Sept. 30—Bryn Mawr Kennel Club. Haverford.Pa. Henry D.
Riley, Secretary.

Oct 3, 6—Tesas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex. W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3. 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury. Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Oct 11, M—Spokane Kennel Club. Spokane, Wash. A. B.
Jack-on, Secretary.

Oct 17. 20— Frederick Agricultural Society. Frederick, Md
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary

Sept. 28 29, SO—Stockton Kennel Club F. A. Geisea, Secretary,
Sto kton, Cal. D. J. Sinclair, Superintendent.

Nov 15. 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club- Boston. F.
H. Osgood Seoretary

Nov 28-Dc. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Pbili.-
delphla. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

1906.

Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.
McKfm. Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery. Secretary

Fen 28~Marcb3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. £ Tuomas. Secetary.

March 7. lu—Duqucsne Kennel Club Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman. secretary

Field Trials.

Aug 15—Towa Field Trial Club. Geo. C. Cooper, Secretary, P.
O. B"X 65, Des Moines. la.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club Inaugural trials
Grand Fork-*. N DAE Palmar. Secretary, Grand Forks. N. D.

Sapt 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association 4th annual trials.
O'Neill, Neb. H H McCarthy, Secretary. O'Neill, Neb.
Sept 6—Manitoba Fl> Id Trial Cub, 19th annual trials. La

Salle Man. Erlo H«mber, 8 -cretary VVIolc p-.g Man.
Sept II— Nnrlhweetern Field Trial As>-OL'lailon. Ioaugural

trials. O'Neill. Neb C W. Hattlea. Secretary. Kantas City. Mo.
Sept 21— British Columbia Field Trial Club. 3d anoual trials.

Ladner B C. H. S R-)l»lon, Seoretary, Vancouver B.C.
001. \l— Pacific Northwest Field Trial Ciub. La Conner Flats,

Wa-.li. Chan. L Luudv. S-creiary Seattle. Wosh
Oot. 23 -Ohio FteJdTr ai As^ootatlon. Wasnington Court House,

T. Phil lips, Seoretary. Columbus O.

Oot. SO—American Field Futurity Stake For Pointers and
whelped on nr after January I, 1904 whose Jams have

been dulv qualified. R iblnson. Ill , entries olosed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapln, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville 111 .

S. H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. Dayton, O.

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson. 111. Wm.
R Green, Secretary, Marshall. Ill

Nov lodlana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake) C. F.Young. Secretary. C! ay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven. Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary. Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Cbas B Cooke, Secretary, R chmond, Va.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, ll'-h annual trials, .

John White, Secretary. Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Karber, N. C. O. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1906.
Jan. 8—Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Es^ig, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials

Baken-fleld, Cal. Albert Betz. Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg.. San
Francisco.

AT THE TRAPS.

The Lincoln Gun Club live bird shoot and outing
at Reclamation tomorrow promises to draw a big
attendance of shooters. The club in its day was a
popular organization, until it was absorbed by the
Golden Gate Gun Club. Edgar L. Foster will act as
Captain of the day.

The Empire Gun Club merchandise shoot on Sep-
tember 9th and 10th will be a "corker." The program
of events will be practically the same as at the shoot
last year. A large and varied list of prizes has been
donated by friends of the club. President James P.

Sweeney and Secretary J. B. Hauer are to be con-
gratulated on the auspicious outlook for a big shoot.

The general committee is composed of Edgar Forster,
Golden Gate Club; H. Ricklefson of the Blue Rock
Gun Club; Robert Van Norden of the Millwood Gun
Club; J. P. Sweeney, Empire Gun Club; J. W. Jeff-

reys of the Antler Gun Club; J. W. Elias of the Val-
lejo Gun Club; F. W. Hesse Jr. of the Santa Rosa
Gun Club; William Hansen of the Hercules Gun
Club; W. Sink of the St. Helena Gun Club; Dr. A. M.
Barker of the San Jose Gun Club; Charles Reams of

the Napa Gun Club, and C. F. TVhalen of the Mountain
View Gun Club.

The Santa Rosa Gun Club shoot on the 13th inst.

was not as well attended as usual. The result of the
medal shoot was in favor of Slusser, the score being:
Morrow, IS yards, 28 targets shot at, broke 15; Slus-

ser, 20. 25—19; Resse, 20. 25—17; Mead, IS. 28—10.
The absent members will shoot off the match later.

The tie of the last shoot for the Lafiin & Rand cup
between Mead and Guiltnan was shot off at 15 targets

and was won by the former by a score of 11 to 10.

The shoot for the cup Sunday left Hesse in the lead,

the score being. Mead, 16 yards, 29 targets shot at,

broke 18; Slusser, IS, 25—20: Guiltnan, IS, 2S—15;

Morrow, 16. 2S—17; Hesse, 16. 26—23. Other mem-
bers will shoot off the match later.

Sixty targets was the allotment for each member of

the Petaluma Gun Club who competed in the club
program on the 13th inst. This shoot was the second
of the club prize series. J. Lopus is high gun in this

race at present.
Following are the scores of those who have already

completed their 60 target allowance; J. Lopus 50,

P. L. Murphy 47. T. Mego 46, F. Carter, 45. Summer-
field 45, J Steiger 43, E. E. Drees 41, Dr. TV. Hall 41,

Joe Clark 35.

A large delegation of members of the Eureka Gun
Club August 13th responded to the invitation of the
Trinidad Gun Club and were royally entertained
through the day by the txapshooters of the old Klam-
ath county seat by the sea. The day was passed with
shooting, feasting, a little more shooting and a little

more feasting. The menu, of course, included the
clams and mussels for which the ocean beach in the
vicinity of Trinidad is famous, but there were many
other good things supplied for the delectation of the
visiting Eurekans. The shooting between teams from
the two clubs was one of the interesting features of
the day, Each year the Eureka shooters pay a visit

to Trinidad and the trip is ever anticipated with pleas-
ure.

The Pacific Coast Trap Shooters* Association an-
nounce an open to all merchandise prize shoot for
Sunday, October 1st, on the Empire Club grounds,
Alameda Junction.

Trap shooters of the Coast are looking forward to

the Interstate shoot as the coming great event In the
annals of sport on the Pacific Coast.
Los Angeles shooters, and there are some cracks

down south, are getting ready for the blue rock foray.
Ten past masters of the modern art of. saucer

smashing, who are to represent the Los Angeles Gun
Club at the big interstate shoot in San Francisco next
month have been assiduously practicing at the Sher-
man grounds.
One by one the scatter-gunners have come forward

until from two or three, the club is now assured of
two full squads at the blue-ribbon event of the year
in trap-shooting circles. Ten of the best shots in

Southern California will turn loose on the firing line

for some of that $1500 added money which Elmer
Shaner and his associates have succeeded in getting
together out of the Interstate Association.

The California Wing Club, it has been decided, will

close the live bird season with the final club shoot to-

morrow at Ingleside. The race will be at 20 pigeons

—

making 100 birds for each member to shoot at the
seven regular shoots for 1905. A purse amounting to

$150 will be divided among the high guns. The money
division has generally been one money for each three
entries.

Charles Van Valkenburg, Guy Lovelace. C. D. Hager-
man, R. H. Bungay. S. R. Smith. Fred Gilbert, J. F.
Gibson. Gus Knight, Jr., C. L-. Julian of San Diego,
Hip Justins and H. P. Densel are already in line with
a prospect of- A. W. Bruner and some others of the
former greats stepping to the score when the proper
time comes.

In all probability some sort of Pacific Coast trap
shooters' association will be formed at the big shoot,
as representatives of all the big gun clubs from San
Diego to Seattle will be hobnobbing with each other
in one big sportsman's reunion. There has long been
felt a need for something of the sort.

The Los Angeles Gun Club has received its Dickey
Bird trap, and will have the new machine installed

as an aid to the Leggett.

The aim of the Interstate Association, an organiza-
tion that was formed and incorporated for the en-
couragement of trap shooting, in giving tournaments
is to foster a sport that is deservedly popular; to

bring together experts, semi-experts and novices; to

safeguard the interests of both and to illustrate how
a large trap shooting event should be run.

In this laudable interest for trap shooting at large
the association has accomplished much. Seven big
tournaments have been successfully run so far this

season. Next week the Interstate shoot at Colorado
Springs will take place, shortly followed by the Ingle-
side tournament, which will complete the itinerary for
the year.

The magnitude of the work accomplished and con-
templated is shown in the following list of shoots of

the Interstate Association for the season's circuit of
1905;

Augusta, Ga , April 5 and 6. Under auspices of the
Augusta Gun Club.

Hopkinsville, Ky., April 26 and 27. Under auspices
of the Hopkinsville Gun Club.
Owensboro. Ky., May 17 and IS. Under auspices of

the Daviess County Gun Club.
Sixth Grand American Handicap at Targets, June

27 to 30. Under auspices of the Interstate Associa-
tion.

Menominee, Mich., July 12 and 13. Under auspices
of the Menominee Gun Club.
Albert Lea, Minn , August 2 r 3 and 4. Under aus-

pices of the O. K. Gun Club.

Kansas City, Mo., August 16, 17 and IS. Under
auspices of the O. K| Gun Club.
Colorado Springs, Colo., August 29, 30 and 31. Under

auspices of the Colorado Springs Gun Club.
San Francisco, Cal., September 15, 16 and 17. Pa-

cific Coast Handicap at targets, under auspices of the
San Francisco Trap Shooting Association
Communications relating to tournaments should be

sent to Elmer E. Shaner, secretary-manager, 219 Col-
tart square, Pittsburg, Pa.

Following the Interstate Association's shoot at Col-
orado Springs, comes the Grand Western Handicap
at Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 4, 5 and 6. For the first and
second days at the latter shoot there is scheduled a
daily program of 200 targets, lull entrance $20, with
$200 in added money. Everybody will shoot from 16

yards. For high professional average each day $20 in

cash will be given. For high amateur $20, for second
high $10. This average, of course, is based on the
full 200-target program; money divided in case of

ties.

On the final day a free-for-all handicap -of 100 tar-

gets is scheduled, entrance $10, $100 added. Six
moneys, 10, 8. 7. 6, 5 and 4. To the winner a trophy
worth $65 will be given Event two is at 100 targets,

entrance $10. This is the Denver Post trophy event
and carries $150 in added money. Club traps and
"blackbirds" will be used. Frank B. Cunningham of

St. Joseph, Mo., will be identified with the manage-
ment of the shoot and the Trinidad membership prom-
ises "fair field and no favor" to all. This tournament
deserves well at the hands of the territorial shooting
fraternity and no doubt the expectation of the man-
aging club will be realized.

That there is a decided boom in Coast trap shooting

has been strongly in evidence this season. The big tour-

naments at Ingleside. Los Angeles. San Diego, Sacra-
mento, Gridley, Portland, Vaffcouver, B. C, and many
smaller, but none the less enthusiastic shoots, at many
other points in California, Washington and Oregon,

have started what will probably be a lively trap sea-

son all round for next year.

The Medford Gun Club announces a two day tourna-

ment for September 22nd and 23rd It is expected

that a number of shooters attending at Ingleside will

jo-'rney to Oregon to join issue with the northern

shooters.

Ten events are scheduled for each day; entrance

for each day $20, added money for each day $225.

The opening race each day is at 15 targets, two
special open-to-all events at 25 targets, and the bal-

ance at 20 targets.
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.Added money $450, general average for men shoot-

ers, $100; for lady shooters, $50; total $600. The purse

division will be 30. 25, 15, 15 and 15 per cent.

The grounds will be open for practice two days

before the tournament. There will be three sets of

traps. Sergeant system, and one extra set for novelty

shooting. Targets will cost 3 cents. All shooting will

be in squads, rapid fire, 16 yards rise. Professionals

and manufacturers' agents will shoot for targets only,

except in special events 6 and 16, nor can the trade

representatives compete for general average moneys.

It is announced that all shooters who can come a
few days prior to the shoot, or who may remain over,

will be taken, if it is so wished, for fishing trips to

the Rogue river, the most famous trouting river on
the Coast. This in itself is a strong inducement to

bring shooters to Medford.
Oregon hospitality and good fellowship is extended

sportsmen in the following congenial greeting: "We
trust our program will please you and hope to see

as many lovers of trap shooting as possibly can
attend. Try and strain a point and be with us, and
we will assure you a good time, besides giving you
i well manager shoot."

For further particulars write or wire J. E. Enyart,

Medford, Oregon.

The usual strong turnout of shooters was present

it the Union Gun Club shoot at Ingleside on the 20th

nst. In the club match every shooter in the first

•lass was in the money division. Otto Feudner, who
las been shooting up to his former gait, was high

run in the class. Every man, excepting Murdock, cut

n-.on the first class purse, Daniels being the high

jun. Three of four shooters in the second class re-

eived the best money awards in the match Jacobsen
hot into first place. Harvey Schneider, "Woods Jr.,

)r. Finnie and Leary were the winners, in the order

riven, among the third class contestants.

The medal race brought a series of well fought con-

ests in each of the four classes of shooters. Otto

'eudner scored a straight and won the monthly medal
iung up for the champions. Dr. Pitres (18 yards) tied

furdock for the first class medal and won out in the

hoot off. Shields won the second class medal for

he second time; he stood at the 18 yard peg. Schnei-

er annexed the third class medal. It will be noticed

1 going over the scores of the race that most of the

revious winners evidently found the IS and 20 yard
andicap a bit too strong to maintain their supremacy.
'his is what gives the medal shoot an added charm

—

le prizes are evidently not mortgaged to any indi-

idual shooters.

The mixed race, at singles and doubles, was won
y Haight and Schneider; Wilson, O. Feudner, Jacob-

in, Swales were also in the money.
The Phil B. Beakeart challenge cup race brought out

>ur contestants, Otto Feudner winning the shoot in

score of 91 out of 100 targets. Daniels and Schultz

so competed. The scores made in the three club

rents follow:

Club match, members only, 25 targets. $40 added
t 110 for each class, Rose system, 5-3-2), 16 yards:

Champion class—M. O. Feudner 22, M. J. Iverson 22,

. Feudner 21, E. Holling 21, E. L. Forster 20, C. A.

aight 20. G. Sylvester 20.

First class—D. Daniels 22, T. L. Lewis 20. Dr. Pitres

'. H. D Swales 20, W. A. Searles 20, Lon Hawkhurst
. "Slade" 19.

Second class—H. P. Jacobsen 21, Jos. Burns 20, A.

. Shields IS, F. Knick 17.

Third class—C. F. Harvey 20, W. Schneider IS. F.

Woods Jr. 18, Dr. Finnie 16, Scott Leary 16, Geo.

irber 13. B. Patrick 12, J. L. Dutton 12, Dr. Bodkin
W. Schroeder 7.

Medal match, members only, 25 targets, 16 yards
revious winners 18 and 20 yards)

:

Champion class—Otto Feudner 25, Holling 24, Fors-
i r (20 yards) 21, Haight 19, Iverson 19, Sylvester 17,

ed Feudner 23.

First class—Murdock 20, Dr. Pitres (18 yards) 20,

imiels (20 yards) 19, Swales 19. Lewis 18, "Slade"

Searles (IS yards) 14.

Second class—Shields (18 yards) 22, Jacobsen 18,

luck (18 yards) 13, Burns 11.

Third class—W. Schneider 20, Harvey 18, Patrick
i yards) 17, Leary (18 yards) 16, Woods Jr. (18

:rds) 14, Barber 12, Dutton 11, Schroeder 11, Dr.

Idkin 7.

^.dded money event, 15 singles, 16 yards; 5 pairs,

i 1 yards; class shooting, $5 added, 50, 30, 20 per cent,

wm to all: Haight broke 8 at doubles, 15 singles

—

2 Schneider 6-14-23, "Wilson" 7-15-22, O. Feudner
3 3-22, Jacobsen 8-13-21, Swales 7-13-21, Sylvester
7 3-20, Dr. Pitres 8-12-20, Iverson 8-11-19, Holling
6 3-19, Ed Schultz 7-11-18, Hawxhurst 5-11-1S,

• Sinipper 6-12-18, Schneider 6-11-17, "Slade" 4-12-16,

Hck 2-14-16, Searles 4-12-16, F. Feudner 4-11-15,

Irns 3-8-11.

A y They Be Less.

t has been noticed this summer that not as many
I eenhorns" are sallying forth into the mountains
a ied with the latest design of high-powered 33, 35

c 4U caliber smokeless^ rifles ^hat will shoot one or
t- - miles and kill what they hit. This class never
ds much damage to the deer, but they usually man-
| to get somebody's cow, or even worse, make a
n take and plug an unfortunate brother hunter.
S ie riflemen vowed that if the exodus of amateurs
tl i year was up to that of last, they would buy red

I 5 and hunt in nothing else, whether the deer liked
tl gory headpieces or not. "Better to lose a chance

t at some buck than your life," is the way one
i put it.

ove hunting In thevicinity of Merced Is reported
' 1, birds are plentiful and limit bags are in vogue.

kckaoa'a Napa Soda does not tangle the feet

INITIAL COAST INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION
TOURNAMENT.

The Interstate Association program for the initial

Coast tournament next month is the following:

First day, September 15th.

Event No. 1—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1.50.
Event No. 2—15 targets. $40 added, entrance $1.50.
Event No. 3—20 targets. $60 added, entrance $2.

Event No. 4—15 targets. $40 added, entrance $1.50.
Event No. 5—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1.50.
Event No. 6—20 targets. $60 added, entrance $2.

Event No. 7—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1 50.

Event No. 8—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1.50.

Event No. 9—20 targets, $60 added, entrance $2.

All events at unknown angles. No handicaps. Man-
ufacturers' agents, paid representatives, etc., may
shoot in the above and all succeeding events for tar-
gets only.

Second day, September 16th.

Event No. 1—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1.50.

Event No. 2—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1.50.

Event No. 3—20 targets, $60 added, entrance $2.
Event No. 4—Preliminary handicap, open to ama-

teurs only. 100 targets, unknown angles, $7 entrance
—targets included, handicaps 14 to 22 yards, high
guns—not class shooting, $250 added to the purse.
The number of moneys into which the purse will be
divided will be determined by the number of entries
received. In addition to first money, the winner will
receive a trophy, presented by the Interstate Associa-
tion.

Regular entries must be made at the cashier's
office before 6 p. m , September 15th. Penalty entries
may be made after September 15th, up to the com-
mencement of the event, by paying $10 entrance—tar-
gets included. Entries are not transferable and en-
trance money cannot be withdrawn after handicaps
have been allotted.

Third day, September 17th.

Event No. 1—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1.50.

Event No. 2—15 targets, $40 added, entrance $1.50.

Event No. 3—20 targets. $60 added, entrance $2.

Event No. 4—Pacific Coast handicap at targets, open
to amateurs only. 100 targets, unknown angles, $10
entrance—targets included, handicaps 14 to 22 yards,
high guns—not class shooting. $400 added to the purse.

The number of moneys into which the purse will be
divided will be determined by the number of entries

received. In addition to first money the winner will

receive a trophy, presented by the Interstate Asso-
ciation.

Regular entries must be made at the cashier's office

before 6 p. m., September 16th. Penalty entries may
be made after September 16th, up to the commence-
ment of the event, by paying $15 entrance—targets in-

cluded. Entries are not transferable, and entrance
money cannot be withdrawn after handicaps have been
allotted.

The division of moneys in the Preliminary Handi-
cap and Pacific Coast Handicap will be awarded high
guns—two places are created for each ten entries, or

fraction thereof, up to 250 entries.

Shooters will be handicapped in distance, 14 to 22

yards.
The purses in all events except the two handicaps

will be divided according to the Rose system at ratio

of 9-5-2 for 15-target events, and at a ratio of 12-9-5

for 20-target events.

In the handicap events ties that are shot off will be

at 20 targets per man, and the original distances con-

testants stand at will govern.

The handicap committee is composed of M. J. Iver-

son, San Francisco; W. H. Varien, Pacific Grove; M.
Abrahams, Portland; Guy Lovelace, Los Angeles, and
F. K. McBroom, Spokane. The committee will meet
at the Palace Hotel on the evenings of September 15th

and 16th to award handicaps for the Preliminary

and the Coast Handicaps respectively.

The grounds will be open for practice and sweep-
stakes on the afternoon of September 14th. Practice

targets will cost 2 cents each. The price of targets

during the tournament will be 2y2 cents. "Shooting

names" will not be countenanced. Shooting "for tar-

gets only" is open to manufacturers* agents solely;

all other contestants must make entry for the purses.

There will be no practice shooting allowed, .or pre-

liminary events shot, prior to the commencing of the

regular events scheduled for the day. Contestants are

requested to make entries for the entire program each

day. Money will be refunded in all uncontested events,

except the two handicaps, and the contestant has but

to notify the cashier of his intention to withdraw.

In case entries are so numerous that events cannot

be finished until late any day—thus keeping the com-
piler of scores back with his work—a branch of both

the cashier's and compiler of scores' offices will be

opened that night in the Palace Hotel, where winners

of money can secure the amounts due them or they

can obtain same at the shooting grounds the next day.

The Interstate Association and the San Francisco

Trap Shooting Association adds $1,500, of which

amount $150 is reserved to purchase trophies—$100 for

a trophy for the winner of first money in the Pacific

Coast Handicap, and $50 for a trophy for the winner

of first money in the Preliminary Handicap.

Guns, ammunition, etc.. forwarded by express must

be prepaid and sent to one of the following sporting

goods houses: Clabrough, Golcher & Co.. 538 Market

street. San Francisco, Cal.; Shreve & Barber Co., 739

Market street, San Francisco. Cal.; Olympic Arms
Co., 801 Market street, San Francisco, Cal. Mark
your own name on the box that goods are shipped In

and it will be delivered to the shooting grounds free of

charge.
The Interstate Association will have its headquar-

ters at the Palace Hotel, one of the largest and best

equipped hotels in the world. Sportsmen can also

secure accommodations at the Grand Hotel adjoining

and which is operated under the same management.

Xo expense will be spared to make the tournament
run smoothly. The most expert and competent help
will be secured, and the office" force will be large and
capable. Special attention is called to the schedule of
events erranged for each day. The conditions of the
handicap events merit—and will, of course, receive

—

more careful study than usual.
Further information relative to the tournament will

be cheerfully furnished by A. M. Shields. Secretary,
San Francisco Trap Shooting Association, Crocker
building. San Francisco, Cal.. or by Elmer E. Shaner.
Secretary-Manager. The Interstate Association, 219
Coltart Square, Pittsburg, Pa.
During the tournament it is proposed to have a

team race for a valuable trophy—practically the East
against the West. As many teams as wish to enter
can go into the contest. Throughout the tournament
targets will be thrown about 50 yards. The shooting
will commence at 9 a. m. sharp each day.

The County Game Law Decision.

For the benefit of sportsmen, generally, Judge M. T.
Allen, who recently wrote the decision of the Appel-
late Court at Los Angeles on the county game law
case, consented last week, in an interview, to explain
it, and clear up some of the present muddle.
The decision is very generally misunderstood. beth

In Los Angeles county and elsewhere.
Judge Allen states that the various dove ordinances

of all the counties of the southern district were
knocked out by the court on the ground of unreason-
ableness, only two of the judges concurring that they
were unconstitutional. Three are necessary before a
law can be rendered invalid, and Judge Smith, while
concurring with his fellow-judges upon the unreason-
ableness of the law, did not pass upon the constitu-
tionality phase of the case.

It will be remembered Henry T. Gage "butted in" on
the proceedings at the eleventh hour, as a friend of
the court, "amicus curiae," to use a legal term, and
introduced the element of reasonableness into the con-
troversy—an element which the sportsmen and other
interests who were testing the law most desired kept
out of the issue. *They wished to settle once for all

the status of the detested county laws. This new
element in the argument made possible a sort of com-
promise settlement.
As to the deer law and other county ordinances.

Judge Allen would not care to express an opinion,
other than another test case upon some ordinance
which was conceded to be not unreasonable would
be neded to completely clear the situation.

The dove law, however, is held by that decision to

be invalid, and not only Los Angeles, but every other
county in the southern district at least, if not through-
out the state, is bound by it. In other words, the
State dove law alone governs Southern California.
As to deer, and other game, there may be some

question. Judge Allen and Judge Gray concurred in

adjudging the c ounty ordinances unconstitutional;
what ruling Judge Smith would make on the matter
can only be told by another case, as he neither in

public nor in private has expressed an opinion.

It is too bad that the matter could hot have been
adjudicated fully and to everybody's satisfaction in

the case referred to. It is the opinion of well in-

formed attorneys that the county ordinances are all

in the same boat and incapable of enforcement, but
some of them are still on the books, and convictions
probably could be had under them if they were not

fought vigorously.

The case is now before the Supreme Court, for final

adjudication.

Dove Shooting in Fresno County.

The bang, bang of shotguns sounded the death knell

for many a dove in Fresno county on the loth inst.

Similar bang, bangs had been sounding similar death
knells for several days prior because a number of

local sportsmen had seen in the newspapers that the
Appellate Court of this State sitting in Los Angeles
had decided that where county and State game laws
were in conflict with the State law was to have prece-
dent and should be followed.

The State law allows the killing of the cooing dove
after July 15th. Fresno county desired that the doves
thereabouts should continue living undisturbed by
fine shot until August 15th, and so the county law
was made to read that dealing death to doves before
that date should be classed as a misdemeanor.
However, that date was in reality the openig of

the dove season in Fresno county and many local

sportsmen were out in the early morning and the late

evening bagging the, dove as their skill with the gun
and their luck at finding the bird permitted. All of

those who were out reported dove plentiful. Among
those who got the limit were Charles Burleigh, Fred
Nance. James Cronkhite and Ed Hamilton.

Truckee River Pollution.

The paper mill at Floriston, on the Truckee river,

in Nevada State, has been anathemized by anglers
who have fished that section of the river. The refuse
from the mill, it has been claimed, was not only dele-

terious to fish life, but as a pollution of drinking
water it became consequently a menace to health, for

the city of Reno depends upon the Truckee river for

its water supply.
Anglers, for one class, and particularly the large

body of sportsmen who are wont to enjoy trout fishing

in the Truckee. below Floriston, will be pleased to

hear that legal action has been brought by the State

of Nevada to restrain the Floriston Pulp and Paper
Company from running or dumping the alleged foul-

ing matter into the river. An imposing array of legal

talent Is lined up on both sides In the suit and a hard
fought battle Is looked for.
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TUNA FISHING IS EXCITING.

man » * brown homespun suit who seemed to

tion that His name was Manning—Thomas S.

nine of Philadelphia.

"My home is In Philadelphia, too

1st
:,How long have you been here.

replied Mr. Manning.

Man-

said the tour-

"I came out

it may be remarked that the rods in use are all of one

piece.' and by "tip" is meant all that portion of the

rod from the reel seat to the end of the rod. The

line must not contain more than 24 threads or strands,

and be capable of sustaining not more than 48 pounds

in dead weight. The angler must bring his fish to gaff

unaided, and the fish must be reeled in. A broken rod,

either before or after gaffing, disqualifies the angler.

The tournament is open to amateurs only, the pro-

fessional boatmen of the island being barred. Only

one rod can be used by each angler. All the catches

made with a view of competing for prizes must be

pair of the handsome and game birds were recently

received by him from Portland, Or. With these as
the nucleus he hopes to accomplish what has hereto-

fore been a failure in that line.

Several years ago a number of the birds were lib-

erated near Sanla Rosa and at Skaggs' Springs. Im-
mediately every person who owned or could hire 01

borrow a shotgun took a hand in exterminating them
The quick result was no more pheasants.
Mr. Carrington intends to set loose, here and there

pairs of young pheasants where they will be renderec
reasonable protection. The birds will be turned oir

•'Three vear* i ccuc *.».. — , ,;!**.» .._.* — - —— — —
i .-I three rears ago for the tuna fishing, and He committee . and weighed in his presence. "No allow

-

f, here ever' since." . ance will be made for shrinkage" is one of the rules.

••how lone do vou expect to stay?" Trolling for tuna is done entirely from power

The expatriated Philadelphian scratched his head
]auncbes Live bait is used, preferably flying fish,

natively .,
Good catches have been made with large-sized sar-

"irein'v' don't know," he said, slowly. "It de-
aines? which fairIy Swarm in the Catalina waters. The

\ Iniav -et the record catch this season, and hook use(J
.

g about twice the size of the ordinary
'

.... 1 . : _««/i T5,.t T don't know. Tou

reported at once to some member of the weighing jn wild places, away from the summer resorts—where
the guests, as a rule, make the destruction of valuer

and scarce game a pastime.

then maybe 111 be satisfied. But I don't know.

tell.' oi

tarpon hook, and the reel is literally a burden—until

a fish is hooked. Then, z-z-z-z-zip! Unless one is

prepared, and gives the signal at once to reverse the

engine and back the boat, the 900 feet of line is gone

in a jiffy, and it's either let go of the rod or have the

line break off while you hold it. That is where the

novice loses his fish. That first rush is fatal unless

the boat goes back at once in the direction the tuna

ng's attitude is characteristic*^"tuna" fisherman. Few of them have

the leisure to wait three years, but all have the

Ul
^"pring hundreds of fishermen all over the

Co™u-v turn longing eyes toward Santa Catalma Is-

land, oft the Southern California coast. From Mas

1 to October 1 they arrive from the North, East,

South »« West-from London, from Paris, from other

Points of Europe. It is even said that a Russian grand

duke will this year join the tuna squad tCrttaJ
Providence or a bomb doesn't interfere. All the tuna

fxpens of the island have predicted that this will be

a good year for the big fish. Col. C. P^ Morehouse of

Piadena. Cal.. holds the tuna record-2ol pounds.

He has held the record since 1900.
."n^ members of the Tuna Club meet;for ttetr

annual banquet and election of officers at the Hotel

Metropole at Avalon, in June, there is usual y such

a gathering of piscatorial experts as would make dear almost equaUy resourceful rival in gaminess, the black

'old Izaak Walton turn in his grave from sheer excess
feass Qf frgsh water_ can give him any points on how

of envv Avalon is the only town on the island, and
tQ circumvent the fellow at the other end of the line,

it is from here that the devotees of the sport start out
Thg Catalina boatmen will tell you of experienced

in auest of the gamest fish taken in any waters with
fishermen wh0 have p ]ayed a tuna all day, only to

rod and reel. lose him at last. Plenty of strength, lots of endurance.

To land a tuna is the ambition of every fisherman and iron nerve are essential to the sport.

who has ever trolled the Catalina waters. It is the The tuna js called tbe king of game fish. There are

easiest thing in the world to hook a tuna on days
,arger fish caught at Catalina, but none that causes

when they are biting freely, but to land one is quite
(he ang, er such a thrm The Tuna club offers prizes

another matter. Probably not one fish in a hundred
fQr the largest flsh of other varieties taken, notably

'that strikes is captured. And then it's a case of new
thg vel]owtail and the black sea bass, or jewfish, but

, kle although the latter often weigh over 300 pounds, they

But once you have captured a tuna weighing at least
haye not the fighting qualities of the lithe, slender

100 pounds—it must be 100 pounds to entitle you to
(una wjtb Ws slasMng tail, his tremendous strength,

amission into the Tuna Cub—you feel like Alexander
an(J hlg indomiabIe pluck. The record for black sea

Pheasants are under perpetual close season in this

State, but for all that there are comparatively fen

districts that are congenial habitats for the bird. I

is indispensable for their propagation, that there 1

plenty of low, dense cover adjacent to open feeding

ground, preferably stubble fields or cultivated grounc
with nearby springs or running water. Even sttcl I

breeding grounds, under the best conditions, is no
|

enough, should there be ground vermin about plenti

ful enough to get at the nests, or after the old birds

For such reason, the hopes of more than one pheasan
introducer throughout this State have been shattered

It is to be hoped that Mr. Carrington will be sue

and fields of Sonoma county will be populated witl

this handsome and game species of the featherei

kingdom.

is taking. If the angler is fortunate enough to combat cessfu i jn b is laudable endeavors and that the forest

that first mad dash through the water, his fun begins.

But it is not necessarily certain that he is going to

bring his capture to gaff. "There's many a slip be-

tween the hook and the gaff," is an old saying among
tuna fishermen. There is no harder fighter than this

big mackerel—for the tuna is the largest of the

mackerel family, to which also belong the albicore,

the bonita and the skipjack, the latter three varie-

ties, although smaller, affording good winter sport

when the tuna are feeding on the bottom in water

over a thousand feet deep. Once hooked, the tuna is

up to all sorts of tricks, and not even his smaller but

the Great who wept because there were no more

worlds to conquer. Once you catch a tuna it spoils

vou for anv other sort of fishing. Tour whole ambi-

tion is then centered in catching another and a bigger

""•To realize the true significance of the Tuna Club

it must be shown that nowhere except in the waters

adjacent to Santa Catalina Island is this prince of

fish taken with rod and reel. While this is true, gen-

eral!v speaking, exceptions are the rule at times. This

vear' several tuna were taken in Monterey bay by net

™„. They were not very large fish, however,

hut big enough to play hob with the netting gear.

Tuna have been also seen at times in the Santa Bar

bars channel. Tuna are also caught ln the Mediter-

ranean. When they get tangled up in the nets of

the fishermen who supply the markets they create

such havoc that they are gladly liberated with as Ut-

ile damage as possible. But in the clear waters of

the Pacific, in that marvelously clear channel between

Catalina Island and San Pedro, on the mainland, they

come every summer to disport themselves and to feed

upon the flying flsh, for which they leap into the air

with all the zest of the chase. Although fbr years they

had been caught spasmodically, it was not until 1&99

that several devotees of the sport conceived the idea

of organizing a club on competitive lines

The member who caught the largest fish during the

season, from May 1 to October 1. was to become

president of the club and to receive a medal setting

forth that honor. Professor Charles Frederick Holder

the naturalist and author, carried off the prize that

year, his fish weighing 183 pounds. The next year

Colonel Moorehouse landed his 251-pounder, entitling

him to the presidency and establishing a record that

has never been broken, a record that every member of

the club secretly dreams of some day shattering.

Then the plans of the club broadened, and as the

membership increased it was feared that Colonel

Moorehouse might hold the presidency indefinitely, so

it was decided to hold annual meetings, at which an

election of officers should figure. This is now done,

and a cup is presented to the member who makes

the largest catch of the season.

Since the organization of the club the honors have

cone as follows: Season of 1899, Professor Holder,

Pasadena Cal.. 183 pounds; season of 1901, Colonel

Moorehouse. Pasadena, Cal., 251 pounds; season of

schenck, Brooklyn, and F. V. Rider, Ava-

lon tied at 168 pounds; season of 1902, John E. Sterns,

neeles 197 pounds; season of 1903, H. E. Smith,

New York, and B. F. Alden, New York, tied at !

bass is 425 pounds, but a 100-pound tuna will put up

much more of a fight.

Chicago Fly-Casting Tournament.

H. G. Hascall broke all records in distance and

accuracy fly-casting at the fourth tournament of the

Chicago Fly Casting Club at Garfield Park on the

18th inst. Hascall made 99 2-3 points out of a pos-

sible 100, which is said to be the best performance

ever made in a casting tournament.

The first day of the tournament was marked by

excellent work, there being a goodly number of con-

testants in the various events.

In long distance casting, the winning score was
|

120 feet, made by E. J. Mills of New York. A perusal
fTOm j t to travelers on station platforms or to bafj'

of the winning scores will show that the Stow Lake gage .men js obvious.

A Peculiar Accident, the result of somebody's care

lessness evidently, happened in the baggage room a

the ferry building one evening this week. -

Thomas Nolan, a baggage-man employed by th

California Northwestern Railway Company at th

Tiburon ferry baggage-room, was unloading a cri

full of inbound baggage that had just come in fror

the hunting camps up state. Most of it consiste

of rolls of blankets tied with a rope or bags of hunt
ing outfits. As he was taken the baggage from th
crib there was an explosion and he felt a sharp pai

in his shoulder, where a bullet from a bundle of bag
gage had struck. He was taken to the Harbor Hos
pital where it was found that the bullet had pene
trated his upper left arm and shoulder. The wouni
is not a dangerous one, and after it had been dressei*

Nolan was taken to his home.
It was evident to Nolan and his fellow employe f

that the wound was due to the accidental explosio

of some weapon in a bundle of baggage, but it waB^
not possible for them to say from which bundle th |

shot had come, so an examination of several bundle I

was necessary. While it was found impossible t I

locate the exact bundle wanted, it was found on ex

amination that several contained firearms, knives an
|

cartrides of different caliber, mixed indiscriminate!)

>

with soiled clothing and the various articles that lijj.

loose around a camp.
In one case a .44 cartridge was found in a bai.J

with only a single thickness of canvas between it an 1

anything that might have been bumped against it in
transportation. A hunting belt full of loaded car

J

tridges and loaded magazines was found jamme
loosely in a wad of light cotton clothing. A rifle i •
full cock was found in another bundle. All the.'

bundles were either canvas bags or rolls of blanket

As such baggage is ordinarily subject to much leifl

careful handling than trunks and eases, the dangiji

contingent should cast rings around the Garfield

Park fly-casters. Harry C. Golcher, Walter D. Mans-

field, J. B. Kenniff. Ed. Everett, T. W. Brotherton and

other good 'uns still have their records on the right

side of the ledger.

The final event for the first day was won by F. N.

Peet, whose score is a top-notcher. The other win-

ning scores in the event would put the Chicago men
in the lead anywhere.
A special cup was put up by the Chicago club for

the best salmon cast, and was won by Rueben Leon-

ard of New York, with the splendid cast of 141 feet.

The Easterners were too good for the local men in

the distance trials, but the Chicago casters were evi-

dent in the events that required skill and accuracy.

Harry Hascall, F. N. Peet and John Waddell will

be remembered by local 'rodsters as a trio of con-

genial sportsmen who took part in the world's tourna-

ment at Stow Lake two years ago.

A summary of winning scores for the first day of

the Chicago tournament Friday, August ISth, is the

following;

Long distance fly-casting—E. J. Mills, New York,

120 feet; Reuben Leonard, New York, 118; F. N.

Peet, Chicago, 108; John 'Waddell, Grand Rapirs,

Mich., 107; H. G. Hascall and A. C. Smith, Chicago,

tied at 104.

Distance and accuracy casting—H. G. Hascall, Chi-

cago. 99 10-15 per cent; F. N. Peet, Chicago, 99 per

cent; R. Leonard, New York, 98 11-15 per cent; J. H.

Bellows. Chicago, 98 7-15 per cent; E. J. Mills, New
York. 98 3-15 per cent; E. R. Letterman, Chicago.

97 13-15 per cent.

Accuracy and delicacy casting—F. N. Peet. Chi-

cago, 99 5-30 per cent; A. C. Smith, Chicago, 98 23-30

^dl ^^ of' 1904'
V

Generari W Barrett." San per cent; H. G. Hascall. Chicago. 98 23-30 per cent;

Francisco m pounds. J- H. Bellows, Chicago. 98 10-30 per cent; John Wad-

The largest fish ever captured by a woman under

the rules and regulations of the club was caught in

Such carelessness as is shown here is practical |4
criminal. It is singular that people who handle nrti 1

arms and ammunition can be so regardless of tl 1

danger their carelessness occasions.

Mrs. E. N. Dlckerson of New York. It tipped

the scales at 216 pounds, but, unfortunately for Mrs.

Dickerson. it was during the same season as Colonel

Moorehouse's big catch.

The annual tournaments of the club are open to all

comers but the club's rules must be strictly complied Pheasants for Sonoma County.

with Rods and reels must be used and rods must C. N. Carrington of Santa Rosa, who Is an enthusi-

not be less than 6 feet 9 Inches in length. The tip ast on Mongolian pheasants, will eandeavor to intro-

rqjist not weigh more than 1G ounces. Parenthetically duce the birds into the woods of Sonoma county. A

dell, Grand Rapids. Mich.. 97 12-30 per cent.

Salmon casting for championship cup—Won by

Reuben Leonard, New York, with a cast of 141 feet

Last Saturday's program included bait casting

contests in which it was believed the Mlchigaa roa-

ster would annex the principal honors.

o

Stockton Show Next Month.
The recently organized Stockton Kennel Club wi*

so we have been informed, hold the club's initial

show September 28. 29 and 30. It was originally ill

tended to engage the services of an Eastern judjp

which plan has been changed and Coast talent

separating the canine wheat and tares will presi'^

in the sawdust ring. Fred P. Butler of this city, tlk

secretary of the San Francisco Kennel Club, it I
rumored, will judge Setter dogs. This selection is co:»

ceded to be an excellent one and meets the approvj,j

of sportsmen who fancy the bird dogs. Mr. Butli!

is a skilled wing shot and knows what a Setter shouj

be like if anyone does, for he has bred and brokj

dogs for his own recreation in the field for a nurabS

of years.

The Stockton club has also secured the servicj

of Mr. D. J. Sinclair as superintendent. Mr. SlnclsH

has been a prominent factor at bench shows for nioH

than a decade past and is one of the most competes.

and experienced bench show managers on the Coaw

to-day.

The Stockton Kennel Club has a large members™,
list, upon which is enrolled the names of some of t|f

leading and most influential citizens of that clt
j

Much enthusiasm is shown in the coming show aii >

a large entry of dogs will be secured, as the club wB'
offer an inducing number of valuable and handsoif^

special prizes.

o

Surf City Show Postponed.

The Santa Cruz show, we are advised, has bei

definitely postponed until next July.

President J. O. Home and Mr. F. W. Swanton at

going East next month and Mr. Harry W. Lacy, whd

the club had invited to judge, could not visit tj

Coast in September, are the two principal

for the postponement.
. o

Jackson's Napa Soda la sold in every city, tot

and hamlet in the State.
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FISHIN'!

Don't keer fer the city life

—

Folks up thai- air wishin"

They wuz at a river bank
Fishin', nshin', nshin'!

The August breezes is in play

—

Wilier branches swishin';

Wouldn't yer like a holiday

Fishin', fishin', nshin"!

Don't keer whui the people say;

'Taint fer -wealth I'm wishin;

I kin dream the world away
Fishin', fishin', fishin'!

[ss in Merced River,

'i plack bass angling in the Merced river, near Merced,

Tifsaid to be excellent, a party of three last Sunday
ijght 20 fine fish. The small ones taken were re-

I ned to the water: only the big fellows, all fish

. -i one pound in weight, were kept.

TRADE NOTES.

"New Schultze." Harry Hess of Nanticoke. Pa., sec-
ond general average, 190 out of 205, shooting "DuPont"
and "New Schultze." W. H. Stroh, Pittston, Pa., third
general average, 1ST out of 205, shooting "DuPont."
Janesville, Wis., August 6th and 7lh, W. D. Stannard.
first general average. 313 out of 360. shooting "Du
Pont." T. J. Malany of Rockford, 111., first amateur
and second general average, 342 out of 360, shooting
"Infallible." W. Schultze of Tana, Wis., second ama-
teur and third general average, 341 out of 360, shoot-
ing "DuPont" F. Pierstorff of Middleton, Wis., third
amateur average, 340 out of 360, shooting "DuPont."
Hartford. Conn., August Sth, C. C. Finch of Thompson-
ville. Conn., first general average. 175 out of 190,
shooting "Infallible."

Wilson, N. C. August Sth, J. M. Hawkins, first
general average. 196 out of 200, shooting "DuPont."
Wm. Walls of "Wilson, N C, first amateur and second
general average. 1ST out of 200. shooting "DuPont."
Walter Huff, third general average, 1S6 out of 200,
shooting "DuPont." George L. Lyon of Durham, N.
C, second amateur average, 1S5 out of 200, shooting
"New Schultze." John W. Todd of Charlotte, N. C,
third amateur average, ITS out of 200, shooting "Du
Pont."

Re-entry Revolver, and Rapid Fire Re-entrv Revol-ver all used Peters' cartridges. In the Mid Range

Z\T n"""'
'''''" '"" '" 1T ™nsecutive

Bulls. It was demonstrated anew that Peters' 30-
Oovernment. .22 Long Rule. .,„,-] .:« s. « u s ialSmokeless cartridges possess in a higher degree thanany other make the essentia] qualities of uniformityhigh velocity, and properly designed bullet
At Framingham, Mass.. July 4th. high average wasuor, by Mr. Geo. C. Finch, an amateur, with 90 6 percent At Bang,.,-. Maine, July 10th, Mr. George EBarker was high. 96 per cent. At Manchester, X HJuly 22d, Mr. Elmer E. Reed won the State Cham-

1) onship trophy with 94 per cent. At Springfield,
Mass., July 25th, Mr. J. s. Fanning won high average
9n per cent, which is the record for the Springfield
grounds. At Concord, X. H.. July 2 ls t, first averagewas won by Mr. G. M. Wheeler. All these shooters
used Peters' factory loaded shells. At Mt Olive 111Aug. 12th and 13th. Mr. H W. Cadwallader, shooting
Peters' Ideal shells, won high average with 94 per
cent.

srages Reported.

"abash, Ind., August 2d and 3d, R. O. Heikes. first

i leral average, 377 out of 400, shooting "Infallible."

^ R. Clark of New Paris, Ohio, second amateur and

1 rd general average, 353 out of 400, shooting "Du
Int." H. M. Clark of Wabash. Ind, third amateur

fly-age. 352 out of 400. shooting "DuPont."

Ubert Lea. Minn.. August 2d and 3d. Fred Gilbert.

Peters' Points.

On July 2Sth. at Plant City. Fla., Mr. Percy C.
Logan of Bartow, Fla., broke 100 straight targets,
regulation distance, using Peters' factory loaded
shells.

At the annual meeting of the Ohio State Rifle As-
sociation, and Ohio National Guards, held at Newark,
Ohio. July 24th, to 29th, many of the best scores

Again It's U. M. C.
At the Union Gun Club shoot, Ingleside, August 20

the only three 25 straights made during the day were
shot with U. M. C. ammunition—Dan Daniels Otto
Feudner and Lon Hawxhurst, the latter shooting aRemington hammerless gun.
Three of the four medal winners—M. O. Fendner

A. M. Shields and W. Schneider each shot U M c'ammunition

The score made by Lieut. Benedict, who won the
skirmish run

jjit general average, 462 out of 4S0, shooting "Du were made with Peters' factory loaded ammunition
Int." W. R. Crosby, second general average. 461

of 4S0, shooting "New- E. C." (Improved). H. C
i -schy, third general average, 457 out of 4S0, shooting

uPoiit." H. G. Taylor of Meckling, S. D., first ama-
average, 451 out of 4S0, shooting "New Schultze."

JR. Barber of Paullina, la , second amateur average,

out of 480, shooting "DuPont." G. Evander of

lieaton, Minn., third amateur average, 435 out of

shooting "DuPont." Neustadt, Ont., August 4th,

A. Mallory of Dayton, Ont., first amateur and first

Jieral average. 142 out of 155. shooting "DuPont."

H Conover, second general average. 141 out of 155,

jioting "DuPont." George M. Dunk of Toronto,

second. amateur and third general average, 140

of 155, shooting "DuPont."

Vilkesbarre, Pa.. August 4th, J. D. Mason of Scran-

Pa., first general average, 195 out of 250, shooting

Growing in Popularity.
Ballistite is rapidly becoming recognized by many

Coast shooters as a powder that is accurate and re-
96 out of 100, has never been equaled, liable. Among the regular shooters of Ballistite mAnother remarkable score was that made by Private be mentioned "Slade," one of the charter members of

the California Wing Club, a trap shooter of skill and
experience. At the last live bird shoot of the club,
he was the only contestant to score a straight twenty
birds in the club match.

Ballistite will be put on the market in October in
the form of a bulk powder. The new powder has
been thoroughly and scientifically tested by the lead-
ing ammunition manufacturers of the LInited States.
The consensus of opinion was that this favorite oj.v-
der in bulk form is highly satisfactory in every re-
spect. In fact, it proved to be just as effective and
high grade in bulk form as in the dense Ballistite
which has won a high regard in the consideration
of sportsmen throughout America.

Bradshaw. who won the individual skirmish and the
Peters' trophy with a score of 95 out of 100, distance
1000 yards. All of the revolver matches were cap-
tured with Peters' cartridges, and in the Sixth In-
fantry match Col. E. T. Miller, Adjutant General, al-
though not posing or claiming to be an expert, made
the excellent score of 50 out of a possible 50 at 500
yards. Col. Miller's sighting shots included a 5 which
gave him 11 straight bull's eyes.

Peters' cartridges also maintained their excellent
reputation at the tournament of the State Rifle As-
sociation, Creedmoor, N. Y., July 26th to August 1st.
The winners of the All Comers' Short Range, All Com-
ers' Mid Range, All Comers' Long Range, Thurston,

ENGLAND'S WOOL SUPPLY.

he following facts from the York-
re Post, about the situation as to

wool supply in England will be of

=rest to American farmers and man-
cturers

:

Ve face a new wool season with
iter stocks in the country than we
-e ever seen. It has been a very

imon thing for a farmer to put away
> to five years' shearing because he
Id not get what he considered a
sonable price, but during the past

r the high prices ruling have been
afficient temptation to induce every-

to sell. The shipments of Eng-
wool to America last year exceed

records except 1S97, when large an-
patory shipments were made in

.v of the imposition of a duty on
- wools.

ommenting on the Australasian
St ply, the Post said:

. is estimated that of the increased
sorts of wool from Australasia at

\ end of the present season New
th Wales will have contributed no
than 140,000 bales, valued at over

00,000. In the same state, it is also

3e noted, the stock returns to the
of December shows nearly 6,000,000

ip have been added to the flocks

-hat part, bringing the total up to

84 51,000 head, an increase roughly
Kted at $15,000,000.

he most conservative estimates are
(#: during the season of 1905-6 the

' - South Wales clip will show an
in ease of no less than that in 1904-5,

flit bringing the production of the
it e up to 790,000 bales, or about equal
to he output in the wool year 1900-
19 , and, assuming that growers are
wjrtunate as to make such prices as
pr'-all today, this w-ill mean to them
•increase in money value of $15,000,-

IPj to compare with the season just
'1* ng. It is further estimated that
it he close of 1905 the flocks in New
3o h Wales will stand at 40,000,000
:Wt, a figure not reached since 1901.
h 1 owest being 1902, when the official

rttt returns put the sheep at 26,649,-
'0 1

. It is also to be remembered in
•e: irg these statistics that the sea«
so is already so far advanced as to
n«' s it highly improbable that the
ni

. adverse conditions will seriously
•cfl t the situation.

test statistics ' show that . there
»4 in Queensland at the end of 1904,

•^1.938 sheep, as against 8,392,044 at
hi end of 1903, demonstrating that
h| ; has been a substantial movement

e right direction. There has also
- come to hand from Victoria the

census of sheep in that part of the
colony, not previously taken since 1901.
In the latter year there were 10,842,000
sheep in this part. Then came the
depletion by the drought, and it was
estimated that by the end of 1903
there were only 8.774,731 sheep. Now
the official figures give the number at
the end of last year as 10,168,000, and
though the whole of the loss compared
with 1901 has not been regained, the
recovery has been, no less wonderful
than in other parts.

Stocks of wool are low, as also are
stocks of finished materials, but no
one dreams of replacing the latter on
today's basis of values, especially as we
do not seem to be far removed from a
time of reasonable prices to be brought
about by a much more plentiful sup-
ply.

Cows are warmer in a stable that is

a little too small and ventilation is eas-
ier managed under these conditions, be-
cause the body heat of animals causes
a rise in temperature and circulation
is easily maintained. There are two
things absolutely necessary to the'suc-
cess of winter dairying; a warm stable
and a well ventilated stable.

SHETLAND THE PERFECT PET.

RINGING HOGS.

STABLE VENTILATION.

The old-fashioned fireplace with its
big chimney was one of the best venti-
lators ever placed in the house, because
it removed the heavy, foul air from
near the floor. In stable ventilation
Prof. King's system takes advantage of
the same principle by removing the
heavy, foul air from the lower part of
the stable through a flue that extends
above the highest part of the roof.

In the stable fresh air is admitted
through smaller flues from one or two
sides of the building in such manner
as to permit the cold fresh air to mingle
with the warmer air at the ceiling. In
this way fresh air is admitted to the
upper part of the room while the inside
atmosphere that has been loaded with
impurities until it settles is drawn off
from near the floor. To prevent drafts
and also to prevent the warm air from
passing out through the intake the
flues are turned down at the outside
or built in the side of the building.
Air in circulation naturally goes up

when warm, because warm air is

lighter, but unless it is then cooled
it is not easy to drive it down.
The heights of the stable ceiling has

little to do with ventilation. A ceil-

ing that is high enough to stand up
under is high enough for a cow stable.
Cows may be crowded close together
in a stable with a low ceiling, but a
circulation of air must be maintained.
The old-fashioned idea of providing a
great deal of cubic air space in a cow
stable was all wrong; it is quality of
air we want, not quantity.
A great deal of disease has resulted

from stabling cows in expensive, air-

tight stables without adequate pro-
vision for changing the air.

We have long been of the opinion
that many farmers lose a good deal of
money by the practice of ringing hogs
during the spring and summer season.
The object, of course, is to save money.
That is, to keep their pastures and
meadows from being rooted up and ap-
parently destroyed. The real loss,
however, is not in the time expended
in ringing them and the cost of the
rings and pincers, but in the injury
done to the hogs. It is not possible
to ring hogs without giving them sore
noses, without putting them back or
at least delaying their development
more or less. Occasionally the ring is
rut in improperly and quite serious
damage results.

We don't see any good reason for all
'.his. It is quite true that especially
in the spring of the year hogs, and
particularly brood sows, will do more
or less rooting. Occasionally they will
root an old grass pasture all summer.
They seldom, however, attack any piece
of well drained land unless there is
something to root for. This is usually
the larvae of the June bug and other
moths. In destroying these they really
benefit the pasture. They are quite
certain to root along sloughs, and par-
ticularly where these sloughs have
been recently drained, and the roots of
slough grass, rushes, etc.. are in the
process of decay and contain more or
less animal food. Neither do we re-
gard this as being any damage.
Sometimes they root on comparative-

ly well drained spots, but in these
cases it will be found that there is

something in the soil of which they
are fond, and while it may make the
spot unsightly, the loss of the stand
of pastures that grows on such places
is more than compensated for by the
advantage to the hogs from rooting.
We are w-ell aware that there is some-
times strong provocation to compel the
old sow to keep her nose out of the
ground; but if the farmer will simply
let her root all she has a mind to and
then follow it with a seeding tame
grass and the harrow, he will find in

the end that rooting is more beneficial

than otherwise.—Wallace's Farmer.

The cry of the children is for a per-
fect pet. What the rattle and the doll
are to the earliest years of us, that the
Shetland pony is fated to become for
older childhood. This animal is the
only pet that won't at some time or
other make reprisal on the hand that
nags. The dog—every dog—will bite
when the child becomes too familiar.
There are elements in a cat's nature
that puzzle and repulse the child, a
something that makes it walk 'by its
wild lone." The goat is inadequate.
We could analyze a Noah's ark of ani-
mals in this way only to find that the
one satisfying safe living pet is the
Shetland pony. If more than eight
children ride on his back he will shake
himself like a wet Newfoundland and
then stand motionless, while they pick
themselves up and out from his four
hoofs. A large and more highly nerved
grade of horse would trample the chil-
dren that were tripping him.—Country
Life in America.

The world's production of meat has
increased 57 per cent since 1S40.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism.
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc, It is invaluable.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold la

Warranted to (rive fmtl a ruction, price $1 60
per bottle, bold by drutr k-ii?t9. or sent by ex-
press, charges raid, wltu full directions for
Its nse. t^"Send for descriptive circulars
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,
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LESS COWS AND BETTER ONES.

What is the matter with the average

dairy larnier? To many poor cows.

Why does he keep poor cows? Really,

because he does not make any effort to

know what his cows are. He is not pay-

ing" a business mans attention to his

business. What can be expected under

B but poor i

The New York Farmer hits the nail

on the head when it says:

The substitution of nigh-class

for I- »nes is one of the tasks

g the American farmers, Each

farmer mu i m his part of the

gTeat task for himself. The man who
sing money regularly on his dairy

renty or thirty scrub lows can be-

gin to breed up his herd now. In a

or two he can get a start at little

or no tense. In three or four

years his improved young stock will

give him more income. In eight or ten

an reduce his twenty scrub

ten cows above the average.

He will then spend one-half as much
and work, and he will get 50

to 100 per cent more milk. In other

words, he will have cut his costs of

in two. and he can sell his

at .i profil even at the low rates

that prevail in the glutted markets.

This is what is being done by the

milk producers who are called •'model

producers" or "model farmers." There
Is not a thing done by these men that

cannot be done by any man who can

weigh a can of milk. There is no

mystery at all in the work. The steps

are short, plain and easy. The high-

Class cow is the only cow that can

make money for her owner.
Now a practical word or two as to

what should be done.

1. The farmer must make up his

mind to read more and know more than

he has known about the true meaning
of this business.

2. He must breed better; stop buy-
ing poor, cheap bulls and the produc-

tion of poor cows. The fountain head
of better quality in the cow is the

character of the sire.

3. Create better conditions in the

stable. Give the cow better air to

breathe, better food to eat, good water
to drink and cleaner conditions to live

in.

4. Weed out the poor cows vigor-

ously. Don't be slow about it. Dry
them off and sell them to the butcher.

Buy the best heifers of the best cows
you can find and start the making of a

good cow on your farm.
5. Don't think fifty or sixty dollars

is too much to pay for a first-class cow,

provided always you are sure she rs

healthy. The men who come around
to buy your good cows pay these

prices, and ten to one if they don't get

them away from you. A cow that will

earn in gross $50 a year, pays big in-

terest on her cost above the cost of

keep. It amounts to 33 per cent if

you pay $60, assuming she costs $30

to keep her, and it can be done for

that easily if you have a silo and will

grow alfalfa.

In all these matters touching cows
we are constantly impressed with the
wide-spread lack of good judgment on
the many vital questions that affect

her.

It means a good deal
many farmers suppose to

a good cow. They ought to know a

poor cow by virtue of long experience
with her.

more than
understand

DEVON CATTLE NOT MILKERS.

Thi breedei a of Devon catl te, like

the other "dual-purpose" breed-
claim their cattle to be a profit-

able dairy breed. Some of the Devon
profitable, others are not.

Thai is true even with the best and
ronounced dairy breeds. Bui

bi eeders ol dairy cattle are not
along bi eedlng as fa i a ay from

la Iry forma I Ion and form as
they i p the beef form
and i tablishing bei i hered
Ity. in short, doing all in their power

llcate th< milking q lallty, by
as wholly un-

i! she can be.

.,, i. .i
i to breed towards

ini.
i ov> . The

I poini calh Cor "aii

i line as nea rly as poi i Ible

allel with in
other von ickj

I m as
thi Corm they

breed for. it ,
i hi old be< t

pui simple, and the breeder* Gtf

cattle ti ii u thai I hej aHe
for milk, are pi odui Ing de-

Lble milch cattle, and want
world to believe they are or, the

of dairy development.
As with the Short-horns, every cow

that shows decided talent for milk

tion stands in marked contra -

ion in form and outline to the

fledged standard they are breed-

ing for. These things cause men to

inquire if everything isn't fish that

to the dual-purpose net.

—

Dairyman.

There is no country which affords

a better opportunity for dairying than

the South. Milk and butter are im-

ported in large quantities, which gives

ample opportunity to the home pro-

ducer to find a good market at a fair

price for all he produces.

Some have adopted the plan of hav-

ing a sign board at their front gate,

on which they write the things they

want to buy or sell.

Experience, energy, ability and
square dealing make a man strong in

the stock business, or in anything else.

Sponges. S. Adderley, 307 Market St

3^-^,gg<^#>Eg^x^^#>] *^ 33^«33>a3<#^

TULARE RACE TRACK

AND GROUNDS

FOR SALE.
nn ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WITH
OU high board fence; 60 bos stalls; 300

f et open stalls; tankhouse and 3000-gallon

tank; engine and pump oomplete; 10 acres
- alfalfa; fl-room house: adjoining City of

S|S Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people.

PRICE 87O00.
Address
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal

js** ^ :##>sg'#*.Hg»egt*#>~:>i*#>sg<#*=s

OUR BEST WISHES
go to the man
who has a lame HF>-*
horse. Lfuneri'-ss K/A
means lose-either l ><a i

utility or money.
Save it all by using

Kendall's

Spavin

Cure
the old reliable remedy for Spavins, Ringbones,
Splints, Curbs, etc., and all forms of Lameness.
Cures without a blemish as it does not blister.

Prlco SI ;si*forS5. Asa liniment for family use
It has no equal. AsH yourdrujjrfst for KENDALL'S
SPAVIN CURE, also,'** Treatise on the Horse and
his Diseases," the book free, or address

Dr. B.J. KENDALL CO., ENOSBURC FALLS, VT-

lueyLlcKIt
As they waoit it

COMPRESSED ' '

PURE-SALT BRICKS
n PATENT FEEDERS.
jmsJhe sane, economical, handy

v way ofsalting animals.
AsK Dealers.-

.Write us for Booh.

BZIMONI 5IABIE SUPPLY (0
PATENTEES-MANUFACTURERS- BR00IO.YN,N.Y

PHENOL SODIQUE
heals

CUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

Man or Beast.

Ke p bandy for emer-

gencies In home
and stable.

Equally good for dogs

and all animals.

If not at your drug-
gists, small size sent
to any address upon
receipt of 10c.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

STANDARD BRED STALLION
FOR SALE.

pY MENDOCINO 22607; DAM PRINCESS BY
*-* Nutwocd 600 About IS years old. stands 15 3
bands and weighs close to 1 100 pounds. Perfectly
sound, and with about five month-' training
trotted a full mile In 2:18'4. This statement can
he substantiated. Stallion can be seen at Hans
Frellson's stables on Point Lobos ave., near 21st
ave, For particulars address

M. M. DONNELLY,
1306 Grove St., San Francisco.

ACCIDENTS
will happen. The colts will
get hurt. Any Soft Inflamed
Bunch can be removed in a
pleasing manner with

ABSORBINE
No blister. No hair gone.

Comfort for the horse. Profit
for you. $2.00 per bottle de-
livered. Book 4-B free.
ABSORBINE, JR., for man-

kind, $1.00 Bottle. Removes
the black and blue from a

bruise at .mce. stop Tooth Ache. Reduce
Swellings. Genuine manufactured only by

W, V. YOUNG, P. D. F. f

B4 Monmouth street. Springfield, Mass.

Forsaleby Mack&Co Langiey &MlchaelsCo.
QMdlncton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Francisco.

BUSINESS COLLEQE

24 Post Street, Sao Francisco, Cal

The oldest, the largest, the moat popular com-
jaerclal school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 800 students
annually placed in positions. Send for catalogue

R. P fTRALD. President.

Can You Shave?
Rub a little "3 In One"

on your razor strop till

leather becomes soft and
pliable ; draw razor blade

k between thumb and finger

^ moistened with "3 in One";

f £ then strop. The razor cuts
*. 5 times as easy and clean;

r holds the edge longer. "A
*\ Razor Saver for Every

^f-'* Shaver" which gives the

scientific reasons, and a I

* generous trial bottle senti

C. free. Write to-day.

"Vs. W. COLE CO.
laswashfngton LlIeBtft,

New York.

A GOOD FILLY FOX SALE.
HANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY

Loohinvar 8:20. he by L»Ireotor H. 2:27 by
Dtreotor2:i7: first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223:

second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
E'i press by Plaxtatl; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marion, son of Mambrfno Chief 11. This filly

is well broken, perfectly sound, good gaited and
a first-class prospect. For further particulars
address J. D BLAMEY, '

Bos 715. Grass Valley Cal

TRAINING STABLE.
TTAVING OPENED A TRAINING STABLE
-*--*- at the Pleat-anton Traok, I am prepared to
handle four or five more horses- Have trained
and driven to record Key Direct 2:10, Dictatress
2:08%, etc., etc Can refer to Geo. A, Davis and
other owners. Terms, eto, on application Ad
dress ED. S PARKER, Pleasanton, Cal.

WIfH THE

Central TrustCompan

of California
|

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Accou

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUAL!

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

•'THE SUFK WAY TO WEALTH.'

=~J\/\.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST
TWICE A YEAR

Rate—
3K per cent on ordinary accounts
3 0-10 per cent on term aceounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS ... $1,500,399-46
TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839.38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft
Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

i

OFFICES
Cor Califorala and Montgomery Els.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,wr
O. F. WILLEY C(

(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealer

Harness, Robes find Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co , New York, of VSroome St.
KrtufTmun Baggy Co , Mlamisburg, Ohio
C. S, OalTrey Co , Camden, N. J
Connrrtivllltt Bupgy Co , Cnnnersvllle. Iv
Watertown Carriage Co., Water-town. N.1
Walborn &RlkerPony VebJcUi.St Paris,

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market :

(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South 1063 SAN FRANCIS

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE

W1LLBROO 3803 1, BLACK STALLN
foaled March 18. 1893; height 16 2 bail 1

weight 1200 pounds. One of the best sons of

Kinney Handsome, styli>h
t
finely proportio

and good dlsposiiioned horse Winner of tb

year-old blue ribbon at the California State F

as best standard trotter. \s a two-year
showed quarters in 33 seoonds; bb a three-yij

old, miles, in 2:17. Sired by McKinney; d

Junonles by Junius 5338. second dam Lady Do
^V Iowa Duroo third dam Lady Green by Greq
tfashaw, fourth dam Lady Cushman by Vetm 1

Morgan. For particulars address

DAN REDMOND,'
Care of Race Traok, San Jose. Ca,

III

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR SAI

THREE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE, HAW
-1- Rome blood bay in color; good conformair v^
and a first-class individual In every resp
With little work as a two-year-old he es
showed a 2:40 gait. Is perfectly -lound and g

gaited Sired by Iran Alto 2:12^, dam' A
Wllkswood by Alcantara For price and part
lars address Breeder and Sportsman, 30134
Street, San Francisco. Cal.
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For Setle.
Brood Mares, Horses la Training and Year-

lings. Belonging to the Estate of

Michael Fox, Deceased

vrOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
IN undersigned executor of the will of Michael
Pox deceased, will sell on or after MONDAY,
AUGUST 28. 1905, the following described brood
mares, horses In training and yearlings, to wit:

1 Andlnaa (4) by St. Andrew-Fanny Louise.

Masedo (4) by Maxlo-Reseda II.

Ke Carlo (3) by St. Carlo-Reseda II.

Edna Rose (5) by Bassetlaw-Reseda II.

Kidnapper (1) by Kenilworth-Edna Rose.

The above described animals are now at the

Oakland Race Track.
Said executor will also sell on or after said

late the following brood mares and fillies, now at
VIoDonough's Ranoh, San Mateo County, Cat.:

Fanny Louise (dam of Andrisa. Canmore, Sister
jeannie) by Darebtn-Nellie Peyton.

Reseda II by Midlothian-Marigold.
jne Bay Filly by Orsini out of Fanny Louise,

foaled J»pril 13,1904.

joe Bay Filly by Orsini out of Fanny Louise,
foaled April 21 1905.

)na Chestnut Filly br St. Carlo out of Reseda
II, foaled January 24, 1905.

' Finny Louise was bred to St. Carlo, 1905.

Reseda II was bred to Orsini, 1905.

Bids or offers for all of the above described

took, as a whole or separately, must be in writ-

ngand will be received any time after the first

jublicatlon of this notice at the oWce of Sullivan

c Sullivan, attorneys for said eseoutor, Room
ilO, Parrott Building, San Francisco, California

Terms—Cash in U S. gold coin.

MATTHEW I SULLIVAN,
Executor of the Will of Mlohael Fos, Deceased

FOB SALE.
Fast Pacing Stallion JOHN A 8:13 3-4
three-year-old 2:14); sire Wayland W. 2:12^ by
ixthur Wilkes; dam Lady Mror by Grand Moor.
Tayland W. is the only stallion to put two in the
:10 list this year up to August 1st JOHN A. is

rich seal brown, stands 16.2, weighs 1225 lbs., is

lnd and gentle for a lady to drive. Is a very fine

.aaividual of strongest conformation, and as all

If his colts are fine lookers he should make a

. rest sire. His oldest colts are three years old;

one have been worked. There were but three of

j&em, as he was not regularly In thesiud.

I
Three-year-old Trotter SIR CARLTON

1
6367 by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16>/&; dam Lady
Seating by StamB. 2:11^. second dam the dam
f Dlawood 2:11 and Abdine 2:17. SrR CARLTON
i paid up in the Ocoident Stake and ready to

liart. Should he not win any money thiByear,
"til make a great prospeot In the green olasses
est year; as no gamer colE ever lived. He can
ot the fifth heat the fastest. In another year
a will be able, barring accidents, to trot in 2:13
- 2:11. Any horseman at the Woodland track
111 recommend him as a game colt and a good
jotting prospect. He only wears a harness and
! pair of quarter boots and does not need the
.tter. Wears 6 ounces in front and 5 behind.

I also have some good road horses and brood
lares for sale. They can all be seen at State

air Grounds, Sacramento. Address
A. E. MASTIN,

1016 Nineteenth St., Sacramento.

THIRD PAYMENT
$5.00 EACH

Due axad Must 13© 3F»aica. Toy

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1905
ON ENTRIES IN THE

PACIFIC BREEDERS FUTURITY STAKES No 5
$7000 CirTTA l=g.A ivnr»Tr;-gr5T^

for get of Mares covered in 1904, Foals of 1905. Stake Closed October 15, 1904.

DON'T FAIL TO MAKE IT.
Remember the Substitution Clause: If a Mare proves barren, or Blips, or has a dead foal, or twins, or if either the

Mare or Foal dies before February 1, 1906, her nominator may transfer Mb nomination or substitute another Mare and
Foal, regardless of ownership; but there will be no return of a payment, nor will any entry be liable for more than
amount paid in or contracted for.

DON'T FORFEIT, BUT I^^a/ST TJI».
F. W. KELLEY, Secretary, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

laedalion 2:10 For Sale.

an Beat His Record Three Times
in a Race.

i high-class Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Ire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

ram GRACE (dam of Daedalion
'

2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19J, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
y time to racing For further particulars
dress

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

FOS SALE.
T>NEY DILLON GELDING BUENA; FIVE

' years old; a perfect beauty without laultor
iitnish; bay with black points; weighs about
. to 1100; can be driven by a ohild; an elegant
1 td or track horse; trials in 2:17; $750.

ALSO
'he celebrated DOC WILKES, a road horse;

; 1 need not take the dust of any. Record 2:12^.
beautiful mahogaDy bay. black points; weight
•30 No one need look at him unless they want
tpay me $500 for him. A baby can drive him.
loth sold for want of use.

G. B M. GRAY,
319 Twelfth St., Oakland.

Fast Team of Pacers
1)R SALE—SEVEN AND EIGHT YEARS
J

L old, stand 16 bands; bays, good manes and
If Is; well matched; gentle; used to the- city.
Ill pace better than 2:40. Sound and stylish.
Ci be seen at the Nevada Stables, 1350 Market
bet. Apply or address

E. G. PIERCE,
Nevada Stables, San Francisco.

i0 :

TURiTY CANDIDATE FOR SALE,

IRSALE—ATHENE BY DEXTER PRINCE;
3rst dam Athena 2:15 by Electioneer Bay
•e, five years old, bred at Palo Alto. With
:ial training she has trotted quarters In :34.

has a beautiful colt by Kinney Lou foaled in
il, 1905, and entered in the Futurity stakes

jh will be sold at a very reasonable figure.
IUireof JNO. S. PHIPPEN, Trainer,

Mayfleld.Cal.

Save the Race by Using traihikb and boarding stables

The Wonderful California Liniment

Dr. Smith's

As a Rabdown and Tonic Before and After

VITA OIL CURES DISEASES OF HORSES
Removes and Prevents Lameness and Soreness

For sale by Harness Dealers and Druggists everywhere.

Veterinary Packages (quarts), S3; Sis-ounce Cans, SI.

VITA OIL COMPANY, Makers, SAN FRANCISCO

f
PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

5

V.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into whloh for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliers

and troploal plants, been converted Into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern Improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

Not One

Case of

Distemper.

No case of Distemper, Epizootic,

Pink-eye need prove serious, and

the spread of these and similar

ailments can absolutely be pre-

vented by use of Craft's Distemper

and Cough Cure. Results are

prompt and positive; no cost if the

remedy fails.

If your druggist hasn't it, we will

supply it dlreot, prepaid—50c and

$1. Send for '-Veterinary Point-

ers," a free booklet by an expert,

that may be worth hundreds of

dollars to you.

WELLS MEDICINE GO,, Chemists, 13 Third St„ Lafayette, lnd.

D E. NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast, 519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

FOB SALE.
^IREL GELDING, FIVE YEARS OLD, A
randson of Boodle out of a Nutwoo j mare;
aotly sound and gentle: stands about 15'i
Is; weighs about 1000 pounds. Can step a
ter in 37 seconds. Will make a fine gentle-
's driving horse. Price vers reasonable.

'- le now in oharge of W. H« WILLIAM'S, Race
1-' ik, San Jose.

RED BALL BRAND.

AwardedGoldMedal
At California State
Fair 1898.

Every horseowner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ly of It on hand. It
mproves and keeps
took in the pink of
onditlon.

nanhattan Pood Co

1 253 Folsom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for It.

Positivelv Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
C. P. KERTELL. Mauu.-.**

FOR SALE.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS
DOTH SIRE AND DAM IMPORTED. THEY
-L* are all beauties, just right for this winter's

shooting „GEO B. M. GRAY.
319 Twelfth Street, Oakland.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Wrtte for prices.

Bkeeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary Street
San F-anclBco. Cal.

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fnlton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training

Stable near tbe above oorner. and will board and
tratn for racing, road use or matinee driving a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything flrst-class. All horses In my oare will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 1X47.

673-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of HorseB
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cai#.

Boarding, Training and Handling all kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nice' Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.

C0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIQS

FOR SAU3 IN LOTS TO SDIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street. Ran Frandsro. Oil,

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of theliind published.

BREEDER AND SPOBTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ABT

IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Art 1st io Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. First, San Francisco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTO

UERD-77 premiums, California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETEH SAXE & SON. Llok House, S. F..CaI.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle. Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% wion rs at Slat and co-nty fairs,
show riug, and every butter contest sinoe 1885 In
California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franclsoo.

JBRSEYS,HOL8TEIN8 AND DURHAM8.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1B76. William Nlles & Co.. Iros Angeles
Oal.
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THE BAYWOOO STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

j

(Property of John Pabbott. Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of
j

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY. Manager.

^ W^^^H »^^ Rejjisteml Trade Mark W a/% ^^^j,W SPAVIN CURE <

"Save-the-Horse" is do untried or uncertain remedy. Its marvelous power

and possibilities have been proven absolutely and positively. No man will 6 re,

blister or treat his horse with anything else if he will investigate and read our

bookletaod the letters from binders, trainers and horsemen on every kind of case.

Send for them; also copy of guarantee.

THE NEWCOME LIVERI
georgg w. Osgood, proprietor.

Livery, Bu.in.llng and Sale Stables

120 123 South Fourth Street.

Quinct, III., May 12, 1905

Some twelve months ago I owned a horse which
was practically wor'hless, due to a very bad
Bone Spavin on his right bind leg.

I tried various remedies without snccess. Anally
purchasing from the Miller & Arthur Drug Co. of

this city a bottle of "Save-the-Horse " After
using one-half the contents of the bottle, accord
ing to Instructions, the horse has never taken a
lame step. I would gladly have sold him for

twenty-five dollars before using '-Save- the
Horse " I have sold him since for ninety dollars,
and would not be without 'Save-the Horse 11

a.

double the cost.
GEORGE W. O^GOnn.

POSITIVELY AND PERMANENTLY CURES
Bone and Bog Spiv n, Ringbone (except Low
Ringbone), Curb, Thoroushpfn, Splint, Capped
Hock, Shoe Bull Windpuff, Weak and Sp.-ained
Tflod'.ns and alt Lam Qness.
PC nn per bottle. Written guarantee—as bind-
OuiUU lng to protect you as the best legal

talent could make it. Send for a copy
arid booklet.
At Druggists and Dealers or Express paid.

St. Charles. Mich , Feb 28 1905.

A year ago we had a valuable horse go lame
with bog spavin. SeeiDg your advertisement in

the Michigan Farmer, we tried -'Save-the- Horse"
under your guarantee, and he Is completely cured.
Waited a year to see if cure was permanent and
now recommend it to anv odb in need of such a
liniment. H. H. SANDERSON.

EAST Spjikgfield, Pa.. 2-22-^05.

I wish to carry your 'Save-the-Horse" and
•Ointment" in stock. What will you furnish
same to me for?

I used it on a bad curb and used horse every
day in my practice. He is entirely well and
sound. Yours truly.

Dr. C. W. HOTCHKISS.

SAVE-THE-HORSE"
Is indicated for an enlargement caused by an

injury wh'ch leaves a thickened condi-
tion of the tissues or skin

Horse can be worked with eUher shin or ankle
boots, as no harm can pnssibly come by either
destruction of balr or scalding of t^e limb "Save-
the-Horse" can be applied in all conditions and
extremes of weather.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK.
D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St , San Francisco

Formerly
TROY.N. Y.

2:08 Glass Pacing Stakes
($600

To be Paced Saturday, Sept. 9, '05
at the;

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR
Entries to Close Friday, Sept. 1, 1905

Same Conditions as Races that Closed -July lOlli.

Cut this advertisement out, fill in blanks and mail to the undersigned.

AL LINDLEY, Sec'y. Sacramento, Cal.

IN 2:08 CLASS PACE. PURSE $600.

1 hereby enter

Sire Dam s
D
"° r

( >wned by Address

Entered by Address

To AL LINDLEY, Sec'y State Agricultural Society.

Remember, Entries Close Sept. 1. 1005.

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES =^%z
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Oor. of Grove and Baker Street*. Juat at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Parb
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Care)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track uso. Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or ears.

P^Hifrr^AC Til.hll1af.orl acd typewritten ready for framingrCUIgICC& IdUUIdlCU Write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mc Kinney, 2111%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
•[[Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located al the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. ®1if lEmpir? Qltty Jfarms,
CUBA,

NEW YORK.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNER!
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

ampb ell'sHorse FootRemedy

JAS. B. CAHPBELL & CO.

SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Ca

R. T. FRAZIER :Pu<=blo. Col

J G. READ & BRO Ogden, Dtal

JDBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Monj

A A KRAFT CO Spokane, Was,
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Was!
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wasl
C. RODDER Stockton, Ct

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cf

j

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cfl

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cl

H. TBORWALDSON Fresno, Ci

JOS. McTIGUE San Francisco, Ci

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Ci 1

Manufacturers, 4 12 W.Hadison St., CHICAGO ,IL

Special Light, Low
Seal, Pneumatic

Speed Cart, No. 1,

Especially adapted

for track use.

II i- the T.Isrhtpst Long-Shaft
Track Cart In the World.

TOOMBY
two wheeler:

ARE THE LEADERS.
I

Sulkies in All Size;

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts

Pneumatic Pole Carts
for Team Work on bJth Bor

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts

Long Shift Breaking Can'

Send for latest Catalogue to

S, TOOMEY & CO.

Canal Dover, Ohio, U. S.

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Avb. & Polk S

SAN FRAXCI-CO, CAL

\ttreeLeggeattorsef
trc not curiosities bv any ineai s. The country is full of them. The
fourth lee is there ail ripht but it is not worth anything because of a curb,

splint, spavin or other like bunch. You can cure the hnrse of any of these

aim ents and put anolht r found leg under him by the use of

Quinit's Ointmentm
Itis time tried and reliable. When a horse ii cured
withQuinn'sOintiuent hestavs cured. Mn E.F.Burke
olSpringfleld,Mo.,'wr'tes&sioi:o«-s- "I have been
usin^rQulnn's Ointment for several years and have ef-

fected many marvelous cures; It will po deeper and*
causeless pain than any blister I ever used. Thought
it my duty I or the benefit Ol horses to red mimend your
Ointment, lam never without it " Thisistheceneral
verdict by all who ci ve quinn'* OInlmont a trial. For
curbs, splints, spavins,^vindpuffs, and al. bunches it

is nnequnled. Price S 1 per bottle at all dmgpists
or sent by mail. Send for circulars, testimonials, &c

W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall. N. Y.

Wilcoxson's Perfection Liuifflenl

T

Ei^i

The Greatest Kej

Ever Knoj
Bad Lecf-

It penetrate* to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from i

cause. A Safe. Speetfv and Posl live Cure for splints, Curbs. Thoronj
pin-. Sweeny. Capped Hocks, Wind ruffs and all LamrneM In

Sprain*. Ringbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, w
and iDjured tendons, ripiured. ligaments its power is unfailing. Pen.

nentiy cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles. Hocks, Tend*;

or LlsraiuentB. without ioss'of hair or an hour's let up on the h r*e.

PRICK *2 PEK 'bottle Express charges prepaid on receipt

price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. TVILCOXSON REMEDY CO , Tiffin O , U 8.

PHONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, Pre

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FEIjIj SJTHTES-EST

BBST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CESTRL AVE.
Hayes St. Cars Pass the n
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tlie-

Held at Indlaaapolia, June 27-30, 1905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa , score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
.This was the Only Event I>arln£ the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the fallowing:

ton PructlceDay, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie). 99 out of 100. Sd In Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100- 3d In Grand American, M. Arte (tie), 97 out of 1U0.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97. 4 of 96 and 35 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells

All of which, merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS. -

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H, KELLER, Manager.

3"REVL* B^55FR co Ballistite Wins!
739 521

arket St. ^ Kearn St

,

GXD .^B tafMM GXD

and for gg$ p& ] Mail Orders

Catalogue W HbW^ a Specialty

U.SS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, • • • CALIFORNIA.

OOK YOUR

J. W. BRADRICK won the ANACONDA CUP, 25 straight, and

THIRD HIGH AVERAGE, Sportsman's Association of the

Northwest, Portland, J > ne 22-3=4, 'OS, 149 shooters competing.

"SLADE" made the ONLY STRAIGHT SCORE, 20 live birds,

California Wing Club, Ingleside, August 13, 190S.

Both 'he HIGH AVERAGE and GENERAL AVERAGE and also

the PHIL B. BEKEART CHALLENGE TROPHY, J. W. Bradrick,

94 out of 100 Birds, at Second Annual Tournament of Pacific

Coast Trap Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30,

WERE ALL WON WI T H

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

CALIFORNIA i

The Cocker Spaniel

)U may need a new one this fall; DO NOT wait until yon want
I ORDER NOW. REMEMBER It takes time to mafee a gn'n and ^

ike one RIGHT. We do not oare to make one any oth«*r way. ^^i^0^yon DON'T know all about a gun write to us; we may be able ^w^*^^
serve .JUST YOU. "We have had ov*r forty yearg' experience* and it's yours for th
king. Tell us what you want. Write to-day.

I Warren St„ New York City, 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

The Hunter One-Trigger
5 Absolutely ^$t!lk Put on Any L, C. SMITH

GUN, New or Old.

NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY!

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

TIib Arsier anfl Onting Trips

One day's ride from San Francisco will take
you to some or the finest Trout Streams in the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
in the State. The Company maintains a Fish
Hatchery and annually stocks the many streams
reached by Us road One million Trout Fry were
planted last year In these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed In Russian

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vacation, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tiboron Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1905

Issued annually by the Company, is now ready.
This Is the standard publication on the Coast for

information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,

Country Homes and Farms where summer board-

ers are taken, and Seleot Camping Spots.
Beautifully Illustrated, 150 pp and can be hai'

In response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tfburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.

General Office—Mutual Life Ins Bldg.. cor.

Sansome and California Sta., San Francisco

JAS. AC.IEK,
Gen. Mgr.

R. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Aet.

:UNTER ARMS CO., FULTON, NEW Y0BK
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

iWiMODEL

UOMATIC

ECTOR

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. Y. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinbur-
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonies
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equlnt
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President 01

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital. 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franolsco:
Telephone Park 128.

Ve Make 16 Orades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

HE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

'

Coast Branch.lPHIL B. BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San'Francisce

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE
IN NEWSPAPERSi

ANYWHERE AT ANYTIMB
Call on or Write

!E.C.DAKE'SADYERTISIEGAGEE(
124 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. j

Its History, Points.
Standard. Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAJD, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and It is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOB SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of tbe Bladder

Cored In 48 Hoars.

CAPSULESMM
Superior to Copaiba. Cobeb* or Injection

BLAKE, M0FFITT & TOWNE

-DEALERS IN-

65-67-59-61 First Street, S. F,

Telephone Mais 199

CALIFORNIA
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. TELEPHONE^

South 640

COMPLETE YOUR HUNTING
With

wammmmn This

Invincible

Combination

EQUIPMENT
n

4PW.

AMMUNITION
86-88 FIRST ST.. SAN FRANCISCO.

1! eaw-f isl HSTf WMl BHKJ HHJ

Write for Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT: SHOT GUTMS>
E. E. DRAKE, Manager.

WMHESm
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY* THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

I

) The Official RtcorJs Show
f that at the

f GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

f Indianapolis, Ind. , June 27-30,

J
Du PONT SMOKELESS

won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary
Handicap, Consolation Handicap and

I he Five Men State Team
Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

•*-

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded -with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDs

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

General Average

For the Tournament at Indianapolli

won hy

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 298 ex 300, using

New E. G. Improved

"Fred A. Stone Scaresorow Trophy"

which was awarded the

High Professional

in the

Grand American Handicap

won toy

W. Q. Hearne

using

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

LAFLIN & BAND POWDER CO.

Clabrough, Golcher & Go.

GUNS

Gun Goods
•W-Sena for Catalogs*,

FISHIflG

Tacfele
538 MARKET STREET, 8. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY . .

.

LOADED .

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR

SHELL!)



TOI.. I'XI/YII. No. 9.

36 GEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR
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WOODLAND RAGE MEETING
September 20, 21, 22 and 23, 1905.

To Be Given By

The Woodland Driving Club.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, SEPT. 4
PROGRAM G-TJA/R.iA.Ta'TJEJEIlD STAKES.

Wednesday. September 20th.

2:11 Class Pacing $500

2:13 Class Trotting 500

2:25 Class Pacing 400

Thursday, September 21st.

2:17 Class Trotting $500

2:30 Class Trotting 400

Special

Friday, September 22nd.

Three-Year=01ds Pacing $400

Three=Year=OIds Trotting 500

2:20 Class Pacing 500

Saturday, September 23rd.

Free=For=AH Trotting $500

2:08 Class Pacing 500

2:24 Class Trotting 500

Records made at Sacramento September 2d will not be a bar.

Special Conditions.
Money divided 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent.

The rules of the National Trotting Association, of which this Association is a memher, shall govern unless otherwise

provided.

Entrance Fee five per cent 0/ pursfi and five per cent additional from money winners.

Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p. en. on the day preceding the race shall be required to start. Declarations

must be made in writing and made at the office of the Secretary at the track.

Any race that may be started and unfinished on the last day of the meeting may be declared ended and money

divided according to the rank of the horses in the summary.

FRANK BROWN, Secretary, Woodland, Cal.

.^e-THE-Ho/.
*Cm^ Registered u. S. Patent Office **^^*

SPAVIN CURE

PHENOL S0DIQUE
heals

Alpine, Tex., Nov. 21, 1904.

About your horse remedy, I sent to you for a

bottle for a horse that had low ringbone and I

oured him with two- thirds of a bottle.

Yours, H. L. LACKEY,
Brewster Co. Alpine, Texar.

The Palace Pharmacy

C. H. McKInstry, Proprietor.

J. M. Hurst, Reg. Pharmacist.

Seaton, 111 .Sept. 22.

Enclosed And acknowledgment from Mr. A. C.

Greer. The Mr. Dietz to whom I sold a bottle is

well pleased; the one bottle he got took a ourb off

two horses. Very respectfully,

C. H. McKinstry.

Positively and permanently cures BONE and
BOG SPAVIN, THOROUGHP1N, RINGBONE,
(except low ringbone), CURB, SPLINT. CAPPED
HOCK, WINDPUFF, SHOE BOIL, BROKEN
DOWN, SPRAINED and RUPTURED TEN-
DONS and all LAMENESS.

jt» ^ f\{\ l,er "ot 'le - Written guarantee
j)0 .vlU wltn everv bottle, as blndfDg to^ protect you as the best lygal tal-
ent oould make It. Bend for copy, booklet and
letters on every kind of case.
At all druggists and dealers or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co.
B1NQHAMT0N, N. V. Formerly Troy.N.Y.

I> E NEWKLL, I\i elite Count Agent,
010 Minion Street, San Fraud* co, < HI.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
Breeder and Sportsman, SO Geary Street

San Pranolsoo, Cal.

GUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

Man or Beast.

Ke p handy for emer-

gencies in home
and stable-

Equally good for dogs
and all animals.

If not at your drug-
gists, small size sent
to any address upon
reoeipt of 10c;

TULARE RACE TRACK j

AND GROUNDS

90 i

FOR SALE.
ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WITH
high board fence; 60 box stalls; 300

feet open stalls; tankhouse and 3000-gallon
tank; eDgine and pump complete; 10 acres

. alfalfa; fl-room house: adjoining City of
»j Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people.

PRICE S7000.
X Address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
T 36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

rcrcrcin
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal,

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Paoiao Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teaotoers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for oatalogue.

K. P. HEALD, President.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
38 Geary St.. San Francisco

FOR SALE.
CORREL GELDING, FIVE YEARS OLD, A

grandson of Boodle out of a Nutwood mare;
perfectly sound and gentle: stands about 15»4
hands; weighs about WOO pounds. Can step a
quurter In 37 seconds. Will make a Qne gentle-
man's driving horse. Price vers reasonable.
Horse now in charge of W. H. WILLIAMS, Race
Traok, San Jose.

673-680 llth Ave.
Back of The Chutes

All kinds cf Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZiBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Handling all kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any oar going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 269.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California 1

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

.-^fW
California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST
TWICE A YEAR

3Ji per cent on ordinary accounts
3 6-10 per cent on term accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS - $1,500,399-46
TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839 38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wtdis-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft
Send for Pamphlets Descriplive of Our
B-slness

OFFICES
Cor California and Montgomery Cfs.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

(McMURRAYl

And LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGGING URTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

.eSF-Address, for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

ifg|5S55il
Onl

The
Modern
Business Necessity

famous Calculating Mat
rid o

, .. .inlsh.Jj.flO: ...iJi.-cl ^Kit finish, SW-OO. pr
U.S. Wriicf.., Free Booklet .in.l Special OBer. AKcnlsw:
C. E. Locke Mfg- Co. 105 Walnut St., Kensett, lowai

CAPACITY 999.999.999
si.islic.il1y cn<i<

i
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THE WEEKLY

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, Proprietor.

Turf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast,

—office

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

Telephone: Black 586.

Terms—One Tear 83, Six Months 81. 75. Three Months 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

letter addressed to F. W. Kklley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and

address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

antee of good faith. ^^

San Francisco, Saturday, September 2, 1905,

DATES OF MEETINGS IN CALIFORNIA.

State Fair, Sacramento, Sept. 2 to 9.

Woodland Driving Club, Sept. 18 to 23.

Central California Fair, Hanford, Oct. 9 to 14.

Tulare Fair Association, Oct. 16 to 21.

San Bernardino Driving Club, Nov. 9 to 11.

Santa Ana Driving Club, Nov. 16 to 18.

Los Angeles Harness Horse Association, Nov. 20

to 25.

THE "WOODLAND DRIVING CLUB has been or-

ganized and will hold a harness meeting during the

-•reek of September 18th. On Monday and Tuesday

automobile and local races will be held, the regular

trotting and pacing program beginning Wednesday,

September 20th. The program, which appears on the

opposite page, is an excellent one, and affords an

opportunity for all the horses now in training in

California. $5500 has been hung up for the different

classes in $500 and $400 purses. The Woodland track

'as always been one of the most popular in Califor-

nia, and as it has been greatly improved since Mr.

Alex. Brown purchased it and established thereon the

Woodland Stock Farm, harness horse owners and

trainers will And that there is a better track and

better accommodations than ever. Over $1000 has

been raised by subscription among the citizens of

Woodland to aid the Woodland Driving Club to give

this meeting and all that is required now to make it

a complete success is a good liberal entry list. We
hope every owner who possibly can will enter his

horses at this meeting. There are so few meetings

held in California that every association advertising

a program of harness racing should be encouraged

by large entry lists and general attendance of. the

horsemen. Entries to the races advertised will close

Monday next, September 4th, but records made on

or after Saturday, September 2d, will be no bar.

Send your entries to Frank Brown, secretary. Wood-

land, Cal., and be sure that your get them mailed in

time. The Woodland track is one of the fastest on

the Coast and there will be many new records made

there during the meeting.

TEN OR TWELVE WEEKS of harness racing,

where purses range from $500 up, will have been had

in California this year by the time the Los Angeles

November meeting is over. This will make quite a

respectable circuit, but owing to the fact that there

was no unity of action among the associations giving

these meetings, and a great delay in claiming dates

and announcing purses and classes, the entry lists

have not been very large, although some excellent

racing has resulted. Could these associations have

made their announcements early in the year and

arranged a circuit, one of the most successful seasons

Would have resulted. Many horses not now in train-

ing would have been raced, and many that are now
touring the eastern tracks with poor results would

have been kept at home and raced. There is nothing

that helps to boom the harness horse business like

the early claiming of racing dates and announcement

of programs. Every association should resolve to

"get a move on" early in 1906, and join a circuit that

will include all the principal tracks in the State.

:

SEVERAL CAPITALISTS, who have been com-

pelled to retire from the racing business in Missouri,

Illinois and Ohio, haVe sent a representative to Hav-

ana, Cuba, to look- over the situation, and report on

the advisability of establishing a big plant where

winter racing can be held. Of course this enterprise

is for the purpose of improving the breed of thor-

oughbred horses, and bookmaking on results will only

he a side issue of minor importance.

TROTTING ASSOCIATIONS in the Eastern States

are just beginning to realize that the laws against

betting on races which have been placed on the stat-

utes of so many States, were not adopted because
the legislatures considered country fairs and trotting

meetings as detrimental to the public welfare, but
because there was a demand that poolrooms and
long continued running meetings be closed. "When
the harness horsemen unite and agree upon some
plan that will permit an occasional week of racing

to be held in every community, but prohibit continu-

ous racing and poolrooms, there will not be much
trouble in getting a law passed that will allow bet-

ting on the tracks when these short meetings are held.

NEW DRIVING CLUB ORGANIZED.

SEVERAL LATE MEETINGS have been advertised

to be held in Southern California in November, with

the wind-up at Los Angeles, where $1000 purses are

to be given. Already we hear of trainers in this

section of the State who have avowed their intention

of not only racing at the late meetings but remain-
ing at Los Angeles track during the winter and
spring months to train their horses. The enterprise

of these Southern California track managers may
result in stall rent coming down a little at some
of the tracks in the central part of California. Horse-
men like to train where there is a certainty of late

and early racing, as it effects a great saving in rail-

road fares and freights.

ORMONDALE won the Future at Sheepshead Bay
last Saturday, and his owner, W. O'B. Macdonough,
is receiving the congratulations of his many friends.

Ormondale is a son of Ormonde, for which Mr. Mac-
donough paid $150,000, and out of Santa Bella, a
bay mare by St. Serf that he imported at the same
time he purchased Ormonde. Mr. Macdonough enjoys
the distinction of being the only California breeder
who ever won the Futurity. The value of the stake
to the winner was $33,6S0.

STATE FAIR PROGRAM.

Saturday, September 2d.

Occident Stake—North Star, Bellemont, El Key,
Elma S., Princess Louise, Kenneth C, Sir Carlton,
Delia K, Still Better.

Pacing, 2:09 Class—Daedalion, Nellie R„ Miss
Idaho, Nance O'Neill, Alone, Vision, Jonesa Easier,
Hassalo, Le Rol, Rita H., Kelly Briggs, Tidal Wave.

Trotting, 2:15 Class.— Zambra, Adam G., Charlie T.,
Lady Jones, Birdcatcher, Wild Bell, Satin Royal,
Cuate, Oma A.

Monday, September 4th.
Indian races, broncho busting, etc.

Tuesday, September 5th.
Harness Stallion Stake, trotting division—El Rey,

Ramona R., Alto Downs, Ambush, Still Better, Vallejo
Girl.

Pacing, 2.13 Class—John A., Friskarina, Core Cread,
Cresco Wilkes, Argyle, Hattie Croner, John R. Con-
way, Fearnot, Queen B.

Trotting, 2:12 Class
—
"What Is It, Lady Madison,

Liege, Princess, Dr. Hammond, The Commonwealth,
Jupiter B., Pat Rose, Red Skin, H. D. B., Walter
Wilkes.

Wednesday, September 6th.

Pacing, 2:20 Class—Miss Winn, Eagle Pilot, Lady
Shamrock, Instructor, Clara L., Joe Robin, Flora G.,

Little Jib, Mildred O., Loganette, Fearnot, Bessie
Barnes, Dot, Little Joe.

Trotting, 2:30 Class—Oro Belmont, Dew Drop, La
Correcta, Wilmar, Birdcatcher, Sam Bowers.

Thursday, September 7th.

Occident-Stanford Pace—Just It.

Trotting, 2:18 Class—Old Hickory, Wild Bell, Hank,
Lady Jones, Cuate, Little Babe.

Friday, September 8th.

Stanford Stake—Starting payments made Aug. 22.

Pacing, 2:18 Class—Clara L, Joe Robin, El Morino,
Penrose, Sweet Heart.

Trotting, Free for All—Charlie T., What Is It, Liege,
Princess, Dr. Hammond, Petigru, Pat Rose, H. D. B.,

Adam G.
Saturday, September 9th.

Pacing, 2:25 Class—Miss Winn, Eagle Pilot, Lady
Shamrock, Mixer, Argyle, Little Jib, Hattie Croner,
Dr. J., Loganette, Fearnot, Arthur F., Little Joe, Bes-
sie Barnes.

Trotting, 2:24 Class—Oro Belmont, Ramona B,
Lady Jones, Wilmar, Birdcatcher, Billy Dooley, Sam
Bowers, Little Babe.

Pacing, 2:08 Class—Closed September 1st.

In addition to the above there will be three or more
running races each day. Entries will be made over
night.

A very handsome four-year-old stallion by Diablo
2:09*4 is advertised for sale in this issue by Mr. W.
R. Jacobs of Stockton. The blood lines are Diablo
and Director—a great combination surely. Mr. Jacobs
will have this colt for sale at the race tra^k, Sacra-
mento, during fair week.

A number of lovers of the light harness horse met
at Oak Park, a suburb of Sacramento, one evening
recently and organized the Oak Park Driving Club.
Mr. Ira Woodworth, who called the meeting to order,
spoke of the advantages of having the new State
Fair grounds at the very doors of the people of Oak
Park, and of the pleasure and benefit to be derived
from a well organized club. It was decided to or-
ganize at once and the following officers were elected:

President, Ira Woodworth; vice-president, L. Daly;
secretary-treasurer, A. K. Kerr; sergeant-at-arms, G.
Gillespie; executive committee, W. A. Gilbert, L.
Daly, Oscar Wilbur, Judge Allen and J. Hudson.
The following is a list of the members and their

horses.
Ira Woodworth, Baby Knight by Knight.
E. Daly, Celia by Knight.
Chas. Lewis, Prince L. by son of Don Marvin.
Gillespie Bros., Duke Gillespie, a Palo Alto bred

gelding.

W. McGee, filly by Rosemond.
J. Hudson, Chicken by Knight.
H. Raynsford, filly by Silver Bow.
Oscar Wilbur, Starling by Glen:- Wilkes.
Judge Allen, gelding by Daedalion.
W. A. Gilbert, C. C. by son of Sidney.
J. Snook, mare by Ouiboul.
Howard Kerr, Twinkle by Zombro.
A. K. Kerr, Amber by Glen Wilkes.
J. W. Lowell and John Daly, horses not reported.
Quite a number of others have signified their inten-

tion of joining the club at its next meeting and there
is every prospect of an excellent organization here.

On the evening just before the club was organized,
and for the purpose of getting a little inspiration, a
couple of the enthusiastic promoters jogged over to

the new track and there in the dim twilight imag-
ined they saw the shades of Nutwood, Electioneer,

Geo. Wilkes, Hambletonian 10 and others holding a
meeting and passing a resolution to the effect that
the State Fair track shall and of right ought to be
the fastest mile track in all the West. The two en-
thusiasts were awakened out of their dream by the
foreman warning them off until further notice, but
the resolution goes just the same.
The first meeting of the new club will be held Sep-

tember 17th, of which a report will be sent you.
A. K. KERR.

THE SPRECKELS YEARLINGS from the Napa
Stock Farm were sold at New York on Wednesday
of this week. The bay colt by Solitaire II., dam
Carnation II, brought $4000 and the chestnut colt

by the same sire out of Break o' Day sold for $4000.

Several others brought over $1000 and the sale was a
great success.

NEW RACE TRACK AT PHOENIX.

Breeder and Sportsman—They are making good
headway at the new race track here where the Ari-
zona Territorial Fair is to be held. Three large barns
are already finished, the grand stand is under way,
and the mile and half-mile tracks both nearing com-
pletion. J

Among the recent arrivals at the track is J. A.

Cody of Santa Barbara, who has opened a public
training stable here and should do weltr He has
Peggy Arnett by Sidney Arnett, and several yearlings
by Senator L. that are entered in the yearling trot

here. Cody has trained several good ones, among
them Briney K. 2:11, Almonada 2:iS*4, H. M. Stanley
2:17%, Flora 2:20 and many others. Mr. Cody does
not claim to have given all these horses their records,

but he gave them a great deal of their early training
and is a good man with colts and young horses.

There are 22 yearlings entered in the Arizona Stake
for two-year-olds that closed August 1st. The stake
will be worth close to $1000. No less than nine of

these yearlings are by the California bred horse Sen-
ator L. 2:23*4 by Dexter Prince, dam Fanny Bays-
water, dam also of Bayswater Wilkes 2:25%, sire of

Kelly Briggs 2:09%, etc. Senator L. holds the four
mile trotting record of 10:12 made eleven years ago.
He is a fine large stallion and is deservedly popular
in Arizona. He is owned by Chas. A. Smith of
Phoenix.
Mr. J. C. Adams, who is one of the leading breeders

of the Territory has a fine lot of broodmares and
young stallions, he having been a buyer at the sales

from California's best breeding farms during recent
years.

Pacing colts do not seem to be very numerous in

Arizona this year as the two-year-old and yearling
pacing stakes failed to fill and were reopened to

close September 1st. TERRY TORY.
Phoenix, August 27th, 1905.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

R. M. JOHNSON, Bisbee, Arizona.—Countess
Knight 2:1S%, chestnut mare by Knight, dam Poca-
hontas 2:22% by Little Washington, grandam by St.

Clair 16675, took her record at Sandwich, Illinois,

September 13th, 1S99. The rules for laying out a half

mile track are as follows: Draw two parallel lines

600 feet long and 452 feet 5 inches apart. Halfway
between the extreme ends of the two parallel lines

drive a stake. Loop a wire around the stake long
enough to reach either side. Then make a true

curve with the wire, putting down a stake as often

as a fence post is needed. When this operation is

finished at both ends, the track is laid out. The inside

fence will rest exactly on the lines drawn, and the
track will measure a half mile three feet from the
fence. The turns should be thrown up an inch to

the foot.

FERNDALE.—We do not know the mare you de-

scribe. There is no mare named Bessie Wilkes by
Secretary that has a record. A gray mare named
Bessie Wilkes by General Wilkes took a pacing record

of 2:24 in Indiana in 1903, but we do not know whether
she was ever brought to California.

W. T. MORTON, Oakland.—Flora W'ilkes by Geo.
Wilkes, dam by American Star, had no standard
record, neither has Wyoming Chief.
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TABULATED PEDIGREES present the most con-

ner of arranging the ancestors of an ani-

mal so that its blood lines may be studied. Last

week the pedigree of North Star 2:13% by Nutwood
b given in this department, and was

much interest among our readers. This

week the pedigree of McFayden 2.1514, winner of the

two yea o dlvisi ire< rs Futurity Xo.

::. is presented. The remarkable thing about this

tabulation is the number of producing sires and 'lams

ins. I doubt if a eoll can be found in Califor-

nia that has more of its ancestors in the first four

s in "the great tables."

In the fourth remove the names of the following sires

Strathmore, Electioneer, Geo. Wilkes, Bay-
.) ami Flaxtail (twice). In the

1 arc the names of Steinway, Alcantara

;,,„! Egi .. .'has. Derby and Sterling are the

• res. and Diablo the sire. Everyone of these is

ee'd. Among the brood mares repre-

in the first four crosses are Bee, dam of 3;

Bertha, dam of S and 1 producing son: Katie G., dam
of ''. and 2 producing sons: Barcena, dam of 1 and 2

is s.ms and 2 producing daughters: Flash.

5 nil 2 producing daughters; Mary, dam of 1

and 1 producing son and 3 producing daughters;

Abbess, dam of 2. 1 producing son and 2 producing

daughters: Alma Mater, dam of s. 7 producing sons

and 2 producing daughters, and Minerva, dam of 2.

3 producing sons and 1 producing daughter. These

are all in the first four generations, and in the fifth

there are such mares as Green Mountain Maid. Dolly

Spanker. Belle by Mambrino Chief, Bacchante Mam-
brino, the Burch mare, and others. It will be no-

ticed that Bee, the dam of McFayden, is inbred to

both Belmont 64 and Flaxtail. Her sire Sterling was
a brother in blood to her dam Flash, as both were by
Egmont out of mares by Flaxtail. F-gmont 182S was a

brother in blood to the great Xutwood, both being by
lielmont 64 out of mares by Pilot Jr. To the intelli-

gent breeder the tabulation of McFayden's pedigree

presented herewith will offer opportunity for much
interesting study, and is bound to lead to the conclu-

sion that this colt will sire early and extreme speed

to a moral certainty.

McFADYEN (3) 2:16 1-3
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Mr. A. i:. Gwathmey of New York, owner of Sweet
Marie'i . Tiverton 2:04%, sends me a copy
• l Hi.- American Hors with a big fist

!. poinl ing i" -i

adlng: "Now what do y<>u think of Tiverton?"
easily. I think a whole lot

more of him than I did/ and though ' hi

the ehi of 190 1 I m n Ldj to he Ig i

i on ", tonni
i i

i Imate of thi bility ti,

Hi ,m iniir whi i) cause he has
fact i ho i he can be l her *ome-

times. I see. that Mr, Gwathraej hn offered to match
10 a side.

ays knew that lie was as game an owner as
lived, but now I believe thai Tl un trol faster

i ]• ord and do M mon i han once In a race,

i e no matter how gami on ov> nei ii oi hov

loyal to his horse, a defi like that signifies knowledge

as well as confidence on his part. I don't know
whether Mr. Garland will meet Mr. Gwathmey's chal-

lenge or not, but if he does and Sweet Marie should

be in shape when the race started, one of two things

would happen in my opinion. She would heat him or

the Galileo Rex gelding would have a mark of 2:03 or

better when the race was over. It may be that I am
a little prejudiced in favor of the mare for two rea-

sons—she is a Californian and a McKinney—but I

hope not, and I do know that of all the eastern horse-

men I know there is not one I would rather see own
the champion trotter of the world than Mr. A. B.

Gwathmey. There is no greater lover of the trotting

horse than the owner of Tiverton 2:04^.

Just now all the journals in the United States de-

voted to harness horse affairs are filled with articles

discussing the prohibition of betting on contests at

the trotting tracks. The consensus of opinion among
the editors of these journals is that as betting on
any sport that is not continuous is neither harmful
nor demoralizing, it should be permitted, and the ad-

vice given to horsemen is to organize and bring about

the passage of laws that will permit such betting.

This advice is all right, but unless the proposed laws
are so drawn as to limit the length of race meetings,

they will in the opinion of many who have given the

subject considerable thought accomplish but little

good. It is continuous racing in the United States

that has made race track gamblers so numerous that

pool rooms have sprung up in every city, village and
hamlet to accommodate them, and aroused the pub-
lic to such an extent that the wagering of a few dol-

lars on a speed contest, once considered a harmless
dissipation, is now looked upon as a rapidly growing
evil that must be curbed. Argue as w-e may, the

solid, respectable, taxpaying portion of the commu-
nity sees a menace to society in the craze for race

track gambling that has prevailed in this country
for the past few years, and they propose to stop it

by legislation if they can in every state in the Union.

It has been stopped in many and will be stopped in

many more. There is one thing the owners and breed-

ers of harness horses should recognize in all the dis-

cussions of this question and that is this: Betting on
harness racing as it has been or is now; conducted
has not aroused the opposition to race track gambling,
nor caused the passage of the laws which in some
localities prevents betting on harness racing. It was
the continuous running meetings and the prevalence
of the pestilential pool rooms that brought about the

establishment of the stringent laws against betting

now on the statutes of so many states. Auction and
mutual pools were sold on harness races and run-
ning events at the California State Fair for years
without inciting anyone to even suggest that betting

should be prohibited there, but upon the advent of

the bookmaker with his syndicate system, and the
action of the directors who extended the fair to two
weeks and made a program of cheap running races

the principal feature of the fair, there came a change
of sentiment toward the time honored institution on
the part of the public, and when the association was
reorganized and its property turned over to the State,

a clause in the appropriation bill prohibited betting of

any kind on the State Fair grounds. It will be well

for every breeder, owner and trainer of harness
horses to remember that the laws against betting at

the California State Fair, and in the eastern states

that have adopted them were not aimed at the com-
paratively small speculations on harness events, but
as the law cannot "play favorites" the sport of har-
ness racing has had to suffer for the sins of others.

Two weeks of racing is sufficient for any community
during any one season, and will accomplish greater
improvement in the breed of horses than can be
brought about by a meeting held continuously during
the year. This wrould permit spring, summer, fall

and winter meetings of two weeks each and furnish

all the sport that kings, princes or ordinary American
citizens require for their amusement or delectation.

In my humble opinion the most effectual move the
harness horse people could make would be to organ-
ize and petition the Legislature to pass a law limiting

racing in California to not over two weeks in any
county during any quarter of the year, and to confine

all betting on the results of races to the tracks where-
on the races are run, and that the Paris mutual pool

or the totalizator (which is the same thing) be the
only system of betting permitted, and that a certain

percentage of the amount wagered go to charity. T

believe that were some such a bill drawn for presen-
tation to the California legislature, that a petition

praying for its adoption would receive the signatures
of four-fifths of the voters of the State, that it would
revive the county fairs and harness racing and that

it would not injure any breeder or owner of either

thoroughbreds or harness horses, or the managers of

any legitimate business. H.

towns where the people take greater interest in har-
ness horses, as nearly everybody drives a good road-
ster and all attend the races when any are held at

the local track.

Los Angeles is really the horse center of California,

as it is the only place that supports a really first-class

amateur driving club that holds genuine matinee rac-
ing where no purses are awarded, no entrance fee

charged and no betting is permitted. As is always
the sase where a good amateur club is maintained,
regular racing for stakes and purses is very popular,
and a big crowd can always be expected at any regular
race meeting. The generosity of the Los Angeles Har-
ness Racing Association in offering $1000 purses for
this" closing meeting in the fall will be appreciated
not only by owners, who will doubtless enter very
liberally, but also by the people of Los Angeles who
will attend the meeting in large numbers.

It is probable that the opportunity will be offered
to see some of the Eastern horses at this meeting, as
an effort will be made to have some of the trainers
now racing in the East, visit Los Angeles with their
strings and winter there. The string of Mr. "W". A.
Clark Jr., which is now racing on the Grand Circuit,
will be back at Los Angeles by November, and the
Butler string may be shipped to the southern metrop-
olis at the same time.

Secretary Bruner, who will act in his official capa-
city at all the meetings on the Southern Circuit, wi 71

spare no pains to have every arrangement completed
and in readiness for the opening. He will look after
the interests of both horsemen and visitors, and the
boys who win the races can get their money at the
judges stand as soon as the race is over if they want
it. The program for the entire circuit will be out in
a few days.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FALL CIRCUIT.

The Southern California Fall Circuit has been or-

ganized with Mr. A. W. Bruner as secretary and will

open at San Bernardino, November 9th, with a three-
days" program of harness races for $600 purses. Santa
Ana will follow with a three-days meeting, opening
November 16th. at wphich the purses will also be $600

for each race, and the circuit will close at Los An-
geles, where $1000 purses will be offered for every
clas?. the meeting to continue during the week be-
ginning November 20th.

The managers of the San Bernardino track are ex-
pending between $6000 and $7000 in improvements
which, when finished, will make this one of the best
appointed as well as one of the fastest and safest

tracks in the State. A six-inch coating of clay is now
being put on the track, and it will be ready for record-
breaking by the time the meeting opens.
Santa Ana track is considered one of the best, and

is kept in condition the year round. There are few

RACE MEETING AT WOODLAND.

"Woodland Mail: After all Woodland is to have a
race meeting this season, and probably a stock and
agricultural fair in connection. The race meeting is

assured. It will begin on September 18th, a week after
the State Fair closes, and there will be six days of
racing.

The meeting will be backed by Alex. Brown, owner
of the "Woodland Stock Farm, wrhich includes the local

track, but the public will also take a hand- C. A.
Spencer, manager of Mr. Brown's local enterprises,
will have direct charge of the meet.
Mr. Spencer figured closely as to what the cost of

such a meet as he proposes holding would be, and.
found that if he could secure $1500 from outside par-
ties that he would at least break even financially.

He and Chris. Sieber circulated a subscription list

among the business men yesterday and secured ahout -

$1000 of this amount, only one man seen refusing to

contribute. As $500 can be secured from private
sources, Mr. Spencer announces that the meet is a
sure go.

Mr. Spencer has laid his plans well for a successful
meeting, and the purses he will hang out should tempt
some of the best strings in the State. Over $5500 will

be distributed to winners in the various events. As
many owners will bring their strings immediately to

"Woodland after the State Fair, the outlook is for one
of the most successful meetings ever held in "Wood-
land.

As stated above the meeting will begin on Monday,
September ISth. The first day will evidence a new
departure, as it will be devoted entirely to automobile
racing, and the prizes to be distributed should bring
some of the best drivers. The second day will also

witness a feature, as it will be given over to amateur
harness racing. As there are a number of excellent
buggy horses in the county, the relative merits of

which have long been debated, the events of this day
should prove attractive in establishing supremacy in

this line. During the remainder of the week the usual
races of a meeting of the kind wr ill take place, and
there is little doubt that some of the best performers
on the Coast will participate, and the promoters are
looking for a big card.

Mr. Spencer states that the proposal to have a stock
and agricultural show in connection with the meeting
meets with his great approval. "While he will be busy
managing the racing program, he will lend all assist-

ance possible if he can get someone to take the man-
agement of this feature. It has been suggested that

the directors of Agricultural District No. 10 take
charge, but as yet no definite arrangement has been
made.

THE M'KINNEY FARM.

The latest acquisition of the Empire City Farms is

the farm that will be known by the above name. Last
week ground was broken for a large stable of perfect

fire-proof construction: this stable will be about 342

feet in length by a width of 49 feet. Most of the

stalls will measure 12 by 16 feet, and a driveway 25

feet in width will give ample access to the stalls.

The outside walls of the building will be of concrete
blocks, while the inside will be exclusively of rein-

forced concrete.

A well equipped heating system will prevent the

extreme cold of the northern winter from having any
bay effect upon the horses stabled in this building.

This addition to the already extensive equipment of

the Empire City Farms will enable breeding opera-
tions to be conducted with the greatest certainty with-
out the necessity of waiting until the season is as

fully advanced as is usual in localities so far north.

The entries in the Charter Oak $10,000 stake which
is to be trotted on Monday next at Hartford, are
Sadie Mac, Tom Axworthy, Angiola, Glenwood M.,

Zephyr, Kid Shay. Massetto, Norman B.. Lisonjero,

Gray Gem, John Caldwell, Directview, The Roman,
Robert Mc.

•
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Occident Stake to-day

Getaway's record is now 2.12% and he is getting
steadier as he goes along. Henry Hellman has im-
proved him a great deal and will make him a good
winner before the season is ended.

It is worth nearly $4000.

North Star 2:lZy2 should win it.

Southern California has organized a fall circuit.

Woodland entries will close Monday nest, Septem-
ber 4th. Good purses are offered.

The Los Angeles Harness Horse Association is

trying to arrange for a three cornered race between
Swet Marie, Tiverton and Lou Dillon at the meeting
to be held there in November.

The Jester, by Stam B., took a record of 2: 19% in

the second heat of a race at Dubuque, Iowa, August
22d. This was the fastest heat of the race.

The Sonoma County Driving Club will hold several
matinees during the fall months at the Santa Rosa
Stock Farm track.

Great preparations are being made by the Eureka
Fair Association for the annual Humboldt County
fair, which will open there two weeks hence.

The Bank of Concord has foreclosed its mortgage
on the Contra Costa Driving Club's property. The
judgment was for $4500 principal and costs.

The estate of the late C. J. Hamlin has been ap-
praised at a little over a million and a half dollars.

Sunol, 2: OS %, by Electioneer, has a fine looking

chestnut colt at foot by Axworthy, 2:15%.

John Sawyer, of Salem, Oregon, offers to match the

three-year-old trotter Lonzo by Zombro, owned by
Mr. P. J. Mann, against any three-year-old trotter

in the "Willamette Valley for from $500 to $1000 a

side. Lonzo won the two-year-old stake at the Ore-
gon State Fair last year and took a record of 2.3iy2 .

Mr. L. C. Crellin, of Pleasanton, has purchased a

nomination in Pacific Breeders' Futurity No. 5 for

his filly by Searchlight 2:03*4, dam the great brood
mare Bertha, dam of Don Derby, 2:04%, Diablo.

2:09%, Owyho, 2:09%, etc. Mr. Crellin has a two-
year-old full sister to Owyho that has great natural

speed. She is next year's Breeders' Futurity.

On Sunday, August 27th, there was a match race

at the Alameda track for $25 a side between Mr.
Tesio's Gypsy and Mr. Frank Prettias' Old Folks.

The race was won by the latter in straight heats, after

a close contest. A large crowd was present. The
judges were Ed Prather, R. Brown and A. G. An-
drews. P. Patrey did the starting.

Woodland entries close Monday, September 4th.

Entries made at the State Fair on Saturday, Septem-
ber 2d, will be no bar.

The San Francisco Driving Club will give an after-

noon of racing at Ingleside next Monday—Labor Day.
Both harness and running events will be on the pro-
gram.

The judging of the Shorthorn cattle at the State
Fair at Sacramento will begin at 10 o'clock next
Monday morning, September 4th. Prof. John Craig
of the Texas University will judge all beef breeds, and
there should be a large attendance, as this is not
only one of the most interesting but most instructive

procedings of the entire fair. The display of Short-
horns will be especially fine this year.

In the two heats at Poughkeepsie which were won
by Tiverton in 2:07% and 2:06%, the California trot-

ter George G. 2:06% was second both heats, beaten
but a length and a half the first heat, and two lengths
the second heat.

On one of the New York trotting tracks they do not
fine a driver for being late with his horse when the
race is called, but send him to the stable and do not
permit him to start. There hasn't been a man late

since the rule was put in force.

The Decatur, Illinois, meeting had an average of

twenty entries to each of its fourteen races. As it

only takes sixteen entries to pay a purse in full, it is

evident that the Decatur association was on velvet.

At the City Park matinee in Denver Saturday.
August 19th, two State records were broken for ama-
teur going. Rosalind, in the second heat of the 2:21
trot, lowered the time to 2:18%, which is the fastest

time ever made on a half-mile track in Colorado.
In the first heat of the free-for-all pace, Joe Younger
broke the State record of 2:14%, made two years
ago by George E. Ady's Miss Williams, lowering it

to 2:14%. Both horses are owned and were driven
in the races by George S. Newman.

Sales of horses in New York and Chicago thus far
this year exceed those of the corresponding period
last season by about 10 000 head in each city. The
increase is remarkable in view of the immense
pressure of vast capital to crowd horses out. Motor
vehicles are being promoted at enormous cost to the
makers and users, yet opposition to horses only seems
to emphasize their utility in all industry and com-
merce.

Horsemen have received the announcement of the
Southern California Circuit with many expressions of
approval. Many of those who are now at Sacramento
will ship south after the Woodland meeting.

Floreen Russell won two heats and second money
and reduced her record to 2:22% in a five-heat trot-
ting race at Springfield, Illinois, August 23d. She was
bred at Santa Rosa Stock Farm and is by L. W. Rus-
sell, dam Flora Allen by Mambrino Wilkes.

Burnut by Neernut won a five-heat race at Bay
City, Michigan, August 23d. He took a trotting
record of 2:24% in this race. He was bred by Geo.
W. Ford of Santa Ana.

The record of 2.29% made by El Pajaro at Santa
Rosa puts his dam, John Kalar's mare Kate by Carr's
Mambrino in the great brood mare list, as she is

also the dam of Valentine, 2:19%. a full brother to

El Pajaro, both being by Boodle, 2:12%.

If Helen Norte were a little steadier she. would get
a record of 2:10 or better with little trouble. She
was a good second to Kid Shea in 2:09% at Pough-
keeepsie.

Six two-year-olds by Baronmore were put into the
list at Davenport. Iowa, last month. The records
made ranged from 2:19% to 2:29%.

Ed Patch, son of Dan Patch, has taken a winning
race record of 2:10%.

Dan Patch, 1 : 56. starts to beat his record next
Monday at Hamlme.

J. F. Ferguson, who is training Inferno, 2:15, for

the Hollister races this month, believes the son of

Diablo is capable of reducing his record this year.

Grattan. 2:13, has four performers of sensational
speed out this season: Baron Grattan, 2:05%; Nut-
wood Grattan, 2:07%; Doris B., 2:07%, and Clarita

W., 2:09%. And there are others to be heard from.

About fifty horses are being worked at the State

Fair grounds, Salem, Oregon. Nearly all will take
part in the races on the North Pacific Circuit

The Broncho 2:03% is less than fifteen hands high.

"Marque" expects her to get a record below 2:02 in

a race.

Miss Reese, a pacing mare by Hal K., started in

a race at Chanute, Kansas, during the month of July
this year, and three days after foaled a filly. The
owners of Miss Reese did not know she had been

bred. The foal is exceptionally well proportioned and
strong. It is being raised on cow's milk.

Golden Gate by Bay Bird, has another win to his

credit. He won the 2:40 trot at York, Nebraska,
August 6th, and did not have to trot better than 2:35.

Direet Wood, the four-year-old gelding by Direct,

that has been winning pacing events in the Middle

West this year, was bred by A. F. Stice when he was
in California, but was foaled at his farm at Mon-
mouth, Illinois. She took a record of 2:18% as a

three-year-old, which she has reduced to 2:08% this

year. Her dam is Dolly Fort, 2:28%, by Lee Wood,
son of Nutwood.

According to the Trotting World of London, Prince

Alert has been taken to Austria by Eddie Mitchell to

compete against time for cups offered by the tracks

there. Pacers and geldings are barred in Austria,

but the authorities realized that Prince Alert in

special against time would be a great attraction and
arranged with Louis Winans to send his great pacer
across the channel for that purpose.

Boston is to have an intercity matinee at Read-
ville September 17-20. The Billings horse will be
the star attraction, with several flyers from Pittsburg,

Cleveland, New York and Syracuse.

Ethel's Pride 2:07%. by Directum, is a worthy
daughter of a worthy sire.

The Eastern races close at Memphis October 26th.
If our California horses don't hurry up and win a
few more races their owners will think railroad fares
and freights are mighty high. It makes a big differ-
ence with an owner whether his horse has been win-
ning, when it comes to paying the freight.

The well-known Denver pacing mare Daisy Field,

2.0S%, was discovered down in Ohio last month mas-
querading as Ada M. At Dayton. Ohio, on August 2d
this mare won the 2:27 pace. Daisy Field was for-

merly owned by J. Fred Roberts of Denver ,who sold

her two years ago to a man in Wisconsin. Daisy
Field, alias Ada M., together with Harry Snyder, who
entered her, and Harry H. Bonslough of Mendota,
Illinois, have been suspended by the American Trot-
ting Association.

The latest news from Sacramento is that the di-

rectors will take no cognizance of the betting that is

to be carried on outside the fair grounds on private

property. The usual custom of no return checks

will be continued and if anyone wants to go outsi !e

the grounds to place a bet on a horse, he will have
to pay another fare to re-enter. It is probable that

the bookmakers will buy whole bunches of tickets to

give their patrons. It will be interesting to see how
the new plan works.

A match race was decided last Sunday at the San
Jose track between Chas. De Courtioux's pacer,
Charlie J., and H. Liebe's trotter Vic Schiller 2:11%.
The race was for $500 a side and \vas won by Charlie
J. in straight heats in 2:17 and 2:16%. The first
lieal was won by a head and the second by a length.
Considerable money changed hands on the result of
race and a return match may be made.

The fast gelding Lisonjero, 2:0S%, after being laid
up for three weeks with lameness behind, is taking
his work again and his trainer, TV. D. Howard, hopes
to have him in shape for the Columbus Grand Circuit
meeting.

Even in England some of the turf journals are advo-
cating the prohibition of bookmaking at race tracks,
all betting to be done by the pari-mutual system.
They all argue that the bookmakers are killing the
game. New York turf journals are also printing
articles in the same strain. France and Austria are
far ahead of England and the United States in this
matter They have nothing but the mutual pools
and the government derives a large revenue from
them, while the racing is kept cleaner.

Mr R. C. Estill, president of the Kentucky Trotting
Horse Breeders' Association and proprietor of Elm-
hurst Stock Farm, Lexington, offers a season to
Todd, 2:14%, for the best yearling colt or filly by
Todd exhibited at the Kentucky State Fair.

After her race at Buffalo, in which she was dis-
tanced, it was found that Miss-in-Law*s jaws had
been locked by being twisted to one side so her
teeth failed to mesh. It required a lot of force to
put them back into place.

At the Gentlemen's Driving Club matinee held at
Washington Pai-k. Chicago, Mr. Billings drove the
pacer, Morning Star 2:04%, a mile to wagon in 2:06.
and Angus Pointer one in 2:06%. He gave Lou Dil-
lon five heats in the morning in 2:30, 2:26, 2:16, 2:11%
am.. 2:10%.

James Y. Gatcomb, one of the many horse owners
who resented the action of the Cleveland Driving
Park Company in declaring off its Grand Circuit trot-
ting meeting, has instituted proceedings against the
organization asking that its directors and officers be
suspended by the National Trotting Association for
failing to live up to their agreements with the horse-
men, says an Eastern dispatch.

If you desire to have something easy to ride in, and
comfortable for both you and your horse, call on the
Kenney Manufacturing Company, 531 Valencia street
and get one of those McMurray carts. A carload of
carts and bikes just received.

Sam Casto, of Salem, is thinking of bringing a

string of eight or ten trotters and paces to either

Pleasanton or Los Angeles this fall, to prepare for the

circuit of 1906.

A telegram from Cleveland says- As a direct result
of the agitation against poolselling in Ohio, creating
a dearth of demand for horses, the famous Two-
Minute stock farm, including Star Pointer, 1:59%.
and many other well known horses, will be sold at
public sale or in private this fall. This announce-
ment was made by Will B. White, manager of the
farm. Among the matrons at the farm are Minetto
2:10%; Alice M. 2:10, and Javelin 2:08%.

A dispatch from Chicago states that E. M. Hanna,
president of the Cleveland Driving Club, offered C.

K. G. Billings $30,000 for the champion trotting geld-
ing Major Delmar 1:59% one day this week, that the
offer was refused and then raised to $50,000, which
offer Mr. Billings took under consideration.

Albuta, Col. J. C. Kirkpatrick's gelding by Altivo,
took a record of 2:11% at Providence on Wednesday
of this week.

The Sonoma County Driving Club will hold an
afternoon of racing on Saturday, October 14th. A
large number of entries are expected, and great in-

terest is taken in the new club by the horsemen of

Sonoma county. The meeting will be held at the

popular Santa Rosa Stock Farm track.

LABOR DAY SPORT AT INGLESIDE.

On Monday next, September 4lh. the San Francisco
Driving Club will hold a meeting at ingleside track.

For the five harness events the following entries

have been made:
Free tor all—Max Levy's Harry Hurst, a. Hoffman's

Kitty D.. V. Verilhac's Gertie A., M. Donnelly's Flora

G., J. Green's Vic Schiller, J. O'Kane's King V., i
'.

Lercare's Charley J.

2:25 '"lass—Jos. Ryan's Al Sandy. Max Levy's
Cash. O. Taylor's Bill Ellsworth, D. Roberts* Eden
Vale, E. Cerciat's King Cadenza, <'.. Algeo's Mixer,

F. Gommet's Verona, J. Cuicello's Rose, R. Adam's
Lady Jeffries.

2:30 Class—F. Du key's Rayo, H. Schottler's Dyna-
mite, J. Paulsen's Moffit l>.. J. Lawlor's Grace Mc-
Kinney, P. Pennelli's Lucky Prince. T. Cabney's Dick.

2:35 Class—C. Becker's Dan Alden. W. Pease's

Monkey, J. Finch's Edward, J. Paulsen's Schilling's

Best.

2:45 Class—W. O'Kane's Bay Ike, H. Schottler's

Lula F-, W. Ferchert's Little Dick. W. Murray's. Girlie.

J. McTigue's Joe Mc P. ChelPs Cassie W., D. Seibert's

Ed Rea, P. Del Carlo's Nellie B., C. Fulkerson's I h

Wilkes.
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GOOD RACING AT PROVIDENCE.

Sadie Mac Wins Roger Williams $10,000 Stake.

Bolivar Gets Record of 2:07 1-4.

Grand Circuit racing shifted to Providence, Khode
this week, opening Monday with an attend-

ance of thhty-five hundred. Three good races were

1, fast lime being made in the pacing events.

In the first race, the 2.08 pace, Don Carr, owned

by Tobias Burke of Providence, was favorite, selling

at $100. with the field at $60. The big black pacer

took the first heat, but dropped Ihe second one to

Maud Keswick by a head. In the third heat, how-
ever, Clark took his horse out around Keswick on

the backstretch, and taking the pole, came down
ander the wire a winner by at least ten lengths. The
California pacer Irish by Monterey out of Juliet D.

by McKinr.ey was a starter in this race and earned

third money. All his miles were in 2: OS or better.

v. as also a starter, but was last in the sum-
ma rv.

Bolivar, the Wayland W. gelding, was favorite for

the 2:18 class pace, lor which a purse of $2000 was
given. The California horse won the first heat and

reduced his record to 2:07%. but the effort was too

much for him, and he did not finish better than

fourth in the next three heats, which were won
rather easily by Doris B.. a daughter of Grattan.

Stiletto, by Steinway. started, but was last.

The 2:19 class trot was won by the black gelding

Marone. owned by W. A. Clark Jr., and driven by
Gerrity. Morone wintered at Pleasanton, and his

heats in this race, which were all under 2:15, show
that he is getting into form again. The summaries:

Trotting. 2:20 class, purse $2000.

Harrison Wilkes, br. m.. by Brignoli Wilkes-
Bertha James (W. Cox) 113 2 1

Leonardo, ro. g (Dickerson) 4 2 113
Deleree, b. m '...(Murphy and Geers) 2 4 2 3 2

Grattan Boy Jr., b. h (Clarke) 3 3 3 ro
Minter. b. m (De Ryder) 5 d

Time—2.11% 2:11% 2:12% 2:12% 2:11%

Trotting. 2:13 class, purse $1000.

Lizzie G.. blk. m., bv Guardsman. (A. McDonald) 1 1

Danube, br. h <De Ryder) 2 7
Helen Norte, b. m (Rutherford) 9 2

Swago, b. g. (Thomas) 3 6
Ethels Pride, b. m (Andrews) S 3

Gold Dust Maid. blk. m (Geers) 5 4
Roberta, b. m (Hayden) 4 6

Major Greer, ch. g (McCarthy) 6 S

Leonora, b. m (Clarke) 7 dr

Time—2:11% 2:09%

Pacing. 2:13 class, purse $1000.

Lady Sealskin, b. m., by Electmont
, (L. McDonald) 4 11

Queen of Spades, blk. m (Snow) 1 3 2

Willis, b. g (Cox) 2 2 2
Director Joe, blk h (Demarest) 3 4 10
Jubilee, blk. g (James) 6 6 4
Lenox Boy. b. g (Cook) 10 5 6
Kiowa, h. g (Gonzealous) 5 8 8
Louise E-, br. m (Lockwood) 11 10 5
Messina Pointer, b. g. (Payne) 9 11 7

Plialla, b. m (Andrews) S 9 9

Minnie Slumber (Pennock) 7 7 dr

Time—2:09% 2:07%, 2:06%

The attendance was largely increased at Provi-

dence the second day, the Park Brew $5000 stake for

2:09 class pacers being the drawing card. After six

hard fought heats the finish had to be carried over
until Wednesday, with Allerson and Edwin C. each
winner of two heats and Walter Direct also winner
of two heats drawn on account of lameness.
Harrison Wilkes beat the high-priced Deleree in

the 2:20 class trot, and Lizzie G. won the 2.13 class

trotting event. In this race the California horse
Danube by Direcho, won second money and Helen
Norte was third. Lady Sealskin paced a great race
in the 2:13 class purse, getting a record of 2:06%
in the final heat. The summaries:

Pacing, 2:08; purse $1000.

Don Carr. blk g.. by Arrow Wood-Miss Lee. .

(Clark)
Maud Keswick, b. m (James)
Irish, ch. h (Thomas)
Bald Hornet, ch. g (Curry)
Ben P., b. m (Walker)

Time—2:06 2:05% 2:07

Pacing. 2:1S; purse $2000.

Dorla B., br. m.. Grattan, dam Edith Zell. . .

(R. Allen) 3
Bolivar, b. b., by Wayland W...(De Ryder) 1

l:lii'-k i
:

'

i 1 1.
j i. I ilk. g (Hogan) 4

Halt. mr. 1) (Snow) 2

Bonnie Wilkes, ch. m (Howard) 5

Stiletto, ch. li (Fowler) 6

Time—2:07% 2:07W 2:0*?; 2:10%

hi.-. 2:19 class: purse $1000.

,. blk. g., Cicerone-Baby Mi,mm....
(Gerrity i 1

HullmMn, br. g (W. Bryant) 6
i lolel i b in (Cahlll) 3

Belladie, b, m ( Rutherford) 2
Martha B., b. m ..(Laird) 5 3 5 4

Great Medium, pr. g (Ernest) 1 r, 6 d
Gram ino, blk. h (Blair) d

Time—2:15% 2:13% 2:13^ 2:14%

A heavy rainstorm stopped racing at Providence at
-1 o'clock \v. <in< sdaj :i fternoon.

principal event or the day. the Roger Will inns
'ii, went In straight heats to Sadie Mc, who

Favorite. The whole fight in the race
was fur second place, Lady Gal] Hamilton, taking
Becond money, Turley third and Morn fourth.

The unfinished Park Brew carried over from Tues-
day brought s surprise. Allerson opened at $100, and
l-Mv. in C. sold for $30. At the first turn on the get-
away Allerson went in a bad break, the flrsl that the

gray horse had made in seven heats, and the race was
i

, Edw ni '

'. coming in several lengl , ahead
and b Inning Brs I money.

• in the 2:10 pace, won in stralghl
i

. In the second heat, for repeatedly heading the
i i in, driving Cafleeno, McEwen driving

Roi i i
i Brady driving Geers, were fined $25

each by Starting Judge Newton. On the next trial

i Newton called the drivers up again and fined

1

1

the same drivers $50 apiece, making a total of $75,

also $50 for Davis, who drove Owyho.
In the unfinished 2:25 pace Interocean acted badly

and dropped the first two heats to Albuta, winning

the third, however, after a great drive.

Pacing—The Park Brew stakes; 2:09 class, $5,000.

Edwin C, b. g. by Clay-Fannie B. (Curry) 4 4 3 112 1

Allerson, g. h., by Allerton-Quincy Girl ,„„„„,,(Brady) 12 2 2 2 12
Luis' G "b" ni (Sargent) 3 3 4 3 4 ro

Oregon 'Maid, br. m (Hillman) 6 7 6 7 3 ro

TesSe b m (De Ryder) 7 6 5 4 7 ro

Etnel Mac ch. m (McCarthy) 8 5 7 5 5 ro

Geary, ch. g (James) 5 8 8 6 6 ro

Wflltpr Direct b h (Geers) I l l a.

iKSli, 2:07%; 2:08%, 2:07, 2:08%, 2:12%,

2:10%.

Trotting—The Roger Williams stake; 2:12 class,

$5,000.

Sadie Mc, b. m.. by Peter the Great (Stinson) 1 1 1

Ladv Gail Hamilton, blk. m (Howell) 2 6 2

Turley, br. g .....(Geers) 1 \ \
Morn. ch. g. (Brinkerhoff) 5 3 3

Mainland, b. h ..Thomas) 4 4 8

John Caldwell, b. h (Thompson) 6 5 6

Angle, ch. m (G
; T?

aU
1?
aa^ ? R 7Mamie R., b. m . . . • • • (De Ryder) 7 8 7

Time—2.07%, 2:10%, 2:10.

Pacing—2:10 class; purse $1000.

Peruna, b. g., by Norbell-Sylvia (L. Murphy) 1 1

PflfTepnn h ff (Tyson) 3 !

stein b' b f: .:...::.::: :
(walker) % 10

Texas Roker, b. g (McEwen) 4 3

Miss Georgia, br. m (Ge
c^?i % fi

Ben
S
F'. b.' gV 'De,g

yd^ H I
Ed Geers, b. g (Brady 6 9

Owyho, ch. h (°avls
I I

Fred N., b. h (Sn™
\

*

Daybook, blk. g .
(Milan) 9 11

Time

—

2:06%, 2:09.

THE BRONCHO PACES TO A WORLD'S RECORD.

At Decatur, Illinois, on Thursday of last week, The

Broncho, a daughter of Stormcliffe, set the world's

record for pacing mares in a race at 2:03% and won

the fastest four-heat race ever paced by one of her

sex. There were five starters in the race, which was

a free-for-all, with a purse of $500. They were The

Broncho, Hazel Patch, Eleanor, Fantine and Nonamie.

The whole town shut down and went out to the track

almost 15,000 strong, and they were rewarded by

seeing the greatest performance in recent years. In

the first heat the horses scored away at better than a

two minute clip and Dean, taking the mare back,

threw her to a break. Hazel Patch and Eleanor went

on and raced it out to the time of 2:06%.

After that The Broncho was never headed, and in

the third heat she took a mark of 2:04%, putting her

out of the 2:06 class. Dean turned her loose for the

world's record in the fourth heat, which she took

handily without trouble in 0:29%, 1:01%, 1:32%, and

2.03%.
The stallion Hazel Patch, with his veteran driver,

J. W. Flack, never gave up gamely trying, but he

could not reach the fleet mare. The summary of the

race is as follows:

Pacing, free-for-all, purse $500.

The Broncho, b. m. by Stormcliff . . . . (Dean) 4 111
Hazel Patch, blk. g. by Hard Patch. .(Flack) 12 2 2

Eleanor, ch. m. by Waltz (Johnson) 2 3 3 i

Fantine (Jones) 3 4 4 4
Nonamie (Loomis) 4 5 6 dr

Time—2.06%, 2:05%, 2:04%, 2:03%.
o

BLOOD WILL TELL.

The blood of Happy Medium and Geo. M. Patchen

30, by force of merit has given these stallions endur-

ing fame. Among all the sons of Hambletonian that

have appeared in this country either in earlier or

later times probably no son of that dead hero has

ever proved superior as a transmitter of a high rate

of speed than Happy Medium. He sired Nancy
Hanks 2:04 and such speed has been characteristic

of all his generations. His sons have sired extreme

speed and one sired the dam of Lou Dillon 1:58%.

His grandsons have sired extreme speed as shown by

Sadie Mac 2:05, and his daughters have produced ex-

treme speed, as for instance Admiral Dewey 2:06%,

and dam of the sire of The Broncho 2:03%, champion

pacing race mare. His blood has swelled the honor

roll until breeders have come to know his race as

one that breeds on through both male and female

lines, and produces extreme speed and campaigners.

It seemed for a while that Happy Medium was to

live in the opinion of many chiefly through Hamble-

tonian, but it seems now that his blood has founded

a family differing widely from other sons of Ham-
bletonian, and equally great in quality to any. His

blood is like good wine, it needs no bush, and to

not know its greatness means to be unlearned in the

science of breeding of the speedy harness. Giving

all due credit to other great sons of Hambletonian.

Nancy Hanks, Lou Dillon, The Broncho and Sadie

Mac would alone be a sufficient monument to his

blood's worth. His blood is now in great demand,

but it should be borne in mind that its value is

greater or less in proportion to the quantity and
quality of the strains with which it is commingled.

To estimate this value correctly we should weigh

the evidence in the true balance—the 2:10 list. This

shows that the blood of Happy Medium is there

mingled with that of Dictator. Edwin Forrest, Arion,

Geo. Wilkes, Electioneer, Sidney, American Star,

Mambrino Chief, Williamson's Belmont, John Nelson,

Director, Pilot Jr., Clay, Blackbird and Geo, M.

Patchen 30. Such are the blood lines that have

produced Lou Dillon, Nancy Hanks, Sadie Mac, The
Broncho, Admiral Dewey and others, and has proved

wonderfully potent and a great combination.

I can also see that the blood of Geo. M. Patchen 30,

once champion of his sex, is proving through Lou
Dillon, The Broncho, Zolock, Stamboul, John A. Mc-
Kerron, North Star, Monroe and others that it needs
no bush, and to estimate its value correctly we should

hold the blood of Geo. M. Patchen in the highest

esteem. SAMUEL GAMBLE.
San FranciscQr August 27th, 1905.

STANFORD STAKE OF 1907.

Sixty-seven foals of 1904 were entered in the Stan-

ford Stake of 1907, which closed with Secretary Al.

Lindley of the California State Agricultural Society,

June 1st, this year. The list of entries is as follows:

Clem R. Arque's Dixielight, br. c. by Searchlight-

Dixie.
Clem R. Arque's Sprylight, blk. c. by Searchlight-

Boodle.
John Arnett's Chas. Schweizer, b. c, by Sidney Ar-

nett-Miss Brunner.
W. A. Barstow's b. f. Miss Luther, by Nearest-

Lenore.
Mrs. S. V. Barstow's br. f. Miss Allright by Greco-

Maud J.

T. W. Bartow's br. c. T. W. B. by Nearest-
Bessie S.

W. O. Bowers, ch. c. W. O. B. by Silver Bee-
Sadie Benton.

I. L. Borden's ch. f. Cresco Belle by Cresco Wilkes-
Alice Bell.

Thos. H. Brents' b. f. Reina del Norte by Del Norte-
Laurelia.

Alex. Brown's br. f. Nocha by Nushagak-Pioche.
Alex. Brown's br. c. Nusadi by Nusbagak-Addie B.

Alex. Brown's br. f. The Bloom by Nushagak-Red
Flower.

Alex. Brown's b. c. Harold M. by Prince Ansel-
Lottie.

Martin Carter's b. f. by Nutwood Wilkes-Lew G.
Jno. A. Cole's b. f. Lady LeRoy by Petigru-Belle

Raymon.
S. Christenson's br. f. by Bonnie Direct-Perza.
C. L. Crellin's b. c. The Limit by Searchlight-

Bertha.
Chas. R. Detrick's br. c. by Searchlight-Juanita.
Mrs. L. J. H. Hasting's blk. f. Lady H. by Coro-

nado-Lady Gossie.

W. G. Durfee's blk. c, by Coronado.
W. G. Durfee's b. c. by Petigru-Ida Direct.

W. G. Durfee's ch. f. by Petigru-Joannah Treat.
Dr. J. P. Dunn's b. f. Stambia by Stam B.-Mora

Mae.
Robt. Elwert's b. c. Monte McKinney by Monterey-

Dot McKinney.
C. E. Farnum's ch. c. by Cupid Hock-Flossie.
E. A. Gammon's b. c. Ed Geers by Bayswater

Wilkes-TJrana.
E. A. Gammon's, by Bayswater Wilkes- Cleo G.

Carlton M. Greene's b. c. Alesandro by Bonnie
Direct-Alix B.
Matt Harris' ch. f. Dorothy Searchlight by Search-

light-Velma.
Mrs. L J. H. Hasting's b. c. Alone Hastings by

Petigru-Juliet D.
F. Hahn's blk. f. by Chas. Derby-Nellie Emaline.
E. P. Heald's blk. c. Tom Murphy by Monterey-

Honor.
H. S. Hogoboom's ch. f. Alice Ely by Iran Alto-

Azrose.
J. B. Iverson's b. c. Baron Wilhelm by Barondale-

Wilhelmine II.

J. B. Iverson's blk. c. Iverno by Robin -Ivoneer.

J. A. Jones' blk. c. Chehalem by Capt. Jones-Daisy
Q. Hill.

J. A. Jones' br. c. by Capt. Jones-Maggie Caution.

J. A. Jones' blk. f. Chehalem Maid by Capt. Jones-
Amy May.
La Siesta Ranch's Siesta b. c. by Iran Alto-Wanda.
M. L. Lusk's b. c. Zeloso by Zombro-Sallie Brooks.
D. S. Matthews' b. f. Valentine B. by Edward B.-

Rhoney G.

W. W. Mendenhall's b. f. Maytime by Stam B.-

Elsie Downs.
W. J. Miller's br. f. Ellen M. by Guy McKinney-Kit.
W. A. Murphy's b. f. by Zombro-Maid of Monterey.
W. A. Murphy's b. f. by Zombro-Nellie Bly.

R. O. Newman's br. g. Aloha by Robt. Direct-Peer-
less Maid.
H. T. Owen's b. f Irene Ayres by Iris-Babe.

M. J. Reams' b. f. Rosie R. by Demonio-Rosebud.
A. B. Rodman's b f. by Merry Mac-Grit.
A. B. Rodman's br. c. bjr Merry Mac-Italka.
Rose Dale Stock Farm's b. c. by Wrash McKinney-

Daly.
Rose Dale Stock Farm's b. c. by Wash McKinney-

St. Whips.
Thomas Smith's b. f. by Nutwood Wilkes-Daisy S.

#

Jas. J. Summerfield's b. c. Lord Dillon by Sidney
Dillon-Roblet.

Tuttle Bros ' b. f. by Suomi-Bell Carter.
Walter Tryon's b. f. by Azmoor-Annie Murray.
L. H. Todhunter's br. c. by Zombro-The Silver Bell.

L. H. Todhunter's b. f. by Azmoor-Bestella.
Valencia Stock Farm's b. c. by Direct Heir-Rose-

drop.
Geo. L. Warlow's b. c. by Athablo-Lustrine.
Geo. L. Warlow's b. c. Nogi by Athablo-Cora Wick-

ersham.
Geo. L. Warlow's br. c. McKinsky by McKinney Jr.-

Donna Trinne.

Geo. L. Warlow's b. f. Soisette by Guy McKinney-
Narcula.
Schuler C. Walton's br. c. Athol R. by Athablo-

Edith R.

J. W. Zibbell's Teddy Mc.,,br. c. by Tom Smith-
Kate Lumry.
Alfred Solano's Lady Jane Jr . blk. f. by Petrigru-

Lady Jane.

DOES ALL THAT IS CLAIMED.

Mr. G. E. King of Wlngham, Ont., writes as follows: "I had a
very valuable mare badly oapped on both hocks. A bottle of
Quinn's Ointment made her B9 clean as any horse. It does lis

work painlessly and 1 have every reason to believe It will do in
any case all that is olalmed to it." This is the general verdict
of leading horsemen all over the country who are using Qulnn's
Ointment. For curbs, splints, spavins, wlndpuffs and all bunches
try this wonderful remedy. Prioe one dollar per bottle. Satis-
faction guaranteed Address W. B. EDDY & CO., Whitehall N.
Y., If you oannot obtain from druggist.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feat.
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OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINIONS,
(ffj

Kentucky Stock Farm: The chances are that if

there is another challenge cup offered by Cleveland

lor matinee trotters it will not be open to the free-for-

allers, as has been the custom in the past. Mr. H. K.

Devereux, president ot the American League of Ama-
teur Driving Clubs, believes that the proper idea

would be to have the event open to 2:10 trotters. If

that were the case the entry list would be a large one

each year, and all matinee drivers would be encour-

aged to purchase or breed horses that would be able

to trot in that company. This year a lot of amateurs

were scared out by the belief that either Lou Dillon

or Major Delmar would be starters. Only millionaires

can afford to own such horses, and the average ama-

teur driver is really barred out. It is almost as bad

with Tom Axworthy and Doctor Strong starting, for

there are only a few horses owned by amateurs that

are capable of holding their own with either of this

famous pair of campaigners. Thus it was two years

ago when John A. McKerron, Lord Derby and The

Monk were the only starters. All the others were

scared out.

Mr. Devereux believes that this race does not prop-

erly represent the strength of the matinee sport. "It

is now a two or three-horse race," says Mr. Dev-

ereux. "when it is within the power of the clubs to

make it a ten-horse race. Suppose it was open merely

to 2:10 trotters this year. Cleveland would have

Aerolite or Leola, Jack Wilkes, Italia, Harry McKer-
ron and Allie Jay that would stand a chance of win-

ning, in addition to whatever horse Mr. Billings would

enter. Pittsburg would have three or four eligible

and Capable, while Syracuse, New York, Boston,

Memphis, Chicago and Columbus would also enter

several. In fact, it might be necessary to split the

Held, whereas now only three or four are liable to

start. Cleveland may start Aerolite, but what chance

does he stand against Tom Axworthy and Doctor

Strang?"
Mr. Billings feels the same in regard to this subject

|
as does Mr. Devereux, and should the challenge cup

i remain in Chicago the chances are that Chicago will

make the event eligible to the 2:10 class next year.

Although owning the fastest trotters in the world, Mr.

Billings is a man that is most considerate toward his

fellow drivers, and he feels that under the present

conditions the ownership of a cup racer is something

;
that is restricted to only a few. That he wants to

: give the owners of slower classes a chance was shown
i by the fact that he allowed the Cleveland Club to de-

• cide which horse he should start in the coming mati-

i nee. The members to a man were in favor of one of

L
! his slower horses. By that vote they have stretched

I the race from a two -horse affair to one in which four

I or five horses may start.

the rule, it was only at the expense of the others in

the race.

Take, for example, the Empire State purse of $10,000,

won by Sadie Mac, in which but $S000 was raced for,

the other $2000 being held over for a consolation
race. Under the new plan, Sadie Mac won $4400, or
$400 more than she would receive, had the usual
method of dividing the money been in force, whereas
in the cases of Zephyr, Miss Gay and Brownie Wilton,
each received respectively $S0, $180, and $320 less,

while Bonnie Russell for finishing third (after laying
up the first two heats, for he finished ninth and
eighth in them) gets $4S0, which really came out of

the pockets of the other three, as did the $400 extra

won by Sadie Mac.
Take another race, that won by Hardwood. The

latter wras benefited, as were both Getaway and Belle

Isle, but at the expense of Sister Collette, who stood

second in the summary, and would have received sec-

ond money under the usual plan, whereas under this

new method, she gave the fourth horse $50, the third

$15 and $5 to the winner.
These two are merely examples cited to show the

unfairness of dividing the money in this manner, for

in no case was a money winner benefited unless it was
at the expense of some other horse, and it is safe to

say that what with the exhibition made at Detroit,

where this rule wras also in force, this method of

dividing the money will not be popular with the horse

owners in general and it will probably be relegated to

where "the woodbine twineth," for it not only has not

prevented that for which it was intended, viz., the

laying up of heats, but has also proved a detriment to

the "honest horse."

HORSEBACK RIDING FOR WOMEN.

Breeders Gazette: It is said that not so long ago

the presence of a famous trainer and his horses

spoiled an entire four-day meeting. The other trainers

did not care to start against him. There is a lesson

in this that might well be taken to heart by all

breeders of horses in this day and age. It is the best

that gets the money. It makes no difference where,
' when or how the trial comes, be it in the market

place or the race track, superlative excellence draws

the money. The American horse market has reached

a stage where the wisest critics known to the trade

say there will never be any material lowering of prices

for good horses of any real commercial class—the

i heavy drafter and the carriage horse for instance

—

for the reason that conditions requiring their use have

become so firmly fixed. Times may change, but the

cities have grown so large and the country so popu-

lous that the merchants must have the drafters, and

if those do profitable work they want the carriage

|! horses for purposes of recreation. It seems to be a

I
sort of a reciprocal arrangement. But the point is to

: get into the business right. We see, especially at this

time of the year, thousands of nondescript horses

I
auctioned off in the great marts, many times at less

than country cost, but let a good horse, suppose he is

I
only a good "wagon" horse, be led in and the bidding

springs into liveliness at once.

Horseback riding is a means of pleasure and exer-

cise, which is of course limited to the lucky girls

whose indulgent "poppers" have bank accounts with

money in them—not the kind of bank accounts that

most of us have—the sort that leaks at the corners

and run dry just at the moment when we need them
most. But for the girl who is looking for an excuse

for spending money, horseback riding is about the

sanest, most beneficial and delightful fad that she can

find in a long, long search.

A graceful woman who understands "form"—which

is merely another way of saying that she understands

how to sit, hold the reins and manage her mount

—

makes a very charming picture cantering through the

soft bridle paths of the city parks. If she fails to

receive the keenest kind of enjoyment from this ex-

tremely healthy sport it is because her heart possesses

little of the effervescing yeast of human delight.

There is wholesome exhilaration about the fun that

puts golf, tennis and all the rest far back into the

shadows.
Naturally the first thing a woman thinks of is her

habit, which style of riding gown will prove most be-

coming. The second thought is that of getting a good

horse of which she may be proud. Neither one idea

nor the other should be first, or even second.

It is safe to say that there is absolutely no such

thing as a sure, reliable horse that will never run or

over upon her mind that she must not depend upon
the horse's mouth or the reins for balance, but rather
by the correct position, a firm seat and absolute bal-
ance above the waist.
During this lesson she is told to sit close to the

saddle, although the horse is touched up to a slow
trot and a quiet canter follows. If she is particularly
quick to grasp the ideas, she is then allowed to rise

to the trot, and after the motion of the horse is once
caught she will have little difficulty in rising regularly
with the action of the horse's forelegs.

At this point she is given the reins, which she holds
in both hands, which habit will be less likely to

cause her to sit askew. The experienced horseback
rider can of course carry the reins in the left hand,
with the short whip in the right. The instructor will

show her how the left snaffle rein goes outside of her
little finger, the left curb between the little and third
finger, while the right curb is placed between the
second and third fingers and the right snaffle between
the first and second fingers.

The correct position for riding is an erect body, the
shoulders set squarely to the front and thrown back
well, the head up high, the chin set back firmly and
the arms hanging free and loose to the elbow. Let the
hands be close together and held low, and the right
knee always immoveable, for she must not rise from
that part of the body. The ball of the left foot rests

in the stirrup, while the left leg must be held quiet,

the heel being away from the horse.

When Mr. Horse stumbles the rider must sit well
back and pull up his head. If he rears, the reins/must
be left loose and the body thrown forward. The habit
of suddenly backing must be corrected by a sharp lit-

tle crack of the whip. When the horse shys or be-
comes skittish the thing is to sit close. In case of a
runaway, no good is to be accomplished by jumping,
and there is always a possibility of the gown or foot
catching—and, in that event, all sorts of trouble will

ensue. All the unfortunate woman -can do is to sit

close, try to guide the animal and trust to luck or a
policeman.
To come to the question of costume, it is a foregone

conclusion that the divided skirt is the most sensible
thing yet devised. Whether or not a woman selects
this kind of a garment depends upon her own ideas
concerning the fitness and modesty of such radical
dress. Certainly it is her privilege to clothe herself
as she pleases. It is a question of greater comfort
and safety and that alone is sufficient excuse for
divided skirts.—Mme. Qui Vive, in Record-Herald.

BEHIND THE TIMES.

A New York paper which pays attention to mat-
ters pertaining to autoists as well- as to those of
interest to horsemen tells some plain truths about
the advertising methods of the men interested in the
two branches of sport as follows: "Lovers of the

' horse and manufacturers of vehicles, harness and
other accessories should take heed of the enterprising
methods of the automobile's producers and users in

advancing their respective claims to recognition. By
comparison the "hoss fellers" have been away behind
the times, we regret to say, not only in their adver-

shy, unless one picks out a weary old nag whose fire tising methods, wrhich are too skimpy, but by their

and spirit departed many years ago. However, no lack of public spirit in promoting and fostering insti-

woman who rides horseback should risk her life with

a horse that is really extremely high-spirited. The
sidesaddle and her long skirts, to say nothing of her

lack of strength, scarcely put her in a position to

save herself in moments of emergency and danger.

The selection of a good horse, one that is tractable,

neither slow nor too fast, is the paramount necessity.

A good, strong saddle is the next consideration.

Before attempting to ride, a woman should make
friends with the horse. She should visit him at the

stable, feeding him oats or sugar from the hand, pet-

ting him, overcoming any natural timidity she may

tutions that labor in the field for their benefit. It is

distasteful to these interests to admit it, but the
fact cannot be denied that more advancement has
been made in many directions, say, for example, in

the improvement of roads, since the advent of the

bicycle and the automobile than had been accom-
plished in decades of years before. . Of course, the

automobile users have been almost entirely recruited

from the higher ranks of the horsemen, and, there-

fore, the credit for what they have done is to be
equally divided. But it is not to the amateur patron
of either the horse or the machine that we are ad-

have, and thus permitting him to become acquainted dressing these remarks: they apply more particularly

Spirit of the West: There appears to be greater in-

flterest manifested in the county and district fairs this

ear than for several years past. It is an indication

hat farmers and business men in the county seat

vns appreciate the value of holding fairs. A well

anaged county fair will greatly benefit the farmers

nd live stock producers; it will also help the mer-
hants and the business interests of the county. Suc-

cessful county fairs means more improved live stock,

nore money to the producer and farmer, and counties

hat do not hold fairs are not up to date either in

itock raising or farming. Imagine the increase in

.vealth to each county, by the reason of holding a

rood county fair each year, that from one to ten dol-

rs per head is added to the value of swine, sheep,

.cattle and horses by improving the breed. Every
|tarmer and business man, property owner as well as

enter, is interested. The general benefit to the

ounty helps every resident of the county, and every

ne should take an interest and give their county fair

oyal support.

American Horse Breeder: When the plan now fa-

nous as the Buffalo plan was promulgated by its au-

hor, it was with the idea that it would prove bene-

lcial to campaigning horsemen at large and prevent

he laying up of heats, which was all very good as a

heory, but which has proven the exact reverse when

with her. The theory of the management of a horse

should be explained to the amateur. She must be

made to understand the necessity of riding from bal-

ance instead of pulling herself up by the horse's

mouth, and be shown the action of the curb chain on

the chin so that she may know just why the snaffle

should be used for ordinary purposes, so that in cases

of emergency she may have the curb to fall back

upon.
It should also be explained to her that if she pulls

against him the horse will invariably pull against her

and that therefore she must not keep a dead bearing

on his mouth. The reins require delicate manipula-

tion, and a horse can be kept collected and in order

by a light feling on the curb and a very light touch

of the whip.
The riding master will teach her many things be-

fore she even attempts to get on the horse's back.

He will tell her the folly of trying to make the horse

trot, by attempting to rise. Unless the animal is trot-

ting squarely she must sit close to the saddle instead

of bobbing up and down like a shuttle. He is quite

sure to jog or go unevenly at first. All that is neces-

sary to start the horse into a canter is to elevate the

hands a trifle and touch the horse lightly on the

shoulder with the whip.

The favorite manner of many horseback riders is

to tug at the reins, dig the animal in the ribs and

keep up an everlasting clucking. This causes a ner-

vous horse to become confused and excited, and it

should be the one thought always of the rider to keep

her steed quiet and in good temper. She not only an-

noys her own horse by clucking and fussing, but she

is likely to cause annoyance to other riders whose
horses do not know whether or not the signals are for

them.
At the beginning of the first lesson the pupil is

to the professional elements in each case, as they are

supposed to take the initiative and their patrons after-

wards, when shown the way. set the liberal pace."

It is a fact that, as a rule, the industries allied with
the horse are about the poorest advertised of any
of the trades which depend so largely on a floating

trade as they do. One-half the money that was spent

in advertising automobiles last year, intelligently

spent in informing the public of the great enjoyment
to be gotten from the use of horses in the various

ways they may be used, would have added so largely

to the ranks of those who do use them as to have
increased the trade in driving and riding equipages

to an extent that would have been vastly pleasing to

the manufacturers and dealers in goods of that kind.

There is no use in talking, advertising is the power
which has done so much to increase the sales of

automobiles and the lack of its use by lh"se inter-

ested in the horse and his equipment is responsible

hugely for his not being in greater use than he is

as a means of pleasurable recreation.—Horse World.

There Is no telling just how much difference there

is between racing over a half-mile and a mile track.

Opinions vary as to the difference in time, some
claiming that not more than three seconds mark the

actual handicap of racing over a two-lap track. At
Colorado Springs the chestnut gelding Dewey, who
gained a record of 2:13% at Denver, was beaten in

2:20 in the first heat of the 2:14 trot, while four

days later he was beaten in 2.21% over the same
track.

>ut in actual practice, as will be seen by a glance at placed in the saddle, not allowed to touch the rems,

he table of the money winners at Buffalo, published and the horse is led at a slow walk, so that the proper

n our last issue, for where a horse was benefited by positions are explained. It is impressed over and

Cresceus 2:02y. the champion trotting stallion,

will be sold at auction at the Fasig-Tlpton Old Glory

sale in November. He is already :i 2:10 sire and
should bring quite a sum of money as lie would be

a very profitable horse to stand for public service nt

$100 the season. It ought to be easy to clear $5000

a year with him.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

Coming Events.

Bod.

April 1-Sept. 10. Oct. I6-Feb. 1—Open season (or taking steel-

hsad in tidewater.

April 1-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawfish.

April 1-Nov. l—Tnut season open.

June I-Jan. 1—Open season for black bass.

Aug. 26—Saturday Fly-Casting Contest No. 10. Stow lake. 2:38

p. m.
Aug. 27—Sunday Fly Casting Contest No. 10. Stow lake, 10 a. m
Sept. 10-Oct. 16-Close reason In tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Clost season for catching salmon.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide.

water.

Nov. I-Sept. l—Open reason for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

i/ater.
Gun.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and

tage hen.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April I-Oct. 15—Closed season for English snipe.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Aug l-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Aug.20—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View, Cal.

Aug. 27—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley

Junction.

Aug. 29, 30-Interstate Association tournament. Blue rocks.

Denver. Col.

Sept Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Sept. Napa Gud Club Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Sept 3—Golden Gate Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleslde.

Sept. 3—Blue Rock Gun Club. High-street grounds, Alameda.

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks.

Alameda Junction.

Sept. J, 17—Petaluma Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kenilworth Park.

Sept. 15, 16, 17—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner, Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of

S. F. TrapshootiDg Assn., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 17—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleslde.

Sept. 10, 21—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rockF.

Sept. 10, 24—Va liejo Gun Club. Blue rocks. Flosden Station.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs Gun
Club. Biggs. Butte county. H. Haselbusch, manager.

Oct. 1—Pacific Coast Trap Shooters' Association. Merchandise
shoot. Blue rock : Empire Club grounds, Alameda Junction.

Bench Shows.

Sept. 4—Long Island Keanel Club. Brighton Beach, L.I. Jos
M. Dale, Secretary.

Sept. 4—Rhode Island Kennel Club Crescent Park, East Provi-

dence, R. I H. M. French, Secretary.

Sept. 4, 5—Miller's River Kennel Club. Athol Mass. Wm. W.
Sutton, secretary.

Sept. 9—San Mateo Kennel Club- 2nd annual open air show.
Burlingamo. D. J Sinclair, Secretary.

Sept. 9—Cedarhurst Kennel Club. Lawrence, L. I. John G-
Bates, Secretary

-

Sept. 11. 13—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R.I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Eoglewood, N. J. M. W
ttobinson. Secretary.

Sept 18, 21—Genesee Count/ Agricultural Society KennelClub.
Batavla, N Y. A E. Brown. Secretary.

Sept. 23—Madisoa Athletjc Association Madison, N. J. E. I*.

Jones, Secretary.

Sept. 25, 26—Miami Valley Kennel Club. Piqua. Ohio. Edwin
A, Htatt, Secretary.

Sept. 27, 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. BraUleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rioe, Secretary.

Sept.30-Bryn Mawr Kennel Club. Haverford.Pa Henry D-

Riley, Secretary.

Oct 3,6—Texas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex. W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury. Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Oct 11. 14—Spskane Kennel Club Spokane, Wash. A. B.

Jackson, Secretary.

Oct. 17. 20— Frederick Agricultural Soolety. Frederick, Md
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary

Sept. 28 29, 30—Stockton Kennel Club F. A Geisea, Secretary,
Stockton, Cal. D. J. Sinclair, Superintenaeot.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-Dic. l— Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Prloe Jr., Secretary.

1906.

Feb. 12. 15— Westminster Kennel Club New York. Robt. V.
McKlm, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Tnomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman. Secretary.

Field Trials.

Aug. 23—North Dakota Field Trial Club. Inaueural trials

Grand Forks, N. D A E Palmer, Secretary, Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association 4th annual trials.

O'Neill, Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary, O'Neill, Neb.

Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, Hub annual trials. La
Salle, Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Winnepeg Man-

Sept. 11—Northwestern Field Trial Association. Inaugural
trials. O'Neill, Neb C W. Huttles, Secretaiy, Kansas City. Mo.

Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club. 3d anaual trials.

Ladoer, B C. H. S Rolston. Secretary, Vancouver B.C.

Oct. 18— Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,

Wash. Cbas. L. Luady. Secretary. Seattle. Wash
Oct. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association. Wasalngton Court House,

O C. T. Phillips, Secretary. Columbus. O.

Oot. 30—Amerloan Field Futurity Stake For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January I, 19iM. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson. Ill , entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago

Oct. 31—Connecticut FlHd Trial Club. HamptOD, Conn, F. M.
Chapln, Secretary, Pine Mcndow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville 111.

S. H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. DaytoD, O.

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, {Weok following Illinois

Champion Stake). C. F. Young, Secretary, Clay City. Ind.

Nov. -Jl—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven. Ont. W. B.
Wills, Honorary Secretary. Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas B. Cooke, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, llth annual trials, .

John White, Seoretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. O. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1906.
Jan. 8—Georgia Field Trial Association.

P. M. Essig, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Waynesboro, Ga.

San Francisco Fly-Casting Club.

Saturday Contest No. 10, Class Series. Stow Lake, Aug 26,

190d Wind westerly. Weather, fine Judges, T. C. Kierulfl ana
Dr. W Brooks: referee, H. H. Kirk; clerk, A. Craig.

Events 12 3 4

Wells, 3 A
Lane, Geo W
Young, G. C
Bell.F V
Marjden. J ..

Brooks. Dr. W. E..
Kirk, H. H
Kierulfl, T.C
Edwards, G. C...
Douglas, J R
Reed.F. H
Mansfield, W. D .

.

Re-entry—
Wells, S A
Marsden. J
Bell, F. V
Brooks, Dr WE.
Reed.F. H

89 85 83 4-12
92 94

90 94 8-12 93 4-12
711 86 4-12 711

110 94 Ml 8-12
92 96 un 8-12

77 84 85 8-12
91 92

m 87 9ti

83 80 8-12 87 4-12

84 93 8-12

91 95

104 82 8-12 90 4-12
100 £2 8-12 8.1 8-12

90 79 4-12
105 94 8-12 94 4-12

92 4-12 96 8-12

6-12
4-12

95
97
93

85
85 10-12

96 8-12
82 6-12

93 4-12
99 2-12
78 4-12
96 8-12
99 2 12

93 4-12
90 10-12
80 10-12
88 4-12

95

89 2-12
85 9-12
93 4-12
77 e-12
83 3-12
96 8-12
84 1-12
92 8-12
97 7-12
82 10-12

95 2-12
97 1-12

91 10-12
88 3-12
80 1-12
91 4-12
95 10-12

97.9
81.2

Sunday Contest No. 10 Class Series Stow Lake, Aug. 27,

1905. Wind, westerly. Weather, line. Judges. H. B Sperry and
C R. Kenniff; referee, Dr. W. E. Brooks: clerk, A. Craig.

Events

Kenniff, C. R
Sperry, HB
Young, G. C
Marsden, J .......
Kirk H.H... ...

Mansfield, W. D. ..

Golcher, HC
Brooks Dr. W.E..
Reed. p. H
Kewell.C H
Kierulfl, T C. ...

Sperry, Austin
Plait, Dr F. L
Lane, G.W
Re-entry—

Sperry, Austin
Young, C G
Kewell.C. H
Golcher.HC
Sperry H. B
Marsden J 100

4-12
8-12

4-12
8-12
8-12
4-12

4-12
4-12
8-12
4-12

4-12
8-12
4-12
1-12
4-12
8-12

4-12

4-12
8-12
8-12

4-12

8-12

92 6-12
92 6-12
87 6-1S
82 6-12
100

91 8-12
96 8-12
93 4-12
80 10-12
98 4-12
84 2-12
82 6-12
98 4-12

80
93 4

94 2-12
87 6-12

97 2-12
94 7-12
89 11-12
89 11-12
82 11-12

95 10-12

90 10-12

93 6-12
92 2-12
77 1-12

93 6-1:

85 5-1

86 9-12
97 2-12

77.9
92.9
87 3

77 2-12
91 4-12
90 7-12

89 Hf
aa-NOTE: Event 1—Distance :Casting, feet. Event 2—Ac

curacy percentage. Event 3—Delicacy, (a) accuracy percentage
(b) delicacy percentage; (c) net percentage. Event 4-^-Lure cast
ing percentage.

Tbe fractions in lure casting are 15ths.

TWENTY YEARS' SNIPE SHOOTING.

There was printed a remarkable book with the
above title in 1S99, at the Knickerbocker Press, New
York. As it was published for private circulation
only, and no copies apparently were sent out lor

review, it has escaped the notice of the critics, and
is probably known to few readers beyond the im-
mediate circle of the writer's own friends, amongst
whom the book was distributed.

It is a volume of some 300 pages, consisting of ex-
tracts from the journals of the late Mr. J. J. Pringle.

a noted Southern snipe shooter, and is illustrated

with twenty-four photographs. The scene is laid

at Oaklawn, Bayou Teche, in southwest Louisiana,
where for twenty seasons Mr. Pringle enjoyed some
of the finest snipe shooting in the world. It has been
generally believed that the largest bags of snipe made
by a single gun have been obtained in India, Ceylon
and Egypt, and the remarkable bags made in Ire-

land by Colonel John Peyton, as recorded by Sir R.
Payne Gallwey in his "Fowler in Ireland." should not
be overlooked, but all these are put completely in the

shade by the results obtained in Louisiana by Mr.
Pringle between the years L867-1887, when the country
iiver which he sported was a perfect paradise for the
snipe shooter. The ground over which he shot is

thus described:
"A few miles from Berwick's Bay there enters from

the west the Bayou Teche. loveliest of Southern
streams, navigable for more than 100 miles, pre-
serving at all seasons an equal depth and breadth;
so genili- is its flow that it might be taken for a
canal, did not the charming and graceful curves by
which it separates the undulating prairies of Atta-
k;

1
1 •: ls from i he alluvium of the Atchafalaya mark

it as a work of nature. The Teche waters the
parishes of St. Mary, New Iberia, St. Martin, La-
fayette and St. Landry—the Attakapas home of the
v adians."
Such was the condition of the country as Mr.

Pringle found it in 1S67, and as it continued for the
first fifteen or sixteen years of his shooting. It was,
however, quite changed in later years by the exten-
sion of the New Orleans and Opelousas Railway.
now part of the Southern Pacific system, from Ber-
wick's Bay, iis then terminus, to Franklin, eight miles
from his shooting shack (which he called "The

B

<::

-

Snipery") and afterwrards to San Francisco. Then
the prairies and marshes which previously had been
grazed over by herds of cattle, affording excellent
feeding ground for snipe were gradually fence'
drained and tilled, and the snipe grounds over whic]
he used to shoot were gradually curtailed, and even^
tually entirely destroyed.
His favorite ground consisted of low lying marsh

with a green aquatic weed, which he called blue iris,

bearing a beautiful blue flower in spring, and otfier

water weeds and grasses affording excellent cover for
the birds. Adjacent to these lower marshes, which
he called the lower grounds, about fifteen to thirty
inches above their level, sloping down to them with
a gradual and almost imperceptible descent, was a low
undulating prairie, which he called the upper grounds,
in the depressions of which also grew the blue iris

and various water grasses. The birds were generally
found on the lower ground in dry weather, or when
there had not been rain enough to submerge them
but in wet weather, when these lower marshes we:
too much flooded, they resorted to the upper grounds.
The walking, as snipe shooting goes, was uncom

monly good, so that one could get over the ground a
a good pace, which in a measure accounts for th
large bags that were made, althugh, of course, th
good shooting must be taken into account.
When snipe were abundant Mr. Pringle kept hi

dog—either Setter or Pointer—at heel, and only
used him to "seek dead," not to retrieve; for a dog
sent out to retrieve would have put up many birds
which would have gone off, some of them unshot at.

So that by walking to the dead birds and picking
them up himself he got many more shots. This, of
course, gave more walking, but more shooting. Hi
had an old negro attendant who was a wonderfi
marker, and it was his busines when birds wen
rising fast and the shooting was rapid to mark down
and keep count of the dead birds, and then report
the number down. Standing quite still and indicat-
ing the spots one after another, Mr. Pringle would
walk to the dead birds and pick them up. When
snipe were numerous he would sometimes have ten
or a dozen down at the same time, and by pursuing
this plan in going from one to another, by the time
he had gathered these he would perhaps kill several
more, the majority of w7hich would have escaped
unshot at if he had sent the colored man or dog for

them.
Mr. Pringle's method is so instructive to snipe

shooters that it deserves to be quoted at length:
"On reaching the ground and getting out of the

wagon, I would station it on a ridge, with orders
to keep within signalling distance, and when I re-
quired more shells, or my men had as many birds
as they could well carry, I would signal, and it would
come to me as fast as possible. When birds were
abundant I never allowed the dog to range, for a
snipe is a very wild bird, with but little scent and
a dog. however good and careful, would flush out of
distance many more birds than he would point.

When practicable I shot down wind, with a marker
or beater walking abreast of me about fifteen yards
off; with two beaters, one on each side of me, I

would have the wagon meet me to leeward, and when
I got to the end of the beat I would drive over the
ground I had just beaten, so as not to disturb the
rest of it. and take another parallel beat down wind,
and^so on until I had shot all that ground out. Of-
tener. however, I would begin on the weather side

of the ground, and beat across wind. My beaters,
if I had more than one, were then both to leeward
of me, the one next to me about fifteen yards off

and somwhat behind me, the other the same distance
from the first and a little behind him. So, as snipe
on raising generally fly to windward, I got shots at

the birds rising, not only before me, but before my
beaters. This would give me longer shots, but more
of them. In shooting up wind—which, from the lay

of the ground, I sometimes found it convenient to

do—my marker would walk on a parallel line wi
me, about fifteen yards oft and well behind—t]

wilder the birds the farther behind; with two beate:

one on each side of me, I walked well ahead. Indeed,

I reduced the shooting of these grounds to a system
(to which, to a certain extent, was due my large

bags), so as to get each day as many birds as pos-

sible in as short a time as possible."

What these bags were like may be seen from the

following extracts from the journal which was care-

fully posted up each day on his return from shooting;

the season commencing on November 1st and ending
about the middle of March.
The best six consecutive shooting days, with a rest

between, were experienced in November. 1874. Thus:
19th November, 207; 21st November, 214; 23d Novem-
ber. 22S; 25th November, 301; 27th November, 208;

30th November, 256; total for the six days. 1.414. In

seven days in December, 1SS7, the bags were 270, 25

366. 271, 286. 233 and 262; total, 1,943.

Over 300 a day were killed on certain occasion:

making 972 in the three days. Over 200 a day were
killed on twenty-six days, making in all 6,37S, and
300 and upwards were bagged on 2S5 days, giving a

total of 40.367 snipe. During the twenty seasons'

snipe shooting, from 1S67 te 1SS7, the following extra-

ordinary result was obtained.

Shooting
Season.
1S78-79

...

Season.
1SG7-6S
1S6S-G9

1S69-70
1S70-71
1X71-72

1S72-73

1S73-74
iN7i-7r,

ikt.-.-ti;

1876-77
1S77-7S

days.

24

38

40

30

37

23

32

42

42

28

3S

Snipe.

1.S61

3.645

4.091

3.412

4,142

2,006

3,100

6.615

5 04S

3,116

5,314

1S79-80
1SS0-S1
1SS1-S2
1SS2-S3
1SS3-S4
1884-85

18S5-S6
1SS6-S7

Shooting
days.

29

31

47

39

41

49

27

4S
26

Snipe.

3,085

2,434

3 493

3.238

2.521

3.734

2.403

3.744

2.085

*';.

20 seasons. 711 days. 69,(
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It only remains to add a few of Mr. Pringle's re-

marks on the guns used, powder and shot.

"For a few seasons I shot with guns of Lang,

Purdey, and Grant; afterwards altogether with Pur-

dey's hammer cylinder; then (when they came in)

with a Remington hammerless choked—the perfection

of guns, in my opinion—they shot so hard, wore so

well, and handled so beautifully as to leave nothing

to be desired, weighing 6 lb. 10 oz. As to shot. No.

9 chilled shot was used, sometimes No. S for the left

barrel; I stuck to black powder for a long time, for I

always had a feeling that it shot stronger. Event-

ually, however, I used Schultz, though to the end I

occasionally used black for the second barrel. I shot

with only one gun at a time, and had no loader. From
much practice I became very expert and quick in

loading. Keeping the shells loose in an open pocket,

I could slip them in with great rapidity."

Though much exposed to wet and cold, this inces-

sant snipe shooter was never prevented from shooting

by ailment of any kind, except once, in the season of

1S7S-1S79, when he had a severe attack of rheumatic

gout, complicated with malaria, but that did not pre-

vent his killing that season 3.0S5 snipe in twenty-

nine days.

Mr. Pringle's journal is a book for Sacramento
county snipe hunters to gloat over, and snipe shooters

into whose hands it may chance to fall will do well to

peruse it, and profit to a limited extent by the writer's

experience, though they can never hope to meet with

his success, and it is to be sincerely wished they do

not, nor that they have the opportunity so to do.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION.

1905 Pacific Coast Handicap at Targets.

The largest blue rock tournament that has ever

been held on the Pacific Coast will take place at the

Ingleside grounds, in San Francisco, September 15th

to 17th inclusive, under the management of the Inter-

state Association, with Mr. Elmer E. Shaner at the

helm. Mr. Shaner is so well known among the shoot-

ing fraternity that the success of the undertaking is

assured.
There will be ten or twelve of the greatest experts

from the East in attendance, as we have assurance

R. O. HEDCES

that Gilbert, Crosby, Hirschy, Heikes and Fanning
are scheduled for the San Francisco event. As these

men are all experts and manufacturers' representa-

tives, they will not be allowed to compete for any
of the prizes or purses, but will shoot in the events

for exhibition purposes only.

The events for three days consist of ten fifteen-

bird races, five twenty-bird races, and two handicap

races of 100 birds each, one to be known as the

"Preliminary Handicap," and the other as the "Pacific

Coast Handicap." The winner of either of these

events will receive a beautiful silver cup, emblematic
of his winning. The cups are the product of the fac-

tory of Shreve & Co., San Francisco.

A handicap committee has been appointed, consist-

ing of the following well-known shooters, who are

thoroughly capable of placing each shooter at his

proper distance, in these events: M. J. Iversen, San
Francisco; "W. H. Varien, Pacific Grove; M. Abrahams,
Portland; Guy Lovelace, Los Angeles, and F. K. Mc-
Broom, of Spokane.
All events (except the two handicaps mentioned

above) will be shot from the 16-yard mark.
The development of the sport of trap shooting dur-

ing the past ten years has been really phenomenal.
Gun clubs are now numbered by the thousands, and
there are but few of the many thriving cities and
villages on the Coast that do not have organizations

devoted to the sport of shooting at the traps. America
is far ahead of any other nation, in fact surpasses

all other nations combined, in respect to the number
of clubs of this description. Other countries—par-

ticularly Great Britain—have perhaps as large, if not
a larger, percentage of sportsmen fond of recreation

with shot gun and rifle, but trap shooting, and es-

pecially the use of flying targets, seems to be almost
a distinctively American pastime, and one which may
before many years vie in popular interest with the

national game of base ball. It is, of course, a pastime
so entirely different from base ball that comparison
can only be made as to their respective popularity,

and it would seem safe to prophesy that if gun clubs
increase in number as rapidly in the next ten years
as during the past decade the trap shooters of Amer-
ica will far outnumber the active base ball players.

The reason of this remarkable development of

shooting at the traps is largely the influence of the
sportsmen's press. Surprising as it may seem the

daily press, although keenly alive to the importance
of recording in detail the news connected with almost
every other branch of sport, has given comparatively
little attention to trap shooting except where large
tournaments are held attracting prominent sportsmen
from various localities. A few sportsmen's journals.

however, of national circulation and powerful influ-

ence among devotees of field sports, have constantly
and consistently advocated the advantages that are
to be found in this line of recreation, so well adapted
to the wants of those desirous of enjoying frequent
outings within convenient distance of city or town
as a recreation and relaxation from business cares.

That this line of out door sport is conducive to health
may be best attested by the physical vigor of a vast
majority of those who participate in frequent club
shoots.
Through the rapid increase in numbers of trap

shooting enthusiasts there has been a corresponding
increase in the demand for guns, ammunition, traps,
targets, etc. So great has been the increased sales
of these appliances that trap shooting may be re-
garded as an important factor when considering the
causes which have necessitated enlarging the facilities

of the various mills and manufactories devoted to
the production of sportsmen's supplies. If it be true
that he who causes two trees to grow where but one
grew before is a public benefactor, it is not unrea-
sonable to affirm that the periodicals devoted to
healthful open air sports are doing comendable work,
and are therefore entitled to the friendly considera-
tion of those who derive benefit from the practice
of these invigorating pursuits.

Basing the handicap of each shooter upon his pre-
vious record the system appears to be a fair one to
all concerned. The primary purpose, of course, is
to so equalize the shooters that none shall have an
obvious advantage, and a careful analysis of scores
should show when this object has been gained.

If, at the close of a large tournament, or, prefer-
ably—for a more conclusive test—a series of tourna-
ments, the majority of leading prize winners under
any given system of handicapping prove to be the
experts, then the natural presumption is that the ex-
pert class has not been handicapped heavily enough.
On the other hand, if the amateurs win nearly ail
the prizes there is good reason for believing that the
expert has been too severely handicapped, and a re-
adjustment on the basis of equalizing chances of all
concerned will afford more uniform satisfaction. The
amateur requires every encouragement consistent
with justice, to insure the permanency of trap shoot-
ing, yet the majority of amateur trap-shooters would
not desire handicaps which would practically exclude
the experts from any wins, when the latter are wel-
comed in open competition. At the G. A. H. in 1903.
for example, the scores of the big event indicated
that the experts were too severely handicapped.
At nearly all the tournaments, it is believed, the

handicapping committee keeps in mind the motto

—

"a fair field, and no favor," and if, in some instances
and apparent advantage seems to be in favor of the
expert, or of the amateur, as the case may be, there
should be no occasion to cast reflections or accusa-
tions. A readjustment for the future, in such cases,
will serve a better purpose than kicking.

Although the development of the sport of trap
shooting has been almost phenomenal during the past
decade, there is still opportunity for further popular-
izing this branch of outdoor sport to a remarkable
degree. Thousands of gun clubs are now in existence
where only a few hundred clubs existed twenty years
ago, but with the proper spirit of progressiveness in
the sport in every section of the country doubtless
the number of gun clubs in the United States could
be readily doubled. Much of the present populariy
of shooting at the traps is due also to the work of
the Interstate Association, and the well directed
efforts of trade representatives.
The great necessity at the present time is to stimu-

late and retain the active interest of the inexper-
ienced shooters, those who can never hope under equal
conditions to share in division of prize money. This
is a phase of the sport recognized in a practical way
by the majority of trade representatives and by the
Interstate Association, as the experts in the majority
of the tournaments shoot for targets only, receiving
no share of the prize money except in general aver-
ages. Of course, many who shoot at the traps belong
to that class known as "cheerful contributors." They
shoot purely for sport, and they have no expectation
of winning prize money, but as a matter of fairness
and for the purpose of retaining the co-operation of
this very desirable class of gentlemen sportsmen
there should be such provision made when the club
engages in sweepstake shooting that this is optional,
so that the burden of expense falls upon those who
have a reasonable fair chance of sharing in the purses.
The system of handicaps can to some extent equalize
the chances of the poorer shooter as compared with
the expert, but no system yet devised has fully met
the expectations of all classes of shooters. It is taken
for granted that a large majority of those who shoot
at the traps do so for love of the sport, and not for
the desire or expectation of winning money, there-
fore everything that tends to stimulate this love of
recreation for the sport itself is to be highly com-
mended. Club medals and trophies, even though of

small value, would be prized more highly by the
amateur shooter than any prize money.
To preserve harmony and insure the co-operation

of oil club members there should be an active inter-

est on the part of all, so that the work should not
fall almost entirely upon the secretary and one or

two other officials. This unequal division of work
and time becomes monotonous even to the most en-
thusiastic, and the fall of many small gun clubs may
be traced to this source. In nearly every large city

of the United States gun clubs exist of correspond-
ingly large membership, but the great chance for the
development of the sport of trap shooting is in the
smaller towns. In many of these no gun clubs exist,

and there is a good field for promoting an interest

on the part of sportsmen in such localities.

Well regulated gun clubs not only develop accur-
acy of aim in shooting, but carefulness in the hand-
ling of guns as well. In fact, there could be no better
primary school for the beginner than the practice at

the traps. Here the club rules compel observance
of necessary plans of caution, and when these are
thoroughly learned the shooter will never, under any
circumstances, endanger the life of any one by care-

less shooting. Many other considerations might be
mentioned to show the value of trap shooting as a
form of outdoor recreatin. For example, thousands
of men in cities who can readily spare a half day
each week to enjoy sport of this kind, which may
be had in the immediate vicinity, could not well de-
vote the time required for a trip to distant game
fields, and hosts of enthusiastic young shooters take
delight in their Saturday's half holiday, or as in

vogue on the Pacific Coast, Sundays, at the traps

—

a healthy form of diversion at moderate expense.

Practical men have given much thought and care-
ful consideration to the matter of handicapping
shooters equitably in target shooting. The system of

handicapping by fixing the number of yards at which
each contestant shall stand, from the traps, can be
made to equalize the chances of the expert and skill-

ful amateur to a reasonable degree, and many gun
clubs have adopted this with general satisfaction.

AT THE TRAPS.

The Golden Gate Gun Club shoot at Ingleside to-
morrow will wind up a successful trap shoot program
for 1905. During the past six monthly shoots the
club members have received §600 in cash prize moneys.
The final club purse tomorrow will be $100—$25 for
each class.

The club membership is large and the organization
is growing in popularity with the shotgun fraternity,
indications for next season are strong for an increase
in members, double the present number.
The ownership of the high average trophy donated

by Mr. A. M. Shields will be determined tomorrow.
The leading contestants are M. O. Feudner and A. J.
Webb, 540 each out of 600. Ed Schultz is npvt man

up. W. H. Varien. who has a hack score to shoot,

stands a strong chance to tie the leaders. At ail

events the race will be one worth seeing.

The Vallejo Gun . Club offers, as an attraction for

the attention of shooters of Napa Valley and vicin-

ity, a big merchandise shoot to come off tomorrow
at the Flosden station trap ground. The Vallejoans

are a jovial and hospital bunch of sportsmen and it

is safe to say that there will be a full complement
of saucer smashers on the firing line tomorrow.

A small, but select, assembly of shooters on the

Watsonville Rod and Gun Club grounds on the 20th

inst. kept the traps going for a while.

Among those who shot in two 20 -target events
were: W. H. Varien, Pacific Grove, 16-20; H. M.
Greene, Pacific Grove. 15-16; "Pop" Can*. Pacific

Grove, 17-1S; Dr. A. M. Barker. San Jose. 20-17;

Mr. Gammond, Pacific Grove, 17-16, and Tom Work.
Pacific Grove, 16-1*.

The Petaluma Blue Rock Club held the third and
final prize shoot on the 20th inst. J. Lopus won the

gold medal, scoring 50 out of 75 in three shoots.

T. Mego won third prize with a score of 46.

The Santa Rosa Gun Club has planned a big

trophy shoot for September 20.

At a recent trap shoot held at Trinidad shooters
from Eureka, Blue Lake, Areata and other points

participated. The occasion was the regular monthly
shoot of the Trinidad Gun Club—with a clam chowder
outing on the side.

S. P. Cummings won the club gold medal, 19 out

of 25. The scores in two events were:
First event, 25 targets—Dr. Dungan, 14: F. Robin-

sun. 11; S. Clanton. 17; Holmes, 19; H. Buhne, 33:

Clancy, 16; Dean, 1G; F. Beach. 11: G. Pinkham. 16:

F. Waite. 14: H. Kelly. 19: E. Sammons. 15; F.

Parker, 20; Tom Tighe, 10; S. P. Cummons, 19; W.
Parker, 22; A. Skero, S; Louis Everding, 17; \V

Beach, 16; Gus Perig.-t. 5; g. S. Wolff, 8; C. J. Mc-
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ha, 17: F. Miller, 17; Charles Kressman, 8;
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50 targets-Holmes, 39; Claton, 34;

Buhne, 44; W. Beach, 32; Kelly, 36; F. Parker, 43.

Dr. Dungan. 37; Robinson, 24; Sarnmons, 26, W.

Parker 42; F. Waite, 23; Tom Barter, 30; Ferrill,

23; Dean, "21; G. Plnkham, 35; F. Beach, 28; F. Miller,

30; McConnaha, 32; Everding, 42.

The Napa Gun Club shoot on the 20th inst. was

well attended, the valleio contingent getting awaj

with the up-valley shooters in the long run

The first event was the -Charles Reams" Assem-

bly Trophy Shoot,- with two bottles of champagne

up as the winners end. It was won by Mayfield ot

Napa. The scores were: Mayfield, 22 out of 25, Chap-

pel 18, Reams 19, O'Hara IS, Coe 14, Mann lb.

In the double shoot, five pairs, the scores were

Chappel 9, Reams 6. O'Hara 5, Mann 5, Mayfield 3.

in a second double shoot, five pairs, Mayfield broke

9. Chappel 9, O'Hara 8, Coe S, Reams 7, Mann 5.

In the "0-target shoot the scores were: Coe 1-,

O-Hara 14. Reams 15. Mayfield 15. In a IB-target

shoot O-Hara got 9, Mayfleld 9, Reams 11. Uel
The big event of the day was the three-man

team shoot between Vallejo and Napa. The Napa

team was composed of Mayfleld, Mann and Reams

and they scored 36. The Valleio team was composed

of Ellas, Chappel and O'Hara. and broke 33. The

total scores were: Vallejo-34, 36 31 and 35 Napa

made 35 29, 37 and 35, which concluded the 15-target.

team shoots with honors even. Ten birds were next

shot off with a score of 23 for each team. Finally a

25-target shoot was arranged to settle the event and

Vallejo won by a score of 61 to 56.

The Millwood Gun Club shoot for August did not

have as large an attendance of members as usual.

In the second event, R. Van Norden won for the

month with 21 out of 25 targets. W. Price won the

third race after shooting off a tie with Collins Si.

and Collins Jr. The latter shooter was the winner

of the freeze-out shoot. The final club shoot for this

season will take place September 24th. The leading

guns are- Cup race and continuous break shoot.

R Van Norden; medal match, R. Haas. The win-

ners in the sealed condition events will be announced

next month.
.

^,^„ ^joP_rb Aucr,Lsi Qhnot were: Freeze-out

against a handicap that kept down his score, not-

withstanding that he was shooting in good form.

The club purse of $100 was divided between Nau-
man and Feudner, who scored straight, for first and
second moneys. The five nineteeners divided th bal-

anc. Following the club shoot six bird pools, as

usual, wound up the shoot. The scores were as fol-

lows:

Final monthly club match, 1905, 20 pigeons, $100 added, five

moneys, high guns, distance handicap—
Yds. Total

Feudner M O 32-22122 21223 23222 21222—50

Nauman 33—12211 22111 11212 22212—20
Donohoe 33-22222 20222 22222 22111—19

Haight : 30-22122 22222 22122 22112— 1!

hanasome silver cup ^. .«.*.-> — ~

quartet of high guns. The opening shot was made

by P. J. Walsh, who scored, he missed his second and

seventh birds and lost the fourteenth dead out. Dr.

Barker of San Jose also lost three birds, his total

score for the seven shoots was 92; two more pigeons

would have put him tie with three cup winners.

"Slade " who missed one shoot, also lost three

pigeons. Nauman, 33 yards, shot in old time form,

and scored a straight string; this gave him a total

of 94 birds and put him in the cup winning squad.

Ed Donohoe, 33 yards, who has been shooting con-

sistently and well all the year, lost his seventh pigeon,

but at that his total of 95 placed him club high gun

for 1905, a position won by hard work and skillful

shooting. Dr. McConnell, who had lost seven birds

in the prior shoots, failed to connect with four birds,

but was out of the prize contest even had he scored

clean. Clarence Haight lost but one bird, the sixth,

and shot a strong gait throughout the day, winding

up with 92 kills to his credit, a loss of five birds

early in the season was the handicap that he could

not overcome.
W. J. Golcher also failed to connect with No. 7

pigeon, a bird hard hit. but strong enough to pack

away plenty of lead. His season's total of 94 entitled

him to a cup, however, tieing Feudner and Nauman
for the Berles—a fact which proves that he has been

a good performer this season. M. O. Feudner, with

a straight of 20 clean kills, landed 111 the cup win-

ners' class. He has been shooting in great fettle

recently, at both live birds and blue rocks.

B. Klevesahl's eighth and fifteenth pigeons were

unlucky and the score en hills just landed

him In the 93 hole, a peg below the eup look-in. Ed.

Schultz found his twelfth pigeon a lost bird ami. al-

though shooting in good shape, could not score

straight. Losses of pigeons early in the season put

his gun out of the trophy hunters' squad. Frank
Turner, a comparatively new shooter at pigeons, al-

though missing No. ,3 shot himself Into the club

purse division with the 19 men. Billy Murdock's
gun has had "glass arm" evidently, for his score of

18 and total of 89 is hardly up to his average of past
years. A. M. Shields at 31 yards had to contend

Miss and out, $1.50 entrance, 30 yards rise—
•'Wilson' Him—7 Harvey 1120
Holling 112210—6 Gamble 1220
Doss 121220—« Sylvester —0
Miss and out. $1.50 entrance, 30 yards rise—

"Wilson" 11111-5 Doss 12210-5
Holling 1221S—

5

Golohet, W. J
Schultz, E...
Turner
K evesah\ E
Murdoch
Walsh
Barn er •. 32-

"Slade" 29
Shields 31

McConnell 31

"Max" 27
*Deadout.

Six bird pool race—
Haight 222221-6
Walsh 112111—6
Feudner 22 '201—

5

Nauman 212*22—5

Six bird pool race—
Haight 122222—9
Nauman 212122-6
Turner 212122—6

31—21112 10211 22212 21222—19
29—11121 12222 10111 12111-19
26—22012 12221 12111 22121—19
30—12211 11012 11110 11111—18
28—10112 21111 212*2 11121—18
32—10221 20211 122*1 11112—17

12222 12102 22011 20111—17
12111 01221 21110 01111—17

-21210 12211 11101 11110—17
-222*1 00221 10221 11121—16
02221 2*122 12*02 **201— 13

Donohoe 021022—4
Golcher 022022—4
Turner...., 01*111—4

Walsh 212IU—6
Feudner 112202—5
Donohoe 121210-5

Six bird pool race—
Feudner 221112—6
Nauman 121122—6
Donohoe 211112—6

Total scores ot those who shot in the season's seven shoots, com-
mencing in March and ending in September, 100 birds—

12 12 12 12 20 20 Total

Turner 122220—5
Haight *22212-5
Walsh 110110—4

12

Donohoe, E 11 12 12 11 II 19 19

Nauman.C.C 10 12 12 12 11 17 20
Feudner.M.0 11 11 12 12 11 18 20
Golcher, W.J 12
Klevesabl, E 11

Halght.O.A 12 10 11 10 12 1

Barker, A. M 11 12 11 "
Schultz, E 10 11 11

McConnell: Dr. E. G..
Walsh, P. J..

19

19

12 11 18 17

11 19 19

12 11 12 10 12 16 16

9 9 12 12 12 28 17

Murdock.W.E 10 10 10 11 12 18 18

Turner, Frank.
Bekeart, P. B..

10 8 8 11 17 19 82
12 11 11 10 II 19 74

The Lincoln Gun Club reunion at Reclamation sta-

tion last Sunday was attended by over 100 outing

seekers. Live bird shooting was the trap diversion

and a number of twelve-bird contests were shot up.

The entrance was nominal, the purses were cut up
into three moneys for high guns. The winners were:

H. Klevesahl, R. Haas, E. Holling. Lee Harpham, E.

Gamble, D. W. Harvey, E. L. Forster, C. Ashlin,

"Wilson" and L. Cuneo. Geo. Sylvester and J. Doss
divided in the first miss and out, and "Wilson" took

the money in the two final freeze-outs.

Edgar L. Forster managed the outing; shooters and
visitors, ladies and their escorts, and all were royal-

ly entertained, the trip being fully up to the Lincoln's

style of doing things in good form. The scores shot

w'ere

:

Praotice warm-up, birds $1.75, £0 yards rise-

Gamble 11221 21121 12—12
Cuneo 11222 21211 11—12
Detien 12222 201 11 21— 1

1

Clews 11110 11111 13—11
Klevesahl. H 11011 10121 11—10
Nauman, H : 111U 02011 10— 9

Bowen : 02210 01101 11— 8

Bates UOOlOw —3
Event No. 1, 12 pigeons, $1.50 entrance, three moneys, high gutsi

birds extra, 30 yards rise

—

Sylvester 11221 11112 22—12
Klevesahl, H 11211 22211 23—12
Hass 1212121111 22—12
Gamble 1121 1 12220 11—11
Potter 11 121 1 1220 21— 1

1

Cuneo 10121 1*21221— 10

Bowen *I 1 10 2 1 122 1 1— 10

Ashlin 22111 20110 11-10
Jacobsen 02101 11022 12— 9

Schneider 0221 1 201 10 22— 9

Holling 11221 00220 22— 9

Deitjen 11220 201*0 11— 8

Harvey 11020 10101 01— 7
* Dead out.

Event No. 2, 12 pigeons, $1.50 entrance three moneys, high guns,
birds extra, 30 yards rise—

Hass 11211 12121

Holling 212120.212
Harpham 11111 11222
Gamble 11212 21120
Sylvester 1121101111
Harvey 21111 12210
Forster 212 1 1 02 1 12

Knlck 11011 01211
Sohultz, F 1112101101
Ash'ln . . 12021 12101

Doss, J 22111 102II

Klevesahl 12221 10102
"Wilson" 01220 *2111

Cuneo 11202 01121
Doss, H 02110 01101

Sallma 11200 12100
Snelder 00211 22S02
Clewe 1 1010 10 10

Lewis 22000 01 120

Johnson 12212 1 w
Event No. 3, 12 pigeons, $1 50 entrance, three moneys, high guns

birds extra, 30 yards rise-
Sylvester 11111
•' Wilson" 1 1 123

Ashlin 11222

22—12
12—11
01—11
11-11
11—11
11-11
11—11
11—10
11-10
21-10
•2—10
21—10
12- 9
02— 9
21— 8
12— 8
00- 7
11— 7
01— 6
— 6

Cuneo.
Holl lng 10112

Harpiam 01112
Gamble 08282
Sohultz 12131

Jacobsen 12011

Datjen 10012
Doss, J 01122
Bowei 12221

Potter 02! 12

Klevesahl 12121

Doss, H 11210
ioir

11112
11112
urn
21221
21222
11121
11211

12210
20111
12121
illll2

011121

12121

20100
.11012

00112
21110
20222
02110

11-12
11—12
22-12
21—12
22—11
11-11
22—11
11-11
11—10
22—10
12-10
22-10
01—10
21— 9

12- 9

21— 9
22- 8
02— 7

Nauman, H. 01101

Lewis 00102
Kntok OOlll

Miss and out, $1.50 entrance, 30 yards rise-

Sylvester 111111—6 Harvey 210 —2
Doss 111112-6 Holling —
Gamble 121220—5 Cuneo —
"Wilson" 1220 -3

The following list showing the standing of each
shooter in the Golden Gate Gun Club up to the final
shoot to-morrow was compiled by Edgar L. Forster:
M. O. Feudner 90, Webb 90, Varien S9 2-5; E. Schultz

S9 1-6, Reed 881/2, Holling 87 4-5, Forster S7%, Brad-
rick 86, Haight S5 2-3, Sears S5%, Golcher 85%.
Iverson S4 1-3, E. Kleverahl 84, Green 83%, H.

Klevesahl 81 1-6, Gamble 81%, Decker SO, Harpham
79 2-5, F. Schultz 79 1-6, Laing 79, Nauman 7S 3-5,
Wattles 7S%.
Donohoe 7S%, Murdock 77 1-6, Dr. Payne 76, Slade

75 2-5, King 75 1-3, Shields 75, Hoffman 74 2-3, Jacob-
sen 74%, McElwain 74 1-3, Potter 714-5, Burns 71%.
Krick 711-3, Harvey 70%, Ashlin 70, Cuneo 67 2-5,

Lewis 67 1-3, Johnson 65%, Dr. Sylvester 64, Patrick
64, Turner 61, Taylor 5S%, Bowen 57 1-5, Burton 55.

The leading guns of the Union Gun Club shooters
are: Champion class, E. L. Forster, R. C. Reed, M.
O. Feudner, M. J. Iverson and A. J. Webb; first class,
D. Daniels, Dr. Pitres, W. A. Searles and H. D.
Swales; second class, W. Janssen, A. M. Shields, F.
Knick and McElwain; third class, J. L. Dutton, Scott
Leary, W. Schneider, Bert Patrick and F. N. Woods Jr.

Forster, Shields, Dr. Pitres and Dutton have each
won the monthly medal shoots twice. The club
shoot on September 17th will fix the ownership of
four club medals and the silver cup trophy shot for
under a "secret handicap."
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The Empire program for the 9th and 10th is a
"come one, come all" proposition. Six events are
scheduled for each day—including two big and two
smaller merchandise prize events. A mention of the
long array of articles secured for prize distribution
would look like the inventory of a wholesale general
store. This shoot will no doubt draw a large gath-
ering of shooters.

Salmon in Raccoon Straits.
The present run of salmon has enabled a number

of anglers to enjoy rare sport trolling Raccoon straits
and vicinity. Not only have the bay anglers taken a
number of fine fish, but adventurous anglers have
gone outside the "heads" in power launches and
tackled Prof. Quinnat in the waters of the Pacific.
Who knows but by dint of persevering in prospecting
the outside water, that fishing on- par with the sport
in Monterey bay and Santa Barbara channel may
be duplicated. There are not a few anglers who
have long contended that the game is outside await-
ing development. The small number of sportsmen
who do fish outside the Golden Gate rarely return
empty handed and are persistent in reiterating stories
of the splendid sport to be had outside.

Billy Mersfelder and a party landed six fine salmon
outside on last Sunday. Two other fish were taken
by fishers off Sausalito.
Between Belvedere Point and Bluff Point, off Tib-

uron, a number of fish have been taken within the
past ten days. Members of the Pacific Striped Bass
Club accounted for a dozen fish. A salmon caught
last Sunday off Belvedere Point is said to be have
turned the scale at 35 pounds, a pretty good fish
that.

Charles Kewell and Sam Wells had a try after
salmon on Wednesday, but were unsuccessful. Mr.
Ammet, a local angler, caught a 12-pounder on Sun-
day. Mr. Paynter, who went out early this week with
Capt. Ehrke, hooked eleven fish, one weighing 23
pounds.
Tomorrow there will be a large fleet of trolling

boats out. The fish have been taken with both sar-
dine baits and trolling spoons, the sardine, it is
claimed, being the better lure. A number of salmon
trailers have been "cleaned out" by salmon hooked
in the straits.

Striped Bass Notes.
The thoughts of the striped bass fishers are directed

to Russian river near Duncan's, these days, for sev-
eral large bass have been taken out of the river
during the past two weeks. L. Boutelier, of this city,

it seems, is the lucky angler. Early last week a
26-pound bass was caught in the river, but this week
Boutelier landed the Coast record rod and line striped
bass—a fine fish that weighed 45 pounds. Early
this year he caught a bass, in Russian river, that
weighed 3S pounds cleaned; thus twice in one year
beating the record of the late Fred H. Bushnell, that
of a 29-pounder, taken in San Antone slough three
or four years ago.
The lure for striped bass in Russian river is a

live minnow and the big fish have been found prin-
cipally in the well known pool near Freeze-out creek.
San Antone slough was visited by a large number

of bass anglers last Sunday. Most of the visitors
drew blanks. J. G. Bliss was high hook with an
S-pounder. W. S. Kittle caught a small fish. In fact
not a half dozen bass were- taken between twenty-five
fishermen.
Striped bass are in evidence at Vallejo, a number

having been caught during the week in the "channel."
San Leandro bay and vicinity is turning out only

small bass at present.
A combination of clam shells and a rubber boot

leg was a device used to fool the slough contingent,
it is said, by a fisherman who caught very small fish
in San Antone slough recently. Instead of throwing
back the little fish, the fish were slyly stowed away
in a rubber boot in the boat and a clam shell tossed
overboard to make it appear that the fish was thrown
back. The game was too gauzy for those who hap-
pened to be near and the laugh is on a certain local
angler.
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ick bass fishing near Sebastopol, in the Big

ion, is first class. The fish are large, game, and
plendid condition. Frank Marcus, Harry Leap
Jules Bruns caught a big string o£ fine fish in

water last Sunday. Marcus is enthusiastic in

lling the black bass angling of this resort.

i

"
is

.""I
. W. Richards, who is enjoying the angling pos-

;:

ities in and about Santa Cruz, recently wrote

friend in this city:

Te are catching a few salmon again now. For
onth past the yellowtail and skip-jacks (bonita)

; held possession of the bay and they keep the

ion from coming in. Last year it was the same
Although we had no yellowtail then (nor had

my for ten years previous) the skip-jacks come
bout August and stayed several weeks, then went

y and the salmon returned. We look for fine

ion fishing in a few days, as most everyone out

erday got one.

rout fishing is fine and with my 4>4-ounce rods

n get the same play and sport with a 7 or 8-inch

,t stream trout that the man with the ordinary

nee rod gets out of fish weighing half a pound
over. My salmon rod is 11-ounce and with a

hread line it makes a great set-to with fish aver-

g 12 and 15 pounds,
arge caliber shotguns in the field and base ball

for rods should be relegated to ancient history

n so much sport can be had with lighter outfits,

steel-heads are running up the streams here now
catches of a dozen or fifteen averaging a half

three-quarter pound are made every evening in

streams around Santa Cruz."

:.:!

Sportsmen who have looked over many favorite quail
grounds recently state that birds are plentiful and
the young well grown. The season has been a good
one for the birds.

Ducks are exceedingly plentiful in the marsh land
and tule sections. Teal and mallard have bred num-
erously this season and sprig are seen in great num-
bers in many places, particularly on the "White tract"
of the Petaluma marshes.
Should the rains hold off until after the middle of

October duck shooting will be excellent in the nearby
shooting resorts.

TRADE NOTES.

Game Laws.
The Union Metallic Cartridge Company has issued

a digest of the Game Laws of the United States and
Canada, together with a list of some of the licensed
Guides with their addresses. Game Laws are subject
to frequent change and shooters are oftentimes
caused a great deal of inconvenience, although they
are innocent of any intention of breaking the law.
The U. M. C. Game Laws and Guide Directory is

a booklet of convenient size so as to be easily carried
in the pocket. It may be obtained free of charge by
writing The Union Metallic Cartridge Co , Bridgeport,
Conn. Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City; Depot,
First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DEER HUNTING NOTES.

tie largest buck reported this season is the one

jed by Mr. Phil S. Driver of Sacramento. The
rial weighed 206 pounds dressed and was shot

Klamath Hot Springs. It is said to be the
'' est buck killed in Klamath county for many years.

L>untry Club members have had some excellent

t recently. On the 24th inst. Mr. F. W. Van
len and Mr. Geo. Boyd were out deer hunting,

their sons, youths in their teens. Young Van
den dropped a 102-pound buck,

ne day this week Mr. J. Downey Harvey, accom-

ied by the Misses Harvey and Miss Crocker, were

deer hunting on the club preserve. The young

es had the good luck to jump two bucks, both of

ch were bagged by the unerring rifles used by the

Dianas. -^

recent report from Santa Clara county states:

ronged deer are many, but wary, these days, say

hunters of the county, who have spent days in

stamping grounds of the valley, some with excel-

; luck, others with but fair and not a few with

absence of good fortune that is exasperating.

he sport this year has been unexpectedly good.

na Prieta has furnished twelve fat bucks. Black

jntain has yielded seven and dozens of others have

dropped on the headwaters of the Coyote and

und through the Santa Cruz mountains.

>eer hunters this season are more numerous than

al and in conesquence many more monarchs of

forest have been brought in than usual. While

great number of deer have been killed in any

place, the hunters as a rule have met with

d success in all parts of the county.
.
The hunters

m Los Gatos have got five in the vicinity of Alma,
11 have been killed at Vic Poncelet's on the Llagas,

11 by the sportsmen from Almaden, four at Morgan
11, two at Madrone Springs, seven back of Mount
imilton, two at Harney's summer resort on the

ifal

Averages Reported.
At Ocean City, Md., July 2oth to 28th, J. M. Haw-

kins won first general average, 761 out of S00, shoot-
ing "DuPont; W. M. Foord of Wilmington, Del., won
first amateur and second general average, 750 out
of 800, shooting "DuPont;" L. S. German of Aberdeen,
Md., won second amateur and third general average,
744 out of S00, shooting "DuPont."
Fort Dodge, la., July 27th and 28th, Fred Gilbert

won first general average, 391 out of 400, shooting
"DuPont;" R. R. Barber of Paullina, la., won first

amateur and second general average, 389 out of 400,

shooting "DuPont;" H. G. Taylor of Meckling, S. D.,

won second amateur and third general average, 382
out of 400, shooting "New E. C." (Improved).
Newport, R. I., July 28th and 29th, W. H Heer won

first general average, 309 out of 325, shooting "New
E C." (Improved) ; E. C. Griffith of Pascoag, R. I.,

won first amateur and second general average, 307
out of 325, shooting "Infallible;" Jno. McArdle of
Narragansett Pier, R. I., won second amateur average,
292 out of 325, shooting "Infallible;" W. Hughes of
Newport, R. I., won third amateur average, 277 out of
325, shooting "New Schultze."

In the 5 Obird race for the Laflin & Rand trophy on
the second day of the tournament Mr. F. R. Patch
of Hartley, la., won over a field of 21 with 47 breaks,
shooting "DuPont."

ing Ballistite.

R. C. Bartlett won first amateur average, and T. J.
Armstrong second amateur average, both shooting
Ballistite.

It was also a notable fact that every contestant at
this shoot used Ballistite the second day.

Going Some.
Ninety-seven and one-half per cent for 1600 tar-

gets is high class shooting. This is the shooting done
by Charles G. Spencer in a series of shoots from July
25th to August 9th. He made two scores of 220 out
of 225, one of 22S out of 235. and one clean score of
165 straight in this series of shoots. As would be
naturally presumed from this, he used the far famed
and popular Winchester "Leader" shells, the shells
that make and break world's records. Mr. Spencer
uses the "Leader" shell exclusively in all his shoot-
ing, both at the traps and in the field.

At the tournament at Mason City, Ia„ o;i the 1st and
2nd inst., out of 400 targets shot at. W. D. Stannard.
Fred Gilbert and H. C. Hirschy broke 384, 383 and
381 respectively, and R. R. Barber, an amateur, broke
37S. winning the high amateur average for the tourna-
ment All the above, of course, used Winchester
"Leader" shells. At Pine Bluff, Ark., July 30th and
31st, W. H. Joyner, J. D. Proctor and J. M. Penning-
ton won the three high amateur averages, all using
the "Leader" shells, the first and last also using Win-
chester "Pump" guns. At the Crockett, Texas, tour-
nament F. M. Faurote captured the high professional
average, with the splendid score of 3S7' out of the
possible 400 targets, using a Winchester "Pump" gun
and the "Leader" shells, the combination he always
uses.

At the tournament of the Harvard Gun Club, San
Antonio, Texas, Mrs. Ad. Toepperwein. the wife of Ad.
Toepperwein. the world's greatest rifle shot on flying
objects, gave a demonstration of what she could do
with a Winchester "Pump" gun and the Winchester
"Repeater" shells on "blue rocks." Mrs. Toepperwein
led the entire field and captured the high possible 215.
Out of the regular program events she broke 94 out
of 100 and made a run of 63 straight without a miss.

iita Ysabel, one at Smith's Creek, two at Black

luntain, three south of Calaveras, one back of

.-> m Rock, three on the Arroyo Honda ridge, three
'1 k of Saratoga, one at Hall's Valley.

'he prospects for fall shooting are very good.

Ballistite Briefs.

The fact that Ballistite is growing fast in popularity
and favor is shown by the following popular wins:
At Gridley, Cal., June 10 and 11, D. W. King, Jr.,

and "Ballistite" tied for high general average.
J. H. Hazelbush won high amateur average at the

same shoot, and shot Ballisite.

At the Montana State shoot held at Bozeman, Mont.,
June 9, 10 and 11, C. D. Plank won high general
average, breaking 259 out of 265, or 97. S per cent; also

a run of 139 consecutive breaks. Mr. Plank also won
first expert average at the Northwest Sportsmen's
Association shoot at Portland, Ore., June 22, 23 and
24, using Ballistite in all his shooting.

At the same shoot J. W. Bradrick won the Ana-
conda Cup, breaking 25 straight, the only clean score
made in this event. He also won third amateur aver-
age. He shoots Ballistite.

At the shoot of the Grant's Pass Gun Club at Grant's
Pas.i, Ore., July 4 and 5, R. C. Reed won high gen-
eral ?".d expert average, making 93.5 per cent, shoot-

Peters Points.

At Centralia, 111., August 15, W. D. Stannard was
high professional, H. W. Cadwallader second high
professional, Mr. Shanks of Centralia high amateur,
and Mr. P. Neal third high amateur; all using Peters'
factory loaded shells.

At San Marcos, Texas. August 14 and 15, M. E.
Atchison was high amateur and C. F. Gilstrap second
amateur. Wallace R. Miller was high professional on
the second day, and Ivey Johnson of San Marcos won
the Peters' cup with 45 out of 50, breaking his last
25 straight. All these gentlemen used Peters' factory
loads'.

Mr. A. W. Kirby of Greenville, Ohio, in a series of
contests, ending August 14, cleaned up about all the
prizes in sight, winning first prize, the Tunter Arms
Co. trophy, and the Peters' medal. Mr. Kirby used
Peters' Ideal shells exclusively, and in this contest
scored 632 out of a possible 750 from the 20-yard mark.
At the Interstate shoot, Kansas City, Mo., August

16, 17 and IS, the high general average for the first

day. and the high amateur average for three days was
won by Mr. William CVeach of Falls City, Neb. Mr.
Veach was third in the general averages and Mr. E.
W. Arnold of Lamed, Kas., landed the third amateur
average. Both gentlemen used Peters' shells. August
16. William Veach won high average over all amateurs
and professionals, with a score of 192 out of 200, using
Peters' factory loaded shells.

Mr. J. E. Vaughan, representing the Peters' Cart-
ridge Company in Southern California, recently made
a very excellent record, shooting at 650 targets in five

different towns and breaking 96.1 per cent, Mr.
VFaughan is demonstrating to the sportsmen of Cali-
fornia the superior qualities of Peters' factory loaded
shells.
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ome of the great cattle companies

the West have embarked in the

• ep business, partly to protect_their

ge~and~ partly"beeause sheep are

~the more~profitable stock. Sheep

surely spreading on the range,

:

1 as sheep increase cattle must de-

The same thing is true on

As flocks are built up,

ds will shrink in numbers. It is

physical impossibility to maintain

> and increase another class of

.zing animals to any great extent.

:hese premises are correct cattle are

the down grade as to numbers.

•ause sheep are certainly increasing.

erything favors this movement.
e range is largely a natural sheep

mtry. Wool and mutton have

m profitable for several years and
tie have not, a statement which ap-

;s to both farm and range. Noth-
; is more natural for men to drop

nettling that has not paid well and

|;e up something that has paid, and
*M iy are doing it all over the country.

'Oire calves are comtihg to market
iiljs year than ever before. Ewe
-H dbs are scarce, being kept at home
ti\ build up the flocks. What is going

be the result of the present tend-

=y? It is certain if continued to

ng about a scarcity of cattle. They
i in ample supply now and it may

! te several years to bring numbers

irs

down below the point of sufficiency,

but while the herds are being reduced,

the country is growing and some day
it will be confronted with a cattle

shortage. Neither the range nor the

farm is going out of the cattle, but

enough men on both are doing so to

make a big difference in a few years

unless the tendency is checked. For
the man who has the pluck to hold

on and the skill to improve his herd

the future of the cattle business is

bright.

The agricultural fair season for the

holding of fairs offers unexcelled op-
portunities for the study of animal
types and the intelligent selection of

the breeding animals required on the

farm. Every farmer who handles stock

must certainly understand the impor-
tance of owning the well bred animal,

and that the secret of success in the

breeding effort is in the proper selec-

tion and purchase of breeding stock.

The agricultural fair, as it is con-
ducted at the present time, in the

interest of live stock breeding and im-
proved live stock interests, offers the

best advantages for bringing the buyer
and breeder together upon an inde-

pendent, unconstrained basis for trade.

At no other place and on no other

occasion can the prospective buyer
have the advantage of so large a num-
ber of animals to select from.

Sponges. S. Adderley, 307 Market St.
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'AVAGE
SELF
FEEDER

T'HE only rifle of its kind that feeds
continually with hand-work. Has
every feature or repeating rifle,

without magazine. Feeds itself, ejects
automatically, cocks automatically.
Has a solid American walnut stock.
When It comes to rifles, the Savage
is different.

"iVo Savage beast would
dare to trifle

With a man who shoots
1 -<nra</e /iij!' .".

. Savage-Junior Single-shot Rifle, S5. 00
a rt, long and long-rifle cartridges.

D Savage-Junior .22-caliber "Special" $7.00
ft Made similar to regular "Junior," hut fancier.

Handsome Savage lad Ian Watch Fob sent on receipt of lCc

If your dealer won't accommodate you, we will Either
rifle delivered, charges prepaid, on receiptor price. Try

ft your dealer first; but send to-day for oatalogue.

J
SAVAGE ARMS CO., 10 Turner St ,Utlca,N.Y.U.S.A

«iaJ .«ia ,a <a «ia •ia «a «d «iai «io «io « cia «a «ia ,a «ica «c»

D*»H i rrrppc Tji hi 1 1 a t^H and type writteD ready for timing
rCUIglCCa IdUUIdlCU Write for prices. Brebdekand

Spoktsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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STANDARD VARIETIES.

Cre-

There are eighty-seven standard and
:i large number of promiscuous varie-

ties of chickens raised in this country.

The standard varieties are divided as

follows:

U) American Class.—Barred, Buff,

Pea comb Barred, and White Plymouth
Rocks; Silver, Golden. White, Buff and
Black Wyandottes; Black, Mottled and
White Javas; American Dominiques
and Jersey Blues.

(2) Asiatic Class.—Light and Dark
Brahraas; Buff, Partridge, White, and
Black Cochins: Black and White Lang-
shans.

(3) Mediterranean Class— Brown,
Rose-comb Brown, Black, Dominique,
Buff and Silver Duckwing Leghorns;
Black and White Minorcas; Andalus-
ians and Black Spanish.

(4) Polish Class. — White-crested
Black, Golden, Silver, White, Bearded
Golden, Bearded Silver, Bearded White,
and Buff Lace.

(5) Hamburg Class.— Golden-span-
gled, Golden -penciled, Silver-penciled,

White and Black Hamburgs; Redcaps;
Silver and Golden Campines.

(6) French Class.—Houdans,
vecoeurs and La Fleche.

(7) English Class.—White, Silver

Gray, and Colored Dorkings.

(8) Game and Game Bantam Class.

—

Black-breasted Red, Brown Red, Gol-
den Duckwing, Silver Duckwing, Red
Pyle, White, Black and Birchen
Games ; the same varieties for Game
Bantams, Cornish and White Indian
Games; Malays and Black Sumatra
Games.

(9) Bantam Class other than Game.
Golden and Silver Sebrights; White
and Black Rose-comb; Booted White;
Buff Partridge, White and Black
Cochins; Black-tailed, White and Black
Japanese and White-crested White
Polish.

(10) Miscellaneous Class.—Russians,
Silkies, Sultans, Frizzles and Rum-
pleess.

For practical purposes the above ten
classes may be grouped into four gen-
eral classes, as follows:

(1) The general-purposes breeds:
The American class.

(2) The meat or table breeds: The
Asiatic class.

(3) The egg breeds: The Mediterran-
ean class.

(4) The ornamental breeds: The
Polish, Exhibition Games, Miscellan-
eous and Bantam classes.

ROYAL STUDS IN SWEDEN.

There are three royal studs for the
propagation and improvement of the
breed of horses in Sweden. They are
very ancient establishments, and docu-
ments are in existence which prove
that they were in a well-organized con-
dition as far back as 1694.

The breeding stud of Stromsholm
consisted some few years ago, of forty
brood mares, their descendants up to

the age of three or four years, and of
fifty stallions. At one time the stud
at Flyinge comprised as many as fifty

stallions, with from twenty to thirty
mares, but it has been reduced to a
smaller number of stallions, and a cor-
responding number of mares of good
breed, and is now appropriated more
to the rearing and training of colts.

The country around Flyinge is an un-
interrupted plain, and the most fertile

in Sweden. The Ottenby breeding stud
Is situated on the island of Oeland, in

the Baltic, and the spot rises little

above the level of the sea.

The Island of Oeland was formerly
the native home of a diminutive race
of wild horses, very similar to the
ponies of the Shetland Isles, and doubt-
less they were acclimatized and
dwarfed descendants of race of horses
Introduced at a very remote period by
the Goth settlers from the southern
parts of the Baltic coasts.
Herds of these small horses were still

found living in a state of freedom, as
lately as the beginning of the nine-
teenth century, but with improved
rapacity they have bpen caught and
transported to the mainland, and have
now almost wholly disappeared from
the Island, These little animals are
endowed with great strength in com-
parison to their size, are extremely
spirited, and capable of enduring great
fatigue.

The administration of these three
royal breeding studs has been fre-
quently modified, and from 1809 to
L830 the Ottenby stud was given up.
The stallions, with the exception of

kept for breeding purposes al

thi several studs, are sent into the
different provinces of Sweden, where
they are stationed as government stal-
lions, for the public service. Many

years ago societies were formed in

must of the provinces of Sweden for

the special purpose of improving tht
breed of horses for farming and agri-

cultural purposes.—Live Stock World.

DAIRY DOTS. STOCK NOTES.

SECURING GOOD LAYERS.

While every farmer should resort to

the pure breeds for the best results,

there are some matters pertaining to

the management of poultry which the
farmer or poultryman must personally
attend to, as he cannot delegate the
duties to others. To have a flock of

good layers next year each of the pul-
lets should be observed carefully, as it

is only by daily observation of the
members of the fiock that a selection

of the best can be made. The desired
results are not always accomplished
in one year. To bring a flock up to a
high degree of efficiency depends large-
ly upon the management, yet one must
breed for something better every year.

The best pullets should be the founda-
tion, and with careful selection every
year there will be progress and im-
provement. It is a problem to pick
out the most suitable breds, as cli-

mate, markets and other conditions
are factors; but each farmer can take
the best of his pullets every year, as
well as retain any meritorious hens
that have given satisfactory results.

There is no known breed that satisfies

all farmers. Poultrymen and farmers
have their preferences, experience
teaching each that the best breed is

the one adapted to his farm. When
introducing new blood, aim to secure
stock from yards that contain hardy
fowls, and do not fail to cull and dis-
pose of all unpromising stock.

A few years ago there was ademand
for heavy lard hogs. Now the ten-
dency is towards smooth even hogs of

medium weight of from 225 to 350
pounds of early maturity. Hogs of
this weight should be free from surplus
fat, possess smooth shoulders, well laid

in with the line of the body^ hams
moderately heavy, a firm flesh with
flanks well dow7n so as to furnish a
large development of belly meat. The
back should be of good length, width
and smooth, showing an absence of
large patches of fat above the hams.
The best cuts of the hog are taken
from the back, loin and sides, hence
the importance of good length and
depth to the sides are desirable. The
careful breeder of pure-bred swine
keeps informed on just such points
and aims to produce in his herd those
qualities that most nearly produce the
market demand. The scrub hog has
no place on the farm and since the
packer and his trade. have called for

a certain type of hog, it stands the
hog raiser well in hand to meet the
demand through careful breeding and
feeding. Medium weight hogs, through
the demands of trade, have disposed of

the old time 500 or more pound lard
hog.

Goat milk, owing to its ease of di-

gestion and freedom from tuberculosis
bacteria, is of great value in child rear-
ing and in the treatment of weak
stomachs generally; it is also used
largely in producing the high-priced
cheeses of Italy and Switzerland,
which sell in this country for from
50 cents a pound upward. The depart-
ment of agriculture is expecting to

import a small flock of pure bred milch
goats, which in Europe yield a gallon
or more of milk a day, for the purpose
of crossing them on a few thousand
common milch goats in this country
which Mr. Thomson says may be
found to yield from a pint to a quart
of milk a day. It is believed by the
department that a very important in-
dustry has been thus far overlooked in

the production of milch goats. The
Angora goat is useless as a milk pro-
ducer. Goats multiply more rapidly
than sheep, the offspring ranging from
two to four. Instances are cited by
Mr. Thompson where the lives of
sickly babies, eases which have been
given up by physicians, have been
saved by tlie use of goats" milk.

Scours are the bane of the herdsman
in warm weather. Causes are princi-
pally of a filthy origin. Keep the
calves' pail clean all times and do
not allow any milk to stand in it.

When the calves are through being
fed, clean the pail and set it away.
A handful of shorts and one or two of
oil meal in the milk will hasten
growth.

Of course there is a good deal in the
breed that is indispensible, yet the feed
and the care have an indispensible part
also.

Cows are so fond of ensilage that
they will leave the best pasture for it.

When cows are largely on pasture,
they need more salt than when fed on
dry feed.

Every paper would be greatly bene-
fited if its friends would mention it to
their friends and get a few subscribers
for it.

In warm weather there is a great
deal of rancid butter because the cream
gets over ripe. Churn as soon as ready.
Vessels in which milk is kept should

be left uncovered while not in use.

They should be thoroughly scalded and
left open to air.

When cows are upon the pasture the
cream is more difficult to churn than
when fed dry feed, because the cream
is of an inferior quality.

Any one who will let a piece of ice

melt in a pail and notice the impurities
will understand why it is a bad prac-
tice to put ice into milk or cream to

cool it. The cream or milk can be
cooled more rapidly, and more cleanly,

by filling tin pans and placing them in

the milk or cream. All the settlings of

the ice are thus kept out of the milk.

Ground flax seed added to skim milk
makes it a good feed for raising calves.

It is doubtful management to sell good
heifer calves from the best milch cows.
Simple contrivances for keeping milk

and butter cool are made by taking
deep jars, setting them in dishes of

water, with water in them, into which
cloths reach, from the top of the jars.

Capillary action keeps the cloths wet
and evaporation keeps them cool.

It does not sem to amount to much,
but if a cow gives only one pint of milk
more at each milking than some other
at 600 milkings, it makes 600 pints a
year. In ten years it will make more
than the difference paid between a
good young cow and one not quite so
good.

A SOLID DIRT ROAD.

The accounts are that a dirt road
built by Arthur Buchanan in Willam-
ette Grange lane is the best thing of

the kind in the county. The R. F. D.
carriers talk about its excellence, and
nobody knows more about roads or is

more interested in them than R. F. D.
men. This road, built last spring, is

declared to be as hard and smooth as
a race track, and to be a stretch of

highway that is worth a toll to drive
over it. It is two miles in length, and
in all parts is very complete. In build-
ing it, a layer of dirt was thrown up
by the grader and then it was well
rolled. Another layer was then thrown
up and roller again applied. The pro-
cess was kept up until the desired
height of grade was attained, when
there was a very efficient rolling, the
result of all of which is that the road
is hard and durable, and destined when
gravel or rock is added, to be as fine

a stretch of road as there is in the
county.—Corvallis (Oregon) Times.

The Germans themselves are begin-
ning to open their eyes and view the
situation in that country with regard
to the home meat supply in its true

light. Consul-General Guenther, of

Frankfort, Germany, in writing to the
Department of Commerce and Labor,
forwards the action of the board of

managers of the Association of Butch-
ers of Berlin in which the statement
is made that if the German legislative

body does not intervene, and the pro-
visions of the new customs tariffs

(German) will later on exert their

influence, meat will cease altogether
to be a food, but will only be a lux-
ury in that country. The statement is

made that German agriculture has
repeatedly demonstrated that, in spite
of contrary assertions, it is not cap-
able to provide Germany sufficiently

with animals to be butchered and rec-
ommended that the frontiers of the
country be opened for the importation
of animals to be butchered to all

slaughtering establishments with di-
rect railroad communication. In an-
other report Consul-General Guenther
says that manufacturers of agricul-
tural machines in Germany are recom-
mending that German duties on im-
ported agricultural machines, espe-
cially machines coming from the
United States, be advanced.

Cows in milk will not do well unless
they are fed, watered and salted reg-
ularly, nor is the milk of so good a
quality. Irregularity occurs upon spe-
cial occasions, and are exceedingly
difficult to manage. Still it should be
done.

:, dur

'er, ;

to,!

Keep the cream jars well stirred
while gathering the cream.
Eight weeks old is about right

wean pigs, if they have learned to
well.

Fattening hogs need to be fed ref
larly, and given no more than tl

will eat up clean.
Stock in a pasture should have

place of protection, where they can
|

down, or escape from the storm
sun.

Small pigs confined in pens, durl
the summer, enjoy cut clover,
thrive upon it, as a supplement
other food.

A dairyman states that there is I.
one factor with which cows have tol

'

that will reduce the quantity of n
as rapidly as the everlasting pest'
flies.

The rapidly growing cities are m
ing constantly increasing demands
milk and butter, which opens new
portunities to a business requiring
closest supervision and hard work
the business is remunerative, an<
many attractive features.

It sounds a little large, but
stated that $10,000,000 worth of
is imported into Texas every year.

Irritability is a quality that is oi

produced by improper handling at t

of first milking. It is easy to prod
a "kicker" by the first milker bein
man who cannot hold his temper ur
trying circumstances.

GIVE RIGHT START.

The money in pigs is very lar|
made between the time the sow is t
and the pigs are six weeks old. If
sow receives the right kind ofj
and feed, and enough of it, she
farrow strong, thrifty pigs. They i

especial care during the first six we
!f they are kept confined in a small
and the sow gives a large amoun
milk they are likely to get thu
and die off in short order. If the
is not kept clean they are likelj

get sore mouth or catarrh. If
properly fed they are likely to bee
stunted. Give the pigs the right 1

of a start up to six weeks of age
they will take very good care of th
selves for the next six months if

leave enough feed lying around w
they can get at it. They need bab
for the first six weeks. Don't gi

the field in the morning until you 1

looked after the pigs, and come
early enough in the evening to
every one of them. They will pajW
all the care you give them.—Farmii i

In ye olden times in England biw :

was made up in long rolls of sH
diameter and sold by the yard. I

the Dairy Record reports a newH
vention as follows: No prints, noH
but specially prepared and parafW

,

cloth bags, holding one, two andH
pound quantities of butter autonJM
cally weighed, stuffed and sealed v|h- .

out contact with the air, and all p -

by a small and inexpensive littleH
chine. The packages are airtighl fir

and moisture proof, and are sple W\\.

for export and storage. There
waste or shrinkage; no soiling of
in handling and the cost only norr aJ.

H
Warranted lo Elve SatlslacUo

Gombautt's
Caustic Balsan

-.

Has Imitators But No Conptito
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hook,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puff's , and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes all

Bunches from Horseo or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for RheumatiL
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is invalua*
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam aolep

Warranted to (five satisfaction. Price $ i0

per bottle. Sold by drucgista, or sent byp
f>ress, charges paid, witli lull directions
ts use. U^Send for descriptive circiL I

testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland
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JREEDERS AT THE FAIRS.

-. B. Edmonson, a Texas swine

3tJder, recently read a paper before

h< Farmers' Congress in which his

/fcU in regard to exhibiting at fairs

J| set forth as follows:

Jtould breeders exhibit at the fairs?

ould answer yes, and will give a

M reasons why I do so. The fairs

Lr« educational institutions, from the

•Ol'ty to the great State and inter-

lajonal fairs. The county fairs all

jf the country correspond to the

;b|ity and city schools, and the State

m| international to the colleges, that

is i giving object lessons, and there-

Ell giving a chance for a greater num-
dg of people to get information than

in ny other line of education, and are

ft ructive to every one that attends,

I ther they be exhibitors or visitors.

Lit example, one of my neighbors told

n not long since that he used to think

tl. the advertising pictures of stock

le overdrawn, but since he had vis-

:
{ the Fort Worth Fat Stock show

;
said the pictures did not give the

I animal justice.

think It the duty of every breeder

: has the interest of his county, his

)W breeder and himself at heart, to

yibit his stock, and we owe some-

; ig to the fair association. They
:e offered liberal premiums and we
raid show our appreciation by ex-

ting our stock and therefore help

tx ill the great program, of which the

51 stock is no small part, especially

tl) swine department.
'he breeder is benefited in many

Mfs. It is one of the greatest adver-

timents that there is and to exhibit

a, .inning herd is still greater. Every
B..'spaper wants to publish the win-
pig ones and so there is more adver-

ting. Besides thousands of people

ft t the fairs to see the stock on ex-

feition, and by having a good exhibit

yi make a great many sales that you
I iM not make by staying at home,
tl there are some people who won't
bj' until they see what they are buy-
«, and others that will see your stock

at give you orders in the future But
ti greatest benefit derived by the
beder is in showing his hogs along
w h other herds, where he gets the
biefit of a disinterested man's judg-
nut, and can see for himself where
b hogs are weak and where they are
8 mg, and go to work to remedy the
fleets before another show comes off.

k breeder remarked to me once, after

h had seen the hogs passed on for
t first time that he had learned more
fc 1 day about what it took to make
a how hog than he had learned since
h' had been in the business. And we
I<rn something every time we exhibit.
1* breeders are benefited financially
al intellectually; the fair associations
B. benefited by the breeders exhibit-
ii, making the live stock department
©the great college a success, and thus
t breeder becomes a teacher, and
ids a helping hand in the upbuilding
wthe country and shows what can be
d le in the way of improvement in
sine. So I think that every breeder

; vl agree with me that to a certain
eent it is a duty as well as a pleasure

i
ff him to exhibit at the fairs.

SELECTING FEEDER CATTLE.

uying and feeding cattle is a busi-
s of growing importance on farms,
selecting feeder cattle quality should
the first consideration. Uniformity,
i and color is a valuable factor, be-
ise animals of one size do better to-
her and color indicates breeding,
iform color also assists in making
es, not only because it is pleasing
the eye, but it conveys to the buyer
impression that the feeding opera-

is have been conducted along proper
*s.

'hriftiness is manifested by a mel-
pliable skin and soft, silky, oily

J

r. in choosing a feeder it is a good
t n to commence with the head and
over every part from the nose to
heels. A good feeder, one that will

I e on growth and fat easily usually
t

1 have a broad head, the forehead
II be wide, but not coarse, the eyes
f
d and prominent, jaw deep and

I zzle wide.

1^ long narrow head naturally goes
(ha long leg and a thin narrow
' me that is devoid of the proper
e stitutional vigor. The head indi-
[ es the type of the animal to a
\ uter extent than any other one
i ture. Nervousness is a bad indica-
t i in a feeder steer. Nervousness
i displayed in the expression of the
t and the carriage of the head and
!s. The uneasy actions of the ani-

1 also indicate nervousness. The
k of a good feeder is rather short

and deep with plenty of muscle extend-
ing well back on the sides where the
neck joins the shoulders. The top line

of the neck should show natural de-
pression. Shoulders should be set well

apart, but not too coarse or prominent.
A well-rounded shoulder shows plenty
of muscle with a broad top. The back
should be straight and even from the
neck to the tail, with a good breadth
across the hips and loins. A hollow-
backed animal seldom is a good feeder.

The barrel of a feeder steer should
be reasonably long, deep and round.
The heart girth should be ample as this

is the seat of an animal's constitution.

The round barrel indicates a large
stomach capacity. Flat ribbed animals
of the sun fish breed are unprofitable

The hind quarters of a feeder may be
thin, but the frame should indicate

ample room for broadening out. The
depth of muscle on the upper part of

the hind leg indicates breeding for val-
uable steaks. The best beef animals
show a well developed round, muscled
well down towards the hock. The legs

of a feeder should be set wide enough
apart to make room for plenty of de-
velopment. The front legs of the cham-
pion sweep stakes prize winner at th<i

live stock show in .Chicago in 1903
measured eighteen inches between the
front legs. A good thick muscular
covering over all parts of the frame
indicate ability to take on flesh rap-
idly.

DIABLO STALLION FOR SALE.
TTANDSOME STALLION, FOUR YEARS OLD.iX dark bay, black points: perfectly sound atd
gentle: good gaited, good disposition Sir- Di-
ablo 2:09'4; dam Hattie Hero (bred and raised by
the late L M. Morse, Lodi) by Lire Oak Hero by
Director: second dam (full sister tu Alta Gen«>a
2:14»4 and Cherokee Prince 2:18) by Capt. Le*is.
I will sell tbls stallion at the race trauk, Sacra-
mento Fair week. Address

W. R. JACOBS, Stockton Cal.

FOR SALE.
UUTURITYCANDTDATE-entered In Breeders1 Futurity Stake No. 3 (J600O , Otoldent and
Stanford stakes— two j ears old; by Nu^bagak,
dam Winnie by Robt Bonner: second dam by
McClellsn- A large handsome black filly. With
two months' work at the Woodland track this
yt-ar she trotted miles In 2:-i8 easily For price
aDd particulars add re- 9

G J HOLLENBECK, Rio Vista Cal.

SULKY FOR SALE.
K BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No 15.

Latest model; just received from the factory.

A first-class sulky in every respect. Will be sold

at a bargain. Address
F. W. KELLEY,

Care of Breeder and Sportsman,
36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

Carpet wools are so high that great
quantities of them are now paying the
seven-cent duty which used to pay
only the four-cent duty, because they
are worth more than 12 cents a pound.
The advance in price is due pretty
much to the fact that Russian carpet
wools are being used for array cloths

in that country and the supply for

America is thus seriously restricted.

When the war is over carpet wools
ought to be easier and bring less

money. One result of the increase in

price and consequent higher rate of

duty has <iaused -the -wool imported to

be made cleaner before shipment to

this country.

The continued demand for the
coarser grades of wool will encourage
the use of rams of the mutton breeds
more extensively the coming fall. It

should be remembered, however, that
this demand for coarse wool is not per-
petual and that the production of fine

wool is decreasing on the plains each
year. The change of style in men's
wear in particular is in the direction

of finer grades, such as worsteds and
other grades made from fine wools. We
venture to say that the day is not far

distant when the demand for fine wools
will break, out again. It has been so

for 4000 years since Jacob was a sheep
herder himself, and it will continue
thus for 4000 years more.

Farmers who raise one foal a year
should always bear in mind that there

is more profit in keeping one choice
brood mare and mating her to an ex-

cellent stallion that is well bred and a

good individual than in a paddock full

of ordinary mares. The more common
horses a farmer raises the more indif-

ferent and prejudiced will he become
with the horse industry. Poor horses
of all breeds are slow sellers at prices

that return no profit on the cost of pro-
duction.

Do not be in too big a hurry to get

the calf wholly on skim milk. Four
pounds of milk, three times daily, is a
good starter for the average calf, but
should be whole milk. This can be
increased according to the ability of

the animal to handle it to good ad-
vantage. Make the change from whole
to skim milk very gradual. Do not
attempt it until the calf is at least ten
days.

It is a good plan to keep track of

all dairy operations, such as the birth

of calves, the time a cow is dried off,

sales of butter, milk and cream, - and
such items as these. It takes just -a

little time, but the notes are interest-

ing to refer to later.

Aerate new milk as soon as possible

after it is drawn, but do not do this

in a stable. As good a way to do this

as any is to pour the milk slowly from
one pail to another for a few minutes.
This drives off bad odors and saves the
fine butter flavor.

In Holland there are 324 cattle to

every 100 acres of cultivated land, and
the cows of Holland are good milkers.

Only good milkers could be kept on
land as high-priced as it is in that

country.

FOB SALE.
Fast Pacing Stallion JOHN A 2:12 3-4

(three-year-old 2:14); aire Wayland W. 2:12»4 by
Arthur Wilkes; dam Lady Mror by Grand Moor.
Wayland W. is the only stallion to put two In the
2:10 list this year up to August 1st JOHN A. Is
a rich seal brown, stands 16.2, weighs 1225 lbs., is
kind and gentle for a lady to drive. Is a very fine
individual of strongest conformation, and as all
of his colts are fine lookers he should make a
great sire. His oldest colts are three years old;
none have been worked. There were but three of
them, as he was not regularly In the stud.
Three-year-old Trotter SIB CARLTON

3G367 by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16VS; dam Lady
KeatiDg by Stam B. 2:11^, second dam the dam
or Dlawood2:ll and Abdine 2:17. SIR CARLTON
Is paid up in the Occident Stake and ready to
start. Should he not win any money this year,
will make a great prospect In the green classes
next year; as no gamer cole ever lived. He oan
trot the fifth heat the fastest. In another year
he win be able, barring acoidents. to trot in 2:13
or 2:1 1. Any horseman at the Woodland track
will recommend him as a game colt and a good
trotting prospect- He only wears a harness and
a pair of quarter boots and does not need the
latter. Wears 6 ounces In front and 5 behind.

I also have some good road horses and brood
mares for sale. They can all be seen at State
Fair Grounds, Sacramento. Address

A. E. MASTIN,
1016 Nineteenth St., Sacramsnto.

You Can't Cut Out
A BOG SFATTN or
THOJKOUGHPIN, but

ABSORBINE
will clean them off, and you work the
horse same time. Does not blister or
remove the hair. Will tell you more If
you -write. £2.00 per bottle, delivered.
Book 5-B free. AliSORKINE,JR., for
niankiml, gl.00 Bottle. Cures Varicose
Veins, Varicocele, Hydrocele, Ruptured
Muscles or Ligaments, Enlarged Glands,
Allays Pain. Genuine mfd. only by

W. F. YOtJNO, P. D. If.,

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co Langiey &MichaelsCo.
Gjjdlngton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Francisco.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
in a Race.

A hlgh-claBS Race Horse and a Coming Sir*).

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15 Eagle 2:19$, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing. For further particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

Fast Team of Pacers
pOR SALE—SEVEN AND EIGHT YEARS
*- old, stand 16 hands; bays, good manes and
tails; well matched; gentle; used to the city.
Will pace better than 2:40. Sound and stylish.
Can be Been at the Nevada Stables, 1350 Market
street. Apply or address

E. G. PIERCE,
Nevada Stables, San Francisco.

A Q00D FILLY FOR SALE.
HANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY

Lochinvar 2:20, he by Director H. 2:27 by
Director 2:17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223;

second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Empress by Flaxtail; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marlon, son of Mambrlno Chief 11. This filly

is well broken, perfectly sound, good gaited and
a first-class prospect. For further particulars
address J. D. BLAMEY,

Box 715, Grass Valley. Cal.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE.
WIIXEBOO 28081, BLACK STALLION,

foaled March 18, 1893; height 16 2 hands,
weight 1200 pounds. One of the best sons of Mc-
Kinney Hand&ome, stylish, finely proportioned
and good dispositioned horse. Winner of three-
year-old blue ribbon at the California State Fair
as best standard trotter, \s a two-year old
showed quarters in 33 seconds; aB a three-year
old, miles in 2:17. Sired by McKinney; dam
Junonies by Junius 5338, second dam Lady Duroo
hy Iowa Duroo third dam Lady Green by Green's
Hashaw, fourth dam Lady Cushman by Vermont
Morgan. For particulars address

DAN REDMOND,
Care of Raoe Track, San Jose, Cal.

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR SALE.

rriHREE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE, HAND-
-L some blood bay in color; good conformation
and a first-class Individual In every respect.
With little work as a two-year-old he easily
showed a 2:40 gait. Is perfectly sound and good
gaited. Sired by Iran Alto 2:12vi, dam Alma
Wilkswood by Alcantara. For price and particu-
lars address Breeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COMPRESSED P1IRESALT BRICKS

>*> PATENT FEEDERS

HandyNo Waste. No Neglect
5* a month.

Refined Dairy Salt tells

ASK YOUR DEALER.

WE'LL SEND BOOK FREE.

BELM0NTSTABLE5UPPIYC0
: PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

FOE SALE.
SIDNEY DILLON GELDING BOENA; FIVE
*- years old; a perfect beauty without fault or
blemish; bay with black points; weighs about
1050 to 1100; can be driven by a child; an elegant
road or track horse; trials In 2:17; $750.

ALSO
The celebrated DOC "WILKES, a road horse;

you need not take the dust of any. Record 2:i2i<.
A beautiful mahogany bay. black points; weight
1000 No one need look at him unless they want
to pay me $500 for him. A baby can drive him.
Both sold for want of use.

G. B. M. GRAY,
319 Twelfth St., Oakland.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co., New York, of Broome St.
Kanffman Boggy Co , Mlamlsborg, Ohio
C. S, Caffrey Co., Camden. N. J.
Connersvllle Buegy Co , Connersvllle. Iod.
Watertown Carriage Co.. Watertown. N. Y.Wa I horn & Rlber Pony Vehicle!, St. Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone Sonth 1062 8AN FBANCISCO

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.
(130S Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training

Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates. Have good looatlon, brand-new stable and
everything flrst-olass. All horses In my oare will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 4147.

QOCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PISS

FOR SALE IN LOTS 10 SUIT BT

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ABT

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

006 Mission St., cor First, San Francisco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTO
HERD—77 premiums, California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co ,

206 Sansome Street, San
Francisoo.

PETER 3AXE & SON. Liok House, S. F., Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, flogs. High-
olass breeding stook. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTETNS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at State and county fain?.
show ring, and every butter oontest since 1885 In
California. No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San FranolBOO.

JER9EIS, HOL8TKIN8 AND DURHAMS.
Dairy Stook speotally. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lldtwd 1676. William NUqh $ go,, Ikw Angeles
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property or John Pabbott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALS, Manager.

Save the Race by Using
The "Wonderful California Liniment

Dr. Smith's

As a BubdowD and Tonic Before and After

VITA OIL CURES DISEASES OF HORSES
Removes and Prevents Lameness and Soreness

For sale by Harness Dealers and Druggists everywhere.

Veterinary Packages (quarts), S3; Six-ounce Cans, SI.

VITA OIL COMPANY, Makers, SAN FRANCISCO

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl- e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPrRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM

I and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

Not One

Case of

Distemper.

No case of Distemper, Epizootic,

Pink-eye need prove serious, and
the spread of these and similar

ailments can absolutely be pre-

vented by use of Craft's Distemper
and Cough Cure. Results are

prompt and positive; no cost if the

remedy fails.

If your druggist hasn't it, we will

supply It direct, prepaid—50c and
81. Send for "Veterinary Point-

ers," a free booklet by an expert,

that may be worth hundreds of

dollars to you.

WELLS MEDICINE GO,, Chemists, 13 Third St„ Lafayette, Ind.

D. K. NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast, 519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

VICTOR VERILHAC
ProprietorJAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Grove and Baker Streets, Just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best looateu and healthiest Stable In San Francisoo. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track uso. Ladles oan go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles

RED BALL BRAND.

[Awarded GoldMedal
At CallforniaState
Fair 1892.

.Every horse owner who
[values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of it on hand, ft
improves and keeps
stock in the pink of
'condition.

rianhattan Pood Co

1 253 FolHoni St., San Franoleoo
ABk your grocers or dealers for It.

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
C. V. KKUTKLL, Uftn^f

Pedigrees Tabulated and type written ready for framiDg
Write for prices. BREEDER AND

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisoo, Cal.

Mc Kinney, 2111%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
^[Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. QHp lEmptre (Uttg Farms, CUBA,
NEW YORK.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNER
AND TRAINERS

I

USE AND RECOMMEND

Gampboll'sHorsB Foot Remodj
.. SOLD BY- •-.

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, B
R. T. PRAZIER Pueblo, Co
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Uta
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Moi
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Was
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Was
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Was
C. RODDER Stockton, c!j

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, CI
W. C. TOPPING San Diego, c'l
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, C|
H. THORWALDSON Fresno, c||
JOS. McTIGUE San Francisco, C|l
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, CJ
J AS.'.B. CAnPBELL & CO.. Manufacturers, A 1 2 W. fladison St., CHICAGO , IL

Special Light, Low
Seat, Pneumatic >

Speed Cart, No. 1,

Especially adapted

for track use.

It is the Lightest Long-Shaft
Track Cart In the World.

TOOMEYj
TWO wheeler!
ARE THE LEADERS.;

Sulkies in All Sizei

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts

Pneumatic Pole Carts; :'.'

for Team Work on both Ro *,
and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts!

Long Shaft Breaking Ci

Send for latest Catalogue

S. TOOMEY & GO. I

Canal Dover, Ohio, C. S.
j

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk ?i

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

KO; (

:

Quinm Ointment
Will Msfte A Horse Over;

ill pu t sound legs under him and
I will save him from the cheap hawker and trader. It is the!
standard cure for Spavins, Curbs, Splints. Windpuffs and all

the various lumps and bunches of like kind. Keep it always on
hand and you will be prepared when trouble comes. Leading
horsemen everywhere know it and use it.

Mr. H. H. Clark, Fredonia, N. T., writes: "The bottle of
Qulnn' s Ointment purchased from you about two years ago
removed a curb and thoroughpin and did it for good. My
horse's leg is as smooth as ever."

[
Price $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all druggists or sent by mail'

Write for circulars, testimonials, etc.

VV.B. EDDY & COMPANY, WHITEHALL, N. Y.

Wilcoxson's Perfection Liuiment^

The Greatest Re
edy Ever Kno
For Bad Less.

It penetrates to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from t

cause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for Splints, Curbs. Thorouf
pint, Sweeny. Capped Hocks, W*nd Puffs and all Lameness fr

Sprains, Kin r bone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, w<
and injured tendons, raptured ligaments its power is unfailing. Penr
nently cures all bronen down conditions of the Ankles, HockB, Tendil
or Ligaments, without loss of hair or an hour's let up on the h rse.

PRICE »2 PER BOTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt!
prloe. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

,

THE F. A. WILCOXSON REMEDY CO, Tiffin O., U. S. i|

PHONE PARK 163 A. J. MARTIN, Pre-

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1500 FIESXjXj aTDE*:E3.E:T

BjtiST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRL AVE.
Hayes St. Cars Pass the D
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tln.©-

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was^won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event Daring: the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among; them the following:

1st on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie), 99 out of 100. 2d In Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arle (tie), 97 oat of 1U0.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97, 4 of 96 and 35 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells.

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS,

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

YOUR
GUN

.YOU may need a new one this fall; DO NOT wait until you want v

It. ORDER NOW. REMEMBER it takes time to make a gnn and -_'-*"-
make one RIGHT. "We do not care to make one any other way. ^K^SSs^''
If yoa DON'T know all about a gun write to us; we may be able '-*e^^^
to serve JUST YOTT. We have had over forty years' experience! and It's yours for th
asking. Tell us what you want. Write to-day.

32 Warren St., New York 30 Cherry St,, Meriden, Conn,

419 STRAIGHT!
"Billy" Crosby with his SMITH

GUN makes another world's rec-

ord. You can't miss 'em with a
Smith Automatic Bj ector fitted with
the Hunter One-Trigger.

Send for Catalogue.

HUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

NEW-MODEL

'AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANYJOTHEB
MAKE COSTING S25 MORE.

We Make 16 Grades, $17.75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

°l Coast Branch." PHIL B. BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE <&, BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

Send tor

Catalogue

Ballistite Wins!
J. W. BRADRICK won the ANACONDA CUP, 25 straight, and
THIRD HIGH AVERAGE, Sportsmen's Association of the
Northwest, Portland, June 22=3=4/05,149 shooters competing.
"SLADE" made the ONLY STRAIGHT SCORE, 20 live birds,

California Wing Club, Ingleside, August 13, 1905.

Both Ihe HIGH AVERAGE and GENERAL AVERAGE and also
the PHIL B. BEKEART CHALLENGE TROPHY, J. W.Bradrick,
94 out of 100 Birds, at Second Annual Tournament of Pacific

Coast Trap Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30,
WERE ALL WON WITHBALLISTITE.

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
<-.». t=„ ».,-,= ,-« PACIFIC COAST AGENTSSAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

CALIFORNIA

NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

TIib ADEler anfl Onting Trips

One day's ride from San Francisco will take
yon to some of the finest Trout Streams in the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
in the State. The Company maintains a Pish
Hatchery and annually stooks the many streams
reached by its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year in these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed in Russian

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vacation, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOK 1905

Issued annualLs by the Company, is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for
information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Solect Camping Spots.
Beautifully illustrated, 150 pp, and can be had

in response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chroniole
Bldg) and Tiburon Perry, foot of Market Street.
General Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., cor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco

JAS. AGLER,
Geo. Mgr.

B. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Agt.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. T. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterlnarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnburg
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspe c t or forNew Zealand and Australian Coloniei
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equina
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President ot
the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

521

Kearn St

.

Mailorders

alSpecialty

. IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE I

QUNS, AMMUNITION, FIShTNG||TACKLE AND SPORTING. GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. I

IN NEWSPAPERS!
ANYWHERE AT ANYTIMB

Call on or Write

E.C. DIKE'S ADVERTISING AGEHCI?
134 Sansome Street

6AN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS
TJOTH SIRE AND DAM IMPORTED. THEY
-1-' are all beauties, just right for this winter's
shooting.

GEO. B. M. GRAY,
319 Twelfth Street, Oakland.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Cbroolc Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored In 48 Hoars.

CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba, Cnbebi or Inje

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F,

TBLBFHONE Main IBB

CALIFORNIA
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GET YOURSELF A REMINGTON

U.M.C

&unV£

U.M.C.

SHOTGUN OR RIFLE
'&Ut($>

So Shall Your Hunting Always Be Successful. Write for Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT: 86-88 FIRST ST. S. F. E. E. DRAKE, Manager

-A-ivii^ETTnxriTionNr, hifuss, sHOTGrTXTAars
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

I

The Official RecorJs Show
that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis. Ind., June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary
Handicap, Consolation Handicap and

the Five Men State Team
Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

*

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

For the Tournament at Indianapolis

won by

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 288 ex 300, using

New E, G. Improved

"Fred A. Stone Scarescrow Trophy"

which was awarded the

High Professional

in the

Grand American Handicap

won by

W. G. Hearne

nsing

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

»-*XVN*

Clabrough,

GUNS

Gun Goods
4V-6*Bd for Catalogue.

Golcher & Go,

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These ars the Brands of

SELBY FACTORY . . . ^ |_l ri I C
LOADED . OHLL I—C»

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR



fOL. XLV1J. No. 10.

3S OEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR
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WESTCHESTER RACING ASSOCIATION *Sfc"!**
Under the Auspices of The Jockey Club

Kace Course, Belmont Park

Queens, Long Island, N. Y.

Office, 571 Fifth Ave., New York

"The Windsor Arcade"

The- Following Events are « >pened by the Westchester Racing

sociation, to Close and Name by Midnight of

Fridaj', September 15, 11(05.

SPRING MEETING, 1906.

THE jrTEMLE-SZ500 ADDED.

THE JUVEXILE. for two-year olds, foals of

IBM By subscription or $50 each, haU forfeit, $10

only if declared by January 6, 1908. with *2oC0

added, of which $500 to the second, *250 to the

third. Colts, 133 lbs; fillies and geldings, 1!9 lbs.

Penalties and allowances. Five furlongs.

THE FASHION-SSOOO ADDED.

THE FASHION", for allies two years old. foals

By subscription or $50 each, half forfeit,

?10only tf declared by January 6, 1906, with $3000

added, of which $i00 to the second, $300 to tht

third.. To carry 119 lbs. Penalties and allow-

ances. Four and a half furlongs.

THE ECLIPSE—95000 ADDED

THE ECLIPSE, for two-year-olds, foals of 1904.

By subscription of $100 each, half forfeit. $15 only

if declared by January 6, 1935; starters to pay £100

additional, with ?5009 added, o£ which $700 to the

second, $300 to the third. Nominator of winner to

receive $500 of starting money. Colts, 123 lbs.;

fillies and geldings, 119 lbs. Penalties and allow-

ances. Five and a half furlongs.

SPRING MEETING, 1907.

THE "WITHERS—*5000 ADDED.

THE WITHERS, for three-year-olds, foals of

1904. By subscription of $150 each, $50 forfeit,

only $10 1! declared by January 6, 1906, or $35 If

declared by January 6, 1907, with $5000 added, of

which $1000 to the second, $500 to the third. Colts,

136 lbs ; geldings. 133 lbs ; fillies, 131 lbs. One
mile.

THE LADIES—84000 ADDED.

THE LA.DIE3, for fillies three years old, foils

of 1904. By subscription or $100 each. $50 forfeit,

only $10 if declared by January 6, 1906 or $35 if

declared by January 6, 1907, with $4000 added, of

which $750 to the second, $150 to the third. To
carry 131 lbs. One mile.

THE 41st BELMONT. 835,000.

THE 4lSTBELMONTof $35,000, for three-year-

olds, foals of 1904. Closed for foals of 1904 with 94

entries. To close Tor yearlings, foals of 1904, Sep-

tember 15. 1905. By subscription of $35 each, the

only forfeit 1( declared by January 6, 1906. If left

In after January 6, 1906. a further subscription of

SSOeach. If left in after Januarys, 1907, a fur-

ther subscription of $75 each. All starters to pay
$150 additional. The Westchester Racing Asso-

ciation to add a sum sufficient to make the value

of the race $35,000. To the winner $31,000, to the

second $3000. to the third $1000. To the nominator
of the winner $1000. Mr. August Belmont to add
plateof the value of $1000 to the winner. Colts,

136 lbs; geldings, 133 lbs., fillies, 121 lbs. Mile
and three furlongs.

NOTICE.

Eatries for the above are received only under the conditions as printed and in

all respects subject to and in accordance with the rules of The Jockey Club and
Westchester Racing Association. For entry blanks address THE BREEDER
AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

THE TENTH NATIONAL STALLION
RACE OF 85O0O.

Nominations of stallions to close and name by

midnight of Friday. September 15, 1905, by sub-

scription of $50 each, or only $25 each fjrstalllons

which have not sired a winner prior to December

15. 1905. Of the subscriptions for stallions, the

nominators of the sires of the first, second and

third horses shall receive 35 per cent, 15 per oent

and 10 percent, respectively. The remaining 50

per cent to the winner.

Condition of the Enlry of Foals of 1905, to

Close and Name December 15, 1905.

Foals of 1905, the progeny of stallions duly nom-

inated to be entered acd named by midnight of

December 15, 1905. Colts and geldings at $10 each,

fillies at $5 each, the only forfeit If declared by
December 15, 1906. If left in after December 15,

1906, and declared by April 20. 1907, colts and

geldings to pay $T0 each, fillies $15 each. If left

In after April 20, 19C7, colts and geldings to pay I

$60 each, fillies $30 eaoh. Starters, colts, geld-

ings and fillies to pay $100 additional. The West-

chester Racing Association to add $5000, and 50

per cent of the stallion entrances, of which $1200

to the second and $600 to the third. The nomi-

nator of the winner to receive $1000 out of the

subscription and starting money. Of the sub-

scriptions for stallions, the nominators of the

sires of thd first, second and third horses shall

receive 35 per cent, 15 per cent and 10 per cent,

respectively. Colts to carry 122 lbs.; geldings

and fillies 119 lbs. Five furlongs.

SPRING MEETING, 1908.

THE 42d BELMONT, 825,000.

THE 42d BELMONT of $35,000, then three-year-

olds. To close for foals of 1905, September 15, 1905.

To close for yearlings (foals of 1905) September
15.1906. Liability of those entered as foals by

subscription of $10 each, the only forfeit if de-

clared by January 6. 1907. If left in after Janu-

ary 6, 1907, a further subscription of $35. If left

in after January 6, 1908, a further subscription of

$50 each. Liability of those entered as yearlings.

By subscription of $35 each, if entered by Septem-
ber 15, 1906, the only forrelt If declared by Janu-

ary ti, 1907. If left in arter January 6, 1907, a fur-

ther subscription ot $50 each. II left In after

January 6, 1908. a further subscription of $75 each
All starters to pay $150 additional. The West-
chester Racing Association to add a sum suffi-

cient to make the value or the race $25,000. To
the winner $31,000, to the second $3000, to the

third $1000. To the nominator of the winner $1000.

Mr. August Belmont to add plate to the value of

$1000 to the winner. Colts, 136 lbs.; geldings, 123

lbs ; fillies, 121 lbs. Mile and three furlongs.

AUTUMN MEETING, 1908.

The TENTH MATRON, with 810,000 added, for

mares oovered tn 1905, foals of 1908, to be run for

by then two-year-olds at the Autumn Meeting In

1908. To be ran la two race-, one for colts and
geldlogs, the other for Allies, with JouOO added to

each. To olose for mares December 15, 1905. Six

furlongs.

Of the District of Columbia

Under the Amplces of The Jockey Clnb

Race Course and Office Office In New York

During Race Meetings No. 571 Flfih Avenue

Benning, D. C. "The Windsor Arcade"

AUTUMN MEETING, 1905.

The Grand Consolation, for now two-

year-olds, with $3000 added. The Dixie

for now three-year-olds with $2500 added

and Vestal for three-year-old fillies with

$2000 added.

FIRST ANNUAL AUCTION
iroin the Prize Winning

HUMBOLDT HERD OF SHORTHORNS
BELONGING TO

Messrs. B. F. RUSH 4 WM. PIERCE, Suisun, Cal.

r n ii j °' Yearlings, Two-year-old and
nil nPflfl Three-year-old Bulls and Heifers,uu imuu slred by the f ii0fflng high-class

alTs Combination, BIythe VIotor,
Sharon Victor VI, Humtoldt Victor VI, Admiral
Sotiley VIII and King Abbotabum. The heifirs
hare all been bred to the best balls in tbe herd.
Sale takes place Bt the WILLOTTA RANCH,

Suisun, California, on

THURSDAY, OCTOBER it, 1905,

At i« a m Conveyances will meet all trains.
Lunch will be served. For catalogues send to

SALE

FRED H. CHASE & CO,,
LIVE STOCK
AUCTIONEERS 1732 Market St., San Francisco

BE A DISTEMPER EXPERT
if you once learn the value of Craft's Distemper & Cough Cure you will be
able with It to euro with almost maEical quickness any case of Distemper,
Koi/ootlc, Pinkeye. Cough or Catarrhal Adectlon In horses, sheep or dogB
The remedy costs not NiDg if it rails, but H doesn't fall. No need of any horse
or other mock being lost from these diseases. If yourdruggist cannot supply
H. order direct. Sol: prepaid on receiptor price. 5(ic and t\. Drop a card
to day for"Votorlnar: Peiotei ' it in free and is Invaluable to stock owners

Wells Medicine Co, 85SSF"ilnglita 3 3d st, Lafayette, Ind,

THE GRAND CONSOLATION
83000 Added.

THE GRAND CONSOLATION, for two-year-

olds, foals of 1903 non-winners of $ 10.000 at time
of starting. By subscription of 8100 each, half

forfeit, $25 only If declared by Wednesday, No-
vember 1. 1905. with $3000 added, of which J500 to

the second. $300 to the third. Colts 122 lbs. .fillies

and geldings 119 lbs. Non-winning allowances.
Seven furlongs, Columbia Course.

THE DIXIE—82500 Added.

THE DIXIE, for three-year-olds, foals of 1902.

By subsciption of $100 each, half forfeit. $25 only
If declared by Wednesday, November 1, 1305. with
$2500 added, of which $500 to the second. $300 to

the third. Colts 126 lbs.; fillies and geldings 123

lbs. Penalties and allowances. One mile and
three-quarters, Old Course.

THE VESTAL, FOB FILLIES
82000 Added.

THE VESTAL, for three-year-cld Allies, foa"s

of 1902 By subscription of $70 each, half forfeit,

$20 only if declared by Wednesday, Novembtr I,

1905, with $2000 added, of which $:00 to thesecond,
$200 to the third. To carry 123 lbs. Penalties and
allowances. Mile and a half. Old Course.

NOTICE.
Entries for the above are received only under the

conditions as printed and in all respects subject
to and In accordance with therulPsof The Jockey
Club and Washington Jockey Club For entry
blanks address THE BREEDER AND SPORTS-
MAN, 36 Qeary St., San Francisco. Cal.

TO OWNERS AND TRAINERS.
Due notice will be given of the closing of the

Columbia Handicap. Washington Cup, Benning
Special. Maximum, Bladensburg, Hunters Cham-
pion and Junior Steeplechases.

W. K. NEWELL, General Agent for Paclflc Coant, 51© Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

*•*%" Register**! U. S. Patent Office ^»^^%

SPAVIN CURE

Alpine, Tex., Nov. 21. 1904.

About your horse remedy, I sent to you for a

bottle for a horse that had low ringbone and I

lured him with two-thirds of a bottle-

Yours, H. L. LACKEY,
Brewster Co. Alpine, Tesas.

The Palace Pharmacy

C. H. McKinstbt, Proprietor.

J. M. Hurst, Reg. Pharmacist.

Seaton, 111., Sept. 22.

Enclosed find acknowledgment from Mr. A. C.

Greer. The Mr. Dietz to whom I sold a bottle is

well pleased; the one bottle he got took a curb ot!

two horses. Very respectfully,

C. H. MCKlHSTRY.

$5

Positively and permanently cures BONE and
BOG SPAVIN, THOROUGHPIN, RINGBONE,
(except lowringbone), CURB, SPLINT. CAPPED
HOCK, WINDPUFF, SHOE BOIL, BROKEN
DOWN, SPRAINED and RUPTURED TEN-
DONS and all LAMENESS.

f\f\ Per bottle. Written guarantee
I II I with every bottle, as binding to

* v u protect you as the best legal tal-
ent could make It. Send for copy, booklet and
letters un every kind of case.
At all druggists and dealers or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co.
B1NQHAMT0N, N. Y. Formerly Troy, N,Y.

D E NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent,
519 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE.
CORREL GELDING, FIVE YEARS OLD, A
'- grandson of Boodle out of a NutwooJ mare;
perfectly sound and gentle: stands about I5W
hands; we'ghs about 1000 pounds. Can step a
quarter In 37 seconds. Will make a fine gentle-
man's driving horse. Price very reasonable.
Horse now in charge of W. H. WILLIAMS, Race
Track, San Jose

PEDIGREES TABULATED
Breeder and Sportsman, 86 Geary Street

San Francisco, Cal.

Deposit Tour
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

8end for Booklet,

"THE SOKE WAT TO WEALTH."

«~J\/V.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST

TWICE A YEAR
Rate—

3J4 per cent on ordinary accounts
3 6-10 per cent on term accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,500,399-46

TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839 38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft

Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor. California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

x/vr*

McMURRAY

McMURRAY SULKIES

and J0QQINQ CARTS
Standard the "World Over.

e? -Address for printed matter and prices

W, J. EenneyS«5"Ad

(

531 V alencla St., San Francisco, Cal.

ces. A

Cal. a

673-680 1 1 th Ave. All kinds of Horses
Back of The Chutes. bought and sold.

THE Z1BBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

Sak Francisco, Cal.

andling all kinds of
* Take

any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: Wests

Boarding, Training and
Fanoy Horees. A few_Nice Rigs on_hand._
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THE WEEKLY

;reeder and sportsman
F. W. KELLEY, PnopRrETOB.

Irf and Sporting Authority ot the Pacific Coast.

OFFICE

36 QEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

J
lephonh: Black 586.

rma—One Year S3, Six Months ST. 75. Three Months 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

(oney should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered
ter addressed to P. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San FraDciscc,

j|Uforal a.
jmmunica t ions must be accompanied by the writer's name and

stress, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
itee of good faith.

;in Francisco, Saturday, September o, 1905.

THE CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR, which closes

day at Sacramento, is being held for the first time

the splendid new property acquired by the State

^ricultural Society, located about two miles east of

'i e capital city. After a hasty glance over the

ounds on the opening day, we have no hesitation

saying that the new park is the best laid out, most

•mmodious and best appointed fair grounds on the

astern slope of the Rocky Mountains. Everything

1 new, of course, and incomplete, as work was not

mmenced until June this year, but all that has been

ne has been well done, and the track, the barns,

e grand stand, the show grounds, etc., have all been

- anned and built in a manner that reflects credit on

chitects and builders alike. The transportation

eilities are excellent, and with a few details to be

mpleted will be ample for the handling of both

hibits and patrons. California now has the oppor-

nity to make its State Fair one of the great annual

positions of America. It can be made to attract

ithin its gates every year ten times the number
at have visited it this year on the Gays other than

e two legal holidays which so fortunately occurred

iring the seven days on which its gates were open,

le Directors labored under many disadvantages this

•ar. and deserve much credit for what they have

complished, but if they wish to make the California

ate Fair the exposition which its founders intended

to be, they will have to divorce themselves from
few of the old customs that have brought the

ciety into disrepute during the last few years. In

e first place the State Fair is not given for the

•nefit of the hotel keepers and street railroads of

icramento. One week is enough for any fair, and
is not right to make visitors stay in a town ten

ijs to see a six days' show. The great States of

inois, New York and Ohio find six days ample for

1 exhibition of their products. Opening the Califor-

a State Fair on Saturday this year was a mistake,

undreds of people who would have enjoyed seeing

' e Occident Stake trotted, -the richest stake event
- r trotting colts in the West, stayed at home because

. ey did not care to spend Sunday and Monday in

1 icramento, or else be compelled to go home Sunday
arning and return to that city Tuesday morning,

onday was Labor Day, a general hdliday all over

* e country. It would have been an opportune time

I trot the Occiden.t Stake, but the day was turned

er to broncho busting and six cheap running races,

lose only excuse for being on any program was that

! e results might be gambled on. Of course the

tendance on Monday was large, as is always the

se on a general holiday, but had the Saturday pro-

am been provided for that day the gate receipts

>uld have been twice as great. Another mistake of

e Directors is their blind adherence to the belief

at running races are the chief end of State Fairs

d must be made the principal feature of the daily

cing program. The owners of harness horses pay
1 per cent, of the amount of each purse for the privi-

t ?e of competing for them, while the runners are

, ven free entrance to every event. It would be better

treat all alike. Make the owners of running horses

|l| y 5 per cent, and make the purses larger. This

,
mid reduce the number of running events but it

' mid improve the quality of the fields. These criti-

' ;ms are spoken in the most friendly spirit. It is

! r desire to see the California State Fair made one

the great institutions of the West and it can be
:i ide so by catering to the farmers, mechanics and

lilders of this commonwealth. The idea"! for the

ir must be set higher; there must he a supreme
:ort to interest the breeders and producers of the

ate. Tt is time to discard the syndicate bookmaking

feature that has been the curse of former fairs. It

is time to introduce the latest and most approved
methods by which the breeders qf live stock, the

growers of fruit and grain, the inventors and build-

ers of machinery, and the workers in all the fields of

labor, art and science, can be induced to send the

results of the work of their hands and brains to

Sacramento once a year for the enlightenment and
instruction of the youth of the State, as well as all

those who are striving to build homes in California

and establish enterprises that will be taken care of

and carried on by future generations. There is a

great future for the California State Fair, but it will

require the best thought and effort of its Board of

Directors to develop it.

THE DEATH OF SADIE MAC, the great race mare,

was a deplorable incident of the Hartford meeting this

week. It seems strange that the trainer and care-

takers of such an animal should be so deceived in her

condition as to start her in a race when she was ill,

and it seems more strange that after she had strug-

gled through .three heats they should still have been

ignorant of the illness that caused her death in the

fourth heat. Sadie Mac was one of the handsomest,

best dispositioned and fleetest trotters ever bred. She

never lost but one previous race in her whole career,

and that was at Cleveland last season, where Aerolite

was given the verdict over her for the gold chal-

lenge cup at the Intev-City matinee, although many
present were certain Sadie Mac had won. As a

three-year-old she won both the Kentucky and the

Hartford futurities, and two other three-year-old

purses, closing the season with a record of 2:11%.

As a four-year-old she beat Louise Mac and Prince

of Orange at the Pittsburg matinee in 2: iis 1,^ and

2:09. This year she swept through the Grand Circuit

winning everything, and reducing her record to

2.06^4. The sum of $30,000 had been offered for her

and refused, her owner, Miss Walk, prizing her be-

yond any money value. Sadie Mac was bred by the

late J. Malcomb Forbes of Boston, and foaled in 1900.

Her sire was the great colt trotter, Peter the Great

2:07%. son of Pilot Medium and Santos by Sentinel.

Her dam was the great brood mare Fanella 2:13 by
the greatest of all colt trotters, Arion 2:07% by Elec-

tioneer. Her second dam was Directress, t>y Director

2:17, her third dam Aloha, dam of three in the list

by A. W. Richmond, and her fourth dam Guadalupe

by Crichton. The death of such a mare as Sadie Mac-

is a distinct loss to the breeding industry. There

was no better bred one. She was bred for a fast

trotter and was one. She had speed enough to have

lowered her mark to 2:03 or better, and coming from

a continuous line of great brood mares would have

been invaluable in the stud.

WOODLAND'S MEETING has been declared off.

The list of entries received was so small that Man-
ager Chas. Spencer decided it were better to have no

meeting at all this year than one in which only two

or three horses would compete in every race, so he

very wisely notified the horsemen that the meeting

was off. Woodland has never yet given anything but

a first class meeting and it is not proposed to lower

the standard or disappoint the Yolo county people who
so generously patronize harness racing held at the

Woodland Stock Farm track. Next year Mr. Spencer

says Woodland will be in the circuit and the an-

nouncement made and program published early in

the year. Several other associations are making the

same promise. The chances are that the California

harness racing circuit of 1906 will be worth while, as

the horsemen of every town in the State where a
track is located are determined that meetings shall be

given at all of them next season. They are just

beginning to wake up and realize that a circuit can

be held in California every year that will be second

to no other circuit in the United States except the

Grand Circuit.

A SUGGESTION comes from the Chicago "Tribune"

in regard to the manner in which the daily press of

the country reports racing, and as it follows lines

that have for years been put forth in the columns

of the Breeder and Sportsman, we give it space here:

"Some of the New York race track writers are doing

the sport no good by their manner of handling reports

oj races. These correspondents seem t<> have the idea

that the betting end is quite the overshadowing

feature and that a majority of readers of track news

care primarily for accounts of this incidental to the

day's doings. Their judgment may be correct, as they

continue to hold their jobs, but if the betting is.

after all, of more concern to those who read racing

news than the interests on the tracks and the doings

of owners and trainers, then the sport it not what

has been claimed for it by many. If this is a correct

estimate of the character of the public which sup-
ports racing about the metropolis the sooner a State's

Attorney Healy appears in New York the better it

will be. There is undoubtedly a good sized element
in every racing community which sees nothing to

interest it in the 'sport' but the gambling feature.

It has little sentiment for horses or for a royal con-
test among the four-legged animals which themselves
love so well the sport to which they are bred. These
people bore you with tales of their winnings and pos-
sibly their losings, but the thrilling points in a race
seldom make an impression upon them. Yet there
is a more intelligent, a more sportsmanlike element,
which, while it would find racing stupid enough with-
any opportunity to back its own judgment on the

track, finds the sport a fascinating one for reasons
that are largely sentimental, the mercenary considera-
tion to a race being merely like a bit of sauce on the

side. These persons are fond of racing for the sport

it affords and not because they regard it as a medium
of making money, for an intelligent man knows it

is not, however much he may be willing to "keep a
little ahead of the game' the while he is having his

outing. This class of patrons care little for the news
of the plungers and less about the bookmakers. It

is, therefore, merely a question of proportion. Who
is supporting racing about New York? Is it, in the

main, a sport seeking colony, or is it merely a set of

people whose tastes are on a par with crap shooters?

And, in the meantime, what will the disinterested

public, which watches all classes of news in the daily

journals, think if it continues to be regaled daily

wilh little more than accounts of the success or

slaughter of 'favorites,' the troubles of the book-

makers, and the triumphs of the plungers? Who was
it that once called it the sport of kings'."'

LOS ANGELES PROGRAM.

The program for the November meeting of the Los
Angeles Harness Horse Association has been an-
nounced. The racing is to begin on November 21st

and the five days scheduled include two $1000 purses
and a special for each day, which should prove at-

tractive enough to bring the best horses in the State
together in their respective classes. Following is the
list of events:
Tuesday, November 21st—Trotting, 2:11 class, purse

$1000; pacing, 2:09 class, purse $1000; trotting. 2:20

class, silver cup, $100, Dr. Ralph Hagan.
Wednesday, November 22d—Trotting. 2: IS class,

purse $1000: pacing, 2:20 class, purse $1000; trotting.

2:30 class, silver cup, $100, J. A. Fairchild.
Thursday. November 23d—Trotting, 2.14 class, purse

$1000; pacing, 2:12 class, purse $1000: trotting, Sweet
Marie special, silver cup, $100, C. A. Canfield.

Friday, November 24th—Trotting, 2:24 class, purse
$1000; pacing, 2:27 class, purse $1000; pacing. 2:25
class, silver cup, $300.

Saturday. November 25th—Trotting, 2:09 class.

purse $1000; free-for-all class, purse $1000; trotting.

2:40 class, silver cup, $100. association.

WALLA WALLA ENTRIES.

Following are the entries for the races to be held

by the "Walla "Walla County Fair Association at its

fair, which opens September 25th.

2 : 20 class trot—Lenmetta. Sam Bowers, Packline.
Kitty Clover. Ella Fisher, Ringman, Black Diamond,
Senator H.. Satin Royal, Lady Jones, Sunny Jim.
Free-for-all pace—Hassalo, Queen Bee, Le Roi,

Yukon. Edgar Boy.
2:20 class pace—Vinnie Mann, Robert H.. Lady

Julia, Horse Heaven Maid. Esther B.. Nellie B., Bon-
nie M., Bessie R., Teddy A.. Dewberry, Jim Wilkes,
Ruby H.

2: 25 class pace—Vinnie Mann. Robert H . Horse
Heaven Maid, Lady Julia, Esther B-, Nellie B.. Bon-
nie M.. Rose Rial, Dewberry. Jim Wilkes. Ruby H.
Three-year-old pace—Lord Lovelace, Cleopatra,

Golden Rose. Carlyle.

2.15 class pace—Byron Lace. Dewey Ann. Teddy
A., Bessie R.

2:25 trot—Lenmetta. Sam Bowers, Packline. J. H.

M., Kitty Clover. Ringman, Ella Fisher. Black Dia-
mond; Senator H.. Sunny Jim, Lady Jones.

ABSORBINE JR. CURES A GOITRE.

Mr. G. A. Foebringer. R. P. D. No. 8, Butler, Pa., writes under
date of May 29. 1905: 'My wife is using Absorblne Jr for goitre;

has almost used one bottle and it has reduced ft so that you can
hardly notice It " Absorblne Jr. Is a mild remedy to use and will
leave no deleterious after effects. $1 per bottle at your druggists
or sent postpaid up«~n receipt of price. W- F. YOUNG, P D. F.,

54 Monmouth St., Springfield, Mass.

The chance to buy a heavily staked two-year-old
is not offered every day. Mr. < Jeo. HoIIenbei
Rio Vista, advertises one for sa le, horn ever,

issue that is a great prospect. It is a filly, two
old. entered and paid up on the Br lers' Futurity,

Occldenl and Stanford Stakes. Has trotted a mile

in 2.-1* with only two months' work. Read the ad-
vertisement.

The first annual auction from the prize winning

Humboldt herd of Shorthorns, owned by Messrs. B, F.

Rush and William Pierce, will take place at Wlllotta

Ranch. Suisun. on Thursday. October 19th. S

Fred H. Chase & Co.. Live Stock Ainu
Market mpi, San Francis o for catalogues.
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STATE FAIR OPENS AT NEW GROUNDS.

North Star Takes Rich Occident Stake-Ambush

Wins the Stallion Stake-Charlie T. Again

Defeats Adam G., and Daedalion

Paces a Mile in 2:10.

fifty-second annua] State Fair held by the Gali-

i Society opened at the new
n Saturday last, Septem-

.
i the Board of Dii rs have labored

disadvantages they have made a splendid

.... \ 1 . ultural Park will be one
. .

.,,. ,i besl arranged fair grounds
1 nited States when the plans are completed.

rounds lies about two miles east of the capital

1 comprise a little more than one hundred
1 has been constructed the finest mile track

. Slope, md many fine buildings for the

v. The barns for the draft horses,

: ml beef cattle, sheds for sheep, hogs, etc., are

as complete as they can be made and offer a strange

l contrast to the old tumbledown shacks

s have been showing in during the past

1 years at the old grounds.

The new grand stand, while called a temporary

affair, is the best arranged in California. There is

not a seat in it. from the lower to the top row, but

affords a view of every foot of the magnificent track,

and every occupant thereof since the State Fair of

1905 opened has spoken in praise of the architect that

designed it and the Board of Directors under whose
management it was built.

The horse barns are complete in every detail, with
large roomy box stalls all ventilated in the most ap-
proved manner. There is plenty of room for the

cattle and they are a feature of this year's fair. The
grounds being entirely new are not shaded, of course,

but a tree planting enterprise has already been started

with Mrs. Burke, wife of Director Frank H. Burke as
the leading spirit, and it is proposed to have the
grounds planted with fast growing trees that will

give shade and beauty to the place.

The track is laid out as perfectly as the surveyor
and graders could make it. The work was all done
under the supervision of Mr. A. M. Allen, the greatest
track builder in America, and it is his last and his

best work. One winter's rain is all it needs to make
it the fastest track on the Coast. In spite of the
fact that it has not had enough water owing to the
delay in getting the ground piped, a heat was paced
un it the first day in 2:10 and a three-year-old trotted

a fourth heat over it in 2:15%.
On the opening day probably two thousand people

were present. It was a larger crowd than usual for

the first day of the fair, and the directors were pleased.
In the .-judges' stand Directors Geo. W. Kingsbury, and
Frank H. Burke sat as judges of the harness events,

with Kd R. Smith of Los Angeles as starter and Geo.
i: Kelley as clerk of the course.

S& n in v Albert Lindley was ubiquitous. Although
it was his first fair he was much better than a raw
hand, and with a year's experience will make as effi-

cient a secretary as the society ever had. He is

painstaking, level headed, affable, has excellent execu-
tive ability and is greatly interested in the success of
of the organization. It is his aim to put the Califor-
nia State Fair on a high plane and to make it what
it was intended, a great annual exposition of the
State's products and progress. He seems to be the
right man in the right place.

The Races.

When the bell was rung to announce the opening
of the racing program, the first to appear was the
well known trainer. H. S. Hogoboom, -who was sitting
behind the pacing mare Daisy E. by Richards Elector,
lam a Waldstein mare. Daisy E. is owned by Mr.
Geo. Cressy of Sacramento, and Mr. Hogoboom
started her for a record. She paced a nice mile in

2:22, the first official time made on the new track.

The bell was rung again, this time for the three-
i -"Id trotters that were to compete for the rich

i 'CCldent Stake, which had a total value of $3885.
divided Into three moneys—60, 30 and in per cent.

Starting paymenl had been made upon nine of the
original entries, but only four appeared to race for
the money. North star, the tall, big-striding Nut-
""I Wilkes gelding, was favorite on the strength

of his great rai e al Santa Rosa just two weeks prev-
ious wheri hi won in straight heats and trotted two

m in 2:13%. Bellemont, the fast Zombro filly,

econd choice and Princess Louise, daughter of

Coronado, was next in favor, with Sir, Carlton, a

handsome and nice moving son of Nutwood "Wilkes,

but little thought of as a factor in the race, although

in any previous year he might have been picked to

win. When the scoring began North Star did not

seem to be trotting squarely and it was whispered

that he was not iu proper shape, while it was known
that his driver, Charles Whitehead, was anything but

well and had tried to get a substitute to drive the

colt during the race. Mr. J. B. Iverson of Salinas,

breeder and owner of North Star, was confident how-
ever that his colt's great speed and gameness would
land him winner of first money and his confidence was
not misplaced. On getting the word the first time
Princess Louise went right to the front and was not
headed during the mile. North Star broke twice dur-

ing the heat, the second time indulging in a long run,

although he seemed to lose greatly by it. In the race

to the wire Princess Louise kept the lead and Durfee
drove to beat North Star, but the Nutwood Wilkes
gelding beat her out by nearly a length. The heat
went to Princess Louise, Bellemont being placed sec-

ond, Sir Carlton third and North Star set back to last

place for running, greatly to .the surprise of the spec-
tators. The time was 2:20.

winnings amounted to $2491 first money and $34S.5>

third money, or a total of $2839.50, which, added ti

the $1750 won by him in the Breeders' Futurity
makes his total winnings on the two races $4589,50
Mr. Iverson received the congratulations of a largi,

number of friends, and Trainer Charles Whitehea<
came in for much praise for his handling of the colt

Bellemont proved herself a fast, game and consisten
filly.

The 2:09 class pace had a field of eight starters

While there was a bunch of fast sidewheelers in thii

event, Mr. A. Ottinger's good stallion Daedalion haii

an easy race of it and won three straight heats jusi
swinging, H. Ward, his driver, easing him up at thd >"'

Scoring, Second Heat, in Occident Stake

An excellent start was given in the second heat and
Bellemont went to the front, but Princess Louise had
the speed to take the lead and keep it up the back
stretch. Here Bellemont passed her and in a drive

home, in which North Star broke and then, regaining
his feet, showed his wonderful speed, they made a
grand race to the wire. Bellemont won by a neck in

2:17%, a new record for her and a very fast mile for

the track which was surely four seconds slow.

Bellemont now ruled favorite, and it was thought
she would finish the race in the next two heats. She
won the third heat in 2:18%, North Star making a
disastrous break.
In the fourth heat North Star was a little steadier.

Whitehead took him back a little at the start and
Durfee drove Bellemont in the lead. In the stretch
the struggle for first money began in earnest. North
Star's speed began to tell and he gradually gained
on the little mare, coming on even terms with her
about 150 yards from the wire and beating her to

the judges by a half length in 2:15%. the fastest heat
of the race and a much better mile than his 2:13%
at Santa Rosa. In this heat Bellemont showed her
gameness, as she struggled hard to keep the lead,

but was outtrotted. In this heat Princess Loiuse and
Sir Carlton were distanced.
The fifth heat was a duel between the gelding and

the filly. They trotted in close company all the way
and a finer exhibition of game trotting and high-class
driving has not been seen on a California track for

many a day. North Star led by a neck at the quar-
ter, at the half the positions were the same, and at
the three-quarters was a half length in froat. Here
he began to draw away and when he trotted under
the wire in 2.17% the little mare was evidently too
tired to make a fighting finish.

The last heat had several thrills in it. Bellemont
broke just as the word was given, but after a few
strides regained her feet and shot to the front and was
leading by four lengths at the half. In this heat
Whitehead showed his ability as a driver and his

confidence in North Star as a stretch trotter. Al-
though Durfee had passed him and was in the lead,

Whitehead sat still and waited until turning into

the stretch before calling on his colt for his best
efforts. At the three-quarters two lengths separated
the two, and on entering the straight they were neck
and neck. With that marvelous long stride which
carries him over the ground at such a rapid rate,

North Star came down the s J retch at increasing speed
and crossed the wire four lengths in front of Belle-
mont in 2:18%, a wonderful mile over a heavy track
for the sixth heat of a three -year-old race.
This race stamps North Star as one of the greatest

three-year-olds seen on this coast for years. His

finish of each mile. The second heat was in 2:10, tho
first heat in that time to the credit of a horse on thd
new track. It was the general opinion that Daedalior
could have paced a mile that day on a good traqli^
close to 2:05. He is a better horse than ever in life cs

life and Mr. Ward deserves great credit for th(i

horse's condition. "Vision paced a good race and wor
second money, Virginia winning third aind Kellj
Briggs fourth.

While the 2:15 trot was finished in three heats, al

of which were won by Charlie T., it was a horse race
In the betting Adam G. and Charlie T. divided fav-
oritism. Cuate, Wild Bell and Lady Jones being ir

the field. In the first heat Charlie T. took the lead
Zibbell lying second two lengths back with the Mc-
Kinney gelding until the far turn was reached wher
a race began between the two. They were head am'
head down the stretch, but Adam G. went to a breal
and Charlie T. crossed the goal a half length in the
lead in 2:16%, the other three far behind.
In the second heat Zibbell adopted different tactics

taking Adam G. right to the front and opening uj
a gap of three or four lengths by the time the quartei
pole was reached. He trotted the second quartei
better than 32 seconds and reached the half in 1:05
At the three-quarters he was four lengths in the lead
but the pace told on him and he made a break froir
which he did not recover until all the others hac
passed him. Charlie T. reached the wire in 2:15%
Cuate was second, Lady Jones third, Wild Bell fourth
and Adam G. fifth.

The third heat was an exciting one. Zibbell dis
played the same tactics as in the previous one, anc
took Adam G. to the front at a whirlwind pace as
soon as the word was given. He kept the lead until
near the three-quarter pole when Adam G. broke, bu1
this time recovered quickly. Charlie T. had assumed
the lead however, and a race then began which broughl
the crowd to its feet. Gradually Adam G. gained or
the leader and had him nearly caught, but the wire
was reached with Charlie T.'s head in front and the
race and first money were won. The time was 2:15%
and the pace at the finish so hot that the Zombrc
gelding broke just as he crossed the finish. It was
a very close contest. Had Adam G. been steadier the
result might have been different, as he seems to have
two-minute speed when called upon for a brush. Al.
McDonald drove a finely judged race with Charlie
T. The summaries.

Pacing, against time, to beat 2:30.
Daisy E., br. m. by Richards' Elector-Waldstein

(H. S. Hogaboom)
Trotting, Occident Stake for three year olds,

¥3885.
North Star, b. c. by Nutwood Wilkes-
Ivoneer (Whitehead) 4 2

Bellemont. b. f. by Zombro
(W. Durfee ) 2 1

Princess Louise, b. f. by Coronado
(Julian > 1 3

Sir Carlton, b. c. by Nutwood Wilkes
(Mastin) 3 4

Time—2:20, 2:17%, 2:18%, 2.15%, 2:17%,

Pacing, 2:09 class, purse $800.
Daedalion, b. h. by Diablo-Grace. . . . (H. Ward)
Vision, b. g\ by Vanquish (F. E. Ward)
Virginia, ch. m. by Bob Mason-Coral (Delaney)
Kelly Briggs, br. g. by Bayswater Wilkes-Alge-

rine (Wright)
Le Roi. b. g. by Altamont-Ophir. . . (S. Lindsay)
Nellie R., br. m. by Wayland W.-Wildnut . . . .

'. (Quinn ) .

Miss Idaho, ch. m. by Nutwood Wilkes-Flash
(Snringer)

Nance O'Neill, b. m. by Pilot Prince-Nona T.
(Bunch

)

_ Time—2:11%. 2:10, 2:12.

""Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $700.
Charlie T., blk. g. by Zombro-Sarah Benton

(McDonald)
Adam G., b. h. by McKinney-Nona Y. ..(Zibbel)
Cuate, br. g. bv McKinney-Miss Jessie

( W. Durfee

)

Wild Bell, br. f. by WMdnut-Bell Bird
(Freeman)

Lady Jones, blk. m. by Captain Jones-Director
.

.' (Green)
Time—2:16%, 2:15%, 2.15%.
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Adam G. leading Charlie T. around First Turn in 2:15 Trot
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Monday, being' Labor Day, was a general holiday

nd the railroad shops and nearly all the big business

Louses were closed. This brought a big crowd to the

irack and the directors were highly pleased. There

jvere races participated in by Indians from Nevada,

jironcho busting, etc., in the forenoon, and a program
if six running events in the afternoon.

Tuesday's program was an excellent one, three har-

ness events being on the card, supplemented with the

jisual four running races. The day's sport opened

vith the Harness Stallion Staie for three-year-old

rotters. There were five starters—Ambush by Zolock,

31 Rey by Nushagak, Alto Downs by Iran Alto, Still

Setter by Iran Alto, and Vallejo Girl by McKinney.
}n his form shown at the previous meetings on the

•ircuit Ambush was made a prohibitive favoirte and
here was little betting on the result. He won in

traight heats, with the Nushagak colt second in all

hree, and Alto Downs third. Still Better and Vallejo

Jirl got the flag in the first heat. The total value of

he stake was $2024, of which Ambush won nrst and
ourth money, or a total of $1214; El Rey was award-
ed $506 and Alto Downs $303.

Fred Chadbourne's John R. Conway was made fav-

.rite for the 2:13 class pace, which had five starters.

iVfter losing the first heat to Friskarina, the Diablo

Itallion went on and won rather handily. Hattie

kroner got third money and Argyle fourth.

The betting race of the day was the 2:12 class trot,

|n which Princess, What Is It, Jupiter B., The Cora-

Inonwealth, Pat Rose, H. D. B., and Walter Wilkes
vere the starters. Jupiter B. was favorite at $20, to

. .9 for What Is It and $5 for the field. It took fifteen

cores to start the first heat, which went to Princess

in 2:15, Jupiter B. second, What Is It third and The
Commonwealth fourth. The other three were dis-

anced.
In hot finishes What Is It won the next two heats

dnd the betting switched all around. Under the rule

Tupiter B. and The Commonwealth were sent to the

itable for not winning a heat in three and Princess

,von handily from the gray gelding, and the Salinas

•rowd that had backed the mare heavily got all the

money. -The summaries:

Trotting. Stallion stake, three-year-olds, value $2024,
llrf which $1012 to first, $505 to second. $303 to third,

,.nd $202 to fourth.

Lmbush, br. c. by Zolock-May McKinney....
' (Bonnelll

I'Cl Rey, b. c. by Nushagak (Spencer)
tUto Downs, b. g. by Iran Alto (T. Bunch)
Hill Better, b. f. by Iran Alto....(C. Bunch)
."allejo Girl, br. f. by McKinney (Smith)

Time—2:21, 2:23, 2:21%.

1

y Pacing, 2:13 class, purse $600.

fohn R. Conway, ch. s. by Diablo, dam by
• Legrande (Chadbourne) 3

I'^riskarina. br. m. bv Bayswater Wilkes..
p (Hoy) 1
Jattie Croner. b. m. by Bay Bird (C. Bunch) 2

irgvle, b. g. by Charles Derby. . . (Springer) 5

Jueen B., b. m. by Count (Lindsay) 4

Time—2.14%, 2:15, 2:15%, 2:15%.

' Trotting, 2:12 class, purse $700.
Jrineess, b. m. by Eugeneer-Belle

.

(Whitehead)
.That Is It, gr. g. by Direct

I (Chadbourne)
fupiter B., b. g. by General Beverly. . . .

I (Durfee

)

The 'commonwealth, b. h. by Shadeland
Onward (Lindsay)

'at Rose, ch. g. by Falrose. .. (Wright l

i. D. B„ b. g. by Arthur Holt;.......
(McDonald)

Vaiter Wilkes, b. g. by Sable Wilkes
(Zibbel)

2:13%. 2:15% 2:19}Time—2:15, 2:14%

On "Wednesday, the fourth day of the fair, there

vas a poor program. But one harness event was on

he card, five rather cheap running races providing

he balance of the day's sport. The pacing event was

or 2:20 class horses. It was won easily by the

hestnut mare Loganette, owned by M. Argy. She

jaeed the first mile in 2:13% and in doing so dis-

anced four of the seven starters. Eagle Pilot, an

Eastern horse, and Dot. the Falrose mare, won second

nd third money. The summary:

Pacing, 2:20 class, purse $600.

.oganette. ch. m. by General Logan. .(Wheeler) 1

:agle Pilot, d. h., by Eagle Bird (Duffey) 3

)ot, b. m. bv Falrose (W. Durfee) 2

liss Winn, ch. m. by Demonio (Ream) d
:iara L., b. m. by Argent (Sprague l d
oe Robin, blk. g. by Robin (Rodriguez) d
'earnot, b. h. by Lynmont (Stewart) d

Time—2:1354. 2:17%, 2:33.

1 1

HARTFORD RACES.

HARTFORD (Conn.), September o.—Sadie Mac, the

avorite in the Charter Oak Stake race at Charter

>ak Park to-day, dropped dead in the stretch, at the

:nish of the fourth heat of the race, after having
een outfooted in the three previous heats. She rup-

ured a blood vessel of the lung, according to the ver-

ict of a veterinarian.
It was evident at the start of the race that Sadie

lac was not in good form, but she got a good start

' l the fourth heat, and she led around the quarter

Jrn, when the crowd got the impression that she had
nally struck her gait and was about to win. The
ope was of short duration. She was last into the

tretch and as the leaders passed under the wire she

taggered and fell dead.
The Zombro mare Zephyr won the first and second
eats, trotting the opening heat in 2:08 and giving
[cKinney's greatest son his first 2:10 performer. The

i
est two heats were won by Anglola and then the race
ent over till Wednesday.
There was a crowd of about 5000 at the park, and
hlle the weather was fine, the track was slow after
le heavy rains of several days.
The 2:19 trot went to the favorite, Leonardo, in

raight heats. Lady Mowry by Nutwood Wilkes won
llrd money in this event.
The 2:13 pace was a long drawn out race, requiring

seven heats to find the winner. Lady Sealskin was
the favorite, but tired after two heats and could not
get to the front again, although the last heat was as
slow as 2:20. The summaries:

Trotting. 2:19 class, purse $1000.
Leonardo, ro. g. by Bellini-Lena Holly

(Dickerson) 111
Silence, ch. g (Cook) 3 2 7
Lady Mowry. b. m (Cecil & Snow) 2 3 8
Morone, blk. g (Gerrity) 9 7 2
Delma Gregor, b. m I Demarest) S 6 3
Nordica, b. m (Loomis) 6 5 4
Martha B.. b. m (Laird) 7 4 5
Belladie, b. m (Rutherford) 1 H :i

Lucerita. br. m (Thompson I 5 S 6
Zest. b. s (Trout) 10 HI .1

Ward, b. s (Rennick i a
Time—2:16%, 2:16%, 2:1':',.

Pacing, 2:13 class, purse $1000.
Jubilee, blk. g. by Satrap

(McEwen16 4 4 6 111
Lady Sealskin, blk m

(A. McDonald l 1 '

Queen of Spades,
Phalla, b. m. ...
Willas, b. g.
Inter Ocean, br. g
Lennox Boy, b. g.
Erskine Reed, b.

blk. .(Snow)
. (Andrews)

(Cox)
. . (Thomas)

(Cook)

(Humphreyville)
2:07%, 2:09%, 2:10,

: S

2:13. :14%, 2.20.Time—2:11%

September 6.—The fifth and final heat of the $10.-

000 Charter Oak stake was won by Angiola to-day in

2.09% with Zephyr second. After trotting four heats

yesterday Angiola and Zephyr stood even with two
heats won by each, and in the betting Angiola was
the favorite to win the race. Geers made a strong

drive with Zephyr to-day, but the mare had not the

speed to overtake Angiola. Zephyr won second
money, $2500; Norman B., third, $1500, and Glenwood
M„ fourth, $1000.

Rain interrupted the racing this afternoon and the

last race on the program, the 2:12 trot, was not
reached. The rain came about 2:30 o'clock and the

track was not sufficiently dried off for racing until

5 o'clock. Soon after the rain stopped A. J. Welch,
owner of the track, induced a lot of automobilists to

take their machines out on the track. The machines
served as road rollers and did good service in getting

the track in condition. Deleree was expected to take

the Capitol City 2:30 trot, event, which closed in May.
Her mile in 2:09% in the 2:30 trot at Readville was

Bellemont (3) 3:17 1-2 in Action

regarded as putting her ahead of all other horses in

the contest. She came in fifth in the first heat, lame
from a strained tendon, and was withdrawn.
The first heat was won by Miss In Law, but, with

Deleree out. Albert C became favorite in the betting,

and this confidence was well placed. He took the

next three heats without trouble. Most of the men
with money to bet could see nothing but Don Carr in

the pacing race, and there was little surprise when
he won in straight heats. Owyho fought hard, but
was outfooted.

Four drivers. Murphy, Walker, Howard and Hel-
man, were fined $50 each by Starter Robert Newton
for scoring ahead of the pole horse, after they had
been warned. Summaries:

Trotting, Charter Oak Stake, 2:09 class, purse $10,000.

Angiola, b. m. by Gregory the Great-Ar-
line (Ames) S 5 1 1 1

Zephyr, b. m. by Zombro (Geers) 117 7 2

Norman B., br. g (McCarthy) 6 2 2 2 S

Glenwood M.. br. s (McDonald) 2 :i !' 6 :;

Direct View, blk. s (De Ryder) a 9 3 S 4
Lisonjero, b. g (Howard)llll S 3 7
Robert Mc. b. g (JolIy)lO 4 4 4 7

Mazetto, blk. g (Bickerson) 9 10 6 5 6

John Caldwell, b. g (Thompson) 7 7 11 9 dr
Sadie Mac, b. m (Stinson) 3 S 5 d
Kid Shay, b. g (Roscmire) 4 6 10 dr

Time—2:0S. 2.09%. 2:10',, 2:099S, 2:09%.

Trotting, 2:30 class, purse $3000.

Albert C, gr. g. by Bellini-Libby Sweet
(Dickerson) 2 111

Miss In Law, br. m (Thomas) 12 3 ::

Sister Collete, b. m (Cahill)4 3 2 2

Del McGregor, b. m (Demarest) 3 d
Deleree. b. m (Murphy) 5 dr
Queen Bell, b. m (Ford) d

Time

—

2:12%. 2:19. 2:22. 2:21%.

Pacing, 2:08 class, purse $2000.

Don Carr. blk g. by Arrowwood-Miss Lee
(Clarki 111

Owyho, ch. s (Murphy) 8 2 2

Josie B.. b. m (De Ryder) 2 3 3

Ethel Mc, ch. m (McCarthy i I 6 4

Edwin C, b. g (Walker I 5 4 5

Oregon Maid. br. m (Helman) 6 5 6

Bonnie Wilkes, ch. m < Howard i 3 ,1

Miss Willamont, b. m (Snow) , ,1

Bald Hornet, ch. g (Jolly) d

Time—2:09 >.,. 2:12%, 2 12%
'

An giola trotted a great race at Galesburg, Illinois,

August 29th. She won in straight heats and every

heat was in 2:07%. This is great trotting. Hal Frey

won second money and Redlac third. There were six

starters.

LAST TWO DAYS AT PROVIDENCE.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., Sept. 1.—The card al Nmrra-
gansett to-day proved an attractive one for 9000 peo-
ple who attended the Grand Circuit meeting, having
as it did a special match race between Tiverton and
Sweet Marie and a free-for-all which brought to-
gether the fastest horses in the country.

In the match race, although Tiverton opened a
slight favorite, there was nothing to it but Sweet
Marie. The mare led him around in both heats, and
when Tiverton tried to make a race of it down the
stretch he broke badly in both heals.
The free-for-all went to Nathan Strauss in straight

heats. Although John M. opened a slight favorite in
the betting, the best that animal could do was third
in both heats. Nervola taking second money.

In the unfinished 2:25 pace. Col. Kirkpatrick's
Albuta, who had taken two heats of the race, won
the third and deciding heat. Inter Ocean making an-
other bad break that destroyed his chances of win-
ning. Choir Boy, the popular choice in the 2:16 class,

finished with the tail-enders in both heats, W. J.

Lewis winning the event.
Boreazelle, the favorite, won the 2.24 trot in straight

heats. The California mare Lady Mowry, by Mc-
Kinney out of a mare by Nutwood Wilkes, trotted an
excellent race and won second money. The final race
of the day, the 2:09 trot, was unfinished when dark-
ness caused the postponement of the event until to-

morrow. In the two heats trotted The Roman took
one and Jim Ferry the other. Summaries:

Pacing, 2:25 class, purse $1000 (concluded from Wed-
nesday!.
Albuta, br. g. by Altivo (Walker) 113 1
Inter Ocean, br. g. (Thomas) 5 2 13
General Starr, blk g (Tallman) 2 3 5 2
Little Jay, b. g (McCarthy) 3 4 4 d

Time

—

2:13 a
,. 2:11%, 2:13%, 2.11%.

Trotting, 2:16 class, purse $1000.

W. J. Lewis, b. g. by Norval (Smith) 1 1
Pat T.. b. g (Patterson

)

2 2
Swift B.. b. g (L. McDonald) 4 ::

Miss Kinney, b. m (Andrews I 3 4

Jim Fenton, b. g (McDermott I (J ."i

Choir Boy, gr. g (Geers) 5 6
Morning Star. blk. g. (Snow) 7 dr

Time—2:09 3-5. 2:11%.

Special match race, trotting (two in three), purse
$5000.

Sweet Marie, b. m. by McKinney. . (A. McDonald) 1 1
Tiverton, b. g. by Galileo-Rex (J. Howell) 2 2

Time by quarters: First heat—0:32%, 1:04, 1:35.
2.06%; second heat—0:32, 1:04, 1:35, 2:06%.

Pacing, free for all, purse $1500.
Nathan Strauss, b. g. by Director-Marv Marshall

'• (Thomas) 1 1
Nervolo, b. h (A. McDonald) 2 2
John M.. blk. g (Cox) 3 3
King Direct, blk. h (Geers) 6 4
Belle Mc. b. m (Laird) 4 7
Locanda, b. b (Snow) 5 6
Dan R., ch. g (Benson) 7 5

Time—2:05, 2:06%.

Trotting, 2:24 class, purse S1000.
Boreazelle, br. h. by Boreal-Lazelle (Demarest) 111
Lady Mowry, b. m. by McKinney (Cecil) 4 3 2
Sister Collette, b. m (Cahill-McDonald) 2 5 4
Nordica. b. m (Loomis) 6 2 5
Brilliant Girl. b. m (Curry) :: 4 3
Silence, ch. g (Cooke) 5 6 6

Time—2:15%, 2:10. 2:15%.

Sept. 2.—To-day's races at Narragansett close the
Grand Circuit meeting here. The card contained
three of the fastest races of the meeting, including
the unfinished 2:09 trot, 2:06 pace and 2:07 trot, as
well as the 2:11 trot and a pacing race.
Geers won his first race of the week, defeating The

Friend, who was a strong favorite. Geers drove
Baron Grattan, and in the first heat The Friend raced
the bay gelding off his feet in the stretch. In the
second heat The Friend broke in the stretch when
abreast of Baron Grattan, and the latter won. Tyson
drove poorly in the last heat, and should have won
the race, as The Friend had speed and stamina, but
Geers caught him napping and nosed him out at the
wire.

In the 2:09 trot Glenwood M.. the favorite, who
dropped two heats yesterday, took the last two heats
to-day without difficulty. Robert Mc took the 2:11
trot after dropping the first heat to Robert T.. Hard-
wood finishing with the tailenders in both heats.
George G., with Geers driving, was favorite in the

2:07 trot, but the best he could do was second, with
Wentworth taking the event in straight heats. Sum-
mary:

Trotting, 2:09 class, purse $1500 (unfinished from
Friday).

Glenwood M., br. h. bv Bobby Burns
(McDonald) 2 3 1]

Jim Ferry, g. g (Frank) 5 13 2
The Roman, b. g (Roths) 1 6 .'• 3
Direct View, In-, h (DeRyder) 4 4 2 ro
Tuna. b. m ( Curry 16 2 4 ro
Brownie Wilton, b. h (Benyon i x 7 6 ro
Gracie Kellar. b. m (Cox I :: :, dr
Kent. ch. g (Briiikerhon"! 7 d
Kid Shay, b. g. (Rosenmyerj d

Time—2:10%, 2:09%, .:"<<,. 2.10.

Trotting, 2:11 class, purse $1000.
Robert Mc, b. g. by McRoberts (Jolly) 2 11
Robert A., b. m (Hayden) 12 2
Hardwood, blk. g (Saunders) 4 :: ?,

Thorn Boy. g. g i Patterson

)

3 4 4
Miss In Law. hi. m i Thomas) 5 d

Time—2:13%, 2:08%,

Trotting, 2:07 class, purse $1J

Wentworth. blk. g. by Superior (McAdoo) 1 1
George G. I». u . . . 1 1 leers > 2 2
McKinley, b. g (Benyon i 4 3
Snyder McGregor, ch. g (Hogan) :: 4

Charley Heir. b. Ii tCahlll) 5 d
Time—

2

Pacing. 2.(16 class, i':i- $1500,

Baron Grattan. b. p. by Grattan... Gei rs) G I :

The Friend, blk. li i Tyson114 2

Joe Pointer, b. h (Rosenhelmer) 2 S 5
Charley Havt. br. li ( Latimer) 3 2 i
Black Hal. blk. h (Walker) 5 ro

Time—2:06, 2:06%, 2:05%.
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t ve told you so?

ext year.

cord breaking nttendai
...

Oder, son of Zolock 2:05%, reduced his

to 2:13% hi a winning race over East week before

. the three-year-old filly that raced

circuit won a good race at

k, with the time 2:14%, 2:lt

.: good race in the 2:13 class

Tuesday. She was a good second
in each of three heats, but had to go to the stable

for not winning a heat in three. She got third money.

J«.nes;. Basler was not started in the 2:09 class

pace at the State Fair. The same day, however, he
worked a heat in 2:10% over the new track.

A starter should not be condemned for sending bad
ff in the rear after giving them a few oppor-

tunities - with the bunch. Horses that do not
have good manners should not be waited on.

Deviletta. William Harkey's filly by Diablo, had a
•-!• in the pacing division of the Harness Stal-

lion Stake at the State Fair. The winnings were
not large, however—only $176.

Dr. Strong won the $5000 gold cup at the Inter-City
matinee races at "Washington Park, Chicago. He won
in straight order, the time being 2:09%, 2:09. Aero-
lite, Tom Axworthy and Prince of Orange were the

other starters and finished in that order.

Capt. C. H. Williams, of the Alaska Packing Com-
pany, returned this week from a four months' trip

to the frozen north and will take in the last two days
uf the State Fair. The captain has no colts out this

year, but is breeding a few at his home at Palo Alto
' that will be starting for the money next year and
thereafter. He owns the McKinney stallion TJnamak.
one of the handsomest young sons of the champion
sire. Unamak is out of a Director mare, a choice
combination of the blood of champions.

Poor Sadie Mac: ir is a pity some one did not
know she was in no condition to race, or she might
have been saved. What a great brood mare she
would have made.

There is talk of a big speed sale at Pleasanton next
March. Fred H. Chase & Co. have the matter under
consideration with Ed R. Smith, who will act as
auctioneer in case the sale is held. It should be a big
success.

Rex Elees. the famous saddle stallion of Monroe
county, Missouri, has been sold by his owner, Mr.
Barnard, of Colorado Springs, to an Audrain county
man, for $8000. Rex Elees is a son of Rex McDonald,
and outsells his illustrious sire by $1500. the price
paid for him being the highest ever paid for a Missouri
saddle horse. He won the championship stakes at the
World's !

i ' has been victor in all the horse
shows of recent years west of the river. Rex Blees
is now In charge of John T. Hook of Paris. Missouri,
and has been for three years.

On the first day of the Readville meeting W. J-

Andrews drove the pacing stallion Audubon Boy
2:03^ a mile in 2:01%, the last half in 58% seconds.
The mile was not an exhibition, but a workout for

1 and the way lie finished with
observers to predict a record

of two minutes Cor him a little later in the season.

n A. McKerron 2:04%, the gelding
Tlvertoi Sweel Mai ie 2:04% are

era that trace in the paternal
'.-. John A. Mi-K'i n 2:04^ traces

to him Guy Wilkes 2.15%, Tiverton 2:04%
' 04% through

meeting l« being held at Pei

On Wednesday nexl
11

by John A. McKerron 2:04% won second
stake at Welling-

ton. 1 >1 [cKerrbn, also
won the two-yeai 1

Dui

opening
- up against

1 iod second in

e raci hlcl rott<

Chadbourne'a string has won quite
the circuit. n>- has all his h

.

A'hat is It, Dr. Hammori
Wilkes.

Noma 2:19, the two-year-old trotter who secured

hej record last week at Readville, is the first of the

get of Walnut Hall 2:09% to enter the standard list.

She is certainly a high-class filly and is owned by"

ident W. H. McDoel, of Chicago.

Secretary "Wilson of the Kentucky Trotting Horse
I breeders' Association, has announced the classes for

neteen purses to be on the week's program at

the fall meeting at Lexington. October 3 to 14. For
trotters there are nine purses of the value of $1000

for .lasses from 2: Of; to 2:25, and for pacers ten.

ranging from 2:04 to 2: 20l

Bellemont, the Zombro filly that won two heats and
second money in this year's Occident Stake, got a
severe bump when being unloaded from her car at

Sacramento. She struck the door with her head, mak-
ing quite a wound just between her ears, and trotted

her race with a bandage on it.

E. K Smathers, Jesse Lewisohn and A. B. Hudson,
three of the greatest plungers in America, who have
frequently bet from $5000 to $25,000 on a race, have
agreed to limit their wagers to $100 hereafter. This
move is the result of a recent discussion by these men
of chances to win on races. The three were unani-
mously of the opinion that betting on race horses was
a delusion and a snare and to win a fortune from
bookmakers was impossible. The outcome of the dis-

cussion was an agreement that $100 should be the limit

bet on a single horse hereafter. In order to make
the agreement binding and provide a penalty for the
one who should break it, it was expressly stipulated

that if the agreement was broken the guilty man
should pay to each of his fellow plungers a forfeit of
$5000.

Mr. E. E. Sherwood of San Gabriel writes us that
he has just sold his handsome young mare Bessie
Barnes by Zombro, dam by Truman, son of Elec-
tioneer, to Jackson &. Hall, of Doval. Maine, for the
neat sum of $3000. Bessie Barnes is a pacer and very
fast. She was a good second in a heat won by Vir-
ginia in 2: in at the Los Angeles meeting last July,
and at the Fresno meeting, although she did not win
the race, got fourth money in the 2:20 class pace and
finished third in the fourth and last heat won by
Virginia in 2:10%. Truman, sire of her dam, has a
record of 2:15&. Her second dam is the great brood-
mare Nadine (dam of Botonica 2:09%, etc.) by Wild-
idle, third dam Norah by Messenger Duroc, fourth dam
Mary Hulse by American Star.

Zolock 2:05^4 will make an attempt to lower his
record at Sacramento to-day. While the track is not
in the condition for a trotter or pacer to show his
best speed, still there is a probability that the son
of McKinney will be able to shade his record a little

as he is in fine fettle. Henry Delaney is to have $500
if he lowers Zolock's record, and Director Geo. W.
Kingsbury will give him $100 more if he lowers the
State pacing record of 2:03% made by John R Gentry
at Los Angeles.

A recapitulation of Cresceus' racing career shows
that he started in thirty-eight races, of which he won
twenty-three, and secured second money in ten others.
He started sixty times against time for track records,
being successful on forty-seven occasions. His total
winnings on the turf amount to nearly $110,000.
Cresceus was trained and driven in all of his races
by his breeder and owner, George H. Ketcham.

The handsome and fast mare Little Babe died at
Santa Rosa during the Breeders' Meeting. Little Babe
was a very fast trotter but had been unfortunate in
her racing career in meeting the best horses in the
State. She trotted three heats in 2:15 and better at
San Jose in 1904, in the California Stake, but was
outside the money at that. She was sired by Bradt-
moor and out of a mare by Dawn and was owned
by Henry Peters of Dixon, who had refused $2500
for her.

Sarah Benton, the dam of Charlie T. 2:14% is also

the dam of Eila Madison 2:12% and Lord Kitchener
2:29%, the last named being a full brother to Charlie
T. All these trotters were bred and raised by Mr.
M. A. Murphy, formerly of Colton, but now of San
Francisco. Charlie T. is owned by Mr. John Tread-
w-il, the well known capitalist, to whom Mr. Murphy
sold him.

Zolock will not go East. The only races still open
to him were a few $1000 purses and .he expenses of
the trip would eai up all the profits even were he to
win alt tli-- raees to which he is eligible.
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Dil turn 2.05^ is pi »vihg a great sire. His list of

2:10 trotters promises to be as large as that of any
stallion within the next five years.

Wanda 2: 17%. owned by Mrs. 1". H. Burke, was
th< first ol the grand-children of Electioneer to take
a sian. laid record. She is the dam of The Roman
2 09%, and Search Me 2:22%, the latter being the first

of the get of Searchlight to enter the charmed circle.

tida is destined to be one of the great broodmares
ol California, as every one of her foals has a high
ra • ol pi d. A full sister to The Roman is one of
the greatest young prospects in California and looks
like 2.10 will be easy for her when she is ready to
start.

The ribbon parade through the streets of Sacra-
mento last Tuesday evening by the members of the

mento Driving Club, marshalled by Mr. Frank
E. Wright, was a very pretty spectacle. At least a

ivere in line, and no handsomer parade
lias b.een seen in the capital city.

I-i cluster's race, meeting will open September 27t

iftd continue four days.

Lou Dillon trotted a half in 1:02, pulling a wago:
over the heavy Washington Park track at Chicag
!a st Monday.

nan

-

-

Hi Hogoboom made the first record on the ne\
track at Sacramento when he marked Geo. Cressy*
mare Daisy E. in 2:22 in a trial against time just be
fore the races began. The first heat trotted on the nej
track was won by Billy Julian with Princess Louis ^
in 2:20, and the first mile in 2:10 on this track w-a
driven by H. R. Ward, when he won the second hea ft

of the 2: iT' pace with Daedalion in that time
of

There is another lone tree track on the map. Thi
State Fair track at Salem, Oregon, has one lorn

oak in the center field, the famous Pleasanton tracl
is adorned in the same manner, and the new track o
the California State Agricultural Society also has *

solitary oak in the infield. It is an omen of goot
luck.

Hetty G. 2:04 1
/4 . the wonderful old pacing mare tha

was a sensation last season, has been thrown out 0:

trotting for the balance of the season, as her trainer
Tommy Murphy, found that she was not in form tt

race in her class. He says, however, that her racin|
days are not over, for he will put her in training agaiz
next spring.

It is a curious co'incidence that those two greai
members of the Mac family, Sadie Mac 2:06)4, trot

ting, and Ethel Mac 2.07H, pacing, are both owned
by women. The former, as has been frequently stated
is the property of Miss K. L. Wilkes of Gait, Ont.
while the latter is owned by Mrs. W. H. McCarthy,
whose husband trains and drives her.

Mack Mack 2:12 wrenched one of his ankles in a

stall recently and it is said will not start in any -

further races this season, but will be shipped back to

California.

An Eastern turf journal says: 'The trotting horse
men of the United States need a big, brainy man to

lead ihem out of the wilderness." And we might add
that the trotting horsemen of California are also in
need of a man of the same sort who will lead a cru<

sade that will have for its object the securing of theii

rights.

Each one of the four money-winners in the three-
year-old trot at Readville last week was a male-line
Electioneer. So. also were three of the four money-
winners in the two-year-old trot.

: .2

I
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An effort will be made to place Todd 2:14%, the
half-brother of Sadie Mac 2:06Vi. in the 2:10 list at
Lexington this fall.

Italia by Zombro won her race at Goshen, New
York, August 23d, right off the reel, and took a record
of 2:16%. She repeated her winning at Newberg the
following week. Italia won the Occident Stake
1901, the fastest heat being in 2:23%.

11c-

The old Gilroy track has been used during the past
few months by quite a number of trainers who are
getting their horses ready for the Hollister race meei
ing which will open on the 27th inst.

Santa Maria will hold a meeting November 6th
Ilth with purses ranging from $75 to $250 for name:
horses and runners. William Mead is secretary.
Entries will close October 23d.

Three sires are credited with two new 2:10 perform-
ers each this year. Directum 2.05^ has Ethel's Pride
2:u7'o and Directum Lass 2:09%. Grattan 2:13 has
Nutwood Grattan 2:07U and Clarita W. 2:09%. Way-?
land W. 2:12*4 has Bolivar 2:0S% and Nelly R.

2:09%. Directum is the only one with two trotters,

one of Grattan's being a pacer, while both of those
by Wayland W. are pacers.

North Star 2:13% is not only the fastest three-year-
old trotting gelding of the year, but he is undoubtedly
one of the gamest. He was the contender in every
heat of the Occident Stake last Saturday, finished sec-
ond in every one of the first three and won the last

three on his gameness. A fourth, fifth and sixth heat
in 2:15%, 2:17% and 2.18% by a three-year-old shows
not only great gameness but wonderful endurance.

James W. Marshall's filly, Mona Wilkes 2:11% bS
Demonio out of a mare by Nutwood Wilkes, is thi

fastest three-year-old pacer of the year. A very a
markable incident of the race wherein she took ht_
record is that she won the fifth and deciding heat
while hitched to a road cart. After winning the first

and second beats in 2:11% and 2:13, in both of which
her hocks hit the sulky, she broke in the next two
heats and lost them to Mamonio, another daughter of
Demonio. in 2:14 1 2 and 2:17. No sulky could be had,
and Fred Chadbourne hooked her to a cart. She did
not mind the weight and reeled off the fifth heat in*

2: 1 5 %. No gamer filly ever lived.

At the recent Pittsburg matinee there was a stun- *

ning surprise in the free-for-all trot, in which R. H.
j

Boggs* chestnut gelding Robin C. beat S. A. Picker- I

ing's Dr. Strong, trotting the last two heats in 2:10,

2:09%. a grand wagon performance. Strong taking the
first heat in 2.11%. Robin C.'s turf record is but

2:17Vi. made last season He is by Minotaur, son of t

Nominator 2:17^4. His dam is Laura C, by Eros, son
of Onwood 2: 25\i ; grandam the fast pacing mare
Minnie P. 2:10%, by Ernest.

.
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OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINIONS.

I Casper Redfield in Chicago Horseman. The 2:30

Itandard for trotters was adopted in 1879. Its object

Las to separate from the great mass of trotting

lorses a few which, by reason of the merit of their

lerformances, should be considered standard trotters.

I'he total number of horses which had, at that time,

rotted a mile in 2:30 or better was about 1000; now

is over 20,000, and the number is increasing at the

ate of about one thousand per year. Already the

st is so great as to be unwieldy.

Upon considering the changes which have occurred

i the trotting horse during the past century it would

eem that we should revise the standard so as to

lake its essential principles applicable to all time

stead of to one particular date. At the time the

tandard was adopted a 2:30 trotter meant a horse

f exceptional merit as a performer, but to-day that

tandard has lost its former significance, booking

ack over the evolution of the horse from the three-

linute trotter of a century ago to the two-minute

otter of to-day, it will be seen that the standard

hould be on a sliding scale which bears some re-

itionship to the rate which speed is evolved. To

laintain the 2:30 standard for all horses of all

mes is to not only let into the standard a large

umber of mediocre horses of to-day, but to exclude

great many horses of exceptional merit which ex-

ited at an early date. A record of 2:31 made forty

r fifty years ago is more meritorious than a record

f 2:10 made to-day, yet we hail the 2:10 trotter as

great performer and turn down the ancient 2:31

otter as not being worthy of our consideration.^.

To make a sliding scale which will represent actual

lerit with a reasonable degree of accuracy, it is

ecessary to take into consideration the times at

hich horses lived and the extreme speed exhibited

y the best horses of those times. In doing this the

lclusion of any horse within, or exclusion from, the

:andard may be most conveniently determined from

ie date when he was foaled. As it is impossible in

case of this kind to obtain that degree of accuracy

hich will do absolute justice to all horses, and as

is impracticable to attempt it by the introduction

f fractions, the best method is to group horses by

ecades and to vary the standard for each decade.

To carry out the idea here suggested I have calcu-

ited a sliding-scale standard which comes as near

i accuracy as appears practical under the circum-

ances. In doing this I have assumed that the 2:30.

t the time of its adoption, was very nearly right,

lid that it should apply to horses foaled after the

eginning of 1870 and before the beginning of 1880.

- torn that point I have calculated backward into the

irlier dates and forward into the later dates and

nd that a variation of Ave seconds in the standard

>r each decade gives a reasonable degree of accur-

cy. Putting this into a table we have the following:

A Standard Trotter is one Foaled Within the

Dates Named and Trotting a Mile Within

the Time Set Opposite Such Dates.

Foaled within years. Trotting a Mile in.

1810 to 1819 3:00 or better.

1S20 to 1829 2.55 or better.

1830 to 1839 2:50 or better.

1S40 to 1849 2:45 or better.

1850 to 1859 2:40 or better.

1860 to 1S69 2:35 or better.

1870 to 1879 2:30 or better.

constitute a standard record for horses foaled during
the years 1910 to 1919 inclusive.
The advantages of such a rule as this will be

obvious. Its application will make a definite record
which will accurately mark the evolution of the trot-
ter, and it would ultimately become of great historic
value. It would cut out of the list a large number
of horses which are not entitled to recognition at
being among the best of their day and generation.
At the present time the owners of many horses art
content to give them record just inside of 2:30, and
the consequence is that in many cases the records
do not indicate the capabilities of the horses to which
they are attached. With a better standard there would
be an incentive to give each horse the best record
of which he was capable, and these records would be
better indications of merit. The evolution of the trot-
ter is undoubted, and a horse foaled after 1900 and
incapable of trotting to a record of 2 : 15 or better
is not keeping up with the procession. All such should
be discarded as not forming part of a breed in which
speed is an essential element.

:

,-:

lai

18S0 to 1889..

1890 to 1899. .

1900 to 1909.

.

1910 to 1919..

.2:25 or better.

. . . .2:20 or better.

. . . .2:15 or better.

. . . .2:10 or better.

PEDIGREE OF AMBUSH.

Ambush, winner of the Harness Stallion Stake, is

a grand looking brown colt, whose blood lines are
here given, as there is probably not another colt bred
like him in America. By a son of McKirmey and out
of a mare whose dam was by the same great sire, he
is doubtless the only colt ever trained that carries
two crosses of the blood of Sweet Marie's sire. A colt

by a pacer that has a record of 2:05% and out of a
mare sired by a pacer with a record of 2:07 could
reasonably be expected to pace, but Ambush is a
square trotter and a better gaited one is hard to find.

His pedigree tabulated to the fifth cross is as follows:

AMIHsH 2:14 1-4

The number of 2:30 trotters in 1870 was 181, which

substantially the number of 2.10 trotters which

cisted in 1903. This gives a total of 20 seconds in

lirty-three years, or one minute in a century. The
Insulation here given gives only 50 seconds in a

ntury or a slight discrimination in favor of present

ly performers. A continuation of the same sliding

iale for two decades further, however, would prob-

>ly bring about a substantial balance. After about

'30 or 1940 the amount of variation per decade would
we to be rapidly diminished. To continue the same
iriation for a century to come would require a horse

trot a mile in 20 seconds and a little more would
ive him finish the mile before he began.
The comparative accuracy of the scale may be seen

J comparing it with the fastest performances within

fferent decades. The tabular standard speed for the

icade from 1840 to 1849 is 2:45. The extreme speed
r that decade was 2:28 made by Felham in 1849.

he difference between the extreme and the stand-

•d is 17 seconds. For the decade 1870 to 1879 the

andard is 2:30 and the extreme is 2:12%, made by
. Julien in 1S79. The difference here is 17% seconds.

>r 1890 to 1899 the standard is 2:20 and the extreme
ieed is 2:03%, made by Alix in 1894. Here the dif-

rence is 16% seconds. The differences for the in-

rmerliate points are also substantially the same
nount.
It will be a good plan to make the standard in

finite relationship to the extreme speed of the fastest

»rse, and that is what the proposed standard is.

it as it cannot be known in advance what the ex-

;me of any decade will be it can be readily calcu-

:ed from the preceding decade. Taken in this way
e proposed standard for horses foaled in any decade
found to be from eleven to twelve seconds slower
an the best record of the preceding decade. A con-
nient general rule would be to make the standard,

the beginning of each decade, ten seconds slower
an the best record made up to that time. Thus, in

10, the best record for the first decade of the pres-

t century will be known, and it will then be ample
n'e in which to determine what rate of speed shall
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RACES AT INGLESIDE.

LEWIS AND CLARK STOCK SHOW.

PORTLAND, Sept. 5.—A big force of carpenters is

at work on the sheds for the slock show, on the heel
of the peninsula across Guild Lake, at the Lewis and
Clark Exposition. The framework of the various
barns is already completed, and all will be in readi-
ness by September 10. As the stock show dales an-
September 19 to 29, inclusive, this is ample time.
There will be room for 500 head of cattle,- 30(1 hoi
300 sheep, 200 hogs and 150 goals, and thei
enough entries to fill every stall.

The list of judges has just been given out by M. D.
Wisdom, live stock superintendent, who says: "The
judges are the most prominent and capable it is pos-
sible to secure, each being an expert in his own class.
This assures absolutely fair and able judging of every
entry."

Professors C. F. Curtiss, of Aimes, la., and W. H.
Dobson, of Marion, Ohio, have been selected to judge
Class A horses, and the other judges so far chosen
are: W. O. Cowen of Chicago, and George F. Bel-
lows of Marysville, Mo.. Shorthorns; C. A. Spannard,
Emporia. Kan., Hereford. Galloway and Poled Angus
breeds; Prof. W. J. Carlisle. Fort Collins, Colo.. Jer-
seys; Prof. C. S. Plum, Columbus, Ohio, Holsteins;
Dwight Lincoln. Milford Center, Ohio, fine wool sheep;
G. G. Council, Vandalia, 111., swine.
The entry list is now closed, and an inspection of

it assures the fulfilment of Mr. Wisdom's early proph-
ecy that the stock show would be not only the best
ever held in the West, but one of the best ever held
anywhere. Stockmen all over the United States have
taken a very keen interest in it from the first, and a
very large attendance of Western stockmen is ex-
pected, as many have postponed their visit to the big
fair in order to enable them to be present when the
stock show is in progress.
Among the more notable entries, mention might be

made of Univers, winner of many prizes, a stallion
purchased a year ago by Boedigheimer and Yankee,
of Salem, Ore., from McLaughlin Bros, of Kansas City
for a consideration in the neighborhood of $3,000.

Univers won first prize in class, and two medals and
two prizes in collection at St. Louis last year. He
was foaled May 27. 1900, and on the Continent won a
first prize and gold medal at the show of the Societe
Hippique Percheronne, in 1903, and first prize in col-

lection at the Grand Annual Show of France in the
same year. He wras awarded first prize at the In-
diana State Fair in 1903. Univers is one of Mc-
Laughlin Brothers' finest importations. He is a
handsome black stallion and weighs 2,310 pounds.

The San Francisco Driving Club, with a bookmak-
ing attachment, held a race meeting at Ingleside on
Monday afternoon of this week—Labor Day. The
results of the harness races wrere as follows:

First race, 2:35 class—Won by Monkey in straight

heats; time, 2:25%, 2:24. Dan Alden second, Ed-
ward third.

Second race, free for all—Won by Kitty D, in

straight heats; time, 2.20, 2:20%. Harry Hurst and
Flora G, alternating second and third.

Third race, 2:30 class—Won by Grace McKinney in

straight heats; time, 2:28%. 2:31%. Dynamite sec-

ond, Lucky Prince third in first, Dick third in second

heat.
Fifth race. 2:45 class—Won by Joe Mc, first in

second and third heats; time. 2:38%, 2:31%. Ed Ray
second in second and third, first in first heat; Little

Dick third.

Sixth race, unfinished—King Cadenza first In first

heat; time. 2:23%. Lady Jeffries second, Ring Rose

third. Mixer first in second heat, time 2:20; Ring

Rose second, Verona third.

DREW A TOOMEY SULKY.

When Edwin C. won the $5,000 Park Brew Pacing

stake at Providence recently, he was hitched to a

Toomey low-seat racer sulky made by S. Toomey &
Co.. Canal Dover, Ohio. These sulkies are the most

popular of any on the market and are being used by

the large majority of the best horses on the turf.

WESTCHESTER RACING ASSOCIATION.

A number of very important stakes for runners will

close Friday, Sept. 15th. with clerk of the course, H.
G. Crickmore of the Westchester Racing Association,
Windsor Arcade, 571 Fifth Avenue, New York.
For the spring meeting of 1906, there is the Juvenile

with $2500 added, at five furlongs, for two-year-olds;
the Fashion, with $2000 added, at four and a half fur-
longs, for two-year-old fillies, and the Eclipse, with
$5000 added, for two-year-olds, at five and a half fur-

longs. There is also the historic Withers, with $5000
added, at a mile, for three-year-olds; the Ladies', with
$4000 added, at a mile, for three-year-old fillies, and
the forty-first Belmont Stakes, of $25,000, for three-
year-olds, at a mile and three furlongs. The tenth
National Stallion Race of $5000, for two-year-olds,
at five furlongs, completes the list for 1906.

There will also close the yearling entry for the
forty-second Belmont Stakes to be run at the spring
meeting in 1908, with $25,000 added, for three-year-
olds, over a mile and three furlongs, and also for the
tenth Matron Stakes, with $10,000 added, for then two-
year-olds, to be run at the fall meeting in 190S, at six

furlongs.

Full details of these stakes appear in our business
columns. Entry blanks at this office.

Washington Jockey Club.

The Autumn meeting at the Bennings course, Wash-
ington, TJ. C, in November, is one of the great run-
ning meetings of the year. In our columns to-day

are advertised the stakes, to close Friday next, Sep-
tember 15th.

There is the Grand Consolation, $3000 added, for

two-year-olds, at seven furlongs; the Dixie, with

$2500 added, three-year-olds, at a mile and a half, and
the Vestal, with $2000 added, for three-year-old fillies,

at a mile and a half.

The closing will be noticed of the Columbia Handi-
cap, the Washington Cup, the Benning Special, the

Maximum, the Bladensburg, the Hunter's Champion
and the Junior Steeplechase, in due course. Entry
blanks at this offl.ee.

It is said that the "skindicate" book at Sacramento
pays $1000 per day for the privilege, with a proviso

that four running races at $250 each are placed on

the program each day. Just where the profit to the

State Agricultural Society comes in, is one of those

things "no fellah can find out," as Dundreary says.

The bill which appropriated the money for the new
fair grounds expressly required that no betting should

be done on the property and no Intoxicating liquors

sold. The "skindicate" leased a piece of private prop-

erty adjoining the track on the south, built a high

board fence around it. and fitted up a bar and pool

room. The directors pulled down enough of the fair

ground fence to permit free passage to and from this

pool room, and rumor has it that $1000 per day is the

sum paid Into the fair treasury by the "'skindicate"

for this act. There is no other passage from the park

except through the regular exit*, and checks are

necessary to return through them.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.
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Coming Events.

Rod.
i t. 16-Feb- 1—Open season for taking stoel-

Aprll 1-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawBsh.

April l-Nov. l—Tnut season open.

June 1-Jan. 1—Open season for black bass.

Sept. 10-Oot. 16-Close reason In tidewater forsteelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for catching salmon.

Sept. 16—Saturday Fly-Casting Contest. Ke-entry. Stow lake.

2:30 p. m.
Sept. 17—Sunday Fly Casting Contest. Re-entry. Stow lake,

10 a. m.
Oot. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nor. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nor. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

i.ater.

Gun.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and

?age hen.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April 1-Oct. 15—Closed season for English snipe.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Aug- l-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Sept. ?, IT—Petaluma Gun Club. Blue rocks. Kenilworth Park

Sept. 9, 10—Empire Gun Club. Merchandise shoot. Blue rocks.

Alameda Junction.

Sept. 10, 24—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rocks.

Sept. 15, 16, 17—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E. Shaner, Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of

S. F. Trapshooting Ass'n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 17—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View, Cal.

Sept. 24—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley
Junction.

Sept. Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Sept. Napa Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Sept. Vallejo Gun Club. Live birds. Flosden Station.

Sept. 24—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Sept. 30-Oet. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs Gun
Club. Biggs, Butte county. H. Haselbusch, manager

Oot. l—Pacific Coast Trap Shooters' Association. Merchandise
shoot. Blue rocks. Empire Club grounds, Alameda Junction.

Bench Shows.

Sept. 4—Rhode Island Kennel Club. Crescent Park, East Provi-

dence, R. I H. M. French, Secretary.

Sept. 4, 5—Miller's River Kennel Club. Athol Mass. Wm.W.
Sutton, Secretary.

Sept. 9—San Mateo Kennel Club. 2nd annual open air show.
Burlingamo. D. J. Sinclair, Secretary.

Sept. 9—Cedarhurst Kennel Club. Lawrence, L. I. John G-
Bates, Secretary.

Sept. II. 13—Newport Dog Show. Newport, R.I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. 16—Englewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M. W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 18, 21—Genesee County Agricultural Society Kennel Club.
Batavia, N. Y. A. E. Brown, Secretary.

Sept. 23—Madison Athletjc Association. Madison, N. J. E. I*.

Jones, Secretary.

Sept. 25, 26—Miami Valley Kennel Club. Piqua. Ohio. Edwin
A. Hiatt, Secretary.

Sept. 27. 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Sept. 30—Bryn Mawr Kennel Club. Haverford, Pa Henry D.
Riley, Secretary.

Oct 3, 6—Texas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex. W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conu. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Oct 11, 14—Spokane Kennel Club. Spokane, Wash. A. B.
Jackson, Secretary.

Oct. 17, 20— Frederick Agricultural Society. Frederick, Md
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary.

Sept. 28 29, SO—Stockton Kennel Club. F. A. Geisea, Secretary,
Stockton, Cal. D. J. Sinclair, Superintendent.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-D30. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

1906.
Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.

McKlm, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb. 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman. Secretary.

Held Trials.

Aug. 28—North Dakota Field Trial Ciub. Inaugural trials.

Grand Forks, N. D. A. E. Palmer, Secretary, Grand Forks, N. D.

Sept. 4—Nebraska Field Trial Association. 4th annual trials.

O'Neill , Neb. H. H. McCarthy, Secretary, O'Neill, Neb.

Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19th annual trials. La
Salle, Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Wlnnepeg Man.
Sept. 11—Northwestern Flold Trial Association. Inaugural

trials. O'Neill, Neb. C. W. Buttles, Secretary, Kansas City, Mo.
1.21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials.

Ladner, B C. H. S Rolston, Secretary, Vancouver. B. C.

Oct. 12-Paclflc Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. CbaH. L. Lundy, Secretary, Seattle, Wash.
Oct. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association. Washington Court House,

O. C. T. Phillip*, Secretary. Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—American Field FJturity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped oo or after January 1, 1901. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, 111., entries closed July l. Address
Am. Flold Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapin, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. fl—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsvllle, 111.

S ii Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
tary. Dayton, O.

Nov. 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, <Weok following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F.Young, Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthvcn, Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

-Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
B Cooke. Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Deo. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
triaU). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, ISO Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. 12-Eastern Field Trial Club. Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield. Conn.

1906.
Jan. S-Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Essig, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Paciflo Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials

Bakersfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

THE FOOL AND THE WISE MAN.

He loved to lean upon the fence.

And watch the swallows dart.

Or list to lark, with joy intense,
Trill melody from its heart.

He loved to linger by the brook,
And scan the riffle's play,

Or drowse and dream above his hook,
With trouble—far away.

"With simple joys he was content;
He had no wish to rule;

Men said his days were all misspent.
And dubbed the man—a fool.

His brother, where the crowds were great,

Sat scheming, day by day;
He filled men's hearts with fear and hate

—

And piled his gains away.

Never knew he 'one hour of rest,

His brow was lined with care;

If joy had e'en been in his breast
Lingered it had not there.

No birds enchanted him with song,
His dreams—were full of sighs.

His fellows saw him grub along.

And thought—that he was wise (?).

, o

MANY LURES FOR BLACK BASS ANGLERS.

In no department of angling mechanics has the
ingenuity of the Yankee come more promptly to the
surface than in the matter of artificial baits for black
bass. It is safe to say that over 100 ingenious, prac-
tical and killing artificial baits are now on the market
for the bass fisherman. These vary as to weight,
size and floating quality, and range all the way from
exact rubber imitations of a natural frog to some
strange creature in imitation of nothing ever seen on
land or sea.

A few of these novelties, although of recent intro-
duction, have demonstrated their effectiveness as lures.

One of the best of these new baits is the buck tail,

which is made of the tail of a deer tied on a long
shank hook and spread out liberally over the bend
of the hook. What particular attraction the tail of

a deer should have for black bass no one knows, but
certain it is that this lure, either made in dark brown
for day use or bright white for late afternoon, even-
ing and night use, is a very killing bait. It is made
generally with one or two concealed hooks. To the
credit of the angling fraternity, as well as the dealer,

it may be said that the use of the treble hook is

rapidly being discontinued. Indeed, in some states,

notably that of New Jersey, the treble hook is now
illegal. Pity 'tis that not every state has followed
New Jersey's fair statute. The buck tail: in the form
described, is generally used on or near the surface
and is light enough to be used with a fairly stiff fly

rod. Like all other artificial lures, it should be kept
constantly in motion, and will be found most effective

when cast in the vicinity of weeds or brush.

An interesting combination is now offered of this

buck tail attached as a troller to the famous floating

baits. These are known as the "revolution" and
"evolution" baits, and have been wonderfully effective

throughout the Middle and Northwestern states. They
are made of aluminum, coarsely fashioned, with arms
which revolve when drawn through the water and are

bright and glistening and have every reasonable at-

traction which inquisitive bass might ask Strange to

say. they have not yet been freely tested by Eastern
anglers who seem to be very conservative in the mat-
ter of novelties for bass fishing. The hair of the

buck's tail has also been found to be an attractive

lure when tied on the shank of a No. 6 hook and used
as a fly.

Another remarkably successful lure consists of the

Dogagiac baits, which take their name from the town
in Michigan where they are made, and which are, in

some respects, the most highly finished artificial bass
baits now on the market. They have many ingenious
features to attract the critical sportsman as well as
the bass. They are made in imitation of minnows
of various colors and are so equipped with small
pieces of lead that they float in a correct position no
matter how fast they may be retrieved. A revolving
spinner precedes and follows the fish, one turned to

the right and the other to the left. This construction

prevents kinking of the line.

These minnows are equipped with an arrangement
at each side and at the end, by which the treble hooks
furnished may be removed and single hooks substi-

tuted. The makers have not confined themselves to

imitating either the shape or color of a variety of

minnows, but have also introduced a number of in-

genious shapes which have been found quite as ef-

fective as the Imitation minnows. These baits are

ex-

he.l

u,--

of line weight for casting and have a tendency to sing
very slowly, which recommends them as an "ideal
black bass bait for some waters. In fineness of
finish, quality and durability they leave nothing to
be desired.

Another novel and interesting bait recently placed
on the market is the Jamison coaxer and teaser. Mil
Jamison is a Chicago sportsman who has devoted
considerable leisure time to the study of the habits
of black bass. The circular with which he announces
his bait is extremely readable to any angler for this
game fish. Mr. Jamison has become convinced, with
the rest of the expert black bass anglers, that the
bass sees his object long before it reaches the wateflj
He has watched bass start for the place where a
bait or frog would land and travel twenty feet wills
their back fin sticking out of the water. This
perience is not novel to any angler who has fish
in shallow waters or where the bass were accuj
tomed to surface feeding. Mr. Jamison, therefore,
ingeniously constructs a bait which moves freely
through the air, and while in the air resembles a
bug. It has a round-shaped body which is made of
cork and enameled white, from which two side wings
project, and the tail is furnished with two large flat
brilliant red feathers in which the hook is concealed.
To make the bait almost weedless, it is so weighted
that when drawn through the water the barb of the
hook remains uppermost. When pulled from the
water this bait has a tendency to seek the surface
and makes a wake like an insect or bug, and in the
hands of many expert anglers has already demon-
strated its remarkable killing qualities. The bait is

made either single or tandem.
The "Nemahdin" is another novelty in bass baits

which has much to commend it. It has a spinner
in front of a barred shaped body which is more or.

Jess in imitation of a minnow, and the hooks a:

skillfully guarded by wires that render it practical
weedless.
The difficulty with many of the bass baits hereto-

fore is that they turn so frequently that the line
becomes rapidly kinked and snarled. This has been
overcome by the method described above and which
consists of using spinners revolving in opposite direc-
tions, or by the use of the Stewart pilot, a recent
novelty which will instantly appeal to any angler
for its ingenuity and valuable service. It is so con-?

strutted that by using either the front or end of the
pilot the bait will persistently seek either the surface
or the bottom. It will be seen that this device will

instantly turn right the frog, which, as every angler
knows, has the persistent habit of landing on its

back and staying there, in which position no well-
constructed bass would attack him. The Pilot from
Chicago is made of aluminum and sells for 25 cenl

For using live frogs several ingenious devices a:

now on the market. Thatcher's aluminum fioati:

live frog rig is perhaps the most ingenious of the lot.

It consists of a shaped piece of aluminum with a
hook at the front and the back and rubber bands by
which the frog is attached to this aluminum plate
which exactly fits the shape of his body. The hooks
are between his forelegs and hindlegs, one faci:

down and the other up, and are so located that almo;
any strike will hook a fish. This rig is supposed
allow the frog free and natural action.

Another device of similar style is a frog tandei
which consists of two hooks attached with a piece
of lead soldered to the second hook to which is fas-

tened a rubber band. The first hook is fastened
through the lips of the frog, the rubber band drawn
around his body and in this position he floats cor-
rectly whether living or dead.
Another similar device is the gang and casting

hook, which consists of a small spinner attached to

the upper end of a long-shanked hook and a split

shot fastened to the bend of the hook. By this ar-

rangement the advantage of a spinner is had and the
split shot will persistently keep the minnow or frog
upright.
A frog casting frame gang is another one of the

recent novelties for bass fishermen. It consists of

a coarsely shaped piece of wire, from which are
sprung single or gang hooks to which the frog is

attached. By this arrangement the hooks may be
sent through the legs of the frog so as to hold
in correct position all the time.
Another, made in Utica, N. Y., is also an interest!]

variation of special baits, which is good for either

trolling or casting. It has the unique feature of a
darting bait as well as a revolving one. By an in-

genious arrangement of fastening the line not td

the forward end of the minnow, but somewhat back
from the head by means of a swinging hinge, an
oscillating and darting motion is given to the bait,

which has proved very attractive to game fish.

A similar bait which has been remarkably success-
ful for bass, trout and salmon, is the "silver soldier,"

made by a New York sporting goods house, and
which consists of a German silver minnow, to which
is permanently soldered a fine quality single hook.

This minnow is bent into nearly a half circle, and
when drawn through the water turns from side tflf

side in close imitation of a wounded minnow endeav-
oring to escape from his enemy. The "silver soldier"

has been effective in salt .water as well as fresh.

The bass fisherman who is trolling alone for his

favorite finny quarry will find it necessary to be
equipped with some method of holding his rod in the

boat, and the ingenious Yankee has not overlooked
this important item of the equipment. A device has
for several ye"ars been on the market which may be
securely attached either to the gunwale of the boat,

the seat or side, and into which the fishing rod may
be placed ready for instant release.

The device is of galvanized iron with arms which
are rubber covered to protect the finish of the rod,

and is capable of a dozen different adjustments. The
security of the arrangement is absolute, and no angler

having once tried it would attempt to get along
without it. By the use of this device the rod may
be extended directly over the stern of the boat, or
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at right angles, for the purpose of trolling close to

5

The weedless hooks and spinners have also con-

tributed not a little to the popularity of bass fishing

among Western lakes where weeds are prevalent, and

are entitled to equal place for recognition among the

critical angling fratrnity of the East. These consist

'of long-shanked pattern hooks, to the shank of which
:

is permanently attached a small piece of mckel-

Iplated copper which spins within close distance to the

'point of the hook. The weedless feature is obtained

by the use of spring; wires extending from the ringed

lend of the hook. An ingenious novelty is furnished

iby this company, consisting of a tandem of hooks,

lone long-shanked, the other short, to which two small

,frogs or minnows can be attached, and which has

conclusively demonstrated its value.

Angling Devices Recently Patented.

In the use of bait or fly-casting tackle a prime

object is to reduce to a minimum the friction of the

line as it is reeled in and out, particularly so in cast-

ing To attain this end much ingenuity has been

shown in devising guides and tips of the proper size

and shape and in the selection of material most suit-

able for them. With the various agate or other hard

substitutes, snake, ring and metal guides and tips

most anglers are familiar, yet new styles are con-

tinually being produced, and recently there has been

advanced a new departure in rod tip construction

which, it is claimed, practically opens the field of in-

vention afresh. A few months ago the first roller

tins and guides were offered to anglers, and already

a second patent on a device of this nature has been

granted, this time to Otto Miller and Philip Kun-

izinger of Brooklyn, N. Y. It relates, however, to rod

!tips only. The tip is penetrated by a transverse open-

ling back of the boss, in which is journaled an anti-

friction roller, its ends loosely fitting holes drilled in

the sides of the boss and held in place by a threaded

collar screwed in the outside of the boss. The in-

turned annular flange forms a smaller orifice, which

'holds the line near the center of the roller This

invention is simple and may be easily applied to any

trolling rod tip. It is cheaply manufactured and is

said to = erve the purpose admirably. Any parts broken

'or damaged by wear may be replaced without remov-

ing the tip from the rod. Of course the roller tip

must be so placed on the tip Joint, in relation to the

position of the reel, that the line will pass over in-

I stead of under the roller, or sideways.

| Another device, recently patented is designed to pro-

vide a simple, certain and thoroughly practical man-

' ner to effect setting of the hook in the fish's mouth

Lwhen the bait on the hook is disturbed or to snag

Ithe fish should it take the bait when placed above

the hook.

j;
This device consists of a spring arm fastened to

['the rod near the grip and lying close to the butt

joint when the mechanism is set. The line is run

.through a guide in the end of the arm and then

I through the rod tip. Midway of the arm is located a

[ hook and sear, the latter having a counterweight

which holds it in engagement until released by a

strain upon the line, such as might be given by the

l-fish in biting. In casting, or in still fishing with a

I heavv sinker, premature release of the spring is

I avoided by supporting the counterweight with the

, thumb or finger. The device is capable of attachment

I to any wooden or bamboo rod. This may not prove

I in practice, however, all it appears in theory. Quite

I frequently fish will jerk on the line before the bait

I and hook is fairly in the month, and then there must

I be a halt in proceedings until the arm is reset. In-

I mentions of similar purpose are not rare, but not one

i is popular. In some the hook-setting spring is con-

tained in the float. All alike lose fish the skilled

I angler would hook—they jerk the line at the wrong

• time This device is patented by a citizen of Clare-

nont Cal. We do not think it will find favor with

, ashermen, still less with anglers. It has one com-

nendation, it can be used by the fellow who catches

11 his fish in his dreams. .

Among the newest ideas in floats is one that is

nade in detachable halves, and is supposed to be a.

worthy departure from the orthodox line of painted

loats for it permits changing the top to suit light

>r dark days-a red top for brighter days, showing

,p well in the sunlight, where white would be practi-

cally undistinguishable, while the white top is better

inder the thick shadows of foliage or on dark days.

o—
Salmon in the Bay. ._,„_
Local anglers have had royal sport with the salmon

•un now on in the "straits" and adjacent waters. On

Sunday and Monday last, and throughout the week,

,t is estimated that at least 70 fish were taken by

lifferent anglers.

Most of the salmon were caught near the end ot

ielvedere island, a few were hooked on the Angel

sland side of the straits. One large fish, over 22

.ounds, was caught in the entrance to the Tiburon

ierry slip, by Clarence Ashlin, last week. He was

rolling from a launch. S. A. Wells, John Fatjo and

''rank Marcus were also in the launch, the party

Mounting for seven fish, all of which were taken on

No. 6 all silver Wilson spoon. Al Wilson has been

ery lucky on recent salmon fishing trips. He landed

ve one morning. "Parson" Jackson hooked a 1

New Resort for Black Bass Anglers.
j

From time to time, the waters of the Sacramento

sloughs and overflows above Rio Vista have been

mentioned in these columns as affording first class

black bass angling. Reports received from individual

anglers have been enthusiastic in praise of the sport

to be had at various places bettyeen Clarksburg and

Rio Vista. The one drawback for the majority of

sportsmen and a salient reason why the region is not

developed, is that it requires a knowledge of the tule

topography and a compass to enable one to get at

the places where the fish are to be found.

The few local anglers who have been lucky enough

to be piloted into the hidden recesses of the district

have had the fishing of their lives, for black bass.

Some fourteen miles above Rio Vista, via Prospect

slough and through tortuous, shallow channels devi-

ating therefrom can be found ideal black bass waters.
including

ence of ladies will surely improve the tone of any
form of healthful open-air sport, and therefore sports-

men must always strive to make these pastimes
worthy in every respect of their attendance.
At the recent Northwest Turnament at Portland,

four lady shooters were on the firing line. While
there is a noticeable attendance of the fair sex at

local shoots, with the exception of two or possibly

three, Mrs. A. M. Shields and Mrs. J. B. Hauer, tin-

indulgence in the sport of trap shooting by the ladies

is at present somewhat limited.

On the contrary, however, the attractions of upland
and marsh are strong enough to induce a large num-
ber of ladies to try 16 and 12 bores on both ducks
and quail, nor are the skilled riflewnmen wanting who
can drop a buck.
From present indications, it is safe to say, that the

trap shooting boom will be contagious, and we antici-

pate seeing a number of ladies at gun club shoots
Ponds are there full of aquatic vegetation.

the lily pads, which seem to be the chosen habitat of who can and will break ta rgets, nex t season.

the bass. In these far away tule hidden ponds the

black bass are to be found in incredible plentitude,

fish weighing five and' six pounds are more than

numerous. They are a fighting band of scaly rascals,

too, they and their congeners big pike, perch, striped

bass and other smaller varieties. This immense sec-

tion of tule overflowed land, bisected by innumerable

creeks and sloughs and dotted with thousands of

ponds is a veritable spawning and breeding ground

for the fishes.

A party of four local anglers landed 182 bass in a

morning and evening fishing last Sunday. The killing

lure was a "phantom minnow" with treble hooks

—

this artificial bait was used by the party, because

it is in vogue with the natives of that section.

AT THE TRAPS.

Previous to the invention of flying targets trap

shooting could hardly be considered a national sport

in the United States. Live bird shooting had a fair

number of devotees, it is true, but the events of im-
portance in this line could be summed up in a few
state tournaments each year and the pigeon matches
between experts, with an occasional team race. A
glance at the files of any of the sportsmen's journals

of twenty-five years ago demonstrates the fact that

during the period when inanimate target shooting

was just coming itno popularity the scores of both
live bird and flying target events were given in

minute detail, yet the trap shooting department was
The fishing of the district briefly described above is seldom crowded. To report a three or four-day target

destined to be possibly the best black bass angling

resort on the coast. For the present the "natives,"

those of them who know the "ins and outs" of the

territory, are intensely jealous of the intrusion of

outsiders, as they call them, and it is generally with

reluctance that a city sportsman can obtain a pilot

to the mecca of the black bass angler. But there is

one consolation for the rod and line fraternity and

that is, now that the veil has been lifted, even for a

brief peep in. the promised land will soon be as an

open book for anglers and the spirit of unsports-

manlike intolerance will be unavailing in keeping

sportsmen from enoying the benefits of what the

State Fish Commission originally intended for the

tournament in similar manner at the present time,

when the number of competitors may possibly range
from 100 to 200 would fill from six to ten pages, and
there would be little, if any, space for any except
the leading shoot each week. Now, the problem is

to do justice to the multiplicity of trap shooting
events, and this can only he done by a system of

condensing the scores, so that the news of the week
may be placed before the reader in such manner that

the department will give him the results in concise

rather than cumbersome style. Evenwith this system
the trap scores are very much in evidence every week
in the year.

At the present time the relative importance of live

"ommunity at large and paid for—not for the selfish bird and inanimate target shooting is the reverse of

benefit of the few, who are blinded by their own '

ingnorance and narrow-mindedness.

Trap Shooting for Ladies.

Great has been the increase in popularity of such

open-air recreations as field and trap shooting for

ladies. Those who have once tested the pleasure and

benefit to be derived by participating with their hus-

bands or brothers in field shooting usually become

enthusiastic devotees of the sport, and the same is

true of shooting at the traps. As a tonic for the

nervous system there is nothing better than the pure

air of field and forest, and it would be difficult to find

a better incentive than that of following a good brace

of dogs Trap shooting, of course, lacks in several

respects the exhilaration of shooting in the field, but

it is easier to be had in the immediate vicinity of large

cities, and—except in chilling winter weather in the

jcrorth—is always in season, which cannot be said of

game-bird shooting. Therefore, sport at the traps

can be highly commended for ladies, and there is

cause for rejoicing in the fact that so many of the

sex are adding to their health and happiness by

participation in this pastime. Referring to the benefit

thus derived, Mrs. Maud K. Butler, of Chanute, Kan.—

a lady of social and intellectual prominence—re-

sponded as follows to a recent letter asking informa-

tion regarding her personal experience in this line

"of out-of-door sports.

"I sincerely wish I felt capable of expressing in

such impressive language of how much real pleasure

and real physical benefit I have derived from the

indulgence that any number of ladies would be in-

spired to learn the art of handling a gun. I have

been shooting at intervals, few and far between, for

several years for the enjoyment, exclusively, and my

the condition existing a little more than a quarter of

a century ago. Then live bird shooting—mainly wild

pigeons—was the principal sport in the line of trap

shooting. Now inanimate or flying target shooting
is so far in the lead that the distinctive live bird
shoots cut but a small figure. This is partly due to

the extermination of the wild pigeons and the expense
of securing tame pigeons, while inanimate target
shooting is easily obtainable in almost any locality,

at slight expense.
The influence of the sportsmen's press has done

much to stimulate the sport of trap shooting, and the
Interstate Association, with Elmer E. Shaner as an
active, efficient field marshal, has given great impetus
to this recreation. There has been almost a phenom-
enal increase in the number of gun clubs during the

past ten years, and it is believed this development
will continue in like ratio for many years to come,
as it affords a fair substitute for field shooting, and
the gradual decrease in the game bird supply will

probably cause a larger proportionate growth of trap
shooting.

The Vallejo Gun Club blue rock season for this

year closed on August 27th with a merchandise shoot.

A live bird shoot is scheduled for the near future for

the wind-up shoot. The Vallejo club has had an en-
thusiastic season at the traps and is in a flourishing

condition with a large list of active members on the

roll.

At the merchandise shoot mentioned the principal

winners were: Clarke, Mayfield, O'Hara, Hirschle.

Comfort, Burnett and Roney. There was a strong

attendance of visiting shooters. The list of prizes

was numerous enough to give each one of twenty
contestants a prize. The leading scores at 25 targets

The regular shoot of the Union Gun Club pro-

grammed for September 17th has been postponed until

Sunday, September 24th. The club date fell on one

of Hi- days of the Interstate shoot. This shoot will

be the closing blue rock shoot of the Unions for 1905.

-''--
\ wenty trolling boats out. Most of the anglers in

Itiese boats caught more or less salmon.

The fish taken were all fresh run, in splendid con-

tition and put up game fights The possibilities of

port in trolling for salmon as indicated by the catches

f the past two weeks in the bay waters mentioned

i o a long way towards rivalry of Monterey bay sal-

,ion fishing. The season for salmon in tide water

•111 be closed from September 10th until October 16th.

were: Clarke 21. Mayfield 21. O'Hara 20, Hirschle IS,

supremest interest has been to break as many targets Ronev 18 carter 20. Winkleman 12, P. Magistrini 19,

as possible. Since I haven't even been able to accom- Comfort 2 4, Woods 16.

plish anything phenomenal in that direction, I feel too

much of a novice to furnish any beneficial suggestions

from my own resources or experience. I shall remain

quite well satisfied to make a record sufficiently cred-

itable to maintain my enthusiasm and to produce the

sensation of delight which the announcement of an

opportunity for shouldering my gun always occasions.

"The pleasure of meeting the more skillful knights The Santa Rosa Gun Club shoot, August 27th, of-

of the gun, who are famously generous and magnanl- fered a variety of events for the club and visiting

mous. is one of the anticipations which is warranted shooters. The main feature of the day was a team

to encourage the effort to keep in touch with ttie shoot between Santa Rosa and Petaluma powder

shooting world, and while we don't expect to increase burners, at 25 targets per man. The Santa Rosans

the weight of the family purse or jump unexpectedly WOn by 15 birds. The scores were:

into fame, Mr. Butler and I are certainly looking for- Santa Rosa—Hesse 21, Slusser 18, MacGregoi 22

ward with greatest pleasure to the tournaments of the Young 18, MacQuiddy 13; total 92.

future." Petaluma—Murphy 19, Summerfield 12, Goper 20.

The trap shooters of America, who are—as Mrs. Hooper 13. Carter 13; total 77.

Butler has aptly stated—chivalrous and magnanimous, in the club cup shoot the scores were as follows:

will doubtless take pride as well as pleasure in main- MacQuiddy, 14 yards, shot at 30, broke 8: Slusser.

talnine their favorite pastime upon a high plane, thus 18, 25, 22; MacGregor, 16, 27, lfi; Edmonds. 16. 28. 17;

"esse, IS, 23, 20. Slusser won the monthly medal.

In the pool shoot the scores were: Summerfield, 3

out of 10; Slusser 9, Hooper 4, Murphy 9, Mego 6,

Steiger 3, Hesse 7, Kraper 6. Carter 8, Goper 6. Slus-

ser and Murphy tied for first money,

second money.

und fish on Sunday, on which day there was about .* h t a neariy to an ideal standard as Hesse, IS, 25, 20,

.._- i..,,, u— .... „,,t urnst nf the anglers in uiiiisiiib mc w «,._,, .,„ T.. *u„ „„,

Jaokson'i Napa Soda doeB not tangle the feet

possible by eliminating everything that can offend the

most refined. At the present time the leading gun

clubs of the country are steadily improving the envir-

onments and increasing the attractiveness of their

club houses and grounds, in order that the wives,

the sisters and the daughters may find delight In at-

tendance at regular shoots and tournaments. A few

years hence the club shoots—provided with cool tents

in addition to shady verandas—may prove more potent

in attraction for the ladies than the golf links or

tennis court. It is a recognized fact that the pres-

Carter won

Twenty-nine shooters attended the Golden Gate Gun
Club final club shoot for this season on the Ingleslde

grounds last Sunday.
In the champion class M. O. Feudner broke 69 target?

out of 100 and was high gun for the day. This score
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-"ave him the high average for the season and the

Shields trophy for club high average for 190=,.

lner 1 '" 1 W ~
to the

,. out. Varien was close up to the

of the

V', 11 short
„,..onc . ror high average prize, fell short

Li^ hut 80 targets to go on. The purse winners

Sand:' 'mpton class were: Feudner, Rolling,

uman and ^ ebb.

Schultz was high gun in the first ^ss squad

on Sunday, but was beaten out by Gamble for the

season's -'• average, with Donohoe a hairs

:
behind the two. Harpham won out over

. * for the season. The shooters above men-

...I won the purse for the class.

AM Shields had a lead in the six previous shoots

nought him high average for the second class-

- but two targets behind Bruns high gun for

v in the class. Jacobsen was just a notch

under Shields for class high average. The class

Cour moneys, was annexed by Bruns. McElwain,

Is and Jacobsen.

Harvey scored the high average for third class as

well as first money on Sunday. Cuneo. Johnson and

Patrick won the other three moneys. The quartet fin-

ished for the class, the positions being m the order

named. „ „
The scores made were the following.

Club mates, 100 targets,$l00 added (SS foreac* class). «S *"*»-

©ite pveei>ev cmfc ^tpuriamtm [September 9, 19C5

CoamploD Class-
Feudner S2 23 M 21-89

HOUIHB g 20 22 22-88

Forsler 2a 13 >9 jjO-f'
Nauman 21 20 21 22-87

Webb 22 21 22 20-85
Varien 20 22 22 19-83

Schnltz, E... 21 19 19 21—80

Iverson 18 21 17 23-79
Hatght 21 20 12 21-75

First Class—
Schullz.F.... IS 20 22 18-78

Murdoci 20 19 19 19-77

Djnitoe 18 19 20 20-77
Gamble IS 22 19 20-76
Harpham 18 20 19 18—75

•Slade" 20 20 18 15-73

Wattles 23 18 16 13-70

Golcher 16 16 20 17—«9
Lewis 19 13 13 20-65

Potter.. 17 15 15 ];>—62

Second Class-
Brans 19 15 17 17-68

McElwain.... 17 18 16 17-68

Shields 14 17 16 17-64

Jacobsen 18 13 17 16-84

Knick 13 17 14 10-54

Third Class—
Harvey 15 21 18 20-74

Cuneo 19 14 16 23—73

Johnson 13 14 15 16-58

Patrick. 10 15 15 lo-o.

Sylvester, Dr. 16 10 13 lo—54

An example to be followed by Coast gun clubs is

the career of the. Golden Gate Gun Club for 190o. At

the seven monthly shoots of the club this season, $700

was distributed in cash prizes to the members—$100

at each shoot, divided into four $25 purses, one for

each class. Th» club still has a creditable balance

in treasury for a starter in 1906.

The classification system followed this year—divid-

ing the shooters into champion, first, second and third

classes, it has been demonstrated, was a strong factor

towards creating enthusiasm and maintaining the or-

ganization's popularity with the shooters as well as

arousing general interest in the sport of blue rock

trap shooting.

Dan Daniels took part in the first day's events at

the Interstate Association shoot at Denver, August

>9th lie broke 181 out of 200, 90.5 per cent., as fol-

lows: 15-12, 15-13, 15-12. 15-15. 20-20, 20-20, 15-13,

15-15, 15-14, 15-12, 20-19. 20-1S. Not so bad for an

engineer Dan stopped at Denver on his return from

a trip further east. His gun, a Greener, broke down

on the second day.

The initial shoot of the recently organized Santa

Cruz Rod and Gun Club took place on the club trap

grounds at Del Mar. August 27th.

'IVn bird races were on the card and the following

- were made: W. H. Varien (of Pacific Grove),

9, 8, 9, 6. 9. 10, 8, 7, 9, 8, 10. W. E. Greene (of Pacific

'.rove i. 10, 8, 9, 10, 9. 7. 9. 9. 9. 9, 10. Bert Pearson

(of Salinas). 7. 7. 8, 9, 8, 7. 9, 7. 6. 10. 10. Mr. Gam-
... 1. 4. 5. Mr. Matthews, 5. 5. 4.

lie sems to have struck the pace he had at

ii t
.. Sacramento tournament, three straights and one

losl oul of each of six ten-bird races—98 out of 110

Is pretty good shooting. Varien was only six birds

behind him.

Mr. Klmer E. Shaner arrived in this city ,on last

ning. Mr. Shaner is a gentleman of ex-

-]>• pleasant personality and was taken in

y one of the leading figures on Sportsman's

Row. Rollo O. Heikes and Tom A. Marshall were
lay. Among the shooters from the

ICast who will be in attendance at the interstate shoot

next are: W. R. Crosby, Fred Gilbert. Jack Fanning.

.Mr. Arnold. H. C. Herschey, D. W. King. Jr., E. D.

Plank, I
iirter, Chan M. Powers and Harvey

McMurchy.

British Columbia Field Trial Prospects.

A recent Vancouver. B. C, exchange has the fol-

lowing loi al announcement relating to prospects for

miing field trials of the British Columbia Field

Trial Club:
Two of the best-known handlers of dogs on the

I '.-ast were in town yesterday and by the time this

is read will be on Pitt Meadows working their dogs.

Both men are from California and have an interna-

tional reputation as trainers.

W, B. Coutts is one of the best-known sportsmen in

California. He has ten dogs of the bluest of blue

bloods with him. Four are Pointers and six English

Setters. As it happens four of his string will be en-

tered in the Derby and six in the All-Age stake. To
put it more -correctly perhaps, it might be said that

the dogs are not yet entered but if they turn out as

Mr. Coutts hopes they will, he will enter them in that

way. The list of dogs and the breeding is enough to

make a man who knows a good dog from a mongrel,

and who is up in society, get up from his seat and lift

his hat.

This is Mr. Coutfs string: For All-Age Stake-
Mr. J. E. Terry's Kilgarif by Orion, dam Mary Lou:

Mr. J. H. Schumacher's Sir Roderick, sire Detroit Joe,

dam Dolores: Mr. J. W. Flynn's Sabine's Molly, a

Pointer by Toung Rip Rap, dam Mother Sabine; Mr.

F. H. Shaw's Countess Lou. by Count's Mark, dam
Mary Lou: Messrs. Rose & Christenson's Belfontaine,

by Count Whiteside, dam Gracie G. Gladstone.

This is the list of the probable All-Age entries with

Mr. Coutts. Here are the younger ones which will be

put in the Derby:
Mr. W. B. Coutts' Pointer Tod Sloan, by Bolin's

Duke, dam Sloan's "Whisper.

Mr. S. Christenson's Setter Goliath, sire Kilgarif,

dam Maggie F.

Mr. F. D. Schumacher's Lady Bell, sire Teddy Hunt,

dam Jack's Fanshon.
Mr. H. Hopkins' Aunt Marie, sire Uncle B.. dam

Sport Belle.

Mr. J. E Lucas has nine with him Every one of

the dogs looks good and fit and from appearances

the Vancouver sportsmen will have to go some to

carry away the cups. Mr. Lucas has with him five

probable entries for the All-Age and four for the

Derby. They are:

Mr. J. TV. Considine's Policy Girl, sire Dave Earle;

dam. Top's Queen.
Mr. J. E. Lucas's (agent) Fandango, sire Dr. Dan-

iels, dam Fan Go.

Mr. J. E. Lucas' (agent) Chiquita, by Dr. Daniels-

Fan Go.
Mr. J. W. Considine's Roxane, sire Champion Lady's

Count Gladstone, dam Jessie Rodfield.

Mr. J. E Lucas' (agent) by Ch. Lady's Count Glad-

stone, dam Sports' Destiny.

The Ingleside grounds are being rapidly arranged
for the accommodation of the shooters next week.

rrounds will be open for practice shooting on

Thur-
It Ik proposed to hang up a suitable trophy for a

;.en to all. This will bring a coast team
. . inst the Easterners and will settle the

ion "How do our shooters compare
with the Eastern (racks'." This will be an extra

it and a lively one it promises to be.

Following the Interstate Association shoot, oi

1Mb there will be a live bird shoot on the
in which the Easterners will grass pigeons

with the local shooters.

The entries we are informed will probably make the
show a four-point show.
There will be a large- attendance of fanciers from

this city at the open air show. A number of recent
doggy arrivals will be benched and a surprise or two
is expected from the dark 'uns.

Field Trials and California Quail.

"W. B. Coutts in a recent letter from Vancouver,

B. C. to the Sportsman's Review, says:

I just arrived in this part of Canada a few days

ago to take part in the trials, and where I am located

to train, the first game bird I saw was a California

quail, on Sula Island, B. C, and I was delighted to

see my little friend, the top-not, so far north. I am
informed there is quite a few of them showing up
along the deltas of the Fraser River.

It seems this is about the extreme end of their

northern habitat, and the further south one goes they

get more numerous. Even south of California, down
into New and Old Mexico, they are found in great

numbers.
We have two species in California—the mountain

quail and the valley quail. The mountain birds are

slightly the largest, with the prettiest plumage, and
are considered the best table bird, but as they inhab::

the mountain mostly in high cover they don't afford

very good sport with either Setter or Pointer.

The valley birds are—or what is termed the blue

quail, or the top-not—perhaps, the second best bird

of the quail species in America, next to the Bob White,

to give a good sport with dog and gun.

So far north as British Columbia the country is

too brushy to expect good work with pointing dogs

on this bird, but take it in California and south all

along the Pacific Slope, this little game bird is found

in most all kinds of cover, alders, willow creeks, acres

of grain fields, in vineyards, in every little corner,

on hill sides, but the best sport is obtained on the

deserts owing to the short sage in Southern California

and south into the other states. In the winter season

they are found in very large bevies, in fact, it may
be termed bands of birds, from 100 to 1200 in one band.

Such bands as this don't lay good to a dog on first

Hush, but after they are flushed out in low sage one

can work on them for hours, and get the finest kind

of point work and shooting over a good staunch dog.

The Pacific Coast field trials are run on such country

as 1 mention—large fields with low sage for the birds

to hide in. A good dog will, perhaps, have from one

to ten or perhaps twelve birds to his point. Many
people say after a band of birds are once flushed out

and scattered that a dog cannot have a bevy point,

but I for one claim that if a dog has four or more
birds to his point you cannot call it a single, so what
are you going to call it?

The valley quail lay good to dogs, give out good
nd they are very fast flyers, hard to hit. and

are very strong for their size, but it takes a hunter
to understand their habits to obtain good sport.

Feudner. Bmll Holling and possibly E. E.

S Wattles will attend the Medford shoot •

, the 22nd and 23rd.

Dd tomorrow there will, without doubt, be

a big crowd on the Empire grounds. The program
i attractive one and the list of mei

i, amorous to mention.

Major J. M. Taylor left New York last week for

Vancouver. B. C, where he will judge the British

Columbia trials on the 21st Inst, at Ladnor. He will

also act- in the saddle at the Pacific Northwest trials

Conner Flats, beginning October 12th.

MIXED PICKLES.

on

;r-

Prospects for Trout Fishing in Santa Cruz county
in the future are most propitious. Thousands of young
fish at the hatchery and not enough help to distribute'
them. This is the situation in a nutshell, as de-
scribed by Superintendent Shebley of the Brookdale
hatchery. Mr. Shebley has twenty-eight tanks of
running young steelhead, all ready to be placed iqi

the streams of the county. He is anxious to get rid
of these fish, so as to make room for the salmon eggs,
with which it is proposed to stock the waters of
Monterey Bay. and will give fish to anyone who will

take the trouble to stock their local streams,
Three large outdoor tanks for yearling fish are soo:

to be built in the hatchery grounds, so that broi

fish can be raised for exhibition and breeding pu:

poses. Mr. Shebley is putting in a main entrance to
the grounds, opposite the point where the railroad
platform, which Mr. Judah has promised, will be built
A cupola wrill also be put -on the main building so
as to take up the dampness, and other improvements
are steadily going forward.
There are more young fish in the creeks of Santa

Cruz county to-day than have been known for years.
This is bringing many anglers to the district and"

many visitors to Brookdale and Ben Lomond. The
only difficulty is in raising the money to keep the
good work going. The Southern Pacific is contribut-
ing $100 per month to the hatchery, the Supervisors
have appropriated considerable money for the same
purpose, but still more money is needed. As. Mr.
Shebley said, "There are 300 000 trout in the hatchery
today which ought to be in the streams, if we only
had the funds."
The prospects are good, however, that the county

will be able to afford the necessary assistance before
very long. Fred H. Pray and Supervisor Ralph Milh
of Santa Cruz can truly be called the fathers of t:

hatchery. They have solicited private subscription
given their own time and money for the purpose ana
with Judge Logan, who gave the site, and Superin-
tendent Shebley himself, deserve the credit for the
fact that Santa Cruz county has, a fish hatchery today.

Game Warden Reed has been engaged this week
in stocking with fish from the Brookdale hatchery
on the west fork of the Soquel creek and Bean
creek. About 25,000 were placed in these streams
today. Next week he will be engaged in placing
trout in Scott's and Waddell creeks. The fish for

Scott's will be placed in the stream at the headwaters
in the little basin and Waddell's in the big basin.
Sempervirsns creek and the stream at the GoveJ

nor's camp are also to be stocked. Mr. Reed expects
to place some 200,000 fish in these streams next week.
This will make fishing in the big basin great sport.

The streams in the county that have been stocki
are the San Lorenzo river, Soquel creek and the se
eral forks and the following creks: Boulder, Bear,
Newell, Clara, Love, Zyante, Lampicos, Bean, Soquei,
Aptos, Valencia, Corralitos, Brancifort. Waddells,
Purdy. Big. Little, Scott's, San Vicente, Liddells, Mora
Cojo, Wilders, Meder and Majors.

Eel River Fishing was excellent about the middle
of August for a report from Eureka states that ang'.ers

returning from the river on the 14th of the month
were in a happy frame of mind. Everybody reported
big catches and the interior of the basktes of a ma-
jority showed that they had the goods. Among those
who enjoyed a fine day's sport were P. W. Mathews
and C. P. Soule. who returned with twenty-five, many
of them fine, large steelhead. Dr. E. A. Montague
and Attorney W. F. Clybourne landed nine, one being
a steelhead weighing ten pounds, while the remainder
were half poud trout. The latter were very gamey
and furnished much sport. There were many other
anglers on the river and only in a few instances were
the catches reported to be bad.

The San Mateo Kennel Club show opens to-day near

San Maleo, at the polo field of Mr. Chas. W. Clark.

Attacked by a Couger was the thrilling experience
of Hiram Williams of Cummings, Mendocino county,
a week ago today, according to a press dispatch.
Williams was out deer hunting and while resting at

the foot of a rocky butte and intently watching an
object farther down the gulch, which appeared to be
a buck, he had a very narrow escape from being
killed by a mountain lion.

Several stones rolling past him finally attracted his

attention to things nearer at hand, and. on looking
around, he was confronted by a huge cougar or moun-
tain lion. On the impulse of the moment he dis-

charged his rifle just as the beast sprang at him, out
the bullet only wounded the creature. The accuracy
of its spring was interrupted, however, and the lion

struck just beside him and knocked him over. The
animal was on him in a second and a fight for life

was begun. Williams, who is a very powerful man.
succeeded in holding the infuriated animal at bay
until he could reach his rifle, and, pressing the muzzle
against its side, succeeded in discharging a shot that

put the animal out of business. The lion measured
nine feet from tip to tip.

This was a most unusual course for the animal to

take, for as a rule they are very cowardly and will

not molest a man; possibly the big feline, true lo

the sneaking instinct of the cat tribe, tried to sialk|

him unawares.

Good Hunting and Fishing territory can be had
in a mountainous zone found in northern Humboldt
and southern Mendocino counties. Phil B. Bekeart
returned from that particular neck of the woods this
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week after enjoying an outing trip of ten days will]

a party of other sportsmen composed of Life Ball

a resident of the district, Bob Kerr, Fred Webster

of Albion, Clarence Ward, Jack Baird and Orral

Humphrey of San Francisco. Camp was pitched near

a place called Harris in a country full of game

—

bucks in plenty, the mountain quail and grouse shoot-

ing, when the season opens, will be as good as any
sportsman could desire. In streams within a few
miles of camp good catches of nice trout were made
time and again. When Mr." Bekeart left, the bag
was seven large bucks, and the full limit could have

been bagged by the hunters had they been at all

over anxious. One big four point buck was sent

down to the Family Club in this city. A banquet

this evening will be duly celebrated and the buck
will be an honored and appreciated visitor at the

board. The buck was sent to the club by Bekeart.

Ward and Humphrey.
Over 200 pounds of venison was jerked and packed

up ready for bringing in to the city before Bekeart

left.

Southern California Garr.e conditions are better right

now than during any summer since 1902.

j
The statement is not made at random, as many

such predictions are, but is based upon a painstaking

average of the reports brought in by representative

and well-posted sportsmen of experience, who are

observers of game conditions, and do not think all

;the birds are raising two broods, because they happen
to rush a hen quail with young ones in August.

Tv » •iver-.is'e hunter is a hopeful sort of cuss, and
generally prefers to think the best of the country until

confronted with undeniable facts in the form of pocr

is^o.c. jl is no. wno.ly reprehensible, either although

a failing that frequently corrupts the accuracy of his

judgment.
Such sportsmen as Charles A. Loud of Encinitas.

''Pop" Stebbins of the Conejo in Ventura county, Gus
Knight, Jr., of San Bernardino, Joe Mitchell of Glen

Ivy in Riverside county, and Charlie Julian of San
Diego are not only qualified to pass upon the state

of the game, but equally important, are men who can

be reiied upon. When they all agree that there are

three young quail this year to one seen at the same
time last season, one is willing to believe it, and
ready to take the statement at face value.

Charlie Loud, who trains dogs, and shoots a great

'deal in season on his place in San Diego county, was
.in town last week with most rosy reports of sport-

ing prospects that cannot fail to stir the blood of

'the laiest quail hunter.

"In my section of the country I am satisfied there

are ten young birds for every one that was to be

found in August last year," says Mr. Loud.

TRADE NOTES.

Averages Reported.
At Mason City, la., July 31st and August 1st. W. D.

Stannard won first general average, 3S4 out of 400,

: shooting "DuPont;" Fred Gilbert won second general

! average. 3S3 out of 400, shooting "DuPont;" R. R.

I
Barber of Paullina, la., won first amateur and third

general average, 37S out of 400, shooting "DuPont;"

H. G. Taylor of Meckling, S. D., won second amateur
average with 377 out of 400, shooting "New E. C."

(Improved).
Lookout Mountain, Tenn., August 15th and 16th;

" G. Spencer, first general average, 3S7 out of 400,

shooting "DuPont:" H. N. Hall, second general aver-

ige. 377 out of 400, shooting "DuPont"; Walter Huff.

: .hird general average, 369 out of 400, shooting
i -DuPont"; C. W. Goodlake, of Chattanooga, Tenn.,

irst amateur average, 367 out of 400, shooting

•DuPont"; H. Watkins, of Nashville, Tenn., second

imateur average, 350 out of 400, shoot "New
Schultze"; John Livingston of Springville, Ala., third

imateur average, 357 out of 400, shooting "DuPont."

The DuPont Trophy was won by C. W. Goodlake, 367

iut of 400, shooting "DuPont."

Ottawa, Ont., August 16th, 17th and 18th: J. A. R.
Elliott, first general average, 612 out ow 640. shooting
"New Schultze"; Ed. G. White, second general aver-
age, 60S out of 640, shooting "DuPont"; F. H. Con-
over, third general average, 601 out of 640, shooting
"DuPont." The Governor General's Cup for high
amateur average for the tournament was won by T.M Craig of Sherbrooke, Ont., 599 out of 640, shooting
"New Schultze." Mr. Craig also won the Kynoch
Cup. The DuPont Trophy for second high amateur
average for the tournament was won by Thos. Upton
of Hamilton, Ont., 589 out of 640. shooting "DuPont."
The Lafln & Rand Trophy, offered to the amateur
making the longest straight run, was won by W. J.
Johnstone of Ottawa, Ont, shooting "New Schultze."
with an unfinished run of 99. The Cogswell & Har-
rison Gun was won by C. G Thompson of Sherbrooke.
Ont., shooting "New Schultze." Mr. Thompson tied
with six others on 5S out of 60, and then broke 20
straight in the shoot-off. The Hollis Gun was won
by Geo. Cline of Hamilton, Ont., shooting "DuPont."
The Parker Gun was won by T. A. Duff of Toronto,
shooting "DuPont." The Carting Gun was won by
Geo Howard of Sherbrooke, Ont.. shooting "New
Schultze." The Grand Canadian Handicap was won
by Geo. McG-11, 49 out of 50, shooting "Infallible."
Mr. McGill also won the H. D. Kirkover Cup. The
Brewers & Maltsters' Cup was won by R. W. Wake-
field of Toronto, Ont., shooting "DuPont." The two-
man team race was won by A M. Throop and W. J.

Johnstone, both of Ottawa, Ont., Gun Club, and both
shooting "New Schultze," with 39 out of 40. The five-
man team race for the Mail Trophy was won by the
Sherbrooke, Ont.. Gun Club, all five of the team shoot-
ing "New Schultze" and scoring 23S out of 250.

Kansas City, Mo., August 16th, 17th and 18th: Fred
Gilbert, first amateur average, 56S out of 600, shooting
"DuPont"; W. H. Heer, second general average. 563
out of 600, shooting "New E. C." (Improved) ; R O.
Heikes, third general average, 54S out of 600, shooting
"Infallible"; Ed. O'Brien of Florence. Kas., second
amateur average, 53S out of 600. shooting "New
Schultze"; E. W. Arnold of Larned, Kas., 52S out of
600, shooting "New E. C." (Improved).

Dalton, Ohio, August 17th and 18th: C. O. Le-
Compte, first general average, 383 out of 400. shooting
"In fallible"; F. D. Alkire of Williamsport, Ohio, first

amateur and second general average, 374 out of 400,

shooting "DuPont"; F. H. Snow of South Brooklyn,
Ohio, second amateur and third general average, 370
out of 400, shooting "DuPont"; O. F. Cabbut of Mas-
silon, Ohio, third amateur average, 353 out of 400,

shooting "DuPont." Mr. LeCompte made three runs
of 50, 57 and 60 respectively.

Chicago, 111., August 17th, 18th and 19th. W. R.
Crosby, first general average, 594 out of 600, shooting
"New E. C." (Improved); F C. Riehl. second general
average, 577 out of 600, shooting "New E. C." (Im-
proved) ; R. R. Barber of Paullina, la., first amateur
and third general average, 56S out of 600, shooting
"DuPont"; Hugh Clark of Wabash, Ind., second ama-
teur average, 565 out of 600, shooting "DuPont"; Kit
Shephardson of La Grange, Ind., third amateffl aver-
age, 561 out of 600, shooting "DuPont."

loaded shells.

At the Bound Brook, N. J., tournament, August 19.Mr. Apgar was again high man, breaking 143 out of

Du°rand
ATSt *" tta neWly °^nUei gun club atDurand, Wis., gave a very successful one-day shootIt v.as managed by Mr. B. O. Seymour, and everythingwent off in fine shape. Mr. Seymour wi££h pro-fessional, and first and second amateur averages were
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At the one-day shoot of the Lamar Gun ClubPans. Texas, August 25th. Mr. L. I. Wade won nfehaverage. 93 per cent. Messrs James s. Day and CD. Ellison tied for second average, all using Peters 1

factory loaded shells. Messrs. Wade. Day and En Ton

Messrs. Wallace Miller, J. s. Day and T t iv ,

MU s, Texas. August 21st and 22nd. all using Peter?shells Mr. Wade was also high gun at Forney TexAugust 23rd, breaking 100 targets out of 103

A Good Record for a Year
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SOnof seven ™^thly shootsheld b> the Golden Gate. Gun Club the users ofU M. C. ammunition were steadily to the fore andfine scores mark the records of those who stood bvhe famous goods-this has been a noteworthy fact

CoaT th
the SeaS°n in a" °f the *»n club* ottheCoast. There were twenty-nine shorters who facedthe traps at the final shoot of the club on the >7thof August at Ingleside, and out of that numbertwenty-four shooters were users exclusively of VM. C. "Acme" and "Magic" shell.

All Do Well With the Goods.
At the Lincoln re-union live bird shoot on August

27th at Reclamation station, R. Haas killed 25 straight

with U. M. C. ammunit.on at 30 yards rise. Straight

scores of 12 pigeons, 30 yards, were shot by E. L.

Gamble, George Sylvester (2), Clarence Ashlin, H.
Klevesahl, "Wilson" and L, Cuneo. A notable occur-

rence at the shoot was the remarkably long range
kills made by H. .Nauman with a Remington gun and
U. M. C. ammunition. Several birds he dropped were
over 100 yards away; the Remingtons shoot strong

and U. M. C. ammunition is accurate and reliable.

Peters Points.

At the tournament of the Orange County Gun Club,

Middleton, N. Y-, August 15, 16 and 17, Neaf Apgar
won the high general average with Peters' factory

A New Winchester Rifle.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co. announces
through their advertisement a new gun called the
Model 1905 self-loading rifle. The new rifle is made
in .32 and .35 calibres, the cartridges being of the
modern smokeless powder type, and are furnished
with either full metal patched or soft point bullets.
The ballistic data given in the announcement indi-
cates that the new cartridges are desirable both for
hunting and target shooting. The operation of this
rifle should not be confounded with that of machine
guns, which reload and fire to the extent of their
magazine's capacity without stopping after the trig-
ger is first pulled. In using the Winchester self-
loading rifle, it is absolutely necessary to pull the
trigger for each shot, which places its operation as
completely under the control of the operator as that
of any repeating rifle. The self-loading system per-
mits rapid shooting with great accuracy, and on ac-
count of the ease and novelty of its operation adds
much to the pleasure of shooting at either target or
game. The Winchester Model 1905 self-loading rifle

is made with blued trimmings and a plain walnut
stock and forearm not checked. The barrel is round,
22 inches long and is fitted with sporting front and
rear sights. Octagon or half-octagon barrels, or bar-
rels longer than 22 inches cannot be furnished for
this rifle. The stock is 14 inches long and furnished
with a rubber butt plate; drop at comb, 1% inches;
drop at heel, 2*4 inches; length of gun over all, 40

inches. Fancy walnut stocks and forearms, plain. or

fancy walnut pistol grip stocks checked or unchecked,
and stocks having special length or drop can be fur-

nished for this gun when so ordered at the same
prices as for other models

IT IS WHAT HE DIGESTS.

Writing on the feeding and overfeed-

ng of horses. Veterinarian A. S. Alex-

ander says: It is perfectly safe to as-

ert that thousands of work horses

.re injured by kindness.
The owner thinks that, because his

earn is hard worked, it ought to be
ieavily fed, but he forgets that it is

tot what the horse eats, but what it

igests, that counts. This is especially

he case in summer, when there is

iuch field work to be done and little

ime in which to do it.

The horse hurries home, hot and
reary, receives all he can "hog" and
oes out to the water trough, where
e fills up with water and goes on to

ork again. First of all, his stomach
as not in fit condition for food re-
eption.

The fatigued, hot, sweaty horse can
ot digest food. He needs a rest first

nd then a drink of water, which
sees through his stomach and stays

,
i the large intestines.
If he eats grain and then drinks
ater, the food Is largely washed out
y the water and passes to the small
ad large intestines in which the food
not digested, but decomposes, gives

d gas and thus sets up more or less

isturbance and distress.
In these circumstances a horse Is

:>t properly fed with six quarts of oats
i
nd all the bay he can gobble In the

; lort interim of the noon hour. He
as been fed, to be sure, but he has

derived little benefit from his food.

All the benefit derived comes from

the portion of the food digested, and

that is very small when there is not

sufficient time to masticate properly

and then digest normally.

In the busy season the work horse

should have small amounts of concen-

trated, nutritious food, just such an

amount as he can masticate and digest.

When corn is fed, it adds fuel to the

heat of his body and does not supply

ihe strength and vigor he most re-

quires. That comes from oats, and
time is needed for their mastication.

Hay is unnecessary and actually in-

jurious when fed at noon. It is not

digested while the horse is at work.

It does not remain in the stomach,

but, like water, passes through into

the large intestines, where it lies inert

or decomposing until a period of rest

promotes the normal process of diges-

tion.

On general principales it will pay to

cut in half the ration now being fed

to work horses, provided they have but

little time to masticate and digest their

food. This will be found remedial

where horses are evidently panting

when at work, or having a tendency

to diarrhoea
They will do better on less food for

the reason that they digest a greater

proportion of Its nutrients. Hay In

summer time should be fed very early

in the morning and again at night, at

which time the horse may have alt he

wants. Allow the drinking water be-

fore meals.

LONG POULTRY YARDS.

The cheapest way to grow poultry
is on pasture, and the most convenient
way to supply the pasture is to have a
yard long enough to plow. It costs
something to fence a yard, but when
the fence is once up it lasts for years
and the amount of feed that may be
grown in such a yard returns an an-
nual dividend sufficient to pay big in-
terest on the investment.
The width of the yard matters lit-

tle, only that it costs more to fence
the same amount of ground into nar-
row yards, but when the work is done
i lie long, narrow yards are more satis-
factory. Twenty feet wide is sufficient

to turn a pair of horses when plowing.
Therefore if a poultry yard is 20 feet

wide and 300 yards long it may be
back furrowed one time and the fur-
row turned to the fence the next time.
By plowing in September and sow-

ing a mixture of wheat and rye it i.-

quite possible to have an abundance
of pasture during the winter months
when snow is not too plentiful. As
soon as the ground is dry enough in

the spring the yard may be replowed
and planted to oats and peas, which
will furnish a great deal of feed dur-
ing the late spring and eaiiv summer
months In June or July the ground
i, hi again plowed and planted to

rape, several kinds of turnip, millet.

buckwheat, cabbage, and kale.

Some of this stuff may be fenced off

and permitted to make crop for win-
ter. The kale Is especially valuable

for late fall feeding for frost does not
hurt it. For the same reason turnips
are very valuable as they furnish
greens all winter. It is almost impos-
sible to get too many kinds of vegeta-
tion in the chicken yard, even weeds
are relished and often picked at in

preference to the finest clover. The
many miserable, little dirty chicken
yards seen about the country, should
suggest improvements along this line.

Hogs are built to root. They get a

good share of their living that way.
Hogs root where they find something.
usually grubs and roots that supply
needed elements not found above
ground. Hogs grow rapidly and thej

need mineral matter as well as flesh

and fat building material. If hogs dig

up pasture ground it is because they
find grubs among the grass roots

;
it

Is worth something to have them de-
stroyed ami the pasture grows bi

after the ground has been turned over.

The hatch of good butter is o

spoiled because it is permitted to stand
too long, and because when the butter
has come it does not remain long
enough in the cold water to harden.
The milk cannol be worked out unless*

the butter is hard, and too much v

will slay In.

When greasing a buggy or wa
witli an iron spindle, it would he bet-
ter i" spindle clean befi

applying the oil.
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THE RANGE HORSE BUSINESS.

msive
;ays: Gener-

- on the range

offset

sed, but their

than they

is in Montana show
: -es were shipped last

.ably is tl

number oi : Dee"

ed (torn the state in one

Mj opinion is that twice this number
is were branded and the number

of horses must be increasing.

There is a disposition among horse

owners to Lay and breed very much
bettc "ave ever

efore. I believe as good a

horse can be bred on the :

i blood lines being the -

as anywhere in the world. The tend-

ency ot our ranchmen is to care for

their horses in the winter. In a short

time we will be raising grainfed horses

which, I think, will compare favor-

ably with any in the United States.

I think the number of horses sold and

shipped out of the state this year will

be equally as large as last. Most of

the horses sold at Missouri and Mis-

sissippi river markets come from

Idaho. Nevada. Utah and Oregon, with

some from Colorado and New Mexico.

At a recent sale I sold seventy-five

branded horses for one owner at an

average of $106 a head. These horses

were shipped from the western part

of Montana and weighed 1200 to 1500

pounds. A carload of extra good two-

year-old colts sired by a Shire stallion

brought $61. Some Indian ponies went

as low as SS and common scrub year-

lings for $15, with two-year-olds at

$17 and $1S. Matured horses and

mares, unbroken, sold at $20 for S50-

pound stock, up to $75 for 1200-pound

horses. I consider these prices are

about the same as last year. They are

unusually good and as the horses are

sold at auction and the prices are made
entirely by Eastern buyers who attend

we suppose they must be satisfactory

to them.
Broken horses sell from $5 to $10 a

head higher than the wild ones. Dif-

ferent divisions of the country prefer

different types of range stock. Buyers

from Minnesota. Wisconsin and Penn-

sylvania take good, heavy mares and

geldings. Feeders in Iowa. Illinois and

Ohio want large framed geldings to

fatten for market. Missouri, Tennes-

see and Kentucky take first-class

mares suitable for breeding purposes.

Southern dealers purchase a light

grade of rangers at lower prices than

corn belt buyers pay. Alabama and

Louisiana take great numbers of such

animals. We have shipped rangers as

fear East as Vermont. Lately our

ranchmen have proved good buyers of

stock too thin to go East. This class

i on grass until mature and ready

for the market. In this way the flesh

is put on cheaply and a double value

obtained from the horses when mar-

...t they have free access to

pure w
5, s they have good shade

during warm weather.

See that they are not obliged to

heir feed in filth or mud, and
is still worse, in the dust.

7. Never feed on an exclusive corn

diet.

8. Do not inbreed.

See that their surroundings are

kept clean. In warm weather dust

fresh lime around any places that are

apt to give off a stench.

I keep the following mixture in a
dry place, where they can help them-
selves the year round: One load ashes,

100 pounds salt, fifty pounds sulphur,

twenty pounds copperas, one barrel

lime; mix thoroughly. In addition, I

often feed charcoal and soft coal.

In our opinion some exceedingly im-

portant points are touched on above,

will take exception to the state-

that fattening hogs should not be

fed on an exclusive corn diet. How-
ever, we think that the majority of

successful swine breeders will indorse

Mr. Henry's view.
Fattening hogs fed a straight corn

ration are very apt to finish up with-

out making sufficient size. If they are

fed such by-products as tankage, oil

meal or shorts, it is surprising how
hogs under a year old will grow and
at the same time thicken in flesh.

An excellent idea is to feed some
form of slop at noon if the hogs are

fed their heavy grain rations night

and morning, although some believe in

the practice of feeding the slop first

thing in the morning and afterwards
allowing the hogs to have a liberal

ration of corn.

A slop composed of corn meal and
shorts and especially so if to this is

added a little oil meal and tankage,

will contribute to rapid and economical

gains.

DANGER FROM INFECTED
CATTLE.

THE WAY IT IS DONE.

A METHOD OF FATTENING HOGS.

Mr. Forest Henry, writing on the

above subject in the Minnesota Farm-
ers' Institute report, advises the hog
breeder to get all the growth possible

while warm weather lasts. Feed lib-

erally while it is good weather

Mr. Henry, even though it takes lots

of corn, but do not let the brood sows
run in with the drove that is being fed

for market, as they get too fat. thus

endangering their breeding qualities.

Continuing, Mr. Henry says:
While your pen of hogs is changing

so much corn into pork look out for

ealth of your herd. This is the

time swine plague and hog cholera get

in their work.
I cannot give you a positive

ventlve for the ses, but this

much Is certain: Anything that will

keep your herd in a healthful

lion is a preventive of that dreadful
disease, and at the same lime wi]

twice its cost In the general thrift of

your hogs.
There were several hundred hogs

that died In our neighborhood la

I made it k close ob-
atlon and laid down these n
e me In my own herd, and suc-
ed In bringing them through with-

out
1. Breed from mature

3ee that they have dry, clean

3. ^ hey are never overfed,
and no sudden changes made In their
feed.

WHAT SKIM MILK IS WORTH.

Xo other question has evolved a
greater variety in answers and we
have seen is valued all the way from
five cents up to sixty cents for feed-

ing calves or hogs.
The first evidence is of course prima-

facie evidence that the man making it

does not know his business: and the

last estimate, while we know it is all

true, was made under specially- favor-

able conditions, the milk being fed to

veal calves for just one month.
In feeding skim milk its value de-

pends both on the age of the animals
to which it is fed and on the proper
balancing with other food.

It is a fundamental fact that all

feed including milk is worth consider-
ably more the younger the animals
are, and Professor Henry in his valu-
able book on "Feeds and Feeding*'
shows how pigs averaging 3S pounds
in weight only required 293 pounds of
feed for 100 pounds of gain, and those
averaging 7S pounds required 400
pounds, while those weighing 320
pounds required 535 pounds of food for

100 pounds of gain in weight.
As regards the skim milk, its value

depends on the intelligent feeding.
Thus, to quote Professor Henry again,
if a bushel of corn is worth 2S cents,
then skim milk is worth 15 cents per
100 pounds, if not more than three
pounds of milk is given with one
pound of meal; but if nine pounds of
milk is given to one pound of meal,
the value is reduced to nine cents.

All intelligent farmers agree that
the feeding value will average from 20

to 25 cents per 100 pounds, and to this

should be added, at least 5 cents (the
chemists claim, we believe, 7 cents)
for its manurial value when fed on
the farm.
That it may be made of great value

under certain condition is illustrated
by the fact reported in Hoard's

;
man of two poultry buying con-

- in Springfield. Mo., buying skim
milk at 40 cents for ten gallons, pay-
ing 15 cents a can freight and provid-
ing the cans, making it cost them, with
hauling from railroad depot, about 75
cents per 100 pounds. This has been

- on for two years, and if these
firms can make it pay, why don't the
farmers utilize it themselves instead
of selling it for 10 or 15 cents for in-
dustrial purposes?—New York Produce
Review.

Dr. Foster, of the State Board of

Health, in an interview with a press

representative a few days ago, ex-

pressed himself as being strongly of

the opinion that tuberculosis was to

be found throughout the whole of

North California. While there were

still some scientists who believed that

animal tuberculosis could not be com-
municated, the consensus of scientific

opinion pointed to the presence of

great danger to the community from

the use of such animals. He had no

hesitation in saying that this was a

problem of first importance and that

the general health demanded its solu-

tion.

In answer to some further questions,

Dr. Foster said that the center of con-

tagion was undoubtedly in the milk,

especially where the disease was
seated in the udders, as was very com-
monly the case. The flesh was also a

medium of contagion, but this to a
certain extent was minimized; first, by
the fact that the disease usually at-

tacked organs that were not used for

food, and secondly, by the cooking pro-

cesses that would tend to destroy

bacteria. Meat that was undercooked
might, however, prove dangerous.

Dr. Foster was asked if he wished

it to be understood that those who
drank milk from tuberculous cows
were therefrom endangered, and if we
might here look for an explanation of

the increase of consumption. He re-

plied in the affirmative to both ques-

tions. He explained that to drink

milk from tuberculous cows was to

court consumption, but that the dan-

ger was naturally greatest to those

who were in poor health and who were
therefore unable to resist.

Country children who live open air

lives would naturally not be so sub-

ject as the children of the cities, who
would be more predisposed to such
contagion. It must, however, be re-

membered that the seeds of consump-
tion might be dominant for many
years until the health became weak-
ened from some other cause, thus giv-

ing them an opportunity to take root

and become mischievous.
Dr. Foster was not aware that there

were any actual statistics showing the

extent to which tuberculosis prevailed

among cattle, but there were indica-

tions that pointed to 75 per cent.

The remedy, the doctor pointed out,

lay in the rigid inspection of animals.

The tuberculin test ought to be applied

and animals found to be affected ought
to be isolated, neither milk nor flesh

being used. In this way it could be
stamped out and a great danger to

the public health be avoided. He had
himself known many deaths which he
would have no hesitation whatever in

attributing to the use of milk from
tuberculous cattle. It was a matter of

urgency and one that ought not to be
postponed.

Cro ires should never be
- they are very likely to repro-

t'ne worst faults of both families.
-lug a pure hull an Inferior herd

will be vastly improved in a few years.
It is not sufficient, however, to have
purity of biood alone, for the bull's

tors must have been good butter
producers.

CATTLE DIE FROM ANTHRAX.

A dispatch from Napa says: An-
thrax, a dread disease among cattle,

has broken out on several farms south-

west of Napa, Last week A. Callan

lost about ten head of cattle, and J.

Carney lost eight head of fine cows.

Dr. Charles Keane, State Veterinarian,

was in Napa looking after the matter.

Dr. Keane has established a strict

quarantine of the stock of the two
ranches in question, and a determined
effort is being made to stamp out the

disease.

DATES FOR WOOL SALES.
The Sutter and Tuba County Wool

Growers' Association has set Septem-
ber 16th and October 21st as the dates

for the fall wool sales.

Suppose a farmer has a herd of

fairly good cows, say ten in number,
that are each returning him some
profit, but not much, says Farm and
Live Stock Journal. He gets an aver-
age of 200 pounds of butter annually,
which is above the average yield of

most herds, and with the skim milk
and manure he finds the business fair-

ly profitable. But he finds that other
dairymen are doing much better than
he is, through getting more butter per
head from their cows, while not spend-
ing much more for feed. He concludes
that the weak spot is in his cows, and
he decides to improve his herd by
breeding some cows that will be an im-
provement over those he now has. He
figures out that, while it will take some
time to do this, yet in the end it is

the surest way of getting what he
wants. So he buys a first class dairy
bull or pays a neighbor who has one
for its service. The heifer calves an
kept and raised, and when they come
in milk he finds that a yield of over
5,000 pounds of milk annually is pos-
sible and that he can make an average
of 250 pounds of butter, and of a higher
quality. That additional fifty pounds
is gained at the cost of a well bred
bull and a very slight addition to the
cost of feed. The cows that are re-
turning a small profit, or barely pay-
ing the market price for the feed they
consume, are soon replaced by those
that will give an annual addition of
$9 to $10 per head to the farmer's in-
come. And the second cross of a good
bull of any of the dairy breeds will
increase the income half as much
more as the first one.
The figures given are not large ones

—they are what is possible to every
farmer who will avail himself of the
improvement that has been made in
dairy cows by years of careful breed-
ing and steady development, which he
gets at a very light cost. He can keep
on improving his cows in the same
manner until he gets an average of
100 pounds of butter each year over
what his original herd gave him, and
if he has ten cows the extra income
will be quite an item.

A writer says he has never found any
ration equal to oats for keeping hogs
in a healthy condition. He feeds oats

every day to his fattening hogs, about
two bushels of dry oats to seventy or

seventy-five fattening hogs are put in

their watering trough, and they will

clean up every oat if you do not feed

too many at a time. It is cheaper to

feed the oats whole, as the hogs do
not waste any that way, while if you
have them ground they try to avoid
the hulls, and usually waste consider-
able of the best part of the oats. If

you have anything the matter with
your hogs just put them on to a dry
oats diet and water, and see how
quickly they will come around all

right.

e

e

John R. Gentry, manager of the
Overton Farms, near Nashville, Tenn.,
in an address on swine raising, gave
the following formula for curing the
famous Virginia hams. He said:

"Now, as regards their curing and the
peculiar taste that you get in those
hams, I think it is due to the old black
mammy that carries it on and treats

them just as you and I would do if we
knew how—that is, simply to treat

them in a rational manner, not intro-

duce any foreign substance into them.
They are simply cured in dry salt, then
buried in ashes, taken out and washed
in thoroughly scalded water in which
there is a little red pepper, dried in

wheat bran and hung up in the top of

the cabin and smoked with hickory
wood. Then they are taken out and
buried in ashes again, wrapped up
paper, and sold."

Plaster of Paris, mixed with bran or

flour, or anything the rats will eat,

will drive them off the place. It in-

terferes with their digestion, and they
leave.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombautt's
Caustic Balsam

When storing manure, decomposi-
tion will be much more rapid, if plenty
of litter is mixed with it.

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,

Ringbone and other bony tumors,

Cures all skin diseases or rarasitea,

Thrush, Diphthen", Removes all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is iDvaluable,

TCverv bottle oC Caustic Balsam sold is

Warranted to give satisfaction. Price SI 50
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
press, charges paid, witn full directions for

its use. ES~Send for descriptive circulars,

testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland.
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A cow of about 1000 pounds weight

can eat 100 pounds of grass or ita

equivalent per day, and it takes sixty

pounds of that to keep up the system,

that is, the temperature and repair

waste of tissue which is consequently

taking place. It is only what is eaten

over that sixty pounds which goes to

produce profit in the form of either

meat or milk. Then if a cow only gets

eighty pounds of feed she is only pro-

ducing half the profit she is capable

of. From this it will be seen that the

necessity for providing abundance of

feed in some form or other, and the

folly of keeping more cattle than can

be fully fed.

A bull should be taught to lead by
a ring in his nose before he is a year

old, and when turned a year old may
be allowed to serve a few heifers. He
should always be in good condition,

and this applies to all young stock.

They should never be allowed to fall

low in condition, or they receive a
check from which they never recover.

Bulls, when required for service (and

this applies to sires of all classes)

should be liberally fed on food rich

in protein, such as clover and bran.

Spooeea. S. Adderley. 307 Market St

Cures Spavins
lite maglo. Read the testimony below and then
resolve to suffer no longer from Spavin, Ringbone,
Splints. Curbs and all other forma of Lameness.
Kendall's Cures them alL

Cobbs.W.Va., February 16,1904.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co., Enosburg Falls, Vt.
Gentlemen;—I have used about four bottles ofyour Ken*

doll'sSpavIn Cure for Cuts, Ringbone- and BogSpav
In And I cannot recommend it high enough to my friends
for i t is the best medicine in the world. Yours truly,

WM. C. BARKER.
Price S 1 1 six for SS. A ? a liniment for family uee

It has no equal. Askvourdruggist for KENDALL'S
SPAVIN CURE, also "A Treatise on the Horse,"
the book free, or address

DR. B. J. KENDALL CO., ENOSBURG FALLS, VT*

THE AIM OF EVERY GUN owner is to keep his
jjun faultless—the

(

finer the gun the harder he
tries. If he uses * 3 in One" the easier he tries:

3 I N ONE" oils every action part properly,
cleans out the residue of burnt or smokeless pow-
der, prevents rust on every metal part, cleans and
polishes the stock, contains no acid. Write for
jenerous sample—free, G.W. COLE COM PAN Y
L 1 28 Washington Life Blog. NEW YORK

FOR SALE.
"FUTURITY CANDLDATE-eDtered In Breeders
A Futurity Stake No. 3 ($6000 , Occident and
Stanford stakes—two years old; by Nu^nagak,
dam Winnie by Root Bonner: second dam by
McClellan. A large, handsome black Ally. With
two months' work at the Woodland track this
year she trotted miles in 2:48 easily For price
and particulars addre's

G. J. HOLLENBECK, Rio Visla. Cal.

Jurt Enougrk
\

and jusi as they want it. The right way to

|

salt animals is to letthem help themselves.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

I in onr Patent Feeders, supply refined dairy salt.

| They meau animal thntt. They cust but little.
Convenient for you and your
animals suffer no neglect. Ask
your dealer and write us for

booklet.

Belmont
Stable
Supply Co.

PstntBC*.Hfn.

oklyn,
N. Y.

X\

.

[raiTiH
BUSINESS COLLEGE

14 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal,

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com*
lerolal school on the Pawiflo Coast. 20,000 gradu-
tea; 30 teaohere; 70 typewriters; over 800 students
Dually placed In positions. Send for catalogue

E. P. HEALD, President.

Race Meeting at Santa Maria
(THIRTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.
Entries Close October 23, 1905

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.

I—Three minute Class, trotting and paciDg. .$100
2—Half mile and repeat, running joo
3—Three e ghths mile and repeat for 3-yr-olds 75

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.

4—2:40 Class, trotting and pacing $|Q0
5—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75
6—One-quarter mile and repeat 75

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th.

7—2:20 Class, trotting and pacing $150
8—Three-Quarter mile dash, running 100
9—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse

race 50
10—Half mile dash, running 75

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

EDtry Blanks furnished by the Acting Secretary.

U—2:25 Class, trotting and pacing $150
12—One-half mile and repeat, running uio
13—Three-eighths mile and repeat, running.. . 75

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER IOth.
14—2:35 Class, trotting and pacing $125
15—Seven-eighths mile dash, running 100
16—One-quarter mile and repeat, running 75
17—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER Ilth.

18—Free-for-all, trotting and pacln" . $250
19—One mile dash, running 125
20—Half mile dash, runniDg 75
" Five eighths mile dash, running ... 75

WILLIAM MEAD, Acting Secretary,
SANTA MARIA, CAL.

PHENOL S0DIQCE
iioals

CUTS, BURNS

and SORES,

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

«ntil Man or Beast.

I TULARE RACE TRACK 1

I AND GROUNDS

I FOR SALE. •!

V Qn ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WITH f• JU high board fence; 60 bos stalls; 300 •
J, feet open stalls; tankhouse and 3000-gaJlonX tank; engine and pump complete; 10 acres X
"0. alfalfa: fl-room house: adjoining City of T

tK

Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people. §g

PRICE S7O0O. SP

Address ^
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, W

T 36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal. Y

FOR SALE.
Fast Paclns; Stallion JOIIN A. 2:18 3-*

ir^Lywu,0M « :l4 >; si™ WaylandW.2:12J4 by
wi i

V
7!ir

ke
,

s: dam Lad 5' Mcor »y Grand Moor.Way
|

and w. is the only stallion to put two in the
-.10 list this year up to August 1st. JOHN A. Is

£i»5 .«5
al br?wn .

stands 16.2, weighs 1255 lbs., is

K3? i*
» en

.
Ue,or a lady to drive. Is a very fineindividual of strongest conformation, and as all

of his colts are fine lookers he should make agreat sire. His oldest colts are three years old:none have been worked. There were but three ofthem, as he was not regularly in the stud.

,J,'i"t"5
'ea,' old Trotter SIR CAKLTON

fbJ6. by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16/.; dam LadyKeating by Stam B. 2:1114. second dam the dam
ofDlawood2:ll and Abdine 2:17. SIR CARLTON
is paid up In the Occident Stake and ready to
start. Should he not win any money this year,
will make a great prospect In the green classes
next year; as no gamer colt ever lived. He can
trot the afth heat the fastest. In another year
he will be able, barring accidents, to trot In 2:13
or -:ll. Any horseman at the Woodland track
will recommend him as a game colt and a good
trotting prospect He only wears a harness and
a pair of quarter boots and does not need the
latter. Wears 6 ounces in front and 5 behind.

I also have some good road horses and brood
mares for sale. They can all be seen at State
Fair Grounds, Sacramento. Address

A. E. MASTIN,
1016 Nineteenth St., Sacramento.

FOR SALE.
SIDNEY DILLON GELDING BUENA; FIVE
- years old; a perfect beauty without fault or
blemish; bay with black points; weighs about
lOoO to 1 100; can be driven by a child; an elegant
road or track horse; trials in 2:17; $750.

ALSO
The celebrated DOC WILKES, a road horse-

you need not take the dust of any. Record %lSw.A beautiful mahogany bay, black points; weight
1000 No one need look at him unless they want
to pay me 5500 for him. A baby can drive him.
Both sold for want of use.

G. B. M. GRAY,
319 Twelfth St., Oakland.

SgBEJP
fiSSfJC ANTISEPTIC A^OIS'^rtSSJ
*-

. _-".f ;;';-.- .,-- .." Kesp bandy for emer-

gencies in home
and stable-

Equally good for dogs
and all animals.

r
3
fiANCE BROTHERS ft

WH^TE"
| jj nQt ftt your drUL
gists, small size sent
to any address upon
receipt of 10c.

HANGE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

I

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
la a Race.

A high-class Race Horse and a ComtDg Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19*, etc.)
by Buccaneer.

Owner's business win not permit him to devote
any time to racing. For further particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

IT SAVES TROUBLE
and annoyance many times to have

ABS0RBINE
handy in case of a Bmisc or
Strain. This remedy is rapid
to cure, pleasant t<. use, anil
you can work the horse. No
blister, no hair gone.
ABSORBINE cures

Lameness, allays pain, re-
moves any soft bunch quick-

ly. 52.00 per bottle de-
livered or of regular deal-
ers. Book G-B Free.
ABSORBINE, JR., '<"

mankind. &1.00 Bottle. Cures Badly Strained
Joints or Ligaments. Kills Pain. *

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street, Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack £ Co Langiey &MlchaetsCo.
eadfngton & Co., J. O'BTane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franotsco.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid,

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

Fast Team of Pacers
VOR SALE—SEVEN AND EIGHT YEARSx old, stand 16 hands; bays, good manes and
tails; well matched; gentle; used to the city
Will pace better than 2:40. Sound and stylish
Can be seen at the Nevada Stables, 1350 Market
street. Apply or address

E. G. PIERCE,
Nevada Stables, San Francisco.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster 4- Co, New York, of Broome StKanffman Buggy Co , Mlamlgburg, Ohio
C. S, Caffrey Co., Camden, N. J.
Connersvllle Buegy Co , Connersrllle. Ind.
Watertown Carriage Co.. "Water-town N. YWalborn & RIker Pony Vehicle!, St. Paris, 6.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South 1062 SAN FRANCISCO

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE.
LTANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BYxx Lochtnvar 8:20, he by Director H. 2:27 by
Director 2:17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223;
second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Empress by Flaxtall; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marlon, son of Mambrlno Chief 11. This filly
Is well broken, perfectly sound, good gai ted and
a flrst-olass prospect. For further particulars
address j. d. BLAMEY,

Box 715, Grass Valley, Cal.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training

Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee drivings
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything flrst-class. All horses in my oare will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Page 4147.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE.
WILLEROO 28021, BLACK STALLION,
* r foaled March 18, 1893; height 16 2 hands
weight 1200 pounds. One of the best sons of Mc-
Kinney Handsome, stylish, finely proportioned
and good dispositioned horse. Winner of three-
year-old blue ribbon at the California State Fair
as best standard trotter. \a a two-year old
showed quarters In 33 seconds; as a three-year-
old, miles In 2:17. Sired by McKinney; dam
JuDonies by Junius 5338, second dam Lady Duroc
hy Iowa Duroo. third dam Lady Green by Green's
Hashaw, fourth dam Lady Cushman by Vermont
Morgan. For particulars address

DAN REDMOND,
Care of Race Track, San Jose, Cal.

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR SALE,
rpHRKE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE, HAND-

some blood bay in color; good conformation
and a first-class individual In every respect
With litUe work as a two-vear-old he easily
showed a 2:^0 gait. Is perfeotly sound and good
galtcd. Sired by Iran Alto 2:12}^, dam AlmaWllkswood by Alcantara. For price and particu-
lars address Bkeeder and SPORTSMAN, 36 Gearv
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SULKY FOR SALE,
A BRAN NEW McMDREAY SULKY. No. 15.

Latest model; just received from the factory.
A flrst-class sulky In every respeot. Will he sold
atabargato. Address

F. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman,

36 Geary Street, Sao Franoiico.

£0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

TBLE BEST FEED rOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIQS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SDIT B?

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. First, San Franoiico

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — OUINTOHERD—77 premiums, California State Fairs

tOiiO-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milkine
families for sale. Write us what you want
Howard Cattle Co, 206 Sansome Street. Suu
Francisco.

PETEh 3AXE4SON. Liok House.S. F..Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle. Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
olass breeding stock. Correspondence solicited

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES
Work herd; 90% winners atStaieand county fairs
show ring, and every hutter contest since 1885 in
California. No reservations. Stock near S F
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franoisc'o

JERSRYS
,
HOT.STEINS AND DURHAMS

Dairy Stock speolally. Hoge, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Nilea & Co.. l^Ja Angeles
0*1.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of John Pakrott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WAI/TER SEAI.T. Manager.

Save the Race by Using
The "Wonderful California Liniment

Dr. Smith's

As a Rnbdown and Tonic. Before and After

VITA OIL CURES DISEASES OF HORSES
Removes and Prevents Lameness and Soreness

For Bale by Harness Dealers and Druggists everywhere.

Veterinary Packages (quarts), S3; Six-ounce Cans, 81.

VITA OIL COMPANY, Makers, SAN FRANCISCO

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl- e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

Absolute Security

Against Loss by Fire
BY INSURING IN

The Firemen's Fund Insurance Co.
Reliability, Consideration and Promptness are characteristic of this Company.

The Cost is Nominal. s^s^ The Security Absolute.

Home Oilic Mil 111', CALIFORNIA STREET, S. F.

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES ""»%;::
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Franclsoo. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exerolse park roadsters and prepare horsea for
track use. Ladles oan go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or cars.

kAwarded Gold Medal
At CalifornlaState
Fair 1892.

Every horseownerwho
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of It on hand. It
Improves and keeps
stook In the pink of
Condition.

rUnbatian Pood Co

1 253 Folsom St., San Franclsoo
ABk your grocers or dealers for It.RED BALL BRAND.

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
O. V. KERTELL, Mso^'

D*»HJrrrP»AC TitWit\itt(^fi atd tyPewritten ready for framingrCUIglCW 1 CLUU IdLCU write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mc Kinney, 2!11%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
^IFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly- adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinneyis now located at the farm, 10 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. (TJttr; jEmptre (Ettg JfTarms,
CUBA,

NEW YORK.

75 PER CENT OF ALL MORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

CaiiipbeH'sHoriB FootRemedy
.. SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal
R. T. FRAZIER.. Puoblo, Colo
J G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Moot
A. A KRAFT CO SpokaDe, Wash
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal
WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal
H. TBORWALDSON Fresno, Cal
JOS. McTIGUE San Francisco, Cal
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAflPBELL & CO.. Manufacturers, 4 12 W. Hadison St., CHICAGO , ILL

TOOMEY
TWO WHEELERS
ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in All Sizes.

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts
for Team Work on both Road

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carts.

Send for latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & CO.
Canal Dover, Ohio, V. S. A.

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk St.

-an fkancisco, cal,

MtMWorth Saving?*
"Why trade off or sell at a beggarly price a good
horse just because he "goes lame," "throws a

* curb" or develops some other blemish? There
is nothing in the way of Spavins, Curbs, Spl tuts,

"Windpuffs or Bunches which will not yield
readily and permanently to treatment with

QUINN'S
** OINTMEh

'. h. U. Davenport, a prominent physician ot Sheridan, lnd.,
writes. 1 have u-ed a number of remedies for the removn I of
curbs, splints, thickened tendons ami [issues generally, but for

J
the last two years I haven^t been without Quinn's Ointment. I have tested it thor-

I oughiy at different times, and say withojt hesitancy thr.t it is the only reliable reiue-
'

f of the kind 1 have ever tried," Price S 1 .00 per bottle. Sold
"

::LiS°,;.".i:' W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall. N. Y.

WilcoxsoD's Perfection Liuiment

The Greatest Rem-
edy Ever Known
For Bad Legs.

It penetrate" to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from aijy

cause. A Saff. Speedy and Positive Cure tflr splints, Curbs. Thorouch-
pln-. Sweeny, Capped Hocks. Wind Puffs and all Lamenecs from
Sprains. Ringbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, weak
aDd Injured tendons, ripiured ligaments fts power is unfailing. Perma-
nently cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles, Hocks, Tendons
or Ligaments, without loss of bair or an hour's let up on the h r.«e.

PRICE »3 PEK BOTTXE Express charges prepaid on reoeipt of

price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE P. A. WILCOXSON REMEDY CO , Tiffin O , U. S. A.

PHONE PARK 163 A. J. MARTIN, Prop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1330 FSXjXj STrE^OES-EST

BlSST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTEL AVE
Hayes St. Cars Pass the Door

'

E
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tli©AME3RICAN

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was "won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event During; the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line, liaiiy other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among; them the following:

it on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reld (tie), 09 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Win. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arle (tie), 97 out of 100.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97, 4 of 96 and 35 others above 90 were made with Peters Sheila-

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

"Billy" Crosby has held the world's
ong run record of 345 straight

since March 31, 1901,
and

iow makes another world's record
>f 419 straight WITH HIS SMITH
xUN. You can't miss them with
he Smith.

Send for Catalogue.

IUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANYJOTHER
MAKE COSTING «35 MORE.

Ve Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

HE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

? Coast Branch^PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

T>HREVE 6t BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

39

irket St.

CSS

Sid for

Catalogue

521

Kearn St

.

GXD
Mailorders

aSpecialty

QNS, AMMUNITION, FISHINQjTACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, ,1 CALIFORNIA.

LOOK
UP

YOUR
GUN

may need a new oue this fall; DO NOT wait nni.il you want
•BDKR NOW. REMEMBER It takes time to make a goo aud
e one BIGHT. We do not care to make one any other way.
iu DON'T know all about a gun write to us; we may he able
rve JUST YOU. We have had over forty years' experience,
{?. Tell us what you want Write to-day.

and it's yours for

Ballistite Wins!
J. W. BRADRICK won the ANACONDA CUP, 25 straight, and
THIRD HIGH AVERAGE, Sportsmen's Association of the

Northwest, Portland, June 22=3=4, 'OS, 149 shooters competing.

"SLADE" made the ONLY STRAIGHT SCORE, 20 live birds,

California Wing Club, Ingleside, August 13, 190S.

Both ihe HIGH AVERAGE and GENERAL AVERAGE and also

the PHIL B. BEKEART CHALLENGE TROPHY, J. W.Bradrick,
94 out of 100 Birds, at Second Annual Tournament of Pacific

Coast Trap Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30,
WERE ALL WON WITH

ITITB.
If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
SACRAMENTO

CALIFORNIA

NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

Tlie ADgler anfl Onting Trips

One day's ride from San Francisco will take
you to some of the finest Trout Streams in the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
in the State. The Company maintains a Fish
Hatchery and annually atooks the many streams
reached by its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year in these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed in Russian

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vaoatlon, in season.
The best Striped Basa Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1905

Issued atmualb by the Company, is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for

information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Soleot Camping Spots.
Beautifully Illustrated, 150 pp, and oan be had

in response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chroniole
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street-
General Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., cor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco

JAS. AGLER,
Gen. Mgr.

R. X. RYAN.
Gen. Pass. Act.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V, M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnburg
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Austral!anCoIonlet
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equina
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President ot

the California State Veterinary Medioal Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franoisoo:
Telephone Park 128.

fj ADVERTISE i

Warren St., New York City. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE
IN NEWSPAPERS "

ANYWHERB AT ANYTIMB
Call on or Write

! E.C. DAKE'S ADVERTISING AGEHCI

134 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAUP. #

KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS
"DOTH SIRE AND DAM IMPORTED. THEY
*-* are all beauties, just right for this winter's
shooting.

GEO. B. M. GRAY.
319 Twelfth Street, Oakland.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

TOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored in 48 Hoars.

SrvNty
CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba* Cobebi or Injection

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN-

65-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Tr.;.r.PHONH Main IBS

CALIFORNIA
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Write for Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F

GOING I

HUNTING
then see to it

that you have a

JPem/'/igfo/t'.

SHOTGUN OR RIFLE!

Write for Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT:

E. E. DRAKE, - Manasr*

^IX^IUIlTTTXriTICXINr, FHFLSS, SH01"C3rXJISrS
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

The Official RecorJs Show
that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, Ind., Juoe 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary
Handicap, Consolation Handicap and

the Five Men State Team
Championship)

and

MOKE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

-^•-^«

c. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

For the Tournament at Indianapolis
|

won by

W. R. Crosby

with a score of 298 ex 300, using

"Fred A. Stone Scarescrow Trophy 1 '

which was awarded the

High Professional

in the

Grand American Handioap

won by

W. G. Hearne

using

"INFALLIBLE" Smokeless

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

Clabrough, Goloher & Go.

RUNS

Gun Goods
fly-Send for Catalogue.

^ FISHING

Tackle
6S8 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY ... r-»l I I—I
loaded..onLLL

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR



jL. XLVII. No. 11.

S GEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR

NORTH STAR 2:13 1-2

Sire NUTWOOD WILKES 2:16 1-2; Dam, IVONEER 2:27

.test Three-Year-Old Trotting Gelding of 1005 Winner of Pacific Breeders Futurity, Occident and Stanford Stakes. Total Winnings This Year. S60O7

Bred an, Owoec. by ., B IV.MOK. ..«.«. O.I. Tra.oed »nd Driven b, CHARGES WH.TEHEAD.
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WESTCHESTER RAGING ASSOCIATION
Under the Auspices of The Jockey Club

Kace Course, Belmont Park

Queens,, Long Island, N. Y.

Office, 571 Fifth Ave., New York
"The Windsor Arcade"

The Following Events are Opened by the Westchester Racing

sociation, to Close and Name by Midnight of

Friday, September 15, 11)05.

SPRING MEEflNQ, 1906.

TEE JCVENILE-S2SOO ADDED.

THE JUVENILE, for two-year olds, foals of

1904 By subscription of *a0 eacb, half forfeit, $10

only it declared by January 6, 190S, with $2500

added, of whloh $500 to tbe second, $!50 to the

third. Colts, 1-22 lbs i
Allies and geldings, 119 lbs.

Penalties and allowances. Five furlongs.

THE FASHION-82000 ADDED.

THE FASHION, for fillies two yearsold, foals

of 19P4. By subscription of $50 each, half forfeit,

$10only If declared by January 6, 1906, with $2000

added, of which $400 to the second, $200 to the

third. To carry 119 lbs. Penalties and allow-

ances. Four and a halt furlongs.

THE ECLIPSE—SSOOO ADDED.

THE ECLIPSE, for two-year-olds, foals of 1904,

Bysubscriptionof$100each, half forfeit, $15 only

It declared by January 6, 1906; starters to pay $100

additional, with $5000 added, of which $700 to the

second, $300 to the third. Nominator of winner to

receive $500 of starting money. Colts, 122 lbs.;

fllliesand geldings, 119 lb3. Penalties and allow-

ances. Five and a half furlongs.

SPRING MEETING, 1907.

THE WITHERS—SSOOO ADDED.

THE "WITHERS, for three-year-olds, foals of

1904. By subscription of $159 each, $50 forfeit,

only £10 ir declared by January 6, 1906
:
or $25 If

declared by January 6, 1907, with $5000 added, of

which $1000 to the second, $500 to the third. Colts,

126 lbs ;
geldings, 133 lbs ; Allies, 121 lbs. One

mile.

THE LADIES-S4000 ADDED.

THE LADIES, for Allies three years old, foals

of 1901. By subscription or $100 each, $50 forfeit,

only $10 if declared by Januarys. 1906. or- $25 if

deolared by January 6, 1907, with $4000 added, of

which $750 to the second, $150 to the third. To

carry 121 lbs. One mile.

THE 41st BELMONT, 835,000.

THE 41st BELMONT of $25,000, for three-year-

olds, foals of 1904. Closed for foals of 1904 with 94

entries. To close for yearlings, foats of 1904, Sep-

tember 15, 1905. By subscription of $25 each, the

only forfeit if declared by January 6, 1906. If left

in after January 6, 1906. a further subscription of

$50 each. If left In after January 6, 1807, a fur-

ther subscription of $75 each. All starters to pay

$150 additional. Tb.9 Westchester Racing Asso-

ciation to add a sum sufficient to make the value

ofthe race $35,000. To the winner $21,000, to the

second $2000, to the third $1000. To the nominator

ofthe winner $1000. Mr. August Belmont to add

plateof the value of $1000 to the winner. Colts,

126 lbs; geldings, 123 lbs., Allies, 121 lbs. Mile

and three furlongs.

THE TENTH NATIONAL STALLION
RACE OF SSOOO.

Nominations of stallions to close and name by

midnight of Friday, September 15, 1905, by sub-

scription of $50 each, or only $25 each f ^stallions

which have not sired a winner prior to December

15, 1905, Of the subscriptions for stallions, the

nominators of the sires of the first, second and

third horses shall receive 25 per cent, 15 per oent

and 10 percent, respectively. The remaining 50

per cent to the winner.

Condition of tlie Enlry of Foals of 1905, to

Close and Name December 15, 1905.

Foals of 1905, the progeny of stallions duly nom-

inated to be entered ai d named by midnight of

December 15, 1905. Colts and geldings at $10 each,

fillies at $5 each, the only forfeit if declared by

December 15, 1906. If left in after December 15,

1906, ana declared by April 20, 1907, colts and

geldings to pay $0 each, fillies $15 each. If left

in after April 20, 1907, colts and geldings to pay

$60 each, fillies $30 each. Starters, colts, geld-

ings and fillies to pay $100 additional. The West-

chester Racing Association to add $5000, and 50

per cent of the stallion entrances, of which $1200

to the second and $600 to the third. The nomi-

nator of the winner to receive $1000 out of the

subscription and starting money. Of the, sub-

scriptions for stallions, the nominators of the

sires of tin first, second and third horses shall

receive 25 per cent, 15 per cent and 10 percent,

respectively. Colts to carry 122 lbs.; geldings

and fillies 119 lbs. Five furlongs.

SPRING MEETING, 1908.

THE 42d BELMONT, 825,000.

THE 42d BELMONT of $25,000, then three-year-

olds. To close for foals of 1905, September 15, 1905.

To close for yearlings (foals of 1905) September

15,1906. Liability of those entered as foals by

subscription of $10 each, the only forfeit if de-

clared by January 6, 1907. If left in after Janu-

ary 6, 1907, a further subscription of $25. If left

in after January 6, 1908, a further subscription of

$50 each. Liability of those entered as yearlings.

By subscription of $25 each, if entered by Septem-

ber 15, 1906, the only forfeit if declared by Janu-

ary 6, 1907. If left in after January 6, 1907, a fur-

ther subscription of $50 each, ir left in after

January 6, 1908. a further subscription of $75 each

All starters to pay $150 additiona 1
. The West-

chester Racing Association to add a sum suffi-

cient to make the value of the race $25,000. To

the winner $21,000, to the second $2000, to the

third $1000. To the nominator of the winner $1000,

Mr. August Belmont to add plate to the value of

$1000 to the winner. Colts, 126 lbs.; geldings, 123

lbs ; fillies, 121 lbs. Mile and three furlongs.

AUTUMN MEETING, 1908.

The TENTH MATRON, with $10 000 added, for

mares covered in 1905, foals of 1908. to be run for

by then two-year-olds at the Autumn Meeting in

1908. To be run in two races, one for colts and

geldings, the other for allies, with $5000 added to

each. To close for mares December 15, 1905. Six

furlongs.

NOTICE.

Entries for the above are received only under the conditions as printed and in

all respects subject to and In accordance with the rules of The Jockey Club and

Westchester Racing Association. For entry blanks address THE BREEDER
AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

FIRST ANNUAL AUCTION SALE
From the Prize Winning:

HUMBOLDT HERD OF SHORTHORNS
BELONGING TO

Messrs. B F. RUSH & WM. PIERCE, Suisun, Cal.

rn ii J of Yearlings, Two-year-old and
nil nP3n Three-year-old Bulls and Heifers,uu iiouu

slrr(l by the f„iiow)ng hlgb-olass
bulls: Marshall's Combination, Blvthe Viotor,
Sharon Victor VI. llumtoklt Victor VI, Admiral
Schley VIII and King Abbotsburn Tbe heifers
have all been bred to the best bulls In tbe herd
Sale takes place at tbe WILLOTTA RANCH,

Suisun, California, on

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1905,

nt in h iik. Conveyances will meet all trains.

Lunch will bo served. For catalogues send to

FRED H. CHASE & CO., a'^VS* 1732 Market St., San Francisco

BE A DISTEMPER EXPERT
if you once learn the value of Craft's Distemper & Cough Cure you will be
ah q with It to ouro with almost magical quickness any case of Distemper,
Kii/.ootlo, Pinkeye, Cough, or Catarrhal Affection in horses, sheep or dogs
ill' 1 i-'imedy costs nothing If it fails, but it doesn't fail. No need of any horse
01 other stock being lost from these diseases. If your druggist cannot supply
It.orderdlrect. Sent prepaid on receipt of price, 50c and $1. Drop a card
to-day for "Veterinary Pointers," It is free and Is invaluable to stock owners

GormoiociBta 13 3d st, Lafayette, Ind.

WELL, General Agent for PaclUo Coast, 610 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

Wells Medicine Co. ,

Chem,8,"vnd

5*
AVAGE

HAMMfcRLESS SPORTING RIFLE
The smooth and easy action of this Rifle is the wonder of all

sportsmen who have fired it- It's a Repeating Rifle—the maga-
f
zlne holds six cartridges The cartridges lie side by side—not
end to end—can t be exploded by jamming. HammerleBs—there
is no flying hammer to distract the aim. Perfectly balanced-
the center of gravity remains constant,
which isn't true of other makes. Absolute
safety from explosion of defective shells—
the operator Is protected by a solid wall of
steel—steel made especially for us.

r

C3&

els, in our handsome catalogue, free for
the asking. Write for catalogue today.

The Savage Hammerless
Sporfng Rifle Is desoribed
in detail, with other mod-

SAVAGE ARMS CO. SiSSM

PHOENIX, ARIZ.
$I2,000--Territorial Fair~$|2,

DECEMBER 4-9, 1905.

FIRST-CLASS MILE TRACK.

Entries to Trotting and Pacing Stakes Close November I, 19l

but Entries May Be Made at Any Time Before That Date

and Records Made After Date of Entry No Bar.

Trotting and Pacing.

2:35 Trotting, stake $1000

2:22 Trotting, stake 1000

2:10 Trotting, stake 1000

2:30 Pacing, stake 1000

2:17 Pacing, stake 1000

Free-for-all Pacing, stake 1000

Running.
Half-mile, 2-yr-olds $1
Half-mile Heats, 2 in 3 1

6 furlongs, 3-yr-olds & up. 1

1 mile, Arizona Derby 2<

1 mile, novelty ]

5 furlongs, consolation.... Ii

2 1-2 mile. Cowboy reiay... 2'
Half-mile dash. Arizona

cow horses Ii

BE OPENED LATER: SIOO Parses (or 2:30, 2:25, 3:19, •£; 15, Free-for-All
Three-year-old Trotters; 2:28, 2:22. 2:13, 2:09 and Three-year-old Facers.

American Trotting Association rules to govern. Hopples allowed.
Entries to Running Races close night before the race.

For Entry BlankB and other information address

W. N. TIFFANY, Supt. of Speed,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

TULARE FAIR GROUND
FALL RACE MEETING

TO BE HELD AT

TULARE, CAL, OCTOBER 16 to 21, 1905, INCLUSIVE,

Entries Close October 1st. Running Races Overnig

$5265 will be Given in Stakes and Purses.
ALL PURSES GUARANTEED.

Programme:

I
'

:

13—Two-year-old Pace, 2:30 Class .

14—Four mid huir furlong dash
15—Three quarters mile dash

TUESDAY, OCT. 17th.

1_2:09 Class Pace $500
2—2:17 Cl&ts Pace 400
3—Three-year-old Trot 200
4—Three and half furlong dash 75
fi-Four furlong dash 75

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 18th.

6—2:20 Class Trot 8400
7—Three-year-oid Pace 200
8—One year-old Trot or Pace, half

mile heats 75
9—Quarter mile dash 60
10—Five-eighths mile dash 100

THURSDAY, OCT. 19th.

11—2:13 Class Pace 8400
12—2:14 Class Trot 400

CONDITIONS.
Entrance Fee to all races, five per cent of purse and flvep^roent additional deducted

money winners. »

Races not filling satisfactorily to the Board of Directors mav be declared off.

Declaration (to declare out) must be made in writiog and will not be accepted unless acooi''

nled by the amount due at the time the declaration is made.
Stakes for harness races will be divided into four moneys: 50 25, 15 and 10 per cent, excep •

one and two year olds, which will be divided 60. 25 and 15 per cent.
Running Raoes—Monoy to be divided into 75 per cent and 25 per cent of purse.
All harnessraces 3 in 5, except races Nos 8, 13, I? and 23. which are 2 in 3.

Hopples barred in trottiDg races, but will be permitted in pacing races.
Conditional entries will be treated the same as regular entries, and nominators held undei "

rule.
Member National Trotting Association.

Address all communications to

FRIDAY, OCT. 20th.

16—2:17 Class Trot 8
17—Two-year- old Trot
IS—Three-eighths mile dash
19—Half mile dash
20—Seven-eighths mile dash

SATURDAY, OCT. 2 1st.

21— 2:10 Class Trot
22—3:a0 Class Pace
23—Two-ypar-old Pace
24—Half mile dash
25—Three-quarters mile dash

H, WHALEY,
President.

W. F. INGWERSON, Secretary,
TULARE, CAI

I
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THE WEEKLY

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
P. W, KELLEY, PROPRIETOB.

Turf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast.

OFFICE

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

Telephone: Black 586.

A TROTTING TRACK in close proximity to San
Francisco is sadly needed. A high class harness race

meeting could be given here every year if there were

a suitable track to race over, and a good program
would draw a large attendance. The sport is as

popular as ever but there is no place to race. The
new three-quarter track now building in Golden Gate

Park will be ideal for amateur events, but of course

no regular purse or stake racing will be permitted

over it.

onus—One Year S3, Six Months SI. 75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

dtter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., Sau Francisco,

California. ... .,

Communications must be accompanied by the writer s name and
address, not neoessarlly for publication, but as a private guar-

antee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, September 16, 1905.

EVERY ASSOCIATION in California that gives

harness meetings in the future should arrange to

secure a bonus from the citizens of its town without

compromising itself in any manner with those who

desire to ignore the laws against gambling. There is

no reason on earth why a town should have all sorts

of illegal gambling games running during the week a

race meeting is held, and associations and horsemen

should realize this fact. The gamblers that flock to a

town to ply their nefarious trade when a race meet-

ing is on, do positive injury and no good to the sport

of harness racing. They simply antagonize the re-

spectable class of law-abiding citizens, and lead

many to entertain the false idea that men who own

trotters and pacers are of the same ilk as those who

run the games. If a bonus cannot be raised to aid a

race meeting without the aid of subscriptions from

those who insist on renting their premises to gam-

blers, better have no race meetings at all. The breed-

ing and racing of harness horses is a legitimate in-

dustry, and has occupied the time and attention of

many of the leading citizens of the United States.

Associations giving harness meetings should be too

dignified to acknowledge their dependence on sub-

scriptions from those who insist that gambling

games must run in spite of the laws against them,

and should devise other means to raise the revenue

necessary to make their meetings successful. That

it can be done is not even doubtful because there

are hundreds of harness meetings held in this country

every year in towns where the laws against gambling

are strictly enforced. Speed contests between horses

are noble sport, and they should never be assisted,

let alone supported, by the money which any- tin-

horn gambler pays for the privilege of running an

illegal skin game.

NO REVENUE was derived from the betting privi-

lege at the State Fair this year, according to a state-

ment made by the Sacramento Bee, and which ap-

pears on another page in this issue of the Breeder

and Sportsman. If this is a fact will the Bee please

tell us why a bookmaking firm was permitted to oc-

cupy a place adjoining the new track from which

no charge was made to enter the grounds. And

perhaps the Bee can also explain why from four to

seven running races were added to the program every

day to which no entrance money was charged. It

was common rumor in Sacramento during fair week

that the syndicate paid $1000 a day for the exclusive

privilege of booking on the races, and that for this

amount it required at least four running races to be

put on the program It was also rumored that this

"contribution" made by the syndicate was in the shape

of a purchase of $1000 worth of admission tickets

each day, so that while the accounts show no betting

privilege was let, the sum probably appears in the

ticket sales.

MANY SEEM TO BELIEVE that the laws against

betting which have been enforced on so many eastern

tracks this season, will seriously affect the market

for track horses this winter. We think their fears

are not well grounded. The enforcement of these

"blue laws" will so arouse the horse breeders an.1
,

owners in the states where they exist, that a com-

bined and effective effort will doubtless be made tu

repeal the laws or elect men who will repeal them,

and. in that case harness racing is very liable to be

placed on a better footing than ever. The prices

offered and paid for high class horses during the

past few weeks does not show any drop in the mar-

ket. On the contrary, prices are a little better than

they were last year.

THE CALIFORNLv STATE FAIR of 1905, which

closed last Saturday, was the most successful held

in years, and the gate receipts were larger. Had the

fair opened on Monday, the 4th, instead of Satur-

day, the 2d, the financial success would have been

still greater, and had the Directors refused to open

the place to a syndicate book the dignity and tone

of the exposition would have been much higher.

THE PROTEST made by Trainer Chas. Whitehead

at the Breeders' meeting at Santa Rosa, against the

starting of F. Gommet's colt Prince McKinney, win-

ner of the twro-year-old trotting division of the Fu-

turity, has been withdrawn and the money paid over.

The protest was made on the ground that the start-

ing payment was not made in time, although the

envelope bore the proper date.

THE TULARE FAIR ASSOCIATION announces a

good program of purses for trotters and pacers to

close October 1st. The Tulare fair is one of the

best held in the State and is always well attended.

The association has the only kite track on the Coast

and fast time can be made over it, as it is kept in

excellent condition. See the advertisement in this

issue of the purses offered.

A BOLT OF LIGHTNING descended on a county

fair in Iowa last Thursday, hit the poultry exhibit,

killing four people and a thousand chickens. Had it

struck the race track instead, killing a few men and

hotses, what a wealth of material it would have

furnished the preachers for sermons on "The Wrath

of God."

SPOKANE INTER-STATE FAIR ENTRIES.

Pacing, 2:14 class, purse $1000—Umatilla, Helennes,
Modicum, Dewey Ann, Bessie R., Bonnie M., Yukon,

Ruby H., Klamath Maid, Merry Monarch, Teddie A„
Vinnie Mann, Queen B.
Pacing, 2:25 class, purse $500—Horse Heaven Maid,

Klamath Maid, May, Robert H., Jim Wilkes, Bonnie
M., Nellie B., Rose Rial, Ruby H., Merry Monarch,
Teddy R , Vinnie Mann.

Trotting, 2:16 class, purse $1000—Ringman, Oveta,

Richie Baron, Lady Jones, Lenmetta, Satin Royal,

Sam Bowers, Kittie Clover, School Belle, Judith, Sun-
rise, Deception, Black Diamond.

Trotting, 2:30 class, purse $500—Ringman, J. H. M.,

Kelley O., Richie Baron, Sam Bowers, Kittie Clover,

Black Diamond, Judith, Nancy K., Deception, Robbie.

LA GRANDE ENTRIES.
The 2:30, 2:25, 2:10 and free-for-all paces are the

only events that filled at La Grande. None of the

trots received sufficient entries to justify giving the

purses, but special events will be given for horses in

attendance. The fair will be held October 3 to 7,

following Walla Walla. Entries received are as fol-

lows:
2:30 pace, purse $400—Lady Smith. J. W. Brigg;

Rose Rial. J. S. Evan; Jim Wilkes, E. E. Sutro; Lady
Julia, H. G. Cox.

2:25 pace, purse $400—Lady Smith, J. W. Brigg;

Jim Wilkes, E. Sutro; Robt. H., George Green; Lady
Julia, H. G. Cox.

2:10 pace, purse $400—Queen B.. L. B. Lindsey;

Le Roi, N. K. West: Yukon, J. S. Evans; Dewey Ann,

R. H. Ball; Hassalo, Jas. Erwin.

Free-for-all pace, purse $400—Queen B., L. B. Lind-

sey; Le Roi, N. K. West; Yukon, J. S. Evans; Dewey
Ann, R. H. Ball; Hassalo, Jas. Erwin.

Easter Direct, a four-year-old filly bred and still

owned by E A. Gammon of Sacramento, paced a

wonderful mile in a workout at Columbus, Ohio, on

the 1st instant. She is credited with a mile in 2:03?i

with the last half in one minute fiat. Easter Direct

is by Direct 2:05%, flam Cleo G. by Yosemite. She

was given all her early training by Sam H. Hoy of

Winters, who is one of the best speed makers and

gait educators on this coast. The Eastern papers

are all touting Easter Direct as the winner of next

vear's Chamber of Commerce Stake at Detroit, and

if she keeps her present form she should "win in a

walk."

WEARS THE TRIPLE CROWN.

North Star, the Nutwood Wilkes three-year-old

whose picture graces our title page, was bred and
is owned by Mr. J. B. Iverson of Salinas, and has the

distinction of being the only colt that ever won all

three of the trotting classics of California, the Pacific

Breeders' Futurity, the Occident Stake, and the Stan-
ford Stake, all of which are for three-year-olds.

He also won second money in the two-year-old divi-

sion of the first' named stake, and his total winnings
to date amount to $6507, with three firsts and one
second out of a total of four starts. He is without

any doubt the greatest three-year-old trotter that

has appeared on the California circuit since Zom-
bro's day.
When North Star was a two-year-old he could not

be considered either a good actor or a highly prom-
ising youngster, as he was balky and rather frac-
tious in his disposition, and was given up and turned
out by one trainer as a poor proposition. When
Charles Whitehead took him up, however, he man-
aged to gain the colt's confidence and soon had him
going nicely and willingly, and ready to do his best
on all occasions Although Mr. Whitehead had but
a few weeks to start him in the two-year-old division
of the Breeders' Futurity at San Jose in 1904, the
gelding made a fine showing, winning the first heat
over a high class field of two-year-olds in 2:24, and
being second in the other two heats because he was
a big awkward colt that was short of work.
This year he was better prepared for his first start,

and when the Pacific Breeders' Futurity was trotted
at Santa Rosa he won so handily in three straight
heats in the fast time of 2:13%, 2:13% and 2:16, that
his great merit as a colt trotter was immediately
recognized by every horseman who saw him win so
impressively.

Two weeks elapsed before his next start, which
was in the Occident Stake on the opening day of
the California State Fair. For three days previous
to this ra.ce his trainer, Chas. Whitehead, was very
sick and unable to work or drive the gelding. The
result wras North Star was a little rank and when
the race was started Whitehead, after failing to se-
cure another driver, got up behind him, but found
it difficult in his weakened condition to hold North
Star to his gait during the first three heats. The
colt had all his speed, however, and although making
disastrous breaks in each of these miles finished a
good second every time and in the fourth heat trotted
the mile in 2:15%, the fastest heat in the history
of he stake, and won handily. The next two heats
and the race and first and third money were his.

One week later he started in the Stanford Stake.
Again was he returned a winner, and although losing

the first heat to Athasham by a break, took the next
three easily and placing first, third and fourth moneys
to the credit of his owner.
North Star is a large colt, standing slightly over

sixteen hands. He has a most powerful shoulder
with great depth through the heart, and his hind
quarters are muscular and well developed, although
his great development forward would cause an in-

experienced person to say he was light behind. He
has a tremendous stride, with much action and when
at speed his gait is regular as clock work. That he
is one of the fastest three-year-olds ever foaled is

proven by his two heats in 2.13% in his first race
this year. He was in condition to lower this mark
at Sacramento had the new track not been so heavy
and cuppy as to prevent fast time, but his fourth
heat in the Occident in 2:15% is considered by many
horsemen as good as 2:11% over a fairly good track.

That he has gameness and great endurance was
proven in the same race, his sixth heat in 2: ISM:
being a wonderful performance under the conditions
for any three-year-old.

North Star is the greatest money winning three-
year-old ever raced in California, is the only colt

that ever won all three of the leading three-year-old
stakes annually trotted in this state, and has the
fastest mile by a three-year-old colt or gelding in

the United States to his credit this year. Chas
Whitehead considers him the greatest three-year-old

he has ever seen and believes he could be fitted for a
mile in 2:10 or better on any good track. The breed-
ing of North Star was given in tabulated form in

these columns two weeks ago and is not necessary
to repeat here. Suffice it to say that he represents
the Wilkes-Electioneer-Mambrino-Patchen- thorough -

Dred cross and comes from a great line of producing
sires and producing dams. He should trot in 2:05

or better as an aged horse.

"George GV. 2:06% will soon become known as the

"bad luck" horse Last season he scratched in his

fast record, one day when he was on his good be-

havlor and last winter was touted as the equal or

Tiverton and Sweet Marie. Last week he looked like

-t sure winner, an. I along came Went worth, consid-

ered a "has been" (but. oh, he isn't!) by the wise

ones, and trimmed him good and plenty in 2:m;'. and

2.08.—Horse Review.
o-

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet

Mr. Coyle, one of the star reinsman of the Coal.

Iron and oil Circuit, over in Pennsylvania, in com-
pany with several other drivers, persisted in scoring

ahead of the pole horse at the races the other day.

The starting judge finally roared;

"I'll line every man $;"> the next time down that

scores ahead, and. Mr. Coyle, I'll fine you $20. ReT
member that, sir!"

The field of seventeen pacers came -ill right, and
the word "go" was given to :i splendid send-off That
evening at the hotel, Mr. Coyle appr :hed the sinn-

ing judge and, doffing his hat, .--aid, with a sly twinkle

in bis eye:

"Judge, you did me greal hi r this afternoon,

and i wanl to thank you :i thousand times."

-Why. how's that?"

"Didn't you threaten to fine me $20 and those other

sixteen fellows only ?f> each-?"

"Yes, sir."

"Well, imagine how good T felt. Just think of Mr.

Coyle being four times Important than

other reinsmen. Thank you. sir; thank you."
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JOTTINGS.

THE FACT that the good three-year-old North Star

won over $6000 in three race? in California this year

goes to show that it is possible for a high

trotter to earn a very snug sum for its owner without

going out of the State, provided he is entered in the

three established stakes whi annual fea-

tures of the small circuit of harness racing held in

California each summer. As these stakes have given

sing young trotters eligible to them a much
higher value than they would otherwise have, so will

three or four good sized stakes for aged class

ers greatly increase their value in the

market and also increase the demand for them. It

is not every association that can offer large stakes.

but there are three or four assoi iations in '"alifornia

which can afford to announce early closing stakes

for class trotters and pacers that will have a value

considerably greater than any given here in recent

years. The Breeders' Association has a $2000 stake

for 2:24 class trotters and one of $1500 for 2:20 class

pacers that could be easily doubled in value without

danger of loss, while the Los Angeles Association and
the State Fair could give equally as large and prob-

ably larger stakes. The objection raised by some as-

sociations to the giving of large stakes is that those

holding meetings late in the season secure but a few
starters and have a large suspension list owing to the

fact that a few horses show up at the early meetings
that outclass the others and consequently the major-
ity of owners refuse to start against them later in

the season. This can be easily remedied by the asso-

ciations conferring before announcing their programs
and making their big stakes for different classes. The
association giving the opening meeting should give its

leading stakes for the slower classes. The years when
the Breeders' Association held its meetings early in

the year saw large fields in the stakes for green horses

and those of the classes slower than 2.20. The stakes

offered by associations coming later in the circuit

should be for horses of a faster class, until at the close

of the season the fastest horses would be competing
for the larger stakes. There has been a pretty gen^^j)
complaint in California in recent years that a 2:10

pacer or a 2:15 trotter was compelled to start lor

smaller purses than the slower classes were racing

for. This is because the largest revenue of every as-

sociation giving harness meetings comes from en-
trance money, and the stakes for green or slow class

horses can be depended upon to furnish the longest

list of entries. The $2000 stake of the Breeders' As-
sociation does not cost it as much as the average
$800 purse, because the number of entries is nearly

large enough to make up the full amount of the

money offered. This is the case with nearly all the

big stakes offered on the Grand Circuit. Horses in

training are so numerous in the East that main- as-

sociations have an average of thirty or more entries

to every race, and when it is understood that sixteen

paid up entries pay the entire stake, it is easy to

understand the expression that many of the Grand
Circuit associations are "on velvet" as soon as their

entries are received. California associations cannot
arrange their programs on the same plan under which
meetings are given in the East. This is a big State.

but it is comparatively sparsely inhabited, and our
circuit is one of magnificent distances and superlative

transportation rates. It is often the case that an
owner is required to pay nearly as much to reach a
town with his horse as he can earn by winning first

money, consequently the meetings where $300 purses
are given in this State have very few entries outside

their immediate neighborhood. Owing to these long

hauls with high freight rates it is impossible to ar-

range a circuit of more than a few weeks racing, as

but few of our mile tracks are located in cities large

enough to give four or five days of racing for purses
of upwards of $500 each.

Such being the condition of things in California it

seems to me that it would be well lor the managers
of the different trotting I

i California to let the

lamp of experience in these matters guide them in

the future. All over this country, from Maine to Cali-

fornia, harness racing opens in the early summer and
. ontinues until the frost or the rain makes the tracks

unfit to race over. On the other side of the Missis-

sippi there is only one Grand Circuit, and if all the

'ions would de< i - unless
they could be members of the big ring there would
be mighty little racing. There .ire ;i hundred minor
circuits over there—some of them composed entirely

of half mile tracks, whi i -• -t purse is

over $40<>. These all ;, li rs for tin

circuit, however, and on these llttli ich year
tie cham-

of the big ring the follow!:;

Besides this main circuit there should be a half

dozen smaller or minor circuits. There is not a town
of a thousand inhabitants where a track is located

that will not patronize and enjoy a few days" harness
racing, if properly conducted, and there is not one

but can secure enough entries, if the purses are

properly advertised, to insure good contests. Purses
or SSOO are ample and a three days' program

sufficient at these smaller towns. I know a horseman
who. having a lease of a track, gave a three days'

meeting one year and came out with quite a neat
sum on the right side of his ledger. The next year

he gave a four 'lays' meeting and lost as much as he
made the year before. He lives in a three-day town
and a four-day meeting will not pay there. Theatrical

men have solved this question long ago, and any ad-
vance agent with experience knows that in the small
towns just as much money is taken in at the box
office when the show is given for only one night as

when given for two, while the expenses are only one-
half. Race meetings are much the same, and man-
agers must get rid of that old idea that the horsemen
must be kept in town a full week for the benefit of the
hotel men and merchants. A one-day meeting that is

financially and otherwise successful is better for all

concerned than an entire' week of racing that leaves

a deficit for the management or the citizens to pay
out of their pockets.

California can profit by a study of the eastern situa-

tion. "We .should have a main circuit with such citlea

w Hand
ing it. The shoul I

i as January
.

A I Los Angeles, San Fra
Fair t r stakes could b<

I ram o :

up of pursea ranging from $81 '

With a - i

hors< mid n"i obji

.i
! .i three I Imea I he un bi

horses WOUW be OUt each year.

There are amusing incidents connected with cam-
paigning a horse even if one doesn't win all the time.

My friend Ottinger, President of the American Ticket
Brokers' Association, who was once a partner of the
lamented Tom Keating during several eastern cam-
paigns, has as much fun as the next man out of the
sport. Two years ago when George Fox disposed of
most of his horses at auction, Ottinger bought Dae-
dalion for something like $750. If I remember right it

was Ed Lafferty, the well known trainer now in the

east with the Butler string, that induced Mr. Ottinger
to buy the stallion, and Ed put the horse in training at
Pleasanton. Daedalion had a mark of 2:11 at the
time, but nearly all the "wise guys" said he was all in

and rather smiled when the ticket broker made the
high bid for him. Even Lafferty lost faith in the son
of Diablo and told me just before he went east that
he didn't think Daedalion would do. Ottinger was
game, however, and didn't mind spending a little

money on the horse if he could win a heat now and
then, and gave him to H. R. Ward to train. "Ward
started him three times last year, the first time with-
out hopples, and he was distanced. He put a new pair
of straps on him the next time, but they parted, and
again he caught the flag. The third time everything
held, however, and he won handily, beat all the crack
2:10 horses and took a record of 2.10. This year his
win of the 2:09 pace at the State Fair showed him to

be about the best horse in his class on the Coast. He
paced the second heat over that new and heavy track
right at his record and Ward was just buggy riding.

At Santa Rosa he was up against Zolock, and Ottin-
ger thinks he might have beaten the son of McKin-
ney had the others in the race the speed their trainers
claimed. Nearly every one of them claimed his horse
could pace one heat in 2:06 and they proposed to hook
up with Zolock. one at a time, and make him lower
his record. Ottinger thought the combination would
win and bet $300 on the field against Zolock. but when
the race came off the 2:06 horses failed to show the
speed claimed for them and Zolock cake-walked. Dae-
dalion can certainly show a mile in 2:06 or 2:07 over a
good track and Ottinger is getting lots of inquiries
from men who want to buy the horse. One fellow
came in the other day and wanted to trade ten thou-
sand shares of oil stock at a par value of a dollar
a share for the stallion. Ottinger looked at the name
of the company, saw that he had never heard of it, be-
fore he said:

"I don't want to swap horses for oil stock as I

have plenty of both, but I'll tell you what I'll do.

I've got eleven thousand shares of oil stock that I'll

trade for your ten thousand, even though I don't know
where the well is. but I wouldn't give Daedalion for
both wells'' Another man wrote asking what Ottin-
ger would take for the horse, reminding him that he
was present when he paid $750 for him. "Why didn't

you buy him then?'" said the broker, "you'll never
have another chance to get him so cheap.'' Daedalion
is. in the opinion of every horseman, fully capable of
beating 2:10 three times over any good track, and he
is one of the best bred stallions in California.

Mr. J. R. Bowles, owner of the McKinney gelding
Mack Ma«k 2:12*4 returned to his home in Portland
from Die East last week and stated to a representa-
tive of the Rural Spirit that Mack Mack is only tem-
porally lame and may be able to start at Lexington
.j iid Memphis. Mack Mack's lameness was caused by

'lent on the track. Mr. Helman was working
him out and turning into the stretch at a 2:12 clip

met the track harrow, which t.> avoid running into,
lx- pulled Mack Mark suddenly to one Side and
wrenched on of his hind ankles, which caused him"
i" pull up slightly lame. The horse is fast recover-
ing, and will in time be as sound as ever.

Will Durfee took Claude Jones' four-year-old Car-
lokin 2:20% by McKinney south with him when he

i his horses home and will put him in shape
for the i:i,es next year. Carlokin made his record

! St Cord slake last year winning the second
heat in that time. He also won two heats in the

i Slake and divided second and third money
Wilkes. He won over $1600 during his

old form. H. S. Hogoboom trained and
ovi i m is record.

DIRECTUM A WONDERFUL SIRE.

The Horse Review of last week makes the -following

editorial comment:
The real sensation of last week's racing was the

exceptionally brilliant performance of Ethel's Pride
in the $3,000 Ponkapoag purse for 2:14 trotters, at
Readville, Mass.. in which she defeated the favorite,

Glenwood M. 2: us %, and trotted the second, third and
fourth heats in 2:07^, 2:07%, 2:10%. Ethel's Pride
is now five years of age. In 1903 she was one of the
season's most brilliant three-year-olds, taking a record
of 2:13% and winning, among other events, the Review
Futurity at Cincinnati. Last year she was not started,

and her Readville race was her first public appear-
ance this season.

In commenting upon it, turf writers have taken
occasion to draw renewed attention to this great
young mare's dam, Ethelwyn 2:33, the famous matron,
by Harold, out of Kathleen, by Pilot Jr. Her record
is indeed a remarkable one, as she has produced,
beside Ethel's Pride, those two other precocious three-
year-old trotting fillies, Impetuous 2.13 and Extasy
2:lliA (the latter with a pacing record of 2:10^ at
two years), the swift pacing mare Ecstatic 2:05%, and
three other standard trotters. In this connection, how-
ever, there is an interesting point that we have not
seen mentioned. This is that Little Miss, thorough-
bred, by imported Sovereign, the third dam of Ethel's
Pride and her noted half-sisters, is also the fourth
dam of the famous black thoroughbred race mare Imp,
whose record-breaking achievements a few seasons
ago, at both long and short distances, won her a
place among America's greatest running performers.
When running blood is found in the near—or moder-
ately near—removes of a fast trotter's pedigree, it

will be generally found to have also produced some-
thing of equal merit of its own kind.

Ethel's Pride is the daughter of a great dam. But
do not overlook the fact that she is by a sire that is

even greater. Directum 2:05% was one of the most
marvelous trotters, while upon the turf, that the
world has ever seen. As a sire he has now won equal
renown. Last year he placed two of his get—Con-
suela S. 2:07% (winner of the $15,000 Massachusetts's
race) and Judge Green 2:09—in the list of 2:10 trot-
ters. This year he has duplicated the achievements
with Ethel's Pride 2:07 1*. and Directum Lass 2:09%.
Never before have four race-horse trotters by one
sire entered the 2:10 list in two successive seasons.
There are only four living sires of four or more 2.10

trotters, and these are from two to eleven years older
than Directum, who is now but sixteen and has been
permanently retired to the stud but seven years.
Four years ago, in the fall of 1901, Directum, through

the death of his owner, William E. Spier, came to
the auction block. AVhen his prospective sale was an-
nounced our unprejudiced opinion was asked, by a
prospective bidder, as to the merits and value of the
horse. We gave it as our conviction that he was
destined to be one of the world's greatest trotting
sires, and that he was worth any price within reason
and the buyer's resources. We do not know how
much weight this opinion may have carried with it;

but we do know that the gentleman to whom it was
expressed bid off Directum at the sale for $12,100,

believing that he had secured a rare bargain. The
gentleman in question was Mr. Ml. W. Savage, of Min-
nesita. We have more than once, since then, con-
gratulated him on his purchase. We now renew these
congratulations.

THE KANSAS BETTING LAW.

While the California Legislature will not be in ses-
sion this winter, it is more than likely that at the ses-
sion of 1906-7 an effort will be made to have some
legislation passed by which wagering on the results
of races "may be legalized. The Kansas law which
has met the approval of horsemen in that State is

herewith given that our reader may understand how
betting on races is permitted but controlled in the
cyclone belt. The law reads as follows.
Any person who keeps any room, shed, tenement,

booth, or building, or any part thereof, or who occu-
pies any place upon any public or private grounds
within this State with any book, instrument, or device
for the purpose of recording or registering bets or
wagers, or selling pools, upon the result of any trial

or contest of skill, speed, or power of endurance of
man or beast, which is to be made or take place
within or beyond the limits of this State, except
within the inclosure of a race track and upon races
or trials of speed being conducted within said inclo-

sure (provided that the exception herein shall not
apply to any race track or inclosure for more than
two weeks in any one year), or any person who records
or registers bets or wagers, or sells pools upon the
result of any trial or contest of skill, speed, or power
of endurance of man or beast, which is to be made
or take place within or beyond this State, or upon
the result of any political nomination, appointment,
or election which is to be made or held either within
or beyond the limits of this State, or being the owner,
lessee, or occupant of any room, shed, tenement, cr
tent, booth or building, or—part thereof, knowinglv
permits the same to be used or o'ecupied for any of
ti'c puij'Oses hereinbefore prohibited, or therein keeps,
exhibits, or employs any device or apparatus for the

! u n i>Fe of registering such bets or wagers, or selling

pools, a? are hereinbefore prohibited, or becomes tr"*

custodian or depository for hire or privilege of any
money, property, or thing of value which is staked,
wagered, or pledged, contrary to the provisions of this

act, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on convic-
tion shall be punished by imprisonment in the county
jail for a period of one year and by a fine of $ltt00.

11 recho won second money in the $5000
purse tol 2:21 'lass trotters at the Hamline Fair.

rhe race went to Watson in straighl
i'i and 2 m 1

,. Danube's positions
-:-_ He was driven by Gil Curry.

Mr. H. M. Hanna, president of the Cleveland Driving
Club, drove his mares Aerolite 2:09% and Leola 2:10%.

a mile to pole in 2.10 week before last at Cleveland.

It was the first time they were ever hooked together.
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CLOSING DAYS AT STATE FAIR.

North Star Annexes Stanford Stake, and Adam

G. Wins Free-for-All Trotting Event.

Thursday was Governor's Day at the State Fair,

and between six and seven thousand people turned out

to honor the State's chief executive and see the races.

Two harness races were on the card, but the first, the

Occident- Stanford Pace, was a walkover for T. "W.

Barstow's bay colt Just It by Nearest. This race is

for the three-year-olds originally entered in the Oc-

cident and Stanford stakes, that take to pacing. Mr.
Barstow drove his colt an easy mile in 2:19^.
The only other harness event of the day was the

2.18 trot for a purse of $600. C. A. Durfee's little

trotter Cuate by McKinney, dam Miss Jessie 2:13%
by Gossiper was a big favorite over "Wild Bell, Lady
Jones and Hank selling- as a field. Cuate was driven

by W. G. Durfee and won three straight heats in the
handiest sort of fashion without getting out of his

class, every mile being in 2:17%. Hank managed to

finish second the first heat, "Wild Bell got the place in

the second heat and Lady Jones was next to the win-
ner in the third heat. So far as speed is concerned
the three field horses were on even terms. Second
money went to Wild Bell, third to Lady Jones, and
Hank saved his entrance. Six running races com-
pleted the day's sport. The summaries of the harness
events follow:
Occident-Stanford pace, purse $55.

Just It, b. g. by Nearest-Babe (T.W.Barstow) .Walkover
Time—2:19^.

Trotting, 2:18 class, purse $600.
Cuate, b. g. by McKinney-Miss Jesse

(W. G. Durfee) 111
Wild Bell. b. g. by Wildnut..(H. D. Freeman) 3 2 3

Ladv Jones, b. m. by Capt. Jones. ... (J. Green) 4 ::

Hank , gr. g. by Vasto (J. L. Smith) 2 4 1

Time—2:17%, 2:17%, 2:17%.

The grand stand was not large enough to accommo-
date all who wanted seats under its welcome shade
on Friday, and the fact was apparent to all that

good harness events will draw a crowd. There were
three races for harness horses on the program, the

Stanford Stake, the 2: IS class pace and the free-for-

all trot. For the first named four three-year-old trot-

ters appeared to contest for the stake, which had a

total value of $1S90, divided into the usual four

moneys. North Star, the Nutwood Wilkes gelding that

had won both his previous starts this year and proven
his speed and gameness, was the favorite at $20, with

the field, comprising Athasham, Alto Downs and El

Rev, selling for $11.

When they got the word the first time North Star

went to the front but broke at the half and lost many
lengths. Athasham's driver took advantage of North
Star's mistake and got a long lead, but when White-
head got North Star squared away the crowd had a

chance to see what marvelqus speed the Salinas gel-

ding has, as he ate up the space rapidly and was
only beaten a half length at the wire in 2:20%. Alto

Downs was third and El Rey fourth.

In the second heat North Star was on his good
behavior and trotted the mile in 2:15, a great per-

formance for a three-year-old, as the track was nearly

if not quite three seconds slow. Athasham was the

only one of the other three to beat the flag and he
trotted a fast: mile, being timed separately in 2:17. The
third and fourth heats went to North Star in the same
manner in 2:16 and 2:17, and he was awarded first,

third and fourth money, a total of $1417.50. This

added to his winnings in the Breeders' Futurity and
Occident stakes makes him winner of $6006 this year

and he retires an unbeaten three-year-old. In his only

start as a two-year-old he won $600.

The 2: IS class pace was not a very high class

event, though it took five heats to decide it. Elmoriue
by Iris, driven by Farmer Bunch, won the first two
heats in 2.17 M- arid 2:20, and then Penrose by Fal-

rose, driven by Walter Mastin, took the next three

in 2:18%, 2:22 and 2:31. Joe Robin was awarded
third money, Sweetheart fourth and Clara L. had to

be content with fifth and last position in the sum-
mary.
The announcement that Petigru would not start in

the free-for-all trot, and that "Billy" Durfee had
very kindly offered to drive Adam G. for Willard
Zibbeil gave this race increased interest. Since the

entries were first published the horsemen had pre-

dicted a great contest in this event, and there was
much disagreement as to the probable winner. Dr.

Hammond was picked upon by the majority of first

choice buyers as the one most likely to win, and they

paid $20 each for tickets on him, with all the other

good ones, including Charlie T., Adam G., Princess

and H. D. B., in the field at $12. It was not Dr. Ham-
mond's day, however, for under Will Durfee's cool

and able reining Adam G. again showed the form dis-

played at Los Angeles when Willard Zibbeil drove
him to victory in straight heats. He won the race in

one, two, three order, setting the track record at 2:13%
in the second heat, and trotting, like the champion
which many of the best judges of a trotter believe

him to be. His burst of speed is wonderful and a

quarter in 30 seconds seems play for him at any
time. No better gajted one ever wore harness. The
victory of Adam G. in this race was most popular.

Durfee declined to accept anything for his services.

The fight for second money in this race was quite in-

teresting, Mr. J. B. Iverson's good mare Princess
finally landing it H. D. B. was third, Charlie T. had
to be content with fourth, and the favorite, Dr. Ham-
mond, was last in the summary. Four running races

completed the program for the day. The summaries:

Trotting, Stanford Stake for 1905, value $1S90
North Star, b. g. by Nutwood Wilkes-Iva-

neer (C. Whitehead t 2

Athasham, b. c. by Athadon . . . . (S. Walton i 1

Alto Downs, b. g. by Iran Alto
<C. F. Bunch ) 3

El Rey, b. c. by Nushagak (C. Spencer i 4

Time—2:20%, 2:15, 2.1G, 2:17.

1 1

4 >

2:21.

out
out

4 4

Pacing, -is class, purs- $600.
Penrose, l>. g. i.v Falrose-Brigadier
.,,'•-'.--',

< \V. Mastin i

El Morino, b g. by Iris....(C. I-\ Bum h)Joe Robin, blk g. by Robin_-, (C. Rodi
Sweetheart, g. m. by Baywood...
~, ;-: 'J- L. Smith)
Clara L., b. m. by Argent.. (S. Sprague)

Time— 2:17'.,. 2:20, 2:1S%, 2:2S

Trotting, free-for-all. purse $S00
Adam G., b. h. by McKinney-Nona V
_ : I W. G. Durfee > 1
Princess, b. m. by Eugeneer. . . . (C. Whitehead) 2
H. D. B., b. g. by Arthur Holt. . . . (F. E. Wright 4
Charlie T.. blk. g. by Zombro (A. L. McDonald) "

Dr. Hammond, eh. g. by Cnas. Derbv
t F. Chadbourne) 5

Time—2:14 ]
.,. 2:13%, 2.13%.

Saturday was a gala day in Sacramento. It was
Admission Day and the order of Native Sons of the
Golden West had chosen the capital city as the
scene of their annual parade. Between twenty and
thirty thousand visitors were there to witness the big
event which was to occupy the forenoon of the day,
and as it was 2 o'clock before this feature was over,
and the literary exercises filled the pavilion during
the afternoon, the crowd that was expected at the
track did not" materialize until half the racing pro-
gram was over. Tile crowd was so great then, how-
ever, that the street car lines were unable to handle
it and it was dark when the last of them left the
track.

The two largest purse races of the meeting were
down for decision, and they were won in straight
heats. The first was the 2:25 class pace for a purse
of $1500. Eight starters were announced, the chest-
nut mare Loganette being the favorite at even money
against the field, in which were Hattie Croner, Fear-
not, Arthur F., Argyle. Miss Winn, Mixer and Eagle
Pilot. Hattie Croner was piloted by Farmer Bunch
and he took her to the front three times in 2:19%,
2:17i4 and 2:17%. The Farmer received congratula-
tions on all sides for his win with the daughter of
Bay Bird. She could have paced much faster if

necessary. Fearnot got second money, Arthur F.
third, and Argyle fourth.

There were five starters in the 2:24 class trot, with
Oro Belmont selling as favorite. Lady Jones, Sam
Bowers, Little Babe and Billy Dooley made up the
field. The first heat resulted in one of the closest

finishes that has been seen this year. Ora Belmont
and Lady Jones passed the grand stand nose and
nose, and until the judges announced that Oro Bel-
mont had won, only those directly under the wire
knew the result. The remaining heats went to the
Oro Wilkes horse very handily in slower time.
Zolock 2:05*4 then paced an exhibition miles. He

was given an enthusiastic reception as he came out
for his trial, driven by Henry Delaney. He started
away at too fast a gait over such a heavy, slow
track and when he reached the half in lj02 those
holding watches doubted his ability to lower his

record. He reached the three-quarters in 1: 34, but
only paced the last quarter in 34 seconds, and the mile
was in 2 : OS. The track is reckoned three seconds
slow by all horsemen. Six rather ordinary running
races were then decided afnd the State Fair races
of 1905 were over. The harness race summaries fol-

low :
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CLOSE OF HARTFORD MEETING.

HARTFORD, Conn., Sept. 7.—There seldom has been
a better day's sport in the history of Charter Oak Park
than that offered this afternoon. It was not a good
day for favorites, calculations being upset in three ot

five races, and in one of the others two heats were
won before the favorite came to the front.

Remarkably good was the time in the trotting di-

vision of the Hartford Futurity for foals of 1902. Bon
Voyage, which was the champion two-year-old last

year, won it, although The Phantom was favorite.

after Miss Wilkes' Katherine L. had been withdrawn.
William A. Clark Jr.. son of Senator Clark of Mon-
tana, owner of Bon Voyage, was an interested witness

of his horse's fine performance. Harrison Wilkes was
expected to win the first race of the day. the 2:12 trot,

but lie caused his backers much uneasiness in the first

two heats.

The pacing <!hi.si..n of the Futurity was Miss Ad-
bell's by common consent and time was not fast for

Iter. Bonnalet by Bonnh Direcl was unfortunately

distanced the first heat.

The $500 for the nominator of the dam of the trot-

ting futurity winner goes i<> Charles Warren.
Geers was expected i" take the Nutmeg trot with

Turley, that horse being a strong favorite in (lie bet-

ting, but Kid Shay had it easily from the first and
Swift !'.. took second money. De Ryder was substi-

tuted by the judges for Hayden behind Roberta before

the fifth heat of the 2:12 trot. The change made no
difference. Summaries.

Trotting-. 2:12 .-lass.

Harrison Wilkes, br.

l

4 :j

5 4

2:13%.

1 1

J ::

3 2

5 4

4 d

purse $1000.
s. by Brignolia

v\ ilkes (Cox )Gold Dust Maid, blk m. ... ^(Geers)
Kl Milagro. b. s (Lazell)
Roberta, b.m. ,. (Hayden and De Rvden
Swago, b. g , Thomas)
Morn, ch. g (Brinkerhoff)
Lady bail Hamilton, blk m (Howell)Time—2:12%, 2:11%, 2:12 VI -'"ll".

,..";u:

tford F" tl
i

i

;
Uy - Pacing division. $1000 to winner,

$300 to second. $200 to third, two in three
Miss Adbell, 1). m. by Adbell 1 Bowerman ) 1 1Lountess at Law, b. m (Voorhees) 2 iBonnalet. b. m (Benvon) d
Easter Lily, b. m (Murphy) d

Time—2:14. 2:1S.

Trotting. 2:14 class, purse $2000.
Kid Shay, b. g. by Nitrogen-EIsinore
_ • (Rosemire)
Swift B., b. g (A. McDonald)
Turley, br. g (Geers)
Aley, blk. g (Savles)
Helen Norte, b. m (Rutherford)
Major Greer, ch. g (McCarthy)
Getaway, ch. g (Loomis)

Time—2.09%, 2:10 a
.,. 2:12%.

Hartford Futurity, trotting division, $6500
winner. $1000 to second, $500 to third and
nominator of winner's dam.
Bon Voyage, blk. s. by Expedition (Gerritv)
The Phantom . blk. s (De Ryder)
Silence, b. g (Thomas)
Directe, b. m (Daley)
Rosable, b. m (Kinnev)
Jack Leyburn. ch. g (Rosemire)
Bonnie Mc, br. m (Benyon)

Time—2:12%, 2:1414.

Pacing, 2:10 class, purse $1000.
Stein, b. g. by Joe Bailey (Thomas) 3 6 1
Ben F., b. g (De Ryder) 12 3
Texas Rooker, b. g. (McEwen) 5 19
Ginger, b. g. (Cox) 2 3 4
Miss Georgia, br. m (Gerrity) 4 5 S
Wild Brino Jr., b. g (Bedford) 9 S 5

Col. Henry, b. g (Powers)
Brownie, br. g. (McCarthy)
Cafeeno, b. g (Tyson)

Time—2:Kj> L>. j:0S:-4 ,
2:09. 2:09^

to the
500 to

1

9 7
7 5

4 6

:11%.
dr

September 8.—The favorite won in only one of three
races at Charter Oak Park today. Lizzie G. disap-
pointed her backers in the first race, the 2:15 trot, af-
ter taking two heats. The third heat was a close fin-

ish between the favorite and Jim Fenton and the gen-
eral opinion of the grandstand was that Lizzie had
won it and the race. The judges announced Fenton as
the winner of the heat and that horse then went out
and got the next two handily. Mainland was marked
to win the 2:10 trot, but Thomas did not appear to
drive her out until after Jim Ferry had taken two"
heats, and it was then too late. Ferry took the third
heat after a sharp struggle with the favorite on the
way to the wire. Nathan Straus was favorite in the
free-for-all pace and he won rather easily, although
Xervolo and John M. gave him a serious argument.
Summaries:

Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $1000.
Jim Fenton. b. g. by Henrv F

- (McDewitt) 3 2 111
Lizzie G.. blk. m (A. P. McDonald) 112 4 2
Pat T.. b. g (Patterson) 2 3 3 2 3
Bowcatcher, b. g (Brusie) 5 4 4 3 4
Bettv Brook, b. m (Tites) 4 d
Kitty Giltner, b. m (Thomas) d

Time—2:12%, 2.11 14. 2:10^4, 2:12%, 2:12.

Trotting, 2:10 class, purse $1000.
Jim Ferry, gr. g. by Orange Wilkes. .(Frank) 111
The Roman, b. g (Roth) 3 2 3
Mainland, b. g (Thomas) 4 5 2
Gracie Kellar, b. m (Cox) 2 6 6
Harwood, b. g < Saunders ) 6 3 5
Thorn Boy. gr. g (Patterson) 5 4 4
Choir Boy, gr. g. (Geers) d

Tim<!—2:10V4. 2:09%, 2:09%.

Pacing, free-for-all, purse $1500.

Nathan Straus, b. g. by Director (Thomas) 1 1
Nervolo. b. s (A. P. McDonald) 3 2
John M., blk. g (Coxt 2 ">

Baron Grattan, b. g. (Geers 1 " :'.

Dan R., ch. g (Benyon) 4 4

Time—2:06, 2:06.

September 9.—Three races today ended the Grand
Circuit meet at Charter Oak Park, and in two of the
three early calculations in the betting were completely
upset. With Tiverton drawn, the free-for-all trot

went to Sweet Marie without argument, and appar-
ently she had lots of speed to spare. George G. and
McKinley divided second and third money.
There was another surprise in the 2:06 pace, which

The Friend was expected to win easily. He sold at

$100 to $25 for the field. He had no trouble in taking
two heats. In the third he broke, but came into the
stretch with a great stride, and King Direct beat him
only by a nose. Again in the fourth heat The Friend
broke and the race to the wire was between King
Direct and Peruna, the last quarter being done in

30 seconds and the last half in 1:02. The Friend was
driven hard'to save his distance, and must have gone
at a 0:29 clip to have gained on the leaders. In the
Gnal heat The Friend broke three times, but even at
that was close up with King Direct at ^he finish.

Summaries:

Pacing, 2:1S .lass, purse $1000.

Inter Ocean, br. g. by Williams
(M. Thomas) 6 111

Black Patchen, blk. g (Hogan) 3 3 2 2
Billy S.. b. g (MeGarvin) 2 5 4 1

Tommy Burns, b. g 1 McCarthv 7 4 3 3
Albuta. blk g (Thompson l 1 2 5 <1

John Ball. b. g (Brusie) 4 «1

Little .lay. b. g. (Esseryt 5 d

Time—2:12%, 2:11 '^ 2 1::. 2 13 ,

Pacing, 2:06 class, purse $1 '

King I Hrect, blk. s. by Direct-Wei eome
Bunker

The Friend, blk. s. .

Peruna, b. ,u

Time—2:07%,

(Geers 1

. . . 1 Tyson 1

. 1 Murphy 1

05 i, 2:07«
2 3

10?;.

Trotting, free-for-all. purse $2

Sweel Marie, b. m. by McKinney 1 A. P. McDonald)
McKinley, b. g (Benyon)
1 ieoi :'<

1 ;.. b. g (1 ieersj

Time—2:07%. 2:08%.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

se i ictober 1st. The full program
erasing columns.

rie Is all right again and is the same
T she was last year, and ready to

mers.

heads the list of winning drivers

tld Circuit.

s. Whitehead heads the list of running drivers
on the California circuit this year.

sort for trotters and pacers,

ling to the front.

Tom Merry of Los Angeles and his better half
through San Francisco last week on their

way to Lake Tahoe for a little outing.

Chas. David, whose in former years teamed many
a trotter and pacer on the California circuit, is now

;it Honolulu and is handling the ribbons over
a pair of horses in the Honolulu Fire Department.

The totalisator was used at the San Francisco Driv-
ing Club's meeting September 9th and met with great
favor. The mutual system of betting is the best ever
devised and should be in use on every race track.

When there was no other system of betting in Mon-
tana but the mutual, racing flourished and was largely
attended. When the syndicate book was introduced
racing was killed there in a short time.

Over $5000 in purses will be offered by the Tulare
Fair Association for its meeting in October.

McKinney has about seventy standard performers
in the list, with a greater proportion of fast ones than
any other sire.

The Grosse Point race track at Detroit was sold
last Monday for $160,000 to foreclose two mortgages
held on it. L. A. Cella, the St. Louis bookmaker.
was the purchaser and it is probable that an effort

will be made to hold several months of running racing
over the track each year.

Mr. Grove P. Ayers of this city claims the name
Queen of Hearts for a very handsome filly by Cupid
2:18 (brother to Sidney Dillon) dam Lady by Ales
Button. The filly was foaled April 7th this year and
is entered in the Pacific Breeders* Futurity.

Lonzo and The Zoo. two three-year-old trotters by
Zombro. worked a mile together last week in 2:23%,
the last half in 1:08.

Major Delmar trotted two heats to wagon at the
Chicago Inter-City matinee. They were in 2:05% and
2:05%—wonderful time for that heavy track.

The statement made that the Bank of Concord has
foreclosed its mortgage on the new fair grounds at
Concord needs qualification "While it is true the
mortgage has been foreclosed, it was only a process
of law to secure a clear deed to the property. Some
twelve or fifteen of the citizens of Concord and vicin-
ity have put up the money for the indebtedness, and
intend spending two or three thousand dollars more
on improvements as soon as the necessary time ex-
pires after the foreclosure, or sooner if they can rea-
sonably secure the right of equity in the property.
The Concord track will soon be a popular training
ground for horsemen, as it is the intention of the new
owners to keep it in first class shape.

Hollister's race meeting will open one week from
next Wednesday. The Hollister track is in fine shap^
and some good racing should be held.

James M. Fletcher of the Dunham. Fletcher Co. of
[llinois, lias a dozen fine stallions of the Per-

cheron. Belgian and French Coach breeds at Wood-
land. These horses were exhibited at the State Fair

ok eight first, four second and one
third prize.

el etween the pacers Lady Lemo by
Memo, and Dell Wilkes by Del Norte came off over
the Salem, Oregon, track oi of last week.

i me 2.23%, 2: 22.

ed by F. E Alley of Roseburg
Oregon. Her dam Is Katie Lee by Rockwood,

to be trotti . , at the Ari-
irlal Fair will close November 1st

I

i in this iss

stallion Iran
Alio 2:12% from 1 3

1

. and win keep him at
l!

[ran Alto is one
living, and is siring extreme speed with gi

Ity.

Mr. C. B. Fagnant of Stockton, who is an experi-

enced and perfectly reliable horseman, will go East
about October 1st and will personally attend to the

shipment and care of horses or other stock to East-
ern points at that time. Parties desiring to ship

stock East should confer with Mr. Fagnant at Stock-
ton without delay. He can furnish the highest refer-

ences.

J. W. and Willard Zlbbell tu I. 2:11%
Will Durfee aft

Du hipped him to 1

with his siring after the fair and will
1 ornla Ircult

Little Babe the Bradtmoor mare is not dead as

reported. It was a mare called Black Babe that passed
in her cheeks at Santa Rosa. Little Babe, by Bradt-
moor, is still in the land of the living, we are pleased

to state, and was a starter in the 2:24 class trot on
the last day of the State Fair at Sacramento.

Bonnalet and Bonnie Mc, both by Bonnie Direct,

were starters in the pacing and trotting divisions of

the Hartford Futurity, which were decided at the
meeting at Charter Oak Park last week and both
were so unfortunate as to be distanced the first heat
of their races. These three-year-olds have both
worked in time as fast as the heats in which they were
distanced.

An Eastern paper says: Lord Belfast, one of E.

D. Jordan's prize winning carriage horses, is pointed

out by the secretary of the Hackney Horse Society

as being "bred in the best strains of the hackney
breed and as near a perfect specimen of the type as
exists." Unless M. F. Ware, S. X. Hexter and other
horsemen are much mistaken, Lord Belfast is not a
hackney at all, but a native American trotting bred
horse formerly shown as Adonis and shipped to Eng-
land or Ireland, where his breeding as well as his

.name seems to have been changed before Mr. Jordan
reimported him.

The Broncho paced another wonderful race at Gales-
burg, Illinois, last Friday. There were four heats in

the race and she won the final mile in 2 : 03 %. A
break cost her the second heat.

The American Sportsman of Cleveland says. "Last
winter A. C. Pennock purchased from the Two-Min-
ute Stock Farm a pacing filly by Star Pointer, out of

Javelin 2:08%. After Mr. Pennock had worked this

filly long enough to demonstrate the fact that she
had speed she was sold and went into Vance Nuckols'
stable. She was worked along nicely and last week
she was given a try-out and stepped the track, finish-

ing easy in 2:09*4- She is a very handsome, substan-
tially-made filly and when matured will no doubt
prove to be another sensational performer for Star
Pointer." Javelin was bred in California and is by
Creole 2:15, dam the great brood mare Flush by Eg-
mont, the grandam of that high class two-year-old
colt McFadyen by Diablo.

A Cleveland, Ohio, paper says: "The trotting mar*
Italia by Zombro is proving the confidence of her
many friends by demonstrating the fact that she is a
race mare of the highest quality. A good many
thought that she did not have much class as a race
mare after her showing in the M. and M. last year at

Detroit. She was not in condition at the time of her
start at Detroit and she came back to Cleveland, was
turned out and bred to John A McKerron 2:04%.
She did not prove to be in foal and late this spring
was placed in Doc Tanner's stable. She worked there.

being given a gradual preparation, and was sent to

Vance Nuckols recently to race over the half-mile
tracks. She has shown herself to be a good game
race mare and on Tuesday of this week won at
Watertown. N. Y, stepping the second heat in 2:14"1 2.

She is well mannered and likes to race. She will

join the Grand Circuit later and if she retains her
present form will trot in 2:10."

Dan Redmond of San Jose writes us that he has
sold the McKinney stallion Willeroo 28,021, advertised
in the Breeder and Sportsman last month, to Mr. J.

G Fancher of Indiana, who shipped him to the
Hoosier State on the 3d instant. Willeroo is not only
a well bred stallion, but his foals are very promising.
He was formerly owned by Mr. Frank H. Burke of
this city and showed a very high rate of speed as a
colt, but met with an injury to one of his ankles which
prevented his racing.

"The bay colt, The Jester 2:19?;, a new standard
trotter for Slam B 2:11%, son of Stamboul 2:07%,
is reported as being an own brother of Swift B
2:12%,. The Jester is owned by J. W Miller of

do Springs. Col."—Western Horseman. The
man's informant is mistaken. The Jester's

dam is by Silver Bow 2:16 and is an own sister to

irrow 2.14. Swift B.'s dam is Swift Bird 2:18%
y aldstein.

ita, i '"1. Kirkpatrick's hoppled pacer, has three
in Electioneer. Probably it is the old Palo

; gait that makes the
hopples necessary in Albuta's case.

Dan Patch 1:56, the horse that eats International
id, maki s g t oftener than any cham] ion

to beal Father Time. He is a

naile track suitable to hold a trotting meeting
cated in San Francisco "or Oakland, a meeting

I en thai would dispel the delusion th l1

ng will not draw a i rowd in this locality.

The Arrow 2:14 by Silver Bow was one of the best
types of carriage horses ever raised in California.
We learn that he was purchased a year or two ago
by Mr. McCreery of Burlingame, who docked and
took him to England where the horse was sold for
a thousand pounds, or about $5000.

Talk about the iniquity of pool selling on harness
racing! There was more money bet last year on the
result of the vote for governor of Massachusetts
than has ever been wagered on trotting and pacing
races in that state inany one year. There is more
money bet in this country on the result of presi- '

dential elections than on harness racing, it has been
so from time immemorial and will continue to be so
long as governors and presidents are elected.
The above is from a Boston exchange, and is all

true. The reason there is but little outcry against
betting on election results is because they are not

;

held every week day. There has never been any
particular crusade against betting on trotting races.
It is the continuous running meetings that make;*
pool rooms on every block and if the runners only
held the stage one or two weeks in the year at each
track the majority of the anti-betting laws which
are among the statutes of po many states would never
have been heard of.

The beautiful residence and grounds at San Mateo
owned by the late Alvinza Hayward have been sold

to a syndicate for §225,000 The place contained 110

acres and had one of the finest private mile training
tracks in California. The residence will be remod-
eled into a hotel and the property cut up into build-

ing lots.

It looks as though Demonio ZillM, own brother to

Diablo 2.09 1
/4, might out sire that great progenitor of

extreme speed. There, have been but very few of his

get, but they have invariably shown wonderful speed
at either pace or trot. The Saisun Republican of
last week says: "During the present racing season
Mannie Reams, the trainer, has taken Nordwell, a
three-year-old colt by Demonio, to the different tracks
to keep up his training. The colt has attracted the
attention of many of the horsemen. "Will Durfee. Cali-
fornia's crack relnsman, being particularly interested.

A week ago last Saturday Mr. DtH-fee was given
permission to make a test of NordwelTs speed for

half a mile, with the result that the distance was
covered in the remarkable time of 1:02%, second
quarter in 31 seconds and last eighth in 14 1-5 sec-
onds. The young horse is very game and his show-
ing of speed makes him a great prospect for next
season. Nordwell has been in training since April
4th of the present year, this date being the first time
he ever set foot on a race track. We have it upon
reliable authority that Muzzy has been offered §2000
for Nordwell.

The dam of Tiverton 2:04%, the greatest race geld-
ing among trotters, is owned at Joplin, Mo., by W.
H. Hahnen. This mare, Folly, by Arragon 4696, is

also the dam of Miss Leo Rex 2:15%, and Van Hart
2:20%, both trotters.

A very handsome brood mare by the Morgan horse
Black Ralph 10.6S7, and in foal to Lynwood W. 2:20.

is advertised for sale by a Santa Rosa party. She
has a very handsome filly by Bynwood W. at foot and
the price asked for the mare and foal is very rea-
sonable. See advertisement in this issue.

The Tuba and Sutter Driving Association has de-
cided to hold a three days* race meeting at the

Marysville track in October The program will be

out soon and a general invitation is extended to all

horsemen to enter.

It is announced that the next Year Book will con-
tain a list of an producing mares, and the old table
of 2:30 trotters and 2:2". pacers will be restored.

This is the best news that has been given out for

some time, and if the announcement proves true
the sales of the Year BooIT should double.

The Kenney Manufacturing Company at 513 Val-
encia street, this city, is the only establishment on
this coast that makes a specialty of repairing tubular
frame buggies, carts, sulkies and other vehicles. This
company is coast agent for the celebrated McMurray
Sulky and has sold more of these favorite sulkies
on the coast this year than during the entire three
years previous. The McMurray is a winner on all

circuits.

A copy of the prize list, rules and regulations of
the Chicago Horse Show has been received. The
prizes are very liberal and should attract many en-
tries. Trotting bred stallions are given $150 for first,

$75 for second and $50 for third in the breeding class
and in the racing class the prizes are the same
except the second which is $100. The show opens
October 23d and continues during the rest of the
week.

Rain every day during the first half of the week
prevented racing at the Syracuse, New York, Grand
Circuit meeting.

On the opening day of the Minnesota State Fair at
Hamline, Dan Patch paced a mile in 1:59%, a splendid
performance for the champion, as it was his first

time out this year, and the track was not fast. On
the same day his son Ed Patch won the 2:30 class
pace in 2:12, 2.12% and 2:13.

W. R. Janvier of New York has shipped to his

friend. Mr. Crommelin. Haarlem. Holland, the richly-

bred young mare. Baroness Zelda, by Baron Wilkes,
dam Zelda, in- the great brood mare list, by Dic-
ta tor 113; second dam Neilson 2nd, in great brood
mare list, by Almont 33; third dam Neilson, in great
brood mare list, by Imported Sovereign; fourth dam
Neva, in great brood mare list, by thoroughbred Vin-
cente Nolte, with a magnificent colt at her side, by
Admiral Dewey 2:06 a

i. and bred this season, and in

foal to Royal Swell. This is about as richly a bred
coll as has yet been^ exported to Europe.

I

«'-
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THE GOLD CUP RACE. STATE FAIR A SUCCESS. FAMOUS COWS FOR PORTLAND STOCK SHOW.

"he greatest amateur event on the trotting track is

& race at the annual Inter-City Matinee for the

$00 gold cup. It was won this year at Chicago hy the

Ftsburg Club's representative, Dr. Strong 2:06, and

|j race is described in the American Sportsman as

flows: The starters were Dr. Strong, Tom Ax-

vrthy, Aerolite and Prince of Orange.

Fow Axworthy showed up quite lame and every

H'seman who saw him score felt he could not win.

Tjere was considerable scoring befoie the go. At the

s it Mr. Billings took Prince of Orange out in front,

lie handsome trotter moved along with Aerolite to

t turn, the mare having the pole, but the Prince

tik the track before the quarter was reached. Dr.

Song moved up to Aerolite around the" turn, and the

Tee were pretty well bunched at the quarter in :33*4.

I wn the back stretch the Prince let out a link and

hi the track, but going around the upper turn Dr.

gong moved past Aerolite and was only a length be-

hjd the Billings horse. As they turned into the

hne stretch Dr. Strong came along in the middle of

4- track with a powerful stride that even at that

Sge made him look like a winner. Mr. Billings

Rye a magnificent finish with the Prince of Orange,

feging the pole and keeping the horse on his stride,

^t the Prince was tiring, and at the short distance

h broke and fell back, enabling Aerolite to slip into

sond place, Dr. Strong winning by two lengths,

e ed up, in 2:09%.
n the second heat Mr. Callery took no chances.

1 sent Dr. Strong to the front on the first turn and

lis never headed. Turning into the back stretch Mr.

Jies began making a wonderful drive with Tom
worthy. He quickly passed Aerolite and took after

t- pair in front. Dr. Strong was. at the half in

l>6%, and at that point Axworthy was at least

I lengths behind him. On came Dr. Strong with

Boated speed, but in spite of all he could do the

Eky roan gelding gained on him. Down the home
letch it was still Dr. Strong in front and Prince of

( inge second, but beaten. Tom Axworthy was gain-

R; all the time, but the distance was too great to

K overcome, and the best he could do was to nose

I; Prince of Orange for second place, Dr. Strong

fcning in hand in 2:09. He trotted the last half in

Bi2% and did it easy. Then the Pittsburg Club
Bnt wild and Mr. Callery received a great ovation.

I. Pickering, the owner of Dr. Strong, was probably

t; happiest man.

BEST RECORDS OF THE YEAR.

:13V2

:12»/i

Trotters,

^-o-year-old colt—Ed Custer by Baronmore
::14%, dam Marble 2:14 by King Clay 2:19%

r
. 'o-year-old filly—Noma by Walnut Hall

!:0S%, dam Miss Wooliver by Robert Mc-
Gregor .., 2:19

I ree-year-old gelding—North Star by Nut-
I .vood Wilkes 2:16%, dam Ivaneer 2:27 by
Sugeneer 2

'.ree-year-old filly—Katherine D. by Liberty

Chimes 2.22%, dam Gismonda by Gregory
r he Great '

Jur-year-old colt—Fatty Felix by Constan-
ine 2:12%, dam by Ponce de Leon 2:14

pur-year-old mare—Totara by Bingen 2:06%,
lam Nowaday 2:14% by Lookaway 2:22%.. 2:16%

Bred stallion—Admiral Dewey by Bingen
. !:06%, dam Nancy Hanks 2:04 by Happy
VIedium 2:06%

.red mare—Sweet Marie by McKinney 2.11%,
lam Lady Rivers by Mambrino 2:04%

j'ed gelding—Tiverton by Galileo Rex 2:12%,
lam Folly by Arragon 2:05%

Ween stallion—Boreabelle by Boreal 2:15%,
lam Luzelle 2:15% by Patron 2:10

teen mare—Deloree by Delmarch 2:11%, dam
3indee by Allerton 2:09%
<een gelding—Adam G. by McKinney 2:11%,
lam Nona Y. 2:15 by Admiral 2.11%

Pacers.

J^ -o-year-old gelding—Rockaway by Stoneway
1:23%, dam untraced 2:15%

' ro-year-old colt—McFayden by Diablo 2:09%,
lam Bee by Sterling 2:15%

E ree-year-old filly—Mona Wilkes by Demonio
:11%, dam Trix by Nutwood Wilkes 2:11%

I ree-year-old colt—John Kirby by Allerton
1.09 % , dam Matilda 2 : 30 by Nutwood 2 : 13%

Iur-year-old stallion—Cresco Wilkes by Nut-
vood Wilkes 2:16%, dam Allie Cresco 2:13%
>y Cresco 2:10%

Iur-year-old mare—Doris B. by Grattan 2:13,

lam Edith Zell by Strathroy 2:07%
lur-year.-old gelding—Directwood by Direct

::05%, dam Dolly Fort 2:2S% by Lee Wood.. 2:08%
- ed stallion—Locanda by Allerton 2:09%, dam
Catherina by Alcyone 2.05

i ed mare—The Broncho by Stormcliffe, dam
..uxora by Autocrat Jr 2:03%

- ed gelding—Baron Grattan by Grattan 2:13,

lam Mary Gamaleo-n by Gamaleon 2:04%
1 ;en stallion—Walter Direct by Direct Hal
:04%, dam Ella Brown 2:11% by Prince Pu-
iski Jr 2:05%

<Jien mare—Virginia by Bob Mason 2:27, dam
iy Grandee 2:09%
?en gelding—Bolivar by Wayland W. 2:12%,
iam by Harry Wilkes 2:07%

Sacramento Bee: The late State Fair was a suc-
cess, from the standpoint of attendance, the character
of the livestock and Pavilion exhibits and the racing,
but whether the State Agricultural Society made any
money is yet to be determined. The judgment of
Secretary Albert Lindley and Financial Secretary L.
R. Miller is that the Society will come out about even,
with the possibility of a small amount on the right
side of the ledger. Miller said today that it will be
some time before the matter can be sifted down to one
of dollars and cents, as is the case every year. It

can not be told immediately upon the close of a
Fair what the exact condition of finances is.

He stated that the premiums for Pavilion exhibits
had not been paid and that hundreds of bills against
the society are outstanding. Some of the directors
have paid bils out of their own pockets, and until
returns have been made on all these it will be im-
possible to tell how the society really stands.
As far as the racing end of the fair is concerned,

there is no doubt that the race meeting just closed
was one of the most successful given by the society
In a decade or more. In view of the fact that this
year the society received no revenue from the betting
privilege, by reason of a legislative inhibition, the di-
rectors feel that the track did even more than was
hoped for by the most sanguine.
Within the last ten years the revenue from the bet-

ting privilege has ranged from $10,000 to $12,000 an-
nually, with $17,500 as the big figure. This was the
amount paid by George Rose ten years ago, when the
Native Sons held their Admission Day celebration
here.

Every horseman who won any part of the stakes
or purses offered this year drew his money by 11
o'clock the day following. His money was in the
keeping of the entry clerk at the park, and all he
had to do was to present his demand and it was
promptly paid.

For many years past horsemen have had difficulty

in getting their money, and only recently the so-
ciety paid racing claims which had been standing
against it for many years.
This year admission to the Pavilion was free, and

the society did not derive any revenue from this

source. In lieu of this, it was entitled to a percentage
of the receipts from the concessions located in the
White City, adjoining the Pavilion, but it is under-
stood that the patronage was not up to expectations,
consequently the society's receipts will no% be as great

as anticipated. Until a settlement is had with the
Native Sons the receipts from this source can not be
determined.

^he blood of Robert McGregor 2:17% is found in

ny of the season's fastest trotters, i. e., Snyder Mc-
igor 2:06%, Kid Shay and Robert Mc 2:0S% being
sons, while Deloree 2.09%, Katherine L (3) 2:12%
1 Norman (2) 2:19, respectively the fastest "green"
tting mare, three-year-old trotting filly and two-
ir-old trotting filly, have each a close cross to "the
narch of the homestretch."

HORSES IN CALIFORNIA.

C. A. Smithley, an Illinois gentleman who has been
traveling in California, writes as follows to the Breed-
ers' Gazette of Chicago: A prolonged visit through
trre great valley of San Joaquin river, which is lo-

cated between the Coast Range and the Sierra Nevada,
and comprises the best part of the State of California,

enables one to write of its horses. It is a most beau-
tiful valley and is devoted to stock-growing and
farming. There are some fine ranches located here,

the property of cattlemen mostly, but the country is

more properly adapted to the horse, which is being
most shamefully neglected. Here there are but few
ranchmen who have more horses than are wanted for

their personal use, and nine-tenths of them are com-
mon-bred broncos and not in demand at the prices

of decent horses.

Good draft horses are in strong demand but are

very scarce and will remain so for years to come
because of the scarcity of good breeding stock, the

prices of which are high also. The people here are not

educated to know the value of the well-bred horse as

they are in the East. I have seen many herds of

horses in this state in the past three months, but only
one first-class stud of heavy draft horses.

There are many large companies located here which
use many horses in heavy work in the lumber yards
and mills and they have some very nice teams, but
most of these horses are ill bred ones that happen to

have size. Such horses are in demand and bring

from $450 to $600 a pair, while first-class ton horses

in San Francisco will bring $S00 a pair.

I am sorry to say that the coach horse is as scarce

as the draft horse and would, if he could be found,

sell for long prices, but he is not here to be had
and the rich- people drive all kinds of teams in their

carriage service, good, bad and indifferent as they

happen to be. The rich people are able and willing

to pay for good teams, but they are obliged to take

what they can get and be satisfied. They have some
trotters here that are up to date, also some Thorough-
breds that are very fine, but the draft and coach

horses are neglected shamefully and that with the

demand in excess of the supply.

Ranchmen, however, are beginning to see the condf-.

tions and are thinking it is time to do something to

meet them, but they are at a loss to know where they

will get breeding stock of the kind that will produce

horses to fill the bill. I predict that in a few years

this great valley will be dotted with herds of fine

horses.

The land is naturally adapted to stock raising and
horses can be fed here as cheaply as they can any-
where in the world. The grass grows the year round

and alfalfa flourishes as it does nowhere else. It can

be cut six and seven times annually under favorable

conditions and all I see in the way of horses here is

that the people are satisfied to breed what they have
rather than to pay the prices of good breeding stock.

Another reason for this condition being so common is

the very small expense connected with feeding horses.

PORTLAND, Sept. 10.—Fair Queen, champion of
many fairs, and, as a cow which has never been
beaten, entitled to rank as one of the greatest show
cows living, is entered in the Shorthorn class at the
stock show which is to be held at the Lewis and Clark
Exposition from September 19 to 29. Fair Queen took
championship honors at the World's Fair at SL Louis
last year, and also at the International Live Stock
Shows held at Chicago in 1903 and 1904, and at the
American Royal Show at Kansas City in the same
years. She is the holder of various premiums won at
leading State fairs all over the country.

"In the Shorthorn show the class of cattle will be
the highest in ttue United States," said M. D. Wisdom,
livestock superitnendent at the Exposition. '-It will

be a show of great quality and one that people can-
not afford to miss. The Shorthorn show in general
will be equal to any show ever held in America
of this breed of cattle.

"In the Holstein class," continued the superintend-
ent, "the Hazelwood Farm Company of Spokane has
entered 20 head of show stock chosen from 70 head
which the company purchased in Wisconsin. These
are the best of the class to be found. They will com-
pete against the world's champion herd of the Pierce
Land and Stock Company of California, a herd which
is without question the finest in the world. The
Pierce Land and Stock Company imported 40 head
from Holland last year and the bull that heads the
herd is one of the importation. He is considered the
finest bull of the breed living today. Besides these
two herds, John B. Irvin of Wisconsin, who won at
St. Louis last year, and P. A. Frakes of Oregon, who
also owns some St. Louis prize winners, will show at
the fair.

"In Jerseys there will be shown a fine and select

herd from the Hazel Fern Farm, owned by the W. S.

Ladd estate. This is one of the finest herds of Jer-
seys in the world, and the stock sent to the show ring
will be the very finest specimens of the breed procur-
able anywhere. In competition with the Hazel Fern
herd will be the herd of Dr. Still of Missouri, which
was prominent among first prize winners at St. Louis
last year, and which has been recuperated in size and
merit. Besides these two there will be a number of
local herds of quality, including those of Harry West,
D. H. Looney, A. C. Martin, B. Altman and Atkinson
Brothers, all of Oregon. In sheep, swine and goats
all the prominent breeds will be represented by the
finest type of animals."
The sheds for the stock show on the Government Pe-

ninsula at the Exposition are nearing completion.
They are of improved style, in every way adapted to

the purpose. Everything will be in readiness for the
stock show several days before September 19, the
opening day, and prospects are good for a remark-
ably large attendance from Pacific Coast states.

SAN FRANCISCO DRIVING CLUB.

The San Francisco Driving Club gave a program of

five races at Ingleside track on Saturday last. The
totalisator was used for the betting and met with
much favor from the crowd. All the tickets were
used up before the last race so the machine could not
be used for that event. The bettors voted this sys-
tem, which is the same as the pari mutuel, satisfactory
in every way and a great improvement over the syn-
dicate book. The results were as follows:

First race, 2:30 class, first heat—Won by Dynamite,
Dan Alden second, Joe Mc third. Second heat—Won
by Dynamite, Joe Mc second, Dick third. Time, 2:26,

2:27%.
Second race, 3:00 class, first heat—Won by Dexter

Wilkes, Chatterbox second, Luly F. third. Second
heat—Won by Dexter Wilkes, Bay Ike second, Lulu F.

third. Second money divided between Chatterbox and
Bay Ike. Time, 2:27, 2:33%.
Third race, free for all, first heat—Won by Charlie

J., Walter "Wilkes second, Kitty D. third. Second heat
—Won by Flor.a G., Kitty D. second, Charlie J. third.

Winners of race, Flora G. first, Charlie J. second, Kitty
D. third. Time, 2:23, 2:23%, 2:22%.
Fourth race, 2:25 class, won in straight heats—King

Cadenza, first, Verona second, Grace McKinny third.

Time, 2:24%, 2:25%.
Fifth race, 2:40 class, won in straight heats—Moffitt

D. first, Ed Ray second, Senator Hurst third. Time.
2:30, 2:25.

Betting on horse races at the tracks where the

racing is held is not permitted in San Francisco ex-

cept during a limited period or by special permit,

and yet there is hardly a cigar stand in the whole
city where a foreign book is not run every day 'in

the year.

DISTEMPER READILY CURED.

The class of diseases coming under the head of distemper, epi-
zootic pinkeye, etc. doubtless directly or Indirectly cause more
loss to stock owners than all others. How Important it is, there-

fore, that no one overlook a prcmpt and certain cure for these ail-

ments. Craft's Distemper and Cough Cure, advertised in another
column, has been so lone on the market and Is so widely used that
there seems to be no doubt that it has really remarkable properties

Further It Is sold under a guarantee to refund the mooey if It

falls. The proprietors, The Wells Medicine Co, 13 Third St,
Lafayette. Ind .offer to send to any reader of the Breeder and
Sportsman, a copy of their latest pamphlet "Veterinary Point-
ers." Aside from the full Information it gives about this remedy,
the pamphlet is valuable for the general information It gives In
regard to diagnosing and treating diseases of stock. Write for It

before you forget It.

El Milagro by McKinney won a heat in 2:12% at

Hartford in the 2:12 trot.

"TEN YEARS EXPERI Z IVCE."

Mr. A. B Jones, Veterinary Surgeon at Lamont, Iowa, writes
as follows: "I desire to Inform you that I have been using
Qulnn's Ointment for the last ten years with the greatest success.
For removing curbs, splints, spavins, and othtr hutches ammoie
than pleased with its work" This is the general expression of

leading horsemen evervwbere. For curbs, splints, spavins, and
all enlargements give Quinn's Ointment a trial. Price One Dol-
lar per bottle, delivered Satisfaction guaranteed. Address W.
B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N Y., if you cannot obtain fiom drug-
gist.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

ComiHg Events.

Bod.

April 1-Sept. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season Cor taking atoel-

h;ad In tidewater.

April 1-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawfish.

April 1-Nov. I-Tnut season open.

June i-Jan. l—Open season for black basa.

Sept. 10~Oct. 16 -Close reason In tidewater Tor steelbead.

Sept. IQ-Oct. 18—Close season for catching salmon.

Sept 16-Saturday Fly-Casting Contest. Re-entry. Stow late.

2:30 p. m.
Sept. 17—Sunday Fly Casting Contest. Re-entry. Stow lake,

10 a.m.
Oot. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

?:ater.

Gun.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and

lage ben.

Feb. 15-Oot. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc.

April 1-Oct. 15—Closed season for English snipe.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Aug 1-Oct. 15—Deer season open.*

Sept. 10, 34—Santa Rosa Gun Club. Blue rocks.

Sept. 15 16, 17—Interstate shoot. Blue rocks. Ingleside. Elmer
E Shaner. Manager. Pacific Coast Handicap under auspices of

S. F. Trapshootlng Ass'n., A. M. Shields, Secretary

Sept. 17—Mount View Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mount View, Cal

Sept. 17—Petaluma Gnn Club. Blue rocks. Kenilworih Park.

Sept. 24—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley

Junction.

Sept- Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Sept. Napa Gun Club- Blue rocks. Every Sunday.

Sept. Vallejo Gun Club. Live birds. Flosden Station.

Sept. 24—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs Gun
Club. Biggs, Butte county. H. Haselbusch, manager.

Oot. l—Pacific Coast Trap Shooters' Association. Merchandise
shoot. Blue rock j. Empire Club grounds, Alameda Junction.

Bench. Shows.

Sept. 11. 13^-Newport Dog Show. Newport, R. I. Francis M.
Ware, Secretary

Sept. 16—Knglewood Kennel Club. Englewood, N. J. M.W
Robinson, Secretary.

Sept. 18, 21—Genesee County Agricultural Society KennelClub.
Batavia, N. Y. A. E. Brown, Secretary.

Sept. 23—Madison Athletic Association. Madison, N. J. E. L.
Jones, Secretary.

Sept.25,26-MIami Valley Kennel Club. Piqua. OMo. Edwin
A. Hlatt, Secretary.

Sept. 27, 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Sept. 28 29. SO—Stockton KennelClub. Chas. Heffernan, Secre-
tary, Stockton, Cal. D. J. Sinclair, Superintendent.

Sept.30-Bryn Mawr Kennel Club. Haverford.Pa Henry D.
Riley, Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Texas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex. W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3,6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle. Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Oct 11, 14 -Spokane Kennel Club. Spokane, Wash. A. B.
Jackson, Secretary.

Oct. 17, 20—Frederick Agricultural Sooiety. Frederick, Md
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary.

Nov. 15, 18 -Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. .Boston. F
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-Djc. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

1906.
Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.

McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb. 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.

Steadman, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Sept. 6—Manitoba Field Trial Club, 19tb annual trials. La
Salle Man. Eric Hamber, Secretary, Winoepeg Man.
Sept. 11—Northwestern Field Trial Association. Inaugural

trials. O'Neill, Neb. C W. Buttles, Secretary, KansasClty, Mo.

Sept. 21—British Columbia Field Trial Club, 3d annual trials.

Ladner, B C. H. S Rolston, Secretary, Vancouver B. C.

Oot. 12—Paciflo Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. CbaB. L- Lundy, Secretary, Seattle, Wash
Oot. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association. Washington Court House,

O C. T. Phillips, Secretary. Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January 1, 1904. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, 111., entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co., Chicago

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapin, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville. 111.

S H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Ciub. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. Dayton, O.

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R Green, Secretary, Marshall, III.

Nov IndlBna Field Trial Club, (Week followlrg Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young, Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club, Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Walls, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Assooiation. Martinsville, Va.
Jhas B. Cooke, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1900.

Jan. 8-Georgla Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.
P. M. Eshlg, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.

Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club 23d annual trials.

Bak«reneld, Cal. Albert Betz. Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

THE CONVERTED NATIVE.

"Yer kain't ketch nothin' 'ith them *ar things.

Huh! yarn fer bodies an' feathers fer wings

—

Yer must think the trout is terrible fools

Ter be ketched 'ith sech outlandish tools.

"An' look at thet pole—that won't do

;

A good big trout would bust it in two.
An' never think nuthin' uv what he did;
Quick as lightnin", away he'd skid.

"Wa'al—I'll de durn, yer kin shoot me dead
Ef thar haint a win'lass filled 'ith thread.
An' ther littlest sort uv thread at that

—

Why. man, that wouldn't hold a gnat!

"Yaas, thar's a good place over thar,

Under ther rapids, deep an' clar;

Yer'd better take wurrums an' a hick'ry pole
Er yer won't ketch nothin', 'pon my soul."

Forty-five beauties, spotted bright.
Osier creel held ere fall of night.

He counted them o'er in their shrouds of fern.

All that he could say was. "Wa'al—I'll be durn!"

ORIGIN AND PRODUCTION OF FISHING GUT.

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.

An interesting paper on fishing gut—its history
from the silkworm egg to the thread of the worm and
its preparation for angling, with .methods of treat-
ment and use—was read before the Gresham Angling
Society, London, by the Honorable Secretary, Mr. F.
E. Eldred, March 21st, 1905. In the main the author
has sought his information from English importers,
and particularly from Mr. S. Allcock. of Redditch,
one of the oldest tackle manufacturers in England.
His deductions are correct as a rule and his per-
sonal views have the value that they are those of a
prominent ^ngler whose experience has been broad
and deep, wherever the strand of silkworm gut is

used in his native waters. The paper was originally
published in the Fishing Gazette and the author says:
The silkworm moth lays a number of eggs, from 250

to 300, on the leaves, generally mulberry, which are
the food of the grub when hatched. These eggs,
which somewhat resemble spiders' eggs, are hatched
by the sun's heat, and when the grub emerges it is

about a quarter of an inch in length, and looks like

a small black worm. It at once commences to feed,
and in from eight to ten days it casts its skin and
assumes a greyish color. This operation over, it

continues to feed, and in five or six days it moults a
second time, and after five more days, moults a third
time. In the intervals between these processes it

grows considerably, and when it moults for the fourth
and last time, it has grown to be from one and a
half to two inches in length, and is now a perfect
caterpillar. Ten days later it searches for a con-
venient place where it can form its cocoon, and for
this purpose it mounts upon, and attaches itself to
twigs by a number of fine filaments of silk.

Naturally, in the silk and silkworm gut-producing
districts of Spain and Italy, every care is taken to
assist the little creature, both in providing it with
food and shelter, and in forming for the caterpillar
layers of branches and twigs to which it can attach
its cocoon. It is at this point that further develop-
ment is arrested if it is to produce silkworm gut. If,

however, it is to produce silk, it is allowed to form its

cocoon, which it does by spinning around itself art

oval-shaped dwelling; this operation takes four days.
When the cocoon is finished it smears the inside with
a silky kind of gum from its spinnerets. This hard-
ens, and its house is made waterproof. During the
whole operation of forming its cocoon it is gradually
undergoing a change, and this change continues until
it has become a more or less rounded ball, some-
what elongated, and covered with a smooth, shell-
like skin. It is to all appearances dead, and is now
termed a chrysalis. If left to itself, in about ten
days it changes into a moth, and works its way out
of its cocoon by ejecting from its mouth a liquor
which dissolves the gum lining its dwelling, and then
with its head and hooked feet it pushes its way
through its silky envelope, and emerges as a perfect
.moth, and thus the cycle of changes is complete. It

is curious to note that the animal never dies—only
a series of metamorphoses go on, by which, appar-
ently, distinct forms of life are assumed.
Now, to turn to the stage where its development

is arrested, if it is to produce silkworm gut, and to
us. as anglers, the most interesting. As most of the
silkworm gut is obtained from Spain. Murcia being
the center of the industry, it would perhaps be as
well to follow the modus operandi which obtains
there. The worms are bred by country people in their
cottages, consisting of but two rooms on the ground
floor. This industry is the sole occupation of the
villagers near Murcia, and while some of them breed
the worms, others perform the initial stages in gut
making. A number of bamboo rods are tied together
by the breeder, in order to form a bed from twelve i"

fifteen feet long by four feet wide, and raised about
a foot from the floor of the room. On this bed are
spread the worms, which are fed five times daily with
mulberry leaves. Great care is taken to pick out all

sickly worms, in order that only good, sound gut may
be produced.
When the worms are ready to spin the cocoon, they

creep upon branches of trees which are placed over
the bed. They are taken off these branches, and are

killed by being put into vinegar, in which they
main for .six hours, after which they are thorouf
washed in clean "water. Girls take the worms f
the water, break them in half with their fingei
posing the one, two or three yellow sacs whic]
worm possesses. This is a delicate but very
operation, and great care is necessary in the hand
of the worm. The ends of each sac are taken betw
the thumb and finger, and gently but firmly pulled
as far as the sac will go without breaking, consic
able skill being required in drawing to keep the
elongated sac and contents as round as poi
The ends of the sac are secured, and the gut
envelope placed so that they may dry and h;
Each strand when dry has a yellow appearance,
color being due to the surrounding sac, its shape
ing more or less round, and tapering more or

]

according to the care taken in drawing from one
to the other.

It is interesting to note that, even in worms of
same size, there is not the same number of sacs, sc
worms possessing one, others two. or even th
sacs.

The strands tied up in bundles, are now turned o
to the finishers, and their first operation is to r<

the outer skin which surrounds the gut proper,
is done by steeping or boiling the gut in wai
which is added some soap and soda. The
then easily removed by drawing through the
The color is now a dirty white. It is now
several times in clean water to remove all traces
soap and soda, and then bleached. This bleach
process may be performed by dampening and expos
the gut to the action of sunlight, or it may be che
ically treated. The former process is theslower
the more natural and the safer way. though from
quiries which have been made, it is asserted that
the hands of A skillful operative no injury is ti-

the gut by adopting the chemical method.
It has now a rather dull, certainly by no means

shiny appearance, and it is, from an angler's po
of view, quite a question whether it would not
better to omit the polishing process altogether. T
polishing is performed by rubbing each strand <h
by the teeth and hand) with wash-leather. It is n
assorted according to length, strength and thickn
into the various qualities, an operation requiring v*
great experience and judgment. It is now tied up
hanks of 100 and made up into bundles of 1000
10.000 and is ready for export. It is usually classif
thus: Refina, very finest; Fina, fine; Regular, ol

medium thickness: First and Second Padron. thii

Marana, Imperial and Hebra are very thick a
strong, suitable for salmon fishing. All the above
undrawn, that is, they have not been through a dra
ing-plate to level them.
Drawn Gut.—In order to level the thicker and

make finer the finer qualities for the market, i

strands are drawn through steel plates, or e\
through minute circular apertures in precious stoi
set in the drawing-plate. This makes the strai
perfectly parallel throughout and perfectly round,
the same time compressing and slightly elongati
them. Thus gut of any desired fineness is obta
able.

Staining.—This process is performed by the act
of chemicals, and the question is what chemical <

be used to give the desired shade and at the sa
time not injure the gut. In order to produce a m
tral or slate color pounded lokwood is steeped
water, to which is added a small quantity of c<

peras, but great care and skill are required or
gut is spoiled.

The Keeping of Gut.—Opinions on this are Vi

much divided and it would be presumptious on ]

part to suggest, as some anglers do. that all

should be discarded at the end of the fishing se
and a new lot obtained at the commencement of s

other. Personally, I have found that gut, if prope
stored—that is. placed where the light is est

and where the temperature is even—will keep foi

eral years without undergoing much diminutii
strength.

Tying.—Into the question of knotting I do not pi

pose to go. beyond remarking that whatever knot
used it should be as neat as possible and that t

cast should he tested knot by knot and then in

entire length with such a strain that it is estimat
the gut should bear.

In the discussion which followed much useful
formation was elicited and the following questic

proposed:
1. Does drawing injure the gut?
_'. Is it not a fact that nearly all, and all the fii

sizes are drawn?
3. Does boiling, to rid it of the sac, injure the gi

4. Is the gut fibrous or homogeneous?
5. Has it a second skin?
6. Does staining injure the gut?
7. Which colored gut is the least visible to fli

for example, trout?
s. Does gut deteriorate with keeping?
In order that definite information might be giv

in answer to these questions, it was agreed to adjoii

the discussion, and after various authorities had b(i

consulted, and a number of chemical, physical a

microscopical experiments had been performed, t

following results were obtained?
1. Does drawing injure the gut?
Drawing, when performed by an experienced

man, injures the gut very little, but it tends t<

duce a liability to tray with usage. It decreast
diameter, but it is found that taking strands of

diameters the undrawn will support no greater wei

than the drawn. In the undrawn sample the surft

is smoother, as may be seen by comparing specimt

of drawn and undrawn gut under the microsco
Minute roughnesses are visible on the surface of i

latter and these roughnesses become accentuated
use and small fibers peel off. thus weakening the t

as the diameter decreases. These roughnesses are

some extent got rid of by polishing the gut, and t

should be done by rubbing in one direction only, tl

is, with the fiber. This polish, however, is just c

nupt
XClU«

'or a

lion
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of the things anglers do not require, as polished gui

undoubtedly scares the fish. The principal reason

why undrawn gut is not so dependable, size for size.

as drawn, is that inferior qualities of undrawn gut

are often drawn and appears to possess, except to the

experienced eye, the same characteristics as undrawn
gut.

The only remedy which the angler has is to pur-

chase from firms which will guarantee that the qual-

ity is of the best. If this be done one may now and

then get a weak cast, but the chances of this hap-
pening are minimized. It is the falsest economy to

buy Inferior qualities, in this, as in most things.

2. Is it not a fact that nearly all, and all the finer

sizes are drawn?
From inquiries made of one of the largest gut im-

porters in the world, there is no doubt whatever that

nearly all the finer, and all the finest casts are made
up from drawn gut which has passed through the

drawing-plate a greater or less number of times.

However, casts can be, and are, made from 6x drawn
gut which will support a dead weight of one pound
without breaking. A cast with less breaking strain

than this would, in the hands of a skillful angler, be

sufficiently strong to kill a trout of two or three times

this weight.
3. Does boiling, to rid it of its sac, injure the gut?

This depneds largely on the manipulator. In the

hands of a skilled workman no injury whatever re-

sults.

^ 4, and 5. Is the gut fibrous or homogeneous? Has
» a second skin?
r Transverse and vertisal sections placed under a

high-power microscope show conclusively that the

only skin the gut has is the skin of the sac, and this

is only seen in the raw article. Microscopic investi-

gation further shows, as one might expeet from the

evidence of frayed gut, that gut is fibrous, and not

homogeneous throughout. The fibers, however, are

-; very fine, and do not appear to be of any great

length.

6. Does staining injure the gut?
The evidence on this point is that staining does

more or less injure the gut, but in the hands of a

skillful man, this injury is reduced to a minimum.
To show how careful one must be a prominent manu-
facturer voluteered the information, that through
some carelessness on the part of one of his employees
over $1000 worth of gut was spoiled.

7. Which colored gut is the least visible to fish,

for example, trout?
There is no doubt whatever that gut which most

approximates to water in color is the least visible

to the eye of man, and probably to that of a fish.

This color is a very light blue-green.

White gut, when placed floating on clear water,

has a wliiter appearance, where the water and gut

touch, than gut of neutral tint.

8. Does gut deteriorate with keeping?
Definite information on this head is fortunately

. forthcoming. Gut may be kept several years if

stored in a temperature of about 60 deg. F. in a room
j
from which the light is carefully excluded, but it

seriously deteriorates if kept in too warm a place.

Mr. Allcock says: "You need not discard gut unless
', worn out by use. Keep it in wash leather in a drawer

. in your bedroom."
Whether soaking in certain preparations tends to

increase_l.he life of gut or not I am not prepared to

assert or deny, as I have no experience on this point.

I have tried soaking in glycerine, but I have not
given it a sufficiently long trial to enable me to speak
with certainty either one way or the other.

San Mateo Show.
The San Mateo Kennel Club second annual one-

day open air show at the picturesque polo field of

Chas. W. Clark, Esq., was voted, by the majority of

the large crowd of visitors and exhibitors, to be a

success in almost every respect.

The average quality of the dogs shown was good,

particularly so in Fox Terriers, English Setters, Irish

Water Spaniels, Cocker Spaniels, Collies, Bulldogs,

Bull Terriers and Bostons.
The catalogue shows an entry of 239 dogs, thus

making the show a three-point show.
Awards.

St. Bernards (rough coated)—Novice dogs—1 Mur-
ry's Tom, Jr., W. H. Lange. Limit dogs— 1 Glenwood
Booze, S. J. Ackerman; 2 Murry's Tom, Jr. Open
dogs—1 Glenwood Booze; 2 Ch. Le King. W. C.

Wallace. Winners dogs—1 Glenwood Booze; res Le
King. Limit, open and winners bitches—1 Linda de

Chamounix, Phil C. Meyer.
Great Danes—Limit dogs—1 Prince F, F. Schmitz:

absent Monarch, Dr. S. de Albergeria. Open dogs

—

1 Nig, F. Schmitz. Winners dogs—1 Prince F., res

Nig. Novice bitches—1 Zida, Dr. S. de Albergeria.

Open and winners bitches—1 Ch. Princess Harlequin,
Mrs. C. G. Saxe; 2 Tempest, A. Weeks.

Russian Wolfhounds (Borzois)—Puppy dogs and
bitches—1 Queen, Mrs. J. R. Keating; 2 Glenwood
Ivan, Phil C. Meyer. Novice, limit and open dogs and
bitches—Glenwood Ivan. Winners dogs and bitches

—

1 Queen; res Glenwood Ivan.
Greyhounds—Puppy dogs and bitches—1 Red But-

terfly, J. C. Bradbury. Limit and open dogs—Absent
Richard Anton, J. Sweeney; Roman Athlete and Fiery

Face, J. H. Rossiter.
American Foxhounds—Puppy dogs and bitches—

1

Kentucky Maid, F. A. Hartmann; 2 Queen III, A.

Krieps. Noivce dogs and bitches—1 Ben Lomond, H.
Rahn; 2 Queen III. Winners dogs and bitches—1 Ben
Lomond; res Kentucky Maid.

English Foxhounds—Puppy dogs and bitches—

1

Valron, San Mateo Hunt Club; 2 Wishful. Snn Male..

Hunt Club. Novice dogs and bitches—1 Clasabell,

San Mateo Hunt Club; absent Vagabond. Limit dogs
and bitches—1 Philapens, San Mateo Hunt Club; ab-
sent Romulus. Open dogs and bitches—1 Rockwood,
2 Tragedy, San Mateo Hunt Club. Winners dogs and
bitches—1 Rockwood, res Philapens.

Pointers—Puppy dogs and bitches—1 Santa Barbara

Ted, .1. II. Richardsdn. 2 Queen, J. Duffey; "• Bee Hi-.

S. C. Gum. Novice dogs—1 Shotgun, G. Barraco; -

Santa Barbara Ted. Limit dogs— I Santa Barbara
Ted. Open dogs (under 55 pounds)—1 Santa Barbara
Ted. Open dogs (55 pounds and over)—1 Mason's
King, H. M. Papst. Winners dogs— 1 Mason's King,
res Shotgun. Novice, limit and open (under 50

pounds) bitches—1 Bee III. Winners bitches—With-
held.

English Setters—Puppy dogs—1 Cato's Sir Easton,
W. H. M. Pratt; 2 Duke's Mixture. G. Barraco; ab-
sent Cato's Major, Theo. D. Moiles. Novice dogs—

1

Captain Courageous, N. Riplinger. Limit dogs—

1

Mark P., P. C. Pulse; 2 Tirphil Rodney, Fred P.

Butler. Open dogs— 1 Cato's Judge, John M. Golo-
beck: 2 Mark P.; 3 Mark, Wm. Larsen. Winners dogs
—1 Captain Courageous; res Cato's Judge. Novice
bitches—1 Lady Grace, G. Barraco; 2 Luella, T. Lar-
kin: 3 Belle J., J. O. Jones; v h c San Jose Belle,

A. J. Hogan. Limit bitches— I Queen, G. Barraco.
Open bitches—Absent Ch. Laura L., C. C. Lee. Win-
ners bitches—1 Lady Barraco; res Luella.

Irish Setters—Novice and winners dogs and bitches
— 1 Prince Bruno, Chas. Kane.
Gordon Setters—Puppy dogs and bitches—1 Jim,

Dr. J. J. Redmond. Novice dogs and bitches—1 Flora
B.. A. L. Holling; 2 Jackson, C. H. Randall. Limit
and open dogs and bitches—1 Doe, A. Stuart. "Win-

ners dogs and bitches— 1 Flora B.; res Doc.
Irish Water Spaniels—Puppy dogs and bitches—

1

Dublin, Wm. Bay. Open dogs and bitches—1 Mike
•B., Wm. Bay. Winners dogs and bitches—1 Mike B.;

res Dublin.
Field Spaniels—Open dogs and bitches— 1 Judge

Casey, J. R. Stewart; 2 Tip, Chas. Mish.
Cocker Spaniels (blink)—Puppy dogs—1 Monte,

Mrs. C. M. Nunan; 2 Bobbie S., Jess L. Sanders; 3

Omo Boy, Mrs. Geo. L. Shane. Novice dogs—1 Dixie,

Mrs. Chas. Herman. Limit dogs— 1 Bobbie R., Y. J.

Rub; 2 Sir David, D. P. Cresswell; 3 Major Domo.
Mrs. Chas. Herman; res King Dodo, N. Macfee, v h c

Glenwood Havoc, Phil C Meyer; v h c Nig, Inez M-
Marion. Open dogs—1 Mepals Saxon, D. P. Cresswell;
2 Bobbie R.; 3 Major Domo; res King Dodo; v h e

Nig; v h c Glenwood Havoc. Winners dogs

—

1

Mepals Saxon; res Bobbie R. Novice bitches—

1

Flora doro, Mrs. Chas. Herman; 2 Bella, Miss N. P-

King; 3 Bimba, Miss N. P. King; res Maud, Chas.
Dresser; v h c Juno, H. Bowie; v h c Ruby Trip,

Henry S. Brown. Limit bitches—1 Plumeria Sally,

A. L. Cresswell; 2 Winona, Geo. A. Nieborger; 3 La-
gunitas Nell, W. S. Burnett. Open bitches—1 Plum-
eria Sally; 2 Creole Belle, Geo. A. Nieborger; 3 Wi-
nona; res Miss Frivolity, J. Hervey Jones. Winners
bitches— 1 Plumeria Sally; res Creole Belle.

Cocker Spaniels (other than black)—Puppy dogs

—

1 Jewel, J. Hervey Jones. Novice dogs—1 Portland
Noble, W. Blackwell; 2 Glenwood Jim, Mrs. M. C.

Greenberg. Any solid color other than black—Limit

dogs—1 L'ncas, Miss E. H. Tompkins (Pine Hilt Ken-
nels). Parti colors—Limit dogs—1 Gipsey Chief, A.
Wolfen; 2 Portland Noble. Other than black—Open
dogs—1 Ch Redlight, A. Wolfen; 2 l'ncas; 3 Portland
Noble. Winners dogs—1 Ch Redlight; res l'ncas.

Any solid color except black—Limit bitches—1 Pa-
tience, Geo. A. Nieborger. Open bitches— 1 Little

Maid, J. Hervey Jones. "Winners bitches—L Patience;

res Little Maid.
Collies—Puppy dogs—1 Friar Englewood, Mr. and

Mrs. W. C. Bogen; 2 Haroun Al Raschid, Bertha M.
Hartmann; 3 Balo, D. W. Donnelly. Novice dogs—

1

Friar Englewood ; 2 Peggy's George, Mrs. Geo. W.
Rennie; 3 Bob Son of Holmby, Arthur Letts; res

Tallac Kiltie, W. W. Stettheimer; v h c Rhoderick
Dhu, Clarence R. Walter; absent Presidio Laddie,

Miss Edith Beerman. Limit dogs—Valverdi Perfecto,

Wm. Ellery; 2 Peggy's George; 3 Clinker of Holmby,
Arthur Letts; res Bob Son of Holmby; v h c Sun-
shine Alton Rightaway. Open dogs— 1 Peggy's George;
2 Clinker of Holmby; 3 Sunshine Aladdin; Miss Jen-

nie H. Hartmann; res Rhoderick Dhu; absent Prince

Alert, John J. O'Beirne. Open dogs, American bred

—

1 "Valverdi Perfecto; 2 Friar Englewood; 3 Peggy's
George; res Presidio Monarch, Hugh McCracken;
v h c Clinker of Holmby. Winners dogs—1 Valverdi

Perfecto; res Friar Englewood. Puppy bitches—

1

Faith Englewood, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bogen; 2 Old

Hall Flora, Richard Julian; 3 Girl, Mrs T. B. Sulli-

van. Novice bitches—1 Faith Englewood: 2 Califor-

nia Poppy, O. J. Albee; 3 Silkwood Queen, Miss Agnes
Sparrow; res La Jota Peggy; v h c Wellesbourne
Cognette, Miss Ethel Wiswall; h c Girl. Limit bitches

—1 Southport Sphinx, Wm. Ellery; 2 Faith Engle-
wood; 3 Rosalind, Arthur Letts, res Silkwood Queen.

Open bitches—1 Southport Sphinx; 2 Faith Engle-

wood; 3 Rosalind; res Sunshine Sweet Sue, Robt. C.

Hartmann. Open bitches—American bred—1 Pearl

A.. « >. J. Albee; 2 Faith Englewood; 3 Rosalmd; res

Wellesbourne Coquette. Winners bitches— 1 South-

port Sphinx; res Pearl A.
Airedale Terriers—Open dogs— 1 Vandal. Geo. A.

Pope; 2 Legram's Tommy, Austin P. Byles.

Poodles (curly)—Open dogs and hitches— 1 Toppy,
Mrs. Eugene Murphy.
Dalmatians— Xovift- do^s and bitches-^ 1 Glenwood

Venus. Phil C. Meyer. Limit, open and winners dogs

and bitches—1 Glenwood Adonis: 2 Glenwood Venus,

Phil C. Meyer.
Bulldogs—Puppy dogs— 1 Eminent. M. Levy. Novice

dogs—1 Carbine. Mrs. M. Wiener. Limit dogs— I Eml-
cliffe Baron. Mrs. Phil C. Meyer. Open dogs—3 Ch
Ivel Damon, Mrs. Chas. K. Harley; u Endcliffe Baron
Winners dogs— 1 Ch Ivel Damon; res Endcliffe Baron.

Novice bitches— 1 Lady Damon, Mrs. Chas. K. Har-
ley: 2 Gresford Ranee, Mrs. Dr. J. H. Mules; absent.

Ivel Chaddie, Mrs. Chas. K. Harley. Limit, open and
Winners bit. lies— 1 Glrtford Goody. F. J. Rodgers; 2

Lady Damon.
French Bulldogs—Novice and limit dogs—Absent

Sport, J. J. Driscoll. Open dogs—Absent, Vivace,

Sterling Porstley. Limit bitches— I Margol de Pantin,

Clifford G. Cook; 2 Boulette. Louis Guglielmoni. Open
bitches 1 MargOl de Pantin. Winners bitches—

1

Margol de Pantin; res Boulette.
Bull Terriers—Puppy dogs- 1 Edgecole Al. Dr. J.

A. Welsh; 2 Silwood Crisp, \V. K. Smunbe; 3 Silk-
wood Hector, C. E. Oilman. Novice dogs— 1 Silkwood
Dan, Miss Maud Bourn; 2 Edgecote Al, 3 Jock, Henry
Jerome, res Edgecote Duke, Mrs. C. H. Ward; v h c
Silkwood Hector; v h c Edgecote Figaro, Mrs. E. J.
Wolff; v h c Englewood, Mr. and Mrs, W. C. Bogen;
h c Ace of Diamonds. Mrs. Lida Shearer. Limit dogs

—

1 Edgecote Joe. Ed Attridge; 2 Silkwood Dan; 3 Jock;
res Dick Curtin, W. J. Tiernan; absent Kirby's Ag-
gressor, T. W. Kirby. Open dogs (not over 30 pounds)— 1 Edgecote Duke. Open dogs (over 30 pounds)—

1

Edgecote Peer, F. E. Watkins: 2 Edgecote Baron. Ed
Attridge; 3 Silkwood Dan; res Jock; v h c Dick
Curtin; absent, Kirby's Aggressor. Winners dogs

—

1 -Edgecote Peer; res Edgecote Baron. Puppy bitches

—

1 Edgecote Dena, Dr. W. H. Watkins. Novice bitches—1 Edgecote Dena; 2 Flexnefs Queen Bess, Geo.
Flexner. Limit bitches—1 Meg Merrilies II.; 2 Silk-
wood Kentucky; Geo. Flexner, absent Edgecote Bar-
oness, Ed Attridge. Open bitches (over 30 pounds)—
1 Edgewood Jean II., John I. Sparrow; 2 Meg Mer-
rilies; 3 Edgecote Queen Bess, Mrs. F. W. Kelly; res
Silkwood Venus, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bogen. Winners
bitches— 1 Edgewood Jean II., res Meg Merrilies II.

Boston Terriers—Puppy dogs—1 Sassy, Mrs. W. H.
Deming; 2 Glenwood Snowflake, Phil C. Meyer. Novice
dogs—1 Sassy; 2 Glenwood Manly, Phil C. Meyer; 3
Happy Hooligan, G. B. Laughlin; res Thomas Henry
Huxley, Julius Gregory; absent Glenwood Crusader,
Phil C. Meyer. Limit dogs— 1 Endcliffe Nobby. Phil
C. Meyer; 2 Glenwood Patten, Phil C. Meyer; 3 Happy
Hooligan. Open dogs—1 Ch Bayside Chauncey, G. S.
Holiwell; 2 Endcliffe Nobby; 3 Happy Hooligan. Win-
ners dogs^l Ch Bayside Chauncey; res Endcliffe
Nobby. Novice bitches—1 Glenwood Nancy, Phil C.
Meyer; absent, Glenwood Estelle, Phil C. Meyer. Limit
bitches— 1 Glenwood Nancy: 2 Glenwood Lady Bounti-
ful. Phil C. Meyer; 3 Bayside Reserve, G. S. Holiwell.
Open bitches—1 Endcliffe Toby, Phil C. Meyer: 2
Endcliffe "Vernette, Phil C. Meyer. Winners bitches—
1 Endcliffe Toby; res Glenwood Nancy.
Dachshunde—Puppy dogs and bitches—1 Rhode,

Mrs. J. R. Keating. Novice dogs—1 Daxey, Henry
Jerome; 2 Waldie, Jacob Mahr. Limit dogs—1 Fritz,
Miss Ethel Hagar; 2 Jack, A. Krieps; 3 Daxey; absent,
Waldie. Open dogs—1 Fritz; 2 Venlo Immer, Geo.
M. Brenhard; 3 Eitel Fritz, Mrs. J. R. Keating: res
Daxey; absent, Waldie. Winners dogs—1 Fritz;
res Venlo Immer. Novice bitches—1 Isola, Mrs. J. R.
Keating. Limit and open bitches— 1 Glenwood Frau-
lein, Phil C. Meyer. Winners bitches—1 Glenwood
Fraulein. res Isola

Irish Terriers—Novice dogs—1 Dan O'Callaghan,
Mrs. Edw. Duryea, Jr. Limit dogs—1 Glenwood Mixer,
Phil C. Meyer; 2 Dan O'Callaghan. Open dogs—

1

Irish, H. M. Papst; 2 Glenwood Mixer; 3 Dan O'Cal-
laghan. Winners dogs—1 Irish; res Glenwood Mixer.
Novice bitches—1 Shan Van Vocht, Mrs. J. R. Martin.
Open bitches—1 Sweet Nell, H. M. Papst. Winners
bitches—1 Sweet Nell; res Shan Van Vocht.

Fox Terriers (smooth coated)—Puppy dogs—1 Tallac
Chaparral, Mrs. J. P. Norman: absent, Tiv Kreling,
A. Hoffman. Novice dogs—1 Custom Made, J. Gut-
berlet, 2 Forest King, F. J. Foster; 3 Nigger, Mrs.
Chas. W. dark; absent, Tallac Charlatan, W. W.
Stettheimer. Limit dogs—1 Tallac Marksman, W. W.
Stettheimer; 2 Tallac Chuck, W. W. Stettheimer.
Open dogs—1 Tallac Marksman; 2 Tallac Chuck.
Open dogs—American bred—1 Tallac Marksman; 2

Tallac Chuck. Winners dogs—1 Tallac Marksman; res
Tallac Chaparral. Puppy bitches—1 Forest Queen.
F. J. Foster; absent, Tallac Cookie, W. W. Stett-
heimer. Novice bitches—1 Tallac Chicita, W. W. Stett-
heimer; absent Tallac Lakebreeze. Limit bitches—

1

Woodlawn Dottie Dimple, F. J. Foster; 2 Tallac
Chicita, 3 Endcliffe Pearl, Phil C. Meyer. Open
bitches—1 Vina Belle, W. W. Moore; 2 Tallac Chicita:
3 Endcliffe Pearl. Open bitches—American bred—

1

Endcliffe Pearl. Winners bitches—1 Vina Belle; res
Forest Queen.
Fox Terriers (wire haired)—Novice dogs—1 Jack

HI., Chas. R. Duval; 2 Jerry, Chas. N. Champion;
absent Humberstone Regent, I. C. Ackerman. Limit
dogs—1 Tallac Private, W. W. Stettheimer; 2 Jerry.
Open dogs—1 Ch Humberstone Mearns, I. C. Acker-
man; 2 Tallac Private; 3 Jerry. Open dogs—Ameri-
can bred—1 Tallac Private; 2 Jerry. Winners dogs

—

1 Ch Humberstone Mearns: res Tallac Private. Novice
bitches— 1 Tallac Zarina, W. W. Stettheimer; absent
Humberstone Briar, I. C. Ackerman. Limit bitches

—

1 Tallac Oanna, W. W. Stettheimer; 2 Humberstone
AVorry, I. C. Ackerman; 3 Humberstone Actress, Phil

C. Meyer. Open bitches—1 Tallac Oanna; 2 Humber-
stone AVorry; 3 Humberstone Actress, Phil C. Meyer.
Open bitches, American bred—1 Tallac Oanna; 2

Humberstone Barkby Bess, I. C. Ackerman; 3 Hum-
berstone Actress; absent Humberstone Briar. Win-
ners bitches—1 Tallac Oanna; res Humberstone
Worry.
Welsh Terriers—Limit, open and winners dogs and

bitches—1 Selwonk Vagrant, 2 Glenwood Gladys, Phil

C. Meyer.
Yorkshire Terriers—Puppy dogs and " hitches—

1

Peggy. Mrs. F. S. Palmer; 2 Weenie, Mrs. Webster
Jones. Novice dogs and bitches—1 Brownie, Mrs. F.

S. Palmer; 2 Nellie, J. Wood. Open dogs and bitches

—

I Royal Jem, W. P. Feeney; 2 Brownie. Winners dogs
and bitches—1 Royal Jem; res Peggy.

English Toy Spaniels (any color)—Limit and open
dogs and bitches -] Humberstone Trilby. 1. C. Acker-
man.
Skye Terriers

—

Limit. Open and winners dogs and
bitches— 1 Glenwood Waddles, Phil C. Meyer.
Pomeranians—Novice dogs and bitches— l Papinta,

Mis. M. A. Tobin: 2 Que<*n. Henry Feige. Limit

dogs nid bitches— l Papinta; 2 Atom of Charlecomhp.
Mrs. N. .i- Stewart. Open and winners dogs and
bitches— l Papinta; 2 Beauty, Janette Bernstein.

Italian Greyhounds— Li mi I dogs and bitches—

1

Dude. s. a. Commings. Open dogs and bitches— l Ch
Duke, s. A. Commings; absent Baby, s. A. Con
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d bitches—1 Ch Duke; res

Miscellaneous Class—Open dogs and bitches, under

ta (Toy Black and Tan), Mrs. L.

>gs and bitches, over 15 pounds-

Specials.

w v, .. ... for best St. Bernard—Mur-

- ireat Dane—Ch Princess

tor best Setter—Captain Cour-

ap.
jp for best Hound, any var-

iety—Red Butterfly (.Greyhound).

U lor best Pointer—Mason s

Shreve & Co.'s cup for best Cocker Spaniel—Mepals

Saxon.
s . Kennel Club cup tor best Cocker 5] aiuel

of opposite sex—Plumeria Sally.

Lichtenstein Bros, trophy for best black Cocker

Spaniel dog—Mep . ,

Bohm- is o.'s trophy for best cocker Spaniel

other ];—Ch Reclight.

Emporium trophy for best brace of Coc'.zer Spame.s

rj> p Cresswell (Mepals Saxon and Sir David).

Clarence Waters' trophy for best Collie—Southport

^Maurice Ballin trophy for best California bred

Collie—Ch Ormskirk Emerald, Jr.

L E. Folk cup for best of opposite sex to winner

of Walters' trophy—Ch Ormskirk Emerald. Jr.

J. C. Moreland cup for best kennel of three Cali-

fornia bred Collies—O. J. Albee.

San Francisco Kennel Club cup for best Bulldog

—

Ch Ivel Damon.
San Mateo Kennel Club cup for best Bulldog of

opposite sex to winner of S. F. K. C cup—G.rlford

Goody.
Xorman J. Stewart cup for best French BJlliog—

Margot de Pantin.

Wm. Larsen cup for best Bull Terrier—Eagecote

Peer.
San Mateo Kennel Club cup for best Bull Terrier

of opposite sex to winner of Larsen cup—Edgawood
Jean II.

Jos. O. Home cup for best Boston Terrier dog

—

Ch Bayside Chauncey.
Sterling Postley cup for best Boston Terrier bitch

—

Endeliffe Toby.
San Mateo Kennel Club cup for best Dachshunde

—

Fritz.

H. Eugene Kraus cup for best Irish Terrier—Sweet

Nell.

Bohm-Bristol Co.'s trophy for best smooth Fox
Terrier—Tallac Marksman.

S. & G. Gump cup for best wire Fox Terrier

—

Ch Humberstone Mearns.
H. M. Papst cup for best Toy Spaniel—Humber-

stone Trilby.

J. P. Xorman cup for best Toy Pomeranian bitch

—

Papinta.
San Mateo Kennel Club cup for best Toy, other

than Toy Spaniel or Pomeranian—Royal Jem (York-

shire).
Stockton Show.

Entries for Stockton Kennel Club's first annual

show. September 2Sth. 29th and 30th, close positively

on Tuesday, the 19th inst. San Francisco entries can

be made at the office of the San Mateo Kennel Club,

710 Mission street (phone Main 3187). The premium
list shows 209 regular classes and 42 classes for local

entries. The entry fee for the A. K. C. classes is 52

for the first and ?1 for each additional entry of a

dog. The entry for the local classes is $2 for each

dog and 50 cents for each additional entry. If a dog
has been first entered in a regular class the entry
fee Is SI and 50 cents for additional entrance. The
local are only eligible for exhibitors resident

in San Joaquin county.
The judges will be: Mr. Fred P. Butler of San

Francisco. Pointers and Setters. Mr. Geo. A. Cran-
field, of England, all Hounds. Mr. Chas. Lyndon, of

Menlo Park, all other breeds. A partial list of

specials gives the pleasing information that twenty-
one cups have been donated to be awarded as fol-

lows: President's cup for best dog or bitch; for best

sporting dog or bitch: for largest showing of one
breed: for best four of any breed; for best St. Ber-

Bull terrier; best Greyhound; best Pointer
dog; best novice Pointer dog; best English Setter;

i Spaniel; b< i ker spaniel dog; best

Iter Spaniel bitch: best Collie; best Gordon Set-
ter; best B Fox Terrier; best dog
or bitch owned in San Joaquin county; best owned
by a member of the Stockton Kennel Club: best Irish

Wati Inducing list of cups surely, and
with a lot more good specials to come.
The officers of the club are: F. X. Vail, president;

"Wm. H. Mackay, vii . - i L; ("has. Heffernan.
retary-treasurer. Bench show lommittee: Dr. F.

!'. ' 'i.i! It '
i W. H. Mc-

Kay. ! ir. J. H. I >. J. Sin-

lent.

All correspondence should be addressed to Charles
Sb kton, Cal.

nt; there
will i i and the

nthuslastic one,
which will il entry.

latter showing is advl

exhibit, thi i

exhibit next \ear.

San Jose Show.
The rumor that there will bi

been ad
ire looking up

In the
month. It I howevi r, thi

low, during 1
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AT THE TRAPS.

Pacific Coast Handicap—The Ingleside grounds were
for preliminary work on Thursday morning,

Among the visiting shooters were: Rollo Heikes, Tom
Marshall, Jack Fanning. Chan Powers, D. W. King, Jr.,

Frank L. Carter, J. Ed. Vaughan, H. C. Hirschy. Billy

. Fred Gilbert, C. D. Plank, E. D. Hagerman,
Chas. Van Valkenburg. Guy Lovelace. E. H. Bungay
and others, besides a large local contingent.

Elmer E. Shaner was repeatedly complimented for

the thorough preparation and attention to detail by
which the grounds were placed in proper condition

for the Interstate shoot which began yesterday morn-
ing.

The outlook for the initial annual tournament is

encouraging enough to venture the prophecy that the

Coast Handicap under the aegis of the Interstate As-
sociation, and immediate auspices of the San Fran-
cisco Trap Shooting Association, will be the big and
growing yearly blue rock tournament for Pacific

Coast sportsmen for a series of years.

The sport has had a healthy impetus on the Coast
for the past two years and the advent of the Eastern
experts in this city and at other points on the Pacific

Slope is of a nature to be of invaluable benefit to our
shooters. Not that we, for one moment decry the

abilities or enthusiasm of Coast sportsmen, but it

stands as a reasonable argument that sportsmen who
have collectively or individually devoted from ten to

twenty-five years' attention to trap shooting; who
have taken part in both blue rock and live pigeon
shoots all over the United States, under all sorts of

conditions of weather and shooting ground arrange-
ments—some of the visiting shooters were in the
American team when they made the memorable trip

through Great Britain several years ago—men who
have for years been in the practice of shooting an
average of 25,000 loads annually, wrho have made
guns, loads, ammunition and in fact every detail per-
taining to the sport a close and exhaustive study
and application, it is, we repeat, a reasonable argu-
ment to advance that something can be learned by
association with and also by observation of the
experts' work.
The visitors are not here on the lines of the com-

petition with our shooters at the traps. Notwith-
standing this fact is known to the majority of our
shooters there is an all round curiosity as to what
the Coast leaders, experts and amateurs can do in

shooting with the Easterners.
On team work we will make the statement, posi-

tively, almost, that the Easterners are machine like

in the skilled proficiency of their shooting and any
or all of the best teams we can put before the bulk-
heads wrould be beaten. How much? is a bit prob-
lematical, for the Coast can produce a number of high
class teams. Individually our shooters can hold some,
if not most, of the visitors down to a very close or
even favorable margin, .but beyond that, drill and
experience would count to a decidedly winning degree.
The "office"- will be under the personal charge of

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, who wrill be assisted by a corps
of deputies, each having his specified line of duties.

Mr Shaner has the deserved reputation of being the
premier manager for big tournaments in the United
States—or anywhere else for that matter, and this
fact promises much for the smooth running of the
three days' shoot, a complete report of which will

appear in our next issue.

South Tacoma Turnament—The fifth monthly tour-
nament of the Southwest Washington Gun Club As-
sociation took place on the 3rd and 4th of September
at South Tacoma on the trap grounds of the South
Tacoma Rod and Gun Club. The association includes
in its membership the gun clubs of South Tacoma,
Chehalis. Aberdeen, Centralia, Montesano, Castle
Rock, Olympia, Cosmopolis, Elma, Westport, Hoquiam,
Shelton and Gate City.

E. W. Cooper, Roy Rowe, L. S. Dahl, B. B. Lips-
combe and E. B. Lanning comprised the South Tacoma
Club's committee on arrangements. A feature of the
tournament was the special arrangements for spec-
tators. Awnings were provided, refreshments served
at .the grounds and everything possible done for the
comfort of those in attendance. The prizes in the
tourney included about $150 in money and trophies
valued at $200. The best shots of the Puget Sound
country were in attendance. Sunday was amateur
day, while Monday's events were open to all.

Eleven events were on the card for the first day.
Events X'o. 6 was a team race at 25 targets, three
moneys, and was won by South Tacoma Team No. 1.

Shooting against a team of expert marksmen, L.
S. Dahl. B. B. Lipscomb and R. V. Rowe carried off

the Dupont challenge cup, "Infallible," making a run
of 69. This is the second time that this team has
v en the cup, the first time being at Olympia. when
they made a total score of 67. The three having won
the cup twice, will row, according to the rules of the
association, keep the medals that go with the event.

In addition to the cup and medals, the event gives
to the winners the title of being the championship
team of Western Washington. In the eyes of the fol-

lowers of the traps, this makes it one of the most
important events to be contested for at tournaments.
The entries and scores were the following.

South Tacoma team Xo. 1—L. S. Dahl, 24; R.
. 23: Eagan, 22. Total, 69.

Experts—Robertson, 19; Reed, 24; Shelton,

Total, 66.

South Tacoma team No. 2—E. W. Cooper, 24;

Cooper, 23; E. B. Lanning, IS. Total, 65.

Castle Rock—Peabody, 20; Bylery, 21; Buhland,
I, 63.

Gilchrist, IS: Roberts,

V.

23.

J.

22.

lia—Lang, 17: Gilchrist, IS: Roberts. 19.

54.

Olympia—Agnew, 21; St. John, 22; Starrup, 22.

Elma—Sam Wrav, 22; Lewis, 19; Fleet, 24. Total,
65.

Event No. 3. California Powder Works trophy. 20

I ton s. was lied by R. B Eagan and D.

W. Fleet, 19 each; Buhland, Dahl and Wray, 18 each,
were in the money. W. A. Robertson of San Fran-
cisco also broke 19 and tied the two high men in
the race.

E. W. Cooper, one of the oldest members of the
South Tacoma Club, won the individual championship,
the ninth event, making a run of 25 straight. Cooper
also made a run of 52 straight during the day.
The high average medal of the club was won again

by R. V. Rowe. As it was the sixth time that Rowe
has won the medal, it was awarded to him as a
permanent prize. B. B. Lipscomb, of Tacoma, was
second high gun, Sam Wray of Elma third, D. W.
Fleet of Montesano and J. H. Lewis of Elma tied for
fourth, L. S. Dahl of Tacoma fifth; Mrs. E. E. Toung
of Portland high gun for ladies.

On Monday, the second day of the tourney, "Dick"
Reed of San Francisco made high expert average for
the day; he also made the best continuous run during
the shoot, 72 targets. Lipscomb was high amateur
gun for the day, 204 out of 225; Wray second, Rowe
third, E. B. Lanning and Dahl, both of Tacoma,
fourth; J. H. Lewis of Elma fifth, G. E. Stacey sixth,
W. A. Robertson of San Francisco was second high
expert average. Roscie Shelton was third.
Lipscomb, by breaking 34 out of a possible 35, cap-

tured the Lafln & Rand Powder Company's handsome
cup. The Tacoma shooter did some good work with
his gun and displayed an accurate judgment in gaug-
ing the angles.
Taken as a whole the shoot w-as the most success-

ful pulled off in Tacoma to date. The scores for both
days follow:

Southwest Washington
oament. SoutL Tacoma,
Events
Targets

Jensen, J. C
Cooper, E H
Starup.J.C
Buhland, G. J
Gilchrist, H
Dahl.L S
Roberts, H
Bylery, J. A
Wray, S. J
Rasmussen, C
Cooper, J
Peabody, W
Egan.B.B
Dague. J. A
Oppie. R
Goodwin, G
Peterson, O
Fleet. D. W
Poiler, C. P
Lang, F
McLaughlin
Bower, E
Rowe.R V
Young, Mrs
MIller.F
Pautzke, C
Luon. W
Cole, W
Payne, J
Lanning, E
Robertson, W. A.

Keed.R. C
Shelton. R
Young, E
Cooper, T
Baker
St. Johns
Agnew, W
Cooper. H
Dorffner. G
Lewis, J T
Converse L
Mero, H. L
Bilger
Dunham

Gun Club Association
Sunday, September 3,

Blue rock tour-
1905—

8 9

10 15 20 15 10 15

1313 11

17 13
9 11 14

8 13 18 12
6 14 12 6
10 13 18 12
7 13 14 14
7 13 15 11

9 14 18 14

6 10 15 8
8 14 12 13
5 11 13 10 7 13
8 14 19 15 10 12

13

9 12
9 13

8 11

8 13
8 10
5 11
7 15
6 II

13 17 13
11 16 10
10 .. ..

12 15 10

14 19 14

13 IS

8 15 ..

13 16 11

11

18

8 21
9 21

10 17

10

9 16

8 21

10 II

15 15—150
14 12—121
11 14—127
10 8—107
10 13—124
.. ..— 81
9 14—187
12 12-119
10 ..— 98
12 14—124
10 13— 91
10 13—114
7 12-107
14 15—137
10 13—122
12 13- 9?
.. ..— 16
8 10-106

12 13-130
.. ..— 84

10 13 16 15 10 13
6 11 12 12 5 II

8 14 II 9 11
7 13 14

9 7 16 12
C 10
7 12 16 13 9 14
9 10 15 14

9 9 19 12
8 13 13 11

9 13 17 12
8 13 17
6 10 10

8 13 14 13
5 13 10 12
10 10 16 12
6 11 .. 5

10

10

8 16

8 ..

.. ..— 57
•• ..— 48
15 12—133
10 7— 98
- ..— 68
.. ..-60

12

13

9 II

9 10
6 14

10 ..

10 18

9 24
9 20

6 22
9 18

.. ..— 21
13 12-106
10 11-114
13 11—128
19 15-124
13 10—124
11 12-108

3 20
9 20

13 15 15
..11 7

5
13

13

10 21

7 16

12 14-116
13 14-123
10 ..— 50

..-18
14 11—130

10

111

13

1 2 3

10 15 20

7 14 15

1 5 8
8 12 16
9 11 17

15 15
4 19

9 18
13 19

13 16
13 15

10

4 5

15 25

14 20
3 10

10 21
12 21
14 24
15 22
15 16

12 22
13 20

6 7

10 15 25 15

19 11

19 10

22 13
22 13
12 14
19 11

South Tacoma, Monday, September 4, 1905-

Events..

Targets
Jensen

—

Eastman.
Cooper. E
Cooper, J.
Dahl
Rowe
Ball
Dague

—

Lanning.
Stacy
Dray
Roberts .

.

Lipscomb
Fleet T
Lewis 7
R'berts'n.WA 8
Reed 10 15

Shelton 7 11

Jackson ...

Payne
Agnew
St. John...
Smith
Young
Rasmussen
Peterson....
Miller

10 11 12 13

20 15 15 25-225
18 14 10 ..—164

14 9
15 It

19 13
10 12

12 10

8 11

5 11 17
10 12 18

13 16
15 17

11 16

8 9 17
8 12 14

8 11 15
10 13 16

8 10 16
5 10 13

14

14

14 24 10 15

15 25 7 15
15 24 9 13

14 21
12 22

24 13
22 14

23 15
21 12
23 14

8 13 23 11

14 23
10 22
12 22
15 22
6 17
10 15

20 12
19 12

18 15

18 10
16 13

18 II

16 14
17 12

17 14

18 12

16 13

19 14

16 13
19 12

18 13
16 14

20 9

20 12
14 10

14 14

16 12

19 12

8 ..—142
10 24—180
13 15—200
14 24—183
.

.

. .—143
.. ..— 74

13 20—195
11 24-197
15 24—204
14 23-194
13 23—204
12 ..—122
13 . .—174
12 ..—178
14 ..—178
14 ,.—172
14 19-186
12 ..—169
12 19—183
8 19—179

.. ..— Ill

. ..—118
13 21—161
9 20— 71

11 18- 60

Auburn Tournament—Under the auspices of the.
Auburn Gun Club a successful blue rock tournament
was held at Auburn, Wash., on August 27th. Goble
of Seattle made high score with 13S out of 150 targets.
Dahl of Tacoma was second with 125, and E. W.
Cooper of South Tacoma was third with 122. The
longest run was made by Dahl, with 3S, and Goble
second, with 35. There were thirty-eight participants
in the different events. Twelve members of the South
Tacoma Gun Club, five from Seattle and three from
Black Diamond took part. The weather was not favor-
able for good scores as there was a mist during the
entire day.
The members of the Auburn, Black Diamond, Seattle

and Sumner clubs voted to attend the tournament
held in South Tacoma on September 3 and 4. The
following scores wr ere made in the various events,
out of a possible 150 unknown angles and Legget-
trap:

Events 1

Ta-gets 10

Lipscomb 7

Jensen 6
Biker 7
Kute 6
Miller 7
Co per, J 7

Coop»r, EW 8
p-tan" 7

Schott 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

15 10 15 10 15 10 15 25 15 10—150

11 8 11 8 12 9 10 20 12 8-116
8 7 12 9 13 7 K

11 5 II) ..— 70
12 il 13 K 13 9 14 21 14 ..-1:0
6 6 ..-33

12 6 12 6 13 7 13 20 13 8-117
11 H 14 7 13 « 13 10 12 8-122
12 4 II 9 11 8 IS .— 74

9 8 5 7 10 6 ..-51

w:
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rdy
.rt ..

Lfln

Ill
; aan
titt
lyne
Inn
£.ith

(ble
rlson
Issey
;jw
lutzke...
Inley ....

Iterson . .

.

Ce
Eberts ..

.

13
12

9
9

14
10

10
13

11

13

10
14

8
14

11

18

18
12
7

fi 13 - 79

9 13 23 -1U4

14 22 11 III--1117

R 10 -72
S 111 21 - 92

7 II 22 12 7-- 97

7 11 22 12 8--121

S 9 - 64

4 in - 63

9 14 ?5 14 9--138

5 - bl

11 10 15

10 8 10

14 ..

24 14

95
10—125
7— 59
..— 15

9 11

6 13

5 ..

Empire Gun Club—The annual merchandise shoot

, the Empires came off as usual on the 9th and 10th

Lis there being an average attendance of seventy-

je shooters altogether for both days—63 Saturday,

I Sunday.
jSix events were shot on both days. The main fea-

jjre on Saturday was the fifth event, merchandise

Jizes 20 targets, entrance $1.25, class shooting, 12

'iLses, 63 entries. The high score was 19 breaks,

I J to Feudner, A. J. Webb, "Wilson" and E. Kleve-

Ihl tied on the shoot out at ten targets, Feudner

• a Webb were high with 8 breaks each. There were

I prizes distributed, winners in each class had choice

ii prizes "in the order of score." Otto Feudner and

ligar L. Forster were high guns for the day, scoring

I breaks out of a total of 105 targets.

Dn Sunday the principal event was the fourth, at 20

. gets for merchandise prizes, high guns, unlimited

, -entry, $1.25 for first and 75 cents for each subse-

lent entry, highest score to count, 72 entries. At 22

>rd= Webb's score of 19 breaks was high for the

lent In the fifth race at 15 targets, Ed. Schultz and

1 C Nauman scored straight from the 22 yard mark,

f'hultz won in shooting off and took first prize. The

,;h and sixth events were also re-entry races, best

Ires to count. In the sixth race Frank L. Carter

Id M. A. Clark of Vallejo tied with 15 straight each.

I rter won on the shoot-off.

me high average cup. donated by Frank H. Mayer,

I- the two days was won by Otto Feudner, who

lired 98 out of 105 and 90 out of 100, missing but

I out of 205. Edgar L. Forster was second high

lerage with 18 birds lost, 9S out of 105 and 89 out

l< 100 Ed Schultz lost IS birds out of the 20o—9i-

I, and 11-100. On Sunday Mrs. J. C. Phelan, who

! Indies a gun gracefully and skillfully, made a score

111 out of 20 in the fifth event.

'li-rank L. Carter gave an interesting exhibition

ilth a 22 rifle, shooting at small iron washers and

lier difficult objects to hit. Carter is a wonder with

H; small bore rifle.

The out of town contingent was well represented.

J Ed. Vaughan, C. D. Plank, D. W. King Jr W
Wattles, W. H. Seaver, J. B. McCutchan, T. L.

! |wis and E. Holling were among the trade jepre-

iilltatives present at the shoot The

'low in the summary.

•Umpire Gun Club, Alameda Junction

IBaber 9, 1905

—

Barker ' 13 IS 13 13 12 10
Carter 13 15 14 16 12 15
Fish 10 S 12 16 14 ..

"Slade" 13 15 11
Nauman 15 19 12 17 15 13
Feudner, F 13 IS 14 15 13 14
Schultz, F 14 19 14 14 13 13
"Wilson" 15 17 15 15 13 12
Golcher 14 IS 13 15 13 14
Green 12 20 13 15 13 13
Hawxhurst 13 IS 12 16 . .

Lowry 11 19 12 10 11 12
Leavell 14 17 12 15 12 11
Janssen 6 4 5 13 12 12
O'Hara S 13 .. 10 12 12
Harvey 14 IS 12 15 11 13
Leary 16 12 6
Gregory 13 13 12
Ryan 13 16 14 12 9 10
Patrick 13 13 s
Mastick 9

Jacobsen S 16 14 10 11 14
Plank, C. D 13 19 15 16 12 14
King. Jr., D. W 11 19 12
Knick 14 IS 15 16 11 12
Clark 14 17 13 17 13 15
Knauft 11 9 6 S 9 9
Roney 11 IS 14 13 13 13
Morin 13 17 12 16 12 12
Schnipper 9 S 4
Miller, Dr 10 12 5 12 13 11
Hoey 11 16 9 14 10 9

Hauer 11 IS 10 11 6 S

Houpt 14 13 11
Wattles 10 12 .. 11 11 6

Stevens 10 12
Bodkin, Dr 7 12 7 5 12 S
Rogers 3 5 11 12 10 9

Iverson 14 16 14 IS 13. 12
Sandidge 12 S 8

Lynch, J. L, S 5 5

Hirschle 12 13 13
Magistrini 14 12 11
Ashlin 17 14 11
Comfort 17 11 10
Magristrini, Jr 10
Van Ness, Jr 11 12 10
Sneider 13 11 9

Fissell 11 17 .. 14 13 14
Hutton 15 10 9 13 11 10
Fisher 7 7 7 6 9 6.

Klevesthl. E 9 16 15 13 11 10
Sylvester, G 11 16 11 15 13 11
Holling 12 17 14 15 11 10
Price 13 .

.

Burston 3 11 12 11 S 9
Sylvester, Dr 17 S

Burfeind 15 14 11
Gill 14 14
Harpham 7 15 12
Roman S

Lvnch, W 12 8
Elias 11 10 10
Barber S . . 6

Pennington 8
Pisani 9 . . 6

Jacklan 6

Brown 13
Tolles 13 9

Lewis 12 10 6

Alden 15 .. ..

Henry of Guntersville, Ala., first amateur average, 171
out of 200, shooting "DuPont." L,. s. Long of Gun-
tersville, second amateur average, 169 out of 200,
shooting "DuPont." J. Thomason of Guntersville,
third amateur average, 162 out of 200, shooting "Du
Pont."

Bluefield, W. Va„ August 22d, E. Bond of BluefieUl,
W. Va., first general average, 9S out of 100, shooting
"Infallible." T. W. Chambers of Eckman, W. Va.,
tied for second general average with C. O. Le Compte.
91 out of 100, shooting "Infallible." W. W. Wood of
Elkhorn, W. Va., third general average, 87 out of
100, shooting "Infallible." E. Bond won the DuPont
Trophy for high amateur average. In the team races
for the Lallin & Rand Trophy, the Bluefield Gun Club
won the cup, every one of the five men shooting "In-
fallible."

Spirit Lake, la., August 22d to 25th, Fred Gilbert,
first general average, 771 out of S00, shooting "Du
Pont." W. H. Heer, second general average, 766 out
of 800, shooting "New E. C." (Improved). J. L. D.
Morrison, third general average, 762 out of 800, shoot-
ing "New Schultze." K. Huntley of Sioux City, la.,,

first amateur average, 760 out of S00, shooting "Du
Pont " R. R. Barber of Paullina, la., second amateur
average, 734 out of 800, shooting "DuPont." H. G.
Taylor of Meckling, S. D., and Richard Merrill of
Milwaukee, Wis., tied for third amateur average, 72S
out of 800, shooting "New E. C." (Improved).

general results

Saturday, Sep-
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15 20
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14
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13
11
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14
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11
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12
15
16
IS
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17
S

13
17

20

19
IS
SO
19

15

9

14
13
14
11
12
15
14
12
14
12
14
11
12
14
12
9

11
13
14
10
12
13
7

15
13
15
9

14
7

12
6

i2
12
14
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ii

ii
11
6
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15

14
14
14
14

20

15
15
17
17
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11
19
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16
15
17
14
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15
11
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13
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18
12
7
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17
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13
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A Book For Sportsmen.
The sixteenth edition of the "Handy Book for

Sportsmen," published by the Peters Cartridge Co.,

and the King1 Powder Co., is now ready for distribu-

tion. This booklet includes not only the revised game
laws of the several states and territories of the
United States and Canada, but also a description of

the goods manufactured by the companies named.
Trap Shooting Rules and other information of in-

terest to sportsmen. In addition to this booklet the
Peters Cartridge Co. have published the game laws of

the several states in circular form for convenient ref-

erence and will be pleased to forward same to any
address upon request.

Salmon Season Closed.

Sunday, the last day of the open season for the
taking of salmon in the waters of this state until

October 16, was duly observed by a large contingent

of salt water angling enthusiasts who were out early

and late in launches, yawls, skiffs and a small but
choice variety of nondescript home-made mechanical
craft. The total take of the day is summed up
by "Parson" Jackson as between twenty-five and
thirty fine conditioned fish, most of them of good
size. The largest salmon, a thirty-six pounder, was
taken by Attinger brothers. This catch ties the

record for weight, held by Jake Christianson, up to

Sunday. While the salmon were liberal in their at-

tention to the trolling baits of a number of fisher-

men, singular to say, the veteran experts Al Wilson,

J. Christianson and "Parson" Jackson were ignored

in toto by the quinnat migrants in Raccoon straits

—

another evidence of the perversity of the fish tribe,

a quality that keeps the anglers guessing all the time.

The salmon landed were all hooked on the Tiburon

side from Belvedere point to Bluff point, but one fish

wras observed to be taken in mid-channel and that

was captured by Mr. Bouton, a member of the Pacific

Striped Bass Club.

The number of fish taken by anglers during the

last three weeks is computed to have been about 200.

Now that the possibilities of good sport are assured

in the bay waters, fishing for the royal quinnat sal-

mond, it is believed that the game will have many
enthusiastic followers during the next open season

for salmon—that is, when the fish are running, for

it is not anticipated by experienced observers that

there will be many fish running after October 15.

A matter of much complaint is the carlessness of

the power launches in fouling anglers' tackle. A
case in point is that of the "hospital" launch, which

craft, it is claimed, has deliberately, on more than

one occasion, fouled lines and broken away the

tackle. There is no reason for this and if the identity

of the persons responsible can be ascertained an

angler has redress for damages.

TRADE NOTES.

Peters' Points.

At the tournament given by the New London, Ohio,

Gun Club, August 31st, Peters shells were very much
in evidence. They were used by the majority of the
shooters, including Mr. D. D. Gross, winner of the first

average, Mr. R. J. Smith, second average, Mr. E. R.

Stilson. third average.
At Lancaster, Pa., September 2nd, Mr. Neaf Apgar

attended the shoot of the Bob White Gun Club, win-
ning high average with Peters Factory Loaded Shells.

A $450 Winchester Rifle.

The . Winchester Repeating Arms Co. has just

turned out for Mr. A. A. Busch of St. Louis one of

the handsomest weapons ever seen in St. Louis. It

was made to the wealthy brewer's special order and
cost $450. The rifle is of the 1S86 model, 33. calibre,

take down, with half octagon barrel and half maga-
zine. The stock is of special imported walnut and
most elegantly carved. On the sides of the receiver

the engraved background is of grape leaf design and
on one side a gold inlaid moose and cow stand forth

with true fidelity to detail. On the other side is

shown a grizzly bear and a mountain goat, both of

gold, inlaid. On the cap of the pistol grip the well-
known brewery trade mark in solid gold is placed,

while the monogram A. A. B.. in gold, is neatly but
prominently shown. Delicate lines of gold and plati-

num inlaid trace the entire barrel's length and are

also visible on the sides of the receiver. The forearm
is elaborately carved, and the forearm tip inlaid with
gold scroll work. Mr. Busch makes an annual hunting
trip in the old country and on previous journeys his

handsome Winchester rifles and shot guns have
caused so much admiration, both for their finish and
fine shooting qualities, that many have been left with
friends by the generous St, Louisan. This new
weapon is designed for his personal use and perma-
nent possession, and Mr. Busch says under no cir-

cumstances will he ever part with it, as he considers

it the handsomest rifle in the world.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombau$tp&
Caustic Balsam

Averages Reported.

Columbia, Pa., August 19th, Andy Somers of Delta,

Pa., first amateur and first general average. 136 out

of 150, shooting "DuPont." L. J. Squier, second gen-

eral average, 129 out of 150, shooting "DuPont." J.

A. Fleckenstein of Columbia, Pa., third amateur av-

erage, 111 out of 150, shooting "New Schultze."

Somerville, Conn., August 22d, H. C. Barstow of

Rockville, Conn., first general average, 1S2 out of 200,

shooting "Infallible" D. H. Bradley of Bridgeport,

Conn., shooting "New E. C." (Improved), and J. A. R.

Elliott, shooting "New Schultze," tied for second

average, 181 out of 200. II. C Finch of Thomasville.

Conn., third general average, ISO out of 200, shooting

"Infallible."

Guntersville, Ala., August 22d, Walter Huff, first

general average, 192 out of 200, shooting "DuPont."

C G Spencer, second general average, 190 out of

200, shooting "DuPont" H. N. Hall, third general

average, 189 out of 200, shooting "DuPont." Sam

5^ <D"'*>L
Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrurh, Diphthen". Removes all
Bunches from Horseo or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy Cor Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it Is Invaluable,
livery bottle or Caustic Balsam sold Is

Warranted to cive satisfaction. Price $1 50
per bottle. Sold by drue:^M;>, or sent by ex-
press, chnreres paid, wltn lull directions tor
its use. r?TSend for descriptive- circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,
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INDIGESTION OF HORSES.

Indigestion is one of the common dis-

met with in the horse. We meet

it in two different forms, acute indi-

gestion, which is the result of sudden

,..re or less complete cessation 01

the function of digestion, the result.

generally of the animal's getting loose

g inordinately of grain; .
or

| is the result of gross violation

of some of the foregoing principles.

is disease resembles in its symp-

toms colic, the treatment being almost

exactly the same, and we will consider

it under that head. Suffice it to say

here, that prevention is much easier

than cure.

The other form is what is known as

chronic indigestion, and is a derange-

ment to a greater or less extent of the

function of indigestion. In other words,

the digestive process is imperfectly

carried on. It may be so slight as to

be hardlv noticeable, or it may be so

severe as to make the animal nearly

useless. The disease is caused by vio-

lating more or less continuously for

some time some or all of the forego-

ing principles. The disease is very

common.
The symptoms—The first symptoms

noticed is general unthriftiness. The

animal is not "doing well." In order

to improve its appearance, more gram

is fed. but it does not respond. It loses

its spirit, does not drive with old-time

freeness, will not stand the hard work,

tire and sweats easily. The animal

generally has a ravenous appetite, al-

though occasionally it will be dainty,

but as a general thing it will eat any-

thing within reach, frequently showing

a desire for dirt, licks stone walls,

gnaws the woodwork of the stall, and

eats the bedding. There are apt to

be frequent attacks of colic, and also

more or less bloating after eating.

The hair becomes harsh, unduly long,

and loses its luster. The skin also

becomes harsh, loses its mellowness,

and is tightly drawn to the tissues

underneath: in other words, the animal

is "hide bound." While all these symp-

toms may be present in very bad cases,

as a general thing only a portion of

them will be noticeable in any single

individual.

The treatment—First obey the proper

principles of feeding; feed a balanced

ration ; make all changes gradually and

do not overfeed. Medicinally we give

those drugs which will stimulate the

digestive organs to activity. The so-

called condition powders are intended

for this purpose. A very good mixture

is the .following:. Gentian, % pound;

bi-carbonate of soda, y2 pound; mix
vomica, y. pound; arsenic, 1 drachm.

Mix thoroughly. Dose, a tablespoon

level full in moistened grain, morning
and evening. At noon give the follow-

ing mixture: Sulphate of iron, %
pound; saltpeter, % pound. Mixed.

Dose, a tablespoonful in moistened

grain.
Continue the use of the medicine for

two or three weeks, then withhold for

a week, and then give again. Con-
tinue in this manner until the animal
recovers. In some cases treatment

will need to be continued for six

months or even longer.

These mixtures are available to give

to horses in the spring, a few weeks
before the hard work commences, es-

pecially where the animals have been
wintered upon a large amount of

roughage, as this line of feeding is very
apt to cause more or less indigestion.

—George A. Walterman.

The skins from which wool is pulled

have an important commercial value

and it is the aim of pullers, of course,

to remove the wool from the pelts by
such process as will cause the least

impairment possible to the skins.

Sheep skins were never so largely used
as they are today nor were they ever
put to such varied uses. They are util-

ized for purposes which render it neces-
:uy that they shall be handled so that

the surface of the skin shall not be
rotted. At present the wool is re-

moved from the skin by what is called
the depilatory process which does not
impair the quality of the skin, years
ago flic method of sweating the skin

practiced, which practically rotted
the wool out. The pelts were hung up
in vaults in which the steaming pro-
cress was Introduced. The outer sur-
face of the skin, in which the wool
fibres were imbedded, was thus rotted,
rendering the removal of the wool quite
easy. This was succeeded by the lime
process the application of a mixture
of lime and arsenic. The mixture was
applied to the outer surface of the pelt
with a brush. This was detrimental to

the wool and has in turn been super-
seded by the depilatory process in

which a sulphide solution is used.

©tt£ gSvcciH-r crofc Qpovtsntan [September 16 1

GLANDERS INCURABLE.

Glanders occurs generally over the

United States. It became very preva-

lent during the civil war, and is most
common among ranch horses to-day in

the West. It occurs in both an acute

and chronic form, the former ending

with death in a few weeks, the latter

covering months and even years.

Animals may appear healthy yet be

suffering from glanders. In this dis-

ease the lungs are the principal seat

of the malady, and they may be af-

fected long before any outward sign

of the disease. Later the glands of

the jaw enlarge and the membrane of

the nostrils becomes affected and a

discharge is commonly thrown off. All

cases of chronic discharge are suspi-

cious. Small ulcers or boils will ap-

pear under or on the skin also. This

form is known as farcy. These ulcers

often develop into bad sores on the

body and hind limbs.

The disease is spread by nasal secre-

tions on the woodwork of the stables,

on posts, water troughs, etc. When on

wood will dry and as dust be taken

into the lungs and the disease gener-

ated. Humans become inoculated

through wounds on hands generally.

The germs live three to four months.

This disease is incurable and should

not be treated. It is commonly subject

to state supervision, and all cases are

promptly killed, serviceable horses be-

ing made good by financial recompense
from the state. All suspicious cases

should be reported to the state veter-

inarian.—Dr. Paul Fisher, Ohio State

Veterinarian.

PHENOL SODIQUE
heals

CUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST
Antiseptic

Dressing

for

Man or Beast.

Ke-p handy for emer
geacles In home

and stable.

Equally good for dogs

and all animals.

If not at your drug-
gists, small size sent
to any address upon
receipt of 10c

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

Kerry cattle take their name from
Kerry county, in Munster, Ireland.

They are known as the "poor man's
breed." They fatten easily, and the

beef is of fine quality. The cows are

handsome, small and very gentle.

They always become pets, where they

are properly used. They are large

milkers, when compared with the

amount of food they use. The cows
average only about 400 pounds in

weight.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
In a Race.

A high-class Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15 Eagle 2:19$, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing For further particulars

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

c

t, t
Central TrustComp;

of California

42 Montgomery Si

SAN FRANCISCO

You can open a Savings Acc<

by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNU/

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings

3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"TBE SURE WAY TO TVEALT1

Dairy cows are naturally fond of

company, and are averse to being1

moved from place to place. They do

better when they remain in one place

for a long time. This applies whether
they be fresh or dry.

Sponges. S Adderley, 307 Market St

FOR SALE.
BROOD MARE, SIRE BY BLACK RALPH

2:20, dam Black Baby by Black Bird 2:22; sec-

ond dam by Nigger Baby. This mare is a beau
tlful black, weighing about 1000 lbs. She is very
spirited, stylish and of unusually goou disposi-

tion. Was never trained and, in fact, little used,
but has done 2:40 hitched to a heavy cart and
driven by an amateur. She is now in foal to

Lynwood W.
Also, her Weanling Fillj (4 months) by Lyn-

wood W This filly is of remark biy muscular
build and very pretty—a bright bay with black
points. Every California horseman knows Lyn-
wood W.'s colts are good A three-year-old of

his did the last quarter of a mile heat in 3\y2 sec-

onds on the Santa Rosa track September 9th, and
this afteronly three months training.

The price for mare and filly is $450, or will sell

separately. Address the owner.

P. O. BOX 46J, Santa Rosa, Cal.

| McMURRAY

|

At the

|/TonqueHnd
STOCK GET JUST ENOUGH AT THE RIGHT TIME

CDMPRE55ED PUHE-5ALT BRICKS:

AND PATENT FEEDER!
No waste, no neglect.all convenience.

Your dealerhas it. Write us for the booh.

BEIMONT STABLE SUPPLY CO.
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS

"..: BrooKlyn, N.Y.

Fast Team of Pacers
T^OR SALE—SEVEN" AND EIGHT YEARS
J- old, stand 16 hands; bays, good manes and
tails; well matched; gentle; used to the city.
Will pace better than 2:40. Sound and stylish
Can be seen at the Nevada Stables, 1350 Market
street. Apply or address

E. G. PIERCE,
Nevada Stables, San Francisco.

%J\/\.

California Safe Deposi

and Trust Company...

iiiHi

in

:^:.

Receives Savings Deposits

Ten Dollars and Upwards...

IT PAYS INTEREST
TWICE A YEAK

Rate—
ZM per cent on ordinary account^.
3 6-10 per cent on term accounts*

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1,500,399-

TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839

Deposits may be made by P. O. Ordi
Wells-Pargo Money Order or Bank Drai

Send for Pamphlets Desorlptive of
Easiness

OFFICES
Cor Califorala and Montgomery t

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SHOE BOILS Are Tiarrt
to cure, yet

Uj^
e

And LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOOQINQ C\RTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER.

4*-Address, tor printed matter and prices

W. J. EENNET
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

bwF% fl*j^ ^iU remove them and
V SffliMii leave no blemisb. Does

not blister or remove the
hair. Cures any puff or
swelling. §2.00 per bottle,
delivered. Book 7-B Free.
ABSORBINE, JR., for

Mankind, SI .00 per Bottle. Cures Boils, Bruises,

Old Sores, Swellings, Etc. Mfd. only by

W V. KilAC, 1*. D. * ,

64 Monmouth btreet Springfield. Maes

Poriaieb.v -wacK&Co Laogiey &MiohaelsCo.
OHdlngton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKerron,
all of San Francisco

TULARE RACE TRACK

| AND GROUNDS.

I FOR SALE.
Qfl ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WIT
uU high board fence; 60 bos stalls; I

f. et open stalls; tankhouse and 3000-gail

tank; engine and pump complete; lOaoi
alfalfa; 8-room house: adjoining City
Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people.

673-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

BoardiDn, Training and Handling all kinds of
Fanoy Horses. A few Nloe Rigs on hand. Take
any oar going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 269.

A GOOD FILLY FOtf SALE.
ETANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BYxx

- Loobinvar 2:20, he by Dlreotor H. 2:27 by
Director 2:17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223;
second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Empress by Flaxtail; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marlon, son of Mambrino Chief II. This filly
is well broken, perfeotly sound, good gal ;ed aud
a flrst-olass prospect. For further particulars
address J. D BLAMEY,

Box 715, Grass Valley Cal.

SULKY FOR SALE.
A BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No. 15.

Latest model; just received from the faotory.

A first-class sulky in every respect. Will be sold

at a bargain. Address

F. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman,

36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

PRICE 87O00.
Address
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

36 Geary St., San Francisco, C

fin

II

!Dl

at

-.;.

kit

:

-

wm^mi locke add:

The
Modern_
Business Necessity ^^BJCAPACITY 999.99*

The famous Calculating Machine. Enthusiastically endorse

world over. Rapid, accurate, simple, durnhte. Two model!

tdfzed copper finish. J.VW. .-»\idi;e>l silver finish. $10.00. p«P
U . S. Write for Frw Booklet an.l Special Offer. Acents wan

C.E.LockeMfc.Co. 105Walnut St., Kensett.lo

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR S

rpHREE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE, ill
*- some blood bay in color; good confon.jj

and a first-class individual in every nBr!
With little work as a two-year-old he ™|
showed a 2:40 gait. Is perfeotly sound an ™
galted Sired by Iran Alto 2:12*4, dam w

Wllkswood bv Aloantara. Forprloeandp \'

lars address Breeder and Sportsman, 36

Street, San Franolsco, Cal.
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CERTIFIED MILK.

airymen have not rushed into the

(ified milk business to the extent

iaicted a few years ago. City health

]( rds do not care to place their seal

>fapproval upon milk that does not

•tie up to the required standard and

'oners are slow to provide the ex-

jisive equipment necessary to pro-

|je pure milk.

jlesides the first cost the subsequent

JJ.ntion also costs a great deal of

jje and money. Such scrupulous

•2i and attention to all the many de-

Si, is required that the production of

Jjeally high grade 'article is placed

rfond the possibility of very keen

•xipetition. Dairymen to receive the

jtlnp of approval vouched for by the

ijjificate must prove to the satisfac-

U of the health department their

fiity to produce milk wholly free

rn germs, and containing the least

xsible bacteria content. It must

t all the state law requirements

Uto butter fat and other solids, and

«>e so pure as to keep for days when
li at a reasonable temperature with-

H showing the slightest acid indica-

t. To assure this it requires first

t-oughly healthy cows and a sani-

!' stable in which to keep them; sec-

I, the best possible cleanly care;

Id, pure sweet, clean feed and water

ll'ther with such other conditions

ii facilities necessary to deliver the

luct to the consumer in the form

i| n absolutely pure product.

j meet all these requirements is

Ijnd the technical knowledge as well

Ehe financial ability of the average

U yman.
the care of the cows under such

iciitions requires constant vigilance

M. thousand details. The cows must

T groomed daily and their udders

iUd carefully with a damp cloth be-

ll milking. The milkers must ster-

I their hands' and wear clean

ties, preference being given to

lie duck suits while milking. As
li cow is milked the milk must be

Wiediately carried to a cement dairy

I: off from the stable by two spring

Is. In some dairies the milk is

B-ed into a leader that passes

I ugh the wall. In this way the

j:ers do not enter the dairy proper.

.1 milk passes from the interior

iMptacle into the dairy over a cooler

(re the temperature is reduced to

Ait 45 degrees and at once run into

m lized bottles and secured by a

lized air tight cap. Until loaded

II the wagons for delivery in the

a the bottles are kept in refriger-

Is and during delivery, if weather
witions require it, the bottles are

.ed in ice. Milk prepared in this

I will keep sweet from twenty-four
Mirty-eight hours longer than ordi-

I milk kept at the same tempera-

one is willing to invest from
:o ten thousand dollars in a stable

dairy of this kind unless he has
assurance of getting a good price

he product. But there are cus-

rs in every city who are willing

iy an extra price for a superior

ie. Quality is the valuable fea-

which is by no means confined to

:xtra butter fat content. Cleanli-

is of much more importance,
•t means disease and to avoid the
bility of contamination, custom-
spho are particular are perfectly

lg to pay extra for cleanliness "but

are not numerous. It requires

nt persistent effort to find them
they slip away easily.

ii!

hog at Eeebe, Arkansas, had al-

fed under the cars loaded with
but last summer, while eating

mal, the train started and caught

<*sf) cutting off a leg. Several boys
itated it, and when healed, got a
of rubber hose, sewed the bot-
end and filled it with sawdust.
then attached the hose to the

p, and the hog can now be seen
Ing around the cars at Beebe,

KM as ever. This story is worthy of
-** d for two reasons. First, as

ing boys doing a good Samaritan
.vhen their usual role is that of
:ruel Philistine. Secondly, their
but ingenious surgery, which in-

^BjiS that there is the making of a
Jd doctor in that crowd.
'

' o

; M s being demonstrated that draft
•Ml blood cannot be successfully
'0 id with any other to produce an
!t : horse. In fact, it is not so very

actory to cross any of the dis-
breeds. To breed in straight
brings the most satisfactory re-
Mares mated with sires of their

cind produce the best results.

^£-THE-H(w
^0 V^^P *^^ Registered Trade Mark * % .^k A^^n SPAVIN CURE X

V^C?,

,^}\l*^« ™°, ^
n0W """ ln many

,
°? ieE

u°l
r
£
atn conditions which cause lameness in the same loca-tion in different horses present varied and different phases

»«"*a '<*u»

i„„ r!.

r
1>'

l
,'Jr?

°VT t<m y?ar3 '. rese
J
reh in'o ihe nature or these complex conditions and exp-rlmnnt-Ingto perfect and combine together th» properties which form ^ave-the-Horse" SpaJin Cure acompound of Ingredients never before combined

somd'nf
t

s

S.°IrOUla " °' abS° rl> aDd ° arry " th8 exudate or secretion and restore an unsound limb

• Save-the-Horse" is no untried or uncertain remedy: Its marvelous power and posslbilitleshavebeen proven absolutely and positively No man will Are. blis.er or treat his ho-se with anyihTng
t^Ji JT "l

'"^"Sf'e and read our booklet and the letters from bankers, trainers and hors, menon every kind of case. Send for thorn: also bo klet and copy of guarantee.

L. O. BALDWIN. Trainer and Driver,

18 Grant Avenue,

Glens Palls. N. y.. Jan. 3, 1905.
You have not asked for any testimonial from me but I feel that It Is only fair to tell you what

your great remedy has done for me. My son had and still has a very floe mare by Baron Wilkes and
herdamwasHattleldebyGllly. He bought heruobroken and started to lead her home, and had
notgone half a mile w ien she went lame. She had two spavins; he called a veterinary

'

She got
better of her lameness and I went to breaking her to drive, and she went lame on the other side We
stoppedandhad her flred and blistered In both spavins. Rested her six months and commenced to
drlveher again and she went lame. I had tint leg fired again and gave her the usual rest, and she
went lame as soon as we began to ura her 1 saw your advertisement and wrote for a bottle and used
itasthedlrectlonssaid. We commenoed to drive her and she stood the test. We trained her;
worked hsr twioe a week, mile and repeat, and we are still driving her. and she goes as sound ai
any horse can If any one will use It aocordlng to directions it will cure, and no mistake.

'

—__^^_^______ L, O. BALDWIN

Washington Jockey Cub
Of the District of Columbia

Under the Au.pices of The Jockey Clob

Race Course and Offl« Office In New York
During Race Meeilngs No. 571 Flfih Avenue
Bennlng, D. C. 'The Windsor Arcade"

AUTUV1N MEETING, 1905.

The Grand Consolation, for now two-
year-olds, wi, b $3000 added. Tbe Dixie
for now three-rear-.. ld B with $2500 added
J™™'?1 '<" three-year-old allies with
UjzUUU added.

THE GRAND CONSOLATION
S3000 Added

THE GRAND CONSOLATION, for two-year-
old*, foals. .r 1903 non-mnner.siifJIO.000 at time
?A ," ?/ ".",?

H
.
y su bscrlp i,,n of $100 each, half

rorr it. J^5 only ir declared by Wednesday No-
-!»v»t'h

5
'rr,^•.'

,Centr
,'

Uf0ni
l
Da

,

la
,

ten,'" t
,

^o, lts P^^rating strength hy which the prooertlesof "mbe
' ' '

9"L"t'h *™»adoed.of whlchjoOOto,ave-th -Hor-e sustain a physiological action and Irresistible pow-r to dissolve The . eposlts.
>he aeconrl. *30fl 'o the third Cits 132 ibs. Alliesand geldings 119 lbs. Non-wlnnlng allowanoea.
Seven furlongs. Columbia Court-e.

THE D1XIE-B2600 Added.
THE DIXIE, for three-year-olds, foals of 1902.By subsc Iptlon of $100 each, half forfeit. SJoonly

i,=™cl^E<
i
b? W-dnesdav. November 1. IH05 with

S2500 added, of which $500 to the -econd $300 to
the third. Colts 126 lbs.: Allies and geldings 12*
lbs Penalties and allowances. One mile and
three-quarters, Old Course.

THE VESTAL, FOR FILLIES
82000 Added.

.
T™F YEST-41-, for three-year-cld Allies, foa

%L , ,?y subscription of $70 each, half forfeit,

fnn^ii'.h e™r,'
a

!;

e
J
d
i
>y Wednesday. November 1,

IS, wlt
._

n $200° added 0[ wnl<* 8 00 to theseoond,
$200toth third To carry 123 lbs. Pealtiesaid
allowances. Mile and a half. Old Course.

NOTICE.
Entries for the above are received only under the

conditions as printed and in all respects subject
to and in accordance with the rul s of The JockeyClub and Washington Jockey Club P- r entrybUnks address THE BREEDER AND SPOR I S-M AN, 36 Qeary St , San Francisco. Cal.

TO tUVShli, AND TRAINERS.
Due notice will be given of the closing of theColumbia Handicap. Washington Cup. Benning

Special Maximum, Bladensburg, Hunters Cham-
pion and Junior Steepleohases.

POSITIVELY AND PERMANENTLY CURES
Bone and Bog Sp*v n, Ringbone (except Low
Ringbone), Curb, ThnroUijhp'n, Splln . Cappea
Hock, Shoe Bill W-ndP'iff, Weak and Sprained
TTdinsand all Lam -ness.

ffC nfl per bottle. Written guarantee—as bind
OJiUU ing to p-otect vou as the best legal

talent could make It. Send for a oopy
and booklet.
At Druggists and Dealers or Express paid.

' SAVE THE-HORSE"
Is Indicated 'or any enlargement caused by an

injury wh cb leav^- a thickened condi-
tion of the .issues or skin

Horse can be worked with e ther shin or ankle
rjoots, as no harm can possibly come by either
des'ructionof hatrorsoaldlngof tttelimb "Save-
the-Horse" can be applied in all conditions andextremes of weather.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK. ^Wn.*.
D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent. SI9 Mission St . San Francisco

Race Meeting at Santa Maria
(THIRTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.
Entries Clos i Dctober 23, u5

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th

1—Three minute Class trotting and paciDg $100
i—Half mile acid repeat, ruDoing im
3—Three e gblh> mile and repeat for 3 yr-olds 7?>

TUESDAY, NDVEUBEK 7iIi

4—2:^0 Class, trotting and p .cin $100
5—Five-eighths mile da--h. running 7=>

6—One-quarter mile and repeat. 7ft

WEDNESDAY NOYKMBER 8»h,

7—2:20 Class, trotting and paofng ... . $'fti

8—Three-4uarter mile aahh, running ...
. ![>

9—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse
race 50

10—Half mile dash, running 75

THURSDAY. NOVEMBFR »-h
1 1—2-25 (Mass. trotting and pacing $150
'-'—One-half mile and repeat, runniDg 100
13-Thre- -eiehib- mile and repeat, nnoiag 75

FKll>AY. N..VEMBHR lOili I

14—2:35Class trotting and Diiclng $1^5
1^—S wn-eightbs mile aa>h ruuniDg "

ino6_Oo. -quaver mile aid r* peat, runn ne " 75
17-Flve-eUhths miir-oash runntn... '

75

>Aru DH. N"VKMHEK lllh
18— Pree-for-all truttict; ana pacing ft-^n
19—One mile dash, running. "

125
10— Half mile dash, running " 75
21—Five eighths mile dash running.".'!!!!"! 75

Entry Blank-* furnished by the Acting Secretary

I

W LLIAM MEAD Acting Seceta ry.
•iANTA MARIA, CAL.

nTflTiF,
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teacbers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HEALD, President.

O. F. WILL^Y CO.
(E-tabllshed 1B5S)

C rriage Builders a d Dealers

Harness, Rob<.s nd Whips.

'CENTS FOR
Brewoter & Co . New York, of Broome StK»o£fm»i. Iluetj Co, Mlemlaborg, OhioC S, Caffrey Co . Camden, N J
Conn.-ri.vm.. Burgy Co , Connersyllle Ind.Watertown Carriage Co.. Watertown N YWalbornSRlkerPony Veblcle«,St Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South 1062 BIN FRANCISCO

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training

btable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving alimited number of flrst-olass horses at reasonable
rates Have good looatlon, brand-new stable andeverything flrst-class. All horses in my care will
receive the best of attention.

,. , ..
T - C. CABNEY.

Telephone: Page 4147.

FOR SALE.
T^UTURITY CANDfDATE-enteredin Breeders
£ Puturliy Stake No 3 ($6000 . Ooolaent and
feta ford srakes—two \ears old; by Nu-hagakdam Winnie by Robt Bonner: secona dam by
McClell n A large handsome black Ally With
t.wn months' work at the Wo.dland track this
year she trotted miles in 2:48 easily For price
and particulars addre s

G. J. HOLLENBECK, Rio Vista. Cal.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLIONmm BOOKS
(POCKBT SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BKBEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco

£0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THfc. UKST KKfcJU t uti

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIOS

fOK SALh [^ LUTh T< SUIT U>

EL OOKAUU LINaEED OIL WO«K> CU.

208 California Street. San Franeltr-o, Oal,

Photo Engraving Company
HIGH CLASS ART

Halj Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 Mlsalon St., cor. Pint, San Pranolioo

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
•HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTOHERD—77 premiums. California State Fairs

1903-8-4. Registered oattleot beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you wantHoward Cattle Co , 208 Sansome Street San
Franoisco.

PETER SAXE & SON. Llok House, S. F .Cal
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years'
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. Hlgh-
olass breeding stook. Correspondence soliolted.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES
Work herd; 90% winners at State and county fairs'
show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 In
California No reservations. Stock near S F
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St.. San Franolsoo '

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINS AND DCRHAHS
Dairy Stook speolally. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-'
Ushed 1878. William Nlles s Co.. l3s AnToles
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAU.

(Property of John parhott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusive* to the Breeds and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY, Manager.

Save the Race by Using
The Wonderful California Liniment

Dr. Smith's

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, S500.00
iJFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our

terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the [arm, 1 miles from Cub;

Mention this journa.

when writing

' ®lj? Ixntpir? GIttu itfanns,
CUBA,

NEW YORK,

OF ALL HORSE OWNE
AND TRAINERS

As a Robdown and Tonic Before and After

VITA OIL CURES DISEASES OF HORSES
Removes and Prevents Lameness and Soreness

For sale by Harness Dealers and Druggists everywhere.

Teterlnary Packages (quarts), S3; Six-ounce Cans, SI.

VITA OIL COMPANY, Makers, SAN FRANCISCO

PPALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

75 PER CENT
USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorseFootEemed
.. SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento,

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, (

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, TJ

JDBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Ri

A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, W
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, "W

MCSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, W
C. RODDER StocktoD,

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton,

W. C. TOPPING San Diego,

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles,

H. THORWALDSON Fresno,

JOS. McTIGCTE San Francisco,

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles,

Manufacturers, 412 W.nadUon St..CHICAGO
,

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT

^wUch for twenty-fl' e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

o^an acre has recently, ./the addition of very handsome*^™^™Af™
and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room-the FINEST IN THE

WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR-the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and

PJtab^for the ladles-the I.OTJIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM

and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and he

Mo*"convenient Location in the City-all add much to the ever mcreasing popularity

o[ this most famous HOTEL.

Absolute Security

Against Loss by Fire
BY INSURING IN

The Firemen's Fund Insurance Co.

Reliability, Consideration and Promptness are characteristic of this Company.

The Cost is Nominal. <#*>=**» The Security Absolute.

Home Omce-401-407 CALIFORNIA STREET, S. F.

VICTOR TEEILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Part

(Take Hayes, MoAlltster or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best looated and healthiest Stable in San Francisoo. Always a good -roadster on hand for

sale cYreful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses or

uac'k use Ladies can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles

or oars.

AwardedGold Medal
At California State
Fair 1892.

Every horseowner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of it on hand. It
ilmproves and keeps
stoek in the pink of
condition.

nanhattan Pood Co

1 353 Folsom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for it.RED BALL BRAND.

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.
C. F. EEBIE1L, nuHH'

TOOMB1
TWO WHEELE
ARE THE LEADER!

Sulkies in All Si

Pneumatic
Road and Track Cai

Pneumatic Pole Cai
for Team Work on both

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Cai

Long Shaft Breaking C

Send for latest Catalogue

S, TOOMEY & C(

Canal Dover, Ohio, U

O'BRIEN & SON!
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Pol
SAN FRANCISCO, C

TakmttlnTimei
» If you have the remedy on hand, and are ready to

actpromptlv, you will find that, there is nothing in

the form of Spavins, Splints, Curbs, Windpuffs and
Bunches which will not yield promptly and perma-

nently to

Quinn's Ointment
It has saved thousands of pood horses from the peddler's

carl.mid the broken-down hor-e market. Mr. C. B, DiCK-

m whoconduets one of the largest livery stables in the Northwest.

^KfoKl'nK'r.e'-Sn,; ,.,,„. Oln-njon,^°™«™™i™ ou U,KS
Write us for cinI outit'Tn his"Vt'ab'ia"'Fo7 curbs, "splint". spavins, "'ndpul

1

Prlc.Sl.OOp.rboIlk,. Sola by all druggists or sent bj nil.

W. B, Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

The Greatest
edy Ever
For Bad Lei

It penetrates to the seat of trouble at once. It allays few fro

oause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for splints. Curbs, llior.

pin.. Sweeny. Capped Hocks, Wind Purrs and all Lamenes
Sprains, Ringbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down
and iDiured tendons, ruplured ligaments its power is unfailing,_i
nently cures all broken down conditions of the ADkles. Hocks, le

or Ligaments, without loss of hair or an hour's let up oo the n rse.

PRICE S3 PER BOTTLE Express charges prepaid on rect

price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refund

THE F. A. WILCOXSOS REMEDY CO , Tlffln O., U.

DflHirrcPAC T*lh...«tf»H a^ type written ready for framing
KcUlgrcCa I d.UUI<Xl.CU Write for prioes. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cai.

PHONE PARK 163 A. J. MARTIN,

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1330 I^EIXjXj STREET

BUST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRL AVE
Hayes St. Cars Pass th
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
GrUAJNTO

-»t til©

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was "won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 89 out or 100 from the 18-yard mark, usin

PETERS FACTORY LOADED
This was the Only Event During: the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the following:

1st on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie), 99 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M Arie (tie), 97 out of 100.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97, 4 of 96 and 35 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells.

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO AN! OTHER
MAKE COSTING 835 MOKE.

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Coast Branch.* PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San FrancisceOr
to

Ballistite Wins!
J. W. BRADRICK won the ANACONDA CUP, 25 straight, and
THIRD HIGH AVERAGE, Sportsmen's Association of the
Northwest, Portland, June 22=3=4, '05, 149 shooters competing.
"SLADE" made the ONLY STRAIGHT SCORE, 20 live birds,

California Wing Club, Ingleside, August 13, 1905.

Both ihe HIGH AVERAGE and GENERAL AVERAGE and also

the PHIL B. BEKEART CHALLENGE TROPHY, J. W. Bradrick,

94 out of 100 Birds, at Second Annual Tournament of Pacific

Coast Trap Shooters Association, Ingleside, May 28, 29, 30,
WERE ALL WON WITHBALLISTITE.

If You Have Not Yet Tried It, Do So. You Will Like It.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST AGENTSSAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO

SHREVE & BARBER CO.i California
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St,

Send for

Catalogue

!

-521

Kearn St

,

Mail Orders

a<Specialty

GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING-TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, ,| CALIFORNIA.

YOUR
GUN

YOC may need a new one this fall; DO NOT wait until yon want
It ORDER NOW. REMEMBKR It takes time to make a snn ana
make one RIGHT. We do not oare to make one any other

•

way^ \S&^
Tr ««n r*nwT know all about a eon write to us; we may be aDie ^^T], *„.- ,Ti

Jo 8
y
erve JUST YOU We have hid over forty years' experience, and it's yonra for th

asking. Tell ub what you want Write to-day.

32 Warren St„ New York City, 30 Cherry St„ Meriden, Conn.

The Hunter One-Trigger
Is Absolutely ^& Put on Any L. C. SMIT

Perfect GUN, New or Old.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY

Through Picturesque California.

The Ideal Route for

Tlie ABEler anfl Outias Trips

One day's ride from San Francisco will take
you to some of the finest Trout Streams in the
State. Along the line and within easy distance
are many of the best Springs and Summer Resorts
In the State. The Company maintains a Pish
Hatchery and annually stocks the many streams
reached by its road. One million Trout Fry were
planted last year in these streams.
Black Bass Fishing can be enjoyed in Russian

River near Guerneville, Guernewood Park and
Camp Vacation, in season.
The best Striped Bass Fishing waters on the

Coast reached by the Tiburon Ferry.

VACATION FOR 1 905

Issued annually by the Company, is now ready.
This is the standard publication on the Coast for

information regarding Mineral Springs, Resorts,
Country Homes and Farms where summer board-
ers are taken, and Select Camping Spots.
Beautifully illustrated, 150 pp. and can be had

In response to mail request or at ticket offices.

Ticket Offices—650 Market Street (Chronicle
Bldg) and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street.
General Office—Mutual Life Ins. Bldg., cor.

Sansome and California Sts., San Francisco

KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS.

JAS. AGLEK,
Gen. Mgr.

K. X. RYAN,
Gen. Pass. Act.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S- P. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterfnarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnburc
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stotk
Inspector forNew Zealand and AustrallanColonlei
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franolsco:
Tplpphone Park 128.

HUNTER ARMS CO, FULTON, NEW YORK
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

r
#•»»»•»•»>•••••»§

. IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE §
IN NEWSPAPERS*

ANYWHERE AT ANYTIMB $
Call on or Write

E.C. DIKE'S ADYERTISM AGEKCif
124 Sansome Street

• SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. J

FOR SALE.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS
pOTH SIRE AND DAM IMPORTED. THEY
-L* are all osautles, just right tor this winter's
shooting.

GEO B. M. GRAY,
319 Twelfth Street, Oakland.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and it Is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored In 48 Hoars.

CAPS ULES

Superior to Copaiba. Cabeba -or Injection

BLAKE, M0FFITT & T0WNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 109

CALIFORNIA
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When the Birds

Are On the Wing"

YOU NEED

AMMUNITION
Write for Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

"When the Birds
m

Are On the Wing"

YOU NEED

&SHOT GUNS
Write for Illustrated Catalog.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT:

E. E. DRAKE, - Manager

Tttmasm
AMMUNITIOKT, RIFLES, JSHOTCSrXJJXTS

WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904

At Trinidad, Colo.,

September 4th, 5th and Glh,

Denver Post Trophy

was won by

Mr. George M. Maiwell of Holsteln, Neb ,

who broke 98 ex 100

from the 18-yard mark, using

New Schultze,

A R. Crosby

won First General Average 338 ex 400,

H. G Taylor of Meokllog, S. D.,

won First Amateur Average, 3s6 ex 400.

Mr. Harold Money

won Second General Average. 3!?t ex 400.

All three of these gentlemen used

New E. C. Improved

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York.

J

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder

.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

!

i

il

\
The Official Rtcor.s Show

that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, Ind., June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won. everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

* (Grand American Handioap, Preliminary

f Handioap, Consolation Handioap and '

the Five Men State Team
(

Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

Clabrough, GoTcher & Go.

ftUNS S*%m&-* FISHING

Chin Goods
ay-Sena for Cutalogot.

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

SELBY faSd SHELLS
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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36 GEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR

PET1GRU 2:10 1-2

Bay Trotting Stallion by KlNGWARD, eon of ONWARD. Owned by W. G. Duhfee, Los Angeles.
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$17,200

GUARANTEED PURSES. Grand Southern Fall Circuit.
517,210

GUARANTEED PURSES

T^OVJECilVEBESn O to 23, Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, OCT. 24, 1905.
Records Made On or After October 1, 1905, No Bar.

SAN BERNARDINO
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

COL G. W. PKEiCOTT, Pres. A. TV. BRUNEK, Sec'y

November 9th, 10th and 11th.

TnuMsDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

1—2:12 Class, Pacing 6600

8—2:14 Class. Trotting 600

3—2: o Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

. FRIDAY, NOVEMBER loth.

4—2:20 Class, Trotting S60O

5—2:20 Class, Pacing 60O

6—Zolock Special for Association cup or purse

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11th.

7—2:09 Class, Trotting 8600
-2:09 Class. Pacing fiOO

-2:4.0 Class. Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to San Bernardino and Riverside

Driving Club Matinee Horses only. Horses eligible must be

owned by a member or the club thirty days prior to date of race

and must be driven by owner or a member of the club they

represent.

SANTA ANA
HARNESS HORSE ASSN.

GEO. McFEE, Pres. A. W, BRUNER, Sec'y

November 15th, 16th and 17th.

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 16th.

1—3:12 Class, Pacing «600

3_2:14 Class, Trotting 600

3—3:30 Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16tn,

4—3:30 Class, Trotting S600

5—3:30 Class. Facing 600

6—Sweet Marie or Zolock Special.

FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 17 th.

7-2:09 Class. Trotting 8600

8—2:09 Class Pacing 600

9—2:30 Class. Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cop. . . 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to Santa Ana and Riverside Driving

Club Matinee Horses only. Horses eligible must be owned by a

member of tne club thirty days prior to date of race and must be

driven by owner or a member of tbe club they represent.

LOS ANGELES
HARNESS HORSE ASS'IM.

C. A. CANFIELD, Pres A. W. BRUNER, Sec'j

November 21st to 25th.

Six to enter and four to start.
Money divided 50 25 15 and 10 per cent.
A Dorse distancing tne field or any pirt thereof is entitled to first money only.
Entries close Tuesday, October 24 th. when hnrbe must be named and eligible to the class in which

he is named Records made ou or after October 1st no bar.
The rules of tbe National Trottiog Association, of which the Associations are members, shall

govern anles-i otherwise provided
Entrance F'.e, five per ceit or purse, du? and payable before the race starts, and five per cent

additional from money winner*, except in cup races no entrance fee is chaiged.
Positions will be drawn for by the drivers before the start of the first heat. In the succeeding

heats horses will start as they finished in the previous one.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21st.
1—2M1 Class Trot (Tne H N Henderson) SIOI
3—2:09 Class Pace (The Joseph Ohanslor) 101
3—3:30 Class Pace, Matinee Horses

(TheDr Ralph Hagan). silver cup 10(

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22d.
4—2:17 Clafs Trot (Tbe J. W. Bohou) S100C
5—2:30 Class Face (Tbe Dr Wm. Dodge) loot6—2:30 Class Trot, Matinee Horses

iThe J. A. Fairehilds), silver cup 10)

TBURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23d.
7—2:14 Class Trot The W. A. Clark Jr) $1001
8—3:13 Cla-s Pace (The Henry aerry) 10Q<
9—Sweet Marie Special (The C. A- Canfield)

for valuable cup or pursi

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24th.
10—2:24 Class Trot (Tbe Charles Saddler) S100<
il— :27 Class Pace (The Dr W. A. Connelly) 1001
12—3:35 Class Pace, Matinee Hordes

(The William Garland), silver cup 10(

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 35th.
13—3:09 Class Trot (The Byron Erkenbrecher) SIOOC
14— Free-for-all Class Pace (The L J. Christopher) .. . 100(
l 5—3:40 Class Trot, Matinee Horses

(The Association), silver cup lot
Events 3, 6, 12 and 15 are op^n to Los Angeles. San Bernardino

Rivers de and Santa Ana Driving Club Matinee Horses only
Horses eligible must be owned by a member of the club thirij
days prior to date of race and must be driven by owner or a mem
ber of the club they represent.

conditions:
All events are three in At e, except cup races which are two in three.
Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p m on the day preceding the race shall be required U

start. Declarations must be made in writing and made at the office of the Secretary
Colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on tbe day preceding the race and must be worn opon

the track. Co'ors will be registered in the order in which they are received When colors are noi
named or conflict, drivers will bs r-qulred to wear the colors furnished by the Ass r ciation.

Hipoles barrel in Trotting events, but will be permitted in Paciog events with the exception ol
cup events

Any race that may be started and unfinished on the last day of the meeting may be declarec
ended and money divided or cup awarded according to the rank of the horses in the summary.

Address all communications to the Secretary.
A. W. BRUNER, Secretary, 313 West Second St., Los Angeles, Cal.

TULARE FAIR GROUND ASSOCIATION
FALL RACE MEETING

TO BE HELD AT

TULARE, GAL, OCTOBER 16 to 21, 1905, INCLUSIVE,

Entries Close October 1st. Running Races Overnight

$5265 will be Given in Stakes and Purses.

ALL PURSES GUARANTEED.

TUESDAY, OCT.
Proj
17th.

;X*axklm©

:

1_2:09 Class Face 8500
2— ::17 Cla-6 Pace 400
3—Tbrer-year-old Trot 200
4—Three and half furlong dash 75
C—F«nr furlong daBh 75

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 18th.

6—2:30 Class Trot 8400
7—Three-year-old Pace 2oO
8—Oar year-old Trot or Pace, half

mile beat" 75
9—Quarter mile daoh 60
10—rive eighths mile dash 100

THURSDAY, OCT 19th.

11—3:13 Class Pace 8100
12—3:14 Class Trot 400

13—Two-year-old Pace, 2:30 Class 150
14—Fonr and half furlong dash 100
15—Three qaari era mile daoh 100

FRIDAY, OCT. 20th.

16—2:17 Class Trot. 8400
17—Two-year-old Trot 150
18—Three-eighths mile daBh 75
19—Hair miie dweh 75
20—Seven-eighths mile dash 125

SATURDAY, OCT. 21st.

21—3:10 Class Trot 8500
22—3:*0 Class Pace 40o
i3—Two-y»>ar-old Pace 15"
24—Half mile dash 75
25—Three-quarters mile dash 100

CONDITIONS.
Entrance Fee to oil races, five per cent of purse and five par cent additional deducted from

money winner*
Races not filling satisfactorily to the Board of Directors may be declared off.

Declaration (to declare out) must be made In writing and will not be accepted unless accompa-
nied by the amount due at tbe time the declaration is made.

Stakes for harness races will be divided into four moneys: 50 25, 15 and 10 per cent, escept for
one and two year old*, which will be divided 60. 25 and 15 per cent.

Running Races—Money to be divided into 75 per cent and 85 per cent of purse.
All barneys rftoes 3 in 5 except races Nos 8. 13. 1" and 23. which are 2 in 3.

Hopples barred in trottlDg races, but will be permitted in pacing races.
Cjnditional entries will be treated the same as regular entries, and nominators held under the

rale
Member National Trotting Association.

Address all communications to

H, WHALEY,
President.

W. F. INGWERSON, Secretary,
TULARE, CAL.

BE A DISTEMPER EXPERT
If you once learn tho value of Craft's Distemper & Cough Cure you will be
able with It to cure with almost magical quickness any case of Distemper
Enzootic, Plnkeyo. Cough or Catarrhal Affection in horses, sheep or oops
Tbe remedy costs nothing tf It fails, but it doesn't fail. No need of any horse
or other stock ouIdx los' from these diseases. If your druggist cannot'suppl^
It.nrderdirect. Scut prepaid on receipt of price. 50c and $1. Drop a card

for "Veterinary Pointers" It is free and Is Invaluable to stockowners

. Wells Medicine Co.SssX&s? 13 3d st, Lafayette, Ind.
D. E. NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coa»t. 610 Minion 8t., San Francisco, Cal

PHOENIX, ARIZ.
$I2,000--Territorial Fair-SI2,000

DECEMBER 4-9, 1905.
FIRST-CLASS MILE TRACK

Entries to Trotting and Pacing

but Entries May Be Made at

and Records Made After

Stakes Close November 1, 190

Any Time Before That Date

Date of Entry No Bar.

Trotting and Pacing.

2:35 Trotting, stake $1000

2:22 Trotting, stake 1000

2:10 Trotting, stake 1000

2:30 Pacing, stake 1000

2:17 Pacing, stake 1000

Free-for-all Pacing, stake 1000

Running.
Half-mile, 2-yr-olds $15C
Half-mile Heats, 2 in 3 15C
6 furlongs, 3-yr-olds & up. 1

1 mile, Arizona Derby 2<

1 mile, novelty 1

5 furlongs, consolation IOC
2 1-2 mile, Cowboy reiay... 20C
Half-mile dash. Arizona

cow horses IOC
TO BE OPENED LATER: SlOO Parses for 2:30, 3:25. 3:19, 2:15, Free-for-All anc

Three-year-old Trotters; 2:28. 2:22. 2:13. 2:09 and Three-year-old Pacers.

American Trotting Association rules to govern. Hopples allowed.

Entries to Running Races close night be/ore the race.

For Entry Blanks and other information address

W. N. TIFFANY, Supt. of Speed,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA,

FIRST ANNUAL AUCTION SALE
From tbe Prize Winning

HUMBOLDT HERD OF SHORTHORNS
BELONGING TO

Messrs. B F. RUSH &. WM. PIERCE, Suisun, Cal.

r n ii j of Yearlings, Two-year-old and
hi HPr.fl Three-year-old Bulls and Heifers,uu iiuuu

slred by lne f0ll0wlDg bign-olass'
bulls: Marshall's Combination, Blythe Victor,
Sharon Victor VI. Humtoldt Victor VI, Admiral
Schley VIII and King Abbotsburn The heifers
have all been bred to the best bulls in the herd
Sale takes place at the WIL.LOTTA RANCH,

Suisun, California, on

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1905,

At 10 a m Conveyances "will meet all trains.
Lunch will be served. For catalogues send to

FRED H. CHASE & CO,,
LITE STOCK
AUCTIONEERS 1732 Market St., San Francisco

Mil
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BREEDER A^D SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, pROpniETOQ.

rurf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast,

£
OFFICE

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

Telephone: Black 586.

onus—One Year S3, Six Months SI.75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money should be sent bv postal ord^r. draft or by registered

, alter addressed to F. W. KtXLtY, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
;alifornfa.

i Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and
uddress. not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

antee of good faith.

3an Francisco, Saturday, September 23, 1905.

i; THIS IS A GREAT YEAR for three-year-old trot-

||:ers and the present outlook is that the record of

B*'08%, held by Chimes' daughter Fantasy since she

',t;rotted in that time twelve years ago, will be lowered

jfor the first time. The first three-year-old to trot in

standard time was Lady Stout, a daughter of Mam-
prino Patchen. She was driven a mile by Dr. Herr

it Lexington, October 1st, 1874,- in 2:29. Three years

ater Elaine, daughter of Messenger Duroc and Green

.Mountain Maid, lowered this record to 2:28, and two

(jvears after that Steinway trotted to a race record of

112:25% and was given the title of champion trotter

5f his age. He held the title but a few months, as

'.jlewett by Allie West took a record "of 2:23 in Octo-

|)ber the same year and wore the crown until 1SS1,

t.tvhen the grey gelding Phil Thompson by Red Wilkes

|! trotted a mile in 2:21 at Chicago. Hinda Rose, daugh-

ter of Electioneer and Beautiful Bells, trotted in 2:20

.it Hartford, October 3d, 1SS3, and a week later set

the three-year-old mark a half second faster by a

mile in 2:19% at Lexington. Hinda Rose was the

jichampion three-year-old for two years, then Patron

by Pancoast equalled her time in 1SS5. Again two

Iyears elapsed before a three-year-old trotted as fast

I and then the crown came to California and was worn

by Sable Wilkes, who made his mile in 2TTS "October

9th, 1887, at Bay District track. Another two years

l elapsed, but in 18S9 this record was. broken seven

i times. Axteil was the first to do the trick by trotting a

-mile in 2:15% at Minneapolis, July 2d, which mark
llhe reduced to 2:14 flat at Chicago, August 23d. The

Palo Alto mare Sunol by Electioneer knocked a quar-

I ter of a second off this record at Fresno October 4th,

l.but again the crown went back to Axteil when the

son of William L. trotted his memorable mile iu

I 2:12 at Terre Haute, October 11th, and was sold for

}$105,000 soon after. At San Francisco November 9th

I however, Sunol had another try at the record an 1

1 again was she the champion with a mile in 2:10% to

her credit. Three days later Arion, who had trotted

la mile in 2:10% as a two-year-old, took a flyer at the

three-year-old record and equalled Sunol's time. The
I j year ended with the championship at Palo Alto won
by two of the farm's products. Then Arion was

f;3old to J. Malcolm Forbes of Boston for $125,000, the

I highest price ever paid for a trotting horse. All

j

;the above records were made to the old fashioned

Mgh wheel sulky. In 1S92 the pneumatic tired bike

kinade its appearance and on October 17th, 1S93; Fan-
tasy started in a field of ten three-year-olds for a

1(5000 purse at Nashville, Tenn. She won the first

f neat in 2: 16%, then distance was waived and she

trotted the second mile in 2.08%, which is yet the

I

fastest mile ever trotted by a three-year-old.

liberal patronage of all harness horse owners. It is

the intention of the Los Angeles Association to give

an early spring meeting not later than the first week
in June next, thereby giving horsemen intending to

race their horses East an opportunity to try them
put and win a few dollars before starting. With the

last and the first meetings of each year held at Los
Angeles that track should be a great place to winter
horses, as the climate there has less rainy days dur-
ing the winter months than any other place in Cali-

fornia. San Bernardino is only fifty miles east of

Los Angeles and Santa Ana but thirty miles south,

so the shipments will be short and inexpensive. If

you desire to race any more this year it would be

advisable to ship to Southern California and race at

these three meetings, as the purses there are worth
going for. The Hanford and Tulare meetings can
be taken in on the way down.

THE SOUTHERN CIRCUIT, comprising the tracks

it San Bernardino, Santa Ana and Los Angeles, an-

nounces its program in our advertising pages this

week and a perusal of the announcement will show
that the purses are most liberal. The San Bernardino

neeting opens Thursday, November 9th, and con-

:inues three days, the Santa Ana meeting followin y

November 15th and continuing the same number of

lays. The programs at these two places are almost

dentical for class horses. The purses are $600 eacli

for 2:12, 2:30, 2:20 and 2:09 pacers, and for 2:14,

3:20 and 2:09 trotters. At Los Angeles the meeting
vill open Tuesday, November 21st, and last through

:he week. $1000 purses are the rule here. For the

irotters are the 2:11, 2:17, 2:30. 2:14, 2:24 and 2:00

:Iasses, while the pacers are given .the 2:09, 2:20.

2:12, 2:27 and free-for-all classes. There will be sev-

eral cups offered for matinee races at all these meet-
ings. The Southern California Circuit deserves the

THE PICTURE OF PETIGRU 2:10%, which ap-
pears on our front page this week, is from a photo-
graph taken at San Jose last spring. After making a

season in the stud at San Jose and Los Angeles this

year, Petigru was put in training by his owner, W.
G. Durfee. and soon showed that he was a faster and
better gaited trotter than ever before in his life.

Conservative horsemen who saw him work the last

half of a 2:15 mile in 1:04% with the last eighth in

14 :
j seconds, believed he would lower his record three

or four seconds this year, but he got cast in a stall

at Santa Rosa and wrenched one of his hind legs,

so that it swelled to twice its natural size. This of

course prevented his starting at Sacramento, where
he was entered, but the swelling has now gone down
and it is not thought any permanent injury will re-

sult. Mr. Durfee deserves more credit for making
a good gaited and level headed trotter out of this

.horse than any he ever handled. When he took him
in a trade in the East in 1901, Petigru was a spoiled

horse, and had been given up. by several trainers,

including Ed Geers. He would not stick to his gait

but bolt and run, the result of bad early training.

Durfee has made a model trotter out of him and
Petigru was as steady as a clock- in his work this

year. It need not surprise anyone if Petigru takes
a record of 2:06 or better next season. He is by
Kingward, son of Onward, and is out of that great
brood mare Lemonade 2:27%, the dam of three trot-

ters with records better than 2:12.

THE MINNESi >TA STATE LAIR is one worth while

This year it broke all its previous records for attend-

ance, there being in round numbers 64tf00 admissions

recorded on Monday, 48,000 on Tuesday, 47,000

on Wednesday, 35,000 on Thursday a rainy day.

58,000 Friday and 40,000 Saturday, or a total of 290,-

000. The cash surplus at the end of the week was
in excess of $50,000. A big harness racing program
was given, two $5000 purses being jning up. besides

two $2500 purses and ten or twelve $1000 purses.

There were big fields and fine racing, although no

betting is allowed on the grounds. The biggest at-

tendance of the week,. 64,000 on Monday, the opening

day. was brought by the attempt of Dan Patch to

lower his record of 1:56. Had he accomplished the

feat he would have been awarded $10,000. The track

was heavy and slow on account of rain, but Dan
reeled off a mile in 1:59%. a wonderful performance.

The live stock and other exhibits at the fair were

large and complete in every way.

THE $7000 BREEDERS' FUTURITY for foals of

this year has a very healthy look. The stakes closed
on the 15th of last October with 3SS mares bred that
year nominated at $2, which put §776 into the stake
for a starter. On February 1st this year second
payment of $5 each was made on 2S6 of these mares,
which placed $1430 more to the credit of the stake,

and the bank account read $2206. Third payments of

$5 each were also due and payable on the first of
this month. Payments were made on 224 foals, which
puts $1120 more to the account, so that the amount
now in the bank to the credit of Pacific Breeders"
Futurity No. 5 is $3326, and the foals entered are only
just weaned. There will be a $10 payment February
1st on yearlings, and $10 each year thereafter, and
if the same proportion of payments are made as
have been made in previous stakes, the stake will

again, as it did this. year, exceed the amount guar-
anteed. The popularity of the Breeders' Futurity does
not diminish, and bids fair to increase in popularity
until the guaranteed value can be placed at $10,000

or more. It has done more to keep up the interest

in horse breeding on this Coast than any other one
thing.

GOOD HARNESS RACING has been the rule at all

the meetings in California this year. Since the Pacific

Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Association took the

initiative and prohibited bookmaking at its meetings,

other associations have adopted the same rule and
the tone of racing has been greatly improved. At
Los Angeles. Fresno and Santa Rosa this year auctions

and mutuals were the only system of betting per-

mitted. At the State Fair there was a syndicate

book, but it was very gingerly pa lionized by the

harness horsemen.

FIVE DAYS RACING at the Tulare Fair this year

offers a fine opportunity to those who intend racing

on the Southern California Fall Circuit to "stop off

at Tulare" and win a few dollars. There are two

$500 purses, live $400 purses, and several of less

amounts for two and three-year-olds. The Tulare

track is one of the fastest in the State, there is al-

ways a good attendance and the management is very

attentive and obliging to visiting horsemen. The full

program of the purses offered will be found in our

advertising columns.

AN INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION of the resources

of the Pacific Slope is what the annual California

State Fair should be. The one just closed was a big

improvement over many of its predecessors in many
ways, but there is yet much room for improvement.

The pavilion should be removed fromY the city to the

fair grounds and the whole show given in one enclos-

ure. Ai\ attendance of at least ten 'thousand every

day can be secured under proper management.

SANTA MARIA will hold a race meeting November
6th to 11th. and entries close October 23d. The purses

range from $75 to $150 and are for trotters, pacers

and runners. Send to William Mead, secretary, Santa

Maria, for entry blanks.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

JOHN DUNLAP. White River, CaL—Your colt can
be registered provided its dam is registered. If you
can give us her name we can tell you whether she is

registered or not.
*

F. M. NORTHUP, San Jose—We fail to find a filly

called Moos credited to Vamoose. The mare Fanny
Fisher is by Servitor out of Sue Abbot.by imp. Brutus.
The name of neither of these mares.appears in Good-
win's Guide as having started during the past two
years.

J. J. BONZA," Tyndall. S. D.—We cannot .place the

horse Kid Treadwell 2:35%. If you give us name of

his sire and dam and where he raced we may be able

to get the information you desire.

CHAS. F. SHACKLER, Gorin, Mo.—We cannot find

any record of the stallion Glideaway that you mention.
If you can give his" probable age we may be able to

ascertain some of the particulars you desire.

WON A $5000 RACE.

There was nothing the matter with the bay gelding
Bolivar, last week when he started in the $5000 stake

at Milwaukee. Bolivar is the horse that Monroe Salis-

bury bought at Eureka last winter for James Butler
of New Yrork. He had won a race in 2:21 at the

Eureka Fair of last year and looked like a prospect.

Mr. Salisbury heard about him, took a sea trip and
bought him for something like $2000. Bolivar is one
of the slickest going pacers that ever left the State
and he has been the principal bread winner for the
Butler stable this year. While the .other horses were
starting on the Grand Circuit during the last part of

August. Mr. Butler sent Bolivar and Danube out West
where there were several big stokes offered at Ham-
line. Milwaukee and other places '-'Danube is the
trotter by Direcho that Captain Newton of Los An-
geles raised. Danube got second money in the $5000
trot at Hamline and won first mo in a $2500 race
the same week. Bolivar won a heat in 2:06% in the
2:13 pacing purse of $5000 and was beaten the other
heats by that "phenom." Echo Jn.- but was a good
second in the third and fourth heats.

Gil Curry took the two horses to Milwaukee last

week. Bolivar was entered in the 2:13 pace on the
13th of the month and drew 13th and last position.

Curry thought the thirteen hoodoo had struck him
sure, especially as Ed Patch, a son of Dan Patch, was
in the race. Bolivar was away back in the second
tier when they got the word for the first heat, and
although Curry did not try very hard he finished sec-
ond in 2 -

'
, . and then went out and won the next

three in 2:07%, 2:0$% and 2.11. It was a great day
for Bolivar and Curry and trey got an ovation'. Bolivar
is by Wayland W. 2:12% that took bis renor*1 #»i*«-»n

years ago at San Jose, when he beat Altao, Shylock,
Iago, Lucy p., and Vina B :lle In straight beats, the
time being 2:12%, 2:14% and 2:14. a crackine good
race Wayland W. is by Arthur Wilkes 2:28% out
of thai great brood mare Lettie that is also the dam
of Welcome 2:10%, and Maud Singleton 2:28%. The

m is old Mary by Flaxtail, one of the gr
progenitors of speed whose name is written in the
table of great brood mares.

King Direct 2:05% in the third heat is by Direct
- 05%. ilnm WHcome laink^r, d;mi of Cheery Lass
2 06%, second dam old Lady Bunkeg the dam Of Guy
Wilkes. William L.. El M.ih

1 D 'ion, all

producing sires.
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There is good money on the Southern California

Circuit. Read the half page advertisement in this

issue.

pacing1

, by Wayland W. 2:12%.

Zephyr 2:07% trotting, by Zombro 2:11.

Bonalet (3) 2:11%. by Bonnie Direct 2

The program for the Southern California Full Cir-

cuit is

iter's race meeting will open next Wednesday,

I
li inst.

Th. Ukiah meeting will open October 3d. and con-

tinue five day?.

... ding to the veterinary surgeons who held an

on the body of Sadie Mac. the mare died

from 'degenerative dilation of the heart."

The Alameda race track is getting to be quite a

Sunday resort for road drivers, and not a Sunday

but one or two match races are trotted or

paci I. Considerable money changes hands at times.

The roan gelding Leonardo, that is trotting so fast

i Grand Circuit, is by Bellini S194, dam Lena

Holly 2:18% by Director 2:17, second darn Steinola

by Steinway, third dam Phaccola by Silverthreads,

fourth dam Minnehaha, the dam of Beautiful Bells.

There is no betting at the Minnesota State Fair-

but they give two $5 000 purses, one for trotters, the

other for pacers, and they offered the owner of Dan
Patch $10,000 if his champion pacer would lower his

record of 1:56. There were 64,000 people paid to get

into the gate the day Dan Patch made the effort.

The mile was in 1:59%, the most remarkable mile

ever paced by this great horse, as the track was not

in the very best of shape and it was only his first

start this season.

It is announced that Mr. J. B. Haggin will sell all

his trotting bred horses in Kentucky. Mr. Haggin
has about two hundred head of well bred animals,

but has not trained or raced any for years. On
Rancho del Paso, near Sacramento, he also breeds

quite a number of trotters, and one or two sales are

held annually at the ranch, the principal purchasers

being liverymen and others who want roadsters.

Alta Vela 2.11% by Electioneer is for sale. Thisi

stallion will pay for himself in any good horse breed-

ing community in three months next spring. He is 1

out of a great brood mare and his grandam is also

a great brood mare. He is one of the most perfectly

gaited trotters living and has never had a fair chance
in the stud Apply at this office for price and terms,

A yearling by Greco paced a half in 1:36 at the

Ferndale fair last week This is the first of Greco's

get to start. Greco is by McKinney, dam Aileen 2:26

by Anteeo. second dam Lou Milton the dam of the

world's champion trotter.

The first annual sale from the celebrated Hum-
boldt herd of Shorthorns owned by B. F. Rush and

William Pierce of Suisun, will be held at that place

October 19th. Elegant catalogues have been issued

and can be had by writing to Fred H. Chase & Co,

live stock auctioneers, 1732 Market street, San Fran-

cisco. Cal.

A hot race was trotted; at the Alameda track last

Sunday between the mare Twilight by Noonday and
a big gelding named Frank by Lvnmont. The gelding

wen in straight heats, the best time being 2:22. In

the second beat Twil'ght was only beaten bv a neck
and the finish brought forth a cheer from the crowd
that wMked the echoes The stakes were $500 a side

and at least .^ir,00 changed hands on the result.

W. H. Raymond, the well known horse breeder of

Missoula. Montana, died on the 18th instant, aged 60

years. Mr. Raymond bred the thoroughbred horse

Spokane, winner of the Chicago Derby in 1S89.

Clarence Mackaye has retired from the running turf

for good it is said. He says he is far too busy to de-

vote any time to racing as the sport as now con-

ducted takes about all a person's time who owns and
races a string of horses.

George G's new record of 2:05%, made at Syracuse,

shows the Homeward gelding has all his speed. Per-
haps he will be able to trot two or three heats in that

time later on.

Audubon Boy's fractional time in his mile in 2:00%
at Syracuse last week was :31, 1:00%. '.30, 2:00%.

The last half was in'just one minute.

.I;u-k McKerron 2:27% as a two-year-old over a half

mile track is one of the youngsters sired by John A.

McKerron 2:04% that is proving the fact that the

Nutwood Wilkes blood breeds on.

The Eastern paners all agree that laving up heats
is indulged in .iust about as often on the big tracks

of the Grand Circuit as on the half m'le rings. "So
very much depends upon the style in which it's done."

Bonnie Russell 2:10% has been retired for the

season and will be treated bv a New York veterinary
for ;tn affection of one of the horse's ankles.

T. F. Adkins, the Rochester man who owns Lison-
jero 2:08%, has leased from New England parties
the h;iv mare Princess Lesa 2:19%, an own sister to

Lisonjero, and will race her in his stable the balance
Of the season. Princess Lesa is thought to be a jfoocl

_ in
j rospect.

Alxnit (he three fastest performers racing this sea-
son bv one sire are Locanda 2:03%. Allerson 2:05%
and Charley Hayt 2.06%. all sons of Allerton 2:09%,
himself once the champion trotting stallion All three
Of these horses are in grand form and apparently
sun in reduce their records before the season ends.

Albuta won a heat and took second money in the

$5000 stake for 2:18 class pacers at Columbus.

Mr. J. D. Springer has removed his residence from
Pleasanton to Los Angeles, and has taken his string

of horses with him. Among the horses are Billy Red
2.10. Miss Idaho 2:09%, Argyle, Sonoma Girl and sev-

eral others. Mr. Springer has made a host of friends!

in Pleasanton who will regret that he and his estim-
able family are not longer to be residents of that town

Bonalet has redeemed herself. She is the three-
year-old pacer by Bonnie Direct 2:05%. out of Roblet
2:12 by Robin, second dam Eveline by Nutwood. She
was bred by Mr. W. H. Lumsden of Santa Rosa, who
sent her and the trotting three-year-old Bonnie Mc
by Bonnie Direct out of Myrtle 2:13% to Ed Benyon
to .train for the big stakes they are entered in over
East. Benyon started both fillies at Hartford in the
divisions of the Hartford Futurity to which they were
eligible and both were distanced the first heats of
the'r races. On Tuesday of this week Bonalet started
in the Kentucky Stock Farm Futurity for three-year-
olds pacers at Columbus The only other starter was
Miss Adbell, that won the Hartford race, and Bonalet
trimmed her nicely. The heats were in 2: 16% and
2: 11%, which shows Bonalet is the high class filly

she was supposed to be when she left California.

In reply to the talk about a race between Audubon
Boy and Dan Patch, Mr. Savage, owner of the last

named horse, says that when Audobon Boy shows he

is Dan's class he is ready to race for $50,000. Make it

$50,001, as we want to get in with you on the bet.

Stiletto by Steinway out of Nola by Nutwood, whosc-
record is now 2:12%, reduced the record of the Dover,
Massachusetts, half mile track, two weeks ago, by
pa< tig a mile in, 2:12%.

SANSONNETTI II

Black Percheroo Stallion In Crouch & Son's Exhibit at

California State Fair

Gazelle 2:11 by Gossiper is the most distinguished

brood mare of the year. Her son. Zolock by Mc-
Kinney, has reduced his pacing record to 2:05%,

and her daughter, Zephyr by Zombro, has reduced her

trotting record to 2:07*, and trotted three heats all in

2:09 or better in a race.

Mendolita by Mendocino, dam Edith by George
Wilkes, recently won her maiden race over East,
taking a record of 2:18% in the third heat. She is

an own sister to Idolita 2:00%.

Lady Mowry, (he bay mare by McKinney 2:11%,
-him by Nutwood Wilkes, owned by Mr. J. C. Mowry
Of Alameda county, won third money in the $5000

st;ike won by Advancer at Milwaukee last

week. Lady Mowry was second in 2:11%, the fastest

heal hi the race. \ protest was made against Ad-
<Mi the ground thai he was a ringer Sec-
Knight of the American Trotting Association

tiled the pi is t'ed up pending
an Investigation. U le Bald that Advancer is none
other than Major Chew "J

;
m '

(
. [f the protest is sus-

Lady .Mowry will get second money. She
i Danube in the raci who was fourth in the sum-
mary.

Sadie Mac 2:06% was insured for $15,500.

Ben Chaboya came near winning a race with Rey
del Diablo at Nassua, New Hampshire, September 6.

He had won the third and fourth heats in 2:16% and
2:17%, came second the fifth heat, and was in the

lead in the stretch in the sixth, when he was fouled

by another horse and Chaboya was thrown out of

the sulky. Rey del Diablo got second money but he
had been heavily played to win.

A friend of. ours recently Bald "Just wa II until Sweet
m .... meel in. Strong, ami she'll have lo stretch her

neck." Weir, they have mot and she beal the Doctor
without elongating her cervical vertebrae,

iu want t" bel your money, enter your horses
Phoenix, Arizona, Territorial Pal ting,

i
i i! get good odds on most any kind of

a bet flown there, ami the only limit is the sky.

Dan Patch paced in 2:00% at the Indianapolis track
on Wednesday of last w'eek. This lowers the track
record three-quarters of a second.

Norman B., by Phallas, is quite a trotter. He won
the 2:09 class trot at Columbus on Tuesday of this

week in 2:06%, 2.07% and 2:08%, beating Mazetto.
Angiola. Direct View and others.

The Denver Field and Farm tells the following
story: Two years ago C. W. Bogart of Colorado
Springs bought Gold Dust Maid for $2,000 on credit
He stinted himself for her care and slept in her
stable winter and summer from that day until two
weeks ago, when she came under the wire at Cleve-
land a 50 to 1 shot for place, winning him $5,000:

He sold her on the spot to Johnson of Memphis for

another $5,000 and wept like a child before" 10,000

people in the grand stand as she was led away. Then
he came home and paid every cent of the indebted-
ness he had incurred the last twenty-four month;
with interest.

Dr. William Dodge, president of the Los Angeles
j

Driving Club, was a caller at the office of the Breeder!!
and Sportsman this w^eek. He says that the directors,!

of the Los Angeles Harness Horse Association expects'|

a large entry list to its meeting to be held in Novem-
ber. Quite a number of Eastern trainers will prob-i
ably arrive with their strings about the first of next J

month toNremain all winter and will take part in the

races. There are at least seventy-five trotters andl
pacers now in training at the Los Angeles track thatj|

are being put in shape for this meeting.

It is reported that Tiverton 2:04% will race no
more this year. This is indeed unfortunate as Mr,
Gwathmey's gelding was almost certain to have
knocked about two seconds from his present record
had he remained in condition.

damThey say Zephyr 2:07% by Zombro 2:11
Gazelle 2:11% (dam of Zolock 2:05%) by Gossipei
2:14%, will be consigned to the Old Glory sale this

winter. She ought to be one of the greatest broi

mares living. She has one foal, a two-year-old
Beauseant 2:06%, that is very promising.

Daedalion 2:10 will probably make a season at
Jose after the first of the new year. He will be
sire of early and extreme speed.

Danube's record is now 2:12%, made
heat of the 2.35 trot at Hamline.

the fourth

And now the drivers on the Grand Circuit are ob-

jecting to the new starter, Mr. Newton. When the

starter that pleases everybody appears, the trump of

Gabriel's horn will be heard right after the order is

given to score by the pole horse.

Bon Voyage 2:12% is the fastest trotting three-

year-old colt of the year. There was considerable

talk earlier in the season that he was not good, but

like all the horses in W. S. Clark's string he has im
proved both in manners and speed since going intt

Trainer Gerrity's hands.

W. A. Clark Jr , who owns the great colt Bon Voy-

age, winner of the Hartford Futurity for three-year-

old trotters, after the great victory presented eacli

of the stable boys with $50, and the groom of the

colt $100, giving to his trainer and driver, J. O. Ger-

rity, a nice new $500 bill.

Aiming the horses being worked at Pleasanton is

the hundsome stallion Mokelumne, owned by Geo.
Fox of Clements. The horse is in the string of W.
DeRyder, who thinks very highly of him. Mokelumne
is by Silver Bow 2:16, dam Kitty Fox by Pancoast.
sec 1 dam by Dictator, third dam by Mambrino
Time, fourth dam by Paddy Burns and fifth dam by
Mosely's Copperhead. "Moke" is now six years old,

a line Individual, and a great prospect. A coming
two-year-old by him owned by S S. Stiles of Oak-
land Is one of the fastest youngsters for his oppor-
tunltlea in California. He can show a forty gait and
i.; only just broken.

Do you raise any beef cattle on your farm ? II

so, you should be improving your herd all the timi

whether it is large or small. The sale of cattle from

the celebrated Humboldt Herd of Rush & Pierce will

take place at Suisun, October 19th. Buy a young
registered bull or a few heifers and breed up. It pays.

Jack Curry has returned from his Eastern trip with

Mr. Montanya's mares Tuna and Brilliant Gril. Both

these mares were off during the entire trip.

Miss Kinney, by winning a heat in 2:11% at Colum-
bus. Tuesday in a field of fifteen trotters, took second,

money out of the race and led the spectators to be-

lieve that she will be in McKinney's 2:10 list before

the season ends. Her dam is by Don Cossack and

she was bred by Chas. Frost of Pasadena. She is

nine years old.

,
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PACIFIC BREEDERS ooo FUTURITY.

Third Payments Made on 224 Foals of 1905 in

This Popular Guaranteed Stake.

Following" are the names of those who made third
pavment Sept. 1st, on foals entered in the Pacific Breed-
ers' Futurity No. 5, guaranteed value $7000. for foals
of mares bred in 1904.

P. E. G. Anzar's foal by Delphi, dam Antinoche by Echo.
C. R. Arquez's foal by Kinney Lou, dam Dixie by Chas.

Derby.
C. R. Arquez's foal by Kinney Lou. dam Spry Ruth by

Boodle.
Grove P. Ayers' f. Queen of Hearts by Cupid, dam Lady

by Deitz's St. Clair.
Henrv M. Ayres' foal by Peralta, dam Azrah by Echo.
Henry M. Ayers' foal by Almaden, dam Rochella by

Chas. Derby.
Henry M .Ayres* foal by Almaden, dam Yera by Chas.

Derby.
| *D. L. Bachant's b. f. Miss r»iv*fl*»nd by Athablo, dam

Vivian by Hambletonian Wilke*.
1

T. W. Barstow's cu. c. x ranK G. Dy Big- Boy, darn Prin-
cess Airlie by Prince Airlie.

*Mrs. S. A*. Barsiow's ch. f. Miss Florence by Nearest,
dam Alphabetta by Steinway.

Geo. H. Bixby's b. c. Banquero by Neernut, dam Alice
McKinney by McKinney.

G. B. Blanchard's br. c. by Kinney Lou, dam Aurelia by
Neerest.

i Oliver Blanchard's ch. c. by Kinney Lou, dam Miss Ca-
milla by Boodle.

J. F. Blessing-'s foal by Stam E.. dam Salinas Maid by
Junio.

: I. L. Borden's b. f. Ramona by Prince Robert, dam Alhe
Cresco by Cresco.

I. L. Borden's s. c. Belvoir by Monterey, dam Alice
Bell by Washington.

I. L. Borden's s. f. Juliet by Monterey, dam La Belle
Almont by Altamont.

1 T. H. Boudreau's loal by Robert Direct, dam Belle by
Pasha '

' i

I

W. O. Bowers' b. f. by I. Direct, dam Betsy by Silver
Bee.

*W. O. Bowers' b. f. by Silver Bee, dam Lizzie B. by
Starlight.

Alex. Brown's foal by Prince Ansel, dam Majella B. by
Nushagak.

,
Alex. Brown's foal by Nushagak, dam Serpolo by Men-

docino.
> Alex. Brown's foal by Nushagak, dam Addie B. by Dex-

ter Prince.
1 Alex. Brown's foal by Prince Ansel, dam Bonnie Derby

by Chas. Derby.
H. Brace's foal by Greco, dam Banker's Daughter by

Arthur Wilkes.
H. Brace's foal by Greco, dam Lizzie S. by Antevolo.

\ II. Brace's foal bv Greco, dam Myrtle T. by Hamb.
Wilkes.

I H. Brace's foal by Greco, dam Toppy by Electic.

} H. Brace's foal by Greco, dam Allista by Altivo.
H. Brace's foal bv Greco, dam Bell King by Hariy

Wilkes.
Martin Carter's foal by Directum II. dam Muriel P. by

Nutwood Wilkes.
i
Martin Carter's foal by Nutwood Wilkes, dam Ingar by

Director.
' 'Martin Carter's foal by Nutwood Wilkes, dam Bessie

C. by California Nutwood.
, Martin Carter's foal by Kinney Lou, dam Queen C. by

Nutwood Wilkes
Martin Carter's foal by Bonnie Direct, dam Georgie B.

by Nutwood Wilkes.
- James Campbell's foal by On Stanley, dam Nellie Ely by

Woolsey.
H. C. Carson's fual by Neernut, dam Nancy Carson

s. t. b. by Nelson.
. S. Christenson's b. f. by Stam B., dam Perza by Allie

Wilkes.
' *W. A. Clark Jr's b. f. by Lightfoot. dam Hazsl Wilkes

by Guy Wilkes.
*W. A. Clark Jr's b. f. by Nutwood Wilkes, dam Ruth

Mary.
W. A. Clark Jr's foal by Highland, dam Reina del

Diablo by Diablo.
1. J. C. Connell s b. f. Bellecita by Kewanna, dam Belle C.

by Alto Rex.
*S. T. Coram's ch. f. Kershrina by Nutwood Wilkes, dam
^ Petrina bv Piedmont.
John A. CTJlG'B bP. c. Don Reginaido by On Stanley, dam

Belle Raymon by Raymon.
*C. L. Crellin's b. f. by Searchlight, dam Bertha by Al-

cantara.
Jas. Coffin's bl. c. Serge de Witte by Cassian. dam Lilith

by Secretary.
*Jas. Coffin's bl. f. Grace Zolock by Zulock, dam Grace

Kaiser by Kaiser.
Geo. A. Cressey's c. by Chas. Derby, dam Elsie by Gen.

Benton.
F. S. Dashiell's b. c. Zamona T. by Frank S. Turner, dam

Nellie Seymour by Seymour Wilkes.
Joseph Deponister's ch. c. by Milton Gear, dam Alta

Almont by Prince Almont.
•T. L. Davidson Jr.'s foal by Diablo, dam Trilby by

Altamont.
Rick De Bernardi's br. c. Kinney Rick by Kinney Lou,

dam lone D. by Paloma Prince.
, *J. Wallace DeWitt's b. f. by Dictatus. dam Alysse La-

tham by Steinway.
. R. Edmond Dixon's loal by Athablo, dam Lofty by Al-

gona.
*P. M. Doyle's b. f. by Stam B., dam Jessie M. by Elec-

tioneer.
W. J. Dingee's b. c. Ned Dennis by Mendocino, dam

Lucy Shaw by Cropsy's Nutwood.
*W. E. Detels' f. by Stam B.. dam Efne Madison by Jas.

Madison.
S. Y. Dollenmeyer's bl. f. Sierra Maid by Robert Direct,

Kdam Ida May by Grosvenor.
R. L. Draper's bl. c. Robert D. by Murray M., dam Lady-

Royal bv Royal Derby.
Frank Drake's foal by Count Hannibal, dam Florista

uy .admiral.
Frank Drake's foal by Count Hannibal, dam Scalchi D.

by Pay Car.
Oscar Duke's foal by Athablo. dam Winifred Weare by

Montana.
W. G. Durfee's foal by Petigru, dam Jessie Madison by

Jas. Madison.
W. G. Durfee's foal by Coronado. dam by Son of Nut-

wood.
C. A. Durfee's bl. f. Miss Ethel by Lecco, dam Rose

McKinney by McKinney.
C. A. Durfee's bl. c. Dr. Lecco by Lecco, dam Bessie D.

by McKinney.
C. A. Durfee's foal by Kinney Lou, dam Lasman by

Owyhee.
H. H. Elliott's foal by Wayland W.. dam BelK Cooper

by Ira.
J. P. Emigh's br. f. by Nushagak, dam Pattie Walstein

by Walstein.
Aug. Ericksen's blk. c. Arc Light by Searchlight, dam

Altalena by Altamont.
B.Erkenbrecher's b. f. by Electro McKinney, dam Wil-

helmina. bv Charleston.
Dr. Rae Felt's foal by Edward B.

(
dam Pearl K. by Way-

land W.
•Dr. Rae Felt's foal by Searchlight, dam Edith by Dex-

ter Prince.
J. L. Field's b. f. Lady Parkhurst by Nearest, dam Nacy

Field by Janette Almont.
"Mrs. Josie S. Frary's b. f. Rosezella by Falrose, dam

Nora S. bv Sable Wilkes.
A. Morris Fosdick's b. f. Lulu K. by Kinney Lou, dam

Athene by Dexter Prince.
Geo. W. Ford's b. c. by Neernut, dam Alcola by Mamb.

Wilkes.
Ernest A. Gammon's b. f. Cleo Dillon by Sidney Dillor,

dam Cleo G. by Yosemite.
M. Grosmeyer's foal by Richmond Chief, dam Bess.
Chas. A. Graves' gr. c. Rosamond by Hurler, dam Sally

Pane.
R. P. M. Greeley's bl. f. Lady Search by Searchlight,

dam Winnie Wilkes bv Rev Wilkes.
*F. Gommet's foal by Alta Vela, dam Miss Gommet by

Nutwood Wilkes.
*F. Gommet's foal by Alta Vela, dam Zorilla by Dexter

Prince.
Griffith & McConnell's foal by Bonnie Direct, dam Gin-

ger by Steinway.
Griffith & McConnell's foal by Bonnie Steinway, dam

Victoria S. by Rory O. Moore.
*Mrs. L. J. H. Hastings' b. c. by Coronado, dam Lady

Gossiper by Gossiper.
Mrs. L. J. H. Hastings' b. f. Etta Pointer by Sky Pointer

Jr., dam Etta Wilkes by Billy Sayrne.
*N. Hauck's b. f. Julia M. by Nutwood Wilkes, dam

Brown Bessie by Walstein.
J. W. Haile &. Co.'s foal by Demonio. dam Oleta by

Bradtmoor.
J. W. Haile & Co.'s foal by Demonio, dam Corolla by

Steinway.
J. W. Haile Sz Co.'s foal by Demonio, dam Eva by Le

Grande.
J. W. Haile & Co.'s foal by Demonio. dam Auntie by

Dawn.
J. W. Haile & Co.'s foal by Demonio, dam Hannah by

Le Grande.
J. W. Haile & Co.'s foal by Demonio, dam May Norris

by Norris.
J. W. Haile & Co.'s foal by Demonio, dam Laura H. by

Nutwood Wilkes.
J. W. Haile & Co.'s foal bv Demonio. dam Hamnora by

Oro Wilkes.
F. Hahn's bl. c. Gold Born by Chas. Derl5y. dam Nellie

Emoline by Leo Corbett.
Henry Hahn's b. f. Alameda by Stam B., dam Henrietta

by Boodle.
F. P. Hellwig's b. c. Active by Monterey, dam Josie.
*C. Hugues* eh. c. by Nutwood Wilkes, dam Flora by

Alex. Button.
M. Henry's foal by Ed Keil, dam Thera by Albion.
M. Henry's bl. f. by Bonnie Direct, dam Jacobina by

Decorator.
Jas. C. Hodges' br. c. Force by Mesto, dam Maggie Een-

ton by Benton Boy.
J. B. Iverson's b. c. Starlight by .Searchlight, dam Anita

I. by Prince Neer.
J. B. Iverson's foal by Delphi, dam Dictatus Belle by

Dictatus.
J. B. Iverson's foal by Stam B., dam Dagmar by Mc-

Kinney.
J. B. Iverson's b. c. Ernest S. by Scott McKinney, dam

Amy I. by Diablo.
J. A. Jones' bl. c. La Creole by Capt. Jones, dam Daisy

Q. Hill bv Altamont.
J. A. Jones' bl. c. Black Joe by Capt. Jones, dam Amy

May by Alexis.
J. A. Jones' bl. f. Sacajawea by Capt. Jones, dam Lady

Beach by Altamont.
J. A. Jones' foal by Capt. Jones, dam Amanda. Phalla-

mont by Phallamont.
J. A. Jones' foal by Capt. Jones, dam Maggie Caution

by Caution.
J. A. Jones' bl. f. Alta Jones by Capt. Jones, dam Alta

Norte bv Del Norte.
Rudolph Jordan Jr.'s br. c. El Pronto by Stam B., dam

Constancia by McKinney.
Thos. P. Kell's foal by Nutwood WT

ilkes, dam Baby by
Danton Moultrie.

J. H. Kelley's foal by On Stanley, dam Sister C. by
Conn.

J. H. Kelley's foal by On Stanley, dam Dotty by Happy
Prince.

J. H. Kelley's foal by Exchange, dam Too Soon by
Happy Prince.

Geo. A. Kelly's foal by Bonnie McK., dam Birdie by
Jay Bird.

Geo. A. Kelly's foal t ,r Bonnie McK.. dam by Antrim.
*Geo. A. Kelly's br. c. by Bonnie McK.. dam Vantrim

by Antrim.
J. A. Kirkman's bl. f. Idolway by Stoneway. dam Car-

rie bv A. W. Richmond. _
' Geo. W. Kirkman's foal bv Stoneway. dam Malplaquet
/ by Hyder Ali.
1 Geo. W. Kirkman's s. c. Miss Stoneway by Stoneway,
L- dam -Glory.
Tr F. Kiernan's foal by Pacheco W., dam Daisy Nu.

wood by Nutwood.
H. J. Knowles' foal by Bonnie Direct by Abby.
*B. F. Lavin's b. f. Lady Derby by Prince Derby, dam

Lady Richmond by A. W. Richmond.
La Siesta Ranch's b. c. Siesta by Iran Alto, dam Wanda

by Eros.
Geo. H. Lent's bl. c. by Nushagak, dam Chippy by Til-

ton Almont.
S. W. Lillard's b. c. P. D. Q. by John A., dam Gypsy

Maid bv Billy St. Clair.

C. T. Likins' ch. c. Orcas by Tennysoman. darn Neereal
bv Neernut.

R. E. De B. Lopez's b. f. by Stam B., dam Missie Madi-
son by Jas. Madison

Thos. Lynam's ch. c. by Count Hannibal, dam Pinkey
H. by Dexterwood.

J. McKenniffs bl. c. McK. by John A., dam Nellie by
Killarney.

*E. A. Mclnerney's b. c. Dan Logan by Chas. Derby, dam
Effie Logan by Durfee.

A. L. Marshall's gr. c. Vernole by Jules Verne, dam
Phenole.

Leyland Mawdsley's foal by Waldstein McKinney, dam
Dolly.

*Alex Morrison's b. f. by Nutwood Wilkes, dam by
Walstein.

W. S. Maben's b. f. Wander Lust by Petigru, dam
Dixie W. by Zolock.

*L C. Mosher's ch. c. by Tidal Wave, dam Bessie L. by-

Montana Director.
J. W. Marshall's foal bv Azmoor, dam Trix by Nutwood

Wilkes.
H. "W. Meek's b. f. by Stam B.. dam Izobel by Mc-

Kinney.
*H. W. Meek's br. c. by Kinney Lou. dam Cricket by

Steinway.
G. O. Meese's foal by Stam B.. dam Lady Kohl by Le

Grande.
*Dr W. H. Martin's br. c. bv Nushagak, dam by Stam B.

Ray Mead's br. c. Flashlight by Searchlight, dam Car-
rie B. bv Alex. Button.

T. H. Miller's bl. f. Flash by Searchlight, dam Bonnie
bv Director.

Jas. W. Minturn's b. c. Bonnie's Orphan by Bonnie Di-
rect, dam Oceano Bell by Killarney.

J. E. Montgomery's s. c, Orphan Boy by Diawood. dam
Nancy H. bv t'pstart.

•Offutt & Sharlboldt's foal by Seymour Wilkes, dam
Vesner Be'l by Dawn.

R. O. Newman's br. c. by Robert Direct, dam Peerless
Maid by St rathway.

R. O. Newman's bl. f. bv Robert Rirect, dam Dewdrop
Basler bv Robert Basler.

S D. Parks' b. f. Yvonne by Monterey, dam Inline by
Hamb. Wilkes.

Gen. C. Peterman's b. f. Marie Direct by Bonnie Di-
rect, dam Columbia by Clipper.

E. C. Peart's b. f. Crepe de Chine by McNear, dam
White Stocking by Abdallah.

G. W. Prescott's b. c. Sunlock by Zolock, dam Blondie
by Prince Royal.

A. L. Reed's ch. c. by Kinney Lou. dam Katinka by
Abbotsford.

B. H. River's b. c. by Dictatus. dam Flora II by Bril-

liant.
Rosedale Stock Farm's foal by Wash. McKinney, dam

Rosedah- Stock Farm's foal by Wash. McKinney. dam
St. Whips.

Wm. Rourke's foal by On Stanley, dam Baby s Gifl by
Christmas.

H. B. Roben's foal by Demonio. dam Dixon Maid by

Falrose.
F. H. Sanderson's bl. f. Fairfield Maid bv Count Han-

nibal, dam Lady Woodnut by Woodnut.
F. H. Sanderson's b. c. Soscol by Count Hannibal, dam

Ida S. bv Baywood.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b. f. bv Sidney Dillon, dam

Mollie Vallotta bv Vallotta.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's ch. f. bv Sidney Dillon, dam

Russie Russell by Bay Rose.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's ch. c. bv Sidney Dillon dam

Mildred Russell bv A. W. Russell.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's ch. f. bv Sidney Dillon, dam

Carlotta Wilkes by Charley Wilkes.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's ch. f. bv Sidnev Dillon, dam

Bye Bye by Nutwood.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b. f. by Sidnev Dillon, dam

Biscara by Director.
*Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b. c. by Sidney Dillon, dam

Guycara by Guy Wilkes.
Santa Rosa Stock Farm's b. c. by Sidnev Dillon, dam

Adioo by Guy Wilkes.
J. H. Sanders' s. c. Sidney Wilkes bv Nutwood Wilkes,

dam Vic S. by Sidney Chief.
•Payne Shafter's bl. c. Homespun by Anteeo D., dam

Spotless by Leo Wilkes.
John J. Sangster's s. f. by Monochrome, dam Jennie S.

by Directum.
Scott & Miller's b. c. by Scott McKinney, dam Maggie

by Royal Sid.
Ed Sewell's b. c. Mercury by Zombro, dam Ella J. by-

Bob Mason.
W. A. Shippee's foal by Temescal, dam Miss Hubbard

by Hawthorne.
W. A. Shippee's foal by Moses S., dam S. 304 by Di-

rector.
Geo. E. Shaw's b. f. by Benton Boy, dam Nellie Nutwood

by Brown Jug.
*H. P. Smith's b. f. by Montesol, dam Bessie Norfolk

by Norfolk.
E. E. Sherwood's b. f. Daisy Z. by Zombro. dam Queen

Woolsey by Woolsey.
Fred Sims' b. f. Lelia S. by The Oregon, dam Lena S.

by Monroe S.
Chas. F. Silva's b. c. by Stam B.. dam Swiftbird bv

Walstein.
P. R. Sims' br. c. Capt. Gorges by Marvin Wilkes, dam

Chita by a son of Sidney.
M. J. Smeltzer's s. f. by Delphi, dam Fannie S. by

Brown Jug.
Mrs. G. E. Smith's br. c. Zindo Wilkes by Seymour

Wilkes, dam Flora B. by Whalebone.
C. J- Snyder's bl. f. Mabel Shaw by Robert Direct, dam

Black Diamond by Hanford Medium.
Alfred Solano's foal by Direcho, dam Belle Pointer by

Sky Pointer.
Alfred Solano's foal by Petigru, dam Lady Jane by

Zombro.
S. S. Stiles' b. f. by Sidney Dillon, dam Silver Haw by

Silver Bow.
Sutherland & Chadbourne's s. f. by Lecco, dam Bertie

by Piedmont.
Daniel Sullivan's b. c. Starlight by Searchlight, dam

Carmel.
E. Sullivan's foal bv Monterey, dam Silver Peak by

Silver Bow.
Mrs. S. J. Summers* b. c. bv Lecco. dam Gypsv bv
-^^Mosby. - n . ,. ._
John Taylor's foal by Frank S. Turner, dam Katy Dar-

ling by John S.

*J. A. Trescony's br. f. Miss Lloyd by Robin, dam Lady
Lloyd by Sidney.

Fred Theuerkauf's br. f. Lulu by Scott McKinney. dam
Bee Funston by Dictatus.

G. W. Theuerkauf's rn. c. John Christenson by Kinney
Lou, dam Pearl Dictatus by Dictatus.

P. J. Thompson's b. c. Welnado by Welcome, dam
Delnado by Boydell.

J. H. Torrey's b. f. Bessie T. by Zombro. dam Manilla
by Shadeland Hero.

F. S. Turner's foal by Sidney Dillon, dam Caritone by
Antione.

Tuttle Bros.' br. f. by Chas. Derby, dam Belle Carter
bv Nutwood Wilkes.

Tuttle Eros." b. f. by Bert Logan, dam Hattie T. by
Stam B.

Valencia Stock Farm's foal by Direct Heir, dam La
Belle by Sidney.

Valencia Stock Farm's foal by Direct Heir, dam Rose-
—- drop by Sidney.
John Walling's br. f. Lady Seal by Red Seal, dam Bird

by Rockwood.
Jas. C. Wallace's foal by Keewanna, dam Ophelia by

Alfred.
Geo. L. Warlow's b. c. by Athablo, dam Lustrine by

Onward.
Geo. L. Warlow's foal by Bonnie Direct, dam L^onagene

by Athadon.
N. K. West's ch. c. Coming Wealth by The Common-

wealth, dam Lena Andrews by McKinney.
*N. K.West's b. c. Hilgard by Kalspall, dam Kit tie

Caution by Caution.
E. B. Whelehan's s. c. Calif. B. by Dictatus, dam Bell

by Colton.
Mrs. Alma Whitehead's foal by Delphi, dam The Mrs.

by Derby S.

C. F. White's foal Halgretta by Moko, dam Algretta
by Red Heart.

T. D. Witherly's b. f. Linda G. by Monterey, dam Lin-
dale by Sultan Jr.

Oren H. Wright's br. c. Davis Boy by John A., dam
Rosie Wilkes by Falrose.

S. B. Wright's b. f. by Sidney Dillon, dam Eveline by
Nutwood.

S. B. Wright's b. f. by Sidney Dillon, dam Maud Fowler
by Anteeo.

S. B. Wrights ch. c. by Sidney Dillon, dam Hattie
Fowler by Robin.

S. B. Wright's b. f. by Linwood W., dam Midget by
Welcome.

*S. B. Wright's ch. f. by Typewriter, dam Nellie Fair-
mont by Fairmont.

W. Zibbell's foal by Lynwood W.. dam Evangie by
Shadeland Onward.

J. W. Zibbell's foal by Tom Smith, dam Kale Lumry by
Shadeland Onward.

Denotes substitutions.

RACE MEETING AND POLO TOURNAMENT.

The fall race meeting and polo tournament of the

California Polo and Pony Racing Association will take

place at the race course and polo field of C. W. Clark,

Esq., San Mateo, from Saturday, October 14, to Satur-
day, October 21. There are already a large number
of ponies in training for the different events and there

is every prospect of the meeting being the most suc-

cessful in the history of the organization. The races

are open to all ponies whether owned by members of

the association, or not. and a general invitation is ex-

tended to all owning ponies to enter. On the opening
Saturday the distances to be run are one-quarter,

three-eights, one-quarter, one-half and three-quar-
ters. The prizes are $25 to first and $15 to second, or

cups as the owners may select. Entries to the races

will close Wednesday. October IS. Mr. Robert Leigh-
ton, secretary of the association, went to Walla Walla
this week, where he will act as presiding judge of the

meeting to be given there, but will return by the first

of < trtobiT.

The West Chicago Driving Club has offered the

owner of Dan Patch $5000 if Dan will lower his record
at their matinee September 30th.
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COLUMBUS RACES.

After .inent of one day on account of rain,

: ireuit meetii ; i e ed ori

i
, week with i

tendance. The

of the Ken-

tucky Stock Farm Futurity for thcee-year-olds. There

o siarters, the filly Bonalet by Bonnie

owned by Mr. W. H. Lumsden of

lb il, a daughti r of Adbell.

Ei lutiful Dells. Miss AdLell

..u the Hartford Futurity Pace the week pre-

In 2:149S and 2:18 distancing Bonalet the first

California filly turned the tables on her
1 Adbell easily two

: Pi. the last heat being1 the

. second he i by a three-year-old this

id tieing the record of Mona Wilkes made at

I In August.
In thi ss trot, won by Pat T., the McKin-

ire Miss Kinney took a record of 2:11% by win-

the third heat.

:
m'se for 2:18 class pacers went to Hal

:

. Kirkpatrick's Albuta had won the first

in 2.12%.

Norman B. by Phallas surprised everybody by win-

ning the first heat of the 2:0!) trot in 2:06% and taking

the race in straight heats. The Zombro mare Zephyr
fourth money in this event.

\m.Hl M. won first money in the [$1000 stake for

2:19 class trotters He won the first heat in 2:09^>

and Leonardo took the second in 2:10, and the fin-

ish of the race went over until Wednesday, when
Glenwood M. won the deciding heat in 2:0S%.
But one heat of the 2:15 pace was decided on

Tuesday and wa§ \~\-on by Martha Young, who was
distance:] in the next heat, paced "Wednesday, "and

the race wont to William C.

On Wednesday the Kentucky Stock Farm trotting

stake for three-year-olds was decided. There were
six starters. Susie N. and Bon Voyage divided favor-
itism in the pools. The race went to Susie N. in

straight heats in the fast time of 2:10 and 2:09%.
This is the fastest time by three seconds made by a

three-year-old this year, and stamps Susie N. as

one of the best trotters of her age ever produced.

She is by Moko, dam Gipsy Dark by Wiltwood, a son
of Wilton, second dam Zoulou by Electro Benton
2:24%, son of Electioneer, third dam by Bourbon
Wilkes, fourth dam by Abdallah Mambrino, fifth dam
by Edwin Forrest and sixth dam the famous old mare
Lizzie Peebles, said to be by Wagner. Susie N. has
fourteen crosses to Hambletonian 10.

The 2.09 pace went to the California bred horse
Owyho in straight heats, with Ben F., another Cali-

forhian, secondJ The heats were in 2:07%, 2:07% and
2:08%. Owyho was bred at Oakwoad Park Stock
Farm and is by Owyhee out of Bertha, dam of JDon
Derby 2:04%, Diablo 2:09%, etc.

Texas Rooker was the winner of the 2:11 pace, one
heat of which was- -paced Tuesday. He won in straight
order and took a new record of 2:05%, in the second
heat. Miss Georgie by McKinney was a starter in this

event, but was fifth in the summary.
The 2:13 pace went to Jubilee and was also a fast

race, the second heat being paced in 2:06%.
On Thursday one new world's record was made and

two others equaled, while most of the heats were in

unusually fast time.

ft"ba1 is said to be the best time record that the
Grand ("ireuit has ever known was made at Columbus

i today, when sixteen heats were trotted and
paced to an average of 2:07 11-16.

Weiitworth's victory in the 2:06 trot was the sensa-
tion. George G. took the first heat, and led past the
half in the second. There he broke and Wentworth
nosed out Dr. Strong, the favorite.

By trotting the second heat in the 2:06 class trot

in 2:04% the Philadelphia gelding, Wentworth, now
divides the honors with the New York gelding, Tiver-
ton 2:04%, as the world's fastest trotting gelding in

a race and winner of the fastest second heat ever
trotted in a race. Time by quarters, 0:31, 1:01%, 1:32

and 2.04 '

,.

in the 2:06 class pace the Canadian mare, Maud
Keswick, won in straight heats, pacing three of the
fastest heats ever paced by a mare in the history of
i harness turf. She finished in 2:04%, 2:04% and
2:00, total seconds of which foot up to 15% seconds.
Edith W. by Ben Lomond Jr. held the previous

record for ;i n event made over the Oakley
Park track, Cincinnati, on September 26, 1901. Her
three heats were In 2:05%, 2:05%, 2:05%, or total of

16 for the three heats. Thus- the new world's cham-
pion pacl lowered the former record by an

r ol i second per heat.

Ever; heal winner of Lhe afternoon cither entered
: '.'

i
l fasl reduced mark.

i LTid 2:12 trotting classes, four of the
! ibert I '., a [oca i speedway trotter;

:

' Inland and E el n Bird entered the

the summary at the end of
the fifth heat of the 2:15 trot, carried over from Wed-

.. and was declared the winner. Summaries:
Futurity, three-year-old pacers,

i Ben; i
i

i
I dbi II b. i" [Ki n

i',

Pacing, 1:15 clai i h< o l Tui I

William «'.. blk. g, by Ch ligation
(Fri 'i,

i i i i ] i

- toi n in g (Hed clc) 3 2 2 2

Crystal •
,

blk. m i A 1

. b. g I Mc< .art liy) 9 :: 3

h. h (Chambers r, 6 i

(Hayd ; :. ,i

Marl n (I nil
I d

b m ( Wilson i ; a

09
i

!:10« 2:11%.

Hotel Hartman purse. $5000, for 2:18 pacers,
heats.
ihd C, c. g. by Hal Dillard (Hank) 2

Albuta, b. h. by Altivo (Walker) 1

E. J. Park, b .h (Lyon) 3

Druid Vixen, hr. m. (Snyder) 4

Time—2:12%, 2:12%, 213%.

three A CALIFORNIA STOCK FARM FOR CANADA.

Columbus -purse, $2000, for

Norman B., blk. s
Masetto, blk. b

a. b. m
Zephyr, b.

2:09 trotters, three

(McCarthy)
( Dickerson)

(Ames)
.... ( Geers)

Redlace, br .h (Grubb)
Direct View, br. h (De Ryder)

Time—2:0614. 2:07%, 2:08%.

Trotting, 2:1S class, purse $1000.

Pat T., b. g. by Pat Watson. ... (Patterson)
Miss Kinney, b. m. by McKinney (Andrews)
Black Patchen, blk gr (Valentine)
Adna O., b. m (Wilson)
Mainsheet. blk h (Thomas)
Joe N., b. g' (D. McDonald)
Mvravo. b. m (Fleming-)
Nordica, b. m (Loomis)
Hugiiey Me., gr. h (Boggs)
Beladi, b. m (Rutherford)
Kate Slego. b. m (Shaffer)
Kippling, blk. h (Haydon)
Ashland Dorf. b. h i Stout

)

Lueretia, br. m (Thompson)
Parmelia, ch. m (Pennock)

Time—2.11H. 2:12, 2:11 U, 2:12.

Trotting. 2:19 class, purse $10,000, three heat;

heats Tuesday .

h. by Bobby Burns
(A. McDonald)

(Dickerson)
(Nuckols)

m (Snow)
Angle, ch. m.' (Saunders)
Clarita W., ch. m (Geers)

Time—2:09%. 2:10, 2:08%.

1 1

2 3

3 2

4 4

heats.

1 1

1 1 2 1

s s 1 li

3 3 Si 2

2 5 8 4
5 2 (i 9

4 4 h 3

7 9 4 X

11 11 a

12 7 11
9 10 9 dr

13 12 ill dr
13 dr

in 6 d
14 14 (1

d

Glenwood M., br

Leonardo, ro. g.
Jack Wilkes, b.

Maud Maxine, b.

2 1

1 4
3 2

4 3

li dr
Ci dr

for three-year-oldKentucky Stock Farm Futurity
trotters, purse $6000.

Susie N.. b. f. by Moko (Murphy)
Bon Voyage, b. c < Garrily)
Exton. br. c (Benyon)
Wigwam, blk. c (Thomas)
Rosabel, br. f i Kenney i

Likeness, ro. c i Saunders)
Time—2:10, 2:09%.

Pacing, 2:09 class, purse $1200.

Owyho, ch. h. by Owyhee (Murphy) 1

Ben F.. b. g (De Ryder) 2

Queen of Snades, blk. m (Snow)
Black Pet. blk. m (Euntm I

Cambria Maid, b. m (Shank)
Cleo S.. b. m (Lake

I

Irish, ch .h (Thomas!
Centrific, blk. m (Pennock)
Joe Interest, b. g (McCall

)

Time— 2:07',. 2.07',.. 2:08>/5 .

Pacing, 2:11 class, purse $1000. One heat Tne
Texas Rooker. b. g
Alfalfa, ch. m. . .

The Judge, b. g. .

Byrl Wilkes, br. g.

Miss Georgia, *blk
Dakota Dan,

by Texas Jack. . (MeEwen i

(Hedrick)
(Stohl)

(Stockton and Snyder)
m (Garrity)

(Crist)
Ethel Rice, b. m (White)
Florodoro. br. m (McGuire)
Regina. ch. m (Stokes I

Brownie, br. g (McCarthy)
Wild Brino Jr., b. g. by Wild Brino. . (James)

Time—2:08%, 2:0'5%, 2:06%.

Pacing. 2:13 class, purse $1000.

Jubilee, blk. g. by Satrap (McEwen)
Prince Hall, b. g (Snow)
Lyddite, br. m (McCoy )

John Burns, gr. h (Hedrick)
Online Jr.. blk. h (Hayward)
Lookout Hal, b. h (Nuckols)
Inter Ocean, br. g (Thomas )

Roland Reed. blk. g (Day)
Edith Brook, b. m (Freeman)

Time—2:08%, 2:06%, 2:0S%.

6 3 i

3 4 4

4 5 6

5 6 Si

7 a
d
d

ssday
1 1 1

2 3 4

4 4 3

3 5 8
6 9 h
5 6 111

1 7 6

7 10 7

S 8 '.1

9 11 11

Trotting,

Albert C,
15 class, purse $1000.

g. by Bellini (Dickerson) 2 G 1

Evelyn Bird, b. m. by Happy King....
( Dyer ) 1 1 S

P.orcazelle, b. h. by Boreal ..( Demarest) o 2 4

Jim Fenton. b. g (McDevitt) 7 3 2

Harry J., blk. g (Saunders) 3 9 3

Cora Direct, b. m (Crest) 4 5 5

Belle Sligo. b. m (Shaffer) 9 8 7
Italia, b. m (Nuckols) 8 4 9

Queer Night, b. g (Miller) 6 7 6

Time—2:10',. 2:09%, 2:09'/;, 2:11. 2:11%.

Trotting, 2:06 class, three heats, purse $1200.

Wentworth. blk g. by Superior. ... (McCarthy) 2

George G.. b. g. by Homeward (Geers) 1

Dr. Strong, g. g (D. McDonald) 3

Time—2:06%. 2:04%, 2:07%.

Trotting, 2.12 class, purse $1000.

Mainland, b. h. by Axtel (Thomas) 2 1

Helen Norte, b. m. by Del Norte
(Rutherford) 1 6

Gold Dust Maid, blk. m (Geers) 3 7

Morone, blk. g (Gerrity) 7 4

Woody R., b. g (Miller) 4 2

Morn, ch. g (Brinkerliorf ) 5 5

The General, ch. g (Nuckols) (i 3

Time—2:09%, 2:11%, 2:03%, 2:09%.

Pacing, 2:0S class, purse $2000, three heats.

Citation, br. m. by Norvalson . . . . (McMahon) ' 1

Peruna, b. g. by Nordbells (L. Murphy) 3
Hr, blk. g .• (Clark) 2

Stein, b. e (Thomas) 4
Ethel Mc. ch. m (McCarthy) S

Geary, ch. g (James)
Josie, b. m (De Ryder)
Edwin C, b. g (Walker)
i;i.nl; Pet, blk. m (Bantin)
l.:, iii- Ginter, h. h (Gerrity)
Klmw I. In-, g (Snyder)
Sweet Bay, l>. m (Fleming)
l.a.lv Alect, ch. in (Kennedy)
Bald Hornet, ch. g (Jolly)

Time—2:06, 2:0.;. 2.1)6%.

Pacing, 2:06 class-, three heats, purse $1200.

Maud Keswick, b. m. by Keswick (James)
,l.i "i McKinley, 1>. z ....(.Tones)

i lend. blk. h (Geers)
i:

. blk. g I Swing i

\ llcrson, g, li ( Bradj i

Eted Bud, b. g. (Stokes)
Cheerj l.iisx, b. in (Andrews!
u 1>I Stratton, b. g ( McGuire)
Black Hal, blk. g (Snow i

Sufreet, blk. m * Benyon I

Tilm 2:04%, 2.04%, 2

1 4

3 5

2 1

4 3

6 2

5 6

7 d
8 dr

dr

1 1

3 2

2 3

3 5
7 2

S 4

4 7

5 6

6 10
9 12

10 li

IS s

12 11
11 dr

Lecco 2:09%, the son of Bonnie Boy that has made
the i'-i two seasons at Pleasanton, ran show speed at

any time !u j is taken on the track. He trotted a

in 33 seconds there one day last week and
did it very handily.

James Paris Jr. of Sacramento, who went to the

province of Alberta, Canada, last spring, returned'
this week for a short stay and will remove all his
standard bred and draft stock from the Paris Stock;'

Farm on the Sacramento river, to the new FariS
Stock Farm, which has been established about two
miles from the thriving new town of Red Deer irS

the province mentioned. Mr. Paris has a fine cola
lection of brood mares and will place at the head of*

his stud the young stallion Jim Paris by Monbells
(son of Mendocino and Beautiful Bells), dam the
great brood mare Edith by Geo. Wilkes. Edith is
the dam of Idolita 2:09%, Mendolita 2:18%, full
brother and sister to Jim Paris. Edith is also the
dam of Hummer, sire of Bouncer 2:09 and 27 mor
in 2:30. Jim Paris is a two-year-old and a
promising young trotter. JJe is one of the best bre
colts ever bred at Senator Stanford's Palo Alto Stoi
Farm, being a result of the Electioneer-Wilkes ciol_
that is admitted to be the greatest combination of
trotting blood yet made by advanced breeders of the
American trotter. Mr. Paris says the outlook for the
new country in which he has located is very bright.
The land is very rich and is being rapidly settled, as
high as five carloads of actual settlers having reached
Red Deer in one day. A yield of fifty bushels of
high class milling wheat to the acre is common and
one yield of eighty bushels was reported this year.
While the mercury drops to 40 degrees below zero in
midwinter sometimes, the country is particularly
healthful. Good horses for road and work purposes
are in demand, the available supply being most!
cayuse ponies. The horses which Mr. Faris will shi
to Red Deer will fill about three ears, and will lea-
Sacramento early next month.

UKIAH WILL HOLD A MEETING.

The Agricultural Park Association of Ukiah will'

hold a five days' race meeting during the month of
October, beginning on the 3d. Everything points tl
a very successful meeting, but owing to delays in
making arrangements the program will consist chiefly

of running events at short distances. However there
will be several Sonoma county trotters at the track,
among them Robizola, R. W. P., Wilmar, Gertie H.,
Charley Belden and Grace McKinney. The three first
mentioned can step a half mile almost any day in
1:03 and are to start in races of half mile heats, so
some very fast trotting may be expected on this halt
mile track, which is one of the best on the coast.
Ukiah citizens have raised $1300 for purses, but too
late to advertise harness purses at a mile, the major-
ity of the trotters and pacers having gone south' or
been sent home and let up on. Mr. Thos.-Charlton's
stallion Dumont S. 2:20, own brother to Sonoma Girl,
and Mr. H. B. Smith's fast mare Ayeress, also by
Lynwood W.. will take part in the races. Lynwooi
W. will have five representatives present during tl

meeting, all without records excepting Dumont
and they can all step in 2:15 or better. The runnini
purses will range from $100 to $160 and be at all di.

tances from a quarter of a mile to a mile and affl

eighth. L. G. Simmons- is president of the Associa-
tion, T. Charlton vice-president, F. G. Albertson sec-
retary. Henry Marks treasurer and H. B. Smith super-
intendent.

The starters in the Kentucky Futurity will probably
be made up from the following list: Silver Wings,
bay colt by Arion 2:07%, dam Luni by Bow Bells
2:19%; Plyingdotte. bay filly by Bernadotte 2.19%;
dam Ruth Ashmoreland by Flying Artillery; Kather-
ine L. 2:12%; bay filly by Libert Chimes 2:22%, dam
Grismonda by Gregory the Great; Elmford, bay colt
by Red Chute 2:24%, dam Laurine by Stamboul; Ro-
sa-bel, bay filly by Adbell 2:23, dam Junie Fleet-
wood by Simmons 2:28; The Phantom, black colt by
Boreal 2.15%, dam Shadow 2:18 by Nighthawk; Miss
Adbell. bay filly by Adbell 2:23, dam Emma T. 2:17%
by Socrates; Susie N., roan filly by Moko, dam Gypsy
Dark by Wiltwood; Evania, brown filly by Clay King,
dam Frances Strong by Strong Boy; Bonnie Me,
brown filly by Bonnie Direct 2:05%, dam Myrtle
2:13'^ by Anteeo 2:16%; The Minute Man, bay colt by
Bingen 2:06%. dam Miss Pratt 2:17 by Heir-at-Law;
Governor Crane, bay colt by Bingen 2:06%, dam Now-
aday 2:14% by Lookaway; Bon Voyage 2:12% by Ex-
pedition 2.15%, dam Bon Mot by Erin.

Susie N. 2:09% in the second heat of a race is only
a half second behind Fantasy's three-year-old record
of 2:0S%. As Susie N. finished strong it is evident
that she could easily take the world's record for her
age if driven for it. She has fourteen crosses of
Hambletonian through his best sons, and there is

good four-mile thoroughbred blood mixed with it.

o

DISTEMPER AND ITS CURE.

Dlsttmper in horses ard colts Is caused by minute organism
called germs which couise through the blood and settle iD the
glands, uiusulesand joints, the blood and lhe glandular system
are poisoned and disiemper cannot be radically and permanently
cured until the blood has been purried and all germ life expelli d.

Dangerous as distemper is, there Is one way to positively cure it.

Modern science furnished a spi cific in the well known and pr pu-
lar remedy. Craft's Distemper & Cout'h Cure, made by The Wellfl
Miidloloe Oo ,

Chemists Lafayecle, Ind , which practical experi-
ence has proven reliable in all forms cf the disease Craft's Cure
has the Indorsement of veterinary suippons and practical horse-
men the world over, not onlv for dlst, mrer but for coughs, colds,
pinkeye, catarrhal and all germ diseases. Further particulars
concerning lhe remedy may be had by writing to the Wells Med-
icine Co . Lafayette. Ind . for their latest pamphlet, 'Veterinary
Pointers." It is free and may be had for the asking. Write for it

to-day.
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GOOD TROTTING AT SYRACUSE. Trotting
Zephyr, b.

The New York State Fair held at Syracuse is a

member of the Grand Circuit. Its meeting was to. open

on Monday. September 11th, but heavy, rain storms

prevented and it was Thursday before the track

could be used. Nothing daunted, however, the

racing began at 10 a. m. each morning, and by Sat-

urday at 5 o'clock all the events on the card had been

concluded.

On Thursday Josie, sister to Billy Red, won third

money in the 2:15 pace, and the next race, in which

any of the California horses started, was the 2:09

pace, Owyho. Ben F. and Irish representing this

State. Owyho and Ben F. divided third and fourth

moneys, but Irish was last in the summary.
In the $10,000 trot for 2:14 class horses Swift' B.

was a starter but did not get any of the dinero. The
race went to Ethel's Pride, daughter of the California

bred sire Directum 2:05%. Helen Norte, the Oregon

mare, won third money, and a son of Stamboul got

fourth.

In the 2:20 trot the same day the Zombro mare

Italia started. She was a bang up second the third

heat in 2:12%, but owing to an accident had to be

drawn.

|
No less than eight races were decided on Friday and

this is probably the record for one day's harness

racing. Twenty thousand people were present. After

; the 2:11 pace, in which the McKinney mare. Miss

:Georgie, was a starter, but not in the money, the.

Chamber of Commerce S2000 trot was called and the

great mare Zephyr by Zombro 2:11 walked away with

j it in three straight heats in 2:07%, 2.09 and 2:0S, one

'of the best races that has been trotted this year on

i the Grand Circuit. She had behind her such trotters

as Mazette, Norman B., Angiola, Direct View, Lis-

onjero and others, but won like a very high class mare,

and but for a slight rain that fell before the race the

time would have been a second faster in all three

\
heats.

Morone, the black gelding owned by W. A. Clark,

Jr., trotted a good race in the 2:17 class. The race

was won by Pat T. in heats that ranged from 2:13%

to 2:12%. Morone was a good second in the first and

last heats and third in the second heat. Miss Kinney,

a daughter of McKinney, won third money.

The eighth race of the day was the 2:07 trot, with

Snyder McGregor. George G., McKinley, Wentworth

and Charley Herr as starters. George G. reeled off

the first heat in 2:05%, but Snyder McGregor beat

,
him the next two heats in 2:08% and 2:07%. This

is a new record for George G. and within a half sec-

i ond of the fastest mile trotted this year.

Audobon Boy started against his record of 2:03%

during the afternoon and paced a mile in 2:00%. Dur-

ing the day twenty-five heats were trotted and paced

at an average speed of 2:08%.

The meeting closed Saturday with six races on the

program. In the consolation of the $10,000 trot, Swift

B. got the first heat in 2:12%, but was beaten the

other heats by Kid Shea in faster time.

Sweet Marie won the free-for-all trot from Dr.

Strong in straight heats in 2:06% and 2:05 and seemed

;to do it handily. Admiral Dewey tried to lower his

record of 2:06%, but a mile in 2:07% was the best he

could do. The summaries of the three days racing

follow

:

Pacing, 2:15 class, purse $2000.

Doris B., br. m. by Grattan (Allen) 111
Krueger, ch. g (Lou McDonald) 2 2 3

Josie, b. m (De Ryder) 3 3 2

Bonnie Wilkes, ch. m (Howard) 4 4 4

Dewey gr g (Dickinson) 5 6 6

J. B. Handlaw, blk. h (Lyon) 6 7 5

Lady D., b. m (Kelser) 7 5 i

Time—2:09% 2:11 2:11%

j
Trotting, 2:11 class, purse $1700.

Mainland, b. s. by Axtell (Thomas) 1 1

Hardwood, blk. g (Saunders) 2 2
Thornboy, w. g (Patterson) 3 3
Choir Boy. g. g (Geers) ds

Time—2:10% 2:11%

Pacing, 2:09 class, purse $1200:

Maude Keswick, b. m. by Keswick (James) 1 1

Snapshot, b. g (Snow) 2 2

Owyho, ch. s (T. Murphy) 4 o

Ben F., b. B (De Ryder) 3 4
Centrific. blk. g (Tisson) 75
Coffeeno. b. g (Tisson) 7 5

Irish, ch. h (Thomas) 6 dr

Time

—

2:07% 2:06%

Trotting, 2:14 class, purse $10,000.

Ethel's Pride, b. m. by Directum ... (Andrews) 111
Turley. br. m (Geers) 2 2 3

Helen Nnrte. b. m (Rutherford) 5 6 2

Young Stamboul, br. g (Walsh) 6 4 4
Jack Wilkes, b. g (Nuckols) 7 3 5

Prince Edward, blk. g (EUlrklgei 1 .-> U

Sister Colette, b. m (David K. Sill) 6 7 d
Swift B.. b. g (Lou McDonald) S 8 7
Maude Maxine, b. m (Snow) d
Miss-in-Law, br. m (Thomas) d
Kid Shea. b. m (Rosmire) d
Angle, ch. m (Saunders) d

Time—2:09% 2:10% 2:0S%

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse $1000.

Leonardo, ro. g. by Eellini. . . . (Dickerson) 2 111
Boreazelle, b. s (Demarest) 12 3 2
Altwood, b. m (Haydon) 4 3 5 3
Italia, b. m (Nuckols) 5 5 2 w
jreat Medium, g. s (Ernest) 4 4 4 w
Mien, b. m .(Morris) 6 d

Time—2:12% 2:10y2 2:12% 2.12%

i
Pacing, 2:13 class, purse $1200.

'-ady Sealskin, bl. m. by Electmont
(Lou McDonald) 1 1

lubilee. bl. g (McEwen) 2 2
Mixedwood. ilk. g (Van Auken) 3 3
i>rince Hal, b. g (Snow) 4 4

Poland Reed, blk. g -(Day) 5 5

Time

—

2:07%, 2:08%.
Pacing. 2:11 class, purse $1200.

Texas Rooker, b. g., bv Texas Jack. .. (McEwen) 1 1
•"red N.. b. g (Snow) 2 2

Sirar g. g (Rowland) 3 3
The Judge, b. h '

( Stahl

)

4 4

Yild Torino Jr.. b. g (James) 5 5
tfiss Georgie. br. m (Gerrity) 6 7
fimmie N.. br. g (McCarthy) 7 8

.
tfercy Me, b. f (Wood) dis

Time—2:06% 2:08

2:09 class, purse $2000.
by Zombro-Gazelle . (Geers)

Mazette. blk m (Dickerson)Norman R. blk. g. (McCarthy)
Angiola. b. m (Ames)
Direct View. br. h

( De Ryder)
Topsy. b. m (Allen)
Lisonjero. b. g (Howard)Gray Gem, r. g ( w.. McDonald)

Time—2:07% 2.00 2:08

Pacing. 2:09 class, purse $3000.
Stein b g by Joe Daly (Thomas)
The Friend, blk s (Tyson)
Ethel Me, ch. m (McCarthy)
Geary;

>,- S (Jones)
Ben F.. b. g. (De Ryder)
Edwin C. b. g. (Walker)
Oregon Maid. br. m (Haman

)

F. J. Park, b. h (Lyon)
Time—2:07 2:05% 2:06% 2:05% 2:07%

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse $1200.
Pat T.. b. g. by Pat Watson (Patterson) 111
Morone. blk. g (Gerrity) 2 3 2
Miss Kinney, b. m (Andrews) 6 2 5West Shore Boy. b. g (Koster) 4 5 3
Martha B., b. m (Laird) 3 6 4
Eelladi. b. m (Rutherford) 5 4 d

Time—2:13% 2:13% 2.12%
Pacing, 2:19 class, purse $1000.

Inter Ocean, br. g.. by Williams (Thomas) 111
Lookout Hal, b. s (Nuckols) 9 2 2
Major Rrino. blk. g (Doust) 2 3 3Tommy Burns, b. g (McCarthy) 3 4 4
Black Patchen. blk. g (IL.gan) 4 5 5
Billy S.. b. g (McGarvin) G 6 S
Dick Detcher, g. g (Miller) 7 7 G
Prince Tosco, ch. g 8 9 7
Curmont. b. g. 5 s d
J. J J., b. g (Cornell) 10 d

Time

—

2:09% 2:10 2:0S%
Pacing, 2:04 class, purse $1500.

Nathan Strauss, b. g.. by Director-Mary Marshall
_ * (Thomas) 1 1
Locanda. Or. s (Snow) 2 3
Pan- Michael, ch. h (Andrews) 7 2
Nervola. b. h (A. P. McDonald) 3 5
Baron Gratton. b. g (Geers) 4 4
Frank Yokum. b. g. (McGrath) 5 r.

Maior C. b. s (Jo'lv) 6 S
Belle Me., b. m (Laird) S 7

Time

—

2:04% 2:05%

Trotting, 2:15 class, purse $1200.
Lizzie G., blk m., by Guardsman, dam bv Mam-

brino Patchen (McDonald) 15 1
Albert C. g. g. . (Dickerson) 2 12
Bell Bird. b. m (Koster) 5 2 4
Bettie Brook, b. m (Titer) 3 3 5
Harry J., b. g (Saunders) 6 4 3
Kitty Giltner (Thomas) 4 6 d

Time—2.11% 2:12% 2:12%
Trotting. 2:07 class, purse $1500.

Snyder McGregor, ch. g.. by Gilman McGregor
(Bogan) 4 11

George G (Geers) 13 3
McKinley (Benyon) 2 2 4
Wentworth (McCargo) 3 4 2
Charley Herr (Cahill) d

Time—2:05%. 2:0S%, 2:07%.

Trotting, 2:14 class, consolidation.

Kid Shea, b. g. by Nitrogen (Rosemere) 2 11
Swift B.. b. g (L. McDonald) 14 4
Prince Edward, blk. g. .'. (Elbridge) 3 2 3
Angle, ch. m (Saunders) 6 3 2
Sister Collette. b. m. (Cahill) 5 5 5
Young Stamboul. br. g. (Walsh) 4 6 d

Time—2:12% 2:11% 2:11%

Pacing, 2:07 class, purse $1500.
Cherry Lass. b. m., by Bobby McGregor(Andrews) 1 1
Peruna. b. g (L. Murphy) 2 2
Matin Bells, b. m (De Ryder) 4 3
Charlie Hayt, b. g. (Allen) 3 4

Time

—

2:06% 2.06%

Trotting, 2:13 class, purse $1200.

Jim Fenton, b. g. by Henry F (McDevitt) 111
Morn B., b. g. (Brinkerhoff) 2 2 3
Swago. b. g (Thomas) 3 3 2
Getaway, ch. g. (Helman) 4 d

Time—2:11% 2:0S% 2:10%

Trotting, free-for-all, purse $2000.

Sweet Marie, b. m., by McKinney (A. P. McDonald) 1 1

Dr. Strong, g. g (D. McDonald) 2 2

Time

—

2:06% 2:05

Exhibition to lower his trotting mark of 2:06%. Ad-
miral Dewey, by Bingen (Dr. McCoy). Time, 2:07%.

Pacing, 2:16 class, purse $1200.

Lady Sealskin, blk. m.. by Elect Mont
(L. McDonald) 111

Queen of Spades, blk. m (Snow) 2 3 2

Jubilate, b. s (James) 3 2 4
Cyclone, b. g. (Morris) 4 4 3

Edward D-, b. g (Dwyer) 5 5 5

Time—2.0S% 2:09% 2:10%

this year. With two of them it is the recurrence
of an old trouble which was thought to have been
repaired so that the defective point was stronger than
heretofore, but it appears that such was the case.
The disappointment is great all around, as much was
expected of these horses for the remainder of the
season.

Newark Call: If there is physical weakness in any
part of a horse the training necessary to fit him for

campaign work will bring it out the same as in an
athlete. There have been great disappointments in

this respect in all training stables. Weeks of steady,

pains-taking work have been expended on a horse,

only to have him develop some weakness just at the

time when he was considered ready for track work.
Sometimes the disability is only temporary, but even
in that case the animal is thrown out for the season.

More often, however, the developed weakness be-

comes permanent, and although the horse may be
patched up for a time, he breaks down when the

strain comes. Times without number has this oc-

curred. No amount of veterinary skill could put Star

Pointer in condition to campaign again after his race

with Joe Patchen, at the Empire track. We could

name scores of horses that were permanently retired

owing to physical defect at the age when they should

have been at the height of their powers. The chain

gave way at the weakest link, as is always the case.

One of the speediest mares ever owned in this state,

and few horses anywhere had ever shown more speed

at the trotting gait, went wrong in a hind leg just

at the time when her great powers were approaching

full development. She was turned out for an entire

season, and when taken up again stood training so

well that her owner was encouraged to believe that

the trouble had been eradicated, but she went down
in the second race in which she started, and was
never again able to race. This mare was only six

years old when she was retired. It is reported that

three very speedy horses which have been in training

at Waverley have "gone wrong" and will not be raced

Spirit of the West. In order to make the breeding
industry a success, and make the business profitable
a great deal of careful and painstaking work is neces-
sary. Profit and success do not obtain without effort
an'd hard work of some one. It is easy to depend
altogether too much on the other fellow. The division
of the work is not always evenly borne by all the
parties at interest, yet all are anxious to share enual
or more so in the net results. The stallion owner,
the breeder, the owner and the man who is entrusted
to develop and train are all interested. The transac-
tion in too many cases assumes the nature of a
game where individual interest overshadows general
good. There is a grand difference between joining in
a game and being connected with a great enterprise
which has for its- purpose the promotion and develop-
ment of a great industry, international in extent,
profitable to the country and creditable to the men
engaged in it. How would it do to turn over a new
leaf and all join in a grand movement to aid one
another in building up the business?

Chicago Horseman: A point well taken by a cor-
respondent recently was to the effect that track man-
agers are too prone to postpone races on account
of bad weather. Of course no one wishes to see a
valuable horse injured by racing over a track made
unsafe by the rain, but on the other hand it is un-
reasonable for owners to expect a parlor track every
time their horse is turned for the w*ord. Many a
time thousands of spectators have been disappointed
because of postponements which were really unneces-
sary. It would be better for all concerned, track man-
agers, horse owrners and the public, if racing was
conducted according to schedule whenever possible.
Some horses might not do so well on a sticky, muddy
track as on a very hard one, but the owners of good
mud horses would not object and the others would
have to set it down as one of the fortunes of the
sport. And some owners would be surprised to find

how well their horses can perform over a muddy
track.

OAK PARK DRIVING CLUB MATINEE.

The Oak Park Driving Club held its first matinee

at the new Agricultural Park, Sacramento, last Sun-

day, and despite the fact that a brisk north wind was

blowing a large crowd assembled and seemed well

pleased with the showing made.

There were but three events, two trotting and one

running race, but the manner in which the sport was
conducted showed that the club intends making a
success of its new venture.
The first race was a trot for horses of the three-

minute class, in which the following were entered:

Charles Lewis' Prince L.. Ira Woodworth's Baby
Knight. Harry Raynsford's Lady Silver Bow, W. A.
Gilbert's C. C, Howard Kerr's Twinkle, Clarence
Crouch's Maud. This race was best two in three and
Prince L. captured the event in straight heats, show-
ing speed sufficient to be in faster company.
The 2:40 class trot was also a two in three race,

and the entries were J. Hudson's Chicken by Knight.
J. H. Allen's Bumble Bee by Daedalion, Oscar Wil-
bur's Starling by Glen Wilkes, and Geo. Gillespie's

Mott by Altamont. After losing the second heat to

Starling, Chicken captured the race. Best time 2:50.

The third race was a gallop for a quarter of a
mile between Hamp Cowles, Automobile and Oscar
Gould's Kid. The flag fell to a good start, but Gould's
horse became ungovernable and took the fence. Auto-
mobile winning in 25% seconds.
The club is so well pleased with the success of

its first meet that another matinee will in all prob-
ability be given on Thanksgiving day. Following are
the summaries:

Trotting, 3.00 class:

Prince L (Lewis) 1 1

Lady Silver Bow (Raynsford) 2 3

Baby Knight •. (Woodworth) 4 2

Twinkle (Kerr) 3 4

C. C (Gilbert) 6 5

Maud (Crouch) 5 dr

Best time 2:57.

Trotting, 2:40 class:

Chicken (Hudson) 12 1

Starling (Wilbur) 3 12
Bumble Bee (Allen) 2 3 3

Mott (Gillespie) 4 dr

Best time 2:50.

VISION SOLD FOR $2000.

Mr. Joseph Herrscher. of the Samuel Herscher
Company, 521 Market street, has purchased that good
and fast race horse Vision 2.09% by Vanquish that

has raced so well and so gamely on the California

circuit this year. We understand $2000 was the pur-
chase price and Mr. Herrscher got a bargain, as

Vision is one of* the handsomest pacers and best road-

sters ever hitched to a bike or a buggy.

DAN PATCH BREAKS TWO RECORDS.

At the Allentown. Penn.. half mile track on Thurs-

day of this week. Dan Patch broke all half-mile

pacing records by a mile in 2:01 to sulky and one in

2:05 to wagon.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENT,

state blue rock tourna-

s held on September 15th, 16th and

17th at the Ingleside grounds under the auspices of

o Trap Shooting: Association.

shoot will be noted in the trap shoot'.ng an-

Dne of the best managed and

tically conducted tournaments held here

up to the present time. The efforts of the San Fran-

Shooting .Association had received the

. .rsement of many of our shooters and

now that the meeting is a matter of the past, the work

spectators, among whom the fiair sex were conspic-

uous, both in numbers and enthusiasm.
This event was a struggle from start to finish, the

latter being somewhat sensational in the final denoue-

ment. The 100-target allotment per man was divide 1

in six sections of 15 and 20 targets, and the squads

went down the line of traps alternately. One by one

the cracks fell by the wayside. Either the IS, 19 or

20 yards was too telling a handicap, or enough tar-

gets were slipped to put a favorite out of the run-

ning for the cup. When the last squads were finishing

a glance over the score sheets showed George Syl-

vester (16 yards) to be the high gun, with 97 out of

100 to his credit. There was a chance for one shooter

to eventually win out. and that man was the Los
Angeleno, R. H. Bungay, who had a score of 77 out

is the subject of much favorable Qf SO, with his final string of 20 still to shoot. A
straight would tie Sylvester, and the chance to win

comment.

One of the principal results will be future benefit

: from the opportunity of observing and study-

ing the management and system in conducting a big

shoot.

The arrangement of the grounds, trapping, scoring

boards, squad hustling—without hustlers, posting re-

sults, paying of purses 15 minutes after events were

nd the many details connected with a shoot

worked smoothly, rapidly and satisfactory for three

on the shoot-off was regarded by many as being fa-

vorable to the man from the citrus belt. Bungay fin-

ished his last 20 at a swinging clip, centering almost
every target in a cool and assuring way.
Manager Shaner then announced that Sylvester and

Bungay would shoot out the tie at 20 targets, 16 yards
distance. The two shooters stepped to the score,

shook hands and began firing at the clays, Sylvester
shooting first. Tlie contestants were keenly watched
by a large audience. Sylvester finally won, 17 tar-
gets against his opponent's 16, the trophy cup.
The purse in the handicap amounted to $S12 50

George Sylvester and R. M. Bungay, 97 each, divided;
Del Cooper (18 yards) of Bellingham, Wash., 91

breaks, and Fred Schultz (16 yards) of San Fran-
cisco divided third and fourth purse; Ed Schultz (19

yards), A. J. Webb (18 yards), W. H. Varien (IS

yards) of Pacific Grove, F. B. Mills (16 yards) of

days, in fact was a clock-like working object lesson. and wag distributed among the twelve high guns.

The supervising genius of the tournament was Mr.

Elmer E. Shaner. to whom is due every praise for

the successful running of the meeting Mr. Shaner's

management is an evidence of executive abilities of

a high order. He had an eye for every detail and a

ready ear for everybody, besides which he is the

happy possessor of a genial personality that made Santa Ana and H p jaCobsen (15 yards) of San
him a host of friends among our sportsmen. The Francisc0i witn 90 each> divided fifth, sixth, seventh,
results that were apparent to the onlooker were de- eignth and nmtn purses; C. C. Nauman (18 yards),
cidedly interesting—the unseen preparatory work in E L Forster (1S yardS ) i F- M , Newbert (17 yards)
order to get the machinery in condition and ready is of gacramento and L. E. Walker (17 yards) of Wood-
of no less importance: land, with S9 breaks, divided the balance.
The concensus of opinion among the shooters pres- After the conclusion of the regular tournament card,

ent at the tournament is that the Interstate shoot seven teams of £ve men eacn contended in a sweep-
next year will be a big card. stakes match at 20 targets. Golden Gate team, com-
The advent of the team of eastern champions was posed of otto Feudneri Jack Fanning, Ed Schultz,

a matter of no little importance for the sport of trap A j Webb and Clarence Nauman, won first money
shooting on the Pacific slope. The visitors were popu-

lar from the start and are an all round aggregation

of good fellows. There was an immediate fraterniza-

tion of East and West and a bond of good fellowship

cemented that will be lasting. The visitors were ever

ready to impart information, make comparisons, in

fact go into or take up any phase of the sport, with

or for the benefit of the Coast men. Not that our

shooters are not up to the times, but it was recognized

with a total score of 87 breaks out of 100. Union Gun
Club team, E. Holling, E. Klevesahl, Dick Reed, W.
J. Iverson and George Sylvester, with S6 breaks, won
second money. The Eastern team, Marshall, Crosby,
Herschy, Powers and Gilbert, scored but a total of
S3 and were beaten by the two local teams.
Whilst the attendance was encouraging for the an-

nual recurrence of the tournament, still we regret that
there was not a larger number of entries. When the

that the years of experience in trap shooting, all the story of the snoot is fami iiar t0 tne absentees and
year round all over the United States, and elsewhere:

as well, would afford practically an encyclopaedia of

information that was worthy of consideration.

Captain Tom Marshall was introduced to the big

audience of Sunday by Clarence A. Haight. Marshall

in response spoke eloquently and fittingly for the oc-

:ind in turn in an apt and happy manner in-

troduced his associates, Crosby. Gilbert. Hirschy,

Fanning. Heikes. C. D. Plank, C. M. Powers and

Shaner. The episode was a pleasant one and the strong reasons tha^ s'hVuld hive made the tournament
speaker was frequently greeted by his hearers with attended Dy more shooters than were present and par-
applause, ticipated. But at that there was a good turnout. The
The reception committee did much to look after the northern cities, save Bellingham, Wash., and Medford
nnfort and convenience of everybody on the grounds. Qy^ were nQt represented _ But the drawbacks to a

diffident shooters, unless we are greatly mistaken,
some of the boys will realize that a big bet was over-
looked.

The primary inducement, the powerful fostering of
the sport on the Coast under the aegis of the Inter-
state Association, the added money incentive

—

for there was more and larger average purses dis-
tributed among the shooters at this meeting than at
any trap shoot held on the Coast up to date—were two

C. A. Haight. W. S. Wattles. F. Turner. T. L. Lewis,

A. M. Shields, <J W. Gibson, E. Holling, E. E. Drake,

B. L. Forster, H. C. Kaplan and W. J. Golcher were

on the committee.
• tfice corps was composed of H. C. Hirschy. H.

P. Jacobsen, J. J. Sweeney, Sam Watson, Mr. Stevens

and Mr. <»|i\er. Their ready efforts and speedy at-

tention to every detail of the work was appreciated

by all.

The Preliminary Handicap on Saturday started be-

fore nomi and was finished early, the event being

closely followed by o large audience. The race was
contested keenly from start to finish. As the shoot

narrow sections of targets the in-

terest and enthusiasm of everybody present was
tension pitch. The leaders were Hager-

M. O. Feudner, E. Kleve-

sahl, Golcher, ;. W". Gibson, E Schultz and Nauman,
i »ne by one the leading
i-Oi to put them out of

tion until the match was nar-

D i: - rman of Los Angeles, who
Varlei osl < rd «". u t of his last

"Pop" Can of Monterey then
i targets I mg was

ed by a big crowd "f shool rs, for he was in

i
'

I
i :

11

: by two
relegated htm to sixth place in the race. Ha-

and first mo I

i
i

, divided third, fourth and fifth moneys;
c":irr sixth mone\ «; i.son. 89

birds each, divided seventh h money; E.

and C. C. Nauman, 88 birds each, divided

ninth and tenth moneys. The elegant tro

: er by U i , SI

the principal evenl t the day and the
orient, > he Pacli I oasl

'i by an aud

large representation from the north were time, dis-
tance and heavy expense. Vallejo, Napa, Santa Rosa,
Marysville, Oroville. Sacramento, Davis. Chico, Wood-
land, St Helena, Pinole, Martinez, San Jose, HolKster,
Fresno, Los Angeles, San Diego, Santa Ana, Monterey,
Pacific Grove and other points were well represented
by skilled shooters.
The added money figured up $1500 as follows: $420

the first day. $390 and a trophy cup ($50) the second,
and $540 and a trophy cup ($100) the third day.
Weather conditions on Friday were foggy but favor-

able. The background was good, the targets showing
up well against the sky. In the afternoon the weather
became chilly and windy, the day's shooting was over
before the weather conditions materially interfered
with the shooters.

On Saturday morning warmth and sunshiny condi-
tions made the day comfortable and all that could be
desired for trap shooting until a brisk wind sprung
up in the afternoon; the breze, however, came too
late to do any appreciable damage to scores.
Sunday was a warm balmy day in the forenoon

and pleasantly warm in the afternoon—for many
shooters an ideal day in which to shoot blue rocks.
The traps worked well throughout the shoot; at

times the squad firing was sensationally rapid. Even
at this, many shooters were unconsciously carried
along with the swing of affairs and shot faster, if

not better, than they ever did before. The birds came
SO fast for Gilbert at one spell, that veteran as he is,

he slipped 6 out of 15 in the fifth section of the
preliminary shoot. A noticeable feature during both
handicaps was that the squads were graded—each
quintet standing at the same distance peg. This
attention to detail made the work of the shooters
easy, as against a squad shooing from various marks,
according to handicap place, always causing confu-
sion, if not worse. As an example of eveness of
shooting, is the work of Mr. Heikes. who scored each

i 13 out of iso.

The ten high general averages shot by trada repre-
sentatives were: Crosby 434 out of 450, Gilbert 434, i

Heikes 429, Fanning 415, Plank 411, Hirschy 408,

Holling 399. Marshall 395, Carter 394, Reed 389.

The ten high general amateur averages were:
Cooper 40S out of 450, Powers 404, Sylvester 404, M.
O. Feudner 403, Nauman 403, Forster 398, E. Schultz .

397. Bungay 396, "Webb 393. Hagerman 391.

On the first day the ten high amateur scores were:
M. O. Feudner 140 out of 150, Cooper 138, Forster
136. Golcher 134, Sylvester 134, Webb 133, Iverson 133,

Walker 133. Powers 132, F. Schultz 132, Hagerman
130, Dr. Pitres 130, E. Schultz 130.

Out of 150 targets, Crosby broke 148, Gilbert 146, •

Heikes 143. Hirschy 139, Fanning 134, Holling 133,

Marshall 129, Plank 128, Carter 127, King Jr. 126, i

Seaver 124.

On the second day the ten high amateur scores

in three events, 50 targets, were: Walker 47, Cooper
47, E. Schultz 46, Hagerman 46. Powers 46, M. O.

Feudner 44. Hawxhurst 44, Forster 44, J. A. Gibson
44. Bungay 44.

Gilbert scored 50 straight. Crosby 48, Fanning 48,

Heikes 47, Plank 47, Vaughan 47, King Jr. 46, Reed
45, Seaver 44, Carter 43.

The ten high amateur scores in the Preliminary
Handicap at 100 targets were: Hagerman 93, Varien
92, Powers 91, M. O. Feudner 91, E Klevesahl 91,

Carr 90, Golcher $9, G. W. Gibson S9, E. Schultz 88,

Naumann 8S.

Crosby broke 97, Heikes 96, Plank 94, Gilbert 93,

Fanning 92. Marshall 90, Hirschy 88, Reed 88, Seaver
87, Carter S7.

For the final day, the ten high amateur scores in

three events, 50 targets, were: Powers 4S, Sylvester
47, Cooper 16, Forster 46, M. O. Feudner 45, E. Schultz
45, Barker 45, Golcher 45. Lowry 45, Nauman 44, Hag-
erman 44, G. W. Gibson 44, McRae 44, Hawxhurst 44.

Crosby broke 47 out of 50, Gilbert 47, Hirschy 47,

Heikes 47, Reed 47, Carter 47, Marshall 46, Plank 46,

Seaver 46, Haight 45. Holling 45.

Ten leading amateur scores in the Pacific Coast
Handicap at 100 targets were: Sylvester 97, Bungay
97, Cooper 91, F. Schultz 91, Mills 90, E. Schultz 90,

Webb 90, Varien 90, Nauman S9, Forster S9, New-
bert 89.

Gilbert broke 9S out of 100, Fanning 97, Heikes 96,

Plank 96. Crosby 94. Holling 93, Hirschy 92, Reed 90.

Carter 90, Marshall S7, Seaver 87.

There were nine events on the 15th inst.. in all of

which there were better purses than ever before
given at a Coast blue rock tournament. In going over
the following summaries it will be seen that 13's paid
in most instances double, or more, the entrance
money. The 12's were in one occasion. The purses
in all of the events, other than the two handicaps,
were divided on the Rose system, 9-5-2 for 15 target

and 12-9-5-2 for 20 target events. In each of the

three minor events on the 16th and 17th the purses
were as good "as those distributed the first day. as

follows:

September 15th—Event 1. 15 targets, $40 added,
$1.50 entrance, 15's paid $7.50, 14's $3.90, 13's $1.55.

Event 2. 15 targets, $40 added, $150 entrance; 15's

paid $12.65, 14's $7.05, 13's $2.80.

Event 3, 20 targets, $60 added, $2.00 entrance; 20*S

paid $14.75, 19's $11.05, lS's $6.15, 17's $2.45.

Event 4, 15 targets. $40 added, $1.50 entrance: 15's

paid $9.95, 14's $5 55, 13's $2.20.

Event 5. 15 targets, $40 added, $1.50 entrance; 15's

paid $14.75, 14"s $8.20, 13*s $3.25.

Event 6, 20 targets, $60 added, $2.00 entrance; 20's

paid $10.55, 19's $7.90, 18's $4.40, 17's $1.75.

Event 7, 15 targets, $40 added, $1 50 entrance; 15's

paid $6.20, 14's $3.45, 13's $1.35.

Event S. 15 targets, $40 added, $1.50 entrance; 15's

paid $7.90, 14's $4.40, 13's $1.75.

Event 9, 20 targets, $60 added, $2.00 entrance; 20
?s

paid $12.70, 19*s $9.50, 18's $5 30, 17's $2.10.

September 16th—Event 1, 15 targets. $40 added,

$1.50 entrance; 15's paid $11.60, 14's $6.45, 13's $2.55.

Event 2, 15 targets, $40 added, $1.50 entrance; 14's

paid $6.35, 13's $3.55, 12's $1.40.

Event 3. 20 targets, $60 added, $2 00 entrance; 20*s

paid $13.20, 19's $9.90, 18's $5.50, 17's $2.20.

Event 4, Preliminary Handicap, 100 targets, $7 en-

trance (penalty entries $10), handicap 14 to 20 yards,

$250 added and Interstate Association trophy, 47 en-

tries $342. After deducting the price of targets there

was a net purse of $464.50 divided as follows: 10

moneys (2 for each 10 entries or fraction thereof).

$102.19, $83.61, $65.03, $51.09, $46.45, $37 16, $23.23.

$23.23. $18.58 and $13.93.

September 17th, event 1. 15 targets. $40 added, $1.50

entrance; 15's paid $7.55, 14's $4.20, 13's $1 65.

Event 2, 15 targets, $40 added, $1.50 entrance, 15's

paid $7.45, 14's $4.15. 13's $1.65.

Event 3. 20 targets, $60 added, $2.00 entrance; 20's

paid $10.05, 19's $7.56, lS's $4.20, 17's $1.65

Event 4, Pacific Coast Handicap, 100 targets, $10

entrance (penalty entrance $15), handicaps 14 to 20

yards, $400 added and Interstate Association trophy.

57 entries (6 post). The net purse amounted to $S12.50.

There were 12 moneys as follows: $162.50, $130,

$105.62, $81.25. $73.12, $56. S7, $48.75. $40.62, $40.68,

$32 50, $24.37, $16.25.

All events were at unknown angles, targets were
thrown about 50 yards, five men up, three traps

—

Sergeant system.
The handicapping committee was composed of M. J.

Iverson of San Francisco. W. H. Varien, Pacific Grove;
Guy Lovelace, Los Angeles; M. Abrahams, Portland,

and F. K. McBroom. That the work of the committee
was acurate will be discerned readily upon perusal of

the scores.

Other and interesting data in connection with the

tournament may be found in communications which
appear under the head of "Trade Notes."
Manufacturers' agents, paid representatives, etc,

shot in all of the events for targets only. The indi-

vidual scores and handicaps for the three days are

given on another page of this issue.
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.Events 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9

Targets 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-

A. Marshall 11 12 17 15 14 17 13 13 17-

V. R. Crosby 15 13 20 15 15 20 15 15 20-

I. E. Hirschy 14 12 18 15 15 19 13 13 20-

l. O. Heikes 14 15 IS 14 15 18 15 14 20-

\ Gilbert 15 14 20 13 15 20 15 14 20-

ack Fanning 12 13 18 13 12 IS 15 14 19-

!. D. Plank 13 13 16 15 14 19 11 13 16-

X W. King Jr 13 11 17 11 14 17 11 15 17-

V. H. Seaver ... 14 12 17 11 11 18 13 11 17-

1 Holling 14 15 18 15 11 16 12 14 18-

. B. Vaughan 10 11 17 14 13 .. 12 14 19-

)ick Reed 11 13 14 12 11 18 14 9 17-

I. Justins 10 7 15 14 1117 12 9 15-

I. A. Hoyt 9 10 16 14 10 16 13 11 19-

•. A. Haight 14 13 13 13 13 17 12 13 14-

r. F. Harvey -

'. L. Carter 15 13 16 13 11 15 14 12 1S-

p. L. Lewis -

f.
M. Powers 12 14 20 15 13 IS 12 12 16-

il. O. Feudner 15 13 IS 14 15 20 13 15 17-

[ Hawxhurst 12 12 15 8 13 12 14 12 16-

f.
L. Forster 14 13 17 13 13 17 15 14 20-

L E. Walker 10 15 20 13 12 17 14 13 19-

[ E. Enyart 14 11 13 15 13 18 12 12 16-

S>el Cooper 15 13 17 13 14 17 15 15 19-

.. J. Webb 12 15 15 15 11 19 13 14 19-

:. Schultz 13 12 19 13 14 IS 13 14 16-

\". J. Golcher 14 13 18 13 13 17 15 14 17-

. W. Smith 15 11 16 12 11 IS 15 14 17-

'. M. Newbert 15 7 16 13 13 16 14 12 lo-

ir. A. M. Barker ...13 13 17 13 11 IS 12 14 18-

. B. McCutchan -

. R. Smith 15 S 16 12 11 16 14 9 16-

uy Lovelace 10 14 16 11 12 13 13 11 16-

. Van Valkenburg ..10 10' 17 13 15 16 15 14 16-

ii
r
. H. Lowry 9 9 19 13 11 15 13 10 1S-

. A. Johnson 10 12 16 10 11 16 11 14 15-

I. C. Nauman 12 13 16 12 13 17 10 14 15-

. W. Harpham 11 11 17 14 13 19 -

|l. Kervesahl 8 12 IS 14 12 19 11 11 li-

ft.
I. Sylvester 14 13 18 13 13 19 13 13 18-

r. H. Varien 13 13 16 12 13 19 13 12 16-

li. L. Deibert 13 15 17 12 12 16 13 10 16-

A. Gibson 14 9 14 14 12 17 13 11 14-

;. Feudner 14 12 16 12 11 15 14 14 14-

t Schultz 15 13 18 12 13 15 14 14 1S-

I. O. Cadman -

K. J. Iverson 12 15 18 14 13 17 13 14 17-

\'r. E. Greene 12 10 15 14 14 19 12 12' 18-

I. W. Gibson 11 13 17 12 11 19 13 12 18-

I. B. Mills 15 12 19 12 11 19 10 10 17-

i . W. Hesse, Jr 14 11 15 11 12 11 -

I. Bungay 9 11 16 14 11 20 14 14 15-

I D. Hagerman 13 13 19 11 12 19 14 12 17-

I. A. Whelan 11 12 14 13 12 18 10 13 13-

h A. W. Giblin 11 11 15 12 11 15 14 II 15-

',. F. White 12 11 12 12 9 17 14 11 18-

I. P. Hoey 10 11 15 10 13 15 10 10 14-

I. M. Shields 11 10 14 8 12 13 10 9 13-

. Hater ;.. 11 10 14 10 8 14 11 7 16-
'

. P. Jacobsen 12 10 18 12 11 15 12 14 18-

I EL. Gibson 11 9 15 10 14 17 14 12 17-

I, Can- 10 10 15 12 12 14 12 14 17-

I. Fissel 10 7 17 12 12 11 9 S 20-

|, Knick .^. .... 9 13 15 11 10 13 6 13 19-

l Donohoe 12 12 19 13 10 17 10 9 16-

\ S. Wattles 13 12 17 12 14 IS 11 11 12-

I'. E. Murdock -

| J. Ashlin 14 11 17 11 9 15 14 11 1S-

I A. Work -

l> Matfleld ;.-

[
'. P. Sears

I E. McVeagh -

i E. King -

Turner -
I C. Iekes 14 10 13 10 -

I J. Ruhstaller 12 12 13 12 10 14 13 12 15-

I'. H.C.McClernahan...l2 S 16 10 S 17 14 13 17-

I McRae 12 13 16 14 13 18 12 13 1S-
F. Fish .._, 13 10 14 10 10 .. 13 10 15-

• Bruns 9 11 12 8 10 13 13 5 15-

jml B. Bekeart 11 13 11 .. 10 16 10 7 13-

I'. Pitres 15 14 18 13 12 16 11 14 17-

f.
E, Morin 11 6 16 11 11 16 10 12 1S-

I'illiam Hanson 13 12 12 13 12 15 14 14 12-
'. Pisani 13 12 16 10 11 13 13 10 14-
'. S. E. Knowles ...11 11 15 10 11 IS 8 14 14-

. L. Mayfleld 11 11 12 10 12 17 14 12 16-

1? Mayfield -
If. H. Price 11 9 16-
' D. Morse -
A. Fano -

• A. Masterson -

J. LaMotte -
J Gregory -

J. Sweeney -

|)V. O'Hara -
1 A. Grimm -
J Burnell -

\t L. Holdsclaw . . *r~*. ,-

I Baum -
' C. Juster -
^ Hauser -
•i B. Hauer -
J Patrick -

C. Gill -
D. Laing -
M. Dunn -
Caldwell -

I. La Motte -
B. Barber -
C. Klevesahl -
A. Clarke —
A. Hodapp —
Kerrison —
A. Roney —

gene Forster -

SATURDAY.

150

129
'

-14S

•139

143
146
134
128
•126

•124

133
119
119
•110

-118

-122

-132

-140

-114

136
-133

-132

-13S

-133

-130

-134

-129

-121

129

-117

-116

126
-117

-115

-140

- 84

-119

-134

-127

-124

•118

-122

•132

-133

126
126
-125

- 74

-124

-130

-117

11."

-116

108
-100

-101

-122

-119

•116

-106

106
•118

120

I 2

15 15

14 14

15 15

II 14

14 13

15 15

15 14

12 15

15 12

12 15

14 12

13 15

14 13

11 11

13 11

10 10

19 9

13 14

6 S

14 13

14 12

18 14

14 13

14 13

12 11

13 It

14 12

13 14

11 13

11 12

13 10

10 13

11 13

12 13

9 9

12 12

13 10

13 11

12 12

3

20—50
15—43
IS—4S

17—42
20—47
20—50
19—48
20—47
19—46
17—44
17—43
19—47
IS—45
14—36
IS—42
17—37
20—39
16—43
15—29
19—46
IS—44
17—44
17—44
20—47
17—40
20—47
16—42
19—46
16—40
16—39
17—40
IS—41
16—40
16—41
15—33
18—42
14—37
19—43
18—-42

SEPTEMBER 16

Preliminary H

13 12

15 12

12 12

12 7

14 14

12 13

13 12

11 S

LI 11

11 14

12 12

14 12

11 9

15 13

13 14

11 13

9 12

13 9

15—40
14—41
15—39

16—35
16—44
12—37

12—37
16—35
17—39
17—42
15—39

16—42
15—35
16—44
19—46
IS—42

16—37
15—37

7 11

10 9

12 10

10 13

10 12

10 . .

10 11

10 14

13 10

S 11

11 11

12 13

9 11

15—33
14—33
18—40
15—38
. -—22

. .—10
19—40
17—41
16—39
. .—19
17—39
15—40
16—36

IS—32

18—34
- 47

113
-115

•129

95
- 96

91

130
111
117
-112

112
-115

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

19

19

IS

18

18

IS

IS

18

IS

17

17

17

17

17

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

15

15

15

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

14

16

15

15

14

1-1

13

15

15

15

12
'

13

12

13

12

9

12

12

10

15

11

15

13

15

14

14

12

13

9

14

13

13

13

11

10

11

12

14

11

10

12

14

13

14

13

12

14

13

13

14

12

14

13

14

15

15

14

14

- 15

9

11

11

11

13

14

11

11

10

11

15

.13

14

13

14

15

15

14

14

11

11

12

13

4

14

14

10

13

9

14

15

12

12

13

10

14

13

14

13

12

13

15

12

14

10

12

14

12

13

13

13

15

14

10

12

12

11

10

13

14

14

12

11

14

14

9

12

8

14

11

13

14

20

.18

20

IS

20

20 .

IS

17

17

20

19

17

19

15

13

15

12

IS

18
19

IS

17

IS

12

15

17

16

16

17

17

IS

IS

19

17

17

IS

19

16

20

17

18

15

IS

15

16

17

15

IS

IS

17

16

IS

15

17

19

14

17

15

14

19

16

17

15

14

15

11

15

15

13

14

11

15

14

11

14

S

12

12

9

12

11

13

14

14

12

11

10

13

14

13

13

10

10

14

12

9

13

12

11

14

15

12

14

14

15

9

10

12

14

12

10

13

14

12

10

12

12

S

15

10

9

14

10

13

1905.

andicap.
15 20-

12

14

14

14

. 9

14

15

11

12

11

13

12

10

12

11

13

11

9

12

15

10

11

12

10

11

13

12
13
11

12

11

9

13

14

11

11

12

10

13

14

12

13

10

10

12

15

13

11

11

14

14

11

12

14

11

11

15

9

11

12

10

-inn

- 90

- 97
- SS

96

93
- 92

- 94
- 82
- S7
- 85

- 83
- SS
- 60
- 80
- 82
- 6S

- 87
- 76
- 91
- 91
- S5
- 83
- 76
- 66
- 86

SUNDAY,
Yds.

SEPTEMBER 1

Pacific Coas
15 20—50
14 19—46
15 17—47
14 20—47
13 19—47
15 17—47
13 17—44
14 IS—46

10 IS—40
13 IS—46

13 IS—45
14 15—41
14 19—47
11 13—36
12 16—41
14 IS— 45

13 16—45
15 20—47
8 19—37

15 20—48
14 19—45
15 17—44
13 19—46
12 17—40
8 15—33

15 19—46
11 18—43
14 17—43
14 18—45
11 18—43
11 20—43
13 18—45

13

12

11

14

13

14

11

12

J"
92 !l3

72

75

83

85

S3

7S

85

89

87

77

14

15

12

L3

14

14

14

14

P
87 13
93 ,13

74 '..

S7

11 19—43
13 17—42
10 15—36
13 18—45
12 18—43
14 16—44
15 18—44
14 17—43
13 20—47
12 17—42
13 17—44
14 15—44
15 17—44
12 18—43
10 18—42
13 17—44
12 14—40
12 18—44
13 18—41
10 18—41
13 18—44
14 17—44

— (5 J.0 9 16—35

14

13

12

6

12

20

16

15

16

13

12

12

12

12

14

13

13

13

10

9

17— 90

19— 84

is- 78

le— 70

17— 76

-1
.

SI 13
79 10
S6 lo

11

f
2

9 11—33
14 17—41
12 17—39
12 16—39
13 16—42

10 13—35

14 17—43
13 16—42

•- 14 10 14--38

16 10 12 18 13 15 19— 87

16 10 12 15 14 12 16— 79 14

15

13

11

11

11

14

13

9

9

13

15

10

11

14

17-

10-

1S-
18-

16-

17-

1S-

17-

-40

-34

-44
-44

-34

-38

-43

-34

11 11

9 12

11 13

15 10

8 8

14 14

9 12

6 11

11 11

14 13

13 11

7 11

13 1-1

13 10

11 12

13 13

12 12

1 2

10 10

15—37
IS— 39

16—40
19—44
11—27
15—43
14—35
11—28
12—34
17—44
13—35
7—25
17—44
17—40
12— 35

13—41
15—39
9—12

lr,—3r.

16—16

13 12 14—39
J 12 IS— 39

10 13 12—35
12 lo it 39

10 13 17—40
12 14 17—43

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

20

20

IS

IS

17

16

IS

IS

19

18

16

17

17

15

15

12

14

15

15

15

15

IS 12

13 11

13 14

15

15

15

14

14

15

14 12

15 15
15

11 13

14

1 1

12 19

19

13 17

8 15

14

14

12

7

14 12

1905.

t Handicap.
15 20—100-
13 16— 87-
14 18— 94-

18— 92-
20— 96-
19— 98-

20— 97-

13 IS— 96-

12 15— 77-

19— 87-

18— 93-

14

13

15

15

11

15

11 16— 84—

15

15 17

13 19

12 10

15 12

12

13

9 11 10 S

15 12 16 13

12 13 15 13

14 13 16 9

15

13

9

IS 15

17 14

19 13

12

14

10

12 17-

13 18-

20— 90-

7— 58-

S Ti-

ll 14

10 14

12

14 13
13 11

15 12

IS

20

15 IS

10

13

13

13

14 17

14 19

12 IS

11 17

13 17— S6-

13 17— 90-

9 12— 59-

12 19— 87-

13 17— 83-

10 15— 77-

14 17— 89-

13 19— 89-

14 15— S3-

13 18— 91-

15 20— 90-

12 19— 90-

12 16— Si-

ll 17— 87-

20— 89-13

•450

•395

434
408
•429

434
•415

-411

371
-388

-399

384
-389

-300

-358

-371

-394

-404

-403

-364

-398

-385

-354

-408

-393

-397

378

12 20— 84—384

15 10 13 19 12 12 18— 84—
15 15

16 10

16 11

16 13

13 18 14 11

11 11 .. ..

11 IS 14 14

364

381

18

16

IS

16

18

12
12

10 12

14 15

15 14

13 18 12 15

14 14 13 14

18

20

18

12

15 13

18-

16-

19-

16-

12 18-
20-

13 19-

86-

84-
-36S
-367
-403

-375
-404
-390

15

16 14 11 14 15

14 13

9 19-
11 18-

16 14 13 19

1116 13

15 13

16

IS

13

16 15

18-

12 17-

12

13 13

12 13

14 15

83-
91-
84-

88-
84-
86-
90-

16 15 15 IS 14 15 20-
18 11 13 19 11 9 20-

97-

83-

-368

-369

-3SS

-3S4

•385

•396

-391

14 12 10 16 14 12 17— Sl-
14 10 8 11 12 9 16— 66-
15 12 15 IS 13 12 20— 90-

320
380

16 9 12 IS 10 13 16— 78—384

16 14 9 15 12 13 13— 76—356

14 12 9 17 14 10 IS— SO— ..

16 12 11 13 11 10 16— 73— . .

16 9 9 14 8 6 12— 5S— ..

18 12 9 IS T 10 15— 71— ..

17 11 13 17 15 13 16— S5— ..

15 10

9

S

12

11

1316 9 10 1.-,— 68— ..

16 12 11 16 10 12 IS- 79— ..

16 14 13 17 11 10 IS— S3— ..

16 10 14 IS 13 11 12— 75— . .

16 10 15 12 11 14 14-

16 12 9 17 12 11 17-

16 13 12 15 11 12 11-

16 15 12 17 12 12 16-

16 7

1 r, 11

n; l::

16 :i

10 16 '.i S 12— 62-

6 10 11 10 11— .V.'-

14 17 12 13 15— 84-
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1905.

12 3 4 5 i 8 9

'".'."!l5 15 20 15 15 20 15 J5 20- -150Events
Targets

H. Haselbusch

J. D. Thorn . •

J. Ross
W. Janssen .

c.„„, _, Tn^leside Monday was the

JJZtti &"?*£-& »« roc* tournament

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1905.

j 2 3 Yds. Preliminary Handicap.^

15 15 20-50

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1905,

15 15 20 15 15 20—100
1 2 3

15 15 20—50
13 10 17—40
7 S 12—27

11 11 14—36
10 14 14—3S

Yds.
15

Pdciflc Coast Handicap.
15 20 15 15 20—100—451

'-I
I

I

; ""
, L Fast and West came together. That

wing shots ot the East and wes ^
u. local man. Clarence C. Nauroan, ne. ^

sports-

that were
at the shoot.

sixteen shooters

jhr»s~ £ -<* «• $2°- The

pSrse was divided into four moneys,40,

10 per cent, distributed among the high !

;i.i. 20 and
uns. The

lily grassed, his bird with one barrel Pete fin

closely observed by the

wing shots are re-

1 breech-loader was aptly

wfth a degree- of accuracy and quick perception of

• have been ertremely p-

Gilbert lost his

The shooting of both Fred Gilbert (33
:

yards)- ««

Billy Crosby (33- yards) was

other shooters. That these two

markably skillful

- that would have been ertremely puz

bv failed to s»p his first and eleventh birds and

TmC^ (31 yards), one of the Eastern men.

faned to connect with bird number 19 and closed his

score with 24. W. E. Greene of Pacific
,

Grov e (28

ScTone ^hardest birds trapped during the^ay

number 23.. but was in the 24 count. Guy ^etace

OS vards) of Los Angeles also scored 24. C. c. JSau

rn" n with a straight score of 25, won first money

?he balance of the purse was divided among the

shooters who grassed 24 birds.

A ten-bird pool shoot. $5 entrance, birds extra, next

followed, twelve shooters participating, a 1 shooting

from the 30-vard slat. Bungay, Powers Gdbert

Va™han and Xauman each Planted ten birds straight

and divided the pool purse.

^ very warm day had its corresponding effect on

the "ginger" of the birds, with many of which that

nualitv was apparently dormant when released ^by

Che traps, for but few of them were of the sky-rocket

variety. The scores follow -

Twenty-five bird match.

Peters Points.

\ the tournament given at Weir City. Mo., Septem-

ber 4th Mr David Elliott was high professional, 166

out of 175, and Messrs. C. Dixon and J. H. Welles tied

for high amateur average. 162 out of 175. All these

shooters used Peters' factory loaded shells.

At Canton. Ohio, September 5th, Mr. C. O. Le

Compte won high professional average and Mr. C. J.

Schlitze second amateur average, both using Peters'

•Vt Dai-ton. Ohio, September 4th and 5th, L. H. Reid,

representing the Peters' Cartridge Co., won second

average, breaking 382 out of 400.

At the Portland State Shoot. September 4th, Mr.

G M Wheeler, shooting Peters' shells, won the Elm-

house cup from the 20-yard mark, score 23 out of

25. In the team race, won by the Portland team,

four out of five of the winners shot Peters' shells.

Mr. Wheeler was second high professional at Wor-

cester. Mass.. September 5th and 6th.

The International Live Bird Championship and the

Gillman & Barnes trophy were won September 9th

at the Detriot tournament by Mr. H. L. Gillespie of

Pittsburg, who killed 15 straight and 6 straight in

the shoot-off. Mr. Gillespie gives a full measure of

credit for this victory to the Peters' factory loaded

shells which he used.

30. 20 and 10 per cent, high

20 entrance, moneys 40.

uns, distance handicap.

Averages Reported.
Colorado Springs, Colo.. August 29th, 30th and 31st,

Fred Gilbert, shooting DuPont. tied with W. R. Crosby,

shooting New E. C. (Improved), for first general aver-

age. 481 out of 500. First amateur and second gen-

eral average was won with Xew E. C. (Improved).

John Rohrer of Colorado Springs, second amateur and

third general average. 475 out of 500, shooting

DuPont. H. G. Taylor of Meckling. So Dakota, third

amateur average, 473 out of 500. shooting New E. C.

(Improved). The Denver Post trophy was won by

J. Appleman of Perry. O. T., shooting DuPont from

the 16-yard mark, with 97 out of 100.

Reading, Pa., August 31st, J. M Hawkins, first gen-

eral-average. 171 out of ISO, shooting DuPont. M. S.

Brey of Geryville. Pa., first amateur and second gen-

eral" average. 162 out of 1S"0, shooting DuPont. P. B.

Pfleger of Ambler, Pa., second amateur and third gen-

eral average, 161 out of ISO, shooting DuPont. C. S.

Schaeffer of Temple. Pa., third amateur average, 155

out of ISO, shooting Infallible.

Xew London, Ohio, August 31st, D. D. Gross, first

general average. 136 out of 150. shooting DuPont.

F. J. Smith, of Xew London, Ohio, first amateur and

second general average. 132 out of 150, shooting

DuPont. E. R Stilson of New London, Ohio, second

Yds.

P. J. Walsh -$

L. E. Walker 29

G. M. Powers 31

G. W. Gibson ....30

W. R. Crosby 33

W. E. Greene 2S

C. C. Xauman 30

R. H. Bungay 2S

Frank Turner 26

Fred Gilbert 33

M. O. Feudner 30

Del Cooper 30

C. A. Haight 30

E. Holling 30

Guy Lovelace 28

J. V. Coleman '.'. 28

2 12
10 11

1 1

2 2 1

2 2 2 2

1 1

12 13 14 15 16 17•22111
2 2 2 2 2 2

12 1112
2 2 2222

s 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Tot.

1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 24

2 2 2 1 2 2 * 23

2 2 1 1 2 1 2 24

2 2 2 1 1 1 2 23

1 22 1 2 2 2 2 2 24

1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 25

1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1——23
1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 23

12 1

2 2 2 2 2

2 2-11
9 1 2 2 2

12 111

2 12 12

A Sweeping Winchester Victory.

It was the same old story told over again at the

First Interstate Association's Pacific Coast Handicai

target tournament, which was held at Ingleside, Sai

Francisco, on the 15th, 16th and 17th inst. The shooter?

of the time-tried and reliable Winchester "Leader"-

shells carried off the honors of the shoot. The world"!

champion target shots, Messrs. W. R. Crosby ant

Fred Gilbert, two men that are in a class all hj

themselves when it comes to smashing inanimat*

targets. and men who always shoot the Winchestei

"Leader" shells, demonstrated the reliability and uni-

formity of these shells to the utmost satisfaction o:

every person that saw them shoot. The high exper

average of the first day was made by Mr. Crosby

score 14S out of the possible 150. The second higl

expert average was captured by Mr. Gilbert, scow
146 out of the possible 150. The longest straight rui

on the first day was made by Mr. Crosby, who fin-

ished the program events with an unfinished run o

123. which run he continued on the second day unti

he had scored 157 straight, which now stands as thi

Pacific Coast record for a straight run. The higl

expert average for the second day was also capturec

by Mr. Crosby, score 145 out of the possible 150. Mr
Gilbert finished second with a score of 143 out of nil

alloted 150. making a run of 142 straight, which ii

now the second best run of consecutive breaks. Thi

former coast record for a run was held by Mr. Ed
Schultz, 115 straight. The high expert average fD]

the closing day of the tournament was captured Trj

Mr. Gilbert, score 145 out of the possible 150. TKf
high expert average for the entire tournament wai
tied for between Mr. Crosby and Mr. Gilbert on thi

score of 434 out of the 450 shot at. The Preliminary

Handicap shot for on the 16th was won by Mr. C. j^

Hagerman of Los Angeles with the score of 93 breaki

out of the 100 shot at in this event. The best scon
in the event was 97 out of the 100 and was madi
by Mr. Crosby, but the event being open to amateur
only, Mr Crosby's score was in glory only. The mail
event of the tournament, the Pacific Coast Handicap
was tied for between Mr. R. Bungay of Los Angele;
and Mr. Geo. Sylvester of San Francisco on the spleh
did score of 97 out of the 100 shot at in this event

In the shoot-off for the handsome trophy, the firs

Inerstate Association trophy ever shot for on thi:

coast, Mr. Sylvester, shooting "Winchester "Leader'
shells, outshot Mr. Bungay and was thus awardei
the much coveted prize. The highest score in th
event was made by Mr. Gilbert, 9S out of the 100,

the handicap heing for amateurs only. Mr. Giltie:

score, like Mr. Crosby's of the previous day, was
glory only. The high amateur average of the en
tournament was captured by Mr Dell Cooper of
lingham. Washington, with a Winchester "pu]
gun. Thus it will be seen that the shooters tna
used the products of the Winchester Repeating Arm
Co covered themselves with glory and did the bes
shooting of the tournament.
Of the famous Eastern team of crack shots tha

was in attendance at this tournament, nine in num
ber, Messrs. W. R. Crosby. H. C. Hirschy, Fred. Gil
ber, Chas. D. Plank, Jack Fanning, C. M Powers an*
D. W. King. Jr., shoot the Winchester "Leader" shells

Mr. Crosby holds the world's long run record-
-24 without a miss. Mr. Gilbert the second long run reel
-23 317. Mr. Hirschy was the winner of the largest Gn
-22 American Handicap at live birds that has ever bi

-24 held Mr. Powers is acknowledged to be the amateu
-21 champion of the world, while all the other gentleme
-24 are world renowned shotgun shots.

•Dead out.

Ten bird pool, high guns,

30 yards ris<

Walker 2 2

Bungay 2 1 2

Walsh 1 1 !

Powers - -
- 1 1

Gilbert -' 2 2

Haight 2 1 1

Vaughan 1 2 l

Holling 1 1

Greene! " l -

Xauman J 2 1

Lake 2 1 2

Gibson 1 - -

$5 entrance, four moneys out of 150,

Ohio, third

1 1

1 2

2 2

2

2 2

2 2

2

2 1

1

2

2

-10
- 9

-10
-10
- 9

-10
- 8

-10
- 9

Selby Factory

TRAD E NOTES.

Home Products Got There.

Just a few pointed remarks about

Loaded Shells.

Do you know that with the- - Is the I Ign

leur average made by i-i Cooper of Belli:

the Preliminary Handicap trophy, won by

ol Los Angeles, 93 out of 100, and
.. which Geo.

Svjvest,
n. Bungay of Los

Angeles sh- »» " f '"" Hna,ly won by Syl "

vester were all records 'bys factory

loaded' shells at the Intersta

tournament last week at Ingleside'
of the Southwest
the high general

and hi

Cur the California Powder Worl - Cup and th

and' Rand trophy, were all won with Si

The longest run, 72 breaks, was shot with Selh

What better do you want?

amateur and third general average, 131

shooting DuPont. E. F. Scott of Dalton,

amateur average, 12S out of 150 shooting Infallible.

Pittsfield, Mass., September 2nd. J. A. R. Elliott,

first general average, 86 out of 100, shooting New-

Schultze. Hood Waters, second general average, 83

out of 100, shooting Infallible J. Ransenhausen of

Pittsfield, Mass.. first amateur and third general

average, 75 out of 100, shooting Infallible. F. Vosburg

of Pontoosuc. Mass.. third amateur average, 73 out

of 100, shooting Infallible.

Springfield, Mass., September 4th. J. A. R. Elliott,

first general average, 196 out of 200. shooting New
Schultze. H. Federhen o£ Boston. Mass. first ama-

teur and second general average. 193 out of 200, shoot-

ins DuPont. H. C. Barstow of Rockville, Conn., seer

ond amateur and third' general average. 189 out of

200, shooting Infallible. G. C. Finch of Thompson-
ville. Conn., third amateur average, 1S7 out of 200,

shooting Infallible.

It Won the Best Trophies.

Shooters using Ballistite have won four of the best

trophies shot for on the Pacific Coast this year.

Al the Interstate Association shoot at Ingleside.

liber 16th, C. D. Hagerman of Los Angeles won
the Preliminary Handicap, 93 out of 100. September
17th Ceo. Sylvester and R. H. Bungay of Los Angeles

tie i for the Pacific- Coast Handicap, with 97 out of 100.

At Portland, the Northwest Association tournament.

J. W. Bradrlck won the Anaconda cup. 25 straight.

and was third high average. June 22d. 23d and 24th.

At the Pacific Coasl tournament. Ingleside, May
28th, 29th and 30th. J. W. Bradrick won the Phil

.art Challenge Cup. 94 out. of 100, and high

general average- for the shoot.

These performances speak well for Ballistite.

A Red Letter Day for U. M. C. Ammunition.
The Pacific Coast meet of the Interstate Associatio

of Trap Shooters held at Ingleside. Sept. loth, 16t

and 17th, was the most noteworthy event in blue roc.{

shooting ever held on the Pacific Coast. It wa
marked by machine like methods, it was conducte.
in a thoroughly business like manner and will be
great educator to all trap shooters, and unquestion
ably will prove to have lasting and beneficial effect

upon this great and clean out-of-door sport on tb

Pacific Coast.
Mr Elmer E. Shaner. both by natural gifts an

experience, is an ideal conductor for such events, on
in which a man must have rare tact and firmnes
in order to avoid friction. These gifts are notabl
Mr. Shaner's. Mr. Shaner was ably assisted by M
H. C. Hirschy, a man of experience in all cleric:

details necessary to a successful outcome. Space doe]

not permit of the individual mention of the entir]

list of shooters making fine scores. The winner
the Preliminary Handicap was Mr. C. D. Hagermalj*
of Los Angeles. Cal , who shot in magnificent fornw
breaking 93 out of 100 targets. He was closely fol

lowed by W. H. Varien."breaking 92. by E. KlevesalW
with 91 breaks. M. O. Feudner 91. C. Carr with 90. ij

All the above shooters were users of U. M. C. amjl
munition exclusively. This evidence of reliability an|

perfection should convince any "doubting Thomasl
in the shooting brotherhood of the quality and valut

of the famous U. M. C. ammunition.
On the following day the important event was thi

contest for the Pacific Coast Handicap, the cup give-

by the Association. Mr. Geo. Sylvester of San Fran*

Cisco, and Mr. R. H. Bungay of Los Angeles tied if

tins event with 97 breaks each out of 100. Both use

exclusively I'. M. C. "Acme" shells. In the shoot-o

at 20 birds. Mr. Sylvester was the successful con

testant with 17 breaks, Mr. Bungay losing by on

bird.

an:
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In this last shoot at twenty targets, Mr. Bungay

used U. M. C. ammunition exclusively. Mr. Bungay's

performance was a remarkable exhibition of nerve and

steadiness, from the fact that in the 100 bird event it

was necessary to make a final 20 straight to tie Mr.

Sylvester's score, which he accomplished. At the

finish of this game race, spontaneous applause greeted

Mr. Bungay. In this same evnt shooters making an

average of 90 per cent or over, were Fred Schultz.

91 per cent; A. J. Webb, 90 per cent; E. Schultz, 90

per cent: W. H. Varien, 90 per cent; and H. B. Jacob-

sen, 90 per cent: all amateurs and all without a single

^exception, using exclusively and solely U. M. C. am-
munition.
Among the list of amateurs breaking 90 per cent

,Dr over, there were but two exceptions to this splen-

did record for the U. M. C. products, and even in one

of these U- M. C. shells were used, with the exception

>f 25 shells.

On this final day there were in various events

entries to the number of 102, and of this number, 81

,vere urers of IT. M. C. "Magic," "Acme," "Monarch"

ind "Majestic" shells, exclusively. A conclusion drawn

;'rom the above remarkable Fecord is that no coinci-

dence has place here whatever, simply, that so not-

ably a popularity is and must be based on merit of

l high order, and embraces all those qualities de-

manded by expert shots, as it is a well known fact

hat in all such contests where strain is necessarily

jresent, ammunition used must represent accuracy.

Reliability, in fact perfection. So it is no idle boast

jo give the palm to the U. M. C. goods.

Shells used. Money.
U.M.C., "Acme" U02.19
U.M C. "Acme" 83.61

U.M.C., "Magic" 54.20

U.M.C , "Magic" 54.20

U.M.C., "Magic" 54.20

U.M.C , "Magic" 23.23

U.M.C, "Magic" 23.23

U.M.C
,
"Magic" 16.25

U.M.C, "Magic" 16.25

J. M. C. Wins as Usual.
' Following the great Interstate Shoot, a Live Bird

handicap took place at Ingleside on Monday, Sept.

fifth, 1905, sixteen crack live bird shots, including

jisiting and local experts, contesting. Fine scores

'vere the order of the day and after an extremely

irame finish, Clarence Nauman of San Francisco was
ligh gun with 25 straight kills, using U. M. G. ammu-
nition

In this aggregation of fine trap* shots were W. R.

i Crosby and Fred Gilbert, two professional shooters

cvith world wide reputations, each with 24 kills. C.

d. Powers, a celebrated amateur shot, also with 24

;ills to his credit. Others scoring 24 were P. J. Walsh,
V. E. Greene, C. A. Haight and Guy Lovelace. C. W.
Jibson, L. E. "Walker, Otto Feudner, R. H. Bungay
nd F. Turner grassed 23 birds each. Added to these

vere Dell Cooper, J. V. Coleman, with 22, and Emil
'lolling, 21.

A significant feature of these phenomenal exhibi-

ions of trap shooting talent, among professional and
I mateur contestants alike, was the showing made
llty the reliable U. M. C. ammunition. Of the 16, 13

[ vere users of the U. M. C. shells, exclusively. It is

| ecidedly unnecessary to make extended account of

hi.s grand showing. The mere calm statement of so

| otable a fact is in itself sufficient and convincing of

he sterling qualities of the U. M. C. products.

two cup events will be of general interest to trap
enthusiasts. In the Preliminary Handicap a purse of

?464 52 was divided. To those contestants using U.
M. C. ammunition solely, of this $464.52, the sum of
$410.32 was earned. These contestants were as fol-

lows :

Contestants.
C. D. Hagerman
W. H. Varien
M. O. Feudner
E. Klevesahl
C. Carr : .

.

W. J. Golcher
Gion W. Gibson
E. Schultz
Clarence C. Nauman

Total U. M. C. winnings $410.32

Won with other brands of shells.. $ 54.20

Purse divided $464.52

In the Pacific Coast Handicap, purse divided.
$812:00, of this amount $472.15 was won by those
amateurs using the products of the U. M. C. Com-
pany, exclusively, and were as follows:
Contestants. Shells used. Money.

R. H Bungay U.M.C, "Acme" $146.25

F. Schultz U.M.C, "Magic" 93.40

E. Schultz U.M.C, "Magic" 54.S0

W. H. Varien U.M.C, "Acme" 54.S0

H. P. Jacobsen U.M.C, "Magic" 54.S0

A. J. Webb U.M.C, "Magic" 22 70

C C. Nauman U.M:C, "Magic" 22.70

E. L Forster U.M.C, "Magic" 22.70

DellCooper U.M.C, "Magic" 93 40

Coming Events.

Winnings won exclusively with U. M C. goods. .$565.55

In this event, of the 120 shells used by Mr. Geo.
Sylvester, 100 wer U.M C "Acme" $146.25

In this event, of the 100 shells used by Mr. Dell
Cooper, 75 were U.M.C "Magic" 93.40

$711.80

Won with other brands of shells, exclusively.. 100.20

itatement of Money Winnings in Cup Events.

A statement of the winnings of money made in the

Toial purse divided $812.00

U. M. C. high averages—Regular events for three
days, 250 bird;-—Second, third, fifth, sixth, peventb,
ninth, tenth, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth,

sixteenth, seventeenth, twentieth, twenty first, twen-
ty-second and twenty-third. Special team event

—

Five msn, 20 birds each, at 16 yards, was won by the
Golden Gate No. 1 team (Panning, Webb, Feudner,
Schultz and Nauman), making a score of 87 out of a
possible 100, all using XS. M. C. "Acme" and "Magic"
shells.

"Figures don't lie," as the saying goes, and it would
be a waste of time, words and printers' ink to com-
ment, even briefly, upon what is certainly a significant

and rare combination. This combination represents
a great average in the number of contestants, honors
in fine scores, and a grand percentage in money
earned, and is to be credited to the shooters using
the products of the U. M. C Company.

April l-Sept. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season for taking steel-
b iad In tidewater.

April l-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawfish.
April I-Nov. I-Tnut season open.
June 1-Jan. 1—Open season for black bass.
Sept. 10-Oot. 16 -Close season in tidewater for ateelhead.
Sept. 10-Oot. 16—Close season for catching salmon.
Sept. 16—Saturday Fly-Casting Contest. Re-entry. Stow lake.

2:30 p. m.
Sept. 17—Sunday Fly Casting Contest. Re-entry. Stow lake,

10 a. m.
Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. l-Sept. 1—Open reason for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide
v:ater.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and
lage hen.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, eta.

April 1-Oct. 15—Closed season for English snipe.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.
Aug 1-Oct. 15—Deer season open.
Sept. 24—Millwood Gun Club. Blue rocks. Mill Valley

Junction.

Sept. 2i—Santa Rcsa Gun Club. Elue rocks.

Sept Sebastopol Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.
Sept. Napa Gun Club. Blue rocks. Every Sunday.
Sepi. Vallejo Gun Club. Live birds. Flosden Station.
Sept. 24—Union Gun Club. Blue rocks. Ingleside.

Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Two-day blue rock tournament. Biggs Gun
Club. Biggs, Butte county. H. Haselbusch, manager.
Oot. 1—Pacific Coast Trap Shooters' Association. Merchandise

shoot. Blue rocki. Empire Club grounds, Alameda Junotion.

Bench Shows.

Sept. 18, 21—Genesee County Agricultural Society KennelClub.
Batavla, N. Y. A. E. Brown, Secretary.

Sept. 23—Madisoa Athletic Association. Madison, N. J. E. L.
Jones, Secretary.

Sept. 25, 26—Miami Valley Kennel Club. Plqua.Ohlo. Edwin
A. Hlatt, Secretary.

Sept. 27, 28—Valley Fair Kennel Club. Brattleboro, Vt.
Howard C. Rice, Secretary.

Sept. 28 29,30—Stockton KennelClub Chas. Heffernan, Secre-
tary, Stockton, Cal. D. J. Sinclair, Superintendent.
Sept. 30-Bryn Mawr Kennel Club. Haverford, Pa Henry D.

Riley, Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Texas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex, W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn; G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.
Oct 11, 14 -Spokane Kennel Club. Spokane, Wash. A. B.

Jackson, Secretary.

Oct. 17, 20—Frederick Agricultural Sooiety. Frederick, Md.
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary.

Nov. 15, 18-Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F
H. Osgood, Seoretary.

Nov. 28-Djc, 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Philt-
ilelphla. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

1906.
Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.

McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm. B,,
Emery, Secretary.

Feb. 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

HOG CHOLERA.

|: Hog cholera and swine plague are
< he principal diseases of hogs that ap-
ear in the form of an epidemic and

( hat are considered very infectious -and

'ontagious. Both diseases generally

Appear in any gjven outbreak, but the

Jieneral name of hog cholera is applied

.1.) such outbreaks as well as to several

|>ther diseases that appear among hogs.

K has been generally recognized that

l.og cholera is due to a bacteria com-
Ijipnly designated as the hog cholera

T.acillus. This germ is present to a
reat extent in the alimentary canal,

l.nd is passed from the body of the

ck hog in large numbers, and in this

ay infect lots and pens where the

ck hogs are. Such infection may be

isily taken into the body of the well

jg with food and water, and in this

ay soon infect the entire lot.

When the disease appears among the

>gs of a given locality, as on a cer-

in farm, it is evident that the pens

e infected This infection may be

i'vrried to the pens in a number of

Kays, but generally by means of some
; :k animal or on the shoes of parties

ho have been in pens where sick ani-

aJs are. In any case the first thing

do is to move the well hogs into

2sh lots, and where there will be no
mmunication with the pens where
e sick ones are kept. If others take

k the well ones should be moved
ain, as it will do little good to mpve
t the sick ones and leave the others

take the disease in the infected pen.

ii=hings from infected lots when car-

d into streams will spread the dis-

J|se to farms located further down
t stream, and hog raisers should be

necially careful of their water sup-
' when the disease is in their local-

; . They should not allow hogs to

;e water from a stream when the

ease is known to be on farms above

There has been"% great deal of work
le to find some cure or preventive
bog cholera. Certain l'.nes of work
m to indicate that a system of vac-
ation may be perfected that will act
a similar manner on hogs as a
ans of preventing hog cholera, as

i xination does on cattle to prevent

blackleg. If such a method is found to

be reliable the disease will be practi-

cally under control. The feeding and
care that hogs receive will do much to

prevent such diseases, as unthrifty

herds are the ones most likely to con-
tract any disease. Plenty of green feed,

such as cane, alfalfa, etc , with a good
supply of fresh, clean water during the

summer months will do a great deal

towards keeping hogs in the best pos-
sible condition.

The Oklahoma experiment station at

Stillwater has devoted considerable

time to the study of hog cholera and
the transmission of the disease by
means of the hog cholera bacillus. This
work has been principally along the

lines of producing immunity in the

small experimental'animals and study-

ing the effects of the germ in the hog.

To facilitate work of this character it

is very desirable to know of the exist-

ence of this disease, and any one hav-
ing diseases of this nature among his

hogs will aid the station in this work
by communicating the fact and giving

a thorough description of the symp-
toms and course of the disease.

A DEVICE FOR WATERING STOCK.

About this time of year when lakes

and ponds become low cattle are al-

ways encroaching so as to make them
decidedly foul and muddy. Then some
day one of the cattle will lie down and
die and the ranchers will tell each
other that black leg is getting the cat-

tle After seeing several cattle die

very queerly a "Weld county man con-

cludes that it is the dirty water that

kills the stock and we have an idea he
is right about it. As a general propo-
sition whenever these holes are fenced

off no more of these queer deaths

occur among the stock. Most ditches

are not reliable enough to give water
for cattle all the time so it is neces-

sary that some means are employed to

hold a week's supply of water.

In telling how he arranges this mat-
ter the Weld county man says: "A
place was selected on the low side of

the ditch where a headgate had washed
out leaving quite a hole. This was
dammed across the lower end, the sides

being also raised a little until a small

pond is made forty feet long, sixteen

feet wide and 4M> feet deep in the

deepest place. An inch and a quarter
pipe to the main ditch kept it full

and another one and one-quarter pipe

provides an outflow. A three-quarter
inch pipe runs through the lower end
of the dam and about 150 feet off down
a hill the pipe runs into a small tank
holding four or five barrels. In the

tank is a float valve with a small mo-
lasses can for a float. When a little

band of cattle comes in for water the

tank fills up again without attention

as the float valve opens up just as soon
as any water is drank and shuts up
when the tank is full.

"The little pond is fenced so that

no stock can get into it and the small

tank is set against a fence so that

stock may not shove it and is also

securely fastened to the fence. The
whole thing—labor and all—did not
cost more than $20 and we have water
there every day, ditch or no ditch, for

about 100 head of stock. It may sound
queer but it is the truth that thirsty

stock will go right over the main ditch

and the 150 feet more to the tank just

to drink the tank water, the apparent
reason being that the water in the

ditch is muddy while that in the tank
is settled and clear."

general, many of these coming to bt»

regarded as quite effective by repel-
lants. Through application at fre-
quent intervals to stable walls and fix-

tures, and even to the animals them-
selves, the fly nuisance is greatly miti-
gated. Where the cows are milked in-
doors the practice of keeping the sta-
ble as dark and cool as possible will
add to the comfort of both cow and
milkman during the fly season. The
use of cheap blankets to be worn con-
stantly, or at least during daylight
hours, is advocated by some. "Very in-
expensive ones can be made from gun-
nysacking, and if designed to protect
mainly the back of the animal they
will not prove uncomfortably warm, yet
giving protection where it is needed
most. Fighting the flies, by whatever
method the dairyman may choose, will

not be found expensive in the long run
since repelling the pests from the sta-
ble means rest and contentment for
the weary animals, making them easier
to handle, to say nothing of the more
satisfactory milk flow and of the re-
duction of chance for contamination
of the product, opportunity for which
is always dangerously great in fly-In-
fested quarters.—Exchange.

PROTECTION FROM FLIES.

It is hard to make a close guess as to

how much of the inevitable decrease in

milk flow during the extremely hot sea-

son is due to the discomfort caused by
flies; however, no dairyman will ques-
tion the statement that the necessity

for fighting these pests affects to some
extent at least the work of every cow
in the herd. So generally is this fact

recognized that nearly every wide-
awake dairyman has, at one time or

another, given the matter serious con-
sideration, and no doubt employed va-
rious means calculated to reduce the
annoyance and loss. Of course all

realize that it Is impossible to afford

their animals perfect protection from
flies, but there are a number of ways
in which relief of a fairly satisfactory

nature can be given. First, the use
of preparations to be applied with
sprayer or atomizer has become quite

Distemper in Colts.—The following
tonic usually does considerable good

:

Thirty-five pounds of oil meal, 1%
pounds of iron sulphate, nine ounces
of nux vomica, four ounces of pul-
verized gentian and six ounces of pul-
verized ginger; give the horse 2%
ounces of this mixture three time*
daily in ground feed. Have the teeth
examined as some bad teeth may need
pulling while others may be a little

sharp.

STANDARD-BRED COLT FOR SALE.

<> YEAR-OLD STANDARD-BRED STALLION
" lor sale—Sired by Monterey 2:09^. dam Silver
Queen by Sliver Bow 2:16. This colt is a square
trotter. Last sprlr-g. with less tban one month's
training, he trotted mile out better than 2:40, but
took distemper and had to be taken out of train-
log. Is In good shape now This colt la a Are
Individual with good feet and legs, and Is close y
related to two of tbe fastest trotfprs In the
world—Lou Dillon on sire's side and Creso^uson
dam's side. Will be sold reasonable Apply to
or address S B. VAX DERVOORT,

Irvlngton, Alameda Co., Cal.
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ABOUT FEEDING DAIRY COWS.

_ . in portance,

los sight of -In • nomical

, _ ml u I
'. nd and

food which an ani-

requlres depends entirely upon

which thru going

; the food, says M rmer.

earn may be i>ut through an

idle titm- on :i kind of feel that would

nol ,. : all to the needs of

irse during training season.

pounds of milk a day during ah official

In order that a cow may produce the

which she

sh ,, must be g
- " kinds of

•rect amount of each.

Tnel tying high prices

iry herd un-
to be given to

the an ' ter of the feed.

for however well bred and efficient the

individuals, they cannot give in their

product what they do not receive in

their

The fact that dairy cows should be

ling to their milk production

should not be overlooked. A cow ca-

pable of producing fifty pounds of milk

. will require n-.ore than tw'.ce as

much feed as a cow giving only ten

pounds of milk a day. This point can-

not be too strongly emphasized Grain

feed should not usually compose over

half the weight of the ration, ranging

from that to nothing, according to the

character of the roughage available

and the amount of milk given by the

cow-. In general it is a safe rule to

feel liberally on good roughage and

vary the grain portion to suit the re-

quirements of the individual. The far-

mer should, as a rule, aim to raise

the greater portion of the feed for his

stock upon the farm.

Since rough feed is usually much
cheaper than grain, too much impor-

tance cannot be attached to securing

hay and fodder in the best possible

condition. If hay is unduly exposed to

dew- and rain during the time of cur-

ing it loses much, both in nutrition and
palatability. It is also important that

hay and fodder be cut at the proper

stage before becoming too ripe and

the stems woody.
When cows have luxuriant pasture

during late spring, before the heat be-

s excessive or the flies trouble-

some, the conditions are nearly ideal

for dairy cows. The nearer we ap-

proach these conditions the year around

the better the milk production. It is,

therefore, essential to the best yields

and most economical results that suc-

culent food be provided for cows dur-

ing the winter months.
There are two ways of providing this

succulent food—by silage and by root

crops. My comparing the results ob-
tained at several different experiment
stations it is found that corn yields

about twice as much nutriment per

acre as do root crops. Since roots re-

quire much more hand labor, which is

so expensive in this country, it is more
iraical for the corn-belt farmer to

get his succulent food during winter

from corn silage than from root crops.

Silage is essentially valuable on
farms or in communities where rough
feed is scarce, for more stock can be

kept on a given area of land where
the crops are made into silage than

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombault's
Caustic Balsam

m

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, "Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures oil ikin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria Removes all

Bunches from Horace or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism.
Sprains, Bore Throat, «a, I; Is iui

i "''- ol CaiiBtio Balsam Bold Is
Warranicj to Rive satisfaction, rYlee SI 60

tie. Bold by dr , hy tx-
uanri's rata, wjin full direction* f«r

ad for descriptive circulars.
Lis, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co.. ClevelaM

in any other way with the same
amount of labor expended. No farmer

with ten or more cows can afford to be

without a silo.

Dairymen suffer greatly every sum-
mer from not supplying proper green

I heir cows during the hot,

weather of mid-summer This

tage of feed comes at an inoppor-

tune time, since the cows are already

beginning to feel the effect of the heat

and flies, which of themselves quite

perceptibly lessen the flow of milk.

If feed is cut short at this time the

shrinkage is sure to be large, resulting

in a great loss, for it is practicably

imposs:ble to restore the shrinkage

during the period of lactation. A con-

tinuous supply of feed is equally es-

sential to the successful maintenance
of young and growing animals.

F^or Sale.
The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4

(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire. ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 in 2:30 and
|

graodsire of Major Delmar J:59?i.

Dam LOhlTA 2:l&ys (dam of Alia Vela 2:1 1M
and Paluri 2:2-1^1 by Piedmont 2:17^; second
Cam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:I6V4 I

and Lortta 2:18%) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2;\6U

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St., San Francisco.

PHENOL SODIQUE
lioals

NODULE DISEASE OF SHEEP.

For several years past the veterinary

department of the Louisiana experi-

ment station has been conducting ex-

periments in connection with nodul?
disease of sheep, a parasitic ailment
which seems to be quite general over

the entire country, with a view of

ascertaining some practical method by
which infection might be eliminated
from pastures. It has long been known
that the pasture is the chief source of

infection of this disease.

The Louisiana experiment station at-

tempted to keep the lambs free from
the disease until they were weaneel,

and in looking about, hit upon the plan

of a "bare-lot" method, in which the

ewes were fed soiling crops and the

lambs given only their mothers* milk,

possibly supplemented with a little

green or grain food. It was found by
this method that practically all the

lambs could be brought to weaning age
without infection, at which -time they
could be turned onto clean pastures

without further danger of infection.

From, the results of the experiment
the station feels justified in making
the following deductions:

1. That by the bare-lot method it is

possible to raise lambs up to the period

of weaning and without separating
them from their affected mothers, prac-
tically free from nodule disease of the

intestines.

2. That in the absence of intestinal

parasites, other than the nodule disease

worm, lambs intended for feeding for

the early or other markets may be
raised in this way without their health

being impaired or their general condi-
tion affected by the disease

3. That in the case of ewe iambs to

be kept for breeding purposes, and
which may have become only slightly

infected, there is the possibility, owing
to the life-history of the parasite, as
given by helminthologists (those who
make a special study of worms), of

auto-infestation and subsequent infec-

tion of clean pastures on which the
lambs may have been placed.

4. That, although the previous de-
duction as to such possibility may be
correct, there can hardly be any ques-
tion as to the great reduction in the
primary infectation by the bare -lot

method, as compared to that brought
about where the lambs are permitted
to graze on pasture infested through
the droppings of their diseased moth-
ers.

5. That the method is so simple and
is so free from technicalities that any
flockmaster who will take the trouble
to observe ordinary care as to the few
details can obtain at least fair results
from its adoption.

6. That with the supply of some
good vermifuge mixture to which the
sheep can have free access at all times,
in conjunction with the method, more
satisfactory results might be looked for
than was even obtained in our experi-
ment.

7. That when the lot becomes in-
fected with other intestinal parasites,
such ms stomach and tape worms, etc..

the method alone will not prevent in-

festation of the lambs by such para-
sites

8. That the method is worthy of trial

by i! ii kmasters owning breeding ewes
affei uh nodule disease of the in-
t--Stl! |l

Fore-

Warned

Every horse owner can feel safe and sure If he will

keep constantly on hand a supply of

Kendall's Spavin Cure
Experienced horsemen, trainersand breeders every-
where know it to be a sure remedy lor Spavins,
Rlngbonas, Curbs, Splints andalllormsof lameness.

New Orleans. La.,23-,'3 St. Louis St , April 19. 19W.
DR. B. J. KENDALL CO.
Dear Sirs:—Please find enclosed a two cent stamp for

your "Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases." I have
used your Kendall's Spavin Cure for five years and hav<
found it the greatest medicine on earth for what it spec!
fits. Yours truly, GEORGE J. GALWAY
r*riee8I; 6for 85. As a liniment for family use it

has no equal. All druggists. Book "A Treatise «

the Horse" mailed free. Address
DR. B. J. KENDALL CO., ENOSBURG FALLS, YT.

GUTS, BURNS

and SORES.

THE BEST^

Antiseptic

Dressing:!

for

Manor Beast 1

Ke p handy for emer
ge-oies in home

and stable.

Equally good for dogt

and all animals.

**»« BROTHERS & WBTTE.
jf nQt fit yQur ^^

'I=^_^hT^Xd2l^^a^__-- gists, small size sen
SillJ^ierrd t" H*.+as^o^l^S to any address upoi

^j^^^^^^_^g^g^ receipt of 10c.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA
'

CHICAGO

FOR SALE.
T3R00D MARE. SIRE BY BLACK RALPH
- 2:-.*0. dam Black Baby by Black Bird 2:12; sec-
ond dam by Nigger Baby. This mare is a beau

|
tiful b ack. weighing about 1000 lbs. She is very
spiritt-d, stylish and of unusually gooa disposi-

|
tion. Was never trained and. In fact, little used,
but has done 3:40 hitched to a heavy cart and
nriven by an amateur. She is now in foal to
Lynwood W.
Also, her Weanling Fills (4 months) by Lyn-

wood W This flliy is of remark bty muscular
build and very pretty -a brunt bay with black
points Every California horseman knows Lyn-
wood W 's colts are good A three-year-old of

his did the last quarter of a mile heat in 31*4 sec-
onds on the Santa Rosa track September 9th, and
this after only three months training.
The price for mare and filly is $150, or will sell

separately. Address the owner.

P. O. BOX 461, Santa Rosa, Cal.

THE AIM OF EVERY GUN owner is to keep his
gun faultless—the finer the gun the harder he
tries. If he uses "3 in One" the easier he tries.

3INONI" oils every action part properly,
cleans out the residue of burnt or smokeless pow-
der, prevents rust on every metal part, cleans and
polishes the stock, contains no acid. Write for
generous sample-free. G.W.COLE COMPANY
L 1 28 Washington Life Bldg. NEW YORK 1

1 TULARE RACE TRACK 1

| AND GROUNDS f
FOR SALE. I

Qf) ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WITH
*

OU high board fence; 60 box stalls: 300 •
f et open stalls; tankhouse and 3000-gallon A
tank: engine and pump complete; 10 acres X
alfalfa; (J-room house adjoining City of TT
Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people. BS

PRICE 87000. $
Address v

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, ^
36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal x

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Timei
lo a Race.

A hlgh-claes Race Horse and a Comlog Sire

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of DAEDAUOr
2:10, Creole 2:15 Eigle 2.-19J, etc.

by Buccaneer.

Owner's busiDess will not permit him to devoti
any time to racing For further particular
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

ineylicKIt
AsrtHey w«vnt it.

COMPRESSED '

PURE-SALT BRICKS
>n PATENT FEEDERS.— The sane, economical, handy

i way ofsalting animals.
\ AsK Dealers.
J/kWrire us for Book.m

BELM0Nl5ME5lJPPlY(l)|
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS- BROOKLYN, N.Y

fl-

t

T s.i me hugs that enjoyed sun-
ir. the winter, appreciates shade
summer Conditions should be

mi ide by which these can be had. Pigr

pens are often very warm. They arc
small and close and exposed

to tii" sun. The hogs need shade,
either out of the pen or in it.

1
i

i error in feeding horses is in giv-
ing ihei i n uch hay. The stomach

' horse is so small that he needs
noui hlng food, with a moderate
amount of roughness.

STANDARD BRED COLT FOR SALE,

ryHREE YEARS OLD, GOOD SIZE, HAND-
-*- some blood bay In color; good conformation
and a first-class Individual In every respect.
With little work as a two-year-old he easily
showed a 2:40 gait. Is perfectly sound and pcod
galted Sired by Iran Alto 2:12*4. asm Anna
Wilkswood bv Alcantara Fnr price and particu-
lars address Breeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Q0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PldS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SDIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fast Team of Pacers
T70R SALE—SEVEN AND EIGHT YEAR
*• old, stand 16 hands; bays, good manes an
tails; well matched; gentle: us°d to ihe clt 1

;

Will pace better than 2:40. Sound and stylisi 1

Can be seen at the Nevada Stables, 1360 Markr
street. Apply or address

E. G PIERCE.
Nevada Stables, San Francisco.

Absorbinc
\Y ill reduce inflamed.swollen Joints;

I'vuises, Soft Bunches, cine Boils

Fistula, or any unhealthy son|
}

quickly; pleasant touse;doe:[

not blister under bandage 1
remove the hair, and you car

J work the horse. $2.00 pc

./-^J bottle delivered. Book 8-I1I

free. ABSORBINE,JR.,fo
mankind, $1.00 per Bottle. Cures Yaricosij

Veins, Strains, Bruises, Etc. Mfd. only by
t

W F. TODNli, P. D. K.,

54 Monmouth btreet Springfield. AIoll.j

For *aie by .viacn&Co Langiey &MtohaelsC|
aldington & Co., J O'Kane and J. A. McKerrt
all of San Francisco.

IP

A 000D FILLY F0* SALE
ANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY I

LochlnTar 2:20. he uy olrector H. 2:2?

Director 2: 17; first dam Myrtle by Sterling 62

second dam Tderesa by Prompter; third di

E 1 press by Flastail; fourth dam Lady Nari

by Marlon, son of Mambrino Chief II. This fl

Is well broken, perfectly sound, good galled a

a flrst-class prospect. For further partlouli

address J. D BLAMEY,
Box 715. Grass Valley Cal

SULKY FOR SALE.

A BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No.

Latest model; just received from the facto'

A first-class sulky in every respect. Will be s

at a bargain. Address
F. W. KELLEY,

Care of Breeder and Sportsman,
36 Geary Street, San Francisc
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STOCK FARMING.

Live stock husbandry not only re-

lieves the farmer largely ot dependence

on hired help, but offers special m-
aucements in reasonably large profits.

!per acre cultivated fields may return

larger revenue than animal husbandry,

Lt the expense of cultivation is great

in<3 the risk is precarious. The former

regime exhausts fertility, while the lat-

;er increases the productivity of the

soil. , . , „

I Live stock farming is an adjunct of

hriftiness and associated with agri-

ultural prosperity. While the pioneer

nay be compelled to draw on nature's

-esources for a few years by raising

.vheat, corn or flax as a commercial

top, if he is an intelligent, progres-

sive farmer he naturally anticipates a

hinge of system to stock husbandry.

I

Nature has for centuries gathered

fertilizing properties and stored them

n the soil to produce the necessities

'or the maintenance of life, and no-

Lvhere are greater natural resources

nassed than in the rich lands of the

West. Grass grows in pristine luxur-

ance and cattle, sheep, horses and hogs

nature rapidly on the nutritious pas-

ures.

II There is a great advantage in rais-

ng live stock in that it requires less

lelp on the farm and the husbandman

,oon becomes forehanded, because he

ilways has stock ready to market.

D Live stock possesses many advan-

ages in rotation farming, inasmuch as

he live stock industry utilizes a vari-

ety of crops. Animals are nominally

living machines that consume the

.roducts of the farm and transform

nto gold the roughage that otherwise

vould be wasted. Stock farming, when

.perated in conjunction with a crop

otation system, increases the aver-

ge yield of various crops and broadens

llhe capacity of live stock husbandry.

Eve stock naturally safeguards the

allure to cultivated crops and insures

'he farmer a steady income.

There is no danger of overdoing the

idustry, as statistics demonstrate that

opulation normally increases faster

han live stock husbandry. Consump-

ive demand for live stock products

nil broaden faster than production,

isuring stable prosperity to the in-

i
ustry.

In the Southwestern states feed can

\

e'prbduced in" abundance at compara-

vely little cost, making animal hus-

and'ry a safe and profitable industry.

7ith the best market in the world eas-

y accessible farmers should raise

lore live stock of the best commer-

iar'types. The better quality outsells

re low grades 30 to 50 per cent, and

he breeders and finishers of the bet-.

Lr class of stock seldom have occasion

It criticize the market.

THE SWITCHING TAIL.

One of the troubles of the milker is

le frequency with which the cow

vitches her tail into one's face or

locks one's hat off. There are several

mple devices to overcome this and

le of the best is by arranging a length

! wire about three feet back of the

limal stretching it from one post to

lother. Before fastening the one end

ke a lath and after boring a hole in

I run the wire through it. On the

her end of the lath fasten an eight

-

ch pieec of barrel hoop, fastening the

wer end to the lath with nails and

ilding the upper end in place with

ring. Before milking take the cow's

,il and draw the hairy bunch 'through

e loop. She will be unable to move
and after a few trials will give it

) and stand still.

An English dairy writer gives the

flowing unique method of ascertain-

% as to whether or not a cow is with

lft: "The cow to be tested is milked

> parately and as soon as possible

ter the milk is drawn we dip a straw

*$ timothy stem in the bucket of milk.

ive a glass of pure water at hand
id allow one drop of the milk to fall

the water—only one; if the milk

lickly dissipates and renders the

.ter murky, the cow is not in calf,

it if the milk drop sinks to the bot-

m of the glass before mixing with

e water, she is pregnant. If you are

t sufficiently expert take the milk of

ther cow that has newly calved,

d pursue Wie same treatment with
th at the same time and you will

t fail to note the difference in the

ly the drop of milk will mix with
3 water. I have practiced this

thod of determining pregnancy in

r herd for years and have never
own it to fail." This is simplicity

elf, and it won't cost much to try it.

^M tm^P ^^ Registered Trade Mark W Aj» ^^^iT^ SPAVIN CURE <

0"--

It Is well to know that in many cases certain conditions which cause lameness In the same looa-
tlon In different horses present varied and different phases.

It req Jired over ten years' research into the nature of these complex conditions and experiment-
ing to pwrfect and combine together the properties which form 'Save-the-Horse" Spavin Cure, a
compound of ingredients never before combined.

It is by the concentration and intensity of its penetrating strength by which the properties of
"Save-th -Horse" sustain a physiological action and irresistible power to dissolve the deposits,
stim 'late circulation, absorb and carry off the exudate or secretion and restore an unsound limb to
soundness.

"Save-the-Horse 1
' Is no untried or uncertain remedy: its marvelous power and possibilities have

been proven absolutely and positively No man will Are, blister or treat his horse with anything
else If he will investigate and read our booklet and the letters from bankers, trainers and horsemen
on every kind of case. Send for them; also booklet and copy of guarantee.

L: O. BALDWIN, Trainer and Driver,

18 Grant Avenue,
Glens Falls, N. Y., Jan. 3, 1905.

You have not asked for any testimonial from roe. but I feel that it Is only fair to tell you what
your great remedy has done for me. My son had and still has a very fine mare by Baron Wilkes, and
herdam was Hattie Ide by Gllly. He bought her unbroken and started' to lead her home, and had

not gone half a mile when she went lame. She had two spavins; he called a veterinary. She got

better of her lameness and I went to breaking her to drive, and she went lame on the other side. We
stopped andhad her Bred and blistered In both spav'ns. Rested her six months and commenced to

drive her again and she went lame. I had tb.it leg fired again and gave her the usual rest, and she

went lame as soon as we bsgan to u^e her I saw your advertisement and wrote for a bottle and used

lt as thedlrectlonssaid. We commenced to drive her and she stood the test. We trained her;

worued her twice a week, mile and repaat, and we are still driving her, and she goes as sound as

any horse can If any one will use It according to directions it will cure, and no mistake.

L O. BALDWIN.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WWH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

POSITIVELY AND PERMANENTLY CURES
Bone and Bog Sp<w n, Ringbone (except Low
Ringbone), Curb, Thorou^hpln, Splint, Capped
Hock, ShoeBDil Windpuff, Weak and Sprained
Tpiidr.cs and all Lameness.
fljF nn per bottle. Written guarantee—as bind-
yOiUU ing to protect you as the best legal

talent could make it. Send for a copy
and booklet.
At Druggists and Dealers or Express paid.

You can open a Savings Account
by mail with any sura

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

1 SAVE-THE-HORSE "

Is indicated, for any enlargement caused by an
injury wh'ch leaves a thickened condi-

tion of the tissues or skin.

Horse can be worked with either shin or ankle
boots, as no harm can possibly come by e'.ther
destruction of halror scalding of the limb "Save-
the-Horse" can be applied in all conditions and
extremes of weather.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK.
ror«N.*.

D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 5IP Mission St., San Francisco.

Race Meeting at Santa Maria
(THIRTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.

Entries Close October 23, 1905
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.

1—Three minute Class, trotting and pacing. .$100

2—Half mile and repeat, running 10H

3—Three e ghths mile and repeat for3-yr-olds 75

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.

4—2:40 Class, trotting and picin* $100

5—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

6—One-quarter mile and repeat 75

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th.

7—2:20 Class, trotting and pacing $150

8—Three-juarter mile dash, running 100

9—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse
race - > „„„_50

10—Half mile dash, running 75

Entry Blanks furnished by the Acting Secretary.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9lh.

11—2:25 Class, trotting and pacing $150
12—One-half mile and repeat, running 100
13—Three-eighths mile and repeat, running.. . 75

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10th.

14—2:35 Class, trotting and pacing $1-25

15—Seven-eighths mile dash, running 100
16—One-quarter mile and repeat, running 75
17—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER Ilth.

18—Free-for-all. trotting and pacing $250
19—One mile dash, running 125
20—Half mile dash, running 75

Five eighths mile dash, running 75

WILLIAM MEAD, Acting Secretary,
SANTA MARIA, CAL,

33E0

onges. S. Adder-ley, 307 Market St

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal,

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-

ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HKALD. President.

Mark Levy & Co.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Cerriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co . New York, of Broome St,
Kntijriii»-i. Bocgy Co , Mlamlsborg:, Ohio
C, S. Caffrey Co , Camden, N J
Connerftville rSu?gy Co , Connersvllle. iDd.
Watertown Carriage Co.. Watertown, N. Y.W ni born &Rlker Pony Vehicles, St Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South 1062 SAN FRANCISCO

TRAINING AND BOARDING 8 TABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 I'uJion Street)

Business Horses For Hire.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training

Stable near tbe above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee drlvinga
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything flrst-olass. All horses in my oare will
receive the best of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: rape 4147.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST

TWICE A YEAR

3^ per cent on ordinary accounts
3 6-10 per cent on term accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS---- $1,500,399-46
TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839 38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank DraTt
Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor California and Montgomery £ts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

McMURRAY

JOG CART
Especially adapted for

Jogging, Training and
,

MatiDte Driving;.

Price Low.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGGING CARTS
Standard the World Over.

-83~Address for printed matter and prices,

W. J. Kenney,
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

672-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes-

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Fiiancisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL

(Property of Jobs Parkott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY. Manager.

Save the Race by Using
The Wonderful California Liniment

Dr. Smith's

As a Rnbdown and Tonic Before and After

VITA OIL CURES DISEASES OF HORSES
Removes and Prevents Lameness and Soreness

For sale by Harness Dealers and Druggists everywhere.

Veterinary Packages (quarts), 83; Six-ounce Cans, 81.

VITA OIL COMPANY, Makers, SAN FRANCISCO

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandellera

and tropical plants, been converted Into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern Improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

Absolute Security

Against Loss by Fire
BY INSURING IN

The Firemen's Fund Insurance Co.
Reliability, Consideration and Promptness are characteristic of this Company.

Th9 Cost is Nominal. «$«$3>se»$» The Security Absolute.

Home Offloe-401-407 CALIFORNIA STREET, S. F.

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES "-%:;::
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to oare for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track use. Ladies can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or cars.

.Awarded Gold Medal
At California State
Fair 1892.

Every horseownerwho
[values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of it on hand, ft
limproves and beeps
stock in the pink of
|conditlon.

'flaahattan Food Co

1 253 Folsom St., San Francisco
abx your grocers or dealere for it.

RED BALL BRAND.
Positlvelv Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.

C. V. KEBTELL. Mttn»<;.

Pedigrees Tabulated w riXwK.^J^rB
JSS

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mc Kinney, 2111%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, S500.00
iJFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinncy is now located al the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Sti? iEmptre (Eitg irTarms, new^ork.
Mention this journal

when writing.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbeli'sHorseFootRemedy
. SOLD BY-...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Ca
R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Col(

J G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utar
JDBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mom
A A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Was!
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. ..Tacoma, Wast
McSORLEY & HENDERSON. ...Seattle, Was!
C. RODDER Stockton, Ca
WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Ca
W. C. TOPPING San Diego, C»
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Ca
H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Ca
JOS. McTIGDE San Francisco, Ca
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, Ca

JAS. B. CAflPBELL & CO.. Manufacturers, 4 1 2 W. riadison St., CHICAGO , IL1

Special Light, Low
Seat, Pneumatic
Speed Cart, No. 1,

Especially adapted

for track use.

It iH the Lightest Lnng-Shaft
Track Cart in the World.

TOOMBY
TWO WHEELEB!:
ARE THE LEADERS.

h in

Sulkies in All Sizes -

Hum
Pneumatic

Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts
for Team Work on bath Roa

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carti

Send for latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & CO.

Canal Dover, Ohio, U. S. A

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk S:

SAN FRANCI5CO, CAL.

[Three Legged Horse5
1(

ere not curiosities by any meav& The country js full of them. The
fourth leg is there ail right but it is not worth anything because of a curb,

splint, spavin or other like bunch. You can cure the b/Tse of any of these

i aim ents and put another sound leg i.nder him by the use of

Quinn's Ointment*

i

e tried and reliable. Wht*n ahorse is cured
with Quinn's Ointment he stars cured. Mr. E.F.Burke
olSpnnptield, Mo., writes as toUows- "I have been
u sing Qulnn's Ointment for several years and have ef-

fected many marvelous cures; it will po deeper and*
cause less pain than aiy blister I ever used. Thought
it my duty lor the benefit of horses to recommend your
Ointment, lam never without it " This is the general
verdict by all whopive Quinn's Ointment a trial. For
curbs, splints, spavins, wind puffs, and al. bunches it

is unequaled. Price 31 per bottle at all druppists
->t sent by mail. Send for circulars, testimonials,&c
W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

IThe Greatest Real

edy liver Know
For Bad Legs. I

It panetrate* to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from stj

cause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for *pliniB, Curbs. Thoruogl)
pla». Sweeny. Capped Hocks. Wind Pafftt and all Lnm*-ner>s fro,

Sprains. Ringbone and other bony enlargements On broktn down, weii

and Injured tendons, r'iptured ligaments Its power is unfailing. Perm
neDtly cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles. Hock*. Tendo
or Ligaments, without loss of hair or an hour's let upon the a r>e.

PRTCE S3 PEK BOTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt
price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. WILCOXSON REMEDY CO , Tiffin O , U S.A.

PHONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, Proi

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 I^ESXjXj STREET

BUST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRL AVE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Do
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tla.©-

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event Ourinsr the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the following:

lit on Practice Day, F. M, See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reld (tie). 99 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d in Grand American, M. Arte (tie), 97 out of ICO.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97. 4 of 96 and 35 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells-

All of which, merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

5HREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

larket St.

end for

Catalogue

f
52l

Kearn St

,

GXD
Mailorders

a Specialty

'ILNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING-TACKLE AND SP0RTINQ GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, ,1 CALIFORNIA.

YOUR
GUN

JU may need a new one this fall; DO NOT wait until you want
ORDER NOW. RKIUEMttKfi it takes time to make a gun and

ake one RIGHT. We do not care to make one any other way.
y«>u DON'T know nil about a gnu writ** to us; we may be able
serve JUST Y«»IT. We have had over forty years' eiperlence fand it's yours for th
king. Tell us what you want Write to-day.

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND ALL THE TIME

It was BALLISTITE
That Made the Clean Sweep

At Ingleside, September 15, 16 and 17, C. D. HAGERMAN of Los
Angeles won the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 93 out of 100. GEO.
SYLVESTER tf San Francisco won the PACTHC COAST HANDI-
CAP, 97 out of 100. ROBERT H. BUiNGAY tied the Score, 97 out

of 100, also shooting BALLISTITE.

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powders.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

I Warren St., New York City. 30 Cherry St,, Meriden, Conn,

419 STRAIGHT!
I "Billy" Crosby with his SMITH
•FUN makes another world's rec-

rd. You can't miss 'em with a
: i.mith Automatic Ej ector fitted with
ib.e Hunter One-Trigger.

\ Send for Catalogue.

IUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N, Y.

NW MODEL

ATOMATIC

ECTOR

NO. i LlSt, $100

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS AKT

..' T- IN.—

Salt Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St., cor First. San Francisco

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 199

CALIFORNIA

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHOKTBOKNS' — OTJINTO
HEKD-77 premiums. Caliiornla State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETEK 3AXE & SON. Lick House, S. F- Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOXSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work nerd; 90% wlnni-rs at State and county fairs,

show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 in

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St.. San Francisco.

JERSKYS, HOLSTEIN8 AND DUKHAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hoga, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Ntles & Co.. I*os Angeles
Cal.

VETERINARY.

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHER
SLAKE COSTING 835 MORE.

I>x* w "Wm, F.XIsan.
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnbur*
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and AustralianColonlea
at the portof San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

'e Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

HE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Coast Branch.iPHIL B. BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Wrifce for prices.

Bkeeder and Sportsman, 88 Geary Street
San Francisco. Cal.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and it IB ft

useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOB SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored in 48 Hours.

mm*
CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba, Cobebi or Injection

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE
IN NEWSPAPERS^

ANYWHERE AT ANYTIME
Call on or Write

IE.C. DIKE'S ADYERTISM AGEE(

124 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCI8CO, CALIF, t
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^ivjii^ETJKriTioixr, rifles, sHOTGrTXiixrs
WERE AWARDED 1 HE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. lOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

1

At Chicago

Trapshooters Association Tournament

W. R. Crosby

usiDg 4i grains

New E. C. Improved

made this grand score:

Aug. 17th, 197 ex 200

Aug. mill, 200 ei 200

Aug. 19th, 197 ex 200

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York.

I .-J\y^.

C. P. W. BRANDS-ll
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Official RccorJs Show|

that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, Ind., June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

\ (Grand American Handicap, Preliminail

f Handicap, Consolation Handicap and''

J the Five Men State Team
Championship)

I

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT 01

THE TOTAL PURSES

Glabrough,

GUNS

Gun Goods
«^3«di1 for Catalogue.

Goleher & Go.

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELLi
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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IKY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR

w_
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$17,200

GUARANTEED PURSES. Grand Southern Fall Circnit,
SI7.200

GUARANTEED PUR

I^CXVESilVdLeESrL 9 to 25, Inclusdve.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, OCT. 24, 190,'
Records Made On or After October 1, 1905. No Bar.

SAN BERNARDINO
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

COL G. W. PRESCOTT, Pres.' A. W. BRUXEK, Sec'j

November 9th, 10th and 11th.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

1—2:13 Class, Pacing S600

2—'2:14 Class. Trotting 600

3—2:30 Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver enp 100

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER lOtb..

4—2:20 Class, Trotting 8600

5—2:20 Class, Pacing 600

6—Zolock Special lor Association cup or purse

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11th.

7—2:09 Class, Trotting 8600

8—2:09 Class. Pacing 600

9—2:40 Class. Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup loo

Events 3 and 9 are open to San Bernardino and Riverside

Driving Club Matinee Horses only. Horses eligible must be

owned by a member of the club thirty days prior to date of race

and must be driven by owner or a member of the club they

represent.

SANTA ANA
HARNESS HORSE ASSN.

GEO. McFEE, Pres. A. TV. BBUNEB, Sec'y

November 15th, 16th and 17th.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15th.

1_8:12 Class, Pacing *600

a—3:14 Class, Trotting 660

3—2:30 Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16th,

4—2:20 Class, Trotting ..8600

5—2:20 Class, Pacing 600

6—Sweet Marie or Zolock Special.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17th,

7—2:09 Class, Trotting 8600

8—2:09 Class, Pacing 600

9—2:30 Class, Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup. . . 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to Santa Ana and Riverside Driving

Club Matinee Horses only. Horses eligible must be owned" by a

member of the club thirty days prior to date of race and must be

driven by owner or a member of the club they represent.

conditions:
All eventB are three in flTe, except cup races which are two in three,

5 o'clock p. m on the day preceding the race shall be reoi
i In ^r( 1 i n rr a nH moHa at t Via nfftnn nf *\i n o « - t _

LOS ANGELES
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N

C. A. CANFIELD Pres A. W. BBUNEB,

November 21st to 25th.

P

if

X-

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21st
1—2:11 Class Trot (The H . N. Henderson)

%~Vln £!
a85 Eace <The Joseph chansior)::::::3—2:20 Class Pace, Matinee Horses

.

..»:

.(The Dr. Ralph Hag'an),'siiver cup
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22d*—2:17 Class Trot (The J. W. Eohon) .,5-2:20 Class Pace (Tie Dr. Wm. Dodge)6-2:30 Class Trot, Matinee Horses... ...WW"

(The J. A. P3irchiids)
\ silver cup

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23d.
7—2:14 Class Trot The W. A. Clark Jr ) a8-2:12 Class Pace (The Henry Herry) •

9-Sweet Marie Special (The C. A. Canflela')WWWWW' '

tor valuable cup or
|

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24th..
10—2:24 Class Trot (The Charles Saddler) •
11—2:27 Class Pace (The Dr. W. A. Connelly) i12—2:2S CIbbs Pace, Matinee Horses

(The William Garland)',' siiv'er'cup
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2Stb_

13-2:09 ClasB Trot (The Byron Erkenbrecher) ai14—Free-for-all Class Pace (The L. J. Christopher)""
15—2:40 Class Trot, Matinee Horses ....'.'.'

'

(The Association), silver cup
Events 3, 6, 12 and 15 are opsn to Los Angeles, San Bernan

Riverside and Santa Ana Driving Club Matinee Horses
Horses eligible must be owned by a member of the club t)days prior to date of race and must be driven by owner or a r
ber of the club they represent.

Six to enter and four to start.

Money divided 50 25 15 and 10 per cent.

A horse distancing the Held or any part thereof is entitled to first money only.
Entries close Tuesday. October 24th. when horse must be named and eligible to the class in which

he is named- Records made on or after October 1st no bar.
The rules of the National Trotting Association, of which the Associations are members, shall

govern unless otherwise provided.
Entrance Fee, five per cent ol purse, dua and payable before the race starts, and five per cent

additional from money winners, except in cup raoes no entrance fee Is charged.
Positions will be drawn for by the drivers before the start of the first heat. In the succeeding

heats horses will start as they finished in the previous one.

Address all communications to the Secretary.
A. W. BRUNER, Secretary, 313 West Second St., Los Angeles, Ca

Entries not declared out l.
start. Declarations must be made In writing and made at the office oftneVecretary"

Colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must be wonthe track. Colors will be registered in the order in which they are received When colors anamed or conflict, drivers will be required to wear the colors furnished by the Association
Hopples barred In Trotting events, but will be permitted in Pacing events with the exceocup events *
Any race that may be started and unfinished on the last day of the meeting mav be dealended and money divided or cup awarded according to the rank of the horses In the summary.

TULARE FAIR GROUND ASSOCIATION
FALL RACE MEETING

TO BE HELD AT

TULARE, GAL, OCTOBER 16 to 21, 1905, INCLUSIVE,

Entries Close October 1st. Running Races Overnight

$5265 will be Given in Stakes and Purses.

ALL PURSES GUARANTEED.

Programme:
TUESDAY, OCT. 17th.

1—2:09 Class Pace 8500
2—a:17 Clam Pace 400
3—Tnree-year-old Trot 200
1—Three and half furlong dash 75
5—Fuor fnrlong dash 75

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 18th.

fl—2:20 Class Trot 8400
7—Three-year-old Pace 2oO
8—One year-«ld Trot or Pace, half

mile heat* 75
9-Onarter mile dash 60
" -five -eighth's mile dash 100

THCKSDAY, OCT 19th.

-2:13 Class Pace 8400
-2:14 Class Trot 400

lo

13—Two-year-old Pace, 2:30 Class ISO
14-Fonr and half furlong dash 100
15—Three quarters mile dash 100

FRIDAY, OCT. 20th.

16—2 : 1 7 Class Trot. 840P
17—Two-year-old Trot 150
18—Three-eighths mile dash 75
19—Half mile dash 75
20—Seven-eighths mile dash 125

SATURDAY, OCT. 2lBt.

21—2:10 Cla>s Trot 8500
22—2:a0 Class Pace 400
23—Two-yt-ar-old Pace 150
24—Half mile dash 75
25—Three-quarters mile dash 100

CONDITIONS.
Entrance Fee to all raceB, five per ceDt of purse and Ave per cent additional deducted from

money winners.
Races noi Oiling satisfactorily to the Board of Directors may be declared off.

Declaration (to declare out) must be made In wrltlog and will not be accepted unless accompa-
nied by the amount due at the time the declaration Is made.

is for harness races wili be divided Into four moneys: 50 25. 15 and 10 per cent, except for
onennd two year olds, which will be divided 60.25 and 15 per cent.

Running Racos—Money to be divided Into 75 percent and 25 per cent of purse.
All harness races 3 In 5. except races Nob 8, 13, 17 and 23. which are 2 in 3.

Hopples barred In trottliu 111 be permitted in pacing races.
Conditional entries will be ireat-.i the same as regular entries, and nominators held under the

rule
Member Notional Trotting Association.

Address all communications to

H, WHALEY,
President.

W. F. 1NGWERSON, Secretary,
TULARE, CAL.

BE A DISTEMPER EXPERT
once learn the value of Craft's Distemper & Cough Cure you will be

able with It tocurc with almost magical quickness any case of Distemper
KoizootIc.Plnk(.v<

,
Cough or Catarrhal Affection in horses, sheep or dogs

The remedy costs i.oihlngint falls, but It doesn't fall. No need of aoy horse
or other stock belnz lost from these diseases. If your druggist cannot supply
i\, order direct. Sent prepaid on receipt of price. 50c and Jl. Drop a oard
to-day for •Veterinary Pointers." It is free and Is Invaluable to stock owners

Wells Medicine rjo,
Chom,""'v,,d

i GermologUt* 13 3d st, Lafayette, Ind,
D E. MIWKLL, General Agent for PaclUc Coast, 519 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

PHOENIX, ARIZ.
$I2,000-Territorial Fair-$|2,0I

DECEMBER 4-9, 1905.
FIRST-CLASS MILE TRACK.

Entries to Trotting and Pacing Stakes Close November I, 19
i,

but Entries May Be Made at Any Time Betore That Date
and Records Made After Date of Entry No Bar.

Trotting and Pacing.

2:35 Trotting, stake $1000
2:22 Trotting, stake 1000

2:10 Trotting, stake 1000

2:30 Pacing, stake 1000

2:17 Pacing, stake 1000

Free-for-all Pacing, stake 1000
TO BE OPENED LATER:

Running.
Half-mile, 2-yr-olds $1

)

Half-mile'Heats, 2 in 3.... 13
6 furlongs, 3-yr-olds & up. 1)
1 mile, Arizona Derby 20
1 mile, novelty lB
5 furlongs, consolation 13
2 1-2 mile, Cowboy reiay... 2)
Half-mile dash. Arizona

cow horses 10
8400 Parses for 2:30. 3:25. 2:19, 2:15, Free-for-All id

Thr.e-year-old Trotters; 2:28. 2:22. 2:13. 2:09 and Three-year-old Pacer..

American Trotting Association rules to govern Hopples allowed.
Entries to Running Races close night be/ore the race.
For Entry Blanks and other information address

W. N. TIFFANY, Supt.

PHOENIX,
of Speed,
ARIZONA

FIRST ANNUAL AUCTION SALE
From the Prize Winning

HUMBOLDT HERD OF SHORTHORNS
BELONGING TO

Messrs. B F. RUSH & WM. PIERCE, Suisun, Cal.

m ii j ° r Yearlings, Two-year-old Bad
hU H83Q Three-year-old Bulls and Heifers,wv ii VU » s(red by lbe fonowlDg hfgh-olass
bulls: Marshall's Combination, Blvthe Victor,
Sharon Victor VI, Humtoldt Victor VI, Admiral
Schley VIII and King Abbotsborn. The heifers
have all been bred to the best bulls in the herd
Sale takes place at the WILLOTTA RANCH,

Suisun, California, on

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1905, ,

at 10 a m. Conveyances will meet all trains.
Lunch will be served. For catalogues send to

LIVE STOCK
, AUCTIONEERSFRED H. GHASE & CO. 1732 Market St., San Francis
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A BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, Proprietor.

Turf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast.

» OFFICE

9(
j

36 QEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 2300.

,
(TELEPHONE: Black 586.

orms—One Tear S3, Six Months SI. 75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

I
Money should be sent bv postal order, draft or by registered

alter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
Oaltrornia.
Communications must be accompanied by the writer s name and

address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

: antee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, September 30, ioc-5-

THE FIRST VOLUME of the Proceedings of the

American Breeders' Association has been received

from +he secretary, Prof. W. M. Hays, "Washington,

D. C. It is a book of about 250 pages and contains

the proceedings of the first meeting of this organiza-

tion held ac St. Louis in 1903, and of the second meet-

ing held at Champaign, Illinois, last February. In

addition to a complete report of these - interesting

meetings there are articles by such authorities as

Prof. W. E. Castle of Harvard University, A. J. Glover,

associate editor of Hoard's Dairyman, Luther Bur-

hank of Santa Rosa, Prof. Sandsten of the University

of "Wisconsin, Geo. T. Mo.ore and "W. M. Hays of the

United States Department of Agriculture, and many

other noted writers. The American Breeders' Asso-

ciation should have a very large membership and

every person interested in the breeding of better live-

stock, fruit or other products should be a member.

The membership fee is but ?1 per year for Americans

and $2 per year for members who reside in foreign

countries. Any information about this association

and the benefits to be derived from membership in

it will be furnished by Secretary "W. M. Hays, Wash-

ington, D. C.

the Iowa stallion went in for blood and succeeded in
nosing out Bolivar in 2:07%.
For the fifth and deciding heat the two favorites

went down to the quarter in 31 seconds and to the
half mile in 1:02%, but this so intensified their leg
weariness that Red King had no trouble in coming
on from behind and winning the heat easily in 2:09%.
Curry saving his horse at the finish when he saw who
was beating him, as it did not affect his position in the
race.

In the 2:23 trot, there were seven starters, Belfast
being the favorite, but the California mare. Lady
Mowry by McKinney. dam by Nutwood "Wilkes, only
permitted him to get one heat. Cecil won the first,

second and fourth heats with the mare, the time of the
four heats being 2:14%, 2:13%, 2:12* and 2:12%, a
corking good race and one that shows Lady Mowry
to be a mare of much class. She is a four-year-old
and is the property of Mr. J. C Mowry of Irvington.
Cal. The California gelding Golden Gate by Bay Bird
was third in the first heat of this race, but caught the
flag in the second heat.

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CIRCUIT offers

many inducements for the owners and trainers of

harness horses to race for good purses at the close

of the season. Entries will not close until Tuesday,

October 24th, giving owner plenty of time to ascer-

tain just how good their horses are before entering

them. The purses aggregate $17,200. and are arranged

for all classes of trotters and pacers. The Grand

Southern Fall Circuit, as it is called, comprises three

mile tracks. At San Bernardino and Santa Ana the

purses are 5600 each, and at Los Angeles $1000 each.

But six entries are required to fill and four to start.

Records made after tomorrow, October 1st, are no

bar. The. Los Angeles track is in fine shape and as

a big meeting will be given there nest June, it will

be just the place to winter horses. Low freight rates

can be had for carloads of horses sent from all points

in central and northern California. Make your en-

tries in time.

HALF MILE TRACKS only take half the water

required to put a mile track in shape. In the dry

climate of California, water is a very expensive article

in the interior of the State. Horsemen who visit

Ukiah next week will have are opportunity to see one

of the best half mile tracks in California and they

will find, if they drive over it, that horses will show

their speed there about as well as they will over

many of the mile tracks in this State. The Ukiah

track is kept at about half the expense necessary to

keep a mile track in order.

CAL1FORNIANS WIN AT LIBERTYV1 LLE.

The $5000 stake for 2:14 pacers at the Libertyville,

Illinois track on Friday of last week proved the best

contest of the meeting. Through the application of

the rule terminating the race at the end cf five heats,

Bolivar carried off first honors, but only won two of

the five heats. Echo Jr. two. and Red King the fifth.

Echo Jr. sold favorite in the pools, with Dorris B.

second choice, and Bolivar grouped with the field.

Doris B. was not herself, however, and after the great
filly ha3 gone four heats, in which she showed remark-
able speed in spots only, she was drawn.
Echo Jr. won the first heat in 2:07% in a terrific

finish with Bolivar responding to the gad in great
style. The tables, however, were reversed in the sec-

ond heat, when Bolivar outpaced the stud, finishing

the mile in 2:06V4. the fastest mile ever paced in a
race on the Libertyville track
The third heat was all Bolivar's in. 2: 07%, with Ed

C, who had won his race in fine style the day before,

a good second, and Echo Jr. laid up. The next heat

rOOF BEATS.

ALL RECORDS BROKEN.

The most stupendous entry list in the history of
harness racing has been received by Secretary Horace
WT

ilson of the Kentucky Trotting Horse Breeders'
Association for the big Lexington meeting of October
3-14 next. Three hundred and seventy-four horses
have been named in twenty purses closed this week,
which, added to those kept in the stakes, brings the
total entry up to 62S, and breaks the record for entries
on American trotting tracks, established by the Lex-
ington Association in 1S9S by nearly one hundred.

In the rich Kentucky Futurity twenty three-year-
olds remain eligible, including Bon Voyage 2:12%,
Katherine L. 2:12*4, Susie N. 2:13%, Evania, Elm-
ford, The Phantom, Miss Adbell, Kaldar and other
highly tried stake colts. The 1905 Futurity promises
to rival the 1904 event in interest.

In the Pacing Futurity for three-year-olds, eleven
of the original thirteen remain. In the two-year-old
Futurity, twenty-one have been kept eligible. A
number of these have already raced successfully and
the field is very classy.

In the famous Transylvania Stake, the annual
championship, fourteen starters are named as fol-
lows: Ethel's Pride 2:07%, Glenwood M. 2:0S%. Kid
Shay 2:08%, John Caldwell 2:09, Bell C 2:09%, Tur-
ley 2:09%. Mainland 2:09%, Deleree 2.09%, Bonner
2:10, Pat Ford 2:10, Morn 2:09%. Angle 2:11. Miss
In Law and Lady Pauline C. Since the death of
Sadie Mac, Ethel's Pride will likely be the post favor-
ite, but .the field includes the pick of the season's
campaigners in East and West, and the Transylvania
is not a favorite's race.
In the rich pacing stake, the Tennessee, the re-

markable number of twenty-four horses are named,
the largest field in its history. Walter Direct 2:04%,
The Friend 2:05%. Don Carr 2:06, Peruna 2:06%,
Maud Keswick 2.06%, are prominent.

In the 2:06 trot is a brilliant field made up of
George G. 2:05%, Dr. Strong 2:06, McKinley 2:06%.
"Wetnworth 2:06%, Snyder McGregor 2:06%, and Nor-
man B. 2:06%.

In the great 2 : 04 pace twelve noted pacers are
named, including The Broncho 2:03%, the champion
pacing mare; Nervolo 2:04%. Baron Grattan 2.04%,
Major C. 2.04, Belle Mc 2:04%, Locanda 2:03%,
Nathan Straus 2:04%, Pan Michael 2:05, Winfield
Stratton 2:05, Frank Tokum 2:05%, Hazel Patch
2:05%, Black Hal 2:05% and Cherry Lass 2.06%.
The other purses filled as follows: 2:0S trot, 10

entries: 2:10 trot. 22; 2:12 trot, 12; 2:14 trot, 22;

2:16 trot, 25; 2:18 trot, 41; 2:20 trot, 23; 2.25 trot,

24; 2:06 pace, 19; 2:08 pace, 2S; 2:09 pace, 21; 2:10
pace, 25; 2 : 12 pace, 15 ; 2 : 14 pace, 16 ; 2 : 15 pace,
18; 2.20 pace, 18.

The death of Sadie Mac and the retirement of Tiv-
erton has killed the big special race which Secretary
Wilson was trying to arrange, but it is possible that
a special between Sweet Marie, Dr Strong and Wrent-
worth may be arranged between their respective
owners, as the latter two feel quite confident of hold-
ing their own with the racing champion in a 3-in-5
race.—Kentucky Stock Farm.

SONOMA COUNTY DRIVING CLUB.

- The recently organized Sonoma County Driving
Club will hold a regular race meeting on the after-
noon of Thursday. October 12th, and has issued l»

program for that day providing for four races. The
classes are the 2.12 trot. 2:25 pace, and a mixed race
for trotters or pacers of the 2:17 class and a road-
ster race. The three first named races are open to

all, but the roadster race is only for horses owned
by members of the club. Entries close Monday.
October 9th, three days before the meeting, and the
entrance fee is $5 for each race. The total amount
of receipts from all sources will be divided into four

equal purses for these events, less ten per cent re-

tained by the club for expenses.
Pools will be sold on a!l these races, and if anycne

desires to start a horse against time for a record
they can do so by paying a fee of five dollars and
making entry before 7 o'clock p. m.. the day pre-

ceding the race. All 'records made at this meeting
w'U stand as the Sonoma Driving Club is a member
of the National Trotting Association.

o

Among the trainers who have been racing their

horses at the Hollister meeting this week are Dan
Misner, Joseph Cuicello, Dan Leiginger, Farmer
Bunch. Chas. Whitehead, T. J. Ferguson. Russell Gray,

Arthur Neville, T. S. Nuckols, and several others.

A Complete summary of the harness races at Hol-

lister will be printed next week. We go to press too

early to get more than :i partial report this week

Quite a number of Eastern horsemen are confi-

dent that Sadie Mac was scored to death.

The Texas State Fair has offered a $10,000 purse
for a race between Dan Patch and Audobon Boy.

Ashland Wilkes leads the sires of new performers'
for 1905 up to date. He has nine to his credit.

Expedition 2:15% seems to be the- leading son of

Electioneer as a sire of new performers this season.

Yum Yum, Telephone Central, Hulabaloo and Buster
Brown all started in races at Princeton^ 111., recently.

McKinney has three new 2:15 trotters this year—
Adam G. 2:11%, Miss Kinney 2:11% and Lady Mowry
2:12%.

The Bronco 2:03% picked up a nail the other day,
and will probably be retired for the balance of the
season.

The Ukiah fair and race meeting opens next Mon-
day and continues during the week. Saturday there
will be three good harness events.

Boracic acid and charcoal, both finely powdered and
thoroughly mixed, is an excellent thing to dust into

the horse's hoofs to keep them clean and free from
thrush.

Russell G. by Nutwood Wilkes took a matinee wagon
record of 2:21 in the third heat of a winning race at

Cleveland last week. This gelding is owned by Mr. W.
P. Murray of Cleveland.

Nutwood leads all stallions again this year as the
sire of producing dams. No less than nine of his

daughters have new standard performers to their

credit since January 1st.

That McKinney-Nutwood Wilkes cross is again to

the front as usual. At Libertyville, Illinois, last week,
Lady Mowry by McKinney, dam by Nutwood Wilkes,
took a trotting record of 2:12% in the fourth heat of

a winning race.

Robizola 2:12%, one of the fastest and best bred
mares in California is offered for sale. Here is a
mare worth buying for racing, road or breeding pur-
poses. She will fill all requirements. Read the ad-
vertisement and write to her owner, Dr. J. W. Clark
of Santa Rosa, about her.

P. W. Hodges and I. N. Minor, who took Lady Zom-
bro and Morosco 2.12 to the Grand Circuit have met
with very bad luck

: both horses having been decided-
'ly off and not able to start for the past six weeks, and
consequently entrance money is beginning to pile up
pretty heavily against them.

Major Delmar trotted the fastest mile of the season
at Cleveland September 19th. when he went to beat

2:05% to wagon. He made the mile in 2:04. and the

time by quarters was as follows: 31%, 1:03, 1:32%,
2:04. The same day Morning Star paced a mile to

wagon in 2:03, which is the fastest mile paced at that

hitch this year.

John A. McKerron 2:04% now has four standard
performers to his credit. Three have taken records

this year—Jack McKerron (2) 2:27%, dam Ximenia,
dam of Sunland Belle 2:0S% and two others, by Nut-
wood; Irene Mac (2) 2:29%, out of Irene Wilton 2:18%
by Wilton, and Carrie Mac (3) 2:29%, out of Carrie

Onward 2:14%. All of these records are actual race

records made over poor half-mile tracks and in actual

speed contests. It shows that McKerron is to win dis-

tinction as a successful sire just as he has done as a
trotter.

Two good mares by Chas. Derby 2:20 are offered

for sale in this issue. They can be seen at the Dexter
Prince Stables, 1509 Grove street, this city, where in-

spection is invited. Nannie Derby, the five-year-old

mare, stands 16.2 and weighs 1150 pounds. She is

handsome and stylish and very fast. Has paced a
half better than one minute on the speedway. Her
only fault is that she is excitable in company. The
other mare is four years old, stands 15.3 and is an ex-
cellent road mare. Look at these two and others at

the Dexter Prince stables

In sj
: iie of the fact that harness racing is at ;i low-

ebb in several states just now it is evident that a first-

class trotter will bring a big price right now just the

same as has been the case for years, says the Horse
"World. Miss Wilkes could have taken a very large
sum of money for Sadie Mac almost any time if she
would have considered an offer for that mare At
Poughkeepsie the trotting mare Deloree, that took a
record of 2:09% there, was sold for $18,500. It is also

reported from a creditable source that an offer of

$13,500 was made and refused for the three-year-old
trotting filly Susie X. 2:09% by Moko. The fact that
trotters are in demand at such values is proof positive

that it Is not generally regarded that the earnll

pacity of the trotters will be lowered to the point that
will make their campaigning unprofitable. The cru-
sade against betting which has been inaugurated in

several states will run its course like .-ill other epi-

demics and, if the horsemen act wisely, they will

eventually secure such legislation as will make racing
under reasonable restrictions possible. It is difficult

to arrive at any other conclusion than th!s, and while
harness racing interests in several states may be se-

riously handicapped for a time, they will finally
i

such treatment as the wisdom of their supporter

cause them to merit.
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SECRETARY ALBERT LINDLEY of the Califor-

nia State Agricultural Socity was In San Francisco

this week attending to matters connected with that

organization and made a short call at the office of

the Breeder and Sportsman. Ii is very easy to see

that Mr. Lindley is an enthusiast in regard to mak-
ing the California State Fair one of the big annual

of the West, and that he has the right ideas

as to the aims and purposes of such an institution.

He believes it should be first of all a great farmers'

fruit growers' and" live stock breeders exposition.

That the farmer*' institutes, the fruit growers' as-

sociations and the live stock breeders organizations

should be interested in the State Fair and that it

should be made not only a great annual industrial

exposition but also a sort of school of insti'uction

where the general public will not only be shown the

very best of the State's products every year, but also

instructed as to why one exhibit is Detter thai; an-

other and why the best is the most profitable. . At
the last session of the California Legislature Secre-

tary Lindley was instrumental in having a bill in-

trodvced and passed which requires the Boards of

County Supervisors to make a report to the State

Board of Agriculture each year as to the condition,

resources and annual products of the several coun-
ties. These reports will be printed with the regular

annual report of the State Board and will be very
valuable to intending settlers in the State, as well as

to al who desire true and unt iased information in

regard to any section thereof. Mr. Lindley believes

the next annual report of the S >ciety will be one of

the most valuable in the historj.- of the organization.

his first catalogue printed after locating in California

traced to this old mare Fanny Fern, and whenever a

fast one appears on the circuit that traces to some
of his stallions or mares, it is an even bet that Fanny
Fern or old Mary by Flaxtail will be reached in the

pedigree within three or four generations.

"When the list of new 2:10 reformers for 1905 is

made up at the close of the 7ear it will be found
that California horses furnish a pretty heavy per-

centage of the entire number. If there is anything
that should demonstrate to a certainty the fact that

California is one of the greatest speed breeding
places in the world, it is that in recent years but com-
paratively few California bred horses are taken east

and raced and although they are compelled to meet
the pick of all the other breeding and training cen-

ters, they manage to get a pretty fair proportion of

the money and in the lists of fast performers always
make a good showing at the end of the season.

track, Sept. 27th, 1894. He won the race for year-
ling trotters August 17th in San Francisco, with five
starters, time 2 : 2S and the race for yearlings at
Woodland August 27th, time 2:26, with three start-
ers. He died last year in the East. He was by
Advertiser out of Beautiful Bells.

ANOTHER TWO MINUTE PACER.

The fourth pacer to get into the two minute circle

is Audubon Boy and his record was made at Read-
ville, Mass., on Friday last, September 22nd. Dan
Patch 1:56, Star Pointer 1:59% and Prince Alert

1:59% are the three that entered this exclusive list

before him, but those who saw the son of J. J.

Audubon accomplish the feat of pacing a mile in-

side of two minutes believe that he is a rival of the

great Dan Patch as the mile was made without a
runner or a wind shield in front of the horse.

Audubon Boy's time just equals the record of

1:59% made by Star Pointer seven years ago. The
press dispatch gives the following particulars:

Audubon Boy started to beat 2:00%. The weather
conditions favored record time. The assistance of a
pacemaker was useless, Audubon Boy having dis-

tanced his pacemaker before the half-mile post was
reached. In making the trial for the record, James
Y. Gatcomb, owner of the chesnut stallion, refused

to use a wind shield or to have a running horse draw
a cart with canvas attached between the wheels in

the lead, preferring to make the attempt in the same
way that Star Pointer gained the world's record of

1:59% at the Readville track seven years ago. This

is the present record with the runner or pacemaker
going at one side. Dan Patch, in 1902, paced a niile

in Readville in 1:59% under similar conditions, but
as he went to beat that time it was recorded as a

losing performance. Since then Dan Patch has gain-

ed a record of 1:56, but this mark wras made with
a running horse in the lead.

It was a little after 4 o'clock when Audubon Boy
tried for the record. The first quarter was made in

0:29 and the next in 0:28%. making the time for the

F. M. NORTHUP, San Jose—We learn that tho
mare Vamoose you inquired about last week, while
not registered in the Stud Book is by Prince of Nor-
folk. She had three foals, one by Servitor, one by
imported San Pedro and one by imported Del Mar.

LIVINGSTON, MONTANA, RACES.

(Meeting Sept. 4th to 9th, 1905.)
2:35 pace, $200—Sherlock Holmes won, Floy

Direct second. Best time 2:16%.
2: IS pace, $250—Reta Huber, by Bozeman, won

first and third heats ; Carlsbad won second heat

;

Gold Dust and Billings G. also started. Best time
2:13%.
2:40 trot, $150—Ritchie Baron, by Baron Wilkes,

won second and third heats; Sugar Foot won first
heat; Robbie and Kellogg O. also started. Best
time 2:21.

Three year old trot. $250—Patsy Rice, by Gold,
won both heats; The Maid second; Bill Nevitt third.
Best time 2:35%.

S-ecial trot or pace, $250—Ed Madden won both
heats; Albert R., Marie and Charles B. also started.
Best time 2:22%.

Special trot, $200—Macey Medium won both heats: 1

Kellogg O., Dixie and Edna S. also started. Best
time 2.34%.
Three year old pace, $200—Moy won both heats;

Copper Shell and Red Bird also started. Best time
2:21.

2:15 pace, $300—Gold Dust won second, thirfl,

fourth and fifth heats; Interna, by Diablo, won first

heat; Modicum and Etta V. also started. Best time
2:14.

2:25 trot, $200—Ritchie Baron, by Baron Wilkes,

A match race for $500 a side has been made to

come off over the Alameda track on Sunday, Octo-
ber 15th betwen two trotters, and from the interest

that has been aroused in these Sunday contests re-

cently it is safe to predict that two or three thou-
sand people will turn out to see the sport. Mr.
Grondola's mare Daisy May, trained by the veteran
Hines, has been meeting and vanquishing about every
road trotter in Alameda county during the past few
months and the country has been scoured to find a
trotter that could take her measure. Mr. Scott, the
well known contractor of Oakland, has finally found
a horse that he thinks can do the trick and has put
up $250 forfeit in the hands of William Wheeler. He
has named the chestnut trotter Faust by Aptos
Wilkes that was on the circuit in 1902 and failed to

win a heat. Faust is the same horse that kicked
and killed Pat McCartney at Salinas some years ago
and is a gelding about ten or eleven years old. In
1892 Farmer Bunch campaiged Faust and started

him in seven races. He got some of the money in

most of his races but did not succeed in getting a
heat or a record. The races in which he started were
won in from 2:18 to 2.23 and he was generally third
or fourth horse. Rio Vista George was following the
circuit that year trying to pick the winners and
often worked Faust out a few heats for the Farmer.
If I remember right he drove the gelding a mile in

2 : 19 at Napa one morning, at least that was the
time the boys assured him the horse made, although
it was reported on the quiet that 2:25 was nearer the
correct time. The match between Faust and Daisy
May Is to be mile heats, best three in five, and it has
been agreed that the winner must give the loser a
return match for the same amount, within two
weeks from date of first race. This race will be two
mile heats, best two in three. Both events are the
talk of "horse circles" in Alameda county at the
present time.

Faust by Aptos Wilkes
Matched to Trot Against Daisy May at Alameda Oct. 15th for $500 a Side

Good looks and speed are combined in the make-up
of that grand colt McFadyen whose race record of
2:15% made at Santa Rosa this year Is the fastest
mile by a pacing coll of his age this year. The half-
tone engi ing of this colt which appears nn the

oi the Breeder and Sportsman this week
prooJ -I this statement. Diablo 2.09Vi is a

Stallion and nearly all his get are en-
ihan average beauty but he never

Irefl B handsomer or more promising one than this
colt bred and owned by Mr. E. D. Dudley of Dixon.
In a ]" ou he 1 bulated pedigree of Mc-
Fadyen va printed no use repeating it

here, but It will not be out of place to state that he is

out of the great broodmare Bee by Sterling, second
dam Flash by Bgmont, third dam Ughtfoot by Flax-
tall, fourth day Fannj Fern b3 trw ln*s Tuekahoe,
fifth dam by Leffer's Consul, runnin br I. Bee
and Ktash are both great br I mares, while the old

Fern is the founder of a family of fast

ones. Her daughter Fern Leaf produced that won-
fllly Gold Leaf that took the world's

Id pai tng record of 2:11% In 1889, Fern
ilso produced Thistle 2:18%, sire of To Order

2:12%. that In turn sired Miss Mack 2:10%. Nearly
one-half the stock Included by the late Dr. Hicks In

half mile 0:57^. "When the time was announced the
crowd cheered. The third quarter was reached in
1:27%, but before this it was seen that whatever the
time of the mile Audubon Boy would have to make
it entirely, unassisted, the pacemaker then being 100
yards in the rear. Gatcomb did not make a stirring
drive at the finish and was 0:31% coming to the wire,
making the time for the mile 1:59%, just equaling
Star Pointer's time, and giving Audubon Boy that
mark, inasmuch as his attempt was for the purpose
of beating 2:00%.
Audubon Boy is a chestnut horse, foaled 1S97 and

took a record of 2:03% in 1902, when he was the
heaviest money winning pacer of the year, his win-
nings amounting to over $25,000.

His sire J. J. Audubon 2:19 is by Alcyone 2:37,
sire of McKinney, out of Dolly Pomeroy a producing
mare by Highland Grey 824, a horse carrying the
blood of Black Hawk 5 and Hambletonian 2. The
dam of Audubon Boy is the great brood mare Flaxy,
dam also of Royal R. Sheldon 2:04% and Red Kim
2:16%. Flaxy is by Bourbon "Wilkes, (son of Geo.
Wilkes and the great brood mare Favorite by
Abdallah 15), grandam Kit by Clark Chief 89. Few
horses are richer in producing blood than Audubon
Boy, one of a half dozen horses—two t cotters and
four pacers—that have beaten two minutes.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

DR. H. J. HAMMOND, Sacramento—The Year
Book does not credit Silkwood Belle with any record,
and she is not registered. She may have won a
heat in the time mentioned, but the race was not re-
ported to the American Trotting Register Asso-
i i a I inn.

SUBSCRIBER. San Francisco—Dudley Olcoit is

registered in Vol. 10. his number being 14.830. He
is by Albert "W. 11333. dam Cecelia (dam also of
Amelia 2:13%) by Poscora Hayward 2S9S, grandam
Creole by The Moor S70. Dudley Oleott's trotting
rei ord is 2:1S%. He was bred by Mr. J. B. Haggin.

won s cond and third heats; Iago won first heat;
Sugar Foot also started. Best time 2:22^.
Free for all trot, $200—Dr. Frasse, by Iran Alto,

won second, third and fourth heats; Ritchie Barori
won first heat; Lady Spokane also started. Best
time 2:17.

Free for all pace, $200—Jib, by Senator, won both
heats; Alpha W. second. Best time 2:10.

—-•—~"^ BOZEMAN, MONTANA, RACES.

(Meeting, August 2S to Sept. 2.)

2:20 trot, $1,000—Lady Spokane, by Bozeman, won
first, second and fourth heats; Iago won third heat;
Idol, Ritchie Baron and Sugar Foot also started.

Best time 2:19%.
2.25 pace, $250—Floy Direct, by Direct, won second,

third and fourth heats; Josephine D. won first heat.

Best time, 2:16%.
Three year old pace—Moy won both heats; Cop-

pershell, Red Bird and Albert R. also started. Best
time 2:23.

Free for all pace, $400—Alpha W., by Judge Nor-
val, won three straight heats; Jib second; Modicum
third. Best time 2:10%.
Rocky Mountain Stake for three year old trotters,

$300—Patsy Rice, by Gold, won two straight heats;

Bill Nevitt and Red Britt also started. Best time
2:29%.
Free for all trot, $400—Dr'" Frasse, by Iran Alto,

won in straight heats; Idol, Lady Spokane and
Montanus also started. Best time 2:19%.

2: IS pace. $1,000—Floy Direct, by Direct, wpn sec-

ond, fourth and fifth heats; Sherlock Holmes won
third heat; Rita' Huber won first heat; Gold Dust,

Billings G.. Bob Ayers and Carlsbad also started.

Best time 2:14.
.Q

Dan Patch went against time at Indianapolis for

a percentage of the gate receipts. There were over

fifty thousand paid admissions andj Mr. Savage's

share was $S,700 in cash.

ENQUIRER, San Jose—Yes; Adbell took the
world's yearling record of 2.23 over the San Jose

NOTICE —Greatest Money Make 1- on earth Legitimate;
puaranteed. Surely risk postal for particulars. Address A. W.
COURCHAINE, Agent, Port Clinton, Ohio. *
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NOTES AND NEWS.

An agent of Mr. A. R. Tewksbury, of New South
Wales, recently purchased from L. E. Brown of
Delevan, Illinois, a four months old colt by Parole,
dam Meadow Queen, sister to Great Heart 2:12% by
Mambrino Russell, second dam by Geo. "Wilkes.

Three new 2:10 trotters in one race is pretty close
to the record. Pat Ford, Belle C. and Tom Miller, Jr.,

went in at Galesburg in the six heat 2:15 trot.

It is claimed there were 100,000 people on the
grounds of the Michigan State Fair on Septem-
ber 14th.

Kalkar, the Kremlin three-year-old who raced at
Readville, trotted the middle half of the first mile in
1:03% and was timed in 2:12% in the second. John
Young has turned him over to Geers, who will drive
him in the Kentucky Futurity.

Sally Pointer by Sky Pointer and of Sister by Mc-
Kinney, second dam Aileen by Anteeo, third dam Lou
Milton, the dam of Lou Dillon, has reduced her re-
cord to 2:11.

Erne Powers 2:08%, the pacing mare that is so old
and has been racing so long that they call her
"Auntie," was separately timed in 2:06% in her first

start at Hamline this year. She was foaled in
1890.

Colonel Delmar, 2:18%, that has been winning
races in New England, is a brother in blood to Major
Delmar, 1.59%. Both were sired by Del Mar, 2:16%,
and Wilkes Maid, the dam of Colonel Delmar, is a
full sister of Expectation, the dam of Major Delmar,
both being by Autograph, 2:16%, and from Miss
Copeland, 2:25%, the dam of Copeland, 2:09%.

Directum has five new standard performers this

season so far.

The pacer Sleepy Tom is now thirty-eight years
old and is probably the oldest racehorse in America.
He is still full of the fire of colthood and is capable

At the county fairs over in Montana and Idaho,

relay races for ponies owned and ridden by Indians
are a feature of the programs. The following des-

cription of a race of this character at the Billings

County Fair is from the Butte Inter-Mountain. The
names given are not the names of the horses, but

Directum 2:05£

A California Bred Champion that is Making a Great Name aa a Sire

of limbering up his creaking joints for a speedy fur-
long or two. He is the property of Peter Beeles of

Puyallup, Washington and made his debut on the
turf as early as 1872. The old fellow can now work
out a mile at a three minute clip without apparent
effort.

of their Indian riders: "The Indian relay race was
exciting. Simon Bull Tail won three out of four
half-mile heats, with Stand on The Bull second.
Two Stinks and Swallow Bird dropped out of the
race in the second and third rounds, the former hav-
ing been thrown when entering the stall. Both had
refractory horses."

Bruce Sieberts, a horse raiser on thfc Cheyenne
river in South Dakota, has just closed out his entire
herd, putting in 500 horses at an average price of
$28 a head for animals of all classes.

In publishing the list of third payments in Futurity
Stake No. 5 last week the following were omitted:
Brown colt Lookout by Searchlight, dam Bee by
Sterling and bay colt by Demonio dam Babe by Star-
light, entered by EJ. D. Dudley of Dixon; also foal by
Monterey 2:09%, dam Lottie Parks by Cupid, enter
ed by T. J. Crowley of San Francisco.

The Billings horses have been returned to Glen-
ville, where they will be seen in the regular matinees
of the Gentlemen's Driving Club until the end of the
season. Doc Tanner will begin early to get them
ready for the Old Glory sale in November.

Zombro 2.11, owned by Geo. T. Beckers, won first

prize for aged standard bred stallions at the Lewi:*
and Clark live stock show. Lord Kitchener 2:24%,
by Zombro. owned by T. D. Condon, was second,
and Nocturno, owned by G. A. Westgate, was third.

W. H. Morris of Santa Rosa, has sold his fine

roadster Clipper W. 2:24% by Lynwood W., to Mr.
Kirkpatrick, a wealthy lumber dealer of New York
who has been visiting this State during the past
month. Clipper W. is a trotter and much faster than
his record which was made^ at Santa Rosa this year.
His dam is Thetis a mare* by Robin, sire of Roblet
2.12 and Robizola 2:12%.

Bonnie Mc is trotting in hard luck in the three
year old events on the Grand Circuit. She has start-
ed twice, and in both races has been distanced the
first heat through breaks made just after getting
the word. This filly bas worked several miles bet-
ter than 2:15 and has two minute speed.

At the Park County Fair, Livingston, Montana,
the pacer Jib reduced his record from 2:12 to 2:10
in a race In which he defeated the mare Alpha W.
by Judge Norval. Jib is by Senator 21305, a son of
Echo, bred by J. B. Haggin at Rancho del Paso. At
the Bozeman meeting Alpha W. defeated Jib and
paced a heat of 2:10%. This is pretty fast pacing
for Montana,

Next Saturday will be Sonoma county day at the
Ukiah race meeting, and three trotting and pacing
events will be on the program. There will be a
race of half mile heats, best three in five, in which
Robizola 2 : 12 %, R. W. P., and several other fast

trotters will start. Last year over the Ukiah track
Ole by Silas Skinner set the California trotting race

record for a half mile track at 1:05% and it is

thought this record will be lowered next Saturday
over the same track.

Susie N. 2:09% seems to be headed for that $20,-
000 Kentucky Futurity, but Katherine L., Bon Voy-
age, Rosa Bell and The Phantom will make it quite
interesting for the fast daughter of Moko.

W. W. Mendenhall has sold his yearling filly May-
time by Stam B. 2:11%, dam Elsie Downs, to Mrs.
C. F. Bunch of Pleasanton. The sale price was
$350.

Helen Norte 2:09% is Del Norte's second 2:10 per-
former. Del Norte is getting speed from all classes
of mares, but has had very limited opportunities.

Dr. Frasse 2:12%, son of Iran Alto 2:12%, is now
owned by Mr. J. T. Richards of Salt Lake City, and
is not a back number by any means. Dr. Frasse
started in the free for all trotting events at the
Bozeman and Park County Fairs, Montana, this

month, and won both events. At Bozeman the best
time was 2.19 and at the Park County Fair the fast-
est heat was in 2:17.

The types made us say in this department recent-
ly that Chas. Whitehead headed the list of "run-
ning" drivers on the California circuit this year. It
should have read "winning" drivers.

T. P. Schwartz of Woodland, who is training sev-
eral thoroughbreds at Emeryville, has recently
broken to harness a yearling trotter by Marvi.,
Wilkes (3) 2:18, dam Lucy B. 2:17% by Alex But-
ton that weighs 1107 pounds without a particle of
coarseness or grossness about him. The colt at-
tracts much attention from horsemen who predict
great things from him.

Mr. J. S. Bransford of Salt Lake City, who pur-
chased the pacer Tom Carneal 2:08% at Los Angeles
during the meeting there in July, also bought the
pacer Cavaliero 2:09% by Stanton Wilkes at the
same time. Mr. Bransford will use both horses on
the road.

The whole fuss over the seling of pools at Cleve-
land, is said to have been politics. At the other
places in the state where races are being held this
year betting on the results is being done as usual.

Sweet Marie will probably go a mile against her
own record of 2:04% at the Los Angeles meeting in
November and if she reaches home in fair shape the
fastest mile ever trotted in California will be seen.
Alix 2:03% trotted the fastest mile ever seen in this
State when she tried to beat her record at Los An-
geles December 25th, J894. She failed in the at-
tempt to lower her mark as the mile was in 2:05%,
but no other trotter has ever shown as fast a mile
this side the Rocky Mountains. The fastest win-
ning heat ever trotted in California is to the credit
of Mr. A. B. Spreckels' mare Dione by Eros, whose
mile in 2:07% at Santa Rosa July 4th, 1900 is the
coast record.

Danube started in the $5,000 trot at Libertyville,

Illinois, last week but was just outside the money,
being fifth in the summary. Advancer wc(n the
race in straight heats, best time 2:11%.

Sweet Marie failed to lower the record at Reaa-
ville on Friday of last week. The mare made two
attempts but 2:05% was the best she could do. In
her first trial she broke at the third quarter and was
not driven out.

Nathan Strauss is a pretty healthy ten year old.

His two heats in 2:03% at Columbus last week prove
that. He is the fastest of the get of Director, an
honor won last year when he paced in 2:04%. His
dam is Mary Marshall 2:12% by Billy Wilkes, (son

of Harry Wilkes and a mare by Clark Chief), sec-

ond dam Bennie Snyder, dam of May Marshall

2:08%, Major Marshall 2.08%, etc., by Mambrino
Abdallah 2201, third dam Hippedeclinch by Nick
Monroe, son of Jim Monroe 835, fourth dam Mary
by Bay Eagle, son of Grey Eagle. Nathan Strauss

was foaled in 1895 and was bred by A. H. Moore of

Calmar, Pa.

CARE OF STALLIONS.

As every reader knows there is a great deal of

difference in the sureness of stallions as foal getters.

The importance of this property in a valuable stal-

lion canot be easily overestimated. The degree to

which it will be possessed by him will depend large-

ly on the way he is handled.

As a rule the stallions which prove most sure as

foal getters are those which have been fed and ex-

ercised with intelligence. This does not mean that

all classes of stallions will be fed and exercised in

the same way. The treatment in these respects that

would be proper for a heavy Belgian or a Shire

would not necessarily be proper for a Standard bred
horse or a Coacher.
For instance, it might be advantageous to let the

heavy horses take all the exercise that they require

in a roomy paddock from day to day, where the light

horses in some instances might be inclined io take
too much exercise if allowed to take it that way. In

some instances the draft stallions are so sluggish

that it is necessary to set them to work moderately
in order to keep them in the best condition for ful-

filling the mission required of them.
With reference to food no set rule can be laid

down. The hay and other products should, of course,

be good in quality. Oats, bran, and a certain pro-

portion of barley make a good grain ration with now
and then a handful of oil meal. The digestion of the
animal should be closely watched, as nothing will

unfit a stallion more quickly for his work than de-
rangement of the digestive organs.

In many instances stallions are injured by over
feeding, especially when enough of exercise is not
given. The feeding, however, should be sufficiently

generous to keep the animal in good condition.

—

The "Farmer."

ROSEBURG, OREGON, RACES.

Sept. 13—Trot or pace, 3:00 class, purse $75—Rock-
ford won, Freak 2-3, Del Wilkes 3-2, Prince "Vinne-
mont 4-4. Time 2:43, 2:36%.

Sept. 14—Trot or pace, purse $75—Prince Vinne-
mont 1-1-2-1, Freak 2-2-1 2. Time 2:52, 3:02, 2:52,

2 "1.

Sept. 15—Trot or pace, 2:40 class—Freak 2-1-i,

Prince Vinnemont 1-2-2, Dell Wilkes 3-3-3. Time
2:43. 2:41, 2:42.

Sept. 16—Trot or pace, 2:t0 class—Dell Wilkes l-
1

Prince Vinnemont 2-2, Freak 3-3. Time 2:48, 2:4
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U OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINION.S 'M

-nan : For the first time in the

5S racing Ohio horsemen have organ-
- r.. on a strictly non-partisan

The officers are distributed over the State.

- ot the light harness horse, business

ge affairs and gentlemen prominent in the
• pastime. The organization is wide in its

non person..; - ell as non-partisan. It

. to diffuse among the people a better wi-

lding of the needs of the breeding industry of

Ohio, and a better appreciation of the wants o

who br< r-velop and race for both profit and

recreate ight harness hors. . s also the

Station to prepare and circulate

I s Showing the vast importance of the horse

industry of Ohio" from a commercial standpoint. The

ration is also intended as an information-bur-

eau for all candidates, for seats in the legislature of

Ohio as to the wants of breeders, and horsemen, in

- of legislation. It would be well for the

ien of other States to immediately perfect a

similar organization, as the only way to get a square

deal is to organize and fight for it.

American Horse Breeder: The vast superiority of

Rysdyk's Hambletonian over all other stallions of

s :: perpetuator of extreme trotting speed,

has long been conceded by every well posted horse-

man. It is becoming more apparent every season.

This fact is strikingly illustrated in the new 2:10

trotters of the present season. Up to September 16th

the number of new 2:10 trotters for 1905 was IS. and
every one of the 18 trace in the paternal line directly

to Rysdyk's Hambletonian. while 14 of the IS are

from dams that trace directly through their sires to

Rysdyk's Hambletonian, and the dams of the other

four also show a Hambletonian cross somewhere
along the line, so that every one of the IS is inbred

to the Hambletonian strain.

The majority of these new 2:10 performers are con-

ly inbred to Rysdyk's Hambletonian, for 13

of them are by sires whose pedigrees show two or.

more crosses of that noted trotting progenitor, and
12 of them from dams that inherited two or more
crosses of that famous son of old Abdallah. The sons

of Rysdyk's Hambleonian that are most prominent
in the pedigrees of these IS new 2:10 performers are

George Wilkes (2:22), Alexander's Abdallah, Elec-
tioneer and Dictator. One-third of the number, six,

trace directly to George Wilkes in the paternal line,

and six of the lot are from dams that are direct

descendants of George Wilkes.
Five of the sires of these new 2:10 performers are

direct descendants in the paternal line of Alexander's

Abdallah, a horse that lived to be only 13 years old,

and was got when Rysdyk's Hambletonian was only
two years old. Katy Darling, the dam of Alexander's
Abdallah, was only six years old when she produced
him. The dams of three of these IS new 2:10 per-

formers also trace directly to Alexander's Abdallah
in the male line. Two of these new 2:10 performers
are by sires and one from a dam that trace directly

to Electioneer in the paternal line and two are by
sires that are direct descendants of Dictator. One
each of the sires of the remaining three new 2.10

trotters are descendants respectively of Edward Ev-
erett. Happy Medium and Strathmore.
Next to the Hambletonian strain the most con-

spicuous one in the above trotters is that of Mam-
brino Chief 11 The number which are led by Ham-
bletonian sires that inherited Mambrino Chief blood
through their dams is 12. The dams themselves of

I he.se 2 : 10 trotters also show one or more
crosses of Mambrino Chief. Most of the Mambrino
Chief crosses come -through Mambrino Patchen 58,

Woodford Mambrino (2:21%), and old Dolly, all of

which were from dams which inherited a near thor-

The Seely's. American Star cross is

found in just one-half of these new 2:10 trotters.

It appears from the above that the Hambletonians.
- American Star combina-

1 fortified by race-winning
-iibred blood, is the most successful one for

ms to indicate

that the Wilkes branch of the Hambletonian family
Is producing extren er uniformil y

r. i This a pparent super-
iority of the Win however, is partly due

fact that the number of stallions of Wilkes
are doing stud service is far greater

than that from any other branch of the Hambleton-
Electioneer Xutwood com-

I .'Ikes is as.

i earn of

trottJng blood.

front with phenomenal crowds and when records of

attendance are to be compared this institution will

have to be reckoned with. Indiana's State Fair also

furnishes a first class place for the racing of the

light harness horse and Illinois promises to improve

over its magnificent record in the past. It w^ill not

be long before these State Fairs will monopolize all

the best horses in the West and it is noticeable that

the horsemen had rather race for the rich purses

offered at these places than to compete for lesser

money where speculation is allowed. So long as

these big purses are provided the horsemen will trou-

ble themselves very little about the speculative fea-.

ture of the sport. This will mean that the breeders

can continue in confidence to raise colts on an ex-

tensive scale for they wall find a ready market for

the product..

Peruna, b. g
Owyho; eh. h
Sweet Boy, b. h. .

.

Time

The kindly rivalry b<

sin in the £ line is

.

of the nits of

both Institutions recognize the fact that the

and pacer is a i g al the fairs and
are making greater ef-

e best In t hat line. Not
only ;n he befit I in the

I purses but tb< of the few
men whi the i

irs will uni M>re of these

rlea In the future It Is

that no iw great thi

to be found dui

afternoon gathered a I U hot 1

.

Ine and Milwauk-
recoi U

Michigan, too, has come to the

American Horse Breeder: A number of trainers

and owners signed a paper at Syracuse in which they

declared that they would not henceforth enter their

horses in three-in-five races. Just what effect this

so-called "Syracuse Compact" will have on the fu-

ture of racing remains to be seen.

There is no denying the fact that there has been

a growing sentiment among trainers and owners the

past few years favorable to shorter races. The can-

vass of the horsemen made by the Breeder several

years ago and as late as last spring shows that con-

clusively, if no other evidence were at hand to show
it. Recognizing this sentiment, several of the asso-

ciations have limited the heats to two in three oi

to three, but experiments, so far. would seem to have

left these methods open to a question of doubtful

expediency.
That there is good reason for reducing the number

of heats in the extremely fast classes, such as free-

for-alls, there can be little doubt, as here the horses

have to be strung to their limit to win and the con-

testants are for the most part aged horses whose
recuperative power is not as good as that of younger
horses, but it should not be forgotten that there is

another side to the question. Gameness in man or

beast is a quality that every American admires, and
it is, next to speed, the most important thing that

breeders seek, and short races, heats, best two in

three, or limited races of three heats, have a very

decided tendency to put a premium on the sprinter

as against the horse of .stamina and endurance. It

is true that the most interesting races have been
those events of three-in-five heats, where the heats

were split up and the contests prolonged. That three-

in-five racing is popular with the public, too, in

spite of its defects, there can be no doubt, as evi-

denced by the attendance at the Providence meeting
which, for the past three years, has been the largest

of any of the meetings in the Grand Circuit: and
Providence has consistently adhered to races of

three-in-five heats.

The worst feature of racing, from the owner's and
trainer's point of view", as now conducted on the

Grand Circuit, is, it seems to us, that there is no
uniformity in conditions. One meeting offers a purse,

for. say, two-in-three heats, in class 2:25 trot; the

next town makes the same class for three in five

and the next week it may be for three heats, and
trainers are consequently at sea about preparing their

horses. Any trainer will tell you that the preparation

needed for a two-in-three race is quite different from
that of a three-in-five race.

It seems to us that the plan adopted by the New
England Trotting Horse Breeders* Association, of rul-

ing out all horses that do not stand for the money
at the end the third heat is a good one. It certainly

works well in practice and has a decided tendency
toward limiting the number of heats in a race.

AT OAKLEY PARK, CINCINNATI.

A fair crowd saw the first days' racing on Mon-
day at the Grand Circuit meeting at Oakley Park.
The Horse Review Futurity purse, §7,000, was the

feature of the card and was won by Susie N. the

favorite, with W. A. Clark's Bon Voyage second.

Bon Voyage succeeded in winning the second heac
Susie N. won first, third and fourth heats.

The two-year-old division of the Futurity went
to Ed Custer, Vera Prodigal winning the first heat,

in which Custer broke and finished fifth. Custer.

however, had no trouble in winning the next two

heats and the race.

In the 2:09 pace Stein, the favorite, won the firs,

two heats. While going to the post for the third heat

Ethel Mc threw her driver and ran away two miles.

After she was stopped and brought back to the

judges' stand the race was postponed until Tuesday

on account of darkness. Summaries:

Horse Review Futurity, first division, trotting;
purse J7( -

Susie X.. br. f.. by Moko (T. Murphy) 12 11
age, b. • (J. Gerrity) 2 12 2

Rosa Bell. b. f (B. Kenny) 3 4 4 3

The Phantom, blk. c (C. de Ryder) 4 3 3 4

Marechal. c. c (Fleming) d
Mc, br. f (E. Eenyon > d

Time— 2:11 2.15?j 2:11', 2:121.,

Horse Review Futurity, second division, for two-
ds, two in three: purse $3000.

[i. c, by Baronmore (J. Chandler)
Prodigal, br. f (Childs i

l nor Francis, br. c ( W. Foote)
Silence, br. c (W. Evans)
Sheenev, ro. c < L. Thomas)

b. f (<* Saunders i

b) t CO. Ames)
. b. f 'J- Brady)
Stuart, blk. t (C. Marvin)

Time— 2:1 :<; 2 I
7

;

i
2:16%

lass; purse $2000.

i. e . by Joe Daly 'A- Thomas I

ii. m i VY, McCarthy)
... i. 3 (0. McM tl

. Pet. blk. m (Goff)
m (De Ryder I

Id, br. m I Hellm in i

br. g IH. Sny.l. i i
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iL. Murphv) 9

(T. Murphy) 8
(Fleming) d

2:06*4 2:06

It required sis heats to decide the $10,000 Ohio
Stake for 2:09 class trotters on Tuesday, the race
finally going to Angiola who was back in the ruck
in the three preceding heats. Zephyr won fourth
money and trotted a good race. Lady Mowry was a
starter but was drawn after the third heat. The un-
finished pace from Monday was won by Stem.
The summaries:

Trotting. 2:19 class; purse §2000.

Glenwood M.. br. h. by Robbv Burns ."..

(L. McDonald) 111
Jack Wilkes, b. g..... (V. Nickols) 7 2 2
Clarita W., ch. m -. . . (E. Geers) 2 4 4
Pat T.. b. g (Patterson) 3 3 3
Morone. blk. g. (Gerrity) 5 5 6
Leonardo, ro. g. .* (Dickerson) 8 6 5
Eelladi. b. m (Rutherford) 6 7 8
Getaway, ch. g (Hellman) 4 8 7
Woody R.. b. g. (J. Miller) d

Time—2:1114 2:07^ 2-09

The Ohio. 2:09 class, trotting, purse, §10,000.
Angiola, b. m., bv Gregory

.-(O. Ames) 8 4 8 111
Red Lace. br. h (C. Grubb) 12 12 5 3
Norman E., blk g. (McCarthy) 3 12 7 6 2
Zephyr, b. m (Geers) 4 6 3 4

Masseto. blk. g (Dickerson) 7 3 4
Direct View. blk. h (De Rvder J 9 5 5
Robert Mc. b. g (Jallv) 2 9 6
Hall Frey (2:09^4). b. g (Perrv) 5 7 7
Lady Mowry. b. m (Cecil) 6 8 9

Time—2:07% 2:10 2:09% 2:08*4 2:10%

3 4

5 7
6 S
dr
10%

Pacing. 2.10 class; purse $1000.
Byrne Wilkes, br. g.. by Ethan Wilkes

(McGrath) 111
Hal C, ch. g (E. Benvon). 4 2 2
Ben F., b. g. (C. De Rvder) 2 3 6
Dakota Dan, g. g : .

. -.- IN. Crist) 3 10-5
Inter Ocean, br. g (A. Thomas) 5 4 4
Queen of Snades, blk- m (W. Snow) 7 6 7
Miss Georgia, br. m ( Gerrity) 8 S 3
Sam Rysdyk. br. g (J. Bean) 9 7 8
Windhoist. ch. g. (H. Jones) 10 9 9
Ethel Rice. b. m.. (R. White) 6 5 d
Jos Interest, b. m i B. ^Valker) 11 d
Lady Yeaeh, br. m (W. Dagler) 12 d

Time—2:07% 2:08% 2:09%

The fastest heat of the year in a race was paced by
Pan Michael in the free-for-all at Cincinnati on
Wednesday. The mile was in 2:03. It was the first

heat of the race, and the effort took so much out of
Pan Michael that he was not better than sixth in the
second heat and finished last in the third heat. Helen
Norte got second money in the 2:14 class trot, winning
the third heat in 2:10. Swift B. was third In the
2:15 pace Bolivar got a heat in 2: OS, then Kruger
took two in 2:0S and 2:12%, when the finish of the
race went over. The summaries:

Trotting. 2.14 class, purse $2000 .

Turley. b. g. by French Plate (Geers) 114 1
Helen Norte, b. m. bv Del Norte

(H. Rutherford) 7
Swift B., b. g (L. McDonald) 2
Jim Fenton, br. g. (M. Devitt) 5
Diadepn. b. m (J .Chandler) 6
A. Penn. b. g (Ludwig) 4
Ethel's Pride, b. m (Demarest) 3

Time—2:0S%, 2:0S. 2:10, 2:10.

Pacing, free-for-all, purse $1500.
Dan R.. ch. g. by Tasco Jr (Benvon)
Pan Michael, ch. h f T. Murphv)
Nervolo, b. h (L. McDonald)
Nathan Strauss, b. g (A. Thomas)
Frank Yoakum, b. g. (J. McGrath)
Baron Grattan. b. g. (Geers)
Belle Mc. b. m (J. Hogan)
Major C, b. h (Jolly)

Time—2:03, 2:04%, 2:06%.

The largest crowd of the meeting attended the races
at Oakley Park on Thursday. The attraction of the
day was the free-for-all trot. Only three horses went
to the post. Snyder McGregor took both heats in close

finishes with Wentworth.* Dr. Strong broke in both
heats and finished third.

Mainsheet easily won the 2jlS, troL in straight

heats from Maud Maxine. Texas Rooker, favorite in

the 2.OS pace, had no trouble in taking three straight

heats. The track was fast. Summaries:

Facing. 2:15 class, purse $2000.

Kruger, ch. g. by Mercury. .<I*. McDonald) 3 111
Bolivar, b. g (C. De Rvder) 12 2 2
Outcome, g. m (W. Snow) 4 3 3 3

Cashwood, ch. g (G. Chandler) 2 d
Time—2:08, 2:08, 2.12%. 2:08*4.

4 1 2

X 2 St

9 4
6 5 j>

7 fi d
5 a dr

6 1 1

1 B S

2 3 3

4 X ji

;^ 4 4
5 7 2

7 5 7

8 8 Ii

Trotting. -HS class,

Mainsheet, blk. h. by

Maxine, b. m
Emma Brook, b. m.
The President. K h. . .

Black Patchen, blk. g.

Edna C, br. m
Ashland Dorf. b. h. . .

Joe \V„ blk. g
Electric Maiden, b. m.
Heliograph, b. h
Trixie H.. b. m
Myra B.. blk. m
My Grave, b. m
Hugney Mc. g. h.

Frank A., g. g
Belfast, b. g
Czarina Dawson, b. m.
Jeanette Cecil, b. m.

Time-

purse $1000.

Director General
(A. Thomas)

CW. Snow)
.'...( J. Chandler!

(W. Guturial
<C. Valentine)

ID. Wilson)
(W. Stour)

(D. McDonald!
(Dunbar)

(H. Hernlev)
(D. McMahon)

(W. Dagler)
(H. Fleming)
(W. Boggs)

(Walker)
(J. Barrett)

(E. McCargo)
(Benvon)

09%, 2:10%, 2:08%.

3 5
4 8
5 4

T 12
5 6
6 8

10 13
11 7
12 IS
14 11
16 17
17 9
13 14
15 10
9 dr

Trotting, free-for-all. purse SloOO.

Snyder McGregor, eh. g. by Gilman McGregor...
(J. Hogan

)

Wentworth, blk. g (C. McCargo I

Dr. Strong, g. g. . . . (E. Geers)
' Time—2:0G14, 2:07.

Facing. 2:08 class. purse*S1000.

Texas Rooker. b. g. by Texas Jack
(B. McEwen) 1

Fleanor. ch. m (M. Johnson) 2

Larry Ginter, b. Ii (C. Kenyon) 6

Cambria Maid. b. m (Benyon) 3
Westre. b. g (C. Valentine) 4

Ben F. b. g (C. De Ryder) 5

Bald Hornet, ch. g. (F. Jolly) 7

Nanrv II.. blk. m (Beachy) 8

Time—2:03%. 2:06%, 2:07%.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle tbe feet.
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AN OLD PACING QUEEN.

I 1S67 when Warren H. Peabody was at the height

; Is fame, drawing the large st salary of any trot-

n horse trainer of that time, he said that he knew
.d|?ocahontas could pace a mile in 2:00.

Eld Pocahontas was the greatest pacer that ever

iron, bar none," he began. "There was not a

ji? of her day that could, make her race. Hero

a the best we had in those days and she distanced

in I saw that race. Char\ey Dimmick had brought

last and sold her for a big- price, $2500 was what

a ot. In those days §25G was a big price for a

1 p. They were not fancied at all in the '50s. Well,

JMcMann got her to train-- Jim was a big black-

n i and weighed a good 200 pounds. He was a good

llv, but really knew little about training or driv-

I Ijlow the idea was that 5f they could get a good

h they must win her out in her first race. 1

g they did it all right, but that was her first

last match in New Tork-
t that time I had a pacer, Tom Wonder. He
a great flight of speed, bvt could not last. Tom
1 pace a quarter in 30, the half close to a minute.

*then if I could get him to make the mile in 2:30

satisfied. Jim Jamison, had a horse. Billy Hop-
something like him. I could drive Billy to the

close to 60 seconds and -he would come home in

Well, I could not w< >r_k Tom Wonder a mile
Pocahontas, nor even a half. McMann would

ie get five or six lengths: ahead in the last quar-
.nd then come on. That old mare could eat Tom
i a furlong. I honestly th.ink she could pace that

straight away quarter in. 25 seconds. I told Dim-
about her speed years after and he said I was

;ar out of the way and ?.a,id it would take Lexing-
to beat her for a mile.

n the day of the race Hiram Woodruff came to

ind wanted to know what I thought of it. I told

the mare would win. He said the Hero people

their horse was good fox a mile in 2:20. Then
.d Hiram that a two-minute gait couldn't beat

T guess you're right,' was all he said, and the

thing I knew he was bracking the mare. "We had
a work to place our moi jey. The two went away
b that was all there was to it. Hero broke at the

r quarter. In the back st:inRtch the mare fairly flew

n it seemed to me as if Mero was a quarter of a

li behind at the upper t tarn. Just then McMann
fc;d back and tried to pull up. There was a great

Bl of dust and it looked as if the old mare might
h Hero a chance. All do tvri the home stretch Jim
Utiann tried his best to clUBCk the old mare. I guess

e Lopped her some. Now JTlm was very strong, but

e ould do nothing with tb.e mare. Hero was way
a when she won, in 2:17^-..

r waited until I met Jim and asked him what he
tt trying to do. I told him :that had I done the trick

e/ould have said I was a fool Now we wanted
: close race and were loot ing for another match.

pi always remember Jim McMann as we walked up
b< stretch. He looked as if he had lost his best

Id. 'Warren,' said he, T couldn't help it. I didn't

ft we were going faster than a 30 gait up the

li ch, and I thought Hero was close up. From the

If r turn to the homestretejn I tried to hold her up.

saw me try all down r.he home stretch. How-
lidid we come the last q/atarter?'

told him in 35 seconds.. He looked glum. 'If I

a just given the old mare- her head it would have
I in 30 seconds/ he said. We had reached the

e of the stretch and he poir ited to the turn. There
n two ridges of sand three or four inches high,

t oked like a sleigh track: frhen you turn a corner
i ?ht snow. It was whe re the wagon wheels had
Iced. It can't be helped,' said Jim. 'No more
h ces for a match. Great God! How fast she is.'

:e was right. When auiyone talked about a
h with Pocahontas Hii-aiaa Woodruff would say,

| can't beat her with a t isno-rainute horse."

ow Pocahontas could bstve paced that mile in

certain, maybe in 2:10. The wagon weighed ISO

ds, Jim McMann over .'200. We used to allow

seconds for a wagon with a 2:30 horse. Dexter
|l trot a mile in harner-.s in 2:17% and his best

to wagon was 2.24. The faster you go the

r<:er the allowance. Call fit seven or eight seconds
n that day she could ha\ 'e pulled a sulky in 2:04

r :05. I guess there is a good five seconds dif-

jtee in the tracks of 1.S55 and 1S90. And that

i< le sulky is worth six r. ectnnds. so they say. With
l< ?rn tracks, training and amlkies, Pocahontas could
II a mile in 1:56, maybe fester."
'o years after this stc iry was told Budd Doble
3hown Peabody's rea scaling. Always careful,

• conservative, the Nesti vr of trainers said: *War-
lis right the old mare was very fast, very fast,

•h was before my day at id I have often heard it

I she was a two-minute horse. I am not prepared
o iy she was as fast as the old man claims. One
fl he told me Johnson we s not as fast as she and I

know but what he is right. One thing is cer-
*' We have not gained so -much, in speed as many
| •• I take out Nancy Hanks this spring. Her

is 2:09. She is goi ng to beat it. How much
ji't tell. But what trotter, what pacer, with the

* nion of Pocahontas, was ever able to give his
T( est opponent the ha adicap of a wagon against
u ' and beat him? Yet she distanced the best with

j
I am not so sure bi.\t what she was the greatest

f
1 pacers. "Warren o*jt to know better than any

f
. He saw her and was a good trainer and driver

1 at time."

1896, just after Billy Andrews had given John
' entry his work-out over tee old Buffalo Driving

in 2:03 ( it would h ave been a good second faster
e runner hadn't s.topped last quarter) , Frank

1 win said:

Gen, John Turner turned and blandly said: "Frank,
you must be thinking of old Pocahontas. I have
heard it said she could pace in two minutes. What
is there in the story?"

"Well," said Mr. Baldwin. TU tell you what X
know. I saw her down in New Orleans. George
Effner was there, too; rode Tippecanoe against her.
Charlie Dimmick drove her. Dimmick told us he was
going to take the mare to New York and sell her for
$2500. He said the Eastern peple would give it if

she could show a mile in 2:05."

'That was a big price in those days for a pacer,"
calmly remarked the General. "It is a good price
now. Gentry sold last winter for $6500. Forty years
ago we didn't think much of them. A big price in
those days, a mighty good price."
"Good as $25,000 now," declared Baldwin, "the next

time I saw Dimmick he was in Cincinnati. I asked
him about the mare. He showed me $2500 and said:
'She did all they asked, and more, too.*

"Well, if I said I was to get $2500 for a horse if

she could pace a mile in 2:05 and got the money to
show for it I don't know, I shouldn't be telling the
truth," mildly commented the General.
In the fall of 1S96 Frank Baldwin and George Eff-

ner were to be found every afternoon at the old livery
stable on Franklin street. On the day after John R.
Gentry beat Robert J. at Fleetwood the two got to
talking about Pocahontas.
"What did she 'look like, Frank?" asked Mr. Eff-

ner.

"She was a big mare, with four white feet and a
big white face, and a golden chestnut. Her appear-
ance was all thoroughbred. She looked more like

old Lexington than any horse I ever saw. She had a
big barrel, but then she was carrying Tom Rolfe
at the time; foaled him when on the boat on the way
to St. Louis. Her gait was peculiar, close, and her
stride was very long. She paced just the way Dex-
ter trotted. Never saw but one horse like her. That
was Buffalo Girl. She traced to Pocahontas, you
know. How is it? Do I get her right?"
"You remember her pretty well. About all I'll add

to it is that she was very rangy. Frank, I've got her
picture to a sleigh. Come in and see it."

He led the way into the stable office and pointed
to a picture on the wall. There was the old mare to
a sleigh. A big chestnut, coming through the bunch
with that great stride and the high knee action pe-
culiar to Dexter.
"Looks like her," commented Baldwin, and Effner

nodded and added. "She was very fast. I never
knew how good she was for though I raced against
her. Dimmick was very wise. He told me not to bet
against her beating 2:10."

"She was fast enough to beat anything of her day,
and I guess she would give Gentry a good race. I'd

bet on her."

"I think I would, too."

Pocahontas had her peculiarities. She had two gaits
only, a pace and a walk. Cicero J. Hamlin saw her
when she had been retired. "I watched her get over
a pair of bars half way down," he said. "She hitched
over them and then went pacing across the field. It

was pretty fast, but not a two-minute clip."

Charles Dimmick spent his old age in Kentucky
and frequently claimed that Pocahontas had paced
for him a mile in two minutes. Of course many ridi-

culed the statement. But a man named Horatio
Gaines, of St. Louis, at one time printed a signed
statement that one morning in the fall of 1S54 he
went to the old Queen City track in Cincinnati and
timed Pocahontas in a trial. He said that the pacer
was accompanied by a runner, which carried her to

the half in 1:10 and then quit. There the mare was
given her head and came to the half in 5S^ seconds.

Mr. Gaines stated the Queen City track was over a
mile and slow at that. He added that he would not
be surprised to hear that she had paced a mile over
any of the fast New York tracks in two minutes or

better. Mr. Gaines expressed a belief that a half in

SS 1/^ was sufficient to carry the mare way under the
two-minute mark.
Pocahontas was well bred. She was by Iron's

Cadmus, a son of Cadmus, by American Eclipse.

Cadmus was a thoroughbred and, it is claimed, a fair

race horse. Iron's Cadmus was taken to Ohio. The
dam of Pocahontas was by Big Shakespeare, a son of

Shakespeare.—Horse World.

LAST DAY AT COLUMBUS.

e is a good horse, but I have seen a faster

The Columbus Grand Circuit meeting came to a

close on Friday, of last week. Nathan Strauss, the

ten year old gelding by Director paced the fastest

race of the circuit this season in the free for all,

stepping two heats in 2:03^. The races resulted

as follows:

Trotting, 2.19 class, consolation, purse $2000.

Angle, ch. m. bv Axtell (Saunders) 2 11
Clarita W.. ch. m (Geers) 12 2

Time—2:12%. 2:10%. 2:12.

Pacing, free-for-all. purse $1200.

Nathan Strauss, b. e. by Director. . (Thomas) 111
Nervolo. b. h (A. McDonald) 4 i 2

Frank Youkam, b. g. (McGrath) 2 .5 4
1 ian B- ch. g (Benyon) 6 2 6
Locanda, or. h (Snow) 3 3 5
Baron Grattan. b. g (Geers) 8 8 3
Maior C. b. h (Jolly) 5 7 8

Belle Mc. b. m (Hogan) 7 6 7

Time—2:03%, 2:03%. 2.07.

Trotting, 2:0S class, purse $1200.

Kid Shay, b. g. by Nitrogen (Rosemire) 111
Turley. br. g <G

T
e
?rs ? I

" I
Robert Mc, b. g IJolIy) 2 ? 2
Jim Ferry, g. g. (G >*auk > ! " ? 3
John Caldwell, b. g .(Snow) 4 4 4
Hardwood, blk. g (Benyon) d

Time—2:07%, 2:07%. 2:08%. , -.

VOLUNTEER SEES KLATAWAH 2:05|/2.

Without doubt one of the greatest horses ever bred
in California is Klatawah, whose three-year-old rec-
ord of 2:05% pacing has never been beaten since he
made it in 1S9S. He was bred at Oakwood Park
Stock Farm and, as all our readers know, is by
Steinway, the stallion which Sam Gamble selected as
premier for that great breeding farm, and out of
Katie G. by Electioneer, a mare that Mr. Gamble also
selected to mate with Steinway. Katie G. has proved
herself one of the greatest of broodmares and is be-
yond question Electioneers greatest daughter. In
last week's Horse Review, "Volunteer gives an account
of a visit to Danforth Farm, Illinois, where Klatawah
is now owned, and the following is an extract there-
from:
As he stands today I consider Klatawah one of the

most superb living specimens of the light harness
stallion. In general conformation he approaches
nearer the type of the blood horse than any others of
his breed—save one or two—that I can recall. None
of his photographs begin to give an accurate idea
of him. He lacks but a fraction of an inch of six-
teen hands and stands wel^ off the ground. Involun-
tarily one is apt to look at a horse's head and legs
first. Klatawah's head—which surmounts a long, ele-
gantly crested neck—while distinctly masculine, is

equally handsome. It is lean and bony, without a
suggestion of grossness, the muzzle taper, nostril deli-
cately modeled, eye beautiful and ear of perfect shape
and the smallest I can recollect of seeing on a 16-
hand horse. His expression, as you look him full in
the face, is amiability itself and that is his tempera-
ment. To strangers—or, at least, to me—he was af-
fability personified. He could be driven on the road
with safety by any woman at all clever with the reins,
being quite fearless.

His limbs, when one considers that he was trained
to a record of 2:1S% at two and 2:05% at three,
would surprise an exacting critic. They look, almost,
as if he never had been trained. Structurally they are
models; flat and cory, the bone itself is heavy, yet
the limbs appear slim—which is the hall-mark of true
quality in a high-bred horse. The hind leg is un-
usually straight—a point which some judges object
to, but one that I personally prefer. The hook could
not be improved.

Comparatively, I should call Klatawah, while he
does not lack in length, a short, rather than a long-
bodied horse. The lines of his body are beautifully
proportioned, and unite with those of his entire
physique to produce a total impression of symmetry
rare in a stallion of any breed. This symmetry is as
clearly apparent whether you look at him broadside,
from the front or from the rear—a test so severe that
it is seldom a horse emerges satisfactorily from it.

The impression was intensified when I got up be-
hind him. Many a horse—most horses, in fact—pre-
sent a certain ungainliness from that point of view.
Klatawah, I am almost tempted to say, looks better
from that angle than any other. His carriage is

princely—not flashy, but a l'aristocrate. He is a nat-
ural trotter and can pull two men in a buggy a 2:20
gait with scarce an effort.. I rode some six miles
behind him and never, during that time, did he take a
step on the pace. His trotting gait is bold, free and
buoyant, and I have no doubt that he could be given
a very fast trotting record.

To complete my description I should add that Kla-
tawah is a rich bronze bay with black points, a small
star and the off hind ankle white half way to the
hock. His tail is long and full, but his mane is light

rather than heavy—again an eloquent testimony of

"blue blood." He is a horse of rugged health and
great constitutional vigor.

Editor Parlin of the American Horse Breeder says:

"A suggestion to breeders that has often been re-

peated by the writer during the past twenty-five yearn
is mate your best mares of Morgan descent with the
best stallions of the Hambletonian family within
reach. Keep right on doing so. whether the aim
may be to produce first-class roadsters or first-class

race winners. This combination of blood is mors
likely to produce both than any other that has yet
been discovered."

Mr. E. D. Dudley of Dixon advertises for sale the
handsomest two-year-old Diablo colt in California.

He is out of the mare Babe by Dawnlight, second dam
the famous mare Bee by Sterling, that is the dam of

McFadyen (2) 2.15%, third dam Flash, dam of Javelin
2:0S%, etc., by Egmont. This colt is paid up on in

the Breeders' Futurity and is an excellent prospect.

Stamboulette 2:10%, owned by Mr. Richardson, is

now at Fresno and will probably make the season
of 1906 there at the Fresno track. This son of Stam-
boul is one of the grandest looking stallions in the

State and can show a quarter in 30 seconds almost
any time. No better gaited trotter ever wore harness
and his breeding is very choice.

Nutwood 2:18% is now credited with 135 trotters

and 36 pacers that have made records in standard
time, a total of 171. Onward 2:25 1

1
lias to his ere li

145 trotters and 41 pacers, a total Of I

,: ilch is the

greatest number of standard pei-fiu-rnws got by any
sire- that ever lived.

The most severe disappointments of the »n >

the trotters Country Jay 2:10, that was sold early in

the season for $10,000. and Deloree 2:09'

her present owner paid $18,600 a few weeks since.

Both have gone lame.

Ja<kBon's Napa Soda is sold in every city, town

and hamlet in the State.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

WILD RICE SEED.

The United States Department of Agriculture re-

cently published a bulletin on wild rice seed, by j.

W. T. Duvel. Assistant in the Seed Laboratory or

the Bureau of Plant Industry. The subject is one
that has been a matter of much interest to many
of our sportsmen. Efforts have been made to grow
wild rice a: laces on the coast, but unless
we are very* much mistaken, every attempt hereto-
fore has proven barren of results. Mr. Achille Roos
has lately received a shipment of rice seed from a
point in Ontario, which we believe has been prop-
erly handled to insure germination in the brackish
or fresh water ponds of the San Pablo Gun Club.
The seed was gathered but a month or so ago. It i~

to be hoped the effort will be a successful one. A
large quantity of the seed, was sometime ago plant-
ed in the ponds of the Elkhorn slough preserve of

the Empire Gun Club. Unfortunately the seed was
too dry when planted for not a single blade ot wild
rice from that planting ever gladaened the eyes of
the sportsmen interested. The data complied by Mr.
Duvel is the following:

"Wild rice is considered one of the most important
foods for wild ducks and other waterfowl, and a
large number of inquiries have been received from
members of gunning clubs througnout the United
States asking where good, germinable seed can be
secured. It is quite generally recognized that w-ild

rice seed loses its vitality if allowed to become ary.

and better methods of storing the seed during the
winter have long since been demanded.
The results of investigations begun two years ago

show that wild rice seed can be handled without any
deterioration in vitality if it is harvested and stored
according to methods outlined in the present paper.
The distribution of wild rice is now reported from

New Brunswick and Assiniboia south to Florida.

Louisiana, and Texas. There are. however, com-
paratively few localities in which it grows
abundantly.
Good reasons exist for assuming that this area can

be extended to include all fresh-water lakes, as well

as swamps and river bogs, where the water does not
become stagnant, throughout the whole of North
America south of latitude 55 degrees north. Wild rice

also grows luxuriantly along the lower parts of

many rivers of the Atlantic Coast States, the waters
of which are affected by the action of the tide to a
considerable degree, and consequently contain an ap-
preciable quantity of salt. It has been shown that

the maximum degree of concentration of salt water
In wnicta wild rice plants can grow successiully is

equivalent to a 0.03 normal solution of sodium chlorid.

This concentration corresponds to 0.1755 per cent by
weight of sodium chlorid. which is sufficient to give

a slight salty taste to the water.
While it is wT ell recognized that the habitat of the

wild rice plant is in shallow fresh water, it is now
known that it will grow luxuriantly in water con-

taining little less than two-tenths of 1 per cent or

sodium chlorid. Occasional plants have been found
growing in water which contained, for short periods

at least, nearly double that amount of salt. These
facts indicate the possibility of a much wider range
of conditions to which this plant may be subjected

v'thout hindering its development. It is not be-

yond the range of possibility—indeed, it is quite

probable—that by careful selection plants may be

obtained which will thrive on soil that is compara-
tively dry, at least in places in which the water can

be drawn off gradualy during the latter part of the

growing season.

In September, 1904. Mr. G. C. Worthen, of the

Bureau of Plant Industry, collected a cluster of wild

rice plants which were growing on the Potomac
Flats, near Washington. D. C, in soil which was
sufficiently dry to permit the use of a 2-horse mowing
machine for cutting down the rank growth of vege-

tation. This was newly made land, and in all prob-

ability the seed giving rise to this cluster of plants

was pumped in with the dirt from the Potomac
River the- year previous.

This amphibious type once established, it will un-

doubtedly carry with it a strain of seed which can

withstand considerable drying without any marked
injury to its vitality. Such being true, the methods
and difficulties of propagation from seed would be

greatly simplified.

Simultaneous with establishing an amphibious

type should come the selection of seed plants which
are capable of retaining their seed until the larger

part of It has reached maturity. These two steps

once made, the future of wild rice as a cereal will be

assured.
The greatest difficulty to be overcome In extend-

ing the area for growing wild rice is the poor germ-
ination of the commercial seed. Inasmuch as wild

rice constitutes one of the most important foods of

wild ducks and other wild waterfowl, many indivi-

duals and most of the gunning clubs east of the

Rocky Mountains have been asking the question.

How can we propagate wild rice from seed in order

to establish better feeding and fattening grounds for

our game birds?

The many failures in the propagz Ion lid rice

from seed have been due to the use of seed thi

become dry before sowing, or to the fact that the

seed when sown fresh in the autumn had been eaten

.s or other animals or was '.v by

fceavy floods before germination took pi

It is now very generally known that the seed o>
wild rice, if once allowed to become dry, will not
germinate, save possibly an occasional grain. In its
natural habitat the seed, as soon as mature, falls into
the water and sinks into the mud beneath, where it

remains during the winter months, germinating the
following spring if conditions are favorable.
Heretofore the plan generally followed, and the one

usually recommended by those who have given somt
attention to the propagation of wild rice, was prac-
tically that of natural seeding; that is, to gather the
seed in the autumn, as soon as thoroughly mature,
and, while still fresh, to sow it in. 1 to 3 feet of
w-ater.

It must be remembered that the bulk of the seeG
remains dormant during the winter, germinating
first the spring- after maturing; consequently, with
but few exceptions, fall seeding is unsatisfactory and
unreliable. Fall seeding is likely to prove a failure
for three reasons: (1) Wild ducks and other animals
oC various kinds eat or destroy the seed in consider-
able quantity before it has had time to germinate the
following spring; (2) much of the seed is frequently
covered so deeply with mud that washes in from in*
shore during the winter that the young plants die
of suffocation and starvation before they reach the
surface; (3 in some cases a large quantity of the
seed is carried away from the place where sown by
the high waters and floating ice prevalent during the
latter part of the winter and early spring.

In exceptional cases these difficulties can be over-
come; under which circumstances

t
autumn sowing

may be preferable to spring sowing.* In the majority
of cases, however, much better results will be ob-
tained if the seed is properly stored and sown in
the early spring, as soon as the danger of heavy-
floods is passed and the water level approaches
normal.

In sowing the seed considerable care must be ex-
ercised in selecting a suitable place, securing the
proper depth of water, etc. Good results can be ex-
pected if the seed is sown in from 1 to 3 feet of water
which is not too stagnant or too swiftly moving,
with a thick layer of soft mud underneath. It is use-
less to sow wild rice seed on a gravelly bottom o«.

in water where the seed will be constantly disturbed
by strong currents.

Previous to this time, save in a few reported cases,
the seed which was allowed to dry during the winter
and was sown the following spring gave only nega-
tive results. It is now definitely known that wild
rice, if properly handled, can be stored during the
winter without impairing the quality of germination
to any appreciable degree, and that it can be sown
the following spring or summer with good success.
The vitality of wild rice seed is preserved almost

perfectly if kept wet in cold storage—Nature's
method of preservation. This method of storage
implies that the seed has been properly harvested
and cared for up to the time of storage. The seed
should be gathered as soon as mature, put loosely
into sacks (preferably burlap), and sent at once to

the cold-storage rooms. If the wild rice fields are
some distance from the cold-storage plant the sacks
of seed should be sent by express, and unless prompt
delivery can be guaranteed it is not advisable to send
by freight even for comparatively short distances.

It is very important that the period between the time
of harvesting and the time when the seed is put into

cold storage be as short as possible. If this time is

prolonged to such an extent as to admit of much fer-

mentation or to allow the seed near the outside of

the bags to become dry during transit, its vitality

will be greatly lowered.

It is not practicable to give any definite length of

time which may elapse between harvesting and stor-

ing, inasmuch as the temperature, humidity, and
general weather conditions, as well as the methods
of handling the seed, must be taken into considera-
tion. Let it suffice to say, however, that the vitality

of the seed will be the stronger the sooner it is put
into cold storage after harvesting.
As soon as the seed is received at the sold-storage

plant, while it is still fresh and before fermentation
has taken place, it should be put into buckets, open
barrels, or vats, covered with fresh water, and placed

at once in cold storage. If there is present a con-
siderable quantity of light immature seed or straw,

broken sticks, etc.. it will be profitable to separate

this from the good seed by floating in water pre-

paratory to storing The storage room should be

maintained at a temperature just above freezing

—

what the storage men usually designate as the

"chill room."
When taken from cold storage in the spring the

seed must not be allowed to dry out before planting,

as a few days' drying will destroy every embryo.
Seed which was stored under the foregoing condi-

tions from October 19, 1903. to November 15. 1904.

393 days germinated from SO to S8 per cent. Another
lot of seed, which was stored on October 6, 1904, and
tested for vitality on April 17, 1905, germinated 79.8

per cent.

The foregoing conclusions are based on the results

obtained from two series of experiments as follows:

In October, 1903. a box of wild rice seed was re-

ceived from Ontario. Canada. This seed, as soon as

gathered was loosely packed in moist sphagnum ana
Sent by express to the Seed Laboratory of the United
State Department of Agriculture. After a few days,

while- it was yet moist and before any fermentation

had taken place, the seed was divided into four lots

for special treatment, as follows:
(1) Seed submerged in water and placed in |,

storage at a temperature of 32 degrees to 34
grees F.

(2) Seed submerged in water and placed in
i

storage at a temperature of 12 degrees F. The s
was soon embedded in a solid mass of ice and
mained so until samp'es were taken for test.

(3) Seed, without the addition of wrater, put i

cloth bags and kept in cold storage at a temperat
of 32 degrees to 34 degrees F.

(4) Seed, without the addition of water, putfi]
cloth bags and kept in cold storage at a temperat
of 12 degrees F.
In October, 1904. a second consignment of seed \

received from Minnesota, and the following ac
tional storage experiments were made by Mr. C.

Scofield, of the Bureau of Plant Industry.
(o) Seed submerged in water and placed in c

storage at a temperature of 32 degrees to 34 degr
F., as in No. 1.

(6) Seed submerged in water and placed in c

storage at a temperature of 12 degrees F.
No. 2.

(7) Seed submerged in water in a galvanized-i
bucket and stored on the roof of the laboratory bu
ing The W;ater was changed daily when
frozen.

(5) Seed submerged in water in a galvanized-i
bucket and stored on the roof of the laborat

building, as in No. 7. In this case the water was
changed save to replace the loss due to evaporat

(9) The conditions for N o. 9 were the same
thoie for No. S, except that air was forced into

water daily when not frozen solid.

Samples of seed were taken from the different 3

and tested for vitality at irregular intervals throu

out the time of storage, which ,in the former ser

extended over a period approximately thirl

months and in the latter series over a period of

tie more than six months.

Experiments Nos. 1 and 5.—The seed which
submerged in water and stored in the "chill ro(

showed no deterioration in vitality. The results

the final tests gave a germination varying from
to 88 per cent. This is practically Nature's met

oi preserving the vitality of the seed during

winter.
Experiments Nos. 2 and 6.—The seed which

submerged in water and stored at a temperature

12 degrees F. was all killed before the spring foll<

ing the date of storage. Soon after being placed

storage the water was frozen solid and the

were embedded in a mass of ice, in which coi

they remained throughout the experiment,

tion being cut out from time to time for genni

tion tests. The complete loss of vitality in these

lots of seed is attributed not to the freezing direc

but to the thorough desiccation as a result of

continuous low temperature.

Experiments Nos. 3 and 4.—The samples of s

which were stored in cloth bags at the temperati

of 32 degrees to 34 degrees F. and of 12 degrees

had, for all economic purposes, entirely lost their

tality. The average percentage of germination,

shown by the 37 tests made from each of the

lots ,was less than five-tenths of 1 per cent.

Experiment No. 7.—The seed which was submer

in water and stored on the roof of the laborat

building .the water being changed daily, showei

good percentage of germination when the last vita

tests were made. If only a small quantity of seer

desired for the spring planting and cold storage

not be readily secured, good results may be

tained by this treatment; but it is much less cert

and probably more expensive than keeping the s

in cold storage, and for this reason is not rec(

mended. The success of this method will likev

depend largely on the temperature of the water.

Experiments Nos. S and 9.—On April 22, 1905 ,s: •

pies taken from each of these two lots of seed sh«

ed a marked deterioration in vitality. Thoroug''

mixed samples from No. 8 showed a vitality of c

58 per cent, while No. 9 had deteriorated to

per cent. _
Too much care can not be given to the matteil

packing the seed for transportation, for unless

packing is properly done the vitality of the seed

be destroyed during transit. What is here said

plies to fresh seed which is to be sown in the autut.

as well as to seed which has been kept in cold s

J

age during the winter. It must not be forgot
''

however, that the vitality of cold-storage seed!

more quickly destroyed on drying than that

fresh seed.

For transportation the seed should be carefj

packed, with moist sphagnum, cocoanut fiber, or

excelsior, in a loosely slatted box. If the tinn

transportation does not exceed five or six daysfl

special precautions need be taken as to the t*H

perature. During the period of transportation if

quite probable that some of the seed will genninl

but if sown at once growth will not be retarded

the roots will soon penetrate the soil and anchor •

young plants.

If the time of transportation is necessarily long-'

is recommended, if the best results are desired, i*

some provision be made for a reduced temperat*

The nearer the temperature approaches that '*

freezing the better. It has been demonstrated, h -

ever, that a fair percentage of seed will remain i

minable for a considerable time if packed as at

described.

On October 10. 1904, Mr. C. S. Scofield sent a sil

quantity of wild rice, packed in moist sphagi o

moss in a well-ventilated box, to Doctor De VrlesW

Amsterdam. Holland. On October 14 or 15 this^

was placed in cold storage on the steamer in 3

York Harbor. The box of seed was received by I

tor De Vries in good condition on November 2, twi

one days after the seed was packed for shipment

1

3 a

. I
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The samples were tested (1) between folds of blot-

ting- paper—our regular method for testing the ger-

mination of most seeds—and (2) in water, Nature's
method of sowing wild rice seed. The latter method
gave much better results and was the one finally

adopted for the laboratory tests. The seed should

be covered with water, the water in the dishes to be

changed daily.

Plate I shows the importance of making- the ger-

mination tests in water, as described in the fore-

going paragraph. The seed was covered with water
and placed in a germinating chamber maintained at

an alternating temperature of 20 degrees C. (6S de-

grees F.) for eighteen hours, and 30 degrees C. (84 de-

grees F.) for six hours, until the mapor-ity of thw

seeds had germinated. At this stage the dish con-

taining the seeds was transferred to the worktabl*.

which was exposed to the temperature of the labora-

tory—approximately that of a living-room. The wa-
ter in the dish was chaged daily during the period of

germination, and water was afterwards added a .

irregular Intervals to replace the doss by evaporation.

Germination tests were made at constant and al-

ternating temperatures, ranging from 15 degrees to

3S degrees C. (59 degrees to 95 degrees F.). "While

no effort was made to show the minimum and maxi-

mum temperatures of germination, the percentage

was somewhat reduced at a constant temperature of

35 degrees C, and the maximum is not much above

that. All of the other temperatures gave good re-

sults. The lower temperatures, however, were slight-

ly more favorable than the higher. These facts ar*.

valuable to show that the wild rice plant can thrrw,

in either warm or cold water, but better, perhaps, in

northern than in southern latitudes.

Summary.—(1) Under no circumstances should

wild rice seed which is in tended for planting be al-

lowed to dry. Dried seed will germinate but rarely

and should never be sown.

(2) Wild rice seed can be stored without deter-

ioration if it is gathered as soon as matured, put into

larrels or tanks, covered with fresh water, and, be-

fore fermentation has set in .stored at a tempera-

ture of 32-34 degrees F. Seed treated in htis way
germinated as high as 88 per cent after being in

storage 393 days. Fresh seed seldom germinates bet-

ter, and usually not so well.

(3) After the seed is taken from cold storage it

should not be allowed to dry. The vitality of cold-

storage seed is destroyed on drying even more quick-

ly than that of fresh seed.

(4) For transportation the seed should be packed

in moist sphagnum, cocoanut fiber, or fine excelsior.

If not more than five or six days are required for

transit, no special precautions need be taken for

controlling the temperature; but if the time for

transportation exceeds six days, provision should be

made for a temperature sufficiently low to prevent

marked fermentation. A temperature approximately

freezing Will give the most satisfactory results.

(5) Wild rice can be sown either in the autumn or

in the spring. Spring sowing is preferable, thus

avoiding the danger of having the seed eaten or de-

stroyed by wild ducks or other animals during the

fall or winter, or of its being buried or washed away

by the heavy floods of late winter or early spring.

(6) Wild rice should be sown in the spring in from

1 to 3 feet of water which is neither too stagnant

nor too swiftly moving, as soon as the danger of

heavy floods is passed.

(7) Wild rice is of the greatest importance as a food

for wild waterfowl, likewise a delicious breakafst"

food for man, and the area in which it is extensively

grown should be extended. It will grow luxuriantly

in either warm or cold water; furthermore, it can be

grown successfully in water which is slightly salty

to the taste.

(8) In determining the vitality of any sample of

wild rice seed the germination tests should be made

in water—the condition under which the self-grown

germinates. j r* I Ell

(9) The seed will germinate well at temperatures,

ranging from 15 degrees to 30 degrees C. The maxi-

mum temperature of germination is above 35 degrees

C. (95 degrees F.), but better results are obtained at

lower temperatures. Y*

The seed of wild rice sometimes called Indian rice.
>

or water oats (Zizania aquatica L.), has always been

a very palatable food among the Indians, especially

those of the upper Mississippi Valley. Of recent

years wild rice has found a place on the menu caro..

o fsome of our best American hotels. The rich and

highly nutrition grains, together with the slightly

smoky flavor it has when properly prepared, make

it an extremely palatable article of diet. If it were

not for the difficulties of harvesting the seed and

preparing the finished product for market it is prob-

able that wild rice would find a place in many Ameri-

can homes.
At present, however, the greatest interest in wild

rice is created by the value of the seed as a food for

wild water fowl, particularly wild ducks. As a re-

sult of this interest the propogation of wild rice from

seed has now become a question of considerable In,

portance. That there are favorable districts for the

growth of wild rice on the Coast is believed by a

number of those interested, once a start has been

made it is only a question of a comparatively short

time when the much desired wild rice will be growing

on many preserves, if not on wild rice farms as a

market cereal.

proved somewhat, or at any rate no harm was done,
states a writer in a sporting goods journal.
An angling friend has suggested that I did not

soak the lines long enough in the solution, but he be-
lieves that if they are soaked in it for twenty-four
hours, then dried slowly, results should be quite sat-
isfactory. This seems plausible to me, in view of
the action of the line so far tried after saturation for
a half hour or more.

I have fished in salt water with a small braided
linen line saturated for half an hour in benzine ank
paraffin a month previously, and which seemed To

be perfectly waterproof when used immediately after

drying, but which became wet through using a short
time. Subsequent us e of this line surprised me, To*

it seemed to be improved a good deal, although when
arawn through the fingers none of the paraffin came
off the surface as at first. In long casts little water
came in on the line when it was reeled in, and it

would lie on the surface like a feather until strain

was put on the bait. And although the business end
of the line would get wet after continued use, it did
not swell badly, as b2i'ore treatment, nor did it seem
to stick to guides and tips.

A favorite line of raw silk, used on a casting-rod,
was also treated and used during a week's fishing.

This is a very soft line, size "H," and soaked up wa-
ter like a sponge before treatment. Since then, how-
ever, it shows some improvement—almost as much
as the linen line referred to above. Fishing in waters
in which there was considerable vegetable growth,
either suspended in the 'natter or on the surface, it

did not seem to pick up matter to clog the tip or
guides. Altogether, there seems to be some merit in

the treatment. At any late, it seems that if paraffin

ana benzine will wtrterproof tents and the like, why
will the solution not be good for fishing lines? As
an example, I have a triangular awning which was
originally used merely to shade my tent from the
sun's rays. It is common bleached muslin, or sheet-'

ing. It was treated more than three years ago as an
experiment. It turned water then like a duck.
Within a month it was used again in camp. As it

was suspended tightly between three trees, and also

guyed between all corners, after a heavy downpour
of rain a barrel or so of water was caught in it and
held until the weight was too much for one side or
the other, when most of it would run off. But none
of the water came through this thin muslin, which
had alternately been carried in a wad in the bottom
of duffle-bags, folded, whipped by the wind, etc., un-
til one would think it little better than a sieve. Still,

it is as soft and pliable as when it came from the
store.

After the appearance of my previous communica-
tion on this subject Mr. J. E. Hindon Hyde sent me
a small piece of a braided linen line that the manu-
facturers had waterproofed with a preparation on
which he has secured a patent. He claims his pre-
paration will not rot silk or vegetable fibres, and
will withstand the action of the salts contained in

salt water. The line from which the bit was sent

me was cut had been submerged in Long Island

Sound for six weeks, but he said he could not find

that it had been injured thereby. It seems softer than

an enameled silk line of equal size, and an examina-
tion shows that the waterproofing preparation pene-
trated to its core. I understand that the manufac-
turers have experimented with this line until they are

satisfied with it. and that it will be in the hands of

jobbers within a short time. It will be put up in

coils on cards bearing two fishes, the trade-mark of

the manufacturers, who do not sell lines in their own
name, as they market all of their goods through the

jobbers.

The braided silk lines called Saline, and sold under

the trade-mark mentioned during the past year, are

also treated under Mr. Hyde's patent, and were useo.

in fresh water with success. Quite recently Saline

enamel finish silk lines for use in salt water have
been made, and it is my good fortune to own one.

The claim of its makers, that it is absolutely un-
affected by any alkaline substance, and will stand

the ocean water as well as any fresh water, is a very-

strong one, hut after using one of these lines for a

week I ljke it very much. Mine is size *H," and it

was used in salt water where there is much vege-

table matter. Water does not affect the line at all,

unless it improves it in casting. It is more flexible

than an ordinary enamelled line, picks up no foreign

matter, and runs off the reel smoothly without ball-

ing up. One thing I have noticed, is the extreme

sensitiveness of this line, the strike of a fish being

communicated to the angler's hand very plainly

through it. I hope it will wear well, for a line at.

small as this, which can be used in salt or fresh wa-

ter, should prove a treasure.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

Waterproofing Silk Lines.—Not long ago I referred

t.~ some experiments I had made in attempts to wa-
terproof soft braided silk dines. Up to that time I

was not very well satisfied with the results, but

since then I have used several silk and linen lines

saturated for a brief time in a solution of paraffh.

and benzine, and am quite sure they have been im-

Hunting in Shasta County.—Notwithstanding the

deer shooting season is near its close knowing
sportsmen are still getting bucks an 1 enjoyint,

healthful outings. A recent trip to the far recesses

of the mountainous country of Shasta county made
by a party of local sportsmen and associate?, was a

revelation in the nature of shooting and fishing pos-

sibilities to be found in a seldom visited district.

D. M. Hanlon and Frank P. Sheldon of this ctij

and Charles E. Mayfield, George Nelson and F. E.

Shields of Suisun made up a party of hunters who
three weeks ago enjoyed a ten days' hunt in the

mountains that was a memorable outing in many
respects. The party journeyed to Castella by train,

where they met Charles Loftus. an experienced

mountain guide, who provided saddle horses and pack

mules. Leaving Castilla early one morning the

cavalcade followed the "Tom Neil Trail" and made
camp at 1:30 p. m., near the junction of Squaw am.

Tom Neil Creek, which streams were found to bo

teeming with splendid trout of good size.

The party made a stay of three days, enjoying the

grand fishing to the utmost. On the advice of the

guide hunting -was postponed until another location,
in the heart of the rough country, fifteen miles east
of Squaw creek was reached. The guide promised
when that point was reached to provide a plethora
of deer and bear hunting. Near the first camp
many does and fawns were seen but bucks were too
wary to show up to any extent. A slight tinge of
excitement was vouchsafed the campers, for bear
tracks were discovered all about the camp each
morning, showing that bruin had scented the camp
pots and had been nightly prowling for food scraps.
The hunters broke camp on the morning of the

fourth day and struck out over an exceedingly rough
country, ignoring trails and working east fifteen miles
when a new camp was pitched in a hunting district
that came up to the guide's laudatory description.
The next morning Mayfield made the first kill. *.

large eight-point buck, Nelson evened matters by
bagging a 250 pound black bear. Four big bucks and
eight does were seen the first day. The following
day Dan Hanlon dropped a fair sized buck and Shel-
don and Mayfield worked their repeating rifles un-
successfully at one of the largest black bears the
guide had ever seen in that section. Sheldon claims
the bear was large as a Pullman car. On the last

day of the hunt the hunters saw and jumped more
deer than any of them had ever seen before. The
country seemed to be alive with venison. Sheldon,
Nelson and Mayfield each killed a buck.
The party were soon satiated with deer hunting

and had as much venison as they wanted, taking the

suells out of their rifles they returned to camp not
wishing to wantonly kill deer they could not use.

Seventeen bucks were counted at different times
standing and watching the hunters, none of the ani-

mals were over 310 yards distant, a number of these

deer could have easily been killed. Having but one
mule for packing out the venison, it would have been
wasteful slaughter to have dropped any more bucks.

One of the deer Sheldon killed had eleven points.

Quail and grouse were very plentiful in the section

visited, but were unmolested as the season for shoot-

ing these birds is not open until October 15.

Mr. Hanlon states that the hunting territory visit-

ed is one of the best combined fishing and hunting

districts it has ever been his good fortune to get

into.

Shark Fishing a Honolulu Sport.

One of Honolulu's most exciting pastimes is shark

fishing. Large sharks abound off Honolulu Harbor,

and a party of fishermen may usually count on bring-

ing back one or two sea monsters from eight to

fourteen feet long by going three of four miles from
shore. The fish may either be harpooned or hooked,

the latter method being the easier. The harpooning

is more dangerous and more difficult.

The shark fishers need a small launch, a dead horse,

some harpoons or hooks, and some large caliber rifles.

The horse is sometimes killed a day or tw-o before the

expedition, as sharks are supposed to like their horse

meat "high." This is not necessary, however, and is

not advisable, for there is no special pleasure in

dragging through the harbor a horse that has been
dead long enough to really resent it.

The horse is tied at the end of a rope and left to

float about sixty feet away from the launch out in

the open sea, and then the wait for sharks begins.

A shark will usually show up in a very short time.

At a distance of sixty feet he is a long green object

of indefinite outlines. He approaches the dead horse

slowly, until a few feet away, and then veers off to

one side and disappears. But he always returns.

Over and over again, sometimes for an hour, he will

circle about the dead animal, seeming to be as suspic-

ious as any fox.

"While the shark is making these repeated investi-

gations the bait is slowly drawn toward the boat.

Some interesting glimpses of the shark are obtainable

during this process. He will slowly glide through the

water up to the food, and then suddenly turn on one

side and take a bite. If it is close enough one gets an
idea of what he can do in the biting line. In an ex-

pedition last month dogs were used as bait, as a horse

was not obtainable. Within three feet of the fishers

on the boat a huge shark turned, opened his jaws, and

seized the dog. A large dead dog was tied to the rope.

There was a wriggle of the huge green-looklnp- oody,

a splash of surface water and the shark moved on.

The dog was bitten clean in half.

When harpooning is to be done, the bait is drawn
gradually closer until the shark comes rig.n up to the

boat. The harpoon is plunged into him and battle be-

gins. The shark will plunge for deep water and tow
the boat at a rapid pace. His strength is extraordi-

nary, and the fight is sure to be a long one. There is

nothing for it but to tire him out, and the only way
to do this is to let him struggle as he will. Gradually

he is drawn nearer and nearer to the boat, and soon

he is hauled to the surface in a condition approach-
ing exhaustion. Then the rifles come into play, but

at the first shot he will often carry the harpoon and
rope off with him again and repeat the fight.

There is a spot under the gills, where the main
artery is located, where a fatal wound can be in-

flicted with a large rifle bullet, but shooting In a
rocking small boat is nit likely to be accurate, and
the spot is seldom reached until after firing several

shots. ,

The sharks are more easily hooked than harpooned.

From the side of the boat they may be seen swim-
ming about below. The use of a box with a glass

bottom makes possible a splendid view of them. On
the occasion already referred to the other half of the

bitten dog was placed on a large hook and let down
among them. Through the glass a huge shark was
seen slowly to approach, turn, and seize the bait. In

some way or other the hook failed to catch, and the

shark let go when the rope was jerked. But he

back and seized it again. Two men pulling as -
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U* five rows o7sword teeth. This fellow was settledwhere a fine view was had of his head and jiaws.

their five rows of s

after seven rifle shots.

aasKSSSSs
ful. the breeding , he latter ga

some nine or ten yards in each leap, had to stop and

gather himself for each spring. Finally he was forced

to stop and bay his pursuers on the little point of

rock in which the ridge terminated. He stood them

off, as we could ascertain from the noise until we

rode up; then, preferring a leap of thirty feet to the

-ulch below to running the gauntlet of his new ene-

mies, he vanished over the edge of the rim rock,

to our unbounded astonishment. The dogs thus

thwarted a second time ran wildly about m their

frantic endeavors to find a way over the edge to the

gulch bottom. TVe thrust our way through the c -

view of the chase, and arrived in

in a systematic, intelligent manner. Field trials and
bench shows owe much to him. He was identified

with them from their inception. He judged at the

show of the Illinois State Sportsman's Association,

held in Chicago, 111., June 4, 1S74, said to be the first

bench show of record held in America. From that

time till his demise, he was conspicuously identified

with the competitive features of the canine world.

Concerning his official acts as judge, many anec-
dotes have been told of his sharp wit. One in partic-

ular, enjos'ed by bench show devotees, has been cher-

ished for the directness with which it closed an in-

cident. After every breed is judged there are a few

about that section of the Ala-numei

E£U£X££S£&£X% on the Empire

at Elkhorn Slough.

'
t see tw0 shepherd dogs which had outstripped or more dissatisfied contestants, known colloquially

the nack walkin" on either side of the lion up the op- as "disappointed exhibitors." They seek, as a rule, to

nosite ascent neither offering the least molestation to interview the judge ostensibly as inquirers for in-

his" majesty who nonchalantly stepped towards a con- formation, but really to show him his error or to ex-

enient cedar leaped into the lowermost branch, and press their opinion of him. At such times "Honest"

climbed to the top. amid a terrific rending of bark, as John would place his arms akimbo, look over the top

-sin.

the hounds reached the spot We shot the lion in the

jaw and foreleg, and after a terrific roar the huge

beast, with a toss of his head and a wild clutch at the

limbs above, went crashing down through th.

branches. No sooner had he touched the ground

than the dogs closed in on him, and then began a

battle royal. With indescribable rage the Hon struck

right and left, his claws wide smd extended. The

of his nose phlegmatically and cynically at the dis-

gruntled owner. Once on an occasion of this kind,

the disappointed one concluded by saying, "Well. I

don't think you know how to judge." "You don't,"

replied the judge dryly, "but that's your think, and
it's my think that counts."

He was an excellent field shot, an accomplishment
in which he took a just pride. Bad shooting on the

was

m are
in

Dr. Geori•ssrsrspast.

Ha.f pound up to three and four pounds and there

'Vthese "to "satisfy the most enthusiastic
are enough of these to »iw

tn. 4t Greie's.
angler. Dr. Lane stopped at Weymoutns. At Greigs,

ood

Tr
r

t- that'"hasten good fishing on Eel river

ever since the early days in August.

Striped Bass Fishing-The dull period in striped

bass angling has been broken into at last, according

To a relteWe report from Eckley station, near Crock-

. t , . Carquinez Straits. Anglers have been anx-

.
,
,-aiUng the appearance of the fish. They have

on" been due: but where they would appear, or what

particular water was to be their resort for the tune

Sr« regarded as problematical. It appears that

tnTstraits in'and around Eckley and Crockett ,s the

present selection of the fish for breaking the angl n

deadlock and holding receptions for the entertamment

of the rodsters.
-

,

For two days the fishermen last week made phe-

nomenal catches. The trolling spoon is the lure

anglers one day landed 300 pounds of bass.

minutes Charles Lee caught sixteen fine bass. The

fish run from three to fifteen pounds in weight. An-

glers who make the trip to Eckley station or Crockett

will have no difficulty in procuring trolling boats. The

best catches have been made at Eckley. in the coves

between the warehouses. The Grangers' Inn. P™s.2ed

over bv John M. Golobeck, will be found a good place

for anglers to put up at when visiting Eckley station

le was very steep at this point, and, as the par t f others was sure to exeite his derision. He
fi~ht ra»ed. the combatants rolled and slid, amid a fen jnt0 a j Dke at the field trials of the Central Field

perfect cloud of flying snow, while the bloody trail Trial Club, at Lexington, N. C, -which raised a

behind ^ave evidence that harm was done to, at least,
iaUgh against him, an event which was very rare

our side! When we reached the bottom the dogs were
in(jeea. He was acting as one of the judges. The

still at liim. The Glen Tana Collie dog Tuck had hold handlers had been ordered to kill a bird, and, never-

and shake and strike as he w'oulA the lion tneless jpjssed shot after shot. Finally, a fine point
was secured in the open. The field party massed
about and watching with keen interest. "Honest
John" ordered the dogs to be held a moment while he
dismounted to show them how to kill a bird. He
took the handler's gun. flushed the bird, shot at it.

and missed it entirely, amid the acclamations of the
delighted hundreds. He missed it, apparently

—

:it was
many years afterward that he learned that the gun
was loaded with a blank cartridge. But of such in-

cidents there were hundreds in his life, which his

friends took pleasure in relating—the light, humorous
portrayal of his character in contrast with the rigid

and the serious.—B. Waters in Forest and Stream.

could not free himself. The nounds. taking advan-

take of this fact, attacked him from every s,de m
*nite of the uglv cuts the claws on his one good

fore paw wTre making. Finally, with a last effort the

lion shook his head free from Tuck's grasp and catch-

rng a dog with his claws, drew him down to him and

Juried Ms teeth in his neck. We then shot the ion

The dogs were not s-iously hurt with one exception.

AT THE TRAPS.

Two
In twenty

A Cougar Hunt in Colorado—Mr. C. A. Hardy gives

an interesting account of a lion hunt in Northwest

Colorado, when the mercury indicated ten degrees be-

low zero. After describing the discovery of the track

of the lion, and the sending of the dogs on to find the

I the writer proceeds: I have seen and par-

1 in rides after the hounds, both in the East

and West, where the only danger was to be appre-

hended from beneath; but when one has to watch

both ground and air. and to aodge the attacks of a

labyrinth of protruding branches, as well as keeping

a firm seat, the difference between fox hunting and

lion hunting is marked. We must have ridden three

miles through thickets and over fallen trees, some-

times getting oft and leading where the descent was

too precipitous, before we came within hearing of the

dogs Now and then a long quavering bay reached

our ears, but it was not until we had crossed the

lasl ridge ana were riding down into the gulch bot-

tom that the clamour of the dogs broke plainly on the

wintry air; and this time, instead of notes long drawn

out, II sounded quick and sharp, a perfect babel of

angry sounds. L'pon hearing our approach the dogs

oubled their noise. Before coming within sight of

them we dismounted, hobbled our horses, and softly

advanced, taking care to keep hidden among the

trees, for fear the Hon would jump at sight of us;

rary to the general opinion, mountain lions

rds, and fear man above all things. Sure

enough, there, some 30 feet above ground, bracing

himself amongst the topmost branches of the green

cedar, crouched the "great cat," complacently eyeing

the dogs beneath, and occasionally Riving an angry

spit that only made them rage the fiercer. One of the

hounds was so carried away by the sight of his invet-

•• enemy, that, in his frenzy, and aided by the

ng limbs, he had mbing
up the tree, i

looked, he lost his precarious foothold and tell to the

in.l amid a shower of hark and needles. The tree

lion was In stood on a sleep hillside, and as

we ,,,wt to approach It from above, one of

; his stand on thl

In all prob-

llty the Hon would land. When he gave the word.

Into full view, and opened the bombardment

with -sticks an i

The Hon shot oul from the gn

landed full twi the Bu,cn sldc- Tnc
ii

s, .i tot an Instant, by the suddeni i

- int lamoi and took
.

i , i i ,,i nearly a hundred s

making huge lea]

I before they

ight up with him, for the lion, although covering

Blue Rock Gun Club-At the regular shoot of the

above club at Bakersfield on the 3rd inst. E. N. Scho-

field was high gun. -

The scores were: Schofield shot at 100. broke ,9,

Stoner 100-75; Higgins 100-57; -eFr^uson 50-32; Lew-

e

The scores made at the club shoot on the 10th inst.

were: Schofield 100-7S: Stoner 100-77; Packard 100-

70: Oswald 100-69: Higgins 100-59, Getchell =0-41:

Ferguson 50-41. .

A two-day tournament, today and tomorrow, wi.l

take place as a fitting windup of a very successful

club trap season. E. C. Wilson. C. E. Getchell and

F X Scofield are the committee to prepare a pro-

gram and make other arrangements for the event

In addition to the blue rock shoot there will prob-

ably be one live bird event each uay L.beral cash

prizes will be offered and in addition there will be

a merchandise shoot in which the prizes will be so

numerous that everyone can win. Invitations were

sent to all the gun clubs in the State south of Sacra-

mento and everything will be done to make the tour-

nament a success in every respect.

TRAD? NOTES.

The local trap shooting season will wind up tomor-

row at Alameda Junction, where a big merchandise

shoot will take place under the auspices of the Pacific

Coast Trap Shooters' Association.

The ten high scores made in the regular events at

16 yards rise, 250 targets, were: Cooper 231. M. O.

Feudner 229, Powers 226, E. L. Forster 226, Nauman
226, Sylvester 222, Hagerman 220, Walker 220, Gol-

cher 219, E. Schultz 219. In the tabulation of scores

last week the types gave C. D. Hagerman a total of

391—it should have read 396.

JOHN DAVIDSON.

Dispatches in the daily press announce the death

of John Davidson, at Monroe. Mich., on Saturday of

last week. He suffered a brief illness. Death was

caused by heart failure consequent to a severe cold

contracted at Toronto recently. He was seventy-

eight years old.

Probably no man was more widely known in the

canine world than was John Davidson. He was fa-

mous in both Europe and America as an all-round

bench show judge of cattle, a breeder and trainer of

bird dogs, an expert field shot, and a writer of no

mean attainments on such subjects of dog and gun as

appealed to his fancy or interest.

He was a Scotchman by birth, and possessed many
of the characteristics for which that race Is famous-
good common sense, a dry and sometimes caustic

humor, the moral courage to utter his beliefs in the

any opposition and the physical courage to

stand by them as long as need be. Many there were

who thought that he had violent, unieasoning preju-

dices against what he did not approve and which they

did approve, but there is no doubt in the mind of the

writer—who knew him well—that his uncompromis-

ing attitude on many subjects was due to firm con-

thai he was right. His acts were always con-

, with his beliefs. There was nothing artificial

him, no affectation of manner nor frills of

.
i L

While he was courteous of speech and manner, he

to eschew all evasion, or insincerity or

stand play; in business or pleasure.

In the United States, among a large circle of admir-

he was known by the endearing soubri-

'Honest" John Davidson.
sperlence in field sports was broad arid long,

i practical sportsman years before the

Irs of dog and gun were taken up in this country

Peters Points.

Dr. O. F. Britton of the Indianapolis Gun Club, one'

of the best and most popular of the older generation
of shooters, made a most remarkable score on the
Indianapolis Gun Club grounds September 9th, break-
ing 117 straight from the IS and 19 yard marks. This
not only proves that Dr. Britton has not lost his cun-
ning, but also that Peters factory loaded shells are
perfection itself.

Some excelent scores were made with Peters shells

at the Trinidad tournament, September 4th, 5th and
6th. In the free for all handicap, one of the main
events of the tournament, Mr. Wm. Veach of Falls

City, Neb., tied with two others on a score of 97 from
the' 19 yard mark In the first shoot off, Mr. Veach
broke 20 straight and in the second again scored 20

straight, making a total of 137 out of 140, all from the
19 yard line. Inasmuch as Mr. Veach, by virtue of

this score, won a handsome S75 watch, it mas7 be as-

sumed that he will know when it is time to order his

next lot of Peters Ideals.

At Austin. Texas, September 9th, Mr. "Wallace R.

Miller, shooting Peters Ideal shells, loaded with 3 dr.

of powder and 1% oz. of shot, broke 9S out of 100.

Mr. L. H Reid, representing the Peters Cartridge
Company, at the Kendallville tournament. September
12th, won high average for the day, breaking 193 out

of 200 targets. Mr. Reid uses Peters regular factory

loac7
s No. D167 V2 ch.

At York, Pa., September 4th and 5th, the high
average was won by Mr. E. C. Hummer, and high ex-
pert average by Mr Neaf Apgar, both using Peters
factory loaded shells.

At Montgomery, Alabama, September 4th, a good
crowd of shooters took part in a program composed of

a number of target and live bird events. Mr. Louis
T. Spinks, representing the Peters Cartridge Company,
and shooting Peters factory loaded shells, killed 34

straight in the live bird matches, being the only
straight score, and also led in the target events.

Doings of the Old Reliable Parker Gun.

At Dominion of Canada tournament, Ottawa, Ont.,

August 16th to ISth, Mr. T. M. Craig of Sherbrooke, at

19 and 20 yards, won the Lord Grey cup for high av-
erage, with score of 665 out of 710.

W. J. Johnstone of Ottawa made longest unfinished

run—99 straight—winning DuPont cup. One-third of

guns used at Ottawa were Parkers—a fact that speaks
for itself.

Fred Coleman of Philadelphia, Pa., at Meadow-
Springs. Pa., August 26th, wa"s" high gun with score of

16 out of 175; also at Coatsville, Pa., September 4th,

with score of 142 out of 150; at Florist, Pa.. September
12th. with 1S5 out of 200. and at Meadow Springs.

Pa.. September 16th, with 96 out of 100.

S C. Yoakum of Shamokin, Pa., at Shamokin, from
April to September, shot at 1000 and broke 917. An
amateur of merit.

Fred Gilbert, "The Wizard," at home. Spirit Lake,

la., Aug. 22d to 25th. was high man, with score of 771

oul of S00, and won the first, class cup with 50 straight.

P.. C. Derk of Northumberland, Pa., at Lock Haven,
Pa.. August 15th and 16th, scored first high amateur
average with score of 261 out of 290, winning DuPont
trophy. At Marysville, Pa, August 26th. Mr. Derk
was high amateur average with score of 18S out of

200.

M. E. Atchison of Giddings, Tex., at West Texas
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gue shoot. July 12th, 13th ana 14th, had second

n amateur average with score of 458 out of 480.

50 target race he scored 47 out of 50. In gold

lal event he scored 50 straight. At Brenham. Tex.,

17th and ISth, Mr. Atchison was second high am-

jr average with 403 out of 425 At Fort Worth,

•., on the last day he broke 112 straight and 21S

of 225. At San Marcea, August 14th and lt5h, he

; high amateur average from 20 yard mark with

re of 299 out of 340.

. D. Alkire of .Williamsport, O., at Dalton, O., Au-

t 17th and 18th, made first general average with

^e of 375 out of 400. At Yellow Bud. O., August

he was first average with score of 156 out of 160.

Williamsport, O , August 9th, he scored 146 out of

Also at Williamsport, on August 10th, Mr. Alkire

red 74 out of 75.

falter Huff of Macon, Ga, at Durham, N. C, June

l and 15th. made second high average with score

!7S out of 400. At same shoot, Mr. G. M. Colons

le first high average, with score of 386 out of 400

Warm Springs, Ga., June 20th and 22d, Mr. Huff

l high average with score of 3S9 out of 400. At

imasville, Ga., July 4th and 5th, Mr. Huff won

a average with score of 291 out of 310; also at Eu-

r, Ala., with score of 375 out of 400; at Gunthers-

;,' Ala., August 22d, with score of 192 out of 200;

Morristown, Tenn., August 23d, with score of 98

of 100.

[r. W E. Beeson of Grand Rapids, at Grand Rapids.

August 9th. won high- amateur average for the day

h 192 out of 200, or 96 per cent. The high amateur

rage for the three days, August 8th, 9th and 10th.

; won by O. A. Felger, with score of 596 out of 605.

• third high average for three days was won by Guy
ring, with 564 out of 605 Fourth high average for

;e days was won by W. E. Beeson, with 561 out of

E Vaughan, the "Fred Gilbert" of California, at

adena. July 27th, made a score of 99 out of 100,

on July 30th, 98 out of 100. total of 197 out of

with a straight run of 143, no miss.

3hn A. Flick of Ravenna, O., the one-armed wonder

he shooting world, on July 29th, at Turkey Fork

e. broke 50 straight; at Canton, O., State shoot, in

e.' Mr. Flick broke 50 straight.

Otto Felger of Grand Rapids, Mich., on August 8th,

at Grand Rapids, broke 190 out of 200, or 95 per cent.
He made the highest amateur record for the day.

All of the above shooters shoot Parker guns ex-
clusively. The Old Reliable, time tried and proven
winner of the age.

Averages Reported.
Trinidad, Colo., September 4th, 5th and 6th, W. R.

Crosby, first general average, 3SS out of 400, shooting
New E. C. (Improved). Harold Money, second gen-
eral average, 387 out of 400, shooting New E. C. (Im-
proved). H. G. Taylor of Meckling, S. D., shooting
New E. C. (Improved), first amateur average, and tied
with Fred Gilbert, shooting DuPont, for third general
average, 3S6 out of 400. W. J. Rand of El Paso, Tex.,
shooting Infallible, won second amateur average, 3S4
out of 400. George Timberlake of Baileyville, Kas.,
third amateur average, 381 out of 400, shooting Infal-
lible.

Worcester, Mass , September 5th and 6th, J A. R.
Elliott, first general average, 278 out of 300, shooting
New Schultze. E. C. Griffith of Pascoag, R. I., first

amateur and second general average, 271 out of 300,

shooting Infallible. James McArdel of Narragansett
Pier, R. I., second amateur and third general average,
260 out of 300. shooting Infallible. G H. Chapin of
Brookfield, Mass., and D. W. Sawin of Gardiner, Mass-
tied for third amateur average, 259 out of 300, shooting
DuPont.

Cissna Park, 111., September 6th, W. D. Stannard,
first general average, 191 out of 200. shooting DuPont.
A P. Smith of Goodwine, 111., second amateur and
third general average. 1S4 out of 200, shooting Infal-

lible. Willis Bell of Hoopston, 111., third amateur av-
erage, 179 out of 200, shooting Infallible.

Medford and Portland Tournaments.
The inanimate target tournament given by the

Medford, Oregon, Gun Club, on September 22d and
23d, proved to be a most enjoyable affair and well at-

tended. As usual shooters of Winchester products
carried off all the honors of the tournament. The
first high expert average for the opening day wras cap-
tured by W. R. Crosby, score 197 out of the possible

200. The second high average was tied for between

Fred Gilbert and C. M. Powers, on 195 out of the
possible 200. The longest straight run on the first day
was made by Fred Gilbert and was 154 consecutive
breaks. The second longest run. 117. was made by
W. R. Crosby. Ah\ above made by shooters using the
Winchester "Leader" shells. The longest straight
run on the second day was made by Fred Gilbert. 127
consecutive breaks, while W. R. Crosby ran 102
straight on the same day. The first and second high
expert averages for the entire tournament were made
by W. R. Crosby and Fred Gilbert, while the high
amateur average was carried off by C. N. Powers.
Crosby 394 out of 400, Gilbert 392 out of 400, Powers
386 out of 400 Messrs. Crosby. Gilbert and Powers
always shoot the reliable and time tried Winchester
"Leader" shells, the only kind to shoot if you want to
be on the top at the end of a tournament.

It was the same old story repeated at the Portland,
Oregon, shoot, September 24th. The shooters that
used Winchester goods again carried off all the hon-
ors. In the 100 target event,, known traps, unknown
angles, H. C. Hirschy, shooting a Winchester "Pump"
gun and Winchester "Leader" shells, was the high
gun with 97. Fred Gilbert, also shooting "Winchester
"Leader" shells, was second with a score of 96, while
W. R. Crosby, shooting the "Leader" shells, and W. H.
Seaver, shooting a Winchester "Pump" gun and
"Leader" shells, tied on third place with the score of
9 eac5h. In the Globe Trophy event, which covers
known as well as unknown angles, regular and reverse
pull, and double bird shooting, Fred Gilbert was the
high man with the splendid score of 48 out of a pos-
sible 0.5 W. R. Crosby was second high with 46.
Seaver third high with 44 Hirschy fourth high with
42. All the above gentlemen shooting "Leader" shells,
and in connection Messrs. Seaver and Hirschy used
Winchester "Pump" guns.
The twenty-five target event, unknown angles, re-

versed pull, was also won by shooters that shot the
"Leader" shells. The only two perfect scores of 25
straight in this event were made by Fred Gilbert and
W. H. Seaver. Out of the 175 regular targets shot
at, as mentioned above, Mr. Gilbert scored 169,
Messrs. Crosby and Seaver 164 each, while Mr. Hirschy
had 160 breaks to his credit. These were the high
scores for the day, and were made with the well
known Winchester "Leader" shells.

DRYING UP THE COW.

he more highly developed the dairy

I- becomes, the more important is it

ijive her more consideration at the

Be of her lactation period. Fre-

ntly a cow is supposed to be thor-

* hly dry and turned put into the dry

I cure when she should be kept with

I cows that are giving milk, and un-

ti all secretions in the udder have

|>ped. It is a mistake to permit the

I er to retain any thick, mattery sub-

"iee; for, undoubtedly, many cases

adder trouble can be traced to not

,oving this substance from the ud-

Moreover, it is not well for the

nal to absorb this material into

system
ccasionally there are cows that per-

in giving milk for two or three

rs without any rest between peri-

of lactation. In such a case it is

er not to force her dry but con-

e milking. If a cow is forced dry

•e is danger of destroying a por-

, or all, of the udder,

bout three months from calving

;, most cows begin to decrease in

c flow rather rapidly, without de-

sing their grain allowance, while

trs will go dry only when the grain

Ion of their ration is reduced and

e milk left in the udder after each

;'ing.

is not the poor dairy cow that

s us any anxiety at this time, but

i the heavy milking animal whose

ir we wish to preserve that makes
nquire as to the best method to

fe.
There can be no hard or fast

laid down for the feeding and

lling of the cow at this time, but,

: rule, a decrease in the grain al-

mce is usually effective in reducing

flow of milk. If the cow is thin in

i it is seldom necessary to make
change in the system of feeding,

ier milk flow can be reduced by
ig a small amount of milk in her

after each milking, and after

ling this method for a week, milk-

ie cow once a day is usually suf-

THE BREEEDER AND THE
FEEDER,

course, a great deal depends upon

Yw, and the system pursued in

her off should be modified ac-

- wig to circumslances. The cow
j

sh Id be dry from six weeks to 'two

'n- ths, and it should take not longer
;h two weeks to thoroughly dry the

10 up, but under any condition, all,

>r early all, of the udder secretions

*h Id have ceased before she is turned
iu to receive no more attention. It

not stimulate the flow of milk

move all substance from the udder
i she is nearly dry. If she is thin

;sh she should be well fed until she

good condition for her next year's

The cattle situation at this season of

the year brings many features of the

trade before the range raisers and
handlers. There naturally is a good
deal of interest just now as to the out-

come of what may develop within the

next thirty days. The corn crop

usually is the important factor, but

cheap corn and cheap feeder cattle

should produce cheap beef, and this

should not materially change the situ-

ation with the feeder, so far as profit

in feeding is concerned.
The producer of cattle is on the anx-

ious seat all through the grazing sea-

son. He is concerned lest the season

fail to bring forth acceptable growing
conditions to provide an abundance of

summer feed to fatten the cattle He
is concerned lest the feeder demand be

cut short, owing to lack of corn crop

in the corn belt or some other discour-

aging feature of the breeding business,

check the enthusiasm of the buyer of

this class of cattle and thus create a

poor market for a large per cent of

the young steers that annually are

shipped from the range to fill this de-

mand as feed yard stock.

The time of shipment is also a mat-
ter to be studied and finally guessed

at, whether to ship early or before

the great bulk of cattle goes out or to

hold off to the later period, get an ad-

ditional gain of thirty or sixty days

and take the chance of a decline, which
usually follows through heavy ship-

ments. The feeder on the other hand
has an equally difficult problem to

solve and eventually enters into the

proposition upon more or less of a

guess or speculative basis, when he

begins to size up and forecast the fat

cattle market four to eight months in

advance. The early buying of feeder

cattle is based upon a short feed, the

finishing of an acceptable quality of

beef to bridge over the periol be-

tween the winding up of the grass—fat

shipment from the ranges—and the

feed yard cattle started on the new
crop of corn.

The assurance of a big feed crop of

both fodder and grains, especially hay
and corn, is made the basis of estimate

by both the cattle grower and the feed-

er in the matter of purchase and sale

of the feed yard grades of cattle. One
of the most important features enter-

ing into the cattle feeling proposition

is quality of stock. The higher the

quality of the animal, whether it comes
from the range as a yearling or two-
year-old, in feeder form, or as a grass-

fat three-year-old the more certain it

is to find a ready purchaser. Quality

in beef production is being more close-

ly studied each year by the feeder and
fat cattle buyer.—G. W. Heney.

POULTRY NOTES.

A sucessful incubator man says he
still prefers a cellar for his machine.
His methods are fresh eggs and regu-
lar attention to machine.
Turkey diseases are caused by over-

feeding, lack of grit, lice, stagnant
pools of water, feeding after swine, and
exposure to cold rains.

If a hen has proven an exceptionally
good sitter and mother, keep her over
until next hatching season, though she
does not lay an egg.

Watch out for trouble on the score
of lice. They are getting ready now
for business wdien the fowls are con-
fined later to close quarters.

Guinea eggs have a delicious flavor

for ice cream, invalids, etc. The flesh

is gamey. The birds live in the fields,

destroying insects, but never scratch-
ing.

Plenty of milk for fowls to drink
will increase egg production 10 per
cent. But keep wrater dishes going,

too; because hens like a change from
one drink to the other. Clean the milk
receptacles often.

Don't feed too much corn to growing
chicks. Rather give them food that

will make bone, muscle and vigor, with
just enough carbonaceous food to keep
them in good condition, but not fat.

Some writers advise mixing grit with
soft feed for the fowls and chicks. This
is not at all necessary, as they will

pick up all the grit they need if it Is

kept where they can have access to it.

When the brooding hen refuses to

voluntarily return to her coop at night,

but squats outside, you can be pretty

sure that the coop is either fearfully

lousy, filthy or close, or perhaps all

three. Investigate.

A bird that is either very thin or

overfat, is not a good breeder, what-
ever its excellence in shape and color.

The breeding bird needs be in such
vigorous condition that its' chicks may
make a good strong start in life.

STOCK NOTES.

Treatment of Heaves—In all cases of

heaves it is desirable to change the
ration for a time and all water given
before eating. All food should be wet
with lime water and if considerable

hay is used this should be well mois-
tened before being fed. Use care in

keeping the stall and manger free from
anything which will create dust and
have the stable well ventilated at all

times. As a 'medicine give the horse
one-half ounce doses of a solution of

arsenic night and morning. This can
be obtained at any drug store. An
ordinary case of heaves will succumb
to this treatment, but in bad cases add
ounce doses of glyco-heroin, giving
three times daily in the mouth, using
a syringe. If the combined treatment
does not complete the cure the case

is hopeless.

A very simple arrangement will fur-
nish lots of comfort for hogs when
made into a shade. Some pens are
like ovens.
Some farmers use calf raising as one

of their sources of revenue. It is one
of the profitable ways in which to dis-
pose of skim milk.
Sometimes it pays to take a fresh

start. The whole herd may be sold,
and a new stock purchased, or new
breeders may be obtained.
The stock raiser who can find a lo-

cality adapted to his business, and get
a foothold there, had better stav.
Every time he makes a move he loses
time, and oftimes loses money.
There is no doubt but that some

good horses fail to bring a good price
because they are not shown to good
advantage, and are not fitted for mar-
ket.

The young mother sow needs to be
let alone for the first twenty-four
hours. She does not need even water,
unless she comes out for it. Feeding
should be undertaken gradually.
Raising fancy horses is always full

of risk A slight scar which would de-
preciate their value very much would
scarcely injure a draft horse at all.

Farmers would better raise less ex-
pensive horses.

Concerning the wool trade, last
week's American Wool and Cotton Re-
porter said: The wool market con-
tinues in a healthy condition although
trade is not active, the sale of the past
week being the smallest recorded for
some time past But there is consider-
able business pending and the outlook
is regarded as very satisfactory. The
London sales are expected to open with
prices fully sustained on all grades es-
pecially on merinos, which some mem-
bers of the trade expect to see quoted
higher, and the development of the
goods market are such as lead to the
belief that a good healthy worsted
business is to continue with prospects
of an improving demand for woolens
later. Prices are strong, and for low
wools there is a slightly better in-
quiry than there was. Further evi-
dence that the outlook is regarded as a
reassuring one with reference to do-
mestic wools is furnished in the action
of certain representative members of
the wool trade who are contracting
1906 wools in Montana, Wyoming and
Utah. In Montana 22c is being paid
for next year's wools.

The flavor of hen's eggs is declare!
by an English medical man to be very
materially affected by food. When thu
hens act as scavengers their eggs are
made unfit to eat, but a diet of sun-
flower seeds produces remarkably fine

and sweet eggs.
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SOME POINTERS ABOUT MILK-
ING.

It is not every one who milks cows

that knows how. After having tried

all the methods on the 50,000 or more

cows I've milked, I have about come

he conclusion that I can get the

milk from a cow with as much ease

and convenience to myself and com-

fort to the cow as any one, writes A.

in Kimball's Dairy Farmer.

The first consideration is the ana-

tomical construction of the udder.

Many do not know that the teals are

in pairs. The two front quarters are

seldom of the same capacity or for-

mation as the hind quarters of the

udder. The tei.ts on those quarters

differ

I've seen milkers take a front and

hind teat either both on same side or

diagonally across. I was taught that

way. but soon found that they didn't

come out even. Very generally the

hind quarters give the most milk, and

the front teats are larger and milk

out faster than the hind teats, so the

result is uneven.
I've seen the new method of milk-

ing published in different papers late-

ly. The manipulations seem com-

plicated, but they are not. They dif-

fer only slightly from the method

I've followed for a few years.

In the first place. I milk as near

twelve hours apart as I can. Tho
cows expect relief at that time and

are uneasy if not milked on time.

When I drop my stool beside a cow
she steps over it, or If not I put a

finger on her and she takes her posi-

tion. I never say "get over there

—

now hist." A touch of the finger does

the whole business of getting the

right position.

With a wet cloth I wipe off the ud-

der and teats after brushing loose bed-

ding and dirt from the belly and legs.

This manipulation is sufficient to start

the milk.

As I rub I begin with the back teat

because they are generally short and
when full of milk difficult to get hold

of. Besides, I prefer to strip, if that

has to be done, when my grip is rest-

ed, then change when tired to a full

hand grip on the front teats. By get-

ting hold of the back teats just as the

cow begins to let the milk come you
can get and maintain a better grip

than to wait till the back quarters are

full of milk and the teats reduced in

length by the pressure of milk. Still

another reason is that the cow wants
relief from the back quarters first.

They are squeezed by her legs, they

give the most, and she is restless till

they are emptied, at least partially.

When tired of milking or stripping

the short hind teats I go to the front

ones and then back to the others if

necessary for rest of muscles.
After getting all I can in the ordi-

nary way, I then reach up with thumb
and forefinger of left hand and squeeze
the milk from the cisterns of each
quarter and force it from the teat with
the right hand. This is easy when one
gets used to it. It takes out every
drop of milk and does not hurt the
cow. It does away with the strip,

strip, dribble of the common method.
The exceptions to this rule are these:

A cow may have a sore hind teat. By

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombault's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hoclc,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbono and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin discasci or Parasites,
Thrutb, Diphtheria, Removes all
Bunches from Horse* or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatlim
Sprains, Sore Throat, i't&. It 1m InvuIum.k.
/Kvery botllo of Caustic Balsam sold In
Vamint*d to (rive iwiMnctlon. i. ]

I

rircss, chftrKi*B pnld. with Hill <liructlonn for
!« um- liTSciiU f'.r dcscniJtivu circulars,
tenMmon Lola, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

beginning on the well fronts and then

quietly change to the sore teat the

cot.- is not so apt to make a fuss as

if you begin with a sore teat and
get her nervous for the whole milking.

Some cows are so constructed that

it makes no difference where you be-

gin milking. I generally give my fin-

ger muscles the choice then.

When a boy I broke my little finger

twice playing ball. I never missed a
milking because of it. It taught me
how to fold that finger up and use the

rest. To this day I milk short teats

with the little fingers doubled back out

of the way. I can milk teats that oth-

ers would have to strip.

When a cow has a sore teat I try to

put the sore in the palm so it will not

be squeezed. Sometimes the teat has
to be twisted part way around. Some-
times I have to change hands—that is,

milk a left-handed teat with the right

hand. But, really, there is little need
of having sore teats if the fences are
good and loose wire picked up, and
vaseline used on cows that get in the

mud.
As to the position of the cow, that

is easily managed. Teach her to put
her right hind foot back to the edge
of the gutter. Put your knee in front
of her leg and that foot has to stay
there. She can not put the left hind
leg back any farther than the right

one and if she puts it forward, all the
better. Let me say that a cow can
get out of position with her front
feet just as well as with the hind feet.

She can put her left front foot way
back and throw her belly towards you
so you are crowded into the gutter.

Or she may put both front feet back
and thus force her udder back between
her legs so even the front teats can
scarcely be milked. In either case the
front feet can be placed in position by
pushing your right shoe against them.
She soon learns her position.

Some cows have the miserable habit
of stepping over and keeping the milk-
er hitching over to her. Make her stop
it. You can feel when she is going to

pick up a foot. Reach through with
the right or left hand and catch her
leg on the cord above the knee and jerk
the foot back in place or hold it if

she has not yet straddled out. If she
cant' locate the left hind foot she can
not pick up the right one. A few
lessons are sufficient.

I don't begin on a heifer to force
her to a correct position. The main
thing is to teach her to trust you while
milking. She may get into all sorts
of awkward positions as she turns to

lick your neck or chew your coat tail,

but she can gradually be taught to

keep a good position.

DEAD ANIMALS DANGEROUS.

Some farmers do not realize the dan-
ger they hazard by feeding hogs the
carcass of any animal that may die on
the farm.
Hogs will eat most anything in the

meat line. They are made carniverous
by improper rations. And because they
seem to hunger for meat, the farmer
just lets the hogs eat a dead cow or
horse, or chicken, instead of going to

the trouble of burying it.

Stop and think a moment and you
will see what a risk this is. A cow
wastes away for months and finally

dies. You may say she had poor teeth
and starved to death, or you can't ac-
count for her illness. But she died and
you skin her perhaps and let the hogs
have the carcass. The chances are she
died of tuberculosis. You inoculate the
hogs if they have not already been in-
fected.

A chicken dies of you know not what.
Perhaps it was cholera, or maybe tu-
berculosis. Such food is not fit to
feed to anything, no matter what the
doctors may say about the ability of
one kind of animal to give a disease
to another kind.

Contagious abortion may be spread
by feeding the dead calves and after-
birth to hogs.
The hog is very susceptible to dis-

ease—the modern hog, I mean—and we
can not afford to give him but the best
and cleanest foods.
One man may be careless about this

matter and have a diseased herd of
hogs. His hogs go to market with
the car load of others. The buyer or
slaughterer rinds a great loss on the
load from that town and keeps an eye

Another bunch of diseased hogs
comes from the same locality. Word
ts sent out not to buy hogs there at
market price because of too much loss
when they are slaughtered. If the
condition continues to exist—as is

usual—the shipments are refused en-

tirely from that locality. Simply be-

cause one man will persist in feeding

dead animals or tuberculosis milk to

his hogs, a whole community of farm-

ers are cut off from market when they

are not furnishing diseased hogs.

The day may come when farmers

will welcome the inspection of stock

and strict regulations regarding dis-

eased animals. It is folly to fight it.

HORSE BREEDING PROFITABLE.

The horse from time immemorial has

been a factor in industrialism and civ-

ilization. The evolution of man from
savagery has developed use for the

horse' as a beast of burden and for

pleasure use. Countries that lead in

commercial development give the

greatest importance to the horse. With
the manufacture of modern vehicles

and agricultural implements the sphere

of the horse in commercialism has
materially broadened. There appears

to be no normal substitute for the

horse in the field of industrial evolu-

tion, this useful animal being more
indispensible to the prosecution of the

several industries than half a century

ago.
The expense of raising a horse is not

of raising a steer, while the horse of a

standard commercial class will com-
mand around two to three times the

price of a steer. The difference in the

initial cost is represented principally

by the difference in the service fee

of the sire. Registered stallions com-
mand around three to five times as

large a service fee as bulls. The ex-

pence of feeding a steer which will sell

at $75 is about as much as feeding a

gelding that will command $250 to

$300. The difference in the expense

of raising the two classes of animals is

so infinitesimal as not to enter into

the calculation of farmers. In early

maturity the steer takes precedence

over the horse, but not in the expense

of raising or profits in the industry.

Breeders need not feel apprehensive

about the 'future demand for horses.

Prices generally are very attractive

and remunerative to breeders. Since

1S96, when prices touched the low point

in the industry since the close of the

Civil War, values have steadily appre-

ciated until several standard commer-
cial classes have increased in price

upward of 100 per cent. It had been
anticipated that prices would be nom-
inally stationary since 1900, but an era

of wonderful industrial prosperity has

steadily increased values annually $5

to $10 per head. The higher level of

prices has made farther advances the

current year.

The gain in values has been achieved
in the face of strenuous opposition by
horseless vehicle promoters. While the

use of automobiles has largely in-

creased it has made no appreciable
impression on the use of horses. At
the leading wholesale market demand
for commercial offerings has ruled

broader than the supply at an ad-
vance of $5 to $10 per head the current

year, notwithstanding the first seven
months' receipts showed an increase of

11.0S9 head of classified horses. When
exploited intelligently at present prices

farmers will find that horse husbandry
will pay a handsome profit.—Goodall
Farmer.

It is reported upon authority that of

the total number of cattle in the

United States today considerably over
half are what may correctly be called

native scrubs. By this is meant that

they are not even worthy to be called

grades, which term signifies an animal
contains some pure blood of one breed
or another. The total number of pure

breds in the country is extremely low,

being estimated at less than one-fif-

tieth of the total number of living cat-

tle. The number of grades is esti-

mated at about one-sixth of the entire

bovine population of the country. This

does not look as if pure bred breeding
was being overdone, or even as if the

time was very near when it would be
overdone. There is surely plenty of

room for pure bred cattle breeding yet.

There is money in the business, too.

»

Ticks are a nuisance, and it is al-

most impossible to keep them off,

whether in the woods or on the prai-

rie. There are some direct treatments
which are effective. Of these, dipping
has proven the most successful.

Southdown sheep in some sections

are regarded as healthier and stronger
for the South than any other breed;
they are easy to fatten and are worth
more for mutton and wool.

Angora goats are recommended, b
cause they are not troublesome to k&
in a pasture, they are easy to kee
they are free from disease, they ke
the dogs away, and are profitable t

their hair.

Two Good Oies For Sal

Nannie Derby, SF t
1

.^? lM
weighs 1150 lbs.; handsome and stylish Sirec
Charles Derby 2:20, Oam by Red Wilkes. A £]
class racing prospect and fine roadster. AH
two weeks training Charles De Ryder paced I

quarters In 29 seconds last spring at PleasanJ
tracK. She trotted a half mile in 1:05 on J
speedway and has paced halves on the speedv
(driven by T. C. Cabney> in 59 seconds.
fault—she Is excitable incompanj, but will i

over this with training. She is ready to ah
and will be driven a fast half at the trotting g
for any one who contemplates buying her.

ALSO
Hnnplla by Charles Derby; standard andiuupcua igtered; bay filly 4 years old, ab
15.3 hand*, weighs about 1000 lbs ; handsome

:

In every respect a first class road horse. Ali
can drive her. She has speed and is not on]
valuable horse for the road but a high-oj
broodmare.

ALSO
A few other fast roadsters for sale at reasons!
prices. For particulars and to see the hoii
apply to DEXTER PEINCE STABLES,
Grove street, corner Bakerstreet, San Franoli

FOR SALE.
Rnhi7(iia 2*12 1=4 (REG

- No
- 33a LKUUUUId U\L 1=* Slre Robin 28370; dl

Myrtle 2:13^4 by Anteeo. Dark bay mare, [f
hands high; weight 1050. High-class trot!
mare. Winner five times on Grand Circul
1903. Trotted in 2:10*4 this summer. Sound,
lish and a good roadster. For further partlcu
address

Dr. J. W. CLARK, Santa Rosa, C(

FOR SALE.
rpHE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD 1

-L ablo colt In California. First dam, Babil
Dawnlight, he a son of Dawn and his dam Dlnl
by Admiral Babe is a half sister to the (fl
colt McFadyen. being out of Bee. Paced a lW
In June in 2:27, and Is paid up in the Bree<|
Futurity. For particulars address

E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon, Cl]

COMPRESSED PlIRESALT BRICH

4 PATENT FEEDERS

Handy.No Waste No Neglei

5* a month.

Refined Dair^5alTTc

ASK YOUR DEALER

WE'LL 5EHD BOOK FR j

jBELMONTST&BLESUPPLVl
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS!

BROO IVLYIN, N ."V.

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE))

tTANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLyI
-1"1- Loohinvar 2:20, he by Director H. 2:2B
Director 2:17: first dam Myrtle by Sterling I
second dam Theresa by Prompter; third I

Empress by Flaxtall; fourth dam Lady Nf|
by Marlon, son of Mambrino Chief 11. this
Is well broken, perfectly sound, good gal ted 1

a first-class prospect. For further partimii
address J. D. BLAMEY, If

Box 715, Grass Valley, C|

Absorbing
Cures Strained Puffy Ankj
Lymphangitis, Bruises i

Swellings, Lameness i

Allays Pain Quickly
without Blistering, removing
hair, or laying the horse up. $

per bottle, delivered, with
directions. Book 9-B free.

ABSORB1NE.JR., formankl,
$1.00 Bottle. Cures Stra:

Gout, Varicose Veins, Etc. Mfd. only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

64 Monmouth Street, Springfield, Ha
For sale by Mack & Co . Langley & Michael *

ewdington & Co.. J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKe|*
all of San Francisco.

jOnb
The

- -

Modern
Business Necessity *? CAPACITY 919.

TTie famous Calculating Midline. Enthusiastically endorsed

world over. Rapid, accurate, simple. duriMe. Tic. model!:
Ui.-ci copper linisli. S5.00; oxidized silver finish. (10.00. prepal

V. S. Write for Fret Booklet an<l Special Offer. Agents »ante

CE. Locke Mlg. Co. 105 Walnut St., Kensett, low

QOCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PM

FOR SALS IN LOTS TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS (

208 California Street, Sail FroaoUoo,
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.ANDLORD AND TENANT.

[ts usual to stipulate in the lease

iital agreement the time when the

u t's occupancy of the premises is

J-minate. Frequently the length of

iirm is stipulated, with a provision

&. to the effect that the term may
Tjnewe-i or the premises retained

|I certain time longer, at his op-

H
JB there are cases where the term

J|t definitely stated, or where the

'Jbion in the lease is not valid for

i^Ength of time agreed on. If the

ft of the term is stipulated, and
Stipulation is valid, little difficulty

"Jrise; brt where the length of the

.Ik for any reason uncertain ques-

arise that frequently lead to

'Ie between the landlord and the

Sere the length of the term is not

Ml, the intention of the parties

S be determined by the conditions

iircuinstances of the case. The
factor going to determine the

Btion of the parties is the manner
bich the rent is payable; as, if

iJ'ent is so much a week, or so

jj a month, or so much a year,

;M:ourts would construe the ten-

-Jto be by the week, or month, or

1 as the case may be. But it has

e: held that where the property is

Ml for farming purposes the pre-

;Btion is that the tenancy was for

Sir at least. The rent paying
.Ills is not taken as conclusive

.-fence of the intentions of the par-
1

lit is only taken as a presump-
-eand evidence may be introduced

"low that the tenancy was for a

Her or less period than as indicat-

-"-' the rent Period -

'M-. mere fact that the rent is pay-

;- monthly, quarterly, yearly, does

/Sontrol in all cases. As, where a

::M provides for an annual rent,

I»le monthly it is held to be a

iBcy from year to year. Permis-

ijfltto occupy where no rent is re-

1 is not a tenancy from year

ar.

agrement that a tenant may
|as long as he pays his rent, is

to be void; such an agreement
nts to a tenancy from year to

or from month to month, ac-

lg to the rent paying periods.

3 a general rule that every agree-

as to the duration of a tenancy
in order to be binding, fix its

nation, either by date or by some
nstance other than the pleasure

e parties.

stated, the time of termination
>e. stated in the alternative; that

certain time or a certain other

at the option of the tenant. It

d that an agreement that a ten-

nay occupy premises until they
[Old is valid.

quently leases read to make the

cy for a fixed time subject to

lation at any time upon so many
notice. Such agreements are val-

tt it should be understood here
o many days, Weeks, or months'
in the lease means, so long a

before the termination of one
rent periods. So that if the lease

the month subject to termination

y time on a week's notice, this

ilied to mean a notice given one
before the expiration of the

lly period. So that if the no-
*ere given only two days before
nd of the month, the tenanc>
not expire seven days after the
of the notice, but at the end
following month.

h trouble has arisen over the
neeption of the meaning of the
ssions "week's notice," "ten

i notice," and so on. The meaning
many days' notice ending with
ast day of the rent-paying

I 1 '

jftcourse there is nothing to pre-

j the parties from agreeing that
B.'tain notice a tenacy may expire

tyf time during a month, but such
itention should be clearly ex-
d, by saying, for instance, that
notice expires in the middle of

lonth rent shall be paid for the
3nal part of the month up to

>n which the notice expires.
;,f *4 "nancy does not expire until mid-
*^s' of the last day of the term.

—

^Pr ue Law School.

B

^-THE-HO/^
^m ^W%9 *^^ Registered Trade Mart % ^^k Jr/^fe i'™ SPAVIN CURE <

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

"Save-the-Horse" is no untried or uncertain remedy; its marvelous power ana possibilities have
been proven absolutely and positively. No man will fire, blister or treat his horse with anything

else if he will Investigate and read our booklet and the letters from bankt rs, trainers and horsemen
on every kind of oase. Send for them; also booklet and copy of guarantee.

CARRIAGES FOR WEDDINGS
A SPECIALTY. TELEPHONE MAIN 427

THE NEWCOMB LIVERY
george w. oegood, proprietor.

120-122 SOUTH FOURTH STREET,

Quincy, III , May 12, 1905.

Some twelve months ago I owned a horse which
was practically worthless, due to a very bad
Bone Spavin on his right hind leg.

I tried various remedies without Buccess,

finally purchasing from the Miller & Arthur Drug
Co. of this city a bottle of "Save-the-Horse."

After using one-half the contents of the bottle,

according to instructions, the horse has never
taken a lame step. I would gladly have sold him
for twenty-five dollars before using "Save-the-

Horse." I have sold him since for ninety dollars,

and would not be without "Save-the-Horse" at

double the cost.
GEORGE W. OSGOOD.

Adam Brinker,
Chairman.

O. L. Peysert, .

Secretary,

S ng seems to be the natural time
II r at which all animals should be

However, animals born in the
f er and fall will do fairly well, if

treated. Thus, two litters a
"ill do better than one.

ARTIFICIAL ICE CO.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Ice, Goal, Lumber and Kindling Wood
Ice Capacity—30 tons Daily.

Office and Yard—Second and New Streets

South Betblehem, Pa., Sept. 15, 1904.

Mr. Charles Hunter, Danville, Pa.
Dear Sir:—In reply to your inquiry of Aug. 22d,

I beg leave to advise that we faithfully applied
the medicine "Save-the-Horse" according to di-

rections, and whether it was the medicine or the
careful attention we gave the horse, the wind-
puffs-have entirely disappeared and the animal is

working every day; and, beside, never lost a day
on account of this trouble. I am inclined to
think that the medicine Is all right and will rec-
ommend it to anyone whoso horses are afflicted

with windpuffs. Yours truly,
THE ARTIFICIAL ICE CO.

By O. L. PEYSERT.

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Moatgromery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

POSITIVELY and PERMANENTLY CURES
Bone and Bog Spavin, Ringbone (except Low
Ringbone), Curb, Thoroughptn, Splint, Capped
Hock, Shoe Boil. Wlndpuff, Weak and Sprained
Tendons and all Lameness.
ffr (if) per Dottle. Written guarantee—as bind-
QUiUU ing to protect you as the best legal

talent could make It. Send for a oopy
and booklet.
At Druggists and Dealers or Express paid.

' SAVE-THE-HORSE"
Is indicated for any enlargement caused by an

Injury which leaves a thickened condi-
tion of the tissues or skin.

Horse can be worked with either shin or ankle
boots, as no harm can possibly come by either
destructionof balrorscaldingof thelimb "Save-
the-Ho^se ,, can be applied in all conditions and
extremes of weather.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK.
ForW,N.Y.

O. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

PHENOL S0DIQUE
heals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

ON

Man and Beast,

k-*_„ DISEASES OF A fllMAI^„_-n»'

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Cures

MANGE & SCRATCHES

on Dogs.

For Sale

*\ By All Drng/glats.

Recommended by this

publication.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times

in a Race.

A high-class Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19J, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote

any time to racing. For further particulars

address BBEEDEB AND sportsman.

: t S. Adderley, 307 Market St

The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 14
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 in 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar 1:59 J±.

Dam, LOKITA 2:lSys (dam or Alta Vela 2:11 Jf

and Palori 2:24j<) by Piedmont 2:17^; seoond
c"am, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:i6'/2

and Lorita 2:I8&) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:162£.

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St,, San Franclsoo.

JW

FOR SALE.
-pROOD MARE, SIRE BY BLACK RALPH
-° 2:20, dam Black Baby by Black Bird 2:22; sec-
ond dam by Nigger Baby. This mare Is a beau-
tiful blaok, weighing about 1000 lbs. She Is very
spirited, stylish and of unusually good disposi-
tion. Was never trained and, In fact, little used,
but has done 2:40 bitched to a heavy cart and
driven by an amateur. She is now in foal to
Lynwood W.
Also, her Weanling Flllj (4 months) by Lyn-

wood W. This Ally is of remarkably muscular
build and very pretty—a bright bay with blaok
points. Every California horseman knows Lyn-
wood W.'s colts are good. A three-year-old of
his did the last quarter of a mile heat in Zi% sec-
onds on the Santa Rosa track September 9th, and
this afteronly three months training.
The price for mare and filly is $450, or will sell

separately. Address the owner.

P. O. BOX 461, Santa Rosa, Cal.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST

TWICE A YEAR
Rate—

Z±£ per cent on ordinary accounts
3 6-10 per cent on term accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS SI ,500,399 4-6

TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839.38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft

Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

"N/VT*" !

iMcMURRAY

I

STANDARD-BRED COLT FOR SALE,

*> YEAR-OLD STANDARD-BRED STALLION
<> for sale—Sired by Monterey 2:09H. dam Silver

Queen by Silver Bow 2:16. This colt is a square
trotter. Last spring, with less than one month's
training, he trotted mile out better than 2:40, but

took distemper and had to be taken out of train-

ing. Is In good shape now. This colt is a fine

individual with good feet and legs, and is closely

related to two of the fastest trotters In the

world—Lou Dillon on sire's side and Cresoeuson
dam's side. Will be sold reasonable. Apply to

or address S B. VAN DERVOORT,
Irvington, Alameda Co., Cal.

I TULARE RACE TRACK 1

f AND GROUNDS, f

I FOR SALE.
1 On ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WITH
• gU high board fence; 60 box stalls; 300

tfeet open Btalls; tankhouse and 3000-gatlon
tank: engine and pump complete; 10 acres
alfalfa; 6-room house: adjoining City of

38 Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people.

t
PRICE 87O0O.

Address
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

Y 36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

SULKY FOR SALE.

A BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No. 15.

Latest model; just received from the factory.

A first-class sulky in every respeot. Will be sold

at a bargain. Address

F. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman,

36 Geary Street, San Francisco.

And LOW PRICES,

McMURRAY SULKIES

and J0Q0IN0 CARTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER.

*8"Address, for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

™
I t Ml < Ml

673-680 llth Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horsea
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIBBKLL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any oar going to the Chutes. Tel.: West. 259.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property ol John Parkott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High. Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY, Manager.

SPBKD
Race Meeting at Santa Maria

(THIRTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.

Entries Close October 23, 1905
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.

1—Three minute Class, trotting and paotng. .§100

2—Half mile and repeat, running lOu

3—Three e ghths mile and repeat for 3-yr-olds 75

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.

4—2:-i0 Class, trotting and pacin? $100
5—FiYe-eighthsmile dash, running 75
6—One-quarter mile and repeat 75

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 8th.

7—2:20 Class, trotting and pacing $150

8—Three-4uarter mile dash, running 100

B—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse
race 50

10—Half mile dash, running 75

Entry Blacks furnished by the ActiDg Secretary

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

II—225 Class, trotting and pacing $150

12—One-half mile and repeat, running 100

13—Three-eighths mile and repeat, running.. . 75

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10th.

14—2:35 Class, trotting and pacing $125

15—Seven-eighths mile dash, running 100

16—One-quarter mile and repeat, running 75

17—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER Ilth.

18—Free-for-all. trotting and pacing $250

19—One mile dash, running 125

20—Half mile dash, running 75

21—Five eighths mile dash, runnlDg 75

WILLIAM MEAD, Acting Secretary,
SANTA MARIA, CAL.

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into whioh for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliara

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

*s

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES ™ -"=%=
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable in San Franclsoo. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track use. Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or oars.

[>£>Hlnrr£Wac TahlllafAH and typewritten ready for framingrcuigicca i auuiaicu Write for priceB . breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co . New York, of Ilroome St.
KaafTmn-j i-UKKT Co , AIlamlHtmrjr, Ohio
I' . B« 1 jtrTn > uo., C.'j»md«n, N.J.
Coonerftvlllf Burg? Co . < oi.m-r ,W!!e. lml.
Watertown CarrlygeCo., WuterVuvn. N. Y.
Wnlborn < Biker Pony Vehicles, St. Paris, (I.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St. Nicholas Hotol)

Phone South 1002 8AS FRANCISCO

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Fulton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.
1 have opened a new Boarding and Tralnlog

Stable near the abovo corner, and will board and
truln for racing, road use or matinee driving a

i number of urst-olass horsed at rea
riuve good location, brand-now stablo and

everything flrM-claHn All horses In my oare will
receive the beat of attention.

T. C. CABNEY.
Telephone: Pag« 4147.

[MffiH
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial aohool on the Paxjtflc Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 80 teaohors; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed in positions. Send for oatalogua

E. P. HEALD, President.

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
JFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located" at the farm, ] miles from Cuba.

©ije iEmptre ffltttj Jfarma, newwrk.
Mention this journal

when writing.

OF ALL HORSE OWNEI
AND TRAINERS75 PER CENT

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorse FootRemedy
- SOLD BY....

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, C
R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, C<
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, TJt.j

JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mo|
A. A KRAFT CO SpokaDe, Wa
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO... .Tacoma, Wa,
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wa'
C. RODDER StocktOD, c'

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, C'

W. C. TOPPING :.San Diego, f.'

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cj

H. TBORWALDSON Fresno, C

JOS. McTIGfJE San Francisco, C

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, C

JAS. B. CAHPBELL&CO., Manufacturers, 4 12 W.fladison St., CHICAGO ,11

Special Light, Low
Seat, Pneumatic
Speed Cart, No. 1,

Especially adapted

for track use.

It la the Helitcst Long-Shaft
Track Cart in the World.

TOOMEY
TWO WHEELER
ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in All Size

Pneumatic
Road and Track Cart;

Pneumatic Pole Cart
tor Team Work on both Re

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carti

Long Shaft Breaking Car

Send tor latest Catalogue to

S. TOOMEY & CO.
Canal Dover, Ohio. V. S.

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk i

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL '

Otiuuis Ointment

PI IRIS

Will Make A Horse Over;
|
will pu t sound legs under him and
will save him from the cheap hawker and trader It is thel
standard cure for Spavins, Curbs, Splints, Windpuffs and all I

the various lumps and bunches of like kind. Keep it always on I

hand and you wi-11 be prepared when trouble comes. Leading
|horsemen everywhere know it and use it.

Mr. H. H. Clark, Fredonia. N. T., writes! "The bottle of
Qulnn's Ointment purchased from you about two years ago
removed a curb and thoroujrhpfn. and, did it for good. My
horse's leg is as smooth as ever."

Price 51.00 per bottle. Sold by all druggists or sent by mail*
Write for circulars, testimonials, etc

\W.B. EDDY & COMPANY, WHITEHALL, N. Y.\

l« T~.nTifnr.rinr. T iniwn n»+ The Greatest Bei

edy Ever Knov1

For Bad Lees.
|

It penetrate* to the seat of trouble at once. It allays fever from a

oause. A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for splints. Curbs. Thorongi
pin*, Sweeny. Capped Hooks, Wind Puffs and all LameneH fn,

Sprains, Rlogbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, we
and injured tendons, ruptured ligaments its power is unfailing. Pern
nently cures all broken down conditions of the Ankles. Hocks. Tendo
or Llearnents, without loss of balr or an hour's let up on the h rse.

PRICE S3 PEK BOTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt

price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. WILCOXSON REMEDT CO , Tiffin O., U S.A

PHONE PARK 168 A. J. MARTIN, Pro H

lit

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FESIjIj

btsst of accommodations,
call and see fob yourself.

BET. LYON AND CENTEL AYE.
Hayes St. Cars Fags the IK
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tlxe-

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. wasTwon by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event During the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, amoDg them the following:

U* on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie), 99 out of 100. 2d In Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arle (tie), 97 out of 1U0.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97, 4 of 96 and 25 others above 90 were made with Peters Sheila.

All of which, merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, . T. H. KELLER, Manager.

A CHEAP GUN!!
SEEMS TO WANT

A CHEAP GUN

FOR EVERYBODY

A CHEAP GUN

Cannot be a GOOD Gun

KEMEMBEK, the Best Is Cheapest in the end, and Donn too good
for yon. The PARKER GIT.N Is the Best and Cheapest Gqd today.
It will out-wear and out-shoot a dozen Inferior Gang,

Send for Catalogue. us

N. Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St, 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

"Billy" Crosby has held the world's
long run record of 345 straight
since March 31, 1901,

and
now makes another world's record
of 419 straight WITH HIS SMITH
GUN. You can't miss them with
the Smith.
Send, for Catalogue.

HUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANT OTHER
HAKE COSTING 825 MORE.

We Make 16 Qrades, $17.75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO.. Ithaca, N. Y.

J? Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

GXD
Send for

Catalogue

521

Kearn St

.

GXD
Mailorders

a Specialty

GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, ,1 CALIFORNIA.

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND ALL THE TIME

It was BALLISTITE
That Made the Clean Sweep

At Ingleside, September IS, 16 and 17, C. D. HAGERMAN of Los
Angeles won the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 93 out of 100. GEO.
SYLVESTER of San Francisco won the PACIHC COAST HANDI=
CAP, 97 out of 100. ROBERT H. BUNGAY tied the Score, 97 cut

of 100, also shooting BALLISTITE.

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powders.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Photo Engraving Company
HIGH CLASS ART

IN

Salf Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St., cor First, San Francisco

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOVVNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main IOT

CALIFORNIA

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTO
HEKD-77 prenllums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER SAXE&SON, Liok House, S. F..Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited,

HOtSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd: 90% winners at State and county fairs,

show ring, and every butter contest sinoe 1885 in

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSETS.HOLSTKINS AND DURHAM8.
Dairy Stook speotally. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Nlles & Co.. Iros Angeles
OaL

VETERINARY.

M. R. O. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY 8URGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edlnbur
Veterinary Medical Soolety; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stork
Inspector forNew Zealand and AustralianColoniei
a-ttheportof San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Franoisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Wrlfte for prices.

Bkbedee and SPORTSMAN, 86 Geary Street
San Francisco, Cal.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc..

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOB SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh ol the Bladder

Cured In 48 Hoars.

mm
CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba, Cabeb* or Injection

r
•>>•»•••••••#

. IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE f
IN NEWSPAPERS?

ANYWHERE AT ANYTIME
Call on or Write

! E.C. DIKE'S ADVERTISING AGENCY 5

124 Sansome Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. J
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U. M .C. RED LETTER DAY
At First Pacific Coast Meet of the Interstate Association, Sept. 15, 16 and 17, 1905.

TOTAL PURSES U. M. C. SHELLSWON $1122.12
amounted to Other Shells $15140

$1276.52 $1276.52
IT. M. C. SHELLS won the Preliminary Handicap Trophy, also the Amateur High Averages,

as follows: 1st. 2d, 3d, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 20th,
21st, 23d and 23d. It is Records such as These that Prove Quality.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.
PACIFIC COAST DEPOT: 86-88 FIRST ST., S. F. E. E. DRAKE, Manager

Anx^iX/iTjnxriTioiixr, MFHiiEssf, shotouists
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

At Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 4-6,

The Denver Post Trophy was won by

Mr. Geo. W. Maxwell of Holstein, Neb.,

who broke 98 out of 100,

from the 18-yard mark, using

New Schultze.

Mr. W. R. Crosby won

First General Average

with 388 out of '100.

Mr. H. G. Taylor of Meckling, S. D., won

First Amateur Average

with 388 out of 400.

Mr. Harold Money won

Seoond General Average

with 387 outof 400.

All three of these gentlemen used

New E. G. Improved

LAFLIN &, RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

The Official Records Show
that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, Ind. , June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary
Handicap, Consolation Handicap and

the Five Men State Team
Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

Clabrough, Golcher & Go.

GUNS <^m£^ FISHING

Gun Goods ^^^^^^^
(or OttalofM.

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET. S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELLS
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR

NOCTURNO 2:26

A Handsome Son of Alfonso Owned by G. A. Westgate of Albany, Oregon.
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$17,200

GUARANTEED PURSES. Grand Southern Fall Circuit.
$17,200

GUARANTEED PURSES.

TXTOVESJVEBIEn O to 2S, Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, OCT. 24, 1905.
Records Made On or After October 1, 1905. No Bar.

i

SAN BERNARDINO
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

COL G. W. FRESCOTT, Pres. A. W. BRUNER, Sec'y

November 9th, 10th and 11th.

THORSDAT, NOVEMBEE 9th.

—2:12 Class, Pacing 8600

Z—2:14 Class. Trotting : 600

3—2:30 Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup loo

FRIDAY, SOI EMBER lOtll.

*—2:20 Class, Trotting 8600

6—2:20 Class, Pacing 600

6—Zolock Special for Association cop or parse

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11th..

7—2:09 Class, Trotting 8600

8—2:09 Claes. Facing fiOO

9—2:40 Class. Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to San Bernardino and Riverside

Driving Club Matinee Horses only. Horses eligible must be

owned by a member of the club thirty days pricr to date or race

and must be driven by owner or a member of the olub they

represent.

SANTA ANA
HARNESS HORSE ASSN.

GEO. McFEE, Pres A. W. BRCNEK, Sec'y

November 15th. 16th and 17th.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15th.

1_2;12 Class. Pacing *600

2—3:14 Class, Trotting 600

3—2:30 Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16th,

4—3:20 Class, Trotting 8600

5—2:20 Class, Pacing 600

6—Sweet Marie or Zolock Special.

FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 1 7 th.

7—2:09 Class, Trotting 8600

8—2:09 Olass. Pacing 600

9—2:30 Class, Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cop. . . loo

Events 3 and 9 are open to Santa Ana and Riverside Driving

Club Matinee Horses only. Horses eligible must be owned by a

member of the club thirty days prior to date of race and must be

driven by owner or a member of the club they represent.

LOS ANGELES
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

C. A. CANFIELD, Pres A. W. BRUNER, Sec'y

November 21st to 25th.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21st.

1—2:11 ClassTrot (The H N.Henderson) 810002—2:09 Class Pace (The Joseph Chanslor).

.

10003—2:20 Class Pace, Matinee Horses ."..".'.'.'.'.'

(TheDr Ralph Hagan)
; silver cup 100

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22d.
4—2:17 Claes Trot (The J. W. Bohon) 810005—2;2o Class Pace (The Dr. Wm, Dodge) looo
6-2:30 Class Trot, Matinee Horses.. ..."."""

(The J. &.. Pairchiids), silver cup 100
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23d.

7_2:14 Class Trot The W. A. Clark Jr.)... 81000
8—2:12 Class Pace (The Henry Serry) 1000
9—Sweet Marie Special (The C. A. CanSeld) .'

for valuable cup or purse

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24th,
10—2:24 Class Trot (The Charles Saddler) 8100011—-*:27 Class Pace (The Dr. W. A. Connelly). 100O
12—2:25 Class Pace, Matinee Horses .'.'.'.".".'

(The William Garland), silver cup 10O
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25th.

13—2:09 Class Trot (The Byron Erkenbrecher) 81 000
14— Free-for-all Class Pace (The L. J. Christopher) 1000
15—2:40 Class Trot, Matinee Horses

(The Association), silver cup 100
Events 3, 8, 12 and 15 are op^n to Lo^ Angeles. San Bernardino

Riverside and Santa Ana Driving Club Matinee Horses only
Horses eligible must be owned by a member of the club thirty
days prior to date of race and must be driven by owner or a mem-
ber of the club they represent.

Six to enter and four to start.

Money divided 50 25 15 and 10 per cent.

A horse distancing the field or any part thereof is entitled to first money only.
Entries close Tuesday. October 24th. when horse must be named and eligible to the class in which

he Is named Records made on or after October 1st no bar.
The rules of the National Trotting Association, of which the Associations are members, shall

govern unless otherwise provided
Eati-ance Pee, five per oeit or pur3e, du3 and payable be[ore the race starts, and five per cent

additional from money winners except in cup races no entrance fee is chaiged.
Positions will be drawn for by the drivers before the start of the first heat. In the succeeding

heats horses will start as they finished in the previous one.

conditions:
All events are three in flie, except cup races which are two in three.
Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p. m on the day preceding the race shall be required to

start. Declarations must be made in writing and made at the office of the Secretary.
Colors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race, and must be worn upon

the track. Colors will be registered in the order in which they are received. When colors are not
named or conflict, drivers will be required to wear the colors furnished by the Association.

Hopoles barred in Trotting events, bat will be permitted in Pacing events with the exception of
cup events

Any race that may be started and unfinished on the last day of the meeting may be declared
ended and money divided or cup awarded according to the rank of the horses in the summary.

Address all communications to the Secretary.
A. W. BRUNER, Secretary, 313 West Second St., Los Angeles, Cal.

[

$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity Ne. 6 $7000
GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTEED

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905.
TO TROT OR PACE AT TWO AND THREE YEARS OLD.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 1905.

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.
$4250 for Trotting- Foals. $1750 for Pacing; Foals. $800 to Nominators of Dams of Winners

and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:

$3000 for Three=Year=Old Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three- Year=01d Trot.

1250 for Two-Year-Old Trotters.

200 for Nomina' or on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of T\vo=Year=01d Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Trot
when Mare was brtd.

$1000 for Three=Year=Old Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three=Year=01d Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two=Year=OId Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=OId Pace
when Mare was bred.

ENTBANCK AND I'lTJTE!(Tj-»2 to nominate Mare on Daoember 1, 1905. when name, color, description of Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. 85 May 1, 1906. 85 October 1, 1906 810 on
Yearlings Janiary2, 1907. 8lo on Two-Year-Olds January 2. 1908. 810 on Three-Year Olds January 2, i909i

STARTING PAYMENT*-M3 to start 1q th3 T-o-Yair-Old Pice. 83 > to start 1q the Two-Year-Old Trot. 835 to start in the Three-Year-Old Pace. 850 to starVin the Three- Year-Old Trot
All Starting Payments to be made ten days before the first day of the meeting at which the race is to take place.

Nominator* Mq« Designate When Making Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.
Colw that Start at Two Year* Old are Not Barred from Starting Again In the Three-Year-Old Divisions.

CONDITIONS.
The r&ceB for Two-Year-Olds will be mile heats (2 in 3) and for Three-Year-Olds 3 in 5.

forTwo-Year-Olda, 150 yards; for Three- Year-Olds, 100 yards.

If a Mare proves barren, or bllp6, or has a dead Foal, or t^ios, or if either the
Mare or Foal dies before January 2. 1907, her nominator may sell or transfer hi-
nomination or substitute another Mire or Foal, regardless of ownership; but there
will be no return of a payment, nor will aay entry be liable for more than amount
paid in or contracted for. In entries, the name, color and psdiffree of Mare must
be given; also the name of the horse to which she was bred in 1905.

Entries must be accompanied by the entrance f<.e.

E. P. HEALD, President.

Nominators liable only for amounts paid in. Failure to make any payment forfeits all prevlon
payments. The Association is liable for $7000, the amount of the guarantee only. Hopples will not
be barred in pacing races.

Right reserved to declare off or reopen these Stakes in case the number of entries received is not
satisfactory u> the Board of Directors

Money divided in each Division of the Stake 50, 25, 16 and 10 per cent. There will be no more
monies in each Division than there are starters.

Entries open to the world Membership In the Association not required to enter,
but no horse, wherever owned, will be allowed to start until the owner has become a member.

Write for Entry Blanks to

T. W, KELLEY, Secretary,
36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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greatest racing season ever held in California. The
stakes will close Monday. October 23d, and it will

he well for all owners to put a copy of this big stake
advertisement where they can refer to it handily, and
not allow the date of closing to slip their memo-
ries.

P. O. BOX 2300.

ILBPHONE: Black 586.

i ins—One Year S3, Six Months SI. 75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
tfcmey should be sent by pasta' order, draft or by registered
tier addressed to F. W. Kkixey, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
.Ufornia.
Jommunications must be accompanied by the writer's name and
dress, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
tee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, October 7, 1905.

RANCHO DEL PASO, the greatest thoroughbred

•eeding farm in the world, and one of the show

aces of California, is to be dispersed. The entire

ud, comprising- thirty stallions and five hundred

ood mares, is to be shipped to New York and sold

December, the sale opening December 4th. The
asig-Tipton Company will hold the sale, which will

? beyond doubt the greatest ever held in America,

his sale has been expected for some time. Mr. J.

. Haggin, owner of this magnificent farm, now lives

Kentucky and proposes to confine his thoroughbred

-eeding to his famous Elmsdorf Farm Rancho del

aso has been managed by John Maekay, undoubtedly

ie of the greatest horsemen the world has produced,

id in twenty years has had a phenomenal growth.

1 1881 the only stallion owned by J. B. Haggin was
ongfield. Today there are almost forty stallions at

cho del Paso, from all parts of the world. Liki-

ie celebrated breeder of England, the Duke of Port-

end, J. B. Haggizi could boast of owning sons of

rince Charley, Musket and Ormonde. The first im-

nt breeding deal of J. B. Haggin was the im-

ation from Australia of Sir Modred and Darebin.

he former was wonderfully successful in the stud

nd gained fame for Rancho del Paso through the

— ^accesses of Tournament, who won over 5100,000; Bal-

j
Lrat, the great steeplechaser, and the extremely fast

printers, Dr. Hasbrouck and Bendoran. Ten years

I 50 Goldfinch, "Watercress, Golden Dawn and Golden

arter were imported from England, and these horses

! ave since produced many winners. Such stars as

alvator, Firenzi and Ben Ali have carried the Hag-

I
in colors in races. In recent years J. B. Haggin

J

as not raced any horses in his own name, but such

I elebrities as Sir Walter, Water Color, Africander.

J

roper, Dainty, Montana and dozens of others first

iw the light of day at Rancho del Paso. In all

I robability the famous farm, which contains over

1 1,000 acres of fine land, will within a few years be

ivided into small farms and sold. It is unfortunate

I >r California breeders that the horses are not to be

jld in this State, as it will be a loss to our breeding

iterests to have all these valuable animals sold in the

tast.

NOCTURXO 2:26, the handsome black stallion pic-

|
ired on our front page this week, is owned by Editor

. A Westgate of the Albany, Ore., Herald, a gentle

-

an who as one of the directors of the State Agri-

lltural Society of Oregon did much to place that

stitution in the high position it now occupies as

fie of the great State fairs of the West. Nocturno

a son of Alfonso (he by Baron Wilkes out of the

•eat Alma Mater) and his dam is Darknight 2:25%

f Fieldmont 5050, second dam by Herod 510, thirl

im by Edwin Forrest 49, and fourth dam the mare
randerer that was inbred to American Eclipse. Noc-
irno was a prize winner at the Lewis & Clark live

ock exhibition at Portland last week and his daugh-
r Moonlight Belle and son Marillo both won first

their classes. Moonlight Belle also took champion-
tip honors, and was pronounced by the judges as

irfect a filly as they had seen anywhere.

OWNERS OF THOROUGHBREDS will read with

terest the advertisement of the New California

>ckey Club stakes for the racing season of 1905 and
'06, which appears in this issue. The stakes are the

chest ever offered on the Pacific Coast and the

;gular overnight purses are increased over what
ley have been in former years. Racing is to be held

: all three of the tracks owned by the club this sea-

>n, and horsemen are confidently predicting the

PACIFIC BREEDERS' FUTURITY is announced.
It is for the foals of mare bred this year and its

value is guaranteed to be $7000 by the Pacific Coast
Horse Breeders" Association. Many of the best posted
horsemen in California predict that within the next
three years harness racing will be so revived in this

State that the California circuit will be one of the
best circuits held anywhere, and the value of the
purses and stakes will be increased considerably over
what they have averaged in recent years. It therefore
behooves every breeder to have his colts well staked
and this stake being one of the most important of

those given in California should secure your entry.

The stake will close for the nomination of mares on
December 1st. See the advertisement in this issue.

BRIGHTON BEACH STAKE EVENTS for the sea-

son of 1906-1907 close on Monday next, October 9th.

To be run in 1906 for two-year-olds now yearlings,

are the Brighton Junior of $15,000, the Neptune of

$7500 and the Venus, for fillies, of $7500 To be run
in 1907 for three-year-olds now yearlings are the

Brighton Derby of $15,000, the Queen, for mares and
fillies, of $7500. and the Iroquois of $7500. See th-3

advertisement in this issue and don't forget that Mon-
day next is the date of closing.

SHERIFF SMITH of Mendocino county did the

proper thing when he shut down all the illicit gam-
bling games that were started up in Ukiah during

the race meeting this week. There is no reason why
a lot of tin horn gamblers should have any more
right to break the laws of the State during a race

meeting than during a camp meeting.

SAN FRANCISCO DRIVING CLUB RACES.

The San Francisco Driving Club will hold a meeting
at the Santa Rosa track on Sunday, October 15th.

Four races are on the program as follows:
First race, 2:20 class—D. Leiginger's Ring Rose.

J. O'Kane's King V., Geo. Algeo's Mixer, Joe Cuicello's

Welladay, T. Cabney's Bob Ingersol.

Second race, free for all—A. Schwartz's Clara L

.

M. Donnelly's Flora G.. C. Lacari's Charley J.. Y.
Yerilhac's Gertie A.. A. Hoffman's Kitty D.
Third race. 2:40 class—J. Frediana's Lulu F.. J.

Paulsen's Schilling's Best, D. Seibert's Ed Rea, W.
O'Kane's Bay Ike, R. Miller's Senator Hearst.
Fourth race. 2:25 class—J. Pastene's Billy F. Max

Levy's Cash, C. Becker's Dan Alden, C. Faulkson's
Dexter Wilkes, J. Lawlor Jr.'s Grace McKinney, C.

Mitchell's N. L. B., J. Holland's Headlight.
The second race is a sweepstakes, each owner put-

ting up $100, the club adding $200. and the totalisator

people, who will handle the betting, adding a certain
percentage of the amount handled. This will make
the race worth at least $S00, all of which will go to

the. winner. The action of the club in securing the
totalisator for its betting instead of the books, is

commendable.
The racing will start at 12 o'clock sharp so that

it will be finished in time for San Francisco visitors

to catch the afternoon train for home.
The judges will be Messrs. Murray, Benson ami

Lauterwasser. and the timeTs Messrs. Coons and
Deschler, all members of the club. The starter will

be W.J. Kenney, the well known bike, manufacturer.
Frank Turner, lessee of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm
track, has agreed to furnish a chicken dinner at 25

cents each for all who attend.

LOS ANGELES DRIVING CLUB ELECTION.

The annual meeting of the Los Angeles Driving Club
was held last Monday evening. Reports of the out-
going officers showed there was $1,448.72 in the treas-

ury, and 102 new members with which to start the
new year. A. W. Bruner was elected secretary for

the ensuing year, which was the only change made
in the list of officials.

Dr. William Dodge was elected president to succeed
himself, wmile C. A. Canfield was re-elected vice pres-
ident. L. J. Christopher, the treasurer, holds the
same office in the Los Angeles Harness Horse Asso-
ciation.

Following are the directors who were chosen: Dr.
Charles W. Bryson, Henry N. Henderson, Ed J. De-
lorey, George A. Pounder. Dr. W. A. Connelly, Henry
Berry and J. A. Fairchild. The president, vice presi-

dent, secretary and treasurer of the club are ex-officio

members of the board.

The colt stake gotten up last year for three-year-old
colts bred in Yolo and Solano counties was won at

Woodland last Saturday by Carey Montgomery's colt

Chaser by Diablo. The only other starter was Col.

Crawford's colt Colonel C. Chaser won in straight

heats. The time was 2:43%, 2:42% and 2:35%. $140
went to the winner and $90 to the second colt.

SUCCESSFUL MEETING AT HOLLISTER.

The meeting given at the Hollister mile track last
week was one of the most successful ever held in

San Benito county. The racing was clean and while
no sensational time w;as made during the four days'
racing a number of heats were trotted and paced in
standard time. Purses were paid promptly and in
full, and all the horsemen who took part in the sport
speak in the highest praise of the officials of the Hol-
lister Association who had charge of the meeting.
The Ward Totalisator was used for the betting and
gave great satisfaction. It was well patronized. The
summaries:

Sept. 27—Pacing, 2:30 class, purse $150.
Dewey, b. g. < Mack > 4 I 2 1 1
Carrie B.. b. m (Misner) 1 :; 1 3 3
Elsie P.. b. m f Gray) -^344
Senator Hearst, b. g (Leiginsreri 5 4 4 5 5
Margaret B., b. m (Knuckles) d

Time

—

2:23%. 2:26, 2:29%, 2:30. 2:34.

Pacing, 2:20 class, purse $150.

Flora G., ch. m. by Echo Jr. . . . (Leiginger) 4 111
Inferno, b. g. by Diablo (Ferguson) 14-4
Kittie D.. ch. m. by Dictatus (Cuicello) 2 2 3 2
Prince Charles, ch. h (Smith) 3 3 5 3
Mollie B., b. ra (Misner) 5 5 4 5

Time—2.22 %. J::'16, 2:_'4, 2:30.

Sept. 2S—Special trot, purse $175.

Mayola, blk. m. by YTUlota < Mizner) 111
Homeway. b. g (Cuicello) 2 2 2

B. T. W., br. g. (Knuckles) 3 4 3
Ollie B.. ch. s. m (Gray) 4 3 4
Prince Mack. b. g. t Leigenger) 5 5 5

Time—2:32%, 2:33. 2:31-4.

Mixed, 2:10 class, purse $175.

Don. s. g 1 Mann ) 1 1 1

Louisa A., b. m < Whitehead) 2 2 2
Alfred G.. b. g ( Mack

)

3 3 3
Lulu F.. h. m < Knuckles) 4 4 4

Time—2:31%, 2:34. 2:37%.

Pacing, 2:17 class, purse $150.

Jean Madison, b. m. by James Madison..2111
Irvington Boy. s. g (Gray) 14 3 3
Rins Rose. b. g (Carroll) 3 3 2 2
Welladay, b. m (Cuicello) 4 2 4 4

Time

—

2:29%, 2:30, 2:34, 2:33.

Sept. 29—Special race, purse $135.

Kittie D., ch. m. by Dictatus. . (Cuicello.1 12 3 11
Inferno, b. g. . (Ferguson) 2 12 4 4

Prince Charles, ch. h. by Chas. Derbv
(Smith) 4 4 13 3

Flora G.. s. m ( Leiginger) 3 3 4 2 2

Time

—

2:24*4. 2:20, 2:21*4, 2:21. 2:21.

Two-year-olds, mixed, purse $100.

Salva, b. f. by Dictatus Medium (Wright) 111
Sultana Boy. b. h (Vinagre) 3 2 2
Margaret B.. b. m (Knuckles) 2 3 4
Dock, b. g. (Cummings) 4 4 3

Time—2.33%. 2:32%,*2:2S.

Special pace, three in five, purse $135. three heats.

Carrie B.. b. m (Mead) 112
Mollie Button, br. n. j (Mizner) 3 2 1
Senator Hearst, b. g (Leiginger) 2 3 3
Alice D., b. m -(Whitehead) 4 4 4

Time

—

2:26*4 . 2:24, 2:30.

Special mixed, three in five, purse $135.

Dewey, b. g. (Mack) 2 111
Jean Madison, b. m. j* (Mizrrer) 12 3 2

Welladay. b. m (Cuicello) 5 3 2 3
Homeway, b. g (Whitehead) 3 5 4 4
Irvington Boy, s. g (Gray) 4 4 5 d

Time

—

2:29%. 2:25, 2:26. j§r25.

Special mixed, three in five, purse $100.

Ring Rose, b. g. by Falrose (Cuicello) 111
I Ion. s. g (Mann) 2 2 2

Ma vol a. blk. m (Mizner) 4 3 3

Ollie B.. ch. s. m. . . .» (Gray) 3 4 4

Time—2:26, 2:26. 233.

Special mixed, three in five, purse $100.

E. T. W..Tn. g I Knuckles) 111
Louisa A., b. m (Whitehead) 2 2 2
Prince Mack. b. g I Leiginger) 3 3 3

Alfred G., b. g 4 d

Time—2:34. 2.30%, 2:30.
o

RACING AT INDEPENDENCE, OREGON.

September 29—Special trot, purse $50. The Freak
1-1-2-1, Prince Vinmont 2-2-1-2, Binger Herman
3-3-3-d. Time, 2:52%, 2:40. 2:44. 2:45.

Three-year-old, trot or pace, purse $50; half mile.

Teddy R. (ch. g. by Lovelace) 1-1-1. Hannah 2-2-2,

Lady of the Dalles 3-3-3. Time. 1:35, 1:37. 1:40.

Half mile dash, purse $50 Master won. Time 54%.
September 30—Free for all pace, purse $200. Byron-

lace (b. s. by Lovelace) won in straight heats. Lom-
netta 2-2-2. Ben Bolt 3-3-3. Best time 2:26.

Special—Purse $50. May Tilden 1-2-1, Jim Wilkes
2-2-2. Best time 2:25.

Three-quarter mile dash, purse $100. Master won,
Vincent second, Brookwood third. Time 1:19.

' Audubon Boy and Sweet Marie tried to break the
track records at Belmont Driving Park, September 27,

but both failed. Audubon Boy attempted to lower the
track record of 1:59%. made by Star Pointer, but the

best he could do was 2:0S%. His time by quarters
was 0:30%. 0.59^. 1:31% and 2:08%. Audubon Boy
drew up lame as he went under the wire, having
struck one of his front feet, which is a little sore.

The best Sweet Marie could do in attempting to

break the track record of 2:04%. made by Cresceus.
was 2:06. The time by quarters was 0:30%. 1:00%,
1:33% and 2:06. Sweet Marie's time for the first

half mile was a half second faster than that made
by Cresceus.

The Central California Fair opens at Hanford next
Monday, October 9th. The half mile track at Han-
ford is one of the best in the State and has been put
in extra fine shape for the races to be held during
the fair.

Pacific Breeders' Futurity No. 6, for the foals nf

mares bred this year, is advertised. It only costs %:

to nominate your mare See the advertisement.
The Ukiah meeting closes this afternoon with an

excellent program of harness racing.
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THAT THE YEAR 1905 may be remembered as the

when the blue laws and the elements seemed

combined to stop harness racing, by the official pro-

hibition of pool selling at some of the principal tracks

.»nd heavy rain storms of several days duration at

others, now conies the news that the Memphis meet-
» has been declared off owing to the fact that the

a etropolis is in strict quarantine against

the outside world on account of yellow fever which is

_ in the States south of that point. This is a

infortunate condition of affairs. The Memphis
meeting has been the climax of the Grand Circuit

since Messrs Jones. Billings and others built the

_ flcent track there and placed Murray Howe in

charge of it ;is secretary and manager. Great racing

and record breaking performances have been the rule

-very year, and horsemen all over the country and

turf writers as well, have come to the habit of re-

fraining from forming opinions as to' the greatest

troters and pacers of the year until Memphis had been

heard from. Last winter the Tennessee Legislature,

realizing the great evil that was being done the

breeding interests of the State by the bookmaking
running meetings and pestiferous pool rooms, passed

a racing law which would abolish them within the

confines of the State. Recognizing the fact, however,

that the Memphis trotting meeting was not in the

same class with these tracks, yet knowing that for

constitutional reasons it could not be separated there-

from, a proviso was made in the law that it should

not take effect until December 1st. this year, or

after the Memphis trotting meeting was to be held,

and the hope was expressed that before another year

passed the State constitution could be so amended
that the law could discriminate between the two.

That dreaded scourge, the yellow fever, has made a

strict quarantine imperative, however, and there will

be no meeting at Memphis this fall.

STAR POINTER 1:59*4, the first horse to prove

that two minute speed for a mile was not impossible

for a harness horse, will, as was stated in the Breeder
and Sportsman several weeks ago. make the season

of 1906 in California. That he will have a very large

number of high class mares sent to his harem is cer-

tain. California breeders have the reputation and a

deserved one. of knowing a good thing when they see

it. and the most prominent and successful amongst
them are only waiting for Star Pointer to arrive to

book their mares. Charley DeRyder. who has been
trainer for James Butler's East View Farm horses at

Pieasanton for two winters and who has driven the

Grand Circuit members of the string in all their races

during that time, has secured a lease of Star Pointer

for two years. Star Pointer is now sixteen years old

but strong and vigorous, and according to Casper
Redfield's theory just coming to his best as a sire as

he has had road work ever since he quit racing, and
his development has never been stopped. He is

owned by William White, proprietor of the Two Min-
ute Stock Farm, near Cleveland, Ohio. It was on
August 28th, 1897, that Star Pointer astonished the

world by pacing a mile in 1:59% over the Readville

track and the two minute horse was a reality. Among
the leading California breeders to hear of the coming
of Star Pointer to this Stat-', was Mr. Martin Carter,

proprietor of the Nutwood Stock Farm, the gentle-

man who bred John A. McKerron 2:04% and many
other fast one?. Mr. Carter has probably bred to

more "outside"' stallions than any stock farm owner
in California, and on his farm at Irvington there are
tillits and colts by nearly every high class horse that

has made a season in California during the past ten
He has already selected a few of his choice
to breed to Star Pointer when his California

season opens and the blood of the famous Hal tribe

will soon be on the farm to mix with that of Director,

Nul vt od, Bled ioneer, Geo. Wilkes, Stamboul, Stein-
M< Kinney. Williamson's Belmont and many

other great ones now so conspicuous there.

that Zombro 2:11 just walked away with a
Hiring •'! prizes at th<- Lewis & Clark Stock Show at

Portland. This is no surprise as he is beyond a doubt
one of the grandest looking stallions in America.

won the first prize for standard trotters, the
Champion prize and the grand champion prize, three

dais that must have pleased his owner.
Geo. T. Beckers, immensely. And Zombro's son. Lord
Kitchener 2:29)4, an own brother to Charley T. 2:13%.

I Becond prize. This was additional
glory for Zombro.

do that so he can trot a mile in 2:15 in thirty days

from the time I take him."
Well, time wore along and I worked the horse a

mile in 2:22%. Finally Van Bokkelen got the horse

to train on a sale deal. The day after getting him
of course he had to change his shoes a little and then

he tried him the following day. He did not go just to

suit Van so he changed his shoes again and again

until he had him in his stable 36 days, and on Sat-

urday last worked him out a mile in 2:32*6. He
noticed everyone around looking for that fast mile,

and could not go on the track without someone hold-

ing a watch on him. He was six days overtime and
the mile in 2:15 had not materialized. In the after-

noon Billy Montgomery, one of my grooms, was
walking by Van's stalls, when the latter called him
over and said:

"Billy, did you ever know Bondette (meaning the

Boodle horse) to be lame or sore over the kidneys?"
"No;" says Billy, "I never knew him to be sore or

lame in his life."

Well, sir;" said Van," r
I have handled a great

many Boodles, but this is the first one I could not

balance, so I examined him this afternoon after his

work and I found he has only one kidney, the other

being entirely gone."
It is expected that Murray Howe will get permis-

sion from Van to use this excuse in all future editions

of his famous book.

MARQUE'S NOTES OF PACIFIC COAST HORSI

friends, and there are thousands
"f them ia, will enjoy the following little

ig Lhi boys: "1

'
I Book," says Phippen,

"and thought the list was pretty nearly complete, but
I heard one hen lasl Sunday that lays them all in the
shade. I will have to tell th> iry that you
may understand it. I was horse by

i track last sum-
mer for T. S. Montgomery, The dam of this horse

H. was work-
morning

B. O, Vi i just returned from
* Emeryville with his stable of runners happen*

be in the stand with Mr. Montgomery* John Go
I

i
i he Bo

horse go by said. < fentl

He ough
IU saw him

one In 2:25%- All he needs Is balancing, and I

The sensation of the four days' racing at Hollister

last week was the performance of Salva by Dictatus

Medium, dam Aunt Sally by Benton Boy, grandam
by Brown Jug. Salva is two years- old and is owned
by Ed. Wright, a farmer who broke and drove Salva
himself, driving her mostly on the road, as the track
was not fit to drive on until thirty days before the

races. Salva never worked a mile until five days
prior to the meeting. She is level-headed, a big.

strong filly, and moves like her sire, strong and
steady, and like a piece of machinery. She won her
race in straight heats in a jog at the finish in 2:33%,
2:33% and 2:2S. Salva has paced quarters in 34%
seconds and could have been driven five or six seconds
faster than the time she made in the last heat, al-

though the track was heavy and slow for a pacer.

Mr. Wright had two offers of $500 and one of $600

for her. He asksr $1000, with a prospective buyer.

With an experienced trainer and proper handling
she should make a very fast and valuable animal.
She won the admiration of everybody. Her sire, Dic-

tatus Medium, is owned by Mr. R. P. Lathrop of Hol-
lister, and is by Dictatus 2:17 out of Belle Medium,
the dam of Stam B. 2:11*4. He has great promise
as a sire of extreme speed.

That colt trotters produce colt trotters is getting

to be a pretty well established fact. Last Tuesday
Miss Adbell. daughter of the champion yearling trot-

ter Adbell 2:23, won the Kentucky Futurity and took

a record of 2.09%, beating the favorites Sadie N.
and Katherine L. That Adbell would sire early and
extreme speed has never been doubted by breeders
and his death was one of the severe losses to the
trotting horse breeding industry. He was foaled in

1S93 and was by Advertiser 2:15 (son of Electioneer

and Lulu Wilkes) out of Beautiful Bells, greatest of

brood mares. Up to the close of last year Adbell was
the sire of ten standard performers, all youngsters,
and this year six more of his get have entered the

list. Adbell made his record at San Jose in a match
against Father Time. He had started in actual races
twice that year previous to this performance, once
at San Francisco, where he won the mile dash for

yearlings in 2 : 28, beating Gen. Caution by Caution,
Cleopatra by Silver Bow, Steel Spring by Pilot Prince
and Rosie Woodburn by Easter Wilkes, and again at

Woodland, where the mile was made in 2:26, and he
beat Eureka by Ira and Rosie Woodburn. When he
trotted to the world's record of 2:23. a mark that has
never been beaten, he was driven by Walter Maben
and the late Frank W. Covey, superintendent of Palo
Alto Stock Farm, drove the runner that accompanied
the colt. He trotted the first half in 1:12 and the
last in 1:1-1, and Walter Maben said on dismounting
from the sulky that he could have driven the mile a
second or two faster, but he wanted the mile to be
made without a skip or a break. Miss Adbell is

well bred on her dam's side, but not in what would
be called fashionable lines. Her dam, Emma T.. had
a trotting record of 2:17% and was foaled in 1SS7,

getting her record in 1S94 when she was seven years
old. She was fifteen years old when she produced
Miss Adbell. Emma T. was by Socrates 2S7, a son
of Hambletonian 10, foaled in 1866. and therefore 20

years old when he sired Emma T. The dam of

Socrates was Lady Fallis by American Star 14. who
produced Kisbar 2:27% and Pickering ™:30 and was
the dam of the producing sires Norwood, Kisbar,
Pickering and Socrates. Lady Fallis was the gran-
dam of < 'lingstone 2: 14 and three others including
the stallion Fallis by Electioneer. Fallis is the sire

nf Bradtmoor, Don Marvin and Falrose, all producing
sires. The second dam of Miss Adbell is Patsey Labor
by Abdallah Pilot 70S. Abdallah Pilot was a son of

Abdallah 15, and out of Blandina by Mambrino Chief.

Blandina had six producing sons including Swigert,
King Rene and others. Blandina also produced Bar-
'ena. a great broodmare and dam of Bertha, the dam
of Don Derby 2:04%, Owyho 2:07%, Diablo 2:09%,
Demonlo 2:11% and others. The third dam of Miss
Adbell is Lizzie by Austerlitz. an own brother to the
famous horse Lodi, whose races with Norfolk are
remembered by all California horsemen. It is inter-

estlng to know that the winner of this year's Ken-
tucky Futurity is by a California bred stallion and

1 i! her dam's side she is related to such dis-

tinguished and well known horses as Fallis. Bertha
i ."iH, all of which have made much horse his-

tory In this Si.ii.
. H.

(From the Horse Review.)

Several weeks ago considerable stir was caus
among horsemen by press dispatches sent out fr<

Columbus, which stated that at a matinee there, Se
1, the unmarked four-year-old filly Easter Dire
had paced a public mile in 2:03%. The time was
extraordinary that most people were inclined to
incredulous. I was one of them, but I am so
longer, for I have verified the performance by t

testimony of a number of good men who timed
This is the fastest public or private trial ever ma.
by a green pacer. Her Grace held the honors pre
iously, she having paced at Memphis last fall

2:04%.
Easter Direct is owned by E. A. Gammon, of Com,

land, Cal.. and is controlled by Ed Mills who ow
Searchlight 2:03%. Mr. Mills broke her in the sun
mer of 1904 in California and in six weeks drove t

a mile in 2:25. In January of this year she w
turned over to Ira Goodrich, the young man w
brought out Tuna, 2:08% and Brilliant Girl. Goo
rich tells me that on May 10, at Pieasanton. Cal.,
worked her a mile in 2:08%, and at Detroit one
2:07%. She was sick for several weeks in mid-seas
and was let up on for the time being. She is a go
looking brown filly, standing about 15.2 hands, ar.

like all her famous family, is posessed of a lot
substance—a stout full made one. Her front sho
weigh five ounces each and in addition she wears
two-ounce toe weight. Quarter and ankle boots cor
plete her rigging. Mr. Mills stated that she wou
return to California in a few weeks to winter ai

will be raced in the big stakes in 1906.

Many of the best horses on the circuit have goi
wrong and are out of it. An exception to this chaj
ter of misfortunes is the fast mare Zephyr 2:07
When she started her campaign at Windsor it w.
common remark that she wouldn't last three week
But she has improved steadily and now looks like

2:06 trotter on good footing. I believe had she bet

sound all season it would have taken a Sweet Mar
to measure her.

The East View Farm has sustained all manner
bad luck this season. The fast three-year- old tro
ter, The Phantom, got off after reaching the Ea
from Pieasanton, but later rounded to and becan
right good. Charley DeRyder had hopes of winnir
a piece of the Review and Kentucky Futurities wit
him, but after reaching Columbus the colt was takt;

with a high fever. He may not be able to race i

either of these events.

Helen Norte 2:09% is a new addition to the 2::

list. She hails from Walla Walla, Wash., and wa
bred and is owned by Judge Thomas H. Brents, t

that city. H. B. Rutherford, her present driver, ;

responsible for her present education. He tells n
that she was a natural pacer, the cross-hobbles b(

ing required to make her find the trotting trie:

This was done when she was a yearling. When
two-year-old she started a fewT times, taking a recor
of 2:26%. As a three-year-old her campaign was fc

the most part against aged horses, she taking
record of 2:17. She is now five and is a little mai
in height—stands but 15 hands—and a deceiving on
as to her strength. When you look her over you fin

she is made to order. Rutherford tells me that sh

was laid up after racing this spring at Denver, and i

just now getting her strength back. She sustained
mild case of "founder" in the Mountain city, and fc

a long time had to be let up.
The great race mare Anzella 2:06% foaled a fill

by John A. McKerron 2:04% last week. Isn't it un
fortunate that it was not a colt? Every visitor t

Pat Shank's farm, where McKerron holds court, tell

the same story about the foals by him out of M)
Billings' mares. All are enthusiastic.

The horses of Mr. Billings' stable are in super
condition, excepting, of course, Lou Dillon 1:58^
who has been ailing all season. Lou is being jogge
and little has been done with her since her appear 1

ance at Chicago during the Inter-City matinee. Th
track there was in wretched condition and the worl

she did over it did her no good. Mr. Billings saile

for Europe some days ago and it was his desire tha

Lou be let up on till next spring. She is in fine flesl

now, weighing as much as she ever did in her Ira

"Doc" Tanner tells me that Mr. Billings, before

leaving, spoke of breeding her in the spring to Johi*

A. McKerron, and then keying her up for a few fare

well efforts against time. By this it must not be conj

eluded that Lou's case is hopeless. It means simply

that she got too much of it last season and Tannerl

as well as her owner, figures that another Severn

gruelling at this time would be suicidal.

FAST STALLION FOR SALE.

:

One of the gamest and best race horses ever seer H

on the circuit was Meridian 2: 12%, son of Simmo-[
colon and a Sidney mare. He is now advertised foi|

sale by Mr. Robert Brown of Petaluma and we havt,

no hesitation in recomending this horse as a good on^

for any live horseman to make money with in the

stud. Meridian's oldest foals are four years old and

they are all handsome, stylish with good action and

speed, and all larger than he. The compact stallion

that breeds large is in nearly every instance the best

horse to brefed to. Geo. Wilkes. Direct, Sidney Dil-

lon, Directum and many other great sires were of this

sort. Meridan can be purchased for a price that Is

ridiculously low, and an active man can pay for the

horse and earn a neat sum beside, from the results

of one year's service fees. The horse is sound and

can lower his record. He was a good winner when
raced and was never outside the money.

Jaokson'e Napa Soda does not tanple the feet.
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OTHER PEOPLE'S 0PINI0N.S

the daughters of Mambrino Boy were
the Year Book with 31 trotters and 6 pac-

ers, a total of 37. Among them are Allerton 2:09^
and Axtell (3) 2:12. The dam of Mambrino Boy was
Roving Nelly. She was by Strader's Cassius M. Clay

'^m^M^M^m^M^M^m^^^^ Jr. 22. Her dam was by Berthune. a thoroughbred son
'

(-^=r^
of Sidi Harriet, by Virginian, and he by Sir Archy,

,
Henry T. White: It is announced that D. J. Campau, seoond dam by Thornton -

s Rattler. a son of Sir

i who for years has been the leading spirit in the
Arohy> and tmrd dam by jmported Spread Eagle. It

,
management of the Grosse Pointe trotting track, will

appears £rom tn js that the dam of Mambrino Boy
now that the

i
retire from the harness horse world, now mat me wag from a mare that was (rom runn ing-bred an-

: ; track has been sold to a syndicate of running horse
cestors on Doth sides . Mambrino Boy has sired in all

15 with standard records, 12 of which are trotters.
I
people. It is also on the cards that the course itself

will no longer remain a member of the Grand Cir-

,
cuit and that Mr. Campau will resign as president of

that body. The Detroit track has been wonderfully

I

successful from whatever standpoint it is viewed.

. . t„o„Vc . ,
iiidn-c a. uuac 1 1 1 \ sr.-> ngti nun aim compare pans anu

in every other department of the track s the &reat Drood mare Lady Abdallah by Alexander s relationship we find that there is a great diversity
ent his hand has been ever apparent I hat Abaallah , ma.king his dam closely inbred to that fa- of type and quality in different horses and different

This is a greater number of standard performers than
are credited to any other son of Mambrino Patchen
with the exception of Mambrino King.
Byerly Abdallah ranks third among the sons of

Racing as good as is seen anywhere has been wit- Mambrino Patchen as a sire of standard performers,

nessed there every year since the track was built, and Hg received a much stronger trotting inheritance from
it can not be denied that to Mr. Campau more than hjs iam< however, and much less of the thoroughbred

to any other one man the success of the venture has element than the two sons of Mambrino Patchen, that

been due. It was Mr. Campau who thought out and surpassed him as sires of speed. The dam of Byerly

established the M. and M. and Chamber of Com- Abdallah was Lady Ayres. by Redmon's Abdallah, a _

merce purses that have become classics of the harness son of Alexander's Abdallah, and his second dam was fnang'
turf, and

il
i

management

I
a man endowed with so much energy should have mous son of Rysdyk's Hambletonian. Byerly's Abdal- breeds
made a good many enemies as he went along is not )ah was credjted at the close of last season with

strange, but Mr. Campau seemingly likes to scrap mne trotters and four pacers that had taken stan-

. with those who cross his path, and he generally has dard records, but has had rather poor success as a

had a battle of some sort on hand ever since I have sire oi producing dams. The Tear Book for 1904

known him. He got mad at the way the old Ham- credits his daughters with but seven standard per-

tramck track in Detroit was being run a quarter of formers, Ave of which were pacers,

a century ago, and never rested until he had revolu- jjr Herr ranks fourth among the sons of Mambrino

tionized matters in the old organization and placed it patchen as a sire of standard performers with eight

in the front rank of trotting tracks. trotters and four pacers to his credit. His daughters

It was Mr. Campau who conceived the idea of a however have proved far more successful as produc-

ers than those of Byerly Abdallah. According to the

last Tear Book they had produced 14 trotters and 16

pacers with standard records, a total of 30. This is

pacers yith standard records, a total of 30. This is

nearly four times as many as were credited to the

daughters of Byerly Abdallah, though his trotting

inheritance was much less and his thoroughbred in-

heritance much greater than that of Byerly Abdallah.

The dam of Dr. Herr was by Alexander's Edwin For

breeder of heavy harness horses, the breeder of the
saddle horse or the dealer at large.

When the small breeder and the farmer learn thai
it is greatly to their advantage to attend these horse
shows that they may learn what the type, style or
fashion in horses is, just as dry goods and millinery
buyers go to the markets in spring and fall to study
styles, the horse show will be upon a sound and sub-
stantial basis. When secretaries learn to reach for
and secure "attractive" exhibits, and, above all, to
to learn how to exploit and advertise these exhibits,
the halcyon days of the horse show will have arrived.
The days of "fashion," "break-into-society-this-

way," "be-in-the-swim" and stuff of that sort are
played out. If they are not, they should be. The
days of donations, hold-ups, subscriptions, etc., are
done. The horse show is a valuable educational in-
stitution. As such it deserves success, and will, if

properly managed, stand upon an enduring founda-
tion.

Horse World: To a novice in the business, all legs
look alike to a certain degree, but when it comes to

close investigation and compare parts and

i track at Grosse Pointe—and he built it. He organ-

ized the American Trotting Association because he

'was dissatisfied with the National. He owns a turf

journal published in Chicago; he is president of the

.Grand Circuit—in short, Mr. Campau is and for years

has been the leading figure in the harness racing

world If he is really going to quit, and quit for

good, his action is a misfortune to the harness horse

interests, as, in spite of his faults. Mr. Campau

says a writer in an agricultural exchange.
In every horse, however, there are necessary qualities
of foot and limb, irrespective of breed.* It is said, for

instance, that "no foot, no horse," but every horse has
feet, and most of them have fairly good ones, pro-
vided they are set on good legs. It is the leg, then,
that we shall first consider.

It is a common saying that a horse should have
"flat bone." This is but partially correct, for there
is no such thing as flat bones in the leg of a horse.
The leg bones are like the blade of a razor in shape,
with the back of the blade turned to the front and
the thin edge to the back. Such a bone presents a
flat surface looked at from the side, but cut through
a section will have an elliptical shape. When the leg

appears to be round that fact is caused by lack of

development of back tendons and the presence of a
surplus covering of coarse tissue. What we are after

is a "flat leg." This is denoted by a clean practically
tissueless bone from the back of which the tendons

has done mo're than any other man to build up and rest 49. His second dam was Telltale, dam of Tattler stand Qut dlstinctly and s0 tnat they can be readi iv

remstate in public favor a sport that at one time 2:26, a thoroughbred daughter of Telamon. The lat-

threatened to descend to the level of the running turf.

Trotter and Pacer—A driver who approached the

judges at the meeting at Prospect Park, Baltimore,

last week with a request for a little favor in the

matter of the time which his horse had made m win-

ning a heat, failed to secure the desired concession,

but he did not come away empty-handed, for the

indignant judges "soaked" a fine of $25 against him,

as a balm to their outraged feelings. It was not any

too much, for a man who does not know any better

than to offer such an affront to the judges needs to

have the impropriety of the proceeding impressed

upon him in a substantial manner. It is altogether

probable that drivers who ask to have the time sup-

pressed utterly fail to appreciate the significance of

their request. The rules specially forbid it under

heavy penalties, and the driver who solicits it there-

fore puts himself in a position of asking an official

to perpetrate a fraud and render himself liable to

punishment and disgrace for his (the driver s) spec.a

accommodation. This is unreasonable, to put it

mildly, and it is no wonder that a self-respecting

judge will treat such a proposition as an insult. The

fact ought never to be lost sight of that whenever

a driver is favored by having the time set back for

the purpose of keeping his horse in a certain class,

it is done at the expense of the rights and interests

every other man who is compelled to compe e

ainst that horse in the future. If he has fairly

raced himself into a faster class, and is not com-

pelled to start in that class, he dishonestly cheats

every horse that he may thereafter defeat. As long

-i the record classification exists suppressio

ust be considered to be as reprehensible as any

er species of fraud which afflicts the sport, and it

not be too severely discountenanced.

American Horse Breeder: It seems somewhat sin-

ter was by Medoc, a son of American Eclipse, and his

dam was Cherry Elliott, a thoroughbred daughter of

Sumpter, by Sir Archy. The third dam of Dr. Herr

was Flea by Medoc; his fourth dam by Sumpter and

his fifth dam by Doublehead, a son of Turpin's

Eclipse, by imported Diomed.
Mambrino Chief and his descendants have almost

universally been more successful in perpetuating speed

through the female than the male line. It is doubt-

ful if any other of the trotting families has derived

""better greater benefit from thoroughbred crosses than this.

The fastest trotters and best campaigners got by
Mambrino Chief also his most successful sons and

daughters, also grandsons and grandaughters, as per-

petuators of speed, have in the majority of cases in-

herited close and strong infusion of thoroughbred race

winning blood. Mambrino King is a good illustration

of this. His sire, Mambrino Patchen, was by Mam-
brino Chief, and from a daughter of the thoroughbred

Gano, by American Eclipse. The second dam of Mam-
brino Patchen was by a thoroughbred and his third

dam had the appearance of a thoroughbred, although

she was a natural pacer.

The dam of Mambrino King was by Alexander's

Edwin Forrest, a horse that had no known trotting in-

heritance. He was from running-bred ancestors on

both sides, yet he got two trotters that made stand-

ard records. The second dam of Mambrino King was
a running-bred daughter of Birmingham, he by Stock-

holder, a son of Sir Archy. The second dam of Mam-
brino was mated with Mambrino Chief, the paternal

grandsire of Mambrino King, and the produce was
Fisk's Mambrino Chief Jr., that was the sire of six

trotters with standard records, and whose daughters

the record classification exists suppression of time
produoed 2 4 -with standard records, 19 of which were

pacers. The superiority of Mambrino King as a sire,

to Fiske's Mambrino Chief, was without doubt due

largely to his additional thoroughbred inheritance,

the same element that made Mambrino Patchen so

much more successful as a transmitter of speed than

his own sire Mambrino Chief.
gular that Mambrino Patchen 58. the most successful

"...^ „i™ nf his! dav. did not impart to any

!»

^|^ood mare sire of his day,

of his sons the ability to equal his sire in this respect,

et it is evident that such is the fact. The most suc-

essful sons of Mambrino Patchen as sires and per-

petuators of standard speed are Mambrino King,

ambrino Boy 2:26%, Byerly Abdallah and Dr. Herr

Ranking them according to their success as sires of

standard P~*£«^«X££7^The 'others^ th
=
e show b

Horse Show Monthly: It appears to the writer that

promoters and secretaries of horse shows, especially

those given in the West, have been lacking in the in-

telligent and broad qualities of promotion and pub-

licity. It seems that the foundation of show patron

age had not been laid upon sound ground.

grasped in the hand. From such a tendon, and bone
in the best draft horses of the Clydesdale breed and
the improved English Shire the hair should grow as
a silky fringe. Such hair or "feather," as it is often

called, should not hide the bone and tendons nor
surround the leg. Neither should it be coarse and
kinky, like the dead horse hair stuffing of a sofa, or

be so profuse in growth as to be plainly a nuisance.
Hair of right quality is a sure evidence of flat, com-
pact, "gun-metal" bone, and as a rule goes along
with clean, well-marked tendons. Such bone is seen
in the best class of breeds mentioned, but it is by no
means special possession of these breeds.

"When we find a clean leg and good joints the

spring of the pasterns should be the next considera-
tion, for no matter how nice may be the quality of

the bone and tendons these qualities are largely de-

stroyed by a steep pastern, which makes the action

stilty, stiff and sure to cause trouble from severe con-
cussion. We require oblique pasterns to offset con-
cussion—to gradually or easily convey the concussion
from the feet to the pillar of the leg bones above it.

Looking at the profile of the leg the angle of the

front of the hoof should be exactly that of the pas-
tern. Any serious departure from an angle of forty-

five degrees is to be considered a grave error not to

be set right by paring or shoeing, and to be

rejected, if possible, in breeding. A springy pastern

possessed by a horse having clean bone and well-

marked tendons with or without the fine hair alluded

to above may be taken as indicative of free, straight

action.

Action and quality go together, and it remains in

examining a horse to see that this is the case when
he is moved at a walk or trot. If his legs are prop-

erly set and his joint under proper control he will go

and come without "paddling" or "wobbling." The
feet will be carried in a straight line, and rise and
fall rythmically, showing the shoe soles both fore and
aft. A plummet line dropped from the center of the

knee and pastern joint and back of the foot and the

same line hung from the hip joint should cross the

center of the foot and divide the gaskin in the mid-

dle. By this rule it will be easy to notice whether

a leg good or bad is in or out of the proper position

and whether the hind leg is crooked or sickle-hocked,

hence prone to curbs and other ailments.

Nor has GRECO'S COLTS ALL TROTTERS.

Rather it has been exploited as

daugh°ters

ln

were
Slr

credUed' witrVVo7ters"and 36 a mere social function, a display of clothes and

pacers that had made records in standard time, a vapidity.^ ^^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ .

g

got when Mambrino Patchen not upon it, but upon the intrinsic merits of the ex-

consequently was ten years hibition as an instructive and enlightening proceeding

In order to make a fair comwas nine years old,

younger than his sire.

parison between them, we must refer to Mambrino

Patchen's list in the Tear Book for 1894. A reference

to that work shows that the daughters of Mambrino

Patchen had then produced 104 trotters and eight

pacers, a total of 112, or 20 per cent more than the

laughters of Mambrino King were credited with

the close of 1904, and yet the daughters of Mambrino support

King have produced a greater number of standard
^ance depend^^They are the men upon whom i.

that promoters of horse shows must depend for regu

lar and consistent year-in-and-year-out patronage.

The fashion plate, the dilletante and the debutante

care little for the show as an exhibit of horses, and

verv soon grow weary of its a social function.

It is upon the farmer and breeder, the buyer and colt above mentioned has since trotted on the home

at seller of horses that horse shows must depend for track much faster; a half in 1:27, a quarter in 41

It is upon these men, from these classes, seconds and an eight in 20 seconds,

of shows in Great Britain and

Rohnerville, Calif., Sept. 25, 1905.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman: Dear Sir—In the

Breeder and Sportsman of September 23 appeared an

item saying that a yearling by Greco paced a half

mile at Ferndale in 1:36. which we ask permission to

correct. The colt did do a half mile easily in that

time, but at the trot. Greco's oldest colts are year-

lings and of the number yet broken every one trots.

Not one has shown the least inclination to pace. The

performers and also of extremely fast ones than the

laughters of any other two sons of Mambrino Patchen.

Most of our readers will remember that the dam of

Mambrino King was by Alexander's Edwin Forrest

ind from a running-bred daughter of Birmingham, he

i thoroughbred son of Stockholder, by Sir Archy.
whose daughters

should depend. It is to their interest, if not their

pleasure or taste, to attend. Hence they are sure to

be there.

Secretaries of American shows have not catered to

these people. Their sole idea has been to sell a lot

of boxes, on the "fashion" and "society" plea, to a lot

A yearling filly by Greco out of a mare by Eclectric,

has trotted a half mile in 1:30, a quarter in 42%
seconds and an eighth in 20% seconds. The two have

been broken to harness less than three months.

Very truly yours.
W. R. JOHNSON. Trainer.

The son of Mambrino Patchen, whose daughters or ooxes, """"= '""'""" "TC. J"and "careless" about miaran'tLVd" Surely risk postal for particulars. Address A.

lave produced the next highest number of standard of people who know not a thing and care ess about g^^^l^^fportCllnton^Ohio.
performers is Mambrino Boy 2:26%. At the close of horses. No effort has been made to interest the

NOTICE.—Greatest Money Make- on earth
,
J^jfj^lniate;

„laranteed.
OOURCHAINE. Agen
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A DEMAND THAT CAN BE SUPPLIED.
ncisco, October 1st, 1905.

. greatest problems of the times now to

solve is the breeding with some degree of certainty oi

the high class carriage horse. The breeder's ability

to produce upon California soil the equal of the

world's best light harness horse performers has been

thoroughly demonstrated. The breeding of all classes

- ie animals is conducted by individual enter-

ut growth of ideas, therefore the

fixity "f type is greatly affected or destroyed alto-

gether by the variety of opinions entertained by peo-

ple of different tastes engaged in breeding. Hence
there - >ral lack of that uniformity of character

so highly esteemed and so necessary in animals that

are used for breeding.

Realizing that the highest degree of success in all

things is only accomplished through the united and

persistent efforts of enthusiastic and intelligent work-
ers, anu being inspired by an ambition to achieve

greater perfection, more uniform production, higher

physical qualities, greater endurance, more speed and
more action in the breed of carriage horses of our

own country, the United Slates Government is now
working to the establishment of a model which shall

become a standard to which all coach-saddle horse

breeders may look as lypefying in form and Qualities

the ideal breed of carriage horses.

There are four styles of horses for which there is a

genuine and earnest demand all over the land to-day.

and for this demand there is not sufficient supply

and in some instances no source of supply. First,

the handsome coach horse, second the handy, sound
work horse, third the prospective 2:05 or better light

harness performer, and fourth the handsome and
gentle in all places saddle horse.

The coach horse must be from 15 to 16 hands, hand-
some, docile, of fine form, good solid color, gentle in

all places, of high show action all around, and able

to pull a coupe or carryall from seven to ten miles

an hour.
The valuation and requirements of the handsome

handy work horse, and the speedy light harness per-

former, are well known to my readers. Such horses

will sell readily and at good prices in any part of

the world, and whoever breeds them will find himself

breeding to a profit and a good profit at that.

All over the country one hears the question asked,

"Where can I find a pair of fine appearing carriage

horses from 15 to 16 hands, stylish, sound and service-

able?" The question does not get one satisfactory

reply in ninety-eight. Why is this? Is it because of

unwillingness to pay a good price? No; the gentle-

man that wants them is as a general rule a liberal

buyer and an offer of one, two, three, or even five

thousand dollars for such a pair is not uncommon.
It is not price, nor is it lack of activity to hunt for

them, either on the part of the gentleman who wants
them, or the dealer whose business it is to supply
them, for there is no part of this broad land in which
there is a probabality of finding such horses, where
they have not been sought.

It is astonishing to me that the California breeders
who pride themselves upon the keenness of their per-
ceptions have not foreseen and prepared themselves
to meet so lucrative a demand, and one that is grow-
ing year by year and right in the face of the auto-
mobile fright. As long as there is a world there will

be gentlemen of wealth, and as long as there is

wealth there will be a demand for every high class

carriage horse. The horse and the automobile are
useful and each has its place. The admirer and
owner of the machine is generally a lover of the
horse.

The natural instincts of the American people natur-
ally incline them to the admiration of a great horse
of any class, but they should not be swept into the
whirlpool of horse breeding on sentiment alone. It

takes more than the love of the horse to be a suc-
cessful breeder.
Many will ask what is the shape and what are the

requirements that constitute a carriage horse? He
should be harmonious in all proportions, such as high
withers: deep brisket: prominent breast; well sprung
ribs; good flank; head of medium size, clean and
bony; jowl not too prominent: frontal broad; large
clear eye; ear small at base, of medium length and
sharp at point; throttle small; neck long with slight

crest: sloping shoulders; prominent muscles: back
short and powerfully muscled over the loins; curve
to the tail; strong hocks, legs and feet, with flat

bone and large cords; trotting action quick, high and
round, free and clean, with not too long a stride,

rossed on mares of a few handsome
branches of the trotting families might and probably
would give us what is wanted—the horse of the
future.

ago the Morgans were the horses par excel-
lence They were handsome t" look at and tough as
wlie nails. They had good strong legs and strong
hearts and stomachs. In color they were blacks.
browns, bays or chestnuts. Their hair showed the
luster of health and the gleam of sunlight, and they
were spiced with the temper of I but never
Stubborn, Physically they . B but
they were all horse. Many : unds in
weight and under If, hands, but in harness they looked
larger.

You breeders that er the form and t; pi ol

the Morgan h horses of
type, weighing from 000 to 131'"

world Is looking for. This high type of the can
been produced a again by i:

mingling tonian,
Man Robert McGregor,
A '

ney. Black Hawk. Indian Chief, Edwin Fori
Highlander, Blackwood, £ D
Potchen. I>ruha> ,,

branches of the thoroughbred should
they lack the conform.! Iso high a, tlon.

SAMUEL GAMBLE.

CINCINNATI RACES.

Only a fair crowd witnessed the Grand Circuic

races at Oakley Park Friday and the favorites were

unable to land any money. In the first heat of the

2:15 trot Albert C. won the first heat, but Boreazelle.

the second choice, took the next three easily. Maud
Keswick, the favorite, succeeded in winning the first

two heats of the 2.06 pace, but Hazel Patch took the

next three heats and the race.

Gold Dust Maid won the 2:12 trot in straight heats.

Mainland, the favorite, finished sixth in the first heat

and was beaten out a neck in both the second and
third heats. In the third Mainland was winning, but

he broke ten feet from the wire. Summaries:

Trotting. 2:15 class, purse $1000.

Boreazelle. br. h. by Boreal. ... (Demarest) 2111
Albert C, g. g 'J. Diekerson112 3 7

Bowcatcher, b. g (W. McCarthy) 6 6 2 2

Artois, b. m IL. Turner) 3 3 9 5

Italia, b. m (T.Nichols) 9 S 4 4

Nance Holland, b. m (E. Hall) c 5 5 6
Imperial Allerton. b. h (S.Fasigi s . 7 3

Princess Xenia, br. m (Booth) 7 9 S S

John Turney, b. g. (W. Snow) 4 4 6 dr
Nellie Price, blk. m. (C. Pinguely I d

Time—2:12. 2:11%, 2:11%. 2.14%.

Pacing. 2:06 class, purse $1000.

Hazel Patch, blk. h. by Hard Patch
(J. Flack 13 3 111

Maud Keswick, b. m (James) 112 6 6

Don Carr. blk. g. IF. Clarke) 2 2 7 3
Famine, b. m tH. Jones) 5 4 4 3 2

Major McKinlev. b. g I O. Ames) 4 5 7 2 a

Allerson, g. h i J. Brady) 6 7 6 4 4

Rilev B., blk. g. (S.Fasigi S 6 3 5 d
Foxie Curd, blk. m (J. Real 7 s s dr

Time

—

2:04V,. 2:05%, 2:06. 2:0644. 2:07=4 .

Trotting. 2:12 class, purse $1000.

Gold Dust Maid, blk. m. by Silverthorn
(E. Geers) 111

Mainland, b. h (A. Thomas) 6 2 2

Lady Pauline, br. m (J .Chandler) 2 S 6

Morn, ch. g (G. Brinkerhoff) 5 3 3

Kindest Kind, ch. g. I A. Padgett) 3 4 7
Danube, br. h (C. De Ryder ) 4 5 5

Bonner, b. g. (H. Jones) S 6 4
Dn Puyteren, br. h (F. Jolly ) , 7 d

Time—2.11%, 2:11%, 2:11%.

The meeting closed on Saturday with a small at-

tendance. The card was a good one, but was ordi-

nary from a Grand Circuit standpoint.
Jubilee, after finishing sixth in the first heat and

fourth in the second heat of the 2:13 pace, won the
next three heats easily. Norrie had no trouble in

winning the 2:10 trot in straight heats. The 2:16

pace, the last event on the card, went to Harold
Brooks in straight heats. Summary.

Pacing. 2:13 class, purse $1000.

Jubilee, blk. g. by Satrap. . (D. McEwen) 6 4 111
StarPatch.br. G (W. Daglerl 112 5 1

Prince Hal. b. g. (W. Snow) 3 3 3 2 2
Peachie, b. m t A. Miller ) 2 2 S 8 3
Blackbird, blk. g (H. James) S 6 9 3 5
Red Ash, 1). h (C. Falls14 5 7 4 6
Lvddite. b. m ("V. McGov) 5 9 4 6 dr
Black Grattan. blk. g. (McMahon) 7 S 6 7 dr
Martha Toung, ch. m (S. Fleming) 9 7 5 9 dr
Crystal G.. b. m. .... (C. Valentine) 10 d

Time—2:09%. 2:0S>4. 2:09, 2:12, 2:12i,.

Trotting. 2:10 class, purse $1000.

Norrie. b. g. by Brown Wilkes. ... <C. Benvon » 111
Jim Ferry, g. g. (J.Frank) 5 2 3
Brown AVil ton. b. h (G.Saunders) 6 3 2
Hall Frey, b. g ( H. Perry 12 4 5
Pat Ford. ch. g. ( C. Kenyon ) 3 5 4
Newton A., br. g (R. N. Anderson ) 4 6 6
Swago. b. g (A. Thomas > 7 7 7

Time—2:09%, 2:09%. 2:10.

Pacing, 2.16 class, purse $1000.

Harold Brooks, b. g. by Box Elder-untraced
W. Estes) 111

Dan P., b. g. (A. Paggett ) 2 2 6
Black Patchen, blk. g (J. Hogan) 6 4 2
Fred Miller, ro. g (W. Stout) 7 5 3
Lilly R„ br. m (W. Tavlor14 6 5
Williams C, blk. g (F. Freeman) 5 3 8

Aileen Wilson, b. m (C. Maple) 10 S 4

Lookout Hal. b. h (V. Nuckols) s 7 7

Jimmie C, br. g. (McPherson) 3 10 d
Lady Coleridge, br. m (F. Jollv) 9 9 dr
The Prince, b. g (J. Brady > d

Time—2:10%; 2:0S>,. 2:09%.

LEXINGTON RACES.

The Kentucky Futurity, the greatest stake for
three-year-old trotters in the w-orld, was won by-

Miss Adbell at Lexington on Tuesday last. This filly

is a daughter of the Palo Alto bred champion year-
ling trotter Adbell 2:23. son of Advertiser and the
great Beautiful Bells. Her dam is Emma T. 2:17%
by Socrates 2S7, second dam Patsey Labor by Ab-
dallah Pilot 70S. third dam Lizzie by Austerlitz. a son
of imported Yorkshire. Miss Adbell w-as driven to

victory by Alonzo McDonald. Susie N. was the fav-
orite and won the first heat in 2:11%. which made
her a still greater favorite, with Katherine L. as sec-
ond choice over the field of high class three-year
olds: and she was plunged on heavily by the talent.
Miss Adbell won the race very handily however in

the next three heats in 2:09%, o
: io and 2:11%. The

record of the race is' held by Grace Bond, whose
winning heats were in 2:09%. 2:09% and

2:1)9^4. Mr. W. A. Clark's colt Bon Voyage, winner
of the two-year-old division last year, won fourth

Marechaele, a son of Margrave, getting third.
The 2: ns pace resulted in a great contest, Maud

Keswick the Canadian mare, finally winning in the
sixth heat.

The 2:09 'lass pace went to Texas Rocker in

' heats. The summaries:

Pacing, 2:08 .lass, purse $8

Maude Keswick, b. n). by Keswick.
by Tariff (James) 1 1 G S 7 ]

rr, blk. c by Arrowwood, dam
Lee by Walkill Prince

I Clark l 2 2 2 112
b. m. bv Norralson, dam

Strathmore (McMahon) 9 3 l 2 s 3
>ia. ch. m i McCai thy) s :. .", 5 2 ro

2:07%, :11%.
value $14,000. for three-year-old

Rosabel, b.
Katherine L..

1 1

Elmwood, br. g (Snider) 10 9
Larry Ginter. b. h (Higbv) 11 10
Allerson. gr. h iBradv) 7 s
Baron Rogers, b. g (C. Marvin) 6 7
Peruna. b. h (Murphv I 4 4
Nancy H.. blk. m (Benvon) 5 6
Eleanor, ch. m (Dean) 3 d
Stein, b. g. . .

.'
(S. Thomas) d

Time—2:06, 2:03%, 2:07%, 2:07%
Kentucky Futurity

trotters.

Miss Adbell, b. f. by Adbell (McDonald i 4
Susie N., ro. f. by Moko

i Murphy I 1
Mareheale. b. c. by Margrave. ... (Fleming) 5Bon Voyage, b. c. by Expedition. .(Garrityl 2

f. by Adbell IKennv) S
b. f. by Liberty Chimes

, • :
-

- (Stinson) 3
Vtigman. blk. c. by Wiggins (Thomas) 7The Phantom, blk. c. by Boreal (De Ryder i 6

Time—2.11?4, 2:09%, 2:10, 2:11%.
Pacing. 2:09 class, purse $1000.

Texas Rooker. b. g. by Texas Rooker
„,"„, (MeAven)
gal C, ch. g (Benyon)
Shylock. b. g. (McMahon

)

Byrl Wilkes, b. g , Snyder )

Ben F. b. g , De Rvdert
Oregon MaJd. b. m (Helman)
Queen of Spades, blk. m. ... (Snow)
Bad News. b. g (Birnev)
Sunny Slope

, Shirley)
Owyho. ch. h

i Murphv

)

Joe Interest, b. h (B. Walker)
Time—2:05%, 2:05=,. 2:063,.

A rank outsider won the two-year-old division if
the Kentucky Futurity on Wednesday at Lexington,
the race going to the bay filly Lightsome in straight-
heats. She was bred by James L. Dodge of Paris,
Kentucky, who drove her in the race. The filly is by
Constantine 2:12% (a son of Wilkes Boy and inbred
to Mambrino Patchen on his dam's side), out of tnf
pacing mare Bourbon Light 2:1S% by Bourbon
Wilkes. Ed. Custer, winner of the Kentucky Stock
Farm Futurity at Oakley this year, was the favorite
for the race, but had a bad start in both heats. Vera
Prodigal by Prodigal out of Vera Capel 2:07% was
second in the first heat and third in the second, in
which she was beaten out by Chas. Marvin's filly

Siliko by Moko. who came near beating Lightsome
for the heat. The time, 2:1414 and 2:16, has only
been beaten once in this race, in 1902, when Kath-
erine A. won in 2:14 flat.

The 2:06 trot resulted in a sensational contest, al-
though Wentworth was distanced in the first heat.
After Dr. Strong and Snyder McGregor each took a
heat. Norman B. came along and captured the third
and fourth after interesting contests. Dr. Strong was
the original favorite. The time marks a new world's
record for four heats. Boreazelle won the 2:14 trot,
and W. A. Clark Jr.'s Morone was a good second.
The 2:12 pace went to Lyddite. McCoy of Washing-
ton Courthouse. O.. was suspended for not driving
Lyddite out. Snow was put up and won the race.
The summaries:
Kentucky Futurity, for two-year-olds, purse $5000.

Lightsome, b. f. by
Vera Prodigal, br. f.

Silike. br. g.

General Francis, br.
Silence, br. c
Labondie, b. f.

Qui set ta, b. f
Ed Custer, ch.

Constantine (Dodge)
(O. Hilds)

.... (Marvin)
(Foote)
(Evans)

.... (Sanders)
(Nolan)

(Chandler)
Daffodil, br. f

i Ames)
Sheeney, ro. c. .-

( Thomas)
Time—2:14%, 2.16.

Pacing. 2:12 class, purse $1000.
Lyddite, b. m. by Bobby Burns

(McCoy and Snow) 4 2 2 1
Jubilee .blk. g. by Satrap I McEwen) 6 114
Inter Ocean, b. g (Thomas) 17 8 7
Peachie, b. m (Miller) 5 S 7 2
Ethel Rice. b. m (White) 2 3 3 3
Crystal, blk. m (Valentine) 3 4 6 6
Red Ash. b. h (Falls) 7 5 4 5
Lookout Hal, b. h (Nuckols i

2 ro
3 ro

:09%, 2:09. 2:11.

dr
14.Time—2:07%, 2:0s 1

.,

Trotting, 2:00 class, purse $1500.
Norman B., blk. g. by Phallas. . I McCarthy I 3 2 1
Dr. Strong, gr. g. by Strong Bov.. (Geers) 13 3
Snyder McGregor, ch. g. bv Oilman Mc-
Gregor (Hogan) 2 12

Wentworth, blk. g (MeCargo) d
Time—2.05%, 2:05',. 2:00%, 2:07%.

Trotting, 2:14 class, purse $1000.
Boreazelle. b. h. by Boreal (Demarest)
Morone, blk. g. (Garritvl
Nancy Holland, b .m (Hall)
Imperial Allerton, b. h t Geers I

Kindest Kind, ch. g. (Padgett)
Swago. b. g. i Thomas

)

Evlyn Byrd, b. m (Dwyer)
Larabie Rose. b. m (Benyon)
Dupuytrin, br. h (Jolly)

Time—2:11%. 2:10, 2:09%.

Mr. W. H. Lumsden's filly Bonalet by Bonnie Din
won the pacing division of the Kentucky Futurity on
Thursday in straight heats, taking a record of 2:09%
in Ihe first heat. Miss Adbell was second. It seems
that two daughters of Adbell were entered in the
Kentucky Futurity for this year and both by the same
name. One proved the winner of the trotting di-
vision, and the other won second money in the pacing
division. The pacing filly is out of Luzelle 2:1514 by.

Patron. The five-year-old bay mare Ethel's Pride,
the crack daughter of Directum and Ethelyn, won the
classic Transylvania race in straight heats, reducing
her prvious mark in the second heat by three-fourths
of a second. The race was a very lucky one for

Ethel's Pride.
f
as she just managed to beat Ed Geer's

gelding Turley in the first two heats, while Mainland
came with a rush down the stretch in the third heat
and almost nosed out the mare for first position. John
Caldwell won fourth money in this race.

The 2: IS class trot had so many entries that it had
to be divided. In the first division the mare Miss
Kinney by McKinney won two heats, reducing her
record to 2:10%, and A. Penn won two, when the fin-

ish yvent over until Friday. The second division was
finished in straight heats, Mainsheet, a son of Director
General, proving the winner in the fast time of 2:08%,
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2.09V» and 2:10%. Lady Mowry was fifth in the sum-

nary of this event, in which there were ten start-

rs.

Dan Patch paced a great mile in an effort to beat

his record. He just equalled his previous mark of

1:56, the quarters being- 0:29%, 0:58%, 1:27%. 1:56.

the Lxington track is not considered as fast as

the track at Memphis, where he made his record last

year, horsemen think he is a faster horse this season

than ever before in his life. The summaries of the

race follow

:

Pacing, futurity, for three-year-olds, purse $2000.

Bonalet. br. f. by Bonnie Direct (Benyon) 111
Miss Adbell. b. f. (Kenney) 2 2 2

Josie M., b. f (Jones) i -i d

Countess at Law, b. f (Voorhees) d

Time—2:09%, 2:10Vi, 2:10%.

Transylvania, 2:12 trot, purse $5000.

Sthel's Pride, b. m. by Directum. .. (Andrews) 1 1 1

Turley. br. g . . . (Geers) 2 2 4

Mainland, b. h (A. Thomas! b 5 -

John Caldwell, b. g. (Thompson) 3 J S

Cid Shay. b. g (Rosmire) 8 8 3

Deleres.'b. m (Murphy) 5 4 5

Morn. ch. h (Bnnkerhoff ) 4 b b

Belle C. br. m (Higbee)
. , .

Pat Ford, ch. g. (Kenyon )
d

Time

—

2:08%, 2:06%, 2:07%.

Trotting. 2:1S class, purse $1000.

Mainsheet. blk. h. by Director-General
(Thomas) 1 1 1

Czarina, 'b.' rn (MeCargo) 2 5 2

Pat T b z (Patterson) 3 2 4

Joe N.T bik V ' (McDonald) 4 3 3

Lady Mowry, b. m (Cecil 5 4 -7

Roscoe. g. g (Murphy. b 9 a

Venago ch. g (Benyon) i 8 I

Ashland Dorf. b. h. .- V^ 8.10"1
! I - I

The President, b. h (Catuns) S 7 8

John Turney, b. g (J- Turney) 10 d

Time—2:08%. 2.09%. 2:10%.
o

PERALTA REACHED NEW ZEALAND SAFELY.

Our readers will remember an Item printed in this

paper early in August this year, stating that Mr. E.

Topham of Milpitas, Santa Clara county, had sold

to Mr. H. J, Tasker of Christchurch, New Zealand,

through an advertisement in the "Breeder and Sports-

man," the bay stallion Peralta, sired by Nutwood

Wilkes 2:16%. dam Rose McKinney, dam of Almaden

(2) 2:22%, by McKinney 2:11%. The stallion was

shipped to New Zealand on August 10th on the steam-

ship Sonoma of the Oceanic line, and reached his

destination safely as the following letter will show.
Christchurch. September 11. 1905.

F. W. Kelley, Esq.. Proprietor of the Breeder and

Sportsman

:

The stallion Peralta which you purchased for me
has arrived in New Zealand without a blemish on him
and in splendid condition.

Have seen a lot of horses landed off of boats one

time and another, but have never seen one in such

good shape and heart as was Peralta. There wasn't

a ruffle on him. Am sure you will be pleased to

hear this after the trouble you must have taken

to deliver the horse so satisfactory. There is a lot of

credit due to Mr. J. K. Koughan, the chief officer on

the S. S Sonoma, as several of the passengers told

'me that he. Mr. Koughan, -paid every attention pos-

sible to the horse. He was packed and padded beau-

tifully and I don't think he could have possibly come
to any harm in any weather. Of Peralta himself am
more than pleased. Is just the sort of horse to suit

the mares over here and am in hope of him trotting

fast some of these days. It must seem poor pay

to you, sir, but I tender you my most sincere thanks

for the many kindnesses, promptness, and attention

you have given me in securing Peralta. Am quite

sure you have done the business more satisfactory

to myself than I could have, had I been in California.

Tours most truly,

H. J. TASKER.
Empire Hotel, Christchurch, New Zealand.

o

OFFERS SEVERAL GOOD ONES.

NEWS rND NOTES.

Miss Patchen 2: 09% is the fastest two-year-old
pacing filly of the season.

An effort will be made to place Todd 2:13%, the
half brother of Sadie Mac 2:06%, in the 2:10 list at
Lexington.

Bon Voyage 2:12% by Expedition, is now the fast-
est three-year-old trotting colt of the year.

Chas. A. Durfee, formerly owner of the stallion

McKinney, has a number of high class and highly

bred horses that he wants to sell. Mr. Durfee's

residence is in Oakland and the horses are at the San

Jose track, and getting pretty expensive, for a man
who does not own pasture land but has to rent box

stalls, to keep. There are four black mares by Mc-
Kinney, a weanling filly by Lecco 2:09%, and a year-

ling by Iran Alto 2:12%, both out of Rose McKinney,
the dam of Almaden 2:22% as a two-year-old, win-

ner of the Breeders' Futurity and Iccident Stakes.

One of the McKinney mares is out of Stemwinder, the

dam of Directum 2:05%. another is out of Babe by-

Ferdinand, son of Strathmore, and another is out of

Fontanita by Antevolo, second dam Fontana. dam of

Silas Skinner 2:17. The mare. Rose McKinney, is

out of Queen Bee by Forest Clay, grandam by Al-

mont Lightning, sire of Zombro's dam. This mare
Durfee says is the finest lady's driving mare in the

country, being afraid of nothing on earth, and will

eat her oats off a steam engine or an automobile if

necessary, and will stand on the street untied long

enough for a lady to enter a millinery store and
select a new hat. That's quite a while, but Mr. Dur-

fee says the mare will do it. He also has a three-

year-old McKinney stallion for sale—'the best bred

one living." and a McKinney gelding with a record of

2:17%. Mr. Durfee wants to sell and the prices he

asks are reasonable.

Mrs. Emma Murray, owner of the stallion Diablo
2:09%, died in this city last week from heart dis-
ease.

C. K. G. Billings sailed with his family September
20th for Europe. He expects to return to this coun-
try in November for a. short stay and will then return
to the other side where he will remain for a year or
more, traveling throughout foreign lands.

The management of the Belmont Driving Club.
Philadelphia, is endeavoring to arrange a match race
between Frank Yoakum. The Friend and Owyho. A
reasonable purse will be offered, with an extra purse
for each heat below 2.OS. Three heats are suggested
and the week of October 23 as the time.

Mr. Frank Overacker of Centreville, Cal., has pur-

chased a nomination in Pacific Breeders' Futurity for

his filly foal of 1905 by Arner 2:17%, own brother to

Don Derby 2.04%. Diablo 2:09% and Demonio
2:11%. dam Fannie Vasto by Vasto. Mr. Overacker's

filly is large and finely developed and a natural pacer
of great promise. Mr. Overacker purchased the nom-
ination from C. A. Durfee. whose mare Lasman,
originally nominated in the stake, failed to foal.

The Colorado Springs trotter Woody R. fell dead
from the rupture' of a blood vessel while finishing in
the lead in the 2:19 class at Cincinnati. The horse
was owned by E. G. Davis and was valued at $5,000.

If you own a thoroughbred don't fail to read the
big stake advertisement of the New California Jockey
Club in this issue.

Wentworth now holds the trotting, record of the
season for the Grand Circuit and is tied with Tiverton
as the fastest race gelding, having stepped the second
heat of his winning race at Columbus in 2:04%. Dr.
Strong was right at his side at the finish.

Meridian 2:12 1-4,

There have been an even half-dozen miles trotted

and paced over the Readville track as follows: Star

Pointer, 1:59% and 1:59%: Dan Patch, 1:59%; Audu-
bon Boy, 1:59%: Prince Alert, 1:59%; and Lou Dillon,

2:00. There have been several others within a frac-

tion of "even time." So Readville has a right to the

title of "the two-minute track."

An advertiser in this week's issue announces that
he has a McKinney-Sidney filly for sale. She -will

be four years old next spring, is a dark bay, and
broken to drive. Read the advertisement for further
particulars.

After Susie N. beat Bon Voyage at Columbus, W.
A. Clark. Jr., owner of the colt. offered Tommy Mur-
phy $17,500 for the daughter of Moko, but the offer

was respectfully declined.

Dr. J. W. Day of Rochester has a four-year-old

colt by Bingen 2:06%. that he recently worked a mile

over the Syracuse track in 2:12%, last half in 1:04,

last quarter in 31% seconds.

Sweet Marie reduced her record to 2:04% in a
race against time at Readville last Wednesday. The
quarters were 0:31%, 1:02. 1:32%, 2:04%. McDonald
believes he will yet drive her a mile in two minutes.

Five horses by The Director General, son of Director
2:17, are reported to have beaten 2:12 this season.
Sadie Fogg, 3, is credited with trotting a mile at
Lexington recently in 2:10%. William P., 4, a pacer,
trotted in 2:09% also at Lexington, General Starr, a
green trotter, owned in New England, stepped in 2:11
and The Seargent trotted a mile at Terre Haute in
2:14. The Director General is owned by that popular
reinsman, George Starr.

Canada has not yet bred a 2:00 horse, but is getting
near the line. Gallagher 2:03% is the fastest pacing
gelding. Maud Keswick 2:04% the fastest pacing
mare, Wentworth 2:04% her fastest trotter.

The Ward totalisator was used at the Hollister
meeting last week. The association received more
money for its share of the percentage than it ever
received before, and the public were well pleased with
the system.

When a horse becomes old its teeth become long

and sharp on the edges until many times it is almost

impossible to eat food. When an aged horse thus

refuses or fails to eat well and gaunts up easily when
at work, the chances are that the teeth need atten-

tion. It seems strange, but this is the last thing that

some folks think about when a horse is out of con-

dition. The grinders are located well back in the

mouth where they are not easily examined. Have the

teeth examined and dressed by a veterinary.

Some of the dairy farmers in Vermont find it profit-

able to raise a good colt or two every year. S. D.

Caldwell. Enosburg Falls. Vt, is one of them In a

recent letter he states that he sold a two-year-old

May last, for $300. was offered $350 two weeks ago

for a six-year-old and has a 14-3 hand yearling that

is worth $200. All three of the above were got by
Young Wildidle (2:22%). a California bred horse,

whose sire was Electioneer and whose dam, Beatrice,

was by the thoroughbred Wildidle. second dam by

Mohawk Chief and third dam by John Nelson, son of

imported Trustee.

Norman B. by Phallas won the fastest four heat
race ever trotted when he won the 2:06 class trot at
Lexington last Wednesday. The race was best two
heats in three. Dr. Strong won the first heat in
2:05%. Snyder McGregor took the second in 2:05%.
and Norman B. the next two in 2:06% and 2:07%.

J. W. Lipson, of Hanford, has purchased a Flower
City cart from the San Francisco "Wheel and Novelty
Company, Sixteenth and Valencia streets, this city.

All the Rancho del Paso thoroughbreds, comprising
thirty stallions and five hundred brood mares, are to
be sold at auction in New York in December. The
preliminary announcement appears in our advertising
columns.

A coal black gelding by Knight, sound and gentle
and with speed, is offered for sale by a San Jose
advertiser in this issue.

One of the surprises of the year is the black trotting
gelding. 'Wentworth, which defeated George G. 2:05%
at Columbus last week, and took a record of 2:04%,
the fastest mile by a trotter this year. Wentworth
went through the Grand Circuit several seasons ago,
and was looked upon as an outclassed trotter, but
he appears to have taken a new lease of life.

Mendovena, a six-year-old daughter of Mendocino
2:19% out of Avena 2:19% by Palo Alto 2.08%, trot-
ted a good race at Pekin, Illinois. September 27th.
where she won second money and was a good second
in 2:15%.

Mr. A. Edstrom of Merced advertises an 18-months-
old road pacing stallion of the famous Hal family for
sale. This is the blood that produces extreme race
winning speed at the pacing gait. Look over the ad-
vertisement. This may be just the colt you are look-
ing for.

Here is a new variety of horse feed. The Hollister
Advance says that Blessing Brothers of that city
purchased fifty tons of bird seed straw in the San
Juan valley to be used as bedding for their horses,
and find that the horses all eat it with avidity and
thrive upon the diet.

Adrian Wilkes, son of George Wilkes, is another sire

to be represented by two new 2:40 per formers this

season, his two being Lillian, pacer, 2:0S%, and Miss
Adrian, trotter, 2:09%.

Charlie Niles, one of the most familiar figures on
the Western trotting turf, drove his last race at
Libertyville last week and has bid good-by to the
sulky for good. For a quarter of a century Niles
has been identified with the development of the har-
ness horse in the West and probably has given three
or four score records in standard time. He became
conspicuous first when he brought ou the pacer Roy
Wilkes 2:06%, and he was in his stable when he
was sold for $10,000. At Paris, 111., on September S.

he was thrown from a sulky and received painful
injuries. In fact, it was miraculous that he was not
killed, as several horses stepped right over him; and
this fact has something to do with his retirement.

The remarkable success which has attended the

county fair meetings all over the United States this

season is but one more proof of the growing popu-
larity of the light harness horse.

THE HORSE.

Here is a Bombay native student's essay on the
horse, says the Liverpool Post:
The horse is a very noble quadruped, but when he

is angry he will not do so He is ridden on the spina]

cord by the bridle and sadly the driver places his foots

on the stirrup and divides his lower limbs across the
saddle and drive his animal to the meadow. He has
a long mouth and his head is attached to the trunk
by a long protuberance called the neck. He has four
legs ,two are in the front side and two are afterward.
These are the weapons on which he runs: he also

defends himself by extending those in the rear in a
parallel direction toward his foe. but this he does only
when in a vexatious mood. His fooding is generally
grasses and grains. He is useful to take on his back
a man or woman as well as some cargo. He has power
to run as fast as he could.

He has got no sleep at night time ami always stand-

ing awaken. Also there are horses of short sizes.

They do the same as the others are generally doing.

There is no animal like the horse; no sooner they see

their guardian or master they always crying for

fooding. but it is always at the morning time. They
have got tall, but not so long as the cow and other

surh lik'- similar animals.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

ComiBg Events. A SIERRA HUNTING FIELD RUINED.

Rod.

April I-Sept. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season tor taking steal-

head in tidewater.

April 1-Sept. 15—Closed season tor lobsters and crawfish.

April 1-Nov. 1—Tnut season open.

June 1-Jan. 1—Open season for black bass.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16-Close ieason in tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for oatchlng salmon.

Sept. 16—Saturday Ply-Casting Contest. Re-entry. Stow lake,

2:30 p. m.

Sept. 17—Sunday Fly CastlDg Contest. Re-entry. Stow lake,

10 a. m.
Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. I—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

«.*ater.

Gun.

Feb. 15-Sept. 1—Closed season for mountain quail, grouse and
lage ben.

Feb. 15-Oct. 15—Closed season for quail, ducks, etc

April 1-Oct. 15—Closed season for English snipe.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Aug i-Oct. 15—Deer season open.

Oct. 8—Vallejo Gun Club. Blue rocks. Flosden Station.

Bench Shows.

Oot. 3,6—Texas Kennel Club. Dallas, Tex. W. H. Ordway,
Secretary.

Oct. 3, 6—Danbury Agricultural Society, Danbury, Conn. G.
M. Rundle, Secretary. Jas. Mortimer, Superintendent.

Oct 11, 14—Spokane Kennel Club. Spokane, Wash. A. B.

Jackson, Secretary.

Oot. 17. 20—Frederick Agricultural Sooiety. Frederick, Md
J. Roger McSherry, Secretary.

Nov. 15, 18—Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 28-Djo. 1—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Philt*
Jelphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

1906.

Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.
McKlm, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb. 28-Maroh 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.

Steadman, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Oct. 12—Paoiflo Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. Chas. L. Lundy, Seoretary, Seattle, Wash-
Oot. 23—Ohio Field Trial Association. Washington Court House,

O. C. T. Phillips, Secretary, Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January 1, 1904, whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, 111., entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co., Chicago.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapin, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville. 111.

S H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. Dayton, O.

Nov. 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R, Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young, Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven. Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Seoretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas. B. Cooke, Seoretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec. Pointer Club of Amerioa (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club. Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield. Conn.

1906.
Jan. 8-Qeorgla Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga

P. M. Esslg, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bak«rsfleld, Cal. Albert Betz. Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

THE LONE FISHERMAN.

(By W. F. Hillegass.)

I only wish, and wish, and wish.
Thai I could flsh, and flsh, and flsh,

n Ant ill.- livelong day,
ng down a box or bunch of hay,

lazy glide.

B tor l he bass that hide.

pathetic, on that free soil

Anglers must toll, and i"ii and toil

nd casl and moan,
Ne'ei h i flsh and , groan.

bald, before his wish
[and tin- fei tlve flsh.

Ah! life might be a pleasant dream.
M beside thi tn mm.

wiiii in l at early dawn,
No comrade, save Mr. De Mi
(The lal ti i fllli d I h lemonade),
Sure producer of the drowsy shade
What higher bliss could mortal

I il like this, and flsh,

I »h! to flsh like Bliss Is blls.-iul

I Of wishing.

The region about Webber lake was once a splendid

hunting country for mountain quail and grouse. In

the "flats" of that section the birds found an ideal

breeding place. Now all is changed, the country
where once bevies of the beautiful plumed quail and
the pine grouse reigned supreme is a scene of nau-
seating desolation.

Early this season the anglers and other visitors at

Webber lake noticed the presence of many quail and
grouse, the birds had a most favorable year and large

broods of "chicks" were anticipated. The season had
been an early one and it was sanguinely believed that

the birds, old and young, would have a chance to

thrive and get away to the higher breeding grounds
before the bands of sheep, which are annually sent

up in the Sierra valleys to feed, came on the country
like a devastating scourge.

The birds bred plentifully, but before they were
ready to get away the sheep were upon them. Nests
and eggs were destroyed and numberless young chicks
were trampled to death. The sheep came into the
country and spread over every bit of territory where
a blade of vegetation was to be found. What they
did not devour they destroyed, for the animal's were
so numerous that not a square foot of country es-

caped a harrowing from countless sheep trotters.

Even the willows were denuded of every leaf as high
up as the nibbling sheep could reach. Furthermore,
the presence of thousands of sheep in the flats was
the cause of a perceptible unsanitary condition of the
dusty ground.
The same conditions will apply to the Sierra val-

ley, also a splendid quail and grouse country here-
tofore. Sportsmen who have enjoyed a yearly hunt-
ing trip to these sections claim that the birds are on
the road to a certain extermination. Where once
were many bevies of SO to 100 mountain quail, now it

is hard to find a bevy of 15, and these are all old
birds. As with the quail so it is w7 ith the grouse.
And worse news, the same conditions prevail in many
sections of Nevada.
To offset this lamentable state of affairs several

local sportsmen propose to lease five or six sections
(640 acres each), in the vicinity of Webber lake, which
are owned by the railroad. Friendly influences are to

be induced to augment this area by securing leases

also of surrounding tracts. The territory leased will

produce as much revenue to the owners as the sheep
graziers pay. The lessees propose to sub-let to cat-
tlemen. The cattle herders will practically become
patrolmen of the leased lands and will keep off the
sheep men. In this manner a reserve breeding sec-
tion for quail and grouse will be secured. However
laudable the project is, it will be the saving of only
a fly-speck of territory, comparatively, against the
annual mutton raiders.

WASHINGTON GAME AND FISH LAWS.

Anglers who have tried P iper Mill recently
few 8 and LO In h flsh in the

Tocaloma and Point Reyes.
Duck shooting in the marshes near Point Reyes

promises well for the 16th.

In answer to a recent communication asking in-

formation relative to certain features of the Wash-
ington game laws, the following summary is pre-
sented.
The open season began in Washington on Septem-

ber 1st. A comparison of the northern statutes with
the California laws is interesting. Among other
things it w7 ill be noticed that the license system is

in vogue and that many useful birds are protected.
Following is a brief summary of the game laws

of the state of Washington:
"Elk—Closed to October 1, 1915.

"Moose, antelope, mountain sheep or mountain goat
species—September 15 to November 1.

"Caribou—September 15 to December 15.

"Hunter is limited during the open season to kill

one male of the moose, antelope or caribou species,

and two males of the mountain sheep or mountain
goat species. Females of the above named must not
be killed at any time.
"Deer—September 15 to December 15, unlawful to

kill any spotted fawn. Hunter is limited during the
open season to kill four deer. Deer may be hunted
in Sound counties with dogs during the month of
October. It is unlawful to kill for the hide or horns,
fire hunt, trap or ensnare any of the above named
animals. Unlawful to hunt deer with dogs on any
island.

"Grouse, etc.—In all counties west of the western
boundary of the counties of Okanogan, Chelan,
Yakima, Kittitas and Klickitat, grouse, partridge,

prairie chicken, sage hen. native pheasant or ptarma-
gln, September 1 to January 1. Hunter is limited in

open season to kill ten of the above named birds in

any one day. In other counties east of the western
boundary of the aforesaid counties. August 15 to

November 15. Hunter is limited during the open sea-
son to kill in any one day ten of the above named
birds. In Kittitas county, prairie chicken Septemberd
10 to October 1, and hunter is limited during the open
season to kill five in any one day.
"Quail—October 1 to January 1. Hunter is limited

during the open season to kill fifteen quail in any one
dny. Quail are protected in all counties east of the

Cascade range until September 15, 1908.

"Mongolian quail—Mongolian quail in counties of

Oki gan, Chelan, Yakima, Klickitat and Kittitas,

an- protected until October 15, 1906. In counties east

ni the western boundary of the aforseaid counties

the above named birds are protected until September

15, 190S.

"MongoKan j.hensants—Lawful to kill male birds
of the Oriental, Golden, Silver. Ring-Necked. Copper-
Bronze, Chinese or Mongolian pheasants between the
15th day of October and the 31st day of December
in any one year.

'Water fowl—All kinds of ducks, swan, sandhill
crane and snipe, September 1 to March 1; geese and
brant, September 1 to May 1. Hunter is limited dur-
ing the open season to kill twenty-five ducks, geese,
brant or snipe in any one day, and may sell, during
the month of November only, twenty-five ducks,
geese, brant or snipe. Unlawful to fire at any of the
above named birds from any gasoline launch, naphtha
launch, steam launch, or other boat propelled other-
wise than by hand.

"Unlawful for any person to use any sink box,
sneak boat, swivel gun or other gun than one fired
from the shoulder. Unlawful to kill any water fowl
at any time between one hour after sunset and one-
half hour before sunrise. Lawful to build any struc-
ture on land for the purpose of shooting therefrom
any water fowl. Unlawful to fire off any gun, build
any fire, flash any light, or burn any powder or other
inflammable substance upon the shores of any feed-
ing grounds frequented by water fowl. Unlawful to
disturb or remove from the nest the eggs of any
game bird.

"Mercer island in Lake Washington is a game pre-
serve. Cnlawful to kill any game animals or birds,
at any time, on this island. Penalty for the violation
thereof, §50 fine.

"Song birds protected—Unlawful to kill, trap, or
ensnare, or take the eggs of any song bird. UnlawTul
to purchase, offer or expose for sale, transport, or

1

ship within or without the state, any wild bird other
than a game bird, except as hereinafter permitted.
No part of the skin, plumage, or body of any wild
bird, other than a game bird, shall be sold or had in
possession for sale.

"Certificate may be granted by the state game war-
den to any properly accredited person ot the age of
15 years or upward to collect birds or their eggs for
strictly scientific purposes.
"Unlawful for any company, firm or corporation,

hotel keeper, restaurant, market or cold storage plant
to offer for sale, or keep or have in their possession
at any time of the year, any of the game animals or
birds, except the number of ducks, geese, brant and

" snipe permitted to be taken and sold during the
month of 'November, w-hich is twenty-five.

"Unlawful for any steamboat company, railroad
company, express company or other common carrier,
their officers, agents or servants, and every other per-
son, to transfer, carry, or take out of this state, any
of the game birds or animals protected by the laws
of the State of Washington. Provided, that the above
named companies or persons may receive and transfer
from one point to another within this State, when
said game birds or animals are accompanied by affi-

davit of the shipped that the. same are not shipped
for sale or profit. Provided that upon the granting
of a similar privilege by the States of Oregon or
Idaho to the residents of .the State of Washington any
resident of the State of Oregon or Idaho may per-
sonally take with him any game to the limit of one
day's hunt killed by himself in the State of "Wash-
ington."

The following information, issued by the county
auditor of Pierce county, will also be found of in-
terest:

It is always unlawful to buy, sell, oeffr for sale,
barter or trade at any time, game animals or birds,
except ducks, geese and brant in November.
To hunt without a license
To transport game or fish for market, except ducks,

geese, brant and snipe in November, and then not
over twenty-five can be sold in one season by one
individual.

To use any boat other than one propelled by hand,
excepting a sneak boat, in water-fowl shooting.
To use any gun other than the one fired from the

shoulder. •
To fire a gun. or use a flashlight on water-fowl feed-

ing grounds one hour after sunset to one-half hour
before sunrise.

To remove or disturb nests or eggs of any birds.
To in any way interfere with song-birds or have

skins or plumage of same.
To have game in cold storage out of season.
To receive game or birds for shipment except

open season. Then affidavit must be made that the;

are not shipped for sale or profit.

To kill females of any game animal, except deei

in open season.
To run deer with dogs, except west of the Cas-

cades in October on the main land only.

To fire, hunt, trap or ensnare, or hunt for hide or
horns of any protected animal or birds.

To catch or kill game by any other means than
hook and line.

To shoot on Mercer island in Lake Washington.
To take fish in any manner within 300 feet of any

jflshway.

To pollute any stream frequented by game fish.

To shoot on enclosed land without permission.
To dump sawdust or mill refuse in any waters of

the State.
To kill geese, brant and other water-fowl on Colum-

bia and Snaka rivers in Klickitat, Walla Walla,
Franklin, Yakima, Kittitas. Douglas, Columbia, Gar-
field and Whitman counties.

To hunt deer on any island in the State.

It will be seen from the foregoing that the variety

of upland birds is a satisfactory one for the most
enthusiastic sportsmen. We note a prohibition against

the curing of game fish, so called, and the prohibition

of the use of nets.

Grouse, prairie chickens, sage hens, partridges,

pheasants, or ptarmigan are the birds which the law
allows hunters to shoot after the first of September,
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all water fowl, such as ducks, geese, sandhill

eerie, swan, snipe and brant are also in open season.

here are many splendid spots for hunting near

T'-oma in Pierce county. Those well informed state

tit there is no particular section that can be desig-

ned as especially favorable. One year a certain

aia may have been teeming with game, while the

nJ;t season it is deserted. Pierce county is noted for

it fine game birds and many parts of the country

ai
usually well stocked with game.

'or some time the law has prohibited the killing

o pheasants, but this year male birds may be shot

tyween October 15 and December 31.

"hose who have been in that country recently state

tit grouse are not very abundant, but again, other

rl'orts show that there are not a few of the birds

ffll they will probably be also shot in large numbers.

""he fees for hunters' licenses are: County residents,

$ non-residents, $5; non-resident, aliens, $50; state

r idents, $5; non-residents, $10; none-resident aliens,

Sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, constables, city marshals

to| police officers and forest rangers are ex-officio

fane wardens and may arrest without warrant any

fc-son violating any of the game laws of the State.

Unless otherwise provided for, a penalty of not less

tin $10 nor more than $500, with costs or imprison

-

r-nt for violation of the game laws of the State is

pvided for. Possession of any game birds, fish or

aimals out of season is prima facie evidences of

vlation of the laws.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

/New Game Bag.
)ne of the cleverest devices for carrying a string

c ducks or other game, camp duffle or any of the

ual dunnage hunter's find it necessary to carry to

ed from camp, ark or shack is the recent invention

c Wm. Bay, a well known member of the Field and

';le Club and a popular sportsman as well. This

iitrivance is a double ender to be slung on the

gaulder. The ends are bellied, the middle forming

compact strap with an opening slit. The birds can

) laid in the bag without taking them from the

rap, thus keeping them in good shape and condi-

gn. The bag opening is arranged with clasps so that

jything can be put in or taken out easily. In-

jle pockets and ventilating holes are provided. All

i all the bag is away ahead of anything else in its

1 e and is the most perfecting outing bag before the

•jblic to-day. It must have met with the approval

i experienced sportsmen judging from the rush of

ilers received by Clabrough, Golcher & Co., 53S

:irket street, who are the agents for the "Perfection

uting Bag."

Ill River Fishing.

Recent reports from Eel River, Weymouths and

artuna, are to the effect that the fishing is excel-

:it. Plenty of fish, none under a half pound, and

•ge steelheads are being taken. John Butler and J.

mgall one day last week landed 70 nice trout. But-
.- in addition hooked and landed a 16-pound steel-

ad.

>r the Fall Season.
A variety of special innovations for sportsmen, as

ill as staple goods, are now on sale at Shreve Barber

Co.'s, 739*l3arket and 521 Kearny streets. A specialty

this firm is sportsmen's clothing of every kind. A
te of light English cloths for hunting and fishing

its must be seen to be appreciated. The stock of

ced hunting boots and gaiters carried is high class

every particular. Everything in the line of sports-

en's equipments—up to date in every respect—can
• found at either store.

ew Decoys.
In stormy weather low setting decoys do not show
> well. Some sportsmen, to overcome this, so fix

eir decoys, particularly the wooden canvasbacks,
at they will loom up larger. This is a decided ad-
aitage in luring the birds from a distance.

To meet a long felt want there is now on the mar-
rt a large sized decoy—the Mammoth—for both
an" and "sprig" shooting. These new stools have
et the approval of every sportsman who has seen

em. Clabrough, Golcher & Co. have them. Get
>ur orders in early for the stock on hand is going
st. They have also a fine line of bluebill, teal and
her decoys; guns, shell boxes; in fact everything a

'ortsman wants for marsh or upland shooting.

ild Rice in California.
We are informed by Mr. Chas. H. Shaw that wild
ce was planted several years ago in the preserves
the Colusa Gun Club, which are located on lands

longing to the Crocker Estate. The experiment was
success, the seed took root and grew. At the present
me the wild rice is to be found growing on hundreds
acres of fresh water marsh land in Colusa county.

urlingham Gun Club.
Anent the abolition of pigeon-shooting at Hurling-
im, London Truth says : It was suggested that
lere were other questions in connection with the
anagement of the club which required considera-

,

3n. At an outcome of the controversy that arose,
committee comprising several of the leading mem-

,

!rs has been appointed to inquire Into the club's

i lances. In some quarters there was an attempt

—

)t altogether justified by the facts of the case—to
iow that the pigeon-shooting involved an unduly
iavy expenditure. It is now believed, however, that
Is rather in the matter of certain official salaries

id official sinecures that extravagances have pre-
liled, and that in these and other directions a con-
derable saving can be effected without any impair-
ent of the attractions of the club.

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIELD TRIALS.

The third annual trials of the British Columbia
Field Trials Club were started at Ladnor, near Van-
couver, B. C , on September 21st and closed on the
25th. Major J. M. Taylor judged.
The Derby had 19 entries, and the winners were.

J. W. C. Rodfield first, Tony Spot second. Uncle
Dudley and Aunt Marie equal third.

The All Age stake was concluded on Saturday after-
noon, the winners being as follows:

First—"Policy Girl," black, white and tan English
Setter bitch, owned by J. W. Considine of Seattle;

J. E. Lucas, handler.
Second—"Kilgarif." black, white and tan English

Setter dog, owned by J. E. Terry of Sacramento; W.
B. Coutts, handler.
Equal third—"Diamond Spot." black and while

Pointer bitch; S. Hansen, owner and handler "Ab-
bott's Jock," liver and white Pointer dog, owned by
H. H. Abbott; S. Hansen, handler.
The stake had 22 starters, of which ten were taken

into the second series. Among the dogs running
there were no fewer than 16 previous winners in

Washington, British Columbia, California and Eastern
trials, including Ch. Peach Blossom, winner of the

Illinois championship in 1903. This fact and the fact

that Mr. W. B. Coutts, the California handler, stated
before the trials that the dog winning third place

in such company would be worth at least $3,000.

shows the status of the British Columbia Club this

year.

The Membership Stake was also run off on Satur-
day, resulting as follows:

First—"Point," owned and handled by D G. Mac-"
donell.

Second—"Roy's Lady," owned and handled by Miss
W. E. Davie.
Third—"Lady Roberts," owned and handled by J.

D G. Abbott.
The winners of first and second received handsome

cups presented by Mr- C. W. Minor of Victoria and
Mr. H Abbott of Vancouver.
The Championship Stake was the concluding event

of the trials and was run off Monday. Owing to some
dissatisfaction among the owners of dogs over Major
Taylor's awards, only two dogs entered this event,

ten other entries being withdrawn. Mr. H. H. Ab-
bott's "Jock" was first and Mr. D. G. Macdonell's
"Point" second.
"Munzie" Lucas got there at last and landed a

good dog for first in the All Age.
Miss Winnifred Davie of Victoria is a thorough

sportswoman; she has had entries in both the B. C
and Pacific Northwest trials and has run a winning
dog previously. May good luck keep pace with her
judgment and enthusiasm.

Challenge cup in 1900 and 1901 for the best Fox Ter-
rier at the "Westminster Kennel Club show. _ Hards
I'p was a son of the famous Go Bang out of Belle
Duyal, the latter being sister to three celebrated
champions in England—Belmont Vivid, Belmont Ves-
per and Rowton Rebecca. He was whelped in Sep-
tember, 1S9S, and has left progeny that will be of
future benefit to the breed.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

They Were California Bred.

A communication received from one of the exhib-
itors at the recent San Mateo show questions an
award made for the best kennel of California Collies,

and is as follows:

"I showed three Collies for Mi'. Arthur Letts of

Los Angeles at San Mateo. There was a special of-

fered by Mr. Jas. Moreland for best kennel of three

California bred Collies.

"I am informed that a protest against Letts' Col-
lies was made, claiming that the dogs are not Cali-
fornia bred.

"The facts are these: Letts bought Old Hall Syl-
via in England and had her bred to Wishaw Leader
in England. The bitch arrived safely in California

and after getting here gave whelp to the;e three

dogs. Are they California bred or not?
' The rule of the A. K. C. does not cover their case

as it only specifies that a bitch owned in America
and sent to Europe to be bred and which is returned
and whelps here shall have her progeny called Ameri-
can bred. It seems to me that as both bitches were

' served in England and both arrive in this country
and whelp here, that if the one litter is American bred
the other must surely be so called.

"It seems unlikely that this question has iiol been
thoroughly thrashed out in the councils of the A. K.

C. many a time and I am in hopes that you might
recall a case which would serve as a precedent.

"You will notice that the rule regarding American
bred dogs refers only to bitches sent from lure abroad
and has not been changed dining the recent altera-

tions of rules. Will you let me hear what you think

about it."

We can not recall any case that might serve as a
precedent. It seems to us that the rule, inferentially,

covers this particular case. The bitch was owned by
an American fancier. The fact that the bitch had not

been in the LTnited States before being bred, Cor her

American owner, in England, is within the spirit of

the law, if not the letter. Barring the sending of the

bitch to England by Mr. Letts, the case is in com-
pliance with the intention of the rule. The domieil

of the. bitch was in California, the home and resi-

dence of the owner.
Under the circumstances, it strikes us forcibly thai

the protest should not stand.

A Good One Gone.
The famous wire-hair champion Hands Up died in

New York, September 29th, from an acute attack of

jaundice. Hands Up so far is the only American-bred
Fox Terrier to successfully compete against the
cracks in England. In spite of the handicap imposed
by the quarantine regulations, he made the trip to

England in 1900 and on his appearance at the Crystal
Palace won third in the open class with four cham-
pions and six other winners behind him, second In the

limit class and first in the novice class. He also
won first in the open clas at Liverpool. He then re-
turned to this country. On this side he won the

National Beagle Club of America.
Mr. Thomas Shallcross of Providence, R. I and

Mr. Thomas D. Griffith of Redmand, Md„ have ac-
cepted the invitation of the National Beagle Club
of America to judge at its Sixteenth Annual Field
Trials, to be held at Stevenson, Baltimore county, Mr].,
during the week commencing October 30th. 1905. Ste-
venson is in Baltimore county. Maryland, about twelve
miles from the City of Baltimore, and is reached from
the Union station, Baltimore, on the Green Spring
branch of the Northern Central railroad, Baltimore
division of the Pennsylvania railroad.
The headquarters of the club during the trials will

be at Avalon inn. Stevenson. Baltimore county, Md.

The Dog Book.
To the lover of the Pointer, part IV of Mr. James

Watson's work appeals strongly. Chapter XVIII is
devoted to this breed in a most interesting manner
Among the illustrations is a particularly good por-
trait of Ch. Oregon's Jessie II. a stylish bitch well
known to the Coast fanciers. Field Spaniels, Cock-
ers. Norfolk Spaniels, Welsh Spaniels or Springers,
and the Irish Water Spaniel are treated in no less an
entertaining spirit than the Pointer. The illustrations
are high class. The part maintains the high standard
that was inferred by the excellence of the first parts.
The work is one that appeals to the student and is a
necessary textbook for the fancier.

AT THE TRAPS.

At the final shoot of the Millwood Gun Club Sep-
tember 24th. the winners of club prizes for the season
were: Club championship cup. Captain W. H. Price;
special trophy race, gold cuff buttons. W. Johnson!
diamond pin race, Clarence Ashlin; club champion-
ship medal, R. Haas; special condition race, 500 Selby
factory loaded shells, R. Van Norden; special race,
100 Selby factory loaded shells, G. Collins, Jr.

The Los Angeles Gun Club's nineteenth semi-an-
nual blue rock tournament is 'billed for to-day and
to-morrow. Twelve races are on the card for each
day, all of which are 15 target events save the two-
man team championship, 25 targets per man; Tufts-
Lyon's medal contest at 50 targets; the Five-man
team championship, 25 targets per man, and the In-
dividual championship, 50 targets.

All events are open to all amateurs except the medal
and trophy races, for which only residents of South-
ern California are eligible. All events, but medal and
trophy races, count for high average. Moneys will
be divided on the "Chick" system. Trade repre-
sentatives to shoot for targets only. The added
money purse is $100, prizes and medals are valued at
$200.

Sam R. Smith is president and Chas. Van Valken-
berg secretary of the club. A large attenadnce is an-
ticipated.

Holders of Medals, Trophies. etc.—Individual
Championship Medal, C. Walker, score 49-50; Tufts-
Lyon Arms Co., medal, Guy Lovelace, score 43-50;
Two-Men Team Trophy, Fred Mills, O. V. Orr, score
46-50; Five-Men Team Trophy, C. D. Hagerman, P.
Densel, L. Breer, G. Knight, F. Gilbert, score 112-125.

Under the auspices of the Vallejo Gun Club a big
merchandise prize shoot will be the card at Flosden
station tomorrow. A number of local shooters as
well as a representation from Napa, Santa Rosa.
Petaluma and other points will be present. This
shoot will terminate the Vallejo trap season.

An impromptu trap shool took place at the Clare-
moril Country Club traps, Oakland last Sunday. A
squad of local shooters were present on the invita-
tion of Mr. J. O, ('adman. Weather conditions were
perfect and g<<od smres were the rule. Ed Schultz
was high gun with 18S out of 200, .1. < >. Cadinan broke
181 out of 200.

The feature of the day was a five man team con-
test. The shooters and scores made were:
Team No. 1—50 targets per man—Ed Schultz. cap-

tain; Harold Havens, Clarence Nauman, Clarence
I-Iaight and George McNear, Jr.—Total. 21-1.

Team No. 2—Peter McRea, captain; Fred Schultz.
J. i'. Cadman, W. Havens and w. J. Golcher—Total
214.

im the shoot out at 25-targets. No. l squad won by
2 birds.

In a second 50 targel team shoot McRae's men won
on the score of 221 to 210.

Following the shoot the visitors were entertained
at lunch in the club house, Mr. Cadman being the
host.

At Biggs. Butte County, the Biggs Gun Club held
a two-day bluerock shoot last Saturday and Sun-
day, which was largely attended by the local sports-
men and the various manufacturers' agents of the
Pacific Coast, as well as by visitors from other
points.

The high average Cor the two days, w:is won by
F. M. Newbert of Sacramento. G. AY*. Gibson of
Williams, in a v-'i \ i losely contested event, won the
Noi them i 'aiifornia championship.

F. M, Newbert in an easy race, annexed the Gold
I ins i trophy. Tn the three-man team shool Newberi
i tunstaller and Monte Newberi of Sacramento made
in-- remarkabli score of 5S out of the possible GO,
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with Mr. Ruhstaller credited with a 20 straight, thus

.

. . Mothers, who are about as

'em, says the Union.
- ,oters state that the treatment ac-

ted by the •plain" folks was the •best ever." and

that the arrangement of the grounds and the gen-

eral management of the tournament was all that the

most discriminating shotgun •crank" could desire.

In addition to the trophies and medals and honors

the Sacramento "bunch" brought home a goodly lot

,.f prizes from the merchandise events.

The visiting shooters have only the kindliest of

feelings for their interior sportsmen friends, and

that at the Sacramento tournament next spring

the visitors will be as lucky as were the local shoot-

. is at Biggs.

The first annual tournament of the Medford Gun

Club was held September 22d and 23d with nftj

shooters present. The program consisted of 10 events.

200 taregets edoh day. 20.000 of which were trapped.

The weather conditions were perfect and the early

predictions that good scores would be made were ful-

filled.

The shoot was held beneath a grove of massive oaks,

which with tents dotted here and there and tables

loaded with fruit and eatable of all kinds made a

very attractive ground for the smashing of mud sau-

cers.

Besides the Oregon shooters and manufacturers

agents there were present: W. F. Crosby of O'Fallon,

111.: Fred Gilbert of Spirit Lake. la.; Rollo Heikes of

Dayton, O.: H. C. Hirschy of Minneapolis. Minn.;

J. S. Fanning of Xew York; Thos. Marshall of Keiths-

burg. 111., all professionals of the first calibre .and C.

M. Powers of Decatur, 111., the clever amateur. Among
the trade representatives were C. D. Plank of Den-

ver. C. A. Haight. E. Holling. W. S. Wattles, H. T.

Hovt. W. H. Seaver of San Francisco, F. L. Carter

and F. C. Howe. M. O. Feudner, Ed Schultz, W. H.

Varien of Pacific Grove, and J. W. Bradrick were also

present.

Crosby won the high average in the professional

class by breaking 394 out of 400. and was presented

with a beautiful mounted Mongolian pheasant for

doing the trick. He also made runs of 126 and 101

without a miss. Gilbert came next with 392, and

made runs of US and 154. The latter is within three

birds of the Pacific Coast record, which was made at

San Francisco by Mr. Crosby in the Interstate tour-

nament. Heikes followed, only missing 10, and made
a run of 117 without a miss. Fanning created a sepa-

ration with SSI. Marshall with 356 and Hirschy with

361. C. M. Powers shot in his usual good form,

only missing 14. C. D. Plank shot well the first day

and retired on the second on account of illness.

First general average for amateurs was won by C.

M. Powers, second by M. O. Feudner, and third by

W. H. Varien.
The lady shooters shot well, first general average

going to Mrs. Young of Portland, second to Mrs. Sny-

der of the same city, and third to Mrs. Holmes of

Salem.
Miss Hazel Enyart. after breaking the first target

she ever shot at, retired with 100 per cent, beating

Crosby for high average; besides, she has the honor

of having killed the bear which was served to the

shooters at Hotel Nash, with mountain trout also on

the bill of fare.

Special mention should be made of the ladies of the

"Booster Club" for the clever manner in which they

entertained the shooters, and if our readers do not

believe what the program said, "that they would be

made to go some," ask Marshall, Gilbert, Powers and
a few more who were duly initiated. The "Hoo Hoo
Squad" must not be oveiioked. as they went through
a very difficult drill to the great amusement of all

present.

The shoot ended at an early hour on the second day,

and for the benefit of many spectators who arrived

a little late Messrs. Marshall, Heikes, Hirschy. Gil-

hert and Powers shot an exhibition match of 50 tar-

gets each. Mr. Powers making a clean score.

F. L. Carter and W. A. Hillis, representatives of

the Peters Cartridge Company, gave an exhibition of

fancy rifle shooting, which was interesting and greatly

enjoyed by all.

A number of shooters from Medford, Ashland and
other points also participated and displayed excellent

marksmanship. A few of them did nearly as well as

some of the professionals. They will be heard from
in future tournaments. Most of the shooters left

in a special car Saturday evening for Portland and
other northwest cities, en route home.
The San Francisco sportsmen on their return from

Medford were unanimous in high praise of the Web-
footers for their good fellowship. W. S. Wattles
states that the shoot was a big success from every
standpoint. The spontaneous hospitality extended the

visitors by the citizens of Medford was unremitting
and bounteous. Much credit for the success of the

shoot is due T. E. Enyart and Edgar Hafar, who will

be remembered as participating here at the Interstate

shoot. The Medford grounds are splendidly appointed
and beautifully situated. The visitors and partici-

pating shooters were the guests of the Medford la-

dies, who served an appetizing lunch on the shoting
grounds each day. The tables were beautifully deco-
rated and presided over by Mesdames B. P. Theiss,

H. E. Boyden, J. A. Perry, A. M. Short. J. G. Van
Dyke, J. F. Reddy. H. W. Streets, T. E. Pottinger. E.

A. Welch. C. H. Hafer, I. L. Hamilton. C. H. Edmunds.
Miss J. D. Bowling and Miss Hazel Enyart.
Following the shoot the sportsmen "were entertained

at an operatic performance in the Medford Theater.
The trip was a memorable one and most enjoyable in

every respect.

The Santa Cruz Rod and Gun Club members kept
the traps working on September 17th. In the club

shoot at 25 targets the results were: Pearson 23,

High 9. Jones 16, Heath 11, Wilder 22 (15 straight).

Kober 21, Cox IS, Hale 14.

At the Blue Rock Gun Club shoot, Bakersfield, Sep-
tember 24th, F. N. Schofield was again high gun.

The scores were: Schofield, shot at 125 targets, broke
105; Ferguson 100-79, Stoner 125-79. Getchel 100-74,

Henry 100-61, Higgins 100-47, Nelson 50-35.

Ralph Slusser of Mt. "Olivet is high average man
of the Santa Rosa Gun Club for this season. Out of

a total of 300 targets he broke 2S2, winning the club
championship medal and the Lanin & Rand cup. At
the last club shoot, in the club race, he broke 20

straight.

The shotguns of thirty trap shooters at Alameda
Junction on the 1st inst. sounded the requiem of the
local trap shooting season for 1905. The occasion was
a wind-up gathering of the shooting enthusiasts un-
der the auspices of the Pacific Coast Trap Shooters'
Association.
The main feature of the day was a merchandise

prize shoot at twenty targets. The high scores were
made by W. H. Seayer and E. L. Forster, 20 straight

each; A. J. Webb 19, L. S. Mayfield of Napa 19, E.

Gamble 19, E. Klevesahl 19. M. Lorenson 19.

. Four other events at twenty targets were shot.

Straight scores were made by Rooney of Vallejo three

times and E. Gamble once.

A team shoot between the Union and Vallejo gun
clubs was won by the former. The scores were:
Union—Klevesahl 25, Daniels 24, Jacobsen 24, Fos-

ter 23, Webb 23. Total, 119.

Vallejos—Rooney 22, Mayfield 22, O'Hara 21, Clark
20, Lewis 24. Total. 109.

In a special match between Captain Thomas L.

Lewis and Dr. Hutton at 25 targets Lewis won, with
24 against 20. Lewis has shown remarkable improve-
ment in target shooting for the past year.

Among the visitors were a number of shooters from
Vallejo, Napa and Santa Rosa.
The high averages were: E. Forster 95. Rooney

Medford, Or., Blue R}CX Tournament, Medford
Events
Targets

Marshall, T. A
Crosby. W. R
Hirschy. HO
Helues.R
Gilbert. P
Fanning, J. C
S-aver, W". H
Holling. E
Plank, C D
Ha ght C A
KlLg.D W. Jr
Hone.F.C
Carter F. L
Hoyi. H
WattlcB. W. S
Powers.CM
Feudner. M.O
O toper. Dell
Sobultz. E
Varien. W. H
Snyder. CD
Kincald
Boyden. H. E
Envort. J. E
Ilaf.-r E
Mm Young
Mrs Holmes
Mrs Soyder
Hough. A.C
Pevlon. E
Perry. .1 A .

Dana. W H
Nell. P. R
Wray.S J .

nlllls. VV. A
Bradrick. J VV
Wlntors A. J
Kills. H E
Helmao . O
Lewis. J H
El rood. E
Hall, J C
Fleet. D W
Smith. J. O
Gulnt.A.
Nicholson, H. G
Long. Ed
Landoru. S
Koy.W. H

Gun
1 2

15 20

11 16
15 19
13 19

15 20
li 20
15 1

15 15

15 19

Club, September
3 4 5 6 7

20 20 20 25 20

16 18 20 20
20 20 20 20 1'

20 17 17 24

19 25
20
2il

19

19 20
20 20
20 17

18 18 16 22
20 19 18 23

13 19 19 18 IS
13

12 19

13 16

13 18

8 14

13 16
15 20
1C 18

17 21 20
17 19 23 17

17 18 22 12

18 14 17

23d, 1905-

9 10

20 20

19 20
19 20
17 20
20 19

19 19

19 18
18 19

20 19

18 17

18

16 15

14 15

17 17

15 13 12 18 14 16 18 1.3

18 16 16

20 111 20
19

la

17 16 15 19 17
20 20 18 24 19
20 18 18 23 27

18 24 20
10 17 17 14 16 20 16 17
15 18

12 15

10 II

15 19

12 17

12 15

20 18 18 92 18
19 18 19 22 19

13 18 18 20 13
18 16 14 II 12

17 18 18 21 16
15 IS H 20 16

15 17

8 14

13 II

14 16

9 12 13
9 13 14 111

8 12 10 9
11 14 18 7
16 19 18 21
15 16 II

16 14 15

13 18 18

15

4 16 16 13 14
'"

112

12 1.1

13 ll

14 18

12 18
15 19
9 II

10 10

18 20 21 17

19 20 19 211 17

19 19 18 23 19
19 19 18 S4 19

19 211 18 23 19

19 15 17 21 17

12 16 16 15 II

10 8 12 20 12

19 20
19 17

17 17
16 19

20 20
18 16

13 15

16 16

14 17

14 II

2 3 4 5

20 20 20 2C

17 18 20 16

19 19 20 20
19 16 19 19

20 19 20 20
20 19 19 20
18 19 17 19

18 19 17 18

20 19 20 18
17

18

20 20
19 19

17 18

16 18

16 15

20 20
20 20
19 18

15 18
19 19

18 19

14 14

17 15

24 18

25 20
23 19

26 20
25 20
25 20
23 18

19 20

8 9

20 20

18 16

19 20
18 18
20 18
00 20
20 18

17 17

18 17

2
8
7

19 18

14 13

10 II

15 17

14
II 15 13 15 14 20 15

12 19

11 16

!>- 17 17 18 18
14 12 14 12 10

11

18 18

14 13

II 16
II 5
16 17
16 12

7 11

14 11

18 17

12 12
14 15
16 14

14 16

18 19

18 17

18 20
20 19

16 17

18 19

17 14

13 14
20 17

23 18

23 16

23 16

22 18

15 19

23 14

24 18
23 17

24 18

23 19

22 19

23 17

15 IS

21 16

21 18

10 20
12 II

6 2
16 12

19 18 23 18

14 16 18 14

18 15

20 14

20 18

17 16

13 12
19 19

19 18
20 20
20 13
18 16
19 18
19 18
15 18
19 14

17 14

16 16

12 7
6 6

05 11

17 13

17 18
16 15

12 11

13 1521 16

21 19 19 13
23 16 17 19

15 17

14 10

13 13

16 17

21 15

22 16

23 20
22 15

17 16

12 16

22 16

16 17

19 19

16 13

15 16
13 13
II 12

22 18

7 ..

10—
20—400
17-356
20— 94
18-3S1
20—210
19—392
20—?81
18-357
18-371
..—248
16-348
14—342
17-338
14—316
15-291
15-325
19-386
19-373
18—370
17—318
19—371
20—3f3
18—313
16-315
18-339
16-3J9
15-2?6
0— ISO
12-206
13—221
15-353
15-263
13—584
18-318
16-311
19-3.V,
19-344
18-351
19-7H7
17-347
17-S36
12—278
12—232
16-236
..— 77
17—293
..- 27

.— 140

.- 48

94. Webb 94, Seaver 92, Gamble 91, O'Hara 87, Le5
S6, Mayfield 82 and Hesse 79. out of a total ofl
targets. Special mention may be made of Mr. Roon
a young member of the Vallejo Gun Club, whojl
developed championship qualities this season, thl
20's straight, a consecutive run of 66 is quitej^
achievement for one day.
The scores made in the five events at 20 tafi

|each were:
Forster 19. 19, IS. 19. 20; Rooney 20, 20. 20 17]

Wedd 19, 19, 19, IS, 19; Seaver " 17, 18. 19,' 18,1
Gamble 19, 20, 19, 14, 19; O'Hara IS, 16. 18, 19JLewis IS, 17, 18, 15, IS: Mayfield 19. 13. 16. 15,

•

Hesse 15, 13, 17. 16, IS; Klevesahl 19, 16. IS. 19; Ma
16, 16, 17, 14, 10: Sorenson 15. 17. 19. 19; Daniels
IS. 17; Dr. Hutton 17. 17; Murdock 11, 15. 16; ' Sla<
17, 10. 15; Masterson 14. 14, 14; T. Fanning 19,J
Jacobsen 17; Eug. Forster 17; Clark 16; Knick !

Hunt 16; W. Lynch 15; Sandidge 12; McGregor
Sneider 6: Hill 2; J. Lynch 5.

Captain Thos. L. Lewis of the Union Gun Club 1

nounces that he has had the misfortune to lose (

of the Union Gun Club monthly medals. Th.
trophies were given to the monthly winners, in ei
of the four classes of shooters, after each mont:
club shoot and worn for a month by the winner,
making the final awards, one of the medals was mi
ing. The finder will confer a favor on Mr. Lewis
returning the medal to S6-SS First street. The troi
it is believed was mislaid or lost at Ingleside.

TRADE NOTES.
They Won Again.

U. M. C. shells won the highest honors in]_
seventh monthly club shoot of the Union Gun CI
Edgar L. Forster scored 152 out of 175 targets: m
of his scores were made from IS and 20 yards
Mr. Forster shot a Remington gun almost throui
the season of 1905.

Mr. Fred Feudner was the runner up with
breaks. He also used U. M. C. shells
A. J. Webb. W. E. Murdock and H. P. Jacobsen

won medals for September with U. M C. shells.
The Blue Rock Tournament held at Biggs, Cal.,

September 30th and October 1st. '05, marked the cl

of the trap shooting season in Northern Califoni
Thirty shooters faced the traps, the membership be
of a high order. The highest events were the d|
tests for the Gibson cup and medal for the champii
ship of Northern California. The Gibson cup \

won by Mr. M. E. Phillips of Colusa. Cal.. and
championship medal by Mr. Gion W. Gibson of V 1

liams, Cal Both of these shooters using U. M.
ammunition, exclusively.
At the Pacific Coast Trap Shooters' Associatj

shoot, Alameda Junction, October 1st, W. A. R01
made three 20 straights in three events, during a.

of 66 consecutive breaks. E. Klevesahl 25 straii
E. Gamble and E. L. Forster 20 straight. Gamble
Dr. Hutton 15 straight and the winning five-n
team race—all made with U. M. C. ammunition
clusively.

The phenomena] shooting for the entire season m
by users of U. M. C. ammunition all along the en
Pacific Coast, both at blue rock and live bird eve
also in records and moneys won, is a demonstral
satisfying to shooters of accuracy and reliability

these' world famous goods made by the Union Met:
Cartridge Company.

,'

Winchester Wins.
Shooters of Winchester "Leader" shotgun 3

have about cleaned up everything- in sight duri
past month at the numerous trap shooting to
ments which have been held throughout the
States. At the Interstate Shoot held at Co
Springs. W. R. Crosby and Fred Gilbert tied f<

high expert average, with the score of 4S1 out
and the first and second amateur averages wen
won by shooters using the "Leader" shells The
ver "Post" trophy was captured by J. Applemai
also used the same shells. At the Almira Gu;
Tournament, which was held at La Grange,
Messrs. Barclay, "Wimberg and Webber won t

second and third amateur averages respectively,
shooting the "Leader" shells. At the Worce
(Mass.) Gun Club Tournament, J. A. R. Elliott

E. C. Griffith won the high expert and high ama
averages respectively, both using Winchester "Lea
shells. At the Reading. Pa., tournament, J. M. H
kins captured the high expert average, and M
Brey, P. B. Pfleger and Geo. Schaeffer won the a
teur averages in the order named, all shooting
"Leader" shells. At the Nashville, Tenn.", tournam
C. G. Spencer and Andy Meodors won first ex
and first amateur averages, respectively, both u
the "Leader" shells. At the Tacoma. Wash,, Gun <

shoot, Fred Gilbert was the high man with the sg

did score of 192 out of 200. Mr. Gilbert always si

the "Leader" shell. Second average at this shoot

captured by H. C. Hirschy, shooting a Winch
"pump" gun and the "Leader" shell, score 190 o

the 200. At the Pacific Coast Trapshooters' As;

tion tournament, W. H". Seaver, shooting a Winci
"pump" gun and the "Leader" shell, won th

prize on a perfect score, and during the day
132 out of the 140 he shot at. W. A. Roney
the longest straihgt run at this tournament, 66

secutive breaks, using a Winchester "pump" gui

l]

Peters' Points.

At Colorado Springs. Colo., August 29th to 31?

goodly percentage of shooters present used P€

factory loads and did excellent work with themB
bunch of shooters came from Nebraska of PeD
adherents and all gave a good account of themse^
Mr. Cal T. Callison, a Peters Cartridge Co. represt*

ative at Salt Lake City, won second professional a

age for the three days.

I
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THE DAIRY COW.

From a paper read by L A. Sweet

lefore the Minnesota Dairymen's Con-

ention in 1903, the following extracts

re taken:

The dairy cow is the cow that under

.vorable surroundings and with a suf-

;ient amount of the proper kind cf

ood, will produce a reasonable profit

,n her value after paying for feed and

are.

Any cow that will not do this should

ot be classed as a dairy cow no mat-

er what her breed.

In the selection of a typical da:ry

ow a few points might be observed

hat would serve the buyer well. First,

lie should be reasonably young and

lave the appearance of health. Second.

:he should have a reasonably large ud-

Ler, full before and behind, with plenty

if room for expansion, with medium
;ized, well placed teats, far enough

.part to allow, free movements of the

,ands and 'fingers without interfering

1,-ith each other; her udder should be

ree from flesh and capable of a large

xpansion.
Third, the milk veins should be large

.nd kinked and should enter the body

yell at the front with a large well or

lassage for the vein into the body,

'ourth, she should have a large bar-

el, showing large digestive organs.

Her frame should be heavy enough to

airy around her digestive organs, with

vhat muscle that is needed to keep

he machinery of life in motion. Her
jody should be wedged shaped.

Her tendency should be to not lay

in flesh, and last but not least, she

should be able to perform under good

reatment, making at least 250 pounds

»f butter per year.

If the farmers of this state will stop

jtnd think that butter from the dairy

:ow that produces from 250 to 400

>ounds of butter yearly can be made
it a cost for feed not to exceed $30

fer year, and that it is about the only

iranch of farming that does not have

ts way-ups and way-downs, as the

>eef business and the pork business do,

think there would be more of us hunt-

ng for the special dairy cow. We have

ess cows in the United States today

.nan we had ten year.-* ago according

o the population, and prices have been

jood for butter and reasonably steady

I will quote you the New York mar-

Sit for a few years back: Average for

«96, lS^c; '97, 19y2 c; '98, 19V2 c: '99,

l^c; 1900, 22.4c; 1901, 21.6c; ,1302.

;4.7Gc; and for 1903 it will probably

.verage about as high as 1902.

The good dairy cow will make from
hree-fourths of a pound to \y± pounds
f butt_,- daily on a ration that would

I'e only one-third of a feed for a fat-

ening steer. The butter will sell for

.bout 2c per poui.d under the prices

uoted above and the beef will hardly

.verage 5c per pound.
Right here let me say that my herd

3 just a good average of a dairy herd.

In 1901 they made me $58.79 worth of

roduct each, with a cost for feed and
asture of $26. 2f) per cow, or a net

rofit of $32.54 besides the skim milk

nd buttermilk. And in 1902 with prac-

Ically the same cost for feed and pas-

ure they made me a profit of $41 54,

nd everything indicates a still larger

rofit this year.

Some say, "O, you pet your cows."

'hat is right, we do. And another

lan will say, "How much did you feed

our cows to get that return?" And
hen I tell them what the feed cost

nd that I have charged them a good
rice for all they have eaten, they pass

a and shake their heads and think

robably I am telling what is not true,

armers! there isn't one of you but
Bo can make as much profit from
iur. cows as the man that keeps the

liry cow, if you will keep as good a

ass of dairy cows and give them the

ght kind of care and feed.

As. to the relation this dairy cow
bids to diversified farming I would

Every farm that is kept in proper

mdition for the' raising of crops must
we some fertilization.

This means that some kind of stock

flst be kept on the farm, and what
in be more profitably kept than the
tiry cow?
The skim milk from a herd of dairy
iws is valuable as a part ration for

•owing pigs and calves; it is one of

e feeds on the farm that is almost
V dispensible.

J Too much attention has been paid to

| e beefy tendency of the cow, and our
!»od, old, native dairy cow has been
ansformed into the dual purpose cow
double purpose cow, and a great

any farmers are trying to feed her

and milk her for profit. But I am sure

if many of them should charge her in

detail with all she eats they would
find the ledger account balanced on
the wrong side.

Let us wake up to the fact that we
must have better cows, teach the beef
trust a lesson, grade up a better class

of cows and let this double-purpose
fad die out. Now is a good time to

kill it; let those high fellows use our
beef as we grow it. A half blood Jer-

sey heifer was just butchered on my
farm; she was one year old last June,
she dressed 400 pounds and is good
beef, much better than the average
beef that can be bought in our mar-
kets here. The dairy cow and hog
raising go hand in hand in the opinion
of the writer; butter will always be a
good fair price.

A BEAR CAMPAIGN IN WOOL.

That there is to be a bear campaign
in wool seems apparent. Not that
wool is going to be worth less intrin-

sically or that stocks will become bur-
densome or that manufacturers will

need less, but that speculators want
their rake-off. Last season the specu-
lators in the staple did well. Growers,
unaware of the depleted condition of

stocks or manufacturers' necessities,

eagerly, accepted bids last fall that
looked to them advantageous, but in

the light of this year's rise show that
they parted with their property cheap.
Many who contracted their 1904 clip six

and eight months in advance lost 5

cents a pound by the transaction. The
speculator was aware of the situation;

the grower was not.

Naturally speculators are anxious
for their share of the profits of the 1906

clip. Their bids on a basis of 1905

prices have already been rejected.

Growers are alive to the fact that
what their product is worth to specu-
lators it is worth to them. The wool
producer is no longer in straightened
circumstances; he has passed the pe-
riod of indigency and, what is more,
is thoroughly imbued with confidence.

Some operators believe that bids on
the 1906 clip will be lower from this

time henceforth. Boston and Phila-
delphia want to secure options and the
only way this can be done is by dis-

turbing the serenity and confidence of

the grower. In other words, bearish
sentiment is to be industriously inject-

ed into producing circles. Bids are to

be lowered and the speculator instead
of displaying anxiety will assume an
air of indifference. If he can secure
the assistance of Western bankers this

campaign may win simply because the
average wool-grower depends largely
on the advice of the man who handles
his money. If bankers begin to talk
lower wool the logical deduction to be
drawn is that they are working hand
in hand with the speculators. This line

of argument is by no means illogical

The wool speculator is well posted anc
no matter what price he is willing t«

bid for next year's clip he expects th
staple to be worth more at shearin
time. Speculators do not always

_
yr'v

but unfortunately they beat the grower
three times out of five.—Breeders' Ga-
zette.

Spongea. S. Adderley, 307 Market St.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction,

B&mhautt's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hook,
Striined Tendons, Founder, Wind
Pu£F3, and all lameness from Spavin,
R-ngbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or "Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes all
Si>nches from Horsea or Cattle,

As a Human,Remedy for Rheumatism.
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc, it la invaluable.
"I.vrry buttle of Caustic Balsam sold IsV :irnir<ted lo cive Bat^lnelioii. Pricy SI 50

r-r botile. Sold by drupfrlsta, or sent by ex-
i ess chjinres paid, witn full directions for
It u *e fiTSend lor descriptive circulars,
t -timonlals, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

Brighton Beach Racing Association

STAKE EVENTS OF 1906-1907

Entries to Close on Monday, Oct. 9, 1905

TO BE RUN IN 1906
For Two-Tear-Olds in 1906. now Yearlings.

THE BRIGHTON JUNIOR STAKES, of $15,000 Six Furlongs

THE NEPTUNE STAKES, of $7500 Six Furlongs

THE VENUS STAKES, of $7500 (for Fillies) Five and a Half Furlongs

TO BE RUN IN 1907
For Three-Year-Olds in 1907, now Yearlinsrs.

THE BRIGHTON DERBY, of $15,000 One Mile and a Half

THE QUEEN STAKES, of $7500 (for Fillies and Mares) One Mile and a Half

THE IROQUOIS STAKES, of $7500 One Mile and a Quarter

The Rules of Racing adopted by The Jockey Club and the
National Steeplechase and Hunt Association govern all races
run under the auspices of the BRIGHTON BEACH RACING
ASSOCIATION.

WM. A. ENQEMAN, President.

For additional particulars and Entry Blanks address

JOHN BODEN, Jr.,
Racing Secretary, Brighton Beach Racing Association,

215 Montague St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE FASIG-TIPTON CO.
"ale by Public Auction of the

del Paso Stud
NG OF

LLIONS
500 BROOD MARES

SALE BEGINNING

MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4, 1905
AT THE

Van Tassell & Kearney Sales Building

130-132 East 18th St., New York City.
Catalogue in Preparation.

For further particulars address

THE FASIG-TIPTON CO.,
Madison Square Gardens, New York City.

WM. EASTON, Auctioneer.

IT IS EASY TO CURE
Craft's Distemper and Cough Cure Is unlike any

other remedy. Is quick, harmless and can't fall-
money back If It does. It removes the cause: the dis-
eases do Dot have to "run their course." Prevents
spread of these diseases at once. Used by Importers
and prominent stockmen everywhere 50a and JI.
Sent prepaid If your druggist does not have it. Drop a
oard to-day for "Veterinary Pointers." Contains new
and valuable Information.

DISTEMPER,

EPIZOOTIC,

PINKEYE,

CATARRHAL
DISEASES.

WELLS MEDICINE CO,, Chemists, 13 Third Street, Lafayette, Indiana,
D E. NEWELL, General Agent for Paclflo Coast, 519 Mission St., Sao Francisco, Cal

Pedigrees Tabulated and type written ready for framing
Write for prices. Breeder and

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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RAMBOUILLET SHEEP.

The Rambouillet is a l
-ire-bred Me-

rino tracing direct to the very <*

flocks of Spain, writes Roscoe

in Breeders' Gazette. They took their

name from that of the royal es

of. King Louis XVI of France, who,

through his relations with Spain, po-

litical and otherwise, secured

360 head of the largest and el.

Merinos in aU Spain; in fact, they

were the tops of the best flocks. Thus

was started, in 1TS6, the flock froni

which the Rambouillet has been bred.

and this has been done without the

admixture of outside blood.

That marked improvement was made
along the lines of both wool and mut-

ton is proved conclusively by the care

ful records kept at the government

farm at Ramboullet. For in spite of

all the political upheavals in France

since the founding of this flock, the

farm and flock have been maintained

continuously by the government. And
it is worth while to note that size

and form of carcass were considered

just as important as quality and weight

of fleece, which accounts for their su-

perior size to the American or Delaine

Merino. By this careful and scientific

system of selection and breeding they

have succeeded in producing rams that

when mature weigh from 240 to 32a

pounds, and shear from 20 to 30 pounds

of fine Delaine wool: ewes weigh from

150 to 210 pounds and shear 12 to 16

"pounds.
As to hardiness, they maintain this

important characteristic of all Merinos

to the full extent- They can stand

grief and exposure, short feed and

the like when necessary as well as any

breed and better than most, but for

the farm this is not necessary, and they

appreciate and respond to good feed

and proper care proportionately well.

Of all breeds. Merinos, and especially

Rambouillets, most quickly and easily

adapt themselves to varying conditions.

While all sheep are best suited to a

slightly rolling country with a lime-

stone soil, yet we know of many flocks

on soil such as mentioned, and of these

the Rambouillets have given as good

satisfaction as the others. Some of

the leading stud flocks of Rambouil-
lets in this country at the present

time are maintained on level black

land, which is known as pre-eminent

com soil.

As compared with the breeds men-
tioned for selling quality on the mar-
ket, we will answer by a little personal

experience. A few years since we were
feeding a fair-sized flock of good
quality black-face lambs for spring

market, that is, the lambs would be

nine to twelve months old w-hen mar-
keted. At the same time we had in

stock a flock of Rambouillet lambs
which were receiving good care but

hardly as heavy fed as the others.

When we sold the black-faces, after

weighing them up- we drove the Ram-
bouillets on the scales, and as they

came out we said to the huyer of the

others, "How much for them?" "Just

the same as the others," and we were
getting the top figure, based on Buffalo

market. Comparing weights, we found

a difference of about two pounds per

head in favor of the Rambouillets. al-

though the average lots would prob-
ably run about the same.
And we may add that this compari-

son occurred when wool was not bring-

ing anything like present prices, so that

it may be seen that it was not th'j

fleece, but their mutton qualities which
made their value.

We often hear about the Merino be-
ing of no account for mutton, not fit

to eat, and the like, but we have yet

to learn of the lot of good plain-

bodied Rambouillets that will not sell

for just as much as any breed on the

market, other conditions being equal.

And in addition, the fact that the:

good shearers and maintain their

weight of fleece with age makes them a
valuable sheep to the general farmer.

Standing Offer
Good always, everywhere.

$100 Reward, for any lame-

ness, curb, splint, founder,

distemper, etc., (where cure

lie) that is not cured by

Good Ones For Sale.

Foor Black .Mares by McKioney 2:11^
One Bay Yearling Filly by Iran Alto 3:12^
One Brown or Black Weanling Filly by

Lecco 2:Ot>2£

The Mares are BESSIK I>-, that is out of

Stemwinder. the dam of Directum 2:0bH'. KOSE
McKlNNtV.that Is out of a tuare by Forrest
Clay 1&31 and is the dam of Almaden (8) 2:32y,
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
KAGST, that is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1835,

son of Strathmore: and Black Mare out of Fon-
tanita by Antevolo 2:19^. son of Electioneer;
second dam Fonrana. dam of Silas Skinner 0:17,

The Yearling is by Iran Alto out of Rose Mc-
Kinney; dam of Almaden (2) 3-.22H-
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09j* and out of

Rose McKiDney.
Also, one bay Gelding with a record of 2:17H by

McKinney. This Is the bebt and fastest roadster
of his size in California.
Also, one three-year-old Stallion—the btst bred

one ever sired by McKinney. A grand young
horse; has trotted a half in 1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prices.

Address C. A. DTJRFEE.
529 Thirty first St., Oakland.

Or Race Track. San Jose, where horses may be
seen at any time.

McKINNEY-SlDNEY FILLY

FOR SALE.
\ GOOD INDIVIDUAL—FOUR YEARS OLD

neit spring; dark bay in color; double gaited;

very ambitious; broken to drive. Was driven to

oart for three months in spring of 1905, but not

worked for speed. The Ally sho ws every inclina-

tion of coming fast when given a chance The
animal is sound and has a good disposition. To
be sold for the reason that owner is not prepared

to keep her.

Price, $500.
Address Box L, this office.

MERIDIAN 21121
FOR SALE.

MERIDIAN 2:12^ IS A STANDARD-BRED
dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent

disposition; perfect conformation; sure foal

getter. His oldest colts are four years old and
all his get have style, good action, &ood size and
speed. He Is by Simmocoion 2:13^ (sire of Dan
Q. 2:07H and 12 in 2:30 list); dam Sidane 2:23*4 by
Sidney 2:19 3

i; nest dam Addie S by Steinway.
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He is

sound, in good condition, will be sold cheap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.

FAST PAGER FOR SALE,
pOAL BLACK GELDING, SEVEN YEARS
*-' old, 16 hands high, weight 1050 lbs. Guaran-
teed sound and gentle Sired by Knight, dam by
Ned GIfford, son of Director. With two months'
training has worked a mile in 2:21, quartermiles
in 33 seconds. For terms apply to

W. H. WILLIAMS, San Jose Race Track,
Or L. P. COOPERS, 16S S. First St., San Jose.

~ :

_ V^^M ^^ Registered Trade Mark W ^\ ^C^i
XW SPAVIN CURE ^

"Save-the-Horse" is no untried or uncertain remedy; its marvelous power and possibilities ha 1

been proven absolutely and positively. No man will fire, blister or treat his horse with any thli

else if he will investigate and read our baoklet and the letters from bankers, trainers and horsemi

on every kind of case. Send for them; also booklet and copy of guarantee.

CARRIAGES FOR WEDDINGS
A SPECIALTY. TELEPHONE MAIN 427

THE NEWCOMB LIVERY
geoege w. Osgood, Proprietor.

120-122 SOUTH FOURTH STREET,

Qcinct, III , May 12, 1905.

Some twelve months ago I owned a horse which
was practically worthless, due to a very bad
Bone Spavin on his right hind leg.

I tried various remedies without success,

finally purchasing from the Miller & Arthur Drug
Co. of this city a bottle of "Save-the-Horse."

After using one-half the contents of the bottle,

according to instructions, the horse has never

taken a lame step. I would gladly have sold him
for twenty-five dollars before using "Save-the-

Horse.' 1
I have sold him since for ninety dollars,

and would not be without "Save-the-Horse" at

double the cost.
GEORGE W. OSGOOD

Adam Brisker,
Cnairman.

O. L. Peysbrt.
Secretar

ARTIFICIAL ICE CC
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Ice, Coal, Lumber and Kindling Woo
Ice Capaoity—30 tons Daily.

Office and Yard—Second and New St^jeh

South Bethlehem, Pa., Sept. 15, 1904.
Mr. Charles Hunter, Danville, Pa.
Dear Sir:—In reply to your inquiry of Aug. 2a

I beg leave to advise that we faithfully applit
the medicine "Save-the-Horse" according tod
rections. and whether it was the medicine or tl
careful attention we gave the horse, the win
puffs have entirely disappeared and the animal
working every day; and, beside, never lost a da!
on account of this trouble. I am inclined

!

think that the medicine is all right and will re
ommend it to anyone whoso horses are affiicte
with windpuffs. Yours truly,

THE ARTIFICIAL ICE CO.
By O. L. PEYSERT.

POSITIVELY A>T> PERMANENTLY CURES
Bone and Bog Spavin, Ringbone (except Low
Ringbone), Curb, Thoroughpin, Splint, Capped
Hock, Shoe Boil. Windpuff, Weak and Sprained
Tendons and all Lameness.

CK flfl Per bottle. Written guarantee—as bind-
yuiUU ing to protect you as the best legal

talent could make It. Send for a copy
and booklet.
At Druggists and Dealers or Express paid.

SAVE-THE-HORSE"
Is indicated for any enlargement caused by z

injury which leaves a thickened condi-
tion of the tissues or skin.

Horse can be worked with either shin or ank
boots, as no harm can possibly come by eitht
destruction of hair or scalding of the limb "Sav
the-Horse" can be applied in all conditions at
extremes of weather.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK.
ForW,N.,

D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

PHENOL S0DIQUE
lieals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

Man and Beast,

Keep Handy for

jjj| fe£sJJIi|i Accidents

hInoi sbDiai
- ANTISEPTIC *

TUTTLE'S
ELIXIR

Greatest borse remedy in the world. TutUe'a
Family Elixir invaluable for human bruises,

pains, rheumatism, etc. Send for free 100 pace
book. Veterinary Experience." The perfect

horseman's cuide. Every disease symptom end
tmenL

Tunic's Dlxlr Co.. 52 Beverly St, Boston, Mass.

Hack & Co. , San Francisco and F. W. Braun, Lot
Angclei, California Agent*.

Two Good Ones For Sale.

NflnmV IWhv BAY MARE 5 yearsnaunie Ueruy,
id , stands 16 2 hands,

weighs lloOlbs.; handsome andstylish Sired by
Charles Derby 3:20, Dam by Red Wilkes. A first-

class racing prospect and ( floe roadster. After
two weeks training Charles De Ryder paced her
quarters in 29 seconds last spring at Pieasan on
tracK. Shu trotted a half mile in 1:05 on the
speedway and has paced halves on the speedway
(driven by T. C. Cabneyj In 59 seconds. Only
fanlt-she Is eioitable incompanj, but will get
over this with training. She is ready to show,
and will be driven a fast half at the trotting gait
for any one who contemplates buying her.

ALSO
Hnnpl In DJr Charles Derby; standard and reg-
L'UjJtiia istered; bay Ally 4 years old, about
15.3 hands, weighs about 1000 lbs ; handsome and
In every respect a first class road horse. A lady
can drive her. She has speed and is not only a
valuable horse for the road but a high-class
brood mare.

ALSO
A few other fast roadsters for sale at reasonable
prices For particulars and to see the horses
apply to DEXTER PRINCE STABLES. 1509
Grove street, corner Bakerstreet, San Francisco.

FOR SALE,
-"THE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD DI-x ablo colt in California. First dam. Babe by
Dawnllght, he a son of Dawn and his dam DIreota
by Admiral Babe is a half sister to the good
colt McFadyen. being out of Bee. Paced a mile
In June in 2:27. and Is paid up in the Breeders
Futurity. For particulars address

E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon. Cal.

FOR SALE.
Rohr/nll 7-17 1.1 (REG. No. 33306)OMZOia LAL 1 =4 sire Robin 28370; dam
Myrtle 2:13*4 by Anteeo. Dark bay mare, 15Jtf
hands high; weight 1050. High-class trotting
mare. Winner five times on Grand Circuit in
1003. Trotted in 2:10K.this summer. Sound, sty-
lish and a good roadster. For further particulars
address

Dr. J. w. CLARK, Santa Rosa, Cal.

Cures

SGRATGKES

on Dogs.
r^^^^^^ MANGE & J

For Sale

By All Druggists.

Recommended by this

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

Seldom See
a big knee like this, bnt your horse
may have a bunch or bruise on his

Ankle. Hock, Stifle, Knee or Throat,

ABSORBINE
will clean them off without laying

the hnrseup. No blister, no hair gone.
S200perbnttle, delivered. Book 10-B

free. AB50RB1NE, JR.. for man-
kind, S1.00 Bottle. Removes Soft

Buncnes. Cures Varicose Veins. Gen-
uine manufactured only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co Laogiey & Michaels Co.
aldington £ Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franofsoo. ,

A GOOD FILLY FOR SALE.
HANDSOME TWO-YEAR-OLD FILLY BY

Lochinvar 8:20. he by Director H. 2:27 by
Director 2:17: first dam Myrtle by Sterling 6223;

second dam Theresa by Prompter; third dam
Express by Flaxtall; fourth dam Lady Narley
by Marlon, son of Mambrlno Chief 11. This filly

Is well broken, perfectly sound, good galted and
a first-class prospect. For further particulars
address J. D. BLAMEY,

Box 715. Grass Valley, Cal.

Deposit Tour
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Compan;

of California
J

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Accoun

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEM1-ANNUALL

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH." I

Juit Enavgft
1 and just as they want it. The right way to

|

saltanimalsistoletthemhelpthemselves.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

in ourPatent Feeders. supplT refined dairy salt
They mean animal thnlE. They cost but'little.

Convenient lor yon and your
animals suffer no neglect. Ask
your dealer and write us for

S"\
booklet.

"^-^^^ S"*N Belmont
Stabfs
Supply Co.

«f.Mfn.
V'W

•

N. V.
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New California Jockey Club
OAKLAND—INGLESIDE—TANFORAN
Offer the Following: Stakes for the Racine: Season of 1905 and 1906.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1905

RACING SEASON TO BEGIN NOVEMBER 11, 1905.

52000

12000
0PENING

, ?.
A
offift»SoSro?Xo^J~ZA\X£.\\!W.»

"dded ff^^,
SSff."

,

SS!°~^*- To be run Saturday, November u. ,90,^^
THANKSGIVING HAfJDIOAP-A.andlcap 1(o;^"^"'UeSS ^"SSJ^'Sir^
closing. »W".t»rt; J10 forfeit, JfflOOaaaea. or w ^ , others thM a sell , Dg

idded Weights to be announced three daysprior to t°er
5 lbs. extra. To be run Thursday. No-

purse after the announcement of weights to oarry a iua » ^^ mii<j ^^ ^ VurloDli

7embr 30, 1905. _ three-vear-olds ana upward at time of closing. $60

,;7nftft
CROCKER

n
SELV,IN.aa!^

A
â a

5S

o7whl ch II00 to second and $200 to third. The winner to

biUUU ,0 start; $10 forfeit, J-MK.'added <di w
j car we for ag(J AilowanceS :

idded besold at auction- Thoiseem ered to b<=| M J500 wlnnersor a rac e of the value of

1 lb- for each »-M0 to JJ000, then i io. ior mo . ^ (g be entere(J for less

900 or cf two races other thar.selling purses after
(

the cios B
entry . D0!C , , ne day preceding the

iEV^uOT™ ^roCu^andlho^ K'named w!.l he liable for starting fee. T^berun

iaturdav December 9, 1905.

PAC^NION H*N^^^^^ $60 to
to be an--lAAfl PACIFIU-UBi^n»""i"»» :---„ r

secona ana $200 to thlra. Weights to be an

nouncea three days prior to the
i
race,

nouncement of weights to carry a lb To be run Saturday, December 16, 1905
One Mile

53000
Idded

. . t, ct « micip A handieao for three-year-olds and upward at time of closing.
CHRISTMAS HANDICAP A ^ dP ^^^^ Weights to

$75 to start; «10 forfeIt^JMOaaaea.01 wlMers , otber tb an a selling purse.after the

To be run Monday, December 25, 190».

One Mile and a Quarter
be announced three days prior to theraoe.

announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra.

„ n.-.n^.n a handlesDfor two-vear-olds and upward at time of closing.

:?lVm NEW YE
^^,

H
AS?it t2™tdded of whTch $°00?o second and $200 to third. Weights to

>£UUU $60 to start; «WJ01'8
"-J^ *,„ .h.°JB ceT Winners of other than a selling purse after the

Ldded be announced three days prior to the race^ win e
Monda y, January l l906

announcement of weights to carry = iua. o*"<..
0n<) Mlle and a rurlong

—„ ^.«ntntB a Hi™ Wt-ight Handicap for two-year-olds and upwara
FOLLANSBEE HAOTICAP A H GH Weigbt MANDIC
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«o carry 5 lbs. extra. To bentn Saturday,

1906.u
'

lowu
' „,,,„„ aniAT2-Ti"5 pnr twn-vear-olds and upward at time of closing. $60 toi^SSS^tdK?f

S
wh?ch$Too

y
to
a
second

a
and$Soo to third.. The winner to be

$2500

) to carry weight for age. Allowances:

52000
Ldded

,
anuary

(2000
, idded s^ at" auction Those eBterea io do

ĉ

"
h*JJ t̂

u^r Winae» of'i race of S.000 or of

nreeraceVo^n^ this stakes not to be entered for less than

Entries to the Following Stakes for Two=Year=OIds (now Yearlings) Close DECEMBER 4, 1905:

$2000

ftartr§l0 lorfeit: $8000 added, of which
- Those entered to be sold for

$1200. Starters to be named, with selling price, through the entry-bos. the day preceding the race,
at the usual time of closing, and those so namel will be liable for the starting fee- To be run
Saturday, January 13, 1906. Six and One-Half FurloDgs

Q?nnfi LISSAK HANDICAP—A handicap for two-year-olds and upward at time of closing. $60o-uuu to start: $10 forfeit; $3000 added, or which $400 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be
Added announced three days prior to the race. Winners of other than a selling purse after the

announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs extra. To be run Saturday, January 20, 1908

One Mile
BURNS HANDICAP -A handicap for two year-olds and upward at time of closing-
Entrance $20 each; $30 additional for horses not declared out by -1 p m.on second day
following announcement of weights; $100 additional for starters. The Club to add an

amount necessary to make the gross value of the race $10,000, of which $2000 to second and $1000 to
third. Weights to be announced five days prior to the rao*. Winners of otber than a selling purse
after announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra; if handicapped at less tban weight for age, 7
lbs. extra. To be run Saturday, January 27, 1906. One Mile and a Quarter

CALIFORNIA OAKS—For three-year-old fillies of 1906 (now two-year-olds). $60 to start;
$10 forfeit; $2000 added of which $400 to seoond a<-d $200 to third. Winners of a stakes for
two year-olds in 1905, after the closing of this stakes, or for three year-olds in 39C6, to carry
5 lbs. extra. Others that have not won at any time a stakes of $1500 or two stakes of any

value In 1905-1906 allowed 5 »bs.: maidens 12 lbs. To be run Saturday, February 3, 1906.
One Mile and a Sixteenth

PALACE HOTEL HANDIOAP-A handicap for two-year-olds and upward at time of
closing. $60 to start; $10 forfeit; $2000 added, of which $400 to second and $200 to third.
Weights to bs announced three days prior to the race. Winners of other than a selling
purse after the announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra. To be run Saturday,

February 10, 1906. One Mile and a FarlonK
{1C()A CALIFORNIA DERBY—Three-year-olds of 1906 (qow two-year-olds). $?5 to start; $10 for
$£.ovVJ reit; $2500 added, of which $500 to second and $2ri0 to third. Winners of a stakes for two
Added year-olds in 1905, after the closiDg of this stakes, or for three-year-olds in 1906. to carry 5 lbs

extra. Others that have not won at any time a stakes of $2000, or two raoes of $1000 each
allowed 5 lbs.; maidens 12 lbs. To be run Thursday, February 22, 1906.

One Mile and a Quarter
WATERHOUSE CUP—A handicap for two year-olds and upward at time of dosing. $75
to start; $10 forfeit; $3000 added, of which $600 to secomd and $250 to third; the fourth to

Added save starting fee. Weights to be announced three days prior to the race. Winners of
other than a selling purse after the announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra. To be

run -Saturday, March 3, 1906. Two and One-Quarter Miles
THORNTON STAKES—For two-year-olds and upward at time of closing. $60 to start
$10 forfeit: $2500 added, of which $500 to second, $300 to third; the fourth to save starting

Added fee. Three year-olds to carry 85 *bs ; four-year-olds. 107 lbs : five-year-olds, 114 lb« : six-

year-olds and over, 115 lbs.; (usual sex allowance . This stakes will be reopened 15 days
before the date it is to be run for entries to be received at $50 each, $75 additional to start. To be
run Saturday, March 17, 1906. Four Miles

$10,000

$2000
Added

$2000
Added

$3000

11500
Ldded

j to second and $100 to third.

.1500

maidens. If never placed
Four Furlongs

s two vears old (now yearlings). $50 to start;
torcous auu^oiumg^ ../,<nn^^rri Non-winners of a sweep-

l ldded stakes allowed 4 lbs., andlisucn nave uu^ ^ ^^ Saturday. March
;
if never placed in a sweepstakes,

ces. 10 lbs.; maid-

To"be run Saturday, March 10, 1906.
Four Furlongs

$2500
Added

BELL STAKES—For two-year-olds (now yearlings). $60 to start; $10 forfeit; $2000 added
of which $400 to second and $200 to third. Winners of a sweepstakes to carry 3 lbs.; of two,
5 lbs- extra. Others that have not won three races allowed 5 lbs ; two races, 8 lbs.; maid-
ens, if never placed In a sweepstakes, 12 lbs. To be tun Saturday. March 24. 1906

Four and One-Half Furlongs
GEBHARD HANDICAP—For two-year-olds (now yearlings). $90 to start; $10 forfeit; $2500
aoded, of whlch$500 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be announced three days prior
to the race. Winners of other than a selling purse after the announcement of weights to
carry 5 lbs extra. To be run Saturday. March 31, 1906. Five Furlongs

milloa f>¥,„„ _.__.- old shau not carry less than 90 lbs.; Geldings (hree years old not less than 92 lbs ; Colts Ihrce years old not less than 95
dlcaps: Fllllea three yea

^ old and up DOt lega thnn 97 lb8.. HorHe8 fonr yearB old and Qp not ]€BB than l00 lbs.NOXXCE-m ^Hao^- ;
-

;
.-_^^^ ^^ foQr ygars „|d

Stakes No Purse Less than $400. Overnight Handicaps and Special Races with $500 to $IOOO Added.

Janua j 1906, will be given two or three races each week for Two-Year-Olds.
Address all communications to

PERCY W. TREAT, Secretary,
33 KEARNY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA.

Commencing

THOS. H. WILLIAMS. President.

FIRST ANNUAL AUCTION SALE
From the Prize Winning

IUMB0LDT HERD OF SHORTHORNS
BELONGING TO

Messrs. B F. RUSH & WM. PIERCE, Suisun. Cal.

nr Yearlings, Two-year-old and

'0 Head $^&'&a,%£&£%$$&

! Sale lakes place at the WILLOTTA RANOH,
uisun, California, on

HURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1905,

RED H. CHASE & CO., 2S£i&2£* 1732 Market St., San Francisco

9*

AwardedGoldMedal
At California State
Fair 1892.

Every horseowner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of It on hand. It

'improves and keeps
stock in the pink of
condition.
Hanhattan Pood Co

1253 Folsom St., San Francisco

prrv HAL BRAIN D- Ask your grocers or dealere for It.

Positives Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.

JVS.

California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST

TWICE A YEAR
Rate—

3H per cent on ordinary accounts
3&-10 per cent on term accounts

TANDARD-BRED COLT FOR SALE.

limby Silver Bow 2:16. This colt Is a square

otter Last Eprlcg. with less tban one month s

amine, he trotted mile out better than 8.«U>nt

ok distemper and had to be taken out of traln-

g. Is In good shape now. This col t is a fine

dividual with good feet and legs, and is closely

5r^Mlo°n o'n'sirS e^res^ S

sir's;-
wm bit\Tir^o$$?;°

Irvlngton. Alameda Co., Cal.

COCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BE8T FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PldS

rOB SALE IN LOXB TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

S08 CalHornU Str»et, San Francisco, Cal

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $1 ,500,399. 46

TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839.38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft

Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Business

OFFICES
Cor California and Montgomery Sts.

SAN FRANCI8CO, CAL.

Sale.
The Perfectly Gaited Trottlne Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4

(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, slreof 166 in 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar 1:59%.

Dam. LORITA 2:18^ (dam of Alta Vela 2:11^
and Palorl S:24)4) by Piedmont 2:i7»i; second
('am. Lady Lowell (dam of Lady well 2:16^4
and Lorita 2:18'j) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doo, sire of Occident 2:16&-

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St., San Francisoo.

I TULARE RACE TRACK

| AND GROUNDS

I

I

FOR SALE.

I

90 i

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
la a Race.

A high-class Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15. Eagle 2:19}, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing. For further particulars

address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

ACRES L4ND ENCLOSED WITH T
high board fence; 60 box stalls; 300 •

feet open stalls; tankbouse and 3000-gallon A
tank; engine and pump complete; lOaores X
alfalfa; fi-room house: adjoining City of Tf

££ Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people. S3

PRICE 87000. *
Address 1?

!g BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN. j?
36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal. Y

SULKY FOR SALE.

\ BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No. 15.

Latest model; just received from the factory.

A Qrst-olass sulky In every respect. Will be sold

at a bargain. Address

F. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman,

36 Geary Street, San Franolaco.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of John Parrott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY, manager.

3X3

Race Meeting at Santa Maria
(THIRTY-SEVENTH DI3TK1CT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.

Entries Close October 23, 1905

Mc Kinney, 2!11%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
<JFees are Invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

' McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. (!% i-mutre dttg iFarmB, new
CUBA,

YORK.

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 6th.

I—Three minute Class, trotting ana paolng. .$100

2—Half mile and repeat, running 100

3—Three eighths mile and repeatforS-yr-olds 75

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.

4—3:40 Class, trotting and pacin ; $100

5—Five-eighths mile dash, runniDg 75

6—One-quarter mile and repeat 75

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th.

7—8:20 Class, trotting and pacing $150

8—Three-Quarter mile dash, running 100

—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse
race 50

10—Half mile dash, running 75

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

11—2:25 Class, trotting and pacing $150

12—One-half mile and repeat, running 100

13—Three-eighths mile and repeat, running... 75

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10th.

14—2:35 Class, trotting and pacing $125

15—Seven-eighths mile dash, running 100

16—One-quarter mile and repeat, running 75

17—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER Hth.

18—Free-for-all, trotting and pacing.
19—One mile dash, running
20—Half mile daBh, running
21—Five eighths mile dash, running.

.

..$2E0

.. 125

.. 75

.. 75

EDtry Blanks furnished by the Acting Secretary.

WILLIAM MEAD, Acting Secretary,
SANTA MARIA, CAL.

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

I

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an aore has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliers

and tropical plants, been oonverted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tableB for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRrTING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

Gampbell'sHorse FootRemedy
•SOLD BY ...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal
R. T. FRAZIER Puoblo, Colo
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JDBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. F. HOSEA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal
WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal
W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal
H. TBORWALDSON Fresno, Cal
JOS. McTIGOE San Francisco, Cal
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAflPBELL & CO., Manufacturers, 4 12 W. Madison St., CHICAGO , ILL

VICTOR VEBILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park

(Take Hayes, MoAlUster or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable In San Franolsoo. Always a good roadster on hand for

sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exerolse park roadsters and prepare horses for

traek use. Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or oare.

PpH i fr-fPPC TahlllfltArl and type wrItten ready for framing
rCUIgTCCS 1 ctUUIdLCU write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co., New York, of Broome St.
Kanffman Hiicgy Co , Ml.nilsbnrg, OhioC S, Caffrey Co., Camden, N. J.
CoDDeravllle Haerf Oo , Connersvllle. iDd.
Watertovtn Carriage Co.. Watortown. N. Y.
Walborn A Rlker Pony Vehicle!, St Parla, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.

(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

I'll. Mil- Sootll 1002 SAN FKANCI8CO

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES

DEVISADERO AND FULTON STREETS.

(1308 Falton Street)

Business Horses For Hire.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training

Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving a
limited number of flrst-olass horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything MrHt-clasn. All horses In my oare will
receive the best of attention.

Telephone:
T.

Pftff* 4147.
C. CABNEY.

wimt
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, CaL

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Pffolflo Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 80 teachers: 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed in positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HEALD, President.

TOOMBY
TWO WHEELERS
ARE THE LEADERS.

Sulkies in All Sizes.

Pneumatic
Road and Track Carts.

Pneumatic Pole Carts
for Team Work on both Road

and Track.

High Wheel Jog Carts,

Long Shift Breaking Carts.

Send for latest Catalogue to

S, TOOMEY & GO.
Canal Dover, Ohio. U. S. A.

O'BRIEN & SONS
COAST AGENTS

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk St.

SAN FRANCIiCO, CAI,

IsiitM Worth Saving ?.
"Why trade off or sell at a beggarly price a good
horse just because lie "goes lame," "throws a

' curb' 1 or develops some other blemish? There
is nothing in the way of Spavins, Curbs, Splints,
"Windpuffs or Bunches which will not yield
readily and permanently to treatment with

a
Dr. fc. H. Davenport, a prominent physician of Sheridan. Ind..

writes. 1 hftve u>ed a number of remedies for the removnl of
curbs, splints, thickened tendons and tissues generally, but for

_ _ have not been without Qulnn's Ointment. I have tested it thor-
unhly at different time*, and pay wKhu.it hesitancy U\- i it is the only reliable reme-.

| dy of the kind 1 have ever tried.'' Price 31.00 per bottle. Sold bv all druggist's orQ.'

wilfu.v tee II ron nti W. B.Eddy & Go., Whitehall. N.Y.

UINN'S
OINTMENT.

, The Greatest Rem-
\

edy Ever Known
j

- For Bad Legs.

It penetrates to the seat of trouble at onco. It allaysfeverfrom any
cause. A Safe. Speedy and Positive Cure for splints. Curbs. Thorough-
pin", Sweeny. Capped Hocks, WlntTPuCfs and all Lameness from
Spralns. Ringbone and other bony enlargements. On broken down, weak
and Injured tendons, ruptured ligaments Its power Is unfailing. Perma-
nently cures all broken down condltfonsof the Ankles, Hocks, Tendons
or Ligaments, without loss of hair or an hour's let up on the h r.«e.

PRICE «3 PER BOTTLE Express charges prepaid on receipt of

price. Every bottle guaranteed to give satisfaction or money refunded.

THE F. A. WILCOXSON KKMEDY CO , Tiffin O , U S. A.

PHONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, Prop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
15SO IF^OEXiX* STB.EBT

BiCST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRL AVE.
Hayes St, Cars Pass the.Door
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-a-t tla.©-

Held at Indianapolis, June 37-30, 1905. was [won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., soore 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

ETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event Daring the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the following:

Practioe Day, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie), 99 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veaoh (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M, Arte (tie), 97 out of 100.

Iffthe Consolation Handicap, 2 soores of 98, 5 of 97, i of 96 and 25 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells-

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS,

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

The Hunter One-Trigger
= Absolutely ^^& Put on An

*
Li Gi SM,TH

Perfect jtfm&^ -GUN, New or Old.

TJNTFR ARMS CO, FULTON, NEW YORK
,

SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND ALL THE TIME

It was BALLISTITE
That Made the Clean Sweep

At Ingleside, September 15, 16 and 17, C. D. HAGERMAN of Los
Angeles won the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 93 out of 100. QEO.
SYLVESTER of San Francisco won the PACIHC COAST HANDI-
CAP, 97 out of 100. ROBERT H. BUNGAY tied the Score, 97 cut
of 100, also shooting BALLISTITE.

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powders.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IE MODEL

U1MATIG

TOR

I
WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANY.OTHER

MAKE COSTING 825 MORE.

V> Make 16 Qrades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

ME ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

a oast Branch, PHIL B. BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

3HREVE & BARBER CO.

!

PIONEER DEALERS
39

laet St.

I for

dialogue

!

'521

Kearn St

.

GN2)

Mailorders

a Specialty

iU5, AMMUNITION, FISHING-TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, • • • CALIFORNIA.

\ CHEAP GUN!!
SEEMS TO WANT

\ CHEAP GUN

FOR EVERYBODY

A CHEAP GUN

Cannot be a GOOD Gun

* EIY MBER, the Best 1b Cheapest in the end. and none too good

jP« 3 l. The PARKER GfTN is the Best and Cheapest Gun today.
; w; oat-wear and oat-shoot a dozen Inferior (Suds,
S rt for Catalogue.

Photo Engraving Company
HIGH CLASS ART

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. First, San Francisco

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
DEALERS IK

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 190

CALIFORNIA

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTO
HERD—77 premiums, California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered oattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Franolsco.

FETEK 3AXE & SON. Lick House, S. F..Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, flogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HCX8TEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at State and county fairs,

show rlDg, and every butter contest slnoe 1885 Id

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.

F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franolsco.

JERSEYS, HOL8TEINS AND DCRHAMS.
Dairy Stock speorally. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1676. William Nlles & Co.. Ikjs Angeles
Oal-

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S., P. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinburp
Veterinary Medical Sooiety; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College.Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

^m to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
peotor forNew Zealand and Australian Colon lei

at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equina
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San FranoiBCO Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franolsco:
Telephone Park 128.

Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn,

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And typo written
Ready for framing.
Wrifce for prices.

Bhbedbr and Sportsman, 86 Geary Street
8an FranoiBOO, C*l.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and it is a
useful book for the dog owner. Telia how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOK SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Booh
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cured In 48 Hours.

CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba. Cnbebs or Injection

672-680 Ilth Ave.
Bach of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIBBELL & SON, Proprietor!.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of

Fancy Horses. A few Nloe Rigs on hand. Take
any oar going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.
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7NE Harness.
mm

READY
For the Hunt?

then don't forget the

AMMUNITION
It Never Disappoints.

Write for Illustrated Cftlnlrg.

Pacific ("oast Depot:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

READY
For the Hun'

then don't forget you)

&SHOT GUNS
Always Reliable—Even Ui

Adverse Conditions.

Write for Illustrated Catalog

Pacific Coast Depot:

E. E. DRAKE, Mana

JflNCHE5T£R
^Lnvj:nvj:xT3NriBi,ionxr,

WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

At Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 4-6,

The Denver Post Trophy was won by

Mr. Geo. W. Maxwell of Holsteln, Neb.,

who broke 98 out of 100,

from the 18-yard mark, using

New Schultze.

Mr. W. R. Crosby won

First General Average

with 388 out of 100.

Mr. H.G.Taylor of Meckling, S. D., won

First Amateur Average

with 388 out of 400,

Mr. Harold Money won

Second General Average

with 387 out of 400.

All three of these gentlemen used

New E. C, Improved

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

•^^^-i

I The Official Records Shv

that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDIC.j I

Indianapolis, Ind., June 37-30, p i

Du PONT SM0KELES
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Prelin H
Handicap, Consolation Handicap

the Five Men State Team
,

Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CEN'JH

THE TOTAL PURSES
'

J

Clabrough, Golcher & Co.

nuns Xfj§£^ pishing

Gun Goods
JVSead for Cstslotns.

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. 1

These ar« the Brands of

FACTORY . .

.

LOADED . SHELLS
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR



St.
XLV1I. No. 15.

GEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR

DAN PATCH 1:55 1-4

The Unequaled Pacing ChampiOD. Owned by M. W. Savage, Minneapolis
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Grand Southern Fall Circuit.
$17,200

GUARANTEED PURSI

$17,200

GUARANTEED PURSES,

n\TO"VE33M[lE3E;n 9 to S3. Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, OCT. 24, 190£
Records Made On or After October 1, 1905. No Bar.

SAN BERNARDINO
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

COL G. W. PRE SCOTT, Pros. A. W. BBUNER, Seo'y

November 9th, 10th and 11th.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

—»:13 Class, Pacing »6O0

3—2:14 Class. Trotting e00

3—2:30 Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER lOtli.

4—3:30 Class, Trotting 8600

5—2:30 Class, Pacing 600

6—Zolock special for Association cup or purse

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11th..

7—3:09 Class, Trotting 8600

8—3:09 Class. Pacing «00

9—3:40 Class. Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to San Bernardino and Riverside

Driving Club Matinee Horses only. Horses eligible must be

owned by a member of the club thirty days prior to date of race

and must be driven by owner or a member of the club they

represent.

SANTA ANA
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

GEO. McFEE, Pres. A. W. BRUNER, Sec'y

November 15th, 16th and 17th.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15th.

1—2:12 Class, Pacing 8600

2—2:14 Class, Troltlng 600

3—2:30 Class, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 16th,

4—2:20 Class, Trotting S600

5—2:30 ClasB. Pacing 600

6—Sweet Marie or Zolock Special.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 17th.

7_2:09 Class, Trotting S600
8—2:09 Class Pacing 600

9_2:30 Class, Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup. . 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to Santa Ana and Riverside Driving

Club Matinee Horses only Horses eligible must be owned by a

member of the club thirty days prior to date of race and must be

driven by owner or a member of the club they represent.

LOS ANGELES
HARNESS HORSE ASS'NJ

C. A. CANFIELD, Fres A. W. BRUNER, S.

November 21st to 25th.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21st.
1—2H1 Class Trot (The H N Henderson)
2—3:09 Class Pace (The Joseph Ohanslor)
3—3:30 Class Pace, Matinee Horses .'.'.'."."".'.""

(The Dr Ralph Hagan) silver cup
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22d\

4—3:17 Cla*s Trot (The J W. Bobon) gli5—2:20 Class Pace (The Dr Wm. Dodge).. . li6—3:30 Class Trot, Matinee Horses
(The J. A.. Fairchilds) , silver cup

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 33d.
7—2:14 Class Trot The W. A. Clark Jr.)... 81
8—3:12 Cla-8 Pace (The Henry aerry) :..
9—Sweet Marie Special (The C. A. Can field)..".*.*.'.".'."

"

for valuable cup orp
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 34th.

10—3:34 Class Trot (The Charles Saddler) 8111— -:27 Class Pace (The Dr W.A.Connelly).
13—2:25 Class Pace, Matinee Horses

{The William Garland), siiver cup

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 35th.
13_2:09 Class Trot (The Byron Erkenbrecher) 81-
1*—Free-fnr-aU Class Pace (The L. J.Christopher). 1
15—2:40 Class Trot, Matinee Horses

(The Association), silver cup
Events 3, 6. 12 and 15 are op Qn to Los Angeles. San Rernardi

Riverside and Santa Ana Driving Cub Matinee Horses o
Horses eligible mupt be owned by a member of the club th
days prior to date of race and must be driven by owner or a n
ber of the club they represent.

Six to enter and four to start.
Money divided 50 25 is and 10 per cent.
A horse distancing the field or any part thereof is entitled to first money only.
Entries close Tuesday. October 24th. when horse must be named and eligible to the class in which

he is named Records made on or after October 1st no bar.
The rules of the National Trotting Association, of which the Associations are members, shall

govern unless otherwise provided
Entrance Pee, five per ceit or purse, due aid payable berore the race starts, and five per cent

additional from money winners except in cup races no entrance fee is chaiged
Positions will be drawn for by the drivers before the start of the first heat. In the succeeding

heats horses will start as they finished in the previous one.

Address all communications to the Secretary.
A. W. BRUNER, Secretary, 313 West Second St

conditions:
All events are three in flie, except cup races which are two in three
Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p m on tne day preceding the race shall be require

start. Declarations must be made in writing and made at ihe office of the Secretary
Color's must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day preceding the race and mu-*t be worn im

the track. Co'ors will be registered in the order in which they are received When colors skH
named or conflict, drivers will bs r -quired to wear the colors furnished by the Ass elation.

Hipoles birred in Trotting events, but will be permitted in Pacing events with the exceptlci
cup events .

Any race that may be started and unfinished on the last day of the meeting may be deal; 1

ended and money divided or cup awarded according to the rank of the horses In the summary.

Los Angeles, Ca

:

$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No, 6 $7001
GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTEE

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association I

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905. I
TO TROT OR PACE AT TWO AND THREE YEARS OLD.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 190i,

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE. I
$1250 for Trottinsr Foals. $1750 for Pacing Foals. $800 to Nominators of Dams of Winnes

and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:
$3000 for Three=Year=01d Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three- Year-Old Trot.

1250 for Two-Year-01d Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two=Year=Old Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three= Year-Old Trot
when Mare was bred.

ENTRANCE AND 1*AYMKNT3—S2 to nominate Mare on Daoember 1, 1935, when name, color, description of Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. S5 May 1, 1906. S5 October 1, 1906. •*!
Yearlings Jan lary 2, 1907. »lo on Two-Year-Oids January S, 1908. Slo on Tares-Year Olds January 2. 1900.

STARrlNli p VYttKXTi— »3J to start In tin p»> Y)ir-Ohl Pice 83 ^ to start in tbe Two-Year-Old Trot. S35 to start in tbe Three-Year-Old Pace. 860 to start in the Three- Year-Old '01

All Startiog Payments to be made ten day6 before the first day of the meeting at whiob the race is to talie place.
Nominator* Muni Designate When Making Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.
Colta that Start at Two Years Old are Not Barred from Startlug Again In the Three-Year Old Divisions.

$1000 for Three=Year=0ld Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Wio:r

of Three=Year=01d Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Win;:.

of Two=Year=OId Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d P::e

when Mare was bred.

The racesfor Two-Year-Olds will be mile heats (S In 3) and for Three-Year-Olds 3 In 5. Distance
for Two-Year-Olds, 150 yards; for Throo-Year-Olds, 100 yards.

II a Mare proves barren, or slips, or has a dead Foal, or Wins, or if either th~
Mare or Foal dies before January 2. 1007, nor nominator may sell or transfer bi-
noruination or substitute another Mare or Foal, regardless of ownership; but there
will be no return of a payment, nor will any entry be liable for more than amount
paid in or contracted for. In entries, the name, color and pedigree of Mare must
he eiven; also the name of the horst to which 6he was bred in 1005.

Entries must be accompanied by the entrance fte.

E. P. HEALD, President.

CONDITIONS.
Nominators liable only for amounts paid in. Failure to make any payment forfeits all pre on

payments. Tne Association is liable for 37000, tbe amount of the guarantee only. Hopples wil i*1

be barred in paciDg races.
Right reserved to declare off or reopen these Stakes in case the number of entries received :

«ot

satisfactory tu the Board of Directors
Money divided in each Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. There will be no 'f*

monies in eaoh Division than there are starters.
Entries open to the world Membership In the Association not required to e '-'•

but no horse, wherever owned, will be allowed to star, until the owner has become a member.

Write for Entry Blanks to

F. W. KELLET, Seoretary.
36 GEARY SIKEET, SAN FRANCISCO, C
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elbphone: Black 586.

trotter, end, while many of them buy pools, it is pure
love for the trotters that keeps them in the busi-

ness. Just so long as this' class of people continues

to give its support to the trotting horse business,

just so long will the trotter retain his popularity.
There is no danger of the light harness horse losing

his present high degree of popularity with the best

class of people in every State giving him their sup-

port
"

erms—One Year 83, Six Months SI. 75. Three Months 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

itter addressed to F. W. Kellet, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
lattfornla.
Communications must be accompanied by the writer s name and
ddress, not neoessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

antee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, October 14, 1905-

THE AMERICAN TROTTER is the universal pleas-

ure horse of the people of the United States. From

Maine to California he is bred, owned and driven by

.armers, mechanics, millionaires, statesmen and

radesmen, and there is not a county in the entire

country where the trotting horse is not owned and

oved for his docility, and his speed. The country boy

Is raised with trotting colts, breaks them to harness

hnd drives them on the road, and there is hardly a

{jerson, he he the owner of millions or the worker for

l small wage, who does not enjoy riding behind u

,?ood roadster, or a pair of them. Dr. Neal? the ed-

itor of that excellent publication, the Western Horse-

nan, recently expressed his views about people who

!ove the trotters In the following manner:

"The breeding and development of the trotting horse

lis an interesting study, and there is a fascination

jabout breeding and developing trotters which appeals

'strongly to thousands of people in all parts of the

country. The writer has traveled pretty extensively

.during the past twenty years in many States, and has

visited many out of the way places, but has yet to

find a city, town or hamlet where one or more persons

I could not be found who -were interested in breeding

trotters. The trotting horse enthusiast is found in

all walks of life, and his admirers are not confined to

1
any one class or condition of people, and some of the

most sincere lovers of the trotters are to be found in

the pulpit, on the stage, in the big financial institu-

tions of the country, on the farms, in stores, shops and

factories; in fact, the popularity of the trotting horse

extends into every part of American life. Only a few

weeks ago the writer met a Catholic priest, a warm-

hearted, lovable man, devoted to his calling, who was

one of the best posted men on trotting horse affairs

he ever met. In the same city lives a railroad engi-

neer, who drives a big locomotive across the country,

pulling one of the fastest railroad trains in the world,

and this engineer loves a trotter next to his wife and

babies.

"One of the leading officials of the railroad which

employs this engineer is also an enthusiastic lover of

trotters, and his only recreation is to breed a few trot-

ters each year. Up in Pennsylvania there lives a man

who is one of the largest coal and timber operators in

the world, a man who annually transacts millions of

dollars' worth of business, and employs thousands of

men, and is one of the busiest men in the United

States. Yet this man finds time each year to spend

a week or two on the Grand Circuit watching the trot-

ters. Down in Southern Ohio there lives another big

coal and timber operator, whose business each year

mounts up into millions, but he is never too busy to

discuss the breeding and development of the trotter,

and he breeds numbers of good horses each year.

There are Senators and Congressmen, widely known

in the halls of Congress, many of them who are real

admirers of the trotters, and several members of the

President's official family take a deep interest in the

breeding and development of the light harness horse.

"In every state there are ministers, lawyers, physi-

cians and men high in official life who love the trot-

ters, and take great delight in watching the breeding

and development of the trotter, and yet some people

wonder at the hold the trotter has upon the American

people. This is the class of people who keep alive the

interest in the trotter, and they are interested in him

not because they want to speculate on his chances oC

winning races, but simply because they love the horse,

and take delight in seeing him in contests of speed.

The liberal-minded, conservative people of the United

States see no particular harm in speculating on trot-

ting races and buying pools, but it is not because of

this phase of trotting racing that they admire the

successful fall meetings this year mean greater and

better meetings next year with two $5000 stakes.

Every horseman that can possibly afford to attend

the! racing on the Southern Circuit next month
should be making his plans for the trip. No.w is the

time to boost. With the proper encouragement to

those who give harness meetings in California, there

can be a circuit built up on this Coast that will be

the equal of any circuit held anywhere in the

United States.

DAN PATCH is the king of all harness horses be-

yond dispute. No horse has ever appeared that could

pace a mile in two minutes with the ease he ac-

complishes the effort, and no horse has ever ap-

proached the records he holds for miles below that

mark. His latest is a mile in 1:55*4 at Lexington

last Friday, breaking his own world's record of 1:56,

made at Memphis last year. The first quarter was in

29*£ seconds, the next in 2S seconds, the third in 28%
and the last quarter in 29 seconds. When we stop to

think that there are many thoroughbred horses that

cannot run and pull a sulky that fast, the greatness

of Dan Patch is more pronounced. For three years

this wonderful stallion has made heavy seasons in the

stud and come out in the fall and broken the world's

pacing record. His handsome proportions, his game-

ness' and his marvelous speed are the admiration of

horsemen all over the world. His owner, M. W. Sav-

age, of the International Stock Food Company of In-

dianapolis, is to be congratulated on the possession of

such a noble animal. Dan Patch stands on a pedestal

above all other equines and "none but himself can

be his parallel."

WE ARE OFTEN ASKED to decide wagers made
by our readers, and are always willing to interpret

the rules laid down or in general use which govern

contests of all kinds, provided the parties asking for

decisions will send in the conditions under which the

wagers are made. It is not possible for any one to

form an intelligent opinion in regard to the way a

wager should be decided unless he knows the full

conditions of the bet. "We were asked to publish in

this issue of the Breeder and Sportsman an opinion

as to the winner of a bet made by two well known
harness horsemen during the California Circuit races,

but as the conditions of the bet were not given, we
have nothing to base a decision on. Parties asking

this journal to decide wagers between them should

send to this office a copy of the conditions of the

wager, to which the signatures of both parties should

be affixed.

o

THE DISPERSAL SALE of the Rancho del Paso

horses, which will take place in New York, December

4th, is the talk of turfdom. The sales will be held by

the Fasig-Tipton Company and William Easton will

be the . auctioneer. There are thirty grandly bred

stallions, including the imported horses Watercress.

Star Ruby. St, Gatien, Goldfield, Golden Garter and

others, and five hundred brood mares. Catalogues

will soon be issued and will be sent to those who ap-

ply to the Fasig-Tipton Company, Madison Square

Garden, New York, for them. California breeders

who cannot attend the sale, should send commissions

on and buy what they can afford to. The dispersal of

this great farm offers the chance of a life time to

small breeders.

SHORTHORNS from the celebrated Humboldt herd

of Rush & Pierce, Suisun, are to be sold at that place

on Thursday next. October 19th, by Fred H. Chase &
Co. This is the first annual auction from this herd

and farmers should not allow this opportunity to im-

prove their stock to escape them. The cattle to be

sold are all high class individuals, full blooded and

registered, and are the result of years of intelligent

breeding. The purchase of a good young bull or a

few heifers will raise the standard of a herd of com-

mon cattle in a few years if intelligently managed, so

that they will be worth twice as much in the mar-

ket as can be got for ordinary cattle. Try to be at

Suisun next Thursday if you are interested in cattle.

THE STAKES WILL CLOSE on Monday, October

23d, with the New California Jockey Club. There is

added money in every instance where the stakes are

from $2000 to $3000. The Burns Handicap, which is

a guaranteed stake, is for $10,000. Look over the

list of these rich stakes in the advertisement which

appears on another page in this issue.

A BIG ENTRY LIST is due the Southern California

Circuit of harness racing, and every breeder, owner

and trainer in the central and northern part of the

state should make it his business to assist our south-

ern friends in securing the same. They are using

every effort to build up the game down there and

ADMIRAL DEWEY, son of Bingen and Nancy
Hanks, lowered his record to 2:04% at Lexington last

Wednesday. He started to beat his record of 2:06%

and lowered it two full seconds. This makes Admiral

Dewey the third fastest trotting stallion. Cresceus

holds the world's record with a mark of 2:02 J
/i, and

John A. McKerron has second pla.ce with a record of

2:04^. Directum is in fourth place, his record being

2:05*4, made in a race. Onward Silver's mark is the

same, but it was made against time and with a wind
shield in front.

ENTRIES for the Santa Maria meeting will close

October 23d.
, There will be six days' racing with one

harness and two running events each day. See the

advertisement in our business columns.

PONY RACING TODAY AT SAN MATEO.

The race meet of the California Polo and Pony
Racing Association which commences today on the
track of Charles W. Clark at San Mateo is expected
to bring out some keen racing.

Rudolph Spreckels and Mr. Clark will have the
greatest number of entries, while J. Chancey Hayes
of Oceanside will send up five from the south. W. E.
Pedley of the lower country will also be represented
by Carlotta, while Mr. Thorne of Palo Alto will have
one which he figures should carry off some of the
cups. He has entered Pegasus. Mr. Thorne banks his

hopes on the fact that he has the same trainer
handling his entry that had so much to do with the
coming out of Dr. Leggo.
What is thought to be the feature of the card for

today is the half-mile event in which Midlove and
Ulctma will come together. Both of these entries

have been "preped" to the hour and Mr. Clark and Mr.
Spreckels are centering all the efforts on these two
for the time being.

Among those which will carry Mr. Spreckels' colors
are: Ulctma, Boastful, Hopeful, Don and Carlolly.

Mr. Clark has entered Midlove, Ethel G, Bas Blancs,
Alvernie and Queen Rucker.
Of Mr. Spreckels' entries, Ulctma, Boastful and

Carlolly have never raced on the association track. In

fact the last two have never been raced on any track.

In the workouts, at Mr. Spreckels' farm, they have
turned up considerable speed and will be backed for

the honors in the events in which they start.

The number of stables represented today will not
be as large as in previous years, but what may be
lacked in number of owners represented has been
more than made up by the quality and number of

entries from the stables that take part in the meet.
It is the opinion of those who have visited the

Clark track the last week it would be hard to find a
finer lot than those which are stabled there at the
present time. Cost has been the last consideration,
which has resulted in some of the best bred ponies
being located in San Francisco.
This is accentuated by the fact that Mr. Spreckels

has just secured through Mr. Leighton, secretarv of

the association, some fifty head of the finest ponies
in the northwest.
Those secured are mostly seven-eighths thorough-

bred, being sired by Jim Miller and Steamboat Charlie.

A week from today another card will be presented
and the winner of the Midlove-Ulctma race will have
to go a little longer distance with more weight. It

may be that Marigold will be a contestant at this

time, in which case there will be "a hard guessing
bee."

Thomas H. Williams, president of the New Cali-
fornia Jockey Club, will act as presiding judge, while
Thomas A. Driscoll, who has just returned to Bur-
lingame, will be the senior steward. Fred Mulhol-
land will act as starter.

The first race on the card has been called for 2:15
p. m. There will be five races.

The entries for the events next week will close next
Wednesday with the secretary.
Mr. Leighton states that there will be another meec

the latter part of next month, commencing on Thanks-
giving day. It is thought at this time many of the
owners now absent from the city will have returned
and be represented. Another meet is likely to take
place around the first of the year or in the early
spring. These races will be principally for the polo
ponies that are in active service. So many foreign
polo players are expected here this winter that it is

thought a full card can be made up exclusively of the
mounts.
Mr. Leighton expects teams from the East, England,

Australia. Honolulu and the southern part of the
State. Among the noted visitors will be Sir Rupert
Clark of Australia, who may bring over a wonder in

the three-year-old race line to be raced at Oakland.
If he is successful in carrying off the honors he will

ship his entry to the east and race it over the sum-
mer tracks. With Sir Rupert will come the Austra-
lian polo team.

Strike!— if they non't give youJackson'aNapa Soda
wtpp you ask for it.
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE PORTLAND LIVE STOCK
SHOW.

To this view, the best feature of the Lewis

Clark Exposition is its great live stock show just over.

trlly, in some particulars, the exposition shows

local flavor. Rut in respect of its live stock show

rank is taken with the great world's fairs. Quant. ty

fflcient Quality was up to highest expecta-

The United States and Canada responded cor-

to invitations for entries. Notable imports. -

om England. France. Belgium and Germany
were shown. Horses, cattle, sheep, goats, and swine

had proper share in public attention and interest.

Home breeders won blue ribbons. It was thought

that Eastern men. skilled in fitting and giving polish,

would have the Pacific Coast at a disadvantage. Not

egon and the Coast made possible the Exposi-

tion Oregon and the Coast made the stock show and

in the glory. California sent the famous

liolsteins, the Glide & Son. the Eakle and the

Rush <fc Pierce shorthorns, and the owners came

along. Other delegates were present, including Prof.

Majors, U. C. professionally and personally held in

high esteem in Oregon.
Perhaps the horse and the shorthorn had the lead-

ing pans.
Horses there were in type from Darley's Arabian

to the ton and a quarter drafter from Normandy, the

Low Countries or the English shires.

The standard bred class was rather light in num-
bers, but showing quality. The judges pronounced

Jlion field in merit quite in a class by itself.

Zombro took leading place, the showy blacks. Lord

Kitchener and Xocturno. dividing honors. From a
show standpoint, the younger horses, with bloom and
action, had the advantage, but Zombro's ability as a

sire and his history as a good three-year-old were
properly taken into account. These young horses,

however, showy, built for endurance, carrying the

blood of Black Hawk 5, Edwin Forrest 49. Mambrino
Patchen 5S, and thoroughbred in close ancestry,

weighing 1100 to 1200 pounds, come close to that

magnified Morgan ideal recently suggested through

the Breeder and Sportsman by Mr. Gamble. And it

cannot but be cause of congratulation to believers in

progressive breeding that Lord Kitchener is a hand-
somer horse than his sire. If he proves as good a

sire, so much the better. Junior stallions, mares and
young stuff were attractive. Brook Nook Rranche of

Montana won ribbons enough to carpet one of its

fertile meadows. The Alfonso family won firsts.

group and family prizes and grand championships
in giddy profusion, and showed breedy and handsome
form. Altamont 3600 was represented. Old Altamont
did much for the harness horse in Oregon and spent

his last days in California and his blood lines are
here valued in matron or sire.

Lambert Boy and his son Newsboy represented the

Morgans, being the real thing in blood and form,
good individuals and typical in conformation to the
type of that valuable line.

Of thoroughbreds, there is little to report. An
entry or two saved the distance of friends of the
galloper.

McLaughlin's French Coach and Crouch & Son's
German Coach classes, high actors, at home in the
arena, shown to best advantage, were popular with
the grand stand, and in numbers and quality were
fit to show anj'where. McLaughlin's Apropos was
head of the class. To the observer with standard
bred inclinations, the French Coach is nearer the
mark as a heavy harness horse than the German, the
latter being too heavy without the harness, and,
untrained, lacking the special shoeing and tail surgery
in vogue, gaited too much like the old Mission Street
bob-tail cars which used to run to Woodward's Gar-
dens.

One Hackney showed, a good one though, and a
solitary Cleveland Bay, lone fisherman by a great
stream.
Rosa Bonheur would have found material for many

"Horse Fairs" in the draft classes. Percherons led.

McLaughlin Bros, swept the field with a magnificent
line of this famous breed.
Canadians won with Clydesdale and J. L. Edson of

Silverton. Ore., gathered in first premium, champion-
ship and grand championship with Red Lynch Con-
queror, a grand Shire. There was little competition
In this class.

Crouch & Sons led with Belgians, a drafter much
in favor in the Northwest.
One Suffolk was shown, a good specimen of this

famous old cart horse, owned by Fanson & Son of
Danville, III.

Missouri contributed a mammoth mule and a car-
<f his ancestors, all of which were placed on

the firing line and did their part in drawing crowds.
Yolo County and the San Joaquin would have been
much edified and refreshed with this exhibit.
The cattle barns were filled with grand stock. Beef

and dairy advocates found ready texts. Friends of
ual purpose cow pointed with pride to the Red

Poll and the Devon. "White faces came from many
Hereford breeders. But the Shorthorn display

was magnificent. The atmosj ked of Bonnie
d. Mi-n whose word Is authority give the

Lewis & Clark show credit In respect of Shorthorns
<>f equalling any .show on record. The uniform ex-
cellence of animals shown is remarkable. King Ed-

flrst premium aged bull, also champion and
champion, was shown by J. it. Glide & Son ,,r

Sacramento, who also won other honors in this
branch of the .^how. Rush tt Pierce took several
ribbons, c. E. Ladd ami II. YV. Peel were th<

paj exhibitors, representing Oregon and Wash-
ington with a grand array of entries of this noble
breed.
The Galloways shown by Clark of Minnesota and

Brown & Son of Missouri, were exceptionally fine.

A fair display of Aberdeen Angus was made by Oregon
lers

The lover of the Jersey was in his element. Such

herds as those of the Ladd Estate, among the chief

Jersey herds of the world, D. H. Looney. H. West,

Atkinson Bros., and others, are a source of pride to

Oregon and glory to any dairy country as well as to

all those who appreciate grace, beauty and useful-

ness in the cow. The Ladd Estate received chief

place in awards, with the Looney herd second and

other honors distributed among smaller breeders.

The Ladd Estate showed Loretta D., the famous win-

ner of the dairy test at St. Louis, but the cow
being dry at present was not entered in the contests.

Loretta D. is a strong, rugged cow. inclining to coarse-

ness, but a great producer.

Holsteins were there to "beat the Dutch." For

Holland could not show a better collection. The
Pierce herd from California attracted especial atten-

tion. Mr. Pierce's chief herd bull, Jetse (imported),

is perfect in type, a grand specimen of the breed to

whose ideals he is so true. Jetse did not show quite

as much form as usual, the long journey being a

decided handicap. The Pierce cows and young stock

were first class. Irwin of Minneapolis, the Hazle-

wood Company of Spokane. Frakes of Scappose, were

the other exhibitors. It was a surprise to most when
the Frakes bull, Oregon Lunde de Kol, was placed

first. This bull is coarse, beefy in form, not a Hol-
stein type at all, and might be expected to win only

in a weight contest. The Frakes cow. MechthiHe,
is a grand individual, perfect in conformation, lacking

nowhere unless it be a shade in facial turn and win-
ning place worthily.

A herd of Ayrshires and a herd of Brown Swiss

were shown. The only families of these varieties, so

far as this observation goes, in the North Pacific.

Sheep, goats and swine had their innings, and,

while not shown in great numbers, had enough quality

and variety to interest any requirement. One hog
breeder displayed upon his walls his ambition to

"Make two pounds of pork grow where one grew
before." Smith of Hazlewood was this humorist. It

is a vital point in this whole business.

It is evident that the Pacific Coast claims great-

ness, and must continue to do so, largely along agri-

cultural lines. Live stock interests are second to

none in the farming world. The show is educational.

To learn of care, of feeding, of fitting, is a call first

and last for the blue ribbon end of the show ring.

The Live Stock Show was popular. Attendance
was good. Everybody was there but some of the lead-

ing officials of the Exposition, who ought to have
been. Judges in the main were satisfactory. Credit

is due Director Withycombe of the Oregon Experi-
ment Station, who suggested holding the show, to

Superintendent Wisdom, who made and managed it

and to Mr. George Gammie, who was always the right

man in the right place with balm for the wounded
and comfort for the disappointed.

G. A. W7ESTGATE.

over 21 years of age who presents an admission tii

unless such person is drunk, lewd or of imnn
character.
The question is whether the defendants had a rij

to expel the plaintiff for violating a city ordinal

and whether such violation of a city law would m;
him an "immoral character."

The court holds that it would not for he sl

"Should a man be arrested and fined for neglecting
repair a sewer or for spitting on a sidewalk, he
guilty of immoral conduct. Neither could a man
denied admission to a San Francisco theatre for vio

lating an ordinance of Alameda county.
As to "flashing" the result an individual has th

same right in this respect as the newspaper reporter
who send in the results of a prize fight.

A BIG AUCTION SALE.

£
"'

:

The Meek Estate, comprising several thousam
acies of the finest land in California, situated betweei
the towns of Haywards and San Lorenzo in Alamed;
county, has been divided amongst the heirs, and oi

the 27th and 2Sth of this month the personal propertj

of this great farm is to be sold at auction. Then
are 150 head of horses and mules, large number-
of wagons, carts, buggies, bikes, harness, and every
thing required to run a big farm of this kind. Amon^
the horses there are several fine road teams, gen-
tlemen's driving horses, family horses, and many fim

draft horses and mules. This will be one of th«

biggest auction sales ever held in California, and
will take two days to sell everything.
The Meek Estate has bred many fast trotters

pacers in the past, and while at an auction sale
1904 nearly all the trotting stock was sold, there

are quite a number of well-bred mares and geld
still on the farm that have been used as road ho
and will be sold at this sale. Among them is Char]
Steele, one of the best roadsters in the State. He
a full brother to Janice 2:08*4. A bay mare by Wei
come 2.10% out of Edwina 2:21% by Sidney, is also

a very fine road mare, perfectly gentle and can be

driven by a lady, is also to go in this sale. Another
is the mare Cricri 2:20 by Direct 2:05%, out of Cricket
2:10 by Steinway. This mare is a fine roadster and
will make a great brood mare. A thoroughbred saddle

horse, thoroughly broken -and but four years old, will

also be sold. The draft stock is an especially fine

lot of well-bred and fine looking animals. The
wagons, carts, harness, agricultural implements, etc

are all in good repair. The dates of the sale are

October 27th and 2Sth.
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HENRY DUNLAP SELLS HAROLD D. FOR $3250.

Philadelphia, Oct. 4, 1905.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman—I drop you a few
lines to let you know that Harold D. holds the speed
track record at Philadelphia. He won the fastest

half mile two in three contest ever raced on the
Philadelphia speed track. He was driven to wagon
and won his heats in 1:00% and 1:00%, beating such
horses as Tou Bet 2:07, Judge Mills 2: OS. Wilkie Eg-
bert 2:10^, Robert M. 2:06%. Billy 2:14 and Iowa
Joe, said to be the fastest horse in the Driving Club
here. This race took place last Saturday before ten

thousand people. After the race I sold Harold D. to

James R. Brown, 241s North Thirty-first street, Phil-

adelphia, for $3250.

When I arrived at Saugus, Mass., with my horse
after leaving California, he was sick and would not
eat. They took me out of the sulky before the fourth

heat and put Gillis up. and he got Harold D. shut
out, .but according to the rule they had to give me
a position and let the horse start again. I finishei

fourth with him. One month after that I started him
at Rochester, N. H. There were just three of us in

the race and I managed to keep from getting the flag

and got third money. At the next town. Concord, he
was not in the money, and as he was getting no
better I turned him over to a veterinary for a week
and he got better.

I came to Philadelphia a month ago and Harold D.

got to eating well and soon got strong, showing his

old speed in his work. You can see by his work last

Saturday that he is quite a horse right now. I fully

expect him to get a mark of 2:05 next year. He is the
best horse in a race I ever saw. They scored me
twenty-two times in the first heat at Saugus, and he
was pacing all the time, although a sick horse.

I will be home some day next week and glad to get
back. I must say they turn out better to the harness
races in California than they do in the New England
States. Respectfully. H. H. DUNLAP.

ENTITLED TO PRIVILEGES OF THE TRACK.

Judge Hunt of the Superior Court of San Francisco
rendered a decision last Saturday in the case of San-
fanson against the New California Jockey Club, in

which he gave the opinion that the club had no right
to keep a person from the privileges of the track who
Is caught "flashing" or "signaling" the result of
races.

During the last racing season Sanfason bought ad-
mlssion to the Emeryville track and signaled the re-
sulis i«i h.mk milkers doing business in San Fran-
cisco. The racing officials admitted they ejected him
from the track upon the ground that he was guilty
of immoral conduct and of violating the ordinances
of San Francisco in sending the results to determine
bets made in illegally run poolrooms.
The statute of 1S93, says Judge Hunt, make it un-

lawful to refuse admission to any theater, racecourse
or other place of public amusement to any person

STICKLER FOR RULES LOST.

When the rain prevented racing at Electr:c Park
yesterday the horsemen gathered in the main building
and talked horse, says a Baltimore writer. The ques-

tion of making horsemen engaged in a race comply
strictly with the rules was a subject under discussion,

when one of a party told the following story:

"I was officiating at a meeting held at one of the

lower Maryland county tracks a few seasons ago
when I saw a stickler for rules get it in the neck in

a most unexpected manner. There was a little fellow

driving in the race, and his horse was winning. When
he won the first heat he jumped on the scale and did

it cleverly, the beam raising when he landed, and the

clerk marked him as that weight.
"Another fellow in the race watched the little man

do the scale-jump act after he had won the second
heat. When he won the third heat and did the jump
act again, the other fellow was right there and de-

manded that he stay on the scales and weigh prop*
'erly. Wnen this was done the winner of three heats
was found to weigh but 135 pounds instead of the
necessary 150. The clerk reported the fact to the

judges, who promptly disqualified the horse which hadl
won the three heats.

"Now, this was all right and proper. The fellow!
who had insisted on making the little fellow weight
had finished second in each heat, and thought that

when the judges disqualified the man short of weight
the winning of the race would then and there be

j

awarded his horse without the time record made by
the disqualified horse. Well, the judges did nothing
of the kind. When they disqualified the horse whose
driver was short of weight they ordered the race to

continue until a winner developed.
"The fellow who had protested was in for it, and

went out and won the next heat, though he was
forced to take a fast mark in doing it. In the fifth

heat his horse made a bad break and was distanced.
Instead of getting the second money, which he had
won when he had the other fellow's horse disqualified,

he got no money, but penalized his horse with a fast

mark. The fact that the two drivers in the story

were both driving in races at this meeting called to

my mind the incident related."

A big sale of trotting and pacing horses is planned I
by Fred H. Chase & Co., the well known live stock

j

auctioneers, to take place at Pleasanton race track N
some time in February next. It is proposed to conduct I
this sale on the same lines- that the big eastern com- I
bination sales are held, and on the day before the

horses are sold all that are to be sold as speed or I
road horses will be shown on the track and timed by M
experienced timers and the time announced. Among

j

those who ha\e already promised consignments to this j'

big sale are Mr. A. B. Spreckels, who will send thirty
||

head from Aptos Farm ; Mr. W. A. Shippee,
J

Oakwood Park Stock Farm, and Mr. A. J.

Molero. This sale will be extensively advertised and .

will be one of the largest ever held in California-
|

During February there are always many eastern buy- '

ers in California looking for good prospects who would

rather buy at auctions than any other way, and there

is no doubt but the sale will be a big success.

Jackson 'e Napa Soda doei not tangle the feet
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| OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINION.S ||

Western Horseman: No, there is no such thing as

siding a successful county, district or state fair with-

it harness horse racing. It has been tried many
imes and always with the same results—a financial

iss. A recent shining example is that of the Wabash,
iidiana, "Farmers' No Horse Race Fair," promoted
lid conducted by the Daugherty Bros , with Will H.
ieming as acting manager. As a "Pumpkin and Pig"

now, with a complete and valuable list of prizes for

[.-erything produced on the farm, in the local work
hops, in the household kitchen, and fancy work do-

estic corner, with "side shows" and special attrac-

pns galore—and not a device of any kind at which
penny could be jeopardized by chance, the "Farm-

is' Fair" had every attraction except 'hoss racinV
'nd what was the result? Not enough farmers—the

kiss of people some would have us believe do not

ire for horse racing, attended to pay the gate keep-

's, and had not the citizens of Wabash, with whom
.e promoters are exceedingly popular, turned out in

rce through pure good fellowship, the Daugherty
cos.' great combination sale plant, at which place

me "Farmers' Fair" was held, would hardly have
lid the loss. This is the usual experience in trying

1 run a fair without horse racing.

cerned, it does not matter which class of horses he
fancies or desires—roadster, coach or draft—he must
stick to the same class of sires, coupling the best to
the best with the assurance that success will fol-
low.

Horse World: It is apparent to all who have given

e matter any attention that it is time some better

an of identifying horses be adopted by the parent

otting associations. In spite of the efforts which
e put forth to prevent the masquerading of horses

[|i the harness tracks it is a fact that there has
•en more ringing this year than almost any year that

lln be recalled. There is hardly a racing circuit of

y importance in which there has not been one or

iore horses suspected of being ringers. Several

hich are doubtless ringers have managed to get

pay with quite a lot of money before suspicions he-

me strong enough to cause their earnings to be pro-

sted, and others have vanished almost instantly,

spicion being turned toward them at once. Several

ans for better identifying horses have been proposed,

|!id it seems as though the two parent trotting asso-

itions ought to get together during the coming win-
'r and combine upon some plan for making it less

sy for unprincipled men to indulge in this form of

leating. Even with the adoption of the best of the

ethods suggested there will doubtless be some ring-

g, but that it cannot be prevented in a great degree

ems hard to believe. The evil is one that ought to

dealt with before another racing season opens, and
is to be hoped that the men who manage the af-

irs of the National and American Trotting Associa-

diis will take this view of the matter and act accord-
giy.

Spirit of the West: The racing season of 1905 is

taring the end. It can be said without fear of eon-

adiction that the season of 1905, especially in the

'est, has been the most successful in the history of

e light-harness horse. When Sprit of the West in

l,:ars gone by expressed the opinion that there were
nple interest in the West, and sufficient foundation
otting bred stock for the West to become an impor-
nt factor in producing high-class race horses, and
mducting flrst-class meetings there were a few
ople who were inclined to hold different views, but
me has proven the soundness of our opinion, and to-

iy no section of country on the map is in a more
•osperous condition than is the West in the produc-
an of high-class standard bred horses and the hold-

\ g of successful race meetings. The stigma of being
ider the dictation and control of the gambling ele-

ent dees not now and never will obtain in the

"est as it did and does now in many prominent East-
n race centers. There is a diffei'ence between per-
itting men who are inclined to place a wager on a
irse race who are interested in the production and
-velopment of the industry, and permitting a class
' men who have not one dollar invested in the busi-

es and follow the race course only to gamble and
ctate to the association. The West is on the right

ack and it should continue along the same lines,

here is reason in all things, and the public does not
nsure a certain amount of genteel sport, but it will

jt stand for open violation of order and decency.

Farm and Home: Except in the development of the

otting horse the United States has little to boast of

the line of horse improvement, and it may be ques-
oned as to how much must be allowed for skillful

iving. better tracks and appliances. The recognized
eeds of horses are the results of continued and per-

stent devotion to an acknowledged standard of ex-
llence for that particular breed. And until farmers
cognize and follow the experience and practice of

iose who have preserved certain qualities and char-
:teristics by breeding in the same line for genera-
ons, they will not achieve success. Specimens of the
nge horses brought eastward indicate quite clearly

,hat continuous breeding from stallions of the same
ass will do with the native, unimproved mares as
undation stock. Size, form and color of potent sires

"e reproduced and fixed in the offspring after a few
aerations. But the mental characteristics of tem-

> tr incident to the half wild mares it seems were
ore difficult to overcome than physical con forma

-

3n. In the early days of the Shorthorn herdbook
) e offspring of females having four crosses of pure
. ed sires became eligible to record as full bloods,
cause in such cases, the good qualities of the domi-
int breed were, to all appearances, fixed and trans-
issible This is the lesson the farmer must learn and

' >ide by. So far as the principle of breeding is con-

Breeders' Gazette: It is wonderful how closely the
search has been prosecuted for the young stallions of
size and substance and general excellence of appear-
ance Our information is that in France, Belgium,
England, Scotland and Germany, there is hardly one
left that would do to bring to this country with any
hope of making any adequate return on him. Letters
received tell. too. of flying orders off the wires calling
for this or that number of stallions to fill out a load
or eke out one already left for foreign shores. The
way these foreign importations have melted from first

hands after they have landed has never been equaled
in the history of the trade, and in domestic transac-
tion there is marked activity.

In these foreign countries the trouble now is. not
how to sell the horses but to get them to sell after
they have been obtained and gathered together into
the dealers' stables. Over there the breeders of pure-
bred stock assuredly are in clover and there are
cogent reasons why the trade in this country is turn-
ing more and more to buy the product of American
studs. There is no reason why there should be a
value for an imported horse and another and far
lower one for a home-bred horse of equal merit and
pedigree. Indeed, we learn that in some parts of this
country and for some uses the home-bred commodity
is already esteemed if not the best at least the price-
equal of his imported brethren. Therefore it will
stand our breeders in hand to go slowly, taking advan-
tage of the rising tide slacking back at the right
time. Indeed it looks very much as though this is

the time in the affairs of that trade which if taken at
the flood will lead on to fortune. There may be no
occasion for unseemly haste, but there is reason for
unremitting work in gathering together stocks with
which to carry on the future work. Times are good,
demand is rarely distributed over many classes, and
many new men are getting into this business of breed-
ing of pure-breds but the top of the wave should
not be let slip to obtain some few of the real top-
pers that are in time to come to be the great win-
ners, and best of all for the sires and dams of the
equine prodigies that American generations yet un-
born will honor as well as their imported ancestors.

NEW 2:10 LIST.

Trotters.

Sadie Mac by Peter the Great 2:07%, dam Fan-
ella 2:13 by Arion 2:07% 2:06%

Admiral Dewey by Bingen 2:06%, dam Nancy
Hanks 2:04 by Happy Medium 2:06%

Zephyr by Zombro 2:11, dam Gazelle 2:11% by
Gossiper 2 : 07 %

Ethel's Pride by Directum 2:05%. dam Ethel-
Tvyn 2:33 by Harold T-, 2:07%

Turley by French Plate, dam Ellemac by Al-
van 2: OS

Kid Shay by Nitrogen, dam Elsinore by Chief
of Echoes 2:0S%

Glenwood M. by Bobby Burns 2:19%, dam by
Idol Wilkes 2:08%

Robert Mc. by McRoberts, dam Hettie D. by
Hector Wilkes ' 2:08%

Jim Fenton by Henry F., dam by Atlantic 2:08%
John Caldwell by Strathway 2:19, dam Annie

by Kentucky Hambletonian 2:09
Deloree by Delmarch 2: 11%. dam Hindee by

Allerton 2:09%
Grace Keller by Anderson "Wilkes 2:22%, dam

Laura Keller by Jim Monroe 2:09%
Helen Norte by Del Norte 2:08, dam Laurelia

by Caution 2:25% 2:09%
Mainland by Axtell. dam by Kentucky Prince. .2:09%
Susie N. (3) by Moko, dam Gypsey Dark by

Wiltwood 2:09%
Albert C. by Bellini, dam by Highland Grey 2:09%
Belle C. by Oh So 2:25%, dam Belle Wilkes by

Renshaw 2:09%
Evelyn Bird by Happy King, dam Secret by

Young Jim 2:09%
Lizzie G. by Guardsman 2:23%, dam by Mam-

brino Patchen 2:09%
W. J. Lewis by Norval 2: 14%, dam Dunlora

by King Rene 2:09%
Clarita W. by Grattan 2:13, dam Josie Castle

2:24% by Bonnie Castle 2:09%
Directum Lass by Directum 2:05%, dam Ma-

dera by Dexter Prince 2:09%
Miss Adbell by Adbell 2:23, dam Emma T. by

Socrates 2:09%
Leonardo by Bellini 2:13%. dam Lena Holly

2:18% by Director 2:17 2.10

Pat Ford by Blitzen, dam Bay Leaf by Prin-
ceps 2:10

Tom Miller Jr. by Tom Miller, dam Ramona

2:16% by Whitney 2:10
Pacers.

Maud Keswick by Keswick 2:18%. dam by
Tariff 2:03%

The Friend by Heir-at-Law 2:05%, dam Win-
nifred Chimes by Chimes 2:05%

Waiter Direct by Direct Hal 2:04%, dam Ella

Brown 2.11% by Prince Pulaski Jr 2:05%
Jubilee by Satrap 2:19% 2:06%
Peruna by Norbells. dam Silvia by Civilization. .2:06%
Robei't Lee by Gene Lee. dam not traced 2:06%
Texas Rooker by Texas Jack 2:06%
Bolivar by Wayland W. 2:12%, dam by Harry

Wilkes 2:06%
Hal T. by Masker, dam Tommie Pointer by Bay

Tom 2:06%
Lady Sealskin by Electmont 2:22%, dam by

Alcantara 2:06%

Red Bud by Red Wing C. 2.13%. dam by Gas-
coigne 2:06%

E. M. R. by Myron McHenry 2:15%, dam Paw-
nee Queen by Kankakee 2:07%

Auto by Great Heart 2:12%, dam Demarius
2:34% by Royal Fearnaught 2:07%

Nutwood Grattan by Grattan 2:13, dam Anna
Nutwood by Nutwood 2:07%

Doris B by Grattan 2:13. dam Edith Zell by
Strathroy .2:0*^4

Direct Wood by Direct 2.05%, dam Dolly Fort
2:28% by Lee Wood ."

2:07%
Kruger by Mercury 2:21, dam Mary C. by Ten-

nessee Wilkes 2:08
Josie C. by Glenelg, dam Bunnella by Ingra-

ham .2:08%
John R. Jr. by Illinois Chief, dam by Long-

strider .*. 2:08%
Bee Gee by Symbol Hal 2:21%, dam by Phallas.2:08%
Bonnie Ailsie by Faustino 2:12%, dam Ailsie

Medium 2:27% by Happy Medium 2.08%
Doctor W. by Robert Basler, dam by Sacra-

mento 2:08%
Black Lock by Cuckoo 2:16%. dam Jenny

Brown by John Brown 2:08%
Inter Ocean by Williams 2:08%
Tidal Wave by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16%, dam

My Mircale by McKinney .* 2.09

Bonalet by Bonnie Direct 2:05%, dam Roblet
2:12 by Robin 2:09^

Dorcas H. by Wiggins 2.19%, dam Suetta by
Time Onward 2:09%

Vision by Vanquish 2:19. dam by Antrim ... .2:09%
Oakley D. by Baron Oaks, dam Hattie D. by

Colonel Hambrick 2:09%
Vyzenio by Vyzant 2:17%. dam by Hamdallah. .2:09%
Leslie Waterman by Oh So 2:25%. dam not

given 2:09%
Red King by Atlantic King 2:21. dam Belle

by Red Bell 2:09%
Phalla by Alliewood 2.09%, dam Amiss by

Mimic 2:09%
Martha B. by Ashland Wilkes 2:17%. dam

Carrie B. by Burgher 2:09%
Queen of Spades by King Sultan 2:23, dam

Nellie L. by Mazeppa 2:09%
Castlewood by Nutalwood, dam Bird by Major

Hunter Jr 2:09%
Lizzie H by Gambrel 2: 10%, dam Duster by

Ravenswood Jr. 2:09%
Charley Patch by Hal Patch, dam by Norwood

Wilkes 2:09%
William C. by Civilization 2:22% 2.09%
Virginia by Bob Mason 2:27, dam by Grandee. .2:10

Nellie R. by Wayland W. 2:12%, dam Topsey
by Whippleton 2:10

Bonnie Wilkes by Fred Wilkes, dam Galen Prin-
cess by Judge Folger 2:10

Hal C. by Hal Dillard 2:04%. dam Pearl Sim-
mons by Simmons 2 : 10

Rudy Kip by McEwen 2:18%. dam not traced. .2:10

GRAND SOUTHERN FALL CIRCUIT.

Secretary A. W. Bruner has sent the following cir-

cular letter to the horsemen of this coast:

Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 5th. 1905.

I wish to call your attention to the closing of en-

tries on October 24th for our San Bernardino, Santa
Ana and Los Angeles fall meetings and trust that

every horseman will make it a point to give us every
entry possible. We have spent our time and money in

forming this circuit for the benefit of the harness
horse interests and it is now up to the horsemen to

make it a success from a racing standpoint by giving

us a good, liberal entry. From a financial standpoint,

we have taken care of that end of the game and your
money is ready at the wire. Don't fail to enter fear-

ing your class will not fill and race may be declared

off. Our purses and conditions are most liberal, and
by refering to our July meeting you will note that

classes having but three starters in one thousand dol-

lar purses were allowed to go. Our method is fair

treatment to the horsemen in every sense of the word.
It is our intention to give an early spring circuit, in-

creasing our classes and purses at San Bernardino
and Santa Ana, and just as soon as possible to estab-
lish a $5000 stake for trotters and a $5000 stake for

pacers at our Los Angeles fall meetings. In other
words, we propose building up a Southern California

Circuit with a reputation for liberality in purses and
conditions governing same that will attract the atten-

tion of horsemen from all parts of the country.

Our circuit at present comprises three of the safest

and fastest tracks there is on the Pacific Coast and
only equalled on the Grand Circuit. The San Ber-
nardino track has just been graded, fenced and re-

clayed, with other improvements, at an expense of

$12,000, making it a thoroughly up-to-date plant, and
my prediction is that it will prove the fastest track
in the State. Santa Ana has always been considered
one of the fastest tracks in California, while our Los
Angeles track holds the Coast record for pacing
(2:03%), also for trotting (2:05%). Taking into con-
sideration the fact that our circuit gives the closing

meeting in the fall and the early opening meeting in

the spring, say nothing about" our superior winter
climate to train and prepare your horses for
a hard season's campaign, horsemen cannot afford to

overlook this opportunity of getting a chance to earn
their winter's oats in the fall and a get-away stake
in the spring. Make your entries through the entire

circuit and select your track to winter at, resting as-
sured that you will be treated right.

Address your entries and communications to A. W.
Bruner, secretary. 313 W. 2d street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.
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The entire racing stable of James Butler's East

View Farm will be sold by the Fasig-Tipton Com-
pany at the Oia Glory sale in New Tork, Nov. 20th

to Dec. 1st.

Dan Patch 1

He is the greatest of them all.

And seems able to pace in 2:00 on any old track.

Anglola 2:07?; has won two $10,000 purses this

She is a bread winner.

Dan Patch has five new standard performers to his

credit. Pretty good for a starter, especially as one

of them has a record of 2:08%.

Achllle 2:15%, the New England stallion, is by Bin-

'.'6%, dam Starlighl 2:15%, by Electioneer;

in the once-champion four-year-old Sally Ben-
ion 2:17%. who also produced Serpol -':10 and other

fast ones.

The two-year-old trotter. Jack McKerron (2) 2:23%
is certainly a great youngster. His mile at Elyria last

week, when he trotted a half mile track that' is far

from being a fast track in 2:23%, stamps him as a
two-year-old of more than usual promise. The mile

was an easy one, the first quarter being done in 3S%
seconds, the half was reached in 1:13% and the three-

quarters in 1:48%. and home in 2:23%.

The geldings have shown up wonderfully well this

year. There are Wentworth 2:04%, George G. 2:05%,
Tiverton 2:05%, Dr. Strong 2:06, Snyder McGregor
2:06%, Norman B. 2:06%. Tom Axworthy 2:07. Kid
Shea 2:07%, Turley 2:0S. and a few more to hear
from.

Everett L. Smith, known best to readers of the turf

papers as "Percy," over which pen name he has writ-

ten interestingly for the American Horse Breeder,

New Tork Telegraph and other papers, has recently

connected himself with the Fiss, Doer & Campbell
Co.. one of the leading New* Tork horse dealing firms.

Mr. Smith will have charge of the advertising depart-

ment of that firm.

The 21-year-old stallion Shenango won a three in

five race at Groton, Mass., one day last month in

2:39%, 2:40% and 2:39%. He's no Osier hoss.

But four trotting stallions have entered the 2:10 list

this season. One. Mainland 2:09%, is by Axtell 2:12,

while another, Mainsheet 2:08%, is out of an Axtell

mare.

Ellemac 2:27, dam of Turley 2:08, died recently at

Ellemac Stock Farm, Memphis, Tenn. Ellemac was
15 years old and was by Alvan 2:26%, dam Linda, un-
traced, and three other foals by her are all speedy.
They are by French Plate 2:26%. sire of Turley.

Samana by Bingen 2:06%, out of Mont Rose 2: IS, by
Electioneer, grandam Rosemont, by Piedmont, out of

Beautiful Bells 2:29%, has taken a pacing record of

2:19%.

Hallina .Morgan 2:14%, the three-year-old filly that
raced through the Colorado circuit, and has since

been racing through the Great Western Circuit, was
broken to harness at eight months of age and wore
the hopples from that day on whenever she was
hitched up. She cannot pace a mile in three minutes
without the straps.

The San Francisco Driving Club will hold a meeting
to-morrow over the Santa Rosa Stock Farm track.

A new standard performer for Zombro 2:11 is

Jealous 2:2f i's list is getting to be a most
creditable one.

The mare Rosa Bonheur by Antinous has reduced
her record to 2:16% this year.

Harold D. 2:11% by Dexter Prince, has been soldi

to a Philadelphia gentleman for $3250.

Ed Geers has won nearly $30,000 with the string

of horses lie has raced through the Grand Circuit.

The entry list was so large at Lexington that sev-

eral of the races have been divided, making two races.

Fred H. Chase & Co. announce for the evening of

Tuesday. November 14th, a sale of thirty head of

trotting bred mares and geldings from the well known
Rose Dale Stock Farm, Santa Rosa. These animals

are by such stallions as "Washington McKinney 35751.

son of the great McKinney 2.11%; Daly 2:15, sire of

eight trotters in the list, and St. "Whips, a son of the

sire of Azote 2:04%. They are out of producing

mares by Steinway. Eugene Casserly, Alexander, An-
sel, Silas Skinner, Daly and Digitalis. This is the

first of a series of annual sales from this farm. Size,

conformation, soundness and speed have been the

aim in breeding these horses and the public can be

certain that they will be just as represented. There

will be many fine road animals in the consignment

and a number that have speed enough to race and
win. Catalogues will be issued soon and can be had

by application to Fred H. Chase & Co., 1732 Market
street, San Francisco, where the sale is to be held.

Emma T. 2:17% by Socrates, dam of Miss Adbell.

winner of this year's Kentucky Futurity, is also the

dam of another fast trotter. On Friday of last week
her daughter. Emma Brook, took a record of 2:11%,
and won second money in the 2:14 class trot at Lex-
ington. Emma Brook is by Silent Brook 2:16%.

The match race between Faust and Daisy May-

comes' off to-morrow afternoon over the Alameda
track. It is for $500 a side.

The matinee season will be opened at Los Angeles
on Thanksgiving Day with an excellent program of

names? racing between horses owned by members of

the Los Angeles Driving Club. Mr. A. W. Brunei-,

who was recently elected secretary of this club, is at

work on a program that will bring together the best
horses owned in the club.

Mr. C. Z. Hebert of Salinas, offered $100 as a stake
to be trotted for this year by three-year-olds sired by
his stallion Bruno 2:16%. The race was trotted last

Saturday at the Salinas track. There were but two
starters, both of them fillies. Mr. S. J. Smart's filly

won in straight heats over Mr. Henry Gross's entry.

The best time was 3:07.

Kid Shea, the trotter by Nitrogen that has been
winning on the Grand Circuit this year and has re-

duced his record from 2:14% to 2:07%. has a lot of

California blood in his veins. His dam is the Cali-

fornia bred mare Elsinore by Chief of the Echoes,
second dam by A. W. Richmond.

The Central California Fair is being held at Han-
ford. Kings county this week, is the best ever held at

that place. The stock exhibit is large and the at-

tendance has been good every day.

The track at Spokane must be slow. Oveta 2:lo!/2

won the 2:16 trot there Tuesday, defeating Sam Bow-
ers and Kitty Clover in 2:25, the fastest heat in the
race.

Zephyr 2:07%. by Zombro 2:11. and her dam Gazelle

2:11%, by Gossiper 2:14%, are both consigned to the

Old Glory sale in November. Gazelle is also the dam
of Zolock 2:05%.

Mr. S. Christianson of this city has purchased from
Chas. F. Kapp the handsome colt Charlie Kapp. foaled
1904. by Stam B. 2:11%, dam Marguerite K. by Dom
Pedro. This colt is entered in the Breeders' Futurity
and looks like a good prospect. Ted Hayes has him in

hand at Pleasanton.

Mr. W. H. Lumsu-n's filly 2:09%, the fastest three-

year-old pacer of the year, comes from a developed
ancestry. She is by Bonnie Direct 2:05%, son of

Director 2:17 and Bon Bon 2:26. Her dam is Roblet
2:12 by Robin 2:22%. Bonalet is inbred to Director,

as Robin, the sire of her dam, is a grandson of that

horse.

Dr. Frank Pierce, of Albuquerque. New Mexico,
now owns the trotting [aster Delmar 2:16.

formerly owned by w. .' Clark J-., and finds him a
very pleasant driver, being - broken, kind
and possessed of 2:20 S|

Dolly Phoebe by Hambleton 11 es, dam Dolly
Smith (dam of 7). by Mambrlno Chief Jr.. which took
a mark of 2:29% at X V - a., last

reduco| this mark Buckhannon,,
i by River-

The livestock show at the Lewis ; 1 Clark Ex-
position, whi h the crown-
Ine feature of the I'. tter attended
than was the livestock ' and in some
ways superior. The Bhov ig of Shorthorns <

,-er made In

Joe Bunker 2:18%, aged thirty-one years, in his

clay one of the most famous trotters of the American
turf, died at the Sunny Slope Farm. Springdale, Ohio,

a few days ago. Joe Bunker had a record of forty-

nine heats in 2:30 or better, which was at that time
very fast. In 18SS the horse was the sensation of

l he racing season at Fail-view Park. X. Y. In that

year he beat the famous Director. Dick Wright and
Pigeon. At the time of his death he was owned by
John Sherrer of Springdale The horse was valued
at JIO.Oimi jn 1SS.". and Sherrer refused that amount.
vhich was offered by Frank Work, the New York
millionaire. Joe Bunker was by Geo. Wilkes and his

dam was Lady Dunn, the grandam of Guy Wilkes.

If E. D. Dudley of Dixon did not own two
stallion colts he wi Teufel,
on- of the best bred Dial i It is a
two-year-old and should m .

i

r-ace horse and In the .stud. Write to Mr. Dudley for

a card containing the colt's pedU:

The Ukiah race meeting was a complete success
and large crowds were in attendance every day.

Grace McKinney 2:22%. over a half mile track, is

a new performer for McKinney. She is a pacer and; ',:

is owned by John Lawlor of Petaluma. This record!
;

l

was made in a winning race at the Ukiah Fair last
Saturday.

A dispatch from San Bernardino dated October 10th. I.

says: An attempt to kill "Rosco," the promising pacer, I;
belonging to A. S. Fox of Redlands, was discovered I-
this morning by the stableman. The horse had been .

slashed across the throat, the blade being buried three ,'.

inches in the animal's neck and ripping open the
neck for four inches, just missing the jugular vein.
There is no clew. The horse has become renowned
in this section by its fine appearance in matinee races
given here during the past year by the San Bernard-
ino County Driving Club. The horse will probably
recover, but will be scarred permanently. Fox refuse
$5000 for the animal, and has offered $500 for th
apprehension of the miscreant.

Albuta by Altivo won $1433 at the Columbus meet-
ing. He will return to California a winner of con-
siderable more than his expenses and with a mark ui

2:11% to his credit.

There is always a little rift of sunshine in the
blackest cloud. Quite a number of the California
trainers who went East have not won much money,
but the railroad fare from Chicago to San FrancisM
has been reduced to $33 which is some consolation.

Good prices are being paid for good trotting colts
right along. Last week Henry B. Rea of Pittsburg,
Pa., sold to Montgomery & Oliver of that city the
brown colt Exton by Expedition 2:15%, dam Lady
How-th by Sternberg 2:15%, grandam by Wilkes Boy
2:24%, great grandam by Happy Medium. The price
paid for the colt was $11,000 Exton is in Ed Benyon's
stable. He is a three-year-old and one of the hand
somest colts of his age in training. Exton was timed
separately in the second heat of the Kentucky Stock
Farm purse at Columbus in 2:10.

Pilatus 2:e!*-j by (inward was sold at auction at

Lexington last week and brought $1S00. He was pur-

by the Franklin County Breeders' Association

nessee and was a bargain at the price, as he
is well bred.

It is reported here that James Rennie. manager and
superintendent of the Stanford ranch at Vina, has

tendered his resignation to Charles G. Lathrop and
will sever his connection with the vast estate of 60.000

In this county and 40.000 acres at Gridley on
ictober 15. Rennie's resignation gives rise to the

rumor that this immense tract, which is part of the

"-1 University endowment, is soon to be divided

Into small tracts of from ten acres up and sold to

agriculturists. The property in Butte county

!s assessed at nearly $1,000,000.

The filly Silva, that took a two-year-old pacing
record of 2.2S at the Hollister meeting last month will
be sent to Charles Whitehead, the well known Salinas
reinsman to train for the three-year-old events nexl
year. She is by Dictatus Medium.

A new $60 000 sales building is being constructed
National Stock Yards, East St. Louis, 111. It will hi
400x120 feet with an eighth of a mile show ring.

Vesper Eells by Advertiser out of Beautiful Bells..
sold at auction at Lexington last week for $1000. Shti
is nine years old, and an own sister to Adbell 2:23 a.*

a yearling. Geo. S. Newman of Denver, Colorado
was the buyer.

Old Lord Brilliant, America's champion harnes:
horse, who won hundreds of blue ribbons at the bid
horse shows, died at the home of his owner, Mrs \

John Gerken, Parkville, L. L, last week, says Westen
Horseman. Lord Brilliant was a trotting-bred shov
horse, being by Johnny Mack, son of Egmont Befon
heing docked and turned into a fashionable hacknevJ
type, Lord Brilliant contested in many races in thi

West where he was foaled.

King Athby won the two-year-old race at Hanfon,
on the opening day. He paced the second and fastes*

heat of the race in 2:24^.

The San Francisco Driving Club will hold its meet
ing at Santa Rosa to-morrow afternoon. Four race,

will be trotted and paced.. Boats leave the Tiburoi
ferry at the foot of Market street at S:00 and 9:30 a

in., connecting at Tiburon with trains for Santa Rosa;

Returning the train will leave Santa Rosa at 6:30 pj

Cherry Lass, pacing mare by Bobby McGregoi
took a time record of 2:03% at Lexington on Wednes
day of last week.

Stonelita, the filly by Stoneway. that took a recor<

of 2:20 last year as a two-year-old, won the 2:20 pac

at Hanford last Wednesday in straight heats and re

duced her record to 2:19 in the third heat.

Reed the advertisement of the sale of all the horse

and other personal property of the Meek Estate whic)

appears in this issue.

The Xew York Herald says: "Bird S. Coler's bill;

ribbon trotter Commander Baker is a Western sho\

horse brought out by Robert Aull of St. Louis in 190: ;

He won nine blue ribbons in 1903 and last year car

ried off the championship prize of $1000 at the Louis

ville Horse Show. Besides being a handsome hors

he is a real trotter that can step away at a 2.13 cli

and do it like a Speedway winner. It is pleasing t

note that M*r. Coler is showing this noted horse unde

his true name instead of giving him a new one an

concealing his identity, as so many poor sportsme

are doing nowadays with show horses purchased i

distant parts of the country. Commander Baker is

son of Alfonzo 2:29^, who won a blue ribbon at Mac'

ison Square Garden many years ago, and whose sh

before him was also a winner at the National Hors

Show."
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LEXINGTON RACES.

Friday, October tith, the fourth day of the Kentucky

lotting Horse Breeders Association at Lexington,

s,v a large crowd at the track and fine sport resulted.

The feature of the day, the Johnstone stake for

jM-class trotters, value $2,000, was won by Albert

H who defeated the $5000 Emma Brook in easy

jshion in three of four heats. The race would have

-len a gift for the gray gelding in straight heats but

ft broke badly in the second heat, and while he caught

is stride in two or three lengths he was unable to

lertake the mare. Ed Geers won his first race of

le meeting in the second event, the 2:12 trot, when

\s Silverthorne mare Gold Dust Maid won the event

j straight heats from Lady Pauline C.

The 2:lS-class pace, the last event on the card, was

•m by Dan P., who captured three heats in clever

Wle after losing the first heat, in which he made a

"or showing. The unfinished first division of the

ilS trot was won by A. Penn, who captured the final

at from the California mare, Miss Kinney, both of

ihom had two heats to their credit the previous after-

iion. Summaries:

tj Trotting. 2:1S class, purse $1000.

j
Penn, b. h. by William Penn (Ludwig 1

iss Kinney, b. m. by McKinney .

(Andrews) 3

elfast," L>. g (Barrett) 4

lectric Maiden, b. m (Dunbar) 2

ordic. b. m (Loomis) S

ltonette, blk. ra (Graves) 5

lelladi, b. m (Rutherford) 6

ipling. blk. h (Hayden 7

laude M., b. m (Coleman) d

Time—2:11%, 2:10%, 2.11%, 2:11, 2:

I' Trotting, 2:14 class, purse $2000.

,
lbert C gr. g. by Bellini (Dickerson)

'.u.ma Brook, b. m. by Silent Brook.......
(Chandler)

till'v B.V ch.' s-'-
'''• (French

)

[ar'rv Simmons, b. g >Si^
ietaway. ch. g. tH/?™t2?m (Jones)

2:11V4. 2:10%, 2:11 !

Ed Patch, b. h (McHaffe) 2
Cashwood, ch. g. (Chandler) 4

Time—2:07%,

WATCH FEET OF THE COLTS.

2:09%.

class; purse $1200.

g. by Nitrogen (Rosemire)

larveletta. b. m.
Time—

2

17'

i Trotting, 2:12 class, purse $1000.

Jold Dust Maid, blk. m. by Silverthorn (Geers)

: Jady Pauline C, br. m (Chand .er

iielen Norte, b. m (Ru^SiV?
vindest Kind, ch. g mFavdeJ
Danube, b..h (D

( R?/rett
'Ballast, b. g (Barrett)

Time—2:09^4, 2:10V4 ,
2.10%.

I Pacing, 2:1S class, purse $1000.

fcan P., b. g. by Slumber (Pattgitt) 7

Lillie R., b. m. by Nuthurst <fo?
l0& I

,?red Miller, b. g • ^ st?^> %
jrommy Burns, b. g (McCarthy) 2

'Fohnny Smoker, br. g - •

}
Ge"S) 6

'llmmie C, b .g ^Mc
F'

iers°" ?
Lillie Clay, b. m (SSJf I
Reproachless, bl. m (D/°5?im i
Emil D, bl. g. • U • ^ll1

! I
Miss Kipling, blk. m (Haydon) d

Time—2:13%, 2:08, 2:09%, 2:0S%.

On Saturday, Dan Patch, king of pacers, clipped

:hree-quarters of a second from his own world's

•-ecord. negotiating the mile in 1:55%. A crowd of

10,000 was already in a high state of enthusiasm over

the smashing of the world's race record for three

.beats, and when Dan Patch's time was given out the

Excitement approached frenzy. Cheering people threw

hats and wraps in the air and swarmed on to the

track despite the efforts of policemen, the ovation

.continuing several minutes.

The great son of Joe Patchen and Zeelika appeared

for his trial at 4 o'clock. The track was lightning fast

and there was no wind, the weather conditions being

Ideal. Scott Hudson was behind the pacemaker. A
strip of cloth between the wheels of the forward sulky

to prevent dirt from being thrown behind was the

only suggestion of a wind shield. Hersey was behind

Dan Patch. The books offered 4 to 5 either way on

the result of the effort. There were cheers when

0:29% was hung out for the first quarter. Dan Patch's

nose was almost against Hudson's coat and the crowd

began vainly yelling to Hudson to move up. Hope

'was stimulated when 0:057% was posted for the half.

Excitement became intense when the three-quarters

was passed in 1:26% and the spectators began shout-

ing encouragement to the drivers. Into the stretch

came the great pacer still keeping his even seemingly

effortless stride, when the runner at his sulky wheel

began to crawl up. Hudson gave a little more rein,

but Hersey sat a statute, not urging his charge with

,
whip or word. Dan Patch made no final effort.

He just finished the mile as he had begun it. He
had scarcely broken into a sweat when led back to

receive the plaudits of the crowd.

M. W. Savage, his owner, had the announcer pub-

licly thank Hudson for his work as pacemaker. He
also announced that Dan Patch on Wednesday would

be sent against the record of 1:59% made without a

. dustshield.
1 The three fastest heats ever paced marked the 2:04

pace, and the average time for the total heats of the

day was the fastest on record. In the initial heat of

,
the 2:04 pace Hazel Patch gave the Lexington track

- the 1905 race record of 2:02% but this was smashed in

t the next heat won by Locanda in 2:02 flat. He, like-

j wise covered the third heat in 2:04%. The three

finishes were pronounced the most heart-breaking

t
seen this year. Nathan Straus, the favorite through-

out the pooling though fields sold at from 60 to 50

to 50 to 30, had to be content with third money. The
betting on the event was the heaviest of the meeting.

. The Wilson stake for 2:20 class pacers had a field

,
of only four horses, and it was won in straight heats

by Bolivar, the gelding from California.

Scott Hudson dro,ve Nervola in the 2:04 pace, this

,
being his first appearance on the trotting turf this

aeaaon.

Pacing, 2:20 class; purse $2000.

Bolivar, b. g. by Wayland (De Ryder) 111
Bonnie Wilkes, ch. m (Howard) 3 2 2

2.00%.

Trotting
Kid Shea, b.
Angiola. b. m ...(Ames)
Masetto, blk. g (Dickerson)
Bedlac, br. h (Grubb

)

Directview, br. h (De Ryder)
Chase, b. g. (Hussey)
Robert Mc, b. g (Jolly)
Jim Ferry, gr. g (Frank)

Time—2:08%, 2:07%.

Pacing, 2:14 class; purse $1000.
Gratt, blk. h. by Grattan (Spencer) 1
Hared Brooks, b. g (Estes) 2
Black Grattan, blk. g (McMahon) 3
William C. blk g (Freeman) 7
Martha Young*, ch. m (Fleming) 4
Roland Reed, blk. g 5
Diamond D., b. g (Masterson) 6
High Seven, ch. g (Seward) S

Time—2:05%, 2:07, 2:07%.

Pacing. 2:04 class; purse $1500.

Locanda, br. h. by Allerton (Murphy)
Hazel Patch, blk. h. by Hardpatch (Flack)
Nathan Strauss, b. g (Thomas)
Nervolo, b. h (Hudson)
Major C, b. h (Jolly)
Pan Michael, ch. h (Andrews)
Baron Grattan, b. g (Geers)

Time—2.02%, 2:02, 2:04%.

To beat the world's record of 1:56, Dan Patch, br. h.,

by Joe Patchen, dam Zeelika by Wilkesberr*"" paced a
mile in 1:55%. First quarter, 0:29%; half, 0:57%;
three-quarters, 1:26%, and mile in 1:55%.

Turley, Ed Geer's bay gelding by French Plate, won
the feature of the card on Thursday, the Walnut Hall
Farm cup, valued at $3000. with a handsome silver

trophy valued at $500, donated by L. V. Harkness, as

an added feature for the race. The second heat of this

race resulted in Geers losing a claim of foul against
McDonald, the judges dismissed the complaint and
placed the horses as they had finished. The "Silent"

reinsman was angry, and he plainly told McDonald
he knew he had been guilty of a foul. Geers won this

cup in 1S97 with The Monk and again in 1903 with
Billy Buch.
The 2:10 pace was won by the even money favorite,

Citation, in straight heats, but she was hard pressed
to defeat Byrle Wilkes in the last two heats. Ben F.

won third money.
The final race of the day, the 2:16 trot, was called

at the en,d of the fourth heat on account of darkness.
Summaries:

Walnut Hill Farm cup, 2:15 clas, value $3000.

Turley, b. g. by French Plate (Geers) 1
Glenwood m., br. h. by Bobby Burns

(McDonald) 2
Leonardo, ro. g (Dickerson) 5
Belle C, br. m (Higbee) 3
Helen Norte, b. m (Rutherford) 4
Lady Pauline C, br. m (Chandler) 6

A. Penn. b. h (Ludwig) 7
Jim Fenton, b. g. (McDevitt) d

Time

—

2:07%, 2:07%, 2:08%, 2.09,

Pacing, 2:10 class, purse $1000.

Citation, b. m. by Norval (McMahon)
Byrle Wilkes, br. g (McGrath)
Ben F., b. g (De Ryder)
Jubilee, blk. g (James)
Sunny Slope, br. m (Shire)
Miss Georgia, br. m (Garrity)
Ebony King, blk. g (Bogash)
Inter Ocean, br. g (Thomas)
Joe Interest, b. h (McCall)

ENTRIES FOR TULARE RACES.

The fall race meeting of the Tulare Fair Associa-
tion will open on Tuesday next, October 17th, and
continue five days. Six harness events have been de-
clared rilled, as follows.

Trotting, 2:20 Class, Purse $400.

James Smith's b. g. Hank.
F. J. Ruhstaller's b. g. Billy Dooley.
James Stewart's br. g. Billy H.
H. L. Gordon's blk. m. Miss Gordon.
G. Lindauer's b. g. Homeway.
John Green's blk. m Lady Jones.

Pacing 2.20 Class, Purse $400.

James Smith's gr. m. Sweetheart.
E. Gravatt's br. m. Lucy Snider.

J. Depoister's ch. h. Milt Gear.

Mrs. O. Boust's ch. s. Graceful George.
James Stewart's b. s. Fearnot.

J. Brolliar's b m. Rhody Fay.
J. A. Bell's br. s. Joe Athbey.
C. F. Bunch's b. m. Dot.

Corneihl's b. m. Molly Button.

E. Smith's br. m. Jane Madison.
Pacing, 2:09 Class, Purse $500.

Gravatt's blk. s. Jonesa Easier.

Ward's br s. Daedalion.
Croner's b. m. Nance O'Neil.

Sweeney's b. m. Lady R.
Pacing, 2:17 Class, Purse $400.

James Smith's gr. m Sweetheart.

James Stewart's b. s. Fearnot.

J. BrolKar's gr. m. Stonellita.

B. Croner's b. g. El Morino.
C F. Bunch's ch. m. Hattie Croner.

E. E. Smith's ch. g. Prince Charlie.

F- Corneihl's b. m. Molly Button.
One-Year-Old, Trot or Pace, Half Mile Heats, $75.

Mrs. O. Boust's blk f. Nan Patterson.

Kirkman & Brolliar's b. c. Little George.

Kirkman & Brolliar's blk. c. Radium.
J. A. Bell's br. g. Andy Direct.

Trotting, 2:17 Class, Purse $400.

James Smith's b. g. Hank.
F. J. Ruhstaller's b. g. Wild Bell.

James Stewart's br. g. B:ily H.

H. L. Gordon's blk. m. Miss Gordon.

John Green's blk m. Lady Jones.

G. Lindauer's b. g. Homeway.

WOTICE —Greatfst Money Make- on earth Legitimate;
guaranteed "Surely risk postal for particulars. Address A. W.
COTJRCBAINE, Agent, Port Clinton, Ohio. *

To go barefoot is the natural condition for the
horse, but that is no reason why farmers should let

young animals ruin their feet and legs by neglect-
ing them should the toes grow too long or should the
hoofs become split. It frequently occurs that the
hoofs of colts have grown too long in winter and
sometimes when they are turned out to pasture
without having the feet properly levelled, undesirable
conditions develop before any notice has been taken
of the defects. A careful watch should therefore be
kept over the feet of young horses even in the pas-
ture fields. A few minutes now and again with a
rasp and hoof knife will correct any malformations
of the hoof .and give the horse much more comforx
and ensure a longer period of usefulness.
The feet of the colt should receive even more care

than those of the old horse. The colt is in the form-
ative period; his entire form is pliable and if the
feet are not kept in proper condition the foot, fet-

lock and leg may be permanently diverted from
their normal shape and direction. On the other hand,
the pliability of the young horse's bony structure
and the readiness with which defects will correct
themselves when the causes are removed, makes it

easy to keep the colt in proper shape with very lit-

tle care. A writer in the Iowa "Agriculturist" gives
the following pointers on the care of the unshod- feet

of horses and colts:

'Normally the toe is three times and the quarters
twice as long as the heel. Frequently the toe be-
comes entirely too long. This results in throwing
too much pressure upon the heel, which In conse-
quence is worn too thin and becomes sore. The ani-
mal will now make an effort to throw the weight
upon the toe to relieve the heel; the toe becomes
broken or worn very short and the heel grown out
longer than it normally should so that our animal
now becomes 'bear footed.* "

Both of these conditions are defective and are
likely to injure the horse. When the toe is too long
and the heel becomes very thin and low the axis of
the fetlock is broken backwards, which produces a
strain upon the tendons and ligaments of that region.

Injury is also done to the bones of the foot. More-
over, the animal is defective in his. gait since the
great length of the toe interferes with the proper
lifting of the foot from the ground. Similarly in

the bear foot form the axis of the foot is broken for-

wards and the weight of the horse does not fall upon
the center of the foot; the tendons are strained and
his gait is defective.

Another serious danger is the likelihood of the

roof breaking aha cracking. If we allow it to grow-

too long it becomes thin and in rapid work this long
thin bone is almost certain to break. If only the
surplus horn were broken off no alarm, arises, but
frequently so much is broken off that it renders the

horse lame. In . the same way cracks often arise;

these weaken the hoof and if they do not receive at-

tention, develop to serious proportions.

Many horeses which wear shoes for the winter
months are allowed to run barefoot with the return
of spring. At this point care must be taken. After
removing the shoe the foot must be carefully trim-
med. With an ordinary hoof knife the, entire ground-
ing surface of the hoof may be trimmed moderately.
The sharp outer edge of the wall must then be well
rounded off with a rasp, removing it at the toe, gen-
erally as far as the white line which appears on the
sole. Unless this precaution is taken before the
horse has travelled any considerable distance large

pieces of the wall will be broken away. The frog
should be trimmed down until nearly, though not
quite level with the wall. This aho'ws an even dis-

tiibution of pressure upon the frog, sole and wall.

—

"Nor' West Farmer."

F.

E.

E.

H.
B.
P.

Schenectady. N. Y . Route No. l.

May 10, 19U5
W. F. Young, P. D. F , Sprln. field Mass

i.i -,ii S r:— I lake gr a plua^ure in recommending to all borse
own r-. trainers and carptal-ers your many in aiiuents, and espe-
cially Ah orbfne. I havp used AbsoThtne many t)tt.et* and to
such gond results that words cannot express my appreciation of
Absorbire
Atone time on '1 iorah*m Farms. Madfs . N J., I used Absorb-

ire on a swo'Iph knee or such long sta- ding that J L. Hope fa>m
su erinte'dent and A. Meeban rcpmHD claimed was inourablp.
and wl'h less than one bottle f Absorbtne loured the affected
knee all "nund and sra oth
At '• fa m <>t O N Kellogg, Cortland. N. Y.. I u<ed Absnrbine

on a cult thai had a hfg leg of long standlug. a d one with hog
spavin aid cur d both -a^e^ to gr-a' sattsfacil< n; »i*o In many
o her- sasfs 'hat at Iff rent times have com'- under my ea^e and
with such 'ood rpsu'istbat I »m *iap y to i*n >w 'hat. If not on
sa'e at a nea br drugsNt wt'h'n a fe.vbou*-s I can order and
hav It d j HvRred by RXDr*>ss f-om ^prtni field, Maw . the home of
the seat re'levprof suite Ing for the great and w rthy animal,
thp horse You"S very truly. JA 1^ A MYERS. Trainer.

<\bsorblne $- P p r bout" of vo- r druggist, or T w*p send direct
npm r-rvip- fnrtce W F YOUNG. P D. F. 54 Monmouth St.,

Springfield. Mass.

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS SAVED.

Mr W. W. Bird of Leadmlna Wis. writes as follow*: 'En-
c'osed find on" dollar for a **ot.Ue of Qufnn'x O ntment Hai e
none r«o hard and would not be wfthnu- ft as 't Is *be bffct oint-

ment o the markpt Hav u--pd h ahout twevt- y»-a s and have
saved hundrpdsof dolbtrs In bors- fl"sb. It is a so grnd fn- hlpm-
1-hflson crittlp. I can't ^ay anything loo crod n regHrd 'oQ't'nn's
Ointment" This is the general pxpresslor of allwhohavn us»d
Qutnu'- OfntmTt For rurbs. splints spavins, w*ndruffs and all

bu-rhps try th's wonderful rpm^dv Prlcp odp do larpTho't'e,
delivered Address W. R PDDY&CO. Whitehall, N Y , If you
cannot obtain 'rom druggist.

CURED A COUGH OF TWO YEAPS STANDING.

Montague. Mich., Jan 14. 1804.

Wells Mpdfctne Co.. La'ayettp Ind.

Geitl^men:—t recMv d the bottle of Distemper and Cough
Cure <sent rae «om j tim« ago. I mus 1 say it dnes all you claim for

It I have a hnr-e tha» has heen coughing for at iea«t two years,

and tried everything I could read or hear of but cou'd not get
anvthlng that did any good until T tried ycur cure One-half of

a 50o bottle helped bfm, and now he seems to be perfectly well

YourB truly, GEO. A. SUMMEBS.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL
Conducted bj J. X. De WITT.

1^1
COMING EVENTS.

Rod.

April 1-Sept. 10. Oct. lfr-Feb. I—Open season (or taking steal-

hiad In tidewater.

April 1-Sept. 15—Closed season for lobsters and crawfish.

April 1-Nov. l—Tmat season open.

Jane l-Jan. l—Open season for black bass.

Sept. 10-Oot. 16 -Close season In tidewater for steelbead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for catching salmon.

Oct. 16-Nor. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide.

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.

Gun.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. 1-Feb- 15—Open season for mountain quail, groaae and

aage hen.

Oct. I5-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. 15-Aprll 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oct. 15-Aug 1—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.

Oct II, 14 -Spokane Kennel Club. Spokane, Wash. A. B-

Jackson. Secretary.

Oct 17. 20—Frederick Agricultural Sooiety. Frederick, Md
. Roger McSherry, Secretary

Oct. 26. 28—Lawrence Kennel Club. Newcastle, Pa. W. L.
McConnell, Secretary. Entries close Oct. 16.

Nov. 15. It-—New England Beagle Club's specialty show. Graf-

ton Mass. A. D Fisite, Secretary.

Nov 15, 18 -Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.

H. Osgood., Secretary.

Nov. 21, 22—Brockton District Kennel Club Brockton, Mass.
J. W. Sullivan, Secretary.

Nov 30-D^c. 2—Philadelphia Do? Show Association. Philt-
Oelphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

A. K. C. QUARTERLY MEETING.

Jan.

190G.
17. 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association Cincinnati,

New York. Robt.

Wm.Boston. B.

John C. Sijhomaker. Secretary.

Feb. 12. 15— Westminster Kennel Club.
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club
Emery, Secretary

Feb 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Tnomas. Secretary.

March 7. 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.

Steadman. Secretary
March 14- 17—Passaic County Fi-h and Game Protective Asso-

ciation Paterson, N. J. N J Mathews, Secretary.

Marcn 21,24- Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. G-
Smith, Secretary.

June 9—Wissahlckon Kennel Club. Wistahickon, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price, Secretary-

Field Trials.

Oct. 12— Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. Cbas. L. Lundy, Secretary, Seattle, Wash
Oct. 23—Ohio Flel.d Trial Association. Wasfllngton Court House.

O C T. Phillips, Secretary. Columbus O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters wbelped on or after January I, 1904. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson. Ill , entrieB closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago

Oct. 30—National Beagle Club of America: 16th annual trials.

Stevenson. Md. Cbas. R Stevenson, Secretary.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapln. Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville 111.

S H Socwell. Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pjlnter Club. Dayton, O. John Rothm, Secre-
retary. Dayton,

O

Nov. 13—New England Beagle Club. 12th annual trials. Graf-
ton. Mass A. D. Flske, Secretary
Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.

R. Green, Secretary, Marshall. Ill

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake) C. F. Young. Secretary. Clay City, lnd.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary. Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Cbas. B Cooke. Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber. N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary. Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield. Conn.

1906.
J*n. 8-Georgla Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga

P. M. Es>lg. Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 53d annual trials

Bak-rhfleLd, Cal. Albert Betz. Secretary, 201 Parrott Bidg.. San
Francisco.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

The Spokane Kennel Club show is on this week

—

i] er nib i'- 14th—closing tod;iy.

The Deseret Agricultural Society above referred to,

show ;tt Salt i.:ikp City, October 4th to 7th.

In a report of th.- American Fox Terrier Club it

appears that Wandee Doris is nominated the cham-
pion f<T 1906. The Mleersbro Cup Is Mill

an open question and will be put up again at
Philadelphia.

The kennel club seed has evidently sprouted e

ly on the i ts, so
oi le I. a club following

ear future. There are enthusl-
eS in (ii-- COllt

, .sinuip

club, for if Mr. ami Mrs. J. i '. Norn
'. I: Thoi burn, and othe ion, devote

their attention to promoting ,,-1 club
i he hay. It is a fon elusion that there

ihlng doing In dogdom that may set the
for other clubs.

Jackson's Napa Soda U sold lo every city, town
and hamlet in the State.

At the regular quarterly meeting of the American

Kennel Club, held in New York. September 21st, 1905.

Coast kennel organizations, among others, were rep-

resented as follows: S. C. Mastick for the Oakland

Kennel Club.

Among the delegates elected to represent Coast clubs

were: Clifford Drake. Stockton Kennel Club; Arthur

Letts. Southwestern Kennel Club: Chas. K. Harley,

Pacific Sheep Dog Club; Richard Croker Jr.. Colorado

Kennel Club.

Credentials were filed by the Spokane Kennel Club

nominating Alexander H. Rutherford as a delegate,

but were not approved for the reason that Mr. Ruther-
ford was neither an active or honorary member of

the club.

The secretary reported that subsequent to the prev-
ious quarterly meeting there had been added to the

roll of active membership nine kennel clubs—five of

these through the Pacific Advisory Committee, viz:

Santa Cruz County Kennel Club, Pacific Sheep Dog
Club. Stockton Kennel Club. Santa Clara County Ken-
nel Club, and the Deseret Agricultural and Manufac-
turing Society, of Salt Lake. Utah.
With these additions the roll of active members

numbers ninety-nine clubs, all in good standing, and
is the high water mark since the organization of the
Association. Three applications for membership are
now pending, and twenty- one clubs have filed cre-

dentials, both of which will be duly reported by the

Membership Committee.
Among other business transacted Was the disquali-

fication of J. McGhiinness of Everett, Mass.. suspended
by the Lynn Kennel Club for removing his dog from
the club show without authority.

Pacific Advisory Committee—The following minutes
of three meetings of the Pacific Advisory Committee.
June 21. August 2 and September 6, were ordered in-

corporated in the minutes of the meeting of the A.

K. C:
San Francisco, June 21. 1905.

Present: De Ruyter (chairman), Carlton. Burn-
ham and Norman. Absent: Harley.
On motion, the minutes of the previous regular

meeting were accepted as published in the Gazette.

The minutes of the special meeting of May 10 were
read and approved.
The Pacific Sheepdog Club having been elected by

mail vote, the election was confirmed.
In re Ollard versus Portland Kennel Club: This is

a claim for prize money offered to the handler bring-
ing the largest number of dogs from "Washington.
On motion, the secretary was instructed to refer the

matter back to the appellant, with direction to file

sworn affidavit, accompanied by the usual deposit of

ten dollars and a copy of the premium list of the
Portland Kennel Club showing that the association
made the alleged offer of the sum involved.

The following letter from C. K, Harley was read by
the secretary: ' San Francisco. June 13, 1905. Mr.
J. P. Norman, secretary. Pacific Advisory Committee.
Dear Sir—Owing to the fact that for the next two
years my residence is to be in the city of New York,
I hereby tender my resignation as member of the
Pacific Advisory Committee of the American Kennel
Club, to take effect at once. Very truly yours.
(Signed). Charles K. Harley."

It was moved and seconded, that this committee
regrets in the extreme that circumstances have com-
pelled Mr. Harley to tender his resignation, and that
in view of same, this committee accepts the resigna-
tion with equal regret. Carried unanimously.
On motion, it was resolved to take up the matter of

filling the vacancy on the committee.
The chair suggested that it would have the ten-

dency to make this committee more representative
of the clubs of the Coast and would bring it more in

touch with them if this committee would give them
the choice of selecting from a number of fanciers,

personae gratae to the committee, the one who would
be most acceptable to the majority of the clubs. The
candidate receiving the largest number of votes from
the clubs would be the one nominated to the A. K. C.

for appointment. As the result of considerable delib-
eration, he would ask that the names of Frederick P.

Butler, Walter W. Stettheimer and Norman J. Stewart
be placed in nomination for submittal to the clubs, if

such course were adopted by the meeting.
It was moved, seconded and carried, that the sug-

gestions of the chair be adopted, and the secretary
be instructed to submit to the clubs the list of candi-
dates a? might be approved by the meeting.
The names of W. W. Stettheimer, Frederick P. But-

ler and Norman J. Stewart were then placed in nom-
ination.

It was moved and seconded, that nominations be
closed. Carried.

It was moved and seconded that the three names
mention- 1 1 be submitted to the clubs for a choice.
Carried.

A petition was then read from the Southwestern
Kennel Club, asking that John Riplinger and others,
disqualified by reason of having held a bench show at
Seattle during the month of April, in contravention
of the rules of the American Kennel Club, be rein-

to g 1 standing. On motion, the consideration

of the petition was postponed to the next meeting.
There being no further business, the meeting a<

journed.
Attest: J. P. NORMAN, Secretary.

San Francisco, August 2, 19<*5.

Present: De Ruyter (chairman), Carlton. Burnha
and Norman.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read ar

approved.
On motion the election by mail vote of the Stocktc

Kennel Club, the Santa Cruz County Kennel Club ar
the Santa Clara County Kennel Club was confirmed.
In pursuance of the resolution passed on June 2

the secretary having requested the clubs in the juris

diction of the committee to express their preferenc
for one of the three gentlemen Messrs. Frederick 1

Butler, Norman J. Stewart or Walter W. Stettheimt
to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of M
Charles K. Harley, the following replies were re

ceived:

For Frederick P. Butler: Seattle Dog Fanciers" As
sociation, Oakland Kennel Club, San francisco Ken
nel Club.

For "Walter W. Stettheimer: San Mateo Kenm
Club, Pacific Sheep Dog Club, Portland Kennel Clul
Spokane Kennel Club, Stockton Kennel Club. South
western Kennel Club, Santa Cruz County Kennel Clu
(Mr. Stewart having withdrawn his name), Sant
Clara County Kennel Club (Mr. Stewart having with
drawn his name).
There being eight votes for Mr. Stettheimer again

three for Mr. Butler, it was
Moved and seconded that this committee do hereb

recommend to the American Kennel Club that Ml
Walter W. Stettheimer be appointed to fill the vacanc
caused by the resignation of Mr. C. K. Harley. Car
ried.

Tucker vs. Seattle Dog Fanciers' Association:
This is a complaint from Dr. E. F. Tucker, of Port

land, dated July 24, alleging that he had deposits
with the S. D. F. A. the sum of five dollars to cove
a protest and that no action had been taken thereon
and that he could elicit no reply from that associa
tion. It was moved and seconded that the secretar;

be instructed to call on the Seattle Dog Fanciers' As
sociation for an immediate action on Dr. Tucker'
protest, or for a satisfactory reason for failing to tak<

action thereon, the reply to be furnished within tei

days from the date of the secretary's letter, failing b
receive which this committee would take the neces
sary disciplinary steps. Carried.
Chute vs. Morris:
Under date of July 25, W. E. Chute produces a com-

munication published in a local paper (Breeder anc
Sportsman, July 1, 1905.—Ed.), signed by William J
Morris, and dated Los Angeles. June 22, in whici
said MCorris accuses complainant of endeavoring tt

prevent Morris's dog from competing for a speciaH:
prize offered at the San Francisco Dog Show for thfj
best Pointer owned on the Pacific Coast. The com-S
plainant denies the allegation, and petitions the com-ffl

mittee to cause the defendant to corroborate his ac-fl

cusations and to substantiate them or to suffer tbefl:

usual penalty for conduct prejudicial to dogs and dogs
shows. It was
Moved and seconded that the secretary be instruct-B'

ed to call on the said William J. Morris to furnishH
proof of his accusations within ten days from date ol'l

advice, failing to receive which this committee wouldll
resort to the usual disciplinary measures. Carried. 'I

In the matter of the petition of the Southwestern*
Kennel Club for reinstatement of certain individuals,™
disqualified for participation in a show held in Seattle
in contravention of certain rules passed by this com-
mittee. It was
Moved and seconded, that no communication having

been received from the disqualified parties seeking
1

reinstatement to good standing, this committee regrets
its inability to comply with the request of the South-
western Kennel Club. Carried.
The rules being suspended, on motion, by unani-

mous vote, it was moved and seconded that the by-
laws of this committee be amended as follows:
That this committee hold a regular meeting on the

first Wednesday of each month, the meeting place to

be the office of the chairman, unless otherwise stated

by notice from the secretary. Carried.
There being no further business, the meeting ad-

journed.

Attest: J. P. NORMAN. Secretary.

San Francisco, September 6, 1905.

Present: De Ruyter (chairman), Burnham, Stett-

heimer and Norman. Absent: Carlton.
Minutes of the previous meeting read and approved.
The secretary read the following communication:

New York, August 15. 1905. Mr. J. P. Norman, sec-

retary. Pacific Advisory Committee. Berkeley. Cal.

Dear Sir—I have the honor to advise you that Mr.
Walter W. Stettheimer has this day been duly ap-
pointed a member of your committee, to fill the va-

cancy caused by the resignation of Mr. C. K. Harley.

The appointment is made by August Belmont. Esq.,

president A. K. C, by virtue of the authority given

him in the constitution. X have notified Mr. Stett-

heimer of his appointment. Yours truly. American
Kennel Club, by A. P. Yredenburgh, Secretary.

Application from the Deseret Agricultural and Man-
ufacturing Society of Salt Lake City. Utah, for mem-
bership in the A. K. C. was read. On the statement
by the secretary that the society had filed an attested

copy of a resolution adopted on August 7, by the

Board of Directors, embodying in the constitution a

clause for the holding of dog shows, and had otherwise

complied with the requirements of the American Ken-
(

nel Club, it was moved and seconded that the afore-
'

said society be and hereby is elected to membership
in the A. K. C. Carried.

In the case of Chute vs. Morris: Complaint of

false charges of misconduct.
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The denfendant, by his attorney, W. A. Alderson.

seelrs a further extension of thirty days, in which

to file proof of the allegations. On motion, it was
resolved, that such extension be granted.

Tucker vs. Seattle Dog Fanciers' Association. A
protest:

It appears from the complaint that this was an

appeal filed with the Bench Show Committee after

the expiration of the seven days allowed for such

appeal, and the protest was overruled on that

ground by the executive board of the defendant club:

the complainant alleged that at the dog show of the

S. D. F. A., held in April. 1905, the special prize, a

silver cup, offered for the best American-bred Aire-

dale Terrier, was awarded to Colne Sandy, owned by

W. F. Delabatre, of Port Los Angeles, registered in

the A. K. C. S. B. t No. 7S510, as being bred by

Joseph H. Lauris, of Montreal, Can. Reserve was
awarded to Dr. George Newlands' Colne Lochiel. A.

K. C. S. B., S1106, bred by the same breeder. The
defendant club having refused to consider the pro-

test, it was resolved on motion that it be instructed

to return the deposit of $5 to the plaintiff pending

the decision of this committee, the said deposit to be

transmitted through this committee, and it was
further resolved that the secretary be and hereby is

instructed to take steps for the procurance of further

information in the case.

In the case of G. C. Israel: A petition for the re-

moval of disqualification.

The petitioner sets forth under date of August S at

Olympia, Wash., that he was disqualified with many
others for having exhibited at the dog show held in

April, 1905, by the Seattle Kennel Club, in contraven-
tion of the rules of the American Kennel Club as

enunciated by the Pacific Advisory Committee, that

he exhibited under a misapprehension and in ignor-

ance of said rules, and that he is and always was
loyal to the American Kennel Club, and for those

reasons prays for reinstatement to good standing on
filing with the secretary of this committee an under-
taking that he will not in future exhibit at any dog
ishow that is not held under the rules and with the

sanction of the American Kennel Club.

Burnham vs. Lepman: A charge of fraud and
misconduct.

> This charge, brought by Dr. W. P. Burnham, of

3an Francisco, against Horace G. Lepman, of Chicago,
Ithat the plaintiff sent the defendant $135 in pay-
ment of a Collie bitch, that the defendant received

'the money, of which proof is furnished, and that de-

fendant has not to date delivered the bitch or re-

turned the money, nor has he made any other

acknowledgment or return. The secretary stated

|:hat he had sent defendant an attested copy of the

charge, and had allowed him the customary time in

.vhich to make answer. On motion the case was laid

apon the table, awaiting defendant's answer or

presentation at the next regular meeting.
Butler vs. C. W. Buttles, of Kansas City: A charge

>f fraudulent misrepresentation.
This is a charge brought by Fred. P. Butler, of

*3an Francisco, that defendant advertised a Setter

log for sale, nine months old, high class and well

nade, and that plaintiff bought the dog on those
epresentations. On arrival the dog was found to be
,m exceedingly poor specimen, of which fact plaintiff

.dduces corroborative testimony, and accuses defend-
imt of fraud and misrepresentation. The secretary
tated that he had sent defendant an attested copy of

•he charge, and had alowed him the usual time in

vhich to make answer. On motion, consideration of

he case was postponed until the next regular meeting.
There being no further business, the meeting
djourned.

Attest. J. P. NORMAN, Secretary.

STOCKTON SHOW.

The A. K. C, at the above mentioned meeting, con-
idered an important question when the status of

udges—amateur and professional, was discussed from
ap to bottom. Lack of space this week necessitates
iving that portion of the published proceedings of

he meeting in our next issue.

At a meeting of the Advisory Committee held last

eek. we are informed, that in the Buttles case, the
efendant was disqualified. So far as the penalty
oes, it is a move in the right direction, for the re-

ression of the growing practice of unscurpulous
ealers in taking undue advantage of purchasers at

distance. We had an opportunity of viewing the
ag shortly after Mr. Butler came into possession of

[
.. The description of the animal that induced the
urchase was so much at variance with the appear-
ice of the animal when we saw it, that we believe,
ad purchaser and seller a residence in the same dis-
'ict, that a criminal charge for obtaining money
ider false pretences would be in order.
The Lepman case is similar in principle. As will

e apparent here is another illustration of where
le distant purchaser could be at the caprice, or uis-
mest indifference, of a dealer. In this matter the
oard were apprised, by telegram, that letters cover-

i g, or explaining the case, were on the way. How-
,

rer, nothing documentary had materialized and the
atter was laid over until the next meeting.
In the Chute vs. Morris episode, Mr. Morris was
ven further time in which to procure certain affi-

iivits necessary to substantiate the statements in
s published letter.

,

Charges were brought against E. F. Harris of

!

ockton at the last meeting of the P. A. Committee.
|T alleged utterances derogatory to the Stockton
.
ennel Club and is officers. On sifting the matter

|

r. Harris was exonerated and what at one time

I'omised to become a disagreeable mess was rele-
.ted to the waste basket. Mr. Harris" remarks and
iticisms were apparently distorted, his explanation
the matter upset hearsay evidence, and the inci-

nt, happily, is now closed.

The Stockton Kennel Club is to be congratulated on
the success—in every respect—of the initial show, a
three pointer at that.

The attendance was good every day, the closing
night being practically a swell society function.

Generally speaking everything passed off in smooth
and satisfactory fashion. A little friction arose;
where has there been a Coast show when the makings
of a ruction did not germinate? The casus belli was,
however, not material in itself, but apparently magni-
fied by irresponsible repetition. Common sense and
good fellowship finally prevailed and the incident was
buried.

Awards.
St. Bernards (rough coated)—Puppy dogs and

bitches—1 Fargo, Miss A. Tone; 2 Prince L , Chas.
Lyons. Novice dogs—1 Prince Lion, J. F. Matthews:
2 Major, M. Carroll; 3 Linda Vista Eboracum, J. M.
Taft. Limit dogs—1 Major. Open dogs—Absent,
Le King, W. Wallace. Winners dogs— 1 Prince L'on;
res Fargo. Limit bitches—1 Cuba II, M Coleman.
Open bitches—1 Golden Fairy, A. L. Hamilton. Win-
ners bitches—1 Golden Fairy, res Cuba II.

Great Danes—Novice dogs—1 Bismark, Harry Mas-
ters; 2 Wren, Wm. Hildreth. Limit dogs—1 Nig,
Frank A. Schmitz; 2 Bismark. Open dogs—1 Prince
P., Frank A. Schmitz. Winners dogs -1 Prince F

.

res Nig.
Newfoundlands—Open dogs and bitches—1 Kerk,

Geo. E. Catts; 2 Teddy, Wm. Hildreth.
Greyhounds—Puppy dogs—1 Bill Rainey, Dr. F. P.

Clark: 2 Royal Butter. Miss Mamie E. Quinn; 3 Tick
Cup, Miss Mamie E Quinn. Novice dogs—1 Mr.
Longers, Dr. F. P. Clark. Open dogs—1 Mr. Zignego,
Dr. F. P. Clark. Winners dogs—1 Mr. Longers; res
Mr. Zignego. Novice bitches— 1 The Widow, Dr. F.

P. Clark. Open bitches—1 Sweet Virginia, Dr. F. P.

Clark. Winners bitches— 1 The Widow; res Sweet
Virginia.

Pointers—Puppy dogs and bitches—1 Scott's Joe.

Chas. Heffernan; 2 Bingo, J. Dunn; 3 Nesbitt's King,
J. A Nesbitt; v h c Monte, Minot Terrell; c Duke.
Henry L. Sellman. Limit dogs—1 Scott's Joe; 2

Bingo; 3 Tip, W. D. Grubb: absent, Dewey, J. Frank
Brown. Open dogs (over 55 pounds)— 1 Scott's Joe;
2 Bingo. Winners dogs—1 Scott's Joe; res Bingo.
Novice bitches—1 Spot F., W. Flemen; 2 Brownie,
John H Miller; 3 Fernett, J. C. Joyce. Limit bitches

—

1 Stockton Belle, W. T. Keyes; 2 Spot F.; 3 Rowena,
Fred Grimsley: v h c. Fernett; absent. Brownie. Open
bitches (under 50 pounds)—1 Sensation Girl, Elmer
F. Pope. Open bitches (over 50 pounds)—1 Brownie.
Winners bitches—1 Stockton Belle; res Brownie.

English Setters—Puppy dogs—Absent. Boots, E. J.

Townsend; Cato Sir Easton, W. H M. Pratt; Cato
Major. Theo Moiles. Novice dogs—1 Major, C. J.

Haas; 2 Ben Less, I. Less; 3 Sport F., Henry Feht.
Limit dogs—1 Major. Open dogs—1 Major; absent,
Ch. Cato Jr., Cato's Judge, J. M Golobeck. Winners
dogs— 1 Major; res Ben Less. Novice bitches—1 Bes-
sie, J. W. Matthews; 2 Luella L., Thos. Larkin; 3

Santa, Mrs. Lewis Moreing; v h c. Cecille, J. W.
Matthews; v h c Gyp, I Less. Limit bitches—

1

Queen, Gus Baraco; 2 Lady Grace, Gus Baraco. Open
bitches—1 Ch. Laura L., C. C. Lee; 2 Queen; 3 Santa;
v h c, Lady Grace. Winners bitches—1 Ch. Laura L.

;

res Bessie.

Irish Setters—Novice dogs and bitches—1 Jerry,

R. H. Groves; 2 Lassie Jean, C F. Rice. Limit dogs
and bitches—1 Jerry; 2 Lady Lucy, P. J. O'Niggins.
Open dogs—1 Jerry. Winners dogs and bitches—

1

Jerry ; res Lady Lucy.
Gordon Setters—Puppy dogs and bitches—1 Deacon

Turner, Dr. F. P. Clark; 2 Flora B., A. Holling; 3

Doc, A. Stuart. Winners dogs and bitches— 1 Deacon
Turner; res Flora B.

Irish Water Spaniels—Puppy dogs and bitches—

1

Dublin, Wm. Bay. Novice dogs and bitches—1 Elsie

L., W. H Lyons. Open dogs and bitches—1 Ch. Mike
B., Wm. Bay; 2 Elsie L. Winners dogs and bitches

—

1 Ch. Mike B.; res Dublin.
Field Spaniels—Open dogs and bitches—1 Teddy

Silk, C. Leonard; 2 Judge Casey. J. R. Stuart; 3 Ras-
tus. Mrs J. W. Matthews: absent, Duke L. E. Tschier-
schky.
Cocker Spaniels (black)—Puppy dogs—1 Rocco, S.

B. Huskins. Novice dogs—1 Mr. Longers, W. Parrish;
2 Rocco: 3 Judge E., Annie M. Harris: res Jett, R.
Lawson, Jr. Limit dogs—1 Buzz Silk, C. Leonard;
2 Mr Longers: 3 Judge E., res Jett; absent Glenwood
Havoc, Phil C. Meyers. Open dogs—1 Sir David.
David P. Cresswell; 2 Buzz Silk; 3 Mr. Longers; res

Portland Dude, Chas. Heffernan. Winners dogs—

1

Sir David; res Buzz Silk. Novice bitches— 1 Toots
W., a. R. Williams; 2 Trilby II. Morris Waite; 3

Doty Mack, Ed Mack: v h c. Lady Daner, F. C. Roth-
enbush. Limit bitches—1 Trilby II; 2 Dolly Mack; 3

Trixie. J. C. Harman. Open bitches— 1 Plumerica
Sally. A. L. Cresswell: 2 Trilby II. Winners bitches

—

1 PKimeria Sally; res Toots W.
Cocker Spaniels (other than black)—Puppy dogs—

1

Prince, Mrs. E L. Casteau. Novice dogs—1 Tod,
Chas. E. Owen; 2 Prince. Limit dogs (parti-colors)

—

Absent, Gypsey Chief, A. Wolfen. Open dogs—1 Ch
Redlight, A. Wolfen. Winners dogs— 1 Ch Redlight;

res Tod. Novice bitches—1 Lady Bush, F. C. Rothen -

bush; 2 Daisy, Mrs. E. L. Casteau. Limit bitches

(parti-colors)—1 Meggies, C. Leonard; 2 Daisy. Open
bitches— 1 Meggies. Winners bitches—1 Meggies;
res Lady Bush.

Collies—Puppy do^s— 1 Haroun Al Ras. hid. Mis.-.

B. M. Hartmann. Novice dogs— 1 Prince Suzell. P..

V. Wellington; absent, Tallac Kiltie, \V. W. Stett-

heimer. Limit dogs— 1 Valverdi Perfecto, Wm. Ellery:

2 Prince Suzell: absent. Ellwyn Chr'.ss, " J. Albee;

Tallac Kiltie. Open dogs— 1 Prince Suzell; absent.

Ellwyn Chriss; Chief. R. Williams. < >pen dogs
(American bred)—1 Valverdi Perfecto. Winners dogs
— l Valverdi Perfecto; res Haroun Al Raschld. Novice
bitches— t Metzie of Nesiledown. Mrs. W. L. Irven:

2 Anona, Chas. Osborne. Limit and open bitches—
1 Southport Sphinx, Wm. Ellery; 2 Metzie of Nestle-
down; 3 Anona. Winners bitches— 1 Southport
Sphinx; res Metzie of Nestledown.
Poodles—Open dogs and bitches— 1 The White Lady

M. Friedberger.
Dalmatians—Open dogs and bitches—1 Glenwood

Adonis, Phil C. Meyer; 2 Dr. Coach Taggart. Dr HW. Taggart; 3 Spot, W. H. Strohmier. Winners—

1

Glenwood Adonis; res Dr. Coach Taggart.
Bulldogs—Open and winners dogs— 1 Endcliffe

Baron, Mrs. Phil C. Meyer; absent. Ch Ivel Damon
Mrs. Chas. K. Hariey. Limit open and winners
bitches— 1 Girtford Goody, Fred J. Rodgers.
French Bulldogs—Limit dogs—Absent Sport, J J

Driscoll. Open and winners bitches—1 Margot de
Pantin, Clifford G. Cook.

Bull Terriers—Puppy dogs—1 Wainwright. J. W.
Bird. Novice dogs—1 Edgecote Al. Dr. A. J. Welsh*
2 Wainwright; 3 Rough and Tumble, F. J. Maiden'.
Limit dogs—1 Rough and Tumble: 2 Jerry Bradley.
F. A. Giesea. Open dogs (under 30 pounds)—

{

Wainwright. Open dogs (over 30 pounds)—1 Rough
and Tumble; 2 Jerry Bradley. Winners dogs—

1

Edgecote Al; res Wainwright. Puppy bitches—1 Chip,
Harry Bird. Novice bitches—1 Flora M., W. H.
McKay; 2 Lady Askern, W. Popplewell; 3 White Rose,
Mrs. T. S. Brown; v h c Chip. Limit bitches— 1 Meg
Merrilies II, Mrs. Chas. Reed Thorburn; 2 Lady Ask-
ern. Open bitches (over 30 pounds)—1 Meg Mer-

*

rilies II; 2 Flora M.; 3 Lady Askern; res White Rose.
Winners bitches—1 Meg Merrilies II; res Flora M.
Boston Terriers—Puppy dogs—Absent Glenwood

Snow-flake, Phil C. Meyer. Novice dogs—1 Tip J., F.
E. Lane; 2 Teddy B., A. M. Barrett, Jr.; absent,
Glenwood Manley, Glenwood Crusader, Phil C. Meyer.
Limit dogs—1 Endcliffe Nobby; 2 Teddy B. Winners
dogs—1 Endcliffe Nobby; res Tip J. Limit bitches

—

Absent, Glenwood Nancy, Phil C. Meyer. Open and
winners bitches—1 Endcliffe Toby.
Dachshunde—Novice and winners dogs—1 Fritz,

Miss Crawford. Novice, imit and open dogs—Absent
Frist, A. Kaiser.
Fox Terriers (smooth coated)—Puppy dogs—1 Tal-

lac Chapparal, Mrs. J. P. Norman. Novice dogs—

1

Forest King, W. J. Foster. Limit dogs—1 Tallac
Chuck, W. W. Stettheimer. Open dogs—1 Tallac
Marksman, W. W. Stettheimer. Winners dogs—

1

Tallac Marksman; res Tallac Chapparal. Puppy
bitches—Absent Tallac Cookie, W. W. Stettheimer.
Novice bitches

—

1 Forest Queen, W. J. Forster; 2

Tallac Lakebreeze. W. W. Stettheimer. Limit bitches—1 Dottie Dimple. W. J. Foster; 2 Tallac Chicita,
W. W. Stettheimer. Open bitches—Tallac Chicita;
Absent Vina Belle, W. W. Moore. Open bitches (Amer-
ican bred)—1 Tallac Lakebreeze. Winners bitches

—

1 Forest Queen; res Dottie Dimple.
Fox Terriers (wire haired)—Puppy and novice dogs

—Absent Tallac Hemlock, W. W. Stettheimer. Limit
dogs—1 Tallac Pirate. W. W. Stettheimer. Open
and winners dogs—1 Humberstone Mearns, I. C. Ack-
erman; 2 Tallac Pirate. Puppy and novice bitches

—

Absent Tallac Emerald, W. W. Stettheimer. Limit
bitches—1 Tallac Zarina, W. W. Stettheimer. Open
bitches—1 Humberstone Worry. I. C. Ackerman.
Open bitches (American bred)—1 Tallac Oanna. W.
W. Stettheimer. Winners bitches— 1 Tallac Oanna;
res Humberstone Worry.
Welsh Terriers—Limit dogs and bitches—Absent

Selwonk Vagrant. Glenwood Gladys, Phil C. Meyer.
Yorkshire Terriers—Puppy, novice and winners

dogs and bitches—1 Peggy, Mrs. F. S Palmer.
Japanese Spaniels—Puppy dogs and bitches—

1

Japan; 2 Russia, Edw. Lavin. Limit dogs and bitches

— 1, 2, 3, r.es Dody, Boobie, Girlie, McFadden, Edw.
Lavin. Winners—1 Dody; res Boobie.

Skye Terriers—Open dogs—Absent Glenwood Wad-
dles, Phil C. Meyer.
Pomeranians—Novice and limit dogs and bitches

—

1 Snowball. Miss Irene Breindenback: 2 Beauty M..

P. De Martin; 3 Beauty, Mrs- A. Bonzi. Winners

—

1 Snowball; res Beauty M.
Italian Greyhounds—Limit dogs and bitches—

1

Dude. S. A. Cummings. Open dogs and bitches—1 Ch
Duke II. S. A. Cummings. Winners— 1 Duke II; res

Dude.
Miscellaneous Classes—Open dogs and bitches—

1

Curley (Retriever). W. R. Barber; 2 Spot (American

Foxhound). Mrs C. W. Logan.
Local Classes.

St. Bernards— 1 Fargo.
Greyhounds—Puppy dogs—1 Bill Rainey: 2 Royal

Butter; 3 Tick Cup. Puppy bitches— 1 Lady Duns-

more. Novice dogs—1 Mr. Longers; 2 Damian. A. J.

Madden; 3 Royal Butter; res Tick Cup. Novice

l,j L ,.]ies— 1 The Widow: 2 Maid Marion. Mr. Wilhoit:

3 Pandora, A. Avey. Open dogs— 1 Mr. Zignego; 2

Domain. Open bitches— 1 Sweet Virginia; 2 Maid

Marion: 3 Pandora.
Pointers—Novice and open class—1 Prince A: 2

Dan. Judge McNoble.
English Setters—Novice and open class— 1 Major.

Gordon Setters—Open class— I Deacon Turner.

Collies—Open class— 1 Prince Zuzell.

Field Spaniels—Novice and open classes—1 Teddy

Silk.

Bull Terriers—Novice class— 1 Flora M: 2 Jerry

Bradley: 3 White Rose. Open class— 1 Jerry Bradley.

Miscellaneous, under IS pounds— 1 Nell (Spitz), J

C. Billetter. Over 15 pounds— 1 Blue (Great Dane),

Mrs. H. Masters.

Cocker Spaniels—Novice class— 1 Toots W. Open

( .| ;iss_l Teddy Silk; 2 Meggies.
Special Awards.

Beat dog or bitch shown, besl terrier, besl owned

by a lady, best Bull Terrier. Mrs. Chas. R Thorburn's

Meg Merrilies II.

Largest individual showing of one breed. W. Y\

Stettheimer, Fox Terriers.

Best sporting dog. best English Setter, C. »'. Lees

ch Laura i-
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four of any breed. Phil C. Meyer; Boston

ters. .

St. Bernard. A. L. Hamilton s colden Fairj

.

, best owned in San Joaquin county,

Stockton Kennel Club, Dr.

r. Longers.

Greyhound puppy. Dr - Bill Ra.ney.

og, best novice Pointer dog, Chas.

Silk,

miel, D. P. Cresswell's Sir David,

iniel bitch, A. L. Cresswells Plum-

er
Best

a
Cohie, Wm. Ellery's Southport Sphinx. Best

Win. Kllery's Valverdi Perfecto.

Setter, Dr. F. P. Clark's D*con

T U VTi Or
Bulldog. Mrs. Phil C. Meyer's Endcliffe Baron

Best Build: '-red J. Rodger's G.rtford

'

Boston Terrier, Phil C. Meyer's Endcliffe

miel, Wm. Bay's Ch MUkeB.
.,. Mrs. F.S Palmers Peggs.

Terrier dog (wire haired), I. C. Acker

one Mearns.

Fox Terrier (smooth coated) dog. W.W. Stett

s Tallac Marksman. w gt tt _

Fox Terrier (wire haired) bitch. W. W. Stett

heimer's Tallac Oanna.

Best |

, .smooth coated) bitch, W. J. Fos

ter's Dottie Dimple. . .

3h setter owned in San Joaquin county,

C J Haas' Major. .

Best Great Dane, Frank A. Schmitz' Prince F_

,.. 3, bitch owned in San Joaquin county. Dr. t. r.

hound The Widow.

Best owned in San Joaquin county by a lady, Mrs.

L. More.ng's English Setter Santa.

The officers of the Stockton Kennel Club are: F N.

Vail, president; Wm. H. Mackay, vice-president,

is. -Heffernan, secretary.

The bench show commitee cons.sts of. Dr. *. r-.

Clark. Chas. E. Warren, C Leonard and W. H Mac-

Dr J H. Eddy, veterinary surgeon. D. J- &m-

i ted as suneri.nenJ.ent and ring steward until

evening when he was recalled to this city by

telegram On Sat irday, Mr. Phil. C. Meyer acted as

s iperintendent and ring steward.

The efforts of all of the above named gentlemen

were material in the init al sjccess of the club's show

( : reer.

The judges were: Mr. Fred P. Butler, of San Fran-

cisco. Pointers and Setters; Mr. Geo. A. Cranfield,

Greyhounds; Mr. J. F. Mahoney, of San Francisco,

tt. Bernards; Dog Haulier Bradshaw looked after all

Spaniels; Mr Chas. Lyndon, late of Toronto, Canada,

all other breeds.

A noticeable feature was the cordial support of the

show by San Francisco fanciers who were generous in

entries, many of them for exhibition only, a precedent

that can be followed in the future to the mutual
benefit of the circuit of show giving clubs.

The absentees from the judging ring were more
than usually noted at shows, but there wrere good
reasons for this. John M. Golobeck w-as in hard luck

with a siring of setters from Crockett—the boat failed

to land at that point, consequently the dogs were not
_

ju 'gefl: Being a thorough sportsman, he was present

with the dogs the following day.

Dave Sin' lair was the recipient of a pleasant testi-

I on Friday evening just prior to his departure.

He was "callei to account and roasted" for running

n President F. N. Vail after a brief and
ress eulogistic of Dave's serv.ces to

rented him with a fine stein upon which
d. "To the best DOG Superintendent of

the Stockton Bench Show." Dave was non-piussed
with surprise and emotion—sentiments not.usual with

,
lie! in a fitting manner his pleasure in

the val ted testimonial from sportsmen and
goo i fellow s

Whil-t .Mr. Meyer's pecognition was, perhaps, not as

substantial, it was none the less sincere, for the club

Mia an unanimous vote of thanks for his volun-
tary and appreciated services.

Thy regular ere as follows: St. Bernards
11; Ureal Danes 5; Newfoundlands 2; Greyhounds 7;

22; Engl sh S< tters 21; Irish Setters 3; Gor-
i: Irish Water Spaniels 4; Field Spaniels

Is 34; Collies 19; Poodles 1; Dal-
i French Bulldogs 2; Bull Ter-

i tiers i": Dachshunde 3; Fox Ter-
rlen (smoi > Terriers (wires) 6; Welsh

Spaniels 4; Skye
/hounds 2; Mis-

; i ; ixhound), .a

'-.- L; G i e\ hounds 13;

i Setters 1; Col-
niels 5; Bull Ter-

It I a i ireat Dane), a

I 1

1
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I
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Manager Phillips of the Crockett Kennels states

that he has more orders for broken dogs than he

can supply. He left for Arbuckle, Colusa county, this

week, where he has some good quail country staked

out in which he will work and give the finishing

touches to a string of dogs Since the Crockett Ken-
nels were started, a short time ago, business has

been excellent and the outlook is good. Mr. Phillips

is a painstaking and reliable trainer and proposes to

turn out dogs that come under his care, in A No. 1

condition. Mr. Golobeck, his partner, is a well known
sportsman, the owner of Ch. Cato Jr. and Cato's

Judge. Both of these grand English Settlers are

now in the stud.

Englewood Kennels have recently been arranged.,

by the addition of more kennel room, for the care of

some promising young Collies and Bull Terriers.

Mr. Rogers, of Dundee, Mich., was on a visit to San
Jose last wreek. Mr. Rogers, who is one of the oldest

Collie fanciers in America, it is believed will locate in

Denver, after his trip through this State.

AT THE TRAPS.

Welcome the coming and speed the parting fliers is

in the mind's eye of the shotgun fraternity, for with
to-morrow's dawn their will be a change from inani-.

mate to animate targets, and so, vale the trap season
of 1905, which has been a good one, and in relation

thereto, more anon.

The Los Angeles Gun Club two day tournament last

week is reported by the southern scribes as follows:

Keen of eye and steady of hand, smashing his birds

into impalpable dust with the consistency character-
istic of the thoroughly trained trap shot that all local

saucer-splinters know him to be, Fred Mills, of Santa
Ana, Saturday qualified for high average in the open-
ing round of the Los Angeles Gun Club's nineteenth
semi-annual tournament over the Sherman grounds
with the magnificent average of even 92 per cent.

Given a close race all day by "Bob" Bungay whose
remarkable improvement has been the talk not only of

local trigger knights, b_t, s nee the Interstate Associ-
ation handicap at Ingleside, of g nners the Coat o/er
as well, there was a pretty t issle for average honors,
and it went a long way to relieve the disappointment
caused by the small tournout that has been enter-

tained in any semi-ann ial fixture for a long time.

Lack of advertisement owing to the short time is re-

sponsible, and hereafter the club w.ll see that its

events are programmed a month ahead at least.

With two very promising contests in the two-man
team cup and Tufts-Lyon medal to feature the usual
fifteen bird sweepstakes, three squads of local and
visiting triggers-yankers hied themselves to Sherman
early Saturday morning. Of the party were E. C.

Wilson, who came down from Bakersfield; Harrv
Hoyt, who packed up in a hurry and left San Fran-
cisco at an hour's notice, and G. M Kanouse, late of

Indianapolis, but* hereafter ha. ling from Los Angele^;
Fred Mills, Clyde Walker and a few other outside
shooters represent the advance guard of a consider-
able country delegation which was expected the fol-

lowing morning.
Favored by a bright, but cool day, tempered with

the balmiest of ocean breezes, it was a pity that fifty

instead of fifteen were not on hand to help out the
fun.

Of average events, there were programmed 150

birds, and Fred Mills with 13S breaks, carr.ed off high
honors, Bungay being only two birds behind. On the

whole day he beat Mills out, but the medals and
practice events did not count.

High run went to Mills with a straight run of 61

consecutive breaks—the big Santa Ana rancher could

not miss. No one else was within fifteen b.rds of do-
ing as well, and it was doubtful if the run would be

exceeded next day—and it was not.

Interest as usual centered about the trophy events,

and general applause greeted Bob Bungay's victory in

the Tuft-Lyon trophy when he snuffed out 23 and 24

for a total of 47, taking the jewelry from Guy Love-
lace who hda held it long enough. Charlie Julian of

San Diego, who was in consistent form, proved a good
second with 4G.

Again Bungay ran in the money when with C. D
Hagerman he cleaned up the two-man cup race with
24 each for a total of 48. Julian was as ever hot on
the trail; he came through with 24, but his partner,

Fred Gilbert, missed two birds and totalled the team
at 47.

On Sunday, R, H. Bungay went to the front again,

for he succeeded in giving "the jostle" to Mills, who
has, for many years, been considered the only real

hot potato of the south with the shotg in. There was
a question as to whether he would retain the cham-
pionship or surrender it to Bungay, and Fred had two
guesses. The guess was close, as it finally turned out,

for Bungay won with one bird or one-third of I per

cent.

Eighteen men faced the traps Sunday and tried

their best to better the rather poor scores of 89 2-3

and S9 1-3, made by Bungay and Mills, respectively.

One of the features of the day was the live-man-
team contest. The race was won by Harry Hoyt,
Charlie Julien, Clyde Walker, Fred Mills and L
Walker. The score was the best ever recorded for

the trophy, 114 out of a possible 125 birds. Not one
man of the five shot below 22 for his possible 25.

In the Individual championship shoot at 50 targets,

evi ned up matters by breaking 40 targets,

beating .Smith and P.reer by 1 bird each.

The scores for both days follow:

Saturday, October 7th, 1905, fifteen targets each:
Events— 1

Hagerman ... .13

ray 14

v. Valkenburg 12

Lovi lace 14

Densel 10 11 13 12 11 11 12 12 11 14
Gilbert 14 13 12 12 12 11 12 12 13 13
Orr 12 11 10 14 12 12 13 S S 1*
L. Walker ....12 14 12 12 14 12 13 15 13 12
Hoyt 13 13 12 12 13 9 13 10 12 14
Julian 14 12 14 12 13 13 13 14 12 13
E. C. Wilson ..12 15 12 13 13 13 12 12 10 11
Kanouse 13 13 14 14 13 11 13 14 14 12
C. "Walker 10 12 14 -14 13 13 14 11 15 15
Mills 10 15 15 15 15 14 13 14 15 12,

Smith 13 S 10 12 14 11
Event 6, 25 targets per man—Two-man team;

championship—Hagerman and Bungay, 24, 24—4S;
Julian and Gilbert, 24, 23—47; Mills and Clyde Walker,
23, 22—45; Lovelace and Van Valkenburg, 21, 22—43;
Hoyt and Kanouse, 22, IS—40; Orr and Smith, 17, 19—
36-

Event 7, 50 targets—Tufts-Lyon medal—Bungay, 23,

24, 47; Julian, 24, 22, 46; Sm.th, 22, 23, 45; Hagerman,
21, 24, 45; Van Valkenburg, 22, 23, 45; Gilbert, 22, 21,

43; Mills, 20, 23, 43; Hoyt. 22, 21, 43; Densel, 21, M
42; C. Walker, 22, 17, 39; Lovelace, IS, 18, 36.
Sunday, October Sth, 1905, fifteen targets each:
Events— 1 2 3 4 5 S 9 10 11. 12

Hagerman 11 10 15 13 14 13 14 11 12 14
Bungay 13 13 12 13 13 13 14 13 14 15
V. Valkenburg 13 12 .9 13 14 9 12 9 10 14
Lovelace 11 11 12 13 11 12 14 11 10 14
Smith 12 11 13 11 12 11 14 11 15 13
McCullough ... 9 13 14 10 13 13 14 11 15 13
Orr 11 10 9 ,8 14 10 13 13 13 13
Breer 12 11 12 13 14 13 13 12 12 li
Julian 13 11 12 12 13 11 13 14 14 13
Gilbert 13 15 13 13 14 12 13 14 14 12
Mills 12 14 14 10 14 12 13 15 13
C. Walker 14 14 10 12 13 13 13 14 12
H. Hoyt 13 11 13 11 15 10 12 12 10
L. Walker S 12 14 12 12 12 13 12 13 15
Slocum 5 9 12 9 9 . . . ^

Densel 9 11 10 12 13 13 13 14 10

Q inn 13 9 10

Event 6, 25 targets per man—Five-man team
championship: Hoyt, 22; Julian, 24; C. Walker, 22;

Mills, 23; L. Walker, 23; total, 114; Hagerman. 23;

Densel, -!- ..r._er, 23 Van Valken j rg, 20; Gilbert,
I total, 110 Bung-ly, 1G: Lovelace. 19; McCullough,

18; Orr, 23; Smith, 22; total, S3.

Event. 7, CO targets—In;,ivi:lual championship, di;

mond meal. Mills, 23, 23, 46; Smith, 22, 23, 45; Bn
22, 23, 45; Hagerman, 23, 19,42; B mgay, 23, 19, 42;

Gilbert, 22, 20, 42; Densel. 22, 19, 41; Hoyt. 22, 20. 42;

Van Valkenburg, 21, 20, 41; Lovelace, 20, 21, 41; Julian,
17, 23, 40; McCullough, 16,. 22, 3S; C. Walker, 17,

19, 36

TRADE MOTES.

U. M. C. Goods Pocular.
Twenty shooters participated in the Vallejo Gun

Club shoot on the Sth inst—all of whom used U M-
C. ammunition. W. Chappell made a 25 straight with
U. M. C. ammunition.

Leader Shells Continue to Lead.
The shooters of the Winchester Repeating Arms

Co.'s products, as usual, carried off the honors at the
Biggs Gun Club Tournament, which was held at
Biggs, Cal., on the 30th ultimo and 1st inst. F. M.
Newbert, of Sacramento, was the king bee of the
tournament, winning the high average, 92 per cent,

the Du Pont Trophy, and also making the longest
straight run of the tournament, which was 61 con
sequit.ve breaks. Mr. Newbert always shoots a Win-
chester "pump" gun and the shells the champion
shoots, the Winchester "Leader." The Three Man
Team Trophy was captured by the team composed of

Messrs F. J. Ruhstaller, D. E. Newbert and F. M.
Newbert on the splendid score of 58 out of the pos-

sible 60. All three gentlemen shot Winchester "pump"'
guns and the "Leader" shells, the combination they

always use, both at the traps and in the field,

t Iwas a sweeping victory for Winchester goods at

the Nineteenth Semi-Annual Tournament of the Lo f

Angeles (jun CI )b, which was held at Sherman Jjnc
tion on the 7th and Sth inst. The shooters that die

the star shoot ng at this tournament were users oJ

Wincheser products, as will be noted by the following:

The Individual Championship Diamond Medal, em
blematic of the champion inanimate target shot o

Southern California, was captured by F. B. Mills, o

Santa Ana, with a Winchester "pump" g m and Win
Chester "Leader" shells on the splend.d score of 41

o t of the possible 50 in a high wind. Mr. Mills alst

made the longest r m of straight breaks of the tourna
ment, 61 without a miss, using the above combinatioi
the combination he always shoots, and made the high

est score on the o, ening <. ay, 138 o t of a possible 150

Mr. R. Bungay, shooting a Winchester "pump" gui

captured the Tufts-Lyon Arms Co.'s medal on th'

score of 47 out of a poss.ble 50, and also won tri<

Miss-and-out event with the same weapon on th'

second day The Five Man Team trophy was capturei

by the team composed of Messrs. C. Julian, F..E
Mills, C. D. Walker, H. A. Hoyt and L. Walker on th

combined score of 114 out of the possible 125, whic)

now stands as the best five man team score on recdn

in Southern California. Three of the five men use

the "Leader" shells and two the Winchester "pumpj
guns The first high average of the tournament wot

won by R. Bungay. Score 269 out of 300—S9 2-3 pej

cent—with a Winchester "pump" gin. The secon,

high average was captured by F. B. Mills, 26S out o>

300—S9 1-3 per cent—with a Winchester "pump" gu

and Winchester "Leader" shells.

-

'

2 3 4 5 8 9 10 11 12

13 15 13 15 12 12 15 12 13

15 15 13 12 14 14 13 14 13
12 14 12 12 14 10 13 12 11

12 13 12 12 11 13 14 9 7

Peters' Points.

Mr. L. H. Reid. of New Paris. Ohio, shot at Sprll

dale. August 31st, breaking 100 straight. Mr.

also won high average at Dayton. Ohio. Septembe

4th 96 per cent, using Peters Ideal shells on bot

occasions.
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INSTRUCTIVE SHORT COURSES.

The agricultural department of the

University of California has made un-

usual preparation to render this year'r

short courses in various branches of

agriculture attractive and helpful to

many classes of producers. These

short courses are open without exam-

ination to men and women of all ages,

who desire to spend a few weeks in an

earnest effort to gain some knowledge

of agricultural science and improved

practice—particular emphasis being

laid, of course, upon the practical side.

There is no charge for instruction, the

pupil merely providing for his own
traveling expenses and board while in

Berkeley, except in the dairy course,

in which a small fee is required to

cover cost of material used. This year's

3hort courses will have a new feature

in the fact that they are conducted in

co-operation with various state organ-

izations of agriculturists who are

represented in both the lecture work
and discussions. The subjects in which
instruction will be given are the fol-

lowing:

!
(1) Fruit Growing, including injuri-

ous insects and plant diseases; Octo-

ber ISth to October 31st.

] (2) General Agriculture and the

Animal Industry, including Dairying,

October 25th to November 21st.

(3) Irrigation and the Reclamation
Service, October 25th to October 31st.

(4) Nutrition of both men and do-

mestice animals, including poultry,

November 16th to November 21st.

{ (5) Special work in Entomology,
November 2nd to November 2Sth.

1 (6) Special course in Viticulture,

January Ifith to February 14th.

The pupil is permitted to concentrate

his work upon special lines or to select

widely, if he desires to secure a general
view of California agriculture. An il-

lustrated pamphlet giving detailed in-

formation about these courses can be
had by application to E J. Wickson,
Dean of the College of Agriculture,
Berkeley, California.

THE ENGLISH FARMER.

|

When the American farmer is in -

Ijclined to feel "gravely" over the condi-
tions of his life, he will find some con-
solation in the thought that farmers in

I
other countries are worse off than he
is. In England, for instance, farmers
are compelled to take out more licenses

to conduct their business than any
other class of business men. Some idea

of the enormous tax on English farm-
ill ing can be had from the following

: letter written by an English farmer to

this brother in Michigan. He says:
"First of all, in January, I had to

write to the excise offices for a form
of exemption to keep my old sheep dog.

The form came back in about a fort-

night. Then I had to fill it up and
return it before I got the license to

keep it free of duty. Then I had to

visit the postoffice to get another li-

|f cense, which cost me $1.85; it is to

• keep a spaniel, so that I could hunt
the rabbits from the hedgerows.
"Then I had to pay §2.50 for a gun

license in order to shoot the rabbits,
I have again to go to the postoffico

to get a $3.76 trap license A couplp
of months ago I injured my leg, and 1

Warranted! to Give Satisfaction.

Gomkault's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all
Bunches from Horsea or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is iuvaiuubii:.
jEvery bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is
Warranted to (rive Batisluction. Price $1 50
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
press, chareres paid, witn full directions for
its use. ESTSend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

could not climb up into my trap, so

I purchased a light-weight four-wheel.
A letter from the local officer of ex-
cise pointed out to me the fact that

a license of $5 had to be taken out.

"Cider running short, I had to pro-
vide something for my farm hands to

drink, so I thought that I would obtain
a couple of sacks of barley malt, the
barley being grown in England, and
brew a few gallons of ale. To do this

I had to take out another license.

"I have a traction engine, with which
I do my farm work, such as threshing,
etc., and between whiles a bit of haul-
ing. This necessitates my taking out
the most expensive license of all, one
for $50. On the farm there are usually
a few partridges and a stray pheasant
or two, reared and fed at my expense.
To shoot these I have to obtain a game
license, which costs me $15.

"Now, I sell a few gallons of milk,

and to do this I have to get my prem-
ises registered by the local medical of-

ficer of health. This is practically an-
other license. Flowing right through
my farm is a splendid trout stream, yet
before I can attempt to entice one of

the spotted beauties from beneath its

surface, I have to take out another li-

cense.

"If I send my sow to a neighbor I

have to go to the policeman for a li-

cense for her, which he issues on con-
dition that she does not remain away
more than four days. You may smile,

but it's an official fact. If I sell my
neighbor a few pigs I have to obtain

a license to remove them. If I send
a lot of fat baconers to town to be
killed, another visit to the policeman
is necessary. If I decide to have them
killed at home, I must have my farm
building licensed as a slaughterhouse.

"If I have only to turn my pig across

BEST SHAPE FOR SILOS.

Round silos usually are preferred be-
cause they contain more per square
foot of wall surface and silage settles

evenly and is better preserved when
there are no corners to hold air and
mould. Silage in a round silo thirty-

two feet deep, if finely cut and well
settled, will weigh about 40 pounds per
cubic foot. A feed for a cow is from
12 to 20 pounds once or twice a day
according to the supply, so it is easy
to figure the size of silo necessary for

any number of cows. Horses should
have only one feed a day of silage,

and usually from six to ten pounds is

sufficient although some horses will

make good use of much more. Sheep
do well on silage and are very fond
of it, but it should be given them spar-
ingly in one feed per day, preferably
at noon time. Silage is also relished

by hogs and chickens, so there is not
much danger of getting too much
silage on the farm.
Large silos, however, are not advis-

able ; it is better to have two silos

twelve feet in diameter than one silo

twenty feet in diameter. A silo

should be at least thirty feet deep in

order to get the necessary pressure.

ALASKA DAIRYING.

C. V. Piper of the Alaska Experiment
Station, in his report, in the annual
report of the office of experiment sta-

tions, sets forth the possibilities of

dairying in Alaska as follows:

Milk cows, of various breeds have
long been kept at most of the coast
settlements, and the common testimony
is that they do exceedingly well while
feeding on the green grasses. Prof.

Georgeson's tests have demonstrated

The Udder Side of the Milk Question

the road to clover, again I have to

visit that policeman. As all these li-

censee have been necessary for my
business, and not one of them is for

luxury, such as male servants or ar-

morial bearings, I really think that

the farmer can justly claim that his

business is the most licensed in the

kingdom."—Southern Tobacconist.

If your blacksmith knows his busi-

ness your horses will be properly shod,

but do not lay the foot troubles of the

horse to the door of the blacksmith,

for the chances are you are at the bot-

tom of the trouble because you will

not keep the floor of the stables clean

and thus avoid thrush.

There is no reason why there should

not be a gutter behind the horses, such

as are behind the cows, and thus avoid

to some extent the possibility of the

horse standing in his excrement. Then,

keep close watch of the hoofs and see

that they are cleansed daily. An ex-

cellent way to do this is to have a few
blunt sticks of hickory, a stiff brush

or two and one or more coarse sponges.

Go at it in this way: With the sticks

dig out substances and then cleanse

with the stiff brush and finally wash
with the sponge, using tepid. water, in

which a dozen drops or a teaspoonful

of carbolic acid has been mixed. Try
it, keep it up and avoid thrush.

Idaho has passed a law that all but-

ter sold, or offered for sale within the

State, shall have the name of the man-
ufacturer and the place of manufac-
turer stamped upon the label. The
pack must also have the exact num-
ber of pounds stamped on the wrapper.

Some horses cannot do good work,
because their collars do not fit; and
because the harness is not adjusted
properly.

that they kept up an excellent milk

flow on bench grass silage, and doubt-

less the other grasses are quite as

nutritious.

For two reasons I am impelled to

believe that the utilization of the

Alaska grass lands will yield most
profit through dairying: (1) Because
of the necessaritly long feeding period

—five to six months—during which
only dairy cows yield a compensating
return, and (2) the freight to distant

markets on concentrated products like

butter or cheese is not a serious factor.

There are many admirable sites for

dairy colonies or settlements, not only

on Kadiak Island, but also other

islands and on the mainland. Dairying

is to be one of the chief industries in

the proposed Finnish Colony on the

Kenai Peninsula. With such enormous
wealth of grass as southwestern Alaska
possesses it is difficult to doubt that it

will become a great dairy country. It

is doubtful, if equally good opportun-
ities for colonies of dairy husbandmen
can be found in the United States to-

day. Certainly there is no place left

where 320-acre homesteads of magnifi-
cent grass lands can be had for* the
taking.

Dry-picking is always to be pre-
ferred when preparing turkeys for

market. When in fine condition, nicely

picked, and sent to market without
having been packed in ice, a turkey is

at its best, and consequently commands
the highest price. As soon as the fowl
is stuck and the blood is still flowing,

pluck the feathers dry from Its body,
taking care in doing this not to break
the skin or tear the flesh Nothing de-

tracts so much from dressed ooultry

as torn places upon the carcas or
shank; picking must be clean ami
nicely done. When the fowl is plucked
hang it head down in a cool place until

all animal heat is gone from the body,
being careful not to hang it where it

will be exposed to cold air as to be
likely to freeze. Do not remove the
head, feet, or entrails, but have the
whole carcass, including head and feet.
perfectly clean.

The Wood Live Stock Compnay,
which operates mainly at Spencer,
Idaho, is aiming to keep a flock of
100.000 breeding ewes. All the in-
crease is sold as four or six-months
lambs, no ewe lambs being saved for
future breeders. They sell off each year
all the toothless ewes, all the non-
breeders and do not even keep those
that have failed to breed for one sea-
son. The breeding flock is kept up by
the purchase of strong heavy fleeced
ewes, preference being given to Oregon
stock that shear ten to twelve pounds.
The rams used are of the best mutton
breeds, thus keeping up both sides of
the business—the ewe flock producing
wool enough to pay the expenses while
the SO to 90 per cent lamb crop makes
the profits.

At the Iowa station it was found
that turnips injure the flavor of both
milk and butter. This injury is due to
volatile acids which can be driven off

by heating the milk to 160 degrees for
a short time. Beets increased the milk
and butter product and caused all the
cows, even Jerseys, to lay on fat quite
rapidly. When the roots were discon-
tinued butter fat decreased and the
cows ceased to gain weight, and it took
more pounds of feed (calculated to dry
matter) to produce a pound of butter.
When turned on pasture there was im-
mediate increase of milk, butter and
live weight. Feeding bran during part
of the grazing period produced suffi-
cient gain to yield a small profit.

Sponges. S. Arderley. 307 Msrkel S .

Hace Horse Wanted.
pOUR TO SEVEN YEARS OLD. MUST BE

sound and able to run a mile in good lime.
Address, giviDg price and all particulars,

ANDREW MILLER,
William?, Arizona.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montg-omery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 \"A% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet.

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

A GAME GETTER
n't allow rust on his gun

—

neitbcrdocs tk j-in-one." Heavy
oils and greases cannot prevent
rust because they simply coat
'e surface and dry out.

lies into the pores of

mti.il, forming a

Iclica!e,impcrccpubli
crcoat that pre-

i n t

.

zinc.

triggers, etc. Our booklet tell:

—a sample proves—both free

G. W. COLE CO.
Washington Life Bldfi.. New York

V
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POOR FEED FOR HORSES.

Sometimes it seems as if poor or

iged food may be given fowls and

without injury if it is skillfully

mixed with the better quality, although

there is a ri^k in this sort of feedng.

The horse, on the other hand, does nor

to he able to take his share of

and the feeding of it

: esults in a bad stomach or

I trouble. These organs of the

horse are much more sensitive and
tte than is generally supposed and

should therefore be used in

tng.

Poor hay is another bad thing for

horses and it is also poor policy to

attempt to carry a horse very far on
hay, whether good or poor, and water,

feeding small quantities of grain. Be-
i all doubt oats are the best of

any grain for horses, but it is quite

as good policy to furnish variety to

the horses as to the other stock on

the farm, but making sure that the

animal has one feed daily of first class

oats, and that oats form one of the

grains in one of the mixtures of the

day. Let all of the food be first class,

including the hay, and the horses will

thrive on it and really eat less than
of the poor food.

HORSE STEAKS IN GERMANY.

Consul-General Mason at Berlin, Ger-
many, sends a report that horse steaks

are a common article of food in Ger-
many, and that horse meat consump-
tion is on the increase. In southern
Germany, and notably in Saxony,
where the percentage of working peo-

ple in factories is large, the consump-
tion of horse flesh is an important item
and is rapidly increasing.

About 3,S00 horses were killed in

Breslau alone last year, for human
food. In Berlin, the choicest cuts of

horse meat sell at eight and ten cents

a pound. Heat from the poor quar-
ters or meat from any part of poor, old

or inferior horses brings three and
four cents. The liver is considered a
delicate morsel and brings 10 cents a

pound. ,

The inferior pieces are ground into

the strongly spiced and garlicky sau-

sages that are the favorite food of

many German servants and working
people. These sausages must be plain-

ly labeled "horse flesh." Outside the

city this regulation isn't in force, so

that large quantities of horse sausage
are sold in the country districts or are

exported to neighboring countries as
ordinary pork sausage.

DAIRY QUALITY INHERENT.

The early Shorthorn and Teeswater
cattle possessed much dairy excellence

and when first brought to America
Shorthorns earned the name of the

milk breed. Among old records are

those of cows giving six, eight, and
even nine gallons of milk a day on
grass alone. Although now latent in

most lines, a dairy quality seems in-

herent in the breed which some careful

managers are able successfully to de-
velop and propagate. Records of sev-
eral dairy herds in the United States
within a quarter of a century show a
milking season of about 275 days and
an average product of 6,500 pounds of
milk. One herd of ten cows, from
three to twelve years old, gave 7,750

is each in a year. Single cows
have averaged much more, several in-

es being known of 10.000 to 12,000
Is in a season. The Shorthorn

milk is of good quality, rather above
the average. The fat globules are of

um and fairly uniform size so that
m separates easily, it is rather

• lor. In 1824 a cow near
Philadelphia made over twenty pounds
"i butter in a week without special
feeding. Herds of forty cows have

ujed 209 pounds of butter a year,
The herd of ten cows mentioned aver-

ds, and single cows have
records of 400 pounds and over, one

ounds.

i< i hal thi Shetland puny
ipular pet among all the

rials, a dog maa d somi
foi l boy; i r a bird may

"Mi; but more genuine pli as-
ure ni;i\ be had rmin ; pony for bol h
boys and girls, thai m mythtng
with which children can play, whether

i Its or ountry.

Stat unty fairs are among
our besl educators. No one i an see
ihe best without being stimulated to

o be the same oi better.

THE FASIG-TIPTON CO.
Announce the Dispersal Sale by Public Auction of the

Entire Rancho del Paso Stud
CONSISTING OF

30 STALLIONS
AND

500 BROOD MARES
SALE BEGINNING

MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4, 1905
AT THE

Van Tassell & Kearney Sales Building

130-132 East 13th St., New York City.
Catalogue xrx Preparation.

For further particulars address

THE FASIG-TIPTON CO.,

Madison Square Gardens, New York City.
WM. EASTON, Auctioneer.

FIRST ANNUAL AUCTION SALE
From the Prize Winning

HUMBOLDT HERD OF SHORTHORNS
BELONGING TO

Messrs. B F. RUSH & WM. PIERCE, Suisun. Cal.

r n ii j °' Yearlings, Two-year-old and
nil nPfln Three-year-old Bulls and Heifers,
v\t uuuu

gired by the fouowlng high-class
bulls: Marshall's Combination, Blythe Viotor,
Sharon Viotor VI, Humtoldt Viotor VI, Admiral
Schley VIII and King Abbotsburn. The heifers
have all been bred to the best bulls in the herd
Sale takes place at the WILLOTTA RANCH,

Sulsun, California, on

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1905, I

at 10 a ni Conveyances will meet all trains.
Lunch will be served. For catalogues send to i-

FRED Hi CHASE & CO. , auctioneers 1732 Market St., San Francisco

Auction Sale of All Personal Property
OF

THE MEEK ESTATE
Near Haywrards, Oal,

FEIDAY and SATURDAY, OCT. 27-28, 1905.
The realty of this vast estate having been divided between the heirs, the personal property will

be sold at auction as above stated. It cooslsts of

150 bead of Horses and Holes, comprising Draft Horses. Gentlemen's Drivers. Family
Horsaa, Saddle Horses and Work Males; Harness, Wagons, Carts, Boggles,

Bikes, Agricultural Implements, etc., etc.

SALE WILL BEGIN AT 10 A. M. EACH DAY.
'Buses will meet Southern Paoiflc trains at Cherry Station and electric trains at C stro Valley

Station. The Sale is absolute and without reseite.

30-Auction 8ale-30
Thirty Head of Trottlng-bred Mares and Geldings from the

ROSEDALE STOCK FARM, SANTA ROSA. CAL.
B5 such sires as Washington McKinney 35751 (son of the great McKinney 2:1114), Daly 5341 (2:15) and

St Whips 29721, out ol producing dams by Stelnwav, Eugene Casserly, Alexander, Ansel, Silas
Skinner, Oaly and Digitalis.

This is the first of a series of Aanual Sales which the Farm proposes to hold for the purpose of
introducing this blood throughout the Slate Sale takes place

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 14, 1905, at 7:45 o'clock.

Horses on exhibition Saturday, November 11th Send for Catalogue.

FRED H, CHASE & CO., 1732 Market St. (nr. Van Ness Ay.), San Francisco

Good Ones For Sale.
Four Black Mares by McKinney 2:11}^
One Hay Yearling Filly by Iran Alto 2:12)<
One Brown or Black Weanling Filly by

Lecco 2:09J£

The Mares are BESSIE D , that is out of
Stemwlnder the dam of Directum 2:0514; KOSE
McKlNNfcY.that Is out ot a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:22u
winner ot Breeders Futurtty and Occident Stake 1

KAGSY, lhat Is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1835
son of Strathmore: and Black Mare out of Fon-
tanila by Antevolo 3:1914, son of Electioneer-
second dam Fontana dam of Silas Skinner 217
etc. '

The Yearling is by Iran Alto out of Rose Mc-
Kinney; dam of Almaden (2) 3:22M.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09i< and out ofRose McKinney.
Also, one bay Gelding wilb a record of 2:17w by :

McKinney. This is the be*-t and fastest roadster
of his size in California
Also one three-year-old Stallion—the br st bred

one ever sired by McKlnnev A grand young
borse; has trotted a half In 1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will selloneor all of the above at fafr'prlces
Address o A DURFEE.

„ „ 529 Thirty first St.. Oakland.
Or Race Track San Jose.whire horses may be

seen at aDy time

McKINNEY-SIDNEY FILLY

FOR SALE.
^ GOOD INDIVIDUAL-POUR YEARS OLD

next spring; dark bay in color; double gaited;
very ambitious; broken to drive. Was driven to
oart for three months in spring of 1905, but not
worked fo speed. The filly sho - s every inclina-
tion of coming fast when given a chance The
animal is sound and has a good disposition To
be sold for the reason that owner is not prepared
to keep her.

Price, $500.
Address Box L. this office.

MERIDIAN 2:121
FOR SALE.

ATERIDIAN 2:12^ IS A STANDARD-BRED
J-,x dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent
disposition; perfect conformation; sure foal
getter. His oldest colts are four years old and
all his get have style, good action, ood size and
speed He 1h by Simmocolcn 2: 13?^ (sire of Dan
Q 2:07% and 12 in 2:30 list); dam Sidane 2:23^ by
Sidney 2:l9?i: next dam Addie S by Steinway.
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He is
sound, in good condition will be sold cheap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.

«

I

FAST PACER FOR SALE.
riOAL BLaCK GELDING, SEVEN YEARS^ old. 16 hands high, weight 1050 lbs. Guaran-
teed sound and gentle Sired by Knight, dam by
Ned Gifford. son of Director With two months'
tialning has worked a mile in 2:21, quartermiles
in 33 seconds. For terms apply toW H. WILLIAMS. San Jose Race Track,
Or L. P. COOPERS, 168 S. First St., San Jose.

HAL PACING COLT FOR SALE,
(")NE ROAN STALLION COLT, 18 MONTHS
y-' old a model individual and in time fit logo
to the best mares in the country. Sired by Amer-
ican Hal, full brother to Blue Hal 2:14% by Tom
Hal. sire of Brown Hal 2:12, sire of Star Pointer
1:59& First dam Corman by paoing stallion
Newsboy 2:22%: second dam Sky Blue by Tom Hal
(sire of Brown Ha 2:12, Hal Pointer 2:04?i, Little
Brown Jug 2:Il?i, etc). This blood has produced
more extreme speed than any in the country.
For particulars address

A. EDSTROM, Merced, Cal.

Two Good Ones For Sale,

Nannie Derbv B
,£
Y

P
MARE B yearsnailUlC UC1UY, old . stands 16 2 hands,

weighs 1)50 lbs.; handsome and stylish Sired by
Charles Derby 2:20 < am by Red Wilkes a first-
class racing prospect and fine roadster. After
two weeks training Charles De Ryder paced her
quarters in 29 seconds lastspriDgat Pleasan on
trac Sht trotted a half mile in 1:05 on the
speedway and has paced halves on the speedway
(driven by T C. Oabney> In 59 seconds Only
fault -she is ext-itable lncompanj, but will get
over this with training She Is ready to show,
and will be driven a fast half at the trotting gait
for any one who contemplates buying her.

ALRO
HnnpIIq to Charles Derby; standard and reg-IA'l'

tlia istered; bay filly 4 years old. about
,
15.3 hand , weigh* about 1000 lbs; handsome and
In every respect a first c ass road horse. A lady
can drive her. She has speed and is not only a
valuable horse for tLe road but a high-class
brood mare.

ALSO
A few other fast roadsters for sale at reasonable
prices For particulars and to s^e the hordes
BpDiy to DEXTER PRINCE STABLES. 1509
Grove street corner Raker street San Francisco.

QlKstS:
Jake Jl InTime
I a If you have the remedy on hand, and are ready to

act promptly, you will find that, there is nothing in
the form of Spavins, Splints, Curbs, Wjndpuffs and
Bunches which will not yield promptly and perma-

nently to

Quinn's Ointment
It lias saved thousands of pood horses from the peddler's
oart and the broken-down horse market, Mr. C. It Lilck-

"f Minneapolis, Minn., who conducts one of the largest livery stables in the Northwest,
I vi r 11 mm d. follows: I have been usinn Qulnn'a Ointment for some time and with the greatest
I success. I take pleasure In recnmmendiiiK ft to my friends. No horseman should be with-
| out It In his utable. For curbs, splints, spavins, windpuffs and all bunches it has no equal."

Price Si. 00 perboltle. Sold by all druggists or tent by lunll. Write us lor circulars,

^rSSSftswlljr?"* W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y*

FOR SALE.
R h.7nla 2-12 1=4 (REG No 33306)
IV UUUId LAL I~* SJre Robin 28370 . dam

-

Myrtle 2:13% b£ Anteeo Dark bav mare, 15-tf
hands bieh: weight 1050 High-class trottlBg
mare. Winner five times on Grand Circuit In
1903 Trotted in 2:10% ihis summer S^und, sty-
lish and a good roadster For further particular!
address

Dr. J. W. CLARK, Santa Rosa. Cal.

FOR SALE.
rpHE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD DI-
*• ablo colt If ralifornia. First dam. Babe by
Dawnlight 21484 he a son of Dawn and hisdam
Aiida (dam of Dlrecta 2:28) by Admiral Babels
a half sister f the good colt McFadyen being
out of Bee. Paced a mile in June in 2:27 and
is paid up In the Breeders Futurity. For parti c-

. ulars address
\ E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon, Cal.

I

'

s;
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New California Jockey Club
|

OAKLAND--INGLESIDE--TANFORAN
Offer the Following- Stakes for the Racine: Season of 1905 and 1906.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1905
RACING SEASON TO BEGIN NOVEMBER 11, 1905.

iP^AflA OPENING HANDICAP—A handicap for three y ar-olds and upward at time of closlDg
3>iUUU $60 to start; $10forfelt; $2000 add ea, of which $400 to second and $^00 to third. Weights to

Added be pubdahed Monday, November 6th. To be run Saturday, November 11. 1905
One Mil?

(MAM! THANKSGIVING HANDICAP—A handicap for three-year-olds and upward at time ol

IpiUUU closing. $fi0 to start; $10 forfeit; $2000 added, of which $400 to second and $200 to third

Added Weights to be announced three days prior to the race Winners of others than a selling

purse after the announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra. To be run Thursday. No
vembr 30, 1905. °no Mlle and a Furlonb

''• Wrtft CROCKER SELLING STAKES—For three-year-olds and upward at time of closing. $60
JiUUlP 10 start: $10 forfeit; $'2000 added, of which $100 to second and $200 to third The winner to

Added be sold at auotion. Those entered to be s 'Id for $3000 to carry weight forage. Allowances:

lib for each $200 to SJOOO, then I lb for each $100 to $500 Winners of a race of th« value of

6900 or cf two races other than selling purses after the closing of this stakes not to be entered for less

than$120n. Sta ters to be named, with selling price through the entry bos, the day preceding th.

ace at th usual time of oloilng. and those so named will ba liable for starting fee. To b*1 rur

Saturday Decembers 1905.
-' One Mile

MAftft PACIFIC-UNION HANDICAP—A handicap for two-year-olds at time of dosing $60 tr

t>£UUU s tart; $10 forfeit' $2000 added, of which $400 to second and $200 to third. Weights to be an
idded nouneed three days prior to the race. Winners of other than a selling purse after the an-

nouncement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra. To be run Saturday, December 16, 1905
One Mil*

Mftnn CHRISTMAS HANDICAP—A handicap for three-year-olds and upward at time of closing.

pjUUU $75 l0 start; $10 forfeit; $3000 added, of which $6no to seoond and $250 to th rd. Weights tn

Added be announced three days prior to the race Winners of other than a selling purse after the

announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra. To be run Mondav, December 25, 1905
One Mlle and a Ouarter

NEW YEAR HANDICAP—A handioap for two-year-olds and upward at time of closing.

$60 to start; $10 forfeit; $2000 added, of which $400 to second and $200 to third Welphts tr

be announced three days prior to the raoe. Winners of other than a selliDg purse after the
announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra. To be run Monday. January 1. 1906

One Mile and a Furlong
"*

7ftAft FOLLANSBEE HANDICAP—A High Weight Handicap for two-year-olds and upward
biUUU at time of closing. $60 to stan; $10 forfeit; $2000 bdded of which $400 to second and $200 to

\dded third. Weights to be announced three days prior to the race Winners of other than a

selling purse after the announcement of weights to carry 5 lbs. extra. To be run Saturday
anuary 6, 1906. Seven Furlongr

f)AAA ANDREW SELLING STAKES—For two-year-olds and upward at time of closing. $60 to
!>4UUU 8tart: $10 forfeit: $2C0O added, ol which $400 io f-ecoi d and $200 lo ihird. The winner to be
vdded sold at auction Tho^p entered to be sold frr $3000 io carry weight for age. Allowances:

1 lb. for each $200 io $2000; then 1 lb. for each 1100 to $600. Winners of a race of $1000 or of

hree races other than selliDg purses after the closing of this stakes not to be entered for less than

52000
\dded

$1200. Starters tt be named
at the usual time of clos;
Saturday, January 13,

^^k^m •& jests? ss ^ws^r^

$10,000 l â%e

K
m^l^L\\amli^r *E

«™*e«-;?i*i ">« ^ward at time "ZoTng.£n,raace*2Ueaoo, $30 additional for horsea not dec a red out by 4 p m on second da*following announcement of weights; $100 additional for starters The Club to arid niessarc to mak« t.h« ornoa nginanf >i...^.tm^ _- -iz, _ ^ _iiSi& :
luf ^iud to ana an

av, January 27, 1906.

$2000 ?,n r;
I ?' ?^nm H?

:?^or
1!!

ir
u
ee
*
year-old fllliesof 1906 (now two-year-old.) $60

... . $10 forfeit: $2000 added of which $400 to second a- d 8200 tn third w£»»™ A*
*™

One Mlle and a Quarter
to start;

4dded i^rx^Av™-.?^•s^^^«-s^^sssiwssas

;

Winners of a stakes for
o carry

vz'.uo in ,905-1906 a,T„wea-5-Vbs~ maTd'eVElE" To^n^^X™/* K.8 ' '

One Mlle and a Sixteenth

i»i* ™r.r,t„^8r^1

;
a
i?S.

v
.„n°f .r.

on ».' «y. "?<>. » «»*«ol SI500 or two stakeaorany

$2000
I dded

P'irse after th'
February 10. 1906.

'
!

: ''
^ >' '*. extra? To be «"? i*tSl&?y,

One Mlle and a Fnrlune

allowed 5 lbs.; maidens 12 lbs. "To "be mnTiursaTy" Kb™&k°WW. "* ™° ra0es of * 10OOe*°h

One Mile and a Onartpr
$3000 roi^f?fmo^u

r
$mo

AXe
i^L^r^H

V
Msani °P""datttaeof olosTng. 875

S2S00 7,?
0RN?' ?' STAKBS-Fortwo-vear-olds and upward at time of oloslne S60 tn ,t», tW.DUU

j, forfeit: $2500 added, of which W00 to second, $300 to third; the fourt/'to save ?t»MMMAdded fee. Three year-olds to carry 85 lbs; four-year-olds. 107 lbs five "ear olds 114 lb, • iw
„ , f

Jear-oWs and over, 115 lbs.; (usual sex allowance . This stales will be reopened 15 davs
™Xmrt,V,M«<i^lXto' mtri™ ,0 be Teaeini a, ^ ea^.^addltionVMo
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Entries to the Following Stakes for Two=Year=OIds (now Yearlings) Close DECEMBER 4, 1905:

1500
dded

1500
dded

GUNST STAKES—For allies two years old (now yearlings) $50 to start; $10 forfeit; $1500

added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Non-winners of a sweppstakes allowed 3

lbs., and If such have not won three races. 5 lbs ; two races 8 lbs.; maidens. If never placed
in a swp-epstakes. 12 lbs. To be run Saturday. February 17, 1906. Four Furlongs

UNDINE STAKES—For colts and geldings two years old (now yearlings). $50 to start:

$10 forfeit; $1500 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to third. Non-wiDnersof a sweep-
stakes allowed 4 lbs., and if such have not won three races, 7 lbs ; two r ces. 10 lbs.; maid-
ens, ifneverplaced in a sweepstakes, 13 lbs. To be run Saturday, March 10, 1908.

Four Furlongs

$?ftfl.ft
BELL STAKES—For two-year-olds (now yearlings). $60 to start- *,tifnrrPu- oonnn <,** *94UUU of wnlch $400 t0 second and $m to

^Vj
Winne^f

-

a JweepSakes to ear" s RS^nVfJ?Added 5 lbs extra. Others that have not won three races aHo^d Stt* ; two tIc/b 8ft^X?ens, if never placed in a sweepstakes, 12 lbs. To be tun Saurday. March 24 1906
Four and One-Half Fnrlonca

£7500 GE0HARD HANDICAP—For two-year-olds (now yearlines) $90 to start- am f«rf«n. zotnn

Added tot^race^WJuner^o^othe^tha^
Five Fnrlongs

carry 5 lbs extra. To be run Saturday March 31, 1806.

NOTICE—In Stake Handicaps: Fillies three years old shall not carry less lhan 90 lbs.; Geldings Ihree years old not Jepu than 93 lbs.; Colls Ihr* e years cjd not less tha
)B,; Mares four years old and op not less than 95 lbs.; Geldings four years old an** up not less than 97 lbs.; Horses four years old and tip not less lhan 100 lbs

Added Money to Stakes. No Purse Less than $400. Overnight Handicaps and Special Races with $500 to $IOOO Added.
Commencing January 1. 1906, will be given two or three races each week for Two-Year-Olds.

Address all communications to

THOS. H. WILLIAMS, President. PERCY W. TREAT, Secretary,
23 KEARNY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAUFORNIA.

»:;.:

HORSE INSURANCE
(PLACED AT LLOYDS, LONDON, ENGLAND)

ON

Stallions, Brood Mares, Colts and Fillies

Horses in Training and In Transit.

isurance by the Year or by the Month
Rates Reasonable on Ghod Risks.

LOSSES PROMPTLY PAID.
LIBERAL CONDITIONS OF POLICY—The policy insures the lives of horses against

'ith from any cause and permits of racing aud shipping consequent thereto Insurance can be

I .ced by the year, for tbe racing season, or for snorter periods

CONSIGNMENTS TO SALE**— For the benefit of consignors to auction sales, we have
( anged fir shirt term ptlicles. at nominal rates, to cover the period of preparation, shipping
us and the dangers of leading and stabling in sales barns. Such risks can be arranged to cover
i to the fall of tbe hammer.
PCKO BASES AT sA LES—By special agreement we can place Insurances on animals pur-

: -sed at auction sales from vhe moment of the fall of hammer or confirmation of purchase.

FOREIGN AND U niesTIC TBANSPOBTA TION—We can place purely shipping or
t asportation risks to any p tint In America or t>j any foreign port or destination.

[EOBALD & QUIRKj
INSURANCE BROKERS 3

3 '7.1;

p/lr

PACIFIC COAST AGENT:

F. W. KELLEY
ison square garden|36 GEARY STREET

NEW YORK f SAN FRANCISCO

JW.
California Safe Deposit

and Trust Company

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards

IT PAYS INTEREST

T\MCE A YEAR
Rate—

314 per cent on ordinary aocounts
3 0-10 per cent on term accounts

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS •- $1,500,399-46
TOTAL ASSETS 7,665,839 38

Deposits may be made by P. O. Order,
Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft
Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of Our
Bjslne&s

OFFICES
Cor California and Montgomery Zts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

For Sale.
The Perfeotlj Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire. ELECTIONEER, sire of 186 In 2:30 and
grandslre of Major Delmar l:5fl3{.

Dam LOKITA 2:1SH (dam of Alta Vela 2:I1W
and Palorl 2:24^1 by Piedmont 2:I7v4 ; second
cam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:l6!-4
and Lorita 2:18'/.) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doo, sire of Occident 2-.1&U-

Addrpfls all communications to BREEDERAND SPORrSMAN,36 Geary St.. San Franoisoo.

*££> IT IS EASY TO CURE
Craft's Distemper and Cough Cure Is unlike any

other remedy. Is quick, harmless and can't fail-
money back if it does. It removes the cause; the dis-

eases do not have to "run their course " Prevents
spread of these diseases at once. Used by importers
and prominent stockmen everywhere 50o and SI.

Sent prepaid If your druggist does not have It Drop a
oa^d to-day for "Veterinary Pointers." Contains new
and valuable information.

DISTEMPER,

EPIZOOTIC,

PINKEYE,

CATARRHAL
DISEASES.

LLS MEDICINE CO., Chemists, 13 Third Street, Lafayette, Indiana.
. E. NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast, 619 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
lo a Race.

A high-class Race Horse and a Coming: Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15, Eagle 2:19}, etc.)
by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing For further particulars

BREEDER AND BPORTSMAN.

i TULARE RACE TRACK

I AND GROUNDS

k FOR SALE.
r on ACRES LlND ENCLOSED with
I SU high board fence; 60 box Rtalls; 300
I Uel open stalls; tankhouae and 3000-gallon
C tank: engine and pump oomplete; 10 acres
I alfalfa; 6-room house adjoining City of
$ Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people,

r PRICE 87000.
< Address
? BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
L, 36 Geary St., Sao Franoisoo, Cal

SULKY FOR SALE.
A BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No. 15

Latest model; just received from the factory
A flrst-class sulky in every respect. Will be sold
at a bargain. Address

P. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman,

36 Geary Street, San Francisco.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property ot Jobs Pabrott, Esq.)

Deroted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALI. Manager.

^6-THE-H ^**J~ Rcgisfcral U.S. Patent Office **^^«

SPAVIN CURE

PHENOL SODIQUE
lieals

HOWE & CO .

Real Estate, Estates Cared For,
AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES,

247 Washington St., Room2.
Boston, Mass , Jan. 21.

Dear Sirs:—I have used a bottle of "Save-tbe-
Horse, 1

' and I consider it the best thing that as
yet I have been able to obtain for what it was
Intended, it having entirely cored a very valuable
mare which has been lame since last September
with a sprained ankle. We had her blistered
twice and laid up for two months, but it did no
good. I was just aboutready to breed her when I
gave it a tr'al; she is now entirely sound.

Yours respectfully.
ALBERT E. BAKER.

WERE THESE TWO CASES WORTH THE
COST OF TREATMENT?

Brooklyn, N. Y.
One of my horses went lame from side or shell

bones on both feet, which extended entirely
around the quarter, and was laid up for about
three months I used two bottles of "Save-the-
Horse," and the horse is perfectly sound. I have
driven her over paved roads, and one day gave
her a sixty-mile drive and she never showed the
least particle of lameness. The growths have
nearly all disappeared. I have owned horses for
years, u^ed them to build railroads and in all
binds of contract work, and have used remedies,
blisters firing and electricity, but never saw
anything take hold and produce such results as
"Save-the-Horse" in this case.

D. C BENNETT, Builder,
416 79thst.

Nrack.N. Y.
In August I had a mare with an ankle cocked

from a bad wrench in a race. It was so bad I had
concluded to shoot her, but was persuaded to
breed her and turn her out. I bred her, but in-
stead of turning her out used your "Save-the-
Horse." In three weeks I was more than sur-
prised to see the swelling disappear, and the
remedy produced a complete cure She is as
good as ever. I have raced her since and drive
her any distance without any sign of lameness.
I cannot say too much for vour remedy.

GEO F. BEHRINGER, Jr.

Write us before you fire or blister your horse
and you will understand why our written guar-
antee is an abselute legal contract.
Positively and permanently cures BONE and

BOG SP WIN, THOROU'^HPIN. RINGRONE
f>roept low rinehntip).CURB SPLIVT CAPPED
HOCK. WTVDPUFF. SHOK BOIL. BROKEN
DOWN. SPRAIN'ED and RUPTURED TEN-
DON'S and all LAMKNESS. without scar or
blemish. Horse may work as usual.

£ ^ per bottle'. Written guarantee with
j)^ every battle, &s blndinjr to protect you a=^ the best legal talent could make it. Send
for copy.
At all druggists and dealers, or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co., Binghamton, N.Y.
Formerly Troy, N. Y.

D E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent,
519 Minion Street, San Francisco, Cal.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
lirt-w-.t. r Jfc Co . New York, of Broome St
K»ufTmii-i Huggy Co, Mlauilsburg, Ohio

Si ' affrey Oo . Camden, x ,l

Cnnnpr.vllU lim-cy Cn . Cnnnerarllle. Ind.
Wat«rton d c.rruee Co.. Watertown X- vWalborn £ Biker Pony Vehicle,, St Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St. Nicholas Hotel)

Phone Sooth 1062 SAN rRANCISCO

QOCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIOS

rOR SALE III LOTS TO 80IT BT

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, Ban Francisco, Cal.

,1
KSTITjTffa

P*5TAT1|

S||lss||||l||p2 MANGE & SCRATCHES

^-j=.,^EAS£S OF ANIKfili.

Bance BROTHERS & Wl

M ILAO E LPH1A- _

For Sale

By AU Druggists.

Recommended by this

publication.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

ON

Man and Beast,

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Cures _

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, CaL

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
nerclal school on the Paxiiflc Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue

E. P. HEALD. President.

) At the

Tongues End
STOCK GET JUST ENOUGH AT THE RIGHT TIME

CDMPRE55ED PURE-SALT BRICK5

AND PATENT FEEDERS.
No waste.no neglectaII convenience.
Your dealerhis it Write us ftr the book.

BELMONT 5TABIE SUPPLY CO.
PATENTEES- MANUFACTURERS
BrooKlyn, N.Y.

ggA BAD HITTER.
Hi3 Bunches and r.ruises can be re-
moved quickly wiihuut stopping

Absorbine
This remedy cures Lameness, kills

Paiii, Removes any Soft Bunch with-
out Wlsa-rin^or removing thi- Liair,
r»n.l pit.-as.int to use. gj.oo per

r^T«»-» * ,,:, "l<-\ delivered, or at dealer's.
Al.^OKIiTN K. .TIL. for mankind, BLOT Bottle.

Allays uiiiauiiiKUiuu rapidly. Cures strains.

W. F. YOUNG, P. p. F.,
04 Monmouth Street. Springfield. Mass.
Porsale by Mack&Co Langiey &MTchaelsCo

9W Jinpton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Francisco

&^=

Photo Engraving Company
HIGH CLASS ART

IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artlatlc Designing.

806 Mission St., cor. First, San Francises

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
•frees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba,

Mention this journal

when writing. ®lj? Ixuttttr? (Utiy iFarms, new
CUBA,

YORK.

OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS75 PER CENT

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorseFootRemedy

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.

SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal 'i

R. T. FRAZIER PupMo, Colo
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE. Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO... .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGCTE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
L09 Angeles, Cal

Manufacturers, 4 12 W.nadison St., CHICAGO ,ILL

Race Meeting at Santa Maria
(THIRTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.

Entries Close October 23, 1905
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.

1—Three minute Class, trotting and pacing. .$100
2—Halt mile and repeat, running 100
3—Three e ghths mile and repeat for 3-yr-olds 75

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.

4—2:^0 Class, trotting and pacing $100
5—Fire-eighths mile dash, running 75
6—One-quarter mile and repeat. 75

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 8th.

7—2:20 Class, trotting and pacing $150
8—Three-Quarter mile dash, running 100

9—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse
race 50

10—Half mile dash, running 75

Entry Blanks furnished by tbe Acting Secretary

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

11—2:25 Class, trotting and pacing 815C

12—One-half mile and repeat, running IOC

13—Three-eighths mile and repeat, running.. . 7;

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10th.

14—2:35Class. trotting and pacing $1£
15—Seven-eighths mile dash, running IOC

16—One-quarter mile and repeat, running..., 7;

17—Five-eighths mile dash, running ft

SATUKDAY, NOVEMBER Hth.

18—Free-for-all. trotting and paoing J2K
19—One mile dash, running. 12!

10—Half mile dash, running % t

21—Five eighths mile dash, running 7;

WILLIAM MEAD, Acting Secretary,
SANTA MARIA, CAL.

f
PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tableB for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

v. J
VICTOR VEBILHAC

Proprleto;
JAMES M. McGRATH

ManageDEXTER PRINCE STABLES
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Oor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Par

(Take Hayes, MoAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best looated and healthiest Stable in San Francisoo. Always a good roadster on hand f<

sale. Careful and experienced men to care for a*nd exeroise park roadsters and prepare horses U

track use. Ladles oan go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automoblli
or cars,

A. J, MARTIN, Pr I

SI

k
Phone pakk 163

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FIEJXjXj STREET

IiEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. HON AMD CENTRI, AVE.
Hayes St, Cars Pass the^Do

I
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tla.©-

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was Iwon by Mr. Jag. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
1st on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie),

This was the Only Event During the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among them the following:

3 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reid (tie). 99 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arle (tie), 97 out of 100.

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97. 4 of 96 and 35 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells.

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H, KELLER, Manager.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San FranciscoOr
to

SHREVE &, BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

Send or

Catalogue

-521

Kearn St

.

Mail Orders

a;Specialty

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND ALL THE TIME

It was BALLISTITE
That Made the Clean Sweep

At Ingleside, September IS, 16 and 17, C. D. HAGERMAN of Los
Angeles won the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 93 out of 100. GEO.
SYLVESTER of San Francisco won the PACIHC COAST HANDI-
CAP, 97 out of 100. ROBERT H. BU.XGAY tied the Score, 97 i ut

of 100, also shooting BALLISTITE.

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powders.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANG LES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING. TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, • • • CALIFORNIA.

A CHEAP GUN!!
SEEMS TO WANT

A CHEAP GUN

FOR EVERYBODY

A CHEAP GUN

Cannot be a GOOD Gun

BEWEMBEB, the Best In Cheapest in the end. and iion* too good
for y«n. The PtKKKK GnN t» the Best and Cheapest Gnu today.
It will nU'-tvear and oat-shoot a dozen inferior Gnns.

Send for Catalogue. ,

N. Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

419 STRAIGHT!
"Billy" Crosby with his SMITH

GUN makes another worlds rec-

ord. You can't miss 'em with a
Smith Automatic Ej ector fitted with
the Hunter One-Trigger.

Send for Catalogue.

HUNTER ARMS CO, Fulton, N. Y.

SLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEAiER3 IK-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Mais 1»

CALIFORNIA

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD 8HOETHOKNS' — QUINTO
HERD-7? premiums. Call ornia Stale Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETEK SAXE & SON. Llok House, S. F.. Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners atState and county fairs,

show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 Id

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSETS, HOLSTEIN8 AND DUBHAM8.
Dairy Stock specially. Hoga, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1878. William Nllea & Co.. Ikw Angeles
Dal.

VETERINARY.

X>r. Wm, IF*. Bgan.
M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterlnarj

Surgeona, England; Fellow of the Edinbun
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspe ctor forNew Zealand and Australian Colonic*
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medioine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President ot

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Franciaco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franciaco:
Telephone Park 128.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History. Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and It Is a
uspful bo<-'k for the dog owner. Tells how tj
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., Sao Francisco.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored In 48 Hours.

CAPS ULES

Superior to Copaiba. Cubebs or Injection

672-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBKLL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Handling all kinds of

Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259.
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TO GET

JACK SNIPE
YOU N

>?

AMMUNITION
Write for Illustrated Catalog.

"^ g Pacific ( 'oast Depot:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F.

U

TO GET

JACK SNIPE
YOU N

n

JPemz/igtoi?

.

SHOT GUWS>
Write for Illustrated Catalog

Pacific Coast Depot:

E. E. DRAKE, Manager

WNCHESm
WERE AWARDED IHE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1004.

At Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 4-6,

The Denver Post Trophy was won by

Mr. Geo. W. Maxwell or Holstein, Neb.,

who broke 88 out of 100,

from the 18-yard mark, using

New Sctiultze,

Mr. W. R. Crosby won

First General Average

with 388 out of '100,

Mr. H. G. Taylor of Meckling, S. D., won

First Amateur Average

with 388 out of 400

Mr. Harold Money won

SeooDd General Average

with 387 out of 400.

All throe of these gentlemen used

New E, G, Improved

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO

170 Broadway, New York.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

i The Official Records Show
that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, Ind., June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary

Handloap, Consolation Handicap and
the Five Men State Team

Championship)

and

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF
THE TOTAL PURSES

J

Clabrough, Golcher & Go.

Aims

Bun Goods
«r-Scnd for Catalogue.

FISHING

Tackle
638 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

factory ... eun I c
LOADED..OH CLL.L.W

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR



>L. XLVII. No. 16.

S OBART STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR

PONY RACING AT SAN MATEO.

In the npper right hand cornerls Charles Donpny winning the opening race Oct. 14th on J H Lynch'. Leah; J. O Tobln 18 a.cond on W E. Pedle,'. C.rloltR

the lower left hand corner Is Mr. RodolphSpreokels and the noted gentleman rider, Frank Skinner, holding Mr Spreck.ls llttle.on.

The two pontes are C.W. Clark's Ethel G. and Bas Blancs. winners last Satorday.
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$17,200

GUARANTEED PURSES. Grand Southern Fall Circuit.
$17,210

GUARANTEED PURSES
1

HXTOVEIIVJCBEm. 9 to S3. Inclusive.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE TUESDAY, OCT. 24, 1905
Records Made On or After October 1, 1905. No Bar.

SAN BERNARDINO
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

COL G. W. FKESCOTT, rres. A. W. BRUNER, Sec'y

November 9th, 10th and 11th.

TIIOKSDAY. NOVEMBER 9th.

—2:12 Class, Pacing S600

2—2:14 CIhbs. Trotting 600

3—2:3o Claw. Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10th.

4_2:20 Clais, Trotting S600

6—2:30 Class. Paolng 600

6—Zolock Special Tor Association cup or purse

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11th.

7—2:09 Class, Trotting 8600

8—2:09 CUbs. Facing «00

9—2:40 Class. Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to San Bernardino and Riverside

Driving Club Matinee Horses only. Hocses eligible must be

owned by a member of the club thirty days prior to date of race

and must be driven by owner or a member of the club they

represent.

SANTA ANA
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

GEO. McFEE, Pres. A. W. BRUNER, Sec'y

November 15th, 16th and 17th.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15th.

1—2:12 Class. Pacing £600

2—2:14 ClaBS, Trotting 600

3—2:30 CI iss, Pacing, Matinee Horses, silver cup 100

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 16th,

4—2:20 Class, Trotting S600
6—2:20 Class. Pacing 600

6—Sweet Marie or Zolock Special

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17th.

7_2:09 Class. Trotting S600
8—2:09 Class Pacing 600

9—2:30 Class, Trotting, Matinee Horses, silver cup. . . 100

Events 3 and 9 are open to Santa Ana and Riverside Driving

Club Matinee Horses only. Hor&es eligible must be owned by a

member of the club thirty days prior to date of race and must be

driven by owner or a member of the club they represent.

LOS ANGELES
HARNESS HORSE ASS'N.

C. A. CANFIELD, Pres. A. W. BRtJNER, Sec'

November 21st to 25th.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21st.

1—2:U Class Trot (Tne H N Henderson) 8100.2—2:09 Class Pace (Tbe Joseph <;banslor) 1003—2:20 Class Pace, Matinee Horses ..... .....\'.'.7.'.\\\'

• (TheDr Ralph Hagan) silver cup 10'

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22d.
4—2:17 CU»s Trot (The J W. Bohou) S100<5—2: £0 Class Pace (The Dr Wm. Dodge)

'*'
inn.

6—2:30 Class Trot, Matinee Horses ..
...".'.."."."'"""

(The J. A. Fai rchilds) , silver cup 10
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23d.

7—3:14 Class Trot The W. A. Clark Jr.) SI 00
8—2:12 Cl**s Pace (The Henry tferry) io©i
9—Sweet Marie Special (The C. A. Caofield).. .......'."

for valuable cup or purs

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 24th.
10—2:24 Class Trot (Toe Cbarles Saddler) . SlOO'i
ll_ .27 Class Pace (The Dr W.A.Connelly). looi
12—2:25 Class Pace, Matinee Hor>es

(The William Garland), sliver cup Id
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25th.

13—2:09 Class Trot (The Byrnn Erkenbrecher) ... 81001
14—Free-f.ir-all Class Pace (The L. J. Christopher) 100<
15—2:40 Class Trot. Matinee Horses

(The Association), silver cup 101

Events3, 6. 12 and 15 are op°n to Los. Angeles. San Remardinc
Riversde and Santa Ana Driving Club Matinee Horses rnlj
H<>n-es eligible must be owned by a member of the club thirl
days prior to date of race and must be driven by owner or a mem
ber of the club they represent.

Six to enter and four to start.
Money divided 50 25 is» aod 10 per cent.
A borse distancing toe fluid or aoy p trt thereof is entitled to first monev only.
Entries close Tuesday. October 24tb. when hor.se most be named and eligible to the classin which

he is named Records made on or arter October 1st no bar
The rules of the Nailoaal Trotting A .osiation, of which the Associations are members, shall

govern unles- otherwise provided
Eit-an^e P-ift, five oer ceit or Dir-ie, du> and parable befo-e th? race start3, and five per cent

additional from mnDey winner- excppt in ci o races no entrance fee is chaiged
Positions will b^ drawn for by the drive before the start of the first heat. In the succeeding

beats horseswlll s art as they finished in th orevious one.

conditions:
All events are three in fire, exeept cup races which are two in three.
Entries not declared out at 5 o'clock p m on the day preceding the race shall be required t

start. Declarations must be made in writing and made at ihe office of the Secretary.
Co'ors must be named by 5 o'clock p. m. on the day p^ecedine the race, and mmt be worn npoi

the track. Co'ors will be registered in the order in which they are received Whpn colors are no
named or conflict, drivers will ba r qitrel ti wear the colors furnished by the Association.

£1 ip »Us birred in Trotting events, but will be permitted in Pacing events with the exceptlono
cup even's

Any race that may be started and unflnished on the last day of the meeting may be declaret
ended and money divided or cup awarded according to the rank of the horses in the summary.

Address all communications to - -ie Secretary.
A. W. BRUNER, Secretary, 313 West Second St., Los Angeles, Cal.

$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No. $7000
GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTEE!.

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905. I
TO TROT OR PACE AT TWO AND THREE YEARS OLD.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 1905
ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.

$4250 for Trotting- Foals. $1750 for Pacing- Foals. $800 to Nominators of Dams of Winners
and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows

$3900 for Three=Year-Old Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whise Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three- Vear°0ld Trot.

1250 for Two=Year=OId Trotters.

200 for Nomina or on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two=Year=01d Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Trot
when Mare was bred.

$1000 for Three=Year=0ld Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winnei 1

of Three»Year=01d Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winnei

of Two=Year=Old Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=0Id Pact

when Mare was bred.

S5 October 1, 1906. 810 01
EN IIMNCK AND I' V Y.UKSTiJ—«? to nominate Ml'e on Dicember I, 1915. »ben name, color, description of Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. 85 May 1,JS06.

Yearlings Jan ary a. 1907. 8LO on Tivo Year-Oids January 2. 1908. 810 on Three-Year Olds January 2, 1909.

STARTING p VYtf AS TS — 1:3 to start in th ) [• v > fur.Qlj Pica 83 5 to start li tbe T* >Ydar-01J Trot. 835 to start in tbe Three-Year-Old Pace. 650 to start in the Three-Year-Old Tro
All Starting P.ymeots to be made ten diys before tbe drst day of the meeting at which the race is to tane place.

H la.ton >lu.t l)-<l(n.iB Wlii.ii Miking I'.ivm.ntK to Start Whether the Horae Entered la a Trotter or Pacer.
Colt* Hi i! Start at Two Year. Old are Not Barred from Startlug Again la the Three-Year Old Dlvla'ons.

CONDITIONS.
The races for T»o Yoar-Olds will bo mile boats (S in 3) and for Three-Year Olds 3 In 5. Distance

for Two-Year-Olds, I50yard.; for Throe- Year-Olds, lOOyards.
If a Mare proves barren, or ell us, or has a deid Foal, or tvios, or if either the

Mare or Foal dies bafore J anil try 2 11)07, her n-imtnUor mty sell or transfer hi-
nominatlon or substitute ano'.ber Mire or Foal, regard leas of ownership; but there
will be no return of a pivment, nor will any entry be liable for more than amount
paid in or contracted for. In entries, the name, color aod pedigree of Mare must
be fj'vn: also the name nf the hirst to wh'oh she was bred in 1905.

Entries must be accompanied by tbo entrance f.e.

E. P. HEALD, President.

Nominators liable only for amounts paid in. Failure to make any payment Torfe'ts all previot
payments. Tne Association Is liable for $7000, the amount of the guarantee only. Hopples will no
be barred in pacing races.

Right reserved to declare off or reopen these Staltesin case the number of entries received is do'
satisfactory t the Board of Directors

Money divided io eaoh Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per oent. There will ba no more
monies In each Division than there are starters.

Entries open to ths world. Membership In the Association not required to enter
but no horse, whereverowned, will be allowed to start until the owner has become a meujber.

Write for Entry Blanks to

T. W, KELLEY, Secretary,
36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

I
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STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

tdoney should be sent bv postal order, draft or by registered

Uer addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Franoisco,
jlifornfa. .,._..
Jommuntcations must be accompanied by the writer s name ana
Kress, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

itee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, October 21, 1905.

THE MEEK ESTATE will sell by order of the

part all its persona! property next Friday and Satur-

y. The attention of horsemen especially is di-

eted to this sale. There are 150 head of horses to

I- sold, comprising several head of fine roadsters,

'ood mares and young horses with speed enough to

arrant training for track purposes. There are many

lie draft animals, and mules. These animals have

111 been in active use on the immense farm near

awards, which has just been divided amongst the

l[ur heirs to this vast estate. There are many bug-

Les, carts, sulkies, harnesses, etc., as well as all the

brlcultural implements, and all are in good repair.

i! the Meek Estate has kept everything in fine order.

u you want a high-class driving horse, or a pair of

I
'em, a brood mare or a young prospect to train,

i, tend this sale. The farm is only an hour's ride from

Ltis city and busses will meet people at the trains.

bad the advertisement in this issue. The sale opens

'xt Friday and will last two days.

THE LOS ANGELES JOCKEY CLUB advertises

uu.000 worth of stakes for its winter meeting, which

II open at beautiful Ascot Park November 30th.

ltries to these stakes will close Wednesday, Novem-
r-lst, and money is added in every instance. Los

igeles, with its summer skies and balmy air has an

traction for the horsemen of the LTnited States as

?11 as for tourists from all parts of the world, and

e winter meetings of the Los Angeles Jockey Club

ive been successful from the start. This year the

ub will doubtless eclipse all its former efforts, how-

rer, and the highest class meeting ever held on the

jast is predicted. Horsemen should carefully pe-

se the stakes advertised in this issue and be ready

make their entries on the first day of next

onth.

ARIZONA will give her first annual territorial fair

id race meeting this year, opening it on the 4th of

scember. The last month of the year seems to

vellers in these northern latitudes a peculiar date

c a fair, but Arizona is one of the most delightful

tees on the American continent during that month.

id Phoenix is the pick of the territory's climatic

sket. One of the finest mile tracks in America has

en built at Phoenix and the Arizona people are

.iking a special effort to induce California horsemen

visit them. Low rates on the railroads have been

cured and good purses offered for harness horses

itries to stakes close November 1st, and to th^

rses on November 23d. Read the advertisement.

ZOMBRO RETURNS TO LOS ANGELES.

On Wednesday of this week Geo. T. Beckers left

Portland, Oregon, for his home in Los Angeles with a

carload of sixteen horses, headed by his great stal-

lion Zombro 2:11, winner of the championship prize

at the Lewis and Clark Fair for the best standard
trotting stallion exhibited. In the car were three

brood mares belonging to L. H. Todhunter of Sacra-

mento, that were shipped to Oregon to be bred to

Zombro. Zombowyette 2: IS by Zombro was also in

the consignment, as was the brood mare Beulah and
her three-year-old Zombro colt The Zoo. Beulah was
bred again to Zombro this year and will be bred back
after she foals in the spring. The Zoo trotted a trial
in 2:21 this year. This mare and colt belong to J.

Reezes of Cornelius, Oregon. The Zoo will be trained
by M J. Stetson, who trained him about sixty days
this summer and improved him ten seconds in that
short time. Mr. Stetson will winter in Los Angeles.
He also has four other Zombros. one a very hand-
some and fast three-year-old filly which he purchased
from Dr. A. J. Hodges of Albany, Oregon, this sum-
mer. Mary Scott 2:24 was also in the car. She is

being shipped by her owner, Mrs. Nelly Couvert of
Vancouver, Wash., to be bred to Zombvo. In the
Beckers car will also be three promising colts con-
signed to Will Durfee, who will train them. One is

by Zombro and trotted a trial mile in his two-year-
old form in 2:29 These colts belong to Mr. Sam
Elmore of Astoria, Oregon. E. House of Portland
ships a Zombro three-year-old to be trained at Los
Angeles that is a great prospect. Mr. Beckers bought
while in Portland a very speedy pacer for his friend
Chas. Wilson of Los Angeles. This horse will be
used on the road and in matinees. He is a fine large
fellow with lots of speed and will probably win one
of those Los Angeles sliver cups the first time he
starts. Mr. Wilson has been in Portland looking after
the interests of his section in the California Building
at the big fair.

Mr. Beckers received from the California Commis-
sioners, Messrs. Wiggins and Filcher, Jast Monday,
a handsome silver cup for showing the best California
bred stallion at the Lewis and Clark Exposition
Zombro, whose name is on this cup, has won more
first prizes, silver cups and gold medals than any
other standard bred stallion on the Pacific Coast.

ONE OF THE BEST three-year-old trotters in the

st this year is a filly that was not eligible to any of

;e big stakes. Her owner was offered a good price

r her—$3000—but the party making the offer stated

at he would gladly have made the offer three times

at amount had the filly been well staked in the big

,ree-year-old trotting events of the year. Breeders

,ould not fail to enter their foals in stakes and

•ep them paid up on if they expect to get the highest

ices for them.

NEXT MONDAY is the date set for closing of en-

es to the many rich stakes of the New California

ckey Club for its winter meeting to be held on its

ree magnificent tracks at Oakland, Ingleside and

nforan. The racing season will open November

:h and the prospects are for the greatest meeting

the history of California racing. Read the list of

itkes offered and mail your entries to Secretary

rcy W. Treat, 23 Kearny street, San Francisco,

t later than Monday.

CHICAGO HORSE MARKET.

Receipts were again of heavy volume, arrivals ag-
gregating 2S50 against 2417 the previous week and
1850 the same week a year ago. There has been no
break in the continuous gains in the receipts over the
run of 1904. Fall trade has been the broadest in sev-
eral seasons, with no indications of any diminution in

outside orders. Demand from all quarters is broader
than the trade had anticipated, .with prices for good
offerings showing only narrow fluctuations
Receipts for September reached a total of 10,381

against 7277 arrivals for the corresponding month last

season, showing a gain for the month as compared
with September, 1904, of 3104 horses. The gain shows
an increase of upward of forty per cent over the cor-
responding month a year ago.

The same broad gain is noticeable in the receipts for

nine months, which totaled 102,886 against 87,186 for

the first nine months of 1904. The increase for nine
months of the current year as compared with last

season represents 15,700 horses, a gain vhat well rep-
resents the broader demand for horses incident to

growth of population and unusual activity of all com-
mercial industries. The growth of population is phe-
nomenal from foreign sources, 100,000 immigrants
landing in this country in September to increase the
demand for horses. Local consumption displays won-
derful expansion over the previous year totals, 14,660

since January last as contrasted with 6446 for the
same period last year, the gain being equal to 120 per

cent. From all sources the general demand for busi-

ness offerings is of greater proportions than twelve
months ago.
But few harness offerings were reported of select

quality, the bulk of the sales being around $150 to

$225 with high actors in demand at $250 to $500 and
upward according to size and quality. Export move-
ment of carriage horses is narrow as domestic prices

are too high for the foreign trade.—Horseman.

BOARD OF REVIEW MEETING.

Secretary W. H. Gocher sends notice that a regular
meeting of the Board of Review of the National Trot-
ting Association will be held at the Murray Hill Hotel,

New York, at 11 o'clock a. m., on Tuesday. December
5th. 1905. in accordance with the By-Laws.
The President authorizes the announcement, ac-

cording to precedent, that either an adjourned or a
special meeting of the Board will be held in New
York, N. Y , in the early spring of 1906. to accommo-
date those whose conveniences or necessities will be

served thereby.
All communications intended for the consideration

of the Board at the December meeting must be for-

warded to the Secretary not later than November 21,

and all parties who desire that their cases should be

acted on at the spring meeting should immediately

notify the secretary to that effect.

The Board of Review is empowered to act in place

of the full Board with the same authority and juris-

diction, and at the above meeting will consider busi-

ness arising in each and all of the districts.

-o-

The American Sportsman of Cleveland says: Sev-

eral members of the Gentlemen's Driving Club are on

the lookout for matinee material for next year. It now
looks, as if nearly all the members of the club will

have new horses for next season's matinee

STARTING HORSES.

No man will ever be able to start horses absolutely
perfect, and mistakes will be made by the starting
judge as long as harness racing shall endure The
men who drive horses will also make mistakes, some
of them innocently, others intentionally, and at times
both the starter and drivers err, but with a little effort .

many mistakes could be avoided. As a whole the

class of men who officiate as starting judge, are men
of character, who make an honest effort to discharge
the duties of their position with good judgment and
fairness. Drivers are also men of intelligence and
usually they do everything possible to assist the start-

er in getting the horses away.
The greatest trouble, however, with starting horses

comes from th*e fact that there are scores of well

meaning men without any particular ability along the

line of starting horses, who with a desire to stand in

the lime light, persist in acting in a position for which
ihey have no capability.

By their incapacity they bring trotting racing into

disrepute, tempt drivers to do wrong things, and dis-

gust and tire the public who pay admission to see the

races and are altogether a great detriment to the

whole racing business.

It requires a cool head, a clear eye and a thorough
knowledge of men and horses to make a good and
successful starting judge, and any man who does not

possess these qualities should never attempt to act

in that capacity. These observations should not be

taken as a stricture upon any particular gentleman
who has officiated as starting judge during the season
of 1905, but if any blundering, but well meaning
starting judge can be made to see the error "f h's

ways, the time spent in writing this article will not

have been spent in vain.—Western Horseman.
o

LA SIESTA HOLSTEINS FOR FRESNO.

Mr. Frank H Burke of this city, owner of the La
Siesta Ranch at San Jose, has sold to James Suther-
land, for shipment to Fresno, Cal., ten head of full

blooded registered Holsteins, bred on the ranch.

There are two young bulls, one by Mable Haskins III

Emperior, out of Lil De Kol II, and another out of

Frolic of La Siesta, by Gerben of La Siesta. The bal-

ance are heifers out of Dairy Queen, Hazel Dell, Jose-
phine Mechthilde, ^lover of La Siesta, Donna Ella,

Hight Ulah VI, Little Rebel and Bonnie Doon of La
Siesta.

These cattle will -average less than six months of

age, and yet Mr. Burke received word that they
traveled in excellent condition and arrived safely.

In addition he hal> just sold to go to Central Amer-
ica the two-year-old bull Mechthidle Cook by Royal
Knight of La Siest*.

1

-, and out of Eulalie of La Siesta,

and a young cowfgVesper Bells of La Siesta, out of

Beautiful Bells. -[
3

RACE jVlEETING AT UKIAH.

One of the most successful race meetings ever held

at the Ukiah half mile track opened on October 3d and
continued during the balance of the week. The pro-

gram was almost entirely devoted to running races,

but three harness events being on the card. Two of

these were at half mile heats. The attendance was
excellent throughout the meeting and the harness
races proved so popular that the association hopes to

give a regular harness meeting in another year in con-
nection with a county fair. The summaries of the

three harness events follow:

Trot or pace, half mile heats, three in five.

Rose Thorn by Hawthorne 1 1 3 3 1

Charley Belden, b. g. by Lynwood W. . . . 2 2 1 1 2

Gertie H., b. m. by Stone Robin 3 3 2 2 3

Time—1:08, 1:08, 1:10. 1:12*4, 1:09.

Trot or pace, mile heats, three in five.

Grace McKinney (p) by McKinney 1 1 1
^•"-Vv Be'den bv lynwood W 2 2 2

Gertie H. by Stone Robin 3 3 3

Time—2:32^, 2:22, 2:^2.

Trotting, half mile heats, three in five.

Robizola by Robin 1 1 1

Wilmar by Wildnut 2 2 2

R. W. P. by Lynwood W 3 3 3
Time—1:09*4. 1:09%, 1:09.

o

VETERINARY DEPARTMENT.

B. J., Visalia.—Give remedy for poll evil and how
to treat it.

A nswer—The fistula should be laid open with a
knife, the parts washed out with an antiseptic, such
as peroxide of hydrogen, one part in three of water,
and the necrosed or diseased parts of bone and liga-

ment cut or scraped away. Daily washing with the

above solution to remove pus from the lower parts
of the cavity. It would be well to have a veterinary
surgeon operate, as the location is so near the spinal

cord that it may be dangerous for one who is not
an expert to operate.

o

Hazel Patch 2.02% by Hard Patch, dam Nell by
Andy, was sold last week by his owner, J. W. Flack
of Milwaukee, to Judson Sherman of Chicago. The
price is said to be over $5000. Hazel Patch is one of

the best pacing campaigners out this year. He took
his record of 2:02% in the first heat of the 2:D4 class

pace at Lexington. Many horsemen are of t lie opin-

ion that Hazel might have won the 2:04 pace had he

been more carefully handled. He will be placed in the

stud and used for matinee racing.

W. J. Kenney, 531 Valencia street, received four

McMurray carts this week direct from the factory.

Two are finished in white enamel— the prettiest carts

seen in this city for some time.
o

NOTICE —Greatest Money Make 1- on earth Lrffffmatp;
guaranteed. " Surely risk postal for particulars. Adc'rees A . W
COURCHAINE, Agent. Port Clinton, Ohio
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afford to keep. He has three-year-olds, two-year-olds,
yearlings, weanlings, and mares in foal. He says he
is a little too old to drive three-year-olds and conse-
quently must sell. We advise any man who wants a
good young prospect to make a date with Hans
Frellson, whose stables are on 24th avenue near the
Casino, and take a ride behind this three-year-old.
He is worth buying and developing for a race horse.

WINNERS AT PORTLAND.

A novel scheme has been devised by the horsemen
and business men of Hollister to purchase from the
bank which owns the property, the Hollister fair

grounds and race track. The proposition is to have
one hundred residents of San Benito county agree to

buy the properly at a price that is already agreed
upon, and pay one dollar per week on each share
subscribed until the property is paid for. It will take
a little over a year to pay for the property at this
rate. Up to Tuesday of this week So of the 100 sub-
scribers had been obtained and the full quota will
have signed up before the end of next week. There
are fifty-four acres in the track, well improved with
a grandstand and stalls, and an excellent mile track.
The land is worth every dollar of the price asked for
it, without taking into consideration the improve-
ments.

Don't ever imagine that Prompter blood is not of
the race horse kind. It has been in front very often
in hard fought races where the time is fast. One of
the fastest pacers out this year is Gratt 2.05%, a son
of Grattan 2:13 out of Molly Hicks by Prompter, sec-
ond dam Lady Bishop by Iowa Chief. Gratt has been
a good winner this year and it is said is in good
shape to pace to a faster mark next season.

John Caldwell 2:09 trotted a splendid race in the
Transylvania. While he won but fourth money he
was a bang-up third to Ethel's Pride and Turley in
the fastest heat of the race, which was trotted in
2:06%. In this heat Ethel's Pride, the winner was but
a neck in front of Turley and John Caldwell's nose
was at *Turley*s hips. It was a great finish and
brought the immense crowd in the grand stand to its

feet. John Caldwell was just getting good as the
circuit ended.

o
SONOMA COUNTY DRIVING CLUB.

SOME BROOD MARES are born great and others
achieve greatness, while very few have greatness
thrust upon them, because in the horse business
thrusting greatness is a pretty hard as well as a
very expensive job. Up at the pretty little town of

Rosa on Thursday of last week, two trotting

own sisters, took standard records and made
a great brood mare of their dam that at the time was
complacently munching grass in the pasture of. her
owner, Mr. S B. Wright, two or three miles distant,

all unconscious of the fact that she had achieved a

place in the Great Table by the performances of her
two handsome daughters The mare referred to is

the trotting mare Maud Fowler, whose record of

was made at Petaluma twelve years ago, in

the fifth heat of a hard fought race wherein she beat
Patty P. and Logan. Maud Fowler was bred by the

late Isaac de Turk of Santa Rosa. Her sire was
Anteeo 2:lr^ 4 , one of Electioneer" s best sons, and her
dam that great brood mare Eveline by Nutwood 600,

greatest of brood mare sires. So Maud Fowler was
born great, as it were, and is now achieving greatness
in the stud. At the Breeders' meeting at Santa Rosa
in August this year Maud Fowler's five-year-old son
Dumont S. 36,675, owned by Thos. Charlton of Ukiah,
trotted to a record of 2:20, and became the first stand-

ard performer for his dam. On Thursday of last week
at the meeting of the Sonoma County Driving Club,

the two mares. Sonoma Queen and Sonoma Maid, own
sisters to Dumont S., took trotting records of 2:26

and 2:29% respectively, making Maud Fowler the

dam of three standard trotters, all by the same horse
—Lynwood W. 2:20, son of Guy Wilkes. Another mem-
ber of this notable family of full brothers and sisters

is the famous green mare Sonoma Girl, owned by Mr.
J D. Springer, formerly of Pleasant on. but now of

Los Angeles. As all our readers know Sonoma Girl is

a phenomenal trotter and but for a lameness which
afflicted her last winter and from which she has never

fully recovered, would doubtless now have a record
below 2:10 as she showed herself capable of a mile

at that speed ,and could trot a quarter in 30 seconds
as easily as any trotter ever worked at Pleasanton.

Frank Turner of the Santa Rosa Stock Farm owns a
The reP°rt of the seTOna meeting of the Sonoma

son of Maud Fowler in Major Dillon. This youngster, County Driving Club held at the Santa Rosa Stock

as his name implies, is by Sidney Dillon, sire of the Farm track on Thursday. October 12th, reached us
world's champion trotter, and is a very promising two- too ,.Ue for pul) ]icatj n in our issue of last week. The
year-old member of th.s all trotting- family. Mr. ... „ ,

' '
, ,

l_ r . .. ... ,. , „ c?:^„„,r meeting was a very successful one and several horsesWright owns a yearling and a weanling by Sidney
Dillon out of Maud Fowler, both fine lookers and both took new records during the day.

showing well at the trot in the pasture. Every sign Andrew J. Compton officiated as starter ana Dr. J.

points to Maud Fowler being one of the greatest of w c]ark of Santa Rosa. and A Hoffman of San
brood mares, and it is Mr. Wright-s aim to have all

Francteeo were „le ]ud an3 timers secretary
her produce take records at the diagonal gait. Her
dam Eveline, also owned by Mr. Wright, is one of the Henry Carlton was clerk of the course,

noted mares of the State, her produce so far that The fastest heat during the afternoon was made by
have taken records being Ole 2:10%, Roblet 2:12 (dam Welladav, a six-vear-old sister to Chas. Derby 2:20,
of Bonalet (2) 2:03%), Tietam 2.19, Nick Russell (trial) K]atawah ., ng% anfl other eeIebrities . belng br steill .

2:18, and Maud Fowler 2:21%, dam ot three standard ' ° J

trotters all by the same horse and all having records wa ^' out of Katie G - b>' Electioneer. Welladay is owned

acquired the same year. I think this is a record. by Mr James Coffin of San Francisco and is trained

and driven by Jos. Cuicello. She won the second heat

I ree by the dispatches that Alta McDonald is out of her race in 2:14, giving the famous Steinway-Katie
with a challenge to trot any other trotter in the world, G. family another representative in its already num-
barring none, for $5000 a side. Of course such a den erous 2:15 lists.

as this immediately brings to the mind Lou Dillon and Four time records were made during the day. Two
Major Delmar, but as everybody knows Mr. Billings were made by Sonoma Queen and Sonoma Maid, own
do;s not race his horses for money, a match with sisters to Dumont S. 2:20 and the great green trotter

either of them for money is outside the question. Lot. Sonoma Girl, being by Lynwood W. 2:20 out of Maud
Dillon is not herself, as everyone knows, and will not Fowler 2:21%. Sonoma Queen trotted to a record of

be raced any further this year, so this leaves Major 2:2S
. and Sonoma Maid took a mark of 2:29%. The

Delmar as the horse McDonald is probably shooting former is ouned by Mr. S B. Wright, who owns her

at, as he says he would like to send Sweet Marie to; and the latter is the property of Mr. William

against the Miajor for charity. The readers of this H -
Morris.

department doubtless know what faith I have always Prank Turner, proprietor of the Santa Rosa Stock

placed in Sweet Marie as a race mare, but if she Farm
' Put a couPle °r sid,ley Dillons in

"the list
"

should meet the unsexed son of Delmar, and both Just to hare tnem represented. Carlocita a three-

were in shape, it looks to me as if tickets on the year-old is out of Carlotta Wilkes Her mile was in

gelding would be the best investment. He has shown 2.24% and she can and has beaten this record. Carrie
. ^ . „.„. . „,. Dillon is a two-vear-old out of Biscari by Director,

his ability to beat two minutes and he has eight or a
.

•

ten heats to his credit that are below Sweet Marie's He "' mlle " as In <J -- 4 '*-
.

, , ,, . . , „ „„ „ u . ,
Four regular events were contested during the day.

record ol 2:04%. and five or six below 2:02. That he ^ 5
fQr roadsters heat was a race ana

Is ;, race horse none deny. On his performances I
wjnner o£ a heat was gent lo the stab]e There

how- our I allforma queer, is going; to beat fom. h(?ats anfl a]] wei .e jn lhe same Ume The
any kind ol a race. I know that Alta McDon-

lhird ^ was a dead beat between the two horses
, level-headed trainer and realize the fact that

,.emaim in the race anc, thev had to g0 another
he has trained and driven both horses and knows their

hgat tQ ae(,.;de whjch was cntme(J to tnirQ money.
1 wel1 or better than anyone else, but Carrie B. a mare by Alex Button out of an own

1 "an II ml from my mind the idea that, like
sister to

'

Cnas . Derby 2:20, Klatawah 2:05%, etc., took
other enthusiastli trainers, he has permitted a rec01.a of 2 : ig at the pacing gait. She is owned by

bis enthu lasm to get a little the better of his judg- R Mead. The summaries of the races follow:
ment In making this challenge. No one would feel

Ilk.- thl than I would if Sweet Trot or pace. 2:12 class, mile heats, two in three.

Marie e lid beal Major Delmar if they met, but I $n
"al£y

'
b

;

m
;

b
.

y .^
r
^:^"?.?.'.".".".'.'.(0!KSne) 2 2

adnill thai II would bi
i surprise to me If lhe King Rose (Lieginger) :: 3

mare should show herself superior. Time— 2:21, 2:14.

Road race, every heat a race.

One of the besl young I tig |>rosne< te there is in L. W. Russell .lr. by L,. W. Russell-Niba
California at th i

i three-year old •••.
/o''

les
! 1

by Nutwood Wilkes I a Oen. McClellan socks
3

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. (Miller) 4 :: l

owned by the veteri ad driver, Capt. Zei (Garrison) 2 2 o 2

W. Ford Thomas of tins city. This youngster is a Time—2:33%, 2:33%, 2:33%, 2:33%.
t the squarest and best galted ones evei p g, 2:17 class, mile heats, two in three.

1 " I I
'"'i " ! enlj Carrie B„ b. m. by Alexander Button-Carrie

as any horse that i hem, He has shown h Malone (Cuicello) 2 i i

"as legs %«„*{£ &&$£*£*; °e*b*
i ! : ! : :(it?&S£?) 3 t 3

I
iri bard as nails and perfect In form, Cash (Ober) 4 3 4

Is D high hea led. flm acting young horse. He is Time—2:25%, 2:18, 2:22"%

and cheerful walker and to the writer looks Trot or pace , 2 :25 class, mile heat's.' two in three.
like a 2:10 trotter with training. The writer has seen Lillian Sldmore. b. m. by Sidmore (Quinn) 1 1
any number of green three-year-olds this year, but Gertie H (McGreggor) 2 3

s youngster is the most promising of them all. SSS^iJSSj?^ <C
?L

C
wl2J 5 5

C pt. Thomas has more young horses than he can
Pointer Jr.

. . ^. .^. .
. . . . . . . .

.

.

(Abies) 4 4

r

At the live stock exhibition at the Lewis & Cla

Exposition, the following v>on prizes in the classes

Standard Trotters:

Stallion, four years or over—First, Zombro, Geor
Beckers, Los Angeles; second. Lord Kitchener, T.
Condon, Portland: third, Nocturne G. A. TVestga
Albany, Ore ; fourth, Malbrino, TV". W. Smith, Lafa
ette. Ore.; fifth, Oliver J.. O. J. Groce, Portland.
Three years old and under four—First, Lancero,

J. Rohse. Fulton. Ore.: second, Falmont J, Fra:
Woodcock, Portland: third, Colhvings, J. T. & J.
Wilkinson, Chilliwack, B. C.
Two years and under three—First, Vernon Jom

exhibited by. Jno. Pender, Portland; second, Padisha
exhibited by Henry N. Tillman, Portland.
One year and under two—First, Chehalem, exhibit

by J. A. Jones, Springbrook; second, Oregon Pate
exhibited by Aug, Erickson, Portland; third, Admir
Togo, exhibited by J. A. Jones. Springbrook; fourt
B. C. Pride, (Nylic), exhibited by J. T. & J. H. Wilkj
son. Chilliwack, B. C.
Under one year—First, Marillo, exhibited by G.

Westgate, Albany; second, La Creole, exhibited b;

A. Jones, Springbrook.
Junior Champion—Vernon Jones, exhibited by J

Pender. Portland.
Reserve Junior Champion—Chehalem, exhibited

J. A. Jones, Springbrook, Ore.
Grand Champion—Zombro, exhibited by Geo:

Beckers, Los Angeles.
Mares,, four years old or over—First, Alama,

hibited by C. X. Larrabee, Portland; second, Red
J. H. & J. T. Wilkinson, Chilliwack, B. C; thr,

Zombowyetta, L. H. Todhunter. Sacramento; foui

Altacora, August Erickson, Portland; fifth, D;
Q. Hill, J. A. Jones, Springbrook, Ore.
Three years and under four—First, Red Colleen

T. & J. H. Wilkinson.
Two years and under three—First, Willamette E

W. A. DeLashmutt, Portland; second, Zibaline, Georg
N. Crosfield, Wasco.
One year and under two—First, Cora Patchei

August Erickson; second, Chehalem Maid, J. A Jone
Under one year—First, Moonlight Belle, G. A. Wesl

gate, Albany, Ore.

Senior champion—Alama. exhibited by C. X. Lai
rabee, Portland.
Reserve .senior champion—Red Colleen, exhibite

by J. T. & J. H. Wilkinson, Chilliwack, B. C
Junior champion—Moonlight Belle, exhibited by C

A. Westgate, Albany, Ore.
Reserve Junior Champion—Willamette D., exhibite

by W. A. DeLashmutt, Portland.

Grand champion—Alama, exhibited by C. X. Le

rabee, Portland.
Produce of one mare—Two animals of either sj

any age, produce of one mare: First, J. A. Joni

Springbrook, Ore.; second, J. T. & J. H. Wilkinsoi
Chilliwack, R. C; third, C. X. Larrabee, Portland.

Get of one sire—C. X. Larrabee first on get
Alfonso; C. X. Larrabee second on get of Alcone;
A. Jones third on get of Capt. Jones; J. T. & J. g
Wilkinson fourth on get of Colloquy.

WALLA WALLA RACES.
[September 25 to 30.]

Trotting, 2:2,"* class, two in three, purse $400.

Sam Bowers by Joe Simpson-Sadie Thayer
{ Lance

)

J. H. M- by Mambrino Patchen (Swartout)
Kittv Clover by Pricemonth (Ferguson)
Packline by Pactolus (Barr)
Kingman by Tecong (Cagle)
Black Diamond by Del Norte. (Gholson)

Time—2:26, 2:25^.

Pacing, 2:25 class, two in three, purse $400.
Robert H. by Couer d'Alene-unknown. . . (Reilley)
Bonnie M. by Mohegan (Hogoboom)
Esther B. by Alexis (Prior)
Lady Julia by son of Chehalis (Cox)
Vinnie Mann by Alexis (Lindsey)
Horse Heaven Maid by Monwood (Ritchie)

Time—2:23, 2:23%,

Trotting, 2:20 class.

Sam Bowers by Joe Simpson Sadie Thayer
(Lance) 2 1

Kitty Clover bv Pricemont (Ferguson)
Packline by Pactolus (Barr) 3 2

J. M. M. by Mambrino Patchen
(Swarthout) 4 4

Black Diamond by Del Norte. ... (Gholson) d

No time reported.

Pacing, free-for-all, purse $500.

Edgar Boy (Prior) 3

Be Roi (Lindsey) 1
Hassalo (Erwin) 2

Time—2:14%, 2:15, 2:17.

Pacing, ~.-0 class, three in five, purse $1000.

Vinnie Mann by Alexis-Miss Mann. . (Lindsey) 1

Robert H. bv Couer dAlene (Reilley) 2
Teddy A. by Diablo (Hogoboom) 7

Bonnie M. by Mohegan (Sell ell) 3
Bessie R. by Francisco (Erwin) 4
Esther B. by Alexis (Prior) 5

Lady Julia by son of Chehalis (Cox) d
Time—2:13',, 2:15, 2:1S.

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENTS.

FRANK M. PLYMALL, Medford, Ore.—A thorough
bred horse is a running bred horse that is eligible t< I

1

registration under the rules governing the registra-

tion of thoroughbreds. A standard bred horse can bf

either a trotter or a pacer, but must be eligible t<

registration under the rules of the American Trotting

Register Association.

READER, Pinole, Cal.—Teddy the Roan is a roan

gelding, foaled 1S93, and his record is 2:17%, made at

Chico in 1S97. He was bred by I. M. Proctor ol

Placerville. and is by Sidmoor out of Vesper Bells by

Dawn 6407. second dam by Nameless, a running bred

horse.
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. Volunteer in Horse Review: It was my good for-

vjne to witness Dan's two marvelous miles at Lex-

jgton last week—the one in 1:56 on Thursday, and

tie one in 1:55% on Saturday. The first was a glori-

flis failure. The second was a glorious success.

Stop and think what it is to ask a horse to beat
.".6. It is piling Ossa on Pelion and asking that

Bey both be l.fted at once—a task to overpower a
Jan. To presume success in such a stupendous un-
irtaking demands not only a Dan Patch, to begin
Ith, it also demands that every attendant circum-
*ince be the most absolutely favorable. On last

"vursday everything was so, but one—and that little

'^ift within the lute" cost Dan the record the and
lere.

A more perfect day could not be conceived. The
ttober air was like wine flooded with sunshine.

;

|iere was so little wind that "Old Glory" hung limp
ion the flagstaff in the infield, with scarce a quiver
i its folds. The track wras as fast as tracks ever
le. The horse was ready and equal to what was
fcuired of him—and missed it merely because of a
fcstake; a mistake for which no one was really re-

¥:)risible.

fit was arranged that there should be three pace-
fcikers. Charley Dean was to drive the important
we in front; "Doc" Tanner the one at the side; and
*n Nash a third, which was to fall in just behind
t'ough the home stretch. Tanner was to rate the
jce. While he has had much experience in doing
Is, he had never attempted it over the Lexington
t? ck before, and the angles at which the quarter and
fclf-rmle poles are set there deceived him. He judged
1 ;in as he had been in the habit of doing when timing

tm the stand, and this proved to be an error. In

ts manner he got a quarter in 2S% second and the
llf in 57%, which was almost exactly where he
1 i expected to go; but really they were made in

«4 and 5S% seconds, respectively. Dan came home
I 57% seconds from the half, but even that could
w: enable him to more than tie the mark. Another
tidicap was due to the fact that the front runner
Sked on Dean in the first eighth, and Dan almost
j;ed over him.
m\. canvas strip was fastened beneath the seat of

t> cart in front This was hung too low, and instead

c fulfilling its office of dirt-screen properly, it raised

ji?loud of dust that was blinding. When the three
-icses struck the lower turn, all that was visible was
pmomentary glint of Hersey's white satin jacket.
wrsey himself said afterward that at one time he
lild hardly see the horse that he was driving. In
civersation with Tanner he expressed wonder to him
fl.v Dan Patch could race through the dust without
oking up. "There is no other horse in the world
B.t could or would," he said. Tanner advised that
;< iui six inches be cut off from the bottom of the
civas before the second attempt. This was done.

II was a visible improvement.
I
n his mile in 1:56% at Memphis two years ago,

nl in his mile in 1:56 there last year, Dan's front

I- emaker was driven by Scott Hudson, who is con-
2red without an equal in this work. No one
eiected him to show up in Lexington, but he drifted

the back end of the week and was secured to per-
f m his old office for the Saturday mile, doing it with
B accustomed success. I also saw the 1:56% mile
a Memphis in 1903. On that occasion there were
8 rce more than two feet between Dan Patch's head
a 1 Hudson's back at any spot of the mile. Last
S-.urday, while Dan went away and finished in this

u nner, there were times, through the middle half,

ven he was nearly an open length back. This was
e ecially true of the second quarter, up the back
s etch, which was the fastest of the mile—2S seconds
fl.

: t "goes without saying" that for a horse to pace
111: 55% he must be in faultless physical condition
ft I perfectly trained. I first saw Dan this season
a the Chicago half-mile track, which he paced in

2iy2 on September 30. I then wrote that never in

h life had he looked so well, and that after the mile
h scarce took a long breath. I heard it remarked
r eatedly at Lexington, by the most critical horse-
Tin, "Dan Patch looks better to me than ever be-
f-

±"—and this before he had started. After his

1 5% mile I was one of the crowd that swarmed
*> upon the stretch when Hersey drove back to

v gh out. Hundreds of men and boys mobbed the
li se in their efforts to touch him, or even his blan-
k or sulky. I worked my way to Dan's side with
d culty and also laid my hand upon him, but it was
fl a different purpose. I wished to discover whether
I tremendous effort had exhausted him. I found
h i with his nostrils no more distended than after

a:lO workout mile; there was no convulsive heaving
his flanks, he lifted his head in the air, and his

fi was bright as a star.

^hen it is known and considered that Dan made
a eason to fifty mares last spring in Minnesota, his

v ility and constitutional vigor appears perhaps even
n -e marvelous than his speed. And the skill with
W ch he has been prepared speaks eloquently of the
ajiit/ of Harry Hersey as a trainer. This reminds
rJ of a remark I heard passed by a veteran
Do you remember," said he, "how like a demon

i\ Henry drove Dan at Memphis when he went in

1 5% year before last? He made one of those cy-
le finishes that he used to when he was dragging

f a heat with old Phoebe Wilkes by an eyelash.
v did you notice Hersey? He didn't make any fuss

all. You could see he was driving Dan; but he
almost as still as Geer drives." I thought that a

y nice compliment.

Palmer Clark: Sitting in the grand stand at Lex-
ington during the meeting now in progress I counted
horesmen from no less than thirty-one states and
Canada, and the question came to me. Why is it that
the Kentucky Trotting Horse Breeders' Association
succeeds year after year in drawing such great crowds
from all over the country to witness its races? And
the answer came to me simultaneously as the query
arose in my mind.
The stranger who pays the first visit to this great

carnival of harness horse racing is struck first of all

with the -tasty appearance of the approaches to the
grounds, the broad macadamized roadways, with
spreading lawns, bedecked _ with flowers and shade
trees; the well arranged barns and appointments, in-
cluding the bright whitewashed fences, all with that
symmetry and adaptability that pleases the eye and
rests the mind. The well arranged transportation
system lands you right at the gate and you enter
the grounds to note first of all that Secretary Horace
Wilson's elaborate system of organization is working
like clockwork from the uniformed harrow driver on
the track to the affable president of the association,
who is busy receiving and entertaining the distin-
guished guests, of which there are many.
There are many well managed tracks, but the man-

ager of any* racing association in the country would
certainly learn something to his advantage in study-
ing Secretary Wilson's careful attention to even the
smallest details. As astute a manager as Andy Welch
-remarked. "Every bit of bunting, to the magnificent
flag that floated from the pole in the center field, was
correctly hung and scrupulously clean."

Six teams in constant use kept the track in pei-fect

order, and a half mile track in the center field ap-
proached by a subway under the mile track being
used for jogging, leaves the main track clear for the
use of racers only.

Breeders' Gazette. It rarely happens in horse show
affairs that any one man is of sufficient importance
to make his presence an absolute necessity to the
giving of a horse show, but it seems that such is

the case with E. H Harriman with the Goshen show.
Several years ago Mr. Harriman began to take an
interest in horse affairs at Goshen and surrounding
country and through his enterprise the old half-mile
track at Goshen was greatly improved. New build-

ings were constructed and the famous racing plant

of fifty years ago was remantled with a more artistic

finish' than it had ever before known. Race meetings
were held and it was understood that if there was
not sufficient receipts to pay the purses and expenses
that the check of Mr. Harriman was drawn to cover

the deficiency. It was Mr. Harriman also who inau-

gurated the horse shows at Goshen, and here again
the same generous policy of meeting deficiencies with
his individual check was a part of the programme
and these shows came to be recognized as among the

best of the smaller Eastern exhibitions. The Harri-
man family is made up of horse show enthusiasts

and the entries from Mr. Harriman's Arden Farms far

outnumbered those of any other exhibitor. Some two
months ago Mr. Harriman and his family sailed for

the Orient and are now in Japan. The officials of the

Goshen show do not seem to have the courage to

give an exhibition without the presence of Mr Har-
riman and his check book, and for the first time since

these shows were established the one this year has

been abandoned and it is probable also that the ab-

sence of the Harriman-faTTrrly has caused the Tuxedo
association to forego the pleasure of an entertainment

of this character the present season.

PONY RACING AT SAN MATEO.

The first day's meeting of the fall programme of

the California Polo and Pony Racing Association at

Charlie Clarke's track at San Mateo last Saturday

brought out some keen racing.

The races this fall took on more of a social function

than ever before in the history of the Association.

Most of the summer residents of Burlingame came
over for the sport. The pavilion presented a most
pleasing picture of color, the girls and matrons hav-
ing attended in costumes that reminded one more of

a garden party.

Those in the pavilion were keen on the sport and
the interest displayed in the different events as they

came up did a great deal toward keying the gentle-

men riders to extra efforts.

Charlie Dunphy carried off the honors of the day,

being in the money more than any of the others.

Frank Skinner, who is considered the premier at

the game, drew a lot of poor mounts and did not

have a chance to do himself justice.

Slow time was made in all the events except the

last, which was a full round of the three-quarter

track.

Bas Blancs cut out the pace and it looked as if the

bay mare would take the event as on the last turn

she was about five lengths ahead of Ethel G. ana
about ten lengths ahead of Carlolly.

As they straightened out for home Bas Blancs blew
up, stopping badly, while Ethel G. and Carlolly came
on strong. Dunphy on Ethel G. saw that Bas Blancs

was quitting and commenced to urge his mount.
After heading Bas Blancs he let up on Ethel G.

and was holding the daughter of Bliss Rucker nicely

when he chanced to look back on the other side and
found Skinner on Carlolly coming up like a whirl-

wind. Ho had to pick his mount up and let her

down again for the final rush. It was a close call,

for he had to break the Association record for the

distance of 1:214-5 by 7-10 of a second to keep Ethel

G. in front of Carlolly at the wire. Another 1-16 and
it would have been brackets for Carlolly.

The main interest of the day was the fourth race at

a half mile. It was programmed for a three horse

race,- but. Ethel G. was scratched and it left only
Ulctma and Midlove to fight it out.

,

Midlove's work last spring brought many supporters
to the copper colored jacket, but the youth of Ulctma
was not overlooked and fully as many got down on
the Salvador-Lighting mare. It was noised around
just before they left the paddock that Mlidlove had
only been lightly "preped" and there was a rush to
cover. This swung the results around in the betting
so that $5 only brought home $2.35.
Up to the fourth race Skinner had only secured a

second, while Dunphy had captured two firsts and a
second. Skinner felt that his reputation was at stake
and it was easily seen when he went to the post that
he meant to win. Dunphy, flushed by victory, was
equally determined to carry off the honors.
As Ulctma and Midlove left the paddock they com-

menced to dance to the post. In fact at times fears
were entertained that one or the other might hurt
itself backing up the bank.
On the second break the flag was dropped. Dunphy

was right on edge and got away with half a length
the best of it. Skinner had his mount moving, how-
ever, and kept up to Midlove's saddle.
Around the lower turn they came in the same posi-

tion and as they passed the quarter it was seen that
they had covered the distance in 24 4-5 seconds, fast
time for the weights. Something had to give way at
this pace. As they straightened out Skinner was seen
to let Ulctma down for a final effort. The Salvador-
Lightning lady answered the call and shoved her nose
to the front.

Dunphy had been riding carefully and when Ulctma
commenced to take control of the situation he made
a last call on the daughter of Midlothian for a final
struggle. For a second she answered. the spurs and
was neck and neck with Ulctma, but it was only for
a second as Ulctma had the speed and held steady
while Midlove slackened. Both mounts were satisfied
when they passed the wire and it did not take much
of an effort to bring them back to the stand.
The talent was dumped in the first race. Mr. Spreck-

els' gray pony Boastful and Charlie Clark's Chanate
were the favorites. It was a six-horse race and of the
lot J. A. Lynch's Leah, on looks, was a rank outsider.
Few, however, knew that the Elkins-Lizzie mare had
been spending the summer racing in the "bushes"
and in the final pinch she outgamed W. E. Pedley's
Carlotta.

Dunphy on the winner got the best of the break,
taking the rail. Boastful acted green getting away as
slow as an ice wagon. Walter on McKittrick's War-
wick spoiled the chances of his mount by giving a
splendid exhibition of how you should not break at
the drop of the flag.

J. O. Tobin on Carlotta put up a smashing finish.
He beat Mackay out for the place by the cleverest
kind of horsemanship.
The second race of three-eighths of a mile was a

cracking battle between Bas Blancs and Althomer. At
the drop of the flag Skinner took Althomer out in
front along the rail. Bas Blancs was second and
Ethel G. third. Coming down the stretch Dunphy
placed Bas Blancs nicely in front by half a length and
won the event by that distance under wraps.
The third race was another victory for J. A. Lynch's

Leah in easy fashion. Charlie Clark's Alvernie was
second and Boastful last, a poor third.

Quarter mile.

J. A. Lynch's b. m. Leah (C. Dunphy) Won
W. E. Pedler's b. m. Carlotta (J. O. Tobin) 2
C. W. Clark's blk. g. Chanate (R. Mackay) 3

Boastful, Warwick and Pegus also ran.
Winner by Elkins out of Lizzie.
$22.f,f) paid for $5.

Time— :26 1-5.

Three-eighths mile.
C. W. Clark's b. m. Bas Blancs (C. Dunphy) Won
Rudolph Spreckels' ch. m <F. Skinner) 2
C. W .Clark's ch. m. Althomer (H. Marsh) 3

Scratched, Hopeful.
Winner by Bliss Rucker out of Waif.
$8.50 paid for $5.

Time— :12%, :24»4, -.31%.

Quarter mile.

J. A. Lynch's b. m. Leah (H. Marsh) Won
C. W. Clark's ch. m. Alverine (C. Dunphy) 2
Rudolph Spreckels' g. pony (R. Mackay) 3

Scratches—Queen Rucker, Don.
Winner by Elkins out of Lizzie.
$13.50 paid for $5.

Time—:25 1-5.

Half mile.

Rudolph Spreckels* b. m. Ulctma ....( F. Skinner) Won
C. W. Clark's ch. m. Midlove (C .Dunphy) 2

Scratched—Ethel G.
Winner by Salvador out of Lightning.
$7.35 paid for ?."..

Time

—

:24 4-5, :52.

Three-quarters of a mile.

C. W. Clark's ch. m. Ethel G (H. Marsh) Won
Rudolph Spreckels' ch. m. Carolly (F. Skinner) 2
C. W. Clark's b. m. Bas Blancs (C. Dunphy) 3

Scratched—Chanate.
Winner by Beaconsfield out of Queen of Diamonds.
?U.10 paid for $5.

Time— :24'4. :51%, 1:20 1-5.

o
The average of the sale of trotting bred horses

which took place during the Lexington meeting was
$257.50. As the sale continued all week, and nearly
$100,000 was the total amount of the sale, the averagu
is a most excellent one, and proves the market for
harness horses is in excellent shape.

World's records for three-year-old pacers are held
by the following: Fastest .stallion Klatawah 2:05^
by Steinway; fastest gelding Agitato 2:09 1

/i by Stein-
way: for fastest filly Little Squaw 2:09*4 by Ka-
wnnee Boy, and Bonalet 2:09V4 by Bonnie Direct, are
tied for the record. Klatawah, Agitato and Bonalet
were all bred In California.

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

match race between Daisy May and Faust

which was set for last Sunday at the Alameda race

track was postponed for two weeks by agreement
- the principals.

Another 2:15 performer for McKinney is the pacing

mare Grace McKinney. that took a record of 2:14%
at Santa Rosa last Sunday at the San Francisco

Driving Club races.

El MUagro 3:11% won a good five-heat-raee- at

Brockton. Mass. October Sth. He won the second,

third and fifth heats. The fastest heat was the fifth

in 2:16%, good time for a half mile track.

An advertiser wants to purchase a well matched
pair of horses that are thoroughly broken. Horses
about IS. 3 and sound, are wanted. See advertisement

in this issue.

The four-year-old registered filly Dopella is offered

for sale. She is by Chas. Derby and is a first class

roadster. A lady can drive her. Can be seen at

Dexter Prince Stables, Grove street, corner of Baker,

San Francisco.

Morone 2:13V4. the four-year-old by Cicerone owned
by W. A. Clark Jr.. made a fine showing this year in

his races. He was just beaten in 2:09% the third

heat by F.oreazelle at Lexington, and in fact was but

a few inches behind the winner in the second and
. third heats of this race.

S. M. Mack, formerly of Gilroy, is negotiating for

a lease of the Hollister race track, and if he secures

it will locate at that point. He now has a string of

colts working at the Hollister track.' The old veteran.

Chauncey Kane, is assisting him with their training.

Col. J. C. Kirkpatrick of this city has the distinction

of being one of the official timers for the fastest mile

ever made by a harness horse. He, with Mr. A. G.

Leonard (Hawley of the Kentucky Stock Farm) and

Mr. Leonard's brother, were the official timers at Lex-

ington when Dan Patch paced to his new record of

1:55%.

Geers takes his horses from Lexington to Macon,

Ga., and may possibly winter there.

The Oak Park Driving Club, of Sacramento, will

probably hold a matinee on Thanksgiving Day at the

new- Agricultural Park track, in conjunction with the

Sacramento Driving Club. A fine afternoon's sport

is expected.

It is said Gil Curry will train a public stable next

season and may bring a few horses over and winter

them in California.

It is said that Swift E. 2:11% by Stam B. will be

used on the snow path this winter in Boston by his

owner Ralph Williams.

A careless hunter recently shot and killed the val-

uable brood mare Minmont, owned by Mr. J. A. Jones

of Springbrook. Oregon. Minmont was by Altamont.

dam Minnie M. (dam of Trumont 2:2114, Satin Royal

2:19%). by Rockwood. Second dam Sally M. (dam of

Altao 2:09%, Pathmont L':ti9%). by Pathfinder.

Vinnie Mann by Alexis took a record of 2:13% at

the Washington State Fair recently. Her dam. Miss

Mann by Pricemont, is also the aam of Bill Frazier

2.14.

Alama 2:27%, grand champion mare at the Lewis

and Clark Fair, in standard bred class, was bred anil

exhibited by C. X. Larrabee. of Brook-Xook Ranche.

Montana. She is sired by Alfonso, out of Lavina 2:28

by Woodford Wilkes.

ri by Director, the famous brood mare owned

by .Simla Rosa Stock Farm, is now the dam of six

standard performers, three trotters and three pacers.

Dillon 2:2!'~ is the lalesl addition to her list.

The green four-year-old filly Centereye, by On

Stanley 2:17%, 'lam Silver Eye. dam of two in the

list by Abbotsford, owned by John O'Keefe of San

CO paced a milt- in 2:21 on the Pleasanton

track last Sunday, driven by her owner. This Ally is

not In regular training, and is only driven for speed

on Sundays by Mr. O'Keefe who makes a trip to

i ion tor the especial pleasure of driving her.

During rclsed by a friend who
hi mar Pleasanton. Centereye is con-

on,- of the best
i

mi' next year there
- green ones in California. The fact that

ball of her mile at Pleasanton last Sunday
i 1:08, with the last quarter in 32Vi seconds,

shows that she has plenty ol i I, and it is the

i of many of the Pleasanton trainers that a

ii 2:1." Is within her reach right now.

©he gveeitev cmfc ^pevtstman

The time in the 2:04 pace at Lexington on Satur-

day last does not constitute a world's record for three

heats as has been reported. The time was 2:02%,

2:02, 2:04%. an average of 2:03 1-6. At Providence

in 1903 Dan R. won the first heat of the free-for-all

pace in 2:01%, and Prince Alert the next two in

2:03^4, and 2:03%, an average of 2:02 5-6.

The Breeder and Sportsman would like very much
to get In communication with a former resident of

ranciSCO whose name is Spoor, but whose given

or initials has been forgotten. Mr. Sp<

fvith the Black Hawk Stables on Valencia
L884 or 1885, was afterward with Prof.

the horse trainer, and then with Richard Gird

at the latter's Chlno ranch. If any of our readers

know the present address of Mr. Spoor they will con-
fer a great favor by sending the same to this office.

Maud Keswick 2:03% is now the fastest new 2:10

pacer of the year. It is quite a step in life .to come

from the humble occupation of drawing a cheese

wagon one year ago and being the queen of the pacing

brigade. Then she was bought for $400; now it would

take $10,000 to buy her.

At an auction sale of draft horses in Chicago last

week the Pabst Brewing Company paid $1,300 for a

pair of Percheron geldings that weighed 3,800' pounds

Dan Patch's career in thirty-three days from his

first start in 1905 is thus summarized: First mile.

1:59%: second mile, 1:57%: third mile, 2:00% (un-

paced>; fourth mile, 2:01 (half mile track); fifth mile,

2:05 (half mile track to wagon); sixth mile, 2:01%

(half mile track); seventh mile, 1:56; eighth mile,

1:55%. The attendance at his exhibitions has been

255.000: he broke three world records, and earned

$21,000 in twenty-six days in September.

There is always a time to sell a horse. Last week
at the Lexington autumn sales, Pilatus, by Onward,

was sold for $1,800. A few years ago $10,000 was
refused for him.

Major McKinley 2:05% races without hopples, boots

or anything but a harness and is said to be the

fastest pacer that does so.

On the same day that Nancy Hanks' son Admir.it

Dewey took a trotting record of 2:04% at Lexington,

another son of hers, Lord Roberts, won a race at

Readville and took a trotting record of 2:12%.

The Rural Spirit says: C. X. Larrabee. of Brook-

Xook Ranche. Montana, made the largest exhibit of

standard bred horses and won every first prize com-
peted for at the Lewis and Clark Exposition. His

horses were principally drivers, and were greatly ad-

mired by the throngs of people who watched the

judging. It will be seen by the summaries that Mr
Larrabee's winnings brings great credit to his efforts

as a breeder of light harness horses, and stamps
Brook-Xook Ranche a producer of high class horses.

Xot only did Mr. Larrabee's entries win, but many
of the horses he sold here last spring were prize win-

ners entered by other people. It would be hard for

any one breeder to met with greater success in the

ring than did Mr. Larrabee at this show."

J. B. Stetson has shipped a string of horses from

Portland, Oregon, to Los Angeles. He will enter three

of them in the Southern California Circuit, one in

the 2:12 pace, one in the 2:24 pace and one in the

2:24 trot.

In the free-for-all pace at the Hanford fair Daeda-
lion broke the track record by pacing the second heat

in 2:12. This is good time for a half mile track. In

this race Jonesa Basler finished in front in the last

heat, but was disqualified for a foul. The decision

of the judges was protested and the money is tied up.

The two-year-old pacing filly at Indianapolis whose
owners offer to match her against anything of her

age, has paced a mile in 2:11%. with the last half in

1:04%, and is said to be faultlessly gaited. She was
sired by the pacing champion Dan Patch 1:56. out

of Wyna G. 2:19*4. by Coleridge 2:05*4.

"Raymond" says: 'It is reported that suit has

been brought at Lexington. Ky., by Isaac Eckert. ol

Reading, Pa., against Gus Macey, to recover damages
for alleged miserepresentations made at the t'.me of

the sale of Country Jay 2:10%. to Eckert by Macey,
last spring. John I. Allen, a member of the Ken-
tucky Trotting Horse Breeders' Association and a

well known lawyer, is acting for Mr. Eckert. It is

alleged that evidence can be adduced to prove that

Country Jay. though sold as sound, was lame all last

season, but was cocained in his work and exhibition

miles. The price paid for Country Jay last spring

by Mr. Eckert was reported to be a very large one.

and when the horse went lame soon after the sale,

horsemen generally were suspicious that he had never
really gotten over the lameness that kept him off

tii track for two or three years."

Sadie Mac won $12,700, and Angiola and Bon Voyage
are the only other trotters that won $10,000 or more
in the Grand Circuit

i
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"How some of these trainers take horses to fee

care for and train for $20 a month is hard to unde
stand," said a San Francisco horseman the other da
"It costs more than that amount to feed and care f

a horse properly, and I can't see how these $20
month trainers l.ve. Perhaps they are like the o
Hebrew who was asked to put in a bid for keepii
a horse by the month. His bid was eight dollars a*
the owner of the horse, who wanted the very lowe
price he could get. asked what reduction the Hebre
would make if he was permitted to sell all til

manure. Putting his finger alongside his nose tli

son of Abraham replied: "My friend, ven I tak*

horses to keep at eight tollars a month, there is i

manure "

Judge Thos. H. Brents of Wal.la "Walla must 1

added to the list of Pacific Coast breeders who hai
bred a 2:10 trotter. H?len Norte 2:09% by his pacir
stallion Del Norte 2:08 was bred by Judge Brent
who still owns her. Her dam is Laurelia by h
neighbor Will Hogoboom's Electioneer stallion Cat
lion.

Those who enjoy good clean sport should attend ti

pony racing today at the Clark track at San Mate
This racing is given by the California Polo and Por
Racing Association. The public are invited.

The talk about matching Audubon Boy and Da
Patch has ceased. While Audubon Boy is a g
pacer be has not yet shown that he is in the class wil
the champion.

Miss Kate L. Wilkes bought the yearling trotter r,

Todd out of Paronella by Parkville at Lexington la;

week-

Ethers Pride. 2.06%. winner of the Transylvani
will be retired to the matinee ranks at the close <

the season by her owner. John Shepard of Boston.

The attendance on Transylvania day at Lexingtc
was the largest ever inside the grounds of the Ker
tucky Trotting Horse Breeders' Association.

John F. Barrett, one of the best known horseme
of Maine, died at his residence in Portland, Septerr

ber 28. from blood poisoning. Mr. Barrett establishe
the Rigby track outside of Portland a dozen years ag'

this course being one of the finest ever built in tli

East.

ARIZONA FAIR AND RACES. I

The beautiful mare Delight won three premiums
at the Kentucky State Fair, including a sweepstakes
for the best mare, gelding or stallion, and also the

best four-year-old and over to harness. Delight is

by Allerton 2:09*4, and is not only an exceedingly

handsome mare, but has trotted miles in 2:10 and
belter in her work, while doing quarters and halves

at a much higher rate of speed. She is a mare of

great style and finish. There should be more Allerton

blood in California. We are short on this great strain.

This is how the Western Horseman very pertinently

and properly puts a case: "Salina, Kansas, thought
it was possible to hold a fair and race meeting with-
out letting the outside world know anything about it.

The meeting came off, all right, with twelve harness
horses on the ground, one-third of that number local

animals. The first day it is asserted that all of seven
persons occupied the grand stand. There is no use
paying for advertising space when such a meeting
ran be held without the use of printer's ink."

The first annual fair of Arizona will be held i

Phoenix, December 4th to 9th, this year. A lettt

received from Mr. W. X. Tiffany. Superintendent
j

Speed, says:

"We appreciate that we must depend on Californi

to furnish us the bulk of our entries, and we w
to do everything we can to show horsemen there thi

it will be to their interests to come over and atten

our meeting. I cannot see why practically every hor;

that is in racing condition at the close of the Souti

ern California circuit should not come to our meets
There will be no place else for them to go except inl

winter quarters, and the program we are offerir.

should convince them they cannot afford to sta

away. I have carefully arranged the program so th;

a horse eligible to any class slower than the fret

for-alls can get at least two starts during the we€
with one or more days between. The railroads ha-v

agreed to make us cheap freight rates from Los Ar
geles, and to bring the horses through on passengt
schedule, if we can get enough horses to warrant i

This would mean it would cost but a trifle to mal-

the trip (probably something like $20 per horse fi

the round trip), and the ship would not consume ov<

about eighteen hours.
"Everything is getting into fine shape at oi

grounds. Our tracks are already far better than tr

average, notwithstanding the fact that it is bare)

two weeks since we finished grading. There are aboi

fifty horses now at the track, and every trainer \wb

has been on the track says they will be as fast s

any in the country before our meeting opens. M
George Klotzbach. who recently arrived from Xe
York with Mr. W. C. Greene's string of speelwa
and matinee horses, says our mile track is now-

a

fast and as good as he ever saw the Empire Cii

track this summer: and he agrees that in less tha

thirty days more it will be the equal, if not tb

superior, of any other track in the entire eountr;

Mr. Klotzbach's string includes Boralma's Brothe
Florence Wilton. Paul D. Kelley (1) 2:20, Billing

the great three-year-old who paced our track las

week in 2:11% and will be specially prepared an

started at our meeting to beat the world's three-yeai
old record of 2:05% now held by Klatawah; Cobr
Grande, the Arizona pacer who cleaned up about a

the pacers on the New York Speedway this summe
and several others, eight head in all.

"Mr. J. K. Wheat also returned from Libertyvill'

111., last week with the horses of Mr. J. C. Adams tha

have been racing so well through the Eastern State

this summer, including Sally Pointer 2:11, Bystande
2.13% (by Zolock). Billy A. 2:14*4. and Custer, th

good four-year-old son of Sidney Dillon, that mad
sueh a good showing in some of the big stakes t»

'

the Great Western circuit. Mr. Adams has also nov

got at the track several very promising yearlings an
two-year-olds by McKinney, Mendocino, L. W. Rus*'
sell. Oh So, and Boydello, that are being prepare

1

'

for our colt stakes."

Attention is called to the advertisement of this fal

in this issue, and we hope as many California horse

men as can possibly afford it will enter their horse

at this meeting.
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LEXINGTON RACES.

After two days of rain, racing was begun again at

the Lexington track on Thursday of last week. A
large crowd was present and the greatest number of

harness races ever decided in one day on the Lexing-

ton track were finished. Seven events were on the

program and three of them were stakes.

The feature of the card was the McDowell- stake,

with a value of 53000, followed by the Lexington, a

practical renewal of two-year-old futurity, and the

West for 2:29 trotters. The former event was won

by Angiola, who won three out of four heats. The

two-year-old stake was captured by Siliko, driven by

Charles Marvin, the old Palo Alto driver, while the

I West was won in straight heats by the New York

gelding, Albert C, with the California horse, Danube,

second. The track was slow:

Trotting. 2:16 class, purse $1000.

The President, b. h. by Gambetta Wilkes
(Caturie)

i Eoreazelle. br. h. by Boreal (Demarest)
Pat T b. g. bv Pat Watson . (Patterson)

I Imperial Aller'ton. b. h (Geers)

I
Joe N.. blk. g. (D. McDonald!

•Belfast, b. K (Barrett)
Nanc-v Holland, b. m (Hall)
Edna O., b. m (Wilson)

Time—2:10V». 2:10%, 2:09%, 2:09%

McDowell stake, 2:09 class, trotting, purse 53000.

' -Vngiola, b. m. by Gregory the Great (Ames) 114
Reu Lace. br. h. by AUerton (Gruff) 2 2 1

Direct View. br. h (De Ryder) 5 3 2

i
.ToImi Ca'dwell, br. g (Snow) 4 4 5

Robert Mc, b. g (Jolly) 3 5 3

Time—2:09. 2:09, 2:11%, 2:11%'.

Lexington stake for two-year-olds, trotting, pur
I 52000.
' Siliko, b. c. by Moko (Marvin) 1
1 <,...L-rnor prjncis, b. c (Poote) 2

, Ed Custer, eh. c (Chandler) 4

Bud Bonner, b. g (Childs) 3
Labondie, b .f (G. Saunders)- 5

Time—2:17%. 2:1S%.

Trotting, 2:10 class, purse 51000.

I Gold Dust Maid, blk. m. by Silverton
(Geers) 18 1

iwair'and. b. h. bv Axtell (Thomas) 4 12
. Norrie, b. s (Benyon) 2 2 3

Prmvnie Wilton, b. h (G. Saunders) 3 3 4
1 Hall Fry, b. g (Perry) 4 6

[ Pat Ford, ch. g (Kenyon) o 5 o

Time—2:13%. 2:12%, 2:12%, 2:11%.

Pacing. 2:06 class, purse 51200.
. jj,,„i TJotoi,. hik h. bv Hard Patch (Flack) 1

Major McKinley, b. g (Ames) 2

,_,. w (Stokes) 3

Fantine, b. m (Jones) 5

1 i
•!' br. m (Rea) 6

n Abbie Strathmore, b. m (Hall) 4

Peruna. D. g (Murphy) 7

Riley B., blk g (Snow) d

Time—2:06%, 2:09%.

Main Sheet, blk. h. by Director General
„ •- (A. Thomas)
Roscoe. b. m (Murphv)
Lady Howry, b. m (Cecil)
Venango, ch. g (Benyon)
Bourban J., ro. h (Padgett)
Hughey Mc. gr. h (Boggs)
Silos, b. g (McKinney)

Time—2:10%, 2:11, 2:12V4.
Pacing, 2:0S class, purse 51000.

Oregon Maid, br. m. by Del Norte
- ( Dean ) 5 4

Shylock, b. g. by Shiloh (McMahon) 4 1
Ben F., b. g. by Bradtmore. . (De Rvder) 1 2
Bald Hornet, eh. g. ( Jollv) 2 ".

Sunny Slope, b. m (Shire) 3 3
Joe Interest, b. h (McCall) d
Cambria Maid, b. m (Benyon) d

Time—2:07%, 2:10%, 2:09, 2:08%.

Dan Patch to beat 1:59%. Time—1:59%.

3 f, 1 1 1
•>

1 2 4 '2

1 3 3 :; 3

X
•> 7 3 4

5 11 4 7 j

7 7 5 6 6

4 X 6 5 dr
6 4 d
2 11 %•

"West stake, 2:29 class, trotting, purse $2000.

Albert C, gr. c. by Bellini (Dickerson)
Danube, br. h (De Ryder)
Emma Brook, b. m (.Chandler)
Billv R., ch. g (French)
Clarita W., eh. m (Geers)

Time—2:13^. 2:12y2 , 2:13%.

Pacing, 2:0S class, purse $1000.

Stein, b. g. by Joe Daly (A. Thomas)
Texas Rooker, b. g (McEwen)
Nancv H., blk. m (Benyon)
Larry Ginter, b. h (Kenyon)
Kruger, ch. g.

'. (McDonald)
Baron Rogers, b. g (McMahon

)

Time—2:07%, 2:06%, 2:07^.

Pacing, 2:15 class, purse $1000.

Gratt, blk. h. by Grattan (Spencer)
Haro'd Brooks, b. g (Estes)
William C. blk. g (Freeman)
Lillie R., b. m (Taylor)

Time—2:11, 2:10, 2:10%.

HANFORD RACES.

The Central California Fair, which was held at
Hanford, Kings county, during the week of October
9th to 14th, was marked by a big attendance. It was
the most successful fair ever given by the Kings
County Agricultural Association, and the attendance

—

19,000 admissions during the week—broke the record
for this fair. The half mile track, on which the racing
was held, was in fair condition, and a -number, of ex-
cellent contests resulted. The summaries of the har-
ness events follow:

Trot or pace, two-year-olds, purse $150.
King Athby. b. g. (p) by Aihby 1 1
Redstone, b. c. by Strathstone 2 2
Mamie S., blk f. by Keystone 3 dr

Time—2:29, 2:24%.
Pacing, 2:12 class, purse §300.

Jonesa Uasler, br. s. by Robt. Easier 112 1
Lady R., br. m. by Col. K. R 4 2 1 2
Fearnot, b. s. by Lynmont 2 3 3 4
Rhoda Fay, b. m. by Gen. Logan 3 4 4 3

Time—2:17%, 2:13%, 2:16%, 2:1~>.

Gent's driving race, purse ?100.

Joe Athby, br. s. by'Athby l i

Sweetheart, gr. m. by Baywood 2 2

Billy H., b. g. by Knight 3 3

Time—2:30, 2:32.

Trot or pace, 2:20 class, purse §300.

Stonelita, br. m. by Stoneway
Hank, b. g. by Vastu
Lucy Woodruff, br. m. by Robt. Basler

Time—2:20%, 2:19.

Trotting, 2:40 class, purse §200.

Billy H., b. g. by Knight
Milton Gear, s. g. by Harry Gear
Miss Gordon, blk. m. by McKinney

Time—2:37, 2:41%, 2:4.1.

Pacing, 2:30 class, purse §200.

Rhoda Fay, b. m. by Gen. Logan
Sweetheart, gr. m. by Baywood
Fearnot, b. s. by Lynmont

Time—2:22, 2:19%. 2:22.

Buggy race, purse §75.

Joe Athby, br. s. by Athby 1
Lucy Woodruff, br. m. by Robt. Basler 2
Milton Gear, s. g. by Harry Gear 3

Time—2:45, 2:46.

Free-for-all, trot or pace, purse §300.

Daedalion, b. s. by Diablo 1 1
Jonesa Basler, bv. s. by Robt. Basler 2 2
Lady R., br. m. by Col. K. R 3 3 3

Time— 2:15, 2:12, 2:13%, 2:17.

Trot or pace, yearlings, half mile heats, purse §100.

1 1 -i

:> 2 3

3

1 1 1

u 3 3

1 1 1

3 2 d

Friday, the ninth and last day of the fall meeting
of i e eot ckv Trotting Horse Breeders' Association,

drew another large crowd to witness the attempt of

L»an Jb-atcn to lower the world's pacing record of

1:59% made by Star Pointer in 1897 without the aid

of a wind shield or dirt shield.

The racing marvel did not lower the mark, but he

succeeded in tying it in the face of a strong wind,

which blew in a gale down the stretch.

The performance was pronounced by horsemen as

being the most wonderful mile ever paced by a horse,

and it easily demonstrated the fact that the great

son of Joe Patchen is able to beat the mark with

even chances.
Paced by a runner at his side and one behind, the

horse went to quarter in :030, half in 0:59, three-

quarters in 1:28%, and negotiated the mile in 1:59%.
The main event on the card to-day, the Kentucky

stake for three-year-olds, was won in straight heats

by Susie N.. who was backed for a good thing in the

Futurity last week. The race to-day, which was
practically a repetition of the Futurity, was devoid

of much interest on account of the absence of Miss
Adbell, winner of the classic event on the first day of

the meeting Bon "Voyage, W. A. Clark's great colt,

trotted an excellent race and was a good third in

both heats.

Lady Mowry won third money in the 2:20 class

trot which went to the sensational trotter Main Sheet.

Lady Mowry was second in the fastest heat of this

race.

Oregon Maid, driven by Charlie Dean, won the 2: OS

class pace which required five heats to decide. Ben
F. won the first heat of this race in 2:07% and was
awarded third money. The summaries:

Trotting, Kentucky stake fur three-year-olds, value
§2000.

Susie N.. br. f. bv Moko (Murphy) 1 1

Wigwam, blk. c (Thomas) 2 2
Bon Voyage, b. c (Garrity) 3 3

Katherine L, b. f (Stinson) 5 4
The Phantom, blk. c (De Ryder) 4 d

Time—2:11%, 2:14%.

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse §1000.

Radium, blk. c
Little George, br. g. . .

.'.

Andy Direct
Nan Patterson

Time—1:16, 1:15, 1:17%.

Trot or pace, 2:24 class, purse §100.

King Athby, b. g. by Athby
Miss Gordon, blk. m. by McKinney
Graceful George, s. g. by Alcona Jr
Billy H., b. g. by Knight

Time—2:31, 2:32.

RACES AT BAKER CITY, OREGON.

SAN FRANCISCO DRIVING CLUB AT SANTA
ROSA.

Over 300 excursionists went to Santa Rosa last Sun-
day to attend the meeting of the San Francisco Driv-
ing Club at the famous Santa Rosa Stock Farm track.

They found the track faster and in much better shape
than any track the club horses had previously raced
over, and fast time was made in several of the events.

Four races were on the card, but owing to accidents
and other delays but two of them were finished. The
unfinished races will be concluded at the same track
tomorrow afternoon when another excurs.on will be
run from this city.

In the first race won by N. L B., a son of Diablo.
Grace McKinney took the second heat in 2:14';, the
fastest of the race, but owing to a collision in the
third heat fell and was distanced, as was Cash, driven
by Worth Ober. Mr. Ober was pretty badly bruised.
The 2:40 class was won by Dan Lieginger with the

horse Senator Hearst, his winning heats being in

2:20% and 2:21%. The Chas. Derby horse Ed Rea
won the first heat of this race in 2:25.
In the free-for-all, which was first advertised to be

finished at the end of five heats, the conditions were
changed and it was raced according to the best three
in five heats. Five heats were decided and then the
race had to be postponed until next Sinday. Clara L.
won the first two in 2:14% and 2:15, Gertie A. by
Diablo took the next two in 2:12% and 2:19%, and
Kittie D. by Dictatus the fifth in 2:17

In the 2.25 class Mixer by Nutwood Wilkes took
the first heat in 2:22% and Welladay by Steinway
got the second in 2:19. The finish of the race was
then postponed until the following Sunday.
W. J. Kenney, the well known bike builder, made

his debut as a starter at this meet ng and got the
horses off well and promptly, never scoring them
more than three times. W. Murray, A. Benson and
J. Bonney were the judges. F. Jensen was assistant
starter and B. Smith marshal W. Todd, J. Coon and
J Deschler were timers. T. J. Douglass is the secre-
tary and J. W. McTigue president of the club.

The track was in splendid shape and very fast and
the club members highly complimented Manager
Frank Turner on its condition and his hospitality.
The totalisator was used for betting and was voted
"the only" system. It was not only absolutely fair,

but it left the money with the public unlike the syn-
dicate book. The summaries:

First race, 2:30 class, two in three.

N. L. B. by Diablo l 2 1
Headlight 5 4 2
Billy F 4 5 3
Grace McKinney by McKinney 2 1 f
Cash 3 3 f

Time—2:17%, 2:14%, 2:30.

. Second race, free-for-all, three in five.

Clara L '.

1 1 3 4 2
Gertie A. by Diablo 5 4 1 1 5
Kittie D. by Dictatus 2 3 2 2 1
Flora G 3 2 4 3 3
Char'ey 4 5 3 5 4

Unfinished.
Time—2:14 3

i, 2:15. 2:12%, 2:19%, 2:17.

Third race, 2:40 class, two-in-three.
Senator Hearst 4 1 1

Ed Rav 1 2 2
Bay Ike . . . : 5 3 4
Schilling's Best 2 dr
Lulu ; . . 3 dr

Time—2:25, 2:20%, 2:21%.

Fourth race, 2:25 class, two in three.

Mixer by Nutwood Wilkes (Aleo) 1 2
Welladay by Steinway . (Cuicello) 2 1

King Rose ........... 3 3

King V 4 4

Unfinished.

4

1 2

2 1

4 3
3 d

: I :: -. ,

.

McMURRAY I
The Baker Co., Or., Agricultural Society held a suc-

cessful and well attended meeting from September
20th to the 24th. The judges of the race were Lynn
Foster, Marvin Chandler and M. S. Bond. The start-

ing of the harness events was in the hands of Mr.
Geo. Chandler. The summaries;

Trot or pace. 3:00 class, district bred horses, three
in five, purse §250.

Fordell (Preston)
Lucile (Smith)
Mont Gregor ; (Lindsey)
Askar Ben (Healy)

Time—2:42. 2:12. 2:46. 2:40,

Merchnnts' purse, trot or pace. 2:20 class, purse $500.

Vinnie Mann by Alexis-Miss Mann Rockford
( Lindsey) 111

Bessie R. by Francisco (Hogoboom) 2 2 4
Lady Julia bv Son of Chehalis-Vinmont (Cox) 4 4 2

Robert H. by Couer d'Alene (Reilley) 3 3 3
Rockford bv Caution (Cohen) d
Brilliant i White) d

Time—2:16':i, 2:21. 2:29*4..

Trot or pace, 2:40 class, mile heats, three in five,

purse §250.

Brilliant by Gregmont-Winnie (White) 2 111
Rockford by Caution (W. Hogoboom) 13 2 2
General Hurtis by Alexis.. iK, Hogoboom) 4 6 5 3

Fillimore Chief by Wilkie Russell-Flnrino
(Lindsey) 5 4 4 4

Bruce by Challenger i Smith) 3 2 3d
Judith by Wm. Harold (Smith) 6 d

Time— 2:31, 2:27'^. 2r28, 2:27U.

Named race, non-money winners, mile heats, two in

three, purse §150.

Robert II. by Couer d'Alene ( Reilley) 1 1

Lady Julia by son of Chehalis-Vinmont: ... (Cox) 2

Fellmore Chief by Wilkie Russel-FIorino
(Lindsey) 3

Rockford by Caution (Cohen) d
Time—2:2S',, 2:31.

Epecially Adapted
for Jogging, Training

and Matinee Driving.

W Price Low.
McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGGING CARTS

i
A ««-Address for printed matter and prices a

i W. J. Kenney 4
A 531 Valencia St., San Frahclacu, Tal. \

A! Thomas received an offer of $7,000 for Main-
sheet 2:08% at Lexington, but refused, holding the

horse at $10,000. New York parties made the offer.

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sale,

T OFFER FOR SALE A THREE-YEAR OLD
-1- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2\G {A. dum by
Gen. MoClellan tbai fi one of tue besi pro p<*cin

InCalif'TDfa He ts a squir- trotter with Sj'.'O

speed snuidas a dollar itnulrps do booth, la a
f.i-t wali-eraou wl>l maU- an id al roadMerand
a rao« wfnoinp trntt«r. H- is a K<iiuVn i-npstnut
with small star Inspection "f thl- vnune G-ld-
lotr f- Invited He N In charge or Ha- s Fr IK- n

od 24ih ave^up, clo-e to the CaslLo, and will be
shown by appointment.

W. FORD THOMAS,
327 Market St., San Francisco.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT,

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April i-Sept. 10. Oct. l«~Feb. 1—Open season for taking steal-

h^ad In tidewater.

April i-Nor. i-Tnut season open.

June i-jan. l—Open season for Dlack bass.

Sept. 10-Oct- 16 -Close season in tidewater forsteelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for catching salmon.

Sept. 15-April 1—Open season for lobsters and crawfish.

Oct. tfr-Nov. la—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. I—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

rater.

Gun.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. I-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and

sage hen.

Oct. 15-Peb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct I5~.\prll l—Open season for English snipe.

Oct. 15-Aug l—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.

Oct II. 14 -Spakane Kennel Club Spcl ace, Was*-. A. B
Jackson. Secretary.

Oct 17. 30—Frederick Agricultural Society. Frederick, Md-
. Roger McSherry, Secretary

Oct. 26 28—Lawrence Kennel Club. Newcastle, Pa. W. Z,.

McConnell, Secretary. Entries close Oct. 16.

Nov. 15. 16—New England Heagle Club's specialty thow. Graf-

ton Mass. A. D Fisne, Secretary.

Nov 15. 18 -Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 21.22—Brockton District Kennel Club Brocktcn, Mass.
J. W. Sullivan, Secretary.

Nov. 30-D-e. 2—Philadelphia Do? Show Association. Philc-
^elphla. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

1906.
Jan. 17. 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.

John C. Sohomaker. Secretary.

Feb. 12. 15— Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.
McKim. Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery. Secretary

Feo 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Tnomaa, Secretary.

March 7. 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S.
Steadman Secretary
March 14 17—Passaic County FI h and Game Frotective Asso-

ciation Paters.pi), N. J. N J Mathews, Secretary.

Marco 21.24— Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. G.
Smith, Secretary.

June 9—Wissahtckon Kennel Club. Wissahickon, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price. Secretary

Field Trials.

Oct. 12— Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club. La Conner Flats,
Wash. Chas. L Lundv, Secretary. Seattle. Wash
Oct. 23—Ohio Fie'.d Tr'al Association. Wasnington Court House,

O C T. Phillips, Secretary. Columbus. O.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January l, 1904. whose dams have
been dulv qualified. R »blnson. Ill , entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Fi>-id Publishing Co.. Chicago

Oct. 30—National Beagl-- Club of America: ]6th annual trials.
Stevenson. Md Chas. R Stevenson, Secretary.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapin. Secretary. Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6— Independeot Field Trial Association. Huntsville. 111.

S H Socwell. Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. Dayion.O
Nov. 13—New England Beagle Club. 12th annual trials. Graf-

ton. Mass. A. D. FIs.ke. Secrttary

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary, Marshall. Ill

Nov Iodiana Field Trial Hub, (Week followlDg Illinois
Champion Stake) C. F. Young. Secretary , Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—Internatlocal Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
W«lls, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas. B Cooke, Seoretary, R chmond. Va.
Dec Pointer Club of America (following the Continental

(rials). Harber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 128 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club. lUh annual trials, .

John White, Secretary. Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. 13, 14—Southwestern Keonel Club's bench show at Pasa-
dena. Entries cloSt .

Dec 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary. Fairfield. Conn.

1906.
Jan. 8—Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Es£>1g, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.

PAID JUDGES.

WHEN THE DOG SMILES.

( By John Lemm^r >

The dog's a funny animal

—

Domesticated kind.

The while he his teeth before

—

He wears his grin behind.
This s.-enis qui' leal,

Quite waggish—You won't fail

To note betimes, a canine's smile
Is just a wagging ;

I used to know a little purp
Wim smiled on me each night.

When I returned from my day's work

—

Mis tail wagged with delight.
!(< was a Joyous, happy dog

—

1 chronicle with pain
The fact, he lost his t;iii one day

—

He never smiled again.

Oh! fellers all, be good to dogs

—

h> my warning hark:
Don't twist their tails nor drown their purps—

'Tls wrong to wreck a bark.

Never look a big dog In the eye,

Your «our;ige well might fall—
To know If well he thinks of you,
Hnhher p* bis bloomln' tall.

At the recent quarterly meeting of the American

Kennel Club this important question was thoroughly

threshed out. While it is a matter of greater im-

portance in the East it is one of growing interest on

the Coast.

The status of the amateur—whose cloak has covered

a multitude of vexations when settlement time came

—

is now defined. Outside of transportation expenses,

the "amateur" judge should be one who can afford

to follow the bent of his fancy and stand his legiti-

mate expenses, just as an exhibitor does when he

takes in a show at another town.
The Secretary: 1 have a resolution here, offered by

the Membership Committee. It is as follows:

Whereas, It is the opinion of the Membership Com-
mittee that the status of a paid judge at dog shows
and field trials should be determined. Be it

Resolved, That a paid judge shall be defined as any-

one who shall have received or agrees to receive any
monetary compensation for services as a judge at any
dog show or field trial. Any judge receiving money
for expenses shall be considered a paid judge unless

the amount simply covers his necessary and legitimate

expenses, which shall consist solely of transporation

fares from and to his home, and hotel charges during

his stay at the show or trial. Be it further

Resolved, That all judges, except paid judges, be

and hereby are required to file with the secretary of

the American Kennel Club, witlrm thirty days after

the show or trials, an itemized bill of his expenses,

provided the club at which he judged has or agrees

to reimburse him for said expenses, and said reim-

bursement accepted by said judge, and any judge

who fails to file an itemized bill of expenses as above

provided shall be considered a paid judge.

Mr. Moore: I move that the resolution be referred

to the Rules Committee for consideration.

Motion seconded.
Mr. Muss-Arnoldt: I move the resolution be adopted.

Mr. Viti: I second the motion.

Mr. Emery: The idea of the Membership Commit-

tee in forming that resolution was simply to get in-

struction. We wanted to know how we should define

a paid judge, because in these credentials we ask that

question, whether or not they are paid judges.

The Secretary: As a member of the Rules Com-
mittee, it does not appear to me that that is a proper

subject for that committee's consideration. If it was

a change in the rules in any way, shape or form, then

there is no question that it should be committed to

the Rules Committee, considered by it and published

in the Gazette before it could be finally acted upon

at this meeting, but here is a definition only; it is

not a rule; it is simply a definition-tor the assistance

of the Membership Committee in the prosecution of

its duties, so that it may know exactly where it

stands. It asks this association to define who is and

what is a paid judge. It does not seem to me, as a

member of the Rules Committee, that that matter

should come before it.

Mr. Dale: A professional or paid judge is not eligi-

ble, as I understand it, or a Secretary, to represent a

club.

The Secretary: Further than that, a man to repre-

sent a club must think enough of the club to become

an active member of it, or the club must think enough

of a man to make him an honorary member.
Mr. Foster: Suppose one of us goes up to Canada

and judges, and we do not choose to charge up any

expense at all, every man who does that under this

resolution would have to send word to the Secretary

of the American Kennel Club that he was not charg-

ing his expenses or be considered a paid judge.

The Chair: The judge will have to send in word

that he has not accepted any money.
Mr. Smith: This idea of sending in word to the

American Kennel Club within thirty days would only

occur where man had received his expenses Many
of us go all around the country and judge, and do

not charge any expenses, but the object of this is

simply to make a fine distinction between the one and
the other.
Mr. Muss-Arnolt: I think the matter would be

much simpler if there was included in the resolution

a provision compelling the show's Secretary, when he

sends in the catalogue, to send in the list marked
'amateur judge" or "paid judge." If the show's Sec-

retary is compelled to note whether or not a judge is

paid, it will simplify the matter considerably.

Mr. Smith: That is the idea of that resolution, to

determine what an amateur judge is. There are ama-
teur judges that will go from here to Honolulu, for

instance, and judge at a show and who will send in

an imenized account of their expenses amounting to

$50 or $75. He is an amateur judge, but how his

expenses can amount to as much as that is a puzzle

eral of the show secretaries. Mr. Muss-Arnolt's
idea of having the show secretary send in a catalogue,

marking the judge paid or unpaid, would still give

the judge who was supposed to be an amateur the

same privilege.

Mr. Viti: It seems to me that this wording answers
the objection of Mr. Foster, "Provided the club at
which he judged has or agrees to reimburse him"
Where you pay your own expenses, and do not ask
to be reimbursed, you do not have to file any state-

ment.
Mr. Foster. I happen to think of an instance. The

people up in Toronto asked me to come up there and

judge Bull Terriers, and they told me to let them
know what my expenses would be and they would
reimburse me. I told them I was not a professional
judge, and was going to their show anyhow, and that
I would not charge for any expenses. Those people
would probably tell you they had agreed to pay
expenses, while I would say I had not charged the:

any expenses.
Mr. McGuire: The American Kennel Club will ha'

to determine whether the charges are excessive oi

not.

Mr. Muss-Arnolt: That should be left to the show
secretary to determine; he is the man that ought
to know.
Mr. Moore: I agree with the suggestion that

secretary of the show should be compelled to sen
in a list of his paid and unpaid judges, but I fail

see any necessity for the rule at all.

Mr. McGuire: This matter has been threshed oul
in the Amateur Athletic Union. A man is either an
amateur or professional, and this very resolution that
you are discussing now has raised a lot of questions.
You cannot draw the line as to what ono man's ex-
penses would be. I remember, five years ago, among
baseball teams it was customary for the members of
the teams to play ball at certain summer resorts, and
a great many of them received their railroad ex-
penses, which amounted to $400 or $500, but they were
still amateurs. This is the same question, nothing
different.

Mr. Smith: For the very reason that the gentleman
gives, I think that it has become the duty of the
American Kennel Club, or the delegates, or some com-
mittee to determine what an amateur judge is, inas-
much as it has been a very much disabused privilege
by several people, who pose as amateur judges, going
around to different shows and saying they would act
as judges provided their expenses were paid, and when
the shows conies to settle the bill for their expenses,
they are found to be greatly in excess of what they
should be. I am saying this for the benefit of several
of the delegates here who seem to be in favor of
adopting this resolution.

The Secretary : I can tell you of two instances,
and both men are gentlemen amateur judges, whi
would not under any consideration accept remunera
Lion for judging. One of them went from New Yor]
to Philadelphia. We all know that the excursion ra
is $4, and a dollar for a drawing-room seat the;

and back makes $6. He stayed there four days, which
he had a right to do, because he has a right to stay
until the close of the show, for the reason that he is

a judge until the close of the show. He paid about
the highest rate for hotel expenses, $7 a day, which
was $2S, plus $6 for railroad transportation, making
$34 altogether. Every dollar that he received in ex^
cess of $34 was paid for his services to that club. He
put in a bill for expenses $75, and he claims he is

strictly an amateur judge. In another case, in Pitts-
burg, the receipted bill showed $75 charged, and yel

$30 was more than a generous allowance, for t

man lived only a little way from Pittsburg.
Mr. Dale: I claim there are enough gentlemen in.

the dog world who will go around and judge without
any remuneration at all. It is one or the other.
Mr. Middlebrooke: I am in favor of passing the

resolution if you will change it to read that the secre-
tary of the club or the superintendent will make the
return. I move, as an amendment, that the return
be made by the secretary of the club holding the show
or superintendent.
Mr. McGuire: I move an amendment to that amend-

ment, making it obligatory upon the secretary of the
show to file with the secretary of the American Ken-
nel Club a statemen of all moneys paid to judges at

shows. Any man who is paid in excess of his railroad
transportation expenses will be considered by the
American Kennel Club a professional judge.
Mr Middlebrooke. I should be willing to pay a rea-

sonable hotel bill.

Mr. McGuire: A man who has no objection to

accepting his hotel expenses, should have no objection
to becoming a professional.

Mr. Smith: That question was brought up by one?

of the members of the committee when we framed
this resolution, who assumed the case of a man being
sent from here to Denver to judge, and the man could
not afford to pay his railroad expenses, and unless
he were allowed to receive that amount of compensa-
tion, he could not judge at that show, and, therefore,

his being an amateur would prevent him going.

Mr. McGuire: That applies to the amateur ir; every
line of sport. If a man wants to remain an amateur,
he must, necessarily, be in a position to afford to

remain such. If he is not and does not care to be-5

come a professional, let him refrain from judging.

You have got to draw the line and you have got to

draw it very close.

Mr. McGuire's proposed amendment was put to a
vote and lost. •

Mr Moore: I move that the resolution be referred

to the Rules Committee.
Motion seconded and lost.

Mr. Middlebrooke's proposed amendment was also

put and lost.

Mr. McGuire: I move That the resolution be laid

on the table.

Motion seconded and carried.

Mr. Emery offered the following resolution:

Be it Resolved, That a paid judge shall be defined

as any one who shall have received or agrees to reJ
ceive any monetary compensation for services as a

judge at any dog show or field trial. Any judge re-

ceiving money for expenses shall be considered a pai<U

judge. And, be it further

Resolved, That the secretary oi» superintendent of all

show-giving clubs shall, within ten days after the

close of its show, forward to the secretary of the
(

American Kennel Club a list of all judges who have

or are to receive any monetary consideration for ex-

penses or otherwise.
Resolution seconded and carried.
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GUTS, LEADERS AND LINES.

A description of the Spanish and American gut-

,orm. how gut is prepared and the processes of leader

laking; lines of hair, silk and hemp and the dress-

iig of lines is treated in an interesting manner by

Ir. John Harrington Keene in the Sporting Goods

)ealer. We take the liberty of giving it this week

In the principle that when you come across a good

,hing pass it along.

The Moorish and Spanish silkworm is the larvae of

he bombyx mori moth and differs little from the Jap-

nese silk worm in growth and habit. The product

f the Spanish worm is that which is used generally

|y the angler and is of various lengths and thick-

esses according to the size and health of the silk

iics in the worm. The process of raising the worm
Vom the egg of the moth and the feeding of the
jaterpillar on the mulberry leaf is very simple and
|asy and has been again and again described. The
easant people of the little Moorish town of Murcia
ieem to monopolize the trade of gut production, and
p entirely retain it, though it has been tried in this
ountry with success so far back as 1853 in the silk

enter of Paterson, N. J.

It may be interesting to state to what extent it

as been attempted to supplement he Spanish indus-
>y at Paterson. More than half a century ago a Mr.
ohn Ryle, who had spent his life in the silk indus-
y in Paterson, introduced this industry and the
multicaulis craze," as it was termed, was widely
revalent about this time when people raised mul-
erry trees everywhere and especially at Paterson,
•here many old trees of this kind still exist. The
raze, however, finally died out when it was found
nat the Americans could not compete with the pauper
,ibor of Italy, Spain, Murcia and China in reeling from
le cocoons and in feeding the worm, both of which
re very tedious and poorly paid operations. It was,
owever, found on experiment that the Italian and
panish silkworm produced even better silk on Amer-
on mulberry leaves than on the leaves of its native
>il, and it was without question possible to rear and
se the silkworm here to perfection. The cost of do-
lg so being the only objection and this seems to
e insuperable.

1
The silkworm gut which is used for fishing is

imost entirely of Italian and Spanish production and
;s length seldom exceeds two feet and the thickness
^ the best salmon gut is always limited by the
ngth, being less as its length is increased. A strand
I gut is seldom strong and durable if over 23 inches
ng and of course when made into leaders the knots
e the weak points in every leader made.
This much is true of the gut of commerce, but I

iVe in my possession a supply of Japanese gut
hich was sent me in 1894 by Professor K. Misukuis
"Tokio University (a Yale graduate), and of which
.any strands are 10 and some 14 feet long, of fine

xture and stronger than any Spanish gut of equal
lickness. Most of these strands are finer than the
lest drawn gut of Murcia manufacture and are the
Uural product of the silk glands of the calijula
xomica. This gut can be obtained from an old and
liable firm whose address is Rikichi Nakamura,
inza Itchome Tokio. Japan. I have never seen more
;autiful strands of silk than these are and when it

borne in mind that the longest leaders for fine trout
;hing can thus be provided by Japan without a sin-
e knot or weak junction of the strand, the desir-
ility of this gut is evident and in the future will

rtainly be recognized by the dealers of England and
is country. It is used extensively in Japan for all

rts of fishing and especially for the capture of a
ecies of the salmon nidae plecoglossus aetivelis, Jap
me Argu. This fish ascends all the rivers of Japan
oper, and is only from two to three inches at first,

it grows to a foot or more when fully grown. It is

Ued for its delicate flavor. The famous cormorant
hing on the Najara river in Gifu (Central Japan),

;: for catching this game fish. Artificial insects (of

*iich I have samples,—dressed on hooks without
rb), are used for catching these fish and are tied

in the American and English way to the leader
ree and sometimes four on a leader 14 feet long.

I'lich leader is without a knot.
The Japanese silkworm unquestionably produces

IB finest and largest white gut, but the American
Ikworm attacus cecropia from which I have drawn
«d have in my possession two fibres or strands of
' and 13 feet long, of strong gut and fairly thick and
t a faint coffee color is the most promising worm for

1; production of native gut that I know of. This is

1 : largest silkworm konwn in existence and often

f»ws to five inches in length, feeding on the plum,
: ale, "button ball" bush (cephalanthus occidentalis)

i i many other deciduous trees. Its habitat is coex-
tisive with the United States and wherever there is

si that will grow shrubs and trees the cecropia finds

i home and makes her cocoon. The silk thread that

lift be drawn is even stronger than the Spanish gut,

$5 per size, and it is thicker when desired than any
s mon gut ever drawn.
'here are three other American silkworms from

*ich white strands . can be drawn of very good
Uity, but not always reliable strength as with the

£ inish and cecropia. These are scientifically termed
A acus prometheus, Attacus luna and Attacus poly-
y mus. Each one of these is well worth experiment
a I the time is approaching when this source of
A erican gut will be largely drawn upon and pre-
f -ed to the product, of Spain and Italy. This is a
b i prophecy, but worth consideration.
'he method of "drawing" gut is practically the

le with all the worms used for that purpose. One
"rintion is sufficient for all the species of silkworm

' ch have been enumerated and is as follows: The
b or full grown larvae when it ceases to feed and

- ws tiny strip of exuding silk from the mouth is

taken and thrown into diluted acetic acid or vinegar
for a few hours until the natural moisture of the
viscera is as if it were pickled and absorbed by the
acid. The. worm is then taken out and the head
snipped or pulled off and the silk sacs, which are two
in most of the silkworms, can be drawn out intact
and laid on a sheet of glass for further manipulation.
The sacs can now be taken between finger and thumb
of both hands and stretched out slowly till the desired
length and thickness is arrived at. Two pins should
be fixed on a board by an assistant at this point and
the ends of the gut should be wound round each pin
and held for a few minutes for all the coils to harden
and so retain the strand taut for drying.
This needs exposure in dry, warm air for a period

of at least 24 hours of the Spanish worm and in the
case of all the American worms at least three days.
The longer the cecropia strand is kept before using
the stronger it becomes, and the same fact obtains
with the other native worms. The silk of the bombyx
mori, however, ripens and hardens almost instantly
in the sunny atmosphere of Murcia and is soon ready
for the next process which is necessary before it is

fit for the market.
The gut as it now is has the envelope of the silk

remaining on it, and this has to be removed by boil-

ing in a bleaching fluid which consists of a mild lye

of soap which softens and whitens the yellowish
thread of the stretched sac and its contents. "When
this is done the Murcian operator—mostly women

—

draw the thread through the teeth and the process
is very often attended by laceration of the lips pro-
ducing a painful appearance of bleeding which the
sufferer does not seem to mind much, though the un-
initiated onlookere will find it sickening to behold
This seems to be a process which is found indispens-
able, for some years ago Mr. Samuel Allcock, the
largest English importer, tried the experiment of
sending for gut that had not been bleached and boiled

and still had the skin on it with the idea of taking off

the skin and preparing the gut himself at his Red-
ditch factory. Here is his account of the result, pub-
lished in the English Fishing Gazette of that rate,

May 11, 1892:

"After the correspondence which took place in your
paper about three years ago on the manufacture of

gut, we wrote out to Murcia. asking our manager
there to send 1 cwt. of gut, instructing him neither
to have it boiled nor bleached. We received it, but in

the process of removing the orange skin the workers
made it all flat by using their fingernails in peeling

the outer skin off. There was scarcely a round piece

of gut in a thousand. We could not sell it. We there-

fore wrote to our manager about it, who said if we
would return it he thought he could put it all right.

This I doubted very much, as I could not see how he
was going to make it round. Nor was I wrong; for,

after having bleached it, he returned it to us again

—

but as fiat as ever. This experiment was a loss to

us of £50. We have still a small quantity of that

gut left; but no dealer will buy it.

'If any tackle-maker will order a few thousand

of gut in the natural state, we will import it to them
and will order a few thousand to be sent out of this

season's crop to be unbleached, but boiled, so that

the workers can peel off the orange skin easily with-

out flattening it. As soon as we get it, I will send

you some. I am, etc., S. ALLCOCK."
One point is probably important in the drawing of

gut which is seldom mentioned in the descriptions of

the process, viz., that the Murcian holds the sac in

the vinegar with one hand while he draws the other

end with the other—the right. I have, however,

not found it necessary to do this with our native

worms. When their sac is stretched in air it seems
to harden at once and there is no skin to be re-

moved from the cecropia's gut, at least. Of this

cecropia gut I have a leader in my possession tied

by a Long Island trout fisherman 30 years ago. or

thereabouts, of strands of this gut not less than

20 inches each in length and many larger, and the .

whole leader is 60 feet long. The maker of this

leader made it during one year, and used it as he

needed it. cutting it in six-feet lengths. How long

it originally was I cannot say, but I have yet the

length stated wound on a wooden lath and as good as

ever and capable of lifting any brook trout I have

lately seen Certainly a five-pound trout would not

break it by any fair means.
Spanish gut is usually imported whole, but the

finest gut is what is known as "drawn" through steel

plates pierced with holes of the required diameter.

The Japanese gut in my possession does not need

this, but the Spanish does, and the English dry-fly

angler needs the very finest gossamer leader in his

business. This "drawn" gut is not much used in the

United States where the more rapidly flowing waters

for the most part preclude the "dry" or "floating-

fly" form of fishing.

Gut is often tinted or stained to render it less,

visible in the water. Its natural white brilliancy is

too apparent on a sunny day. In order to disguise

this there are several excellent recipes known to

the expert leader-maker and fly-tier and I give the

following as the most perfect and innocuous of their

kind:
(1) Mist color: Handful logwood chips, quart soft

boiling water, copperas size of small nut. Immerse

for 10 minutes and dry slowly in open air. This

rather strengthens than weakens the gut. (2) Light

brown may be dyed without injury to the gut by

steeping in strong coffee infusion about 2T. minutes.

This dye is very useful for gut to be used on streams

having a brownish tint from much pine branch col-

oration. (3) A blue tint is obtained from the In-

fusion of a few grains of gum logwood and a few

grains of sulphate of iron, watching the depth of

color and when blue enough immerse the gut in

clear -water. (4) Another fine sky color is ob-

tained by infusing a teaspoonful of ground logwood,

a pinch of carbonate of soda and piece of copperas

the size of a coffee bean. This is the recipe of the

famous David Foster of Dovedale, England, Derby-
shire, whose skill was Waltonian, amongst the trout
of the Dove river.
The strengthening and preservation of gut is

easily accomplished and should be done when the gut
is sufficiently valuable to warrant the process as in
the case of salmon leaders of long and thick gut
The following recipe has been used by ?n accom-
plished and scientific angler for this purpose: One
ounce of one part chromic acid and five parts of
water to five ounces of pure glycerine. Steep the
gut for 10 days and then submerge in one part of
carbolic acid and five parts glycerine, preserving It
in this solution until required for use. Gut can be
kept from one season to another in this way with-
out change of color and with added strength, where-
as if it were laid aside in a dry place or exposed to
the dust and air, in a few months it would become
brittle and useless.

The selection of the right gut and the right tying
of the strands constitutes an art in which there are
very few experts. Yet the modus-operandi is simple
and only requires the proper temperament for suc-
cess. In the first place, a fine quality of gut is in-
dispensable for both trout and salmon leaders and
the magnifying glass must be used to determine and
reject any flawed strands or flat or irregular appear-
ing ones, no matter how insignificant the blemish may
seem to be.

Having selected the proper material it should be
softened in soft water (filtered rain water for
choice) and allowed to remain over night. A damp
flannel should be spread before the tier so that no
wet strands may dry in the process of tying. It is

essential that the gut should be flexible and easily
bent. The next process is the knot and this is a
difficult task to teach in writing, but if the reader
carefully follows directions he will not fail to get the
correct idea. To begin the leader a loop of the ordi-
nary kind is tied in one end of the first strand. There
is no complication in this knot. It is a simple loop
passed round and pulled through and drawn tight.
The other end of the strand is formed into two half-
hitches and held between the finger and thumb of the
left hand. With the right finger and thumb the end
of another strand is passed through the two half-
hitches and two half-hitches are to be taken round
the straight strand above the other two hitches. The
four hitches are then drawn tight by means of the
two straight lengths of gut, so that they lie together
superimposed. This knot is the strongest knot pos-
sible for gut, as it does not permit slipping and is

susceptible of being cut close, so that it is neat and
secure at all times. Another joining knot is made
by taking the two ends of two gut strands and laying
them side by side, turning them round into a circu-
lar loop and passing the free two ends through the
loop, pulling the two strands tight and snipping off

the short ends. I prefer, however, the double-hitch
knot to every other one that is used. Of course,
snells are looped in the same way as the leader, and
when reinforced so as to be double near the shank
of the snelled hook, it is only necessary to tie a long
loop and cut through the end of this loop, tying in

the two ends on the shank with waxed thread.
(Concluded next week.)

"THEM BORSABONE DORGS."

The following reminiscence by Captain Thos. L.
Merry will be interesting to the lover of a good rod
and reliable duck dog. Charles Murphy, of Newark,
conceived the idea of making a split bamboo rod after
seeing the "made masts" f a California clipper ship.

Incidentally we might mention that Murphy was
probably the introducer and maker of the trunk rod
or "Sabbath breaker," but, however, that is another
story and we will let the captain tell the present
one:

"I was born in New York in 1834 and lived there till

1S43 when, my father being four years dead, my
mother and I went to live with my uncle who lived

on Staten Island. My mother re-married in 1S46 and
we lived in New York till May, 1849, when we took up
our residence in Newark. N. J. Before leaving New
York I was in very poor health and my mother took

me to Dr. Edward Delafield, one of the most eminent
physicians in the metropolis. He gave me three sep-

arate examinations and then said: "Take this boy
out in the country and give him a shotgun and a fish-

ing rod. Let him get out of it all the fun there, is in

life for he will never live to see twenty-two years."

I thought of this at fifty .again at sixty and, you
may rest assured when I reached the patriarch's age
of three score and ten. This may explain to some of

my less intimate friends why I grew up an unclassed

man, having no profession above that of swift-water

steamboat pilot.

On reaching Newark I went to school one year, my
Gamaliel being a sturdy little Irishman named
Bearnard Kearny, who was a good teacher of pen-
manship but not much of an instructor at anything

else. One of my schoolmates was the late Michael
Corrigan, Archbishop of New York. Even that year
of school was too much for my restless spirit. In

those days there were no silk manufacturers on the

Passaic River and the water was clear ;is crystal from
Belleville up to Paterson, and there it was I caught
my first striped bass, while Daniel Webster and Henry
W. Herbert (Frank Forrester) sat in a boat not forty

yards away and watched mc land the first .a glorious

six-pounder, caught with a bait of "shedder" crab.

Down on the brackish meadows, overflowed ever

since the bursting of the Maple Island dam, was a
patch called the "Scalded Meadows" where no gras^

ever grew, but it was sprinkled all over with little

hassocks; and among these in the spring and fall

seasons, you were good for a dozen 'English" snipe,

almost any day of overcast weather. In August and
September these meadows afforded food and shelter
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for = g birds such as yellow legs.

d0, ailed robin snipe there) willets, martins

alld lh„ - tight-billed pharalope known on

Lone Island as the "piote" and in New Jersey as the

,.V: i buili a blind not far from the

ruined dam. with Henry M. Coxey (now
there

ys every day. One day I walked

And six decoys set ahead of me. On

. hlng the blind 1 found a man there who intro-

duced himself as Charles Murphy. We soon bi

. excursions

to the uppei Passaic, in waters "here mere has not

. lay I started to

,rk and at Center-street station.

Charley Murphj - rd. On reaching the city he

asked where 1 was going and I told him 1 was going

down aboard the new ship Simon Morton, of which my

cousin (William L. Merry, now United States minister

r. The ship was load-

ing for San Francisco under the command of Capt.

Hepburn. While looking about the docks Murphy s

i taken with the masts which were made in

i securely bound with heavy hoops of

iron Murphv was a journeyman car] enter and could

do better work with a jack-knife than most men could

do with a saw and plane. He was neat in everything.

T hev got an idee, Tom." he said slowly.

Take It on to Washington and give it to the United

Stati - S They need it." I growled.

•Never you mind." replied Charley. "I can take-

some lancewood and cut into fine strip; like that

-t and make a pole that will hold a twenty-pound

bass easier than that pole of yours will hold one

weighing five."
. .

The split banboo rod soon followed the original

lancewood rod made by Charley, which he presented

to Henry Corey. Murphy had tested materials with

weights and found that bamboo had greater tensile

strength than greenheart which proved itself superior

to lancewood. He was the real inventor of the pres-

tly-rod, though he never turned out as good work

as Fowler, Devine or Nichols, of Boston, they being

just as far ahead of Orvis, Conroy and a dozen

other rodmakers. But. the reader will ask. what has

all this piscatorial pronounciamento to do with the

caption of this article?

Summer had come and gene, for the year was m its

sheaf. The "flicker" tapped steadily away at his

winter mast of acorns that he had driven into the

trunk of some old .dead oak. The squirrel barked

merrily on the limb of the hickory tree that was fur-

nishing him with his fodder for the next six months.

And. in the language of that most gifted of Pennsyl-

vania's most gifted sons:

Alone, from out the stubble, piped the quail

And croaked the crow, thro' all the dreary gloom

Alone the pheasant, drumming in the vale.

Made distant echo to the cottage loom."

Long streaming files of ducks came in triangular

phalanxes from the frozen fens of Labrador, as with

mighty but weary pinions, they fanned the thin and

frostv air aloft. I had shot martins, willets, dowitchers

and yellowlegs by the dozen but I had yet to kill my
first 'wild duck. Meeting Murphy on the street one

night, he told me to come up to his house and see what

a nice lot of "stools" he was making for the approach-

ing duck season. He had flushed two of them and

had just begun to paint them as I entered his little

workshop. Npw as I stood admiring them a low-

growl came from under the workbench and Murphy

called out

"Be quiet. Wayne, go back and lay down."

"No, bring him out and let me look at him. Is he

a Setter or a Pointer.
- "He's neither one and yet a little of both." replied

Charley. "He's a Borsabone dorg."

"A wh-a-a-at?" I gas- d.

• He's jist as I tell ye. He's a Borsabone dorg.

i bj Mr. Borsabone. an old Frenchman that lives

up as ye go from Morristown to Madison. They're

mongrels but the finest duck dorgs that ever ye saw."

replied Charley.

"Wayne" now came out and Charley made him

walk up and -shake hands" with me. He was a

. 1 dog and very curly in his coat.

Murphy had given $10 for him as a pup and named

him after old "Mad Anthony." He became fast friends

with .me after a few minutes. After two days' shoot-

ing over him I got so in love with "Wayne" that I

t those dogs for myself. So one

flay i borrowi I Henry Corey's buggy and went in

ound o be a highly

ruin' •
I Bois-Aubin.

: py that grew in. I" b

Bp]el Vubin was a man of

nobl '" " "••' °y the

ilutlon which pi I a fal negro -oi the line;

to me h i le to

mongrel bul useful I f

erfully bulll Nev fen Hand bitch arid

with a In.

,,f u mated with a black Water Spaniel:

and
-Phil." in New York.

These dogs In- found re idy sa i for a- thej ivcre eery

hardy and did not dim h hat a dog

when retries Ing the - icks In the earlier

,,r th- winter. My ,i ry much like a

. dog. sac g in-

i ..f the rat-tails tie i

11," and ".\l" for

PhOrt. V, [SOld inn In a

man In New York for (26. In East

and while there

another of these dogs for (20, he being six months
old. He stood tl

it cost me $20 to get him across the Isthmus "ii the

Panama railroad. On the third day at sea on this

1 noticed symptoms of sickness and the ship's

could do nothing for poor *Laddie." He was
thrown overboard just after dark and I have never

since owned a sporting dog.

1 am getting old, fat and lazy. I hunt very little

and when anybody says "hunt." I say. "Let's go a-

fishing?" I never joined the order of quail-hogs or

duck-swine, but I am already a pastmaster in the

Noble Army of Trout Liars. I am poor, also, and
cannot afford now what I used to spend money for

about six years ago. I am not as rich as John D.

Rockefeller, although I am nearly as bald. But if I

had his money I would buy me a hammerless 14-

gauge gun and one of "them Borsabone Dorgs."
HIDALGO.

AS TO AMERICAN BRED DOGS.

THE HUNTING SEASON IS OF GOOD PROMISE.

The salt marsh districts last Sunday morning early

echoed and re-echoed with a popping of the duck
hunters' guns that rapidly developed into a general
fusilade that was not unlike the lively skir-

mishes that are the prelude of a great battle. On
every shooting ground in the bay counties marsh sec-

tions the hunters were never more numerous on the

opening day of the hunting season. So closely bunched
were the shooters in some sections of the Alameda
marshes that hunters had posted themselves along
the banks of sloughs not more than 100 yards apart.

In that district alone it is estimated that there was at

least 1'500 men and boys out with their guns.

i\or were they less numerous in the Sonoma and
Petaluma marshes. The down train to this city on
Sunday night on the Sonoma branch of the Califor-

nia Northwestern road consisted of ten cars filled

with returning duck and quail hunters. So was it

with all incoming trains that connected with ferry

boats for this city; each train and boat had its

quota of returning huntsmen.
Results generally were good, bad or indifferent ac-

cording to localities. Weather conditions were excel-

lent, particularly so on the Suisun marsh hunting
ground. A fairly strong westerly- wind Saturday
night developed into a just strong, enough northwest
wind on Sunday morn.ng This with a suspicious
flavoring of a lower temperature in the atmosphere in

the morning made practically- an ideal California duck
shooting morning—or duck hunting morning as you
like. The majority of the gunmen in that section
were stationed in blinds over baited ponds and did
not hunt or "work" the marsh for birds. However,
working a tale marsh in the Susan is almost an im-
possibility and pond shooting is the only practical way
of getting results in one of the finest duck shooting
sections—that is contiguous to a metropol s—in the
world. Members of the Field and Tule, Ibis, Teal,
Cordelia and Family Gun Clubs, at Herman Oelrichs'

shooting box. and other well known shooting resorts
got many limit bags.
On Joyce Island, further north, good shooting was

the order of the day. In the Collinsville section the
sportsmen had excellent shooting. Many of the gun
club members who shot north of Collinsv.lle staid over
until Monday evening, the sport being of an alluring
character.
On the Sonoma and Petaluma marshes a lack of

water in the ponds cut the shooting down corre-
spondingly.
At the "bridges" near Alviso many limit bags were

made by shooters from this city and San Jose. At
Mt. Eden. Alvarado and other places on the East
side good bags were too numerous to allow of indi-
vidual enumeration.
The Empire Gun Club members were at the Elk-

horn slough preserves in force and had a splendid
opening day shoot.
A noticeable feature among the returning shooters

was the number of Japanese gunners who had been
out in marsh and field The 6:10 boat that connected
with the narrow gatige train from the east side
brought over about forty "John Keeners." Many of
them were rigged out in the latest styles of khaki
hunting suits. It was evident from the game they
brought in that everything with feathers on was fair
game. One pudgy little brown man proudly carried
a seagull up Market street, others had rail, "spaterias,"
mudhens, shore birds and a miscellaneous assortment
of other birds.

Quail hunters had but fair sport, few limit bags be-
ing reported. Weather conditions for a week previous
were too warm for good sport, the ground was dry and
dusty, making it hard tramping for the hunter and
arduous work for the dogs.
The outlook for the season, for both duck and quail

hunting, is, on the whole, better than for many sea-
sons past.

San Antone Creek—Notwithstanding the poor luck
f a number of good fishermen at this striped bass
wetter recently, the fact that the fish are there is

patent. Mr. Bliss landed an 18 pounder about two
weeks ago A. M. Cumming and Mr. Church landed

l-sh list Friday and Saturday, some with
the troll ng spoon and some with clam baits. Mr.
Church honked the largest lish. one that weighed 1SU,
pounds. Last Sunday quite a number of anglers
ere on the slough, but with the exception of several

resultless strike, the day's sport was barren.
Saturday -> lii pound bass and the Sunday

e- an P pound bass were caught by Mr.
le. ashed in Shell slough, on the Napa

marsh side.

Striped Bass at Eckley—Recent reports from Eck-
ley Station, Contra Costa county, are to the effect
ii. it th- Striped bass are still plentiful in the straits
and good catches of fish from three to fifteen pounds
weight have been made.
Eckley station is about a mile east of Crockett on

the S. P. road.

';

The Editor Breeder and Sportsman. San Francisco.
Dear Sir—In a recent issue of the Breeder and Sports-
man you mention the case of Mr. Lett's Collies. Since
your article appeared I asked for a ruling on the
question of American bred dogs and have just been
informed that these Collies are not American bred.
The letter says: "The quest.on has been definitely
decided by the A. K C. An official ruling has beer,
promulgated by the Rules Committee."
We may assume that such an important thing as

a ruling by the Rules Committee would be given pun-J
licity in the Gazette, yet I have been unable to find!
anyone who knows anything about any such ruling
being mentioned in the Gazette.
Presumbaly the rules of the A. K. C. are published.!

in dog show premium lists for the information ofj
exhibitors, yet in no place in the rules does it specify
what an American bred dog is.

Rule S tells us that a bitch sent abroad to be bred
and returned to this country to whelp shall have bei
progeny "considered" as American bred. That is a
ruling on a certain specific case and does not covet
the question of American bred. If th.s is so, thea
no other dog can be American bred, which is absurd
as what then is the nationality of the thousands
of dogs whelped yearly in this country?
An exhibitor cannot guess at the meaning attached

to a rule by the Rules Committee. Rules should be
sufficiently plain so that even the utmost novice ir
dogdom can understand them.
That someth.ng is radically w-rong in this rule oi

in the method of recording wins at 22 Liberty street
is also shown by this case.
The Collie "Clinker of Holmby" won first novice

Los Angeles and was given credit by the A K. CII
for such win in the records. The dog is now decideci'i
not to be American bred and therefore his w-.n all
Los Angeles should not have become a matter o!
record but should have been cancelled by the secretar} II

of the A. K. C. just as any other win made by a doji
not eligible to the class.

Apparently while we are told that the A. K. C. hac
decided this question of American bred dogs, it haill
never before found it necessary to make a new- rulcl
so that its secretary might know the nationality ol
a dog from the entry.
The follow-ing is a notice sent out to clubs t

week: "Kindly note for future use that entries
the noivce class must give the breeder, sire and d;
which details are necessary to show that the en'ce
are American-bred and entitled to compete in tl._
class." Now how's that for a rule? Just read it ovei
carefully again and then tell me how such a rule cat
help the secretary of the A. K. C or anyone elseH
tell the nationality of the entry. Just imagine till''

following entry:
Collies—Novice dogs—John Thompson, Scotch Mist!

Id. April 1st, 1S04. Breeder. John Buchanan.
H-ghland—Nectar—black and white.
Now is that dog American or not? No woi

Rule S is vague and indistinct in its meaning wi
such a rule as the above is sent out in sober ea:
by the same committee.

If the Rules Committee will only re-write Ru
so that exhibitors will know what an American
dog is and then make it obligatory on an exhibl
to state on the entry blank w-hether his dog is A:
ican bred or not, the committee will save not
the secretary of the A. K. C. from guess work
exhibitors from annoyance, but also w-ill save o
worked club officials much toil w-hen the judgin;
special prizes commences.
For the convenience of your readers I publish th

following, which is the only information given oulj
by the A K. C. on American bred dogs:

1. American-bred dogs. NONE.
2. "Considered" American-bred dogs—The folloi

ing: A bitch sent to Europe to be bred, bred ther
and returned to whelp in this country. Bitch to b
property of American citizen. The progeny of such
bitch to be "considered" American-bred.

3. NOT American-bred dogs—The following:
bitch, sister to bitch in No. 2. is bought in Europ
by an American citizen. After he becomes the owne
he causes her to be bred to the same dog as wa
her sister in No. 2 The bitch is then sent to America
whelps here, and the resulting puppies are not eve;
"considered" American-bred.
The difference, therefore, between an Americt

bred and a foreign bred dog is according to the presen
rules of the A. K. C. a journey across the Atll
and back.
Now. Mr. Editor, "bred" means begot, and as

litters of puppies are begot in Europe, they are Euro
pean bred and only American born. Won't you as
the Rules Committee for we poor exhibitors to giv
us a straight American bred dog. without any "col
sider" in its make up. Just a plain American bre
and a foreign bred, with a definition of each whicj
even an old exhibitor can understand?

Yours obediently, NORMAN J. STEWART.
San Jose, October 18th. 1905
The American Kennel Club, of course, is the govj

erning body for American dogdom. notwithstanding
the ruling on the case above referred to. we are sti]

inclined to believe that, as so far as the spirit
the rule concerned, the Collies should be accepted
American bred, for they were so to all intents and pui
poses. ,

In the event that the A. K. C. does not feel incline
to be specific in details in this respect, we make tl

further suggestion that the status be defined, of dos
imported in utero.

It

'ii'

*

FREE S MPLE.
A aenerous sample of ' 3 in One" will r,e serif free ir any pi

owner hy addressing G W ColeConpary, HI Broirwac. I

York CUT. A peneious qeaniitv of Sbap;es .wi-il be Urals • d
pun e'lihs for the use of members, upon, application. Meitl
this paper.
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LOS ANGELES JOCKEY CLUB
SSIL ASCOT PARK %P

sr
STAKES TO CLOSE WEDNESDAY, NOV. 1, 1905,

For the Winter Meeting: of 1905-1908, beginning- Thursday, November 30, 1905.
The BROOKS COURSE Is 73 Yards short of a Mile and a Quarter on the Main Track.

One Mile and a Sixteenth

The J "nathan Club Handicap-$1250 Added. b™Z£S!& SETpSSK',&
time of olosin". Eutranee $10, $3U addtuonal to start; $1350 added, of which $350 to second and IIdO

totoetntrd Weights to be announced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners of other
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iTne California Club Handicap-$1250 \dded. ^^Sa. S
E«'!SS«iTo.£

'additional to start; $1050 added, of which $i50 to second and $laO to the third. Weights to be an-

nounced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners of other than a selling purse, after tht

iweishts are ported, to cany 5 lbs. extra.

|Tob run Saturday, December 16tli. One Mil.

The Hollywood Handicap—$1250 Added.
y
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lolo-da" Kntraoue$IO. $10 additional to stan; SI250 added, of which $350 to second and S150 to thi

Itnlrd °Wei»nts to be announced three days prior to the day of the race Winners of other than a

Veiling parse, after the announcement of the weights, to carry 5 lbs. extra

i To be rnu Monday, liectmber 25th.

The Rose Selling Stakes-52000 Added. ^Zlv™r ê\\Z:T£ZTg .

[lMr a-ofe Rise donates $1000 of the added money. Entrance$10, $40 additio al to start; S;uw
t»rtdpd'of'which$10Jtotheseoondand$;OOtithe third. Tne winner to be sold at auotion. Thosi

entered tn be sounor $1000 to carry weight for age; if for less. 3 lbs. for each $s00 to $3000, then 1 ,

b

for each $100 to SSOJ starters, with selling prices, lo be named through the entry box at the usua.

(hour of closin" the day before the race, and those so named to be liable for the starting fee.

Lto be run Monday, January 1st. One Mllo and a sixteenth

™. . . u j:__„ OCftft KAAoA A Handicap Sweepstakes for two-year-olds

I he ASCOt tlanOlCap OiOUU AUUCU. and upward at the time of closing. Entrance

IglO $50 additional to stari- $i500 added, of which $500 to second and $300 to third. Weights lobe

["announced five days prior to the day of th race. Winners of a sweepstakes or of two races of any

[|ya ue after announcement of the weights, t j carry 5 lbs. extra. One Mile and a Quarter

|_. , . n^-k.r «?ni1(i \Adpd A Sweepstakes for three year-o'ds of 1906 (now
The ASCOt UerDy JiUUU AUUCU. two-year-olds) Entrance $10. $50 additional to

Lstart- S'000 add 3d of which $i0J to the second and $i50 to the third. Winn rsof a sweepstakes ol

Ethe value of $1500 in 1W6 310s; oftwoof 900or one of $3UOO 5 lbs extra. Non-winners of a sweep-

Intakes in 19J5 and I90ii allowed 5 lbs.; maidens 11 lbs. Allowances not accumulative,ps.oauo The Brooks Course

-r- . i r Olinn KAAqA A Handicap Sweepstakes for two-year-olds and up-

[ Ihe ASCOt l/Up JiaUU AUOeU. w .„ rd a t the time of closing. Entraoce$IO, $10 addl.

Itional to start A silver cup and $1500 -tdded, of which $300 to the second and $300 to the third, the

I fourth horse to save starling fee. Weights to be announced five days prior to the day of the race
Two Miles

T , . m j f\ n \r<. tllCfl A AAaA A Sweepstakes for three-year old Fillies of ]90f

f Ine ASCOt U3KS SliOU HUUCU. (now t»o-year-olds) Entrance $10. $10 additional

I'tosta t- $1350 added, of which $350 to second and $150 to third. Weight 115 lbs Winners of sweep
stakes ,-ir nree rti is lther thai selling purses aft^r Janua-y 1, 1996. to carryolbs ext,a; non-pin-

l; ners of a raoe of $500 In value at any time, allowed 5 lbs.; maidens, 10 lbs. One Mile

},The Pasadena Handicap-$1250 Added. ^\lTa%l!7aT^fJZnTolZ:
> EntranceSiO $30 additional to start; StioO added, of which $2o0 to second and §150 to the third.

Weights to be announced threedays prior to the dayof the race. Winners of other than a selling

j'purse after the weights are po3ted, to carry 5 lbs. extra. One Mile and a Furlong

The Santa Anita Handicap—$1250 Added.
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fhe Mount Lowe Handicap—$1000 Added.

Fhe Santa Catalina Selling Stakes—$1000 Added.

c.loslng. Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; §1250 added, of which 8250 to the second and 81E0 to
third. Weights to be announced three days prior to ihe day of the race. Winners of other iban a
selling purse, after the weights are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra. The Brooks Course

The Riverside Handicap-$IO00 Added. ow
H
/:.d uS^.Va^y ,

S.S?|:
Entrance $10, $.0 additional to start; $1000 added, of which $300 to second and $100 to the inird.
Weights to be announced three days prior to th« day of the race. Winners of other than a selling
>ur=e, alter the we'gbts are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra One Mile

A High Weight Handicap Sweep"
s»afeesfortwo-year-olds and upward

it the time of closing Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; $1000 add d.of which $-.200 to second
ind $100 to ihe third. Weights to be announced three days prior to the day of the race Winners of
ither than a selling purse, after the weights are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra. Mx Furlongs

The Coronado Beach Sell rig Stakes—$1250 Added. ^ r
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tpward at the time of closing. Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; $1350 added, of which $250 to
be second and $150 to the tbiid. The wtnn-r to be sold at auction. Those entered to be sold for
$3000 to carry weight for age; If for less. 3 lbs allowed for each $500 to $2000, then 1 lb. for each SlCOto
$500. Starters, with selling prices, to be named through the entry box at the usual hour of closing*
he day before the race, and those so named to be liable for the starting fee.

One Mile and a Sixteenth
A Selling Sweepstakes
for two-year-olds and up

ard at the. time of closiag. Eatraaoe $10 $30 additional to start; $1000 added, of which $250 to sec-
iod $150 to the third. The winner to be sold at auction. Those entered to be sold for $3000 to carry
weight for age; if for less, lib roreach $200 to $2000; then 1 lb. for each $100 to $500. WiDnersofa
ace of the value of $900, or two races other than selling purses, after the closing of this stake, not to
be entered for less than $1200 Starters, with selling rrlces, to benamed through the entry box at
che usual hour of closing,the day before the race, and those so named to be liable for the starting fee

Seven Furlongs

The San Pedro Selling Stakes—$1250 Added. *S£j3?LTS
,

.
,

!£fW."
time of closing Entrance $10. $30 additional to start; $1250 added, of which 8250 to second and $150
to the third. Winner to be -old at auction. Those eote red to be sold for $3000 to carry weight for
age; if for less, lib. for each $200 to $2000; then I lb for each $100 to $600. Starters, with selling
prices, to be named throueh the entry box at the usual hour of closing the day before the race, and
those so named to be liable for the starting fee. One Mile

The Woodlands Stakes—$1500 Added. ^7:ist%Vo7 tir^r^olefZ
nated by Mr Schreibar, owner of Woodlands Stock Farm, near St Louis. Mo. Entrance $10. $40
additional to start; $1500 added, of which S'WO to the secotd and $200 to the third. Winner of $900 or
or three races oth a r than selling purses to carry 5 lb^. extra Maidens allowed 5 lb^ If beaten two
times. 5 lbs additional. Starters to be nampd through the entry box at the usual hour of closing
the day before the race, and all so named to be liable for tbestarting fee. Four Furlongs

The Santa Barbara Stakes-$1000 Added. tJ,"^SSSi.
U
&!ZS?%3!

,&
additional to start: $1000 added of which $200 to second and $100 to the third. Ho-sss which have
run three or more times and have not won three races, allowed 3 lbs ; two. 5 lbs ; beaten maidens,
12 lbs. Four and One-Half frurloDg*

The Santa Monica Stakes—$1000 Added. ^KSS^XSrgSSfrS&l
tlonal to Stan; $1000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to the third Non-winners of a sweep-
stakes allowed 3 lbs ; and If such have not won four races, 5 lbs ; three races, 7 1 hs ; maidens, If

never placed in a sweepstakes, 12 lbs. Five Furlongs

I NO-SIAKE3 FOR STEEPLECHASE OB HURDLE HORSES. We rind that overnight races proiuce m toh better r tela™, and will offer two races e ich week for this class of horse

Added Money to Stakes. No Purse Less Than $400. Overnight Handicaps and Special Races with $500 to $IOOO Added
Commencing January 1, 1906, will be given two or three races each week for Two-Year-Olds.

All Communications should be addressed to

EPES RANDOLPH, President. J. W. BROOKS, Manager,
Nob 510-511 Bradbury Building:, LOS ANGELES, OAL.

OFFICE: The Windsor Arcade,

46th St. and 5th Ave., New York City.

RACE COURSE:
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

THE SARATOGA ASSOCIATION
For the Improvement of the Breed of Horses.

STAKES OF 1907 AND 1908

Entries Close Monday, Nov. 6, 1905

THE HOPEFUL FOR 1908
Estimated Value, 840,000.

By subscription of $10 each, for the produce of
mares covered In 1905, the only forfeit If struck
iu by November 1. 1907. If left In after Novem-
ber 1, 1907. a further subscription of $50 each, and
if left in after May 1, 1908. a further subscription
nf$l00each Starters to pay $250 additional
The Saratoga Association to add $5000. The
second horse to receive $3500, the third horse
12000. and the owner at time or entry of the mare
producing the winner $2000 out of 'he Stakes.
Colts, vi-i lbs.: fillies and geldings tlOlb-*. Win-
ners of two races of $2500. or one of $1500 to carry
3 lb»» extra: of four of $25(0. or two of 14500, or one
if $9000.8 lb*, extra. Horses not bavlog won
$1000 allowed 7 lbs If a mare in this Stake drop
ner foal before the 1st of January. iflOfl, or if she
have a dead or more than one foal, or is barren,
he entry of such mare is void. By filing wlih
The Saratoga Association prior to November I,

1907. an accepted transfer of the producei with its

ngagement in this Stake, the orlg'nat Nomln-
itor will bfl released from fur'her liability as to

the engagemement of the produce.
Six Furlongs.

THR RULES OF RACING, adopted by the Jockey Club, govern all races run under the aus-

ice^ of the Saratoga Association.
, ... , _,,

Entries to ei'her or all of the races adverted will be received only with the understanding,

udoo the agreement of the subscriber, that the provisions of Racing Rules 42 and -13 (hereto ap-

endo'1
) form a na^t of and govern the contract 7 ,

'Rule 42 Every person subscribing to a swpepstakes. or entering a horse In a race to be run

Oder these rules, accepts the decision of the Stewards on any question relating to a race, or to

'"Rtie43 At thedl^crelionortheStewardsof The Jockey Club, or of th* Stewards, and with-

it notice, the entries of any person, or the transferor any entry, may be refused.

Address all communications to

TO BE RUN FOR IN 1907

THE SPINAWAY

OF $10,000
FOR FILLIES TWO YEA^S OLD. FOALS
f 19U5— By subscription of $I0H each, or $5 if de-

lartd by'November 1, i9U6,or$50 if declared by
une 1. 1907 Starters to pay $150 additional,

'he Saratoga Association to guarantee the gross

alueof the race to be $10 000. of which the secood
orse shall receive $1000 and the third hors* $500

'he Nominator nf the Winner to receive $500 out

, f the stakes. Winners of a race of the value oi

IfnflOQto carry 3 lbs. extra; of two of ?5*Xnorone of

T500 6 lbs extra. Non-winners of $1000 allowed
II lbs. By fil'ue with the Saratoga Association

q or before November 1. I9fl6 an accepted trans-

:r of the engagement In this Stake, the Nomlna-
. tor will be released from further liability.

Five and a Half Furlong-.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
$12,275 -" TERRITORIAL FAIR -- $12,275

DECEMBER 4 - 9.
First-Class Mile Track.

I F. R. HITCBCOCK, President.
'. H, P. WHITNET, Vice-President.

ANDREW MILLER, Sec'y and Treas.,

The Windsor Arcade, New York City.

MONDAY
1—-2:30 Trot (purse) 8 400
3— s:2'4 Trot(stake) 10»0
3—«:0» Pace (purse) 4»«»

4—Run, 1-a mile heats 150

TDESDAY
5-3-Year-Old Trot (purse) 8 400
6—^:17 Pace (stake) looo
7—Free -For All Trot (purse) 400
8—Run, 1-2 Mile 2-Year-Otdfl 150
9—Run, 1 Mile Novelty 150

WEDNESDAY
10—Yearllne Trot, closed (stake) 9 200
11—2-35 Trot (Stake) lOOO
12—2:13 Pace (purse) 4O0
IU—Kuo.hJx furtongf) 150
14—Run, 1-2 Mile Dash. Arizona Cow

Borxrg 100

THURSDAY
15—2-Year-OId Pace, closed (stake) • 200
16—Free-For-AH Pace (stake) '.'. lOOO
17—2:19Trot (purse) 400
18—2:2H Pace (purse) 400
19—Run, 2 1-2 Mile, Cowboy Relay. 200

FRIDAY
20—2-Year-OId Trot, closed (stake) .8 200
21-2:30 Pace (stake) lOOO
22—2:25 Trot (purse) 400
23—2:15 Trot (purse) 400
24—Run, 1 Mil.', Arizona Derby 200

SATURDAY
25—3-Year-Old Pace (purse) 9 400
26—2:1 Trot (stake) lOOO
27—2:22 Pace (purse) 400
28—Run, Indian Pony Race 75
29—Run, 5 Furlongs (consolation) . . . . IOO

ENTRIES TO STAKES CLOSK NnvKMKEK l»t. Records made after entry no bar.
entkikS TO PURSES CLOSE novkmbkk 23rd. Records made on and after Novem-

ber 9'h no bar.
No race longer than five heats. American Trotting Association Rules to govern, except that

hopples will be allowed. Six to enter and four to start. Entrance fee to harness races, five per cent
and Ave per cent from money winners.

Two horses may be entered In one class and be held but for entry feeon horse that starts; but If

either starts, one entry fee will be required. A horse may be entered In two races and be held only
for entry fee In race in which he starts: but If no start is made, entry fee will be required In one
olass. and if entered in a stake and a purse race entry fee will be charged on the larger amount

ENTRIES TO RUNNING KATES close at 6 o'clock the evening before the race. Entry fee
in running races Qve per cent No additional fee fmm money winners. Western Jockey Club Rules
to govern runniDg races, as far as applicable Outlaw horses barred

The management reserves the right to change the order of tbp program without notice.
Our meeting follows close of Southern California Circuit, which offers $17 200 for harness races.
Remember we have a new $50,OOOplant, first-class mile and half-mile tracks, and the grandest

winter climate In the world.
Horses unloaded at the grounds without change over either Santa Fe or Southern Pacilic rail-

ways. W N TIFFANY, Sunt, of Speed, Phoenix, Arizona.

Team Wanted.
ArUST BE SOUND, KIND AND GENTLE,

and thoroughly brokon. Not afraid of oars

and automobiles. Stand about 15-3 hands and

well matobed. Address R. G. II., care Breeder

and Sportsman,*! Geary St., San Frauolsoo.

Roadster Wanted.
Black Mare or Gelding: must be sound,
handsome and gentle, between 4 and 8

years old, about 15 3 hands and be able

to show a 3 minute gait. Address

F W. KELLEY,
Breeder and Sportsman Offlca.
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CEMENT FLOORS FOR STABLES.

A cement floor is made in the same

way cement sidewalks are laid. A
many farmers who have been

writing the writer seem to think that

in preparing to lay cement feeding or

should dig below frost

Ml with broken rock, gi

S to make a Arm foundation

upon which the floor should rest.

This is o need
labor. Simply level the ground, or it"

you desire to have the surface of the

floor level with the surrounding ground

you should dig four or five .inches deep.

Hoard's Dairyman gives the plan for

preparing the cement as follows:

Use any standard brand of cement,

and to one part of cement add seven

parts of gravel, made up of good.

nd and pebbles up to

two Indies in diameter. Spread the

gravel on a platform to an oven depth

of a few inches, and upon this spread

the cement evenly with shovels. Then
work the cement thoroughly into the

gravel by turning the two together sev-

eral times, until the whole is a uni-

form color. To this mixture add enough

water to make it easily handled and

so it will quake under the tamper and

the water flush to the surface when
tamping is complete.

Do not wet the mixture until ready

to use it. and the suggestion is made
to have it in place and tamped in one

hour after wetting The mixture must

be turned several times after the water

is added to make it evenly wet.

The concrete is put in place in sec-

tions, five inches deep and six feet

wide, crossways of the stable floor.

Commencing at one end, place a board
five inches high, six feet from the end.

and fill the sections to the full depth

as you go along. When one section is

filled and thoroughly tamped until it

quakes, move your board ahead six

feet and fill in the fresh space. Sec-

tions may be less than six feet wide,

but should not be more.
When the concrete is in place and is

still green you are ready to put on the

skim coat. This is made up of sand
and cement in the proportion of two
sand to one cement, mixed to a good,

even mortar, spread on with plasterer's

trowel to the depth of one inch and
finish smooth like a cement sidewalk.

Make no effort to give the concrete a
smooth finish, for the cement coat gets
a much better bond on a rough surface.

A good way to roughen the surface
for the skim coat is to walk around
on your heels while the concrete is

being tamped into place, but on no
account disturb it after setting has
begun, or you will spoil it by prevent-
ing further setting. In putting on

skim coat use a one inch strip and
apply mortar as thick as the strip.

After the skim coat is on and
smoothed down it must be roughened
to prevent stock from slipping. This
is done as follows:

To a piece of six inch planed board,
one foot long, fasten with small fin-

ishing nails triangular shaped strips
as long as the width of the board, one-
fourth of an inch deep, and one-fourth
of an inch wide at the base, spacing
them about two inches apart At one
edge of the board the strips are beveled
off at a good angle so they will not
catch the cement when the corruga-

tions are made.
When the "corrugator" is made and

drawn across the freshly-troweled sur-

coat the strips will cut ditches

one-fourth of an inch deep and one-

fourth of an inch wide at the top.

which will make a surface sufficiently

rough to prevent the floor from being

at all slippery.

SUCCESSFUL WOOL SALE.

The first wool sale held in the town
of Wheatland was a complete success,

and practically all the wool offered was
disposed of at fair figures for fall clip,

says the "Four Corners."

The sale was conducted at the C. K.
Dam warehouse, and to Mr. Dam's ef-

forts is largely due the complete suc-

cess of the first Wheatland wool sale.

His experience heretofore stood him in

f good stead and matters were so ar-

ranged that it was a simple task for

buyer and seller to reach an under-
standing quickly. In this manner the
sale was conducted without a hitch, ana
and was satisfactory to all concerned.

In all 350 bales were represented and
we give below the transactions:
Eight bales, C. K Dam, sold for 16

cents to Rosenberg.
Fifteen and a half bales, D. P. Durst,

sold for 17 y*. cents to Marysville

Woolen Mills.

One hundred and twenty-six bales,

Price Blackford; bid rejected; after-

ward sold private to Green.
Three bales, Chas. Greitman, sold for

14% cents to Marysvllle Woolen Mills.

Fifteen bales, Butler & Bergman, sold

for 15% cents to Green.
Thirteen bales, Wm. Carter, sold for

1G^2 cents to Rosenberg.
Six bales, H. Jasper, sold for 15 cents

to Findley.
Nine bales, T. W. Peckham, bid re-

jected; afterwards sold private to

Green.
Ten bales, Jeff Thomas, sold for 15

cents to Green.
Seventeen bales, A. Robinson, sol<?

for 16% cents to Rosenberg.
One bale, E. E. Jasper, bucks, sold

for 13% cents to Dickens & Kerns.
Two bales. B. Church, sample of 27

bales bid rejected; afterward sold pri-

vate.

Two bales, Wm. Erwin, sample of 35

bales, bid rejected.'

One bale. F. W. Anderson, sold for

16% cents to Marysville Woolen Mills.

Seventeen bales, George Ahart, sold
for 15 cents to Dickens & Kerns.
Three bales. James Tucker, sold for

15% cents to Green.
One bale, Frank Dixon, sold for 13

cents, Dickens & Kerns.
One bale, M. Olsen. sold for 17% cents

to Marysvllle Woolen Mills.

One bale, George Oakley, sold for 15
cents to Green.
Twenty-six bales, Dan Click, by sam

pie, to Green.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombautt's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strainea Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puff*, and all lamenrst from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumor*.
Caret all aVin diseases or ParuiCi,
Thrunh, Djphthen". Removes all
Bunchea from Hone* or Cattle.

A* a Human Remedy for Rhrumatiim
Sprains, Sore Throat, via. It Is invaluable.

01 Cmiitic Balsam sold I"
Wnrr-ntM 10 jrlvo iu-tl* faction. I

. bq drutrirl'l*. or
1

1

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

A SHORT CUT IN BUTTER MAKING

"While in Ontario last winter in at-

tendance at the dairy conventions, Pro-
fessor H. H. Dean announced a "short
cut" in butter making- which prom-
ised much in economy of time and la-

bor, and indicated better results and
finer flavor; but time was wanted to
test out the market side of the new
experiment. It was in brief, to take
the sweet cream from the separator at
about 3 per cent fat, cool it down to
about 50 degrees immediately, put it

into the churn, then add the starter.
and churn at once. John Gould, in

Ohio Farmer," says there is no diffi-

culty in churning1 sweet cream, if it is

about 3:,' per cent fat, and the tem-
perature is down to about 52 degrees,
and the granulation is about perfect.

and its churning is quite- as exhaustive,
as with very ripe cream. It has been
market taste that lias pronounced
against sweet cream butter. Now

M eight months' market verdict
has been given to the new plan, and
it Is very pronounced in its favor, so
much so that the Montreal market is

premi n of % cent over mar-
ket price for it. For six months the

et cream butter were
ly higher than Die ripened

cream butter. In storage the sweet
n butter lost 3.3 points, and the

am butter 7 8 points.
When the butter is taken from the

churn, it has the sweet cream flavor,

ours afterwards it has taken
on the i j <

i- . delicate aroma that is de-
t tlmi i ;s that it retains

it mm i condit ions sim-
ilar to lit.-- ripened cream butter it

'. and 9S points.
It : the j -Id of

. tter Is slightly more
than th< [j may be due to

slightly higher moisture content. It

was also found that the high qual-

ity of this butter was better main-

tained at a high score by pasteur:zing

the milk, which was as applicable to

the ripened cream butter. In this

there was a great gain. The labor and
attention to holding vats of cream and

maintaining temperature for 24 hours

or longer and care of the tanks, were
wholly dispensed with, and the lia-

bility of the culture going wrong in the

time does not enter. It was also no-

ticed that butter made early in May
was taken out of storage early in

June with its score up one point, a

thing never known in ripe cream but-

ter; in fact the experts scored the lat-

ter as having an indicated fishy fla-

vor.
This is a matter worth the atten-

tion of the creamery owners on this

side of the Canadian line, and if it is

a fact, save the labor and the watch-
ing of the cream vats at least. The
particular thing in this new method is

in knowing that the cultures are true

and kept pure and ascertain to a cer-

tainty the amount to use. Of course

th:s new plan does not apply to cream-
ery establishments that use gathered
cream from a thousand or so patrons,

for this cream is as a rule actively

ripe when received and often "wants a
neutralizer instead of a starter, a

matter indicated by the mixed quali-

ties of general market butter, even if

Elgin is stenciled on the tub head.

—

Rural World.

SHEEP KING OF THE WORLD.

Ruler over a territory of 1200 square
miles, with a frontage of 270 miles of

windswept sea coast, G. L. Waldron,
the sheep king of the world, now in

this country from Patagonia to study
the meat packing industry, has arrived
in Los Angeles.
Mr. "Waldron, in addition to supervis-

ing his little kingdom, portions of

which he does not see oftener than
once In three years, also has two pack-
ing houses, employing 500 men and
having an annual capacity of 70,000

sheep, the size of each year's slaugh-
ter.

The great ranch is situated on the
tapering point of the Southern Con-
tinent, runs along the coast of Argen-
tina to face the Atlantic, borders the
Straits of Magellan and on the Pa-
cific- includes a portion of Chile.

In addition, most of the island of

Tierra del Fuego, with 40,000 acres of

the Falkland Islands, is under the con-
trol of this man. He is manager and
largest owner in the Patagonia Sheep
Raising Co., upon whose preserves
three-quarters of a million sheep feed,

and whose output of wool is 1,500,000

pounds annually.
In all the wide stretch of territory

there is not a city, but seven stations

mark the places where once in thre*1

months the herders congregate.
During the Boer war this company

supplied the English army with its

fresh meats. At the present time the
cold storage method of preserving
meats has been done away with and
the company is now putting up its

mutton in tins, to be sold in all parts
of the civilized world.
Mr. Waldron is on a tour of the

world, having already visited England,
Africa, India and Japan.
From Los Angeles he goes to the

Grand Canyon and from there to Chi-
cago to study the methods of the great

packing houses.

IMPROVING OLEO WITH COW
HAIRS.

Concerning the mixing of cow hairs

In oleomargarine for the purpose of

deluding customers, John St. John,

an Omaha creameryman, is ready to

swear that this unholy deception has
been practiced before his very eyes.

'I have long regarded the old butter

story as a joke," he said, "until I vis-

ited an oleo factory recently. In some
states manufacturers take particular
pride in making the deception com-

3

plete. There was a large amount of
oleo, colored a rich yellow, ready toi
make into prints. The man operating
the print machine went to a bench and
brought over a small box with a slid-
ing cover.' When he began to make
the prints, he opened the box and took
from it and placed in every piece of
butter before it was pressed into shape
two or three white hairs. They were*
fine and white, and I stepped over and
looked at them. There was a whole
box of the hairs, laid in as straight as
if they were toothpicks. They resem-
bled cow hair although I do not know
whether even they were genuine or
not They looked too white and long
and straight, but the oleo maker was
putting hair into his product to de-
ceive the people and make them think
it had been near a cow."

"

If possible, select your brood sows,
when the pigs are five or six months
old.

Turtle's Elixir
Well nich infallible cure for
colic, curb, splint, spavin and
other common horse ail-

ments. Our long-time stand-
ing offer of

$100 Reward
for failure, where we say it

will cure, has never been
claimed. All druggists sell it,

Tattle's Family Elixir, the great household remedy.
Tattle's American Worm Powder cures. American
Condition Powders, White Star and Eool Ointment.
100 page book, "Veterinary Experience," free. Be
your own horse doctor. Makes plain the symp-
toms, gives treatment Send for ccpy.

TUTTLE'S FlTYra CO., 52 Beverly St., Boston, Mass,

Hack & Co. , San Francisco and F "W. Braun, Loa
Angeles, California Agents.

A GAME GETTER
;n" t allow rust on his gun

nekherdoes"-3-in-one." Heavy-
oils and greases cannot prevent
rus[ because they simply coat

_ _ and dry out.

sinks into the pores of

letal, forming
ite, imperceptible

ercoat that pre>

rust or

rci:

e barrel,

ore, a^

o in t

zine,
triggers, etc. Our booklet tells

—a sample proves—both free.

G. W. COLE CO.
r

Washington life Bldg., Hew York

MERIDIAN 2:12:
FOR SALE.

VfERTDIAN" 2:12^ IS A STANDARD-BRED
iYJ- dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent
disposition; p-rfect coDfoimat'on; f-ure foal
getter His oldest colts are four years old and
ail his gfi have style, good action ood s'ze and
->oe*d He I by Simmocon n 2:13?i (sire or Dan
Q 2:07V£ and 12 in 2:3 1 list): dam S uane 2:23y by
Mdoi-y £I9&: uext dam Addie S by Steinway.
Started Sf-vm times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the moDpy. He is

wind, in good condMnu will be sold cheap. For
'urther particulars address

R. S. BROWN. Petalutna.

FOR SALE.
Rnhi7nlfl 2-12 1=4 (REG No 33306

)K.UU11U14 L,\L I-* Sire R bfn 2S370; dam
-l}rtle 2:I3H by Anteeo Dark bay mare, 153£
ands hUh: weight 1050 High-class trotting
nare. Winner five rimes on Orand Orcuit in
«i3 Trotted In 2:10H thia summer. Sound, siy-
<sh and a good roadster. For further particular*
iddrtss

Dr. J. W. CLARK, Santa Rosa, Cal.

FOR SALE.
-T^HE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD Dt-
-* ablo colt It- California. First dam. Babe by
Dawnllght 214S4 he a sod of Dawn and hi > dam
Allda (dam of Directa2:28) by Admiral Babels
a half sister t" the good colt McFadyen being
out of Bee. Paced a mile in June in 2:27 and
i>- puldupin the B eeders Fumrity. For partic-
ulars address

E D. DUDLEY. Dixon Cal.

ThreeLeggednones'
urc not curiosities bv any n La. s. The country is full of them. The.

.

fourth lep; is there a~>l right hut it is not worth anything because of a curb,

spui-t, spavin or othtr like bv.nch. Y< u can cure the horse of any of these

aun tDtsand \vt anoint r round leg i-Dder him ty the use of

Quinn's Ointment.
Jtis time tried and reliahle. When a horse 1-s cured
with Quinn's Oint went he stavs cured. Mr. E.F.Burke
olSprnicrteld.Mo., wr It-sas follows* "I have been
using Quinn's Ointment for=t-veral years and have ef-

fei,t--d many marvelous cures; It will po deep°r and*
cau.-e less pain than a-vbn-rer I ever used. Ttnupht
it my duty J or the bent fit ot horses tort-commend your
Ointment. lam neverwithoutU " This is tlie central
v- rdictby all who piveQu'nn's Ointment a trial. For
curbs, sr^liriiA, spa vins,ivLud|.ulTs. and al. bunches it
Isunequak-d. Prlco 31 per bottle at all druppists
or sent by maiL Send for circulars, testimonials,&c
W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, M. Y.
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ESSENTIALS IN HOME DAIRYING.

J. M. Vance, the Texas dairy expert,

thus replies to a correspondent who
asks information about starting a farm

dairy:
This subject is a b'g one and the im-

portant points can scarcely be men-
tioned in a short article. The first

thing to be considered is the man him-

self: he must have a love for the dairy

business or he is not likely to succeed.

Next in importance are the cows The
right ones must be selected, the breed

to which they belong does not matter,

but they must be economical produc-

ers. They must produce at least 200

pounds of butter fat per year; 250

would be a great deal better and 300

still more desirable, but it is not like-

ly that our correspondent can pur-

chase a great many that will produce

more than 200 pounds per year. He
will have to depend upon himself to

breed better ones.

If our correspondent expects to make
butter he will need a room in which

to store and r.pen his cream and pack

his butter. The dairy room must also

be well ventilated. It should be light

las there is nothing of greater impor-

tance in a place like this kind than

pure and unadulterated sunlight. Di-

rect sunlight is the best and most

economical germ destroyer and purifier

that we have, and too much sunlight

cannot be gotten into a dairy room.

Arrangements for an abundance of hot

water must be made, 'it is equally im-

portant to have an abundance of cold

i'water. For this purpose ice may be

needed. If so, our corespondent should

provide an ice house in which to store

[ice enough to last him throughout

Ethe summer months. Have plenty

Df it

I The right kind of salt is necessary.

|Too little attention is often paid to the

K:nd of salt used for salting butter.

Kelect the best dairy salt on the mar-
ket. Remember that a salt which ab-

Eorbs moisture from the atmosphere

Is never a good salt, because it is not

loure. A salt that absorbs moisture

|:ontains more or less magnesiam chlo-

lide and this substance is really the

|>ne that absorbs the moisture. Pure

j:alt will remain perfectly dry regard-

less of the amount of moisture in tht

Ittmosphere. The salt granules should

lift be too large, but rather of medium
llze. Many dairymen make the mis-

lake of separating their cream too

hin.

I "Where cream is shipped freight is

Baved if the cream carries from 30 to

Id per cent of fat rather than 20 to

|5 per cent, and more skim milk will

llso he kept on the farm. This argu-

ment does, of course, not obtain with

I man who makes his own butter.

Blevertheless, it is of importance for

im to separate about 30 per cent

Bream, because the richer the cream
lie lower the temperature at which it

l-m be churned, and the lower the

Ismperature at which it is churned,
I:her things equal, the better the qual-

|y of the butter.

| There are a number of different

takes of churns on the market, but
arhaps the most convenient churn
It dairies are those of the barrel type,

i butter worker will be needed and
liose of the lever type are very satis-

$ ctory In regard to power, the small
isollne engines now on the market
l pe very satisfactory, and in many in-

Bances more economical than any
I her kind. A small engine of that
Ind may he regulated so as to run all

| e dairy machinery and many other
I ings besides. One feature of the
fc.iry business to which our corre-

ct ondent should give special attention
the necessity of regularity in every-

|[ng that is done. The cows should
',' fed and milked at regular periods
d the customers must be supplied
th products that are uniform in ap-

1 arance. Have special days each
" ek for each customer and then see
i it that the products are delivered
< those days regardless of the con-

I

Rion of the weather. As soon as the
Hstomer finds that he can reply upon

|
M:h service, and if a good article is

s>pl!ed, there will he no opportunity
S competitors to take away estab-
1 led trade.

t isn't a bad idea to put up some
t of shelter sheds in the pasture
d for swine. Often during the win-
there are cold nights and chilling

is which hogs are subjected for the
c of suitable shelter. This greatly

r trds their growth and often the
e of their development is so far re-

zed that their profit is a question.

PHENOL S0DIQUE
beals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

on

Man and Beast.

IC AND OlSINfjS.*!^f^STATlC,"

i„ DISEASES OF ANIMAlS- M-«u

"We brothers «.
wstte.

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Cures

MANCE & SCRATCHES

on Dogs.

For Sale

By All Druggists.

Recommended by this

publicat on.

DgtB. S Atderley, 307 Market St.

HANlE BROTHERS & WHITE
Phii mi wceutlcal Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

Race Horse Wanted.
pOTJR TO SEVEN YEARS OLD. MUST BE

sound and able to run a mile in good time.

Address, giving price ami al 1 particulars,

ANDREW MILLER,
Williams. Arizona.

TheylicKIt
As tfteywivntit.

COMPRESSED <

PURE-SALT BRICKS
" PATENT FEEDERS.
^m^Jae sane, economical, handy

way ofsalting animals.
AsH Dealers.

Write us for Booh.

BnM0Nl5ME5UPPlY(0,
PATENTEES-MANUFACTURERS- Bm)OKJ.YN,N.Y

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central TrustCompany

of la

42 Montg-omery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sura

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet.

"THE SURE WAT TO WEALTH."

Good Ones For Sale.
Four Black Mares by M (Kinney S:llJ^
One Bay Y airline Filly by Iran Alto 2: 1 2 J*

One Brown or Bluck^WeanllLig Filly by
LfCCu 2:09%

The Mares are BESSIK D , that is out of
Siemwmder tbedamor Directi m m

Z:0b\i; KOSE
McHlMStY, thai Is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 19.14 aua is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:32)t,
winner of breeders Futurity and Occident Siakf;
KAOsy, ihat is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1835.
son of Siratbmore: and Black Mam out of Fon-
tanita by Antevolo 8:19'^. son of Electioneer:
second dam Fontana dam of Silas Skinner 2:17,
etc.
The Yearling is by Iran Alto out of Rose Mc-

Kmaey: dam of Almaden (2} 3:22H[.
The Weanlirig is by Lecco 2:09M and out of

Rose McKlnney.
Also, one bay Gelding wllh a record of 2:17^ by

MuKfnney. This is the bei-t and fastest roadster
of bis size In California
Also one three-year o'd Stallion— the b' st bred

one ever slnd by McKlnnev. a grand young
hor*e; has trotted a half In 1:14 a<* a two-year old.
WiM sell one or all of the above at fair prices.
Address C A OURKKE,

529 Thirty flrst St.. ( >aktaod.
Or Race Track San Jose.whtre horses maybe

seen al any time-

I ABSORBINE
Removes the inflaitmntion and

Bunch. Restores tin- Circulation
in any Bruise orTlikkened Tissue,
without blistering, removing the
hair or laying horse up. Pleasant to
use, cle.nn and odorless. £2O0per
bottle delivered. Book No. 1 free.

ABSORBING, JR.. for mankind,
SI .00 Bottle. Cures Bunions,
Corns, Chilblains, Sprains, Etc.
quickly. Genuine manufactured
only by

W. F. YOtJNO, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Mreet Springfield, Mass.

For-.ait Dy vjacK&Co Laomey «£MlcnaelsCo.
aldington & Co., J O'Kane and J. a. McKerron,
all of San Francisco

HAL PACING COLT FOR SALE.

ANE ROAN STALLION COLT, 18 MONTHS
"old a model individual ai.d in lime fit to go
to Ihn best mares in iho cuuntry Sired by Amt-r-
icarj Hal, full brother to Blue Hal i:UVt by Tom
Hal.blreof Brown Hal 2:12; Mre of Siarfofnttr
1:59^ First dum Corman by pacing stallion
Newsboy 2:22^4; second dam Sky Blue bv Tom Hal
(Rlre of Hrowu Ha 2:12, Hat Fotnier 2:U4J£. L'ttle
Brown Jug 2:11%. e to) This b oid has produced
mote extreme sp- ed than any in ihe couutry.
For particulars address

A. ED3TR0M, Meroed, Cal.

O. F. WILLEY CO.
(Established 1855)

Carriage Builders and Dealers

Harness, Robes and Whips.

AGENTS FOR
Brewster & Co . New York, of Broome St.
IwufTm-'--. Bnegy Co. M In natnburg;, Ohio
*: -S. Ciaffrey Co . Camden, N J
Conn*- THVillt- Bu^gy (Jn , Cnnnersvllle Ind.
VVht ertown Carriage Co.. W«t»Ttown. N. Y
Walborn & Hiker Pony VehlcUs, St Paris, O.

23-27 Hayes and 1622-28 Market St.
(Under St Nicholas Hotel)

Phone South 1062 SAN FRANCISCO

IMTTTEl
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates: 30 teachers; 70 typewriters: over 300 students
annually placed in positions. Send for catalogue

E. P. HBALD, President.

For Sale.
The Perfectly Called Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4

(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ECECTI"NEER. sire of 166 in 2:30 and
grandslre or Major Delmar 1:59&.

Dam LOhlTA 2:l8i/, (dam of Alta Vela 2:11 H
and Pal.Tl 2:24!^> t»y Piedmont 2:I7;.{; seonrd
r
1 am. Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16^
and Lorlta 2:l£!4l by St. Olatr; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doc, hire of Occident 2:!6?£

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St., San Franclsoo.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
In a Race.

A high-class Race Horse and a ComlDg Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15 Eagle 2:19J, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing For further particulars

BREKDRR AND SPORTSMAN.
address

SULKY FOR SALE.
\ BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No. 15

Laiest n.odeI; just received from ihe factory

A flrst-cl ass sulky in every respect. Will be sold

at a bargain. Address

F. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman,

36 Geary Street, Sao Francisco.

^e-THE-Ho*
**a»^ Registered O. S. Patent Office- *»#N«

SPAVIN CURE

HOWE & CO .

Real Estate, Estates Cared For,
AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES,

217 Washington St.. Room 2.

Boston, Mass , Jan. 21.
Dear Sirs:—I have used a bottle of Save-the-

Horse," and I consider (t the best thing that as
yet I have be^n able to obtain for what It was
Intended. It having pntlrely cured a very valuable
mare which has been lame since last September
wltb a spralopd aDkle. We had her blistered
twice and laid up for two monlhs.but It did no
good. I wasjustaboutready to breed her when I
gave it a tr<al; she is now entirely sound.

Yours respectfully.
ALBERT E. BAKER.

WERE THESE TWO CAKES WORTH THE
COST OF TREATMENT?

Brooklyn, N. Y.
One of my horses went lame from side or shellbones on both feet, which extended entlrelvaround the quarter, and was laid upfor aboutthr e months i used two bottles of "Save-the-

Hor*e. and the horse is perfectly sound. I havedriven her over paved roads, and one dav caveher a sixty-mile drive and she never showed the

ll\
S
\
Pa

,

r
,^

c
,'
e °' "H"""**. The growth havenearly all dlsappea ed. I have owned horses foryears, u,ed them to build railroads and In allk nds of contract work, and have used remedies,

blisters firing and electricity, but never sawanvtblngtake bold and produce such results as"Save-the-Horse" in this case
D. C. BENNETT, Builder,

418 79th St.

Nyack N YIn August I had a mare with an ankle cocked^ra
T

a
H
ba

H
d
T

re
1Ch "V" race

'
II was »° bad I hadconcluded to shoot her. but was persuaded tobreed her and turn her out I bred her, hut In-stead of turning her out used your -.-.ave-the-Horse." In three weeks I was more than sur-

?£J ° S6
J th

l
sweU, "S disappear, and Theremedy produced a compete cure She is asgood as ever. I have raced her since and drl'e

T'c.nSJ.
d ' sta

,

nce wi'hout any sign of lameness.
I cannot say too much for your remedy

GEO F. BEHRINGER, Jr.

Write us before you Ore or blister your horseand you will unders.and why our wriuen gnarantee Is an abselute legal contract
Positively and permanently cures RONF .nrtBOG SPAVIN. THOROP^Hrp?N

e

R?tVGR
3

ONEf"xrpptlowrlnghine|.CURB SPLIVT HAPPPnHOCK. WINDPOTF. SHOE! BOIL BROKFN
Rn
W^- S

,
PR

f,
IV

T
ED "aWPTTOED

tS
S!,\,D1" 1 LAMENESS, without scar orblemish. Horse may work as usual£ — per bottle. Written guarantee with
«PO ^er? b "" 1| e. as binding to protect you as

for copy
"' talent coula make "- Send

At all druggists and dealers, or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co., Bhghamton.N.Y.
Formerly Troy, N. Y.

D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coa.t Agent,
519 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.

I TULARE RACE TRACK I
I AND GROUNDS

FOR SALE.
|

f Qfl
A.°?E.S L *ND ENCLOSED WITH T• >IU high board fence; 60 box stalls: 300 •M, I «-t open stalls: taokhouse and 3000-gallonA tank: engine and pump oomplete; 10 acres XU alfalfa: 6-room bouse adjoining city of TW Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people. jg

Y PRICE 87000. &
SL Address

jf

j|
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, S

X 36 Geary St., San Franolsco, Cal T

(;0COANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PICJS

FOR BALE IN LOTS TO SUIT BT

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

308 California Btraet. San Francisco, Cal.

Photo Engraving Company
HIHH CLASS AST

IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

«06 Mlaslon St., cor First, San FrttocUca

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
WrUe for prioes.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 86 Geary StTOC
San FranclBoo. Cal.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of John Pabrott, ESQ.)

DeTotcd Exclusively to the Breeding and Tralnlne; of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WAITER SEALI, Manager.

Christmas is Coming! |E

December 23d •£

will ho the date of the Issue of the
JJ==>

CHRISTMAS EDITION |
mcZ

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN |
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and JJCT

_will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,
J5^>

Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations, g^
etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth £,
and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the Ss*
United States completely covered. mil

MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE
jpSend for Bates BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St. S F.scuu tur naits OAdEiLiEin a.1117 a run i.i.u.i.>, >ju utai \ ot. a 1- . ^^^^

Auction Sale of All Personal Property

THE MEErT ESTATE
Near Haywards, Oal,

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, OCT. 27-28, 1905.
The realty of this vast estate having been divided between the belts, the personal property will

be sold at auction as above stated. It consists or

150 bead of Horses and Males, comprising Draft Horses. Gentlemen's Drivers. Family
Horses, Saddle Hor^g and Work Males: Harness, Wagons, Carts, Baggies,

Bikes, Agricultural Implements, etc., etc.
SALE WILL BEGIN AT 10 A. M. EAUH DAY.
'Bases win meet Southern Paciec trains at Cherry Station and electric trains at C. stro Valley

StltlOD. The Sale is absolute and irithoul resent.

30-Auction Sale-30
Thirty Head of Trottlog-bred Mares and Geldings from the

ROSEDALE STOCK FARM, SANTA ROSA. CAL.
Bj such sires as Washington McKinney 35751 (son of the great McKinney 2:11!*), Daly 5311 (2:15) and

St Whips 29721. out ol producing dams by Stelnway, Eugene Casserly. Aieiander, Ansel. Silas,
Skinner. Daly and Digitalis.

This Is the first of a-*erl-)sof Annual Sales which the Farm proposes to hold for the purpose of
Introducing this blood throughout the Slate Sate takes place

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 14, 1905, at 7:45 o'clock.
Horses on exhibition Saturday, November 11th. Send for Catalogue.

FRED H, CHASE & CO,, 1732 Market St. Cnr. Van Ness Av.)
f
San Francisco

IT IS EASY TO CURE
Craft's Distemper and Cough Cure is unlike any

other remedy. Is quick, harmless and can't fail-
money back If It does. It removes the cause: the dls-

flo not have to 'run their course ." Prevents
spread of these diseases at once. Used by importers
and prominent stockmen everywhere 50c and 81.
Sent prepaid if your druggist does not have It Drop a
card to-day for "Veterinary Pointers." Contains new
and valuable Information.

DISTEMPER,

EPIZOOTIC,

PINKEYE,

CATARRHAL
DISE1SES.

WELLS MEDICINE CO., Chemists, 13 Third Street, Lafayette, Indiana.
U K Nt.H'KLL, I. .-I,, nil Agent for PaoISc CoMt 619 Ml. .Win St.. Nan Franrltco, Cal

RED BALL BRAND
Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion

.Awarded Gold Medal
AtCallfornlaState

.Every horseowner who
IvBlues his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply 01 It on hand. It
Improves and keeps

Iconoltlon."
16 P ' nk «

rUnhattan Pood Co

1 283 Folsom St., San Francisco
A6k your grocers or dealers for It.

McKinney, 2AV/4
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
tJFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney Is now located al the farm. 1 miles from Cuba.

Sip iEmptre (Ettg Jfarms, newyork.
Mention this journal

when writing.

C. F. KEBTELL. Uau^

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorse Foot Remedy
- SOLD BY....

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal
R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO SpokaDe, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO... .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seayl§;, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal
WM, E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal g
H. TBORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGUE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers,412 W.nadUod St., CHICAGO ,1LL

Race Meeting at Santa Maria
(THIRTY-SEVENTH DISTRICT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.
Entries Close October 23, 1905

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.

1—Three minute Class, trotting and paoiDg. .$100
2—Half mile and repeat, running 10it

3—Three e ghtha mile and repeatfor3-yr-olds 75

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.

4—2:40 Class, trotting and piein r $100
5—FIve-eigbtbs mile dash, running 75
6—One-quarter mile and repeat 75

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER Sth.

7—2:20 Class, trotting and pacing 8150
8—Three- .Juarter mile dash, running 100
9—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse

race 50
10—Half mile dash, running 75

Entry Blanks furnished by the Acting Secretary.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9lh.

11—225 Class, trotting and pacing $150
12—One-half mile and repeat, runniDg 100
13—Three-elghthbmUe and repeat, running.. . 75

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10th.

14—2:35 Class, trotting and pacing $125
15—Seven-eighths mile dash running 100

16—One-quarter mile and repeat, running— 75

17—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER Ilth.

18—Free-for-all. trotting and pacing $2:0
19—One mile dash, running 125
20—Half mile dash, running 75
21—Five eighths mile dash, running 75

WILLIAM MEAD, Acting Secretary,
SANTA MARIA. CAL.

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into whioh for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM RQOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City— all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

*C
VICTOR VERILHAC

Proprietor
JAMES M. McGRATH

ManagelDEXTER PRINCE STABLES
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable in San Franclsoo. Always a good roadster on hand for

sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses foi

traok use. Ladles can go and return to stable a not have their horses frightened by automobile;
or cars

PHONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, rrop

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FELL STB.E£3T

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS. BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVE
Hayes St. Cars Pass the Doo:C.*LL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tlx©-

GrlFLA-TXTDD AIHERICAIV
Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. wasiwon by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event During the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Bhells, among them the fullowlng:

st on Practice Day, F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day. L. H. Reld (tie). 99 out of 100. 2d in Preliminary, Wm. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arie (tie), 97 out of 100.

In the Consolation Handioap, 2 scores of 98, 5of 97, 4of 96 and 25 others above 90 were made with Peters Shells.

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS,

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

.: 139

Market St.

;
Send for

Catalogue

521

Kearn St,

Mailorders

a Specialty

QILNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING, jTACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCIsOO, • • • CALIFORNIA.

A CHEAP GUN!!
SEEMS TO WANT

FOR EVERYBODY

A CHEAP GUN

RGHEMBER, the Bfst Is Cheap* st In the end and none too frond
'or yu. The P.ARKEK OHN i« the Bef»r and Ch*-»p*-st Gnu today.
c will nat-weur a'uri oat-shoot a dozen Inferior Gnus.
Send for Catalogue.

t Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St, 30 Cherry St,, Meriden, Conn,

"Billy" Crosby has held the world's
Long run record of 345 straight
since March 31, 1901,

and
now makes another world's record

Jrf 419 straight WITH HIS SMITH
jjUN. You can't miss them with
(;he Smith.
Send fox* Catalogue.

aUNTER ARMS CO., Fulton, N. Y.

J

;
EW MODEL

UTOMATIC

IECT0R

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300.

HE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

: Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

H
;ci

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND ALL THE TIME

It was BALLISTITE
That Made the Clean Sweep

At Ingleside, September 15, 16 and 17, C. D. HAGERMAN of Los
Angeles won the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 93 out of 100. GEO.
SYLVESTER of San Francisco won the PACIHC COAST HANDI-
CAP, 97 out of 100. ROBERT H. BUNGAY tied the Score, 97 out

of 100, also shooting BALLISTITE.

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powders.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

Mark Levy & Co.

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
—DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 109

CALIFORNIA

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

•'HOWARD SHORTHORNS* — QUINTO
HERD—77 premiums. Call ornla State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Saasome Street, San
Francisco.

PETEK 9AXE & SON, Llok House, S. F..Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.

All varieties Cattle, Horses. Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners atStaV and county fairs,

show ri rig, and every butter contest since 1885 Id

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.

F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINS AND DCRBAM8.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry Estab-
lished 1876. William Nlles & Co.. I.tw Angeles
Oal.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY 8URGEON,
Member of the Royal College of Veterinir>

Surgeons, England; Follow of the Edinb >r

Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Coloniei
attheportof San Francisco; Professor of Equln«
Medicine. Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President m
the California Siate Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San FranciBCO Veterinary Hospital. 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franolsco:
Telephone Park 128.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and It is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOB SALIC BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cured In 48 Hoars.

mm*
CAPSULES

MdS
Haperlo.- to Copaiba, Cnbeb* or InJecUca

672-R80 Ilth Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIliBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cax..

Boarding, Training and Handling all binds or
Fancy Horses. A few Nloo Rigs on hand. Take
aiiy car going lo tho Chutes. Tel.: West 26fl.
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ANOTHER SERIES OF VICTORIES.
REVOLVER
AMMUNITION

1
U.M.C.
TRADE MARK.

Revolver Team Match

BWon bv Squadron A, N. Y.
Third Successive Tear

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT:

Trade mark- IHonors &ft
All Comers Sapid Fire

Revolver Match.
Novice Revolver Match

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG.

86-88 FIRST ST. S. F.

fSGSL G-irt
All Comers
Squadded

Revolver Match

E. E. DRAKE, Manager

i

J

JflfflHESTm
WERE AWARDED 1 HE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

At Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 4-6,

The Denver Post Trophy was won by

Mr. Geo. W. Maxwell of Holstein, Neb.,

who broke 98 out of 100,

from the 18-yard mark, using

New Schultze.

Mr. W. R. Crosby won

First General Average

with 388 out of 100.

Mr. H. G. Taylor of Meckllog, S. D., won

First Amateur Average

with 388 out Of 400.

Mr. Harold Money won

Seoond General Average

with 387 out of 400.

All three of these gentlemen used

New E, G, Improved

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded -with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

i

The Official Records Show \

that at the

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

Indianapolis, Ind., June 27-30,

Du PONT SMOKELESS
won everyone of the

EIGHT PRIZES

(Grand American Handicap, Preliminary

Handicap, Consolation Handicap and :

the Five Men State Team
Championship)

and
i

MORE THAN FIFTY PER CENT OF|
THE TOTAL PDRSES

I

Clabrough, Golcher & Go,

RUNS

Gun Goods
for CtUlogn*.

EISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY • • • OUC I I C
LOADED..O PI CLL.L-*'

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR
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SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR

><?~-

m

-

1

A

•'.;'

Bernico
Two-year-old Filly by Owyhee 2:11

-

m
_
"

<-2a M

f-l);

tXBW&fifitif'-iJitfKMCt*.'*! *^^1 k!^SBi
I^^R'W:'?* aUH
ti&sfli

Tlae Iilmit
Yearling Colt by Searchlight 2:03J

>2^

Jtt

=*»

lOx-ssy

"F"
:,

?H5

w!r)M>

Two High-Class Foals Out of BERTHA, dam of DIABLO 2:09 1:4, etc.

Owned by Mr. C. L. Crellin of Plgasanton.
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DAN PATCH 1:552

A PHOTOGRAPH OF DAN PATCH 1:55 1-4
ThiB Pholo-Engraving was made from a Photograph ol Dan Patch, was taken oa our "International Stock Food Farm" and we consider it the best picture ever taken o! Dan when he was not hitched.

DO YOU WANT MORE SPEED?
Can Patch Made Eight World Records After Eating "iNTERNATION'AL STOTK FOOD" Six Months. lUlways Gives Better Digestion and Assimila-
tion, A Good Appetite, Pure Blood, Extra Strength, Endurance, Courage And Nerve Force Which Is Sure To Cive Your Horse More Speed-

DAN PATCH 1:55 14 If EATS

"INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD"
FOR ONE CENT*W

EVERY DAY
Dan Patch was not taken out of a large stud service until June 15th. On
Sept. 4th, he made his first fast mile of the season and paced the Hamline
Track at the Minnesota State Fair before 60,000 people in 1:59#. On the
following Saturday, Sept. 9th, he gave the state fair another fast mile in
1:57>2 with the last quarter in :27^. The track en Monday was slow on
account of a ten hours steady rain the Saturday night previous. Dan was
immediately shipped to the Indiana State Fair and on Sept. 13th, before 50,000
people he paced a mile in 2:0Q}4 without the pace maker and in a strong
breeze. He was then shipped to Allentown, Penn., and broke two World's
records in the afternoon of Sept. 21st. before 82,000 people. At this time he

OF HIS LIFE.
reduced the World's half-mile track record from 2:03 to 2:01 and within
forty minutes reduced the half-mile track wagon record from 2:11 to 2:05.

It will be admitted by all horsemen that Dan's mile on a half-mile track in

2:01 was fully equal to his mile track record of 1:56. Withiu 17 days from
bis start Dan paced 5 remarkable miles and was shipped over 1200 miles. If

"International Stock Food" will help a horse make such wonderful records it

certainly will give paying results when fed to your horses. If you have fed
it you know this to be true and if j-ou have not it will surely pay you to test

it at once. B@"We will supply you direct if you can't buy it of your dealer.

0»'Dan Patch never paced a mile with a wind shield and ALL INTELLIGENT horsemen know this to be true because a wind shield record is not allowed.

Statements to the contrary are from people who are IGNORANT or MALICIOUS. o;i

OVER TWO MILLION HORSE OWNERS ENDORSE IT
Mr. M. W. SAVAGE, Manager and Proprietor, International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

My Dear Mr. Savage—Some time since I had the pleasure of receiving the pictures of Dan Patch and the rest of your horses
which I requested you to kindly send me. I appreciate the promptness with which you complied. In this connection I desire to

assure you that I am and have been for sometime a regular feeder of your "International Stock Food" and find it gives excellent
results. I purchase the large sized pails and keep it constantly on hand. "International Stock Food" is used very extensively at

the stables here, especially on the track. My Stallion, Edgar Boy 2:08^ gets his daily allowance. He is now in training on the
track, preparing to lower his mark. We confidently expect him to reduce it to about 2:05 or better this season. He is strong and
full of nerve force and a great feeder, not a little of his good condition being attributable to his daily allowance of "International
Stock Food." He is the kind that goes without the straps, toe-weights, or leg wear of any kind, a perfectly gaited frictionless
going horse. Yes, there is hardly a good training stable here but what feeds your Stock Food. W. HADMAN,.Walla Walla, Wash.

5 LARGE LITHOGRAPHS FREE
We Will Be Pleased To Mail You Absolutely Free With Postage PrepaidHSTS Large Colored Lithographs. Each Picture Is Made from a Photograph of the

Horse. Size of Each, 21 by 2S Inches and Printed in Six Brilliant Colors. ,

One of DAN PATCH i to'^ne of DIRECTUM 2:05tf ..One of ARION 2:07?4..0ne of ROY WILKES 2:06;< and One of DAN PATCH AND HIS RUNNERS IN A FAST MILE
OT IN WRIT1NO YOU MC8T NAME THIS PAPER and ALSO STATE HOW MANY HORSES, Etc., YOC OWS OR CARE FOR-5*

Largest Stock Food Factory in the World
Capital Paid in $2,000,000.

ADDRESS
AT ONCE International Stock Food Co., MlINNEAPOLISNNESOTA

TORONTO, CANADA.
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THE WEEKLY

jiEEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, PROPROTOB.

rif and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast.

offici—
16 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

I'rSPHONi: Black 080.

ui-One Y»r B3, Six Month! il.75. Three Mo.ihi «1

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

oney should be sent by postal order, drift or by registered

leier addressed to F. W. Kei.lcy, 36 Geary St., Sid Francisco,
3«fornIa.
mmunlcatlons must be accompanied by the writer's lime and

, -ass, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

£jie ot good faith.

>an Francisco, Saturday, October 28, 1905.

tUNDAY RACE MEETINGS have never been eon-

*red the proper things for either of the parent

tilting associations or the organizations that control

r» ning racing to foster or encourage. It is not

M:ly that those who have had to do with the framing

Othe written and unwritten laws governing racing

Ir saw anything actually sinful or criminal in

ning horses on Sunday, but being persons of per-

jb?acity and good judgment as well as liberal

nided and respectful of the opinions and feelings of

era, they recognized the fact that a very large

P portion of the citizens of the United States hold

Eiday in reverence as a day to be devoted to wor-

g p, and have considered it no more than right that

King associations should not hold their meetings

that day, out of respect to the feelings of religious

piple. There are six days in the week during

vich racing can be held, and it shows respect for

t opinions of others and tolerance as well as charity

p the part of the members of the leading racing

a ociations that they refuse to hold meetings where

j:-ses are awarded, admission fees charged and bet-

1 g conducted on the first day of the week. "We

B led to these remarks by the recent action of a

ti Francisco club in visiting a neighboring town

el holding a meeting on Sunday. There are many
€:ellent men who are among the best patrons of this

jirnal in membership with that club. That they

fcve intended or done anything wrong we do not

't ieve, but we are convinced that it will be better

the harness horse breeding industry as well as

tf the grand sport of harness racing if these Sunday

t etings be cut out in the future. Speedway driving

ki road brushing on Sunday is as legitimate as on

ev other day, and is enjoyable and to be encouraged

ven conducted in the proper manner. But a regu-

fl race meeting is an entirely different thing. One
ithe action of individuals while the other is that of

i organization asking for the patronage of the pub-

p. Horsemen should do nothing as a body that will

i:ur the ill will of the general public. Race meet-

i;s on Sunday are held to be in bad taste by hun-

cedo and thousands of citizens who would be pleased

1 attend them on other days. Harness horsemen

ould try to cultivate these people instead of an-

ijonizing them. If the running tracks were open on

! ndays it would not be long until laws would be

issed to close them entirely. The association man-
ners know this and keep their gates closed, although

lire is no doubt but large crowds would attend and

! nday racing be very profitable to them. We sug-

R3t to the different driving clubs in California that

i;y indulge in no more Sunday race meetings. Go
« the speedways or the training tracks where en-

' ince is free and no purses are offered, and speed

ur horses, but do not advrtise regular Sunday
'^hig The sentiment of a very large part of the

Mpectable element of the country is against it, and by

: ipecting that sentiment harness horsemen will in

! "n command the respect of the communities wherein

?y reside.

has given general satisfaction. The fact that the

Occident stakes of 1904 and 1905 were drawn out to

seven and six heats respectively doubtless led the

board to make the new condition govern all future

stakes advertised, entries for which are not yet closed.

Of course those stakes already closed must be gov-

erned by the conditions under which they were orig-

inally advertised, so the Occidental and Stanford

Stakes for foals of 1904, which closed last January
and June will be trotted under the old rule of best

three heats in five. Anyone who saw the Occident

Stake trotted at Sacramento this year will have to

admit that the best and fastest colt won, even though

there were six heats. Under the condition sending

non-heat winners to the stable at the end of three

heats, would have put this colt (North Star 2:13%,

the best three year old that has appeared in Califor-

nia in years) back to third position when the money
was awarded. Princess Louise won the first heat

and Bellemont the next two, North Star finishing in

second position each heat after making disastrous

breaks. He won the next three heats, however, and
clearly established his title to the fastest and the

gamest three year old trotter racing on the Pacific

Coast this year. What influenced the directors of

the society more than anything else to make this

new condition, was their opinion that three year olds

should not be asked to go such long drawn out con-

tests as the Occident Stake has resulted in for the

past two years. The rule has worked well with class

races for aged horses ,and they saw no reason why
it should not be applied to the three year olds as

well. Their action is in accordance with the trend

of harness racing reform all over the country, which

seems to demand shorter racing than the old three

-

in-five plan furnishes, and which has resulted in

many new plans and innovations being tried at many
of the leading meetings. The next renewal of the

Occident to be advertised will be for foals of 1904, to

trot in 1907, and will close for entries on the first

of January next. It will be governed by this new
condition.

^ NEW CONDITION will govern all renewals of

J Occident and Stanford Stakes that close after this

te. This condition, which was made into a resolu-

n and passed by the Board of Directors of the

lifornia State Agricultural Society at a meeting

Id in Sacramento last Saturday, provides that all

rses not winning a heat in three shall be sent to

e stable, but shall retain their positions in the

mmary which they had at the close of the third

at. This rule or condition has governed all har-

ss races held at the State Fair for several years

st, with the exception of the stake races, and

BROTHER WESTGATE, editor of the Albany, Ore-

gon, Herald, writes us as follows: "Noting your re-

cent reference to the great New York show horse,

Commander Baker by Alfonso 9700. it may be of in-

terest that Commander Baker's dam is Antonia 2:36

by Electioneer, dam the great brood mare Columbine,

Antonia being a full sister to Anteeo 2.16%, Ante-

volo 2: 19*6, J- C. Simpson 2:18%, etc. Antonia was
bred at Palo Alto and foaled in 1894 She was pur-

chased by C. X. Larrabee of Brook Nook Ranch and

is still among the Brook Nook matrons, having this

year foaled a filly colt to The King Red 2:20%. Al-

ondra, foaled at Brook Nook, was a full brother of

Commander Baker and has now, I believe, a record of

2:20. Antonia foaled two other Alfonso colts, which,

unfortunately, died. The blood combination of Elec-

tioneer, Baron Wilkes. Alma Mater, Columbine, etc.,

surely ought to be richly productive, and it is inter-

esting to note how it has been so in this case." And
we will add that breeders who aim to produce stan-

dard trotters of the show horse type are in our opinion

on the right track to command the high prices of the

future if they are successful. Brother Westgate's

stallion Nocturno 2:26 will be a factor in producing

this type if he is fortunate in getting the right class

of mares. The fact that his get won first in their

classes at the great Lewis and Clark show proves this,

as he is a young horse and there are but very few of

his progeny, none being over two years old. He is by

Alfonso, and on his dam's side has several crosses to

standard families renowned for their handsome con-

formation.

A TABLE of the winners on the Grand Circuit has

been compiled by the Chicago Horseman, and is most

interesting reading. It shows that 224 trotters started

in the circuit from Detroit to Lexington, and only 140

won some part of the purse; in fact no less than 26

winning only $100 or less. Five won $10,000 or over,

13 won $5000 or over, 17 won $3000 or over, 60 won

$1000 or over, and S3 won $500 or over, while 84 won

no money. Of the pacers 203 started, and while 129

won money, no pacer won over $5000. Four won
$4000 or over, 21 won $2000 or over, 42 won $1000 or

over, 54 won $500 or over, and 74 did not win a penny.

The totals show that 427 horses competed in the

Grand Circuit races and 158 won no money.

SEE THAT YOUR STALLION is represented in us

many futurities as possible. Induce the men who
breed to your horse to nominate their mares. The

sires of futurity winners are always well patronized.

The Breeders' $7000 Futurity for foals of mares bred

this year will close December 1st.

LEXINGTON BREAKS HER RECORD.
(Horse Review, Oct. 17.)

What may be termed the "regular" harness racing
season closed at Lexington last Saturday when the
thirty-third annual fall meeting of the Kentucky Trot-
ting Horse Breeders' Association came to an end.
The season could not well have been more fittingly
finished; for the meeting was not alone the best ever
held at Lexington—it was the best held this year at
any track; and, taken "by and large," the best ever
held anywhere, any year. There can be no dissent
from this verdict when its results are surveyed and
are compared with those of last year's meeting, which
we then denominated the most successful ever held
A complete statistical resume of the meeting will

be found in another column. This discloses that it

comprised 34 races, in which 119 heats were trotted
and paced in the average time of 2:09 313-476. Last
year there was one more race—35—but four less
heats—115. Still, n\e average time was not then so
fast. For the 115 heats of 1904 it was but 2:10 55-115,

or three-quarters $f a second slower. When it is

considered that there were two days of bad weather
last week, during which there could be no racing,
the track also being rendered slow for the first day
on which the program was resumed, this average is

indeed most remarkable. The amount of purse money
distributed was $69,400, which was slightly less than
last year's total of $70,825. This was divided among
96 different horses. 55 trotters and 41 pacers. Last
year the money-winning horses numbered 91, of which
55 were trotters and 36 pacers. Last year the trot-
ters won $52,100, this year they won $50,700. Last
year the pacers won $18,725, this year they won
$18,700. The total of starters last year was 251, of
which 162 were trotters and 89 pacers This year
there were "242 starters, of which 137 were trotters
and 105 pacers.

The fastest heat raced this year by the trotters

was in 2:05%, which was three-quarters of a second
slower than last year's record of 2.04%. But this is

offset by the gain of two and one-quarter seconds
made by the pacers, their best heat this year being
2:02, as against 2:04% last. The product of new
2: 10 performers this year was no less than 10

—

ten trotters and four pacers. This is a gain of four
from last year, when there were four trotters and
two pacers.

In respect of the racing, it may be said that there
was no trotting contest that equaled last year's ex-
traordinary Transylvania duel between Sweet Marie
and Tiverton. However, this was nearly counterbal-
anced by this year's 2:06 trot in which the world's
record for a four-heat race was not only beaten, but
completely eclipsed. The old record was made at
Columbus in 1903 in a race won by Dan T., in which
the time of the heats was 2:06%, 2:07%, 2:0S%, 2:07%.
The new record, made week before last at Lexington
in the wonderful -race won by Norman B.. is 2:05%,'

2:05%. 2.06%, 2:07%—the average time being over a
second faster. This year's three-year-old Kentucky
Futurity was neither quite so sensational nor quite
so fast as 1904's; but it is altogether likely that the
two contenders in it. Miss Adbell 2:09%, and Susie
N. 2:09%, are a greater pair of fillies than were last

year's rivals, Grace Bond 2:09% and Alta Axworthy
2:10%. While the two-year-old Futurity record was
not equaled, Lightsome's heat in 2:14% fell short of
it by but a half second, while it lowered the season's
record for the gait and age by two and one-quarter
seconds. The race for the Walnut Hall Cup was by
far the best ever trotted for that coveted trophy. The
record for the event. 2:07%, made by Caspian in 1903,

was equaled by the winner, Turley, in the first heat,

and reduced to 2:07% by Glenwood M. in the second
heat. The latter mile, also established a new race
record for the season for trotting stallions.

Among last year's pacing events there was nothing
to compare with the magnificent race won by Lo-
canda week before last, in which two heats were paced
below 2:03, while the average for the three was
2 : 03 1-6. Locanda's second heat in 2.02 is also a
pacing record for the year. In the Tennessee, the
most valuable of the "fixed events" for pacers at

Lexington, Maud Keswick, the winner, paced the sec-
ond heat in 2:03%, which lowered the previous record
for the event a half second—a notable performance
when it is recalled that among former Tennessee win-
ners have been such horses as Star Pointer 1:59%,
Dan Patch 1:55%, Searchlight 2:03%. and John M.
2:02%. In the pacing Futurity Bonalet also lowered
the record for the event and equaled the world's
record for three-year-old fillies, 2:09%.
The great, the truly historic performances of the

meeting, however, were the phenbmenal exhibitions of

Dan Patch, the pacing champion, who first equaled
his world's light-harness record of 1 : 56 and then
reduced it to 1:55% ; in addition to which he also

. equaled the world's unpaced record of 1 : 59%. An-
other splendid effort against time was that of Admiral
Dewey, whose mile in 2.04% established a new trot-

ting stallion record for the year and placed him
third to Cresceus 2:02% and John A. McKerron 2:04%
on the list of entire horses.

From this brief enumeration of the most salient

features only, the surpassing brilliance of the meeting,
from a sporting standpoint, will be readily appreci-
ated. Its success in other particulars was as great.

The attendance record was broken. The pecuniary
profits will, it is stated, be the largest in the associa-

tion's history; and this despite the bad weather of

the second week. Never before were there so many
non-resident visitors to "Kentucky's greai tints.'

-

Practically every state in the Union was represented,

and many of them by large delegations The assem-
blage of the celebrated and notable men of the trot-

ting world was one perhaps never before equaled at

a race-meeting; and royally were they entertained,

not merely by the royal sport provided them, but by
that royal hospitality in whose dispensation the Ken-
tucky breeders stand alone.
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JOTTINGS. M

'I'll!-: BEST BRED STALLION living is undoubt-

vned in nearly every locality where horses art

S - months ago the turf papers devoted to

horses were filled with articles containing

tabulated pedigrees and arguments accompanying the

same, to prove thai the particular colts or stallions

thi best bred animals in the entire

country, and in every article that we remember reading

the author clearly roved .to his own satisfaction that

the colt ..i" hi.- choice was the best bred one that ever

saw the light of day. To say that any horse is the

red is ot" .nurse only a matter of individual

cpinion ant each writer should, to keep peace in the

family of hui-se breeders, prefix any statement as to

i bred horse with "in my opinion." I am led to

-ions by the receipt of a letter from far

\ Zealand, in which the writer Mr. R. Mc-
Millan desires to know just why it was stated in

these columns that the stallion Peralta, son of.Nut-
Wilkes and the mare Rose MjcKinney by Mc-
ivas the best bred stallion that had been sent

from America to New Zealand. Mr. McMillan himself

took from America to that place a few months ago

the stallions Mauritius 36.257 and Harold Dillon 39610.

Mauritius is by Bingen 2:0614 out of Roxana, dam or

two in the list by King Wilkes, second dam Wavelet
dam of four, by Belmont 64. third dam Waterwitch.

dam of six. by Pilot. Jr. That's mighty rich breed-

ing beyond a doubt, and we know lots of people who
would select him as a better bred horse than Peralta.

Mr. McMillan's other stallion, Harold Dillon, is a

son of Sidney Dillon, sire of the world's champion

trotter and out of Guycara by Guy Wilkes, next

dam the mare Biseari, dam of six in the list, by
Director, third dam Bicari dam of six standard per-

formers, by Harold, fourth dam Belle, dam of one in

the list, by Mambrino Chief. This will also be

called royal breeding and many would select him as

a better bred one than Peralta, while an endless de-

bate could be started as to which of the two, Mauri-

tius or Harold Dillon was the better bred. As I

said before this "best bred" proposition is a matter

of opinion. Now in my humble opinion there is not

a belter bred stallion than Nutwood Wilkes, and I

never saw one of his get that could, not go some.

Nutwood Wilkes is by one of the best bred sons of

George Wilkes and one that sired money winning

race winners. Nutwood Wilkes himself has sired the

fastest stallion of the whole Wilkes tribe—John A.

McKerron 2:04%, and has had three three year old

stake winners to trot below 2:14. So much for Peral-

tos sire. His dam is by the great McKinney 2.11%,

sire of more 2:15 trotters and 2:10 trotters than any

stallion that ever lived, second dam by Forest Clay,

third dam by Almont Lightning and fourth dam by

imported Yorkshire, throughbred. Now in my state-

ment of best breed I did not take into consideration

the second, third and fourth dams except to know that

they were of good breeding and by. sires that got

speed, stamina and good looks. My opinion as to

Peralta being the best bred stallion exported to New
Zealand was because he is a representative of the Nut-

i Wilkes-McKinney cross, which in my humble

nt is just about the acme of breeding, although

would prefer the McKinney cross on top. The

cross has been tried both ways and invariably pro-

duces speed of a high rate. Miss Georgie 2:10% pac-

ing, and Lady Mowry 2:12V4 trotting both records

his year are representations of the McKinney-

Nutwood Wilkes cross, and Tidal Wave 2:09. record

mis year is a representative of the reverse cross

and there are a number of green ones I have seen who

all -how that the blending of the blood of Nutwood

Wilkes and McKinney is a great success—in fact such

a success, that it has led me to the belief that it is

II,, best breeding for the production of
'
a very high

rale of speea in the future. No doubt Mr. McMillan

thinks both his stallions better bred than Peralta and

lie ,an find lots of people here in California to agree

with him. It is a question that would be impossible

tie by argument as the disputants could never

.,,, thi premise. All three of these stallions

should produi - iee l of a high order, and as they will

doubtless !»• well patronized in New Zealand, we shall

u for time to tell which is the best bred

oi the three.

T. C. 2:30, and is I believe, one of his first to be

trained. T. ('. is a son of Nutwood Willies, first'dam

Zeta Carter by Director 2:17 and 'second dam Lida

W. 2:18%. the dam of Nutwood Wilkes, by Nutwosra.

The dam of this filly is Ingar. dam of .John, A. ..M.t'r

Kerron 2.04%. by Director, consequently she has two
crosses of Director blood and two of tida W". Mr.
Carter tells an interesting story : about : this filly.

When he had ten or a dozen two yeaT-otds. put in

training last spring, the trainer reported the T. t:'.

filly had no trot in her.. She. had a short mincing
gait that she would not or could not extend to any-
thing worth while. Mr. Carter said that a :

filly 'bred

like this one would have 'to "show him" "she c«uid

not. trot before he would, believe it. and. he concluded

to train her himself. After driving her a few days

and getting her balanced a little better, she struck

out like a trotter one' morning when another cOft

came up alongside her, and right then and there he

concluded she was worth giving a chance.: He sent

her to Fred Chadbourne at Pleasanton just four

weeks ago and on Saturday last went up to see how-

she was doing. Fred drove her one quarter in SS%
seconds and another in 34% and she trotted "like one

that had been at it for years. She never:, lifted her

head, but went at it as
;
though it was a, matter of

business that must be attented to right then and

there. I never saw one that trotted more naturally

or with more' ease. She has a business head on her

and as one would expect from her breeding,' a race

.horse way of going. Mr. Carter called my attention

to her head, which is fine,, clean cut and very hand-

some. 'When I concluded to mate Ingar with T. C,"

said he, '"I was satisfied the cross would be a good one

in everyway except the head. T. G. Has a strong heavy

head, and Ingar's head is also pretty large and not

fine. I feared the foal resulting, from,-. mating these

two would have a coarse and heavy head, but to my
surprise when this filly arrived, she had one of the

finest and most blood like heads of anything foaled on

the farm that year." She is the first of the get of

T. C. to.be trained and. will make. him a place in. the

Great Table whenever she. is asked. There were, two

of his get older than this Ally, one of which died, and

the other was put to breeding last year.'

the dull season of the year with

oi trotting horses in this part of the State,

us track at Pleasanton is a busy place.

Nearly it not quit.- thirty trainers have strings of

there, and the track, which is kept in superb

Ion by siii.eiint.n Geo. A. Kelly, presents

a lively appeari lay in the week. About
iM'- 'M' stabled there. Fast miles

hi rule Hi i hi season, thi majoi iiy or the

i
" di thing faster than

.I. re a number of youngsters re-

in -t lessons and every once in a while
.

' will trol ..r pace a quarter at a gait that

the spectatoi open. Las) Saturday Fred
i

i a little two year old trotting
qual and the little miss ,im

so ea in. ii holding a watch im-
v. 1th thai "i hi- neighbor,

thinking ii le h n mghl the quarter just

right. Tli.;. iwever, thai the tin f the
was not slower than 35 seconds, while some

said 1

1

he i orrecl figure. This
filly Is one .i

i

i

i.i ..[ Nutwood Stock farm.
owned by .Mi. Martin Carter, and that gentleman was
present to see her trot. She is by the young stallion

Lou Crellin's two-year-old filly by Owyhee 2:11 dam
Bertha by Alcantara is also in Fred Chadbourne's

string and the railbirds have a hard •. time . telling

which of these two fillies Fred is driving. Mr
r . Car-

ter's filly and Mr. Crellin's filly are so much alike in

appearance that they look like twins. . A star in the

forehead of the T. C. filly is about the only distin-

guishing mark that differentiates her fromcthe one

by Owyhee. The picture of the latter on the front

page of this issue gives some idea of^ the classy, look

of these fillies, and will answer lor
^
both.

The Limit is the apt name given to Bertha's year-

ling by Searchlight" 2:03%. The dam of Diablo in-

variably produces a good-looking, strong foal, but The

Limit is probably the largest and strongest any have

ever been at the age. He is not. as fine as the. two

year old. filly, by Owyhee, but he is a- colt and looks

like a high class young., stud. He should be very

popular as a stallion when he gets Wis growth. Any

colt sired by a race horse' like Searchlight 2:.03i4 and

out of a mare like Bertha, that, has produced, no less

than three 2:10 performers, ought to receive the

patronage of some of the best mares in the land.

The Limit is now a good square trotter with speed

for a yearling, but itWill not surprise anyone if he

shifts to the pace and- beats 2: 10. as a three year

old.

Henry Helman who went East. with Mack Mack and

Oregon Maid, returned this week and 'left Thursday

for his home in Portland, Oregon. Mack Mack was

shipped to Pleasanton with the DeRyder string and

Helman will return in a few weeks and..do his winter

training at Pleasanton track. Mack Mack has fully

recovered from his sprained ankle and is as good as

ever He would have beaten 2:10 this year but for

his accident which put the son of McKinney out of

business for five weks. during which all of his best

engagements lapsed. Oregon Maid that took a

record of 2:08% in a winning race at Lexington is to

be consigned to the Old Glory sale by her owner Mr.

Richardson of Denver. While in Kentucky Mr,.Hel-

man bought a yearling stallion for Mr. Bowies the

owner of Mack Mack. The colt is a trotter, a fine

looking bay and bred in the purple. He is by Baron

Wilkes. Jr., 2:23% one of the very best bred sons of

the great Baron Wilkes. Baron Wilkes. Jr:, is out

of a great brood mare by Director,- second dam ,a

great brood mare by Princeps 536. third. dara. another

great brood mare by Volunteer, 55, fourth dam by

Hambletonian 10, and fifth dam the Welling rhare by

Shark, thoroughbred. The dam of Mr. Bowles colt

is Susie May 2:18% by Dignus-, a son of Dicator.

Helman has the reputation of being able, to pick out

a good one and from the breeding of this fellow it is

more than likely he has secured for Mr. Bowles a

young stallion that will be one of the future great

sires of this coast. Baron Wilkes blood is very scarce

on this Coast and this colt will be watched by pro-

gressive breeders.

an i'

Mr. Chas. A. Durfee is advertising every horse,

mare, colt and filly that he owns for sale. The. ad-

vertisement he placed in the Breeder and Sportsmr.r.

the other day is not of a culled lot, but includes the

whole bunch. Gal'ndo, the three-year-old stallion

by McKinney out of Palo Alto's great brood mare
Elsie by Gen. Eenton is among them. A colt by
Lecco 2.09% and another by Iran Alto 2: 12*4, both

out of the nam of Almaden (2) 2:22^, are also of-

fered. Four black mares by McKinney 2: 11*4 are

in.,-luded
_
in._ tjtajs .cluing out, sale '.'How about

miiden.Wstnv of.-'lLHreji-r andj^e McKinney, ?*"
I

some'one say. Well, Mr. Durfee never did" own"
Almaden was .foamed the property of/MTS. C. A. I

fee and the former owner of McKinney is not ta

any chances offering him for sale. But the other,"

all. his- and-fte.-waiits to sell .them. He says he. \t

tiv-i*et J out-HJf- the business for a while: - For 1 one
his life, since he started in_ Ihe horse business-
would like, to sell every horse he owns. I came
i y^i}^^,'pn^fhorse^T0^ortyi,z

'^s he^ calls him. or
ate 2:17% by McKinney out of Miss Jennie 2:13?
Gossiper. as he is recorded- in '-the book. This 1

gelding' is the greatest trotter o^his^jr^c-hes .in

fornia. He is_ a 2: 12 horse to a certainty
would" not surprise me if 2:10 would^oe^h-fl
in anolh«r-^=yeax.- Ffia has -a>- mark that,/witt-pe
him to race wh^ere ;he. can win ,;.next year. 39
Durfee sells, aU. .these .hors.es he

r
wonX know wh£,

do;lwj£h- hrianseJ4 '• He wULprobabiy-'go down to

Angeles for a visit to his son, W. G., and natiii

^il^get/up'ne.Kyid a_fe^vr^nd jog" "thena. a little^

by the time entries close next year will be ana
^^owi^a-'feAv^cr^<efs^rice=^n^^ says- he will

but the Durfee flesh is a little weak when a t

trotting- prosp^t^feMn"sfgWt/T'-'%tut he wants t6

tjhem ..ftfcb. right-

-

--new -a nd this-ig- the- time to ge,t

best ones he owns. It's a two-to-one bet that ii

keeps "Shorty" and those colts over until next ]

he willidouble the' price on.. them. The McKir
coJt Galindo is one of those offered, and the.ji

Mr. Durfee asks for him is less than he is w£
.Galindo, it must be remembered, is out of E
daHi' of five in the' list, by Gen. Benton, second
Elaine, champion of her- day. and- dam of four i

standard records: . third dam the celebrated Gi

Mountain .Maid, dam. of. Electioneer and eight .i

records below 2:30. He is one of the best prosp
in the State.

The catalogue--of Mr J. C. McKinney's Ten
Farm stock that has been .consigned to. the
Glory saJev ,at .New York this winter came to

desk a few days ago, and on looking through
saw a filly described that comes pretty hear my I

in breeding for a great brood" mare. -She is no'

two-year-oldyihaving been foaled September 8thj

Her name, is Zelma. and her sire is Beauseaut 2:0

Beauseaut was by Bow Bells (son of Electioneer^

Beautiful Bells, "greatest of ' brood mares) Be
seaut's dam, Rosy Morn by Alcantara, is in the gi

brood mare table; his next dam Noontide 2:20%
Harold a,lsp has a place there; his third dam is 1

great mare .Midnigh^by P.jlot Jr.. and, his fourth c

by Lexington. So much for Beauseaut's pedig
although columns" might be' written about the bl

lines of-'this handsome young horse. The dam of

two,-yearr-old filly Zelma is Zephyr-:2:07%, one of
greatest, trotters on the,. Grand, Circuit this year,

Zombro 2: 11, the greatest three-year-old ever

duTced in California, and*
;

as all know, by MeKin
2:l-li4. Zephyr's dam is'

,iGazeIle 2:11% by Gos
2:14%, and she-is also the danv of the great

2.;053i, and. of the
ii(
troUer, Abe Miller that has

timed better than 2:15 in a race. The next dair

Gipsey, dam of three
J
wfth' records' of*^:15 or bet

by : Gen. Booth 2:30%, 'son-of Geo. M Patchen
and the next dam Echo. Belle by Echo 462, son
Hambletonian 10. . The owner of Echo Belle alw
claimed she was by Lummox, the running horse,

of a Gray Eagle mare. If this is true, and inert

no- reason to doubt1

"
1
it, tlreV sire and dam of Zel

both trace to a'thoroughbred dam on their da

side,
(J
and that's, the stuff for . a brood mare.

tabulation of Zelma's pedigree w-ould make about
fine a collection of up : to-date producing" sires

great brood mares as one - could find. Some progr

sive- breeder should buy-.Zelma* The blood of Gip

and Gazelle should be continued through, a daugh
and when it comes through such a one as Ze]

2:07% it is choice goods to a certainty.

LEXINGTON MEETING.

During the meeting of the Kentucky Trott

Horse Breeders' Association held this year ninel

horses earned part of the $,69,350. distributed by
association, and out of this number twenty-'

earned $1,000 or over. Twenty-four drivers J
races during the meeting, while Ed F. Geers heads
list with ' three wins-' to his credit and A. Thom
Dicke.rson,. Padgitt. A-tJVle-Donald, Murphy and Sp<

cer won two. each. .W^hat is perhaps a record n

made during the meeting, as thirty-three heats Vf

trotted in 2:10 or better and thirty-one heats pa<

in- 2:10 or ftetter. The following are the summar
of the last three races of the meeting:

Pacing, 2:30 'class, purse $1000.

Dan P.. b..g. by Slumber (Padgitt)
Edith Brook, b. m. .

'. (Freeman)
Tommy Burns,- b. g. (McCarthy)
Jimmie O.. b. g McPherson)

Reproachless and Emil D. also started.

Time—3-:14-%.- 2:10»4. 2:13%.

Trotting. 2.10 class ;
Sfoll Stake, for four-year-o!

purse $2000.

Glenwood M., br. h. by Bobby Burns

4 4

(McDonald)
Leonardo, ro. g. (Dickerson)
Pat T.. b. jg. (Patterson)
Clarita W., ch. ni .(Geers)

Time—2:0SH. 2:15%, 2:09, 2:08%.

Trotting. 2:25 class, purse $1000.

Emma Brook, b. m. by Silent Brook
. (Higonite) 1

Frank A., b. g < Walker 1 4

Belfast, h. g , ( Barrett) 3
Electric Maiden, b. m (Garrity) 2

Time—2:10%, 2:10^, 2:09%, 2:11%, 1

1 1

2 1
4 3

1 2
3 4

• Jackson's Napa Soda is sold in every city, to

and hamlet in the State.
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THE "PACER.

I pat'idge is in de conn-field, his "eouftin' days am
pas*

j am waitin' fur de hunter wid his gun and whisky

flas",

I squirl's in de hiplv.rhut, de shell am droppin"

'roun', -

.

fit de pacer*s still de racer, and
de

record's -,,..-

gwine
down!

coon am up de white oak. an' de. price er pow-

der's riz,

am layin' up de coon-grease dat am .
good fur

rheumatiz.
'possum's way up yonder whar de wild ^grape's

turnin' brown,

t de pacer holds de ma'rket, and ;m|
he

_ ..

keeps
dat

record .

down

!

ebery thing am risin' an' hog-meat's in de sky,

n de chickens got de panic, an' hev gone%v#o$
in' high!

onliest thing dat's fallin'—an" it makes de trotter

frown

—

.

t de pacin* race-horse record, and
dat ^

, . keeps
on

gwine
. ; down!

-John Trqtwood Moore, in Ky. Stock Farm.

Trotting. 2:16 class, purse $1000.
Oveta, b. m. by Caution (Dve) 111
Sam Bowers by Joe Simpson (Lance) 2 3 2
Ritchie Baron . , (Bryant) 3 4 3
Kittie Clover by Prieemont (Lvnch) 4 2 4
Judith by Wm. Harold (Smith) 5 5 5

Time;—*:26. 2:27. 2:25.

'•-Pacing. 2:15 class, purse $500.
Sherlock Holmes, eh. h. bv Suono. . (Childs) 12 11
Hsfssalo. b. g. by Westneld. (Erwin) 2 12 2
Hellennes. b. h. by Helicon (Baskin) 3 3 3 3
Gold Bug (Clark) 4 d

' Time—2:26. 2:2S. 2:22. 2:25.

Pacing. 2:25 class, purse $300.

Lady Smith by Del Norte l 1
Gol'd Rose bv Del Norte 2 2
Carlyle 3 3
Idylwj.se by Del Norte 4 4

Klamath Maid by Del Norte. . 5 5

No time given.

,
Gentlemen's driving race, silver cup.

F. Schoar's Bonnie Riley .• 1 1

I. L. Hilderbrandt's Almota 2 2

Pacing. 2.14 class, purse $1000.

Vinnie Mann by Alexis-Miss Mann. . (Lindsey) 111
Hellennes by Helicon ': (Baskins) 2 2 2

Bonnie MV; b. m. by Mohegah (Erwin) 4 3 3
Kins Altamont -by Altamont (Childs) 3 5 4
Bessie R. by Francisco (Clark) 5 4 5

Time—2:23, 2:22, 2:22.

Trotting, 2:30 class, purse $500.

Sfite-fBowers by Joe Simpson (Lane*?) Ill
Kitty Clover by Prieemont (Erwin) 2 2 2

Time—2:36, 2:35. 2:35.

NORTH YAKIMA SUMMARIES.

PONY RACES AT SAN MATEO.

he second day's meeting of the" California Polo

1 Pony Racing Association on Mr. Clark's track

San Mateo last Saturday was- the most successful

s year. -
' -

-' - ' - "

he attendance was much- larger than a week prev-

s and the sport was much -keener.

V. E. Pedley's Carlotta tarried off the honor's- by
ing two of the races. The rest of the victories

nt to C. W. Clark and Rudolph Spreckels.

^rank St. D. Skinner carried off the honors among
-riders by taking two firsts and two seconds..

imong those present were: Mir. and -Mrs. Rudolph
reckels, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Martin. -Mr. and Mrs.

aningham, Mr. and Mrs. George Howard. Mr. and

s. "Willis Pork, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. P. Howard, Mr.

1 Mrs. Edward Schmidell, Mr. and -Mrs. Walter

rtin. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Driscoll, Mr. and

s. C. W. Clark, M)r. arid Mrs. Walter Hoba^gflQj
1 Mrs. Joseph S.:

Tptyn, Mrs. H. T. SeotjgB$
ward. Miss Anita Harvey. Miss Mary Ayre. Miss

itrice Splivalo, Miss Ellen Page. Miss Virginia

ffe. Miss Whittell, Miss Agnes Tobin, Miss*Frances

iffe, George Whittell, John Lawson, DanieFTHurphy,

rry Simpkins, Neal Powers. William O'Connor,

m Tobin, Charlie Dunphy. J. O. Tobin, Major Rath-

le, Cyril Tobin, Colonel Dan Burns, E. J. Tobin

1 C. T. Eoots.^ ... := :' 3 :~ ' <*

'ollowing are the resuits^of the races:

)ne_-auart'e'r "mile hapeficap.

E.Pedlev's- b. m. Charlotta - . CMackayt 1

A. Lvnch's b. m. Leah . .
.-.'. .'

.
'.

.

'.- (C: THuipbyi 2

ntain M-cKittricks :
g. m. Helen Warwick VM&VsrT) ?

)on Rarrtorfa-and A-Iv-ernie also ran; : $2 4. 40' paid for _?-:>.

"''", Time—-;12 1-3, :2"5 l-
;
5.

;
. _- • •;,..,*:- i -'--

1

Three-eighths of a mile.
.. J J%*

/'

W- Clark's ch". "m. "Midiove. .".
.

.".".
-

'.\ "(Ci Dunphy) 1

dolph Spreckels" ch. m.- Honoma (Skinner) 2

Chauncev Haves' b. -m..-Ramoi>a . . ... .-. , i . . (Hayes) 3

8.70 paid for $5.

Time— :12 4-", .24 2-5, :37 4-5.

"our and one-half furlongs.

dolph Spreckels* b. in. Ulctma (Skinner) 1

W. Clark's b. m. Bas Blancs (MackayJ _ 2

7.4fl paid for $5.

Time— :24, :51 2-5, :57 2-5.

t?hree and one-half furlongs, handicap.

Rudolph Spreckels' ch. m. Althomer. ... (Skinner)"" 1

E .Pedlev's b. m. Carlotta •. .(Hayes) 2

itain McKittrick's g. m -.(Marsh) 3
ias Blancs and Hopeful also ran; $15.05 paid for 4$.

Time— :45. .

>ix and one-half furlongs.

W. Clark's ch. m. Ethel G (Mackay). 1

dolph Spreckels' ch. m. Carlolly (Skinner),. 3

W. Clark's blk. g. Chanate. (Marsh) 3
Jolly Murphy also ran.

Time—:25, :52 2-5. 1:20 2-5, 1:28 1-5.

SPOKANE RACES.

Pacing. 2.30 class, purse $300.

Vinnie Mann. b. m. by Alexis (Lindsey) 1

Lady Pearl by Vanquish (Williams) 2

Horse Heaven Maid by Monwood (Ritchie) 3

Time—2:23, 2:29^, 2:17.

Trotting, 2:25 class, purse $400.

Sam Bowers, ch. g. by Joe Simpson
(Lance) 2 1

"Kitty Clover by Princemont (Lynch) 1 2

Mark Hanibus by Planter (Brooker) 3 3
Black Diamond by Del Norte. ... (Barrows) 4 d

Time—2:29. 2:2S, 2:32.

Special pace, purse $150.

La Comer Maid (Ball) 4
Horse Heaven Maid (Ritchie) 1

Idyl Weis '..(Riley) 3

Gold Rose (Barrows) 2

Time—2:22, 2:21, 2:22.

Paeing. free-for-all, purse $500.

Bonnie M., b. m. by Mohegan (Prior) 1

Daniel J. by Chehalis (Williams) 2
Hassalo by Westneld (Erwin) 3

Le Roi by Altamont (Lindsey) 4

Time—2.24, 2:27, 2:26^i.

Special pace, purse $400.

Vinnie Mann by Alexis (Lindsey)
Bessie R. by Francisco (Hogoboom

)

Daniel J. by Chehalis .(Williams)
Bonnie M. by Mohegan (Lynch)

Time—2:17U, 2:19.

:-"i »?<&i\ pace, purse $150.

Robert H. by Coirer d'Alene (Reiley)
Lady Smith (Barrows)
Carl (Hogoboom

)

Rose Rial (Evans)
Time^2:25&, 2:26.

Trotting, free-for-all, purse $500.

The Commonwealth by Sh*adeland-Onward. . .

.

(Lindsey) 3
Sam Bowers by Simpson (Lance) 1

Oneda (Dye) 4
Kitty Clover by Prieemont (Lynch) 2

Time;—2:24%, 2:21%. 2:24%.

Pacing, special, purse $150.

Lady Smith (Barrows)
Budd W (Williams)
Carl • (Hogoboom)
Horse Heaven Maid (Ritchie)
Idyl Weis (Riley)

Time—2:26. 2:29.— o
HELENA, MONTANA, RACES.

(Rural Spirit.) '

, r
-

The race meeting at the half mile track in con-

ation with.lhe Spokane Inter-State fair., consisted

Ijricipally or running events, only one harness race
1 ng given a day to four running. . The weather
(s. good the opening day, but the track was wet
= 1 sloppy, which accounts for. tne. slo^y -time made
i the pacing race. C. D. Jeffries was presiding judge
^ h H. G. Stimmel and Ed Sanders .associates, and
t ir work throughout the meeting, was very satis-

! tory, not a complaint was filed against their de-
ions. H. E. Wood of Norwood, Mo., did the start -

i . and got the fields off in good shape and did his

rk without fear or favor. Summaries:
' 'acing. 2:2ii class, purse $500. " •

1 inie M. by Mohegan.....: (Erwin) 111
math Maid (Baskins i 2 2 2

' inie Mann ...(Lindsey) d

Time—2.41, 2:4S, 2:49.

NEWS FROM THE NORTH.

1 1

3 3

1 1

2 2
3 3

(Portland Rural Spirit.)
Quite a number of the horsemen in the Northwest

are figuring on going to California to winter.

Hellennes went a good race over a heavy track
when he finished second to Vinnie Mann at Spokane.

A. C. Ruby of Pendleton. Ore., left for the East this
week, where he goes to bring out 14 head of im-
ported Percheron, Shire and Belgian stallions to his
sale barn in Pendleton.

Ed Dyer's pacer. Sherlock Holmes 2:22. seemed to
be in a class by himself at the Spokane meeting. We
heard it rumored that Mr. Dyer would send the horse
to California this winter with Charley Jeffries.

The Commonwealth 2:13% trotting, and Vinnie
Mann 2.13% packing, will be taken to California
from the Lewiston meeting in charge of L. B. and
Sim Lindsey, where they will be raced on the South-
ern Circuit this fall.

B
Secretary Randell and President Cosgrove of the

Minnesota state fair spent a few days in Spokane last
week taking in the fair. Mr. Cosgrove is father of
Robt. H. Cosgrove, the successful secretary of the
Spokane fair.

3 2
4 4

1 1

3 2

4 1

Pacing, special, purse $300.

Nona Wilkes 4 1 1 1

Carlsbad 1 2 2 4

Prince Vail 2 3 4 2

Bob Ayers 3 4 3 3

Time 2:21, 2:24, 2:21, 2.22.

Merchants' stake, 2:14 pace, purse $1000.

Modicum 1 1 1
Sherlock Holmes 2 2 2

Rita Huber ' 3 3 3
Kitty Lomond 4 4 4

Inferno 5 5 d
Time—2:14, 2:14, 2:13.

Trotting. 2:30 class, purse $1000.

Richard Baron 1 1 1

Vocado 2 2 2

Robbie 3 3 3

Kellogg O d
Time—2:20, 2:17. 2.19%.

State Fair stake. 2:35 pace, purse $1000.

Sherlock Holmes 1 1 1
Floy Direct 3 3 2

Kitty Lomond 4 2 3

Storm Queen 2 4 d
Bob Ayres 5 d

Time—2:1$. 2:19%. 2:111',.

Special pace, purse" $200.

Carlsbad 1 1

Nona Wilkes 2 2

May W 3 3
Prince Vail 4 4~vl Time—2:23, 2:20%.

o

Secretary W. *H. Knight of the American Trotting
Association has sent out notices to the effect that

the next regular meeting of the Board of Appeals of

the Association will be held at the Auditorium Hotel.

Chicago. Tuesday. December 5th. 1905. at 10 o'clock

a. m., for the transaction of such business as may
properly "be presented to the Board for its considera-

tion. All new applications and written evidence must
be received at the office not later than November IS.

1905.

D. O. Woodsworth of Albany has purchased from
Geo. Gill of Salem a handsome and promising two-

year-old stallion colt, of good substance and a wejl-
gaited trotter. The colt is sired by Gerome, dam
Melo by Boxwood.

J. W. Bailey sold his mare Dora, by Malcolm, dam
Harrison Chief, that he purchased at the Larrabee
sale last spring to Prof J. A. Craig of Texas during
the live stock show here. The mare was bred to
Zombro before leaving for her new home.

Chas. D. Jeffries of Spokane will take the green
pacing mare Ruby H. to California this winter to
prepare her for the Grand Circuit next year. This
mare is by W. G. Eaton's horse Malcolm, and is said
to be one of the fastest pacers in the Northwest. She
can pace a half in a minute now, and when thorough-
ly conditioned ought to go the route as she is bred
in the purple top and bottom. Mr. Jeffries thinks
he has a sure 2:05 performer.

Edgar Boy 2:0S% pacing died at North Yakima
last week from inflammation of the bowels. Edgar
Boy was owned by Walter Cadman of Walla Walla
and took sick en route to North Yakima from the
Walla Walla meeting. He was a bay stallion seven
years old, s^red by Edgar Wilkes S426. dam Clara by
Gambado 1426S. Second dam Hattie by Prince Hal,
He took his record of 2:0S^ at Readville, Mass., last

year.

RACES AT WENATCHEE. WASH.

Trot or pace. 3:00 class, purse $150.
Teddy R l l
Nancy K 2 2
Pearl Lockhart 4 3
Joe 3 d

Time—2.3S, 2:3(>, 2:35.

Special trot or pace, purse $150.

Hellennes 1 1
Klamath Maid 2 2
Lou Swigert 3 3

Time—2:29, 2:2S, 2:2H.

Teddy R 1 l
Nancy K _ '2
Pearl Lockhart 3 3

Time—2:32, 2:30, 2:35.

Free-for-all. trot or pace, purse $250.

Teddy R i l
Hellennes 2

Klamath Maid 2 4

Lou Swigert 4 3

Time^—2:25, 2:26, 2:25.

RACES AT ALBANY, OREGON.

October 14—2.40 trot or pace. Del Wilkes 1-1, Dan
Patch 2-2. Kamont 2-d; Time 2:4S, 3:05.

Exhibition mile—Won by Ben Bolt. May Tilden sec-
ond; time 2: 26.

Dash, five furlongs—Brookwood won. Willamette
second, Nellie Nye third; time 1:09.

Dash, half mile—Brookwood won. Kittie Condon
second; time : 50^.

W. A. Clark, Jr.. of Butte, Montana, has bought the
famous brood mare Bon Mot, dam of Bon Voyage
212 1

., and Endow 2.14%. The purchase was made
from J. H. Thayer, of Lexington. Bon Mot is in

foal to The Bondsman and will be left in the hands
of Mr. Thayer and next year sent to the court of The
Bondsman. The price is private, but it is known to

be a high one for Bon Mot has ihe distinction of being
the only mare in the world that has foaled two fu-

turity winners. She is by Erin 4372. (son of Belmont
64 and Eventide by Woodford Mambrino), dam Farce
by Princeps. grandam Roma by Golddust 150.

The black pacing stallion Hazel Patch 2:02% bj

Hard Patch, dam Nell by Andy, has been sold to Jud-

son Sherman of Chicago for more than $5,000. Hazel

Patch is one of the best pacing campaigners out this

year. He took his record of 2:02% in the first heal

of the 2.04 pace at Lexington. He will be pla

the stud and used for matin.-. racing.

Jackson's Napa Soda cleanses the stomach and

renders the eye clear.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

Pointer 1:59^4 is at Pleasanton.

Bon Voyage, owned by W. S. Clark, Jr., won $11,-

050 on the Grand Circuit.

At the Lexington meeting there were seven trotters

to enter the 2:10 list for the first time, and seven

more that reduced their records although already in

that list. I i.A^OM

• y Lass
ney.

:02% is in foal to the great McKin-

There was a slim crowd at the Santa Rosa races

last Sunday.

Southern California circuit entries closed this week.

The full list will be printed in our next issue.

Susie X. 2:09 1,4 had an attack of acute indigestion

a couple of days before she started in the Kentucky
Futurity.

The mare Zephyr 2:07Vj by Zombro stands well up
among the best winners on the Grand Circuit this

year with $8,059 to her credit.

A black mare or gelding, sound and gentle, not over

seven years old and able to trot in three minutes,

is wanted. See ad in this issue.

Twenty-five or more trainers are working horses

at Pleasanton track. At least 150 horses are stalled

there. The track is in excellent shape.

The $500 match between Faust and Daisy May will

come off over the Alameda track tomorrow, Sunday.

On the same afternoon there will be a match race

between the pacers Cash and Billy F. for $200 a side.

W. A. Richardson of Denver, former owner of Swift

B. has recently purchased in the East the two year

old filly Tinkling Bells by Adbell. dam May Day
2:lSi-j by Abdallah Mambrino.

The Yuba and Sutter Driving Club are holding a

three days* meeting at the Marysville track this

week. It opened Thursday, and will close today. Six

$100 purses were advertised to close on Monday last.

It looks now as though the daughters of Nutwood
2:1S*J4 may eventually be credited with 300 standard

performers. Not less than 25S produced by them have

already taken standard records, and many of his

daughters are still in the brood-mare ranks.

Angiola 2:07% is the leading money winning trot-

ter of the year. £he won $12,939 on the Grand
Circuit alone. Angiola is by Gregory the Great (son

of Wilkes Boy and Wilksie G. by Robert McGregor)
dam Arline by Artillery, second dam by Dictator.

Adrian Wilkes, son of George Wilkes, is another

sire to be represented by two new 2:10 performers this

season, his two being Lillian, pacer, 2:08^, and Miss

Adrian, trotter, 2.09%. The last named is an inbred

Wilkes, her dam being May Alcott 2:12%, by Albion,

son of Wilkes Boy.

Over in Butte, Mont., on the 15th instant, the old

gray gelding Addison 2:11%. owned by Mr. Peter

Breen, won a match race against John Lockheart's

Eleanor Ann The day was very cold and the track

bad. The time was slow—2:31 and 2:29. The race

was for $200 a side.

Lucy Vincent, a full sister to St. Edward 2:19%, and
Perry Vincent 2:20% by St. Vincent 2:13%, has foaled

a very handsome colt by Zombro 2:11. It is a horse

colt, good size and a natural trotter. The mare and
cult is owned by J. S. Johnson. Pulaski, Pa., who
owns the stallions St. Edward 2:19% and AUerton
Vincent.

Some years ago a table was prepared showing the

number of mares which had produced at various ages.

At twenty years. 216 were still producing: at twenty-

ars, ITT.; at twenty-two years, 141; at twenty-

three years. S3; at twenty-four years, 49; at twenty-
five years, 22; at twenty-six years, 8; at twenty-
seven years, 2; at twenty-eight years, 2; at twenty-
nine years, 1. All cases of mares having bred when

twenty-seven years are phenomena.

It is reported that while the McKinney mare Lady
Mowry 2:12%, owned by Mr. J. C. Mowry of Irving-

t"n. Cal, was racing in the East, Ed Geers offered

$8,000 for her. which offer was refused. She is out
<.f BlectreSS Wilkes by Nutwood Wilkes.

Thirty-four new 2:10 trotters have entered that
exclusive list this year.

Budd Doble, W. J. Andrews and W. O. Foote ha
each won the Transylvania twice. Andrews is t

only one of the three to also win second money in t

third race.

W. J. Kenney, the well-known sulky wheel builder

and coast agent for the McMurray sulkies, left for

his old home at Zanesville, Ohio, this week, on a sad

mission. He had received word by telegraph that

his sister was very ill and not expected to live, and

in company with his two brothers left on the first

train. It is Mr. Kenney's intention to visit the Mc-
Murray factory before returning to San Francisco.

Just after King Direct 2:05% rounded into form

and won a brilliant race at Hartford, he fell lame and

had to be declared out 'of all his late engagements.

Joe Cuicello is working a four-year-old at Santa

Rosa that is owned by Thos. Murphy, the well known
California trainer who has been a resident of St.

Petersburg for many years where he is in the employ

of the Czar of all the Russias. This gelding is by
3 McKinney out of a mare by Guy Wilkes and is a

big. fine trotter. He trotted a mile in 2:21% last

Wednesday. Mr. Murphy may return to California

for a visit this winter.

Chas. De Ryder, the well known trainer who for

the past two years has been in the employ of James
Butler of New York as head trainer and driver on

the Grand Circuit, reached Pleasanton on Wednesday
of this week with a carload of horses, headed by the

old champion Star Pointer 1:59%, who landed in fine

shape and was admired by all the horsemen who saw
him. Mr. De Ryder, who will be in business for himself

from now on, has leased Star Pointer for two years

and will place him in the stud at Pleasanton in the

spring. In his car Mr. De Ryder brought back Mack
Mack 2:12 for Henry Helman, also a yearling colt

by Baron Wilkes Jr.. which Mr. Helman purchased

in Kentucky for Mr. Bowies, the owner of Mack
Mack, De Ryder also brought three fine Kentucky
saddle horses which he selected in Lexington for Mr.

H. W. Meek of Haywards. The De Ryder car was
delayed several days, having to stop off at Ogden on

account of a sick horse. Mr. De Ryder will open a

public training stable at Pleasanton. assisted by his

brother, and will prepare trotters and pacers for the

Eastern or California circuits.

If anyone imagines Pleasanton track is not a busy

place he should visit the horse center. Among those

wrho are training horses there now are Dan Sulzer,

Barney Simpson, George Ramage, Harry Brown, Ted
Hayes, S. K. Trefry, C. F. Bunch, Al McDonald,
Walker & Smith, R. Niles, Dr. Boucher, J. R. Albert-

son, Dan Misner, M. Henry, C. and W. De Ryder,
John Green. Jos. Corey, Ted Bunch. Ed Parker, James
Thompson. Jos. Cook, Geo. A. Kelly. Russ Davidson,

Chadbourne & Sutherland, J. M. Alviso and several

others. *

Mart Rollins worked his trotter Charley Belden a

mile in 2:13% last Wednesday at Santa Rosa. This

gelding is one of the nicest trotters that ever hit a
track. He is by Lynwood W. out of a mare by
Silas Skinner.

Dan Misner, C. F. Bunch, and John Green sent their

horses from Pleasanton to race on the Southern Cali-

fornia circuit-

There are 15 trotters and pacers that have recor
from 1:55% to 2:02, and five of them, or one
trace to the two full brothers, Alcyone 2:27 and
cantara 2:23. Nine of them trace one or more
to George Wilkes 2:22.

Every one knows that the trotting record wi
pacemaker in front is 1:58%, made by Lou Dilk
but there is some uncertainty as to the record ma
with runner alongside, says the American Hor
Breeder. Several persons have asked us what ti

record was, and thinking there may be others wi
seem uncertain as to this style of going, we wou
say that it is 2:01, also made by Lou Dillon. TI"

was last year at Memphis. Major Delmar, also
Memphis, trotted in 2:01%, which was the reco
when made, and which is now the best for a geldir
while the mile in 2:02%, by Cresceus, is the stalli

record.

The horses are moving fast at the Santa Rosa track

these days. Frank Turner worked his three-year-old

pacing filly Carlocita a mile in 2:15 last Wednesday,
the last quarter in 30% seconds. She is by Sidney
Dillon out of Carlotta Wilkes. On the same day he

stepped the two-year-old pacer Carrie Dillon by Sid-

ney Dillon out of Biscari by Director a mile in 2:16%.
This youngster is one of the coming crackajacks of

the coast. .

Charlie T. 2:13% by Zombro, is at Pleasanton in

Al McDonald's charge and looks as good as peaches

and cream. He will go into Zombro's list of 2:30

performers next season.

George Ramage is working a big trotter by Falrose
that is showing a lot of improvement. George
stepped him a mile in 2:39 four weeks after receiv-

ing him. and thinks he will be trotting in standard
time before Christmas.

Ed Mills is expected back in Pleasanton within a
few days from his Eastern trip. Searchlight will do

a big business in Kentucky next spring, many mares
being already booked.

2 \0% by McKinney is just outside
the dress circle, hut she will be occupying a seat
there next year.

Mr. J. c Adams of Phoenix. Arizona, has engaged
the services <»f ivl Hall, a well known Illinois trainer.

Mr. Adams will put the tWO-year-Old brother to Sweet
Marie in Hall's h.

m,;i May, the sister i<> Sonoma Girl, that took
I <-f 2:29% at the meeting of the Sonoma Coun-

ty Driving Club two weeks ago, trotted a nice mill
ill week Over the Santa Rosa track, driven

by Jos. Cuicello. she is one <>f the great prospects
ear.

:
r

4 lias in-! been first every time, but he
was up where there is little dust in most of his races
this \

R. Ashton Lawrence, founder of the Boston Wo
Horse Parade Association, is dead. Under the au
pices of this association monster parades of the w
kept draught and delivery horses of Boston and ^

cinity are held each year, and prizes are awardei
the drivers whose horses show the best care and
dition. The parades have worked a great impr
ment in the treatment of work horses in Boston.

Three or four green horses by Sidmore have made
their appearance at Pleasanton during the past month
and they are all showing speed. Fred Chadbourne
has one and Al McDonald another that are beating
2:20 and going easy.

The California Jockey Club will open its winter
meeting at Emeryville November 11th. and after rac-

ing there one month the scene will be shifted to

Ingleside track, where they will open December 11th.

Both the Christmas and New Year programs will be
run at Ingleside.

Second payment of $5 each will be due and payable
November 1st on foals of 1904. entered in the Stan-
ford Stake of 1907. Don"t allow your colt to drop out
of this rich stake. Send the $5 to Secretary Albert

Lindley. Sacramento, on or before next Wednesday,
November 1st.

Dan Patch eats International Stock Food every d
of his life. He is the world's undisputed and u
equalled harness champion and if International Sto
Food is good for him it should be good for oth
horses. If you want a fine large colored lithograph
Dan Patch, with others of Arion, Directum, R
Wilkes and one of Dan Patch breaking a recoa
send to the International Stock Food Company t

them at once. They are free. For address and f

particulars see the full page advertisement in tl

issue.

SAN FRANCISCO DRIVING CLUB.

The two unfinished races, postponed from Sund£
October 14th, were concluded at the Santa Rosa tra
last Sunday under the auspices of the San Francis
Driving Club. The free for all pace was won
Kittie D. by Dictatus, and she took a record of 2:13
in the sixth heat. Welladay won the 2:25 cla.

which was also unfinished from the previous Sundi
Joe Cuicello drove both winners.
A special race was arranged for Senator Hear

Billy F. and Velmer, and was won by the first nanw
driven by Dan Lerginger.

THE BREEDERS* FUTURITY for foals of mai
bred in 1905 does not close until December 1st, so y
will have a month to think over the question whetfe

you want some of that $7000 which is guaranteed,

only costs $2 to nominate a mare in this stake. T
conditions will be found in the advertisement.

AFTER MANY YEARS USE.

MiLLORY Commission Co., i

)

Office of tbe Manager.
Chicago, 8-22-C

Wells Medicine Co., Lafayette Ind.
Gentlemen:—It is a great pleasure to give a lestimor ii

such a valuable remedy as your Craft's .Distemper Core lit
proven itself to be. We have used it for many years with entlr
satisfactory results for tbe rure and prevention of dlsti taper t[:
coughs In horse*, tbeep and dope. Cordially yours,

Mobtimir Levering. Vice Pres. and Manager

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

Continued from Page 10

very effective and should be encouraged by all tr

sportsmen.
Few gun clubs in the state have better hunti

preserves than those in the possession of the Paja
clubs.

About 1500 ducks and 500 quail was the combin
bag that marked the opening of the season in t

vicinity of Pajaro.
Members of the "Watsonville Rod and Gun CI

visited their hunting preserves on Elkhorn sloi

where nearly every hunter got the limit of ducks a
had some excellent sport It only required a ft

hours to get all the ducks that the law permits
one day.
Nearly a score of the members of the Pajaro Vail

Gun Club went to the club's hunting preserves
McCusker slough and bagged upward of 400 ducks,!

Some good bags of ducks were also killed aloil

the slough at the mouth of the river, near Can)

Goodall, and hunters had a great day in that vicinitl

Other bodies of water were visited during the d:l

by individual hunters and none returned empt|
handed.
While teal and sprig led in point of numbers, wi

geon. spoonbill and a few mallards were also kilk

Vallejo Game Preserve.
The city of Vallejo has the proud distinction of b|

ing, possibly, the only city in the United States ha

ing a game preserve of its own—the reservation

Green Valley belongs to Vallejo, and is a sect>

noted among other things for good duck shooting.

Vallejo people who hunt or fish in that sectk

must obtain permits from the Vallejo City Trustees
|

Board of Works to do so, and permits are given on

to responsible parties and those whose reputation

such that it is not likely that they will leave can

fires burning that might cause untold loss or destn

or trespass on the water works.
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h THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.
By RALPH H. TOZEB.

'hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
,Ve have had some "classy" winter race meetings

California since 1S92. but the coming- ones at Oak-

.d, Ingleside and Tanforan will totally eclipse those

the past as did Eclipse the race horses of his era.

rily, loking at the array of speedy turf performers,

.ered in the $10,000 Burns Handicap, which brings

; all that is good in the racing line in this part of

• world, one could easily imagine the racing was

ng on at one of the metropolitan tracks of the far

st. The list of owners new to "the land of gold"

unparalleled in our racing annals, too, and some

able names are to be found thereon—names that

nd for much that is grand and noble in "the sport

kings." First I will give our readers an idea of

• treat that is in store for them, during the coming

sion. Of the flyers of undoubted stake class I will

ntion Proper, winner of several of the big handi-

»s this season at the far East in the colors of

dter Jennings; Graziallo, purchased by the latter

itleman for something like $6,500 to race out this

y; Dr. Leggo, the double Derby winner, and one of

very best three year olds ever raced in California,
• most excellent judges; Claude, idol of our race

»rs and in magnificant form, too; Garnett Fergu-
i's Bear Catcher, the best three year old colt of

4 and just rounding to after going through the

ng process; Lonis Ezell's W. R. Condon, the gal-

t winner of this year's Burns Handicap and re-

•ted to be in grand fettle after his long rest; Mili-

y Man, a very fast, game and consistent performer;

Dobson's Epicure, a proved performer that is

•ught to have returned to the form that made him
nous two years ago; Honiton, "Packy" Ryan's

re, not "out of the money" in seventeen starts

•e last season, also his San Nicolas, who ran a

le in 1:39% at Kansas City; Horatius, a Derby and

p winner; "Watercure, holder for a time of the

rld's- record at a mile and a furlong; Haviland, win-

r of some forty-seven races and a record breaker

nself; Ishlana, a stake mare East and West;
leres, a good second to Dr. Leggo on the three year

colt list last spring; Memories (purchased lately

Dr. J. Grant Lyman for $10,000 especially to win

; Burns handicap) ; Gregor K., who headed the

; of three year old race winners in 1903; Reserva

n, a big stake-winner in 1903 and 1904 and a victor

it Claude in a Derby; Good Cheer, a clever horse

s^season and last; "Wexford, a fast and frequent

iner around the Middle West this season; Brancas,

ewer Gerst's splendid winner at Louisville and

tonia recently and the top-weight horse in handl-

es at those places; Collonade. which ran a mile

ter than 1:40 as a three year old and was second

Dice for the American Derby for a time; Bill Curtis,

nner of the Los Angeles Derby of 1904; Downpat -

k, a fast and game colt trained by Tom Ryan, who

o has the Kansas City Derby winner True Wing;

ufriere, a splendid "stayer" with a world of speed;

d Leaf, a splendid two year old and a consistent

ee year old now owned by J. O. Keene; Rightful.

Capt. R. R. Rice's string, always a good 'un; Jim

rl's old horse Bragg, a winner from Rhode Island

California in good company" and victorious on me-
politan courses quite recently; T. McLaughlin's

i Air. when right a rare good one; Bombardier, a

lifornia Derby winner; Elie, a nearly world-beater

the longest races run these days; Sir WilfredC un-

lbtedly the best two year old in California last sea-

0; Ed Sheridan, Dr. Gardner and Tom McGrath,

ee stake youngsters from Barney Schreiber's farm;

a Remo, a steady victor at Latonia last summer;
izados, the speediest horse bred in California in

ent years; W. Cahill's Andrew Mjack, a good horse

e last spring, but recently out of form; the same

ner's Voladay, purchased this week for the Cali-

nia campaign and a very shifty preformer in any

kind of mud or a slow track; Beau Ormonde, which
has run his mile in 1:38; Geranuim". a mare that in
the Clay colors this season around New York ran
six furlongs better than 1:14. a mile and a sixteenth
better than 1:46 and a mile and a furlong in 1:*52%
with from 10$ to 110 pounds in the saddle always;
Lady Savoy, one of the best two and three year olds
in the Middle West in 1904 and 1905; Dalvay, a horse
good for a mile in close to 1:39 when right; "Boots"
DurneU's John W. Gates; Israelite, a speed marvel
from the far East that can run over any sort of
course, and his stable companion. New Mown Hay, a
fleet mare; Oarsman, a horse trained by Frank Regan
well known in this section and which this year ran
seven furlongs in 1:26 1-5 with 120 pounds up, win-
ning easily, besides running a mile and a sixteenth in
1:47 1-5. easily and a mile and three-sixteenths in
2:01 2-5 with 120 pounds on; then there is Hirmo
trained by Charley Patterson and bred by Burns &
Waterhouse, that is considered a three year old of
stake class around New York, and which ran a mile
in 1.39% and a mite and a furlong in 1:53% easily
with 102 pounds up against an all-aged field; High
Chancellor, always a stake horse when "on edge" and
dangerous anywhere ; A. B. Cook, a speed marvel,
which after a long retirement has rounded to and is

expected to show his old time form, and Confederate,
a two year Old colt with which Jennings thinks he
will win the California Derby next spring. Then
there might be mentioned Agnolo, Gateway. Bonnie
Reg, Corn Blossom, Magrane, Cigar Lighter, Charla-
tan, Scotch Thistle, A. Muskoday and Nigrette, horses
of some class that might prove to be of stake caliber

after all.

* * * *

Charles T. Henshall, after a long illness in New
York, has returned to ''the game" and will bring to

Emeryville a French-bred mare named Ginette. Mas-
sada, Pronta and his horses well known out this wayi,

Head Dance, Sir Brillar and Martinmas. Pronta is

likely to prove a mare hard to beat, for the daughter
of Falsetto can either sprint or stay and can negoti-
ate any kind of course. At Union Park, St. Louis, in

1904, Pronta was the best performer on the list.

» * * *

Prominent turfmen new to the Coast sending out
strings this year are James Arthur, Dr. J. Grant Ly-
man, Frank Healy, Capt. R. R. Rice, Walter Gum and
William Gerst, while there will be a return of most
of the "old guard," Bob Smith being the lone excep-
tion I can call to mind. A surprise is the splitting of

his big string by "Boots" Durnell, one division racing
in Los Angeles, the other here. H. T. Griffin and
Frank Regan will do likewise, as will Barney Schrei-
ber. Billy Oliver returns with Lord Badge and other
bread-winners, as do L. A. Bonsack, C. M. Patterson.

George Webb, George Dodge, James Curl. W. E. Cot-
ton, Dayton & Co., Lamasney Bros.. J. D. Millin, M.
D. Miller, L. H| Ezell. P. Ryan, T. H. Ryan. W. Cahill,

John Schorr, F. Doss, C. C. MfcCafferty, F. E.
Baird, Mike Daly, H. Robinson and P. Knebelkamp.
There will be no dearth of riding talent this season.

We will have "Big Bill" Knapp (second to no rider

at the far East this season), L. Fountain, Johnny
Daly, W. Dalys Uddie "Walsh, A. Minder, Schade
(Schreiber's jockey), Aububhon, League, Frank Otis,

T. Clark, Wright E. Robinson and last, not least,

Radtke, who has taken the lead in races won in this,

the very season he has ridden race horses. Late in

th season we are likely to see Lucien Lyne, Tommy
Burns and Jay Ransch taking a few stake mounts.
Altogether, as said before, it will be the most inter-

esting season of winter racing ever known on the

Coast, viewed from any standpoint you like.
* * - * *

In keeping with the class of horses competing here,

the New California Jockey Club has made a decided

increase in the purses, having a $500 or $600 purse

every day and $1,000 purses on Wednesdays and
Saturdays, when stake races are not down for de-

cision. This means a decided increase in the size of

the purses.
* * * *

Realizing the many shortcomings of the scale of

weights now in vogue in California, I have complied

one that remedies the existing evils, especially among
the two year olds in the last three months of the year

and the horses going long journeys.

:

PROPOSED SCALE OF WEIGBT FOB AGE.

f 2 years -

! Mile
] 4 years.

Jan.

83

1 ee-Quarters Mile.

Mile and a Half.

Sfiles and a Half

.

; Miles and Upward.

I. 5 years and upward....

f 2 years
] 3 years

'

f
4 years

I 5 years and upward—
f 2 years
1 3 years
i

4 years
(. 5 years and upward—
r 2 years
j 3 years

'
| 4 years
I.

5 years and upward ..

f 2 years

J 3 years
1 4 years ,

[ 5 years and upward....

( 3 years
. < 4 years

(. 5 years and upward

I 3 years
. - 4 years

t 5 years and upward....

Feb. Mar. April May June July

86 89 92 95 97 99
111 112 113 114 115 116

123 124 125 120 126 126

126 126 126 126 126 126

117
124

96
117
122

83 86 89
110 112 113
123 124 125

126 126 126

81 84 87
108 110 112
123 124 125
126 126 126

104 106 108
122 123 124
126 126 126

102 104 106

121 122 12!

124 124 124

100 102 101
119 121 123
124 121 124

92
114
126
126

90
114
126
126

110
126
126

108
124
124

106
124
124

94

92
115
126
126

126
126

110
124

108
124
124

122

102
121
122

104 106

1 22 1 22
1 22 1 22

96
116
126
126

94
116

114
126
126

112
124
124

110
124
124

1U8

122
122

Sept.

103
118
126
126

100

118

Oet.

105

119
126

126

Nov.
107
120

126
126

Dee.

109
121
126
126

102 104 106
119 120 121
126 126 126
126 126 126

117
126

126

116

126

112

124
124

110

122

100 102

126
126

126

126

104

121

126

126

96 98 100
118 119 120
126 120 126
126 126 126

116
124

113
124

124

94

114

124
121

111

122
122

96

115

124

98

In races of intermediate distances the weights for the shorter distance are to be carried.
.,„,„

In all races exclusively for two-year-olds the weights shall be 118 lbs. for colts. 115 for geldings and nllies.

In all races exclusively for three-year-olds the weights shall be 122 lbs.; geldings to be allowed 3 lbs. at all

n January to September and 5 lbs. from September 1st to the end of the year. _

In races for horses of all ages, geldings are to be allowed 3 lbs., mares 3 lbs. from January to September and :> lbs. rrom

to the end of the year.

115 116
122 122
122 122

Illlles 3 lbs.

September

The above scale is based on the belief that veteri-
narians are correct when they say a horse is fully
matured in every respect at the age of fifty months.
Previously the scale for two year olds In October.
November and December was the same. In these
days, when winter racing is in vogue, the use of the
ancient scale would give two year olds running in the
months of November and December a decided advant-
age over older horses, and this has been taken into
account in making the new scale and the matter
remedied. After a horse has matured, why- should he
not, from that time forth, carry his full weight at ah
times—not more in October than in May, if he is

fifty months old in May? In the old scales, too, the
weight increased with the distance, when in my opin-
ion just the reverse should be the case. The longer
the journey the heavier the load fels to the carrier.
Taking this view, it will be noted that there has been
a cut made of four pounds in the weight carried by
a; five year old between a race of a mile and a half
and one of three miles. It will be noted that I make
four year old in the month of May carry as much as
at any time in his after career. I am assuming that
a majority of the foals come into the world by March
1st, and by making May 1st (four years and two
months later) the time when it shall carry the maxi-
mum weight, this would be approximately correct.

STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY MEETING.

(Sacramento Union, Oct. 22.)

- The directors of the State Agricultural Society met
yesterday at the Pavilion for the purpose of passing
the - financial statement of the recent fair. After
transacting the necessary business the directors vis-
ited" Governor Pardee at the Capitol and laid the
statement before him. There were present Directors
Burke, Fox, Howard, Johnston. Kingsbury, Land,
Paine, Rose. Wilson, Whitaker and President Rush,
with Albert Lindley, Secretary.
The balance sheet is as follows:

On hand in State Treasury $ 2.250.00
Receipts from all sources....' 40.504.21

$43,054.21
Expenditure $41,205 . 62

Actual balance in Treasury after all

bills ?re paid $ 1,848.59

Action was taken and committees appointed to re-
vise and reconstruct the premium list, both in rela-
tion to the livestock department and the agricul-
tural, horticultural and other departments where the
exhibits are displayed in the Agricultural Pavilion.
A committee of three was appointed to confer with

the committee from the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse
Breeders' Association and representatives from
Fresno, Los Angeles, San Jose, Woodland. Stockton
and other breeding centers, with a view of arranging
a continuous circuit of fairs to finally conclude with
the -State Fair.

An effort will be made to get Mr. McLaren, super-
intendent of the Golden Gate Park, and Professor G.
W. Shaw of the agricultural department of the State
University, to visit the Agricultural Park and deter-
mine what grasses and trees would be best adapted
to the soil and most suitable for the fair grounds
A resolution was adopted which changes the con-

ditions of all future Occident and Stanford stakes
so that horses not winning a heat in three will be
sent to the stable but retain their standing in the
summary.
The secretary was instructed to correspond with

the various amateur athletic associations with a view
to conducting athletic tournaments during the fair,

where different counties will be represented in an
inter-county contest, such as baseball, gun clubs and
the like.

Resolutions were adopted to revise the rules relat-

ing to running races and arrange for stake races for

thoroughbreds.
The directors visited the governor's office in a body

to report to him their financial condition and to get
him. if possible, to give to them such portion of the
$60,000 appropriation made by the last Legislature,

of which the board had only used the sum of $28,500,

as would be necessary to cover the deficit that was
incurred in making improvements upon the new fair

grounds, and a further sum sufficient to provide for

the expenses of planting grasses, trees and painting,

protecting and roofing all buildings that have already
been constructed. The governor expressed himself as
being pleased with the manner of conducting the af-

fairs of the society this year, and with the State
Fair itself. He signified that there were some things
that he might have done a little differently himself,

but as a whole he thought it was a very creditable
show and reflected credit upon the board, and he
thought it was a long step toward placing the affairs

of the Agricultural Society of California on a basis
where they would rank with the affairs of other states
in the East.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

B. S., Pleasanton.—Boydell is by Electioneer
125. dam Sontag Dixie, dam of five in the list by-

Toronto Sontag, second dam Dixie by Billy Townes,
third dam by Sir Charles. Boydell is own brother to

Del Mar 2:16%, sire of Major Delmar 1:59%. Prairie

Bird 2:2SVi was by Flaztail S132. dam Fashion by
John Baptist, second dam Fanny Fern by Irwins'

Tuckahoe, third dam a daughter of Leffier's Consul.

Prairie Bird is the dam of Flight 2.2:1 and also dam
of the stallion Prompter.

On a hot day drink Jackson's Napa Soda lemonade"
and be refreshed.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April 1-Sept. 10. Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season for taking s:c3'.-

b:ad Id tidewater.

April 1-Nov. 1—Trout season open.

June l-Jaa. 1—Open season for black bass.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close reason In tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season lor catching salmon.

Sept. 15-Aprll 1— Open season for lobsters and crawfish-

Oct. iti-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. l-Sept. 1—Open reason for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. lu—Season open for taking salmon above tide

»:ater.

Gun.

July 1-Peb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. l-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and
sage ben.

Oot. 15-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. 15-Aprll I—Open season for English snipe.

Oot. I5-Aug 1—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.
Oct. 2G. 28—Lawrence Kennel Club. Newcastle, Pa. W. L.

McConnell, Secretary. Entries close Oot. 16.

Nov. 15. 16—New England Beagle Club's specialty thow. Giaf-
ton, Mass. A. D. Fisbe, Secretary.

Nov. 15, 18 -Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 21,22—Brockton District Kennel Club Brockton, Mass.
J. W. Sullivan, Secretary.

Nov. 30-Dio. 2— Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec. 13, 14—Southwestern Kecnel Club's bench show at Pasc-
dena. Entries close .

1906.
Jan. 17, 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.

John C. Schomaker, Secretary.

Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V.
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb. 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary.
March 14, 17—Passaic County Fi-h and Game Protective Asso-

ciation. Paterson, N. J. N J Mathews, Secretary.

March 21, 24- Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. G-
Smith, Secretary.

June 9—Wlssahickon Kennel Club. Wissahickon, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Oct. 23—Ohio Fiei,d Trial Association. Washington Court House.
O. C. T. Phillips, Secretary, Columbus, O.

Oct. 30—Amerioan Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January 1, 1904, whose dams have
been dulv qualified. Robinson, 111 , entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co., Chicago.

Oct. 30—National Beagle Club of America: 16th annual trials.
Stevenson, Md. Chas. R Stevenson, Secretary.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapin, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.
Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsvllle 111.

S H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. Dayton, O.

Nov. 13—New England Beagle Club. 12th annual trials. Graf-
ton. Mass. A. D. Ffske, Secretary.

Nov. 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Iodlana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.
Nov. 28-VirgInfa Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.

Chas. B. Cooke, Seoretary, Richmond, Va.
Dec. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental

(Hals). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club. Uth annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.
Dec. 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.

Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1006.
Jan. 8-Georgla Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Essig, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacifio Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bake^fleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

AMERICAN BRED DOGS.

Editor Breeder and Sportsman, San Francisco:
Dear Sir—My attention has been called to the fact

1,1 ntrlbutors to the columns of your valuable pe-
lica] have called on you for a definition as to

svhal constitutes an "American-bred dog. In order
to re all doubl on the subject, I -would feel

i if you would allow me to use your space for
iMi.h hing the official definition of the

American Kennel Club, and thereby removing the
existing uncertainty.
An "American-bred" dog Is the progeny of a .bitch

In this country, which progeny is whelped
1

1
i bit h ••v. ned in the United States

I
to a foreign country to be bred and

1 re i in this country to whelp, the progeny
American-bred. Bui If a bitch is bought in a for-

elgn country and is bred there before being brought
country, the progeny is not "American-bred,"

although it is "American-born."
thoui saying, thai :i bitch owned in the

rid in.'.
i here musi necessarily have

rogi ri3 Thai pari of the propo-
" Ion i

"i,i.! i...
! obi 3 as in need no stating.

Apologizing for this trespass on your space, and
ou I'M' 1 1,,,

i ourtesy of your columns, I am,
iii's truly, .i. I*. \< mji.w,

P \>&\ Isorj i 'mo, :e a. k. C.

GUTS, LEADERS AND LINES.

"s Napa Soda <hn-s nol tangle the Eeet.

(Concluded from Last Week.)

The history of the fish line is buried in the for-

gotten past, but mention is found in the sacred writ-

ings of "hooks," and there are evidences of the

"fisher" in Isaiah, Chap. 19, v. IS, "And the fisher

shall mourn and lament and those that cast the

hook into the river." Necessarily the hook was at-

tached to the line, or how could it be cast into the

river for fish if it were not? The earliest mention in

English literature for the "lyne" is in the "Fyshing
With an Angle," by the Prioress of St. Albans, Dame
Juliana Burnes or Berners, whose book was one of

the earliest printed in Britain in 1496, by Wynkyn
de Worde. She also used colored lines. She says.

"After that ye have made thus your rodde, ye muste
lerne to coloure ' your lynes of here (hair) in this

wyse. Fyrste ye must take of a whyte horse tayla

the lengest (longest) haire and fayrest (fairest) ye

can finde Ever the rounder the better if is. De-
part (separate) in five parts, and every parte ye
shall coloure by hymself in dyvers colours, as yal-

lowe, browne, tawney, russett and duske, and to

make a good coloure to your heere (hair) ye shall

do it thus." The good dame here proceeds to give

recipes in which "small ale" and alum, and "cope-
rose" (copperas) and verdigris are ingredients. Her
recipe for staining the hair line is as follows:

"Take smalle ale a potell (two quarts) and stampe
three handfulls of walnut leaves, and put togidir,

and put in your heir (hair) till it be as depe as ye
woll have it."

For a russet color she recommends "stronge lye

—

a pynt, halfe a pound of sote (soot) and a leetle

juice of walnut leaves and a quart of alum, and put
all togyder and boyle theym welle."

What kind of results she obtained after this opera-
tion of "boylling" can be surmised. There are five

other prescriptions equally extraordinary, and all

intended for horsehair lines of different colors for

different seasons of the year.

It is a fact that until quite recently the fly-lines of

many of the best English trout fishermen had hair

woven in them with the silk, and the buoyancy of

these lines in the water and the ease with which
they could be cast I can testify to from actual ex-
perience. To this day a Scotchman in Montreal
makes hair leaders twisted for bass fishing, and his

best customers will take nothing else because of the
elasticity of the hair of the "white stallion's" tail.

In the south of England many trout fishermen use
the hair from a brown stallion's tail, just as the
modern angler uses drawn gut.

The good dame of St. Albans gives a rough wood
cut of a machine for making the lines she talks of

I have seen the original copy in the British Musearn
of this "Treatysse" and the machine looks like en
old Indian bow rather than a weaving or braiding
machine. The modern braider is of course a very
ingenious arrangement of spindles which converge
to a center and carry the thread of silk or flax from
which the line is made. Some of the Nottingham
silk lines are very fine and of exquisite make, and
many of the line-makers, such as the Natchaug Com-
pany of America, are unexcelled in their manufac-
ture. A good silk braided line is facile princeps,
and not to be beat. It is superfluous to name the
many makes on the market. Every angler knows
where to get a good line at a moderate price.

At intervals there have been inventions of original

lines put on the market, both in England and Amer-
ica. The Foster Bros, produced what was termed
the Acme line some 25 years ago and I have fished
with this line with much satisfaction. It was made
of the finest braided silk on the outsida and inside

was a core of copper wire. This device rendered the
line somewhat stiffer and less liable to kink and
heavier for the size than the ordinary line and
easier to cast in a wind. One could also cast farther
with the same amount of force extended with the
"Acme" than with the braided silk line Quite re-

cently there has been patented a braided copper line

with a core of silk thread, which is the exact oppo-
site of the "Acme" line. This line is stiff and heavy
and designed for deep water trolling, no sinker being
needed. I have tried it in a deep New England lake
near Winsted and find it works very well and takes
the bait down satisfactorily. Whether it will be
popular or not I am not in a position to say. It fills

a want in deep water trolling for lake trout which
certainly exists and probably will have a ready sale
to those who do not care for the hard work of the
heavy sinker.

The dressing of a silk line, especially what is

termed enameling, is a fine art and there are many
methods too numerous to describe. One of the sim-
plest is boiled oil (linseed) and though it takes a
long time to dry it certainly is a preservative of the
first class. A rough-and-ready one is paraffme wax
with the addition of 10 per cent of white resin. This
is heated to melting point and the line allowed to
simmer for a short time in it. It is then run rapidly
through a clean linen rag and in a few minutes the
line is ready for use and acts very satisfactorily for

quite ;i period of use. after which the treatment can
be repeated without detriment to the line, providing
the heal of the solution be not too great, when the
line is immersed. Mr. Henry P. Wells, in his "Fly-

rods and Fly-tackle," gives the following dr
for lines: "Heat two ounces of linseed oil ui

will singe a feather dipped in it. Melt in ani

thoroughly with it a piece of camphor the size
hazelnut; stir in an equal proportion of good
varnish. Soak the line in the mixture while tht

ter is warm, until thoroughly saturated. Then d
the line through the fold of a double leather (c

mois) and pressed closely upon it to squeeze outi
the dressing you can. Stretch in a garret or sinr
place to dry. This will take several days accorc
to weather. When dry, warm your mixture and s

again. Squeeze with the leather as before,
this is dry rub on a third coat with a rag and w
the line afterwards. When the coat is thorougi
dry, rub well with piece of parafnne from oneT
to the other and then polish the line briskly w:
woolen rag." This process takes quite a long
but it is worth while. No second coat must be
plied until its predecessor is thoroughly dry.
A first-class dressing is given by Thad Norris

one of his books quoting mainly from an old Eng
authority. Here is the recipe: "To a quarter
pint of double-boiled cold drawn linseed oil adj
ounce of good size. Gently warm and mix well,

ing careful to have the line quite dry. Soak it

this mixture till it is thoroughly saturated, say
24 hours. Then pass it through a piece of flan
pressing it sufficiently to take off the superficial c

which enables that' which is in the interior to
well and in time to get stiff. The line must be h-

up in the air, wind and sun. out of the reach of mt
ture for a fortnight till quite dry or nearly so, w
it must be redipped to give an outer coat for wl
less soaking is necessary. After this wipe it ag:

but lightly. Wind on a towel horse before a hot
for two or three hours, which will cause the mixt
on it to "flow" (as the Japanese term it) and g

an even gloss to the whole line It must then be
to dry and harden as before* and the length of
final exposure depends on the weather and place,
should be of sufficient length of time."
A process to which I have resorted (and it

tirely my own idea) is the placing of the mi:
whatever it may be, under the receiver of an
pump, so that the vacuum may draw out all the
in the line and mixture and compel the
penetration of the dressing. The time for this i

termined by the thickness of the line, but the pr
should not be hurried and should be repeated ai

each coating till at least four coatings have b
given and dried and treated in the usual way.
Although I have given the process I have

most useful in line dressing, I frankly confess t

prefer buying an enameled line at ten cents a y
to going to the trouble of dressing it myself.

Texture in the line is the next consideration,
though last it is not the least. It is all-import
when one is by the waterside, and begins to be p
ticular about his fishing gear. The slightest fla^\

then a great one, and though the line may seem'p
feet in the tackle shop where it was bought yet wl

it comes to be used it discloses its real nature wi
out fail. It seems finical to be so exact, but a g
line is a possession which needs to be much val

when once acquired. It must, in the first place,

not too light or too thick. The strength should
compatible with the thickness. This is a matter
judgment of course, and depends on the weight of

rod and leader, and the fish one expects to angle
The old horsehair line was thought the best at
time on account of its elasticity and buoyancy in

air and on the water. Suddenly, however, after a
ing in use for all the centuries since the fifteenth

struck the fishermen that it was wrong and ine

cient. Prickly ends of horsehair stuck out all o

it, and it had a way of fraying which was, to'

the least of it, annoying. What was to be done?
could not be dressed or varnished. That would m
it too heavy, so some other material was souj

Hemp was tried. It fell on the water as a fly ]

with sufficient lightness, but it would not last lo

It soon perished and was finally discarded. Tl

appeared the silk line woven in the hair and an
tempt at dressing the resulting combination '

made. It did not work and the line makers m
further experiments. They soon found that the lig

ness so sought for from long time ago was not re*

what was wanted. So a silk line was braided i

dressed with boiled oil, and it was less liable to ti

gle in the air, and besides its extra weight made
very much easier to propel through the air

that did not seem to dawn on the ancient angle;

took hundreds of years to bring about this evol

Why it did not occur before is due to the fact, p
haps, that there did not seem to be any necessity

change in the accepted order of things. The sill

as it is seems to be the best possible, especially

we take weeks and even months to enamel it

it? It is only because we cannot see what may
going on in the years to come that we think eve

thing is the best now. At least, there is no wr<[

in questioning whether or not we have the pert)

line. Some have sworn by the hollow line, but
literary experts who write on fishing have prono
for the solid line, saying, "the objection to the hi

line is this that should a Haw or bruise assai

the water instantly finds its way into the tube
it is not long before the line is rotten, notwithstai

ing every, care taken to dry it. The thin and scl

line is the one that cuts through the air, and if it

vacuum dressed in boiled oil it will certainly sati

the most fastidious. But another question ari

which' is not easy to answer. Whether it is

have a tapered line or not. The tapered hard e

line is certainly a better line to cast than the \}

which is the same thickness from end to end. M0)1,

over, the leader being thinner than the line tap (

the end of the line, and there is no reason why
line should not also be tapered. That is also a m<
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extension of the principle. It certainly is better to

cast, but only when the wind is with it, and here :s

the flaw in the theory. Practice shows that with the

wind it is easy to cast a long line tapered. But the

solid and even line from end to end will go with the

wind and against it, without much difficulty. Again,

a tapered line spoils the action of the finest rod. A
rod that will cast the solid line will seldom perform

as well with the tapered line. Salmon fishermen

sometimes use them for down-stream winds, but I

recommend at all times the solid, even gauge line for

ordinary angling.

To preserve a fine lins from decay so that it shall

not break unreasonably soon, it is well to dry it on

each return from fishing, taking it from the reel with

care and unfolding it on a chair in a dry, warm
room. It is astonishing how different lines are in

their durability. Those of the best silk will last for

a decade and those that have any admixture of flax

will last even longer, Indeed, the most lasting line

for both salt and fresh water is unquestionably a flax

1 or linen line little" braided or twisted as the case may
be. When the line shows the least fraying or break-

ing of the enamel it should not be used again until

it has been redressed. This can be done with white

paraffine wax melted and a little resin of the whitest

dropped into the wax when well melted. On the

whole and to sum up the whole line question the only

wise thing to do is—buy a thoroughly good line 01

not more than 300 feet and see that you get pure

silk and that the dressing is ' pliable and not stiff

Unless enameled by the vacuum process it is likely

to be so.

THE QUAILS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Duck Shooting on the Susquehanna.

Duck hunting conditions in the East are not such

as would be much relished by members of any of the

gun clubs having preserves on the Suisun or other

good duck shooting marshes. The following account

of the sport in a famous hunting district is given by

a Philadelphia paper, from which it will be seen that

Coast sportsmen have, for the present, much the best

of the duck situation:

No outdoor sport with a gun exceeds in exhilaration

the shooting of ducks on the famous flats of the Sus-

quehanna river. The season of this pastime of the man
of wealth and occupation of the professional market

gunner is fast approaching, and on November 1st the

liiltle town of Havre de Grace, on the banks of the

Susquehanna, midway between Baltimore and Wil-

mington, will be the mecca of hundreds of sportsmen

in search of ducks. The prospects for a season's

shooting were never better and despite the recent

warm weather myriads of ducks have been seen hov-

ering over the river flats.

The season prescribed by law extends from Novem-
ber 1st to March 31st, the shooting days being Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday until January 1st, when
Saturday will be added. The shooting of ducks on the

Susquehanna flats has developed into a great industry

.and while the number of daily gunners average about

600 there seems to be no end to the feathery tribe

and unless the sportsman fails to get a good bag it is

for the reason that he does not know how to go about

his business.
There are four ways of getting ducks on the Sus-

quehanna fiats. The most approved method is shoot-

ing from a sink box. This is a coffin shaped boat

with extending platforms, that sinks into the water
until the platforms rest on the surface. The hunter
sits in the receptacle until the birds fiy^within range,

when he rises to a standing or a kneeling position

and fires.

A second method is by sneak or bushwhacking
boats. These are row boats, generally covered with
either canvas or bushes, behind which the hunter sits

and glides down on a flock of feeding birds. The
same idea is carried out by blind shooting along the

shores.

The difference between the hunting of the profes-
sional and of the amateur is very marked. The latter,

with a party of friends, has reached Havre de Grace,
say, the night before the opening of the season. He
goes aboard his private yacht and during the night
the craft glides down the Susquehanna river and on
toward the flats.

The gunner is rolled up in blankets below deck
dreaming of myriads of slaughtered ducks. There is

a terrible racket all around him early in the morning
and as he springs out of his bunk, the thought dawns
upon him that the season is on and that he was not
on hand to fire the first shot.

In a jiffy he is dressed, and with his friends sits

down to a breakfast of buckwheat cakes and sausage.
It is queer, but every duck hunter eats buckwheat
cakes and sausage for breakfast. MJeanwhile the cap-
tain has anchored a sink-box and strung out a couple
of hundred of decoy ducks. The gunner places him-
self in the sink-box and awaits his game.
The duck makes the gunner wait for him. If, per-
iance, he should get within shooting distance, he
ust be mighty quick with the gran or the chances
e that he will lose six cents worth of powder and
ot. not to speak of the bird. It happens that in

any instances the amateur sits in his box and waits,
d after waiting a long time, takes* a drink. This

ie does several times, and after firing his gun a half
zen times at a flock of birds fifty yards out of range

e gets disgusted and, signalling his yacht, is taken
oard. The day's sport may have cost him $50.

his picture is not overdrawn. On the opening day
the season on the Susquehanna last year two ama-
urs who occupied a sink-box shot during the day

hot only three pairs of blackheads and two pairs of

redheads. Another man, disgusted and bound for

home, carrying one little "mudhen" or crow duck, the

most despised of the duck family, was seen at the
railroad station at Havre de Grace. He said the bird

he carried had cost him $100.

Bulletin No. 26 of the Bureau of Biological Survey.

United States Department of Agriculture by Sylvester

D. Judd, assistant, Biological Survey.

Introduction.— The quails of the United States, be-
cause of their interesting habits and marvelous di-

versity of form and color, are a notably attractive

group. All are handsome birds, but the most striking

and beautiful species live in the Southwest and on
the Pacific Coast. Seven species occur within our
borders, but only one in the Eastern States. The
others are widely distributed from Texas to Cali-

fornia and Oregon. Their range was, and still is, con-
tinuous along the entire southern border of the coun-
try from the Atlantic to the Pacific; but there is- an
irregular belt along the northern border and a large

area in the interior, comprising the Great Plains, the

northern three-fourths of the Great Basin, and the

Rocky Mountains, in which they appear to have been
originally wanting.
With few exceptions our quails welcome the exten-

sion of agriculture, and the added food supply in

farmed areas results in an increase of their numbers.
This is equally true of the bobwhite of the East, and
of some of the desert species of the West. So fully

does the bobwhite appreciate the advantages of the

farm that its range has increased with the extension
of the cultivated area, especially west of the Miss-
issippi.

The quails, because of their cheerful habits, their

beauty, and their value as food, are usually welcome
on the farm; but their real value to agriculture is not
yet generally understood. The investigations of the
Biological Survey show that these birds, with rare

exceptions, are not only harmless, but that usually

they are very useful to agriculture. This is particu-

larly true of the bobwhite, which constantly feeds on
injurious weed seeds and insects, and thus renders
valuable service to the farmer. In return for this

good service it is but fair that these birds should be
treated with friendly care and interest.

The well-known bobwhite is the only quail indig-

enous to the Eastern United States, where it ranges
from southern New England to Florida and Texas

;

but owing to climatic influences the birds of Florida
and of Texas differ enough to be distinguished as

geographic races. Wherever it occurs, however, the
bobwhite has the same call, and varies but little in

habits. A closely related bird, the masked bobwhitx.
Inhabited southern Arizona until within a few years.

Owing to dry seasons and the overstocking of its home
with cattle, this bird is now supposed to be extinct

within our borders; but some probably exist in parts

of Sonora, Mexico.
Although bobwhites are handsome birds, yet they

are the plainest quail in the United States except
' cotton top" or scaled quail of the desert of southern
Texas r/nd Arizona. The latter is slaty bluish on the

upper parts, w'hich are ornamented with large scale-

like markings, and has a whitish crest.

The most bizarre and curious of all is the Mearns
quail of the high, broken plains and mountain slopes

of southwestern Texas, southern New Mexico and
Arizona, It is short and round bodied, like a little

guinea hen, and this superficial likeness is increased

by brilliant, round, white spots ornamenting the dark
sides. It is the gentlest of all the quails and is so

unsuspicious that when a person encounters one it

often walk unconcernedly about or stands looking

curiously at the newcomer, when it is not infre-

quently killed with a stick or stone, a characteristic

which, among the people where it lives, has earned
for it the name of "Fool Quail."

The Gambel quail is a habitant of the southwestern
desert region, where it ranges the brushy foothills

and the valleys along water courses. It is a beauti-

ful bird, the head handsomely marked and adorned
with a jet-black recurving crest, and the flanks' bright

chestnut, brilliantly streaked with white. This quail,

one of the most conspicuous and pleasing forms of

desert life, is numerous- wherever it can find suffi-

cient food and water. For ages it has claimed many
a remote watering place as its own, but it welcomes
the settler and finds additional shelter and food in

his irrigated fields. Under the new conditions its

numbers increase and it repays the favors received

by becoming semi-domesticated. Its presence adds a

touch of bright color and animation to the dreary sur-

roundings of many a lonely desert ranch.

The California walley quail belongs entirely to the

Pacific coast, and probably is the most beautiful of

the smaller gallinaceous birds of the world. It re-

sembles the Gambel quail in its recurving black crest

and general appearance, but exceeds that bird in the

richness of its colors and markings. It is abundant
in most parts of California.

The California mountain quail, the largest and
one of the handsomest of this group, inhabits the

wooded mountains of the Pacific coast, and bears a

superficial resemblance to the red-legged partridge

of Europe. Like the Mearns quail, its haunts are

usually more remote from cultivated lands than are

those of the other species.

The services to agriculture of the western quails,

while in most cases appreciable, are far less valuable

than those of bobwhite, mainly because the birds are

much less insectivorous. Moreover, the California

valley quail sometimes damages the grape crop.

The value of a single game bird is of course small,

and it is from this narrow point of view that its re-

lation to the community is usually considered. When,
however, the value of any important species is

worked out the result is surprising. It has been con-

clusively demonstrated that in Virginia and North

Carolina alone the common quail annually destroys

many tons of noxious insects and weed seeds. The

great value of this service must be apparent to alJ

who appreciate the never-ending warfare between

the farmer and his hydra-headed enemies, the insects
and weeds. The food value also of the quail is great,
and the health and pleasure derived from their pur-
suit has resulted in the investment of millions of
dollars. When it is generally understood that by
judicious effort the numbers of these useful birds
may be greatly increased, with a proportionate bene-
fit to all concerned, it is hoped that efforts to this
end will not be long delayed.

The Bobwhite—(Colinus virginianus). The name is
used here in its broad sense to cover the typical bird
of the Eastern States (C. virginianus), and the two
sub-species, the Florida bobwhite (C. v. floridamus)
and the Texas bobwhite (C. v. texanus).
The bobwhite is one of the most widely distributed

and popular game birds of the United States, but In
many places it is suffering ruthless extermination.
Sportsmen, farmers, legislators, and ornithologists, as
well as the friends of birds in general, should interest
themselves in the problem of its preservation. In the
Northern. Western, and Middle States, it is commonly
known as "quail," in the Southern States as "par-
tridge." This tends to confusion, since in New Eng-
land and northern New York the name "partridge"
is commonly applied to the ruffled grouse. Both names
were brought to America by English colonists from
their Old World homes, where they are applied to
species not originally inhabiting this continent. The
name "bobwhite" is from the familiar call note of the
bird.

In some of its characteristics bobwhite differs strik-
ingly from other members of the family. For ex-
ample, the crest—a well-developed adornment of sev-
eral closely related American quails—in bobwhite is
invisible except when the bird is excited.

The common bobwhite ranges more or less gener-
ally over the eastern half of the United States and
southern Ontario, except in the colder, mountainous
parts, from southern Maine to northern Florida, and
west to South Dakota. Nebraska, Kansas and Texas.
In addition, colonies have been introduced .and found
to thrive in various localities in Colorado, New Mex-
ico, Utah, Idaho, California, Oregon, Washington and
the island of Jamaica. South of the home of the
typical bird, just outlined, bobwhites have a wider
range, occupying Florida, western and southern Texas.
Cuba, and a large part of Mexico, and extending even
beyond the border of Guatemala. Owing chiefly to
climatic influences the southern birds differ more or
less from the northern ones. The masked bobwhite
(Colinus ridgway), a closely related but separated
species, once lived in extreme southern Arizona and
the adjoining part of Sonora, but now it is probably
extinct within our borders. With this exception all

of the bobwhites from Canada to Guatemala and
Cuba, according to E. W. Nelson, belong to a single
species modified by environment into a considerable
number of forms, some of which are strikingly dif-
ferent from the birds of the United States. The
Florida bobwhite, which is peculiar to the peninsula
of Florida, is smaller and darker than the northern
bird. The Texas bobwhite of western Texas and
northeastern Mexico is about the same size as the
northern one, but is paler and has a light rufous col-
lar below the black band and bordering the white
throat patch. The Salvin bobwhite from the southern
border of Mexico is very unlike the common bird of
the United States, most of the head, neck and breast
being plain black and the rest of the underparts plain
rufous.

The present account is limited to the bobwhites of
the United States, including the Texas and Florida
forms.
In the field the nuptial call note of the cockbird is

an infallible guide to its identity. This familiar chal-
lenge, sounding to the sportsman like "bob white,"
"bob-bob white," and to the farmer like "more wet"
or "no more wet," is by no means the only note of

the species- during the breeding season. It was the
good fortune of the writer during the last week of
June, 1902, to hear the nesting note and other calls.

Again and again the cock left his distant perch, where
he had been whistling "bob white," and, still calli^s-.

approached the nest on the bank of a little sluggidh
briery run between open fields. When within fifty

yards of his mate he uttered the rally note, so thrill-

ing to the sportsman in the fall, ''ka-loi-kee," which
the hen often answered with a single clear whistle.
Then followed a series of queer responsive "cater-
waulings," more unbirdlike than those of the yellow-
breasted chat, suggesting now the call of a cat to its

kittens, now scolding of a caged gray squirrel, now
the alarming notes of a mother grouse blended with
the strident cry of the guinea hen. As a finale some-
times came a loud rasping noise, not unlike the effort

of a broken-voiced whip-poor-will. The favorite call-

ing stations were rail fences at a height from 5 to

10 feet, and the limbs of trees along fence rows. One
bird whistled in a tulip tree at least 35 feet from the
ground. After the breeding season the bird discon-
tinues this characteristic call.

The notes of the bobwhite in fall and winter havt.

been described by many writers. On one occasion the
writer watched a bobwhite whistling from a fence
rail 10 feet away. At such close range the whistle
lost all its melody and became a nasal shriek which
was almost painful to the ear. It was repeated on an
verage five or six times a mi lute and consisted of

either two or three notes, of which the first was so

low as to be inaudible a hundred yards away, and the
last was strikingly louder. The mode of delivery was
peculiar, sitting in a normal, erect position, the bird

emitted the first note, then depressing the tip of the

bill almost to touch its breast, with a motion as

though hiccoughing, it gave the second, then throwing
back its head and pointing its bill skyward it utter-

ed the explosive, far-reaching1 third note.

The nesting time of bobwhite in each section of the

bird's range is usually limited to a fairly well de-
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The Derby—First, John W. Considine's English Set-

ter dog Uncle Dudley (Count Whitestone-Sports May
Belle) ; second, A. F. Wieseman's English Setter bitch,

J W ' C Rodfleld (Count Blaekie-Lundy's Belle)

;

equal third, Captain A. E. Swift's English Setter bitch

Lady May (Roderick Ill-Lady Bird), and J. W. Rip-

linger's English Setter dog Ptolemy (Ch. Stylish Ser-

geant-Premier Belle).

All-Age Stake—First, English Setter dog Uncle

Jim (Count Whitestone-Sporfs May Belle); second,

J. W. Considine's English Setter bitch Policy Girl

(Dave Earl-Top's Queen); equal third, The Pointer

dog Diamond Spot (Kitsap Jingo-Lolo), and the

Deacon, English Setter dog (Sousa-Policy Girl).

Membership Stake—First, John W. Riplinger's Eng-

lish Setter bitch Ch. Pera (Bolero-Nellie Blade).

A number of the dogs in the California entries

were withdrawn and not run at La Conner. The

California handlers seemed to be dissatisfied with

Judge Taylor's decisions at Ladnor and would not

run their dogs under him again at La Conner Flats.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Eastern Washington Field Trials.

if Wieseman, of Spokane, the owner of J. W. C.

RodfieUI winner of the British Columbia Derby and

fecond in the Pacific Northwest trials recently has

developed into an enthusiastic field trial devotee He

Reposes to run within a week or two a field trial for

Eastern Washington Pointers and Setteis.

Mr. Wieseman says in a communication

:

1 am trying to get up a field trial here for Eastern

Washington dogs that have never had any experience

m such trials. I have already four entries promised

and will hold the meet with eight entries. If the trial

is held it will be within the next three week*

It would be a good chance for owners of dogs
_

to

find out if their dogs are as good as they think they

are Every man thinks that he has the best dog

»es it work against a good (

beenthe world until he sees it work against a good do

I will get S. Hansen of Seattle, who has

to come over here to judge tl
handling my bitch, -
meet He has had five years' experience m field trials,

and is a good man in the saddle. I will gladly give

all the information I have about running field trials

to anyone who wants to enter a dog in the proposed

This is the first year for my bitch at field trials.

She was whelped in Spokane in January, 1904. The

Vancouver, B. C, Derby was run on Chinese pheas-

ants and Roddy had only s'x weeks' work with them,

but she defeated 20 of the best dogs of California,

Washington and British Columbia. From there she

was taken to Whidby island and given only two

weeks' work on bob white quail, and ran against 12

new dogs that had a whole season's work on these

birds These field trials proved that she is a great

little dog. I expect her home in a short time, as the

season Is now over."

Bench Show at Pasadena.

The Southwestern Kennel Club has been granted

dates for a bench show at Pasadena—Wednesday and

Thursday, December 13th and 14th.

The time selected and the location, it strikes us,

are most apropos. The last show in Los Angeles

was a big social function and there is no reason

why the two day show at Pasadena—barring exceed-

ingly inclement weather, which is a remote proba-

bility—should not he a successful affair with a large

entry of dogs.

Duck Hunting Excellent.

Since the 15th inst the duck hunters have had
splendid shooting in almost all sections of this state, I

Local shooters who have hunted in the bay counties
marshes have brought excellent bags of birds to the'

city on their return. Canvasbacks are also in evi-

dence, to quite an extent, a rather unusual feature
thus early in the season. The season thus far is one
of the best, for ducks, in years.

Weather conditions have worked against the quail
hunters, the country being dry and dusty. A good
rain, however, will bring a change in favor of the
upland shooter.

Pacific Coast Field Trials.

\V. J. Baughn of Ridgeville, Ind., has accepted the

Invitation of the Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, to

Judge at the club's coming trials next January. Mr.

Baughn is well known on the Eastern circuit as an

able and painstaking judge. He has also been for

,.ast a breeder of high class and winning Eng-

lish Sett.rs. Mr. Baughn had declined all invitations

from Eastern clubs for this year, and the coast club

is to be congratulated upon acquiring his services.

The second forfeit, $5, for the Derby, will be due

and i
'• tble on November 1st. Indications point to

a large percentage of the entries made qualifying with

the Becond payment.
The trials will be run ihis year on the same grounds

thai nere the seen,- <>f the club's twenty-second an-

nual trials last January.

Birds are plentiful and the grounds have been

i lied for several months past, prospects on the

whole an moi I promising for a successful meeting.

Secretary Albert Betz, 201 Parrott building, this

city, will be pleased to furnish full and complete in-

formatlon to sportsmen desirous of keeping posted

he progress of events In regard to the coming
ii ill .

Pacific Northwest Field Trials.

The winning dogs In the throe stakes of the Pacific

Northwest Field Trials Club's sixth annual trials held

at La Conner Plats, near Seattle, Wash., October 12,

13 .in.i 14, were as follows.

For a Collie Show.
There has been, for several years past, a strong

predeliction on the part of many fanciers and ex-

hibitors in favor of specialty shows. This project

has been advocated often, but has never gone any

further locally than the rumor that one or other of

the specialty clubs intended to hold a show.

The situation among the followers of kenneldom at

present is far more propitious for a successful spe-

cialty show than ever before and one little show

will do more good now than five years' more talking;

in fact the time is at hand where it is almost im-

perative for one or the other of the specialty clubs to

lead the way. A specialty one day show will, among

other things, induce the organization of other spe-

cialty clubs if not more kennel clubs. It is not abso-

lutely necessary that a show of this kind be a big

affair—not that we would not like to see a big entry

—

the main thing is to start the ball rolling.

The following views of a well known and popular

Collie fancier are applicable and worthy the serious

consideration of the fancy. The writer says:

"You will have to pardon another lengthy docu-

ment from this part of dogdom for I have so little

time to discuss schemes and I want your opinion at

least before I give them up.

"As you know, we have a spring show and a sum-

mer show, all within four months. The other eight

months we feel hard over past defeats and are eager

for another chance. There ought to be this other

chance, a loosening up about January, to my way

of thinking.

"I have no particular interest in January, except

that by the middle of the month the holiday season

is over and the Collies should be in good coat and

the long stretch of 'nothing doing' would be broken.

My idea is that the Collie Club should see its way
clear to a specialty show.

"We all raise puppies to show, but the opportuni-

ties to show them are limited. There are one or two

shows; we must go to them whether we like the judge

or no t—or else stay at home and miss a whole year.

We may go, the decision is close, we loose, but there

is no chance to try again and we feel sort of dis-

gruntled for quite a while.

"It seems to me that doggy affairs would run more

smoothly and a more enthusiastic feeling would result

if there were more shows and more judges.

"A yearly Collie show would become a feature

to be looked forward to. It does not matter if the

show should be a very modest affair. Better a small

show with a future than a big, unproductive splurge.

"So my suggestion is for an afternoon and evening

show in San Francisco—perhaps in one of the an-

nexes to the Mechanics' Pavilion, with no benching,

each exhibitor to handle his own dogs, with ribbons

for prizes and a few modest specials.

"Now of course, the expense account is to be reck-

oned on a proposition like this. From our experi-

ence we base the minimum costs at about $95, and

the maximum at $145.

"There were 59 Collies entered at San Mateo. A
show in San Francisco should draw considerably

more. We figure on a basis of 60 entries a net return

of, at least, $122.50 (in various items not necessary to

enumerate here). Now I really cannot see why such

a show could not pay for itself, if the management

tried to keep down every needless expense.

"There is just one snag that I can see, and that is

the judge. Still we must make the break sometime

and I, for one, should not object to seeing an ama-

teur do the judging. It would be, no doubt, as satis-

factory as some professional judging we have had.

"In the East, in certain breeds, some fanciers, and

several of them who have not been in the breed for

such a long time, have blossomed forth as judges.

And why not here in Collies?

"If we had enough shows, we could try out prom-

ising material. In fact, this strikes me as being

rather in the nature of our only salvation. We
must be a bit independent or things will lose their

lustre.

"I heard recently of the sojourn in California of

Mr. Rogers of Dundee, Mich., one of the oldest Collie

breeders in America. He is to remain here for some

time, I believe. I should think it would not be a

difficult matter to have him judge a Collie show. In

that rase, or should an amateur judge, the item of

expense for judging would be cut out.

"I'm sure there must be a half dozen good Collie

men who could put this thing on. Make the break

and next year have some one else to do the work.

"There could be the usual classes, with veteran,

etc., and a competition for tri-colors only, added to

Induce entries. Inexpensive specials enough to make
it interesting would be forthcoming from fanciers, in

a spirit of encouragement, I'm sure. The American

Fox Terrier Club members will compete for $2.00

cups; why can we not?"

Quail Plentiful in Placer County.
The foothills east of Lincoln fairly sw-armed with

quail hunters on the opening day of the season, and
several big bags of the swift flying denizens of the
chaparral were brought in by the more expert sports-

men. Last year the quail were extremely scarce in-

this region; indeed, a hunter was considered exceed
ingly fortunate if he could start up one bevy in

day's travel. A number of reasons were assigned
for this scarcity, but it is more than likely that the
indiscriminate hunting during the close season had
more to do with the absence of these birds than any
thing else. During the last close season, however,
there has been little complaint, and there has bei

practically no hunting of any kind in the foothill!

adjacent to and surrounding Lincoln. As a resui
quail are much more plentiful this season, and if thi

festive nimrod can find a locality not placarded wig
the numerous "no shooting" signs, an abundance ofi

sport is assured. These favored localities are scarce,
however, as the owners of foothill lands have suf-
fered so in the past from careless hunters that few
places are open to the public for hunting. For thi:

reason the hunting will necessarily be confined to

comparatively small area, and in a short time th
quail wr ill be driven away or killed.
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Sacramentans Get Many Ducks.
According: to Secramento sportsmen who were i:

the marshes at sunrise at the opening* of the duel
season, and who spent the Sabbath on the club pre'

serves, the birds were never more plentiful than they
are this year, and it is estimated that in the imme-
diate vicinity of Sacramento thousands fell duririj

the first few hours of the opening: day.
In the Big- Lake country alone, L. S. Upson claims

that 2000 is a conservative estimate of the number
of ducks killed, and fourteen hunters who shot on
the Glide ranch bagged 507 birds, two of the number
getting: the limit, 50, and the others anywhere from
a dozen to 4S.

Those who bagged the limit were Judge Clauson o:

Dixon and C. C. Carter of Sacramento, and J. R.

Hughes was but two shy the 50. Lieutenant-Gover-
nor Anderson came next with 45, Frank Newbert shot:'

40, and Charles Matthews and R. Flint each got
thirty-six.

Scores of hunters invaded the Bloom Lakes coun-
try near Franklin, and Frank Johnson reports that not
a man got less than 25 birds, and from that number
up to 40 or more.
Members of the Del Paso Club report the shooting

was the best in years, and many of the members
came close to the limit in the number of ducks killed.

Judge J. W. Hughes and father, J. R. Hughes of

Missouri, bagged 63 between them, and County As-
sessor T. H. Berkey had exceptional luck.

Dr. F. L. Atkinson of the Canvasback Club suc-
ceeded in bringing down 46 as well, while all enjoyed
excellent shooting.

L. S. Upson and Bert Krull spent the opening day
in the Big Lake country, and between them they got

92 birds.

"We shot from the time the sun rose until about
9 o'clock," states Mr. Upson, "and all those in our
vicinity stopped shooting before noon. That is the

only thing to do. With the bombardment that takes

place the birds become thoroughly frightened, and
every true sportsman will cease shooting early in.

order to give them time to recover from their fright

and return.

"I have been hunting a good many seasons in that

vicinity and never have I seen the shooting so good.

The number of hunters out the opening day waijfc

unusual. There were scores in the Big Lake country

alone, and I will venture to say that 2000 is a cons
servative estimate of the number of birds killed."

"From what I hear, quail shooting is also better

than usual, and those who were out yesterday report

the best of luck. One thing against the sport at

present is the dry ground, on which the dogs can-

not woi-k to the best advantage. After a good raiq.

the sportsmen will begin to make records."

In regard to Quail, the ranchers and farmers say

that never were there so many birds in that section

of the country.
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Pajaro Valley Hunting Notes.

While a' great many hunters went in quest of ducks,

which are plentiful and fat, others turned their at- I

tention to quail and visited the hills and wooded
j

lands near Pajaro. where they were well repaid for
;

their trouble. Several hunters killed the limit by

9 or 10 o'clock in the morning and returned to town.
|

There are sufficient game birds in this vicinity this :

season to furnish hunters with lively sport. Many;
of those who did not get out the first day went the*

following morning and made a splendid showing."

From now on the birds will not be so tame and|

the bags will be correspondingly lighter.

The stringent game laws and the care taken by

gun clubs to entice water fowl to visit that section

each season, through a system of feeding, have proved

Continued on Page 6, column 3
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THE SHEEP OUTLOOK.

The general outlook for the sheep

business is so flattering at the pres-

ent time as to almost amount to ex-

citement in sheep raising and sheep

trading circles, says Twentieth Century

Farmer. The effort to acquire flocks

for future demands, which seems to

impress alike both the novice and ex-

perienced flock master, is a feature

that promises an expansion in prices.

Increased demand for wool invari-

ibly creates excitement, and increase!

prices for sheep is sure to follow. In

addition to the demand and higher

prices for wool there is a steadily

growing demand in our markets for

mutton. This demand is of a character

that exerts an influence on the local

grain markets and general feed supply.

The sheep feeding business has de-

veloped into an industry in the grain

and hay districts, that is a recog-

nized factor in trade, and to an ap-

preciable degree directs and controls

the production of crops in those dis-

tricts.

It has been clearly demonstrated

[luring the last few months that the

mutton demand in our home markets

has passed the state of prejudice and
that people now regard lamb and mut-
iton among the choice food products

These prices have been such as to

stimulate the trade in choice mutton,

and this is first noticed and appre-

:iated by the professional sheep feeder,

ind his demands for choice lambs and
sheep for the feed yard soon reach the

jsheep raiser, who discovers his inabil-

ity to supply this demand. This lat-

ter condition has been brought about

by the demand from among the new
recruits in flock enterprise who are

making heavy draughts upon the es-

tablished flocks for foundation stock

to start on.

It is also reported from the market
enters that the demand for mutton is

so strong as to take a quality of lambs
and sheep that formerly found their

way to the feeder division. This ab-
sorption of the feeder classes of sheep

tor immediate mutton supply means
l shortening of finished mutton in the

later feeding season, and when the

feed yards are called upon to turn over

their products.
The sheep outlook in all its varied

phases of breeding flock, feeder supply

and finished mutton has not presented

a more encouraging aspect for the

K>wner and handler of the flock than

now.
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POULTRY POINTERS.

Poultry for market should be well

fed on finely ground corn meal and
mixed grains for two weeks before be-
ing killed.

It is claimed that cooked food is

best for fattening poultry though some
feeders claim the difference is too

ilight to pay for the extra trouble.

Kerosene oil applied to roosts, nests

and cracks or crevices of poultry house
alls which are infested with red

lites will rid the premises of them.
'f they have been alowed the right of

way until thoroughly established the
111 auildings will need to be gone over

.horoughly and several gallons of oil

ied. A sprayer such as is used for

jotato bugs is the best to apply the
Ml!
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Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gombault's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendon3, Founder, "Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtherm, Removes all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is iiiraluable.

_Jt:very bottle of Caustic Balsam sold ia
*varrnnted to cive satisfaction. Price $1 50
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
)>res^, charjres paid, witn full directions for
Its uie. £3TSt;nd for descriptive oircuiara,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

oil with. Prevention is better than
cure.

Poultry in being fattened for market
should not be confined to the fattening

crates more than two weeks else they

will suffer from the confinement and
the feeder's object will be defeated.

Skim milk mixed with ground grains

is a good fattening ration. Yellow
corn meal will have a tendency to

produce the rich yellow skin that is

so popular in our markets.
Geese can be raised comparatively

easy when they have a good grass pas-

ture to range over, and when fed

rather sparingly there will be very lit-

tle danger of losses. They do not re-

quire much care nor expensive houses.

Their sleeping quarters should be kept
clean and. dry. Protect them from
storms and cold winds.
Market ducks are usually confined to

yards and fed liberally a variety of

foods. They are great eaters, but they

make a very rapid growth and are

usually ready for market at from nine

to twelve weeks of age, depending on

the season. The early ones are usual-

ly sold as soon as possible to capture

the higb prices.

"While no fowls excel the duckling in

ability to wet himself from head to

foot with a minute quantity of liquid,

on the other hand, no fowl is more
sensitive to dampness or is more
quickly injured by it.

AN INTERESTING CONTEST.

Professor Olin of the Colorado agri-

cultural college has made arrangements

to distribute $2500 in gold among the

boys and. girls on the farms in that

state during the next two years through

one of the most novel and interesting

contests ever inaugurated in this coun-

try, says an exchange. It is to be

known as "The Patterson Seed Com-
petition." having been named after

Senator T. M. Patterson, who has

agreed to provide the money for the

prizes. The competition is open to

every boy and girl in Colorado under

18 years of age, and continues for t'nreu

years, with an annual award of prizes,

and a general award at the end of

three years. The contest is to see who
can produce the best wheat, oavs. and

barley by seed selections and improve-

ment during the three years' trial, and

each contestant is required to grow

each year an acre of grain from which

is selected 100 heads, to be judged in

competition by experts at the college.

There will be ten prizes of from $2 to

$25 each awarded annually for each

grain—fall wheat, spring wheat, oats

and barley, forty prizes in all each

year, and an additional forty prizes

for the general competition at the end

of the third year.

FARMER SWINE NOTES.

You can't keep pigs from squealing

with an empty trough before them.

Keep the pigs growing every minute

if you expect them to be profitable.

Young sows selected for breeding

purposes should be put on good pasture

—apart from those intended for

salughter.
Great care and attention should be

given to the boar. He should have a

pen for himself some distance from the

sows, and sufficiently strong to keep

him in. Half an acre of good clover

fenced off adjoining his pen would be

ideal provided it is at a sufficient dis-

tance from the sow pasture.

The practice of cooking grain for

hogs has long since been discouraged

as of doubtful economical value. The
raw grain will give as good results

without this expense. With vegetables,

as pumpkins, squashes and potatoes it

is quite different, for the feeding value

as well as their palatability is improved

by cooking.

meal, before beginning to force them
for eggs. The point is to fill them up
with something bulky, and then when
they begin to lay, add 5 per cent oi'

beef scraps, and thus gradually work
up, until in a week or two they are
receiving 10 or 20 per cent. In order
to have them do well water should be
kept before ducks all the time,

-o-
Sponges. S. Adderley, 307 Market St.

+€am^^ Registered U. S. Patent Offico *W^^*

SPAVIN CURE

Miifloy Mares^ stallions

IF^OI*. SALE.
Four Black Mares by McKlaney 2:11}{
One Hay Yearling Flljy by Iran Alto 2:13^
One Brown or Black WeanllDg FllJy by

Lecco 2:095£

The Mares are BESSIE D., that is out ol
Stemwlnder the dam of Directum 2:05M; KOSKMcKlNNEY, that is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:22^,
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
ka<isy, ihat is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1835
son of Strathmore; and Black Mare out of Fon-
tanita by Antevolo 2:19H, aon of Electioneer:
second dam Fontana. dam of Silas Skinner 2:17,
etc.
The Yearling is by Iran Alto out of Rose Mc-

Kinney; dam of Almaden (2) 3:22Ji.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09J4 and out of

Rose McKinney.
Also, one bay Gelding with a record of 2:17^ by

McKinney. This is the bett and fastest roadster
of his size in California
Also, one three-year-old Stallion—the best bred

one ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie (dam of
5 in list) by Gen. BentOD; second dam Elaine (dam
of 4 in list) by Messenger Duroo; third dam Green
Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list) by Harry Clay
45. A grand young horse; has trotted a half in
1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell one or all of the above at fair prices.
Address C. A. DURFEE,

529 Thirty first St., Oakland.
Or Race Track. San Jose, where horses maybe

seen at any time.

After ducks are nearly grown, only

the most preferable ones should be

kept for breeding purposes, and not

more than half a dozen females mated

to one drake. These should be fed

lightly until about the first of Novem-
ber, for to force their growth before

mating tends to destroy the vitality of

the birds, and that in turn the fertility

the eggs. A good raion for them con-

sists of one part clover, three parts

bran and two parts cornmeal. Subse-

quently beef scraps may be added to

this. Some time in February is when

laying should begin, and it is not so

important to get a large number of

eggs, as to obtain good ones. Under

the most favorable conditions, however,

the first few eggs are likely to be

infertile. Accordingly old ducks should

be fed about a third clover and some-

times plain hay and the rest bran and

uuwk & co .

Real Estate, Estates Cared For,

AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES,
247 Washington St., Room 2.

Boston, Mass., Jan. 21.

Dear Sirs:—I have used a bottle of ' Save-the-
Horse," and I consider it the best thing that as
yet I have been able to obtain for what It was
intended, it having entirely cured a very valuable
mare which has been lame since last September
with a sprained ankle. We had her blistered
twice and laid up for two months, but It did no
good. I was just about ready to breed her when I

gave it a tr'al; she is now entirely sound.
Yours respeotfully.

ALBERT E. BAKER.

Ones For Sale.

HAnpllfi by CQarles Derby; standard and regUULicna jstered; bay filly 4 years old. about
15.3 hands, weighs about 1000 lbs ; handsome and
In every respect a first olass, road horse. A lady
can drive her. She has speed and Is not only a
valuable horse for the road but a high-class
broodmare.

ALSO
A few other fast roadsters for sale at reasonable
prices. For particulars and to see the horses
apply to DEXTER PRINCE STABLES. 1509

Grove street, corner Bakerstreet, San Francisco.

WERE THESE TWO CASES WORTQ THE
COST OF TREATMENT?

Brooklyn, N. Y.

One of my horses went lame from side or shell
bones on both feet, which extended entirely
around the quarter, and was laid up for about
thrte months I used two bottles of "Save-the-
Horse," and the horse is perfectly sound. I have
driven her over paved roads, and one day gave
her a sixty-mile drive and she never showed the
least particle of lameness. The growths have
nearly all dlsappea' ed. 1 have owned horses for
years, u*>ed them to build railroads and In all
kinds of contract work, and have used remedies,
blisters, firing and electricity, but never saw
anything take hold and produce t,uch results as
"Save-tne-Horse" in this case.

D. C. BENNETT. Builder,
416 79th st.

Nrack.N. Y.
In August I had a mare with an ankle cocked

from a bad wrench in a race. It was so bad I had
concluded to shoot her, but was persuaded to
breed her and turn her out. I bred her, but In-

stead of turning her out used your "save-the-
Horse." In three weeks I was more than sur-
prised to see the swelling disappear, and the
remedy produced a compiele cure She is as
goodasever. I have raced herslnce and drive
her any distance without any sign of lameness.
I cannot say too much for your remedy.

GEO. F. BEHRINGER, JR.

|
Jim Eivowkj

1 and just as they want it. The right way to
|

I

salt animals Is to let them help themselves.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

,

I inourPatentFeeders.Bupplvreflneddairysalt. I

I They mean animal thrift. Th**y coat but little. L

Convenient for you and your I

animals suffer no Deflect. Ask I

your dealer and write us for '

booklet.

Belmont
Stable
Supply Co..

Patentees, M fre. |

Brooklyn,
N. Y.

FOR SALE.
KOOlZOId LAL 1~4 Sire Robin 28370; dam
Myrtle 2:134 by Anteeo. Dark bay mare, 15?i
hands high; weight 1050. High-class trotting
mare. WInDer five times on Grand Circuit in

1903. Trotted in 2:104 thiB summer. Sound, sty-

lish and a good roadster. For further particulars
address

Dr. J. W. CLARK, Santa Rosa.Cal.

FOR SALE.

ablo colt in California. First dam, Babe by
Dawnlight 21484, he a son of Dawn and his dam
Allda (dam of Dlreota 2:28) by Admiral Babe is

a half sister to the good colt McFadyen. being
ou t of Bee. Paced a mile in June in 2:27, and
is paid up In the B-eeders Futurity. For partic-

ulars address
E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon, Cal.

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sale.

T OFFER FOR SALE A THREE-YEAR OLD
-A- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16^. dam by
Gen. McClellan that is one of the best prospects
in California. He Is a square trotter with 2:20

speed sound as a dollar, requires no boots, is a

fast walker and will make an Id^al roadster and
a race winning trotter. He is a golden chestnut
with small star. Inspection of this young Geld-
ing Is invited. He is in charge of Hans Frellson

on 24th avenue, close to the Casino, and will be
shown by appointment.

* F
W. FORD THOMAS,

327 Market St., San Francisco.

HAL PACING COLT FOR SALE.

NE ROAN STALLION COLT, 18 MONTHS
old, a model individual and In time fit to go

to the best mares in the country. Sired by Amer-
loan Hal, full brother to Blue Hal 2:144 by Tom
Hal, sire of Brown Hal 2:12, sire of Star Pointer
1:59& First dam Corman by paolng stallion

Newsboy 2:224; second dam Sky Blue by Tom Hal
(sire of Brown Ha 2:t2, Hal Pointer 2:04i£, Little

Brown Jug 2:11& eto). This blood has produced
more extreme speed thBn any in the country.
For particulars address

A. EDSTROM, Merced, Cal.

Write us before you fire or blister your horse
and you will understand why our written guar-
antee is an abselute legal contract.
Positively and permanently cures BONE and

BOG SPAVIN, THOROUGHPIN. RINGBONE
(except low ringbone).CURB. SPLINT. CAPPED
HOCK, WINDPUFF. SHOE BOIL. BROKEN
DOWN, SPRAINED and RUPTURED TEN-
DONS and all LAMENESS, without scar or
blemish. Horse may work as usual.
/t* po per bottle. Written guarantee with

•DO everv bottle, as binding to protect you as^ the best legal talent could make it. Send
for copy.
At all druggists and dealers, or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co., Binghamton. N.Y.

Formerly Troy, N. Y.

IX E. NEWEL!,, Pacific Coast Agent,
519 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
in a Race.

A hlgh-claes Race Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15. Eagle 2:19£, etc.)

by Buccaneer.

Owner's business will not permit him to devote
any time to racing For further particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

Absorbine
REMOVES

BURSAL ENLARGEMENTS,
THICKENED TISSUES,
INFILTRATED PARTS, and any
PUFF OR SWELLING. CURES
LAMENESS, ALLAYS PAIN
without laving the horse up. Does not
blister, stain or remove the hair. ;?"J.O0 a
bottle, delivered. Pamphlet 1-H free.
ABSORBINE, JR.. for mankind,til.no

Bottle. Cures Synovitis, Wv.*|>iir,f Sinew, Strains,
Gouty or Rheumatic Deposits. Allays Pain. Book
free. Manufactured only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack & Co Langiey & Michaels Co.
QHdlngton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franc'soo

MERIDIAN 21121
FOR SALE.

MERIDIAN 2:!2M IS A STANDARD-BRED
dark brown StaiMon, foaled 1892. Excellent

disposition; perfect conformation; sure foal
getter. His oldest colts are four years old and
all his get have htyle, good action. »ood size and
speed He Is by Slmmocolon 8:183$ (sire of Dan
Q. 2:074 and 12 in B:30 list); dam Sidane 2:23H by
Sidney 2:l8 3

i; next dam Addie S by Steinway.
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He is

sound, In good condition, will be sold cheap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.
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$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No. 6 $7000
__.... «.«««»i -D-V TUP fJTT AU A TWTTTT*GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTEED)

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905.
to trot or pace at two and three years old.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 1905.

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.
j

$4250 for Trotting: Foals. $1750 for Pacing Foals. $800 to Nominators of Dams of Winners
and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:

$1000 for Three°Year=Old Pacers.

£

$3000 for Three=Year=01d Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner

of Three-Year-Old Trot.

1250 for Two-Year-Old Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner

of Two=Year=OId Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three-Year=01d Trot

when Mare was bred.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three=Year=OId Pace.

7S0 for Two-Year-Old Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two-Year-Old Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three-Year-Old Pace
when Mare was bred.

ENTRANCE AND PAYMENTS—S3 to nominate Mare on Deoember 1, 1905, when name, color, description of Mare and Stallion bred to must be given.
Yearlings January 3, 1907. SIO on Two-Year-Olds January 2, 1908. 810 on Tnree-Year-Olds January 2, 18U9.

STARTING FAYMsyrS—333 to start in the Two-Year-Old Pace. S35 to start in the Two-Year-Old Trot. 835 to start in the Three-Year-Old Paoe
All Starting Payments to be made ten days before the first day of the meeting at whloh the race is to take place.

Nominators Mast Designate When Making Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.

Colta that Start at Two Years Old are Not Barred from Starting Again In the Three-Year-Old Divisions.

CONDITIONS.

85 May 1, 1906. 86 October 1, 1906. 810 on

850 to start in the Three Year-Old Trot

The races for Two-Year-Olds will be mile heats (2 in 3) and for Three-Year-Olds 3 in 5. Distance
for Two-Year-Olds, 150 yards; for Three-Year-Olds, 100 yards.

If a Mare proves barren, or slips, or has a dead Foal, or twins, or if either the
Mare or Foal dies before January 2, 1907, her nominator may sell or transfer his
nomination or substitute another Mare or Foal, regardless of ownership; but there
will be no return of a payment, nor will any entry be liable for more than amount
paid in or contracted for. In entries, the name, color and pedigree of Mare must
be given; also the name of the horse to which she was bred in L905.

Entries must be accompanied by the entrance fee.

E. P. HEALD, President.

Nominators liable only for amounts paid in. Failure to make any payment forfeits all previou
payments. The Association is liable for $7000, the amount of the guarantee only. Hopples will not
be barred in pacing races.

Right reserved to declare off or reopen these Stakes in case the number of entries received Is Dot
satisfactory to the Board of Dlreotors.

Money divided in each Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. There will be no more
monies in each Division than there are starters.

Entries open to the world. Membership In the Association not required to enter,
but no horse, wherever owned, will be allowed to starl until the owner has become a member.

Write for Entry Blanks to

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,
36 GEARY STKEKT, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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PHENOL S0DIQUE
lieals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

ON

Man and Beast,

m
AJJRDKD

&ENOL S0OI0.UI

— ,__ O'StASES Of ANIMALS- _

""•CE BROTHERS * WO"

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Cures

MANGE & SCRATCHES

on Dogs.

For Sale

By All Druggists.

Recommended by this

publication.

McMURRAY

HANGE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

COCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PldS

tOR 8ALB in LOTS TO 8UIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Htx«et, 8»n Francisco, 0*1.

Photo Engraving Company
I1IUH CLASS AKT

IK

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artlstio Designing.

BOB Million St., cor. Flrit, San Francisco

and LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOQQINQ CARTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER,

*5J*Address for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal,

The Perfectly Galtcd Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 14
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire. ELECTIONEER, sire or 160 in 2;30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar 1:59*£.

Dam.LOKITA 2:1SH (dam of Altn Vela 2:11>.{
and Palort2:24!4) by Piedmont 2:17l<; seoond
cam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16Hand Lorlta 2:18!*) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doo, sire of Occident 2:162£.

Address all communications to BREEDERAND SPORfSMAN,36 Geary St„San Pranclsoo.

SULKY FOR SALE.

J^
BRAN NEW MCMURRAY SULKY, No. 15

Latest model; just reoelved from the faotory
A first-class sulky in every respeot. Will be sold
at a bargain. Address

P. W. KELLEY,
Oaro of Breeder and Spobtsman,

30 Geary Street, San Francisco.

Qninns Ointment
WillMake A Horse Over;

I will pu t sound legs under him and
will save him from the cheap hawker and trader It is the 1

standaid cure for Spavins, Curbs, Splints, Windpuffs and all
the various lumps and bunches of like kind. Keep it always on
hand and you will be prepared when trouble comes. Leading
horsemen everywhere know it and use it.

Mr. H. H. Clark, Fredonia. N. Y., writes: "The bottle of
Qulnn's Ointment purchased from you about two years ago
removed a curb and tborounhpia and did it for good. My
horse's leg Is as smooth as ever."

I Price $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all druggists or sent by mail'
Write for circulars, testimonials, etc.

Vi.B. EODY A COMPANY, WHITEHALL, M.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montsromery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sura

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet.

"THE SCRE WAY TO WEALTH.'

GfflEB
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial school on the Pajolflo Coast. 20,000 graflu- i

ates; 80 teachers: TO typewriters; over 800 students
annually placed In positions. Send lor catalogue.

K. P. HEALD. President.

i

TULARE RAGE TRACK

AND GROUNDS

FOR SALE.
Qfl ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WITH
OU high board fence; 60 bos stalls; 300
feet open stalls; tankhouse and3000-gallon
tank; engine and pump oomplete; 10 acres
alfalfa; 6-room house: adjoining City of
Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people.

PRICE 87000.
Address
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

36 Geary St., San Francisco, Cal.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing,
Write for prices.

bkeedeii and SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Stree
San Francisco, Cal.
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LOS ANGELES JOCKEY CLUBS ASCOT PARK %^E

STAKES TO CLOSE "WEDNESDAY, NOV. 1, 1905,
For the Winter Meeting: of 1905-1906, beginning- Thursday, November 30, 1905

The BROOKS COURSE IB 73 Yards short of a Mile and a Quarter on the Main Track.

-$1250 Added. A Handioap Sweepstakes for
two-year-olds and upward at theThe Junathan Club Handicap

time of closing. Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; $1250 added, of which $250 to second and $150

to the third. Weights to be announced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners of other
thin a selling purse, after the announcement of weights, to carry 5 lbs. extra

To be ran tiie Opening Day, Thursday, November 30th. One Mile and a Sixteenth

The Santa Catalina Selling Stakes—$1000 Added. ^SSiSESJ „'„'

ward at th« time of closing. Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; $1000 added, of which $250 to sec-

ond $150 to the third. The winner to be sold at auctioa. Those entered to be sold for $3000 to carry
weight for age; if for less, 1 lb for each $200 to $2000; then I lb for each $100 to $500. Winners of a

race of the value of $900, or two races other than selling purses, after the closing of this stake, not to

be entered fjr less than $1200 Starters, with selling i rices, to be named through the entry box at
the usual hour of closing, the day before the race, and those so named to be liable for the starting fee

To be run Saturday, December 2d. Seven Furlongs

The Riverside Handicap-$IO0O Added. AS'Sd°nSw
8
.riT«'Si*SnS

r

or
t,

SloH.
,

S:
Entrance $10, $10 additional to start; $1000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to the third.

Weights to be announced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners or other than a selliDg
purse, a ter the weights are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra.
Jo be run Saturday, December 9th. One Mile

Tne California Club Handicap—$1250 Added. fw^roVStff.Swo.iSf
additional to start; $1250 added, of which $250 to second and $150 to the third. Weights to be an
nounced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners of other than a selling purse, after the
weights are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra.
To b ' run Saturday, December 16th. One Mile

The Coronado Beach Sell ing Stakes—$1250 Added. fc,
8^'.!^\^

upward at the time of closing. Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; $1250 added, of which $250 to

the second and $150 to the third. The winner to be sold at auction. Those entered to be sold for

$3000 to carry weight for age; if for less, 3 lbs allowed for each $500 to $2000, then 1 lb. for each $!C0 to

$500. Starters, with selling prices, to benamed through the entry box at the usual hourof closing'

the day before the raoe, and those so named to be liable for the starting fee.

To be ran Saturday, December 23d One Mile and a Sixteenth

The Hollywood Handicap—$1250 Added. ^fr^ZZ^l^™,
closing. Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; $1250 added, of which $250 to second and $150 to the
third Weights to be announced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners of other than a

selling purse after the announcement of the weights, to carry 5 lbs extra.

To be run Monday, December 25th. One Mile and a Sixteenth

The Mount Lowe Handicap—$1000 Added. ^.fJS.JtwSUfSa »5S
at tho time of closing Entrance $10, $30 additional to start; $1000 add 1 d, of which $200 to second
and $100 to the third Weights to be announced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners of

other than a selling purFe, after the weights are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra.

To be ran Saturday, December 30th. Six Furlongs

The Rose Selling Stakes—$2000 Added. t&'l^l^n'^S^^S^.
Mr George Rose donates $1000 of the added money. Entrance $10. $40 additio ial to start; $2000
added, of which $303 to the seoond and $200 to the third. The winner to be sold atauotion. Those
entered to be sold for $4000 to carry weight for age; if for less. 3 lbs. for each $500 to $2000, then l lb.

for each $100 to $800. Starters, with selling prices, to be named through the entry box at the usual
hour of closing, the day before the race, and those so named to be liable for the starting fee.

To be run Monday, January 1st. One Mile and a Sixteenth

The Pasadena Handicap-$1250 Added. t^V&tKSlffiSSlfVSSS.
Entrance $10 $30 additional to start; $1250 added, of which $250 to second arid $150 to the third.

Weights to be announced three days prior to the day of the race. Winners of other than a selling
purse, after the weights are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra.
To be run Saturday, January 6th. One Mile and an Eig th

The Santa Anita Handicap—$1250 Added. A Handicap sweepstakes ror two

?i?
s
i°
gWE

.

n
l
r " I1<!eJ 10

'
$3° actional to start; $1250 added of which*™?*

n,Z™a "^"e time ol
third. Weights to be announced three davs prior to the das of iselling purse after the weights are posted, to carry 5 lbs. extra.To be run Saturday, January 13th.

'

The Brooks Course

The ASCOt OakS $1250 Added. ASweepnakes for three-year old Fillies of 1906
to sta t; $1250 added, of which $250 to second and $150 toYhfrd" Weigh^V^w, ' m "^dltlonal
stakes or three races other than selling parses after January 1 1998 t„ lll~\ dinners of sweep-
ners of a race of $500 in value at any time, allowed 5 lbs.; maidens 10 lbs

7 S 6X" a; non *in -

To be run Saturday, January aoih '
uluSl

One Mile

A Selling Sweepstakes for two-
year-old= and upward at the

The San Pedro Selling Stakes—$1250 Added.
time of closing Entrance $10. $30 additional to start; $1250 added oVwhiAh <to,to the third. Winner to be sold at auction. Those entered to be iTd Jon 2ffi t0 secon(1 snd 8,5°
age; If for less. lib. for each $200 to $2000; then 1 lb for each Sir?i t„ «smS™, t°.<= arr5r weight for
prices, to be named through the entry box at the usual hour of O los?ng tKav w terS

.V
wlth BelllDB

those so named to be liable for the starting fee
closing tne day before the race, and

To be run Saturday, January 37th
One Hlle

The Ascot Handicap—$2500 Added. A
„?^aioa

,
p s™w*eS tor twoyearoids

$10, $50 additional to start; $2500 added, of which $500 to second anVllril'^Wra
08'^-'-^"™ 11™

alue after announcement of the weights, to carry 5 lbs extraTo be run Saturday, February 3d
««».

The Woodlands Stakes—$1500 Added.
natedbyMr Schreiber, owner of Woodlands Stock Farm neii?!t r!f,??°L

t06 ^Med money do-
addltional to start; $1500 added, of which $300 to the second'and $200 to the third"' ,5.

n 'rance s

Weights to be
two races of any

One Mile and a Quarter
A Sweepstakes for two-year-olds (nowyearlings). $500 of tho oSrtorf "™.i ""

of three races other than selling purses to carry 5 lbs. extra
-• Winner of $900 orMaWens allowed 5 lbs If beaten twotimes, 5 lbs. additional. Starfefs to be named through'the entr'v'hnx «'^ea b lbK If beaten «wo

the day before the race, and all so named to be liable for the startfS°. f™ e USUal hour ot cl°slhB
To be run Saturday, February 10th

"1De Ie0 -

Four Furlongs
The Ascot Derby—$2000 Added. £,?™!?3

nV„
k*8

'V tt«e-year-oids of isoe (n0w
start; $2000 added, of which $500 to the second and $250 to the third w"^-*

10
',
850 ad|Jl'f°'»>l to

the value of $1500 in 1906. 3 lbs
;
of two of 900 or one of jffl 5 lh'w'tra Non w°lnn.

SW8
r

PSt8ke8 °'

Allowances not accumulative. ™
'

in 1906. 3 lbs ; of two of
stakes in 1905 and 1906 allowed 5 lbs : maidens 14 lbs
To be run Saturday, February 17th.

The Ascot Cup—$1500 Added. A H
H
andI

.l
ap sweepstakes forK ^ «»«. ward at the timn nf n,nDf«™ ,

The Brook, Course

ward at'thB
P
ttae

ee
?
S,

,

al!
,

eS ,or two-year-olds and up-
tional to start. A silver cup and $1500 added, ot whist jawto tl°« „l°„™f-

E°i';?nce$l0. W0 addl.
fourth horse to save starling fee. Weights to be"uuouuced Ave da,! prior tnlK '°

V,
e
L
talrd

' ,he
To be run Thursday, February 28d y prlor ,0 the daJ of the raoe.

Two Miles
The Santa Barbara Stakes—$1000 Added. A s™>pstakeS for twoyearoids
additional to start: $1000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to

W
the\

r

M°f
S)

'r,
EntraIlc

.

e$10
' 8S0

runttiree or more times and have not won three races, allowed a Ihi ,I„ ?',v,?. .
rses wa,on naTe

To be run Saturday, Febr
^

. three rases,^wHs"*?*^!*?^^^
Four and One-Half Furlong,

The Santa Monica Stakes—$1000 Added. AS
"f

eP3takesfortwovearoide(now
tional to stan;$1000 added, of which $200 to second and $100 to theth?rn

S

''l<rS"
r
.

aIlce $ ' 0, M0 afld< -

stakes allowed 3 lbs.; and If such have not won fonr V»pp«% iL " V? '.
on "wlnIlors of a sweep-

neverplaced in a sweepstakes. 12 lbs.
races, 5 lbs., three races, 7 lbs.; maidens, If

To be run Saturday, March 3d.
Five Fnrlon"B

NO STAKES FOR STEEPLECHASE OR HCRDLE HORSES. We find that overnight races produce much better racing, and will offer two races eii-h wo , •
wm^^^^^_^_^_^__^^_^_^__^^^_^^^^^__^^_w^^_^^^^__^^^_i

" "UQ ween ror this class of horses

Added Money to Stakes. No Purse Less Than $400. Overnight Handicaps and Special Races with $500 to $IOOO Add
Commencing January 1, 1906, will be given two or three races each week for Two-Year-Olds

All Communications should be addressed to

EPES RANDOLPH, President. J. w. BROOKS, Manager
Nos 510-611 Bradbury Building, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I OFFICE: The Windsor Arcade,

-46th St. and 5th Ave., New York City.

RACE COURSE:
Saratoga Springs, N.

i THE SARATOGA ASSOCIATION

3

For the Improvement of the Breed of Horses.

STAKES OF 1907 AND 1908

Entries Close Monday, Nov. 6, 1905

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
$12,275 " TERRITORIAL FAIR — $12 275

DECEMBER 4-9.
First-Class Mile Track.

ig' TO BE RUN FOR IN 1907

THE SPINAWAY
OF $10,000

FOB FILLIES TWO YEA3S OLD. FOALS
OH905—By subscription of $100 each, or $5 if de-
clared by November 1, 1906, or $50 if declared by
June 1, 1907. Starters to pay $150 additional.
The Saratoga Association to guarantee the gross
value of the race to be $10,000, of which the second
horse shall receive $1000 and the third horse $500
The Nominator of the Winner to receive $500 out
of the Stakes. Winners of a race of the value of

15000 to carry 3 lbs. extra; of two of $5000 or oDe of

17500, 6 lbs. extra. Non-winners of $1000 allowed
7 lbs. By flUng with the Saratoga Association
dd or before November I, 1906, an accepted trans-
fer of the engagement in this Stake, the Nomina-
tor will be released from further liability.

Five and a Half Furlong".

THE HOPEFUL FOR 1908
Estimated Value, 840,000.

By subscription of $10 each, for the produce of
mares covered in 1905, the only forfeit if struck
out by November 1, 1907. If left in after Novem-
ber 1, 1907, a further subscription of $50 each. aDd
if left in after May 1, 1908, a further subscription
of $100 each. Starters to pay $250 additional.
The Saratoga Association to add $5000. The
second horse to receive $3500, the third horse
$2000, and the owner at time of entry of the mare
producing the wiDner $2000 out of ihe Stakes.
Colts, 12i lbs.: fillies and geldings 119 lbs. Win-
ners of two races of $2500, or one of $1500. to carry
3 lbs. extra; of four of $25C0, or two of $4500, or one
of $9000, 8 lbs. extra. Horses not having won
$1000 allowed 7 lbs. If a mare in this Stake drop
her foal before the 1st of January, 1906, or If she
have a dead or more than one foal, or is barren,
the entry of such mare Is void. By filing with
Tbe Saratoga Association prior to November I,

1907, an accepted transfer of the produce, with its

engagement in this Stake, the original Nomin-
ator will be released from further liability as to
the engagemement of the produce.

Six Furlonga.

MONDAY
1—3:30 Trot fpurse) $ 400
2—3:23 Trot(stake) 10l»0
3—2:09 Pace (purse) 400
4—Eud, 1-2 mile heats 150

TUESDAY
5—3-Year-Old Trot (purse) 8 400
6—2:17 Pace (stake) lOOO
7—Free-For All Trot (purse) 400
S-Kuu, 1-2 Mile 3-Year-Olds 150
9—Bun, 1 Mile Novelty 150

WEDNESDAY
, 10—Yearling Trot, closed (stake) 8 200
1
11—2:35 Trot (stake) IOOO
12—3:13 Pace (purse) 400
13—Run, six furlongs 150
14—Run, 1-8 Mile Dash, Arizona Cow

Horses 100

THURSDAY

l«~5£eaE01d
*?.

a
E.
e ' clo8ed (stake). 8 200

is-2:28Pace (purse)... ::;:; 1SS19-Run. 2 1-2 Mile, Cowboy Relay! 200
FRIDAY

i\~7L „° Pace (stake) 100022-3:»5 Trot (purse) 40023-2:15 Trot (purse 4™
24-Run, 1 Mile, Arizona Derby....'.' 200

SATURDAY
35—3-Year-Old Pace (purse).. 8 40O36-2:10 Trot (stake) .... 1600
37-2:33 Pace (purse) 460
28-R«n, Indian Pony RaCe "".'J *?£

ENTRIES TO STAKES CLOSE NOVEMBER l""' RecTrlT^
to0

f?
SOlatlon>"" l0°

ENTRIES TO PURSES CLOSE NOVEMBER >^rH
R
^
C
t, n
rds

,
mad 6 after 6Dtry D0 bar *

ber9ihnobar.
^ai,«uvisMBtK,3rd. Records made on and after Novem-

No race longer than sve heats. American Trotting AwnniaKnt, t?.,i
hopples will be allowed. Sfx to enter and four to start &Jt^ t0 goverD|

lxoent thflt

and five per cent from money winners.
Entrance fee to harness races, five per cent

Two horses may be entered in one olass and be held but for entry fee on horse that starts- hnt \tneither starts, one entry fee will be required. A horsfl m^ h« *«tlAi .1 ._- ™.t
i

1?* Atar.ts ! ?ut .
lf

a purse race entry fee will be chanzed on th« l„rSr
ln 0D °olass. and if entered In a stake and t

THE RULES OF RACING, adopted by the Jockey Club, govern all races run under the aus-
pices of the Saratoga Association.

Entries to ei fher or all of the races advertised will be received only with the understanding,
ind on the agreement of the subscriber, that tho provisions of Racing Rules 42 and 43 (hereto ap-
lended) form a part of and govern the contraot.

"Rule 42. Every person subscribing to a sweepstakes, or entering a horse in a race to be run
inder these rules, accepts the decision of the Stewards on any question relating to a race, or to
aoing.
"Rue 43. At the discretion of the Stewards of The Jockey Club, or of the Stewards, and with-

ut notice, the entries of any person, or the transferor any entry, may be refused."

Address all communications to

F. R. HITCHCOCK, President. ANDREW MILLER, 8ec'y and Treas.,

H. P. WHITNEY, Vice-President. The Windsor Arcade, New York City.

js. ana ir entereu in a statte ana a purse race entrv fpa win ho nh a™^I .1. 1

lv^ u" cu lu
'

ENTRIES TO RUNNING KAOES oloso at 8 o'clook h! P!!nLg» h^ tb^8Wr 8n
lS

u,lt

unning races Ave per cent. No additionalfee'fVom Sow wlnoSS^WeSSi j'ockev cSffirunning races, as far as applicable. Outlaw horses barred
V63terD Jockey Club Rules

in running
to govern

The management reserves the right to change Ihe order of the nroirrnm withnnt »«.,»,.Our meeting follows close of Southern California Circuit^ which nX^i^n^r h?™,?'

winter climate in the world
le and half-mile tracks, and the grandest

^^
Horses unloaded at the grounds without ehange over either Santa Fe or Southern Pacific rail-

W N. IIFFANV, Supt. of Speed, Phoenix, Arizona.

Team Wanted.
MUST BE SOUND, KIND AND GENTLE,

and ttoroughly broken. Not afraid or oars

and automobiles Stand about 15-3 hands and

well matched. Address R. G. H , care Breeder

and Sportsman, 36 Geary St., San Franolsco.

Roadster Wanted.
Black Mare or GeldlDg; must be sound,
handsome and gentle, between 4 and 8
years old, about 15 3 hands and be able
to show a o-minute gatt. AddresB

P W. KELLEY,
Breeder and Sportsman Office.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL

(Property or JOHN Pabbott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY. Manager.

^Christmas is Coming!^

December 23d
will be the date of the Issue of the

I CHRISTMAS EDITION
Of til©

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and JG
will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department, JJ^
Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations, m£

3j etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth JG
^=2 and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the JJ^
^tt United States completely covered. *C

3 MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE £
Z^T Send for Rates BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St. S. F. —

Auction Sale of All Personal Property

THE MEEK~ ESTATE
Near Haycrarcls, Cal,

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, OCT. 27-28, 1905.
The realty of this vast estate having been divided bstweeu the heirs, the personal property will

be sold at auction as above stated. It consists of

150 head of Horses and Males, comprising Draft Horses. Gentlemen's Drivers, Family
Horses, Saddle florgeg and Work Males; Harness, Wagons, Carts, Baggies,

Bikes, Agricultural Implements, etc., etc.

SALE WILL BEGIN AT 10 A. M. EAUH DAY.
'Buses will meet Southern Pacific trains at Cherry Station and eleotric trains at C stro Valley

Station. The Sale is absolute and without reserve.

30—Auction Sale—SO
Thirty Head of Trottlng-bred Mares and Geldings from the

ROSEDALE STOCK FARM, SANTA ROSA. CAL.
Bj such sires as Washington McKtnney 35751 (son of ths great McKlnney 2:1 !>£), Daly 5341 (2:15) and

St Whips 29731. out or producing dams by Stelnway, Eugene Casserly, Alexander Ansel Silas
Skinner, Daly and Digitalis.

This Is the first of a series of Annual Sales which the Farm proposes to hold for the purpose of
Dtroducfng this blood throughout the Slate Sale takes place

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 14, 1905, at 7:45 o'clock.
Horses on exhibition Saturday, November 11th. Send for Catalogue.

FRED H, CHASE&CO., 1732 Market St. (nr, Van Ness Av.), San Francisco

IT IS EASY TO CURE
Ciaft's Distemper and Cough Cure is unlike any

other remedy. Is quick, harmless and can't fail-
money back If It does. It removes the cause: the dis-
eases do not have to 'run their course." Prevents
spread of these diseases at onoe. Used by Importers
and prominent stockmen everywhere 50o and $1.
Sent prepaid if your druggist does not have it Drop a
ca^d to-day for "%retennary Pointers." Contains new
and valuable information.

DISTEMPER,

EPIZOOTIC,

PINKEYE,

CATARRHAL
DISEASES,

WELLS MEDICINE CO., Chemists, 13 Third Street, Lafayette, Indiana.
I) r. .NEWKLL. General Agent for Pacific Coast 519 Mission St.. San Francisco. Cal

RED BALL BRAND
Positively Cures Colic. Scouring and Indigestion

I
Awarded Gold Medal
At California State
Fair 1892.

Every horse owner who
values his stock should
(constantly have a sup-
ply of It on hand. It
[improves and keepe
[stock In the pink of
|oondltlon.

flaobattan Pood Co

1 253 Folsom St., San Francisco
Ask your grocers or dealers for it.

C. P. KERTELL, Maaa<?*

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
<JFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. Stye Ixtttpir? GItiu JUarms,
CUBA,

NEW YORK.

"7C DCD OnVIT OF ALL H°RSE OWNERS
I \J I E.n VLll I AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

CampbelFsHorseFootRemedy
SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal
R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO....Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal
WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal
W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal
H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal
JOS. McTIGCFE San Francisco, Cal
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 412 W.nadison St., CHICAGO ,ILL

Race Meeting at Santa Maria
{THIETY-SEVENTH DISTRICT)

NOVEMBER 6 TO 11, 1905.
Entries Close October 23, 1905

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.

1—Three minute Class, trotting and pacing. .$100

2—Half mile and repeat, running 100

3—Three e'ghthsmileand repeatfor3-yr-olds 75

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7th.

4—2:40 Class, trotting and pacinr $100
5—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

6—One-quarter mile and repeat 75

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER Sth.

7—2:20 Class, trotting and pacing $150
8—Three-quarter mile dash. runniDg :. 100
9—One-quarter mile and repeat, saddle horse

race 50
10—Half mile dash, running 75

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9th.

1 1—2-25 Class, trotting and paoing $150
12—One-half mile and repeat, running 100

j

13—Three-eighths mile and repeat, running.. .
75

f

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10th.

14—2:35 Class, trotting and pacing $125
15—Seven-eighths mile dash, ruoning 100
16—One-quarter mile and repeat, running 75,
17—Five-eighths mile dash, running 75

j

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER Ilth.

18—Free-for-all. trotting and pacing $250
19—One mile dash, running 125

20—Half mile daBh. running 75

21—Five eighths mile dash, running ^fl
Entry Blanks furnished by the Acting Secretary.

WILLIAM MEAD, Acting Secretary,
SANTA MARIA, CAL

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into whioh for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Looatlon in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this moat famous HOTEL.

VICTOR VERILHAC
Proprletoi

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManamaDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Part

{Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best looated and healthiest Stable Id San Francisco Always a good roadster on band fo

sale. Careful and experienced men to care for aqd exeroise park roadsters and prepare horses fo

traok use. Ladles oan go aod return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobllei
or oars.

tHONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, ropp

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FELL STREET

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOB YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVI
Hayes St Cars Pass the Doo
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THE CONSOLATION HANDICAP
-at tlio-

Held at Indianapolis, June 27-30, 1905. was .won by Mr. Jas. T. Atkinson of Newcastle, Pa., score 99 out of 100 from the 18-yard mark, using

PETERS FACTORY LOADED SHELLS
This was the Only Event During the Entire Grand American which was won from Behind the
16-yard Line. Many other Notable Scores were made with Peters Shells, among: them the following:

lit on Practice Day.F. M. See (tie), 99 out of 100. 1st on First Day, L. H. Reld (tie). 99 out of 100. 2d In Preliminary, Wo. Veach (tie), 97 out of 100. 3d In Grand American, M. Arte (tie), 97 out of 100

In the Consolation Handicap, 2 scores of 98, 5 of 97, 4 of 96 and 25 others above 90 were made with Peters ShellB.

All of which merely goes to prove that Peters Shells are WINNERS.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
New York: 98 Chambers Street, T. H. KELLER, Manager.

IF WE C0UL ' SEE YOU
and take you Into onr Factory,

we coald easily show yon why the

PARKER GUN is

The Best Gun

in the World

We aim to make and do make the BEST possible production of

the GUN'MAKER'S ART. We are jealous of our reputation and
will not cheapen the quality of onr GUN. no matter what others
may do. If you want a GUN you can con tide In us. Write today.

N, Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

The Hunter One-Trigger
Is Absolutely ^ftfk because

m r~,-g- a .^MuL^tfl^ The mechanism Is positive in Its

r ERFECT ^ action. Parts are large and
'

f : ~J^ strong It never balks nor
'"'$r donblei; in fact, it does just

what we say it will and does
It every time.

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND ALL THE TIME

It was BALLISTITE
That Made the Clean Sweep

At Ingleside, September 15, 16 and 17, C. D. HAGERMAN of Los
Angeles won the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 93 out of 100. GEO.
SYLVESTER of San Francisco won the PACIFIC COAST HANDI-
CAP, 97 out of 100. ROBERT H. BUNGAY tied the Score, 97 out

of 100, also shooting BALLISTITE.

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powders.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History. Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENT8

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

HUNTER ARMS CO., FULTON, NEW Y0BK.
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

^ ' We Make 16 Orades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOd to

7 THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

€ I Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

3HREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

m
arket St.

ntd for

Catalogue

f
521

Kearn St

.

GXD
Mailorders

a Specialty

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN—

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main IBS

CALIFORNIA

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTO
HERD—77 premiums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER 9AXE & SON. Llok House, S. F..Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.

All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
olass breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTETNS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at Stale and county fairs,

show riDg, and every butter contest since 1885 in

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.

F H Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOL9TEIN8 AND DCRHAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Niles & Co.. I-os Angeles

VETERINARY.

UNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING iTACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

IDr,W xxx, F. DElSAxa.
M. R. 0. V. S., F. E. Y. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edtnbir%
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and AustralianColon lei

at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equina
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medloal Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Franolsco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply
to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it fa a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN',

36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh ol the Bladder

Cured In 48 Honn.

ami
CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba, Cnbeoa or InJeottoB

673-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes-

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Handling all kinds of

Fancy Horses. A few Nice Riga on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 269.
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TO GET THOSE BIRDS

Reliable

Under All

Conditions.

Write for

Illustrated

Catalog.

The Gun
That
Never Fails!

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT

REMINGTON
86-88 FIRST 1ST.. S. F.

Write for

Illustrated

Catalog.

E. E. DRAKE, Manag<

AMMLUFNYFTOT*, RIFLES, SHOTGUNS
WERE AWARDED 1HE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

!
t The 1906 Du Pont Calendar

will be sent you if you send us

the brand name of the powder you shoot

and 10 cents In coin er stamps.

Distribution in December.

Important: Give full name and

street address.

S;nd to Advertising Division,

E. I. Do PONT CO.

Wilmington, Del.

C.

;

*

P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

At Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 4-6,

The Denver Post Trophy was won by

Mr. Geo. W. Maxwell of Holstein, Neb.,

who broke 98 ont of 100,

from the 18-yard mark, using

New Schultze.

Mr. W. R. Crosby won

First General Average

with 388 out of 100.

Mr. H. G. Taylor of Meckllng, S. D., WO

First Amateur Average

with 388 out of 400.

Mr. Harold Money won

Second General Average

with 387 out of 400.

All three of these gentlemen used

New E. G. Improved

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

— 170 Broadway, New York.

_W«~-J\/S. -

Clabrougb, Golcher & Go.

RUNS SUfcA— FISHING

Gun Goods
*^Send for Catalogue

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELL!)
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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BEAKY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR

EMULATOR 2:18 3-4

The Champion A'lifftralian TrottiDg Stallion
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ENTIRE DISPERSAL SALE
of tn© "W orld Heno\wned.

RANCHO DEL PASO STUD OF CALIFORNI
in tli©

VAN TASSEL & KEARNEY SALES BUILDING, 180 and 132 E. THIRTEENTH g

KTB-W "STOHIS. CITY, HXT-

Beginning MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4, 1905,
comprising

ABOUT 20 THOROUGHBRED IMPORTED AND NATIVE STALLIONS

ABOUT 475 THOROUGHBRED MARES OF MOST FASHIONABLE BLOOD

SIR WALTER $12S,450

WATERBOY 54,865

PROPER 34,710

ST. BELLANE 30,516

SCOTCH PLAID 22,471

including
AFRICANDER $106,155

CAIRNGORM 47, 750

HURSTBODRNE 37,505

DAINTY 26,450

SONG AND WINE 25,035

tno Dams Of
SAVABLE $56,004

WATERCOLOR 43,455

SIR EXCESS 37,072

SOMBRERO 25,525

KENILWORTH 29.000

TRADITION $5,

WALTZER
CONNOISSEUR 3i

CUNARD 3J

BALLARAT 25

Nasturtium, Jacobite, Ostler Joe, Modrine, Golden Maxim, Girdle, Briar Sweet, Meehanus, Charles Elwood, Watershed, Artvis, Maxine, Toah, Candelaria,

Gravina, Maekey Dwyer, Elizabeth M., Yellow Tail, Bendoran, Geyser, Napamax, Lady Lindeey, Rigodon, Golden Age, Golden Cottage and other noted
performers, the whole forming

The Largest and Best Aggregation Ever Offered at Public Auction
in the Turf History of the World.

Rancho del PaBO will be abandoned a9 a breeding stud for thoroughbreds. The sale will be absolute.
A number of two and three year old fillies, never bred, suitable for racing, and 13 yearlings also included.
Purchasers of 500 or less will pay cash. Those exceeding that amount have the privilege of giving notes at twelve months, with interest and approved endoi

ky Sale of Thoroughbred Stock of All Descriptions will be held at Wiison's Horsemen's Headquarters, Lexington,Fasig-Tipton Co 's Sixth Annual Kentuci
the week following Rancho del Paso Sale, December 12th to 16th.

For Catalogues of both Bales address

FASIG-TIPTON CO.WM. EASTON, Auctioneer.

MADISON SQUARE GARDESNEW YORK, N. Y.

$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No. $700
GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTE]

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905.
TO TROT OR PACE AT TWO AND THREE YEARS OLD.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 190i

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.
$4250 for Trotting- Foals. $1750 for Pacing Foals. 8 00 to Nominators of Dams of Winnej

and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:
$3000 for Three=Year=Old Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three- Vear=01d Trot.

1250 for Two-Year-Old Trotters.

200 for Nomina'or on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two=Year=Old Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three- Year=01d Trot
when Mare was brtd.

$1000 for Three=Year=Old Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winto

of Three=Year=OId Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Win!
of Two=Year=01d Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d F

when Mare was bred.

ENTRANCE AND riTMEXTj-u? to nominate Mare on D3oember 1, 1905, when name, color, description of Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. 85 May.l, 1906 85 October 1, 1906 SI
Yearlings Janiary 3, 1907. 810 on Two-Year-Olds January 2. 1908. 810 on Three-Year Olds January 2. 1909.

ST AKriN":j p I Y VI ay rj— Vis tostirtin th)T*:> Yjir-Old Pice. 83 5 to start iu tbe Tsvo-Year-Old Trot. 835 to start in the Three-Year Old Paoe. 850 to start In the Three Year-Old hi
All Starling Payments to be made ten days before the first day of the meeting at whloh the race Is to take place.

Nomln n.in Hail I).-hi»,i ,i,. When Making Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.
Colts that 8t irt at T»g Year, Old are Not Barred from Startlug Again In the Three-Year Old Dlvls'ons.

w:

T (rn. Year-Olds will ba mile heats (3 In 3) and [or Three-Year Olds 3 In 5. DIstanoeK for Three-Year-Olds, lOUyards.
- oroves barren, or slips, or has a dead Foal, or t vin9, or if either the

-( before Januiry 2. 1907, her nominator may sell or transfer his
ilito another Mire or Foal, regard lessof ownership; but there
o ivinint, nor will any entry be liable for more than amount

In entries, the naon, color and pedigree of .Vlare mas'
<*hor« to wh'eh she was bred in 1905.

•he entrance f e.

'«nt.

CONDITIONS,

fll

Nominators liable only for amounts paid In. Failure to make any payment forfeits all pre*
payments. The Association Is liable for$?0O0, tbe amount of tbe guarantee only. Hopples wIUh
be barred In pacing races.

Right reserved to deolare off or' reopen these Stakes In case the number A entries received 1

satisfactory to the Board of Directors.
Money divided in eaoh Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. There will be no i

monies In eaoh Division than there are starters.
Entries open to ih- wnrld lHemb*Tshlp In the Association not required to en

but no horse, wherever owned, will be allowed to start until the owner has become a member.

e

110

ill II

oil

Write Tor Entry Blanks to

F. W, KELLE7, Secretary.
36 liEiHV STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CI
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THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.
By RALPH H. TOZEB.

•:'i

)£] i.

These are busy days at the Emeryville race track,

id it is no exaggeration to say that one can see

y of these pleasant mornings fully 100 railbirds

ittering away over the workouts they have

|iught." There are many strings of flyers ready

race even at this moment. The talk of the track

^Callahan of the Nealon stable, Sir Wilfred of the

limeron string and Rey Carlo, owned by the M. Fox

gate. The Rice string looks very fit, and I was

rich taken with the appearance of the chestnut horse

Jjfhtful. The ancient W. B. Gates does not look

Ifl if he had gone through the grueling necessary to

in ninety-nine races-, and I doubt not that before

Ss iron son of Prince Royal retires his score of

(itories will considerably overtop the 100 of Logan

| the 102 of Belisarius. T. Cromwell's old mare

Jnora looks Kke a pretty blonde just ready for the

til-room The Curl brothers are from Xew York.

ti the old bay horse Bragg shapes up like a two-

}\r-old. If I am not mistaken, the Curl string will

I- a considerable figure here before the season is

lied. Warte Nicht. the little Wilkerson horse, is

k.ving in a manner pleasing to his handler these

\ys, and does not pull up as stiff and sore as of

Starter Jake Holtman is back from the far Bast

ti Latonia, and brinys news of an interesting char-

ter. Among other things he said: "I have been

ning to California for several years, but there are

i .re new bookmakers, owners, trainers and jockeys

jnd for the land of sunshine, gold and flowers this

!Son than ever before. All the big stables that

end to campaign out here purpose racing horses

both tracks, and there will be constant shipments

m Los Angeles to Oakland and Ingleside. Griffin,

garola. Durnell. Schreiber, Williams, Holland and

iers will operate a stable at both tracks, shipping

-k and forth for stake engagements. The best

ikeys will not all be here for the opening week.

It Knapp, Shaw. W. Davis. Hicks, Smith, Bullman

1 4 Miller will all be here at the close of Aqueduct,

fain, who rode three winners at Latonia on Mon-

ey, will be seen here on the opening day, and pos-

f.ly Allen, who is under engagement to ride for

jlerman Kunz of Chicago. The latter has a band

coming two-years-olds at the Bellemeade stock

to in Tennessee, which will be shipped to Califor-

i in the near future. Trainer Joyner told me that

vis would leave for Oakland during the Aqueduct

weting Griffin has not yet secured a jockey. Miller

• 11 do the riding for the Angarola stable and Wiley
• "Boots" Durnell. Marcus Cartwright informed me

a Pesch and McCall would be out here to Book

I him during the entire session. There is also a

ince that Fred Cook will be out here. I think he

s made a stake entry or two. He has had a rather

astrous season, otherwise he would have sent out

big stable."

tfr. Holtman also brings the information that there

II be 150 davs' racing next summer under the juris-

tion of The Jockey Club at Buffalo, Providence,

lem (N. H.), Syracuse, Albany and Baltimore. Holt-

i did the starting at Providence, and says that

attendance was gratifyingly large, and that the

nociation made $20,000, instead of losing $25,000,

i reported.
* * *

The Rancho del Paso sale which begins in New
" rk City December 4th under the auspices of the

)sig-Tipton Co., at 130-132 East Thirteenth street,

ill be the most important one in the breeding annals

l America Rancho del Paso was the most extensive

. nblishment for the breeding of race horses in the

hrld and this sale will comprise about thirty-five

V.llions. native and imported, and fully 525 brood

l ries will be disposed of, many of them purchased

J England at heavy cost. The sale will be absolute,

1 3 the terms are: Purchases of $500 or less will be

irti: those exceeding that amount will be given

*'dit of twelve months, with interest and approved

(iorsement. Among the celebrated horses to go

lder the hammer are imported Canopus (by Sheen

-

• armian), Del Paso (by Darebin-Bavaria). Fitz

.mes (by Kyrle Daly-EIectra), imported Gerolstein

\r St. Serf-Geraldina by Barcaldine). Glenheirn

i -other to Handsome and half-brother to Hastings,

i impion sire of 1902, being by Hanover-imp. Cin-

• -ella), imp. Golden Garter (son of Bendor and

llnda, dam of the Derby winner Sainfoin, sire of

jck Sand), imp. Goldfinsh (sire of Trading Cunard.
• elandry, etc., son of the undefeated Ormonde and
' istle, latter dam of Throstle and Common, win-

I'S of the St. Leger and the $2000. Derby and St.

:ge respectively), Gold Spinner (by Miss Goldfinch-

lp. Red Spinner), Indio (sire of Hurstboume, Tra-

I'tor, Sandhurst), etc.. and by imp Maxim-imp. Ira

1 Doncaster), Maxio (by imp. Maxim-Preciosa).
llesio (by imp. Order-imp. Lady Cardigan). Rous-
uu (by Eolus-Tillie Russell, therefore brother to
'. ssell), imp. Royal Flush (by Faro-Flush by Dis-
1 mt). Sombrero (by imp. Star Ruby-La Toquera by

f Modred), imp. Star Ruby (winner of the Thornton
J ikes, four miles, son of Hampton and Ornament.

\ ter sister to Ormonde and dam of the famous
jjptre). The Greek (imp. Maxim-Parthenia by
Itrm), imp. Toddington (an excellent race horse- by

[j'lton, Derby and St. Leger winner and sire of

isonby, Best Man. Armington, etc., out of Minera,
Galopin, winner of the Derby and sire of St

non). Imp. Watercress (a very high-class race

se and sire by Springfield-Wharfdale by Hermit)
' 1 Wax (a good winner by imp. Candlemas-Miss

10

Ransom by imp. Rayon d'Or). Of these sires Cano-
pus. Glenheirn, Goldfinch, Maxio. Royal Flush, imp.
Star Ruby, imp. Toddington and imp. Watercress
will undoubtedly bring forth bids running into the
thousands. Star Ruby will perhaps fetch the top
price of the stallions, and deserves to, though there
will be some lively bidding for Canopus. Goldfinch.
Toddington and Watercress. Among the famous
mares on the place that will elicit lively bidding are
Arnette, Andrisa, Aura (by imp. Maxim-Aurelia), Bar-
bary Maid (sister to Aurelia and Torso), Bellane,
Braw Lass, Breeza, Brillar, Canta, Cloister, imp. Col-
onial (by Trenton). Daniella, Darina, Electricity, Er-
ratum, Fleurette (sister to Firenzi and dam of eight
winners). Flora Hurst. Harmony II, Inquisitive, Kiss-
ing Ring, L'Amazone, La Primera, Llane, Margerique
(dam of Nasturtium). Pearl V. (by Salvator-Firenzi),
imp. Queen Bess (dam of Old England, Kenilworth
and three other winners), Rehan, Salverine, Salutaris.

Santuzza, Sister Jeanie, Sweet (by Hanover), Suspi-
cion, Sycophant, Tessa, The Shrew, Vanish, Vernette,
Vineyard, Wi-ne-ma and Witchery. These would be
my pick of the younger mares, and the very old ones,

even with big stud reputations, I should not think
would be taken across the continent. I would pick
imp. Star Ruby for a stallion for many reasons, the
first being that he was a first-class "stayer" and bred
just to suit me—having an uninterrupted chain of

success clear to Eclipse on the sire's side, as follows:

Hampton, Lord CI ifden, Newminster, Touchstone,
Camel, Whalebone, Waxy, Pot-8-os, Eclipse—while on
the dam's side there is Ornament (dam of the great

Sceptre), Lily Agnes (dam of the unbeaten Ormonde),
Polly Agnes, Miss Agnes. Agnes, Annette, The Poten-
tate's dam and Moll in the Wad—eight famous pro-
ducers, or, on both sides, seventeen generations of

success. Of the mares, Annette. Fleurette. Inquisitive

and Pearl V. would work-out best on the lines spoken
of above, and clearly "figure" to prove great pro-
ducers.

* * *

Jack Atkin is back from Latonia after having a
most successful seasons booking at Louisville and
Latonia for Barney Schreiber. He is something like

$40,000 winner—this in a few weeks. He will cut in

at Emeryville and afterward probably confine his

operations to Ascot Park. Los Angeles.
* * *

W O'B. Macdonough. ever successful as a breeder,

has been unusually so this season, no less than four

cracking good two-year-olds having come from his

farm, viz: Ormondale, George C. Bennett. Sir Wilfred
and Roman Gold. All have the Ormonde blood in

their veins, Ormondale being by "the horse of the

century" himself, George C. Bennett by Orsini (son

of Ormonde), Sir Wilfred by Ossary (another son of

the celebrity) . and Roman Gold's dam by Ormonde.
Mr. Macdonough is to sell ten head of yearlings at

Chase's salesyard on the night of November 2Sth. and
eight of the ten have the blood that is "on top" in

France to-day and close to it in America—Ormonde
oi Bend Or. The "fad" in England these days is

the St. Simon-Bend Or cross, and many of the most
celebrated horses of the land of John Bull in recent

years were bred with a view to making this "happy
n'ek." A number of these Macdonough youngsters

are by St. Avonicus and out of Ormonde mare3. Pre-

vious to this the craze was for the St. Simon-Musket
cross-, Memoir and La Fleche being the best exponents
of this "fad " The probalities' are that any of these

would prove successful, provided the animals mated
were themselves great "stayers"—in short, splendid

"individuals" with large hearts and lungs and sound
limbs—not those ruined by racing while the horse was
in the "vealy stage." I do not believe that just be-

cause a horse happens to be by St. Simon or one of

his sons and out of a Musket, Bend Or or Ormonde
mare he is almost certain to prove a high class racer

or sire. His sire and dam must have the "individ-

uality"—the conformation and the race horse qualities

of a high order—before one can look for the most
pleasing results. If you have the good looks, the

soundness and the heart and lung development neces-

sary for racing at the longer distances in both sire

and dam, along with the breeding, then you are not

likely to make any mistake in your stock operations.
* * *

Trainer Thomas Cook arrived at Emeryville last

Tuesday night with eighteen of the E. J. Baldwin
(Santa Anita) horses, including Americano and Cru-
zados. This reminds me that "Lucky" has great need

of a couple of good stallions, if he is to continue in

the breeding game, and I would be delighted if he

would buy Star Ruby and Maxio or imp. Watercress

to take the place of the revered Grinstead and Ruth-
erford. When they were alive Santa Anita was first

in California among the stock farms, but of late noth-

ing very good has been bred on the famous rancho,

though he has many a good mare on the place.
$ . * *

T, T. Rector, reported as dying at Hot Springs last

winter in all the "horse papers" of the Middle West,

is very much alive and well. I grasped the ghost's

hand at Emeryville trade last Tuesday, and he re-

turned the grip very unlike a graveyard sojourner.

WOODWARD-THOMPSON NUPTIALS.

The many friends of James Thompson, of Pleasan-
ton, will read the following from the last issue of the
American Sportsman with great interest.
"The wedding bells rang their own sweet song when

James Thompson, the well known and popular Cali-
fornia horseman led to the marriage altar Florence

—

the beautiful and accomplished daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Woodward, at th-'ir residence, 224 Welles-
ley street, East Cleveland, Tuesday afternoon, October
24. It was a quiet wedding—so quiet indeed that Mr.
Thompson's more intimate friends did not know of
his intention to enter the matrimonial race. The
bride is one of the most popular young ladies of East
Cleveland, while the groom is known to horsemen
everywhere, among whom he Is justly popular. The
marriage is understood to be the happy culmination
of a summer's courtship, and was entirely a love
affair. Mr. and Mrs. Thompson left Tuesday night
for Pleasanton, Cal., where they will spend the winter.
It would have been the delight of Mr. Thompson's
Cleveland friends to have given him and his wife a
rception in keeping with what the occasion demanded,
but the quiet way in which they were married and
their, early departure for the West prevented this.
His many friends hereby extend their best wishes
and congratulations."
The Breeder and Sportsman extends to Mr. Thomp-

son and his bride best wishes for a long life of con-
nubial bliss.

LEWISTON, IDAHO, SUMMARIES.

(October 16 to 21.)

Special pace or trot:
"ass^° - - • (Erwin) 1
The Commonwealth (Lindspy i

'

Lady Smith (Barrows) 3
Judas (Smith) 4

-Time, 2:19, 2:18.

2:14 pace, purse $500:
Vinni.e Mann (Lindsey) 1 1
Bonnie M (Erwin) 2 2
Bessie R (Clark) 3 3

Time, 2:1S%, 2:22*4. 2:20.

2:18 trot, purse S500.

Oveta (Dye) 112
Sam Bowers (Lance) 3 2 1
Kitty Clover (Erwin) 2 3 3

Time, 2:20%, 2:18%, 2:19%, 2:21%.

2:25 pace, purse $500:
Vinnie Mann (Lindsev) 1 1
BOnme M (Erwin) 3 2
Lady Smith (Barrows) 2 3

Time. 2:25, 2:22, 2:18%.

2.30 trot, purse $500:
Sam Bowers (Lance) 1 1
Kitty Clover (Lynch) 2 2
Black Diamond (Barrows) 3 3
J. H. M dis

Time. 2:25, 2:24, 2:22.

A NEW CHAMPION YEARLING.

The yearling pacing record of 2:20%. made by Belle
Acton thirteen years ago and equalled by the colt

Paul D. Kelly last year, was beaten at Peoria, Illi-

nois, on Saturday, the 14th of October, by Manager H-.
who paced a heat in 2:20 flat. Manager H. was bred
by Mr. A. G. F. Stice, who is well known to Califor-
nians, as he resided a year or two in Los Angeles and
campaigned several horses on our circuit here in

1900 Mr. Stice returned to Illinois the following year
and purchased the pacing stallion Manager 2.06%.
Nutwood's fastest performer, to head a stock farm
which he has established at Bookfield, Mo. Manager
M. is by Manager out of Nelly M. 2:10*4, by Butler's
Bashaw 2:28*4, consequently is bred for a fast one.
Manager was himself a champion, having lowered the
world's record to 2:16% as a two year old and to 2:11%
as a three year old. both records being made to a
high -wheel sulky. The many friends of Mr. Stice
in California will read with pleasure the news that
he has bred a champion, and "will hope that he will

breed many more.

Every one knows that the trotting record with pace-
maker in front is 1:58%, made by Lou Dillon, but
there is some uncertainty as to the record made with
runner alongside. Several persons have asked what
this record was, says an exchange, and thinking there

may be others who seem uncertain as to this style of

going, we would say that it is 2:01, also made by Lou
Dillon. This was last year at Memphis. Major Del-
mar, also at Memphis, trotted in 2:01*4, which was
the record when made, and which is now the best for

a gelding, while the mile in 2:04%, by Cresceus, is the
stallion record.

A STABLE NEZESSITY.

Crafi'b Distemper and Cough Cure, made by the Wells Mcdiclce

Co Lafavetie. Ind , has becomo a stable necessity all over the

world Many years use of ibis famous remedv has demonstrated

that It is all and even more than 1b claimed for It. It is endorsed

by thousands of horsemen in all parts of the world, who have
thoroughly tesled Its merit-*. It Is easily administered end sure

in its results Let no horsemaD be without a bottle of It on hand

at all times In case of emergences. It has no e'iual as a treat-

ment for the various forma of distemper, coughs, pinkeye, ca-

tarrhal fever, epizootic ard all throat and lurg diseases. It is

abo a never failing preventive when used in time. It ^abso-
lutely Bare under all conditions. Its results are guarante d or

vnur money will be refunded. CaD any horsemaD ash for a fairer

offer or more honest proposition? We ask all our readers to wrl'e

to the Wells Medicine Co , 13 Third S»... Lafayette, Ind . for their

new free book, "Veterinary Pointers" It gives valuable veter-

iDary information, not to be had elsewhere.

A correspondent of Western Horseman who recently
visited Bonnieview Farm, Indiana, saw the two-year-
old filly by McKinney out of Our Lady by Nearest
2:22, own brother to John A. McKerron 2:04%, and
thus describes her: "She is one of the highest types
of a trotting filly, and one of the handsomest daugh-
ters of her great sire, and as to her soundness, style

and general conformation. I never saw her equal."

Senator John J. McCarty of New York, proprietor

of Parkway Farm and owner of Joe Patchen, died

recently at his home at Parkway. He was sixty-two
years of age. His death came suddenly and was the

result of an attack r.f pneumonia. He left a fortune

estimated at $3,000,000.

Prodigal 2.16 has fourteen new standard performers
this year, eleven nf which are ti Jtters.

Five sons of Robert McGregor nave each sired a 2:10

trotter.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

M. W. Savage has purchased from E. M. Blessing-,

Danville, 111., the fast pacing- stallion Ed Patch 2:1)8%

by Dan Patch 1:55)4. He will be raced by H. C. Her-

sey.

g5)CS?^ The pacer Sam Bowers 2:11 was shifted to the trot-

ting gait and took a record of 2:19% at Lewiston.

Southern California Circuit opens next Thursday. Idaho, two weeks ago.

rdino has receive..] a fine list of entries

racing should be high class.

The pacers Albuta 8:11»4, : ,|i!
j aftd

Robert l. 2:0( and will start

at San Bernardino during the - whi h opens
nest Thursday.

at San Bernardino should furnish a

ce. The entries are Virginia 2:09%, Daedalion
'',. Robert I. 2:08%, Miss Georgia

Ira 2:10%, Tidal Wave 2.09 and Kelly Briggs
There should be some pool selling on this

event.

Mr. J. F. Oglesby of Carpel teria writes us that
there is talk of a training track being built at that?

point in the near futere and if it is done, there will be
more than a dozen young horses by his stallion Almo-
nada put in training as soon as the track is finished.

Bob Sparks is training several horses belonging to

Mr. Lewis Pierce at the Pleasanton track. He shipped
them there from Suisun week before last. Among them

pear old pacer by Sidney Dillon that is an
nt prospect.

j

Drop in at Fred H. Chase & Co.'s salesyard, 1732

Market street, on next Saturday, Sunday or Monday
and look over those fine young geldings and fillies

by Washington McKinney, St. Whips and Daly that

are to be sold on Tuesday evening. November 14th.

The horses will be in the barn Saturday afternoon,
the 11th inst. These are all well bred and good indi-

viduals and some great prospects are among them.

Mr. George Westfall of Oakland has purchased the
bay mare Edna DeBeck 2: 24 14 from Mr. Lewis Palmer
of Walnut Creek, former owner of Ben F.'2:07%. Con-
sideration 5450. She is a high-class animal and- is
proving a very hard nut to crack among the matinee
t'i ivers of Oakland. She was sired by a standard
bred two year old son of Hambletonian Wilkes, dam
by Echo. She was bred at the late A. G. Gurnett's

11 Spring Farm. The deal was made by the
well known horseman, A. G. Andrews.

There will be trotted over the Alameda track No-
vember 5th a five horse race, mile heats,* three in five,

minus thirty feet to each mile. The money, which
is claimed to be $200 for each horse, or $1000 in all,

is to be divided into two moneys—$600 and $400. The
entries are A. L. Hind's bay mare' Twilight 2.1S% by
Noonday. Frank Prettie's hay gelding Old Folks by
Lynmont, Geo. AJgeo's baj' gelding Bob Ingersol 2:14%
by NUtwood Wilkes. Geo Westfall's bay mare Edna
DeBeck 2:24% by son of Hambletonian Wilkes, and
R. A. Place's chestnut gelding Capt. Benton by St.

Nicholas. On the same day and place the return
match for $500 a side will take place between Daisy
May by son of Oro Wilkes, and Faust by Aptos
Wilkes, two mile heats, best two in three.

The 2 ; 09 trot at San Bernardino nest Tuesday
should be a race worth seeing. The entries are J. C
Kirkpatrick's John Caldwell 2:09 by Strathway, W. A.

Clark's Morone 2:13% by Cicerone. Willard Zibbell's

Adam G. 2:11% by McKinney, W. G. Durfee's Jupiter

B. 2:12 by Gen. Beverly, and Judge Thos. Brent's
Helen Norte 2: 0914 by Del Norte. All the heats should
be close around 2:10 if the track is in good shape
and the weather favorable.

If you want a good roadster, attend the sale of

horses from Rosedale Stock Farm in this city one
week from Tuesday evening.

Bert Logan 2:16%. Dr. A. W. Boucher's good little

pacing stallion by Colbert 2:07% out of Miss Logan
2:06%. was brought back to Pleasanton in Chas.
DeRyder's car He made a season in Ohio last spring.

Trainer Brown sold his good double -gai ted horse
Golden Gal i turning to Pleasanton. Golden
Gate earned quite a sum of money for Mr. Brown
this year and he sold him for a good figure.

It is stated that the Futurity winner Bon Voyage
P isanton during the

.
besides being a great

-' '"It and a
:

lual, is a representative
of the

1 oneer family, being by Expedition
.; ,1

: Bon Voyage
Mot, dam

1

! -14%. SI is by Erin
J

. b
.

Prlnceps. Mr. W. A.
("lark Jr., who also Bon Mot,
bavin a few weeks ag 1

Bob C sold the l n o-year-
lioneer,

to Mr. entei prising young b
man of thai 1 Ity. O 11 bi >

ti: Walter
1 the Stanfoi ...

. in which he

n the pacer King Alexis and
I : was trolled over the

1th. The
ran -. v, . ...... ;,,. Kin „
Alexis. The fastest heat was - 10 cord for
this son "f Alexis,

John Green gave Lady Jones by Capt. Jones a rec-

ord of 2:16 in a winning race at Tulare. This mare is

headed for the list of 2:10 trotters- and should reach

it next season. She is owned by J. A. Jones of Spring-

brook, Oregon, who also owns her sire, a grandly

bred stallion by McKinney out of Midday Belle by
Gossiper, second dam Briar Belle, dam of McBriar
^:14 by Don "Wilkes.

The winner of the Kentucky Futurity, Miss Adbell

2:09%, the second horse, Susie N. 2:09%, and the

third horse, Marecheal 2:1S%, will all be sold at the

Old Glory Sale. Will they finish in the same order in

the race for the bidders' coin as they did when they

raced for the stake money?

Tennessee is the home of the pacer, but Turley

2:07%, trained by Ed Geers, is said to be the first

2.10 trotter ever bred in that State.

Fred H. Chase & Co., 1732 Market street, have
issued catalogues for the sale of horses from the

Rosedale Stock Farm, Santa Rosa, to take place

Tuesday evening, November 14th, at 1732 Market
street, San Francisco. Thirty head are catalogued
and not an inferior one in the lot.

Charles Marvin has to his credit four victories in

the Lexington stake for two-year-old trotters. In

1SS2 he won it with Hinda Rose; in 1S99 he had En-
dow; Ililgar-was his candidate in 1902 and this year
it was Siliko.

Lon McDonald thinks Miss Adbell faster than Sadie

Mac. and he drove both of them to victory in the Fu-
turity.

Charles DeRyder recently bought of R. S. Stradlet

of Lexington a handsome saddle mare by Montgomery
Chief, dam by Highland Denmark. Price $500. The
mare was shipped to California.

Electric Maiden 2: 13% has been purchased by TV.

A. Clark, Jr, and shipped west with the rest of the
Clark horses which will be wintered at Los Angeles,
CaL, in charge of Red Garrity.

Walker & Smith are handling a very promising
young pacer by Sidmoor 2.17% by Sidney at the
Pleasanton track. Experiment is the name of this

colt, which is a two-year-old, and he has worked a
quarter in 34 seconds and a half in 1:13. He is out
of Ethel C. 2 : 20, consequently is an inbred Sidney.
and Ethel C. was by that horse, and is owned by
Major W. P. Earhus and Mr. Frank Cummings of
Pacheco, who, we understand, have refused an offer

of $2000 for the colt.

Geo. A. Davis of Pleasanton has concluded to sell

off all his horses at auction and has selected Decem-
ber 12th as the date. The sale will be handled by-

Fred H. Chase & Co., the well known live stock auc-
tioneers at 1732 Market street, San Francisco. Mr.
Davis has some high class young horses by Rev Direct
2:10 and other sires, as well as some fine roadsters
and finely bred brood mares. Further particulars will

be published later.

Ed Mills will turn the sensational four-year-old
filly. Easter Direct by Direct 2:05%, dam by Tosem •

itp, over to Ed Geers. who will handle her during
the winter. She is owned by E. A. Gammon of Sacra-
mento, and is credited with a trial mile in 2:03% at
Cleveland this summer.

A. R. Tewksbury, of Temora. Xew South W'ales
Australia, has purchased from Maple Lawn Farm,
Illinois, the bay colt Colonial Parole, by Parole, out
of Meadow Queen (full sister of Great Heart. 2:12%),
by Mamhrino Russell 200S: second dam Willie Wilkes,
2:28 (dam of Rachel 2:0S% and six in 2:20), by Geo.
Wilkes. 2:22: third and fourth dams famous producers.

The Xapanoch pocket knife tool kit is the latest

thing in a set of tools which can be carried in the
pocket. See advertisement.

It is said One owner booked 25 mares to Admiral
Dewey 2:04%.

It is rumored that Gil Curry will drive the Butler
horses next year, and that Monroe Salisbury will make
another trip to Klondike this winter.

Eddie Mitchell, one of the American drivers of Eu-
rope, has been suspended for a year because of a
bad drive behind Wig-Wag

Gambetta Wilkes is the sire of fourteen 2:10 per-
formers, but only two are trotters.

Persons desiring horses clipped should call up phone
Park 573. and the'r horses will be called for. clipped
in first-class style and delivered. Mr. T. C. Cabney
has opened a new boarding and training stable at

I 108 Fulton street, near corner of Devisadero, and
besides attending to clipping horses, as above stated,

will boar*! and train for road or track a limited num-
i horses. Terms very reasonable See advertise-

ment.

Seventy-five pacers starting in the Grand Ci;

this season were outside the money. The trotters

worse luck, as eighty-four trotters failed to win
part of the purses.

The stallion Acolyte, once owned by J. S. Cc
commander of the Coxey army, that invaded W
ington, D. C, several years ago, is credited witt
new performers for this year.

-

Lon McDonald drove Miss Adbell, the Kenti
futurity winner, an eighth in 14 seconds before s.

ping her from Lexington.

Among the stories going around is one to the
that Sadie Fogg, the three-year-old daughter of
Director General, that was sold to L. R. Pecs
Providence, during the recent Lexington meeting
$12,500, was on the market last spring for "$25

an old wagon."

Woodland Stock Farm, Alex Brown proprietor,

consign twenty head of standard bred horses by Ni
agak, Prince Ansel and other high class stallions

a sale to be held by Fred H. Chase & Co. at

Market street, this city, on the 21st instant. C.

logues are not yet issued, but some choice g<

should come from Woodland Stock Farm, and bu
should make a note of this sale, which will be fur
noted next week in this journal.

At the. Point Breeze track, Philadelphia, on 1

Sth, Frank Yoakum 2.04% and The Friend 2:05%
pace a match race for $500 a side.

Charley Whitehead, who is now the lessee of

Salinas track, has concluded to put his good pa>

Toppy 2:10 by Delphi, and The Mrs. by Derby Ast
training for the circuit next year. Toppy is a g;

race horse and should be a money winner in his cl

The Mrs. has no record, but has been second in m
heats that were paced faster than 2:15 and ha
trial of 2:11.

At the Santa Rosa Stock Farm's Track last w
Driver John Quinn stepped Sampson B. Wright's
noma Queen a half mile in 1:07%. Joe Cuicello dr

W. H. Morris' Sonoma May.- a four-year-old, a 1

in 2:19%. Both are trotters and by Lynwood W.
of Maid Fowler 2.21%. Frank S. Turner drove
Carrie Dillon, a two-year-old, a mile in 2:16%.
his Carlocita, a three-year-old, a mile in 2:15,

quarter in 31% seconds. These two fillies are p:

Geo. A. Kelly, superintendent of the Pleasan
track, received a telegram last Monday from Mor
Salisbury, asking that twenty stalls be reserved

him at the track.

John A. McKerron 2:04% already has some th

mares hooked to him for next year. There is

question but what the former matinee king is to

one of the really great sires.

The following pacers have taken records be
than 2:10 over half-mile tracks this season: Ban
B. 2:06%, Nutwood Grattan 2.07%, Allenwood 2:0

Dorcas H. 2:09%. Harry L. 2:09%, and Hallock

2:09%.

Doc Tanner will have the horses to be sold at

son Square Garden owned by Mr. Billings' in sh
show for their lives. They not only look good,

while they have fast records, they will be ablt

show that they are just as fast as their records ir

cate. Xot one will be a disappointment in point

speed or in any other way. There are few better c

ditioners than Mr Billings' trainer and superinte

ent.

.

Mr. W. H. Lumsden of Santa Rosa was at Pleas

ton last week to see his two three-year-old Bor

Direct fillies which Chas. DeRyder brought back fi

their Eastern campaign where they were under
charge of Ed Benyon. Bonalet 2:09%. winner of

pacing division of the Kentucky Futurity and hoi

of the world's record for pacing fillies of her I

looked slick and fat, and is certainly a two min
prospect. Bonnie Me, the trotter, took sick soon

reaching the East and never recovered, but w<

several miles below 2:15. She could have trotti

2:10 this year to a certainty had she remained w
Ed Benyon was greatly pleased with both these fil

and predicts great things for them in the full

He has suggested to Messrs. Griffith and McConn
owners of Bonnie Direct 2:05%, that they send

son of Direct and Bon Bon back to Kentucky
the stud season of 1906 and they are seriously c<

sidering the matter. Bonnie Direct would get a
of high class mares in the blue grass State and '

result could not help being satisfactory to all part

as he is destined to be one of the greatest, if not

greatest member of the famous Director family.

do not know of another stallion that has made '

showing he has in the stud. Out of his first crop

foals which probably did not comprise more thar

half dozen all told, two were trained and raced t

year as three-year-olds. One took a world's rec*

and the other showed herself capable of trotting

2:10, but sickness prevented her getting a record. *

should hate to see Bonnie Direct leave California.

1111

Owing to the death of her husband, Mrs. Jane ]

boom of Santa Rosa desires to sell a four-year
stallion by Washington McKinney out of Yolo Be*

by Waldstein, also the mare Yolo Belle. Both 1*

very handsome individuals. The stallion is a pa<"

and fast. The mare is a trotter and very handso'

and stylish, with a fine coat and an arched neck, a

can be driven by a lady. See advertisement .

further paxtic^ars.
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ORPHANAGE WILL BE BENEFITED.

he Board of Managers and Trustees of the Armi-
* Orphanage have accepted the very kind offer

:he California Polo and Pony Racing Association

lonate the proceeds of the race-meeting to be held

Mr. Chas. W. Clark's track, San Mateo. Tuesday,

member 7th, for the benefit and relief of the Armi-

Orphanage.
he Orphanage is in immediate need of clothes,

^ ding, food and stores of every description, the main

[ding having been burned to the ground on Fri-

evening, October 27th, leaving nearly two hun-

d boys with nothing but the clothes they were

iring.

emporary quarters are being erected to house the

until the new building is completed, which will

ifli about twelve months hence.

n excellent program of pony races will be given

t Tuesday and it is hoped as many as possible

avail themselves of the opportunity of aiding a

d cause while enjoying good sport by attending.

he lady managers of the Armitage Orphanage are

follows

:

[rs. A. L. Brewer, honorary president: Mrs. H.

Judah, honorary vice-president; Mrs. Henry T.

tt, president; Mrs. M. S. "Wilson, vice-president;

i. Daniel Drysdale, secretary; Miss M. I. Tobin.

esponding secretary; Mrs. William B. Hooper,

isurer; Mrs. E. D. Beylard, Mrs. A. C. Tubbs, Mrs.

ncis Carolan, Mrs. G. W. Gibbs, Mrs. George Pope,

J. D. Grant, Mrs. William S. Tevis, Mrs. James

?*lood.

he officials for the day are: Colonel Dan Burns,

siding judge; Major Rathbone and John Parrott,

vards; Fred Mulholland, starter; R. B. Leighton.

k of the scales and handicapper; D. W. Donnelly,

k of the course.

ollowing is the program of the day:

irst race, three-eights of a mile, for non-winners

year. Top weight 160 oounds. Two pounds al-

ed for each one-quarter of an inch under 14 hands

inches. Ponies beaten, once since October 13th

wed five pounds; beaten two or more time allowed

it pounds additional.

scond race, match, one-half mile—Rudolph

eckels' Althomer. 144 pounds, vs. Charles W.
rks* Bas Blancs. 152 pounds.

hird race, match, three-eighths of a mile—Charles

Clarks' Midlove, 148 pounds, vs. Rudolph Spreckels'

tma, 144 pounds,
ourth race, one-quarter of .a mile, handicap

—

ghts announced Monday, November 6th.

ifth race, seven-eighths of a mile, handicap.

Ixth race, three and one-half furlongs—Top weight

pounds. Four pounds allowed for each one-half

i udner 14 hands 2 inches. Non-winners this year

wed five (pounds additional,

ntries to the races close to-day.

he first race will be called at 2 p. m.

shine the brightest, a quiet place, a pair of trusting
eyes, a soft, warm hand, and two heads close to-
gether? This great big round world only had two
people in it then. You were one and SHE the other.
And the words she said were the words you wanted
to hear—and the promise was made.
The whole thing started about fair time, didn't it?

Had a good fair that day, of course, long time ago.
No doubt the sun doesn't shine today as it did then;
perhaps the quiet place would be hard to find; per-
haps those eyes have closed in eternal sleep, that
hand may have vanished and be cold; that voice may
be stilled in death; but the memory of that day, and
place, and that old sweetheart is planted in your
heart forever. And were the whole world yours, you
would give it all, old man, to go right back there now.
Well, your children and maybe your grandchildren are
looking for the self-same plj.ce and day. It's about
fair time. The frost will soon be on the pumpkin
and the fodder in the shock; and human nature's
just the same as 'twas some fifty years ago.
May the golden sunlight of God's favor shine upon

you from a cloudless sky; may your bark of life drift

gently down the river of time into the great ocean of
eternity; may your corn and cattle be your only care,

and your supreme delight the "County Fair."

Ottawa, Ohio, October 9, 1905.

THE KANSAS CITY HORSE SHOW.

THE COUNTY FAIR.

ecretary A. Sandles of the .Putnam county, Ohio,

r Association, thus describes the real genuine ar-

; the old fashioned and new fashioned county fair

t will never be out of date:

resident McKinley in his last speech, made upon
grounds of the Buafflo Exposition, said among

ir things: "Fairs and expositions are the time
:es which mark the progress of nations, and every

, great or small has helped in some onward prog-

t."

enturies ago the fair was held in high favor, and
continue to be so as long as old friends love to

t and greet and tell each other the joys and woes
i passing year.

he mystic invisible cord of friendship, which runs
n one heart to a thousand others, is the secret

er which draws the young and old, the rich and
r, together in one grand reunion under the shade of

spreading trees, which grow upon the grounds of

"Old County Fair."

Tien you clasp the hands of those whom you used
enow, when you were boys and girls and sweet-
is together, it will drive dull care away and the

ts of the birds will be sweeter, the burdens of life

be lighter, the ties of true friendship be stronger,

cream on the milk will be thicker, and the roses

lilies more fair.

is the place wrhere youth and maid exterminate
ited peanuts. and red lemonade, and joyously wan-
hand in hand, through the gardens and fields of

future, knowing little, caring less, of the world
its woes.

tie plains to be crossed, the mountains to be
bed, the seas to be sailed and the harvests to be
lered give them no concern. It's a clear sky and
et only life's morning.
's the time and place for father and mother to

and refresh; time to pause in life's struggle and
jet all about gold; time to stop for a day the

/ that is turning the furrows of time.

'he heart of the toiler has throbbings that stir

nc the bosom of kings" if you stop, now and then,
to i day to mingle and mix with your fellows.

,;rhaps it was there that grandfather first met and
pi" ed at grandmother. Tou know the rest. There
•s tide in the affairs of men, which taken at the
fk I, leads on to marriage, a happy home and prat-
tli

: children. A hearthstone, a rocking cradle, a
m, ier's lullaby song and a father's strong right arm.
;

- the world a-moving on.

lere is no place on the outside of God's green
" h where two hearts are more sure to beat as one,
b, at the County Fair, "October every year."

p, old man, it isn't your turn to kick. The
igsters are going to the fair, and so* are you.
t you remember the day when God made the sun

THE MARYSV1LLE MEETING.

"That the race meet of last week was a success is

the gratifying report of the Tuba and Sutter Driving
Club, by whom it was managed," says the Marysville
Democrat. "The programs were excellent each day.
On this the public is the judge, and the verdict of all

who witnessed the different events of the three days
is unanimous. There were three days of excellent

sport. The meet was a success from a financial stand-
point because the balance is on the right side of the
ledger—and this was not expected to be the case. The
members of the club fully expected to be compelled
to make good a deficiency, for there wrere many un-
favorable conditions to be met.

"In purses the sum of $S10 was paid out. As most
of the horses on the track belonged here nearly all

the money remained here, although some good purses
wrere won by outside horses. A less number of outside
horses entered than were expected, but another meet
will see many of them brought here.

"All of the decisions on the track were approved
and there was no wrangling or objection on the part
of owners or the public. The entire meet was well

managed in every particular."

The summaries of the harness events follow:

Trot or pace, 2:40 class, purse ?100.

Sir John S (W. L. Vance) 1 1

Silver Bells (M. Gomez) 2 2

Baron Bretto (W. Leech) 3 3

Hazel B (L, Padillo) d
Time—2:37, 2:35.

Special trot, 2:50 class, purse $75.

Babe (Brown) 1 1

Buster (Duncan) 2 2

Pegasus (McCune) 3 3

Crescent (Renatta) 4 4

Time—2:53 1^, 2:42.

Trotting, 2:28 class, purse ?100.

Kentucky Baron (Duncan) 10 1

Baron Bretto (Leech) 2 3

Silver Bells (Gomez) 3 3 2

Buster (Peart) 4 4 4

Time—2:36^, 2:36*4, 2:35.

Trot or pace, two year olds, purse $75.

Monteo (Ohleyer) 1 1

George M (Walton) 2 2

Hiawatha (Leech) 3 3

Time—1:50, 1:43%.

Trotting, consolation purse.

Silver Bells (Gomez) 1 1

Adaline C (Blue) 3 2

Baron Bretto (Leech) 2 3

Time—2:29%, 2.40.

Match race, purse $60.

Kentucky Baron (Duncan) 1 1

Sir ohJn S (Vance) 2 2

Time—2:30, 2:28.

Bubby race, mile dash, purse $25. Cooper's Jennie

L. first, Renatti's No Name second, Stennett's Prince

third, Sligar's Almont fourth.

o

STALLIONS IN DEMAND IN INDIANA.

It is doubtful if ever there was a time when so

many people were in the market for trotting or pacing

stallions as is the case at the present time—and there

are buyer for all classes. Some want renowned suc-

cessful speed sires; some want fairly young stallions

which have raced successfully and have fairly low

records; some want three to five-year-olds which are

well bred and have speed—but no records; others

want two and three-year-olds with sufficient breed-

ing for use in the stud lightly, and stiil others want

high bred weanlings or yearlings to "bring along"

their own way for future use in the stud, or on the

track. Indeed, as a prominent combination sale man-

ager said to us the other day, there never before was

anything like it: why we have inquiries for every-

thing in the stud line, from a $60 weanling to a no-

limit priced champion speed sire. And why should

not people want stallions? Horses are scarce and

high priced in the country; they are scarce and high

priced in the markets; there is nothing else the aver-

age farmer can produce which is so profitable to him:

thp number of horses needed, in both country and In

the cities, increases with the increase of population,

wealth and industries, and with the constantly in-

creasing export trade it does not seem likely that this

country will ever again, in good times or bad, be able

to produce a surplus of horses.—Western Horseman.

The expected happened at Kansas City last week.
As entries overran all previous bounds, so attendance
and enthusiasm exceeded all former records for the
horse shown in Convention Hall. As respects people
and interest, not to say enthusiasm, the horse show
at the city by the Kaw's mouth is perhaps entitled
to the palm. We have heretofore dwelt on this point,
and succeeding years add force to the comment. It

was believed, and rightly, that the support accorded
this exhibition by residents of Kansas City and its

suburbs was of notable character, but not even the
fondest imaginings of its promoters had attained the
heights realized at. the exhibition just closed.
Entries by far exceeded all former displays and the

character of the horses was of a class to command
outspoken admiration. Entries were contributed by
exhibitors that owned residence at such geographical
extremes as New York and Denver, and the presence
of the Eastern horses added much drawing power as
well as real strength to the arena.
The championship of the show fell to Reginald

Vanderbilt on his Kentucky-bred Dr. Selwonk, an
upheaded and very flash horse in his forward action,
that has been one of the most attractive public favor-
ites seen at our shows in recent years. Mr. Busch's
gray mare Odette was the runner up for this honor

—

a very shapely and substantial sort for heavy leather.
Among the walk-trot saddle horses the Balls carried
off championship honors with Morning Glory.
Miss Belle Beach of New York was kind enough to

award the prizes on the equestrian classes for little

girls, and discovered, as have some other judges at
this show, that when it comes to the local riding
classes there is a disposition on the part of the
audience to judge more from personal favor than from
the performance. Miss Beach, than whom there is

no more competent authority, was not able to follow
the popular favor, which ran toward a little girl with
a very incorrect seat in the side saddle, and sent the
honors to a girl who rode astride so cleverly as to

entitle her to the blue ribbon, according to the ac-
cepted standards of equestrianism.
Judging by the crowds at some of the performances

it will be desirable to enlarge the capacity of Con-
vention Hall, if this show makes further growth, or
at least to enlarge the promenade between the boxes
and the arena rail. Passage along this promenade
was well-nigh impossible at several performances.
The show closed in a blaze of glory, and set a high
mark for succeeding exhibitions to shoot at—Breed-
ers' Gazette.

OF VALUE TO HORSEMEN.

Do you turn your horses out for the winter? If so.

we want to call your attention to a very important
matter. Horses which have been used steadily at

work, either on the farm or road, have quite likely

had some strains whereby lameness or enlargements
have been caused. Or perhaps new life is needed to be
infused into their legs. Gombault's Caustic Balsam
applied as per directions, just as you are turning the

horse out, will be of great benefit; and this is the

time when it can be used very sucessfully. One great

advantage in using this remedy is that after it is ap-
plied it needs no care or attention, but does its work
well and at a time when the horse is having a rest.

Of course it can be used with equal success white

horses are in the stable, but many people in turning

their horses out would use Caustic Balsam if they

were reminded of it, and this article is given as a

reminder.

Work on the new athletic grounds and speedway in

Golden Gate Park is progressing satisfactorily. The
grading of the turn at the west end of the track is

practically completed and gives an idea of how the

grounds will appear when all the work is finished.

The infield where the polo grounds and football fields

are to be located is also leveled to grade and is be-

ing covered with loam, on which grass will be sown.

The entire grading will probably not be finished before

the first of next May, but when the work is completed

Golden Gate Park will have the finest athletic grounds

and speedway in the world.

A well staked filly by Stam B. 2:11*4 out of a
McKinney mare is offered for sale in this issue. She

is a foal of 1904, of good size and a trotter. . She is

entered in the Breeders' $7000 Futurity, the Occi-

dental and Stanford Stakes, and the Kentucky $20,000

Futurity. The owner desires to sell to some one who
will train and race this filly. See advertisement.

Hazel Patch 2:03% and Zolock 2:05*4 are to meet
in a series of match races on the Southern California

circuit, which opens at San Bernardino November
9th. On form Hazel Patch should win. but Zolock

will be there at the finish.

Axtell 2:12 as a three-year-old, is credited with

twelve new standard performers for 1905. Angle
2:10*4 is the only one whose record is below 2:21%,
and but four trive records below 2:25.

Thos. R. McMahon. a New York horseman, who
died recently, was a son of James D. McMahon, who
drove Flora Temple to her record of 2:19%.

Livonia, Ind., March21 1905.

Mr. W. F. Youdet. Springfield, Mass.
Dear Sir:—The Ab^orblne ordered from you pave perfect sat-

isfaction. You will find ADclosed money order for 3J for two bot-

tles. Send by express at once, etc. Yours truly,
J. F. KELLEY. M D .

Physician and Surgeon.

Ab3orblne 82 per bottle, at y^ur dealeaor seLt express prepaid
upon receipt of price. W. F. YOUNO, P. D. F., 51 Monmouth St.,

Springfield, Mass.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Condncted by J. X. De WITT.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April I-Sept. 10. Oct. 10-Feb. 1—Open season Cor taking stcsl-

h;ad In tidewater.

June i-Jaa. l—Open season for black bass.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16-Close season in tidewater for steelbead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for catcbing salmon.

Sept. 15-April 1—Open season for lobsters and crawfish.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15—Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-A.pril I—Trout season closed.

Nov. 1-Sept. I—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.

Gun.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. I-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and
a age hen.

Oct. I5-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. 15-April 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oct. 15-Aug 1—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.
Nov. 15. 16—New Eogland Beagle Club's tpecialty show. Graf-

ton. Mass. A. D Fisue, Secretary.

Nov. 15, 18 -Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.

H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. 21, 22—Brockton District Kennel Club Brocktcn, Mass.
J. W. Sullivan, Secretary.

Nov. 30-DiO. 2—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec. 13. 14—Southwestern Kennel Club's bench show at Pasa-
dena. Entries close .

1906.

Jan. 17. 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.
John C. Schomaker, Secretary.

Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Eobt. V-
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Tnomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary.
March 14, 17—Passaic County Fi-h and Game Frotective Asso-

ciation. Paterson, N. J. N.J Mathews, Secretary.

March 21, 24—Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit. Mich. K. G.
Smith, Secretary.

June 9—Wlssahickon Kennel Club. Wissahickon, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January I, 1904. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Robinson, III., entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Oct. 30—National Beagle Club of America: 16th annual trials.

Stevenson, Md. Chas. R Stevenson, Secretary.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Cbapln, Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville. 111.

S H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Rothm, Secre-
retary. Dayton, O.

Nov. 13—New England Beagle Club. 12th annual trials. Graf-
ton. Mass. A. D. Flske, Secretary.

Nov. 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following Illinois
Champion Stake). C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas. B. Cooke, Secretary, R'chmond, Va.

Dec- Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
*rials>. Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary. Fairfield, Conn.

1906.
Jan. 8—Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Essig. Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bakersfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg.. San
Francisco.

THE QUAILS OF THE UNITED STATES.

OUT AFISHIN'.

(By George Wentworth.)

Bass in de slough
An* me out on de «h^'

—

Dat's enough o' comfort

—

Don't want no mo'.
rod in my hand

An' clam bait in de can-
Dat's enough enjoyment
Fur any mortal man.

o

Few people know that there are three distinct pe-
riods every year in a bear's life. From April until

September it lives upon fruits, vegetables or any
thing of this kind to be found. From September until

U;r the diet is changed entirely and the bear
lives upon nuts and acorns. During this period a
great deal offal Is , forms a cushion
over the entire body, Lh ion from
falls. Injuries, etc. Ne r prepares for its

sleep, which lasts ; ur months. It digs
hollow in the floo .-, which serves as

a bed for many yeai females usually become
mothers during this pei <! h bernatlon and are

; S nl their young with greatest care for
en months, as thi rs will attack even
a young when hungry. The dams are pos-

rength and will e elr own
til.] their cubs from harm.

o

By Sylvester D. Judd, Assistant U. S. Biological Sur-

vey.

rks and quail are reported to be plentiful
nearly

in

(Continued from last week.)

General Habits of the Bobwhite,.

The habits of bobwhite, like those of many other

birds, vary considerably, and the following, observed

by E. W. Nelson, is a case in point. In 1ST5 the Wa-
bash bottoms near Mount Carmel, 111., were covered

with a magnificent forest, quite tropical in the size

and luxuriant growth of trees and other vegetation.

Scattered here and there through the forests were

small clearings planted to corn. Bobwhites were

found about all these clearings, and the males were

commonly heard calling from the tops of the tall

trees in the edge of the bordering forest, and en more
than cne occasion were stalked and shot in the midst

of the woods from the tree tops, more than 100 feet

from the ground. When flushed in the cornfields, the

coveys dashed away into the forest where they took

refuge in the tree tops, thence sending forth their

rallying call notes.

There apepars to be a tendency among bobwhites,

at least in some regions, to a local migration. In cer-

tain sections, as in Virginia and Maryland, they com-
monly leave their summer homes on the approach of

winter and congregate near the larger watercourses.

In an old number of the American Sportsman Lewis
refers to this fall movement, and says: "At this per-

iod the birds are said to be runing or traveling, and
will not lie to a dog; and to pursue is lost time, as

it will be found utterly impossible to keep up with
them, no matter with'what speed you attempt it."

The habits of the bobwhite during the hunting sea-

son are well known. The birds move about most
actively and feed in the early morning and late af-

ternoon. The best shooting is to be had the hour
before sunset, in the places where the birds have de-

cided to spend the night. They roost on the ground,
forming a solid ring with tails in and heads out. In

Virginia and Maryland the roosting places are almost

never in the woods, though in Mecklenburg county,

Va., the writer has found them in the grassy, briery

little clearings among pine woods. At Marshall Hall

the birds were found roosting in the edges of wood-
land, orchards, patches of ragweed in wheat stubble,

cornfields, truck plats, broomsedge, dewberry and
blackberry tangles, pastures and fence corners. In

Massachusteets Edward A. Preble found no roosts in

the open fields, but found them among scrub oaks and
in tall pine forests. Bobwhites habitually use a roost-

ing ground again and again. A covey of a dozen,

found the middle of November, 1899, at Marshall Hall,

resorted to a corner of a peach orchard for eight con-

secutive nights, and during December^ 1902, a covey
of fifteen on the Roanoke River bottom used a narrow-

strip of cockleburr. ragweed and smartweed for ten

consecutive nights. It is interesting to note that, al-

though quail seek the woods for shelter from enemies
during the day, they generally regard the open as

safer at night.

It is the general opinion that with the oncoming of

winter the bobwhite is found less often in the open
fields, w:here withered herbaceous plants afford but
scant protection from enemies, than in dense bush>
briery coverts and woods.

In Maryland and Virginia the scattered and depleted

coveys after the shooting season evidently unite into

large bevies. Their favorite resort in severe weather
is a bank with southern exposure and suitable food

supply. At Marshall Hall during one of the heaviest

snowfalls of the season, when the Potomac was frozen

over and the thermometer near zero, a covey was al-

ways to be found on the southeast side of a steep

bank bordering a large swamp. Here the birds found
food and warmth, for the rays of the sun fell on this

slope so directly that even when the snow elsewhere
lay from three to six inches deep it was here melted
or remained only in patches. It was noticeable that

when snow was on the ground the birds ventured only

a few rods from cover, a fact that apparently indi-

cated their appreciation of danger from the numerous
hawks and foxes. At Kinsale, Va., the writer found
bobwhites crossing open fields when there was an inch

or two of snow, though for the most part they kept
close to cover. In April and May the birds again ven-
ture out into the open, and they breed when vegeta-
tion is sufficiently grown to conceal the nests.

At Marshall Hall little oval pits in dry soil, in which
quail had been dusting, were found in various situa-

tions, usually under cover of weeds and bushes about
the fields. Dusting is a part of the toilet of all gal-

linaceous and many other birds, and may also be a

protection against vermin.
Bobwhite as an Ally of the Farmer.

In summing up the relations of the bobwhite to

agriculture it will be well to emphasize certain facts

developed by our investigation of its food habits. In

the first place, careful observations at Marshall Hall,

where the acreage under cultivation is large and the
bobwhite abundant, and less extended investigations

elsewhere afford no evidence that the species does ap
preclable injury to crops of grain or fruit,

its habit of destroying weed seeds
nomic Importance. For instance.

Further,
of much eco-

it is reasonable to

assume that in the States of Virginia and North
olina. from Sept. 1 to April 30. the season whe
largest proportion of weed seed is consumed by
there are four bobwhites to each square mile of
or 354,820 in the two States. The crop of eact
holds half an ounce of seeds and is filled twice i

Since at each of the two daily meals weed seeds:
stitute at least half the contents of the crop,
quarter of an ounce, a half ounce daily is consum
each bird. On this basis the total consumpti
weed seeds by bobwhite from September 1 to Aj
in Virginia and North Carolina amounts to l,341i

It is to be remembered also if it were not for
hawks and trespassing pot hunters the birds wot
more abundant and their services corresponc
greater. Insetcs form about one-third of the}
white's diet from June 1 to August 31; and
tion similar to the one employed above shows ti

tons of insects are destroyed during this perio
Among the insects consumed by the bird are

very harmful pests as the Rockj^ Mountain locus
chinch bug. the Colorado potato beetle, the Me
cotton boll weevil, cutworms, the two cotton w
and the army worm. The highly insectivorous c

cause a proportionally greater distruction of ii

than the adult birds. Further, while many othei
ful birds confine themselves to the woodland or sv
or merely scout along waterways, hedges and
rows, the bobwhite feeds directly among field

In the South it is found in cotton fields; in the
it delights in the ragweed-grown wheat stubbl
the West its favorite feeding ground is cornfield!

it often spends the night there instead of flyt

cover, as do most birds. The facility with whi
passes from field to field, either on foot or oj

wing, distributes its services to an unusual deg

Bobwhite as an Asset of the Farm.
Every land owner should realize the value o

bobwhite, and should demand from sportsmen i

price for the birds killed on his property. With p
management some farms of from 500 to 1,000

would probably yield a better revenue from bobv
than from poultry. Many farms in North Cai
derive a regular income from this source. This i

tained by leasing the shooting right to wealthy si

men, who, in localities where birds are abundant,
ingly pay considerable sums for the privilege,

is probably the most profitable use to which ct

poor lands in the South can be put. In some
in Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina the si

man often pays the landowner from five to tw
five cents for every bird shot. In other place
farmer or his boy is hired as guide to locate the
In addition the sportsman pays liberally for his

'

and otherwise adds to the farmer's income. ~\

awake farmers appreciate the fact that the ge
sportsman pays well for his sport and should
criminate between him and the market hunter.
lions of dollars can be realized by the proper mai
ment of the quail crop of the United States.

time is perhaps not far distant when land owner:
protect their game birds from foxes, injurious h
and human poachers as diligently as they no
their poultry. The .sooner the farmer realize!

value of the bobwhite and the fact that the in

hunter is a bird exterminator, profiting at the
owner's expense, the better will be his chance
income from his crop of quail.

Bobwhite as Article of Food.
Perhaps no game is more generally known and

than quail. The flesh of the bobwhite is juicy, te

delicately flavored, easily digested and nutritiou
is well adapted to the needs of invalids. To the

mer's table, where fresh meat is often not obtaii

this bird furnishes a welcome supply. No game
much sought for in market, and countless nur
are sold every year. The writer knows of a i

dealer in Washington who in 1902 sold 100,000

Yet the supply is far short of the demand, an
price is constantly rising. In connection witr

present price, which is $3 to $5 a dozen, it is int€

ing to recall Audubon's statement that in 1810

birds could be bought for twelve cents a dozen, a
1S31 for fifty cents. Then they were on the tabl

rich and poor alike.

Bobwhite as an Object of Sport.

Edwyn Sandys says of the bobwhite. "He tri

the king of his race; and not alone that, for,

opinion of hosts of enthusiastic sportsmen, he i

best bird that flies." The well known author,

Van Dyke, says; "Dear little bobwhite has br<

more rest to the business-wearied soul, more ne^

to tired humanity than nearly all other Ame
game combined." The pursuit of many kind of

is possible only in distant wilderness, where tra\

is difficult and the exposure incident to the spoi

be dangerous to health; but the pursuit of t!

white belongs to open, accessible country, ani

too severe for men accustomed to sedentary lis

thousands of such men quail hunting is the y

means of restoration, and results in a direct bene

the community, though one not readily compul"

money value. At the conservative estimate, bet

300.000 and 400,000 sportsmen go out from cities

fall to hunt bobwhite. which means a large exp
ture cf money, much of which goes to farmers

hold shooting land. Such revenue is timely, f

comes when farm work yields small returns and

ploymeitf is welcome. Where non-resident lie

are required, with fee of from $5 to $25 the Stat*

derives a direct income from the sport.

The bobwhite deservedly stands at the

American game birds, because it lies so well
|

dog. and when flushed springs from the earth lil

arrow, demanding a quick eye and a trained toui <*

the trigger to bring it to bag. When, at the adi

of the rfunter, the covey explodes like a boml"

skill is sharply tested if he would bring one o

whirring, meteor-like projectiles to the ground.
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,.: a scattered covey are hard to find. Good auti

say that when they alight they remain quiet and

compress their feathers to the body, with the resull

of witholding the scent. Many sportsmen, therefor'

before hunting a scattered covey, give them i

run about and leave scent.

Paradoxical as it may seem, sportsmen extert a

powerful influence for the protection of bobwhit

Many individuals and clubs own or lease large tracts,

where they maintain the birds and shoot only the

surplus. These enthusiasts assist in the enforcement

of game laws, restock depleted coveys, and provide

food for the birds in times of scarcity. Certain clubs

are organized for the purpose of holding field trials.

the object of which is to test the ability of competing

dogs to find and point birds. As retrieving is not re-

quired, the birds are not shot. One of the best known
patrons of field trials recently told the writer that he

had not killed a bobwhite in ten years. A number o

clubs control each a preserve of from 3,000 to 20,000

- acres, on which no shooting is allowed—or, if 1

mitted, is carefully regulated—and suitable measures

are taken for protecting birds and facilitating their

propagation. These trials are held in a score or more

of States, and in some of the larger contests more

than a hundred dogs are entered. Some owners of

Held trial dogs have preserves of their own, stocked

with hundreds of pairs of bobwhites. Thousands of

live birds for the above purposes are in demand at

_iigh prices. If the bobwhite could be domesticated

and reared in captivity for sale, the enterprise would

doubtless be very profitable. From these facts it is

evident that the sport of hunting bobwhite con-
'

tributes to the health and. happiness of thousands of

nen. and that in various ways it can be made to add

to the prosperity of farmers and others interested.

(To be Continued.)

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

A New Phase of the Game Law.
Charles Flanders, who complains that sixteen hunt-

ers entered his hunting preserve over the American

river last Sunday, broke down his fences and shot

ducks over the preserve, will not have the offenders

arrested, says the Sacramento Union. He knows who
the intruders were, and Constable Mike Judge stood

ready to pounce down upon them. But Attorney P. S

Driver advises Mr. Flanders that he would probably

have his trouble for his pains.

Mr. Driver finds that a preserve or tract which may
• be trespassed upon must have three sides inclosed to

the mile; that under the statute a trespass is not

committed except the entry is made for some one

purpose set out by the statute, and that none of these

purposes were evidenced by the acts of the shooters.

Finally he holds the ducks shot were not the property

of Mr. Flanders, though flying over his preserve—in

short, that the conditions will not sustain a charge

of trespass under the statute, which abrogates the

common law- rule regarding that offense.

In the Citrus Belt.

Last 'Sunday was another gunfest among the Los

Angeles sportsmen. Just enough clouds overhead to

make good shooting and the season is yet young

enough to keep the birds from being gun shy.

Down at the Ballona Club grounds limit bags were

reached, while the Recreation Club reports good re-

sults.

The most important thing which the day's meet

brought out was the general tendency on the part

of the club men to cut down the limit of the bags

in order to preserve the shooting. Members of the

Ballona and Santa Monica clubs have considered the

advisability of making the limit as low as twenty-

five. w-:th a closed preserve six days of the week.

The reason that this step is being agitated by the

clubmen is because of the known lessening supply

of wild fowl along the coast.

With the draining of the marshes and the build-

ing up of this section of the country the hunting is

bound to go. unless the English method is resorted to.

At the Ballona Club, for instance, there is now one

mallard hole where there used to be four, and in the

Santa Ana marshes snipe have practically disap-

peared. There was a time when a professional hunter

could bag a hundred dozen each season, but now it is

doubtful whether he would get one dozen, unless he

happened to be a particularly good shot.

Widgeon are coming in all along the coast, while

teal and spoonbills form good bags
In the quail district at San Bernardino. Saugi

way stations limit bags were reported in only a few-

instances Sunday, tl may be that the man who made
the limit made more and is afraid to say anything

about it.

With the followers of the rod and reel a prosper-

ous week has just closed. San Pedro has been the
'

.necca for all pilgrimages, for croaker of the big.

nigger and biggest variety have invaded the harbor.

Slotterbeck reports a record-breaking catch from

the wharf, while out on the breakwater ba

sheephead are running.
At Catalina the launches have been running into

the harbor at Avalon flying the tuna flag, but no

record-breaking fish are reported as landed.

Hermosa beach has reported good sport in surf and
yellow-fin, but few fishermen care to venture into pas-

tures new so long as Grandpa Croaker is at San
Pedro.

State Sportsrhsn's Association.
i of the California Fish and

Game P iatiori which was to be held
,n Marys\ ille, : o ember 11th and 12th, has been

nber 24th.

lent 1 :' has w n I he folio > ing let-

cplaining the matter:
• a]., ' ' I. 25, 190G.

Dr. J. II Barr. Marys M Defl ' ': Your
favor to hand today, We have i tanged the
our meeting until November 24th. 1 have to go to

Los Angeles, and will b ne time, and there
are many things to attend to and no one else to

do it.

We v. ill g'< our i and try

and rake up as i tig ;. cro wd i

being no his w.inl er there

is no hope of having :i \ ce. But
there will be enough most likely to have a goo I time
anyhow, and finish up with a good duck hunt. Many
thanks for attending to the local matters. I will try

and be on hand a few days beforehand and hi

out if necessary. Sincerely yours,

H. T. PAYNE, President.

Santa Clara Quail and Duck Hunting.
The exodus of sportsmen to the gulches, the marshes

and mountains from San Jose since the opening of

the duck season has been phenomenal. It would
seem as if every man who loves the sport or is ad-
dicted to it has gone forth fully fledged for the con-
quest. The fever has overtaken tiie city denizen, he
whose business holds him gripped like a vise, in

urban haunts and dines in restaurants Duck is or-

dered by 50 per cent of the guests, but the supply is

not equal to the demand. The importunity was so

severe and fervent that what passed for clucks, but
which were really "mud liens." were served to a num-
ber of leading citizens a few days ago. Incidentally

it may be said that the host was a San Jose real

estate dealer who prides himself on his ability and
agility as a hunter.
For the various sportsmen of the garden city and

the surroundings the season bails fair to he a most
favorable one.

Scores of San Joseans are now in the vicinity of

Warm Springs, Alviso, Alvarado, Mount Eden and
the draw-bridge. All are having the best of luck,

according to the reports received. Quail are like-

wise plentiful. Those who went out last Sunday and
the results of their trips as reported are as follows:

Z. O. Field, 25 quail: Frank Hudner, John Hudner
and party, 10S quail; Chauncey Saunders, S mallard:
Charles Thomson. 11 quail: Bart Lorigan and H.
French, 3S ducks; Frank and Fred Garrison, 35 quail;

E. Corey, 25 quail; George Doll, 15 quail; L Farrel,

12 quail; Fred Fowler, 50 ducks, Sunday and 34 ducks
Monday; Dr. Gerlach, 10 quail; R. Bridgeman, 10

quail: Tony Delmas. 15 quail: Andy Hogan, 20 ducks;

Charles Marcene, 26 ducks; R. Perry. 20 ducks.

Al Bosquet. 15 quaU. TJvas; J. Hickey and Dan
Thornton, limit, Calaveras"; L. Farrell, 11 quail. Alum
Rock; J. Wenzel and J. Dorse:-. 11 and 9 quail, re-

spectively, Stevens creek; J. W. Briggs, 14 quail.

Guadalupe; S White, 15 quail, back of Cupertino;

D. Velosso, 12 ducks. Alviso; J. Friene. 36 ducks,

drawbridge; G. Robertson, 7 quail Stevens creek; G.

Machado, 19 quail. Mount Hamilton; R. Dampier, 15

ducks. Alviso. Tuesday, at Alviso—Fred Fowler. 27

clucks; Louis Wanderer, 24 ducks; Rick Wright, 24

ducks.
Clarence Letcher has returned frcm a hunting trip

along the San Joaquin near Antioch. He did not re-

turn over delighted. He is qf the opinion that the

best of the hunting season has yet to come. J. H.

Asselin and Charles Christopher hunted quail near

San Juan on the opening day and both got the limit

of 25 birds.

Dr. A. M. Barker reports great enthusiasm amongst
duck and quail hunters, but the most successful part

of the season is in the future. Very few birds have

come down from the north yet. When the cold weather

sets in there and freezes up the feed then the birds

will migrate to our marshes and hunters will have
a more encouraging story to relate.

A Hunting Casualty.

We regret to note the passing away of a well-

known sportsman last Sunday under peculiarly dis-

tressing circumstances. O. H. P. Sheets, a popular

traveling representative of the Pacific Hardware and

Steel Company, was stricken with heart failure

whilst duck shooting with a number of other mem-
bers of the Empire Gun Club on the Elkhorn slough

preserve
Mr. Sheets and Con Roman were shooting from

nearby blinds on one of the ponds the morn-
ing. There was a good flight and both sportsmen

were enjoying the shooting. Roman suddenly noticed

that his companion's gun was silent. Watching in

the direction of Sheets' l.lin I for a few moments he

.-.
. at birds were repeatedly coming within

shooting distance, but were unmolested. Surmising

that all was not right, he hastily made his way to

Sheets' blind and found the latter lying back almost

unconscious in the tules. Sheets was partially revived

ami then conveyed to the club house, where he finally

i,ed late in tiie afternoon.

Halibut Fishing.

With the coming on of winter, halibut are waxing
fat, and taking livelier interest in the more or less
savory allurements of the piscatorial experts who fre-
quent the longer wharves al Eedondo, Newport, Port
Los Angeles. Playa del Rey and others of the western
beach resorts where his slab-sided majesty flourishes
in all his voracity ami unglorious ugliness of form
and feature.

Prosaic to the limit, far more certain in his fighting
than in his biting—for, whatever else may be said
to the discredit of the halibut, he is always game
enough to take a chance—there is a certain amount
of rough and tumble sport to be had in this prospect-
ing- the bottom with a live smelt or deceased sardine
carefully impaled, and the pursuit of "Old Slab-
sides" is one of the most popular diversions, says the
Los Angeles Times, of the rod and reel, and hand-
line contingents that go out of Los Angeles Sundays
and occasionally in the week, on pleasure bent, with
fish as an objective.
Probably no branch of the sinker-shier's art tends

more surely to develop patience than the pursuit of
the halibut. In some respects he is even more vexa-
tious than the croaker, which has long been a sort
of standiing mark to swear by for general "cussed-
ness" among fishermen.
There are times and tides, which, taken at the

flood, lead on to success swift and sure in halibut
fishing, but they are few and far between, for day
in an :1 day out. these big flatfish are very ginger
biters, never swallowing a bait without first giving
it a rather careful examination for hooks or other
deviltry concealed therein.

The modus operandi of the average halibut's bite
is so characteristic that an experienced angler calls

the biter before he sees the fish. In places like San
Pedro Bay—good, by the way, for halibut—resorts
where croakers are likely to come along at any time,
one has some excuse for going wrong, but in the open,
where one's fish bait is usually on the bottom or
near it, and croakers are not present, feeling a few-

tentative nips and a sensation as of a fish chewing
the bait are circumstancial evidence of the presence
of a halibut. As the doctors say, the chewing symp-
toms are pathagnomie—that is to say, they denote
only one condition, and that is the champing of a
halibut's tooth-studded jaws.

It is at this stage of the game that the tyro dis-
tinguishes himself from the veteran by getting busy
at once, searing away the fish, losing a bait, and gen-
erally making a mess of the matter. Meanwhile the
old hand who has had several "bites"—it is hardly
piscatorial good form to speak of the tentative efforts

of a halibut as a "strike"—is letting everything sev-
erely alone and giving the fish a chance to work out
his own salvation—or the other thing.

The result is. in a few minutes, unmistakable evi-
dence indicates a. hooked fish; the gaff is brought
into iplay, and before long a big, fat prize is thumping
away on the wharf deck.
The manner of pursuing the halibut is so delight-

fully simple that one might well think nobody ignor-
ant of it, but 'the fact remains that very few go after

these big flat fellow-s in the most ' killing" manner.
A sinker heavy enough to carry the bait down is

needed, and when a heavy one is employed, it is ad-
visable to let the line run free through it.

With '"sliding tackle," well so-called, a halibut

picks up a bait, starts slowly off with it; encounters
no resistance, and swallows the mouthful. A strike

with the wrist usually hooks him deep, and by careful
handling he is seldom lost.

Early winter is the best of all seasons for halibut
fishing, and those who like the game are now in- their

element. At nearly all the resorts, fine specimens ar*
being taken every day, an abundance of bait fish in

the water being of great assistance to the anglers.

Fine wire leaders are quite advisable in halibut
fishing, as the scissors-like jaws of the quairy often

bite the best gut in two at a snap, while the mouth-
ful of sharp-pointed teeth is sure to fray a leader
dangerously.
Cut into steaks, the "filet of sole" of the markets,

halibut are very good eating, though no stretch oi

the imagination could construe them as a delicate

fish. They are a most valuable source of food supply
—or were; the market fishers have in many sections

cleaned them out within the last few years.

Largest Buck of the Season.
To I K. Miller of Pacific Grove belongs the honor

of having hagged the largest buck reported killed this

season in California. Three weeks ago this i>" k, a

splendid four pronged animal that soled over 200

pounds, undressed, was laid low in Denica i

about 25 miles east of old Carmel Mission.

Hunting Near Willows.

Frank Burgi is preparing to commence the usual

season of goose shooting. List week he look out his

I. grounds .'
: h h hs made fam-

iii" S I sporl \ he ], Frank
always affords to his guests v.

I

i se-hunting
i

.

..- in Glenn county, and 'his seems strange

li
"

o le

their earance in thai

Hunting and Fishing on Submerged Lands.
A decision vitally affecting every hunting and fish-

ing club in Illinois and millions of dollars worth of

property was handed down recently by the Supreme
Court, which decides that owners and lessees of sub-
merged lands, whether the surface be navigable or

not, are entitled to sole rights. to hunt and fish.

The case comes from Mason county, where 2800

acres of land, belonging to John H. Schulte. were
submerged by the construction of locks and dams in

the Illinois River and by the inflow of the sanitary
canal. Meredith Warren and others hunted and
fished on the property and Schulte asked for an in-

junction.

The Appellate Court refused to grant the injunc-

tion, thereby destroying not only Schulte's rights of

control over the fish and game in the waters on his

land, but making void the leases of hundreds of hunt-
ing and fishing clubs which have held out preserves
on similar land along the Illinois River.

The niinois Supreme Court holds that along rivers

title t" land extends to the middle line, while on lakes

title extends to the edge as measured by the govern-
ment survey, while the bed of the lake belongs to tin*

State.

The easemeni of the public to navigation over sub-

merged land does not necessarily carry with it an

easement to hunt and fish. The Appellate Courl was
reversed and :i permanent injunction ordered.
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Black Bass Plentiful.

A report from Sacramento stales that Capitol City

anglers are enjoying better fishing than ever before,

black bass being particularly plentiful. This condi-

tion is also credited to the efficiency of the service

given by officers employed by the Fish and Game

Commission, one of the most industrious and effective

officers being Game Warden George Neale of that

oountv, according to the declaration of sportsmen.

ison Mr. Neale has captured a number of pi-

rate fishermen from Black Diamond, and in some in-

stances has secured conviction, while In other case,

the men have escaped punishment because of de-

fects in the law.

r the provisions of the present statute it is

unlawful to catch black bass with a net, consequently

it would be nest to impossible for a fisherman to

take 500 or 1000 pounds of bass with the hook, yet

if a fisherman is caught with that quantity of fish in

his boat, as has been done, he frequently escapes

conviction bv saying that -he fish were caught with

hook and line. No matter how preposterous this may

seem, unless somebody saw the fish taken with a

net it would be impossible to secure conviction.

The fact that a fisherman has a net in his boat

would, of course, be a suspicious circumstance, and

an officer might be morally certain that the fish had

been caught with that net, but that would not be

sufficient to secure conviction, since it is the cus-

tom of every unlawful fisherman to wound the mouth

of each fish by scratching it with a hook, so that if

apprehended with the unlawful catch he may be able

to point to the wound to show that the fish had been

hooked. ,

Anglers draw attention to the fact that thousands

of dollars have been expended in planting bass all

along the Sacramento River, and near Clarksburg,

where the fish thrive and increase wonderfully. It is

this region of the lower part of the river that is most

frequented by the pirate fishermen with their big nets,

and it is believed that unless something can be done

to stop their depredations the supply of both striped

and black bass will be seriously diminshed, if not de-

pleted.

A plan suggested to curb these illegal fishing meth-

ods is to establish a creel limit of say twenty-five or

even fifty pounds to the individual per day, just

as the bag limit in ducks is established. In this way

it would be unprofitable for the illegal fisherman to

use their destructive nets and they would give up

such traffic, for if they knew they could be convicted

for having more than fifty pounds of fish in their

possession they would not longer make the arduous

trips up the river with their expensive nets, since the

lawful catch would not pay them and the risk of con-

viction would be too great.

these have disappeared, probably coming down into

the lower woods, and, in the case of the pheasant,

hunting out the alder ridge and willow creek bot-

toms.

Big Wild Game Was Plentiful.

Few among the present generation realize that

when their fathers came to this section, the valley

was alive with game of the larger kinds of most every

description common to the West, several specimens of

which, notably the grizzly and antelope, have become

extinct hereabouts. Such was, however, the case, and

one did not have to search far for them, either, says

the Chico Record.
•The plains around Willows were thick with ante-

lope, while the hills just back of the town were fav-

orite haunts of the' grizzly. The same condition ex-

isted on this side of the river, and in the neighborhood

of the Marysville Buttes in particular. The writer

h"as often heard his father relate that during the early

part of 1S50. while he was engaged in freighting on

the Sacramento "River in a whale boat, that when
camped near the 'Buttes in the early morning great

herds of elk. deer and antelope would be seen feeding

their way back to the rocky peaks which afforded

them security during the daytime, from the marshes

at their base, in numbers which made them resemble

herds of domestic cattle. Frequently, too, could be

seen immense grizzlies in pairs also seeking the same
place for their day's rest. Except a few "tule" deer,

these have long since been all killed off, and these,

too. will before many years have followed. The geese

and ducks which existed on the plains at that time in

myriads are also becoming scarcer year by year, and
with the invasion of the breeding places in the far

north by gold hunters, timbermen and farmers, the

date of their almost total disappearance can almost

be presaged.

Sultan River a Hunters' Paradise.

The Sultan River country is looked upon by Seattle

sportsmen as a region offering some of the best sport

to be had. Sultan Basin is, of course, the best spot

in that wild section, but it is a hard trip into the

basin, and takes longer than the average huntsman
can take away from his business.. Also, it is not

necessary to go so far up the creek to get good shoot-

ing, whl.h can be had not i e than four miles from
the village of Sultan.' on the Great Northern railroad.

A very good, but very little used road leads from
Sultan to the Habaker mining Claim, four and a half

miles out, and from the Habaker a trail leads through
three mites of overgrown burn that is ideal deer coun-

try. The trail leads through the brush and bends
round down to Sultan River, and on the river deer

can be seen nearly every morning or late evening.

A second roa om Sultan station up the north
bank of the river to the Sultan Gold Mining Com-
pany'.^, camp, and a mile ahove the camp. In another
big burn, is more good deer country. Here, as in the

Snoqu.i 1 ry, there are deserted cabins on

nearly
Hunting in the Sultan country is not limited to

deer. For a montl tie tin i will be good black

bear shootii igar are thick enough to be
a nuisance. Up to the fust of the present month there

nid pheasants to be had. but latterly

A Big Silvertip Killed.

Early this month a rare specimen in the big game line

was bagged near Montrose, Colo. Bears are not by

any means scarce in that section, but this fellow was

a bit out of the ordinary for he weighed 1200 pounds,

half a ton. and proved to be the largest silvertip ever

killed in that country.

Nine men surrounded the bear in a dense thicket

and shot at it several times. Finally Oscar Lampman
got off his horse to get a better shot at the bear. J.

K. Gill, who was about fifty feet away, called to him

to look out, as the bear was charging. Lampman
jumped on his horse as the bear ran otward him and

rose on its hind feet. Mr. Lampman turned in his

saddle and shot the bear squarely between the eyes

when the infuriated animal was not over six feet from

his horse, which had pushed its way into the brush

as far as possible to avoid the bear. The bear fell

dead at the horse's feet. Gill was unable to shoot

for fear he would hit Lampman. This bear had been

killing many cattle in that section and is believed to

be 30 years old.

Striped Bass.

The San Antonio and one or two sloughs in that

vicinity, also Shell slough, near Shellville, are giving

anglers excellent sport with the striped bass. Big

catches are not the rule, but quite a number of large

fish have been taken. W. T. Hillegass landed three

fish on Thursday. They weighed 22, 5 and 4 pounds,

respectively. A. M. Cumming's take was four bass

—

IS, 10 and two 4 pounders. Sam Wells landed a 7

pound fish. A number of fish running from 10 to 20

pounds have been caught within the past week and

the sport seems to be improving daily, much to the

satisfaction of a large number of local anglers.

Local Conditions.

Duck hunting-, excepting on odd days when the

weather has been exceptionally fine, continues good

generally. The birds are about the bay marshes in

great numbers, but are beginning to get more cau-

tious daily, for they have had a lively bombardment

for the past three weeks. In consequence the open

waters of Suisun, San Pablo and certain portions of

San Francisco bays are a safe haven in the day time

during the pleasant weather. Stormy weather is

what the gunners now want; the season in this re-

spect has been very backward so far.

Canvasback ducks are already here in fairly plenti-

ful numbers and generally in fine condition. Pete

Walsh of Black Point, one day last week shot a "can"

on Petaluma creek that weighed four and one-half

pounds.
Northern birds are still arriving daily in large

flocks. The first rains will' scatter the flocks now
here, but other birds will soon take their place.

Quail hunting conditions, locally, so to say, have

not changed to any extent. Cooler weather and a

rain or two is needed to promote tne best phases of

the sport. Despite the unfavorable weather condi-

tions, hunters returning from Point Reyes and other

stations along the North Shore last Sunday, brought

back between them all over 500 birds.

The shooting of ducks on the marshes to San Jose

continues unremittingly. Favorable reports have also

been received from Redwood City and other points

adjacent to the waters of San Francisco Bay. The
long continued fair weather has greatly aided hunters

in their quest of mallard, sprig or teal as the ducks

will scatter overland to fresh water creeks and lakes

upon the first rain-storm.

SPOKANE SHOW.

A total of about eighty dogs made up the entries

for the third annual show of the Spokane Kennel Club

held at Spokane, Wash. October 11th to 14th. The
show was held, as usual in connection with the annual

State fair. The show developed more in the nature of

a local exhibit than as a representative bench show.

Spokane is not favorably located, it seems for a big

entry at this time of the year. The Seattle fanciers,

being mostly in the disqualification list, were not

represented. Portland. Victoria, Tacoma and other

points, however, contributed some good dogs. The
standard of quality, generally, was very good. James
Cole of Kansas City, judged all classes. The officers

of the club are: John Ml Bunn, president; C. D.

Bond, vice president; A. B. Jackson, secretary-treas-

urer.
Awards.

Cocker Spaniels (black)—Novice dogs—1 Duke
Royal. R. G. Gamwell. Limit dogs—1 K. Ulshan Duke,

R. G. Gamwell. Winners dogs—1 Duke Royal; res

K. Ulshan Duke Novice and winners bitches— 1 Port-

land Josie, Riverside Poultry Farm.
Cocker Spaniels (parti colors)—Puppy and novice

dogs— 1 Dandy, H. Speidel. Limit—1 Portland Lord
Sholtq Douglass I. Z. G. Withrow. Open dogs— 1 Port-

land Kid, Portland Cocker Kennels. Winners dogs

—

1 Portland Kid; res Portland Lord Sholto Douglass I.

Cocker Spaniels (other than black)—Novice, limit

and open, bitches—1 Portland Eva Gray. F. Christy.

Cocker Spaniels (any solid color other than black)

—Puppies—1 Nugget, Mrs. Henry Green. Novice—

1

Red Varnish. R. G. Gamwell. Open—1 Portland

Twinkle, R. G. Gamwell. Winners—1 Portland Twin-
kle; res Portland Eva Gray.

English Setters—Puppy dogs—1 Bob White, A. C.

Ware. Novice dogs—1 Whitestone's Hunter R., R. E.

Wright; 2 Rox F. H. Fleming; 3 Blackle's Count
Gladstone, Dr. H. B. Luhn. Limit dogs—1 White-
stone's Hunter R. Open and winners dogs—1 Mall-

wyd Bob, T. P. McConnell; 2 Whitestone's Hunter R.
Puppy bitches—1 Pet Windem, A. F. Wieseman; 2

Jessie Shirley. Mrs. P. Busch. Novice bitches—1 Belle
Wind'em, A. F. Wiesemen; 2 Lady of Rosalia, J. F.
Anderson. Limit bitches—1 Fanilla, F. H. Fleming.
Open and winners bitches—1 Rockline Lady Bird, T.

P. McConnell; 2 Fanilla.

Pointers—Novice dogs—1 Whitestone, A. B. Jack-
son; 2 Minniesota Joe. H. F. Ziegler; 3 Spokane Sam
H. Peel. Limit dogs (55 pounds and over)—1 White-
stone, 2 Minnesota Joe; 3 Spokane Sam. Winners
dogs—1 Whitestone; res Minnesota Joe. Novice
bitches—1 Clatsop Beauty, W. F. Halderman; 2

Princess Zig, H. A. Chisholm. Open bitches (under
50 pounds)—1 Clatsop Beauty; 2 Oregon Dot, H. F.
Ziegler; 3 Rosebud. F. J. Moore. Winners bitches—

1

Clatsop Beauty; res Oregon Dot.
Irish Setters—Puppy dogs—1 McElroy, T. B. Ware.

Novice dogs—1 Nick, W. E. Richardson; 2 McElroy.
Limit dogs—1 Nick. Winners dogs—1 Nick; res Mc-
Elroy.

Field Spaniels—Limit—3 Sport.
Chesapeake Bay Dogs—Limit dogs—1 Jiggers, W.

W. Finney; 2 Jack, A. B. Jackson; 3 Donald, Dr. C.

S. Moody. Open dogs—1 Jack; 2 Donald. Winners
dogs—1 Jiggers; res Jack. Limit bitches—1 Topsy, W.
H. Finney.

Collies (sable and white)—Puppy dogs—1 Brighton
Laird, William McLuckie; 2 Glen Tana Kuroki.
Novice dogs—1 Brighton Laird; 2 Spokane Highland,
J. L. McDonald; 3 Jim. John Dock. Limit dogs—

1

Craigmore Cracksman. T. S. Griffith; 2 Brighton Laird,
3 Craigmore Councillor, Mrs. J. S. Kloeber. Open
dogs—1 Glen Tana Bounder; 2 Brighton Laird.
Novice bitches—1 Brookmere Hazel, Mrs. J. S.

Kloeber: 2 Glen Tana Molly, Mrs. J. S. Kloeber.
Limit bitches—1 Glen Tana Talent. T. S. Griffith; 2

Brookmere Hazel; 3 Glen Tana Molly. Open bitches

—

1 Winnetka Countess, Mrs. J. S. Kloeber. Open
(other than sable and white)—1 Glen Tana Marquis,
T. S. Griffith. "Winners dogs—1 Glen Tana Marquis;
res Glen Tana Bounder. Winers bitches—1 Win-
netka Countess.

Russian Wolfhounds (Borzois)—Limit dogs—3 Jack
Jr., C. H. Carlson.
Fox Terriers (smooth coated)—Limit, open and

winners dogs—1 Multnomah Boy, W. B. Fechheimer.
Puppy bitches—1 Potlatch Princess, Mrs. J. Coile.

Novice bitches—1 Norfolk Mistake, W. B. Fechheimer;
2 Essex Frixie, Mrs. T. M. MeAuliffe; 3 Trilby, Mrs.
J. Coile. Limit, open and winners—1 Norfolk Mis-
take; 2 Essex Trixie.

Fox Terriers (wire haired)—Limit and winners
dogs—1 Sunshine Bristles, F. W. Welch; 2 Halderness
Dasher, A. Melrose.

Bull Terriers—Novice dogs—1 Jerry, D. C. McClel-
land, Jr. Open dogs—1 Edgecote Peer, F. E. Watkins.
Winners dogs—1 Edgecote Peer; res Jerry. Novice
and winners bitches—1 Willamette Beatrice, F. E.
Watkins.

Boston Terriers.—Novice limit and winners dogs—

1

Elmore's Strongheart, G. J. Elmore.
Dachshunde—Limit, open and winners—1 Gretchen,

C N. Lockwood.
Scotch Terriers—Open and winners bitches—1 Saa-

nish Shortcake, J. Allwood.
Irish Terriers—Open dogs—1 Bolton Woods Despot,

Wm. Ollard. Limit bitches—1 Boyne Fidget, Wm. Ol-
lard. Winners—1 Bolton Woods Despot, res Boyne
Fidget.

Special Awards.
Best Pointer or Setter puppy—English Setter Bob

White.
Best Pointer or Setter owned in Washington

—

Whitestone's Hunter R.
Best Pointer dog—--Whitehead's Hunter R
Best Pointer bitch—Clatsop Beauty.
Best novice Pointer—Whitestone's Hunter R.
Best English Setter dog—Mallwyd Bob.
Best English Setter bitch—Rockline Ladybird.
Best novice English Setter—Belle Windem.
Best novice Irish Setter—Nick.

Best Irish Setter—Nick.
Best Chesapeake Bay, dog or bitch—Jiggers.

Best Cocker Spaniel—Duke Royal.

Best Cocker Spaniel dog—Duke Royal.

Best Cocker Spaniel bitch—Portland Twinkle.

Best novice Cocker Spaniel—Duke Royal.

Best Collie (other than sable and white)—Glen Tana
Marquis.
Best novice Collie—Brighton Laird.

Best Collie dog—Glen Tana Marquis.

Best Collie bitch—Glen Tana Molly.

Best pair of Collies—Glen Tana Marquis and Glei

Tana Bounder.
Best Fox Terrier dog—Multnomah Bay.

Best Fox Terrier bitch—Norfolk Mistake.

Best novice Fox Terrier—Norfolk Mistake.

Best Bull Terrier dog—Edgecote Peer.

Best Bull Terrier bitch—Willamette Beatrice.

Best Boston Terrier dog—Elmore's Strongheart.

Best Irish Terrier dog—Bolton Woods Despot.

Best Irish Terrier bitch—Boyne Fidget.

TRAQE NOTES.

What Causes the Rush?
Never in the history of sports afield on the Coas !

has there been such a heavy sale of firearms am
ammunition as has prevailed, particularly in Cali-

fornia, since the opening of the hunting season.

Sptortsmen these days are up-to-date and wel

posted on what the manufacturers and dealers offe

them—needless to say merit counts all the time.

A significant fact in this connection is the follow

ing telegram recently sent to the Ithaca Arms Com
pany, Ithaca, N. T.:

"We are cleaned out of every 12 and 16-gauage

Ithaca gun. Can't you rush us some. Everybody

fighting for them. Phil. B. Bekeart Co.
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The Ithaca Gun Company have been running night bus at the same shoot won the cup with 540 out of

and day for the entire year and have been behind or- <

ders all the season notwithstanding a capacity oi

nearly 100 guns a day. It is, we repeat, significant—

sportsmen want good guns and know one when it is

US
Would there be such a big demand for Ithaca,

if they were not just what was wanted?

Averages Reported.

Grayville, 111., October 13th, Al Willerding of Evans -

ville ind. first amateur and first general average, 179

out of 200. shooting DuPont. C. O. LeCompte, second

general average, 17S out of 200, shooting Infallible

with a long run of 65 straight fm. Huddy of

Evansville, Ind., second amateur and third general av-

erage, 172 out of 200, shooting DuPont. I. Z. Scott

of Jacksonville, 111., third amateur average, 169 out

of 200. shooting DuPont

600.

Mr. Wallace of Marshall(:bwn, la., at the Brooklyn,

la., tournament, September 21st. broke 198 out of

200; straight run of 157. using the Parker gun.

Walter Hurt", at VaMosta. Ga., September 19-20, won
high average. 274 out of 2S0. On September 4-20 Mr.

Huff shot at 1245 targets, breaking 1210. Mr. Huff

is a staunch advocate of the Old Reliable.

F. McCloughan of St. Louis, an amateur shooter, on

August 2Sth, tied for high amateur average with a

score of 153 out of 160. Mr. McCloughan shoots the

Parker gun, and it is good shooting.

Peters Ammunition at Sea Girt.

The military competitions held at Sea Girt, N. J.,

August 21st to September 29th, gave new emphasis to

the fact demonstrated in previous years, that Peters Captain W. G. Hudson; the Hayes Match, won by

Supreme Test of Winchester Ammunition.
It has often been proven that Winchester factory

loaded .ammunition shoots where you hold, so at the
recent Sea Girt Rifle Tournament, the President
Roosevelt Trophy, emblematic of the military cham-
pionship of the United States, was won by a rifleman
using this time tried and reliable make of ammu-
nition. Sergeant C. E. Orr of Newark, Ohio, was the

man, and it is needless to state that his wonderful
shooting at all the ranges is now the talk of all mili-

tary rifle experts throughout the world. This was
not the only match won by shooters using Winchester
ammunition, far from it, as the following important
matches were also captured with this make of am-
munition: The Spencer match, won by Captain W. B.
Martin; the All Comers Military Match, won by Mr. H.
E. Simon; the Kuser Rapid Fire Match, won by Mr.
A. L. Laudensack; the E. P. Meany Match, won by

factory loaded cartridges are peculiarly adapted for

October 13th, 14th and 15th, Harold accurate long range military shooting. The most
St. Louis, Mo., _

Money, first general average, 394 out of 450, shooting

New E. C. (Improved). F C. Riehl. shooting New E.

C (Improved), second general average, 390 out of 450.

Alex Mermod of St. Louis, Mo., first amateur and

third general average, 3S7 out of 450, shooting DuPont,

Joe O'Neal of St. Louis, Mo., third amateur average,

325 out of 450. shooting DuPont.

Rockford. Ill, October 15th and 16th, W. D. Stan-

nard, first general average, 381 out of 425, shooting

DuPont. G. G. Bills of Chicago, 111., first amateur

and second general average, 375 out of 425, shooting

DuPont. F. L. Pierstorff of Middleton, Wis., third

amateur average, 366 out of 425, shooting DuPont.

Waco, Tex., Oct. 12th and 13th, M. E Atchison of

Giddings, Tex., 353 out of 400, shooting DuPont,

won first average.

Rantoul, 111., October 12th and 13th. Chas. Spencer,

first general average, 277 out of 300, shooting DuPont.

W. D. Stannard, second general average, 270 out of

300, shooting DuPont. Lee Barkley of Chicago, 111

,

first amateur and third general average, 267 out of

300, shooting DuPont. M. Arie of Thomasboro, 111.,

third amateur average, 257 out of 300, shooting Du
Pont.

noteworthy single achievement of the meeting was
the record made by Lieut. Tewes, who not only won
the Wimbledon Cup, but also the Grand Laflin & Rand
Aggregate for the best total score in the Wimbledon,
Leech, Seabury, All Comers, Hayes, Hale. Meaney,
Trophy and Spencer matches. Lieut. Tewes' score

Captain W. B. Martin, who established a new world's
record by making twenty-four straight bull's eyes,

demonstrating the uniformity of Winchester factory
loaded cartridges to the fullest extent to even the
most skeptical rifle expert. The Jones Rapid Fire
Match, tied for by Mr. A. L. Laudensack, Mr. W. D.
Kittler and Mr. C. S. Hudson; the All Comers Pistol

Match, won by Mr. G. W. Waterhouse, and the Con-
was 16 points ahead of his nearest competitor. Other solation Match, won by Mr. H. E. Simon.

¥•
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Some Corking Good Amateur Records.

Jay D. Greene of Avon, N. T., a strict amateur, won
high average at Leroy, N. Y., shoot. October 5th, in a

gale of wind, breaking 129 out of 150, a magnificent

showing under the conditions. Mr. Greene is a popu-

lar Parker gun man.
M. E. Atchison of Giddings, Tex , at Paris, Tex.,

September 25th to 28th, won high amateur average

with 437 out of 475 at 19 yards rise out of a possible

475. In the live bird race at 30 yards' rise Mr. Atchi-

son killed 19 out of 20. Mr. Atchison always uses a

Parker gun.
Mr. J. S. Thomas of Pleasant Hill, Mo., on Septem-

ber 2Sth, at Rich Hill shoot, broke 170 out of 175; out

of the last 130 breaking 129 with a straight run of 100

At the same shoot W. A. Smith of Greenwood, Mo., and

winning's made with Peters ammunition were as fol-

lows:
Inspectors' Match, won by Lieut K. K. V. Casey;

Seabury Long Range, won by Lieut. W. A. Tewes;
Seabury Long Range, won by Lieut. W. A. Tewes;
Reading, won by Lieut. H. L. Smith; Disappearing

Target Revolver, won by Lieut. J. Stedje; Any Re-
volver, won by Thos. Anderton; Jones' Rapid Fire

Revolver, won by Thos. Anderton; Hale Match, sec-

ond, Lieut. W\ A. Tewes: Leech Cup Match, second,

Wm. F. Leushner; President's Match, third, Major
R. W. Evans; All Comers Military Revolver, Thos.

Anderton first, R, W. Evans third, W. F. Leushner
fourth; Spencer Match, Lieut. Casey second, Capt.

Cookson fourth, W. F. Leushner sixth; Meaney
Match. Lieut. Tewes second, Lieut. Casey third,

Ben -South fourth; Lieuts. Tewes and Casey

tied the winner in this event but were out-

ranked; Hayes Match, Lieut. C. S. Benedict second,

•Capt. W. W. Cookson third; N. J. S. R. A. Trophy
Match, Major R. W. Evans third, Lieut. C. S. Bene-
dict fourth, Lieut. W. A. Tewes fifth, Capt. Cookson
sixth; All Comers Match,. Major R. W. Evans third,

Wm. F. Leushner fourth; Consolation Match, C. F.

Silvester second ; Wimbledon Match, Lieut. Casey
second. Seven of the high ten scores made with
Peters cartridges.

In addition to the above, there was some very fine

work done in some of the other matches. Lieut.

Casey in the Spencer and Seabury matches at 800

yards made a total of 20 consecutive bulls. The finish

of the Wimbledon Cup Match was very interesting.

Lieut. Tewes was almost the last man to shoot and

"Billy" Crosby, shooting the "Leader" shells, the
shells he always shoots, did funny things to the inan-

imate targets at the New London, la., tournament.
Arriving at New London the evening before the shoot,

direct from the Pacific Coast, he seemed none the
worse from his long journey across the continent, and
started in the next morning by pulverizing targets,

and after missing his ninth target ran out 271 straight,

fifty of these being from the twenty-two yard mark.
For the tournament he scored 592 out of the 600 shot
at That old reliable shot, Mr. Garrett of Colorado
Springs, who, by the bye, is another champion who
always shoots the "Leader" shells, won the high ama-
teur average of the tournament with the splendid
score of 577 out of the 600, making a run of 145

straight during the tournament, thus it will be seen
that, both the expert and amateur high averages, also

the longest straight runs, expert and amateur, were
rnade by shooters that used the time tried and reliable

"Leader" shells.

At the tournament of the Spokane, Wash., Rod and
Gun Club, Mr. C. M. Powers, an amateur, shooting
Winchester "Leader" shells carried off the honors by
winning the high average of the shoot. When it is

taken into consideration that such world renown ex-
pert shots as Fred. Gilbert, Jack Fanning, Rollo A.
Heikes and T. A. Marshall, were in attendance at this

shoot it speaks volumes for Mr. Powers' keen eye,

steady nerve and the reliable "Leader" shells. At
every tournament held on the Pacific Coast in which
the Eastern experts took part, namely: The Inter-

state Shoot held at Ingleside, the Medford (Ore.)

tournament, the Portland (Ore.) tournament, the Ta-
was generally conceded to have the match won, before coma (Wash.) tournament, the Seattle (Wash.) tour-

his last shot was fired. He wras just as careful in

George K. Mackay, Scammon, Kans., tied on second this shot as his previous ones, however, and after

with 16S out of 175. All three shooters shot Parker
guns.

F. D. Alkire of Williamsport, O., at the Cincinnati

tournament, September ISth to 21st, won high ama-
teur average, 534 out of 600. R S. Rhodes of Colum-

deliberate preparation and careful gauging of wind
and light, he fired, scoring a center bull's eye. All

these performances indicate that Peters primers, the

now famous Peters bullet, and Peters manner of load-
ing are not approached by any other goods.

nament, and the Spokane (Wash.) tournament—the-

shooters that used the Winchester "Leader" shells

carried off the premier honors, making a clean sweep
at all these places for Winchester goods.

On a hot day drink Jackson's Napa Soda lemonade
and be refreshed.

SHEEP DIPPING PLANT.

An extensive plant for dipping sheep

has been installed by the Bellevue

ranch, San Joaquin county, which for

thoroughness of treatment and econ-
omy of operation is an advance on for-

mer methods. The plant is on a hill-

side. At the top is a furnace of ce-

ment with vats for boiling the dip,

which consists of three parts sulphur

and two parts quick lime, writh suffi-

cient water to give the desired strength.

The dip is delivered into a cement
trench, with the sheep corrals at one

The sheep are passed into the trench
at one end, care being taken to sub-
merge each animal. Each sheep has
to swim the length of the trench filled

with dip. This saturates the wool
with the sulphur solution. At the far-
ther end of the trench a leadway guides
the animals into corrals with cement
floors sloping back into the trench,
thus saving the dripping solution. The
sheep are held until the wool has
drained the excess dip, and are then
passed on to a holding corral. A grav-
ity drain empties the dip trench when
the work is done. By means of this

•very simple and efficient arrangement
5000 head of sheep can be treated in

one day by five men.
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Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes all

Bunches from Horsea or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc, it

Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is
Warranted to give eatlslaction. Price $1 50
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
press, chanres paid, with full directions for
Its one. EJTSend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

Last year 5000 sheep were fattened
at Greeley, Colorado, by a beet sugar
company. They were divided up in

pens of 700 to 800 sheep, each pen In

charge of a feeder whose business- it

was to watch them closely. October
11, at the time they were put on feed,

they averaged seventy-four pounds
each and during the first three weeks
made a gain of two and a half pounds
a head weekly. The ration was ten
pounds of pulp to one-half pound of

alfalfa hay daily. To this ration a
small portion of sugar beet molasse3
was eventually added. The experi-
ments indicated that the molasses
tended to make a firmer flesh and that
sheep fed with it as part of the ration

shrunk less in shipping.

WOODLAND STOCK FARM HORSES
AUOTIOKT

FRED H. CHASE & CO , 1732 Market Street, announce that Woodland
Stock Fa-m, Mr. Alex Brown proprietor, will offer to the highest bidder

Tuesday Evening, November 21st, at 7:45,

A consignment of high-class, standard bred Mares and Three-year-old, Two-year-
old and Yearling Fillies and Geldings by Nushagak (sire of Aristo2:08^, etc )and
Prince Ansel 2:20, out of such mares as Viola by Gen. Benton, Hattie W. by Elec-
tioneer, Addle W. by Whips, Hilda Rose by Dawn, Bonnie Derby by Charles
Derby, Addie B. by Dexter Prince, aad other high-class brood mares.

Send for Catalogue.

FRED H. CHA.SE & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers
1732 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Potatoes that are too small to mar-
ket may be used to advantage as a

food for young pigs. Many farmers
consider it no loss to have from two
to three per cent of their potato crop
too small for commercial use as it

gives them such a good winter pig
food. It requires but a short time to

cook them, in which way they are very
beneficial. A little salt added while
they are boiling will give them a rel-

ish.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD—77 premiums, California State Fairs
1909-3-4. Registered oattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 306 Sausome Street, San
Francisco.

PETEk 3AXE & SON, Llok House, S. P. . Cal

.

Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, She«p, Hogs. Hlgh-
olass breeding stook. Correspondence solloited.

HOIiSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at Statt and county fairs,

show rlDg, and every butter contest slnoe 1885 Id

California No reservations. Stook near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franolsoo.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEIN8 AND DURHAM8,
Dairy Stock speoially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
liqhed 187fl. William Nlles & Co.. I«ob Angeles
Cal.

672-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE Z1BBELL STABLE
ZIBBELL Jfc SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of

Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs od hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 2W.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cured In 48 Hoan,

CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba, Onbeba or Injeotloa

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
DEALERS IN

55-57-69-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main iw

CALIFORNIA
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ALFALFA FOR HORSES.

It seems to be the general opinion

that alfalfa hay is not a good horse

feed, especially for horses on the road

or for fast work. Now I would like to

correct this, as alfalfa is too good a

feed to be condemned for any purpose.

The fact is. nearly every one who
feeds horses gives [hem too much
hay and this applies to all kinds 01

hay. If a horse is given about what

alfalfa it should have, say, twelve or

fifteen pounds daily for horses of

1000 pounds and a fair grain ration,

the animal will travel just as far and

just as fast as with other kinds of hay

and in better condition.

i il if a horse is allowed to eat thirty

to forty pounds a day, which they will

of alfalfa if it is given them the horse

is sure to become short-winded and

sloppy- One of the famous trotting

horses on the Eastern turf with a

record below 2:03 is fed alfalfa as its.

only hay. A good ration for the horse

of any kind of feed is about one pound

of grain and one and a half pounds of

hay to each one hundred pounds of

horse and this would apply to alfalfa.

In fact, the horse should do better on

the alfalfa than with other hays and
with less grain.

This might be the opportune time to

say that the majority of the farmer*,

feed too much hay of all kinds to their

horses. In fact, the horse barn, to my
notion, is where one of the greatest

wastes of the faTm can be found.

Horses will travel better, stand more
work and be healthier if fed less hay.

Most farmers give them all they can

eat and aim to have them waste

enough to make their bedding, when
they have plenty of good straw going

to waste on the farm. The London
cab horses which are considered the

finest and best kept in the world, have
but two hours in the morning and two
hours in the evening with the noon
hour for feeding.

At eight o'clock in the evening every
scrap of feed is taken away from them
and they are bedded for the night.

The average farmer would think his

horses were being starved if he found
no food in the manger after eight or

fiine cijclock in the evening. The
feeding of alfalfa to horses does away
with the old-time bran mash once a
week, which was considered so neces-
sary. A great many alfalfa feeder.-,

have from experience decided that the

first cutting of alfalfa is best for

horses, or alfalfa that is fairly coarse,

or some that had come to full bloom.
The idea is, although they do not know
it, that in feeding this kind of alfalfa

the horse gets about the amount if

should have. The horse picks it over
and takes the best of it and manages
to get about what it should have.

If horses were given the same
amount of good, well made alfalfa hay
they would eat it all and then would
have too much. An overworked horse
or one run down and thin will pick
oip and get fat and in good condition
on alfalfa pasture quicker than on any
other grazing known and when a grain
ration is added they have been known
to put on as high as three pounds a
day. Horses will eat and do well on
the refuse from sheep feeding lots

where alfalfa has been fed, while
on straight timothy it will get thin
with no work.—I, D. O'Donnell.

SECURING GOOD LAYERS.

While every farmer should resort to

the pure breeds for the best results,

there are some matters pertaining to

the management of poultry which the
farmer or poultryman must personally
attend to, as he cannot delegate the
duties to others. To have a flock of
good layers next year each of the pul-
lets should be observed carefully, as it

is only by daily observation of the
members 'of the flock that a selection
of the best can be made. The desired
results are not always accomplished in

one year. To bring a flock up to a
hik-h degree of efficiency depends
largely upon the management, yet one
must breed for something better every
year. The best pullets should be the
foundation, and with careful sH'-rtion

every year there will be progress and
improvement It le a problem to pick
out the most suitable breeds, as cli-

mate, markets and other conditions
are factors; but each farmer can take
the best of his pullets .very year, as
well as retain any meritorious hens
that have given satisfactory results.
There is no known breed that satisfies

all farmers. Poultrymen and farmers

have their preferences. experience

teai hing each that the best breed is

the one adapted to his farm. "When

introducing new blood, aim to secure

stock fr«om yards that contain hardy
fowls, and do not fail to cull and dis-

pose of all unpromising stock.—Ex-
change.

POULTRY NOTES.

Meilicine is seldom necessary for

fowls that are properly cared for.

Air slaked lime is valuable in many
ways in the poultry house as a disin-

fectant.

It is almost impossible to keep more
than one breed on a farm without get-

ting mixed.
Parched corn is the best form in

which to give charcoal to poultry. It

is far better than charcoal alone.

The tendency of most poultry keep-
ers is to make the roost s too high.

They should be from eighteen inches

to two feet high, and about three or

four inches wide.
The fowls and animals have sense

enough to recognize good treatment
from bad. They reason, and their dis-

positions are such that a little persua-
sion will go farther than violence, in

accomplishing good results.

Usually male birds are as good about
dusting themselves as the hens, and
need to be looked after more closely.

Free access to a good dust bath will

usually control the lice on the hens,
and in the henhouse.
A writer says: "I fully believe that

a large per cent of breeders who quit
the business with the conclusion that
there is nothing in it, or those who
make an absolute failure of it entirely,

can turn back, if they would, and
point to overcrowding as their main
cause of defeat. It is impossible to

get fertile eggs from stock kept under
such circumstances."

Veterinary Experience
Infallible guide to horse health.
100 page book, free. Symptoms
of all diseases and treatment,
by eminent veterinary, com-
pounder of

TUTTLE'S
ELIXIR.

Sure cure for curb, colic, splint, recent shoe boils,
most horse ailments. $100. reward for failure where
we say it willcure.
Tuttle's American Worm Powders never fail.

Tultle's Family Elixir, greatest of all household
liniments. Write for the book.
TUTnE'S ELIXIR CO., 52 Beverly SL, Boston. Mass.
Mack & Co., San Francisco and F. "W, Braun, Lot

Angeles, California Agents.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEVISAUERO AND FULTON STS.

, (L408 Fulton B reet)

Horses Colled For, Clipped and Delivered

AT POPULAR PRICES.
BUSINESS HORSES FOR LIRE.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving, a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-newstable and
everything flrst-olass All horses in my oare will
receive the best of attention.
Phone: Park 573. y. c. CABNEY.

FUTURITY CANDIDATE FOR SALE.

A BAY FILLY, FOALED 1001 STANDARD
•£*• and re.iBtered. sired by Stam B. 2:11J<, dam
Nora Mae by McKlnnty 2:l>Mi second dam Fon-
tan-ta by Antevolo 2:19}*;; third dam Fontana
(dam of Silas Skinner 2:17 and Flora B-ille 2:25)
by Aimont33 This filly 1b entered in the Breed-
ers 87000 Futurity Oocldent and Stanford stakes
and Kentucky $20 000 Futurity. Is unbroken, of
good size and a trotter Her dam, Nora Mae,
was developed some as a three and four year old
by C. A. Durfee, and was capable of trotting in
2:19 or better. For price and furiher particulars
anply to Dr. J. P DUNN, Room 27, Macdonough
BuUdlng Oakland.

FOR SALE.
YOUNG PACING STALLION. FOUR YEARS
1 old, sired by Washington McKinney. dam
Yo'o Belle by Waldstein. son of Director Is a
handsome blood bay, with star: has been trained
but v few months and shows a high rate of apeed
Also Yolo Belle, oam of the above stallfon; is

one of the handsomest mares In Sonoma county,
large and stylish, very gentle, and is driven
dally by a lady. Coming eight years old and Is a
trotter.
Price for the stallion $1000; for the mare $500.
Apply to MRS JANE HOGOBOOM,

1040 Fourth St., Santa Rosa, Cal.

FOR SALE.
THE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD DI-x ablo colt In California. First dam, Babe by
Dawnlight 2M84, he a son of Dawn and his dam
Alida {dam of Dlreota 2:28) by Admiral Babe is

a half sister to the good colt MoFadyen. belt g
out of Bee. Paced a mile In June In 2:27. anu
Is paid up in the Breeders Futurity. For partic-
ulars address

E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon, Oal.

McKiDiiey Marts and stallis! phenol sodiqui
FOR SALS.

Four Black Mares by McKlnney 2:11^
One Bay Yearling FU]y by Iran Alto 2:I2H
One Brown or Black Weanling Filly by

Lecco 2:09££

The Mares are BESSIE D , that is out of
Stemwmder the dam of Directum 2:05M; KOSE
McKINNtY, that is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:22^.
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
K AG* V, that is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1835.
son of Strathmore: and Black Mare out of Fon-
tanita by Antevolo 2:19V£, son of Electioneer:
second dam Fontana dam of Silas Skinner 2:17,
etc
The Yearling is by Iran Alto out of Rose Mc-

Klnney; dam of Almaden (2) 3:22m-
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09^ and out of

Rose McKinney
Also, one bay Gelding with a record of 2:17j^ by

McKinney. This is the bett and fastest roadster
of bis size in California
Also one three-year-old Stallion—the best bred

one ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie (dam of
5 in list) by Gen. Benton; second dam Elaine (dam
of 4 in list) by Messenger Duroc; third dam Green
Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list) by Harry Clay
45. A grand young horse; has trotted a half In
1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prices.
Address C. A. DURFEE.

529 Thirty first St., Oakland,
Or Race Track San Jose,whtre horses may be

Been at any time.

i At the

|r Tongue* End
STOCK GET JU5T ENOUGH AT THE RIGHT TIME

CDMPRE55ED PUHE 5ALT BRICK5.

AND PATENT FEEDER5.
No wdste. no neqlect.all convenience.
Your dealerIns it. Write us for the booh

BELMONT 5TABIE SUPPLY CO.
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS
Brooklyn, N.Y.

THE LATEST-THE BEST.

No. 602 "NAPANOCH" Pocket Knife

TOOL KIT.

$2.25 Each.

Any tool firmly at-

tached to the Pocket

Knife, as indicated

by arrow, in one sec-

ond by a simple back-

ward wrist movement
and as quickly re-

moved by a forward

wrist movement.

More nsefnl than
any other Pocket

'|<m Knife Combination
ever made

Export and Domestic

WARREN ST., NEW YORK. U. 8. A ,

An Inflamed Tendon
NEEDS COOLING

Absorbine
TVin do it and restore the circulation,
assist nature to repair strained, rup-
tured ligaments more successfully than
Firing. No blister; no hair gmie; and
you can use the burse, 92. (K) per bottle

. delivered. Book 2-B Free.
\ ABSORBINE, JR., for mankind $1.00

Bottle. Cures Strained Tom Ligaments. Allays
pain quickly. Genuine manufactured only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth btreet. Springfield, Alass.

For sale bv Mack & Co Langiey & Michaels Co.
aldington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Frano'soo
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SORES, CUTS

and BITES

OS

Man and Beast

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Curej

MANGE & SCRATCHES

on Dogs.

For Sale

By All Druggists.

Recommended by thla

publication.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

F'oicr Sale.
The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 In 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar 1:593£.

Dam LOBITA 2:18)4 (dam of Alta Vela 2:I1S<
and Palurl 2:24^1 by Piedmont 2:1751; second
Cam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16VJ
and Lorita 2:18'/S) by St. Glair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:16^.

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORrSMAN,36 Geary St., San Franolsoo.

til

i'i

ill

I)

Ones For Sale.

Hnnplla D? Charles Derby; standard and reg-uuFt,,fl istered; bay filly 4 years old. about
15.3 hands, weighs about 1000 lbs ; handsome and
In every respect a first olass road horse. A lady
can drive her. She has speed and is not only a
valuable horse for the, road but a high-class
brood mare. ..

' ,

.

ALSO' 1
'

Ji

A few other fast roadsters for pale at reasonable
prices. For particulars and to see the horses
apply to DEXTER PRINCE STABLES. 1509
Grove street, corner Bakerstreet, San Francisco.

Daedalion 2:10 For Sale.

Can Beat His Record Three Times
In a Race.

A high-class Raoe Horse and a Coming Sire.

Sire, DIABLO 2:09 1-4.

Dam GRACE (dam of Daedalion
2:10, Creole 2:15 Eagle 2:19}, etc.)
by Buccaneer.

Owner's business win not permit him to devote
any time to racing For further particulars
address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

tt. a. isiujwiN", -fetaiuma.

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sale.

T OFFER FOR SALE A THREB-YEAR OLD
-1- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16^. dam by
Gen. McClellan that is one of the best prospeota
In California. He Is a square trotter with 2:30

speed sound as a dollar, requires no boots, is a i

fast walker and will make an id al roadster and
f

a race winning trotter. He is a golden chestnut -

with small star. Inspection of tbl* young Geld-
ing Is Invited. He is in charge of HansFrellson '

on 24th avenue, close to the Casino, and will be
shown by appointment.

W. FORD THOMAS,
327 Market St., San Francisco.

SULKY FOR SALE.

A BRAN NEW McMURRAY SULKY, No. 15

Latest model; just received from the factory

A flrst-cl ass sulky In every respect. Will be sold i

at a bargain. Address

F. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman,

36 Geary Street, San Francisco.
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EDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, PROPRIETOB.

and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast,

OFFICE

GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

OONB: Black 586.

I—One Y«ar 83, Six Months SI. 75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

*y should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,

•nfa.

nunicattons must be accompanied by the writer's name and

a, not neoessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
)' good faith.

ing track for harness horses at Del Monte would mean
much for this interest and the Breeder and Sports-

man will hail such an announcement with much pleas-

ure. It would be an excellent place to hold a trot-

ting meeting during the summer months, as within a

radius of ten miles at least ten thousand people are

sojourning every week from the first of July until

the latter part of September each year. The roads

about Del Monte are the most perfect and the best

kept to be found in California and as a place for

jogging horses during the winter months they are un-

surpassed as they are as clean as paved streets.

Every owner of harness horses on the Coast will unite

with us in hoping that the suggested improvements

of the Del Monte track will be made and that it will

become one of the leading training grounds in Cali-

fornia.

Francisco, Saturday, November 4, 1905.

FAMOUS DEL MONTE, the principal show

and tourist's resort on the Pacific Slope, where

rs bloom and sun shines from one year's end to

er, there was built some years ago a mile track,

ted with stables, grand stand and all the appur-

ces necessary to hold a race meeting. On many

ions since, pony racing, trotting and pacing

sts and polo games have been held there during

eason when society folk and tourists were so-

i ing there in greatest number, and many spirited

7 5 have been witnessed on this beautiful race

= by the sea. When first built the track was not

>ut' to the very best advantage, and a year 01*

3 the Pacific Improvement Company, which owns

]!!(
iaagnificent property, secured the services of the

,

;

f known track building expert, Mr. A. M. Allen,

a, xpended over 53,000 in making it an up to date

,™ course under his supervision. The track was

sa ed and drained, the turns thrown up to the regu-

H grade and in dry summer weather it is now

f the fastest race courses on the Pacific Slope.

! oil with which this track is covered is unfortu-

r adobe, the only thing available close at hand,

i the winter or rainy months cannot be used for

ng or driving over until several days after a

sperr The fact that a $20,000 plant is thus :-'<>

ater part of the time has led the management

2 P. I. Company to consider plans for making

raster track, realizing that were the stalls filled

horses in training, and the track in daily use,

Teat hostlery would have an attraction that

be greatly appreciated by the thousands of

ts who visit it from all parts of the world each,

Del Monte has many attractions of which no

great resort can boast, but a place where hand-

and speedy trotters and pacers could be seen

day taking their work and where quarter and

niles at close to two minute speed could be wit-

1, would be a source of delight to hundreds and

Del Monte another distinctive feature in addi-

o the many it now enjoys. It will require the

;fj
diture of a large sum of money to make this

fit for winter training, but the management

-I not hesitate to go to this expense were it

iMably assured that horsemen would take their

it Is there to train. Mr. Allen gives it as his opin-

i at the adobe should be scraped from the track,

u coating of sediment soil put in its place. - He
i ites that it will require five thousand cubic

n of this soil to cover the track and that the

st or completing the work would be in the neigh-

rl )d of $5000. This done, however, the track could

ed within an hour or two after the heaviest

is the drainage is as perfect as can be made.

are now ninety-six of the best of box stalls.

ored and located on a high sandy knoll free

nud in the wettest season. The boarding house

e men is a well constructed and comfortable

lg, and the spot where the track is located is

irmest and the dryest of any on the extensive

r
>i ty owned by the P. I. Company on Monterey
v Should this company decide to make the sug-

si improvements on the track it will also build

bt ired or more additional stalls, all constructed in

e Dst up-to-date manner, and Del Monte training

lc will assume a place among the best winter

&G in America. There would be no better place

h ig a high class horse to the attention of people

ho -ill pay the price for such an animal, and there

1 e doubt but many of the leading trainers of

e oast would immediately recognize the many
: tages of Del Monte as a training centre and
' for stalls there as soon as the proposed improve-

1 i were made. The opening of a high class train-

THE SAX BERNARDINO ENTRIES which will be

found? in full on the following page, furnish plenty

of evidence that the meeting to open on this new
track next Thursday will be not only high class but

one of the best ever seen in the southern part of

California, and will make an auspicious opening for

the new circuit recently organized in that section with

Mr. A. W. Bruner as secretary. The fact that a num-
ber of trotters and pacers that have been racing

on the Grand Circuit will start at this meeting shows

that the energetic secretary has been at work to secure

attractions that will draw the horse loving people to

Gee the contests. The 2:09 class trot in which John

Caldwell, Morone, Adam G-, Jupiter B. and Helen

Norte are entered will prove a most interesting race.

We know how* John Caldwell, Morone and Helen

Norte raced and won heats against some of the best

Eastern trotters this year, and will have a chance to

see how such horses as Adam- G. 2:11%, the fastest

of the trotters on the California circuit this year, will

compare with them. The great feature of the meet-

ing, however, is a match race between the Eastern

pacr Hazel Patch 2:02% and the California champion

Zolock 2:05%. A gentleman who spent several weeks

on the Grand Circuit this year and saw Hazel Patch

race several times expressed the opinion in the office

of this paper this week that Hazel Patch was a faster

horse than any pacer racing this year, excepting Dan
Patch and Audubon Boy, and they were not really

racing. He believes him capable of pacing heats below

2:0:;. Granting all this there are many California

horsemen who will look to see Zolock compel Hazel

Patch to lower his record or be defeated when they

meet at San Bernardino if both are in shape and

other conditions favorable. The San Bernardino track

has lately had nearly $7000 expended on making it

as fast and safe as possible and it will be in record

breaking shape when the meeting opens next Thurs-

day.

AMONG THE ARRIVALS on the last steamer from

Australia was Mr. C. W. Wright, a well known horse-

man who has been engaged during the past two years

exporting standard bred horses from the United States

to Australia. Mr. Wright, who is well acquainted

with the demand for harness horses in the colonies

and who enjoys the confidence of the best buyers

there, has shipped horses on order and met with suc-

cess. He has heretofore shipped by way of the Cape

of Good Hope, but is now contemplating sending fu-

ture shipments by way of the Oceanic line from this

city. He has favored us with a handsome photograph

of the champion trotting stallion of Australia, which

we reproduce on the front page of the Breeder and

Sportsman this week. Emulator, the horse in ques-

tion, is a square trotter, has a two-year-old record

of 2:59, a four-year-old record of 2: 24 \'z and an aged

record of 2:18%. His two-mile record is 4:57. Emu-
lator is by the Australian sire Osterley. Hfl is a

bold, free-going trotter, and Mr. Wright states that

when seeing him trot a mile in 2:20 on a grass track

with flat turns, he came to the opinion that under

American conditions of tracks and training he would

be a 2:05 trotter.. The picture shows him to be a hand-

some horse of much substance as well as plenty of

quality. He is owned by Mr. J. B. Zander, of 245

King street, Melbourne.

THE FIRST ANNUAL SALE of cattle from the

Humboldt Herd of Shorthorns owned by Rush &

Pierce, took place at Suisun. October 19th. The sale

was handled by Fred H. Chase & Co. of San Fran-

cisco and was quite a success. -Buyers were present

from all over the State. The average for the 55

head sold was $89.10. The bulls averaged $127-30.

Mr. A. J. Molero was quite a heavy purchaser, bidd-

ing in 19 head. He intends to go quite extensively

into the breeding of shorthorns on his fine ranch in

Monterey county. Judge Carroll Cook of San Fran-

cisco was also quite a heavy buyer, and will place

the cattle on his farm at Glen Ellen, Sonoma county.

A MONTANA TROTTER.

Richie Baron 2:16%, owned by J. V. Collins of
Butte, the horse who started on the Montana circuit

this fall, a green trotter, has made one of the best
records ever made by a Montana horse on the state
circuit, and is entitled to the state championship.
The best judges of horse flesh are predicting that next
season the- horse will prove himself to be one of the
best trotters in the Wst. The judges and other
horsemen at the Montana fairs, who watched Richie
Baron's work on the state tracks this fall, are pre-
dicting that he will be good for three heats in 2:06
next year. They say he would easily have made 2:10

this season on the fast Eastern tracks.

Richie Baron is by Baron Wilkes out of Winnell.
by Wilkes Boy. He was bred by Marcus Daly and
was purchased by Mr. Collins, the well known Butte
man, four years ago, at a sale of the Daly horses.

Since that time he has been driven by Mr. Collins

as a roadster until the present season, when he was
put on the state circuit. He is seven years old.

Richie Baron raced on the Livingston. Bozeman,
Anaconda, Missoula and Helena tracks this season.

He was started eight times and wasn't out of the
money in any race. He won three starts out of the
eight, was second twice and third three times, and
won in purses something over $3,000. He made his

mark of 2:16^ when he won the Bankers' stake,

worth $1,000, at Helena. In this he won the first

heat, lost the second and third and then won the

fourth and fifth. He also captured the Breeders'
Stake at Helena, trotting the second race with only
one day intervening. The race was three heats out of

five. Richie won the first three heats straight, equal-
ing his old mark. In all his races this fall he was
never put to a drive, a whip was never used on him
and he was never pushed to his best speed.

Mr. Collins' horse was also the only one on the
state circuit which was able at any time this fall to

come under the wire ahead of Dr. Frasse 2:12%.
Richie Baron beat Dr. Frasse one heat in a free-for-

all trot at Livingston, and was second to Dr. Frasse
in the race.

Patsie Rice of Helena, who trained Button last year,

had Richie Baron on the state circuit this fall. He is

still training Mr. Collins' horse and both he and Mr.
Collins expect to see the horse make a mark of at

least 2.06 next year.—Butte Evening News.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

William Mead, Santa Maria.—The Tear Book does
not credit either of the horses mentioned in your
letter of inquiry as having a standard record—that

is -:30 or better tromng or 2:25 or better pacing.

The Suisun Republican says: M. J. Reams has
leased Mrs Field's ranch of 1200 acres on the Denver-
ton road two miles east of Suisun. and has taken up
his residence there with his family. A large portion

of the ranch will be devoted to farming and stockrais-

ing. It is Mr. Ream's intention to build a half-mile

track on the place for training speed horses. He has
a number of young horses of his own, the speed of

which he desires to develop. He has not yet decided

whether or not he will handle outside horses, but he

probably will. Mr. Reams lost a fine three year old

stallion by death a few days ago. The horse was by
Demonio, dam by Oro Wilkes. He purchased the stal-

lion from Rush & Haile at two years old. paying $500

for the animal. The horse showed every indication of

high speed, and Mr. Reams had expected to realize

quite handsomely from him.

About two thousand people turned out to see the

$500 match race at Alameda track last Sunday be-

tween the gelding Faust by Aptos Wilkes and the

mare Daisy May. The first and second heats were
won by Faust in 2:27 and 2:2S. When scoring for

the third heat, the veteran driver Hines, mistaking

the yells of the unruly spectators for the word, drove

Daisy May the full mile, thinking it was a go. The
judges allowed him twenty minutes to cool out the

mare, and awarded her the third heat owing to Faust
swerving from his position in the stretch. This heat

was in 2:30. The fourth heat was won by Faust in

2:28%. This afternoon a return match at two mile

heats will be trotted at the same track by the same
horses. The match for $200 a sade between Cash and
Billy F. will also be decided this afternoon.

A dispatch from Vienna, Austria, dated October S,

states that a two-mile trotting race open to the world

Was won there on that dae by Kirkwood Jr. 2:10.

time, 4:26%. This is three-fourths of a second faster

than the best previous two-mile trotting race record,

which was 4:27%, and was held by Caid 2:07%. The
time of the fastest two-mile heat ever won in a race

in this country is 1:45, and stands to the credit of

Monette, a daughter of Monon by Nutwood 2.18%.

The fastest two-mile heat ever trotted against time

was in 4:17. and was won by Cresceus 2:02%. Tho
ii. -i fastest is 4:28%, made by the stallion Onward
Silver 2:05%.

Tli.- business of the lati Petei C. Kellogg will be'

carried on by a stock company known as The Peter
< Kellogg Company, which was recently incorporated

with ( 'harles Snow Kellogg as president, Frederick

Snow Kellogg as treasurer, and W. F. Williams as

vice presldenl and sei retary. The first two gentle-

men are sons of Peter C. Kellogg.

Sober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.
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SAN BERNARDINO ENTRIES. SALT LAKE HAS A SPEEDWAY.

(Meeting Nov, ill)

2:12 Class Pacing. $600.

El Diablo, ch. a-.. Thompson & Wilson.

h., fear.- ,v Clark

uta, b. g.. J. C. Kirkpatrick.
Lady R.. b 111.. M. B. Sv
Byron Lace, br. b., E. B. Tongue.
Glenn, ch. g.. Geo. A. Pounder.
i una A . b. m.. S. S. Bailey.

Hattie Croner. b m.. I. H. Lichtenstien.

tee, br. g.. P. E. Kent.

2:14 Class, Trotting. $600.

R. Ambush (formerly Ambush), br. h., Bonnell &
Prescolt.

Wild Bell. br. g., P. .1. Ruhstaller.

Lady Madison, b. m.. F. E. Ward.
Electric Maiden, b. m, W. A. Clark, Jr.

Rozell. gr. g., J. H. Reynoli s.

Red Skin. ch. g.. P. S. Bailey.

Cuate. b g.. Chas. Durfee.

Bellemont, b. m.. W. G. Durfee.

2:30 Class. Pacing. Matinee Cup.

Dewey, s. g.. T. E. Xoland.
Harry H. Jr , ch. g.. B. R. Smith.
Rosco. b. g.. A. S. Fox.
Billy Raymond, b. m., E. C. Palmer.
Adlanth, br g.. Bonnell & Prescott.

2:20 Class, Trotting. $600.

Edmond S., b. g., Wm. Morgan.
Burnut, b. g.. Geo. W. Ford.
Judge, b. g.. J. C. Kirkpatrick.
Bonita, br. m„ L. F. Clapp.
Levietta. b m.. W. A. DeLashmett.
Hank. b. g., J. L. Smith.
Billy Dooley. b. g., F. J. Ruhstaller.

Zombretta. br. m., L. J. Christopher.
Zamalta, b. m., F. E. Brock.
Helen Dare. br. m.. W. G. Durfee.
Homeway, b. g., F. Connell.

2:20 Class, Pacinr. $600.

Victor Platte, b g., Fred Fanning.
Birdal, r. m.. R. E. Davison.
Fearnot. b. h., James Stewait.
Jennie A., blk. m.. Ezra Thompson.
Norda, b. m.. Bonnell & Prescott.
Dot, b. ill . Henry Selegman

.

Welcome Mc, br. g, Thos. Hughes.
Lee Barnes, gr. g., W. G. D'irfee.

Mollie Button, b. m., Geo. Lindaur.

Hazel Patch and Zolock Special

and 30 Per Cent.

Hazel Patch, record 2:02?4-

Zolock, record 2.05%.

2:09 Class, Trottinj' $600.

John Caldwell, b. g., J. C. Kirkpatrick.
Morone, blk. g., W. A. Clark Jr.

Adam G. b. g., Willard Zibbell.

Jupiter B.. b. g., W. G. Durfee.
Helen Norte, b. m.. Judge Brents.

2:09 Class, Pacing. $600.

Virginia, ch. m„ Chas. Dolan.
Daedalion, b h., A. ottinger.
Vision, br. g, I. H. Lichtensteln.
Robert I., ch. h., Ezra Thompson.
Miss Georgia, br. m., W. A. Clark Jr.
Ira. b. g., J. A. Chanslor.
Tidal Wave, ch. h, S. S. Bailey.
Kelley Briggs, F. E. Wright.

2:40 Class, Trotting. Matinre Cu
Pete. b. g.. S. R. McDougal.
Neerest. b m., W. L. Spoor.
Conchita. br. m., J. H. Thompson.
Tom McKinney. ch. g.. E. F. Binder.
Clara, br. m., L. E. Shaw.
Bolock. ch. h., J. H. Kelley.
Matinee, b. g., Frank Holmes.
Baby, b g„ Maurice Griffin.

30. Divided CO

LA GRANDE. OREGON, RACES.

(October 5 to 7.)

2:24 trot or pace, purse $100:
Brilliant, by Gregmont-Goldust ...(White) 2 3Lady Jul h -..i, ol i :hi halis (Cox i :: l
Judith by William Harold-Fenella. (Smith) 1 2

Time. 2.25, 2:24, 2:24%, 2:25.
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horse like thi at the first turn

Salt Lake, Oct 28, 1905.

If a California horseman should drop into Salt Lake
City, the metropolis of the State of Utah, some fine

summer's day and chance to drive out to Higgins
Boulevard, he would doubtless rub his eyes and won-
der if he had not been dreaming of home, as he saw
well known California trotters and pacers speeded
over this beautiful turnpike. Higgins Boulevard is a
stretch of road, a full mile in length, and although
within the city limits, is watered and cared for by
the Salt Lake Driving Club, who are permitted to use
it as a speedway, an ordinance passed by the author-
ities prohibiting any heavy teams from traversing it.

The Salt Lake Driving Club is composed of all the
enthusiastic road drivers in the city by the saline
sea, and on every day of the week except Sunday,
when the weather is favorable, they repair to this
speedway and enjoy the royal sport of road racing.
Quarters in 30 seconds are not uncommon, and the
horse that can win a blue ribbon any afternoon must
have two-minute speed for a short distance at least.

Mr. Ezra Thompson, formerly mayor of the city, is

often seen behind the California bred pacer Robert
I. 2: OS 94 by Hambletonian Wilkes. This horse has
all his old time speed and as he has been entered
at the meetings to take place this month on the
Southern California circuit, he will probably demon-
strate this fact to your people. Mr. Thompson also
drives a very fine black mare that is called Jennie A.
that he has entered in the 2:20 pacing events on the
same circuit.

All California lovers of a game race horse will
remember the black gelding Dr. Frasse 2:12% by Iran
Alto. He is owned here by Mr. J. T. Richards and
there are few horses, pacers or trotters, who have
any business tackling him for a brush of a mile or
less. Mr. Richards also owns the pacing mare Alpha
W. 2:08 that has won money all over the Middle
West and the Colorado circuit.

Nutwood AViikes has a representative in these road
brushes in old Claudius 2:13%, and despite his years
and many hard campaigns can hold his own with the
best trotters owned in Utah. He is owned by Mr.
W. S McCormick, who takes as much pleasure in
heading a rival in a brush as most men do in win-
ning a stake.

Mr. Thos. McCoy is another resident of Salt Lake
who drives a good one from California. The brown
pacer Cavalier 2:11% by Welcome, is his property
and he can often be seen speeding him at a two-
minute gait. He has another horse called Kangaroo
that looks and acts like a great prospect, and a horse
called Ringtail that will be faster than either of the
others in the opinion of many.
Mr. J. S. Bransford, who has purchased quite a

number of horses in California for his Salt Lake
friends, bought Tom Car'neal 2:0S% by Diablo on a
trip to Los Angeles last spring, and is greatly pleased
with him. He also owns the pacer Dewey that is

fast enough for a race horse
Mr. C. H. Thompson has one of the fastest of the

road pacers in Osmont 2:14%. a son of Altamont
that was bred and raised by Under Sheriff James Daly
of Napa, California. Mr. Thompson also owns Amarea
and Joe McGregor, and drives them on the road.
The fast mare Laura Spurr 2:09%, and a good green

one called Fleet are driven by Mr. W. S. Jones. Laura
can show enough speed to warrant the belief that
she could reduce her record if prepared for a shy
at the mark.
One of the sweetest and handsomest little mares

that gees down the Higgins road is Jessie Tilden,
owned by Mr Geo. W. Putnam, one of Salt Lake's
enterprising business men. She has some speed, but
Mr. Putnam has ideas of breeding her to a developed
stallion and raising a two-minute colt on the Casper
Redfield plan, and every person who knows him hopes
he will succeed.

Mr. C. J. Crabtree is another enthusiastic road
rider. His horse Crabapple is one of the fast ones
of the road brigade and has taken his turn racing
with more or less success. He has another however
that the boys call Bay Beauty, which the drivers of
the fastest ones are beginning to cast a jealous eye
on as she is showing a rate of speed that is not to
be despised.

Cold Storage is the peculiar name which Mr. J. C
Tuttle has selected for a very handsome pacer he is

driving that is considered a rare good, one by those
who have seen him step.

Henry Newell owns a well-bred one in Willets by
Silkwood 2:07. dam Gypsle the dam of Delilah 2:1414
and grandam of Zolock 2:05>4, by Gen. Booth.

H. Y4\ Brown, owner of that fast stallion Altoka
2:10% by Allerton, won first prize at the recent Utah
State Fair with a pair of bay fillies by this horse that
are perfectly matched and can pole in 2:40 or better.
They are three and four-year-olds, own sisters and
make everybody do a little rubbering as they go by.
There are many other good horses driven over the

speedway here, but in the short time your correspond-
ent has been here he has not become acquainted with
the names of all of them.
The raring at the recent State Fair here was very

poor and the daily papers were not backward in criti-
cising it. Some idea of it may be obtained from the
l in a that mine of the best horses owned in Salt Lake
Look part in the races, which were marie up with
small purses for the cheap horses If the directors
would only take a few lessons from such fairs as
are held at Hamline. and other places, where big
stakes bring out the best horses in the country and
lay lor themselves by the large list of entries they
i eceive,

I understand the directors say their policy is to
offer prizes and purses only for horses bred in the
State. This is very shortsighted, as it is only by the

"lion of better horses than are owned here
that their stock can be improved. Most State fairs

offer prizes for the best horses no matter where
are bred or who owns them. California has se&
by this means some of the best stallions in the v
of all breeds, and stands today as one of the lea
horse breeding States in the Union.
This is a very thriving city, and the people

to be prosperous. I thought their State Fair, ou-
the horse racing, was a very fine show, and I do
see how they could expect to attract good horses'
have good racing for the small purses hung u]i
will leave here next week for Los Angeles. I un
stand several of these2 Salt Lake horses wH14
there. TRAVELE

NEW COLORADO STOCK FARM.

A little ways outside of Denver, Colo, is beiug,
tablished a stock farm which is liable, in the ful
to be noted among the breeding establishments ol
West because of the care in which the founda
stock is being selected, says an exchange. There
larger farms and more pretentious ones than the
Rose Stock Farm, recently established by GeorgNewman of Denver, but it is doubtful if any i
ever laid out on better lines and with as much
used. In the future as in the past the progress i

not fail to be satisfactory.
The farm has been named after a two-year-old

by McKinney, which was one of Mr. Newman's
purchases. The dam of this colt is Sweet Rose
Electioneer, dam Rosemont by Piedmont, and Si
Rose had a yearling record at the trot of 2:30.
Rose is a big husky youngster, weighing 1140 pouand when thirteen months old showed an eighth
2.24 clip. He has been worked some, but very I
fully, as he is a big, growthy fellow and Mr Newi
had rather take plenty of time in his develops
than risk any chance of injury by forcing him
first brood mares purchased by Mr. Newman inch
Rosalind 2.21% by stam B.: Queen J. bv Hero]
son of Belmont, Countess by Counselor 2:12% by
ward, and Ami Wood by Saxwood, son of Shade
Onward.
At the recent dispersal sale of the Haggin farn

Lexington Mr. Newman was a purchaser of som
the very best of the brood mares. Among these \
Vesper Bells, sister to the yearling champion Ac
by Advertiser, dam Beautiful Bells; Quarter Bel
Quartermaster, dam Miss Bell by Albert W.; Lorn!
Cupid, dam Lady Fay by Cresco, son of Strathm
Poco by Dexter Prince, dam Menota bv Steimi
Jessiana, sister to Kuffa 2:19%; Harbor 2:19%;
2:20: Imerino 2:20; Gustine 2:29% by Allerton, .

Cyprus by Strathmore, and Phallete by Wilkes'w
dam Phaletta by Phallamont. Competition on s
of these was decidedly brisk, but Mr. Newman
looked them over at the farm in company with
Dunlevy of Denver, and was determined to have t
at any price. These, with what he had previoi
w.|> make an ideal foundation for his breeding fi
The Mac Rose Stock Farm is eleven miles out

of Denver and work on a half-mile track, stables
a country residence have already commenced.

o
NEWS FROM THE NORTH.

v

(Portland Rural Spirit, Oct 27.)
W. F. Watson, the well-known restaurant mai

getting together two carloads of roadsters, drivers
speed prospects to ship to Los Angeles, where he
tends to spend the winter and enjoy a little out
life in the sunny South. Mr. Watson has acquired
habit of being a busy man and does not think he c
enjoy himself any length of time without somet
to occupy his mind, so he is taking along a few ch
horses that he will place on the market there.
Sam Casto, the well-known driver of the horses,
take along a few youngsters that he has been hanc
this summer.

L. C. McCormick has sold his stable on Sixth si

to J. Crouch & Son of Lafayette, Ind., who have
tablished a branch of their draft horses here
has gone on the road for Crouch & Son.
John Sawyer is located at Irvington track TOi'

stable of trotters and pacers, including Knick-Kl
2:25 and a splendid lot of youngsters. He has s

young Zombros that can step some right now tha
expects to enter in all the big stakes on the K
Pacific Circuit next year.
W. F. Watson has sold his fine roadster Rei

by Alfonso, dam by Alcone, to J. W. Bailey
city. Red Rock was one of the pair that won se
prize in carriage team at the Lewis and Clark, ai
the making of quite a good trotter, having wo
miles in 2:32% with but little training.

J. A. Jones is wintering quite a number of
horses at Irvington Park, including his McKil
stallion Captain Jones and his first prize yea
Chehalem by Captain Jones, out of Daisy Q Hill
dam of Bellemont 2:17%. This is one of the h
somest colts in the State and was only beaten as
head for juvenile championship at the Lewis
Clark fair by Vernon Jones, a two year old by (

Jones, that the judgie pronounced one of the
colts ever led into the show ring.

Peter Duryea. president and general manager o:

Patchen Wilkes Stock Farm. Lexington, on Novel
1 will sever his connection with that highly succefl
breeding' establishment and will be succeeded by fl
liam M. WTright of New York. Mr. Duryea says »'

his reason for resigning is that he is to engage id'
breeding of trotters for himself. He has~purch»l
from George Starr at a reported price of $12,000 «
stallion The Director General by Director, dam Wi I"

fred by William L., and will establish a big bree >S

farm near Lexington Mr. Duryea has been a)

head of the Patchen Wilkes farm for nine years.

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.
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HEIFERS YIELD RICHER MILK.

The production of milk and butter

fat by dairy cows under normal con-

ditions increases with each year up to

the fifth and sixth years, when the cow

is at her best. The length of time

she will maintain her maximum pro-

duction depends on her constitutional

strength and the care with which she

is fed and handled. A good dairy cow

should not show any marked falling off

until after ten years of age. Many
excellent records have been made by-

cows older than this. The quality of

the milk production by heifers is some-

what better than that of milk of older

cows, for we find a decrease of one-

tenth to two-tenths of one per cent

in the average fat content for each

year until the cows have reached full

age. It is caused by the increase in

the weight of the cows with advancing

age: at any rate there appears to be a

parallelism between the two sets of

figures for the same cows.

Young animals use a portion of their

food for the formation of body tissue,

and it is expected therefore that heif-

ers will require a larger portion of nu-

trients for the production of a unit of

milk or butter fat than do older cows.

After a certain age has been reaches,

on the average about seven years of

age, the food required for the produc-

tion of a unit of milk or butter fat again

increases as regards dry matter and

the digestible components of the food

A good milk cow of exceptional

strength, kept under favorable condi-

tions, whose digestive system has not

been impaired by overfeeding o*

crowding for high records, should con-

tinue to be a profitable producer till

her twelfth year, although the econ-

omy of her production is art to be

somewhat reduced before this age is

reached.—Bulletin Wisconsin Experi-

ment Station.

NEW POULTRY FARM.

it

E. H. Winship and C. F. Grant of

Napa have formed a co-partnership,

and under the firm name of C. P. Grant

& Co. have purchased from T. N.

Mount the Meredith place of eighty

acres, five miles north of Napa, and

•will establish thereon the Mammoth
Poultry Farm. The old buildings which

are now on the property will be torn

down, and the work of constructing a

residence, brooders and incubator

houses, and other structures planned

and equipped for the care of poultry

will be commenced. Two chicken

houses, 400 feet in length and 24 feet

in width, will be built. Down the side

of each building will run a tramway,
and on one side of the tramway and
next to the nests will be troughs for

the soft feed. Above the nests will

be slides, inclined toward the tramway,
which will enable the workmen to

thoroughly and conveniently clean the

houses. Above these slides will be the

roosts. tA the end of each building

will be provided a cook house for the

preparation of feed, and adjoining it a
granary. An incubator house with a

capacity of 5000 eggs will be built.

From the brooding house will be runs,

and these runs will lead into large cor-

rals, enclosed with wire netting. It is

estimated that over six miles of wire

will be used in this manner on the

farm. A complete water system will be

established, the water required to bu
pumped with a gasoline engine. The
C. F. Grant Co. has already purchased
2000 hens, and hopes to be ready for

r-'iH'ness within a few months.—Nap-l

Register.

PASTURING GOLD LAND.

*9imT^ Registered TJ. S. Patent Office W^^«

SPAVIN CURE

OFFICE: The Windsor Arcade,
4 6th St. and 5th Ave., New York City.

RACE COURSE:
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

HOWE & CO..
Real Estate, Estates Cared For,

AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES,
247 Washington St., RoomS.

Boston, Mass , Jan. 21.

Dear Sirs:—I have used a bottle of 'Save-the-
Horse," and I consider it the beat thing that as
yet I have been able to obtain for what it was
intended, it havingentirelycured a very valuable
mare which has been lame since last September
with a sprained ankle. We had her blistered
twice ard laid up for two months, but it dldno
good. I was just aboutready to breed her when I

gave It a tr'al; she is now entirely sound.
Yours respectfully.

ALBERT E. BAKER.

Tom Hood, in that inimitable poem
"Miss Kilmansegg1," tells of a breed, of

sheep that were pastured on land so

rich that "their teeth turned to gold

by browsing." Perhaps the Folsom De-
velopment Company, an organization
formed to dredge hundreds of acres of

land near Folsom. Sacramento county,

for gold, will meet with the same good
luck. It will be several years before
dredgers can be built and put in opera-
tion on this land, so the company has
decided to go into the cattle raising

business, using the land for ranges
upon which the herds will graze. The
company will go into the business on
quite an extensive scale. In the past
the land has been rented to stock rais-

ers, but they have been notified that

the company will reserve the lands for

its own use.

WERE THESE TWO CA*ES WORTH TBE
COST OF TREATMENT?

Brooklyn, N. Y.

One of my horses went lame from side or shell
bones on both eet, which extended entirely
around the quarter, and was laid up for about
thr-e months i used two bottles of "Save-the-
Horse." and the horse is perfectly sound. I have
driven her over paved i oads, and one day gave
her a sixty-mile drive and she never showed the
least particle of lameness. The growths have
nearly all disappea- ed. I have owned horses for
years, u-*ed them -to build railroads and in all

kinds of contract work, and have used remedies,
blisters firing and electricity, but never saw
anything take hold and produce such results as
"Save-the-Horse" in this case.

D. C. BENNETT. Builder,
416 79th St.

Nyack.N.Y.
In August I had a mare with an ankle cocked

from a bad wrench in a race. It was so bad I had
concluded to shoot her, but was persuaded to
breed her and turn her out- I bred her, but in-

stead of turning her out used your "save-the-
Horse." In three weeks I was more than sur-
prised to see the swelling disappear, and the
remedy produced a complete cure She is as
good as ever. I have raced her since and drive
her any distance without any sign or lameness.
I cannot say too much for your rempdy.

GEO F. BEHRINGER, Jr.

THE SARATOGA ASSOCIATION
For the Improvement of the Braed of Horses.

STAKES OF 1907 AND 1908

Entries Close Monday, Nov. 6, 1905

toberunforini907|THE HOPEFUL FOR 1908

THE SPINAWAY
OF $10,000

Write us before you Are or blister your horse
and you will understand why our written guar-
antee is an absolute legal contract.
Positively and permanently cures BONE and

BOG SPAVIN. THOROUfJBPIN. RINGBONE
(except low rlngbonel.CURB SPLINT, CAPPED
HOCK, WINDPUFP, SHOE BOIL. BROKEN
DOWN, SPRAINED and RUPTURED TEN-
DONS and all LAMENESS, without scar or
hlemish. Horse may work as usual,
/t* m per bottle. Written guarantee with

T« » every bottle, as binding to proteot you as
**^ *^ the best legal talent could make It. Send
for copy-
At all druggists and dealers, or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co., Binphamton, N.Y.

Formerly Troy, N. Y.

D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast A gent,

519 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Estimated Value, 840,000.

By subscription of 810 each, for the produae of
mares covered In 1905, the only forfeit if struck
out by November I. 1907. If left in after Novem-
ber 1 , 1907, a further subscription of 850 eaoh. and
if left in after May 1, 1908. a further subscription
of$100each Starters to pay $250 additional.
The Saratoga Association to add 85000. The
second horse to receive $3500, the third horse
$2000, and the owner at time of entry of the mare
producing the winner $2000 out of ihe Stakes.
Colts. 12;; lbs.: fillies and geldings 119 lbs. Win-
ners of two races of 82500. or one of $-1500. to carry
3 lbs extra: of four of 8251 0, or two of 14500, or one
of $9000, 8 lbs extra. Horses not haviDg won
$1000 allowed 7 lbs. If a mare in this Stake drop
oer foal before the 1st of January, 1906, or if she
have a dead or more than one foal, or is barren,
the entry of such mare is void. By filing with
The Saratoga Association prior to November 1,

1907, an accepted transfer of the produce, with its
engagement In this Stake, the original Nomin-
ator will be released from fur'her liability as to
the engagemement of the produce.

Six Furlongi

THE RULES OF RACING, adopted by the Jookey Club, govern all races run under the aus-
pices of the Saratoga Association.

Entries to ei*her or all of the races advertised will be received only with the understanding,
and on the agreement of the subscriber, that the provisions of Racing Rules 42 and 43 (hereto ap-
pended) form a part of and govern the contract.

'Rule 42. Every person subscribir-g to a sweepstakes, or entering a horse in a race to be run
under these rules, accepts the decision of the Stewards on any question relating to a race, or to
racing.

"Rue 43 At the discretion of the Stewardsof The Jockey Club, or of the Stewards, and with-
out notice, the entries of any person, or the transfer of any entry, may be refused."

Address all communications to

F. B. HITCHCOCK, President.

H. P. WHITNEY, Vice-President

FOR FILLIES TWO YEAItS OLD. FOALS
of 1905—By subscription of $100 each, or $5 if de-
clared by November 1, i906,or$50 If declared by
June 1, 1907. Starters to pay $150 additional.
The Saratoga Association to guarantee the gross
value of the race to be $10 000, of which the second
horse shall receive $1000 and the third horse $500
The Nominator of the Winner to receive $500 out
of the Stakes. Winners of a race of the value ol

$5000 to carry 3 lbs. extra; of two of $5000 or one of
$7500, 6 lbs extra. Non-winners of $1000 allowed
7 lbs. By filing with the Saratoga Association
on or before November 1, 1906. an accepted trans-
fer of the engagement in this Stake, the Nomina-
ator will be released from further liability.

Five and a Half Furlongr.

ANDREW MIL' EK, Sec'y and Trean.,

The Windsor Arcade New York City.

[MTOH
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
neroial school on the Psclflo Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates: 80 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue

E. P. HKALD. President.

Roadster Wanted.
Black Mare or Gelding; must be sound,
handsome and gentle, between 4 and 8

yearsold, about 15 3 hands and be able

to show a 3 minute gait. Address

F W. KELLEY,
Breeder and Sportsman Office.

SpongeB. S. Adderley, 307 Market St.

£0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIQS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

308 California Street, San Franolsoo, Cal.

hutBe Worth Saving?
t

"Why trade off or sell at a beggarlv price a good
horse just because he "goes lame," "throws a

•' curb" or develops some other blemish? There
is nothing in the way of Spavins, Curbs, Splints,
Windpuffs or Bunches which will not yield
readily and permanently to treatment with

QUINN'S
Dr. L. H. Davenport, a prominent physician of Sheridan Ind.,

writes. 1 have u-ed a number of remedies for the removnl of
curbs, splints, thickened tendons and tissues generally, but for

the last two years 1 have not been without Qulnn'a Ointment. I have tested it thor-
oughly at different times, and say without hesitancy th"Cit is the only reliable reme- .-,

dy of the i:Jnd 1 nave evertried.'* Prloo $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all d' ug^'ist-, oi ©J
-;f^Ut«I'^.i" W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall. N. Y.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

*?alT Tones and Line E* qravin-

Artistic Designing

006 Mission St., cor Flnt, San Francisco

McMURRAY

McMURRAY SULKIES
and JOGGING CARTS

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings

3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

••THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

PEDIGREES TABULATED

And type written
Ready (or framing
Wrifce tor prices.

BBEEDEB AND Spobtsiun. SB Geary biret
9bd Ftbdosoo. Oal.

Standard the World Over.

«5P"Address for printed matter and prloes

W. J. Kenney
alencla St., San Franolsoo, Cal.

k «Sr*Ad

a 531 V

TULARE RACE TRACK

AND .GROUNDS

FOR SALE.
Qf] ACRES LAND ENCLOSED WITH
jU high board fence; 60 box stalls; 300
fret open stalls; tankhouse and 3000-gallon
tank; engine and pump oomplete; JO acres
alfalfa; fl-room bouse: adjoining City of
Tulare; grand stand for 2000 people.

PRICE S7000.
Address
BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

3o Geary St., San Franolsoo, Cal
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of Johh Pabbott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Tralnlns of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness] Horses
WALTER SEAXY, Manager.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
$12,275 " TERRITORIAL FAIR " $12,275

DECEMBER 4-9.

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
fJFees are invariably pa'yable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee relumed if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKInney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. ®li? iEmptr? (fttig iFarms,
CUBA,

NEW YORK.

First-Class Mile Track.
MONDAY

1—3:30 Trot (purse) 8 40O
2—8:32 Trot(stake) 1000
3—t :09 Pace (purse) 40o
4—Bun, 1-8 mile heats 150

TUESDAY
} 400
10OO
400
150
150

THURSDAY
16—3-Year-Old Pace, closed (stake)..8 200
16—Free-For-All Pace (stake) 1000
17—3:19Trot (purse) 400
18—3:38 Pace (purse) 400
19—Run, 2 1-2 Mile, Cowboy Relay. 200

FRIDAY
20—2-Year-Old Trot, closed (stake) .8 200
31—2:30 Pace (stake) 100O
22—3:85 Trot (purse) 400
23—2:1 5 Trot (purse) 400
24—Run, 1 Mile, Arizona Derby 200

SATURDAY
25—3-Year-Old Pace (purse) ..8 400
26—2 :10 Trot (stake) 1 000
37—2:23 Pace (purse) ' 400
28—Run, Indian Pony Race 75
29—Run, 5 Furlongs (consolation).... 100

5-3-Year-Old Trot (purse)
6—3:17 Pace (stake)
7—Free-For All Trot (purse)
K-Ruu, 1-2 Mil* 3-Year-Olds ..

9—Run, 1 Mile Novelty

WEDNESDAY
10—Yearling Trot, closed (stake) 8 800
11—2:35 Trot (stake) 1000
13—2:13 Pace (purse) 400
13—Una, six furlongs 150
14—Run, I -2 Mile Dash, Arizona Cow

Horses 100
ENTRIES TO STARES CLOSE NOVEMBER let. Records made alter entry no bar.

ENTRIES TO PURSES CLOSE NOVEMBER 23rd. Reoords made on and after Novem-
ber 9th no bar.

No race longer than flve heats. American Trotting Association Ralea to govern, except that

hopples will be allowed. Six to enter and four to start. Entranoe lee to harness races, flve per cent

and flve per cent from money winners.
Two horses may be entered in one class and beheld but for entry fee on horse that starts;but if

neither starts, one entry fee will be required. A horse may be entered in two races and be held only

for entry fee in race in which he starts; but if no start is made, entry fee will be required in one
class, and If entered in a stake and a purse race entry fee will be oharged on the larger amount.

ENTRIES TO RUNNING RACES olose at 6 o'olook the evening before the race. Entry fee

in running races flve per cent. No additional fee from money winners. Western Jockey Club Rules
to govern running races, as far as applicable. Outlaw horses barred

The management reserves the right to change the order of the program without notice.

Our meeting follows close of Southern California CI' cuit. which offers $17,200 for harness races.

Remember we have a new SoO.OOOplant, first-class mile and half-mile tracks, and the grandest
winter climate in the world.

Horses unloaded at the grounds without ohange over either Santa Fe or Southern Paolfio rail

&ay«. W N. TIFFANY, Supt. of Speed. Phoenix, Arlzonv

OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

3 Christmas is Coming! g
5 December 23d.

will be the date of the Issue of the

I CHRISTMAS EDITION
of tho

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and
will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,

Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations,

etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth

and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the

United States completely covered.

MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE

^^ Send for Bates. BREKDKR AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St S F. JJ^=

BOOKS FOR STALLION OWNERS
1

.
HixiMi-Vs Stallion Service Record.

,-., „'[!''' ,"","'
' " * '"!, nionllnc stallion service ever placed before breeders.

h^IUP^ i ''•V ", N " ""'"' llls l"Hliie of Blres. No more mlxliiR of ilams where this

J,"*
1 ' 1*,, '

ll ","; '' "i" 1;'" |" r '-"Wring ioo maies. nlviuu th.-lr full br linn, description,"'" '!"' to.. With Index, complete, size 10x7)4. Each book isHandsomely and substantially bound .....„..'.. $2.00

li. The Standard stallion Service Book.
.n,e„t!!r.W S"3,ca «* " bed. containing space for entering ioo maces, givingjpaceforfuudoscrlpl

, , dated services and refusals, date ot foaling etc withIndex complete, neafpy bound In I'.-.ithorloo, suitable lor pocket use. ...... '.!.. ...51.00

:$. Breeder's Note and Certificate Book and Stallion ServiceBook Combined.
.h„.

™» 000k contains 75 blank certificates to bo given to owners of mares, certifying
» ?H '""""

""J
""en bred to certain n ». Also 7B notes s.iital.i, for owner of mare

£I T ,
.,';

,

,

V
k'iL°'^

," l

""r,
" :";C

?,',',"' ?' Bt
*i
Uon Mrvl "' ''''• Tl" s book IS well bound Imakes a book like No. 2, after certificates and notes have been removed $1.00

ADDRESS
3EI3E1i>:eih -A.:rsrr> sfortsman

S8 GKART STKEKT. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

75 PER CENT
USE AND RECOMMIND

Campbell'sHorse Foot Remedy
SOLD BY--.

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal
R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO SpokaDe, Wash
A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

W1I.E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING., San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGCE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAJ1PBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 4 12 W.Hadison St., CHICAGO , ILL

30-Auction Sale-30
Thirty Head of Trottlng-bred Mares and Geldings from the

ROSEDALE STOCK FARM, SANTA ROSA, CAL.
Bj such sires as Washington McKinney 35751 (son of the great McKinney 2: U&), Oaly 5311 (2:15) and

St Whips 29721, out of producing dams by Stelnway, Eugene Casserly, Alexander, Ansel, Silas
Skinner, Daly and Digitalis.

This is the first of a series of Annual Sales which the Farm proposes to hold for the purpose of
ntroducing this blood throughout the State Sale takes place

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 14, 1905, at 7:45 o'clock.

Horses on exhibition Saturday, November 11th. Send for Catalogue.

FRED H. CHASE & CO., 1732 Market St. (nr. Van Ness Av,), San Francisco

e PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

5

\„

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL. J
CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CUBE
COSTS NOTHING IF IT FAILS.

Distemper can be cured so quickly and thoroughly as to astonish those who
have never tried Craft's Cure- No other remedy like It. Safe and sure In
its action Get and test the remedy under our money-back guarantee. If
not at your dealers, we will send it prepaid. Price 50o and %\. Drop a card
today for rur free pamphlet, "Veterinary Pointers." Gives valuable veter-
inary information not to be had elsewhere.

WELLS MEDICINE CO. , Chemists & Germologists. 1 3 Third St., Lafayette, Ind

D K. NEWELL., General Agent for Pacilic. Coast 019 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES "=:;::
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park
(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable in San Francisoo. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track use. Ladies oan go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or oars.

l'UONE PARK 163 A. J. MARTIN, rrop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FSXjXj gT3El.m FIT

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door
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IT MA no zdi:f*:f*:b3 estxtoe
what particular kind of shooting yon are interested In—sportsmen differ as to make of
guns, advantages of various loads etc., bat sooner or later most of them come to the

same opinion about ammunition—that

Peters Shells and Cartridges
have all the other makes beaten In the race for qnaltty and results. See what they
have recently accomplished In the three chief departments of "the eame";

B.IPXjE
At Sea Girt, N. J.. Ang. 24-Sept. 9. Lieut. Tewes won the

Wimbledon Cup Match, the Grand LaQio& Rand Aggregate,

the Seabury and N J. Members' Matches; Lieut. Casey
won the Inspector's Match, and Lieut. Smith the Reading
Match— all using Peters .30 U-S Gov t ammunition.
In the Spencer and Seabury Matches Lieut. Casey made

a total of 20 coDSPoutive bull's-eyes.

In the Wimbledon Match seven of the first ten plaoes were

i with Peters Cartridges-

PISTOL
The Pistol Championship of the United States, competed

for Sept. 1-11. was won by J. A. DlETzof New York scoring
465 out of a possible 500 with Peters 22 Stevens-Pope Armory
Cartridges. Standard Amerloan Target, 8-in. Bull's-eye,
distance 50 yards
At Sea Girt, N. J , Auc. 2<-Sept. 9, Thomas Anderton

won 'he All-Comers. Any Revolver, and Jones Matohes, and
Lieut Stsdjb the Disappearing Target Matoh. all with
Peters Cartridges.

SHOTOXJIO"
The Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, Judo

30 t was won by Jas. T. Atkinson, score 99 out of loo,
using Peters Ideal Shells.

Flrr-t Amateur Average at the Cincinnati Tournament,
Sept. 19-21, won by R S. Rhoads. using Peters Shells.
First General Average at the Indianapolis Tournament.

Ootober 9-10. won by L H. Reid with the phenomenal score
of 392 oat of 400, using Peters Faotory Loads.

THESE KECUKUS SPifiAK FOR THEMSELVES. COMMENT IS IjNNECESSAKY.

New York
T. H,

i 98 Chambers St.
KELLER, Mgr. The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, o.

form No. 163.

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
INCORPORATED

23,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.
This CompaoyTEANSWITS and DELIVERS messages only i

Errors can be Guarded aguiasi only by repeating a message back
>rdeliveryof Unrepealed HMflagr" "~

In transmission 01

conditions limiting lis liability, which h*n been uaentod to by the oenderof the following manage*
_ , the sending station for comparison, nod the Company wfll not hold itself liable (or errors urjlelays

ngw beyoSfthaamountoItollapaicl th.ereon,r

—

T-n any case where the claim JSBMSnSBBlBA " writing -,*U biu niJj days
t the message, is died with the Company for transmission.
This ta on UNEJuPEAIEU MJiSaAUE, and is delivered by request of tha aender, under the conditions named ftbovs,

ROBERT C. CLOWRY, President and General Manager.

RECEIVEDat

Si 39 H A 27 Paid 318 PM.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF, 0CT.I3, 05.

ITHACA GUN CO.,
ITHACA, N.Y.

TO ARE CLEANED OUT OF EVERY TTOLVE AND SIXTEEN GAUGE ITHACA GUN

CAN'T YOU RUSH US SOME. EVERYBODY FIGHTING FOR THEM.

PHIL.B.BEKEART.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENT8
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it fa a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teaoh them to perform tricbB.

FOR SAIE^BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

The Hunter One-Trigger

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE) ~

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

Is Absolutely
The mechanism is positive in Its

action. Parts are large and
strong It never balKs nor
double*; la lact, it does jost

what we say It will and does
It every time.

SEND -FOR CATALOGUE

HUNTER ARMS CO., FULTON, NEW YOBK,
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

Send tor

Catalogue

-521

Kearn St.

Mailorders

a Specialty

IUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
9 CALIFORNIA.SAN FRANCISCO,

Fart

Mark Levy & Co.
M. R. C. V. S., P. E. T. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinbur.
Veterinary Medloal Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stocfe

inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonist
it theportof San Francisco; Professor of Equlnt

dlclne, Veterinary Surgery Veterinary Depart-

ni University of California: Ex-Presldeni i

California State Veterinary Medical Assoclft-

id Veterinary Indrtnary Residence and Omci,
an Franoiaco Veterinary Hospital, ill? Golden
*ate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:

Telephone Park 128,

FIRST, SECOND, THIRD AND ALL THE TIME

It was BALLISTITE
That Made the Clean Sweep

At Ingleside, September 15, 16 and 17, C. D. HAGERMAN of Los

Angeles won the PRELIMINARY HANDICAP, 93 out of 100. GEO.

SYLVESTER uf San Francisco won the PaCIiIC COAST HANDN
CAP, 97 out of 100. ROBERT H. BUi\GAY tied the Score, 97 out

of 100, also shooting BALLISTITE.

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powders.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANCLES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS TOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF WE C0UL > SEP YOU
and take you into oi Vvrt-ory,

we could easily show* ' » vby the

PARKER GUN is

The Best Gun

in the World

We aim) to'fmake and do make the BEST possible production of

the GCiNMAKEK'S ART. We are jealous of our reputation and
ivtJl not cheapen the quality of our GUN. no matter what others
maydo. If you want a GUN you can conflde In us. Write today.

N. Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

Pedigrees Tabu ated
\r.*\ ty P'' w ntleu

Writ, for price*,

SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal

rtutrt\ for framing

BKKBDKK ANU
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GOOD LUCK
Attends All Hunters

Who Use

Write for Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC COAST depot:

86-88 FIRST ST, S. F.

OOD LUCK
Attends All Hunters

Who Use

/Pe/n//n*tof?
SHOT GUMS

Write for Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT'.

£. £. DRAKE, Manaerei

Wum
A.^j:ivi:Tjnxrn?i<33xr, rifles, shotgujvs

WERE AWARDED 1 HE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

• <

i
;

i

The 1906 Du Pont Calendar

win be sent you If ycu send us

e brand name of tbe powder you shoot

and 10 cents Id coin or stamps.

Distribution In December.

1m u.tant: Give full name and

street address.

Sand to Advcriislag Division,

E. I. Da I'ONT Co.

\Vi|'uliii;l«iM
1 Del,

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your cealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Laflin & Rand Calendar

for 1906

Will be issued in December

to those who send us the

Brand of Powder they shcot

and 10 cents in coin or stamps.

Don't forget full Dame and streetnumber.

Address Advertising Division,

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, Ntw lork City.

I

Clabrough,

fiUNS

6un Goods
4VSrad for Catalog!)*

Golcher & Go,

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELL
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR



CARRIE B. 2:18 by Alex Button, dam Carrie Malone (own sister to Charles Derby) by Steinway

Owned by Ray Mead, Hollister, Cal.
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ENTIRE DISPERSAL SALE
of tlfcLo "World. Henowned

RANGHO DEL PASO STUD OF CALIFORNIA
in tlxo

VAN TASSEL & KEARNEY SALES BUILDING, 130 and 132 E. THIRTEENTH ST.

NEj'W YORK. OITTir, 3NT. "5T,

Beginning MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4, 1905, 1

comprising

ABOUT 20 THOROUGHBRED IMPORTED AND NATIVE STALLIONS

ABOUT 475 THOROUGHBRED MARES OF MOST FASHIONABLE BLOOD
in.ol-u.c3.1ia.s tla© I>«,:m.s Of

SIR WALTER $128,450

WATERBOY. ' 54,865

PROPER 34, 710

ST. BELLANE 30,516

SCOTCH PLAID 22,471

AFRICANDER $106,155

CAIRNGORM 47,750

HURSTBOURNE 37,505

DAINTY 26,450

SONG AND WINE 25,035

SAVABLE $56,004

WATERCOLOR 43,455

SIR EXCESS 37,072

SOMBRERO 25,525

KENILWORTH 29.000

TRADITION $58,4J5

WALTZER 43,075

CONNOISSEUR 32,19!

CUNARD 32,431

BALLARAT 22,500

Nasturtium, Jacobite, Ostler Joe, Modrine, Golden Maxim, Girdle, Briar Sweet, Meehanus, Charles Elwood, Watershed, Artvis, Maxine, Toah, Candelaria,

Gravina, Mackey Dwyer, Elizabeth M., Yellow Tail, Bendoran, Geyser, Napamax, Lady Lindsey, Rigodon, Golden Age, Golden Cottage and other noted

performers, the whole forming

The Largest and Best Ag-g-reg-ation Ever Offered at Public Auction
in the Turf History of the World.

Raneho del Paso will be abandoned as a breeding stud for thoroughbreds. The sale will be absolute.

A number of two and three year old fillies, never bred, suitable for racing, and 13 yearlings also included.

Purchasers of 500 or less will pay cash. Those exceeding that amount have the privilege of giving notes at twelve months, with interest and approved endorser.

Fasig-Tipton Co. 'a Sixth Annual Kentucky Sale of Thoroughbred Stock of All Descriptions will be held at Wiison's Horsemen's Headquarters, Lexington, Ky.,

the week following Raneho del Paso Sale, December 12th to 16th.

For Catalogues of both sales address

WM. EASTON, Auctioneer. FASIG-TIPTON CO. MAM^ s^£VliKM:i'

-•

'

$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No. 6 $7000
GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTEED

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905.
TO trot or pace at two and three years old.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 1905.

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.
j

$4250 for Trotting- Foals. §1750 for Pacing Foals. 8 OO to Nominators of Dams of Winners
and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:

!

$3000 for Three=Year=Old Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three-Year=Old Trot.

1250 for Two=Year=01d Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of T\vo=Year»OId Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Trot
when Mare was bred.

$1000 for Three=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three=Year=01d Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two=Year=OId Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Pace

when Mare was bred.

ENrB INOB AND rVYMKNT3—82 to nominate Mare on Daoetnber 1, 1305. ivnen name, color, description or Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. 80 May 1, 1906. 85 October 1, 1906. 810 on
Yearlings Januarys, 1907. 810 on TVo-Year-Olds January 2, 1908. 810 on Three-Year Olds January 2, 19C9.

sr.YBTINn fiVMEytS-ias to start in theT.vi Year-Old Paoo. 835 to start In the Two-Year-Old Trot. 835 to start in the Three-Year-Old Paoe. 850 to start in the Three Year-Old Trot
All Starting Payments to be made ten days before the first day of the meeting at whloh the race Is to take place.

Nominator* Must Designate When Making Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.
Colts that Sturt at Two Years Old are Not Barred from Starting Again In the Three-Year-Old Divisions, ,

CONDITIONS.
The rnoes for Two-Year-Olds will be tnlle heats (3 In 3) and for Three-Year Olds 3 in 5. Dlstanoe

(or Two-Year-Olds, l.
r
>0 yards; for Three-Yoar-Olds, 100 yards.

It a Mare proves barren, or slips, or has a dead Foal, or twins, or if either the
iare or Foal dies before January 2. 1907, hor nominator miy sell or transfer his
'Omination or substitute another Mire or Foal, regardless of ownership; but there
fill be no return of a payment, nor will any entry be liable for more than amount
paid in or contracted for. In entries, the name, color and pedigree of Mare must
be given; also the name of the horst to which she was bred in 1905.

Entries must be accompanied by the entrance f e.

E. P. HEALD, President.

Nominators liable on'.y for amounts paid in. Failure to mate any payment forfeits all prevlou
payments. The Association is liable for $7000, tlie amount of the guarantee only. Hopples will not
be barred In pacing races.

Right reserved to declare oil or reopen these Stakes in case the number of entries received is not
satisfactory to the Board of Directors.

Money divided In each Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. There will be no more
monies in each Division than there are starters.

Entries open to the world. Membership in the Association not required to enter,
but no horse, wherever owned, will be allowed to start until the owner has become a member.

i;

TVrite for Entry Blanks to

T. W. KELIEY, Secretary,
36 GEAKV STKEET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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81,

THE WEEKLY

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, PROPRIETOS.

furf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast.

office

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

i'.t.EPHONE: Black 586.

,iVriin—One Year S3, Six Months 81.75. Three Months 81

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

Money should be seat bv postal order, draft or by registered

^uer addressed to P. W. Kellet, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,

[Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and

Udress, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

intee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, November n, 1905

PACIFIC BREEDERS FUTCRITY No. 6 will close

December 4th for the nomination of mares bred this

year. Again this popular stake is announced to

have a guaranteed value of $7000, and again it should

receive a long list of nominations. Secretary Kelley

of the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders' Asso-

ciation has been sending out blanks this week to all

those residents of this Coast who within his knowl-

edge bred mares to trotting or pacing bred stallions

|this year, and will mail them on application to any

who have not received them. This futurity has done

;

and is doing much to encourage the breeding of good

horses on this Coast and should have the support

of every breeder and stallion owner. The men who

own stallions should especially be the ones who

should lend their assistance in securing entries to the

stake. Every stallion owner should take a pride in

having his horse represented in the list of foals en-

tered in this stake, and should do what he can to-

ward securing the nomination of mares bred this year

to his horse. The more foals entered, the greater the

chances of one of them winning. As the owner of the

sire of the winner is paid $100 out of the stake, there

is an additional inducement for stallion owners to

see that their horse is represented. That entering in

colt stakes is a paying proposition for all breeders

and owners whether their colts win or not is ad-

mitted by all. Stakes enhance the value of horses

entered in them and create more interest in breeding

than any other one thing. The Breeders' Futurity,

the Occident and the Stanford stakes are worth more

to the stallion owners of the Pacific Coast than the

majority of them imagine, and should these stakes

be discontinued, the falling off of stallion patronage

would be greater than most owners imagine. We hope

every person who has bred a trotting or pacing mare
to a standard bred stallion this year will see that it

is to his advantage to nominate the mare in this

stake. It is guaranteed to be worth $7000, but it can

by liberal patronage be increased to $10,000. Read the

advertisement in this issue for the conditions of this

rich stake.

CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB STAKES for the

meetings of 1906, 1907 and 1908 will close on Wednes-
day next. Nov. 15th, with the Clerk of the Course, at

571 Fifth Avenue, New York. The stakes are as fol-

lows: For the June meeting, 1906, the Foam, $2500

added for two-year-olds at five furlongs; the Surf,

$2500 added, for two-year-olds, at Ave and a half fur-

longs. For the June meeting, 1907, the Tidal. $20,000,

for threeyear-olds, at one mile and a quarter; the

Mermaid, $3000 added, for three-year-old fillies, at one

mile and a furlong; the Lawrence Realization, $10,000

added, estimated value $40,000, for three-year-olds, at

one mile and five furlongs. For the Autumn meeting

of 1907 the Great Filly Stakes, $5000 added, estimated

value $20,000, for two-year-old Allies, at six furlong;

the Century. $20,000. for three-year-olds and upwards,

at one mile and a half. For the Autumn meeting of

1906, the Annual Champion, $20,000, for three-year-

olds and upwards, two miles and a quarter. For the

June meeting 1908, the Lawrence Realization, $10,000

added, estimated value $40,000, for three-year-olds,

one mile and five furlongs. The Coney Island Jockey

Club's race course is at Sheepshead Bay, New York,

and is one of the grandest race courses in the world.

The full conditions of these stakes will be found in

our advertising columns to-day, and should be read by

every owner and breeder of thoroughbreds.

election in Ohio last Tuesday. Herrick is the man
who promised to sign a bill permitting harness racing
to be held with betting in the Buckeye State, but
who went back on the promise and vetoed the bill

after it had been almost unanimously passed by the

State Legislature. The Cleveland meeting, which had
always been one of the largest and best on the Grand
Circuit, was held without betting last year, with a

resulting loss of thousands of dollars, and was de-

clared off this year when it was found that Tom John-

ston. Mayor of the city, said that he would be com-
pelled to enforce the law prohibiting betting. That

the horsemen did not hold Mr. Johnston to blame for

enforcing the law is shown by the fact that he was
re-elected Mayor on Tuesday, while Governor Her-
rick ran thousands of votes behind his ticket in

Cleveland .and in other parts of the State. The horse-

men of Ohio, finding they could not get justice from
Governor Herrick, simply united against him and their

power is told by the vote. It is a lesson to horse-

men elsewhere to unite and act when their rights

are taken away from them. They are numerous
enough to be a power in the land.

THE CHRISTMAS EDITION of this journal, which

will be issued December 23d, will be something differ-

ent from the majority of previous holiday issues. The
special articles prepared for it by writers of extended

reputation will be more numerous than ever, while

the statistical matter will be found unusually exten-

sive and complete. The cover page will be an orig-

inal and handsome design and great effort and care

will be expended in making the edition one of the

best holiday numbers issued by any weekly journal

on the Coast. Advertisers who desire space in its

columns should apply early, as the space given to

advertisers will be limited this year.

The Horseman: Chicago's recent horse show again
illustrated the fact that breeders of the trotter do
not take any great amount of interest in such events.

That is, they do not go to the trouble of entering

and showing: their horses in the classes reserved for

them. The result was, as in former years, that few
horses were shown in the distinctively trotting classes.

Miss Wilks, who is engaged in establishing a breeding
farm at Gait, Ontario, and Will J. Davis of Chicago
were two exceptions to the rule. In the roadster
classes Miss "Wilks made a clean series of victories

with Rhea W. and Easter Belle, these two being
shown both single and double, practically every day
of the show. These, however, were not samples of

horses of her own raising, but were show horses pure
and simple. Mr Davis in Strangeville had a handsome
horse of his own breeding which has been a successful

blue ribbon hunter at the matinees this season.
There are scores of stock farms of easy access from
Chicago and yet the owners of these did not trouble

themselves to advertise their stock at this fashionable
exhibit. Because of this attitude of the breeders for

a series of years the managers of the horse shows,
not only in Chicago but in other horse show centers,

these exhibitions are becoming more and more merely
shows. The horse is seen in his high estate but it is

that of the horse in the city and not on his native
heath. The American trotter is very much in evi-

dence, but oftentimes he is so changed that none but
an astute admirer of the breeder is able to penetrate
his disguise. With fancy mane, tail docked, and man-
nered in high stepping he is oft confounded with the

hackney and the latter sometimes profits at the ex-
pense if his cousin. There are no indications that
these exhibitions are to become less of a show and
more of a breeders' exhibition, and such being the
case it behooves the friends of the trotter that they
insist on the pedigrees of all horses being properly
catalogued. Then the casual attendant of such shows
would be able to distinguish between the trotter and
the other breeds supposedly more adapted to the show
ring, but which seldom prove their worth in compe-
tition. The breeder allows the dealer to do his

showing for him, but he should insist that the latter

so label his exhibits that a portion of the honor and
the glory be shared by the breeder who made such
things possible

HARNESS RACING IN MONTANA.

GREAT REJOICING AMONG HORSEMEN doubt-

followed the defeat of Governor Herrick for re-

The meeting and banquet of the Butte Driving Club,

held at the Butte Hotel on the evening of October
26th, was one of the most successful and enthusiastic-

gatherings of horsemen ever held in the State says

Stockman and Farmer. Covers were laid for sixty

people and outside of four guests' all in attendance
were members of the Butte Club. The past season in

Butte has been very satisfactory to the horsemen of

that city. There has been more and better matinee
racing than was ever held in Montana before and it

has aroused enthusiasm in behalf of the light harness

horse that will result in the purchase of new blood by
Butte rangemen.
The guests of the evening were Senator Hoffman of

Bozeman; W. B. George of Billings; J. W. Pace, Sec-

retary of the State Fair, and Harry Lane of the Bel-

mont Stock Farm.
It was decided that for matinee purposes a half-

mile track was preferable and $10,000 was subscribed

at the meeting for the building of such a track. W.
A. Clark, Jr., president of the Butte Driving Club,

headed the subscription list generously and has prom-
ised a site for the half-mile track.

The building of a half-mile track in no way in-
terferes with the racing on the old Daly grounds, as
the new track will be club property and will be usea
strictly for the matinee of the club members. The
Butte Driving Club will send a representative to the
meeting of the Secretaries to be held in Helena in
December for the formation of a Montana circuit and
will do what it can to promote racing in this State.

OAK PARK DRIVING CLUB.

The second matinee of the Oak Park Driving Club
was held at the New Agricultural Park, Sacramento.
October 2Sth, and drew a good crowd. The day was
ideal and the track in fairly good condition for a
new track.

Two trotting races and a half-mile running race
was the card for the afternoon's sport.

The first was a four-minute trot best two in three
and was won by Clarence Crouch's Maud in straight
heats, best time 3:12.

The next race was the 2:40 trot with three entries;

this race went to Bess W., also in straight heats, best
time 2:47, last half in 1:20*.

The entries for the gallop were Ed Haley's O'Meaga
and Lady Reed, owned by H. Cowell. The flag fell to

a good start; Lady Reed forging to the front, hugged
the pole and won out in 52 seconds, O'Meaga the one-
time $10,000 two-year-old coming in a poor second.
Summary: First Race—Maud (Crouch) 1-1. Twin-

kle (Raynsford) 2-2, Trilby (Smith) 3-3. Time 3:15,

3:12.

Second Race—Bess W. (White) 1-1, Prince L.

(Lewis) 2-3, Fannie (Brown) 3-2. Time, 3:00, 2.47.

DRIVERS WHO WON $1000.

The Grand Circuit of 1905, which does not include
the Lexington meeting, resulted in just fifty drivers
winning $1000 or more. Ed Geers, as has become a
habit with him, leads the list. His winnings amount
to $34,054. Chas. DeRyder, although not having a
stake horse in his stable, stands eighth on the list

with over $12,000 to his credit. The list of drivers
who won $1000 or over is as follows:
Geers $34,054, L McDonald $26,035, A. Thomas

$16,708. Murphy $15,681, Stinson $15,390, Ames $13,539,

Dickerson $12,916, De Ryder $12,562, Gerrity $12,075,

McCarthy $11,059, Snow $10,S00, Andrews $10,625,

James $7,334, Benyon $6,897, G. Saunders $6,715, Rose-
mire $6,520, A. P. McDonald $5,635, Clark $5,201, Brady
$4,645, Patterson $4,050, Cox $3,950, Hogan $3,6S2,

Walker $3,525, McEwen $3,490, Grubb $3,375, Chand-
ler $3,350, McMahon $3,182, Dodge $3,150, Curry
$2,935, Rutherford $2,650, Nuckols $2,550, Demarest
$2,450, Allen $2,445; McCargo, $2,245, Bowerman $2,200,

Childs $2,025, Franks $1,S05, McDavitt $1,635, Tyson
$1,625, Gagahan $1,500, Flack $1,475, D. McDonald
$1,405, Wickersham $1,400, Laird $1,220, Valentine
? 1,175, W. B. McDonald $1,100, Jolly $1,040, Lyni
$1,030, Freemen $1,000, Estes $1,000.

MEMPHIS TRACK NOT TO BE SOLD.

It is gratifying to every man identified with trotting
to receive the assurance that the stories recently given
to the public, to the effect that the experiment of light

harness racing a Memphis, Tenn , was to be abandoned
on account of legislation adverse to pool selling, and
the beautiful course at Billings Park cut up into
building lots, emanated from a wholly irresponsible
source and have not the slightest foundation in fact.

The short but eventful history of the Memphis track
abounds with so much of brilliant speed achievement,
and records the reduction of so many important
world's records, that its interruption for a single sea-
son was everywhere hailed with regret, and its perma-
nent extinction would be regarded as an irreparable

loss to the sport. The recurrence of the exigency
which prompted the abandonment of the Memphis
meeting this season is not likely to be witnessed in

many years, while the statutory interdiction of pool
selling in the state is not contemplated with serious
discomposure. The extravagant stories concerning
President F. G. Jones* retirement from harness racing,

and his purpose to sell all his horses on account of

his dissatisfaction with the sport, proves also to be
not merely exaggerations but absolutely canards, as
Mr. Jones has withdrawn the few horses that he had
decided to sell for purely commercial reasons and wil'

proceed to make his stable even stronger next sea
son.—Trotter and Pacer.

The Rural Spirit says: E. B. Tongue, of Hillsboro,

Oregon, and Thos. H. Brents, of Walla Walla, Wash-
have brought suit in the circuit court against thf

State Board of Agricultural to compel them to pas
added money in a race competed for at the Oregon
State Fair in 1904. One of the conditions in the
stake reserved the right to declare less than three
starters a walk-over. There were only two starters
In the race and the board refused to pay the added
money under the advertised conditions. The plaintiffs

claim that because the judges did not declare from
the housetops that no added money would be given
they are entitled to it. This case with all the evi-
dence was taken before the Board of Appeals of the
Nations 1 Trotting Association, of which the State
Fair Board is a member, and was decided again si

Tongue and Brents, and they now seek to recover
in the civil court. Both these gentlemen are able
lawyers, but we think they have overlooked rule 2

section 6 of the National Trotting Association, which
reads as follows: "Every entry shall constitute an
agrement that the person making it, the owner, rider,

driver and horse shall be subject to these rules, regu-
lations and by-laws, and will submit all disputes and
questions arsing out of such entry to the authority
and judgment of this association, whose derision shall

he final."
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expects Monroe Saltsb rive soon

he Bi s which

on the Pleasantoi He does
i . the trainer for Mr. Butler, as

ler had not engaged a trainer when De Ryder
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en by Mr. De Ryder won o\

alone, and the two horses that Gil

Greal Western Circuit won a large

i says h< nsuella

money
• hen he started east, but both

n-rong and were out of it. The little mare
Mamie R. 2:15**. that Mannie Reams sold to Mr. But-

ler, he considers a great mare. She was taken sick

to make much of a showing, but in

Mr. De Ryder's opinion she should beat 2.10 three

! a race next year, as she is not only a very

game.
In bringing Star Pointer to California Mr. De

Ryder selected a horse that he felt would be appre-

ciated by the breeders here, and from the letters he

is already receiving it is evident that he judged the

desires of the breeders about right. "The demand,"

said he. "is for fast pacers that can go the route, and
this is the quality the famous Hal family possesses.

"

Star Pointer was the first horse to beat two minutes.

and when he paced a mile in it59%, at Readville in

i ithout the aid of a runner in front, he set a

mark that no stallion has yet been able to lower.

Dan Patch himself has taken two whacks at this

record and has only succeeded in equalling it. al-

though with the aid of the runner in front he has

paced a mile in 1:55%. Star Pointer is full of thor-

oughbred blood, and that is where he gets his won-
derful endurance and ability to carry his speed to the

r the mile. "He is the only horse." said Mr.
De Ryder, "that I ever saw pace a mile in two min-
utes and come home on the bit." In all other recorJ

performances where the time has been in two min-
utes or better, there has usually been much shouting
and urging to encourage the horse to finish the last

quarter and keep trying until the wire was reached,

but old Star Pointer finished his record miles with the

bit In his teeth and not all out. In that he is the

most wonderful horse that ever wore harness. Star

Pointer's fee will be $100 for the season with the

usual return privileges. Mr. De Ryder has a lease on
him for two years, with the privilege of five. Mares
will be received at any lime, and a few have already
been bred.

We have several families in California that take to

the pacing gait like a duck to water. The Direct fam-
ily holds the world's record for a two year old pacer
with Directly 2:07%, and Direct's grandaughter Bon-

shares with Little Squaw the champion
three year old record for fillies. Steinway's son Klata-
wah 2:05% is the champion three-year-old pacer, and

Inway family is largely represented in the 2:10
list. Yolo Maid 2:12 by Alex Button was once a
champion. Gold Leaf 2 :11 and several others by Sid-
ney held world's records. Flying Jib 2:04 by Algona

I the champion banner Anaconda 2:01% by
in the list. There is plenty of blood

that paces in California and good mares of any of our
leading California familes that have shown an inclina-
tion t" ; j nick well with Star Pointer, who
should be able to sire a future champion right here
on the soil of the golden Si
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WOUld only »

I taken up seven wean-
by Mr. Jann i !offln

an, that
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1

of Blecllo

great producing mare by Abdallah Star, and next dam
by Hambletonian 10. There is not a drop of Wilkes
blood in his veins, and when one considers the great

i he Elect'oneer-Wilkes cross has achieved,
should certainly attract the attention of

s who have mares that are strong in Wilkes
i Fie is a fine individual and a fast, natural

The seven weanlings by Cassian will class so
- looks are concerned with a similar number by

any sire. They are all nicely made. even, round little

fellows, and after being handled and gentled during
the winter will be given a few lessons in harness next
spring to ^ee if they have inherited any of the speed
which their breeding entitles them to possess.

Cuicello worked the pacer Ringrose by Falrose a
mile in 2:13% last Saturday. Here is a bay gelding.

a good looker, with speed enough to show a quarter
in 30 seconds, that would make an ideal road horse.

Joi red him for sale, but says he made the mis-
take of putting too low a price on him. Two or three
different persons looked at him, and seemed to like

him. but when the price was stated, began to ask all

sorts of questions as to what ailed him. Ringrose is

sound and all right, and Cuicello thinks he would
have sold him some time ago had he made the price
just twice as much as he advertised him for.

Mr. Coffin bred three mares to Zolock 2:05% this

year, including the dam of Coney 2:02. and two or
three to Kinney Lou 2:07%. As all his mares were
selected for their breeding, speed and individuality he
should have some very choice youngsters by these
two sons of the great McKinney.

LOS ANGELES ENTRIES.

The people who bred mares to Tom James' good
horse Barondale 2:11*4 when he was in California
will be pleased to hear that the son of Baron Wilkes
is making a record for himself as a sire. He put six
new standard performers into the list this year, and
five of these records were made on half mile tracks
In addition two of his get reduced their records, both
on tracks but a half mile in circumference. Those
that took new records are : Garfield Maid 2.15^

.

Allanadale 2:17%, Hal Baron 2:22 !
4 . Fashoda 2:24%,

Ima Barondale 2:24^4, and Ellendale 2:19*4. Those
reducing their records were Earlondale from 2:25%
to 2:22%, and Ima Barondale from 2:15% to 2:14%.
This is a mighty good showing and will do much to
call the attention of breeders to Barondale who, how-
ever, is already a very popular horse in Iowa.

SANTA ANA ENTRIES.

(Meeting Nov. 15th, 16th and 17th.)

2:12 Class, Pacing. $600.

El Diablo, ch. g., Thompson & Wilson.
Richard B., br. h.. Sears &* Clark.
Albuta, b. g-, J. C. Kirkpatrick.
Prince Charles, ch. g., E E. Smith.
Lady R.. b. m., M. B. Sweeney.
Byron Lace. br. s., E. B. Tongue.
Glenn, ch. g.. Geo. A. Pounder.
Oma A., b. m., S. S. Bailey.
Mistake, br. g., S. E. Kent.
Hattie Croner, b. m., I. H. Lichtenstein.
Vinnie Mann. b. m.. H. M. Houser.

2:14 Class, Trotting. $600.

R. Ambush (formerly Ambush), br. h , Bonnell &
Prescott.
Wild Bell. br. g.. F. J. Ruhstaller.
Lady Madison, b. m.. F. E. Ward.
Electric Maiden, b m.. AT. A. Clark, Jr.
Rozell, gr. g.. J. H. Reynolds.
Red Skin. ch. g., S. S. Bailey.
Crate, b. g., Chas. Durfee.
Bellemont, b. m., AT. G. Durfee.
The Commonwealth, b. h, N. K. West.

2:23 Class, Trotting. $600.

Edmond S.. b. g., Wm. Morgan.
Bumut, b. g.. Geo. W. Ford.
Judge, b. g. J. C. Kirkpatrick.
Homeway, b. g., Geo. Lindaur.
Bonita. br. m.. L. F. Clapp.
Lady Jones, b. m., John Green.
Levietta, b. m.. W. A. De Lashmutt.
Hank, b g., J. L. Smith.
Billy Dooley. b. g., F. J. Ruhstaller.
Zombretta, br. m., L. J. Christopher.
Zamalta, b. m„ F. E. Brock.
Helen Dare, br m., W. G. Durfee.

2:20 Class, Pacing. $600.

Victor Platte, b. g., Fred Fanning.
mot, b. h., James Stewart.

Molly Button, b. m.. F. Connell.
Jennie a., blk. m.. Ezra Thompson.
Norda, b m.. Bonnell & Prescott.
Dot, b. m.. Henry Selegnian .

Welcome Mc, br. g.. Thos. Hughes.
Lee Barnes, gr. g.. W. G. Durfee.
Birdal, r. m„ R. E Davison.

Hazel Patch and Zolock Special. $1000.

(Divided 70 and 30 per cent.)

Patch, record 2:02%.
ord -."."1,.

2:09 Class, Trotting. $600.

Jo" aldwel b. g.. J. C Kirkpatrick.
•*. blk. g.. W. A. Clark. Jr.

i G I) - . Willard Zibbell.

Jupiter B.. b. u-.. W. G. Durfee.
Helen Norte, b m.. Judy-- Brents.

2:09 Class. Pacing. $600.

A*ir_
i i. Chas. Dolan.

i b. Ii.. A. < >t linger.

br. g., I. H Lichtenstein.
Ii'

' Ezra Thompson.
I-

. in.. AV. A. Chirk, Jr.
Ira, i. J. i :nansior.

Tidal Wave, ch. h.. s. S. Bailey.
- i'. E. Wrigt.

(Meeting Nov. 21st to 25th.)

2:11 Class, Trotting. $10C0.

Morone, blk. g.. W A. Clark. Jr.
<"i!e. br. g.. H. X. Henderson.
Adam G„ b. g., Willard Zibbell
Jupiter B. b. g. W. G. Durfee.

2:09 Class, Pacing. $1000.

Miss Idaho, ch. m., J. D. Springer.
Virginia, ch. m , Chas. Dolan.
Daedalion. b. h., A. Ottinger.
Vision, br. g.. I. H. Lichtenstein.
Tidal Wave. ch. h.. S S. Bailey.
Robert I., ch. h., Ezra Thompson.
Miss Georgia, br. m.. W. A. Clark, Jr.

Ira. b. g, J. A. Chanslor.
Kelly Briggs. br. g„ F. E. Wright.

2:17 Class, Trotting. $1000.

Zombroetta, b. m., Geo. Beckers.
Eurn-Jt. b g.. Geo. W. Ford.
Red Skin. ch. g.. S. S. Bailey.
Hank. b. g. J. L. Smith.
Wild Bell. br. g.. F. J. Ruhstaller
Cuate, b. g., Chas. Durfee.
Bellemont. b. m.. AV. G. Durfee

2:20 Class, Pacing. $1000.

Birdal, r. m., R. E. Davison.
Fearnot. b. h . James Stewart.
J. A. C, b. h.. W. R. Smart.
Xorda. b. m., Bonnell & Prescott.
Welcome Mc. br g.. Thos. Hughes.
Henry X., gr. g„ H. X. Henderson.

. Conners, b. g., Geo. A. Pounder.
Lee Barnes, gr g.. TV. G. Durfee.
Victor Platte, b. g.. Fred Fanning.

2:30 Matinee'Trotting. Cup.
Edmond S . b. g„ Wm. Morgan

.

California Poppy, ch. m., H. S. Garland.
General Boodee. blk. g. Godfrey Fritz.
Kinmont, br. g„ Ralph Hagan.
D. E. Knight, b. g., Ralph Hagan.

2:14 Class. Trotting. $1000.

Una K.. b. m.. Wm Morgan.
R. Ambush (formerly Ambush), br. s.. Bonnell &

Prescott.

Lady Madison, b. m., F. E. Ward.
Morone, blk. g. TV. A. Clark. Jr.
Electric Maiden, b. m.. TV. A. Clark. Jr.
Rozell. gr. g., J. H. Reynolds.
Cuate. b. g., Chas. Durfee
Bellemont. b. m , W. G. Durfee.
The Commonwealth, b. h., X. K. West.

2:12 Class, Pacing. $1000.

El Diablo, ch. g.. Thompson & Wilson.
Delilah, b. m.. Ben Davies.
Richard B.. br. h.. Sears & Cole.
Albuta, b. g„ J. C. Kirpatrick.
Prince Charles, ch. g.. E. E. Smith.
Lady R.. b. m.. M. B. Sweeney
Hattie Croner, b. m„ I. H. Lichtenstein.
Byron Lace. br. s.. E. B Tongue.
Oma A., b. m.. S. S. Bailey.
Mistake, br. g.. S. E. Kent
Glenn, ch. g.. Geo. A. Pounder.
Vinnie Mann. b. m., M. H. Houser.

Hazel Patch and Zolock Special. $1000

(Divided 70 and 30 per cent.)

Hazel Patch, record 2.02%.
Zolock. record 2:05%.

2:24 Class, Trotting. $1000.

Bonnie McK„ b. h..' Geo. A. Kelly.
Edmond S.. b. g, Wm. Morgan.
Judge, b. g.. J. C. Kirkpatrick.
Homeway. b. g.. Geo. Lindaur
Geo. Anderson, b. g.. W. S. McGiffert.
Bonita. br. m.. L. C. Clapp
Lady Jones, b. m., John Green.
Leumetta. b. m.. TV. A. DeLashmutt.
Glenetta, b. m„ L P. Keller.
Billy Dooley. b. g.. F. J. Ruhstaller.
Ida Middleton, blk. m. H. X. Henderson.
Zombretta. br. m., L. J Christopher.
Zamalta, b. m.. F. E. Brock.
Helen Dare. br. m., AV. G. Durfee.

2:27 Class, Pacing. $1000.

Birdal. r m.. R. E. Davison.
Fearnot. b. h.. James Stewart.
J. A. C. b. h.. W. R. Smart.
Molly Button, b. m.. F. Connell.
Sweetheart, gr. m.. Wm. Bolton.
Jennie A. blk. m., Ezra Thompson.
Dot, b. m„ Henry Selegman.
Henry X„ gr. g.. H. X. Henderson.
Victor Platte, b. g.. Fred Fanning.

2:09 Class. Trotting. $1000.

John Caldwell, b. g., J. C. Kirkpatrick
Jupiter B.. b. g.. TV. G. Durfee.
Helen Xorle. b. m., Judge Brents.

Free far-All, Pacing. $1CO0.

Zolock, br h.. Ben Davies.
Richard B., i r. h., Sears & Cole.
Daedalion, br. h., A. ottinger.
Hazel Pat.ii. 1.1k. h„ J. W. Flock.

2:40 Class. Trotting. Matinee Cup.

Sona. b. m . Win. Morgan.
California Poppy, ch. m.. H. S. Garland.
General Boodee. blk. h., Godfrey Fritz.

Kinmont, br. g.. Ralph Hagan.
D. E. Knight, b g.. Ralph Hagan.
Jessica, b. m., J. H. Bohon.

1 directum 2 : 05' i is now a grandsire of standard
speed. T\v<. of his sons appear in the 1st of ^ : 30

sires this season for the first time.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS.

I saw in an Eastern paper that the two-year-old

j

filly by McKinney. dam Our Lady by Nearest, is con-

|

sidered about as fine a specimen of two-year-old

I
horseflesh as her admirers ever saw. She doubtless

i -will prove another illustration of the "happy nick"

resulting from the McKinney-Nutwood Wilkes cross.

What is a "happy nick"? It is the nick that produces

i happy results and the surest way to get happy results

is in the union of the blood of two or more great

sires through their best representatives, and the

oftener the names of great sires appear in a pedigree

the greater the certainty of a "happy nick." Cali-

fornia was never so well supplied with the blood of

great race horse sires as at present. There will very

soon be available the blood of two of the greatest

harness racing stallions that ever blessed the Golden

State—Searchlight 2.03*4 and Lecco 2:09%—and when
their blood is united with the blood of the great race

hiorses and sires of races McKinney and Director

through their great sons. Kinney Lou, Zolock, Zombro,

Direct and Directum, and that backed up by the blood

of Guy Wilkes, Electioneer, Nutwood and Steinway,

no man can doubt that the "happy nick" will occur

{oftener than ever before and that California will not

only continue to lead all other states but assume a

I greater lead than ever in the production of winning

trotters and pacers.

I T. W. Barstow of San Jose is the happy owner of

(another "happy nick" in a two-year-old colt, art-

ificially sired by McKinney out of a mare by the

Ibrother to the great John A. McKerron 2:04y2 .
that

lis a large fine looking bay colt now two years pld, of

(which my friend Barstow is so enthiisrastic over that

[when talking to me about him I suggested" that 5S a

'precaution he get an iron band fitted into his hat

land to take the hat off only at night. He said:

? "He's the greatest trotter, sir, I ever saw, and you

(don't have to take my word for it. sir. Everyone on

[the race track will tell you they never saw one lik^-

I'him; even the 'knockers' have to admit it."

\ This I found was true and Theodore has without

any doubt got an unusually bright prospect. Even

Ithe always conservative Budd Doble said: "He is a

[great colt."

At the Oakwood Park Stock Farm sale held in San

JFrancisco labt spring, Joe Spaulding, brother-in-law

of Jack Phippen, and his partnerin the livery busi-

ness in Mayfield, purchased for $110 a three-year-old

chestnut gelding by Owyhee 2:11, dam Prosperina by

[Diablo 2:09^4, second by Allandorf, son of Onward

land Alma Mater, third dam by Mambrino King, fourth

!dam by Blue Bell 79. He was slightly thin and skinny

jat the time. Joe has jogged him on the road since

land he has improved in condition and developed into

la strong racy looking colt. Last week he entered Jack

'Phippins' training school at San Jose and upon the

[next day after his arrival there trotted a quarter in

•41 seconds under a strong pull and "Jack" saying

"Whoa, boy!" all the way through the stretch. Mr.

[l Phippen says that since the days when he first han-

l died the wonderful filly Sunol he has not driven such

la precocious young trotter. He is another "happy nick"

[•and an inbred one. He carries the blood of Owyhee,

I Diablo, Chas. Derby (twice), Steinway, Strathmore,

'Atcantara. Onward, Geo Wilkes (three times). Elec-

Itioneer (twice), Mambrino King and the great Blue

. Bull, the blood of the great dam Bertha, dam of seven,

MAlma Mater dam of eight (twice), Green Mountain

KMaid, dam of nine (twice), Katy G.. dam of six

i (twice), and others. He's better gaited than Lou
I Dillon and on breeding ought to beat the Queen.

t There are lots of them that ought to do that, but

^ they don't.

taining his present record. During that racing season
his temperature was never less than 101 and often
hovered around 104, which means that he was nothing
if not a sick horse. Yet how he raced. His victories

are still fresh in our minds but we did not then fully

appreciate them as we did not know they were the

victories of a sick horse over the best trotters in his

class in America. That he possesses extreme speed
is known by the fact that he has repeatedly stepped
quarters at the last end of a fast mile in 29 seconds.

What kind of a field of trotters would it take to get
the decision over him when well and fit? In the
opinion of his owner and others, better than he has
yet met on the race track. Will he make a great
sire? Beyond any possible chance of a doubt the

answer is: He will. He possesses all the necessary
qualifications a great sire must have—not part of

them, but all of them. He lacks nothing. Lacking
nothing, there is no chance to fail, only from lack
of opportunity, which misfortune often befalls some
really great horses and they live and die in obscurity.

But this can never be the lot of the greatest son of

the greatest sire. C. C. C.

breed, quality an character, and we can in time
create numerous renters of this kind by uniformity
and persistency in breeding.

One that goes like the making of an extremely fast

» trotter is a beautiful black three-year-old filly 'in

Honest John Gordon's stable at San Jose. Her gait is

(the "poetry of motion," and while not just the same
as Sonoma Girl's, the best gaited trotter to my mind

! I ever saw, it is similar and just as pleasing to look

i at. She is by Mr. Gordon's stallion, Silver Arrow.

I son of Silver Bow, and Lady Weeks, dam of that

lamented black mare Ethel Downs 2:10, by the great

Nutwood. Her dam is by Richard's Elector, son of

.' Electioneer. She came into Mr. Gordon's hands

scarcely broken, and with her first set of shoes on

trotted a mile in 2:35 Mr. Gordon told me that he

believes she could have stepped in 2:30 had he asked

I her to and he believed it or he wouldn't have said

it. Here's hoping she beats 2:10.

OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINIONS.

Mr. Doble has a lovely two-year-old filly which in

gait, breeding and beauty is hard to improve on.

She is by the champion brood mare Beautiful Bell's

youngest son, Monbells 2:23%, her dam is Idle May
2.24yz granddam of Memonio (three years 2:14, second

in 2:11%), sister of Wild May 2:30, dam of L. 96

2:1C% by Electioneer, second dam May, dam of two

and dam of "Little Joe," a pacer, that, had he not

been spoiled and made erratic by the "hurry up
process" would have made a phenomenal side wheeler

and I believe a do-or-die race horse. H'.s speed vas

intense, a half in a minute just like breaking sticks;

third dam the great Mayflower dam of two worldls

champion trotters and eight producing daughters.

Kinney Lou 2:07% has enjoyed a very successful

season in the stud and is now in fine shape. Mr.

Doble is giving him stiff slow work and will winter

him with the view of having him ready to take East

next summer if he should conclude to do so. He is

not satisfied to permanently retire the greatest son

of the illustrious McKinney without giving him a

chance of acquiring a record somewhere near his

capacity, which is in the immediate neighborhood of

the world's stallion record. It is not generally known
that this great trotter was not a well horse at any
time during the season of 1903 when he made his

memorable campaign winning over $11,000 and ob-

Dr. A. S. Alexander. There has been general lack
of these principles in our breeding operations, as there

has in every state where imported animals have been
mployed. Our farmers have attempted to improve
their horses by grading up, by which is meant, mating
with pure-bred stallions until the blood of these sires

shall have predominated over that of the native stock

arid stamped the characteristics of the pure breed
upon the resultant progeny. Every step taken in this

direction has been well intended and the results

would have been highly satisfactory had the breeders

continued to breed on and up by successive top-cross-

ing with sires of the same breed. Five or more of

such top-crossings are required to obliterate the na-
tive blood in the combination and, in fact, constitute

practical purity of blood, according to the require-

ments of some of the stud books. But breeders here,

as elsewhere, have followed no concerted plan in their

grading up operations They have commenced right,

but gone wrong shortly, by mating the female progeny
with horses of another pure breed—one different from
the first used, yet possibly of as good type and char-

acter. All sorts of crosses have been made ui this

way, "the result being that most of our horses are of

mixed breeding and. many of them mere mongrels and
misfits. Out of this heterogeneous collection of nonen-

ities are a few phenomenally good individuals. Where
all of the requisites for perfect development of frame
and body exist it may be taken for granted that vim,

vigor, hardy constitution and "staying powers" will

be the natural legacy of the horses there bred, pro-

vided the climate is not innervating.

While fine individual animals are sometimes pro-

duced by mixed breeding or cross breeding, there is

nothing definite about such mating methods and the

progeny is much more apt to be nondescript than

above average. The only certain method of raising

the general average of our horses as regards type,

quality, character, action and specific utility must
come from persistent breding to sires of the same
breed until the blood of that breed has wholly ob-

literated the impure, or native, blood derived from
the mares originally used. Where this is done the

resultant progeny will be pure in blood, to all intents

and purposes and, to the same extent, true in every

character and quality of the pure breed employed.

Naturally, then, we should find among these animals,

graded up to practical purity of blood, general ex-

cellence of form, quality, action and utility, such as

characterizes the breed used in the work of improve-

ment, and such is the case, as a general result, wher-

ever this course has been pursued. To make our ar-

gument more clear let it be said that if the owner
of a brood mare, or number of mares, of selected type,

but of native or mixed blood, starts to grade up by
mating them with a pure-bred Percheron stallion, that

breed should be used right along, year after year, until

all of the native or mixed blood has been overcome
and obliterated by the Percheron blood. This is to

be done by castrating and selling all of the male
progeny and weeding out all poor individuals of the

female progeny: then mating the selected grade fillies

each time with Percheron stallions. As already stated,

at least five top-crosses of pure Percheron blood must
be used in this way to obtain practically pure-bred

Percheron stock from a scrub or mixed bred founda-

tion, and when these crosses have been put on, the

owner would be foolish .indeed to mar it by the ad-

mixture of alien blood.

The same principle applies to whatever breed of

horses is started with. That breed should be per-

sisted with until its characteristics predominate in the

blood of the entire horse stock of the farm, and if the

breed commenced with was suitable for the district

and the market and the horses in general were fully

fed for perfect development and obtained from sound

sires and dams, the resultant stock would be market-

able at remunerative prices to buyers of the particular

class of horses bred During the grading* up process

every out cross to a sire of other blood than the one

commenced with will set the entire operation back to

where it started. Should a number of outcrosses be

made* the process is not grading up, but standing si in,

or retrogressing: and the stock bred will have neither

definite character nor certain value. We have been

using pure bred sires, to a greater or less extent,

for upwards of fifty yars. yet Cew, if any, -listi-lets have

persistently used such sires in a right line until the

"character and quality of any one breed have become
predominant and the breeding district consequently

noted as a center for excel 1en 1 horses of the breed

chosen and, therefore, attractive to the buyer in need

of that market commodity. In Wisconsin, as else-

where, we should have many centers noted for the

annual production of numbers of horses of standard

-Horse Show Monthly: As every cloud lias its silver
lining so have the farmer man and the regular dealer
in horses found, or soon will find, that the troubles
of the race track people will work to their profit. The
same thing happened in 1S93. when, you probably re-
member, there was a great slump in the racing game
as well as in other forms of business. Race horse-
were actually given away by owners who found the
business of running them did not bring enough to pay
for their keep, others were sold for so little that not
even vocal efforts were encouraged. Anybody who
could buy oats could afford a thoroughbred, and he
could get it without a song. Most of the horses so
disposed of were of little value as runners, but they
had the blood .strain that is bound to tell in the last

analysis. As the Barbary steeds that Pizarro and
Cortez brought to the pampas of the South developed
or degenerated into the tireless mustang of the prai-
ries, so have the cast-off horses of the racing stables
of something more than a decade ago been trans-
formed into staid but indomitable work horses. The
thoroughbred blood is there and it asserts itself in

demonstrations of energy at the plow or in the fam-
ily surrey. Many a good old family horse of this

generation is sprung from a mare or a horse that
knew as much about the saddle call or the starter's
drum (they used a drum in those days and the barrier
was unknown) as the favorites that so recently broke
records at Belmont Park.
The cast-offs were bred by farmers into whose

hands they fell, and the stock of the country was
thereby greatly improved. There never was, and
never will be a good type of horse for any purpose
that has not a large infusion of thoroughbred blood,
and every time there is a decrease in the value of
thoroughbred horses more of that sort of blood will

be disseminated among the horses of the common peo-
ple, and for the use of men who want horses that
can do things, and will do or die.

The United States Government recognizes the value
of the thoroughbred as a cavalry horse, though the
agents of the government do not generally admit it,

and some of them do not even know that they know.
This last class only know that they want a typical
cavalry horse, and that such a horse is being bred
slowly but surely. They do not connect the filling

of the want they recognize with the apparent, and .

possibly temporary passing of the horse as a gambling
machine. The men who are breeding the ideal cavalry
horse are utilizing the thoroughbred. They are breed-
ing race mares of divers sorts to thoroughbred stal-

lions that have been shunted out of the racing stables.
With that sort of sires and dams nearly any sort of
desirable horse can be produced, and finally there will

be developed a sire of such prepotency as to found a
new type. It was thus that the celebrated Morgan
horse was evolved. It is the same with the Frenqji
coach horse, and the American roadster. In every
recognized type of superior horse flesh there is neces-
sarily a strong foundation of thoroughbred blood, of
the blood that made the coursers of Saladin famous,
and the same blood that has made the English bred
racer the conquerer of the world.
Up in Missouri on the prairies where the eye can

reach for ten or twelve miles, and the land is so flat

that it is "dished," there are horses that can drag
a heavy buggy and two heavy people fifty miles in six

hours and do it again next day. then run away and
break up the wagon if a fool gets hold of the lines

•and they realize that he Is a fool. These horses are
nearly full thoroughbred, but they are trained to trot,

and never run unless the fool, hereinbefore referred
to, gets behind them. Their descendants will forget
even that much of the instinct of the thoroughbred to

use the gait that covers the most ground in the short-
est time.
Down in Arkansas an elderly gentleman with long

whiskers, named Rice, has crossed his country bred
mares with thoroughbred stallions, and permitted the
progeny to get their own living in the cane brakes.
The result is that he has twenty or thirty hunting
ponies that could be sold for thousands of dollars each
if they were put on the market for polo players. They
are small but capable of carrying a two -hundred
pound man a hundred miles in fifteen hours, or dash-
ing off a quarter in 25 seconds It is the thorough-
bred blood that gives them their speed and their en-
durance.
So let me tell you again the more thoroughbreds

that are turned over to men who will mingle their

blood with the colder strains of the common every day
horse the better for the horse owner generally, and
particularly for the man who wants a show hois.-.

When you see a good show horse you can go and
bet your overcoat just before a blizzard that he lias .1

liberal dash of thoroughbred blood in him. If he
hasn't he isn't much of a show, and he is less of a

horse. Always remember, however, that types o:'

horses are created and may become so nearly pern a

hent that the thomughbreed origin is forgotten, but
it is always there.

Forty years ago the old champion Dexter set a

world's record of two miles 10 wagon of i :56 '

x a

record that has sin-.' stun,] until the flrsl of this

month, when the bay gelding Ed. Bryan 2:22% i>\

Little Corporal won a heal al Belmonl l*ark tuck- [i

4:45. As Dexter's two miles were made when hitched

i" the old fashi 1 high wheel d wagon, wnile

Ed Bryan pulled an up-to-date pneumatic tired racing

n agon, the two records can be well tared

There are many horses thai can lowei this record if

driven for it. as two miles at the rate of 2:22% i>-

nnt considered fast trotting nowadays Cresceus holds
tie- world's two-mil^' record to sulky of 4:17, the lasl

mile of which was in 2:06%,
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NOTES AND NEWS.

's fee will be $100.

Get your orders for stallion cards in by the first

of the "year. The new records will all be compiled

then and the sooner you get your horse advertised

the better. It pays to keep in the lead in any kind

of a race. The Breeder and Sportsman is prepared

to get out these cards on short notice.

The Southern California circuit opened
Bernardino on Thursday of this week.

at San

Al- McDonald has quite a string of horses in train-

ing at Pleasanton, and expects to have the best string

of horses on the circuit next year that he ever cam-
McDonald had one of the best winning

stables out this year.

About all the stall room at Pleasanton has been

Winter training tracks need not lack pat-

if kept in order. The new inside track at

Rosa Stock Farm, which was built especially

for winter work, is one of the best ever constructed.

Santa Rosa should become one of the great training

centers in California.

James Butler, proprietor of East View Farm, has

consigned to the "Old Glory" sale the following horses

from his racing stable: King Direct 2:05%. Direct

View 2:08%, Ben F. 2:07%. Josie 2:0S%. Princess

Athel 2:14 and Winter 2:14 s;.

Joe Goss of Pleasanton has recently purchased a

gelding by Sidmore that is showing enough speed at

the pace to warrant being trained for the circuit

next year.

It is rumored that Millard Sanders may return to

Pleasanton this winter with a string of horses to

train for the Grand Circuit of 1906.

About as good an investment as can be made is

a McKinney filly Any breeder who can secure one

at a reasonable figure will invest his money to good

advantage. Mr. R. P. M. Greeley of Oakland adver-

tises one for sale in this issue that should be "oil

in the can" to any breeder, and one worth taking a

chance on as a race mare as she has worked quarters

in 35 seconds right handily with little or no training.

She is out of that fast mare Winnie Wilkes 2:17%

that has had but two or three foals and all fast. A
daughter by Diablo can trot a two minute gait. This

McKinney filly is a very fine looker and worth more
than Mr. Greeley asks for her.

J. M. Alviso of Pleasanton. who has owned and
driven several with fast records, is devoting his spare

time these days to a two-year-old by Stam B. that

he thinks will be the fastest horse he ever drove.

Ed Parker is training several Rey Direct youngsters
at Pleasanton for Geo. Davis that look like "the goods."

Getaway 2:12% was not outside the money this year.

The son of Strathway goes to the Chicago Horse Sale,

December 11th.

Manager H.. the yearling that lowered the pacing
record for his age to 2:20 two weeks ago was hitched

to a McMurray sulky when he did it. The Kenney
Manufacturing Company, at "-31 Valencia street, is

State agent for these sulkies, and have a new stock
of the latest models on hand.

Dr. G. W. Slimson, recently of Fresno, who has
King veterinary on this Coast for a num-

ber of years, is now located at Detroit. Michigan. He
took iiis stallions, Kohlan King by Simmocolon, and
Kohlan Prince by Kohlan King, with him, and will

hem in the stud there.

Mr. J. G. Sherman of Lake Geneva. Illinois, is the
owner of the stallion 1

1

Patch 2: 02%, and the
by Mr. Sherman's son. Father and

son will winter at Los Angeles.

The two fastest of the new 2:10 trotters. Admiral
Dewey 2:04% and Sadie Mac 2:06%, were both bred
by the late J. Malcolm Forbes.

. A. Durfee has sold his filly Aunt Joe by Iran
Alto, dam Rose McKinney. dam of Almaden 2 .-'-".,.

year-old. The buyer is Mr. T W. Barstow
who Intenda t<> keep this very promising

Idly paid up in all the stakes in which she is entered
She is a foal of 1904.

Don't be one of those kickers who kicks himself

because he owns a fast colt that has no stake entries.

Enter in the stake and get the money.

Read the advertisement of the Horseman's Hand-

book, for sale at this office. This is one of the most

useful books a horseman can own.

Sphinx 2:20^ is the sire of sixty-six trotters and

forty-four pacers, a total of 110 standard performers.

Norval 2:14% is now credited with seventy-three trot-

ters and twenty-three pacers that have made records

in standard time, a total of ninety-six. Chimes is the

sire of fifty-five trotters and thirty pacers in the

standard list, a total of eighty-five. These are the

leading sons of Electioneer as sires.

A dispatch to the daily press announces the death

of Mr. Dan A. Messner Jr., Oxford, Ind. Mr. Messner

was known as the breeder of Dan Patch 1:55%.

Axtell (3) 2:12 occupies a conspicuous place among
the leading sires of new standard performers of the

season just closed. He is now credited with ninety-

three trotters and twelve pacers that have mdae
records in standard time.

The Montana Stockman and Farmer has inaugur-

ated a futurity on the same plan as the Pacific Breed-

ers' Futurity It has a value of $5000. and is open to

mares brefl'next year in Montana, Oregon. Washing-
ton. Idaho. Utah or British Columbia. Entries are

(• -lose November 1st, 1906.

There is a two-year-old filly in Indiana that is

1 half in 1:00
.hi 1 a quarter in 27*£ seconds. This remarkable filly

by John T. Manlove of Milton.
! by Hal D JHard 2:04% and her

'".mii i record, but very
fast, that h md was

t. i;ussie b. Ired bj I iambetta
Wilkes, a stallion which, with one exceptli

id pacing performers than any other
i dam Is by Harry li.. and he by

Blue Bull I lently the filly is i

:

Wtlkei h Blue Bull for an outcross.

Prominent American and English horsemen identi-

fied with the National Horse Show Association, are

considering the project of an international exhibition

in England next year. Among the prime movers in

the enterprise are James T. Hyde, the man who
brought the National into existence; Richard F. Car-

man, one of the largest stockholders in the associa-

tion, and F. V. Gooch, the English dealer who has

judged saddle horses at the National for several years

past. Their present plans contemplate a big exhibi-

tion on the lines of the National in London in May,
under management of Mr. Hyde. Much encourage-

ment is being given to the project by prominent
exhibitors who have been invited to join in exploiting

American horses abroad by shipping their stables

across the transatlantic ferry for this show. It is said

that- several leading American owners have given

assurance that they will take their horses over if the

exhibition is held. A final decision in the matter will

probably be reached at the November show at Madi-
son Square Garden.

Among the recent purchases of W. A. Clark Jr. is

a two-year-old colt by Liberty Chimes, dam Miss
Isadore by Pamlico 2:10.

Had the California circuit been longer this year the

list of new 2:15 performers would have been larger.

Quite a number of good green trottesr and pacers
were kept at home because the meetings were so few.

Several of the young fillies to be sold at the Rose
Dale Stock Farm are entered and paid up on in the

Occident, Stanford and Breeders' Futurity. The
auction sale is to he held next Tuesday evening at

Fred H. Chase & Co.'s salesyard, 1732 Market street,

this city.

Go out to Fred H. Chase & Co.'s salesyard any time
between now and Tuesday evening next, the night of

the sale, and look over that sever-year-old bay mare,
No. 13, in the catalogue. She stands 15.3 and weigh;
1050 pounds. She is by St. Whips 29,721, a son ol

Whips 2:27%, and is out of a mare by Daly 2:15,

next dam by Milton Medium, the horse that sired

Lou Dillon's dam Here is a pretty rich combination
of blood. This mare is in foal to Washington Mc-
Kinney, a magnificent son of the greatest sire of 2:15;

trotters. She is worth a great deal more than she
will bring.

In an exhibition mile paced by Dan Patch at Mern-
phic, November 3d. the champion pacer equaled the

world's record without a wind shield, covering the

distance in 1:59%. This record has been held by Star
Pointer for a number of years. The quarter was
passed in 0:30, the half was reached in 0:59% and the
three-quarter pole in 1:29.

One of the handsomest youngster at Oakwood Park
Stock Farm this year is a colt by Stam B. 2.11%, out

of Electway, sister to Chas. Derby 2:20, Klatawah
2:05% and other good ones. This colt is a perfect

gaited trotter.

Mr. C. W. Wright purchased last week from O'Brien
& Sons, Coast agents, a new model low seat Toomey
sulky, and a pneumatic tire Toomey road cart, both
of which vehicles were sent to Australia.

Mr Ezra Thompson, a prominent road driver of

Salt Lake City, and one of the solid business men of

that community, was elected mayor of that city at

the election held last Tuesday. A horseman is a hard
man to beat at any election. Mayor Schmitz is a reg-

ular road driver, while Mr. Partridge is not. Mayor
Thompson is the owner of the horse Robert I. 2:0S%
by Hambletonian Wilkes, that is being raced on the

Southern California circuit this month.

A filly that will make an ideal driving animal is

a two-year-old bay by Washington McKinney out of

Danville Maid by Daly 2:15, grandam by Steinway
2:25%, that goes to the Rose Dale Stock Farm sale

at Chase & Co.'s next Tuesday evening. She is broken
nicely, is gentle and very attractive in appearance.
She trotted a mile in 3:10 the first time hitched to

a cart and is entered in the Stanford Stake for next
year.

Monday, December 4th, is the day for the closing
of entries for the $7,000 Breeders' Futurity, which is

for the foals of mares bred this year. Mares must
be nominated on or before that date. It only costs

$2, and you have a number of changes to win.

It is reported that the Spokane Fair came out about
$13,000 ahead this year.

Mr. H. W. Lawrence, a prominent business man at

Los Angeles
4
and owner of that good young stallion

Murray M. 2:14, winner of the Breeders' Futurity
for three-year-old trotters in 1904, dropped into the

Breeders' office last Wednesday on his way home
from a trip East. Mr. Lawrence states that Murray
M had a big season in the stud this year, and has
filled out into a fine, handsome and large four-year-
old. Murray M. is by Hambletonian Wilkes out of

Anna Belle by Dawn, being an own brother to the

fast pacer Robert I. 2.0S%. He is a grandly bred
young horse and having a three-year-old record of

2:14 as well as being a stake winner, he will be well

patronized by breeders who aim to breed the best.

As he closed his racing season in good shape last

year, there is nothing to prevent his lowering his

record to 2:10 or better next season if he is raced.

The American Sportsman of Cleveland prints the

following: The boys say that the California trainer.

James Thompson's car contained, besides his horses,

a brindle bull dog, a Maltese cat, four game chickens,

a fan-tailed white pigeon, four barrels of sour winter

apples and two tons of hard coal. With all these pets

and a brand-new wife, Mr. Thompson's time should be

fully occupied this winter.

A trotting or pacing colt that was bred to race but
is not entered in any stakes often leads a prospective

buyer to believe that the breeder did not think much
<>f him or he would have been entered. The Pacific

Breeders' Futurity will close for the nomination of
mares on the 4ih of December.

Tuesday evening, November 21st, is the date set

for the sale of young trotters from the Woodland
Stock Farm. Here is an opportunity to get good
youngsters from a farm that breeds stake winners

Bellemont 2:17%, by Zombro 2:11, winner of the
two-year-old trotting division- of the Pacific Breeders'
Futurity last year and of third money in the same
stake this year as well as second money in the
Occident Stake, is reported as trotting very fast for

Will Durfee at Los Angeles. She was entirely oft

early in the season this year and was short of wrork
when the racing season opened, but Is now stepping
like a coming champion. She trotted a mile in 2:11%
at Los Angeles last week and finished strong.

No less than thirty-seven horses with records of
2:10 or better are consigned to the Old Glory sale.

Cresceus 2:02% heads the list as the fastest trotter,

and Sir Albert S. 2.03% is the fastest pacer.

Zombro 2 : 11 was bred to fifty-seven mares
Oregon this year, and there were many high cla:

ones among them.

Nominate your mares, bred this year, in Pacific
Breeders' Futurity No. 6, which has a guaranteed
value of $7,000.

Here is a good one on Scott Hudson. At Lexington
he took a look at his former pupil Nervolo, who the
week before had paced in Cincinnati in 2:03. Turnin:
to Owner Lockwood, Scott said: "I can shoe him so
that it will make about three seconds difference in his

speed." The horse went to the shop and was shod as
Hudson directed, with a result which made the au
burn-haired Kentuckian a true prophet The next
day he raced with Hudson behind him and his fastest
heat was 2:05%.

The death of Clarence Van Bokelen, a student of

the Santa Clara High School and son of the weii-
known horseman B. O. Van Bokelen of San Jose, oc-

curred last week and resulted from injuries received
while playing a game of football. Young Van Boke-
len was a particularly bright and exemplary youth*
a general favorite and his death is deeply deplored.|B
The sympathy of their numerous friends and ac-

quaintances among the horsemen of this coast is

extended to his sorrowing parents.

Look in our advertising columns for the announce-
ments which the leading live stock autioneers. Fred
H, Chase & Co , make of thoroughbred sales.

Nushagak and Prince Ansel are two stallions that

sire speed. The young things by them which are to

be sold by Fred H. Chase & Co. in this city on the

evening of Tuesday, November 21st, are a very fine

lot. Go to the sale and get another one like Aristo

2.0S% that sold for $10,000.

Nothing definite has been decided on as to whether
Lou Dillon will be bred to John A. MeKerron 2:04% or

not. If she is bred at all_she will be bred to MeKer-
ron. but not until spring. The chances are, however,
that the queen of all trotters will be bred to Mr.

Devereux's horse. Mr. Billings was greatly pleased

with the colts foaled by his mares last spring and will

no doubt send Lou Dillon to the brood mare ranks
in the spring. If he does. MeKerron will have the

distinction of having bred to him two great mares,

one an ex-champion world's trotter and the other the

present world's champion. It will be a distinction

never before enjoyed by a stallion.

Chas. De Ryder brought over with him from Salt

Lake the pacing mare Alpha W. 2:08, to be bred to

Star Pointer 1:59%. Alpha W. is by Judge Norval

and is owned by Mr. J. T. Richards of Salt Lake City.
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THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.

l!y K4LPH H. TOZEK.

The Opening Handicap, one mile, to be run this af-

ternoon at Emeryville, on paper is such a severe rid-

dle to solve that I would not be surprised to see the

favorite as good as 3 to 1. Proper is the top-weighter

•at 126 pounds, and justly so, as he is the classiest

horse in the contest, taking courage and weight-pack-

ing ability as the test. He rna a mile this season

in the heavy going better than 1:41 with 122 pounds

up, went the short six furlongs in 1:1014 with 114

pounds, and a mile and a furlong in about 1:52 4-5

with 127 pounds in the saddle. Thus, even on a time

and weight basis, his races will compare favorably

with those of any horse in the race. Bragg is nicely-

weighted at 10S pounds, and as he not long ago ran

a mile in 1:4014 with 106 pounds up, has an undoubted

opportunity to win. Graziallo (113 pounds) was beat-

en half a length at seven furlongs in 1:27 with 127

pounds up, and if he should be in as good shape now

as then ought to run the mile in about 1:39 3-5. As

he is the stable companion of Proper, Walter Jen-

nings has a right to shake hands with himself and do

a little chuckling. San Nicolas (109 pounds) in 1904

ran a mile in 1:39% at Kansas City, winning easily

by two lengths with 103 pounds on his back. Beau

Ormonde (107). in the stud for some time past, has

a mile in 1:38 to his credit at Worth track with about

90 pounds up. Rightful (106) did seven furlongs over

the slow Memphis track in 1:28 on July 1st last, car-

rying 109 pounds, and winning the Gaston Hotel

Handicap, and beat Andrew Mack and other good

ones at seven furlongs previous to that. In all his

other Memphis races he was placed. Red Leaf (100)

carried 105 pounds at Latonia and was beaten a head

at a mile by Maj. T. J. Carson (94) in 1.39 3-5. Fig-

uring that the Emeryville track and the Latonia

course are about the same these days, and taking five

pounds off the Ally, Red Leaf should go a mile this

afternoon in about 1:39*4, which would make her

chances appear very rosy. Callaghan (95) and Neva

Lee (95) have been working very fast of late, and

will have many friends. Briarthorpe, with 97 pounds

up, should render a good account of himself. At Los

Angeles. March 24, 1905, with 106 pounds up, he ran

a mile and a furlong in 1:53%, and with nine pounds

off would have gone the route in about 1:52 4-5. Take

13 1-5 seconds off for the extra furlong, and the mile

would be run in 1:39 3-5. and this would give Briar-

thorpe an outside opportunity to a certainty. Others

with a 'look-in" are Gorgalette (101), Judge (105), and

Sea Air (98 pounds). The first named ran a mile

and a sixteenth at Emeryville, April 29th, with 102

pounds up. in 1:46%, and a mile in 1:40 with 100

pounds, on April 25th. beating High Chancellor (115

pounds) in the last named event by half a length. If

Bonsack's horse (asked to carry but 108 pounds in the

Opening Handicap) were "on edge" (he looks very

"high") he would have to be reckoned with. Claude

(118) will probably not come out, and Reservation

(113) is not the horse he was when he downed Claude.

Following are the weights announced by Handicapper

Egbert last Monday evening:

Ocyrohe 101
Gorgalette 101
Hugh McGowan 101
Good Cheer 102
Red Leaf 100

Among the bookmakers to arrive here lately are
Barney ("Kid") Weller, Louis Snell (who is on a
world's tour), David Honeyman, Ed Soule, Phil How-
ell and John Barker. Weller will "cut in" at once,

and Mr. Barker will be with "Young Man" Martin.
Mr. B. says the Middle West racing situation is not
pleasant to contemplate.

The Sausalito poolrooms will be closed at the usual
time after all. Messrs. Daroux and Harvey are lu

the six-figure mark "to the good." as usual, say those
who should know. Each poolroom winner on the

season is welcome to a large sized oil painting entitled

"Ajax Defying the Lightning."
* * a '*

Recent arrivals of horsemen are Ed Gaylord. of

Denver, who has his flyers at Emeryville: "Red"
(Charley) Comerford, who will manage Barney Schrei-
ber's Los Angeles string! and Wally Brinkworth,
owner of Silverskin, Stroller, Little Wally, etc. Brinks-

worth's gallopers are not to race here, it is declared.

Jockey Frank Payot is also here.
* * * *

Eddie Burke, who booked in California one or two
seasons, was recently elected president of the Metro-
politan Turf Association of New York. John J. Evans
is the treasurer and Timothy Sullivan secretary, while
David Gideon, I. Hackelberg and Charley Heaney
were elected directors.

a a a a

C. E. Murray, owner of Anvil and other horses, is

a recent arrival from Idaho, where he raced. Mr.
Murray has the good rider Wright under contract.

V ft * *

The California Jockey Club's new rule about ap-
prentices only getting the allowance for their con-
tract employers is a solution of a "vexed question."

The agents of riders will now be forced to get them-
selves a string of gallopers or lose their agencies.

Proper I 26

Claude 118
Graziallo 113
Reservation 113
Cruzados 113
Gregor K 109
San Nicholas 109
High Chancellor 10S
Bragg 10S
Corrigan 10S
Beau Ormonde 107
Kenilworth .107
Deutschland 107
Rightful 106
Elliott 10S
Celeres 105
Judge 105
Corn Blossom 105
Rockaway 104
Bombardier 104
Soufriere 103
Epicure 102
The Reprobate 94

the owner in the saddle, won in .25. Pedley's Carlotta.
Mackey up, was second and Lynch's Leah, Duriphy up.
was third. Clark's Alvernie and Spreckels' Hopeful
also ran. The winner was a. long shot and only two
bettors invested in his chances.
The fifth race, at seven-eighths of a mile, was won

by Rudolph Spreckels' Carlotta, Marsh up, in 1:33%.
Clark's Ethel G. was second and Spreckels' Honoma
was third. Clark's Chanate also ran.
Young Hayes rode his second horse to victory in the

sixth and last race. Lynch's Leah, Hayes up. ran the
three and one-half furlongs in :44. Spreckels' Altho-
mer. Skinner up, was second, and Pedley's Carlotta.
Mackay up, was third. Clark's Bas Blancs also ran.
The next meetings of the association will be held at

Ingleside race course on Thursday, November 30
(Thanksgiving Day) and Saturday, December 2. The
proceeds of this meeting will be devoted to the great
cause of the Youths' Directory.

AMERICAN BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION.

Washington, D. C. November 3. 1905

The American Breeders' Association will hold Its

second annual meeting at Lincoln, Nebraska. Ar-

rangements have been made for' a three days' session

on Wednesday, January 17th: Thursday. January 18th,

and Friday, January 19th.

The American Breeders' Association will be the

guest of Nebraska's numerous agricultural societies,

which meet together at Lincoln during "Agriculture
Week." Several of the sessions will be held jointly

with one or more of the state societies interested in

animal and plant breeding.

Many leaders in animal and plant breeding are be-
ing secured for the program and the large attendance
during Nebraska's "Agriculture Week" will be in-

Ishlana
Lubin 9i

Watercure 99
Warte Nicht 99
Ed Sheridan 9S
Letola 9S
Divina 98
Blue Eyes 98
Salable 97
Sea Air 98
Jack Full 97
Briarthorpe 97
Tern's Rod 97
Callaghan 96
Neva Lee 95
Golden Sunrise 95
Bannock Belle 95
Lucrece 92

MR. C. K. G BILLINGS' TROTTER PRINCE OP ORANGE 2:061

Jockey Will Davis arrived early in the week from

New York. He now has difficulty in "doing" 107

pounds, and will in all likelihood not be able to ride

more than another season. Jockey "Big Bill" Knapp
is also a recent arrival. He is getting heavy, too, but

is not likely to have to quit the business as soon as

Davis. Knapp has made a great name for himself this

season, and next season will in all likelihood ride for

James R. Keene. Turf writers now rate Knapp with

ffrankie O'Neill as a jockey, and O'Neill has been

accounted the premier rider of America for the past

two seasons.
* a a

The'races at Emeryville will begin at 2 p. m. this

season. Improved service to the track (a boat over

both lines leaving every 20 minutes) being responsible

for this.

Hecter Comisky, the well-known bookmaker, is the

latest arrival from New York to announce that he
' will "cut in." Harry Froelleh and Henry Wendt are

also on the scene of action.
* 4 :t: a

Presiding Judge Ed C. Hopper, accompanied by his

daughter, arrived from Covington last Wednesday
night. The judge is unusually enthusiastic over the

prospects for a season of superb racing here.
* * a a

Charles Cella, the St. Louis bookmakeer, who isn't

nearly as noisy as his big brother Louis, has been

blackballed by the Metropolitan Turf Association, as

ivas Louis. W0naer if the "Mets" held their noses

vhen they voted on "Big Louis'" application?

The apprentice allowance business was certainly done

to death, and I am glad to see the N. C. J. C. play

the dead march over it.

Colonial Girl's injury turns out to be so serious

that she may never be able to face the starter again

Her turf winnings foot up $66,080, Miss Woodford,
Firenzi. Los Angeles, Yo Tambien, Yorkville Belle,

Artful, Hamburg Belle, Reckon, Blue Girl. Imp and
Wanda excelling her as money-winners among the

mares.
-o-

THE ORPHANAGE BENEFIT.

About $800 was realized for the benefit of that

worthy charity, the Armitage Orphanage, at the Cali-

fornia Polo and Pony Association's .race meeting at

Mr. C. W. Clark's track at San Mateo last Tuesday.

The first race, three-eighths of a mile, for non-win-

ners, was a fast race and was won by Captain .Mc-

Kittrick's pony, Helen Warwick, in : 37 1-5, Chauncey
Hayes' Ramona second, and C W. Clark's Chanate
third.

The second race was a half-mile match between

C. W. Clark's Bas Blancs. with Mackay up. and Ru-
dolph Spreckels' Althomer, with Skinner up. Altho-

mer won easily in : 51 1-5.

The third race, at three-eighths of a mile, wis an-

other match between the Clark and Spreckels stables.

Clark's Midlove. Dunphy up, met Spreckels' Ulctma,

Skinner up. Spreckels' horse was the favorite, ;is she

had already outrun Midlove and had beaten every

pony she had been pitted against this season. As
usual, with these two jockeys up. there was a long

delay at the start, but Dunphy finally got away in

front. Skinner couldn't overtake him in 1 lie short

distance and Midlove won by several lengths, run-

ning the distance in : 37.

The fourth i . quarter-mile handicap, had Ave

entries, and J. Chauncey Hayes Jr.'s Ramona, with

creased by many from other states.

Breeders of animals and breeders of plants, scien-
tists, experimenters and students interested in breed-
ing and heredity, the agricultural press and every
agency devoted to the advancement of agriculture
should not neglect this opportunity to get in touch
with and be a part of this vigorous organization by
being present at these meetings. Its annual report
and directory was recently published and sent to all

members.
Lincoln. Nebraska, is accessible by rail from points

north, south, east and west and reduced railroad rates
are being provided for. Information regarding rail-

road rates and local accommodations can be had by
applying to the chairman of the local committee. Dr.
A. T. Peters. Lincoln. Neb, or the secretary of the
American Breeders' Association, W. M. Hays, Wash-
ington. D. C.

FAST COLTS IN TULARE CO.

Tulare. Cal., Nov. 7th, 1905.

Three as great yearlings as ever lined up for the
word raced at Hanford and Tulare this year, not one
nf them having had work enough to mention, yet they
raced like old campaigners and showed 2:10 speed in

spots. Two of these yearlings were by Stoneway and
one by R. O. Newman's Robert Direct. The Direct

colt is eligible to start in the two-year-old pacing
division of the Breeders' stake next year, and if he

falls into good hands will lower the two-year-old
Futurity record for this Coast of 2:1514 almost to a

certainty if need be. Not all the good ones are at

Pleast n and Los Angeles by any means, and we
will show our friends north and south that California

is all over like any g I thing—the same wherever
you get your hands on it. J. BRi'LLIAR.

In hot weather there is no drink like Jackson's

Napa Soda— plain or in a lemonade.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. De WITT.

O.

B.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

l-Scpt. U O t. 16-Feb. 1—Open season tor taking stca'.-

h iuU Id tidewater.

June i-,frtfl. L— ' penseasoo for black baas-

Sept. Itf-Oct. 16 -Close ieason in tidewater for steelbead.

Sept. I0-Oot. 16—Close s>euson for catching salmon.

Sept. in-April I—Open season for lobsiefa and crawfish.

Oot. 16-Nov. lb - Close season lor taking salmon above tide.

water.

Nov. 1-Apri) 1—Trout season closed.

Nov. 1-Scpt. 1—Open -ieason for crabs.

Nor. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

*:ater.

Gun.

July 1-Peb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. l-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and

sa?e hen.

Oct. ta-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc

Oct 15-Aprll 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oct. 15-Aug I—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.

Nov. 15. 16-New England Beagle Club's specialty shew. Graf-

ton. Mass. A. D Fisne. Secretary.

\ ov 15, 18 -Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.

H. Osgood, Secreiary

Nov. 8 1. 22—Brockton District Kennel Club Brockton, Mass.

J. \Y. Sullivan, Secretary.

Nov 30-D-c. 3— Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-

delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec. 13. 14—Southwestern KeDnel Club's berch show at Pasa-

dena. Entries close

190G.

Jan. 1". 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati,

John C Siihomaker. Secretary.

Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt.

McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.

F. C. Tnomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary
March H. 17—Passaic County Fi-h and Game Frotective Asjo-

cidtion. Paters-en, N.J. N J Mathews, Secittaiy.

Marcn 21. 2-1- Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. G.

Smlib, Secretary.

June9—Wlssahickon Kennel Club. Wist ahickon, Pa. J. Ser-

geant Price, Secretary

Field Trials.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and

Setters whelped on or after January I, 1904. whose dams have
been duly qualified. R ibinson. III , entries closed July 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Oct. 30-Natfonal Beag> Club oi America: 16ih annual trials.

Stevenson, Md. Chas. R Stevenson. Secretary.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial Club. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Cbapln. Secretary, Pine Meadow, Conn.

Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville III.

S H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Not. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-

retary. DaytoD, O.

Nov. 13—New England Beagle Club. 12th annual trials. Graf-
ton. Mass. A. D. Flske, Secretary

Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.
R. Green, Secreiary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week following. Illinois

Champion Stake) C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, lnd.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas B Cooke, Secretary, Rxhmond, Va.

Dec. Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Karber. N. C. O. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Cominental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary. Fairfield, Conn.

1006.
Jan. 8-Oeorgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Es&Jg, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.

Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials

Bakerffield, Cal Albert Betz. Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg.. San
Francisco.

THE QUAILS OF THE UNITED STATES.

By Sylvester l>. Judd, Assistant United States Bio-
logical Survey.
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Decrease of Bobwhite.

Every few years, on the recurrence of unusually

severe winters with heavy snows which cover the food

supply, great numbers of hobwhites perish, and some-

limes in the northern part of its range the bird be-

comes almost extinct. This unnecessary loss of life

could be largely prevented if land owners and others

interested would scatter a little grain in suitable

places. This is done in some localities, as at Sandy

Spring, Md., where H H. Miller drives over the snow-

covered country, scattering grain for the starving

quoil. The practice is worthy of general adoption.

It is necessary only while the ground is snowbound,

and especially after sleet storms.

The bobwhite has taken kindly to civilization and

has followed the plow of the settler into new sections,

so that with the advance of the farming area in the

"West, and especially in the Northwest, its range has

been much extended.

There is little doubt, however, that,, while the hob-

white is a fairly hardy and prolific species, its num-
bers are decreasing in much, if not all, of its range,

where not specially protected. In the early fifties

Lewis reported sixty-one birds killed in a day to a

single muzzle-loader, and mentions 900 birds trapped

on one estate in a season. Whithin the last few-

years the scarcity of bobwhites has been so notable

that several projected field trials have been aban-
doned for lack of birds en which to try the dogs.

Severe winters, as already noted, are an occasional

cause for a great decrease in the number of the birds,

though they increase rapidly with a few succeeding

good seasons. In sections where the birds are still

common unlimited slaughter is often indulged in by
thoughtless hunters. Recent instances of such

slaughter are on record, and the following may be

cited: A bag of 175 birds to three guns in eight

hours in the fall of 1902 at Tiffin, O., another of

300 birds to a single gun in a day and a half in the

fall of 1902, in Marshall county, Ky., and still another

of 292 birds to three- guns in a day in South Carolina

during the same season The value of this bird, both

to the farmer and the sportsman, renders the ques-

tion of its maintenance and increase one of much
importance. So assiduously is the bobwhite sought

by sportsmen and market hunters that intelligent and
concerted efforts are needed even to maintain its

present numbers.
Legislation in Behalf of Bobwhite.
In addition to natural causes, reasons for the

diminished numbers of bobwhites are diversity in the

open season, shooting out of season, excessive shoot-

ing in season, and unrestricted shooting and trapping
for market. Lack of uniformity in laws of adjoining

States, and in some cases of adjoining counties, ren-

ders their observance difficult and their enforcement
often impossible. No other game bird has been the

subject of so much legislation, which, beginning in

New Tork in 1791, now extends to every State and
Territory wheer the bird is native or has been intro-

duced. The length of season during which the bird

should be protected by law is a matter of paramount
importance. It goes without saying that no shooting

should be permitted during the breeding season, which
must be understood to last until the young of the

year are strong of wing and fully developed for the

struggle for existence. Besides this the close season
ought to includ months of rest, during which the

birds can fortify themselves for the physiological

strain of the ne*xt period of reproduction. As how
established the open season varies from twenty-one
days in Ohio to seven months in Mississippi. In

North Carolina, however, where nearly every county
has its own law, the bobwhite may be shot through-
out the year in five counties. Virginia has recently
abolished county laws and established uniformity, an
example that other States, especially Southern States,

would do well to follow. It is gratifying to note that
in 1903 the open seasons were shortened by New York,
Illinois, Texas and" Virginia In eight States—Maine,
Rhode Island, Wisconsin, North Dakota, Montana,
Colorado. Wyoming and Utah—the bobwhite is abso-
lutely protected for a term of years, extending to 1920

in Colorado. Two conditions justify such prohibition

of shooting. First, when excessive shooting or other
'Mis. s have made recuperation necessary; second,
when birds just introduced into a new locality need
time to establish themselves. Wherever the bird can
not hold its own with an open seison of three weeks,
absolute protection for a period of years is demanded.
The length of the open season must vary with varying
conditions, but in view of the general decrease of

the birds there would seem tc be a growing need for

shortening it. The sooner Northern States limit their

shooting to one month the better. Even Southern
birds can not stand the present continuous fusillade

of from four to seven months, and the open season
in the South should be limited two or at most three
months.
The slaughter of the bobwhite by sportsmen who

hunt for pleasure is insignificant in comparison with
that by professional market hunters'. At the present
time (1904), in about twenty-five States, the law takes
cognizance of this fact by prohibiting the sale of birds
killed within the State or imported from other States,

and the general tendency altogether to prohibit the
sale Is growing each year. "Every State except Mis-
sissippi forbids the sending of certain game outside
the Slate—a restriction on the sportsman as well as
the market hunter, although the privilege of carrying
home a limited amount of game is often granted un-
der a non-residept license. Fourteen States have laws
also a Erecting both classes, limiting a day's bag to

from five to fifty birds. Many sportsmen and farmer
would be glad if the limit were set at twelve. Laws
discriminating against non-residents protect the game
and benefit the land owner, provided visiting sports-
men are not barred altogether by unreasonable fees,

Thirrty-one States and Territories require non-resi-.
dent licenses In addition to State game laws there
are certain Federal laws, the most important of which
is the Lacey Act, which provides, among other things,
through the Department of Agriculture, for the pre- ;- :

servation, distribution, introduction and restoration off #£
ame birds, and also undertakes to bring to justice*

persons who transport from one State to another game
killed in violation of local laws. The latter clause
proves effective in restircting such illegal shipments
and in suppressing professional dealers that kill oul

of season in one State and attempt to sell in anothe;
where the season is still open. A law to prevent keep^
*ing birds in cold storage from one season to. anothei
would stop certain loopholes in the present laws an<
greatly aid in preserving game. An effective systei
of State.game officials where it is lacking would ai>

in enforcing game laws. A number of States depen
solely on county officers; .but experience has show:
that without a central State organization and speci
game wardens the law to a great extent becomes
dead letter.

Stringent laws against trapping the bobwhite have]
been enacted, but such legislation should permit legiti-

mate trapping for purposes of propagation. One ofl

the most important problems before game commis-
sioners is the restocking of depleted covers. If, how-
ever, the bobwhite can be reared successfully In cap-J
tivity, all trapping may be prohibited. The sporting
magazines (Forest and Stream and American Field)-/
mention cases of the bird's laying in captivity and
raising its young; and in a letter to the writer, dated
September 2, 1904, G. W. Jack, of Shreveport, La./
says:

"I now have a pair of quails (bobwhites) which were
trapped last winter and which I keep in a large wire
coop. They have made a nest in some grass anrjl
have laid about twelve or fifteen eggs.
"The eggs were laid very irregularly, not more than

two or three a week, so that by the time the nest
was full the season was far advancd, which perhaps
accounts for the female not sitting. The eggs were
set under a hen and proved fertile, but the youngi
were eaten by the chicken as fast as they hatched.
I concluded that this irregularity or slowness in lay-
ing was the result of the lack of insect and other egg-
producing food, as the birds subsist almost wholly
on grain. Of late, however, they have learned to eat
with much relish the yolk of an egg hard boiled."
The failure of the female to sit was probably due

to the unnatural confinement in so small a space, a
difficulty which could readily be remedied if attempt:
to raise quail were made on a large scale. Unque:
tionally, too, it would be necessary to feed the qua!
at least during the nesting period, to a considerable
extent upon animal food. An instructive account o
quail breeding in confinement appears in Forest an
Stream for September 38, 18S2 (p. 164). The femal
had been hatched and reared by a bantam hen, am
this circumstance has an important bearing on ex-
periments of this kind. It is altogether probable that
bobwhites hatched and reared in this way would lend'
themselves to experiments in propagation far more!
readily than wild birds trapped for the purpose.
The Department of Agriculture obtained three pairs

of bobwhites from Kansas, which after five months'
captivity are almost as wild as when first caged and
"show no sign of mating. Experiments in the domesti-
cation of bobwhites are well worth trying, however,
because of the demand from clubs and individuals for
live birds to restock their grounds. So great has be-
come the demand in recent years that it is estimated
that 200,000 birds would be required annually to fill

the supply, even at $5 a dozen, and sometimes at twice
that figure.

Success in increasing the number of bobwhite de-
pends largely on controlling its natural enemies, which
include snakes, foxes, weasels, minks, skunks, do-
mestic cats and certain hawks and owls. Several
species of snakes eat its eggs and young. Writing
from Texas, Major Bendire says: "The many large
rattlesnakes found here are their worst enemies. Onet
killed in May had swallowed five of these birds at onej
meal; another had eaten a female, evidently caught on
her nest, and half a dozen of her eggs; a third had
taken four hobwhites and a scaled partridge." In
Mecklenburg county, V., the king snake has been?
known to eat a clutch of eggs. At Fall Church, Va.,.

Harvey Riley captured a black snake which dis-'

gourged a newly hatched bobwhite. Reference has
been made already to the marked decrease in the num-
ber of bobwhites en the 230-acre farm at Marshall
Hall, from fifty odd birds in- July to less than a dozen
in December, though not more than a dozen had been
shot. This decrease was probably due, at least in part,

to gray foxes; for in August and September these ani~?

mals were numerous, and often came after the chick-
ens within a stone's throw of the farmhouse. OtheR
predaceous mammals and birds of prey were not nu-
merous, but foxes frequently were seen at midday
searching through pastures where there were broods*

of bobwhites. It must be easy for a fox to extermi-
nate a whole brood of newly hatched bobwhites, anra
no difficult task to catch them, even when threes
fourths grown. Minks and weasels, when numerous,
are probably 'even more destructive to young bob-'

whites than to domestic poultry. The domestic caw
that takes to foraging in woods and fields is also a

menace and should be shot on suspicion, for it un-

doubtedly preys on game birds, as it is known to do

on song birds and young rabbits.

(To be continued.)

Jackson's Napa Soda
renders the eye clear.

cleanses the stomach and
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AMERICAN FIELD FUTURITY STAKE,

juch interest has been manifested by Coast sports-

[i in the American Field Futurity which was started

h week. A special telegram published in the Amer-

I
Field gives the following preliminary proceed-

ing

Hie First American Field Futurity, announced to

]n on Monday. October 30, at Robinson, 111., made
city the center of attraction last week for own-
handlers and field trial patrons generally. By
irday most of the handlers with- their dogs were

S(ted and ready for the word to start.

r several days heavy rains had soaked the trial

Bnds to such an extent that riding over the mead-
vl and stubbles meant sinking into the soft earth

nek and knee deep. This condition compelled a
ponement of the beginning of the American Field

Bprity for a few days, to allow the grounds to dry
Many of the handlers, however, had their dogs

Id up and were anxious to start, notwithstanding
^unfavorable conditions.

TJdges Zell Gaston and Dr. E. R. Hickerson gave
.matter of starting serious consideration, it being
|r earnest desire to start the trials at the earliest

Bible time.

ie drawing took place Sunday night. Just before

drawing Judge Gaston addressed the assembled
iners and handlers as follows:

Bentlemen—The American Field Futurity is about
Ie inaugurated, and I know that the management
ijie American Field regrets as much as we do the

Bivorable condition of the grounds, which necessi-

fls a postponement of the trials for a day or two.

Mow, too, that the American Field desires and will

that everyone shall receive the fairest treatment
that the trials shall not be postponed one hour
e than is necessary. Therefore, to-morrow the

B-es and the management of the American Field

go over the trial grounds, and if it is at all

oible to start Tuesday morning the announcement
I be made to-morrow night and all advised in time.

I,:e grounds cannot be worked without cutting them
ft oo much, then the Futurity will start "Wednesday
fining. In this connection I wish to state that the

Brican Field Futurity is not an event of to-day
n. It is a great stake, and the future must be

Led into. The good-will of the farmers, over wrhose

fcs trials must necessarily be run is something to be

* ished. While the farmers are only too willing to

m>. the field trials on their lands, they object serious-

Ei having their meadows cut up by riders going over

l when in the present condition. The American
Hi believes that farmers are the sportsmen's friends,

desires to retain this friendship for the future

1 of all field trials in this community. For this

Bon, and to give every dog an absolutely fair trial,

will, as before stated, go over the grounds to-

ll row and. if possible, start the First American Field
'! irity Auesday morning."
Boon the conclusion of Judge Gaston's address all

b handlers were satisfied that the postponement for

By or two was for their good as well as for the good
if ield trial interests, and expressed hearty accord

Hi the judge's sentiments,

ie following is the list of final starters, drawn
m in the order named herewith—a total of twenty-

»e out of fifty-eight entries'.

jxine (9229, F. D. S. B.l with Patsy Buckellew

lijf.F. D. S. B.)

ngfield Bragg's Major (9210,

1 stbourne Nellie (6740. F. D. S.

F. D. S. B.) with

B.)

F. D. S. B.) with Infallible

B.) with Lad McKinley

Rodfield's Dash Buckellew

B.) with Clipper Okaw (9207,

S. B.) with Ransom (90S4, F.

ith Tonopaugh (90S4,

ith Jessie's Mel-

ikefleld Count (8496

2, F. D. S. B.)

a Baby (90S3, F. D.

lo, F. D. S. B.)

mnt's Goldie w'ith

1, F. D. S. B.)

•ss (7991, F. D. S.

'. S. B.)

ildred (9205, F. D.
. B.)

nator (9257, F. D. S. B.)

\h S. B.)

iss Ransom (90S5, F. D. S. B.)

(7197. F. D. S. B.)

nator Don (9258. F. D. S. B.) with Alford's King

15, F. D. S. B.)

kley Verona (7421. F. D. S. B.) with Count Sed-

I (9162, F. D. S. B.)

. hn Bragg (7483, F. D. S. B.) a bye.

lie trials began Wednesday morning on the Granby

lesday evening the American Field tendered a

. ,uet to those present attending the Futurity trials,

ollowing being present: Mrs. N. Rowe. Mrs. Geo.

'Strell, Mrs. W. *W. Updike, Mrs. Charles Askins.

i e Zell Gaston. Dr. E. R. Hickerson. Messrs. George

Utrell, J. E. Isgrigg, R. E. Smith, C. A. Riley, Cecil

: on, Stillwell, Beardsley, Parmeter, Major Taylor,

[ ke Werner, Gude, Wilson, Judge Crowley, Gil-

I , Hammond, Loekhart, Munger, Middleton, Askins,

: , Garr, Bishop and McGill.

Has the Eye.
nsidorable comment was made concerning Major

. Taylor's ability to keep track of the dogs and

work at the recent trials up north and the

t's eyesight, in consequence, was believed to be

what deficient.

wever that may be, he has an eagle eye from

ck shooters' standpoint. During a duck hunting

in company with Captain Ed Swift of Seattle

Sam Foot, a hunters' guide, in the Da Conner

country, the major outpointed his companions

finish. He could locate flying birds, tell what

:ty they were at a greater distance than either

ce other two. and they are both experience 1 and

id duck shooters. The major is. a clever shot and

what a thorough duck hunter needs—a long dis-

i eye.

AMERICAN FOX TERRIER CLUB.
Mr. H. H. Hunnewell, secretary-treasurer of the

American Fox Terrier Club, publishes the following
interesting report of the club's doings for 1905 in the
American Kennel Gazette for November:
Ladies and Gentlemen: Your secretary begs to pre-

sent to you the following report. Since the last re-
port Messrs. A. H. Higginson. Lincoln. Mass., and R.
B. Adam of Buffalo, N. Y., have been elected to
membership.
"Wandee Doris" is proclaimed the American Fox

Terrier Club champion for . 1906, having won the
Grand Challenge Cup at New York and Boston.
The Meersbrook Bristles Challenge Cup. donated by

Mr. Charles W. Keyes, to determine the best Wire-
Haired Fox Terrier of the year, having been won by
Wandee Lucretia at New York, by Warren Remus at
Boston, and by Mariska at Chicago, it will be put up
for the fourth time at Philadelphia, and if won b!

either of above dogs, winner will be proclaimed charm-
pion.

The winners of special prizes offered for best Ameri-
can-bred Fox Terriers, open to members, are as fol-
lows:

Chicago .Kennel Club.
Judge. Mr. Walter F. Render. Grand Challenge

Cup, Sabine Refusal. F. H. Farwell; Meersbrook Bris-
tles Challenge Cup, Mariska, D. E. Lynn.

Cups, value $2.50: Open class, smooth, S. Reynard,
F. H. Farwell; wire, Mariska. D. E. Lyon. Limit class,

smooth, S. Reynard, F. H. Farwell: wire. Mariska,
D E. Lynn. Novice class, smooth, S. Rebel, Sd. A.
Hardin: wire, Mariska, D. E. Lynn. Puppy class,

smooth, Viola Flashlight, E. PI. Ingwersen; wire, Ma-
riska, D. E. Lynn.

Buffalo Kennel Club.
Judge, Mr. Thomas Ashton. Leeds. England. Cups,

value $2.50: Dog. wire. Warren Remus, Mrs. W.
Rutherfurd; smooth, Aldon Tipster, A. A. Macdonald.
Bitch, smooth, Warren Vogue, W. Rutherfurd.

Rochester Kennel Club.
Judge. Mr. James Mortimer Cups, value $2.50: Open

class, Sabine Reynard, F. H. Farwell. Novice class,

smooth, Viola Twilight, E. H. Ingwersen. Puppy
class, smooth or wire, Fox Hills the Roman, Mrs. R.
F. Mayhew.
Duquesne Kennel Club, Pittsburg.
Judge. Mr. J. A. Caldwell, Jr. Cups, value $5:-

Novice class, smooth, Sabine Fabella, F. H. Farwell.
Limit class, smooth or wire, Sabine Reynard, F. H.
Farwell.
Long Island Kennel Club.
Judge, Mr. E N. Barker. Cups, value $2.50: Smooth,

Warren Vogue, W. Rutherfurd; wire, Warren Remus,
Mrs. W. Rutherfurd.

Atlantic City Kennel Club.

Judge, Mr. James Mortimer. Cups, value $2.50:

Open class, C. Barkeeper, A. H. Rutherfurd. Novice
class, smooth, C. Knighthood, G. M. Carnochan; wire.

C. Beelzebub, G. M. Carnochan. Puppy class, C.

Knighthood. G. M Carnochan.
Wissahickon Kennel Club.

Judge, Mr. W. F. Render. Cups, value $2.50:

Smooth, Sabine Reynard, IF. H." Farwell; wire. Prim-
rose Barmaid, Mrs. H. R. Barry.
Ladies Kennel Association of Massachusetts.

Judge, Mr. Nelson Mcintosh. Cups, value $2.50:

Hillcrest Friar, Chas. W. Keyes.
Ladies' Kennel Association of America.
Judge, Mr. Chas W. Keyes. Cups, value $2:50.

Smooth, Sabine Reynard, F. H. Farwell: wire, Fox
Hills the Roman, Mrs. R. F. Mayhew. Novice class,

smooth, Warren Rajah, W. Rutherfurd; wire, "Warren

Bacchant, W. Futherfurd.
New City Dog Show, N. Y.

Judge, Major G M. Carnochan. Cups, value $2.50:

Smooth. Warren Dandle. W. Rutherfurdr wire, Fox
Hills the Trojan, Mrs. R. F. Mayhew.
Orange County Agricultural Society.

Cups, value $2.50. Wire, Meersbrook Highball, Wm.
H. Saxton.
Stakes and specials have been offered to members,

as follows:

Philadelphia Dog Show.
The Meersbrook Bristles Challenge Cup. Second

division, nineteenth Grand Produce Stakes (Smooth
and wire.) Cups, value $2.50: Best American Fox
Terrier, open class, smooth and wire; limit, smooth

and wire; novice, smooth and wire; puppy, smooth and
wire.

Nominations for the Second Division, nineteenth

Grand Produce Stakes, smooth and wires, should be

sent to me on before entries to the Philadelphia Show
close.

San Mateo Cancellations.

The following awards made at San Mateo September

9th. 1905 have been cancelled for the reasons stated

below, and the following dogs moved up:

Class 8, Great Danes, novice, Zida; particulars not

given.

Class 60, Collies, novice, Bob, son of Holmby: not

eligible. Tallac Kiltie takes 3d.

Class 63, Collies, open dogs (American bred), Clinker

of Holmby; not eligible.

Class 69, Collies, open bitches (American bred),

Rosalind: not eligible Wellesbourne Coquette takes 3d.

Class 72, Dalmatians, novice dogs. Glenwood Venus;

particulars not given.

Class 138, Yorkshire Terriers, novice dof;s and

bitches, Brownie; particulars not given. Nell >

1st.

Class 144, Pomeranians, novice. Papinta and Queen;

I articulars not given.

The following exhibitors have been fined $2 each

for imperfect entry:

O. J. .\lli ... Collie California Poppy; wrong breeder

given.

S. A. Commings, tlalian Greyhound Duke; shown

previously as Duke II.

THE ANGLERS' JONAH.

(By Jas. Watt.)
Every angler has a grievance

—

When the water isn't right:
When the dry north wind is blowing,

I in the sun is far too bright.

Much worse than these, all merged in one-
Is the idiotic crank

Who too oft is found
Upon the rippling river's bank.

He persists in fooling round you

—

If in a boat he'll shine;
Of course he always makes a point
Of running o'er your line.

Then he asked annoying questions

—

Concerning many kinds of bait.
Whilst your ire is quickly rising.
And your soul is filled with hate.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

Duck Hunting Near Rio Vista.
Some good bags have been made by several up river

sportsmen during the past week on the preserves in
the Rio Vista section, and if reports are true the best
record was made by Dr. W. S. Makemson. Charles
Kearney and Claude Kagee on the Egbert preserves,
that are in charge of Sam Kirbly. These gentlemen
visited the ponds early Tuesday morning and Dr.
Makemson took the lead, lacking one of killing the
limit. The birds were mostly mallard drakes. Charles
Kearney came in second with a string of thirty birds,
nearly all canvasback, and reports he could have killed
more than he did if he had been more familiar with
the mysteries of a duck boat. There has been a sad
look in Kagee's eyes since the eventful morning, as
his string was the smallest and nearly all teal. He
feels that his reputation as a hunter has been dealt
a severe blow by Makemson and Kearney, and will
some day take them out and lose them in the tules.
It has been hinted that the large strings of Makemson
and Kearney was the result of an exchange of cash
from these gentlemen's pockets to Kagee's. but this
report cannot be verified, so Kagee's reputation- as a
hunter is still questioned. Otto Johnson and Murray
Isham report good shooting on the Mallard preserves
and showed good bags of ducks as a result of a recent
visit. H. W. Butler. Frank Wilson and S. Kirby
also made "a good shoot on the Egbert ponds Sunday
morning, and L. Miller of the Acme Club reports a
good shoot on the Tyron ponds. Ducks and geese are
still plentiful in this vicinity and good shooting
should be had for some time to come.
The tule sections on the mainland between Rio Vista

and Clarksburg, a district covering an overflowed
marsh shooting territory twenty-five miles or more
in length and varying from one to ten miles in
width, is one of the best duck shooting territories in
this state. Distance from this city and lack of
knowledge of the topography of the district has prob-
ably been the principal reasons why the district is

not visited by more local sportsmen. It is extremely
improbable, however, that so good a thing will long
remain overlooked by sportsmen.

United to Kill Dogs.
A dispatch from Seattle, Wash., last week, states

that twenty-seven hunting dogs, including Deer-
hounds, Setters, etc., have been killed in one week
by the ranchers living along Hood's canal. All were
valuable. The killing is but the first movement in a-

campaign planned by the farmers of that section in

an effort to protect their rights and to save thei.'

crops from devastation and ruin, it is claimed.
For some years farmers there have been worried

by hunters, who, getting upon the trail of a deer,
would chase the animal across farms and through
fields, regardless of the damage done. They have
been warned time and again, but the warnings, even
the printed and posted ones, have had little apparent
effect.

The farmers held a big meeting two wreeks ago to

discuss the best ways of preventing hunters from
running over their cultivated property, {ind the above
record is the work of the committee appointed at that
time.
The farmers and ranchers in the vicinity of Seattle

have had the reputation for several years past of
holding a deadly animosity against the dogs of sports-
men and hunters that were used in that section of
country. Whatever their grievances against the dogs
and their owners, the remedy is a cruel and illegal

one For any and all damage done the trespasser is

amenable, either by ;i civil damage suit or a criminal
prosecution.

It does not reflect any credit upon a community.
in lividually or collectively, when illegal, and perforce
cowardly methods, of relief are taken against dumb
animals.

What Do You Know of the Quail?
If the average hunter will carefully read "The

Bob White and Other Quails of the United States
in Their Economic Relations," the work of Sylvester
D. Judd. assistant, Biological Survey, United states
Department of Agriculture, he will no doubt be sur-
prised in ascertain how limited is the general knowl-

concerning this dainty and popular Ann i

game bird, if every farmer in the United States
could he Induced to read this latest bulletin il is safe
in say the quail would receive better care through
the cold winter months at the h is of the agricul-
turists. The farmer cm well afford to feed and care
for bob white in winter. It would only lie a return

for past kindnesses. In summer and lull the quail

rids III' 1 farmer's place of injurious insects and worms.
In winter when snow "r sleet covers the earth a few
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The introduction of the bobwhite on the coast has

been successful in a number of locations,

in-ton at Whidbey Island and La Conner Flat-

Seattle this Eastern quail has thriven well

Willamette valley bobwhite has also found to a small

extent a congenial habitat.

In California bobwhite has proved that he could get

.long all right in several sections. The rapacity of

the market and pot hunters, however, have almost

exterminated the Eastern quail in every district where

he was introduced. ,

information in Bulletin No. 21 is not confined

entirely to the bobwhite, interesting general?
;
as it is,

but gives some timely information regarding the othei

varieties, which will appear in due course in the col-

umns of the Breeder and Sportsman.

30-pounder and several goodly sized smaller bass on

Sunday.
Bill Street has recently succeeded in crossing striped

bass with "hardmouths" and will plant fry of the

new variety—the "Wingo bassoon—in Shell slough.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Striped Bass Club Outing.

A strong delegation of San Francisco Striped Bass

Club members enjoyed a very pleasant outing near

Rodeo last Sunday. The anglers fished for striped

bass from the shore, at a spot known as Dolliver's

Point. Luck was indifferent, for the fish were either

coy or absent, Nat Mead's three-pounder was high

hook for the day.

Chef Breidenstein's toothsome clam chowder made
the anglers callous to the biggest fish in San Pablo

bay.

In Wash-
near

In the

Shrimp Law Upheld.

A recent decision of the California Supreme Court

sustains the law, passed at the last session of the

legislature, prohibiting the exportation of shrimps

from this state to foreign countries.

The Chinese shrimp fishermen combined and se-

cured the aid of legal talent to test the constitional-

ity of the act. The case was strenuously fought

through all he courts with the final result that the

embargo on shrimp extermination by the Mongolian

bay pirates will remain force.

California Greyhounds Won.
D. K. Cartter, who coursed a big string of G

hounds at the local coursing parks during the
season, took the best of his dogs to Chapman, Kl

last month and won the American Waterloo, the E
Cup and the Mississippi Valley Futurity. In the
ter his entries ran one, two, three.

Lord Sefton, by Parton-Quickstitch, won the WA
loo, running in the firm name of Lowe & Cartter
was a fast dog here, as on September 17 he
Gambit, Richard Anton, Reckless Acrobat and i

Duke.
Bartagis, by Barton Tag-Grace Conroy, the 1

being a branch of the famous Nellie Conroy ston

this State, won the Futurity. The Flight, froir

same litter, was runner up. Great Northern!
Northern Surprise-Jessamy, ran third.

Mr. Cartter won the Burke Cup, for which
were 109 entries, with imported Patched Up, b;

Geoffrey-Causeway Girl. Mr. Cartter left ^
for this city last week with fourteen dogs. He be

a number of puppies which performed well.

G. Lacy Crawford's Agile Spurt ran third ir

Waterloo.

.

Salmon are reported running in the Tuba river by
the thousands. The stream at times seemed to be

alive with the fish, while in the shallow places they

crowded and splashed about "like a drove of hogs."

FOREIGN GAME LOCUSTS.

Fresno Game Warden's Report.

Game Warden R. E. L. Cobb of Fresno county g.ves

the following report of fish and game conditions in

his district for the past quarter:

••During August. September and October I went

over the principal parts of the county where there are

fish and game. I have been through both ranges of

mountains. In the Coast range quail are plentiful,

and also quite a few deer. As for fish, there are none

on account of the lack of water. In the other moun- -

tains I found a good hatch of quail and grouse, but

the deer seem to be decreasing very fast. I found

the first to be scarce, though water was plentiful.

If fish are to be planted in the streams we should have

a hatcherv on account of the distance of the streams

from any shipping point. In the valley things are in

good condition.

"I find that the fish ladder at Miller's dam is not

running any water to speak of and the fish cannot

go up. All the fish hatched that try to reach sal-

water are going out in the ditches as all of the water

is going that way now. In my judgment there shocii

hannel cut around the dam for the use of the

fish instead of the wooden ladder, and then no matter

how Low the water gets the fish could come and go

freely.

-While a good many ducks were hatched, they are

getting scarce, as there has been no cold weather to

bring northern ducks this way.

"Two men were arrested for seining and one for

killing quail out of season. Jack Roads and L. Rogers

were examined before A. G. Smith of Laton and were

dismissed on the motion of the deputy district attor-

ney. Ed Daulton was fined $25 by Judge Beall for

killing quail."

The one urgent need for the protection of game and
fish in this state is the curbing of the foreign man
behind the gun. These foreigners are mainly Italians

and Japs.

Many of the Italians are laborers, with no fixed

residence. These fellows generally have a cheap ham-
mer breech-loading gun, use black pow-der and brass

shells. Some of them use cheap double barreled muz-
zle loading guns, thus making a slight saving in the

cost of ammunition. The Jap. as a rule, will buy
a fairly good grade of gun. The little brown men
are mostly all contract laborers, unreliable at that.

Both varieties of these human locusts are equally

expert in their persistent and systematic work of ex-

terminating game and fish, by poaching all the year
round. Anything and everything with feathers is

game for these vandals; in fact the "Dago" depends
upon the gun for most of his meat. In the agricul-

tural and fruit growing districts these foreigners do
their own cooking, etc. They work for comparatively
small pay and their expenditures in any community
that is unfortunately burdened with their presence
are correspondingly limited. The Japs, for instance,

employed in the Belmont and San Mateo marshes take
their guns with them daily for the purpose of potting

any bird or edible animal that they can bring down.
When it is known that thousands of these locusts

are carrying on this nefarious warfare on game and
song birds the year round, it will readily be under-
stood that the amount of damage is of no small degree.

As they ravage the fields, so do they with equa.
diabolical success deplete the streams and bay tribu-

tary waters. There used to be a hue and cry raised

in the State against the Chinaman, but whatever his

shortcomings, viewed from a Caucasian standpoint,
the Chink had one redeeming virtue, he was not a
poacher, save possibly in a few instances.

A case in point is the territory round about Isleton,

Sacramento county. Years ago Andrus island,

Twitchell island and the adjacent country afforded
most excellent duck, snipe and quail shooting in sea-
son. The hunting was enjoyed by many of the sports-
men, young and old, of that district. Since the advent
of the Italians and Japanese employed by the fruit

growers, truck farmers and dairymen, the feathered
game of that once prolific region has seemingly melted
away under the blighting presence of these locusts,

until now there is but a paltry showing of feathers
for the incensed sportsmen of that section. Instances
are recounted where hen quails have been potted and
the chicks left to perish. The fish—striped and black
bass, perch, catfish and several other varieties—have
also received the deadly attention of these foreigners,

so much so that a growing scarcity has become sud-
denly noticeable.

Isleton is the center of a wealthy farming and dairy-
ing community, it has two large hotels always full of

traveling men and visiting country residents, a bfink

and large stores, and is what is known as a "lively

river town." The Japs and Dagoes are not contribu
tors, in anything but a small way, to the general busi-

ness prosperity. Unfortunately, these foreigners are
regarded as a necessary evil, they being about the
only material procurable for the purposes for which
they are employed. It would be far better if the fish

and game of the region were properly protected for

the sport of legitimate sportsmen than for the feeding
of non-producing and non-resident' foreigners. Sports-
men pay liberally, directly and indirectly, for their

outings, and observe the game laws; the locusts do
not.

The general feeling of indignation and resentment
of many individuals in that section is so strong
against the game law violators referred to that it

Striped Bass Angling. w\\] no t be surprising if an example were to be made
all water fishing of one or more of the poachers who may be caught

A Ladies' Kennel Association.

A ladies' kennel association here would no c

be a very nice thing for dogdom, but all that
will materialize anent a ladies' kennel associate
San Francisco is rumor, nothing but idle rurao
all events for some time to come. The mixing q
ties are not in the brewing; it was attempted
before and proved a dismal failure.

An exclusive club could have but a comparai
small membership. A show would have a corresi
ing small entry, for the simple reason that thosi

yond the pale of membership would not exhibit,

published story going the rounds is merely guff.

Hunting Conditions.

The continuance of the dry weather has changed

shooting conditions materially in most sections. Last

year, up to November 10th, the rainfall amounted to

twelve inches; this season, not a drop of rain has

fallen, save in a very fewr interior localities. The
ponds on many preserves are dry and untenanted by

ducks. As the lack of water affects duck hunting

SO does it also make unfavorable conditions against

the quail hunter.

Despite the dryness and general need of rain, many
sportsmen manage to enjoy fair sport. The best duck
shooting fot> the past week has been found in the

Suisun marshes and in the tule sections of the Yolo

and Sacramento basins
Quail hunting in Marin county the past week has

i i by more than one-half as against

obtained earlier in the season. Some good
II, however, have been shot on the Country

nd Polnl Reyes Sportsmen's Club preserves
duiing the past week.
On the Uameda marshes, near Alvarado and Mt.

Eden bul fair bags have been shot for a week or so.

Duck hunting on the Alviso marshes is rapidly

mini In popularity, The webfoots are not as num-
the; were al the beginning of the season

!'"': ..i i :
i r ,

1 1 shoots become scarcer every day.
Quail '

: very place in Santa
Jose gunners.

In Sai coi quail are numerous in the
tooth lis bul thi undergrowth Is so dense in most

The Quail are now
to shotgun u u- the approach of

huntei ' refuge In the thick. Impassable
chappai al.

Ban ntoni'i i
.

i,.i i t . :< niiu^
tin- water v 11 h clam baits.

were only fair. Durli the week
b r of fish, som« m ol fair size, have

been caughl
the Sonoma marsh sei tloi near Schellvllle,

orted thai I lardInal I

' b> helmi
i captured a

•edhanded in their depredations.

The condition of affairs above stated can be found
duplicated in many other parts of California, much
to the shame of the indifferent citizens of such com-
munities.

Treatment of Mange.
In an interesting article on mange in dogs

London Field says that genuine disorder is assoe
with dirt and neglect, and when it appears ii

domestic pet dog or in the well managed kennel
always a safe conclusion that the outbreak is d
accidental infection from contact with an ai

affected with the malady or with something on t

the parasite or its eggs have found a refuge. 3!

ment of mange is by no .means easy, as its su
depends on the remedy reaching the acari inT

habitats under the cuticle into the fibrous stru

of the true skin, and in advanced forms of t
order it is necessary to prepare the skin for the
by thoroughly washing with warm water a
soap, and the careful removal of all hard scabs
erous forms of dressing are recommended by d

ent experts, but it is generally allowed that the J

tion of the dressing is not of so much moment^
method of its application. One thorough dressi

likely to do more good than a dozen of a perfun
kind. A very favorite dressing for a horse afl

with mange was composed of equal parts of

tar, train oil and turpentine, but the mixture w
unpleasant in its appearance and smell that it

was mainly confined to the coarser breed
working establishments, and it was not ccnsidei

be safe for dogs, owing to the extreme suscepti

of the animal's skin to the action of turpentin ;

It was only by chance that it was ascertained

the preparation might be safely used for dogs;
withstanding its bad reputation, a well known
erinary surgeon many years ago was in the ha
using it, and affirmed in public that he never
the least injury, but on the contrary, the gr
benefit from its use in skin disease of a serious

in the dog, and sarcoptic mange among them.
offensive qualities of the mixture would certainlj

der its use impossible in a house, but in any
of mange of so severe a character the obvious (

would be to send the animal to a veterinary infir

Probably in the early stage of the disease there
better dressing than a mixture of flour of si

with sweet oil, to form a creamy fluid, which
be applied without any risk to the animal, whic
probably lick it. In very bad cases it is advisei

long-haired dogs should be completely shorn, si

the remedy, whatever it may be, may have a c

of penetrating into the galleries which the par

have made. Gerlach recommends, as a rerae

preparation which would commend itself to the

ers of pet dogs, on account of the odor of t

which it exhales. It is simply a solution of th

sam of Peru in spirit, one part of the balsi

30 of the spirit, which will be applied to all th

eased parts of the skin. Among the remedies
may be looked upon as domestic applications, i

bolic soap, the strength of which may vary f

to 20 per cent of the carbolic acid, according
severity of the disease. The affected parts r

moistened in the first place and the soap rubt
before the animal is placed in the bath, in

the soap must be thoroughly washed off. It m
understood that the..strongest admixture, from
cent and above, if allowed to remain on th<

may do serious mischief.

Jos. E. Terry's English Setter bitch Lady Lik<

was logt afield near Pylema, Kern county, last

is still missing, despite the fact that a liberal l

has been offered for her return either to J. E.

Sacramento, or to Fred Coutts, Bakersfield.

effort, so far as search and the distribution of I

circulars goes, has been made to regain thi:

known Setter, but so far Mr. W. B. Coutts ii

us, without avail. More's the pity.

Sober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.
The English Kennel Club Jubilee Show hi

record list of entries—3.503.
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VTTLE FOR MILK AND BEEF.

;terest in cattle for milk and beef

ifeias to be increasing. The breeds

H) are classed as dual purpose or

8; and beef cattle are Red Polls,

Iffn Swiss, Polled Durham, Devon

I, some families of the Shorthorn.

fj choice of a breed depends so much
She personal preference of the pur-

|Ler that it is not only unwise but

ossible for one to dictate to or de-

B for another in that regard. Hu-
I. nature is a factor in this calcula-

§ and the breed a man likes best he

take the best care of. For the ben-

Jof our subscribers, and many others
'

H may desire the information, we
rtj brief descriptions of the dual-

jjiiose breeds which may aid in a

fction.

sd Polls.—The Red Poll is a very

Udsome animal. They are rich red

i,*olor and have intelligent heads

liout horns. The poll is nicely point-

dthe neck is thick (in the cows) but

F ds smoothly into the shoulders,

l^h are not so thick and beefy as are

beef breeds, nor sharp and peaked

he dairy breeds, but medium. There

food spring to the ribs, the barrel is

the rumps square, the thighs

plump and the udder large and
d quality. A good Red Polled

here are of course good and poor

n all breeds) is a wonderful ani-

She is a milker of exceptional

and turns her surplus flesh into

When dry a cow of this breed

i
rapidly and we have known men
inounce as unfit for dairy pur-

.ed Polled cows that when dry

blocks of beef but that would
between four and five hun-

ounds of butter fat in a year,

oiled cattle originated in Eng-
the counties of Norfolk and
and have been recognized as a

t breed since 1846. Uniformity

e has been an object so univer-

ought that animals in the best

'as alike as peas." Red Polls

rst imported into the United
in 1873. There are more cattle

breed in Iowa than in any other

The president of the American
oiled Cattle Club is P. G. Hen-
Central City, la., and the sec-

H. A. Martin, Gotham, "Wis.

n Swiss.—The Brown Swiss is

the most picturesque breeds,

wide branching horns and pe-

brown color, some light and at

seasons gray, make them very
;ive. They have a light stripe

he back. Brown Swiss are good
s, and strong in body! Butcher
of cow's and steers acknowledge
;atisfactory killers. "When cross-

common stock a Swiss bull

his offspring after himself, and
re seen half-bloods that would
or purebred as far as external

teristics are concerned. N. S.

of Gorton, Conn., is secretary of

erican Brown Swiss record,

ed Durhams.—As far as dual pur-
qualities are concerned Polled

ms and Shorthorns may be con-
d together, for Polled Durham^
;orthorns without horns. This is

ally true of the double-standard
Durhams. These are register-

oth the Shorthorn and the Polled

Warrantedto Give Satisfaction.

Gombault's
Caustic Balsam

las Imitators But No Competitors.
i. Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all akin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Iprains, 3ore Throat, etc., it is invaluable.
.Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is
vanranted to pive satisfaction. Price $1 50
>er bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
reas, charges paid, with full directions for
ts use. flSTSend for descriptive circulars,
estlmonials, etc. Address

he Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

Durham herd books. Single-standard
Polled Durhams have not a clear
Shorthorn ancestry, but generally have
a cross of the native mooley in them.
There are many excellent milking fam-
ilies among the Shorthorns and Pollea
Durhams, and their breeding qualities

are first class.

Devon.—-Devons are smaller than any
of the other dual-purpose breeds and
the least common. They are a neat.

tidy cattle, active and vigorous, a rich
red in color, have wide branching horns
gracefully turned up and of waxy color-,

the nose is flesh colored and the eyes
are surrounded by a flesh-colored ring.

Devons are the most ancient breed of

cattle in Great Britain. They are good
milkers and make "handy" steers, gen-
erally of lighter weight than the steers

from the other breeds.
—

"Wis. Agricul-
turist.

o

TO KEEP MILK SWEET.

Mr. W. J. Frazer of the Illinois Ex-
periment Station, gives the following

suggestions as to how to secure milk
from your own cows that will keep
sweet for a reasonable length of time:

"Keep the cows clean, and do not

compel or allow them to wade and live

in filth. This means clean yards and
clean well bedded stalls. Every thing

short of this is positively repulsive and
should not be tolerated any longer in a

civilized country.

"Stop*the filthy habit known as the

wetting of teats, by which is meant
the drawing of a little milk into the

hands with which to wet the teats bb~
fore and during milking, leaving the ex-

cess of filthy milk to drop from the

hands and teats into the pail.

"Wash all utensils clean by first us-

ing lukewarm water afterwards wash-
ing in warm water and rinsing in an
abundance of boiling water then ex-

posing until the next using in direct

sunlight which is a good sterilizer.

"Use milk -pails, cans, etc., for no oth-

er purpose but to hold milk.

"Xveep out of these utensils all sour

or tainted milk even after they have
been used for the day. Using them
for this purpose at any time infecU,

them so badly that no amount of

washing is likely to clean them. Bac-
teria are invisible and millions can find

lodging in the thin 'film of moisture

that remains after dishes are apparent-

ly clean.

'Brush down the cobwebs and keep

the barm free from accumulations of

dust and trash.

"Whitewash the barn at least once a

year."

The reasons for the above sugges-

tions are as follows: All soured milk

is due to the presence of germs. These

"are abundant in every stable; more so

in a dark stable than in one well ven-

tilated, for the reason that sunlight

kills the germs; more abundant in a

filthy stable than in a clean one. They

are found on the udder of a cow and

on the hair. They are found in the

teat itself, where they establish them-

selves in little colonies. Hence when

the farmer milks on his hands and wets

the teats he is not only getting a col-

ony of germs in the milk started but he

gets with it a solution of whatever

filth there may be on the teats. The

very first milk should be milked on the

ground and not in the pail. Wash the

germs out of the teats by two or three

motions, letting these go on the floor.

Germs harbor in the pails, hence the

necessity for absolute cleanliness. A
pail that held sour milk will be admir-

ably stocked with germs, which even

warm water cannot remove immediate-

ly.

Give horses a variety of food. While

oats will continue to be a standard

food for horses, yet a small allowance

of linseed meal and corn fodder will

also be relished and give excellent re-

sults.

Castor oil well rubbed in twice daily

for a week will remove warts on cattle.

The animals suffer no pain. Try

it.

McKINNEY FILLY FOR SALE.

T OFFER FOR SALE AT A REASONABLE
JL figure the black twoyear-old blly MJKbY
JO.A.V by McKlrmey 2:11^, dam Wlonie Wilkes
2-]7 l4 by Rey Wilkes (sod r.f Mambrlno Wilkes

and FanDie bs John Nelson); second dam Pet by
Crpsco^trs; 3d dam Topsy by Geoeial Taylor

SUKEY MAC Is entered and paid upon In ihe

Paoiac Breeders Futurity for next year. She
has only been worked a very little and has paced
quarters In 35 seconds. Apply tou

R. P. M GREELEY,
14th and Franklin Sts., Oakland.

RACING!
OPENING SATURDAY, NOVEMBER II

to California Jockey CM

OAKLAND TRACK
Six or More Races Each Week Day

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT 2 P. M. SHARP
For Special Trains stopping at the Track take

S.P.Ferry, foot of Market Street—leave at 12,

thereafter every twenty minutes. No smoking in
last two cars, which are reserved for ladies and
their escoris
Returning, trains leave Track after fifth and

last races.

THOMAS" H. WILLIAMS, President.

PERCY W. TREAT, Secretary.

THE HORSEMAN'S HANDBOOK
CONTENTS:

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF STALLIONS—The Stall—Pad-
dock.—Food— Diseases— Exercise— Grooming
—Serving j\Iares—Amount of Service.

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF BROOD MARES-Getting Mares
in Foal —Care During PreguaDCV—Abortion—
Foaling—Time When Mare is Due—I ii Season
Again—Weaning Colt.

BREAKING AND DEVELOPING OF COLTS-Care of Colt-Ed-
ucatibg— Feeding—Care of Growing Feet—
Breaking to Drive—Developing, Shoeing and
Booting.

MANAGEMENT OF CAMRAIGNERS-How to Keep the Race
Horse in Condition and Keyed Up for a Race.

CARE OF THE FEET—Rooting and Shoeing—Bonner's
and Berrj s Views.

CARE OF THE HORSE IN SICKNESS-Some Brief, Simple
Kules and liemedies.

GAITING AND BALANCING—Correction of Faulty Gaits,
etc.

ANIMAL TAMING ANO TRAINING—Methods Employed by
Geutry in overcoming Wild Instincts of the
Horse and Teaching Dim to Learn.

STATISTICS—Championship Records of every class
—heading Sires of'J:30 speed—Time of Fastest
Miles hy Quarters—hist of High Priced Horses
—hist of Hor^e Associations and Registers—
hist of Hor^e Journals hist of Hooks on the
Horse—Period of Gestation Table, etc.

AMERICAN TROTTING RULES-The Complete Itules gov-
erning Harness Kacing with Index, Officially
Signed hy Secretary W. H. Knight.

USEFOL INFORMATION- Kules for Admission to Stand-
ard Registers Rules for Laying out Tracks—
Treatment of Horse's Teeth—How to Groom a
Horse— About Clipping Horses—To Start a
Balky Dorse -Where to Buy Specialties for
Horsemen, etc.

DDirr f paPer Cover 50c
n-tllrt.

"I.
Leatherette Cover 81

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

36 CEARY ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

672-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIBBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of

Fancy Horses. A Tew Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Teh: WeBt 359.

McMURRAY

points:
Perfect Construction,

Light Weights,

Great Strength,

Easy Running,

and LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOQQINQ CARTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER
^S"Address for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTOHERD—77 premiums. California State Fairs

1903-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Saosome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER SAXE& SON. Liok House, S. F.. Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses. Sheep, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited,

HOtSTETNS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners atStatt and county fairs,
show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 in
California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINBAND DURHAM8.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Niles & Co.. I*w Angeles
Oal.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cured in 48 Hours.

CAPSULES

superior to Copaiba, Cnbobi or Injection

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
-DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 190

CALIFORNIA

AUCTIOKT
Thoroughbred Yearlings, Brood Mares and

Horses in Training.

FRIDAY EVENING, NOV. 17, 1905 longing 10 Jotm Mao. ey of Ranoho del Paso,

the produce or the Ranch's beat stallions out of world-renowned mares.

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV. 28, 1905—^^"^'^oTf^T^-b.
Macdonough proprietor. These Yearlings are the produce of Ossary, St. Carlo, Orsinl and St.

Avonlcus.out ol famous mares.

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV. 2o, 1"U5 Maresand Horses In Training belonging

to the late DJN CAMERON', among them being Sir Wllrred, a yearling full sister to Sir Wilfred,

and tLe dam of Sir Wilfred.

Auctions lake place at the SaleByard of

FRED H. CHASE &C0,, 1732 Market Street, San Francisco, California

(W. P. MAUBANE, Auctioneer)

Horses at Yard three days before each sale. Send for Catalogues.

STALLION OWNER!
Tf You Need a Stallion Card or Stock Catalogue Compiled and Printed, stallion Poster,

Stallion Service Book, a Cut of Your Morse, a Horse Unolcof any kiml or a Tabulated
Pedigree, Get it where you can get the CHEAPEST and BEST.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES ADDRESS

MAGNUS FLAWS &. CO., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO- ILL.
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THE BEST BREED OF SHEEP.
Th- eeds is one that

he settled. The partic

stock that a

one that Will us

r him. writes E. P Si

Farmer. Bei

both mutton and woo!
- grown, to a g

the expense of the other.

wonderful variation in

j of the domestic animals. Flock-

sually pronounced in

, heir - to the merits of the

Is and decidedly ami

|y favor their own particu-

lar i

A dairyman whose farm has been

iyed for that purpose by a rail-

lately told me he thought of buy-

a small Hock of breeding ewes

and wanted my opinion as to the best

whether he had better try one

of the mutton breeds or one of the fine

wool class. He said he wanted to

early lambs for market. I ad-

vised him to get. if possible, good,

large, smooth grade Merino ewes, and

for a sire use a full blood Shropshire

ram. I advised Merino ewes. First,

because they can be bred earlier: sec-

ond, because they are hardier, less

liable to disease: third, because they

shear more wool; fourth, because they

require less range and less feed; fifth,

because they live to a greater age.

1 have known a good many men to

change from Merinos to some of the

mutton breeds and I never knew one

yet who didn't regret it. One of my
neighbors who made such a change

said to me: "Those coarse sheep are

starving to death on my woods pas-

ture right where my Merinos kept fat:

about four out of five have the scours

all the lime. Besides, after every

storm, they have a bad spell of catarrh

and snuffles, and I just everlastingly

never can keep them clear of ticks."

trouble with this man was that he

had been used to handling Merinos.

and the methods that succeed with

them will not do at all with the mut-

ton breeds. They must be kept in

smaller flocks and they recruire closer

attention and more generous feed. I

have known men to do well with a

small flock of coarse sheep, but I have

known two breeders to dispose

of their whole flocks because they

became so infested with stomacii

worms as to be practically worthless.

The prices of both mutton and wool

have been unusually good for the last

year and many who have had no sheep

for years are thinking seriously of in-

ihg in a small flock. I believe that

they will do better with sheep of the

Merino class than with any of those of

the mutton breeds. Especially if they

have had little experience in handling

sheep. The Merinos are so much bet-

ter able to take care of themselves.

And while they will stand a good deal

of hard treatment and neglect they

respond readily to skillful handling

and generous care. The most success-

ful business men make it a point to

buy when things are low and sell

when they are high. According to that

maxim it is bad business to buy sheep

at this time. No doubt there are men
who will rush into the business now,

and then become disgusted and go out

when the first season of depression

This practice can. of course,

only result in serious loss. I have
strong and abiding faith in

sheep, and I don't hesitate at all to

advise a man who has none, to buy t.

lew good breeding ewes with which to

start a nock. And having embarked in

the business, stay right by it. Give
the flock good care and they will re-

ly than any other

stock.

When starting sheep on a grain ra-

lo it with lly is

Is ]'* 1. Oats
ir the pi i

>.f the ration. A lilt!

Two or three weeks should
i ra-

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

tnrB the

Central TrustCompany

of la

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Peed new corn with caution to hogs
in the early fall. A good

corn on the ata Ikfl
i

su<-h a:-- mangli
: kins ar*- gi

iillon.

A

; for than t

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings

3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH"

•*%»* Registered 17. S. Patent Office *»£*«

SPAVIN CURE

McKliey Hares and stallls

FOR SATiE,
Four Black Mares by McKinney 2:11^

One Bay Yearling Filly by Iran Alto S:l2H

One Brown or Black Weanling Fitly by
Lecco 3:09Ji

The Mares are BESSIE D., that is out of

Stemwlnder. the dam of Directum 2:05m; KOSE
McKlNNET, that is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:22y,
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
KAGSI, that is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1S35.

son of Strathmore: and Black Marnoutof Fon-
tanita by Antevolo 2:19^- son of Electioneer;
second dam Fontana :

dam of Silas Skinner 2:17,

etc.
The Yearling is by Iran Alto out of Rose Mc-

Kinney; dam of Almaden (2) 3:22^.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09M and out of

Rose McKinney.
Also, one bay Gelding with a record of 2:17^ by

McKinney. This is the bet»t and fastest roadster

of his size in California
Also, one three-year-old Stallion—the best bred

ooe ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie (dam of

5 in list) by Gen. BentoD; second dam Elaine {dam
of 4 in list) by Messenger Duroc; third dam Green
Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list) by Harry Clay
45. A grand young horse; has trotted a half in

1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prices.

Address C. A. DTJRFEE.
529 Thirty first St.. Oakland.

Or Race Track San Jose.whtre horses maybe
seen at any time.

PHENOL SODIQ
heals

t,

SORES, C||

and BITE:

Man and Bei jj'

Keep Handy I

% VK>~5iiyy sS"9ia Accidents.

2ENOL S 0J3IttU£
Cures

MANGE &SCRAKJ

0!

HOWE & CO .

Real Estate, Estates Cared For,

AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES,
247 Washington St.. Room 2.

Boston, Mass , Jan. 21.

Dear Sirs:—I have used a bottle of 'Save-the-
Horse," and I consider it the best thing that as
yet I have been able to obtain for what it was
intended, it having entirely cured a very valuable
mare which has been lame since last September
with a sprained ankle. We had her blistered
twice aDd laid up for two months, bat it did no
good. I was just aboutready to breed her when I

gave it a trial; she is now entirely sound.
Yours respectfully.

ALBERT E. BAKER.

IlieylicKIt
Astneywixntit.

COMPRESSED '

PURE-SALT BRICKS
in PATENT FEEDERS.
— The sane, economical, handy

i way ofsalting animals.
k Ash. Dealers.
Write us for Book..

•taONlME$UPPLY(0.
PATENTEES-MANUFACTURERS- BRD0KJ.YN,N.Y

publication.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHIP
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

WERE THESE TWO CASES WORTH THE
COST OF TREATMENT?

Brooklyn, N.Y.
One of my horses went lame from side or shell

bones on both feet, which extended entirely
around the quarter, and was laid up for about
thrfe months i used two bottles of "Save-tbe-
Horse," and the horse is perfectly sound. I have
driven her over paved roads, and one day gave
her a sixty-mile drive and she never showed the
least particle of lameness. The growths have
nearly all disappea- ed. I have owned horses for
years, used them to build railroads and in all
kinds of contract work, and have used remedies,
blisters firing and electricity, but never saw
anything take hold and produce such results as
''Save-tbe-Horse" in this case.

D. C. BENNETT. Builder,
416 79th at.

Niack.N. Y.
Id August I had a mare with an ankle cocked

from a bad wrench in a race. It was so bad I had
concluded to shoot her, but was persuaded to
breed her and turn her out. I bred her, but in-

stead of turning her out used your "oave-the-
Horse." In three weeks I was more than sur-
prised to see the swelling disappear, and the
remedy produced a complete cure She is as
good as ever. I have raced her since and drive
her any distance without aDy sign of lameness.
I cannot say too much for your remedv.

GEO. F. BEHRINGER, Jr.

Write us before you fire or blister your horse
and you will understand why our written guar-
antee Is an abselute legal contract.
Positively aad permanently cures BONE and

BOG SPAVIN, THOROUGHPIN. RINGBONE
/except low ringbone).CURB. SPLINT, CAPPED
HOCK. WINDPUFF. SHOE BOIL. BROKEN
DOWN, SPRALVED and RUPTURED TEN-
DONS and all LAMENESS, without scar or
blemish. Horse may work as usual.

/J»
m per bottle. Written guarantee with

j)0 every bottle, as binding to protect you as^ tbe best legal talent could make it. Send
for copy.
At all druggists and dealers, or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co., Binghamton.N.Y.
Formerly Troy, N. Y.

D. K. NEWELL, Pacific Coait Agent,
GLO Mission Street, San Francisco, Cat.

Thick, Swollen Glands
that make a horse Wheeze,
have Thick W i n U or
Choke-down, can be re-
moved with

Absorbine
or any Bunch or Swelling
caused by strain or inflam-
mation. No blister. >T

o
hair gone and horse kept
at work, g'2.00 per bottle,
delivered. Book 3-B free. ABSORBTXE, JR., for
mankind, 81.00 delivered. Cures Goitre, Tumors,
Varicose Veins, Etc. Book free. Hade only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D.F.,

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co . Langiey &MichaelsCo.
aldington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franolsoo.

Sponges. S Adder-ley, 307 Market St.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEYISADERO AND FULTON 8TS.

(1408 Fulton 8 reet)

Horses Called For, Clipped and Delivered

AT POPULAR PRICES.

BUSINESS HORSES FOR LURE.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving, a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything first-class All horses in my oare will

receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. T. C. CABNEY.

The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stall!

ALTA VELA 2:111-
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sira, ELECTIONEER, sire Of 166 in 2:30
grandsire of Major Delmar 1:59*£.

Dam. LORITA 2:18^ (dam of Alta Vela 2
and Palori2:24^ by Piedmont 2:17Ji;
Cam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywei.
and Lorita 2:18*4) by St. Glair; third
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:16-

Address all communications to BREEi
AND SPORrSMAN,36 Geary St., San Franc-

Ones For Sale.

Hnnpllfl b^ Charles Derby; standard and
L/U|jciia

iStered; bay filly 4 years old, a

15.3 hands, weighs about 1000 lbs ; handsome I

In every respect a first class road horse. A H
can drive her. She has speed and is not oi =

valuable horse for the road hut a high-c a

brood mare.
ALSO

A few other fast roadsters for sale at reason <•
prices. For particulars and to see the he ;

apply to DEXTER PRINCE STABLES, >
Grove street, corner Bakerstreet. San Franc ]

MERIDIAN 2:12
FOR SALE.

ATERIDIAN 2:\2H IS A STANDARD-Blp
-»L dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Exceil
disposition; perfect conformation; sure

J
getter. His oldest colts are four years old y
all his get have style, good action, tood size!
speed He is by Simmocolon 2:i3=i (sire of f
Q. 2:07V4and 12 in 2:30 list); dam Sidane 2:23 J

Sidney 2:i9?i; next dam Addie S by Stein'L
Started seven times in races, won four first 1 fr-

ies and was never outside of the money. I

sound, In good condition, will he sold cheap. *
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petalun

FUTURITY CANDIDATE FOR SALE.

A BAY FILLY, FOALED 1901 STANDARD
-^- and registered, sired by Stam B. 2:Ilj<i dam
Nora Mae by McKinney 2: 1 IX; second dam Fon-
tan-ta by Antevolo 2:19^; third dam Fontana
(dam of Silas Skinner 2:17 and Flora Balle 2:25)

by Almont-33- This filly is entered In the Breed-
ers $7000 Futurity. Occident and Stanford stakes
and Kentucky $20,000 Futurity. Is unbroken, of
good size and a trotter. Her dam. Nora Mae,
was developed some as a three and four year old
by C. A. Durfee, and was capable of trotting in
2:12 or better. For price and further, particulars
apply to Dr. J. P. DUNN, Room 27, Macdonougb
Building, Oakland.

FOR SALE.

PEDIGREES TABULATED

And type written
Ready for framing
Wri*e for prices.

Breeder and Sportsman, 36 Geary Siret
San Francisco. Cat.

YOUNG PACING STALLION. FOUR YEARS
1 old, sired by Washington McKinney, dam
Yolo Belle by Waldstein, son of Director Is a
handsome blood bay, with star; has been trained
but <r. few months and shows a high rate of speed.
Also Yolo Belle, aam of the above stallion; is

one of tbe handsomest mares in Sonoma county,
large and stylish, very gentle, and is driven
dally by a lady. Coming eight years old and is a
trotter.
Price for the stallion $1000; for the mare $500.

Apply to Mrs JANE HOGOBOOM/
1040 Fourth St., Santa Rosa Cal.

FOR SALE.
'T'HE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD DI-
-L ablo colt in California. First dam, Babe by
Dawnlight 214S4.be a son of Dawn and bis dam
Alida (dam of Direota 2:28) by Admiral Babe is

a half sister to the good colt MoFadyen. being
out of Bee. Paced a mile In June in 2:27. and
1b paid up in the Breeders Futurity. For partic-
ulars address

E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon, Cal.

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sal

T OFFER FOR SALE A THREE-YEAR (0
-1- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16^. danff
Gen. McClellan that is one of the best prosp*
in California. He is a square trotter wltbjji

speed sound as a dollar, requires no boots, ji

fast walker and will make an Id-al roadster,*!

a race winning trotter. He is a golden ches»
with small star. Inspection of this young Gi
ing Is invited. He is in charge of Hans Frelll

on 24th avenue, close to the Casino, and wl 4
shown by appointment.

W. FORD THOMAS, I

327 Market St., Saa Franel&j

. SULKY FOR SALE.
A BRAN NEW MCMURRAY SULKY, NlP

Latest model; just received from the facjj

A first-cl ass sulky in every respect. Will he /
at a bargain. Address

F. W. KELLEY, .

Care of Breeder and Sportsman|

36 Geary Street. San FranoiSj

[MTOE
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cl.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular *

uaercial school on thePaolflo Coast. 20,000 gi u

ates; 80 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 stuc

annually placed In positions. Send for oatatt

E. P. HEALD, Preside
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HE CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUlRace Course: Sheepshead Bay. N. T
Office: 571 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Events to Close Wednesday, November 15 1905
itES

n

FOR THE JUNE
THE FOAM-

MEETING. 1906.
$2500 Added.

Estimated Value, $6000.
FOR TWO YEARS OLD (Foals or 190-1). By subscription of S75 each for starters, $30 forfeit; or

l if declared out by May 1, 1906. vyitb 32500 added, of which 8100 to the second and $200 to the
trd Winners of $?500, 5 lbs ; of $5000, 7 lbs extra Non winners of $1000, allowed 4 lbs.: maidens
lowed 8 lbs. LIST FIVE FCBLONGS OF KUTUKITY CuUBSE

THE SURF—$2500.
Estimated Value. $6000.

FJ3 TWO YEA.RS OLD (Foals of 1901). By subscription of $75 each for starters: $30 forfeit; or
lit deolaredout by May 1, 1906. With $2500 added, of which $400 to the second and $200 to the third.
Innersof $2500 51bs.; of $5000, or of the Foam Stakes, 71bs. extra. Non winners of $1000 allowed
s : maidens allowed 8 lbs.

1,151 FIVE AND A HALF FURLONGS OF FUTURITY COURSE

FOR THE JUNE MEETING. 1907.
THE TIDAL—$20,000.

- FOR THREE YEARS OLD (Foals of 1901). By subscription of 525 each, the only liability if

-. , Blared out by May 1, 1906; or $75 if declared out by November 1, 1906 or $100 if declared out by
:

- :i - bruary 1, 1907; or $200 if left in after the last-mentioned date. Each starter to pay$250addi-
aaL Guaranteed cash value $20,000, The Coney Island Jockey Club to add not less than $5000
e winner to receive $15 000, the second horse $2500, the third horse $1500, the owner of winner at
oe of entry $500, the owner of second horse at time of entry $300, and the owner of third horse at
le of entry $200. Should the money added by The Coney Island Jockey Club increase the value of
i race over the advertised amount, the surplus shall go to the winner Colts, 126 lbs.; geldings
: lbs., Allies, 121 lbs. ONE MILE AND A QUARTER

THE MERMAID—$3000 Added.
Estimated Value, $7000,

FOR FILLIES THREE YEARS OLD (Foals of 1904). By subscription of $100 each, half for
t,or only $10 if declared out by May 1, 1906; or $25 if declared out by February 1, 1907. With $3000
led of which $700 to the second and $300 to the third. Winners in 1907 of two races of $2500 or

'oof $5000, 5 lbs extra. Other Allies never having won $10,000 allowed. If non-winners in 1906 of
-i 00, 5 lbs.; of $800, 10 lbs. ONE MILE AND A FURLONG

THE LAWHENCE REALIZATION
$10,000 Added.

Estimated Value, $40,000.
For Foals of 1904—Now Yearlings.

FOR THREE YEARS OLD (Foals of 190-1). A sweepstakes by the following respective sub-
y» ipttons: For horses nominated as foals by November 15, 1904, $75 each, or only $10 if deolared out
.November 1, 1905. or $30 if deolaredout by November 1, 1906
For burses nominated as yearlings by November 15, 1905, when the Stakes shall be

- *«ed, 8150 each, er 875 If declared out by November 1, 1906.
EAC3H STARTER TO PAY 8250 ADDITIONAL, all of which shall go to the second and third

1 ses, as farther provided.
The Coney Island Jockey Club to add ten thousand dollars (§10,000). The second to receive $1500

ic he added money and two-thirds of the starting money; the third $750 of the added money and one-
-•rd of the starting money. The nominators of the winner, of the second horse and ef the third
t se to receive $500, $300 and $100 of the added money, respectively, wnether they are the owners of

- 1 horses when the race takes place or not.

• Colts. 126 lbs ; geldings, 123 lbs.; Allies, 12i lbs. Non-winners at any time of $5000 allowed 4 lbs ;

i C30X, 7 ibs.: of $1000, 10 lbs.
By filing on or before November 1, 1905, with The Coney Island Jockey Club an accepted transfer

c he foal's entry, the original subscriber will be released from any liability as to the engagement
c aid entry exoept the first forfeit of $10, leaving the purchaser liable for same unless duly struck
c, ONE MILE AND FIVE FURLONGS

IOR THE
THE

AUTUMN MEETING, 1907
GREAT FILLY STAKES
With $5O0O Added,

$20,000.
By subscription of $5 each, the only liabtl-

Estimated Value,

EACH STARTER TO PAY 8350 ADDITIONAL, all of which sha
horses, as further providf d.

The Cjney Island Jockey Cub to add ten thousand dollars ($10 0001
he added money and two-,hirHo «»»*"»"*»-•<-—— «-- -i- -' -—

-

third of the starting money

FOR FILLIES TWO YEARS OLD (Foals of 1905)
I if declared out by November 1, 1906; or $25 each If declared out by May 1, 1907; or $50 each if
d lared out by July 15. 1907; or $100 if left in t rter the last-mentioned date. EACH STARTER TO

i I Y 8150 ADDITIONAL, which shall be divid d betweea the nominators of the Allies placed
fl t, second and third, as further provided.
The Coney Island Jockey Club to add $5000, of which $1250 to the second and $7o0 to the third.
The nominator of the winner to receive 50 per cent of the additional fees paid for starting; the

initiator of the second 30 per cent, and the nominator of the third 20 per cent.
Winners of two races of $2000, or one of $5900,5 lbs extra; two of $5000, or one of $10,000, 8 lbs. extra.
If sire or dam has not produced a winner prior to November 1, 1905, the filly will be allowed 3 lbs.

ft either, or 5 lbs. for both, said allowance to be claimed at time of entry.
By filing on or before November 1, 1906, with the Clerk of the Course of The Coney Island Jockey

C b an accepted transferor engagement In this Stake. THE NOMINATOR WILL BE RELEASED
$ DM FURTHER LIABILITY, other than the first forfeit ot $5 each.

LAST SIX FCBLONGS OF FUTURITY COURSE

Entries to be addressed to the CLERK OF THE COURSE, The Coney IslandJockey Club, 571 Fifth Avenue,
Entry Blank- can be had at the Office of the BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.

THE CENTURY $20,000
For Three Years Old a„d Upwards (Now Yearlings and Upwards)

Weight for Age.

The winner to receive 515 TO fie second horsesS nl*?£ ^0key
,
C,ub ,0 add »°< :^s than 85000.

^"geo'entrjtsoo. SHOULD THr?ONEY ADDm bv "Sl1^??1 tbe °™"o( winner
CLTTB INCREASE THE VALUE OP TRP 5In? ™ RPr, S£JHE CONEY ISLAND JOCKEYSURPLUS SHALL GO TO THE WINNER ° ER THE ADVERTISED AMOUNT/THEA ONE MILE AND A HALF

FOR THE AUTUMN MEETINGS
1906, ETC.

THE ANNUAL CHAMPION
For Now Yearlings and Two Years Old

$25,000
For Three Years Old and Upwards

A Co.vrrNtrofS Evem, to Close Each Yeah On or about November ,5th.

To Be Run During the Autumn Meetings
Condition! lor Horses Nominated, when YearlInBa .By subscription of 110 each, the only liability if declared n„t i,„ a, . T ..

L°„
r
?f J

8 two 5ears oW: M0 lf declared by Jaly ilfh"f tbe yea? in whfJSVh" £' ,he year ln w"loh the
M0 if declared by November 1st of the year in -vhich the horse ?„ t i£ Jh0 b0

.

rJe.'" tw0 rears old.
February 1st of the year in which the horse is three jlaS"old" Sim J%V*,

°'d
i

*75 lf deol»""> by

,

year in which the horse is three years old; or SM0?MJunker ItelaLwMo'^iVj ' 5"' °' ""*

Conditions fop Horses Nominated, when Two Years oldBy subscription of 5200 each, theonly liability ifdeclared hv t,,i„ i-.i, . .».
horse is three years old; or $350 if left in after the

: last-mentioned date
*"* ***"* ,he

Each Starter to Pay $100 Additional
Guaranteed Cash Value S 15,000, of which S>0 000 to the winner- sannn t„ ,h„

the third horse; J10C0 to the owner of winner at time ol entt

j

*
"in £°?

n J? nlll '"J"
1 hors

f:«<**> t0
time of entry; $350 to theownerof third horse at time of entry °' seC0Bd horse at

Three Years Old 11° lbsFour Years and Upwards ....... .'.124 lbs
{Six and (hiding Allowances)

Winners of anv race, when three yearsold and upwards of the valu»nf ji.™ ,»Non-wnnersof any race when three yearsold and upwards of the Va'laeof ««™ ?oS»7,?
lbs

U
e
-
I

,

t?Non-winners of any race, when three J ears old and upwards of the v»i?' ^m,?r,
De

?,
llowea 5 10s

Winning in handicaps, when carrying less than weS"or a?e shall noVo/Suer"™'
1 '° 'bS -

e , , ,. „,
TW° MILES AND A QUARTER

Special Conditions.
The entry of a horse for this race shall qualify such horse frnnV*„..i.. j

race when Three Years Oid, and eachyearthireane^MfiSilof'sLmSln'ea^eJen,'
'' ""=

FOR THE JUNE MEETING, 1908
THE LAWRENCE REALIZATION

$10,000 Added
Estimated Value, $40,000.

For Foals of 1905—Now Weanlings.
FOR THREE YEARS OLD (Poals of 1935) A sweepstakes hv th» ,_n„ ,

sorptions; For horses nominated as foals by November 15* 1905 fre each o -onTv *7n

™

SP<>V'™ snb-
by November 1. 1006, or $30 lf declared out by November I 1907 '

only "° lf declared out
For horses nominated as yearlings by November 15,' 1906when the sralres ,i,.ii h , , .

each, or^lTijf^declared out by November 1. 1907.
stakes shall be closed, $150

I go to the second and third

of the added money and two-thirds of the stYrtrn7moVeyT'the^hTrd'T50^f
Th

hVrfrlderti
O
„^Cel

'!, ,l5C0
,h,r„ „, „e .e.«,™ m„„»v The nominators of the winner of the1 second horse and oFthetSfrd

respectively, whether they are the owners of

lies, 121 lbs. Non-winners at any time of $5000 allowed 4 lbs ;

ber 1, 1908, with The Coney Island Jockey Club an ,»,«.,., ,„„ ,
ubscrlber will be released from any llabili y as In ?he

Pe^^!nS,e
f

elt of .10. leavlnr, ,he „,„.„„aser liable to "ame unless duiysSkONE SULK ANO FIYE FOKLONGS

New York.

horse to i ecelve $500. $300 and SlOO of the added money, respectively whether thev «?J ,
,£

'

the horses when the race takes place or not.
* '' "netner they are the owners of

Colts, 126 lbs.; geldings, 123 lbs.
of $3000. 7 lbs ; of $1000, 10 lbs.

By filing on or before November 1

of the foal*s entry, the original
of said entry except the first forfeit of $10, leaving "the purchase; D'ablTfo"' same 'unTel^uly^uck

lfOODLAND STOCK FARM HORSES
A.T AUCTION

FRED H. CHASE & CO , 1732 Market Street, announce that Woodland
S ck Pa-m, Mr. Alex Brown proprietor, will offer to the highest bidder

Tuesday Evening, November 2 1st, at 7:45,

onsigoment of high-class, Btandard-bred Mares and Three-year-old, Two-year-
and Yearling Fillies and Geldings by Nushagak (sire of Aristo 2:08}, etc ) and
nee Ansel 2:20, out of such mares as Viola by Gen. Benton, Hattie W. by Elec-
ieer, Addie W. by Whips, Hilda Rose by Dawn, Bonnie Derby by Charles
by, Addie B. by Dexter Prince, aad other high-clasB brood mares.
Send for Catalogue.

*ED H. CHA.SE & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers
1732 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

igrees Tabulated and type written ready for framing

Write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

RED BALL BRAND
Positivelv Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.

lAwardedGoIdftfedal
At California State

,

Fair 1892.
lEveryhorseownerwho
values hlsstock should
[constantly have a sup-
ply of It on hand, ft
{Improves and keeps
stock In the pink of
Icondltion.

riactaattan Pood Co
1253 Folsom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for it.

C F. KERTELL. Maua«t*-

C0C0ANUT oil cake

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIOS

FOB SALE IN LOTS TO 8DIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

IN

Half Tones and Line Jlngravintj

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St., cor. Flr.t, San FrancUco
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THE BAYWOOD STUO
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of Johs Parhott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY, Manager.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
$12,275 -" TERRITORIAL FAIR -- $12,275

DECEMBER 4-9.
First-Class Mile Track.

MONDAY THURSDAY

Mc Kinney, 2111%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
(JFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

mJ
®Iji> l£mpm GIttg iFarma, newyork.

Mention this journ;

when writing.

l_2;30Trot {purse) S 400
3—3:23 Trot (Stake) 1000
a—-2:09 Pace (purse) 400
I—Run, 1-3 mile beats 150

TUESDAY
5—3-Year-Old Trot (purse)'
6—3:17 Pace (stake)
7—Free-For All Trot (purse)
8—Ran, 1-3 Mile 3-Year-Olds .

9—Run, 1 Mile Novelty

.8 400
,. 1000

400

WEDNESDAY
10—Yearling Trot, closed (stake) 8 300
11—2:35 Trot (Stake) 10OO
13—2:13 Pace (purse) 400
13—Kuofgix furlongs 150
14—Run, 1-2 Mile Daih,Arizona Cow

Horses 100

-2-Year-Old Pace, closed (stake)..* 200
-Free-For-All Pace (stake) 1000

400
400
200

16-
16-
17—2:19 Trot (purse)
IS—2:28 Pace (purse)
19—Run, 2 1-2 Mile, Cowboy Relay.

FRIDAY
20—2-YearOld Trot, closed (stake) ..8 20O
21-3-30 Pace (stake) 1000
33—2:35 Trot (purse) 400
33—2:15 Trot (purse) 4 00
34-Kun, 1 3Iile, Arizona Derby 200

SATURDAY
25—3-Year-Old Pace (purse) 8 400
26—2:10 Trot (stake) ~ looo
37—2:22 Pace (purse) 400
38—Run, Indian Pony Race 75
39—Run, 5 Furlongs (consolation) 100

ENTRIES TO STAKES CLOSE NOVEMBER lot. Records made after entry no bar.

ENTRIES TO PURSES CLOSE NOVEMBER 23rd. Records made on and after Novem-
ber 9th no bar. m . „ , . ,. .

No race longer than five heats. American Trotting Association Rules to govern, except that

hopples will be allowed. Sis to enter and four to start. Entrance fee to harness races, five per cent

ana five per cent from money winners.
Two horses may be entered in one class and be held but for entry feeon horse that starts; but If

neither starts, one entry fee will be required. A horse may be entered in two races aDd be held only

for entry fee in race in which he starts; but if ho start is made, entry fee will be required in one
class, and if entered in a stake and a purse race entry fee will be charged on the larger amount.

ENTRIES TO RUNNING RACES close at 6 o'clock the evening before the race. Entry fee

in running races five per cent. No additional fee from money winners. Western Jockey Club Rules

to govern running races, as far as applicable. Outlaw horses barred.
The management reserves the right to change the order of the program without notice.

Our meeting follows close of Southern California Circuit, which offers $17,200 for harness races.

Remember we have a new SoO.OOOplant, first-class mile and half-mile tracks, and the grandest
winter climate in the world.

Horses nnloaded at the grounds without change over either Santa Fe or Southern Pacific rail-

ways.
W. N. TIFFANY, Supt. of Speed, Phoenix, Arizona.

OF ALL HORSE OWNEIj
AND TRAINERS75 PER CENT

USE AND RECOMMEND

CampbelFsHorse Foot Reined

j| Christmas is Coming!??

J December £23 cl Jg
<3JJ

will be the date of the Issue of the *G

I CHRISTMAS EDITION!
Of til©

- SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, ((..

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, cL
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, UlL
JTJBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mis

A. A. KRAFT CO Spokarie, Wilt

A. F. HOSKA HARNESS CO....Tacoma, Witj
McSORLEY & HENDERSON. ...Seattle, Wit
C. RODDER Stockton, i||,

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, ill

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, '|l

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, 'jl»

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, 'I

JOS. McTIGtJE San Francisco, I

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles,

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 4 12 W.nadison St., CHICAGO ,lL

30-Auction Sale-3Cji
Thirty Head of Trotting-bred Mares and Geldings from the

ROSEDALE STOCK FARM, SANTA ROSA. CAL.
B5 such sires as Washington McKinney 35751 (son of the great McKinney 2:1

1

H), Daly 5341 (2:15) |
St Whips 29721, out of producing dams by Steinway, Eugene Casserly, Alexander, Ansel, £|
Skinner, Daly and Digitalis.

This is the first of a series of Annual Sales which the Farm proposes to hold for the purpo:J
ntroducing this blood throughout the SLate. Sale takes place

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 14, 1905, at 7:45 o'clock.

Horses on exhibition Saturday, November 11th. Send for Catalogue.

FRED H. CHASE & GO,, 1732 Market St, • nr. Van Ness Ay,', San Franci I ;

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever,

will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,

Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations,

etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth

and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the

United States completely covered.

MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE

and ^Ct

Send for Kates-^ acuu iui n»iw, liULLULK APtlJ SrUKISMAfi, 36 tieary St Is. F. "*-^:

lake It In Tinu\
I, If you have the remedy on hand, and are ready to

,act promptly, yon will And that there is nothing in
the form of Spavins. Splints. Curbs, Windpuffs and ^
Bunches which will not yield promptly and perma-

nently to

Quinn's Ointment
Ithn

ol Minneapolis. Minn..

savedthousands of (rood hoi-;? from the peddler's
t&eiDrpben-down horse n .-. r. B. blek-

te Northwest!IM n» follow*: I have bt-en iinl'ip Qulnn's Olnlmonl If.r somo'Ku
.- I*«ke|ile»rtjrelt. recommend ln ( II lomj i

. uld 7,,. ,

| out it In htn t table, Forcurbe. splint*. II iviru. wludpuffa and u | IBS no eqi
Price? ft.oo per bottle. Bold bj nil

for elrciilars.

W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into whioh for twenty-9 e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandellexs

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging ruom—the FINEST IN THE
j

WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and I

Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity
j

of this most famous HOTEL.

CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CURlL
COSTS NOTHING IF IT FAILS.Pfit

Distemper can be cured so quickly and thoroughly as to astonish thosfjfc

have never tried Craft's Cure. No other remedy like it. Safe and sill

its action Get and test the remedy under our money-back guarantelj
not at your dealers, we will send it prepaid. Price 50c and $1. Drop an
today for cur free pamphlet, "Veterinary Pointers." Gives valuable *j

lnary Information not to be had elsewhere.

WELLS MEDICINE CO. , Chemists & Germologists, 1 3 Third St., Lafayette

D E NEWELL, General Ap-ent for Pacific Coast 519 Mission St., San Francisco, ll

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES
:VICTOR VERILHAC

Proprf .

JAMES M. MoGKATH»JJH((|'Vt

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at trie Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stable in San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hi

sale. Careful and experienced men to oare for and eseroise park roadsters and prepare honl

track use. Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by autom
or cars

- HONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN,

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1330 FELL

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

STREET
BET. LYON AND CENTRAL

Hayes St Cars Pass the "
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it li/LA. ESS NO BKTCES
what particular kind of sbootlDg you are Interested In—sportsmen differ as to make of
guns, advantaees of various loads etc., bnt sooner or later most of them come to the

same opinion abont ammunition—that

Peters Shells and Cartridges
have all the other makes beaten In the race for quality and results. See what they
have recently accomplished In the three chief departments of "the came":

It Sea Girt, N. J., Ang. 24-Sept 9, Lieut. Tewes won the

^i TCQbledonCup Match, the Grand Laf]In& Rand Aggregate,
'

:
ti ^eabury and N J. Members 1 Matches; Lieut. Casey

" m "the Inspector's Match, and Lieut. Smith the Reading
"^-Mich— all using Peters .30 U. S Gov t ammunition.

i, the Spencer and Seabury Matches Lieut. Casey made
altal of 20 consecutive bull's-eyes.

DWV | the Wimbledon Match seven of the first ten plaoes were

:rr Wi with Peters Cartridges.

PISTOL
The Pistol Championship of the United States, oompeted

for Sept. 1-11, was won by J. A. Dietz of New York, scoring
465 out of a possible 500 with Peters 22 Stevens-Pope Armory
Cartridges, Standard American Target, 8-in. Bull's-eye,
distance 50 yards
At Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 24-Sept. 9, Thomas andebton

won the All-Comers, Any Revolver, and Jones Matches, and
Lieut. Stedjb the Disappearing Target Match, all with
Peters Cartridges.

SHOT G-TTH0"
The Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, June

30, was won by Jas. T. Atkinson, score 99 out of loo,
using Peters Ideal Shells.
First Amateur Average at the Cincinnati Tournament,

Sept. 19-21, won by R S. Rhoads, using Peters Shells.
First' General Averapeat the Indianapolis Tournament,

Ootober9-10. won by L H. Reid with the phenomenal Bcore
of 392 out of 400, using Peters Faotory Loads.

THESE RECORDS SI'EAK FOR THEMSELVES. COMMENT IS UNNECESSARY.

o York: 98 Chambers St.

|\ H. KELLER, Mgr. The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, o.

Farm No. 163.

THE WESTERN UMIOMT TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
INCORPORATED

23,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.
s liability, which b»TO been asaentod to by thoecnderof the foUoTfDg mtuag^

mparison. and the Company will not hold itself liable tor crrcrs or deJ»y3
-—

"laclaifflti
'

'

-......-

This Company TBANSM1TS and DELIVERS messages only on conditions limiting i

Errors can be puurded against oniy by repeating a. message back to the sending station™ ....... . -

tn transmission or delivery of Unreported UeaflBgea, beyond the amount of tolls paid thereon, twr manymm where U» claim 13mKnraaini^uimiUujjiTUainsljajaayS
after the message ih filed with the Company for transmission.

Thi-ji^An lihiRKf katfii aliasAUK, ah'i is dulii-iirod by request of the render, tinder the conditions ruum-d o.doto.

ROBERT C. CLOWRY. President and General Manager.

hE Hunter One-Trigger
'dull

RECEIVED t

SY 39 H A 27 Paid 316 PM,

SAM FRANCISCO, CALIF, 0CT.I3, 05.

ITHACA GUN CO.

,

ITHACA, N.Y.

WE ARE CLEANED OUT OF EVERY TWELVE AHD SIXTEEN 0AU0E ITHACA 0UN

CAN'T YOU RUSH US SOME. EVERYBODY FIGHTING FOR THEM.

PHIL.B.BEKEART.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History. Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it is a
nseful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALEJ BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

Absolutely
Perfect

because
The mechanism 1b positive In Its

action. Parts are large and
strong It never halts nor
doubles; In Tact, it does just

what we say it will and does

It every time.

NTER ARMS CO.,

HITHGVNS SHOOT
FULTON,
WELL.

NEW YORK.

col

111 KB

•

1LE

HREVE <&, BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

r
521

Kearn St,

for agg pP*^ t^S^^H I Mail Orders

alogue W®*^ ^8*^ a Specialty

5, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
• • •SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

& Co.
M. R. O. V. S., P. E. V. M. 8.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the EdinbJr
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. P. Fire Department; Live Stock

Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonist

at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-

ment University of California; Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near "Webster St., San Francisco:

Telephone Park 138.

SHOOT YOUR GAME
wltla.

BALLISTITE
If you Use It Once,

You will Use It Again—
That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANG 1

. LES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF WE COULD SECT YOU
and take you Into oi Fprtory.

we conld easily show » why the

PARKER GUN is

The Best Gun

in the World

We almlto'mnke and do make the BEST possible production of

the GUNMAKER'S ART. We nre jealous of our reputation and
will not cheapen the quality of our GUN, no matter what others
may do. If you want a GDN yon can confide in us. "Write today.

N, Y, Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St,, Meriden, Conn.

D^H im-P^C Tnhll\ftif*t\ and tyPewritten ready for framing
rcUlgrcCa I dUUIdlCU Write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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The 1906 Du Pont Calendar

will be sent jou If ycu send us

. e brand name of the powder you shoot

and 10 cents In coin or stamps.

Distribution Id December.

Important: Give full name and

street address.

Send to Advertising Division,

E. I. Du l'ONT CO.

Wilmington, Del.

I

SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Laflin & Rand Calei

for 1906

Will be issued in Decembei

to those who send us the

Brand of Powder they shcot

and 10 cents In coin or stam

Don't forget full name and streetn 1

Address Advertising Divisio;

LAFLIN & RAND POWDEI 0-

170 Broadway, Ntw York (»•

Clabrough,

QMS
Gun Goods

r-Sand for Catalogs*.

Golcher & Go,

FISHING

Tacfcle
MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY . .

LOADED SHELI I

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOF
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SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A TEAK

1

1

lata

TURLEY 2:07 34 by FRENCH PLATE

One of Ed Geers' Good Winning Trotters
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ENTIRE DISPERSAL SAL
e>f tta.© "V%7"orl<a. Reno'criaed.

RANGHO DEL PASO STUD OF GALIFORNI
in tlio

VAN TASSEL & KEARNEY SALES BUILDING, 180 and 132 E. THIRTEENTH S

HNTESXV CITY, 3XT-

Beginning MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4, 1905,
comprising

ABOUT 20 THOROUGHBRED IMPORTED AND NATIVE STALLIONS

ABOUT 475 THOROUGHBRED MARES OF MOST FASHIONABLE BLOOD
irxolud1 33. s tlio Dam s Of

SIR WALTER $128 450

WATERBOY -

54,865

PROPER 34. HO
ST. BELLANE 30 516

SCOTCH PLAID 22,471

AFRICANDER $106,155

CAIRNGORM 47,750

HURSTBOURNE 37,505

DAINTY 26,450

SONG AND WINE 25,035

SAVABLE $56,004

WATERCOLOR 43,455

SIR EXCESS 37,072

SOMBRERO 25,525

KENILWORTH...: 29.000

TRADITION $58,

WALTZER 43.

CONNOISSEUR 32,

CUNARD 32

BALLARAT 22.

Nasturtium, Jacobite, Ostler Joe, Modi-ire, Golden Maxim, Girdle, Briar Sweet, Meebanus, Charles Elwood, Watershed, Artvis, Maxine, Toah, Candelaria,

Gravina, Maekey Dwyer, Elizabeth M., Yellow Tail, Bendoran, Geyser, Napamax, Lady Lindsey, Rigodon, Golden Age, Golden Cottage and other noted I

performers, the whole forming

The Largest and Best Aggregation Ever Offered at Public Auction
in the Turf History of the "World.

Rancho del Paso will be abandoned as a breeding stud for thoroughbreds. The sale will be absolute.

A number of two and three year old allies, never bred, suitable for racing, and 13 yearlings also included.
Purchasers of 500 or less will pay c ish. Those exceeding that amount have the privilege of giving notes at twelve months, with interest and approved endorjr

. Fasig-Tipton Co 's Sixth Annual Kentucky Sale of Thoroug > bred Stock of All Descriptions will be held at Wiison's HorEemen's Headquarters, Lexington, l[,i

the week following Rancho del Paso Sale, December 12th to 16th.

For Catalogues of both sales address

WM EASTOX, Auctioneer. FASIG-TIPTON CO. MADISON SQUARE GARDENNEW YORK, 3T. "Y.

$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No. 6 $7001
GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTE11.

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905.
TO TROT or pace at two and three years old.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 190I.

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.
$4250 for Trottinsr Foals. $1750 for Pacing Foals. 8 OO to Nominators of Dams of Winn,

and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:
WOOO for Three-Year=0ld Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three- Year=01d Trot.

1250 for Two-Year°01d Trotters.

200 for Nomina' or on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two-Year=OId Trot.

(00 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Trot
when Mare was bred.

$1000 for Three=Year=Old Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Wit
of Three=Year=01d Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Wii

of Two=Year=01d Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=Old

when Mare was bred.

ISTHVSCE AND PlYMEKIj-98 to nominate Mare on Daoember 1, 1905, when name, oolor, description ot Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. 85 May 1, 1906. 86 October 1, 1906. 81 <

Yearlings Jan lary 9, 1907. SIOod Two-Year-Olds January 2. 1908. 810 on Three-Year Olds January 2, 1909.

T.YRTING PAYMENTS— »':5 to start In tu i Vvt Vitr-Old Pice. S3» tostart In the Tsvo-Year-Old Tvot. 835 to start in the Three-Year-Old Pace. 850 to start in the Three-Year-OIi
All Starling Payments to be made ten days before the first day or the meeting at whioh the race is to take place.

Nominator* MuHt Dit,l s n*te When M.iklng Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.
Colts that Start at Tm Year* Old are Not Barred from Startlug Again In the Three-Iear Old Divisions.

The raccsfor Two-Year-Olds will be njle heats (3 In 3) and for Three-Year-Olds 3 in 5. Dlstanoe
?wo-Year-01d«, 160 yards; for ran.-- -Year-OldB, lOOyards.
If a Mare proves barren, orslios, or ba-i a dead Foal, or twins, or if either tb.p

*nre or Foal dies before Januu 2 [907, ber nominator miysell or transfer hi-
omlnatlon or substitute another Mire or Foal, regard less of ownership; but there

will be no return of a payment, nor will any entry be liable for more than amouol
oald 'n or contracted for. In entries, the dW«, color and pgdifree of Mare must
)e fjiven

;
also the name of the horse to wh'ch she was bred in 1905.

Entries must bo accompanied by the entrance I.e.

E. P. HEALD President.

CONDITIONS,
Nominators liable only Tor amounts paid In. Failure to make any payment forfeits all pre

payments. The Association is liable for $7000. tbe amount of the guarantee only. Hopples will ••

be barred in pacing races.
Right reserved to declare oil or reopen these Stakes in case the number of entries received U

satisfactory to tbe Board of Directors.
Money divided In each Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. There will be no d

monies in eaob Division than there are starters.
Kntrii'H open to the world Membership In the Association not required to en

but no horse, wherever owned, will be allowed to start until the owner has become a member.

Write for Entry Blanks to

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary,
36 GEARY STKEET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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THE WEEKLY

iREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
France. The killing was not intentional, of course,

but the speed law had been violated and the million-

aire not only had to pay a heavy fine but go to prison

tor a time. To the discredit of the State Department

of the United States of America, an effort was made
to induce the French authorities to refrain from in-

Jff 3^] Sporting AUthOrity Ot thB PaCifiC COaSt, flicting the punishment of confinement on the mil-

OFFICE

F. W. KELLEY, Proprietoe.

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

it*KPHONB: Black 586.

lionaire law breaker, but to the credit of the French

government the request was denied. There is no

place where people should respect the majesty of the

law any more/than on the. highways, and a crusade

against violators of the rules of the road could be

started at the present time with much propriety.

Il

Bran—One Year S3, Six Months SI. 75 Three Months 81

STKIOTLY IN ADVANCE.

Lone? should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

uer addressed to F. W. Kellby, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,

"o'mSunlcatlons must be aoeompanied by the writer's name and

Wress, not necessarily tor publication, but as a private guar-

itee of good faith.

JOTTINGS.

an Francisco, Saturday, November 18, 1905

DAN PATCH BROKE ANOTHER RECORD at

emphis last Saturday. For some time past his

vner, Mr. M. W. Savage of Minneapolis, has had his

THE GRIEVANCE CF JOHN GILMER SPEED
has been printed in book form by McClure, Phillips

& Co. of New York, under the title "The Horse in

America." Mr. Speed's particular grievance, which he

airs to the fullest extent in this volume, is the Ameri-

can trotting horse, and he attacks it with all the

fierceness and nearly as much judgment as Don
Quixote displayed when making his famous onslaught

against the windmill. I have read Mr. Speed's work

from cover to cover and can not rid myself of the idea

that it has been prepared as a brief to advocate the

;aft set on lowering the record made by sta
^
Po

j
n
^^ purchase of Mr. Randolph Huntington's stock of Clay-

Arabian horses by the United States Government.

Bay gelding, three years old. by Daly, dam by Alex-
ander, $105.

Bay filly, two years old, by Washington .McKinney,
dam by Daly, $150.

Chestnut Ally, four years old, by St Whips, dam
by Alexander, $90.

Bay gelding, seven years old, by St. Whips, dam
by Daly, $240.

Bay filly, two years old, by Washington McKinney,
dam by Daly, $125.

Bay gelding, five years old, by St. Whips, dam by

Daly. $240.

Chestnut gelding, five years old, by Daly, dam by
Ansel, $140.

Brown filly, yearling, by Washington McKinney,
dam by Daly, $165.

Bay mare by St. Whips, dam by Daly, $120.

Bay filly, two years old, by Washington McKinney,
dam by Alexander, $100.

Bay mare, six years old, by St. Wr hlps, dam by
Daly, $95.

Chestnut gelding, two years old, by Washington
McKinney, dam by Ansel, $155.

Bay filly, four years old, by Daly, dam by Stein -

way, $90.

Black gelding, three years old, by Washington Mc-
Kinney, dam by Silas Skinner, $155.

Bay gelding, four years old, by St. "Whips, dam by
Daly, $95.

Bay gelding, three years old, by Washington Mc-
Kinney, dam by Digitalis, $150.

Bay gelding, three years old, by "Washington Mc-
Kinney, dam by Daly, $200.

1897, when that grand stallion paced the Readville

,'ack in 1:59% without a runner or a wind shield in

iont. the horse accompanying the son of Brown Hal

ing at his side or behind him during the entire mile,

.or eight years this record of Star Pointer's has re-

gained the fastest for a harness horse at that way of

;

>ing. Several times this year Dan Patch had tried

, lower it, but until last Saturday the best he could

'

was to equal it. Mr. Savage kept Dan at Mem-

-iis, however, and waited for a favorable time which

as offered Saturday. Conditions were ideal, there

jing no wind to speak of and the temperature and

ack being just right for a horse that was to be

nt against a world's record. It has been the opinion

! horsemen that when all the conditions were right

le mighty Dan Patch would be able to pace a mile

?tter than 1:59% out by himself, his record of 1:5514

a runner in front leading to this conclusion,

few thought he would be able to clip a second

DI

The frequent statement made in the volume that it

is a great pity the Government has not taken over all

of Mr. Huntington's horses "so as to perpetuate this

new and useful type" is my reason for classifying this

work as a brief. The frequent assertion that there is

a large demand for the type of horses Mr. Hunting-

ton has been breeding; coupled with the further state-

ment made on page 145 that Mr. Huntington "pro-

duces with an absolute certainty" two classes of as

admirable horses as Mr. Speed has ever seen, would

cause the average man to wonder why Mr. Hunting-

ton should not be able to endow a farm to perpetuate

this wonderful breed of horses, and immortalize his

name, with the money received from the annual sales

of. his stock. Surely a man who can produce "the

highest type of horse"' with "absolute certainty" need

not appeal to anybody, not even a government, for

pecuniary assistance. Mr. Speed's book, reads in many

a quarter from Star Pointer's time, but he man- otner ways like the argument of a lawyer in a bad

Case—he abuses the other side. His scoffing at the

evidence on which the breeding of Hambletonian 10

is -established, and his blind acceptance as eternal

truth of evidence not half as authentic, but which

he claims settles the breeding of other horses, makes

it bear these ear marks. The best parts of Mr.

Speed's volume are those in quotation marks. There

m !

5ed to accomplish this wonderful feat, although the

patches report that he was very tired at the finish,

e was driven by Hersey who cerainly should be

pen credit' for being one of the best trainers, con-

tioners and drivers in the country, as he has handi-

ly Dan Patch in a manner that reflects nothing but

Ijredit on his abilities. The first quarter of this last

nd most wonderful performance of Dan Patch was are several accounts of old time races copied fron,,

lade in 30 seconds', the second in 29 seconds, the

ih-d in 29, and the fourth in 30 seconds. He was ac-

jmpanied by two runners, but neither was permitted

o race in front of him any. part of the mile. He was

red at the finish, but within twenty minutes after

uld have repeated his performance. Dan Patch now

s about every world's record for a pacing horse.

early writers on turf matters that are very interesting.

While the volume costs a dollar and a half, I advise

every man who can spare the money to purchase and

read it. After doing this get the issue of the American

Horse Breeder of October IT, and read Arthur Caton

Thomas's review of it. esnecially that portion of it

which deals with the Arabian horses that Mr. Speed

calls the Nejdee. It is about the most entertaining

thing in contemporary horse literature. Mr. Thomas's

to make Mr.

Speed's book one of rare humor, and it has accom-

plished this to a certainty.

ROSE DALE STOCK FARM SALE.

MANY PERSONS ARE AFFLICTED with a craze

||>r riding at a high rate of speed at any place and at criticism was the only thing needed

r^rvy time that suits their convenience, no matter

hether it interferes with the rights or convenience

C others. Some of these people drive horses, and

thers ride in automobiles, but they are all of that

,iass who have- little or no respect for law or the

jmfort of their fellows. If they feel like riding at a

igh rate of speed, it makes no difference to them

hether they are on a country road or a crowded c.ty

, loroughfare, the horse is put to his limit or the

'
irottle of the machine is pulled wide open and they

ash wildly in the direction they wish to go without

iring a continental whether there is anybody or any-

,-iing in their path. "Get out of the way or get run

ver" is their command, and happily for them the

lajority'of people give them the road and only utter

I mild protest. There should be a united effort on

le part of all citizens to see that the laws limiting

le speed of vehicles on public roads is strictly en-

1 'weed. There are race tracks and other places where

nose who desire to test the speed of their horses or

'ehicles can indulge in the sport to their hearts' con-

•nt, but the public thoroughfares are not the places

>r racing. Magistrates can do no better service to

^eir constituents than making the fine for exceeding

J
i ie speed limits a heavy one in every instance. There

, ave been a half dozen deaths in the past two months

i this State of persons who were run down by auto-

PONY RACING FOR CHARITY.

A very large crowd filled the Chase Pavilion at 1732

.Market street last Tuesday evening on the occasion

of the Rose Dale Stock Farm sale. There were a

number of ladies in attendance and several were bid-

ders." The sale was a success in every way. The stock

was not in the best of show shape but sold readily at

an average of $134, which was more than was ex-

pected. The sales were as follows:

Bay gelding, five years old, by Stfl Whips, dam by
Daly, $90.

Bay filly, two years old, by "Washington McKinney,
dam by Daly 2:15, $100.

Bay gelding, five years old, by St. "Whips, dam by

Daly, $110
Chestnut mare, seven years old, by Daly, dam by

Steinway, $135.

Brown gelding, two years old, by "Washington Mc-
Kinney, dam by Steinway, $145.

Chestnut mare, eleven years old, by Daly, dam by
Milton Medium, $100.

Chestnut fill, four years old, by St. Whips, dam by

Daly. $85.

Bay mare, eight years old, by Daly, dam by Alex-

ander, $95.

Brown gelding, three years old. by Washington Mc-

Kinney, dam by Alexander, $140.

Gray gelding, five years old, by Daly, dam by Eu-

U-biles. No punishment that we have heard of has ^^l*?^' ^'gelding by St. Whips, dam by
een or will be inflicted- on the parties who were

Da]^ $2§()

riving the death dealing machines. An American chestnut filly, yearling, by Washington McKinney,

lllonaire recently ran oyer and. killed a person in dam by Daly. $70.

The officials of the California Polo and Pony Racing
Association have come to the aid of another worthy
charity. They gave a successful meet recently at San
Mateo for the Armitage Orphanage and are now pre-

paring one for the benefit of the Youths' Directory,

to be held at Ingleside race course. The directory
receives neither city, county nor State aid, but de-
pends for support on voluntary contributions. The
races will all be interesting and will present the sport
in its highest class.

The feature of the first day's card will be the
return match at half a mile between Rudolph Spreck-
els' Ulctma and Charles W. Clark's Midlove. On the
second day the features will be the race for ponies
nominated by ladies. The nominator of the winner
will receive a gold bracelet and the nominator of the
second a gold brooch. The rider of the winner will

receive a silver cup, while the last man in will be
rewarded with an alarm clock. The list of events
follows:

Thursday, November 30—Two furlongs, top. weight
165 pounds, 2 pounds allowed for each ^-inch under
14 hands 2 inches; prize cup or purse, value to the
winner $25, to the second $15.

Four "furlongs, match raee, C. W. Clark's Midlove,
148 pounds, vs. Rudolph Spreckels' Ulctma, 144 pounds.
Five furlongs, for non-winners of more than one

race this year, top weight 155 pounds, 3 pounds al-

lowed for each ^i-inch under 14 hands 2 inches, non-
win iters of a race allowed 5 pounds additional; prize

cup or purse, value to winner $25, to the second $15.

Three furlongs, top weight 160 pounds, 2 pounds al-

lowed for each ?-inch under 14 hands 2 inches; prize

cup . or purse, value to the winner $25, to the sec-

ond $15.

Four furlongs, top weight 155 pounds, 3 pounds al-

lowed for each %-inch under 14 hands 2 inches, non-
winners of a race this year allowed 5 pounds addi-

' tional, maidens 7 pounds, beaten maidens 10 pounds;
prize cup or 'purse, value to the winner $25, to the
second $15.

Six furlongs, top weight 150 pounds. 2 pounds al-

lowed for each %-inch under 14 hands 2 inches, maid-
ens allowed 5 pounds additional, beaten maidens and
non-winners this year, 5 pounds; prize cup or purse,

value to the winner $25, to the second $15.

Saturday, December 2—Two furlongs, handicap:
prize cup or purse, value to the winner $25, to the
second $15.

Five furlongs, handicap; prize cup or purse, value
to the winner $25, to the second §15.

Three furlongs, the ladies' plate, the pones in this

race to be nominated by ladies, top weight 155 pounds,
i pounds allowed for each ^4-inch under 11 ban Is 2

inches, previous winners at this meeting to •.

pounds extra, beaten maidens allowed 5 pounds;
prizes, to the nominator of the winner a gold brace-
let, to the nominator of the second a gold brooch, to

the rider of the winner a silver cup, to the rider of

the last pony an alarm clock.

One mile, top weight, 150 pounds, 2 pounds allowed
for each 14-inch under 14 hands 2 inches, maidens al-

lowed 4 pounds additional, beaten maidens and non-
winners this year 6 pounds, previous winners at this

meeting to carry 5 pounds extra; prize cup or purse,

value to the winner $25, to the second $1.".

Two furlongs, the consolation scramble, an owner's
handicap, minimum weights 130 pounds for ponies that

have started and have not won at the meeting, en-
trance free; prize cup or purse, value to the winner
$25, to the second $15.

The last mail from Australia brought the news that

the Allendale Stock Farm Company of Melbourne
has suffered a great loss through the mare Edna
Patch by Dan Patch 1:55% slipping her foal by Star
Pointer l:59Vi- This mare was purchased this year
in America and shipped to Australia, and had the

foal lived it would probably have been the only one
in Australia that inherited two-minute speed from
both sire and dam.

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.
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SECOND PAYMENTS IN STANFORD STAKE.

Lindley of the State Agricultural Society

Ls that fifty-four colts and fillies have had sec-

ernent made on them in the Stanfi

r trotting foals of 1904. This stake is to be

. jrhia State Fair ii

5, and the foals on whirl! the second

ent has hcen made:
Clem R. Arques' br. c. Dixielight by Searchlight-

Pixie.

Clem R. Arques' blk. c. SpryKght by Searchlight-

Spry Ruth.

W. A. BarstoWs b. f. Miss Luther by Xearest-Le-

nore.

Mr? s. V. Barstow's br. f Miss Allright b> Greco-

Bessie S-

W. O. Bower's ch. c. W. O. B. by Silver Bee-Sadie

Benton.
1 L. Borden's ch. f. fresco Belle by Cresco Wilkes-

Beii.

Thos. H. Brent's b. f. Reina Del Norte by Del Norte-

Laurel i a.

Alex Brown's br. f. Nocha by Nushagak-Pioche.
Alex Brown's br. c. Xusadi by Nushagak-Addie B.

Alex Brown's br. f The Bloom by Redfiower-Alfred.

Alex Brown's b. c. Harold M. by Prince Ansel-Mamie
Martin.
Alex Brown's br. c. Prince Lot by Prince Ansel-

Lottie.

S. Christenson's br. f. Beauty Patch by Bonnie Di-

rect-Perza.

C. L Crellin"s b. c. The Limit by Searchlight-

Eertha.
Chas. R. Detrick's br. c. by Searchlight-Juanita.

Mrs. L. J. H. Hastings" blk. f. Lady H by Coronado-

Lady Gossie.
Mrs. L. J. H. Hastings' b. c. Alone Hastings by Peti-

gru-Juliet D
AY. G. Durfee's blk c. by Coronado by Ashwood.
TV. G. Durfee's b. c. by Petigru-Ida Direct.

TV. G. Durfee's ch. f by Petigru-Joannah Treat.

Dr. -J. P. Dunn's b. f. Stambia by Stam B.-Mora
Mae.

ISIwert & Berryman's b. c. Monte McKinney by Mon-
terey-Dot McKinney.

C. E. Farnum's ch. c. by Cupid Hock-Flossie.

E. A. Gammon's b. c. Ed Geers by Bayswater
Wilkes-Urana.
Carlton M. Greene's b. c. Alasandro by Bonnie Direct-

Alix B.

Matt Harris' ch. f. Dorothy Searchlight by Search-
light-Velma.

F. Hahn's blk f. by Chas. Derby-Nellie Emmoline.
E. P. Heald's blk. c. Tommy Murphy by Monterey-

Honor.
J. B. Iverson's b. c. Baron Wilhelm by Barondale-

Wilhelmina II.

J. B. Iverson's" blk c. Iverno by Robin-Ivoneer.

J. A. Jones' blk. c. Chehalem by Capt. Jones-Daisy
Q. Hill.

J. A. Jones* br. c. Admiral Togo by Capt Jones-Mag-
gie Caution.

. A. Jones' blk. f. Chehalem Maid by Capt. Jones-
Amy May.
La Siesta Ranch's b. c. Siesta by Iran Alto-Wanda.
M. L. Lusk's b. c. Zeloso by Zombro-Sallie Brooks.

D. S. Matthews' b. f. Valentine B. by Edward B.-

Rhoney G
Mrs. C. F. Bunch's b. f. Maytime by Stam B.-Elsie

Downs.
W. J. Miller's br. f. Ellen M. by Guy McKinney-Kit.
M A. Murphy's b. f. by Zombro-Maid of Monterey.
M. A. Murphy's b. f. by Zombro-Nellie Bly.

H. T. Owens' b. f. Irene Ayers by Iris-Babe.

M. J. Reams* b. f Rosie R. by Demonio-Rosebud.
Alfred Solano's blk. f. Lady Jane Jr. by Petigru-

Lady Jane.
Thos. Smith's b. f. Marguerite Hunt by Xutwood

Wilkes-Daisy S.

J. J. Summerfield's b c. Lord Dillon by Sidney Dil-
lon-Roblet.

L. H. Todhunter's br. c. by Zombro-The Silver Bell.

L. H. Todhunter's b. f. by Azmoor-Bestella.
Valencia Stock Farm's b c. by Direct Heir-Rose-

drop.

Geo. L. Warlow's b. c. Iole by Athablo-Lustrine.
Geo. L. "Warlow's b. c. Xogi by Athablo-Cora Wick-

ersham.
Geo. L. Warlow's br c. MeKinsky by McKinney Jr.-

Donnalrinne.
. I,. Warlow's b. f. Soisette by Guy McKinney-

Narcula.
J. W. Zibl ll's br. c. Teddy Mc by Tom Smith-Kate

Lumry.

GOOD ENTRY LIST FOR PHOENIX MEETING.

Phoenix, Arizona, Nov. 11. 1905.

ler and Sportsman—I enclose list of entries
I to our stakes, which closed on the 1st inst.

nk it makes a pretty good showing for a new
|
artii i. p]y lucky in the number

and class of entries to our free-for-all pace. The
Los Angeles Association received four entries to this
cl as we received twelve, a possible nine of
which can start. In su'i a fin< list, we have

;

' 3 pacers, thus
Ag the free-for-all pacers an opportunity to

ring the week.
: 22 and 2:10 trots failed to fill and they have

red off. We have aged the 2:25
trot to a 2:24 class, and the :.:):, trot to a 2.14 class.
You will also notice from the ram for purses,
which close on the 23d, that we have made some
slight changes In the order of races—the changes be-
ing designed to give those desiring to start their

during the week t little more time be-
tween races.

Everything at our grounds is progressing rapidly

to completion, and our tracks are getting to a feather

edge. AH the trainers working here agree that our

mile track will compare very favorably with the best

in the country, and that by the time our meeting
opens our track will be as fast as the fastest. There
are over sixty horses now on the grounds, and we are

rushing the work on sixty extra stalls, which will be
ready in a few days. The horses are being edged up
a little, and there were quite a number of miles well

2 : 15 this week. Florence Wilton has paced a
mile in 2:09%. and Billings, Col. Green's three-year
old, has paced one in 2:11%. A farmer from out in

the country made the boys open their eyes a little

last week by bringing in a green young pacer that
had never been trained, and driving him a quarter in

30% seconds, the first time he. ever was on a track.

Arlie Frost arrived from Albuquerque, N. M., this
week, with eight head, among them being Stranger
O. 2:08%, Toung Hal 2:10%, Helena Morgan (3)

2:14%, and a promising Zolock colt. Arlie expressed
great surprise when he arrived at finding such a fine

plant here, with such good tracks. One feature of
our plant that some trainers find very advantageous
is having a good, regulation half-mile track in addi-
tion to the mile track. This enables horses to be
worked and prepared for campaigning over the one
or two-lap rings next season.
We are going to send a personal representative over

to Los Angeles to look after the details of providing
for shipping horses over here at the close of their
meeting, and the railroad companies have agreed to
give us a rate of one-way charge for the round trip
on horses from Los Angeles, w^hich will make it only
cost about 520 per horse for the round trip, and to
make the run in twenty-four hours or less. We are
now arranging with the Arms Palace Horse Car Com-
pany to furnish palace cars enough to_ accomodate all

the horses that are to come over. We will aslo have
a one-fare round trip passenger rate from Los An-
geles to Phoenix for the fair.

Tours very truly,

W. N. TIFFANY,
Sunerintendent of Speed.

List of Stake Entries.

Stake No. 1, 2:35 trot—Sonny J.. Peggy Arnett,
Mormon, Arizona Bess, Miss Boydello. Boralmas
Brother Jessie Mc, Edition S., Helen Dare, D. E.
Knight.

Stake No. 4, 2.30 pace—Sally Pointer. Bystander,
Loganette, Fearnot, Hattie Croner, Sweetheart, Point-
er Star, Sullivan, Billings, Colonel Green, Florence
Wilton.

Stake No. 5, 2:17 pace—Billy A., Bystander, Logan-
ette. Silk Twist, Fearnot, Hattie Croner. Dot, Sulli-
van, Surprise, Paul D. Kelly, Florence Wilton, Bill-
ings, Colonel Greene. Cobre Grande.
Stake No. 6, free-for-all pace—Billy A.. Sally Point-

er. Custer, Nance O'Neil, Vision, Hazel Patch, Stranger
O.. Zolock. Florence Wilton, Billings, Daedalion, Kel-
ley Briggs.
Stake No. 7, two-year-old trot—Raehella, George.

Arizona McKinney, Oaks Murphy, Senor Delia, Willie
Amber, Otto Sarony, Signet. Delta J., Ed. J.

Stake No. S, yearling trot—Rosaline, Senator Tirzah,
Prince Willmar, Victor Oh So. Yedrel Russell, Mayo
El, Del So. Prize Oh So, Nanoso, To-Go, Bonita,
Matho, Moqui, Navajo, Sombra Vista, Jane, Colonel
Roundtree. Marguerite, Frosty, Mary Anne. Chiquita,
Dulcie, Valley Star.

Stake No. 9, two-year-old pace—Winnie, Pickles,
Gipsy Queen, Lad, Montrose, Sirius Beauty.

A NOTABLE SALE.
,:M,

DEATH OF WILLIAM McGRAW.

One of the old-time trainers and race drivers of
California crossed over the great divide when William
McGraw died at Vallejo one day last week. For
twenty-five or thirty years Mr. McGraw was a promi-
nent trainer and driver on California tracks and took
part in some of the greatest contests ever seen on the
Pacific slope. He owned, trained and raced that well-
known trotter Silas Skinner 2:17. also the well-known
mare, Lilly Stanley 2:17%, now a member of the
Great Brood Mare list. For a number of years he
conducted a livery business in Napa, and while there
trained and raced Lily Stanley for Frank and Nathan
Coombs, and became the owner of Silas Skinner. He
moved from Napa to Santa Rosa, where he placed
Silas Skinner in the stud, and resided there several
years. For a number of years past he resided at
Vallejo, having returned to his trade of blacksmith-
ing and holding a position in the Navy Yard. While
residing at Vallejo he took a McKinney gelding to

drive on the road and train at the trot for Prof. E.
P. Heald of San Francisco. This gelding began to

show speed and was sold a few months ago to Mr.
J. W. Zibbell & Son of this city, who raced him suc-
cessfully this year under the name of Adam G. He
took a record of 2:11% in a winning heat and is con-
sidered one of the greatest prospects now in Cali-
fornia. Mir. McGraw was a born horseman, and in
his younger days was reckoned one of the leading
trainers on the coast. For several years previous to
his death he was in poor health,, but continued at his
work at the Navy Yard until a few weeks ago. He
leaves to mourn his loss an invalid wife and a son and
daughter.

There are only about twenty horses and young colts
and fillies catalogued for the Woodland Stock Farm
sale to be held at Fred H. Chase & Co.'s next Tuesday
evening, but they are choice ones in looks as well as
breeding. This is the first of annual sales which are
to be held by this farm, and are expected to make
a reputation for the farm if they are trained and
raced.

Will G. Durfee, the well-known Los Angeles trai
makes the extraordinary announcement that at Aji

cultural Park, Los Angeles, on Friday morning,
10:30 o'clock, during the big harness meeting to
held there next week, he will offer for sale at auci
the following horses:

Jupiter B. 2:12 by Gen. Beverley, Bellemont
2:17% by Zombro, Cuate 2:17% by McKinney, He
Dare, trial 2:15 by Zombro, Great Peter, pacer, t

2:11% by Peter the Great, Lee Burns, pacer, t

2:12%, and a number of other promising young hor
Here is an opportunity to get some rare good o)

in training and all ready to step on the road or r

next year, and at your own price.

While Jupiter B. 2:12 and Cuate 2.17% are
owned by the same parties, Mr. Durfee has had tr
hooked together and believes they will make the fa"

est team of pony trotters in the world. They di
like one horse and could show a 2:10 gait toget
the first time hooked up They do not pull a pou
need no boots and are absolutely sound. Either
beat 2:10, and wall be good in their classes on
circuit.

Bellemont, the three-year-old Zombro filly is

grand prospect and a royally bred one. She won-
two-year-old trotting division of the Breeders' Fut
ity last year, and was second to North Star in
Occident Stake this year. She was short of \

when she started in the last named stake and recer
worked a mile in 2:11% at Los Angeles, showing
to be one of the very fastest three-year-old trott
of 1905. She is out of a mare by Altamont, and
one of the best bred fillies on the Coast. She
show a mile in 2:10 and is one of the best prospe
for a Grand Circuit winner.
Lee Burns is a five-year-old green pacer by Bol

Burns, first dam by Red Wilkes, second dam by N
wood, and can step a quarter in 30 seconds any ti]

He is very steady and goes without hopples.
Great Peter is one of the grandest bred horses

California. He is. by Peter the Great 2:07%, sire

the great Sadie Mac, and is grandly bred on his dai
side. He is extremely speedy, having shown a ti

of 2:11%, and is a most beautifully turned yoi
horse with one of the richest colored coats any <

ever saw.
Helen Dare is a green trotter by Zombro and c<

sidered by competent judges to be one of the best
Southern California. She is very handsome and
perfectly gaited mare and trotted the last three-qu;
ters of a mile in 2:15 in 1:39%, showing that she 1

gameness as well as a high rate of speed.
There will be many horsemen in Los Angeles n<

week to attend the harness race meeting, and n(

should miss this opportunity of attending a sale wh>
sound horses with known speed are to be sold. 1
sale will be held in the forenoon of Friday, beginni
at 10:30.
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GET A STAKE WINNER FOR 1907.

A brown colt, a foal of 1904. by Nushagak, d;

Addie B. by Dexter Prince, second dam Addie W.
Whips, third dam Addie, dam of Woodnut 2:16
etc., and grandam of Arion 2:07%, by Hasbrouc
Hambletonian, fourth dam by Harry Clay, will

sold at the Woodland Stock Farm sale in this c

next Tuesday evening. The owner says: Individua
we do not believe there are many finer colts in Ce
fornia. He is large, smoothly turned and looks 1

a trotter. Is good-headed and good-gaited, and wr
he has had no regular training, gives every indicat:

of developing into a very fast colt, as while be:

broken he has shown a 2:50 gait and can step cli

to a forty gait. His individuality, with his breedi
should make him a very desirable stallion, and
stake engagements being added, he should be a des

able piece of property. When led into the sale ri

he will show for himself. His stake engagements
the Kentucky Futurity $21,000. the Hartford Futur
510,000, the Horse Review Stake $10,000, the Westi
Horseman Stake $7,000, the Breeders' Futurity $7,0

and the Occident and Stanford Stake, which
gether will aggregate $60,000.

John Splan has purchased for $12,000 the trott

stallion Harrison Wilkes for export to Europe. T

Review saj^s : Harrison Wilkes is 1 probably one
the best horses that Splan has yet sent abroad,
is a brown stallion by Brignoli Wilkes 2:14%—Ber
James, by Dictator, and at the beginning of 1905 1

a record of 2:21%. He was raced at the early mi
track meetings in New England, winning regula'

and taking a record of 2:11% over the slow track

old Saugus, which broke the record for the com
He appeared on the Grand Circuit later, and at Pr<

idence won a grand race of split heats, beating Le<

ardo 2:08% and the sensational Deloree 2:09% £

lowering his record to 2:11%, in which time he trot

all three of his winning heats. He finished his ca

paign on the half-mile tracks, his last race being t>

weeks ago, at Baltimore, where he won a $1,000 sta

It was here that Splan purchased him, for a lc

price, for export. His^complete score for the seasi

was eleven wins in thirteen starts. Harrison Will'

is a rarely good individual as wr ell as a fast and ga (

horse, and should prove a star across the pond.
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A bill will be introduced in the next Congress ft-

bidding betting at the Bennings track, which is
}

the District of Columbia. The track is owned by At

gust Belmont and is a member of the Jockey CI'l

Two meets in a year are held on the track, one fr

the early spring and the other in the late fall. It

bill, if passed, will close the track, as running ra< !

cannot exist without betting.

o

Sober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.
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'a THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.
By RALPH H. TOZEB,

The local winter racing- season of 1905-1906 began
ost auspiciously last Saturday at Emeryville. The
eather was delightful, the card offered decidedly

lassy," the contests very exciting- in four of the

events. Eight thousand attended the races, not-

ithstanding the Stanford-California football game
\ ;ir; as down for decision the same afternoon at Palo

to. Twenty bookmakers drew positions in the big

rig, and there were. besides three field books and one
.mbination. Barney Schreiber's broad Teutonic

iiz loomed up prominently on a booky's block after

i absence of a year and Joe Harlan looks to have
lined fifteen or twenty pounds through his long

int in Wyoming for big game. The public began
eking winning wagers at once, and J. O. Keene, who
it in as a bookmaker, lost with such regularity,

-

:
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as a more pleasant spot than the big draughty bei -

rig ring.

The first winner of the season was Zeke Abraham's
iy Belvedere filly. Miller's Daughter, and she put a

t of the best quality of flour in Zeke's barrel by not

Uy winning, but winning at odds of 25 to 1, in a

rry busy finish by a neck, Dod Anderson being sec-

id. a nose before -Potrero Grande. This was cer-

inly a clever way to start the ball a rolling, even if

e favorite did finish fifth. Watercure evened up
atters for the brainy burners of midnight gas by
inning the second race with all the ease and much
the speed for which he was famous five or six

•ars ago, for be it known that the "Watercress

'Iding has reached the good old horse age of nine.

m Joe surprised many by' winning the third in slow

me at odds of 10 to 1, Loyal Front, favorite, finish-

g fifth, and F. W. Barr, second choice, bleeding and
frig pulled up. San Nicholas, the black Bakersfield-

ed gelding by the dead Reggie, dam Virginia Dare,

imp. Darebin, running with 109 pounds in the

lors of P. Ryan, with W. Davis in the saddle, and
t odds of 6 to 1 in the betting, made every post a
inning one in the Opening Handicap/worth $2450,

ji the winner. At the sighting rod his margin over

te fast coming High Chancellor (also at 6 to 1) was
head, while Tern's Rod (40 to I) wound up

ird, half a dozen lengths back. Proper, the 3 to 5

ivorite in the race was caught at the barrier at the

art, and would not thereafter extend himself, being
,..» i inglorious sixth in the thirteen-horse field at the

nish. Cruzados, off right foot first, Tocolaw away
xth and Bearcatcher all but left, was the order at

nd-away time in the fifth event. As a result Bald-
in's bay beauty, Cruzados experienced no pain in

ulling off the big end of the purse, which he did in

le splendid time, track considered, of 1-:.13%, Toco-
w second, a litle over half a length before the un-
>rtunate Bearcatcher, who would undoubtedly have
iven Cruzados a clever argument if, off on good terms
ith the Californian. Reservation, a 9 to 10 favorite,

it home first by a scant neck in the last race, mile

d a sixteenth, while Lady Goodrich beat Hugh
cGowan a length for second money. McBride rather

rried off the riding honors of the afternoon, with
le win and two seconds to his credit, Radke, the

oy who cut a wide swath in the Middle West this

ason, his first as a rider, made his bow to the pub-
c on San Primo, who was a fair fourth in the first

ice. Aubuchon, Rice, Goodchild, Davisson, Schade.
)ung Battiste and E. Robinson, also new to the local

icing public, made their first appearance here. W.
mith rode a nice race on Watercure, Loague like-

ise on Miller's 'Daughter, while Willie Davis had to

3 his prettiest to land the principle event with San
icholas.

* * * * * *

The features of Monday's racing (which was fully

to Saturday's standard of excellence) were the
9 of Avonalis, Judge Denton and Cloudlight, at

iry pleasant prices for the investors; Epicures good
lowing in the seven furlongs. High Chancellor's
ilendid performance in the mile and a sixteenth
irse, which he won in a gallop in 1.46% with 112

Junds on, and the Lady Rohesia's decided improve-
ent in the last race, which she won by four lengths
ith utmost ease. Radke rode his first winner on
iolera and Joseph's Bright Phoebus filly, Cloudlight,
id Aubuchon had the mount on The Lady Rohesia.
vonalis, the black filly, that won the first race, is

imp. St. Avonicuss the St. Simon horse owned by
late Charles L. Fair and later the property of the

.e Caesar Young. It looks as if the good looking
se would get plenty of speed, and the St. Simons

the faculty, generally, of "going on." Judge
enton and High Chancellor, winners of Monday,
ere owned by Louis A. Bonsack, the young St. Louis
irfman. who seems to have hia flyers in first-class

lape. Washington, as black as the proverbial ace
' spades, had the mount om Judge Denton, who was
: odds of 12 to 1. The Judge had to be hustled hard
• beat Ed Lilburn out. Lilburn is an own brother to

loudlight, winner of the fifth event of the day.
Tuesday's racing was very good, the finishes in

iree of the six events being exceedingly close. The
tion of the session was Succeed's success at odds

ood as 40 to 1 (30 at the' close). McBride got the
lalock filly off well on her stride, and Silver Sue
luld never collar her. Isolation was a poor favorite
i this race. Royal Rogue woke up and showed his

d time speed by beating Titus by a head in 1:07%
>r five and one-half furlongs, Duelist (30 to 1) third.

Hus had been played from 5 to 1 down to 8 to 5,

u

and the bookies thus had a very "narrow squeak/'
Princess Titania, well-played in the fifth, got away
flymg and landed by less than a length from the
Schreiber horse Deutchland, a 20 to 1 shot, while
Tocolaw, the favorite, was a poor third under a poor
ride from Minder, who also showed to poor advantage
on Hugh McGowan, favorite in the last event, w.oh by
Lady Goodrich in clever fashion.

C. C. McCafferty arrived early in the week from
Latonia with the local idol of the turf, Dr. Leggo.
Delagoa, M. A. Powell and others- with winning ways.
The Doctor is declared to have "rounded to," and if

so, no horse on the local scene can take his measure.
Tommy Griffin'sJ big six string should reach Emery-

ville about Monday, as he left Aqueduct Wednesday
night.

John F. Schorr and wife arrived from New York
last Sunday night. Mr. S.'s good horse Ananias
went lame and he had very poor luck all around, it i/
said.

Next week we should see Bullman, Taylor, Joe
Kelly, and Ralph Murphy in the saddle. The latter
is under contract to Billy Roche, can "do" 105 pounds,
and is a clever rider who has "made good" wherever
he has ridden.

The excellent jockey, Frank Prior, who has been
under contract to "Boots" Durnell for the past two
seasons, is now under Billy Cross' management.
Prior can "do" 109 pounds.
W. O. B. M*acdonough has just purchased a fine filly

by Compute (son of the great Hanover and the fam-
ous racer and producer Reckon) out of a mare of the
Bend Or family. She should be immensely valuable
in the stud, as the Hanover and Bend Or blood has
been "on top" in America for many years past.

Hanover led all our stallions for four seasons, while
imp. Ben Strome by Bend Or, led in 1903.

Harry Robson's horses, also those of E. L. Fitz-
gerald, arrived last Tuesday. In the Robinson string
is Eduardo (a rare good one), Lid Silver. McGinnis,
Youth, Ada N., and Pierce J., the last named too well

known in these parts. Mr. Fitzgerald owns Pentagon,
Sand and Mildred Grist, the first named two being
good winners on the Canadian circuit.

Walter Adams, a clever jockey, is a late arrival from
the East. He rides at about 110 pounds.
Mrs. Garnett Ferguson has named a fast yearling

filly by St. Simonian from a Spendthrift mare Tetraz-
zini, in honor of the great opera singer.

Charles Kerr,, the Bakersfield breeder, saw San
Nicolas, a horse of his breeding, win the Opening
Handicap Saturday. The Kerr yearlings by imp.
Kismet, Herald and Cromwell will probably be sold

here shortly.

E. J. ("Lucky") Baldwin is lying in a darkened
room at Lane Hospital, this city, and it is feared that

he will lose his eyesight completely withini the next
month. Mr. Baldwin was one of the first men to ever
send a string of race horses from California to the

eastern side of the Rockies to battle for the coin, and
for years his string cut a big figure on the turf of

this country. East and West. He is even now the

owner of the largest string in the West, having close

to fifty horses in training at this time. When Grin-
stead w^as at the height of his glory as a sire, Mr.
Baldwin was second as a breeder to no man in Amer-
ica. At Santa Anita, a principality in Los Angeles
county of over 50,000 acres, he bred Volante, Santiago.

Silver Cloud, Gano, Wheel of Fortune, Cleopatra, Gris-

mer, Lucky B.. Rey El Santa Anita, Mission Belle.

Goliah, Rey. del Carreres, Cruzados, Santa Ana, and
many others, and he campaigned Los Angeles and
Miss Ford, two of the greatest race mares in turf

history, also the Champion Emperor of Norfolk.

THE HORSE'S TEETH AFTER EIGHT YEARS.

After the age of eight years, the evidence which is

afforded by the wear of the incisor teeth is much less

definite and trustworthy than it is prior to that age,

and an opinion has to be based on general observa-

tion, and in any case is not supposed to be absolutely

accurate. The expression "about nine," or "nine or

ten years old," will be used very frequently, and
sometimes a good judge will decline to be- limited to

a year or two in cases where the conditions of the

incisor teeth indicates that they have been subjected

to exceptional wear from crib biting or some other

cause.

At nine years old the marks in the ventral incisors,

which at eight years are triangular, become more
rounded in form, and are nearer the posterior bounda-
ries of the teeth. The corner incisors are still more
square than they were a year before, and the tusk

is conical and blunted.

At nine years old the marks in the central incisors,

are commonly reduced to small round spots and are

quite close to the posterior edges of the teeth, which
are beginning to assume the triangular form.

As a matter of fact only the upper corner incisors

need be consulted for evidence of age, from ten to

thirty, and the only mark to be loked for is a dark
line or groove which commences to appear on the

outer surface of each top corner incisor immediately
below the gum, at ten years of age.

Careful observation of the upper corner incisors

at ten years old will reveal the presence of a slight

depression extending from the edge of the gum down-
wards about an eighth of an inch. This depression

is really the end of a groove which exists in the fang

of the tooth, and it is brought into view by the growth
of the tooth, and the decrease in the depths of the

colar cavity in which the tooth is lodged.

As these processes go on, year by year, more of the

groove is seen, while the constant wear of the cut-

ting surfaces of the incisors bring them nearer to the

groove, and in about eleven years from its first ap-

pearance, it reaches from the gum to the cutting edges

of the incisors. At the same time it will be seen by
a close inspection of the top of the incisor, close to
the gum, that the groove is at an end; there is, in
fact, no more of it to appear. The further growth
of the tooth will expose the perfectly smooth surface
of the fang and the combined effects of the wear at
the bottom and the growth from the top will finally
lead to the obliteration of the groove entirely.
This system is really the only method of judging

the age above ten years worthy of consideration. But
it is quite certain that to use the system effectively,
experience on an extensive scale is necessary. Clearly
success depends entirely on keen observation of the
condition of the groove in the corner incisors in ref-
erence to the gum at the top of the tooth, and the
cutting surface of the bottom. The whole length of
the tooth must be mapped out in imagination and a
certain length of groove marked for every year, thus
allowing ten years for the groove to reach the whole
length of the tooth. The fact of it having reached the
middle of the tooth will be evidence that the age is
about fifteen or sixteen. If the tooth be divided Into
four equal parts the extension of the groove to the
first line will mean between twelve and thirteen, and
to the third line between seventeen and eighteen years
of age.

In adopting the foregoing descriptive method the
observer is left to exercise his ingenuity, and it is a
very interesting inquiry when an aged horse whose
age is known to the owner comes under observation.
It will be seen that no special skill is required in the
application of this test. It is not necessary to secure
the horse in any way or even to open his mouth. The
corner of the upper lip must be raised sufficiently to
bring the top corner incisor into view. The rest is a
mere. matter of calculation.
When the groove has reached the bottom of the

incisors and the horse has obtained the ripe age of
twenty-one years further observation must be directed
to the top of the groove. Certain exceptions to the
normal development of the teeth and some irregulari-
ties and accidents may be expected to occur during
the period of temporary and permanent dentition,
and from time to time various degrees of constitu-
tional disturbance will be observed, which are, how-
ever, invariably referred to other causes, or left with-
out any explanation. The process of "teething" in
the human being is always estimated as having an
importan* bearing on the health of the sufferer, but
there is a novelty in the idea that horses or other of
the lower animals experience any inconvenience from
the eruption of, or changes in, the teeth, although it

is known that these changes take place on a much
more extensive scale than they do in the higher ani-
mal.
During the third year of a horse's life twelve new-

teeth, eight molars and four incisors, are cut, and in
the course of the fourth year there are sixteen new
teeth, four incisors, eight molars and four tusks,
which are all advancing at the same time, causing, as
a matter of necessity, considerable irritation and
requiring more attention than is ever given during
these periods.

It is surprising that no investigation has been
made into the diseases which are incidental to the
process of teething in the horse and it is not, there-
fore, possible to refer to any specified disorders which
are met with during the third and fourth years; but
irregular appetites, refusal of certain kinds of food,
dropping half masticated food (quidding) from the
mouth, cough and sore throat, "lampas," and general
loss of condition may quite consistently be referred
to irritation and fever induced by cutting the teeth.
Disease in the structure of the teeth, so common

in man, is rare in the horse, but not unknown to the
observant veterinarian who has looked for it. Injury
to the fang of a molar in the bottom jaw has led to
the formation of areolar abscess, which has defied all
kinds of treatment, because the real nature of the dis-
order has not been suspected and a dead tooth has
been allowed to remain in its cavity.
One of the most disastrous accidents which can

happen to a horse's teeth is the loss of one of the
molars from any cause, when the occurrence has not
been observed. The result is the growth of the tooth
which formerly came in regular contact with the ab-
sent one, but it is now unchecked by any persistent
pressure, and therefore continues to grow until it

prevents proper closure of the mouth and renders
mastication impossible.
The real difficulty in regard to dental irregulari-

ties is the frequent absence of any suspicion on the
part of the owner of the horse out of condition as to
the cause of the derangement being in any way con<
nected with the teeth, and his consequent neglect to
call in veterinary assistance. W. R. GILBERT.

John Shepard, the Boston amateur reinsman,
thought the ownership of Ethel's Pride 2.06% brought
the fullest measure of pleasure when she won the
Transylvania but recently he found out that this was
not so. He went out to the Readville track, hooked
the daughter of Directum up with Promise 2:10, and
discovered that he had a perfect pole horse in his
latest purchase. Then he hitched her to a single
wagon to give her a slow mile. Going up the back
stretch the temptation to step her a bit was too much
and he clucked at her and she was off like a quarter
horse. At the six-furlong post he snapped his watch
and stopped it when he reached the wire. The timer
showed 29^4 seconds, which he could hardly believe
was correct until one of the rail birds shouted "I
caught that last quarter in 29 seconds."

At the auction sale at Glenworth Stock Farm, Bur-
gin. Ky., saddle bred horses made high prices, wean-
lings selling at $120 to $357.50, yearlings at an average
of $225, and brood mares around $360.
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. will be wintered a

Vs stables near Island Park, Albany. New York.

The list of standard performers of Axwo 2: IE

eight additions the past season, .ill trot-

f them are two year olds.

Harold Dillon, the son of Sidney Dillon, now
Zealand, is very popular with breede:

as his -book for the season is already full.

Don't overlook those colts and fillies by Prince Ansel

. _ . at are in the Woodland Stock Farm sale

- ie. Prin-e Ansel was one of the greatest colt

trotters ever bred in California and is siring fast ones

himself.

Thomas S. Denham. known all over the country as

Track Jack." died recently at Glenville, Ohio.

He was the caretaker of the Glenville track for many
and had few equals in putting a track in con-

dition for fast time.

It is now said that Detroit will open the Grand
Circuit as usual, but no matter what dates the Michi-

gan city selects. Libertyville. 111., will take the week
ing, and hence will really open the circuit if the

association is not a member of the big ring.

Secretary Henry Wade, of the Canadian Horse

Breeders' Association, has been requested by the Cana-
dian Live Stock Commissioner to start a register for

thoroughbred and standard bred horse=. Mr. Wade's
idea is to work with the American Stud Book and the

American Trotting Register. In other words, he does

not propose to set up a Canadian Stud Book for these

breeds, but will start a register for them. The On-
tario Jockey Club has been keeping a register of foals

in Ontario, but MJr. "Wade proposes to embrace a

wider area and take in the whole of Canada. This

will doubtless be one of the chief topics for discussion

at the next meeting of the Canadian Horse Breeders'

Association.

South 2:17% will be McKinney's companion in the

stud in 1906 at the Empire City Farm. He is by
Prince of India 2:1314. (son of Baron Wilkes 2:1$).

dam Amaryllis by Director 2:17. second dam Maud
S. T. by Governor Sprague 2:20%, third dam Belle

Patchen, fourth dam Sally Chorister by Mambrino
Chorister, fifth dam by Blood's Black Hawk, sixth

dam by Moore's Pilot, son of Pilot Jr.

The pavilion on the grounds of the Dixon Driving
Park was burned last week. This building has been
in use for the past twenty years for exhibitions, etc.,

during the fairs and race meetings held at Dixon.
The building will probably be rebuilt.
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The pacer Key Del Diablo 2:12%, bred and raced

by J. M. Alviso of Pleasanton in California for sev-

eral vears, but campaigned on New England tracks

by Ben Chaboya for Tony Bernal of

has recently been sold to Mr. O. W. Ram-
.,. Chester, New Hampshire, who will use him

on the snow paths this winter.

Guate and Jupiter B. would make one of the fast

and best pole teams of pony trotters in Ameri
They can trot close to 2:10 hitched together, and ;

matched in height and gait. They are to be sold

auction at Los Angeles next Friday.

minent New York horseman who attended

the Chicago Horse Show and who has devoted all his

life to the breeding and handling of trotting-bred

expresses the opinion that at least seventy:-

uent of the blue ribbon winners at the Windy
ffair would prove to be strictly trotting-bred

if their full and correct pedigrees were stated

in the entry list. Many horsemen believe that this

statement is true, not only for one, but for all the

big shows held all over the country during every sea-

son of the year. It is a great drawback to the trot-

ting horse breeding industry of the country that man-
agers of the leading horse shows do not require the

full breeding of all "and every horse entered for com-

petition, and thereby help the breeding public to get

s )me knowledge as to the best method of producing

high class animals.

Now that Phoenix, Arizona, has a first class mile

track and will give an annual meeting in December,

it may develop into a great record breaking and rec-

ord making point for trotters and pacers.

Draft horses are in great demand and prices are

soaring skyward. Last week a Los Angeles buyer

visited Rio Vista and purchased six spans of drafters

the lowest price for a span being §550 and the highest

$600. Good draft mares are very scare in California

and where the draft horses are to come from to supply

the demand of the near future is a question hard to

answer.

The sale of the Billings horses marks the retirement

of Mr. Billings from the matinee turf for a year and
possibly two. The report which was sent out from
New York last summer that he was to forsake the

5 horse for motor vehicles he did not consider
worth denying but before he sailed for Europe he
remarked that after his European business was fin-

ished he would come back and stock up with a fresn

lot of trotters and pacers. Every patrcn of the turf

is hoping that he will then take up professional racing,

and many look for him to do so and think he will

find the entering wedge the futurity engagements of

the John A. McKerron colts, which he will raise from
such mares as Lucille, Mazette, Imogene, Louise Jef-
ferson and Lou Dillon.

senger Duroc 106. dam Green
Mountain Maid by Harr; • died a few weeks
ago at At the time of his death
Mansfield was owned by Weth Bros. He was the sire

of ten Id the and of the dam of Direct View-

Mr. J A. Jones of Springfield, Oregon,, was in this

city last Wednesday on bis way to Santa Ana and
Los Angeles, where his good mare Lady Jones is to

start in the races. Mr. Jones' McKinney stallion,

Captain Jones, is being much talked about at the

present time by horsemeen who are ranking him as

one of the future great producers of speed. All his

colts and fillies trot fast when trained and his list

\v !1 soon be quite a large one. He is out of a Gos-

Mr. C. C. Oliver and Dr. F. N. Folsom of Forest-
all. , have purchased the stallion Silas Skinner

% -.17, the hero of many a hard fought race on the
California circuit in years past. This, horse has been
owned by Gi ace Bros, of Santa Rosa for several
years past and has been used to a limited degree in

the stud. He is the sire of Ole 2:10% and also of the
dam of CI Mart Rollin's green gelding
that is worki ,_ = close to 2:12 at Santa Rosa.
He is by All ma, Jr., dam Flora Belle 2:25 by AI-

RS.

Woodland Race Track

siper mare, consequently is bred something like Zo-

lock 2:05%. He could be given a fast record himself

and has often stepped miles around 2:20. His get

are very handsome and shapely. Chehalem, a year-

ling by him out of the dam of Bellemont 2.17%, took

first prize as a yearling, and also the reserve Junior
Champion prize at the Lewis and Clark Exposition.

Zolock 2:05% was bred to seventy-five mares this

yea r.

An own brother to that whirlwind trotter Dr. Ham-
mond 2:11%, is to be sold at Fred H. Chase & Co.'s

salesyard on Tuesday evening next after the horses

from the Woodland Stock Farm are disposed of. He
is a five-year-old gelding and a good one.

in California in
r-nrs was the marc Daisy B. that unfortunately

went v.t. -ecord Her dam
it of a producing mare

by Elei Victress by Wil-
tola and

by Nufl] sold at

.

'!" lesd y .-vening.

She has been driven Ined, but will

ild hardly

i
reduced the world's pacing record for

oi..- mile without a wind shield to 1:58 at Memphis
i .1 reduction of one and m

from of Star Pointer made
at Readvllle In 1897.

The Santa Ana meeting opened on Wednesday
this week Oma A. by Dictatus won the 2:12 pa

best time 2:10%. Cuate by McKinney won the 2.

trot in which seven horses started.

Bonita 2:16, winner of the 2:20 trot at Santa B;

hara is picked as a high class mare that will redi

her record to 2.10 or better. She is by Knight a

was bred at Rancho del Paso.

John Caldwell's race at San Bernardino was a gc
one. The track was at least two or three secor
slow.

A good Shire stallion, that has proven himself
good foal getter, is for sale. Particulars can be h
at this office. He will be a money maker in any co:

munity where there are farm mares to breed to him

Daedalion 2:09^ is showing himself a race hoj

and good judges say he will do 2:06 in another ye

The Old Glory Sale catalogue has been received a
like all the catalogues issued by the Fasig-Tipt
Company, is complete in every way. It contains t

pedigrees of very nearly 1100 trotters and pacers
be sold at Madison Square Garden next week.

Dr. Defoe of San Jose, offers the stallion Fra
Coney for sale. This horse is by Mendocino 2:19
sire of Monte Carlo 2:07%, etc., and is out of Ri
McKinney, the dam of Almaden 2:22%, as a tw
year-old, winner of the Occident stake of 1904.
advertisement.

On account of rain the Santa Ana meeting was (

clared off after one day's racing was held. The hon
men all united in a request to the management to t

effect so the Los Angeles meeting, where they all h
entries in $1000 purses, Would not be interfered wi

Mr. Mabry McMahon is now driving on the p£
roadis one of the handsomest and fastest trotters tl

has been seen there. Birdcatcher, son of Direct,
his new purchase. He has hooked him double or
or twice with his handsome pacer I Direct 2:12%,
they pole together in fine style, although of differ*

gaits.

Mr. C. W. Wright, who recently arrived here fn
Australia, left for the east last week, but will re'tv.

by the first of December. He purchased the fast gr«
mare Black Venus by Rajah at Tulare, and an c^
sisu-.to Directly 2:03% at San Jose. He will st

inese mares to Melbourne on his return from the ea
They are new in the care of Mr. T. C. Cabnev of tl

city.

On Wednesday morning when the defeat of Govi
nor Hen ick was announced and positively confirm
every trainer and caretaker was uproariously enth
siastic over the good news. It was the first "go
news" proclaimed since the gloom of the declaring
of the Grand Circu't settled over the track h
spring. The news was hailed with delight, and w
corned ns th& first step towards Grand Circuit raci
it the famous oil Glenville track.—American Spon
man.

The fast pacing stallion. Directly 2:03% has thi

performers to his credit. They are Town Direc
2.18%. Daffodil (2) 2:19%, and Directs 2:24 1

4 . 1

rectly is now credited with five standard performers

S. H. Turner of Columbus. Ohio, gives out the stai

ment that he will match Edwin C 2:07 against a
horse In Xew York City over the speedway before
is sold at Madison Square Garden. The match to

!

for twenty dinners for twenty horsemen.

- Welcome Mac 2:12% is a new one in McKinney's
2:15 list He is also his seventh new performer for

1905.

The veteran trainer. Charles Marvin, has engag
to train the horses of Colonel Henry Exall of Dall
Tex., and is making arrangements to leave Lexingt<
Ky . soon for his new location.

Sterling R. Holt of Maywood Stock Farm has s*\>

to R. A. Rouse. Danville. 111., for $1750 a half inter!
in the young trotting mare Icelander, trial 2:15%,%I
ter to Chain Shot 2:06% by Red Hart 2:19. &|
Prifu. Icelander goes to Memphis with Mr. Rous
big string of race prospects to be wintered and trainf

by George Foster.

The three-year-old colt Billings will start at the

Phoenix, Arizopa. meeting in December to lower tfrs

world's record of 2:05% held by Klatawah. This is

about the hardest job a three-year-old pacer can

tackle.

Quite extensive improvements in the way of tj

stalls and paddocks are being made on Mr. Wha
Santa Rita Stock Farm at Pleasanton An addit
large water plant, supplying all the paddocks
the stalls, has just been completed.

Down at the San Jose track Jack Groom is working
a half sister to Lou Dillon 1:58% that is a natural

trotter if there ever was one. She will be five years

old next spring, having been foaled April Sth. 1901.

Bred at Santa Rosa Stock Farm, she was purchased
by Mr. C. F. White, of Seattle, when a three-year-old.

and put in Mr. Groom's hands. She is by Beau B.

2:16%, a pacer that was one of the fastest horses for

the amount of work he got that was ever seen in

California. Beau B was sired by Wilnut, and was
out of Nettie Benton, a great brood mare by Gen.

Benton. The name of this daughter of Lou Milton
i omelia, and from the way she has been stepping

;COV< ring from a severe case of distemper.

phei ies a plenty that she will step in 2:1"

as sure as fate.

In the heat at Santa Barbara where Welcome
|

took his record of 2:12%. the Lynmont gelding Fea
was a close second.

The 2:1* trot at San Bernardino is the longest re

of the year in California. It took seven heats to't^

cide and there were four heat winners in the raeq

We regret to learn that Dr. Finlay of Santa,-J

proprietor of the Rose Dale Stock Farm, is quite '

at his home in that city. He was unable to atte

the sale of horses from bis farm in this city I*

Tuesday and is confined to the house. His ma
friends hope that his recovery will be speedy a

permanent.
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SAN BERNARDINO RACES.

In spite of rain that fell for two days previous to tho

opening1 day, a program of excellent racing was. given

by the San Bernardino Driving- Club at its first meeting,

which opened on Thursday, November 9th, and con-

tinued three days. This meeting was made possible

by the enterprise of four of the leading horse breeders

of this vicinity, viz: John A. Cole, G. W. Prescott,

S. B. Wright and Geo. H. Parker, associated with A.

W. Bruner of Los Angeles, who is striving hard to

place the breeding and racing of horses on a high

level. The magnificent meeting at Los Angeles in

July and this one mark a new era in the sport in this

section of the State. Owing to the rain the track

was heavy and slow, but was pronounced by the

trainers to be the equal when in shape of any in the

East. Several from the north were so pleased that

they contemplate returning here to winter, the alti-

tude being a bar to the foggy, chilly forenoons so

prevalent along the ocean shore.

The program on the opening day consisted of three

faces, the first of which was the 2:12 class pace with

seven starters. After the mare from the far north,

'Vinnie Mann, had taken the first heat, the Los An-
geles pacer Glen won three straight heats and first

money. The time seemed slow for the class of horses

but the condition of the track must be considered.

It was a good contest, and every man and horse

U|( seemed doing everything possible to win.

and when they appeared all necks were craned to
catch a glimpse of the kings of American turf. Haze!
Patch 2:02% drew the pole. The track was sticky,
and slow, but the $700 first money and no entrance
out "looked good" to the owners, and proved a great
stimulant to the drivers to hurry up on the turns and
stretches, and get around as soon as possible, which
they did. Hazel Patch won, time 2:08 flat, with thou-
sands of eager eyes watching every motion. They
got the magic word "Go" on the third score. Hazel
Patch set the pace with Zolock hanging on the out-
side on even terms. In this position they quickly
swung by the eighth pole, reaching the quarter in
32 seconds; down the back stretch they stepped like
a pole team, reaching the half in 1:02%. On they
sped to the five-eighths pole, neither being able to
shake the other off; the three-quarter pole was close
at hand, but still Hazel Patch had not gained, both
going to the limit of their speed, neither making any
false moves. The frrends of each horse by this time
felt one or the other must soon weaken, the three-
quarters being reached in 1:35, but on they flew to-
ward their breathless admirers. Zolock, faltering
slightly, felt the tingle of the whip, but Hazel Patch
proved the most lasting, and won the heat in 2:08,

about 20 feet ahead. Considering the track the time
was equal to about 2:05^4.

A cheer went up for the winner, but it did not have
the soiil-stirring echo it would have carried had
Zolock wrested victory from the Eastern horse.
Darkness was closing on the scene of the mighty

struggle; the great white capped snow peaks of Mt.
San Bernardino, and Gray Rock, had gleams of sun-
shine tossed back from the Pacific's rounded bosom,
but for Zolock there was no ray of sunshine. He
had done his best to retain the supremacy of the

.--.

D

John Caldwell 2:09

v, I mer at San Bernardino

Six trotters faced the starter in the 2:14 class and
this proved a long drawn out contest where every
heat was fought for by every horse that had the

speed to get up in front at any stage of the game.
After three heats had been decided, with three differ-

ent horses winners, the race had to be postponed
til the following day, whn it was again a see-saw
d four heats more were required to find the winner,
ich turned up in the old gray campaigner Rozelle.

I the finishes were under the whip and the best
efforts of each driver were put forth to get to the
wire first.

The matinee cup race for 2:30 class pacers was won
by Harry H. Jr , in straight heats, but not without
a struggle, as both owners were very desirous of pos-
sessing the trophy and drove hard for it.

The second day opened with a much improved track,
and there was great enthusiasm over the finish of the
2:14 trot, the 2:20 trot that had seven starters, and
the match between Hazel Patch 2:02% and Zolock
2:0514. The first heat of the 2:20 trot was won by
Billy Dooley after a desperate struggle with Hank
in 2:20, while the second heat resulted in a hot con-
test between Eonita and Homeway, the latter win-
ning in 2:19^. Bonita then went to the front and
made it three straight for first money. She is a small
brown mare by Knight, dam by Golddust Jr., has a
most level head, and was the most beautifully gaited
of any horse on the track. If nothing happens her
she will yet equal the speed of her near relative, the
fast pacer and trotter Anaconda.
There were nine entries in the 2:20 pace and all

started, the race going in straight heats to McKinney's
son Welcome Mac, who was driven by Walter Maben
and given a record of 2.12^ in the third heat.
Never in the history of San Bernardino county has

two such champions met as Hazel Patch and Zolock.

Coast which was all any horse could do.

A strong wind began early in the rorenoon of the
third day. It cast a gloom over all outdoor under-
takings, and spread discomfort to the management of

the races, but the programs for the day were faith-

fully carried out.

The second heat of the great special was a sky-
rocket exhibition. The track had greatly improved but
the wind was a belligerent factor. On the second
score the champions got an even start, Zolock' carried

his Eastern competitor to the quarter in 31 second,

to the half in 1.00%, but this clip was too much
for him to keep up. He faltered, and finished second
in 2:10. The next heat was a sore disappointment to

all his friends, being without speed from wire to wire.

Time 2:11J4.

The 2:09 trot aroused great interest, as the spec-

tators were anxious to see how Jupiter B. would ap-
pear when he met the three cracks that have only just

returned from the Grand Circuit The majority

thought Caldwell would win, which he did in straight

heats, best time 2:10^, exxcellent for the track.

Jupiter B. got second money and showed that he will

be a 2:10 trotter in another year. AH the finishes in

this race were close and exciting.

Daedalion, hero of many a good race this year, added
another to his score of wins by taking the 2.09 pace
from a high class field in stra'ght limits. He is a

2:06 pacer sure.

The meeting closed with a cup race for matinee
horses and was won by Conchita, a daughter of

Zolock, who took a record of 2:29, giving him another
standard performer.
The judges during the meeting were Messrs. John

A. Cole. R T. Curtis, and George W. Prescott. Sec-
retary A. W. Bruner acted as starter and made a
success of getting the hordes away. The timers were
Geo. H. Parker. Geo. .W. Parsons, William Rourke,

and Mr. E. J. Gilbert acted as Clerk of the Course.
The summaries:

Thursday, November 9.

Pacing, 2:12 class; purse $000. Three heats first
day.

Glenn, ch. g. by Glenwood 6 1 1 1
Vinnie Mann, b. m. by Alexis 1 o 2 4
Lady R., b. m. by Col. K. R ....2 5 3 2
Mistake, br. g. by Trouble 3 3 45
Hattie Croner, b m. by Bay Bird '4

4 5 3
El Diablo, ch. g. by Diablo 5 6 dis
Richard B., br. h. by Woolsey dis

Time—2:19^, 2:1S',, 2:17, 2:18^'
Trotting, 2:14 class, purse $600.

Rozelle, gr. g. by Bob Mason 5 5 13 4 11
Electric Madan. b. m. unknown 6 1 2 1 5 3 3
R. Ambush, b. h. (formerly Ambush)
by Zolock 4 3 5 4 J

o 2
Cuate, b. g. by McKinney 2 6 3 2 3
The Commonwealth, b. h. by Shadeland
Onward 3 4 4 5 2

Wild Bell. br. g. by Wildnut 1 2 6 dis
Time—2:21, 2.21, 2:15, 2:17, 2:18, 2:19,

Pacing, 2:30 class, Matinee Cup race.
Harry H. Jr., ch. g. by Harry H 1 1
Dewey, s. g. by Harry H 2 2
Betty Raymon, b. m by Raymon 3dis
Adolanthe. br. g. by Zolock djs

Time

—

2:3S, 2:3S.

Friday, November 10.

Trotting, 2:20 class, purse §600. Three heats.
Bonita, br. m. by Knight 6 2 111
Homeway, b. g. by Strathway 5 12 2 2
Billy Dooley, b. g. by Bay Bird .1.6 7 7 4
Hank, b. g. by Vasto 2 5 5 5 6
Edmond S., b. g. by Zombro 3 3 3 4 7
Burnut, b. g. by Neernut ; 4 4 4 3; 3
Zombretta, br. m. by Zombro 7 7 6 6 5

Time—2:20, 2:19^, 2:20i.,, 2:17, 2:16.

Pacing, 2.20 class, purse $600.
Welcome Mac, br. g. by McKinney 1 l l

Victor Platte, b. g. by Platte 2 2 3
Fearnot, b h. by Lynmont. 6 4 2

Jennie A., blk m. by Neernut 3 3 6
Birdal, r. m. by Birdalex 5 7, 4

Norda, b. m. by Mercury 4 5 S
Molly Button, b. m. by Alex Button 7 S 5

Lee Burns, gr. g. by Bobby Burns 9 &. 7

Dot, b. m. by Falrose ... 8 & 9

Time—2:UA2 . 2:15, 2:12*4.

Special pace, purse- 51000 One heat. Xov. 10.

Hazel Patch, blk. s. by Hard Patch 1 1 1

Zolock, br. s. by McKinney 2 2 2

Time—2; OS, 2:10. 2:11.

Saturday, November 11.

Trotting, 2:09 class, purse $600.
John Caldwell, b. g. by Strathway. 1 l 1

Jupiter B., b. g. by Gen. Beverley. 3 2 3

Helen Xorte, br m. by Del Norte 2 3 4

Morone, blk. g. by Cicerone. 4 4 2

Time—2:10%, 2:11%, 2:11.

Pacing. 2.09 class, purse 5600.

Daedalion, b. s. by Diablo Ill
Kelly Briggs, b. g. by Bayswater Wilkes. 2 6 3

Virginia, ch. m. by Bob Mason - 7 4 2

Miss Georgie, br. m. by McKinney 5 3 l

Robert I., ch s. by Hamb. Wilkes 6 5 6

Ira, b. g. by Iris 4 dis

Time—2:11, 2.09%. 2:12%.

Trotting, Matinee Cup race.

Conchita, br. m. by Zolock 1 1

Pete, b. g. by Unknown 3 2

Baby, br. g. by Unknown 2 3

Time

—

2:29, 2:31.

POLO IN THE SOUTH.

Polo bids fair to be the winter sport in this section

of the country, for interest in the pastime has been re-

vived to such an extent that not only are the south-
ern teams to play on the southern circuit, but the
northern teams as well will be represented here-
abouts.

It is announced the Burlingame team and the San
Rafael aggregation will send a string of ponies to the
Santa Barbara and Riverside tournaments.

After the meet at the Channel city in January the
'strings will go to Riverside, where the Mackey cup
will be the prize. This cup was won last year by the
English team, but will be contested for again and th"
winners will hold the trophy £dr a year.

The last match will be at San Diego, where a new
challenge cup has been offered and where the added
feature of pony races, genllenu-ii riders only, will be

introduced.

The Southern California Polo an! Puny Racing
Association has a membership of live teams—Santa
Barbara, Riverside. Los Angeles, Santa Monica and
Coronado, The Ocean Park Riding Club offered to

come into the association, but the proposition was re-

jected on the ground that the club owned no horses
and could net ride them if it did. In scorn the polo
men pointed to the meeting held at Del Rey for the
purpose of organization and 1 he subsequent trip to

the Santa Monica canyon on the electric car;

The officers r<f the association are Robert Let' Bett-

ner of Riverside, president ; Benjamin Nantucket
Smith, set retary-treasmvr. and abOUl B dozen vice-
presidents who either own polo p01\l6S or have vattanl

lots on which the teams can practice—E. Cameron
Rodgers. Santa Barbara: T. II. Dudley, Santa Monica,
and W. Clayton, Coronado.

The best lime and place to buy a made trotter or

pacer is at W". G. Durfee*s sale al Los Angeles next
week. See tile advert isem<i 1

1
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted bj J. X. De. T7ITT.

eaten rose hips, mutilated remains of which s
clung to the bushes. The covey might have been .

pected to range far and wide in the open fields
seeds and even to straw Ticks for grain, but exe
when traveling to their roost they had never g<
more than a rod from cover. Apparently fear
enemies restrained them.

Cincinnati, O.

Root. V

B.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April i-Scpc. ;^. O-t. 16-Feb. 1—Open season for taking stC3l

tiaad In tidewater.

June 1-San. 1— ,pen season for black bass.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16 -Close reason In tidewater for steclbeaJ.

Sept. 10-Oot. 16—Close season Tor catching salmon.

Sept. 15-April 1—Open season for lobsters and crawfish.

Oct. 16-Nov. lb - Close season for taking salmon above side.

water.

Nov. 1-April I—Trout season closed.

Nov. I-Sept. l—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

f.-ater.

Gun.
Jaly 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. 1-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and
sage ben.

Oct. I5-Feb. 15— "^ pen season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. 15-April 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oot. 15-Aug I—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.
Nov. 15. 16—New England Beagle Club's specialty ;hcw. Graf-

tOQ.Mass. A. D FisKe, Secretary.

Nov. 15, IS -Boston Terrier Club Specialty Club. Boston. F.
H. Osgood, Secretary.

Nov. It. £2—Brockton District Kennel Club Brockton, Mass.
J. W. Sullivan. Secretary.

Nov. 30-D-.C. 2— Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec. 13, 14—S.ju.'h western Kennel Club's bench show at Pasa-
dena. Entri-;fcc:osc .

1906.
Jan. 17, 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association

John C. Schomaker, Secretary.

Feb. 12, 15— Westminster Kennel Club. New York.
McKlm, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennei Club Boston. Wm,
Emery, Secretary.

Feb 28-March3—Wabhington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

March 7. 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secreiary
March 14. 17—Passaic County Fi-h and Game Frotective Asso-

ciation. Paterscn, N. J. N J Mathews, Secietaiy.

March 21, 24— Wolverine Ktncel Club. Detroit. Mich. K. G.
Smith, Secretary.

June 9—WJssabickon Kennel Club. Wissahickon, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price. Secretary.

Field Trials.

Oct. 30—American Field Futurity Stake. For Pointers and
Setters whelped on or after January 1, 1904. whose dams have
been duly qualified. Ribinson, III, entries closed Jaly 1. Address
Am. Field Publishing Co.. Chicago.

Oct. 30—National Beagle Club of America: 16th annual trials.
Stevenson. Md. Chas. R Stevenson. Secretary.

Oct. 31—Connecticut Field Trial CJub. Hampton, Conn, F. M.
Chapfn, Secretary. Pine Meadow, Conn.
Nov. 6—Independent Field Trial Association. Huntsville. 111.

S H Socwell, Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.

Nov. 8—Dayton Pointer Club. Dayton, O. John Roehm, Secre-
retary. Dayton, O.

Nov. 13—New England Beagle Club. 12th annual trials. Graf-
ton. Mass. A. D. Flske, Secretary
Nov 13—Illinois Field Trial Association. Robinson, 111. Wm.

R. Green, Secretary, Marshall, 111.

Nov Indiana Field Trial Club, (Week followirg Illinois
Champion Stake) C. F. Young. Secretary, Clay City, Ind.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven. Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.
Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.

Chas B Cooke, Secretary, R ;chmond*Va.
Dec Pointer Club of America (following the Continental

trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, mh annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1906.
Jan. 8-Georgia Field Trial Association.

P. M. Essig, Secretary. Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials

Baken-fleJd, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

Waynesboro, Ga.

THE QUAILS OF THE UNITED STATES.

By Sylvester D. Judd, Assistant United States Bio-
logical Survey.

(Continued from last week.)

Measures for Preservation and Propagation.

In Maryland and Virginia the writer has found the

plundering nests of the bobwhite and in these
row is an enemy also of poultry. Doctor

Fisher state? in his "Hawks and Owls of the United
States" thai 1 es which he studied
he found only nine that killed the bobwhite. Four of

-the goshawk Coo sharp-shinned
hawk and great-'iorned owl—are very destructive to

I ". W. C. Strode of Berna-
dotte, ii that bobwhite's worst enemy is the
Cooper hawk. "A few days ago one :'•

,v up from the
roadside when I was pi bobwhite was

'Ol " During ier, 1900.

hall Hall
In one

he ground and
cock bob spec! 1 lawks

no
If bob mot.. fence

" --" would
Thfr

1 hej are
or deserted by

n in July. 190 I foui

- r with their eggs were cut over in a fifty-acre

In other hay fields several nests were dis-

covered in time to leave the grass uncut about them,
boys robbed them all. Between such lads and

the crows and other enemies bobwhites have a hard
time in certain sections.

To enable them to withstand the winter, bobwhites
need suitable food and cover. In severe winters cov-
eys are sometimes saved by being trapped and fed in
confinement until spring. Naturally the birds, suffer

most in the northern part of their range, but there
are reports of their death from severe anc proctracted
cold in Maryland and Virginia. Sandys says. "'The
birds know when the snow is coming, and they
creep under the brush, intending to remain there until
the weather has cleared. * * * Then the rain
comes and wets the surface all about, then the sleet
stinrens it, " * ~ the cold becomes intense, anu
every foot of damp snow promptly hardens into solid
ice. * t The quail are now imprisoned beneath
a dome of crystal, which may endure for days." H.- C.
Oberholser says that in severe winters in Wayne
county, O., whole coveys. are found dead from this
cause. Dr. P. L,. Hatch reports that in Minnesota the
birds increase in numbers during years with mild win-
ters and decrease when the whjji£r is exceptionally
severe. "Wilson Flagg states in ''Birds and Seasons
of New England" that thousands of bobwhites were
destroyed by the deep shows of 1S56-57. During the
severe winter of 1903-4 bobwhites were nearly exter-
minated in portions of Massachusetts. That quail do
not always succumb to exceptional cold appears from
the fact that in Susquehanna county. Pa., at an alti-

tude of 2,000 feet, W. W. Cooke found a covey of a
dozen bobwhites apparently in the best of condition
on December 9, 1902, though a foot of snow covered
the ground and the thermometer stood at 20 degrees
below zero.

A study of the winter habits of the bobwhite by the
writer in the vicinity of Washington, D. C, so far has
yielded only fragmentary results. In February, 1900,
after a foot of snow had fallen, in a careful two days'
search he failed to discover even a track of a large
covey that usually frequented river flats along the
Potomac at Marshall Hall. The birds must have been
under the snow or back in the timber. At Falls
Church. Va., after a lighter fall of snow, he saw a
covey of five moving among the briers on the edge
of a wood, and their fresh tracks showed that they
had been feeding systematically on rose hips, but had
not ventured from cover. At Cabin John Bridge, Md.,
after a snowfall of several inches his dog pointed six
birds on the south side of a river bluff, where the
sun had melted holes in the snow. On one of these
bare spots he saw two birds, which rose and were
joined by four others. The covey had made wallows
two inches deep in the leaf mold on the bare spots.
All the birds had avoided stepping on the snow. At
hand was such food as the berries of sumac and the
seeds of Galactia volubilis and Chamaechrista faseicu-
laris. Examination of the droppings indicated that
less than one-tenth of the food had been animal mat-
ter, the remains of which consisted of ants, the tibiae
of grasshoppers, the spotted cuticle of soldier bugs,
and the cowhorn-like mandibles of spifiers. So far as
could be made out, theremains of ^vegetable food con-
sisted of the skin of kernels of corn, fragments of the
akenes of ragweed, and pulverized bits of sumac seeds
(Rhus copallina), partridge pea (Chamaechrista fas-
cicularis), milk pea, (Galactia volubilis), and crown-
beard (Verbesina), besides unidentified leaf material.
The weather had been severe for more than a week,
but the birds were in good condition.
On the Marshall Hall farm, a short distance back

from the banks of the Potomac, is a swamp that has
a steep bank with a southern exposure, where there
is usually more or less bare ground in patches. For
several years bobwhites have made a winter haunt of

this warm, sunny bank, and here some interesting
observations were made Feb. IS and 19, 1902, when
the snow was from two to four inches deep and the
minimum temperature was 4 degrees F. above zero.

A covey had spent the night of Feb. 17, not on the
warm bank, comparatively bare of snow, but on the
level above the bank, where they had squatted on the
snow under a dewberry bush among broomsedge.
Their feet and droppings had melted the snow, and
subsequent freezing had formed an icy ring. The
birds had not flown thither, but had walked from tht.

swamp up the steep bank and through the broom-
sedge level. The next morning they had flown from
the roost to the steep slope, had run along the edge
of the swamp to a bushy, tree-bordered stream, then
up its north bank for 300 yards and back on the south
bank, and thence to the steep, sunny slope again. On
their journey they had gone under every matted tangle
of cat-brier vines—possibly for berries, but more
probably for protection. At one point they had fed
freely on sumac berries. The tracks of a fox were
found with those of the birds for about 100 yards.
In the morning of the 19th they traveled not more
than 200 yards, this chiefly among outstanding wil-
lows and alders of the swamp and along the belt of

land five to twenty yards between the boundary fence
and the reeds of the swamp. In one place two pairs
of birds had walked so near together as to cross one
another's tracks; two single birds had made clear

of tracks on one side of them, and a single bird
had walked alone on the other side from one to four
feet from his nearest companion. All had evidently

-:

:-

An article in the American Field, Feb. 25, 1899,
the well known sportsman, John Bolus, of Woost
O.. illustrates the hardiness of the bobwhite. Wb
several inches of snow were on the ground and 1

thermometer registered from 15 to 27 degrees belt
zero every night for a week, Mr. Bolus took a tn
to see how the birds had fared. He found no
birds, but saw six thrifty coveys—eighty-one birc_
all. They were feeding on ragweed projecting frc
the snow, and were jumping up to reach seeds
sprays above their heads. Some coveys remain
under shelter of little weed patches, but others rang
over the more open fields.

In Maryland and Virginia large land owners o :

feed their birds in severe weather. Wheat and co
are the best food, and should be scattered, if possib
among the briers where the birds are safe from hawl
Bobwhites have been known to feed with chickens
barnyards. By a little forethought landowners a
sportsmen can easily make winter .provision for tht
birds. Sumac bushes should be left along hedgero*
and the edge of woodland to furnish food that is 1
ways above the snow and lasts well into sprir
Twelve bobwhites collected' in December in Nor
Dakota had made nine-tenths of their food of sums
having eaten from 50 to 300 berries each. A simil
use. in coast regions, of the bayberry and wax myr
has been noted. Their berries, as well as those
Sumac, last till May, and the plants should always
spared by everyone who is interested in the welfa
of the bobwhite. Smilax, affording little food but fi

cover, and wild roses, giving both food and cover, a
also valuable. Blackberry thickets, young pine wooi
laurel, and holly furnish safe retreats from enemies,
The farmer can well afford to feed the bobwhite

winter, but he cannot afford to spend as much :ii

and money as the owner of game preserves, and f

the latter class further suggestions may be helpf
In the Eastern and Southern States land that will I
grow profitable crops may be used for the game yr
serve, provided it has water and bushy coverts.
The use of the mowing machine, so destructive

eggs and young birds, should be avoided when possit
during the breeding season. Wheat for the bir
should be sown in long strips not over fifty yar
"wide. The best of the grain may be harvested a:

the rest left standing. In the stubble a luxuria
growth of ragweed will generally spring up—a perfe
food supply, except that it does not last till sprin
hence the need of sumac or bayberry. In regions t

dry for ragweed to grow in the stubble, sunflow*
are an excellent substitute. Sorghum, millet and po
sibly panicum may be planted and left standing. Po
corn will be found particularly valuable, as large co
cannot be easily swallowed by the younger bir<

Buckwheat, and in the South the nutritious cowpe
and the climbing false buckwheat, the thick tangles
which also afford good cover, bear excellent fo(

Other plants of the genus Polygonum are fond of mo;
land, and furnish palatable seeds for the bobwhit
for instance, black bindweed Pennsylvania persicai

and black heart. All wild leguminous plants shot)

be left undisturbed, for the birds feed on seeds
most of our legumes. Small clumps of locusts m
well be left in open fields to give both food and cov
Tick trefoil, bush clover. Japan clover, the milkpe
and the wild bean—all wild plants—are suitable i 5

food. Of the summer fruits the dewberry is the m<
important, and in the absence- of -water furnishes

substitute; therefore these vines, nearly everywh€
plentiful, should be left in places remote from wat
A water supply is, of course, important. St real

with bush-grown banks through open fields are mc
valuable. Beside them will be found spreading pai

cum, which shells out its grain a kernel or two at

time until well into spring. Birds find food, sha<

water and shelter in the vegetation along sm
streams. Marshes also afford cover and food. If co

neeted with estuaries they often support a
growth of wild rice, an ideal provision for birds. Sul

cient shelter to protect the birds from hawks is alm<

indispensable. Oak and beech woods supply mast
well as shelter, but pines afford the best cover, a

some of them, notably the longleaf pine, furnish fo<

A comfortable retreat for the coldest weather is^
valuable. In Maryland and Virginia fields of hea

broomsedge answer this purpose well, but best

all is a steep bank with southern exposure, where t

sun quickly melts the snow, and gives the birds

chance to forage on bare spots for food and grav

If such a bank is not far from cover, and has a grow

of briers on it to give the birds a feeling of securi

it will become a favorite winter haunt, and duri

severe weather is the best place to scatter gra

With a little help from man the bobwhite will

found to winter well, even in the northern part of

range.
Bobwhite is prolific. A pair of birds under favc

able conditions will raise a dozen young in a seas

Then, too, it is longlived, for a bird kept in captiv

is known to have reached the age of nine years. 1

outlook for, the future of the species is most satisfy

tory, provided it is given even a small amount of ca

with proper legal protection. The Audubon societi

with a membership of 65,000 to 70,000, which chep

the bobwhite for aesthetic and humanitarian reaso

the sportsman who loves the whirr of its "bro

wings, and the farmer, whose enemies it destroys a

whose resources it increases, can do much to fa^

'

the bird in its natural environment and to protect

by adequate and effectively enforced laws.

(To be continued.)
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COAST FIELD TRIALS.

Second forfeits for the Pacific Coast Derby were

paid November 1st on nominations of twenty-two

English Setters, one Irish Setter and fifteen Pointers,

just eight dogs less than were originally nominated.

One of the young Setters -withdrawn was Chas. N.

Post's De Charney (Petrel's Count-Moxy Danstone),

, bred by W. J. Baughn. Second forfeits were paid

last year on sixteen English Setters and thirteen

Derby nominations. The Derby last January had a

field of seventeen starters. Out of the total of thirty-

| eight second payment entries the indications are

strong for a much larger number of starters than at

the last trials. Entries for the All-Age stake will

'

close December 15th. Four events are on the card

this year—the Derby, All-Age, Members and Cham-

,
pionship Stakes.

The twenty-third annual coast field trials will corn-

Same owner's white and lemon bitch Dollie Same English Hounds Make Good,
breeding. British Foxhounds scored a big success two weeks

F. G. Schumacher's (Los Angeles) lemon and white ago at Hempstead, L. I . in a trial hunt. Thomas
bitch Lady Belle (Teddy Kent-Jack's Fashion), Hitchcock" and others, who favor the American breed,

whelped May 20, 1904. W. J. Morris, Los Angeles, declared that English hounds were good only to fol-

breeder. low a drag, and would not kill a fox. "Jack" Foster,

W. J. Morris' (Los Angeles) white liver and ticked the English huntsman, took exception to the state-

bitch Navajo (Teddy Kent-Jack's Fashion), whelped ment. and as a result several big sums were wagered
May 20, 1904. Owner, breeder. as to whether the imported hounds would kill a fox

Stockdale Kennels' (Bakersfield, M. R. Dodge, Man- this season. The start was made October 20th from
ager) liver and white dog Combination Boy (Cuba the Meadowbrook Clubhouse in a pouring rain, which
Jr -Bow's Daughter), whelped March 1, 1904. Owner, kept the field very small. The run, which was a lively

mence on Monday, January Sth, on the club grounds Same breeding.

breeder.
Same owner's liver and tan dog Oakwood (Ch.

Cuba of Kenwood-Petronella), whelped May 1, 1904.

Owner, breeder.

Same owner's white and liver dog Baywood. Same
breeding.
Same owner's liver and white bitch Cypresswood.

|

near Bakersfield—the same location over which the

trials were run last January.

The grounds have been patrolled for some time

past and the birds protected from molestation with

the pleasing result, after a favorable breeding year,

that quail are more numerous than ever before in

1 that section. So Mr. Will S. Tevis states after a

! recent tour over the ground. What is needed, how-

! ever, is a good rain, for the present, and more ram

later on. .

W. J. Baughn, as has already been announced in

Same owner's white and liver dog Hickorywood

one, lasted forty minutes, the advocates of the English
Hounds being successful.
The fox was started at East Williston, and ran to-

ward Wheatley Hills and around Jericho, and then
back to East Williston, Reynard being finally caught
within 200 feet of its hole and killed by the pack.
Mrs. Thomas Hitchcock, the only woman in the sad-
dle, and who rode astride, got the brush, and Beverly
Robinson got the mask. After "Billy" Scarratt, the

(Ch. Cuba of Kenwood-Petronella), whelped May 1, English first whip of the Meadowbrook Hunt, had

1904. Stockdale Kennels, breeder. jumped the fox it was hunted mostly in sight, but at

n times, while going through thick undergrowth, the
pack had to depend entirely upon the scent. Mr. Fos-
ter, who had charge as huntsman of the English
pack, had just recovered from a broken leg. He es-
sayed to join the hunt, but found the pace too fast, and
designated First Whip Scarratt to take his place.

these columns, will preside in

is favorable for a strong entry in the other three

stakes to be run. .The list of second forfe.t Derby

nominations paid is as follows:

English Setters.

J. W. Riplinger' (Seattle, Wash.) white and black

bitch Cynthia (Ch. Stylish Seargeant-Ch. Pera),

whelped July 22, 1904. Owner, breeder.
' H. A. Jones' (Eureka, Cal.) white, black and tan

dog Mo'ntauk J. (Bruce-Juna H.), whelped April 10,

i904. Owner, breeder.

Jos. E. Terry's (Sacramento) white and black bitch

(unnamed), (Drake Windem-Mary Lou), whelped

June IS, 1904. Owner, breeder.

Same owner's white and black bitch (unnamed).

Same breeding.

Same owner's white, black and tan bitch (unnamed).

Same breeding.

Same owner's white and orange bitch Bessie Morti-

mer (Kilgarif-Maggie F.), whelped April 3, 1904. P.

D. Linville, breeder.

Same owner's white and orange bitch Merry Duchess

(Fairland Dude-Merry Hart), whelped July 30, 1904.

Chas. N. Post, Sacramento, breeder.

Same owner's white and black bitch (unnamed),

(Kailgarif-Belle of the Ball), whelped 1904. H. S.

Humphreys, Indianapolis, Ind., breeder.

Hugh Hopkins' (Minturn, Cal.) chestnut and white

bitch Aunt Marie (Uncle B.-Sporfs Belle), whelped

'Jan. 3, 1904. H. R. Edwards, breeder.

S Christenson's (San Francisco), black, white and

tan dog Goliath (Kilgarif-Maggie F.), whelped April

3, 1904. P. D. Linville, breeder.

Chas. N. Post's (Sacramento) orange and white bitch

burst (Fairland Dude-Merry Hart), whelped July

1904. Owner, breeder.

Same owner's white, black and tan bitch Light

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

American Field Futurity.

Published accounts of the initial A. F. Futurity-

stake, respecting attendance of sportsmen, running

of the trials, general success, etc., materially differ,

the saddle." The outlook What concerns Coast field trial followers to quite a
High Class Dogs Pay.
Many people argue against paying high prices for

degree, in consequence, is the showing made by the dogs, and many more are unable to see where there

Coast entries. The stake was won by Tonopaugh can be any return for a large sum of money paid for

(Tony Boy-Sport's Estelle), an Eastern bred puppy one. But good dogs are valuable and are bound to

owned in British Columbia, and of which dog the receive recognition, and in this way repay their own-
American Field says: ers for trouble and outlay.

Tonopaugh, the winner of the first American Field Appearing in bench shows always enhances the

Futurity, is a medium sized, white, black, ticked and value of a good dog or bitch, even though it does

tan English Setter dog, with no large splashes of not score a win. for no matter in what show they

black. One ear is black and there is a small black may be exhibited, there will be plenty of people to

splash at root of tail. He is a stylish and good going appreciate the merits of the animals.
It is no disgrace for a good dog to get beaten in

a strong class, and if the judge makes a mistake of

placing it behind an inferior one in either good or

bad company, the circumstance is usually drawn at-

tention to, and the defeated dog earns the sympathy
of the public and thereby gains a valuable advertise-
ment.

dog and possessed of a wonderfully good nose and is

an excellent game finder, pointing in grand style.

Any time he is at his best his friends need have no

doubt as to what the result will be, no matter what

the company in which he may be found.

He is owned by Mr. W. T. Hunter, Greenwood, B. C,

was whelped April 20, 1904. Bred by H. W. McGarry

and handled by Jacob Bishop.

Senator's Don and Senator, two Ch. Senator P ex The B.illdog of Today.

Flvnn's Dolly Jingo puppies, both bred, owned and To enthusiasts there is something peculiarly attract-

entered by J. W. Flynn of this city, were handled by ive in a Bulldog, with huge skull and head, broad

W J Wilson. J*aw ana full nostrils, bowed shoulders and forelegs,

Don was carried into the fourth series. He ran an the latter of great thickness, a short, crumpled up

extra heat with Lad McKinley for the purpose of de- stern, arched loins,. narrow hindquarters and ungainly

termining the dog to be put down with Alford's King waddle of gait. These, though not things of beauty

UK *f
.:: i

for third place.

In mentioning these two Coast Pointers the Ameri-

can Field says: Senator Don cut out his ground

well. He goes fast, with style, but is inclined to

false point. We are of the opinion, however, that he

did not do his best here and that he will be heard

from in the near future.

Both Senator's Don and Senator were put down

in fine condition. Senator ran against Tonopaugh in

the first series.

In this meeting the dogs ran thirty minute heats,

ather arduous performance for Derbies to go

^^.T^er^apa, Cal.) black, white and through on.trials, series ^series

tan dog Narcisse (Fairland Dude-Merry Heart),

whelped July 30, 1904. C. N. Post, breeder.

Albert Betz' (San Francisco) black, white and tan

dog Merry Dude (Fairland Dude-Merry Heart),

whelped July 30, 1904. C. N. Post, breeder.

Mrs. C. E. Wilson's (Ross, Cal ) white, black and

tan dog Encinal (Clipper W.-Rod's Sylvia) whelped

,(rt Sept. 8, 1904. Dr. C. E. Wilson. Ross, breeder.

Same owner's white, black and tan dog Sour Jack.

; . Same breeding.

J. W Considine's (Seattle, Wash.) blue belton bitch

Miss Hap (Count Rowdy-Roxane), whelped Sept. 23,

1904. Owner, breeder.

, J. W. Considine's white and black bitch Lady's

Count Gladstone Jessie Rodfield Galore (Count Rowdy-
Roxane). whelped Sept. 23, 1904. Owner, breeder.

J. E. Lucas' (San Rafael) black, white and tan dog

Uncle Dudley (Count Whitestone-Count's May Belle),

whelped May 17, 1904. White and Peebles, breeders.

W W. Van Arsdale's (San Francisco) white and

orange dog Mendocino (Uncle B.-Count's Gift),

whelped August 24, 1904. Owner, breeder.

Same owner's white and orange bitch Madera. Same
breeding.

Same owner's white and orange bitch Pima (Mc-

Cloud Boy-Peach Mark II). whelped July 20, 1904.

>wner, breeder.
Irish Setters.

Paul Piepers' (Los Angeles) red Irish Setter Lady
llcho II (Ch. Fred Elcho-Miss Lady Finglass II).

fhelped April 25, 1904. Geo. E. Walter, Rushville, 111.,

reeder.
Pointers.

W. B. Coutts' (Kenwood. Cal.) liver and white dog

'od Sloan (Bolin's Duke-Whisper), whelped July 19.

904. Owner, breeder
W. W. Van Arsdale's white an

Ria Baby, winner of second, is a fast and stylish

bitch, a good game finder. She is by Colonel R.-Mon-

terey, whelped April IS, 1904. Bred and owned by

H r' Edwards. She was handled by J. A. Gude.

Alford's King, winner of third, a good-sized Pointer,

"a chip of the old block" Ch. Alford's John, showing

all the latter's speed, but being a little short on

range. His dam is Belle of Rip Rap. He is owned

by Alonzo W. Smith, was bred by E G. Leas and

handled by E. S. Munger.

Kennel Notes.

We are in receipt from Englewood Kennels. Camp-

bell, Cal., of an artistic circular descriptive of their

Collies and Bull Terriers. Among the announcements

Ch Hanover Monarch, winner of eighteen firsts and

specials and a producing sire, is offered in the stud

at a very moderate fee for so good a dog. Some

good brood bitches and puppies are offered at bargain

prices.

Glen Tana Kennels, Spokane, Wash., have forwarded

us a tempting circular descriptive of bargains in Col-

lie puppies. Fourteen of their best brood bitches

have recently whelped. The youngsters are royally

bred and worth developing. The G. T. Kennels won

three silver cups, eight first and two second prizes

at the recent Spokane show.

Wm Ellery's good Collie bitch Southport Sphinx

recently whelped a litter of eight (3 dogs) to his

Southport Philosopher. Both dam and sire are well

known to the local fancy and were imported by Mr

Ellery this year.

J I Sparrow reports expected litters from several

good bitches recently served by the Silkwood Kennels'

stud dog Croydon Czar

from an artistic point of view, are no doubt the causes
of his popularity, as such eccentricities of form are
not found in any other animal. At the same time,

the modern Bulldog is kindly and affectionate, with
a peculiar method of pushing his huge head into the

hands of his master that is particularly endearing.
Perhaps in no other animal is there a better represen-
tation of natural habits and disposition being changed
by its surroundings than in the Bulldog. Originally

used for a brutal purpose, his savageness and fer-

ocity were encouraged, with the result so well known
and of which so many stories are told. With the dis-

continuance of bull-baiting, he has been kept as a
companion, his ferocity being allowed to remain dor-

mant for generations, until it has now pretty well dis-

appeared altogether.

It is unusual to find an ill-dispositioned Bulldog
nowadays, and he has gradually drifted, as it were,

into a docile companion, a favorite of the ladies, and
a playmate for the children, as the many popular
pictures seen at the present time in the print show
windows prove. Shows, dog clubs, and literature have
done much for Great Britain's national dog. and under
a regime of them he has become the most valuable

of the canine race, although at times the prices paid

for a specimen have been exaggerated. Still, a tip-

top dog will easily raise £ 500, and if particularly well

placed £S00 or £1000 may be procured for one with

the elements of a champion about him. Whether any
purely fancy dog is worth so much is a matter of

opinion, although there is an adage to the effect that

anything is worth as much as it will . bring. Still,

it seems odd that such a creature as a Bulldog, that

cannot give actual pleasure to anyone but its owner,

is worth as much or more than a pack of Foxhounds,
and double as much as a winner in embryo of the

Waterloo Cup. the running of which affords amuse-
ment to tens of thousands, and is the means of

turning over vast sums of money. Such comparisons

area ready examples of the peculiarity that can pre-

vail in our customs of sport.

THE CRACK SHOT.

This stud dog has been a

d liver bitch Sonoma consistent producing sire as well as a ben, h « inner.
d li\er bitch sonom

Thorburn's Meg Merrilies II. one of the
r. Daniels-Babe Jingo), whelped January 13. 1905. Mrs. U^K.^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ (g fay (

.

^"h. j\
r

rmy
e

n's (Scranton. Pa ) white and black dog .

Raffles (Ch. Senator P.-Miss Rap), whelped July 23,

1904. J. W. Flynn, San Francisco, breeder.

John Erikson's (Seattle) white and black dog Sen-

ator's Jack (Ch. Senator P.-Miss Rap), whelped July

13. 1904. J. W. Flynn, breeder.

I J. W. Flynn's (San Francisco) black and white bitch

"lay (Ch. Senator P.-Miss Rap), whelped July 23,

1904. Owner, breeder.

Same owner's white and orange dog. Senator's Don
(Ch. Senator P.-Flynn's Dolly Jingo), whelped May
13, 1904. Owner, breeder.

Edgewood Jean II is nursing a litter of eight pup-

pies by Czar at present.

Silkwood Delia. November 7th; Silkwoort Belt:

October 4th. 5th: Newmarket Jean, October Gth. are

three recent breedings to Czar.

Monk th= handsome and well broken English Set-

ter which was George Walkers hunting companion

and pal on many an outing, has joined the canine

majority. The ailments coming with old age made

an application of chloriform a merciful relief for faith-

ful old Monk.

(By "Ole Bill.")

Man with gun. out fer ducks,

Couldn't shoot wuth old shucks.

Started Tore break o' day
Fer a blind, miles away.

Sel decoys; birds flew low.

Thick ez clouds 'fore a blow.

Stooled down in the bay.

Man riz up, blazed away.

Ducks flew high, not one hit;

Man cock-eyed; cussed a bit.

Sez he: 'I'll buy bag instead.

Ducks alike when they're dead."

At the club, showed his siring.

Swore he shot all on wing.

Thus is fame often got

—

Biggesl lie, bi si wing shot.
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DUCK GROUNDS FOR LEASE.

_ rV°

th° train with them and into the city, but there was

no wire warden in sight, and they are still unhung.

,n- "E \ Bridgman and Wm. Arnold rut in two weeks
"3ers to tl

cida, and declare that they never in their lives

ivertlsing columns of ai
shooting. A few minutes in the early morn-

ing or in the late evening were enough to get the

imit bag and the weather was so cold that they were

keep their game on natural storage until their

return to this city.

•But over here west o£ the big hill it has been dif-

ferent Those are country ducks over on the other

side and vou could run over them with a street car for

st few davs they are in from the ranch. But

give them a few days around the metropolis and they

-et as wise as a sneak thief.
"

'Hunters concede that the greatest home the mal

STRIPED BASS ANGLING.
|SC7i

McMaster pi

1S ,he fam> a. -»
RljIway

lK cttv Tne duck shootlng-and also

, from this «>
;J^

he
locality iS too well

m the

ng one

Never at any period since San Antonio slough hi

been the resort of the striped bass fishing enthus.as

has that water yielded so many large fish nor hai

the bass landed averaged so well in fighting fish. N«
has any past season been up to the present averagi

in such a short time. The run of fish have bee

anxiously awaited for several months, the angle
basing their expectations .on the appearance of tl

,

fish at, or near, the usual schedule time. In this the:

has been sanguine disappointment. "Whatever tl

feelings of many anglers in this respect the presei

run of fish has more than made up for a temporal
absence.jsence.

For about four weeks past the fishing has been in- :--
:

plenty of ponds, as. «=
-Hunters concede that the greatest home the mai- For about four weeks past the fishing has been in

tne tract and the chance offeree

i

has*ln all the West is between the two mouths proving, it might be said daily. This state of affai:

f the best shooting grounds at the i

^ ^ skagit river. Conservative estimates are that nas been taken due advantage of by the clam caste:

arsh is too good to go begg'
there are between a half million and a million mallard —for most of the bass have been caught with clai

ii id ivcii l.uc auvaiimse wjl uj luc Clam CaSte

—for most of the bass have been caught with cla;

baits, and so every day has been taken advantage
recently by anglers who could spend a day on P

Antonio. On Sundays there has been as many
forty rods out along the stretches of the sloi

played by fishermen in boats and on the banks.
At one time the only ark near the trestle bri

was the Cuckoo, owned by the Anglers' Club, at «
present time there is two additional arks and t*

sloops, these supplemented by a flotilla of skiffs
_ ~

rowboats. which are kept near the bridge.

Close to the bridge, moored in a small creek, is

handsome yacht owned by Jabez Swan. This ve
once a fast cruising yacht on the bay has been

"

nd the upon whether or not the Alaska ducks have come in. verteij mt0 a comfortable houseboat. The fact

, ition<
- for duck hunting arcm

T1 rS _
*
majority believe that they will not show up until here comfort reigns supreme is" evidenced by the

Weather cona ~ ^ ^^ favorable phase a ^ next heavy storm, and that then there will be fectly at_home - position in which craft lays, her
bay marshes a^s n*^

indications for ram vre ^ mQTe gQOd sport until they have learned the ways of and mast Hsting to port at an angle Gf forty-fr

day evening La
. ^ s{nce the season £oints the city from ti10Se who have come before. Others degTes _ Tne list has Deen ignored and a picturesq'

1 „__ Pacific Grove and c **

£

nlM KoliATO tnat the Alaska delegation is already in con- cabin has been built on the main deck The cabin

pX the Suisun mar
" f tIme

"

,u- purchased by the E. B- and

3** SSTS whdin reference is

ch land is now

IZTsZtz ,-und. o- »—

—

on "shootin,^t available^ «£» £*^ w her and

;

- ^j^most^itive

DUCrTHUNTING NOTES.

there are between a half million and a million mallard

lying 'off and on' along the eight miles of slough and

coast But thev know a gunman by sight, and when

they can't see him they can hear him buying his am-

munition. . .

"Dozens of Seattles' best known shots tried out

uy for right o. .

nfls dur .ng th£ ]ast week d limit bag*
offered for lease

,

a
a
5
raritv . In a big flock like that there are always

L*L rnanv stragglers and there are still others that ven-

ture 'into the tules and fall prey to some one who has

had patience enough to sit around and keep still, but

the main flock is with other things that are unat-

tainable. . .

"Duck hunting enthusiasts are divided in an op.mon

, L 1 1 '.J lilll^L USLIII5 tu JJUll a.\. Oil iHIbIC \J1~ IU11J u
degres. The list has been ignored and a picturesqi

V<
Wesno "pacific Grove and otnei ££" be)ieve

"

tnat the Alaska delegation is already in con- cabin has been built on the main deck The ^^
Reports from * -

were that ram was

•

vehtion and has been wised up to the situation." entered through one of the most artistically unicn

Should
"^weather -^^flntrmyTf loc^al So it wou!d seem that the northern_ sportsmen^

g will be had by an
' *™L the also up against the open water loafing proelnit.es of

good, duck sW>otjng ^^^ awaiting the turn in ^ perhaps some of the flocks that are now
sportsmen who

.

n-
noticed on San Pablo bay and other open

weather condition .^^^ heen c— '"^n^fcome from the Skagit section and have
Reports are thit n

rf bnd had
congeners. Who knows? Ducks

* fUl' ir in Condon owing to the WW^^ ^ much wisdom at times, ju ,t when the gunner

come P°or '"'"as have taken refuge m the ^- ,
fl

,
t care to come under that particulr

thermore *'« £ they e compa.at
Aether the birds are liable to get

on the ba> v-' 1"",.
Y,,„hts enable the ducKs iu

^ ,_^ fT,-„ti„„ „r nnt reminds us
s -,fe The moonlight mcm ponds.

Rested on
^."f^erX -

^vorable^^t
v=i,«>hnstanding the s* , in many sec

Bekeart. J^ "^^ 200 ducks

Eush Finnel- for^^SLds for goo.

Ctt„st.y n.rig.andteah * ^^ lub p,*n
tions.

p
P
St

a
sundV on the Family ^ ^ednes

measure, laJJ>^ ^ Suisun marsh. I

companion ways ever put in a sailing craft. Tl

fleet of fishing craft in the slough bids fair to 1

enhanced by several additions in the near future, tl

haven being handy for sportsmen and secure in hi

weather.
In some respects Schell slough on the Sonon

branch of the Northwestern, a tributary of Sonon
ar influence. creek, has a shade the best of it on San Antonio sloug
bra.n fag from

fQr on Jast gunday a reliable report gave a Mr. Gon
too much thinking or not reminds us of a story told

pertz credit (or ]anding a 35-pound fish, this w;

this week by Pete Walsh of Black Point
_ followed by a 16-pounder and S-pounder; pretty go<

Pete has a penchant for all sorts of wild pets an--
results for one day's bass fishing. San Antonio, beil

mals or birds. He knows their ways and has mar- ^ more easny reached water, has had more attentic

velous control over different wild creatures. He gen- fTOm the orthodox anglers; possibly had there be.

erally has. at his hospitable shack near the mouth
mQre rods out &t Schell slough ]arger fish and larg

of Petaluma creek, a combination menagerie and
catches than already reported may have resulted,

aviary. The inmates of the museum all seem ti

£^vi^i»*»,£Harrison know him and are on rather friendly terms with the

man who feeds them.

Anion? his wild friends this spring was a young

The bird was retained in the pond

enclosure bv clipping the feathers of one wing. The

trimming had been neglected long enough for the

feathers to grow- out, strong enough to enable Tom.

for that was his name and he seemed to know it

e gunners, ia» " when feeding time was" on, to fly. One morning last

expectation
fls again . March Tom spied a bunch of ducks high in tne air

Ja<;k Ka . landed a fish tha , scaied 19% pouni
birds came m to ^^ ajjd furtb SOu h on

inst&ntly he Epread his wings and was after his
Hil]egass and Bert Spring, on the 8th Inst., a

N ,ar Al««^
resuHs have not been up ^^ fly

.ng mates _ Tom .

s departure was regretted,
cQunted for flve bass weighins flfty-three poun.

.•_.^ „,„,,= for he was a chipper sort of a bird and handsome
Qeorge Wa]thers and Nat Mead on Sunday were 9

"1

for a duck. lucky, their largest fish weighing ten pounds. 'W^

Last week Pete was in a tule blind on the creek
Hjnes anQ frjend iandea two bass, one scaled fourte

shore opposite his ark. He placed out a stool of can-

vasback decoys. Few birds were flying. He ob-

Achille -

with the exception of »* "
con a;tion. A heavy

teal and were a^'Ut previous and there was but

frost had fallen the »isn
5,
p"-

rnirig.
Contrary to the

fsmall mg^yn th^arly^mornmg ^^^ ^
exp

,

eCt
?"°r

°
,o tli ponds again.

a lanicUii ii>«"'

earlier days of the seasom ^^ n0 al0„g

In the vicinity of , _, * ;„o- has nre-

it is, Cardinal Eebesheimer's catch recently puts t

best San Antonio take in the shade—over 160 poun
to one rod in one day's fishing, and Sunday work
that.

Among- those who have scored last week we'r

Prospector McFarland, Charles Bond and J F. Burr

12 fish weighing 157 pounds to one boat, the reco

for San Antonio. Last Sunday McFarland. Fre3 Boi

and J. Sammi landed several fish. At one time the

was a fig-hting fish bending each rod. On the sat

'er good ma^ard shooting has pre-

the Sacramento ri-

valled. . , ... of the Montezuma aiw

N
Tt£-K aS *£« £" ^ ^ ^hen the s^ra n^ard flVup ihe «eek a,d shortly after

Black Jack l;'°
"ill te had in tbat sect.on when hi

f ^^ ^ ^^ came back agajI1] flylng h,gh. H
?Twill be had in that section when. he -r^ ^ bM came back again, flying high.^ZZZq^-^^r^l 2S not account for a mallard decoying to "t

duc*s. F.ng»;,hjmpe ha^ rece^. ^ ^^""
";'oU'nsville. W. W: Richards

roost pleniifully »ear^on,nsv

>

Montezurna pre-

and W. C. Swam, ^ooung
bffls> Thes .5

serve, recently bagged^Imut ol ^ a)sQ yery

dainty birds were reportedi"»s
^ jtions are not

numerous near Ne™«>. ^~
rs

., sn0w up on the

exactly proper to
,

mak.
,

the ««

|

Francisco. Rain

snipe patches within touch .1 b
ds for the

'' P,
'eP
fr,o that, when a Patch is ripe

-^^^^Uwill show up from

\jr?"?athir should make

Reyes, either for ducks or auall tomor-

He
to "cans"

COUld nOL ULLUUilL »-wx «, -« - - . ,«

and awaited developments, for the bird was circling

around his blind The duck came nearer and nearer

until it came within range, when Pete fire,], bnngm=

down the bird, badly wounded.
flsh _ Frank Marcus had a lucky day also this week

Just as he shot, the thought came to him that tne ^ Schell slough, last Sunday, near Wingo statp

duck was Tom. The bird's actions at first were pecu- Bm street elected a sixteen-pounder from the wai

liar aiid so they were, remarkably so. after it wa ^^ br0ught the fish to the city. Chas. Revna
splashing in the water. Pete arose in his boat to get

TUllt^o auu menu .n.iuc. . „ \j .,,1,.-. vu^ ^^^.^.- *" «. ».

pounds. C. B. Hollywood's largest bass was a si

teen-pounder The Burlingame brothers hooked a

landed two, fifteen and sixteen pounds in weight i

spectively. Mrs. Johnson on Saturday landed a fou

teen-pounder just to show the fishermen what the f:

sex can do with a fishing rod. Al II. Cummings h

visited the slough a number of times recently and !l

been very successful in making good catches of lat

a better view of the struggling bird. So strongly was

he impressed that it was Tom that he called, Tom,

"Tom " as he had been wont to do. when straightway

for the boat made Tom, coming in response to a fa-

miliar voice and call as he had done hundreds of times

when a boarder at Walsh's duck pond Pete picked

. the bird out of the water; it was nearly dead. The

Rivals bluebills have been observed th^rd out*
^ ^

'

webbed feet, proved that Tom had returned to his

"'TheTeturn was not contrary to the known habits

of wild ducks, but the apparent recognition of man

and voice was the singular feature of the incident

Whether Tom was wise or not. needless to say that

he was not prepared for the table.

,„~hyarea-tIhistimeofthe

. «„„„-, "Sacramento. Tisalia, HanforQ,

™iSr duck and email shoot-

mLS '

.i, ir the vicinity of the

!:

lore southern latitudes. Go | d Medal Winner.
11 rVutZ,\ZZ7l-ou^ have Xhe following announcement from the Hunter Anns

In wb
S

Company, of Fulton, N. T., manufacturers of the L.

ne-

, wh. t may com- this way in the c Smith and the Hunter One-Trigger guns, is s.gn.fi-

SSM-

and brought the fish to the city. Chas. Revna
caught two bass, G. Bebesheimer eight, J. Steve

nine, F. Mills one and A. Martin two.

The names mentioned above are but a few of I

many anglers who have had excellent sport on
J|

waters mentioned, within a couple of weeks.

A partial list of the big fish recently taken is

follows: Mr. Gompertz. thirty-five pounds; W.-

Kittle, twenty-five pounds; S. A. Wells, twenty-*

pounds: W. F. Hillegass, twenty-two and a

pounds; Mr. McManus, nineteen pounds, and J

ney. nineteen and a half pounds.

Comment has been made by observing anglers

this year, as usual, after the opening of the

season, evidences of the poaching work of the

net men are not so noticeable as earlier in the seas

Probably the net men find shooting ducks for marl

which they can do now in open season, more pro

able than "stealthy and illegal netting of striped »

at night.

e watei "n who .,.. — —
"brought

Takiina section, and easier

nallards were in both

ked the sound of a gun

Le, with three or his friends.

ma"aras

thirty "<* "suit of

I
ng. Th.-y brought their ivho

We have just been awarded the gold medal at the

Lewis and Clark Exposition and would consider it a

favor if you would give us a notice in connection

with same. Will you kindly note:

1. That this medal is the highest award that the

Exposition has given. • •

2. That it was given to us in the face of the keen-

est kind of competition.

3 That it was given to us on both our Hammer-

less Gun and the Hunter One-Trigger.

4 All of the judges were gun experts so that we

aer the medal to be of special value.

o

Jackson's Napa Soda cleanses the stomach and

renders the eye clear.

Peters' Points.

At Santa Paula. Cal.. October 11, Mr. J. E. Vau

Peters Cartridge Company representative in Sou

Calfornia. won high average with 212 out of 225.

Orange, Cal.. the next day, Mr. Vaughan was

high with- 93 per cent. ;|

At Moreland, Ind.. October 21. Mr. L. H. Reid. sho^

ing Peters Ideal Shells, won high average, scoringl

out of 100 Mr. Reid is in such good form this y'

that he rarely fails to shoot somewhere above 9411

cent. -'.

\t the tournament given by the Elyna. Ohio. I'

Club October 24. Mr. J. W. McMeans tied for h

average, using Peters shells. Mr. D. D. Gross 1

third general average with his reliable factory lo

of Peters make.
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PROFITABLE TYPES OF LIGHT
HORSES.

(Dr George M. Rommel, Bureau o£

. Animal Industry. U. S. Department of

,
Agriculture, before the Pennsylvania

Live Stock Breeders' Association.)

In discussing profitable types of light

horses I want to speak on those types

or classes of horses that are profitable

from the standpoint of the man that

takes them to the market and sells

them. By a profitable light horse ^ve

understand that a horse that will pay

t;.i breeder for producing him when he

|
takes him down to the place where

I the horse buyers congregate and pay

good money for good animals.

1 "There are three general classes of

| light horses on most markets: The

I
roadster class, the carriage class and

.the saddle class. They are known un-

der different names. The roadsters are

i known as drivers, gentlemen's drivers,

I light drivers or roadsters as the case

I may be. Carriage horses are known

i' under such names as carriage horses,

[carriage teams, coach horses, coachers

-and actors, etc. Under the class of

carriage horses there are two general

sub-classes: Cobs and harness ponies

—neither of them very numerous in

I any of our markets, but both profitable

classes. Under saddlers there are a

number of sub-classes but those class-

es are of importance more as matters

lot general information than as actual

sub-divisions of the market. Before

, going into the eharasteristics of these

cifferent classes. I want to speak

briefly on the eharasteristics that are

common to all classes of light horses

which, speaking broadly, regardless of

whether they are light or heavy, by

means- of which you can build up in

the mind's eye the perfect horse. The

variations from this make the char-

acteristics, of the different classes.

Perhaps the first and most important

;ential in a market horse is sound-

ss. It is absolutely useless to ex-

t to sell a horse that is unsound

a good price on any critical market,

jsoundnesses that are most common
,>e these of the limbs and the respira-

try organs. A marketable horse shoula

jot have a splint so high up on the

leg that it interferes with the articula-

tion of the knee joint. A splint may be

small and low down and not seriously

affect" the selling price of the animal.

Understand, however, that where you

have to consider the highest type of

jquine beauty you want to avoid blem-

ihes just as much as possible. A
plint at best is a blemish, and natur-

lly will result in a discrimination be-

ig made against a horse possessing

le when he issold. "With light horses

'erything that is an offense to the eye

must be avoided. The more beautiful

horse is, other things considered, the

fher he is going to sell. There must

port t
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Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

Gomhault's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A. Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Eingbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes all
.Bunches from Horses, or Cattle.

Aa a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
op-air.:, 3ore Throat, etc, it is invaluable.
Every bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is

Warranted to srive satisfaction. Price SI 60
*er bottle. Sold by dmceipts, or sent by ex-
In*s% chanres paid, witn Cull directions for
7ts o<=e." CSTSend for descriptive circulars,
"testimonials, etc Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

be no ring-bone no side-bone or other

unsoundness of the feet, and in trw

hind legs no curb; no spavin, no
thorough pin or bog-spavin; of course,

he must not be a roarer or wind-brok-
en. Now most of those things are un-
soundnesses that can be readily detect-

ed by any one who is at all competent
in judging horses.

The next point is conformation. The
conformation of the profitable horse is

one that must be learned with a great

deal of study. The head should be

w-ell shaped, neat, clear cut and
straight, with breadth between the

eyes, a large, open nostril, fine cut

muzzle, and clean, firm lips, a full,

bright eye, a neat, well set ear of

medium size, a clean cut, open jaw,

with a wide angle between the jaws,

that is, the jaws should be set out

rather than in; the jaws should not

extend so far back that when a curb

bit is put on the horse the jaw itself

will press against the wind-pipe and
interfere with his breathing. We must
have a clean cut throttle, a necK v..

good length, clean cut and well mus-
cled, a clean cut wind-pipe, high with-

ers, and a sloping shoulder without

any tendency to meatiness. The arm
should be thrown well back, the fore-

arm long, well muscled, and flat;

knees good-sized, cannon clean cut

and strong, with tendon well defined;

straight fetlocks, sloping pasterns, feet

of fair size, with dense horn, with high

and wide -heels.

Now, that a short back is a some-

thing that will fool a beginner in a

good many instances, because if the

horse has a straight shoulder his back

is going to look longer. The back

must be short, strong and straight,

with the ribs deep and well rounded,

the chest deep and the loins broad and

strong. In the hind quarters there

must be good breadth of croup, which

should be straight rather than strong,

the quarters should be well rounded,

smooth, well muscled and muscular,

the thighs long, with open angles, the

lower thighs should be long and well

muscled. The hock—the most import-

ant joint in the body—should be wide,

deep and clean cut in front; at the

back the hock should come up to a

rather fine edge. The cannon should

be clean cut, cordy, the tendons stand-

ing out distinctly, and the bone should

be clean. The fetlocks should be wide

and deep, pasterns sloping—not Sv.

much slope is necessary in the hind

pasterns, as in the front ones. To as-

certain the straightness of the. leg:,

stand immediately in front of the ani-

mal and drop an imaginary plumb line

from the point of the shoulder; It

should divide the leg from the knee

down. At the side a line from the,

center of the arm should fall en in*

center of the foot. A line dropped from

behind the point of the buttock should

bisect leg from this point down; from

the side this line should touch the

back and coincide with the cannon

throughout its length.

The point of quality is extremely im-

portant and hard to describe because it

is a very intangible thing. The horse

should have a clean cut appearance

throughout; there should be a clean-

ness of bone, no meatiness below the

knee and hock or around the shoulder.

The head should be clean cut, and he

should have a general well-bred ap-

pearance. His skin should be moder-

ately fine and the hair soft.

The point of action is the next in

importance. Action Is extremely »..

portant in light horses. It should be

straight and true. At the trot it

should be what is known as the straight

line trot, no wabbling from one side to

the other or swinging the feet. The

action from behind should be straight,

the feet picked up smartly, hocks well

flexed, and the feet of both fore and

hind legs at each step placed immedi-

ately in front of the former position.

Style is of the highest important,

and this is generally indicated by the

way in which he carries his head, the

general appearance of smartness, of

good disposition and nerve.

Then we have the point of manners.

No horse is going to sell well in any

of these classes that is not well man-

nered or shows that he has had no edu-

cation. I do not mean by that that he

should lack spirit, because he must have

spirit, but he should have been taught

how to behave himself in the case of

emergency. This is especially true in

the cases of horses that are sold for

city use. A great many horses are very

sharply discriminated against on this

point.

SPEED AT AUCTION!
SkX tlio

Los Angeles Race Track
(AGRICULTURAL PARK)

Friday, Nov. 24 at 10:30 a.m.

The following high-class Trotters and Pacers will be offered

at public auction:

JUPITER B. 2:12 (Trial 2:10) by Gen. Bevtrley.

BELLEMONT (3) 2:17 1=2 (Trial 2:11 3=4) by Zo.nbro, dam by Altamont.

CUATE 2:17 1=2 (Trial 2:11 1=4) by McKinney, dam by Gossiper.

HELEN DARE (Trial 2:15, last 3=4 in 1:39 1=4) by Zombro.

QREAT PETER, pacer (Trial 2:11 1=4) by Peter the Qreat.

LEE BURNS, pacer (Trial 2:12 3=4, last half in 1:03) by Bobby Burns.

Besides a number of Young and Promising Trotters and Pacers.

W. G. DURFEE,
University P. O., Los Angeles, Cal.

AUCTION JS^H/ES
s^j Thoroughbred Yearlings, Brood
\2 Mares and Horses in Training

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV. 28, 1905
WE WILL SELL

10 ORMONDAIE YEARLINGS
from the Ormondale Stock Farm W O'B MACDONOTJGH proprietor. These YearltDgs are the

produce of Ossart, Sx Carlo. Orsini and St Avonictjs, out of famous mares.
WK WILL SELL ALL THK

YEARLINGS, BROOD MARES AND HORSES IN TRAINING
belonging to the late DON CAMERON, among them being Sir Wilfred, a yearling full sister to

Sir Wilfred and the dam of Sir Wilfred.
Auctions take plac at the Salesyard of

FRED H. CHASE & CO., 1732 Market Street, San Francisco, California
(W V MAGKANE, Auctioneer)

• Horses at Yard three days before each sale. SeDd for Catalogues.

GOOD DUCK GROUND TO LEASE
For Term, of Years,

Shooting Privilege on 500 Acres Marsh Land

KNOWN AS THE McMASTER PROPERTY

On S. P. Co. R. R. Near CORDELIA.
No bid for less than Oae Thousand Dollars per year will be considered. Bids

opened November 20, 1905. For further particulars addr S3 the owners

E. B. and A. L. STONE CO., Oakland, Cal.

WOODLAND STOCK FARM HORSES

AA, Auction
FRED H CHASE & CO, 1732 Market Street, announce that Woodland

Stock Fa-m, Mr. Alex Brown proprietor, will offer to the highest bidder

Tuesday Evening, November 21st, at 7:45,
A consignment of high-class, standard bred Mares and Three year-old. Two-year-
old and Yearling Fillies and Geldings bv Nushagak (sire of Aristo2:08}, etc ) and
Prince Ansel 2:20. out of Buch mares as Viola by Gen. B^ntoo, Hattie W. by Elec-

tioneer, Addie W. by Whips Hilda Rose by Dawn, Bonnie Derby by Charles
Derby, Addie B. bv Dexter Prince, aad other high-class brood mares.

Send for Catalogue.

FRED H. CHA.SE & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers
1732 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

STALLION OWNER!
tf Yob Need .1 stallion Card or Stoek Catalogue Compiled and Printed. Stallion Poster,

Stallion service Book, a Cut of Your Horse, a Horse Hook of any kind or a Tabulated
Pedigree, Get It where ;ou can get the CHHAl'KsT :iu.l UEST.

FOR SAMPLES AN"D PRICES AgbttK&S

MAGNUS FLAWS 81 CO., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. ILL.
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HELPFUL THINGS FOR ANIMALS.

: 1 cibinet for the I

Sly is no unusual thing to find in the

farmer's househ. Id, but anoth r,

ne may find necessary ar-

,. when animals are sick

. Is a thing rare indeed.

Mal; . animal to get well as

u can: another calls In a vetenn-

i. Boih are expensive methods of

righting a wrong, or happening, and

the first comes under the head of

iiy to animals." Animals, and

nors . ,, are even more liable

to accident than ourselves. This has

been noticeably so. since the intro-

duction of barb-wire fences. Cattle

ikewisc suffer much from barb-wire

cuts. To saj that "it is good enougn

for them," when an animal comes up

at night, torn and bleeding, is both an

ignorant and cruel way of looking at

Though many dumb crea-

tures display intelligence than many
of the people that own them it is not

, N ,,. that an animal is going to

.-to,, to count the cost of trespass

when it reaches over, attempts to

jump over or to go through a barb-

wire fence. It is enough for a man.

or woman, to know that the animal is

injured and is suffering. and to

straightway give such relief as is pos-

sible. For barb-wire cuts we never

found a simple remedy so good as the

home-made 'niment of kerosene and

lard, well mixed, half as much kero-

sene as lard—to a pint of which mix-

ture we added a half dozen teaspoon-

fuls of strong spirits of camphor and

a half teaspoonful of carbolic acid.

For colic, and for inflammation of the

bowels try this prescription: Muriate

of ammonia, % ounce; tincture nux
vomica. 1 ounce: cantharides, 1 ounce;

with tincture of lobelia enough to fill

an 8-ounce bottle. Divide this into five

doses, and put each dose into a long-

necked bottle with at least a pint of

warm water. Give a dose every hour

until relief comes. This prescription

cost the writer $5, but proved money
well invested. It costs you nothing,

and has the endorsement of one of the

finest of veterinarians. If the case of

colic is taken in time, it will never liiil

to effect a cure. Keep a bottle of it Ou

hand. Keep in a dark colored bottle

and in a dark place—in the medicine

cabinet, or well wrapped in paper If

kept on a shelf, and it will retain its

full strength indefinitely. Take can.

of every creature that is dependent

upon your care and mercy. It means
not only money in your pocket, but it

means a something that should be a

thousand times more than that to you.

No man, no woman needs to be told

what that is. Look into the soul of

it. Great is every man's responsibility

to "The Giver of all."—Exchange.

Feed oats and clover to the colts

that are being weaned. Avoid the

corn ration in the fall. The feed re-

quired is one that will build up the

bone and muscular system.

In buying cattle for feed, refuse the

leggy, thin-flanked, narrow-ended,
tight-hided cattle, Better sell your ex-
tra com at home than to feed such
animals at any price.

In feedling horses, bear in mind that

It Is the amount of food digested not
eaten thai gives the horse strength.

Raise all the feed you can on the
farm and buy only those feeds neces-

i i

J
I

i. |,N re out.

I ii. tej) "i bpeh yards should have
plenty of .good water available
times.

FREEVETERINARY
ADVICE

Dr. S. A. Tuttle, a veterinary eur-
(.eonof long experience hus writ-
ten a book enutltd "Veterinary
Experience" on the diseases oC
horses, giving evmptoras and
treatment in plain terms. It la
luliy illustrated with diagram!
shoving tho skeleton and circu-
latory and digestive eyflteroH with
(relerenccs that make them plain.
Telle h'ow to buy a horse and

know whetberiC is sound or not. Every horse owner
should have one. It ta sent to any one.

TUTTLE'S ELIXIR
la the only guaranteed cure for Colic, Curb, recent)

Shoa Bull* and Callous. It locates lameness, relieves

and cures Spavin*, Ring Bono, Cookie Joints. Create
Hssl, Scrstchos, Catarrh, etc. Send today and get the
book f re j nud information about Dr. Tuttle's specifics.

Tuttle's Elixir Co., 52 Beverly St., Boston, Mass.
Mack & Co.. San Francisco and F. W. Braun, Loa

Angeles, California Agents.

McKinney Mares and stallions

FOR Sua.3L.IE.
Four Blaok Mares by McKinney 2:1 1><

One Brown or Black. Weanling Filly by
Lecco 2:V9%

The Mares are BESSIE D., that is out ot
Stemwinder. the dam of Directum 2:05M; KOSE
McKlNUtV, that Is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:22j<,
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
KAOSY, that is out of Babe by Ferdlnarjd 1835
son of Strathmore; and Black Mare out of Fon-
tanita by Antevolo 2:19!4, son of Electioneer:
second dam Fontana dam of Silas Skinner 2:17,

etc.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09^ and out of

Rose McKinney.
,

Also, one bay Gelding with a record of 2:17M by
;

McKinney. This Is the best and fastest roadster
of his size In California
Also one three-year-old Stallion—the best bred

one ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie (dam of
5 In list) byGenBentoD; second dam Elaine (dam
of 4 in list) by Messenger Duroc; third dam Green
Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list) by Harry Clay
45. A grand young horse; has trotted a half in
1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prices.
Address C. A. DURFEE.

529 Thirty first St., Oakland.
Or Race Track San Jose, whtre horses may be

seen at any time

GOOD THREE-YEAR-OLD FOR SALE.

PRANK COVET. BROWN COLT BY MEN-
L docino (sire of Monte Carlo 2:07^, t>tc . etc );

dam Rose Kinney (dam of Almaden. y-y.-o. 2:22 J4t;
2d dam Bee by Forrest Clay 1934; 3d am Lovelia
by Almont Lightning 1023; 4ch dam by imp
Yorkshire. A very handsome colt, stands 16

hands and weighs 1100 lbs ; absolutely sound and
well broken. With road work only has trotted
quarters in 41 seconds, and with training prom-
is ,.s to be a race horse. He was bred by Charles
A. uurfee and, as will be seen by his pedigree is

a ha If brother to Almaden, the great two-year-old
He Is eligible to r glstra'lon, and will make
some one a great horse whether for the track,
road or as a sire. He has a good dlsposlt on and
is a hfgh-olass young horse in every respect. For
price and further particulars address

Dr. A De FOE,
618 South Fifth St . San Jose, Cal.

McKINNEY FILLY FOR SALE.
"

T OFFER FOR SALE AT A REASONABLE
J- figure the black iwo-year-old filly !»UK.EY
MAC by McKinney 2:1!^. dam Winnie Wiikes
2:17^ by Rey Wilkes (son of Mambrlno Wilkes
and Fannie bj John Nelson); second dam Pet by
Cresoo49C8; 3d dam Topsy by Geneial Taylor
SUKEY MAC is entered and paid upon in ihe
Paciflo Breeders Futurity for nest year. She
has only been worked a very little and has paced
quarters in 35 seconds. Apply to

R. P. M GREELEY,
14th and Franklin Sis., Oakland.

tielter for the rolls so as
Lo keep them out ol old fall

i tin .

In reeding stock, figure oui th cosl

of putting on 9 pound ol flesh.

8ponep«. S. Ariderley, 307 Market St.

FOR SALE.
A'OUNQ PACING STALLION, FOUR YEARS
1 old, sired by Was-hlngton McKinney. dam
Yolo Belle by Waldstein. son of Direcior Is a
handsome blood bay. with star: has been trained
but « few months and shows a high rate of speed
Also Yolo Belle, cam of the above stallion; is

one of the handsomest mares in Sonoma county.
lar^e and stylish, very gentle, and is driven
dally by a lady. Coming e'ght yearsold and Is a
trotter.
Price for the stallion $1C00; for the mare $500.

Apply to Mrs JANE HOGOBOOM,
1040 Fourth St., Santa Rosa Cal.

THITS THE BULLS EYE ^

>ery lime, "3 in One" eun oil '

Mubricnles themoal bchbiI'h

inl perfectly, cleans out oil residue

of burnt and smokeless powder.
'/ — , j— positively prevents lcod-

I3*n&.'f& inl »nd pinin,. olsa ,

indl.rniih. Wrilc lor .peci.l Bin booll.l and \
,.i„l »omplo-bolh Ire.. G. W. COLE CO. '

128 WoBhinaton Life Building, Now York.

879-680 11th Ave.
Bock ot TUe Chutea.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

FOR SALE.
TET BLACK STALLION*; WEIGHT 1750;
' seven year.) old. Is a blocky built, big honed
nortec and u hurt foul noticr, and his colts will be
shown. Price reasonable. For furiher parifcu-

;i!y InomcOOf HltKBDER AND SPORTSMAN.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nloe Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutea. Tel.: West 259.

RACING! PKEML S0I)IQtJE

OPENING SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

New California JocKey Chi

OAKLAND TRACK
Six or More Races Each Week Day

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT 3 P. M. SHARP

For Special Trains stopping at the Track take
S P Ferry, foot of Market Street—leave at 12,

thereafter every twent.v minutes. No smoking In

last two cars, which are reserved for ladies and
thefr escorts
Returniog, traln3 leave Track after fifth and

last races.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS, President.

PERCY W. TREAT, Secretary.

ACCIDENTS
will happen. The colts will
get hurt. Any Soft Inflamed
unch can be removed in a

pleasing manner with

ABSORBINE
No blister. No hair gone.

Comfort for the horse. Profit
for you. $2.00 per bottle de-
livered. Bouk 4-B free.

ABSORBINE, JR., forman-
kind, $1.00 Bottle. Removes
the black and blue from a

bruise at once. Stop Tooth Ache, Reduce
Swellings. Genuine manufactured only by

W. P. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mass.

Forsaie by i.waci'&Co Langiey & Michaels Co.
aldington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKerron,
all of San Francisco

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEVISADERO AND FULTON STS.

(1408 Fulton Street)

Horses Called For, Clipped and Delivered

AT POPULAR PRICES.

BUSINESS HORSES FOR IJ1RE.

I have opened a new Boarding aDd Training
Siable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing road use or matinee driving, a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates Have good location brand-newstable and
everything first-class All horses in my care will
receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. X. C. CABNEY.

FOR SALE.
rnHE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD DI-
J- ablo colt in rallfornia. First dam, Babe by
Dawnlight 21484 he a son of Dawn and his dam
Alida (dam of Dlrecta 2:28) by Admiral Babe is

a half sister t" the good colt McFadyen. being
out of Bee. Paced a mile In June in 2:27. and
is paid up In the Breeders Futurity. For partic-
ulars address

E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon, Cal.

IJurt Enowiv|
\
and just as they want it. The right way to

,

salt animals is to let them help themselves.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

l

I InoorPatentFeeders.eupplyreflneddalirealt. I

They mean animal thrift. Th<-y cost but little. I

Convenient for you and your I
animals suffer no neglect. Ask I
your dealer and write us for |

_____ booklet.

> Belmont
Stable
Supply Co. I

Patentees, Mfr».
[

Brooklyn.
N. Y.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HEKD-77 premiums, Call omla State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Saosome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER SA\K & SON. Llok House, S. F..Cal
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years,
All varieties Cattle, Horses Sheep, Hogs. High-
olass breeding stock. Correspondence solloited

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% wlnni rs at Stat and county fairs*

show rfLg, and e*ery buttor conte>t since 1885 in
California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H, Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franoisoo.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEINS AND DCKHAM8.
Dairy Stook specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab
llshed 1876. William Niles & Co.. Ikw Angeles
Oat.

lieals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

OS

Man and Beast,

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Cures

| MANOE & SCRATCHES

l|s=|iSgf^f^=! on Dogs
b-t^^^O'SEASES OF ANiMAlS- mw

ISSS^i^TJSSS.^5
^ By All DrnggUta.

^CE BROTHERS & WHITE.
|

Recommended by this

publication.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

F"or Sale.
The Perfectly Gafted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, slreof 166 In 2:30 and
gcandsire of Major Delmar 1:595^.

Dam LOKITA 2: 18^ (dam of Alta Vela 2:llw
and Pali.rl2:24M> by Piedmont i-.nx; second
c'am. Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16«
and Lorlta 2:1854) by St. Glair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:16&

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORrSMAN,36 Geary St., San Franoisoo.

Ones For Sale.

nnnplls by Char,es Derby; standard and reg,
%j\j\}\.iux

istered; bayni!y4 years old, about
15.3 hands, weighs about lOUOlbs; handsome and
in every respect a flrst olass road horse. A lady
can drive her. She has speed and is not only a
valuable horse for the road but a high-class
brood mare.

ALSO
A few other fast roadsters fornale at reasonable
prices. For particulars and to see the hors«
apply to DEXTE£P>PRINCE STABLES, M
Grove street, corner Bakerstreet, San Francisco.

fossil

:
.

tab

Hat

:jd!:

fM
M

lnciio

!::[-!;

Ul'&i

line
;

MERIDIAN 2:12:
FOR SALE.

l\rERlDI^N 2:12J4 IS A STANDARD-BRBD
1VL dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent
disposition; perfect coDformat on; sure foal
getter His oldest colts are four yearsold and
all bis get have style, good action, ood size and
speed He 1- by Slmmocolon 2:13?i (sire of Dan
Q 2:07^4 and 12 in 2:30 list); dam Sidane 2:23«by
Sidney 2:19?i; next dam Addie S by Steinway.
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He la

sound, in good condition will be sold oheap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sale.

T OFFER FOR SALE A THREK-YEAR OLD
-1- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16^. dam by
Gen- McClellan that is oue of toe best prospects
in California. He is a square trotter with 2:80

speed souod as a dollar, requires no boots, is a
fast walMer aud will make an id at roadsterand
a race winnlDg trotter. He is a golden ohestnut
with small star. Inspection of thi« young Geld-
ing is Invited. He Is in charge of Hans Frellson
on 24th ave"ue, close to the Casino, and will be
shown by appointment.

W. FORD THOMAS,
327 Market St., San Franoisoo,

SULKY FOR SALE.
A BRAN NEW MCMDRRAY SULKY, No. 16

Latest model; just received from the factorj

A first-class sulky in every respect. Will be soli

at a bargain. Address

F. W. KELLEY,
Care of Breeder and Sportsman, .

36 Geary Street, San Francisco,

.

rcrarcrn
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal

The oldest, the largest, the most popular
aerotal school on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 g
ites: 80 teachers- 70 typewriters; over SOO studeni
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue

B. P. HEALU, President.
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TO DRESS POULTRV

Poultry should not be fed i.

hours before killing. A full crop

jures the appearance of the dress>

bird and is liable to sour and low

prices are the result. Poultry should

always be killed by bleeding in the

mouth, or by opening- the veins in the

neck, then hang by the feet until they

are properly bled. The crop and tfre

intestines should not be removed and

the feet and head should be kept on.

. Either manner of dressing, by scale5

ing or by dry picking sell best to shir

pers and those scalded best to t

home trade. For scalding chickens

should have the water as near bo

point without boiling. Hold by

head and legs, which should be i

dry before scalding then immerse
I lift up and down three times. I

head is immersed it turns the

of the comb and gives the eyes a

[
shrunken appearance, which leaf

i buyer to think the fowl has beei

i
The feathers and pin feathers *

j then be removed immediately

i carefully and without breaki

skin. They- are then "plumpe
i
dipping ten seconds into hot wat

I then put immediately into cold

i where they should remain ut

I animal heat is entirely out, af
I they should be hung in a cor

To properlv dry pick po
i work should be done before

[ get cold and while still ble

I picking is much more easil;

I the bodies are warm. The
I be done very carefulljT, t"

I may not be torn or brokei

WITH THE LIVE S

Keep the pigs growing a:

possible, unless intended f(

stock.

The most extravagant ec

the breeder is the use of a

That *the bull is half the here,

tainly true and this fact is b
home to the breeder every day.

Did you know that in bady beef

Auction that well finished baby
heifers bring as high prices on
markets as do steers? This is

true when maturity is reached,

friend of ours fits several car loat

"baby heifers each fall and doe
cheaper and makes more profit tha-

feeding baby beef steers.

We feel it our duty to urge ev

farmer to include among his fai

stock a few head of pure bred catti

or hogs. It costs no more to keep a

pure bred than a scrub animal. If

you have a bank account and scrubs
exchange some of the bank account for

a few pure breds. It will pay a largei

interest on your money than you are
now receiving".

Hay and corn being the most plenti-

ful foods on the farms are as a rule

too liberally fed by the farmer who
wishes to treat his horses with kind-
ness. Farm work horses should be
fed just that amount of hay which
they will clean up readily. They
should be fed in the morning after

watering, and before grain. At noon
in hot weather when much work is to

be done hay should be withheld or

out a pound or two be given after a
sip of water and while horse is cooi-

ng before getting noon feed of grain.

:ed at night liberally after the gram
'ation has been fully masticated. Hay
should be of good quality and
vprinkled, if dusty. The amount of

lay fed should be increased as work
lecreases as in the winter when hay
•ation may be doubled as the grain is

:creased.—Successful Farming.

THE PRECOCIOUS PULLET.

[ A prominent poultry breeder says
iat the pullet that commences to lay

le 'earliest in life is the one that lays

largest number of eggs through
'.te, as cattle that have the milk-pro-
ucing organs active earliest make the

:

est cows. Select the fast growing,
arly matured specimens, that present
1 full the type and size found in the
reed, and use only these as breeders,

nd the egg producing merits will be
lcreased. It is care and attention to

:ie flock that finds and secures these
iierits in the progeny. Neglect and
aphazard breeding never pay. If you
Jive pullets that are laying, you may
1
2 certain that they are the ones that

1 3u should breed from next spring.

Kark them with distinguishing bands
ji that you may know them when the
'reeding season arrives.

BOOKS FOR STALLIUN OWNbu.
1. Hoover's Stallion Service Record.

The most complete book for recording stallion service ever placed before breeders.
Xot a pocket edition. No more disputing of sires. No more mixing of dams where this
book Is used. There is space for entering 100 mares, giving their full breeding, description,
dates of service, dates of foaling, etc., with index, complete, size lOxTJa. Each book is

handsomely and substantially bound $2.00

2. The Standard Stallion Service Book.
The neatest Service Book published, containing space for entering 100 mares, giving

space for full description, pedigree, date of services and refusals, date of foaling, etc., with
index complete, neatly bound iu leatherine, suitable for pocket use 51.00

3. Breeder's Xote and Certificate Book and Stallion Service
Book Combined.

This book contains 75 blank certificates to be given to owners of mares, certifying
that said mare has been bred to a certain stallion. Also 75 notes suitable for owner of mare
giving to owner of stallion on account of stallion service fee. This book is well bound, and
makes a book like No. 2, after certificates and notes have been removed $1.00

ADDRESS
tEl3E3:E3~D:E2X?. A»7X> SPORTSMAN

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

iHONB PARK 163 A. J. MARTIN, rop.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 :F":E3:r_,ij street

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALI, AND SEE FOB YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTBAI. AVE.
Hayes St Cars Fasa the Door

£0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PldS

POR SALE IN LOTS TO SDIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Oal

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

006 Mission St., cor. First, San Franolic*

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh ol the Bladder

Cured In 48 Hours.

CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba. Cnbeb* or Injection

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.
TELEPHONE MAIH 109

CALIFORNIA
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treme Race Horse Speed.

00.00
es leave the farm. No return privilege,

a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
, and we cannot deviate from them.

(
*rm, 1 miles from Cuba.

T
ttg iFarma, new^ork.

OF ALL HORSE 0WNER:|
AND TRAINERS

•MIVTEND

ootRemedj
•SOLD BY-

Sacramento, Cs

Pupblo, Col

O Ogden, Uta
ANCE Butte, Mod

SpokaDe, Was
N"ESS CO....Tacoma, Was
DERSON.... Seattle, Was

Stock ton , Ci

Pleasanton, Cs

San Diego, Ci

CO Los Angeles, Cs

Fresno, Ci

San Francisco, Ci

^RNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Ci

.nadlson St., CHICAGO ,IL

iVWWWWW%
i Coming!

>r 23d
ne Issue of the

A EDITION
special w -,**

,oe (purse) 400
.j, 5 Furlou^s (consolation)— 100

,ijEU 23rd. Records made on and after Novem-

No race longer taan Ave heats. American Trottto? Association Rales to govern, except that
hopples will bi allowed. Six to enter and four to start. Entrance fee to harness races, five percent
and five per cent from money winners.

Two horses may be entered in one class and be held but for entry fee on horse that starts; but if

neither starts, ooe entry fee will b9 required A horse may be entered in two races and be held only
for entry fee in race in which he starts: but if no start is made entry fee will be required in one
class, and if entered in a stake and a purse race entry fee will be charged on the larger amount

EVTRCK-* TO RtJVVING RACES close at 6 o'clock the evening before the race. Entry fee

In running racss Ave par cant No additional fee from money winners. Western Jockey Club Rules
to govern running races, as far as applicable. Outlaw horses barred

The management reserves the ri^ht to change the order of the program without notice
Our meeting follows close or Southern California Circuit, which offers $17 £00 for harness races. '

Remember we have a new $50,000plant, first-class mile and half-mile tracks, and the grandest
winter climate in the world-

Horses unloaded at the grounds without change over either Santa Fe or Southern Pacific rail-

ways.

J. C. ADAMS, W N. TIFFANY. Sopt. of Speed,

President. Phoenix, Arizonv

\7breeLegged Horses^
urc Dot curiosities by any mea. s. The country is full of them. The
fourth lee is there all right but it is not worth anything because of a curb,

spiin, spavin or other like bunch. You can cure the h<-'rse of any of these

aim t nts and put anolhtr sound leg under him by the use of

Quitin's Ointment*

MWlm^

It Is tun*.- tried and rellahle. When ahorse is cured
« ithQulnn'e Ointment he stavs cured. Mr. E. F.Burbe
ofSpr)ngneldlHo.,writefiiL8toi!owS! "I have been
uyiny Quinn's Ointment for^everal years and have ef-

fected many marvelous cures; It will po deeper a.ml*

causeless pain than anvblKterl ever u-ed. Thought
It my duty I or the he nefltr.r hordes to recommend your
Ointment. lam never without It " This 1st he central
verdict by all who five Qui nn'i Ointment a trial. For
curbs, splints, spavins, wind puffs, and al. bunches it

.-:..!. PrlcoSI per bonis at all druggists
r sene by mall. Send for circulars, testimonials,&c
IV. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

VICTOK VERILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES :.I. McGRATH
MaaugerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. of Grove arid Baker Streets, jn.t at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Parh

(Tako Hayes, MoAUlster or Devlsadero Street Cars)

nest located and healthiest Stable In San Fraoolsco. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exerolse park roadsters and prepare horseB for
track uso. Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or cars.

C tlio

2c

mc

me f

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and

will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,

Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations,

etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth

and all the other corners will be libarally supplied, and the

United States completely covered.

MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE

c

Seed for Rates BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St 6. F.i
fr

. ^ f 11 11 1 Ul UBLCB, 1)111, 1.U1. II -T. -t U .- 1 ' f 11 1 - .1 [ .-1 .1 , iJV) VJCM1J T L o. r - ^^^,

t
PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

\„

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into whloh for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine aod the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever Increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CUREI
COSTS NOTHING IF IT FAILS, i

Distemper can be cured so quickly and thoroughly as to astonish those \ '

have never tried Craft's Cure. No other remedy like it. Safe and sung
its action Get and test the remedy under our money-back guarantee. '

not at your dealers, we will send it prepaid. Price 5Dc and SI. Drop a c I

today for rur free pamphlet, "'Veterinary Pointers." Gives valuable ve

_ Inary information not to be had elsewhere.

WELLS MEDICINE CO., Chemists & Germologists, 13 Third St., Lafayette, II |
D. E, NEWELL., General Agent for Pacific Coast 519 mission S San Francisco, Ca
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it iviA.is.ESSi into dippe EISTCES
what particular kind of shooting yon are Interested Id—sportsmen differ as to make of
guus, advantaeeu of various loans etc , but sooner or Uirr must of them cume to the

same opinion about ammunition—that

Peters Shells and Cartridges
have all the other makes beaten In the ra<*« for qnallty and results. See what they
have recently h nipMslieii la the three chief d*-p*rtmeuis of "the came":

At SeaGirt, N. J. Ang 24-Sept 9. Lieut Tewes won the

Wimbledon Cap Match, the GraLd LaSi<&RaDd Aggregate,

the Seabury and N J. Members 1 Matches; Lieut Casey
won the Inspector's Match, and Lieut. Smith the ReadiDg
Match—all using Peters .30 U. S Gov t ammunition.
In tbe Spencer and Seabury Matches Lieut. Casey made

a total of aOcoDs^cutive buil's-eyes.

In the Wimbledon Match seven of the flrst ten plaoes were
won with Peters Cartridges

The Pistol Championship of the United States, competed
for S-pt. l-ll, was won by J. A Dietz of New York scoriDg
485 out of a possible 500 with Peters 22 Stevens- Pope Armory
Cartridges. Standard American Target, 8-in Bull's-eye,
distance 50 yards
At Sea Girt. N J. Aue. 2J-Sept. 9. Thomas Anderton

won -he AU-f'omers Any Revolver, and Jones Matches, and
Lieut Stadje the Disappearing Target Match, all with
Peters Cartridges.

SHOTQTJKT
The Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, June

30, was won by Jas. T. Atkinson, score 99 out of loo,
using Peters Ideal Shells.
Pir-t Amateur Average at the Cincinnati Tournament,

Sept. 19-21, won by R S. Rboads. using Peters Shells.
First General Average at the Indianapolis Tournament.

October 9-10. won by L H Rkid with the phenomenal score
of 392 out of -too, using Peters Factorj Loads.

TlIEsJS KKUOKUS BPelAli FOU l'HEJISKLVtS. C03IAIENT IS tNHECESSAtlY.

New York: 98 Chambers St.

T. H, KELLER, Mgr. The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, o.

:::

-C

f.ijl

*
*

c3rm No. les.

THE WSSTEEN UNION TELESSAPH COMPANY,
INCORPORATED

23,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.
condlUoii3lmiitiiielt3llaiiQily,wIiicblia7BbeenaffiGrtodtob7tboFi^Jerc; thefoOtnrihglDBSagCfc

_ „> the sending station for comparison, .ind lie Company will cot hold itself liable tor errors or delays

easj^sea. beyond theamount Qf tolls paid thereon, dot maayeaae where tbeclam»i3notprgBaL^iaTOLuiawiHiln pixtraflyj

This CompanyTEAVSMIT5 nod DELIVERS messages only
Errors can bo guarded otrunst only by repeal—

-

(ntransmisiooordeliceryof Cnrepeated Meat
Alter the message is Bled with the Com poor for gnnsnissloa.

Tha is an ''• "'•p EATKii MX3SAOE, and is delivered 07 request of the seeder, uoder the coodJUocs named aboreL

ROBERT C. CLOWRY, President and Genera] Manager.

RECEIVED at

a 39 H A 27 Paid 316 PM.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF, OCT. 13, 05.

ITHACA GUN CO.

,

ITHACA, N.Y.

WE ARE CLEANED OUT OF EVERY TWELVE AND SIXTEEN GAUGE ITHACA GUN

CAN'T YOU RUSH US SOME. EVERYBODY FIGHTING- FOR THEM.

PHIL. B.BEKEART.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and It Is a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how tj
teach them to perform tricks.

FOB BALE JBY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO- CAL.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

1 Advertisements under this head one cent "per word
ver insertion. Cask to accompany order.

GORDON SETTERS.

T70R SALE-PUPPY AND BROKEN DOGS.
L GEO. H STOW, Box 13, Fresno, Cal.

PEDIGREES TABULATED

And type written
Ready fur framing,
Wrifte for prices.

Bhekder and Spobtsman, 38 Geary Sum
San Francisco. Gal.

iThe Hunter One-Trigger
Is Absolutely

Perfect ^
BECAUSE

The mechanism Is positive lu Its

action Farts are l*rg-« and
giro 11c It ne vi- r halhg nor
double?; lo fact. It dues ju*t

whAc we s*y It will and does

It every time.

SHOOT YOUR GAME
x*7-±tla.

J3UNTFR ARMS CO., FULTON, NEW YOBK.
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

5HREVE &, BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739 ^feife^ ' 521

tarket St

.

^iUffi^ Kearn St,

II Orders

Catalogue W*^ ^>** a Specialty

^MVSS, AMMUNITION,^FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
38B0«| SAN FRANCISCO, • • • CALIFORNIA
Kll*

- - - .

X>x*. "Wm, 2?". Sgan..
M. R. C. V. S.. F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member ot the Royal College or Vetorinjr

Surgeons, England; Fellow or the Edlnoir

Veterinary Medical Society: Graduate or the Nev
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock

Inspe ctorforNew Zealand and Australian Coloniei

at the port or San Francisco; Proressoror Equine

Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-

ment University or California: Ex-President n,

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion- Veterinary Infirmary. Residence and Offlct,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital. 1117 Golden

Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:

Telephone Park 128.

BALLISTITE
If you Use It Once,

You will Use It Agiin—
That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANG LES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF WE COULD SEK Vol
and take you Into our Factory,

we could easily show yon why the

PARKER GUN is

The Best Gun

in the World

We aim to "make and do make the BEST possible production of

the GUN MAKER'S ART. We are jealous of our reputation and
will not cheapt-n the quality of our tiV** no matter what oth- rs

maydo. If you want a GUN you cau confide In us. Write today.

N. Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St, 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

P^rlitrrPPfi Tahll\(ti(*{\ Snd ^written ready for framing
rctllgrcCS IclUUICllCU Write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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"A POINTER
jj

U.MC

IT NEVER FAILS

Write for Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC COAST depot:

86-88 FIRST ST., S. F,

"A POINTER'
u:e

& :

SHOT GUNS
Reliable Under All Sorts

of Conditions

Write for Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, Manager

JfiNCHESm
A-i\^i^EXJ3\rn7ioixr, rifles, shototjjxts

WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

:

I

The 1906 Du Pont Calendar

will be seni you If you send us

e brand name of the powder you shoot

and 10 cents Id coin or stamps.

Distribution Id December.

Important: Give lull name and

street address.

Send to Advertising Division,

E. I. Do PONT CO.

IVlIuilnctoo, Del.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

i--*•-v/vr-

The Laflin & Rand Calendar

for 1906

Will be issued in December

to those who send us the

Brand or Powder they sncot

and 10 cents in coin or stamps.

Don't forget full name and streetnumber.

Address Advertising Division,

LAFLIN' & RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York City.

IK
1

I

I
I

I

Glabrough,

GUNS

Gun Goods
rSand [or Cauioguo

Golcher & Go,

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELLSc
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR

i
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OL.. XLVII. No. 21.

6 GEAR! STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A YEAR
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ENTIRE DISPERSAL SALE
of tli© "World Reno-cenecl

RANCHO DEL PASO STUD OF CALIFORNIf
in tlx©

VAN TASSEL & KEARNEY SALES BUILDING, 130 and 132 E. THIRTEENTH SS

ISTEST7V "5TOMS. CITY, 3XT. "5T.

Beginning MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4, 1905,
comprising

ABOUT 20 THOROUGHBRED IMPORTED AND NATIVE STALLIONS

ABOUT 475 THOROUGHBRED MARES OE MOST FASHIONABLE BLOOD

BE

incl'u.dlii.s tlxo Dams Of
SIR WALTER $128,450

WATERBOY 54,865

PROPER.. 34, 710

ST. BELLANE 30,516

SCOTCH PLAID 22,471

AFRICANDER $106,155

CAIRNGORM 47,750

HURSTBOURNE 37,505

DAINTY 26,450

SONG AND WINE 25,035

SAVABLE $56,004

WATERCOLOR 43,455

SIR EXCESS 37,072

SOMBRERO 25,525

KENILWORTH 29.000

TRADITION $58,4

WALTZER 43,C

CONNOISSEUR 32,1

CUNARD 32,4

BALLARAT 22,

Nasturtium, Jacobite, Ostler Joe, Modrine, Golden Maxim, Girdle, Briar Sweet, Meehanus, Charles Elwood, Watershed, Artvis, Maxine, Toah, Candelaria,

Gravina, Mackey Dwyer, Elizabeth SI., Yellow Tail, Bendoran, Geyser, Napamax, Lady Lindsey, Rigodon, Golden Age, Golden Cottage and other noted

performers, the whole forming

The Largest and Best Aggregation Ever Offered at Public Auction
in the Turf History of the World.

Rancho del Paso will be abandoned as a breeding stud for thoroughbreds. The sale will be absolute.

A number of two and three year old fillies, never bred, suitable for racing, and 13 yearlings also included.

Purchasers of 500 or less will pay cash. Those exceeding that amount have the privilege of giving notes at twelve months, with interpst and approved eDdors 1

Fasig-Tipton Co 's Sixth Annua! Kentucky Sale of Thoroughbred Stock of All Descriptions will be held at Wiison's HorEemen's Headquarters, Lexington, E
the week following Rancho del Paso Sale, December 12th to 16th.

For Catalogues of both sales address

WM. EASTOS, Auctioneer. FASIG-TIPTON CO. MADISON SQUARE GARDEN,NEW YORK, N. Y.

$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No. 6 $7001
GUARANTEED BY THE guarantee:

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905.
TO TROT OR PACE AT TWO AND THREE YEARS OLD.

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 1908

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.
$4250 for Trottinsr Foals. $1750 for Pacing Foals. 8 to Nominators of Dams of Winner

:--'

Hi

::•

(181

1

and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:
$3000 for Three=Year=Old Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three- Year=0ld Trot.

1250 for Two=Year-Old frotters.

200 for Nominal or on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two=Year=OId Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Trot
when Mare was bred.

$1000 for Three-Year=Old Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winm
of Three=Year=01d Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Wino<

of Two=Year=Old Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Pa< -

when Mare was bred.

ENTRANCE -VXD 1MVME.VTS-S? to nominate Mare on Daoember 1, 1905, when name, color, description or Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. 85 May 1, 1906. 86 October 1, 1906 SIO
Yearlings Jauiary 2, 1907. 81 on Two-Year-Olds January 2. 1908. SIO on Three-Year-Olds January 2. 1909.

STARTING PltUEvri-J!5 to start In ths Tot- Year-Old P.aoe. 83 5 to start In the Tiro-Year-Old Trot. 835 to start in the Three-Year-Old Pace. S50~to start in the Three-Year-Old Tr
All Starting Payments to be made ten days before the first day of the meeting at which the race is to take place.

Nominator* Hast Designate When Making Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.
Colts that Start at Two Yean Old are Not Barred from Startlug Again la the Three-Year Old Divisions.

?

i~ .

CONDI
The races for Two-Year-Olds will be mile heats (2 In 3) and for Tbree-YearOlds 3 In 5. Distance
Tivo-Year-Olds, 150 yards; for Three-Year-Olds, 100 yards.
If a Mare proves barren, or slips, or has a dead Foal, or twins, or it either the

Ma.-e or Foal dies before Janu try 2. 11)07, her nominator miy sell or transfer his
nomination or substitute another Mire or Foal, regardless of ownership; but there
will be no return of a payment, nor will any entry be liable for more than amount
paid in or contracted for. In entries, the name, color and psdieree of Mare must
be given; also the name of the horse to which she was bred in 1905.

Entries must bo accompanied by the entrance f;o.

E. P. HEALD, President.

TIONS.
Nominators liable only for amounts paid in. Failure to make any payment forfeits all prevl

payments. The Association is liable for $7000, the amount of the guarantee only. Hopples will d
be barred Id pacing races.

Right reserved to declare off or reopen these Stakes in case the number of entries received is n
satisfactory to the Board of Directors.

Money divided in each Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. There will be no mo
monies in each Division than there are starters.

Entries open to flit- world. Membership In the Association not required to ente
but no horse, wherever owned, will be allowed to start until the owner has become a member.

Write for Entry Blanks to

T. W. KELLEY, Secretary.
36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAl
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office

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

xephone: Black 586.

character, a popular and successful physician and an

upright, conscientious and reliable citizen whose
word was as good as his bond. His demise will be

sincerely regretted by a very large circle of friends,

who will sincerely condole with his widow in her

bereavement.

jrnis—One Year 83, Six Months SI. 75 Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

tfoney should be sent bv postal order, draft or by registered

iter addressed to F. W. Kellet, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,

:ommun'icatfons must be accompanied by the writer's name and

dress, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-

tee oi good lalth.

in Francisco, Saturday, November 25, ioo5

. :.:

STAKE YOUR FOALS. The man who builds a

le house and then fails to insure it, is always ac-

ised of a lack of sense if it burns down, although he

ay have sympathy extended from all sides. "He is

I good fellow and we feel sorry for him, but he dis-

ayed poor judgment in not taking out an insurance

W ilicy." This is what his friends always say. You

)j(
tve a good mare. In your opinion she is bred right

j)'] r a producer and mated with a good stallion will

:ij|Ove it. You paid from $25 to $100 for a seTvice fee

<<| is year and believe (to almost a moral certainty)

ii. at the foal will have race winning speed. You

el in your bones right now that her foal will be

st enough to earn a big sum of money in the races

hen he is old enough to start. You have built a

le edifice. Is it insured? The way to do it is to

iminate the mare in the Breeders Futurity, which.

OSes on Monday, December 4th. The guaranteed

tlue of this stake is $7,000. Any division of it is

.ci, I orth winning and will pay for all the expense of

eeding, rearing and training the foal if he wins it.

e can't win it unless he is entered. Your house is

Drth a certain amount. You have paid a percent-

;e of this amount to insure you against loss if it

irns down. If it never burns you are out the

emiurr. money, but if it does you get paid for the

If your colt never trots fast you will be out

very small sum in entrance fee and payments, but

he does and wins you will get a nice little fortune.

pays to insure and it pays to enter colts in good

'akes. Think this over seriously and ask yourself

J1EI I e question whether H is not better to spend a few

>llars in making your colt eligible to this rich stake

an it is to see the other fellow winning two or three

ars from now in slower time than you know your

It is capable of showing. Take the poet's tip: "Of

1 sad words of tongue or pen. the saddest are these:

might have been."

BEN,

innei

Wii

'

«''

ANOTHER SON of Beautiful Bells is dead. Mon-
bells, her foal of 1897, and the last of the wonderful

old mare's produce, died suddenly at the farm of his

owner, Harry W. Orr of Reading, Pa., Tuesday night,

Nov. 14th. Monbells was sold at the Old Glory sale

of 1903, being consigned by Palo Alto Stock Farm,

and was knocked down to Mr. Orr for the absurdly

low price of $900. It is said that Mr. Orr had just

bargained to sell Monbells to Mr. E. L. Featherstone

at a price many times larger than he paid for him,

and on Mr. Featherstone's man reaching the farm to

take the horse he found he had died the night pre-

vious. Monbells was sired by Mendocino and was

the eighteenth and last foal of his famous dam. He

was worked a little as a four-year-old by Chas. A.

Durfee and given a record of 2:23% at San Jose,

making the tenth performer to be produced by the

daughter of The Moor. While the sons of Beautiful

Bells have been wonderful producers, death has deci-

mated their ranks, Monbells being the fourth to die

at an early age. Adbell died last year, and St. Bell

and Bell Boy both died at early ages. Monbells left

a few well bred sons and daughters in California,

several very promising young trotters being amongst

them. That he would have been a great sire of ex-

treme speed and added fame to the already famous

family had he lived is certain and his death is a loss

to the breeders of the trotting horse.

ver

DR. WILLIAM FINLAW, one of the leading phy-

||
plans of Sonoma county for the past thirty years,

ed at his home at Santa Rosa on Friday evening of

st week. Dr. Finlaw was born in New Jersey on

me 15, 1839. He studied medicine in Philadelphia

id afterwards in Columbia College, New York. Lat-

he entered the army and served four years during

e Civil War. He was a prisoner of war for nine

onths. He afterwards served on General Sanborn's

aff during an Indian campaign. At the close of the

Dr. Finlaw remained as a surgeon in the United

:es army for some time and then resigned from

_ service and engaged in the private practice of

s profession as a physician and surgeon in Junction

Kansas. Some thirty years ago Dr. Finlaw

ed to California and Santa Rosa and was actively

ged in practice up to the time of his death.

ile stationed at Fort Riley, Kansas, in 1865, Dr.

tw was married to Miss Anna Love Snyder, the

who survives him. Dr. Finlaw was an ardent

lirer of a good horse, and years ago established

Rose Dale Stock Farm, just outside the limits of

city of Santa Rosa. He purchased the stallion

2:15, and afterwards St. Whips, a son of the

itioneer stallion Whips. A few years ago he

rht the handsome stallion Washington McKinney

placed him at the head of his stud. Dr. Finlaw

quite a number of standard performers, but

lorn raced any of the products of his farm. Among

e record horses bred at the Rose Dale Farm were

imnie N. B. 2:17, Favor 2:211,4, Clatawa 2:21. Digi-

|les 2.251/2, Julia G. 2:2314. Bertha R. 2:22%. and

veral others. Dr. Finlaw was a man of strong

F. H. JERMYN PURCHASES THE BUTTLER
FARM.

Last week Mr. F. H. Jermyn, a wealthy coal opera-
tor of Scranton, Pa., who has spent the best part of

three winters in California concluded the purchase
from James Butler of New York, of the farm known
to most residents of this section as the Valensin Farm,
near Pleasanton. The farm comprises 160 acres of

land and was the home of the famous stallion Sidney,

when that horse was owned by the late Count Yaleu-
sin, who used the place as a horse breeding farm,

and bred thereon many champion colt trotters and
pacers. After Mr. Valensin's death the property
passed to Mr. R. E. de B. Lopez, who changed its

name to Merriwa Stock Farm and established his

Australian thoroughbred thereon, for whom the farm
was named. Mr. Lopez also engaged in the breeding
of trotters, owning the stallion James Madison 2:17%.
Two years ago James Butler, the millionaire grocer of

New York, and owner of East View Farm, bought the

place, and after stocking it with a few brood mares
and colts, concluded that it was "too far from the
Bowery" and for the past year it has been for sale,

the price asked being $32,000. The amount paid for it

by Mr. Jermyn is not stated, but was probably a
little below that figure. Negotiations in regard to

the purchase of the property have been carried on
for Mr. Jermyn for several months by Mr. S. Chris-
tianson of this city, and on Mr. Jermyn's arrival here
a few days ago the sale was consummated. We un-
derstand it is the new owner's intention to greatly

improve the property, build a fine residence on the
site of the old house and to remodel and reconstruct
the stables. He will ship here from Scranton a num-
ber of his trotters and pacers, including several val-
uable brood mares, and some young prospects, and
will make of the place an ideal breeding farm, on
which he will breed a few trotters according to his

own ideas and principally for his own pleasure. Mr.
Jermyn has many friends in California who will wish
him every success in his venture.

TWO IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS to irriga-

tion literature have recently been printed for free

distribution by the Southern Pacific Company. The

first is an address made by Mr. J. B. Lippincott,

supervising engineer Reclamation Service United

States Geological Survey, before the irrigation com-

mittees of the Senate and House of Representatives,

while at Red Bluff last June. The second is a reprint

of an article on "Irrigated Agriculture" by Profes-

sor Samuel Fortier, in charge of the Pacific district

of the Irrigation and Drainage Investigations, United

States Department of Agriculture. The first is a re-

port of a careful investigation of the water sources

adaptable to irrigating the great Sacramento Valley,

and contains much valuable information. The second

is a careful, expert estimate of the land in California

available for irrigation, the streams which can be

utilized, the need of industrious and intelligent set-

tlers, the cost of preparing the land for irrigation,

the errors made by beginners, such as the use of

too much water, the value of pumping plants, and

a conservative estimate of the results which may be

expected from a judicious use of water, judged by

what has already been accomplished. Both pamph-

lets are handsomely illustrated.

MR. M. W. SAVAGE, principal owner and manager

of the International Stock Food Company, paid $21,000

for the champion trotting stallion Cresceus 2:02% at

the Old Glory Sale last Tuesday. Mr. Savage now

owns five champion stallions—Cresceus 2:02%. Direc-

tum 2:05%, and Arion 2:07%, all trotters, and Dan

Patch 1.55, and Roy Wilkes 2:06y2 , both pacers. All

these stallions have held champion records and Cres-

ceus and Dan Patch are now the undisputed cham-

pion stallions at their respective gaits. Mr. Savage

has exercised excellent judgment in adding Cresceus

to his group of great horses. In the hands of such

a progressive and energetic owner Cresceus will pay

a big profit on the investment.

THE OLD GLORY SALE began a I New York last

Monday, and from the meagre dispatches received so

far it is evident that the horses are bringing a high

average. Cresceus 2:02% was sold on Tuesday, going

to the bid of Mr. M. W. Savage of Minneapolis for

$21,000. On Wednesday Czarina Dawson 2:08%

brought $10,000 and Morning Star 2:04% by Star

Pointer sold for $10,500. The total sales for Wednes-

day reached $122,755 for 101 head, an average of over

$1000. A complete report of the sale will begin in

our next week's issue.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

RAY DITTUS, Sacramento—A horse bred as stated
in your letter would be eligible provided his dam is

registered and not otherwise. If the mare is not
registered now it is doubtful if she could be until she
has produced two standard performers. The Year
Books do not show'that Tarn O'Shanter by Noonday
ever -sired a standard performer.

O. & F., Forestville—Silas Skinner 2:17 was foaled
in 1SS5. He is the sire of Ole 2:10%. None of his

daughters have produced a standard performer so far
Belden, whose dam is by Silas Skinner, has worked
Belden, whose dam was by Silas Skinner, has worked
well authenticated trials in 2:13%. Alcona, Jr., sire

of Silas Skinner, is also sire of the pacer Graceful
George 2:23. The dam of Alcona, Jr., was Ma-
donna by Cassius M. Clay 22, second dam by Joe
Downing. The breeding of the second dam of Alcona
730 has never been traced.

Edmond S., one of the fastest green trotters in

Southern California, broke a bone in his leg while
being worked at the Los Angeles track last Saturday.
The track was wet and in bad shape from the rain.

The horse was going about a 2:24 gait when it hap-
pened. Edmond S. was sired by Zombro 2:11, and is

owned by Mr. William Morgan of Pasadena. He was
being driven by Frank Williams. Edmond S. is one
of Zombro's first crop of colts and two weeks ago
worked two heats in 2:15% and 2:15, and Mr. Wil-
liams said he could step in 2:13 and probably better-

Mr. Morgan has another good Zombro in Era. a four-

year-old mare that worked a mile last Monday in

2:16, and her trainer thinks she can 2:12 right now.
and says she will reach 2:10 next year, so the green
trotters will have to go some to beat her. In her mile
in 2:16 she trotted the last half in 1:07%, and the last

quarter in 33 seconds. Mr. Morgan has been very-

unlucky with his horses this year. His mare Una K.
2:14 by McKinney trotted a nice mile in 2:12 about a
month ago but is now quite lame. She is a very fast

mare and when just right could get into the 2:10 list.

Mr. R. M. Tobin of San Mateo attended a sale of

Alfred G. Vanderbilt's horses in New York recently

and purchased two pairs of coach horses, paying
$3700 for them. The express charges for shipping
them to California were $900, so the two teams cost

him about $5000 landed at San Mateo. These horses
are not only well matched but they are well mannered
and make a good showing when driven together. It

is the time and money spent on their education that
caused them to sell for the prices Mr. Tobin paid for

them.

Don't make up your list of 2:10 performers until

after the Los Angeles meeting is over, and perhaps it

will be still better to wait until the Arizona Terri-
tory Fair in December has been held.

Bellemont by Zombro reduced her record to _' K. ',

in ;i winning race at Los Angeles last Wednesday.
She is only three years old but she beat a big field of

aged horses.

In the 2:17 trot won by the Zombro three-year-old

filly Bellemont at Los Angeles Wcdn-sdny three horses

equally divided the other three moneys, all being the

same in the final summary. An instance of this kind

is of rare occurrence.

A man with years of experience on Kentucky stock

farms desires work at breaking and handling colts.

S,.,. ;h1\ .t ! si-inent in this isslk-.

In hot weather there is no drink like Jackson's

Napa Soda—plain or in a lemonade.

Birdal, Geo. S. Kelly's roan mare, paced a dead heat
with Welcome Mac in 2:12% at Los Angeles last

Wednesday.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

sented by performers

new standard list.

has had his ailing leg blistered

iner thinks he will race sound

. a son.

There I
-

' weanling foal

last March in the Ken-

Andy Welch is going to send Vice Commodore, by
.. by Avion 2:07%, second

cs 2.04, to Kentucky next spring.

fourth heat is a new one in

_ 10 list for Nutwood Wilkes.

, I his record to 2.0S% on the open-

ing day of the Los Angeles meeting.

County Clerk J. D. Kalar, of Salinas. Cal., has sent

;ure of his ?ixteen-months-old pacing filly

light 2:0314, dam by Boodle 2:12%,

dam by Carr's Mambrino. This filly has al-

a quarter in 36% seconds and is one of

tost promising youngsters in the State. Her
picture shows her to be a large, well formed filly,

with speed in every point of her makeup. She wears
no hopples and needs no boots, and has been broken
and driven entirely by Mr. Kalar.

It should be the policy of every man who raises a

horse to get as much for him as possible, and it will

pay every man who has a horse to sell to fit him es-

pecially to please the buyer. The majority do not

study the matter of selling horses advantageously,

and in consequence of this the man who does is in

a measure able to avoid their competition and to place

his produce in a more commanding position.

Mr. J. W. Zibbell & Son have lately received at

their stables on Eleventh avenue, this city, a three-

year-old colt by Dictatus that was bred by James
"W. Marshall of Dixon and sold to L. C. Swain of Vaca-
ville when a two-year-old. Louis Mativia gave the
colt six weeks' work at Dixon and he paced a mile
in 2:2S hitched to a high-wheel cart. The last quarter

was in 34 seconds. Mr. Zibbell, Sr.. who is working
this colt on the park roads, thinks very highly of

him.

John R. Malloy, an oil inspector of Ohio, was one

of the persons who strenuously advised Gov. Herrick
to veto the Chisholm bill because it permitted betting

on horse races, which of course was wicked. "Well,

Gov. Herrick vetoed the bill and then ran for Governor
again. Mr. Malloy did not consider it wicked to bet

on elections, so he put up nearly all the money he
owned on his friend Herrick and lost. Doubtless be
is now of the opinion that it is just as wicked and
foolish to bet on a poor candidate as it i-s on a poor
horse.

Mr. Martin Carter, proprietor of the Nutwood Stock
Farm at Irvington, suffered a severe loss last Tues-
day night of last week in the death of the mare
Eonnie Derby, by Chas. Derby out of Bon Bon, dam
of Bonnie Direct 2:05% and Bonsilene 2:14%. Mr.
Carter purchased Bonnie Derby at the sale of horses
owned by the estate of the late Millen Griffith with

a of breeding her to Nutwood Wilkes 2:16%.
Luckily she produced a filly, now a yearling, which is

very promising. Bonnie Derby was worked some by
Dr. Boucher, who drove her an eighth in 15 seconds
and thought very highly of her. Mr. Carter bred her
last spring to his handsome colt Lord Alwin, an own

to John A. McKerron 2:04%, and she was in

foal. It was Mr. Carter's intention to train her next
r her foal was weaned and then give her

i infc nded using her as a brood mare.
1 ti ry sudden as she had not shown any

hiring the day, and was all

ir the night. About ten o'clock
1 making a disturbance and

her m from her should-
ith rigid muscles from

Lhere back. i ailed up and everything
after a short time she
Ij jumping to her feet,

hi n she struck the
!' ownei la high value on this filly;

b natural speed
tier aboul his brood mare.

if the most pi ominent citl-

t< died ai his Carm south
>l city last

i |p, i

.. ,,i 76

Johi 0] successful t r, fruit

mai tim <>f his death

nshl, of Ru if thi tan • :an-

bred tro ei making a tour
now In i K'y.. where

I

methods oj th<
-..

in hi mil ry. i iount'.' in-;. mostly
and will, whil i

.
i

,
i
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oungsl to add

S. K. Trefry. who owns one of the best bred and
fastest sons of McKinney in California iri the three-

year-old colt Kenneth C. 2:17, whose dam is Mountain
Maid, dam of Tom Carneal 2:08%, by Cresco, has a
new one in his string that is out of the same mare.
This colt is by Stam B. and he looks like one that will

be earning money as soon as he grows up.

It is reported that Knap McCarthy will join the
ranks of the Eastern trainers who will winter in Cali-

fornia. Come on, gentlemen, there is plenty of stall

room- plenty of horses and a warm welcome for you
all in this land of sunshine, flowers and record break-
ers.

There is offered for sale by an advertiser a five-

year-old McKinney stallion that some breeder should
buy and place in the stud. He is an exceptionally
handsome horse, bay with black points and not a
white hair, stands 15.3 and weighs 1050 pounds. He
has not been trained but is naturally speedy and has
trotted miles better than 2:30 with quarters in 35
seconds. His breding is very choice as his dam
is by Dexter Prince, second dam by a well bred son
of Electioneer and third dam by that good sire Mc-
Donald Chief, sire dams of Tom Smith 2.13%,
Stella 2:15%, etc. Such a combination of blood
was certain to produce a well turned hand-
some individual which this five-year-old is. That
grand trotting mare Nora McKinney 2:12% was out
of a Dexter Prince mare, so the cr_oss is potent for

speed also, and this young horse has this qualification
as well. Good legs are a great desideratum in a
stock horse and he has the straightest, cleanest and
best of legs without a pimple on them His carriage
is splendid and his disposition perfect, while he is

one of the sort that never seems to get tired. He
should be given a record and put to breeding as
such individuals as he, by McKinney and out of

a well bred Dexter Prince mare, should be making a
name for himself, which he can certainly do if given
a chance. For price and further particulars address
this office.-

Mules are raising in value every year and there will

be many mares bred to jacks next spring. Mr. S. B.

Wright of Santa Rosa advertises a good jack for sale

in this issue.

It is said Gil Curry will dispose of all his thorough-
bred interests while he is in California this winter
and will then return East, where he will open a public
training stable for trotters and pacers at the Pitts-
burg track.

James Butler is not retiring from the horse business
by any means. The millionaire New York grocer dis-

poses of many horses by auction every year. He has
now about twenty bead at Pleasanton under the care
of Monroe Salisbury. It is said Mr. Butler made an
offer of $30,000 for Direct Hal 2:04% recently, to fill

the vacant place at East "View Farm caused by the
death of Direct 2:05%.

Walter J. Snyder, secretary of the Detroit Driving
Club for the past two years, has connected himself
with John Splan, the well known turfman and "father"
of the "light harness horse" auction sale business.
They will give their first sale early in January, at the
Union Stock Yards, Chicago. The firm will also open
a new market in Detroit. It is their intention to hold,

annually, two sales; the * first of the New Year" sale

in Chicago, in the month of January, and the "bring
your watch" sale in Detroit, in the month of May.
That this firm will be a factor in the field no horseman
questions. Both are well known and popular. Splan,
the "only Splan," has, undoubtedly, as large an ac-
quaintance as is enjoyed by anyone in this country
and abroad. Mr. Snyder is one of the younger gener-
ation, but what he lacks in years is fully compensated
for by his energy, integrity and honesty; while his

acquaintanceship is very large and his friends numer-
ous.

Mark Twain has taken up the cudgels against over-
speeding autoists, and in a charasteristic letter in
Harper's Weekly he proposes a novel means of detect-
ing and punishing them. The law, he says, "dresses
a convict in a garb which makes him easily distin-

guishable from any moving thing in the world at a
hundred and twenty-five yards except a zebra. If he
escapes in those clothes he cannot get far." He sug-
gests that this principle be extended to include "his
brother criminal, the Overspeeder," who every day,
throughout America, runs over somebody and escapes.
At present, he points out. the automobile numbers are
so small that ordinary eyes cannot read them, upon a
swiftly speeding machine, at a distance of a hundred
feet. He suggests enlarging the figures, making them
readable at a hundred yards. For offenses of over-
speeding he would have the figures enlarged, as a pen-
alty in place of a fine—to be re-enlarged for each sub-
sequent offense. "With auto numbers readable as far
as one could tell a convict from a barber pole, none af
these criminals could run over a person and 'escape.' "

An advertiser has reasoned it out this way: "If 1

want to get well acquainted with a man to whom I

have been introduced, I speak to him every time I

meet him. If I spoke to him but once and then
passed him by without recognition the next time I

saw him, and continued to pass himi without speak-
ing, or perhaps speak to him two or three times a
year, we wouldn't get to know each other very well.

That's the way I look at this advertising business.
Y\ hen I want the dealers of a certain territory to get
?o familiar with me that they will think of me when-
evi i they are in need of goods in my line, I want to

speak to them in every issue of the paper they get."

Ed. Geers is quoted as saying: "I never sat behi
a pacer that was as fast as Walter Direct. It ^
no trouble for Walter to pace a quarter better th
30 seconds, and his going lame means a big loss
me. Right now he is as sound as he ever was in ]

life, but I hardly think I will race him before 19
as I think that a year's rest will do him good, a
will breed him next season to a lot of high ch
mares. In a few years I think that he will be one
the greatest sires in the country. I never saw
horse that was any gamer than he is or any faste

Five stallions appear as sires of the dams of t

or more 2:10 performers whose records were gain
during the year, namely, Alcantara 2:23, sire of 1

dams of Lady Sealskin 2:06% and Owyho 2.07%, be
pacers; Gossiper 2:14%, dams of Zephyr 2:07% a
Zolock (p) 2:05%; Happy Medium, dams of Admi:
Dewey 2:04% and Bonnie Ailsie 2:0S%; King Re
2:30%, dams of General Forrest 2: OS and M. J. Le?
2:09%, and Socrates, sire of Emma T., dam of M
Adbell (3) 2.09% and Emma Brook 2:09%.

Onward 2:25% lacks but 13 of having 200 stand
performers. It is hoped that in this case the 13
not prove an unlucky number and prevent him fi

being the first double-century sire. He has a t

of 194 in the 2:30 list, but seven of them are pac
with records slower than 2:25.

Tony Bernal's trotter Major Cook, that was ship
to Los Angeles from Denver, will be back in Pleas
ton after the close of the Los Angeles meeting.

The Stam B. yearling that J. M. Alviso is hand
at Pleasanton is out of a mare by Director and lo
and acts as good* as his breeding.

"-

Sukey Mac, the two-year-old filly by McKinn
2.H14, that Mr. R. P. M. Greeley of Oakland has a
vertised for sale, ought to be able to win a port!
of the money in the Pacific Breeders' Futurity ne
year. She is fully paid up on and has paced a" quart
in 35 seconds with little or no training to speak
She is a bargain at the price asked for her. as she
a great prospect.

Monterey 2:09% is a grandsire of standard spe
Rey Monte, a three-year-old pacer by his son Y01
Monterey 2:21, took a record of 2:23% in a win:
race at Ferndale, Humboldt county, in Septe'
last.

Several parties having inquired about the Sta:
filly advertised for sale in this paper two weeks
by Dr. J. p. Dunn of Oakland, we will state that s!

has been sold to Martin Carter, Esq., proprietor
the Nutwood Stock Farm. Mr. Carter read the advt
tisement and made it his business to go to Oakla)
without delay and call on her owner. When he sa
the filly it did not take him long to make up his mi)
and he handed Dr. Dunn his check for the price ask
forthwith. The filly is by Stam B. 2:11%, dam
McKinney 2:11%, second dam by Antevolo 2.19 :

third dam Fontana, the dam of Silas Skinner 2

etc., by Almont 33. The filly is a yearling and is ei

tered in the Breeders' Futurity, Stanford, Occide
Stakes and Kentucky Futurity. While her new own
will train and race her in the stakes in which she
entered if she shows speed enough, he purchased h
for a broodmare, being particularly struck with h
breeding to mate with Nutwood Wilkes or one of h

sons. The Nutwood Wilkes-McKinney cross b
proved a successful one in every instance as shov
by Tidal Wave 2:09, Lady Mowry 2:12%, Miss Georg
2:10% and others. Through Stam B. the filly has
Happy Medium cross, and this blood also nicks su
cessfully with Nutwood Wilkes, as is shown by th

fast trotter Who Is It 2:10%, whose dam was 1

Brigadier, a son of Happy Medium. The Electione

strain in the filly's veins has also been potent f

speed when crossed with that of Nutwood Wilkes,
is shown by the horse Fran?; Irvington 2:23% with
trial of 2.14 that is out of a mare by Anteeo, ov
brother to Antevolo, sire of this filly's second dai

Another Electioneer strain, that of Albert W., pr
duced speed when it met the blood of Nutwood Wilke
as shown by the fast trotter Bob Ingersol 2 : 14*

whose dam has already produced three standard tro

ters by Nutwood Wilkes. When Mr. Carter read tl

pedigree of this filly in the advertisement he was pa
ticularly struck with the fact that about every stra

of blood in her veins had proved a potent nick for h
horse, and he wast d no time in getting her. Sin-

she became his property there have been at least ha

a dozen persons inquiring about her and regrettii

that they did not see her owner before Mr. Carter di

Ed. Mills has taken the trotting stallion Lee
2:09% to San Jose for the season of 1906. Leccc
yearlings and weanlings are very handsome at

promising youngsters. He is certain to be a gre.

sire.

Henry Helman has not yet made his contemplafr

trip to Oregon. He is waiting to take there In h

care several horses now racing at Los Angeles. I

expects to ' leave Pleasanton for Portland with

another week however, and will return to begin wo;

on his string at Pleasanton about the first of

year. He had Mack Mack 2:12 pinfired rece;

in both hind ankles and the big son of McKinney
be ready to take his work in a few weeks. The firir

was done for the ankle that was so severely wrenche
at Buffalo last summer, but Helman thought while tl

job was being done the other ankle might as well I

treated to provide against contingencies.

"

'
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rHOROUQHBRED DEPARTMENT.
By RALPH H. TOZER,

THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.

have decided to race at both the Crescent City and
City Park tracks during the coming winter.

(By Ralph H. Tozer.)

Monday was indeed a cold day, so cold that the

>lood of the "talent" was frozen in horror. Hot fav-

>rites were second on four occasions, third once, un-

ilaced once. That was the afternoon's record that

vill go down in the dope book as a chapter of horrors.

The offending first choices were E. C. Runte, Royal

logue, I'm Joe, Watercure, Cloche d'Or and Celeres.

yf these the Rogue, Watercure and Cloche d'Or w^ere

test, but victims of bad luck or bad rides, sometimes

joth. Had Watercure hugged the rail turning for

Lome Divina could never have run around him and

von, and had Cloche d'Or not been allowed to fall

,ack to last place going the first three furlongs she

ould not have lost.

\Twas ever thus in manhood's hour,

I've seen the rosiest "dope" not pay.

I never dreamed of golden bower
But when I woke 'twas yellow clay.

I never laughed o'er figures "swell,"

To think w^hat bookies' coin would buy,

But when dead sure I'd "give them h—11,"

'Twas 'yours" that 'got it" in the eye.

In short, Monday's looked like about the "easiest

ard" of the session, but proved the hardest. On

.aturday favorites had had their day, four of them

nishing in front, one second and the other third.

The two handicaps of Saturday were things of

eauty if not joys forever, Lady Goodrich, San Nich-

las and Reservation finishing so close together in

ae mile and a sixteenth that any of the trio could

ave been awarded the race without arousing a snake

lorus. In the next, for two-year-olds, over the Fu-

lrity course, Jennings' Nagazam beat I'm Joe by a

ood head only.

The departure of the Rancho del Paso thorough-

reds for New York this week is interesting and the

..flowing Sacramento dispatch shows what is going

) be done with the great ranch after the horses have

acated the place:

Sacramento, Nov. 20.—The forthcoming sale of the

- Haggin horses means the subdivision of the Haggin

iinch, and practically the addition of 44,000 acres tu

le suburbs of Sacramento. So far as is publicly

Inown. the owner adheres to his original terms of

lie; but it is certain that many negotiations are in

;ie air and are going forward. It is also certain that

kme Eastern parties intend to start a dairy farm,

pon the ranch ground, where 10,000 cows will be

diked daily, and the promoters of this scheme are

ow in San Francisco upon the business.

Next month Sheepshead Bay will be the scene of

le most notable sale of thoroughbred horses in his-

ry. Forty-eight cars, containing twenty-two stal-

ons and 546 brood mares, will start for the East to-

orrow, and they will be sold within six days of their

.-rival. Thirty yearlings are to be sold in San Fran-

sco within the next few weeks, and there will then

2 left only some 250 weanlings, which will be sold

axt June in New York as yearlings. Well nigh the

hole world has been warned of this unprecedented

ile. and dealers from England and Australia are on

leir way with the intention of securing such horses

s Star Ruby, Golden Garter, Watercress, Miss Wood-
ed, Bassetlaw and many others of almost equal fame,

.hree-fifths of these horses are Haggin products,

ed at Rancho del Paso.

:ach year has added to the value of the yearlings,

.1 lately hardly one has been sold under $800. The
es that they will fetch are, of course, a matter of

jecture. but they will be enormous and the effect

n the racing world of so great a distribution of

oughbreds must be very marked."
Four special trains (forty-eight cars in all) -were

nployed and this is the largest movement of thesort

the history of railroading. It is so important in

,e eyes of the railroad people that W. H. Snedaker,

the Illinois Central, came out to accompany the

dpment and see that there were no unnecessary de-

ys. The Haggin horses will go over the Southern

ific and Union Pacific to Omaha, thence over the

ois Central to Chicago, then probably the Lake
: and New York Central to New York City,

many a valuable animal will lose its life through

g this journey is certain, for many of the brood

es have never been out of California and therefore

feel the cold weather of the other side of the

ra Nevadas very keenly. The holding of the sale

December is regarded on all sides as bad judgment.

; long as they had decided to sell, why not have had
e sale late in October? Among the twenty-two stal-

es to be disposed of are imp. Gerolstein, Fresno,

enheim. imp. Golden Garter, imp. Goldfinch, Gold

)inner, Indio, Maxio, Montana, imp. Royal Flush,

p. San Diego. Solanus, imp. Star Ruby. imp. Tod-
igton and imp. Watercress. I believe imp. Basset-
w and imp. St. Gatien died a short time ago. if

smory serves.

Ed. Corrigan has refused an offer of $750,000 from
e Western Jockey Club for his interest in the Haw-
orne. City Park and Kansas City tracks. This is

; r value, and as the Hawthorne and Kansas City

urses are closed by law, the offer was considered a
jry good one. This is taken as a sure indication that

:3 two turf bodies will fight to a finish in New Or-
ins—and eventually finish racing in the old French
y of the South. It seems that a number of owners

The death of George C. Bennett, Fred Cook's great
two-year-old Orsini colt, at Louisville, Ky., last Sat-
urday, was deplored here on all sides. Many consider
this half-brother to Honiton, Hainault and Gold Lace
to have been the best two-year-old out this season,
his only rivals being Burgomaster and Mohawk. W.
O'B. Macdonough bred the youngster (which was a
big brown fellow) on his San Mateo county ranch,
now called Ormondale, and sold him at his yearling
sale in New York in 1904 for $2,200. Fred Cook, of

St. Louis, being the purchaser. Bennett beat about
everything he tackled in the South, and continued on
his conquering career at the metropolitan tracks of
the far East. He contracted a cold there, and upon
being removed to Louisville, it developed into pneu-
monia. Thirty thousand dollars had been refused
for the colt, and Cook valued him at §45,000, accord-
ing to the Louisville dispatch announcing Bennett's
death.

Radtke, E. Robinson, Loague and McBride appear
to be doing the best riding at Emeryville these days,
the first named being the riding marvel he was
claimed to be by Middle Western waiters. Robinson
is not far behind him, and Loague bids fair to follow
in the footsteps* of "Skeets" Martin and Hildebrand,
who were considered so bad at one time they could
not get a mount, yet developed into premier jockeys.
By the way, Maher will finish second on the riders'

list in England this season, E. Wheatley, who was an
apprentice up to a short time ago, being in first posi-

tion, Madden third.

Next Tuesday night's thoroughbred sales (tne

Macdonough and Cameron) will be the <;event of the
season" in this direction, in all probability, combining,
as it does, the most fashionably-bred yearlings, the
best tried race horses and several gilt-edged stud
matrons. That Sir Wilfred will bring a sum in excess
of $7,500 is the general opinion, while there will be
some lively bidding for the yearlings by Ossary, Or-
sini, St. Avonicus and St. Carlo, a number of the
youngsters by the last named two being from Or-
monde mares.

Ormonde's Right won another good race last Mon-
day at Bennings.

Charles Kerr of Bakersfield will sell his yearlings
here next month some time. They are by Cromwell
(winner of thirty-two races), the stake-winner All

Green (by Knight of Ellerslie, sire of Henry of Na-
varre), William 'O'B. and Herald, and for the most
part out of good producing mares.

George Rose, about the largest stockholder in Ascot
Park, Los Angeles, was a visitor at the track last

Tuesday, on his way from New York to the southern
metropolis. Indications are that the Ascot meeting
will be far and away the best ever held there. At the
close of the Bennings meeting James McLaughlin, E.
Angarola, J. Grant Lyman, J. A. Bennett. Jack Mc-
Ginnis and "Boots" Durnell will ship to Los Angeles.

Judge C. E. Pettingill arrived from the East last

Tuesday and began his work at Emeryville.

Frank Eckert, Joe Rose and Bill Jackman are among
the bookmakers to arrive early in the week, and
they "cut in" at once. Rose was at one time over
$200,000 to the good on the New York season, but did

not quit at the right period.

Dick Dwyer opens the ball at Ascot Park this sea-
son.

After investigation, the stewards decided there was
nothing wrong with the win of Sir Preston and that
Jockey Wright merely made a poor ride on Royal
Rogue in this particular event.

W. A. Pinkerton, the famous Chicago detective, is

a recent arrival.

HORSES IN CHINA.

Special Agent Burrill of the United States govern-
ment has made a report concerning the horses in

China. He did this in response to inquiries of per-
sons in the United States interested in breeding
horses for shipment to foreign countries. It seems
there are comparatively few draft animals other than
those raised in China, and that nearly all imported
animals are brought from Australia Mr. Burrill de-
scribes existing conditions, and is inclined to the be-
lief that there is a fair field in China for the introduc-

tion of American horses and mules. His letter on
this subject follows:

That there are no American horses in northern

China is probably due to the fact that no deter-

mined effort has ever been made to introduce them,
and the market, though limited, offers inducements
of which the American exporter might profitably take

advantage. Practically all the horses now in use in

this part of China are imported from Australia, for

no especial reason apparently other than that the

Australians are keen traders, and with frequent con-

signments, in the absence of all competition, keen

the market well supplied. While foreigners and the

wealthier class of Chinese are not dissatisfied with

the horses now imported, it does not follow that they

are so prejudiced in their favor that they would
not welcome an opportunity to compare them with

the American grown animal, and horse dealers here

unhesitatingly express the belief that horses bred in

the United States would not only stand the climate

well, but would be only temporarily affected by the
necessary change of feed.
Australian horses are usually shipped on consign-

ments averaging twenty-five head each, and are
handled on arrival by the Shanghai Horse Bazaar
Company (limited). When in good condition the
prices obtained at the first public sale range from
$175 to $250 each, exceptionally fine horses, of course,
commanding higher prices. The preference is for rid-
ing horses 14 to 15 hands high and for driving horses
15 to 15.2 hands high. Fine, upstanding, showy horses
are most in demand, and if hardy and properly accli-

mated bring exceptionally good prices and have a
ready sale. Cross-country riding is very popular dur-
ing the winter months, but is abandoned when the
planting of crops begins in March. Driving, how-
ever, is indulged in the year round, and the macad-
amized roads throughout the foreign settlement and
extending far into the country about Shanghai, and
which are kept in excellent condition, affording op-
portunities for recreation and enjoyment which are
in sharp contrast to the narrow, uneven paved road-
ways of the native city.

Australian horses shipped from Sydney arrive in
Shanghai in about three weeks' time, and although a
part of the trip is made through the tropics, they
appear to stand the journey reasonably well. Tempo-
rary stalls, each of which accommodates one horse,
are erected on board ship. Wooden bars are so ar-
ranged as to prevent the animal from leaving his
quarters, and cleats or cross pieces are fastened to
the deck of the ship that a foothold may be retained
in the event of rough weather. The freight rate
from Sydney to Shanghai is approximately $50 a head,
which includes a return trip fare for the man in
charge of the consignment. On their arrival here
the horses are immediately taken to the sales stables
and gradually accustomed to the Chinese feed of
bran, barley and rice straw. In a few weeks, the
time depending on the condition of the horses, they
are sold at public auction and the proceeds, after de-
ducting expenses, are transmitted to the Australian
owner.
In order that imported horses may become thor-

oughly acclimatized before the hard work of the win-
ter begins, dealers prefer that they should arrive
here in the summer months, and, as the seasons here
correspond with those in the United States, it is sug-
gested that the months of June and July would be the
best time for shipment. A few Canadian horses have
been imported both for riding and driving purposes
and have invariably shown greater adaptability to

climatic conditions than have the Australian horses.

These hGrses, however, were not sent on consign-
ment, but purchased direct for private use.

There were 1900 horses licensed in Shanghai in

1904, and probably -1000 more would cover the whole
number licensed in the Chinese empire. These fig-

ures include the Chinese ponies, which greatly out-
number the Australian horses, and these two classes

are the only animals used for riding and driving in

Shanghai. The ponies are all raised in the province

of Mongolia and are hardy, wiry little animals, stand-
ing from 12 to 13.2 hands high. They pull a heavy
victoria or brougham with as much ease apparently as

the horse, and will keep going until they drop from
exhaustion. They, however, would in no way com-
pete in or interfere with the market for American
horses if it were decided to make an effort to intro-

duce them.
There, are a few mules here which were imported

from the United States which are used for heavy
trucking, of which there is comparatively little in

Northern China Coolie labor is utilized for this pur-

pose. As he is the cheapest and most docile carrier

of burdens, strong, and able to live on little, taking

up little space, and requiring no comforts or at-

tention beyond supervising his work, he is made
use of for transporting goods which, outside of the

Orient, would call for the services of strong truck
animals. For these reasons practically no demand
exists for horses or mules ordinarily used for hauling
heavy loads.

If an American shipper should desire to enter the

field in competition with the Australian horses it

would be necessary to arrange with a Shanghai dealer

to receive and handle a consignment in the way that

is now customary in this market. By communicating
with the general manager of the Shanghai Hors^
Bazanr Company (Limited), such information as
would be necessary for guidance in properly trans-
porting the horses could be obtained and the commis-
sions, incidental expenses, and the terms of settlement

explained. While the market is not a large one it is

of sufficient size, in the judgment of those whose
opinion may be relied on, to justify a trial with con-
ditions favorable to the establishment of a paying in-

dustry.

GOOD HORSES SCARCE.
Good horses are very scarce throughout all the

states, says the Live Stock Journal. True, there is

some increase of young geldings and shippers are
iii; three-year-olds to develop them rather than

leave them for some other buyer. There ver was
such a demand for good draft geldings. The "
merchants and packers have orders with all the horse

commission men to buy horses up to their si

and some put no limit of price Swift has had a

man traveling from Ohio to the west looking Tor

high class draft geldings, but he could

find '''tii>. a i"' w up to their si n I rd and he paid $400

to $500. Pabst recently paid '< oi I pah o

Percheron geldings. The Chicago horse buyers who
travel all over the middle west are buying all of the

host draft geldings they can find and the tops are

culled out of every carl i as qui arrive.

The demand everywhere is greater than the supi

for the best class ot horses even at the high i

which is highly en ouraging to farmers to get the

best grade draft marei regardless of price and breed

to the very best draft; stallion.
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L05 ANQELES MEETING.

By HIDALGO.

Tii :
. L ting meeting opened on Tues-

tst, unijer a clear sky. but

chill wind b i the north that had already

.I'lido. The track was in

, fast under Eopt, bul the bleak

. . 1 1 for i lie horses to face as

tretch on their homeward jour-

,.,. v*. _-., tared to render the races

brilliant, and between .-very heat and the next one,

the "plai ar around the track to smooth

ind fill up all the hoot-prints of the previous

1( ge( Bruner was a host in himself,

4 ad the arduous duties of his

bul also aeted as presiding judge

riving the relative positions of the

i and the fractional time in a clear

that could easily be heard all over the

and. "Pull back, there, Mr. Durfee, you are

:fous," "Bring up your horse now, Mr. Springer,

you shall not get left," "Don't come up ahead of the

pole horse. Mr Ward," "Don't go so far up the stretch,

Mr. Lindsay, you can't expect to get any sort of a

start in that way." I never saw a more vigilant or

painstaking man placed in that position. The crowd

«.,s small, owing to the inclement weather, but the

few that were there, saw a regular "hoss race" in

the 2:09 pacing race, the second event of the day.

The first was a trotting race for the 2:11 class, for

which there were five nominations, but Willard Zib-

bell's Adam G.. by McKinney, was scratched, leaving

Jupiter B.. Morone. Ole and The Commonwealth to

contend for the purse of $1000. The pool selling was

handled by the veteran George Common, who promised

that his pools should be as refreshing (to the winners,

of course) as were the pools of Siloam to the weary

Hebrew pilgrims of old. There were also mutuals

sold on each heat. Jupiter B. was a hot favorite, as

will be seen below:

Jupiter B 20 10 10 10

Field W ? 6 5

The race scarcely deserves any description, for

Jupiter B„ splendidly driven by W. G. Durfee, took

the lead at the start in each heat and held it every

foot of the way. Monroe taking second money, Ole

third and The Commonwealth fourth. Then came on

the 2:09 pacing race, for which Mr. Ottinger's Daeda-

lion (the stable hands called him "Dandelion") was a

most pronounced favorite, as shown below:

Daedalion 20 20 15 15 10 10

Field 12 10 S 7 6 5

There were ten horses carded for this race but

Robert I was declared out before the start. There

was a good deal of scoring in each heat owing to the

large number of starters, but Mr. Bruner finally sent

them away with Miss Idaho in the lead. Rounding

the bend Daedalion got the lead and held it through-

out the heat with Miss Idaho second, Vinnie Mann
third and Vision fourth, while Kelly Briggs, tooled

by Durfee, had to be contented with seventh place

and Steve Bailey's handsome stallion, Tidal "Wave,

was distanced. Time 2:08%.

Before the start for the second heat was had the

dulcet voice of Common was hushed, for Daedalion

looked to have an easier task than did Jupiter B. in

the trot. The Diablo horse had an easier journey than

in the preceding heat and won in 2:09%, with Kelly

Briggs second, Miss Idaho third, Vision fourth and

Miss Georgia fifth. After this heat Miss Georgia was
withdrawn by consent of the judges.

In the third heat Virginia got off with the lead

which she retained to the quarter, where Daedalion

came up on her and was in front before he had gone

sixty yards more. Vision began to move along and

passed Virginia, and then up came Miss Idaho, fol-

lowed by Kelly Briggs. these last two being noses

apart to the head of the stretch, where Durfee came

with a whirlwind rush and lapping Daedalion at the

drawgates, came on amid deafening cheers and won
i,, ih.. shortest of necks in 2.09. The pools

iem I
again with Daedalion at $10 and the

. for the field.

Kelly Biases now bad the track and sot off well in

ith Daedalion second ami Vision third. There

was no great change in positions until passing the

i... where Splng r began to move up with the

Nutwood Wilkes; and. when the stretch

ji*,.' vidi of a "boss race" in

Daedalion had gotten a shorl lead from Kelly

Brigg and I whip: ivere popping like firecrackers.

i. head I)
>

I
of I he I liablo horse but

iagara rush on the
1 \ ith the latter

Daedalion in 2:10. A rush
iooI bi lowing results:

20 15 10 10

lion 12 9 6 5

ii ...is growing dusk •. called up for

be i.ii 1 1 hi at, Hi" Chi stn i uexl to the rail.

..i ofl in fronl I
!

:ij Cor three-

ii, , Kell la legs torcin i ry inch of the

he had no to beat any of

, jo he took in iack to seventh
bile, bul Era and

. ed ' in-iii with exei

'i v. ii h fifth pin
i . while i

bel ween .Mis:- [d ho, Kell;

. latter coming ver; Co »t [i om the
'

i i i "i.i yards al i thi

oyal bel « '-I'M i he two leadei s, but

i H ' m Springer ami won by three

&hs gvee&ev rati* &poxi*txxan

parts of a length, with Vision a good third, in 2:12%.

The judges then ordered the race postponed to Wed-

nesday at 1 p. m.
Summaries.

Trotting, 2:11 class, purse $1000.

Jupiter B.. b. g. by Gen. Beverley... (Durfee) 1 1 1

Morone, b. g. by Cicerone (Gerrity) 2 2-
Ole. b. g. by Silas Skinner (Maben) • 3 3 o

The i ..mmonwealth. b. s by Shadeland On-

ward (Lindsay) 4 4 4

Time—2:12%, 2:14. 2:13.

Trotting against time to beat 2:30.

Andy McKinney by Geo. W. McKinney (Maben) 2:28

Jessica, b. m. by - - (Maben) 2:22

Second Day.

The chill weather of Tuesday had abated to a great

extent, whereupon a much larger attendance was no-

ticeable than on the opening day. The first thing was

to close up the unfinished pacing race for the 2:09

class, for which only Kelly Briggs, Miss Idaho and

Daedalion appeared, all the rest of the field having

been sent to their stables for not winning one heat

in five. In the pools Daedalion opened favorite, but

the money offered on the chestnut daughter of Nut-

wood Wilkes soon brought her up on even terms with

him. They sold as follows:

Daedalion 10 10 10 10 10

Miss Idaho 5 6 . 7 S 10

Kelly Briggs 6 5 5 4 j)

21 21 22 22 25

It was-evident that Springer's friends had been told

that the mare was fresher than on the preceding day;

and that this was the card that they had up their

sleeves. A capital start was effected, Daedalion going

off with the lead, closely followed by Kelly Briggs,

and the mare trailing to the half mile, when Springer

got her down to hard work and ate up the distance,

inch by inch, till the three horses entered the stretch

less than good necks apart. Everybody said, "Idaho

has got the heat if she don't break," and she did not

break, winning the heat in 2:09. Then a rush to get

even was made, the mare bringing $20 as against $12

for the field; and only a few pools were sold at these

rates. Once on the inside track she got off strong

and led by a neck to the quarter, Kelly Briggs going

at her with unflinching gameness till the stretch was

reached, where Ward brought Daedalion up and made

a bold bid for the heat, Miss Idaho winning by a

length from Daedalion in 2:12%, with game old Kelly

Briggs two lengths away. No such race had been

paced over this track since 1892, when Our Dick beat

W. Wood, Silkwood and Tom Ryder in five obstinately

contested heats. The advocates of harness racing cer-

tainly could not have been better pleased than every-

body was with this race. Faster time had been made

on several occasions, but no such spectacular finishes

had characterized them.

The second race was the first regular race of the

day's program, the trot for the 2:17 class, which had

originally eight nominations, but three were scratched

and the other five on the card were George W. Ford's

Burnut. drizen by Wallace; S. S. Bailey's Red Skin,

driven by Mosher; J. L. Smith's b. g. Hank, himself

driving; F. J. Ruhstaller's br. g. Wild Bell, driven by

Freeman, and W. G Durfee's br. m. Bellemont, with

Durfee in the sulky. The latter won in straight heats,

so easily that it would be a waste of time to describe

the heats. Wild Bell trotted the best race of the

others, being second in the deciding heat, with Burnut

third and Hank fourth. As will be seen by the sum-

mary, the three beaten contestants figured "9" each,

so the judges ordered the first money to Bellemont.

with the second, third and fourth moneys equally di-

vided between the three other contestants. Time,

2:16, 2:17, 2:15%. It looked to me as if a heat in

2:12 would not have beaten Durfee's mare, for she was

going well within herself at all parts of the race.

Red Skin was drawn after the second heat, having no

chance whatever: and great sympathy was felt for

Mr. Bailey, who had traveled his stable twice as far

as any other contestant in order to participate in this

meeting.
The matinee cup for amateur drivers, members oi

the association, came next, the horses being in the

2:30 class. There were four entries, Kinmont, driven

by Dr. Ralph Hagan; General Boodle, by Godfrey

Fritz; California Poppy. Mr. H G. Garland, and Ed-

mond S„ by William Morgan, but the latter was with-

drawn and the race was won by Kinmont in straight

heats, with Fritz Boodle (as he was called) second,

and the Poppy third, in 2.31 and 2:30.

The third regular race of the day was a broken

heat affair like the one of the preceding day; and

like that one it W'as a most bitter fight. Nine horses

were on the card, pacers of the 2:20 class, and four

savagely contested heats, with one dead heat and two

eyebrow finishes, was the condition of things up to

dusk, when the judges postponed the race till Thurs-

day. Welcome Mack, being a local horse, had a great

many more friends than any of the others and brought

$20 in pools, against $10 for Victor Platte (who had a

strong following from San Diego), and $S for the field.

He beat Victor Platte so easily in the first heat that

there was no more betting, except in the mutuals,

which were sold exclusively on heats. The time was
2:13%. and the San Diego men said that no such time

as that would take Victor's measure after he had
once got warmed up to his work. The second heat

was as spirited a contest as ever was seen in this

State, Birdal, a big roan mare, getting away in the

lead and holding it by two lengths to the quarter in

::::' L.. to the half in 1:06. with Welcome Mac coming on

al a furious clip. He cut her lead down to a single

length at the three-quarters in 1:40, and then Fanning
brought Victor up like a whirlwind. Cries of "Come
mi, Fred," "Hurry up. Ward." and "Give it to her,

Kelly," resounded from all parts of the grandstand.

Each driver was straining every effort to win, but
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the judges were unable to separate them and declared

it a dead heat between Welcome Mac and Birdal, witl

Victor Platte less than a length behind the leaders

Fear Not was fourth, J. A. C. fifth, Norda sixth

Henry N. Seventh and Connors eighth. Time, 2:12.

The third heat wras Welcome Mac's, for he got oft

well in his stride and led by a length to the quarter

where Birdal joined him and lay on his wheel all thl

way, Victor Platte dropping back and allowing Fear-

not to work into the third place. The quarter wa:

faster than in any previous heat (32%), and the hal:

was done in 1:05, but the pace seemed to flag arounc
the turn, as they were at the three-quarters in 1:38%
but there came a severe rally from there on, Welcomt
Mac winning by two length from Bridal with Fear-

not a good third, J. A. C. and Connors being dis-

tanced. Pools were now resumed, the field bringing

$8 to Welcome Mac's $10.

There was a straggling start for .the fourth heat

of which Birdal got decidedly the best and went
the quarter in 32%, where Welcome Mac began
move up. At the half they were going great gu
and Birdal was already in trouble, for Fearnot h:

passed her as they swung into the lowrer turn. Ju:

then Fred Fanning made a spectacular drive

passed Birdal. then Fearnot, and set sail for the
brown son of grand old McKinney. On he came 1

a maelstrom on the rugged Norway coast, getting

even terms with Mac at the draw-gates and beati

him home a scant length in 2:11%, the fastest hei

of the race, amid deafening cheers. The judges, afi

announcing the heat, declared the race postponed
Thursday at 1 p. m.

Pacing, 2:09 class, purse $1000. Five heats Tuesdi
Miss Idaho, ch. m. by Nutwood Wilkes

(Springer)' 3 3 5 12 1

Kelly Briggs, br. g. by Bayswater
Wilkes (Durfee) 7 2 12 12

Daedalion, b. s. by Diablo (Ward) 112 3 5

Vision, br. g by Vanquish. (Fred Ward) 2 4 6 6 3

Vinnie Mann, b. m. by Alexis. .(Lindsay) 4 6 S 5 4

Virginia, ch. m. by Bob Masin (Delaney)
Ira, b. g. by Iris "...(Maben)

Miss Georgia, br. m. by McKinney. . .

.

(Gerrity) 5 5 dr

Tidal Wave. ch. s. by Nutwrood Wilkes
(Mosher)

Time^2:08%, 2:09%, 2:09, 2:10, 2:12%

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse $1000.

Bellemont, b f. (3) by Zombro (Durfee)
Hank, b. g. by Vasto (Smith)
Wild Bell, br. g. by Wildnut (Freeman)
Burnut, b. g. by Neernut (Wallace)

Red Skin, ch. g. by Red Cloak (Mosher)
Time—2:17%, 2:17%, 2:15%.

Cup race. Horses owned by members Los Angei

Driving Club.

Kinmont, br. g. by McKinney ... (Ralph Hagen) 1

,Gen Boodle, blk. g (Godfred Fritz) 2

California Poppy, ch. m (H. S. Garland)

Time—2:31K, 2:24^.

HIDALG

7 4 4 6

8 7 7 7

d

2.09%, 2:12!

The widely advertised match race between Ha:

Patch 2:0251, the sensation of this year's Eastern

cuit, and Zolock 2:05%, the California pacer, was

feature of Thursday's program. The race was b

three in five heats. Three heats were paced, Zol,

winning the first heat in 2.05%, and Hazel Patch t

ing the next two in 2:07% and 2:0S%. The tracl

Agricultural Park was fast, but a strong wind b!

from the southwest and the air w*as decidedly ci

Welcome Mac won the fifth heat of the 2:20 pacj

continued from Wednesday, giving him the race. Thj

2:14 trot was taken by Cuate, who reduced his recor,

to 2:13%, after Morone had won two heats. The 2:1

pace was undecided, Glenn and Vinnie Mann winn-in

two heats each. Hidalgo's letter, giving full account

of Thursday's races, will not reach us in time for tb

issue

bur,
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NEW THREE MILE WAGON RECORD.

Ed Bryan 2:16%, the son of Little Corporal, that

short time since reduced the two mile wagon recoi

for trotters to 4:45, captured another world's recoi

week before last at Philadelphia, when he pulled

wagon three miles in 7:30%, beating the former ret

ord of 7:53%, made in 1S57, by Prince, by just

seconds. The horse's driver drove on a set schedul

The fastest quarter was in 36% seconds, and it

slowest in 39%, averaging 37% seconds. Ed Brya

trotted the first mile in 2:32%, the second in 2.305

and the third in 2:27%, and finished strong withol

being in the least distressed. Ed Bryan is a 10-yeai

old bay gelding and was sired by Little Corpor:

2:19%, a son of Onward, dam by Almontell, son 'j

Almont. He was purchased three years ago by Mai

koe & Robinson of Philadelphia from William Mat

Farland, the latter having secured the horse in tl

West. Robinson campaigned him the last two seasor

over the half-mile track's. In 1904 at Lancaster, P:

he marked him in 2:21% in an eight-heat race, ar

this season at Mt Holly he earned a record of 2:11

Ezra Tilden, a young trainer from Portland, O
gon. and sen of the well known trainer and drr

John Tilden, recently reached Los Angeles witl

string of young horses. He has twelve head,

of them by Zombro, all very promising and gi

gaited, showing plenty of speed. Of the eight Zi

bros but one is a pacer and that is a "peacheri

as she was only two years old in October, has.

but three weeks' work, but paced a quarter inl

seconds for Mr. Tilden the other day. She has bee

named Zibolein. Her dam is by the old Oregon her

Altamont. and she is owned by Mr. George Crossfie

of Wasco, Oregon.
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WOODLAND STOCK FARM SALE.

A crowd of a thousand people or more filled the sale

pavilion of Fred H. Chase & Co at 1732 Market street

on Tuesday evening of this week, when eighteen

horses from Mr. Alex. Brown's Woodland Stock Farm
were sold. Superintendent Chas. S. Spencer had

shipped them in good shape and all were brought into

i he ring looking well. The consignment consisted of

beven three-year-olds, two two-year-olds, four year-

ilings, three old brood mares and two aged geldings,

hche bidding was not very spirited, but the stock

.brought fairly good prices, a total of $25S5 being re-

ceived for the eighteen head. The three-year-olds

Averaged $172, the two-year-olds $105 and the year-

lings $102.50. An eighteen-year-old brood mare that

had not produced a standard performer fetched $125, a

feood price. The summary of the sale follows:
1 Chamois, blk. m„ foaled 1SS8, by Shamrock 2:25,

dam by Marion, $125.

i Boydella, ch. m. foaled 1S93, by Boydell, dam said to

be by Geo. M. Patchen Jr., $82.50.

! Hattie, b. m. foaled 1S90, by Robert Steel, dam
'said to be by Sargent's Patchen, $37.50.

I Bay filly, foaled 1902, by Prince Ausel, dam Hattie

by Robert Steel, $105.

Black filly, foaled 1902, by Nushagak. dam Chamois

ly Shamrock, $150.
1 Bay filly, foaled 1902. by Nushagak, dam Viola by

I'Jen. Benton, $140.
1

Jessie Shirley, b. f„ foaled 1902, by Nushagak, dam
flattie W. by Alaska, $235.

Beauty, blk. f., foaled 1902. by Nushagak, dam Addie

[w. by Whips, $255.

Black filly, foaled 1902. by Bayswater Wilkes, dam
jy Falrose, $100.

P
Bay gelding, foaled 1902, by Nushagak. dam Hilda

rtose by Dawn, $220.

. Black gelding, foaled 1903, by Nushagak,

3onnie Derby by Chas. Derby. $100.

!; Black gelding, foaled 1903, by Nushagak,

chamois by Shamrock, $110.

Brown colt, foaled 1904, by Nushagak, dam Addie B.

jy Dexter Prince, $210.

Black colt, foaled 1904. by Nushagak, dam Addie W.
iy Whips, $90.

Bay filly, foaled 1904, by Prince Ausel, dam Hattie

iy Robert Steel. $45.

Chestnut colt, foaled 1904, by Prince Ausel, dam
Soydella by Boydell, $65.

! La Correcta, b. g., foaled 1900, by Arthur B., dam
Josegay by Langton, $290.

Black Jack 2:2S%, blk. g. foaled 1S99, by Nushagak,

lam Addie W. by Whips, $2.25.

MILLARD SANDERS TO WINTER IN
CALIFORNIA.

RESULTS AT TULARE.

dam

dam

SALE OF MACKEY YEARLINGS.

Chicago Horseman: Millard Sanders, the man who
made Lou Dillon 1:58% the queen of the turf, last
week stopped over in Chicago for a few days on his
way to Pleasanton, Cal. Mr. Sanders has resigned
as trainer for John H. Shults. For two years he
trained the youngsters by Axworthy and in 1904 he
made them the most talked of lot of colts in the
country, with the result that they brought the highest
average when sold in Madison Square Garden last
winter. During his connection with Mr. Shults he
started sons and daughters of Axworthy in ten races,
won seven of them and was second once. This year
he trained a large number of two and three-year-olds
at Memphis, and later at Cleveland. On August 15
he received several yearlings, and before he sent them
home to New York he had educated two of them to

the point where he was confident that he could put
both of them in the list. He was ambitious to do so
as he has put eight yearlings in the list and these two
would have made an even ten.

The two and three-year-olds were not engaged in
the futurities, as at the time they were bred Mr.
Shults had decided to quit the trotters and race a'

stable of runners. Consequently there was no chance
to show what the youngsters could accomplish in

company. He devoted the entire season to their edu-
cation, however, and refused to take a stable of aged
race horses, because of an understanding that the
colts would be raced in 1906. When Mr. Shults re-

cently decided to sell all the colts and not campaign
any next year Mr. Sanders promptly resigned. He is

a marvel at making speed with youngsters but he does
not care to develop them exclusively for the sales

ring.

It is rumored, although Mr. Sanders would not con-
firm it, that he has an eye on several of the get of

Sidney Dillon that are now owned in California, and
it is probable that he will have a number of them to

train at the Pleasanton track. It is not to be won-
dered that Sanders is sweet on them for he developed
and marked Lou Dillon in 1.58% behind a dirt shield,

and last year he drove her without the pacemaker in

front a mile "in 2:01. There was an impression that

the queen of the turf w-as not as good last season
as the year previous, but when one compares her
performances with that of Dan Patch with and
without the runner in front, there seems to be little

on which to base an argument. Dan Patch has paced
a mile in 1:55 with the pacemaker in front and one in

1:58 without, a difference of three seconds. The dif-

ference between Lou Dillon's two records is 2% sec-

onds, so that the queen must have had as much speed
in 1904 as in 1903.

A VALUABLE HORSE REMEDY.
Every horse owner Is interested in knowing how to cure and

event the spread of distemper, epizootio, pinkeye and similar
llments among their stock. Therefore this publication takes
'eat pleasure in publishing a few unsolicited words of recom-
mendation concerning Craft's Distemper Cure, which is prepared
? the Wells Medicine Co , Lafajette, Ind. This remedy has so
early established its efficiency and reliability ibat it Is justly
ltltled to all that can be said in its favor. It probably has no
lual as a remedy for the prevention and spread of the various
rms of distemper. It gives positive and julck results, as Ihou-
.Qdsof veterinary surgeons, breeders, trainers and others tes-

ty. We are informed that the remedy may be obtained from
ost all druggists throughout the country; but when it can not
to'jtalned from dealers it will be sent direct, prepaid, by the
'ells Medicine Co., from whom can also be had free of cbaree a
luable 31 pige booklet entitled "Veterinary Pointers," which
3 would aivise all our readers to send for. It contains much
.luable information concerning some of the most prevalent and
ost dreaded diseases of horses and colts.

CONCORD RACE TRACK ITEMS.

The first sale of thoroughbred yearlings bred by
lohn Mackey and raised at the Langendur Ranch, in,

folo county, took place at Fred H. Chase & Co.'s sales-

rard in this city Friday evening of last week and was
luite successful The sales were as follows:

Bal colt by imp. Canopus, dam Angelique by imp.

)arebin, to James Touhey for $200.

Chestnut colt by imp. Paladin, dam Atlantis by imp.

Midlothian, to J. J. Moran for $125.

: Bay colt by Bedeck, dam Calora by imp. Calvados,

o T. W. Graffort for $275.

j

Bay colt by Vesuvian, dam Hemera by imp. Gold-
jnch, to W. P. Fine for $275.

Chestnut filly by Bedeck, dam Hinda Dwyer by Re-
orm, to W. O'B. Macdonough for $650.

|
Gray colt by imp Canopus, dam La Reina by Hi-

talgo, to Jas. Touhey for $550.

Bay filly by imp. Canopus, dam Lillie Simpson by
'mp. Artillery, to P. Wilkerson for $125.

Chestnut colt by imp. Canopus, dam Location by
mp. Prospector, to James Touhey for $500.

Bay colt by Vesuvian, dam Peril by imp Darebin,

o H. Schwartz for $200.

Chestnut filly by Bedeck, dam Sunol by imp. St.

drew, to J. Painter for $425.

lay colt by imp. Canopus, dam Temblor by imp.
eviot, to C. Fink for $750.

ay colt by Vesuvian, dam Tillie S. by Major Ban.
Hearst Estate for $125.

ay colt by imp. Canopus, dam Venezia by Floren-
In, to D. McCarty for $100.

Bay colt by Vesuvian. dam Wilda by imp. Brutus,
D Grant Edson for $150.

Total for fourteen head, $4450, an average of nearly

31S.

The new owners and others interested in the race

track met last Saturday afternoon and formulated
plans for the improvement of the property. It was
decided to improve the old buildings, put up a high

fence along the county road, pipe water to the build-

ings and build sixty new stalls. There was some
talk of covering about one-quarter of a mile, which
had been cut down to clay, with red loam the same
as the other portion of the track. This will make the

track the same all the way around and will be a good
winter track.

Sid Roach, the two year old, looks like a race horse

coming up the stretch.

M. Perry has tried his new Sidmour colt for a quar-

ter. He says he has a future race winner.

Mr. Curry and his son Ruben were out to see S. R.

Curry's two year old Sidmoor filly speed. She showed
a 2:48 gait for one-eighth and a 3:00 gait for one-half

mile. Pretty good for two weeks' work in the speed

cart.

It is said that a horseman's love for a certain breed

of horses that he has owned will extend to the third

and fourth generations. There must be something in

this, for Nelson Clanton drove out to the track last

week to see Mr. Durham work Flyaway for the best

mile ever trotted over the track by any horse. He
was also greatly pleased with the two-year-old colt

Sid Roach, when he went the mile out in 2:57%, the

last eighth in 2D% seconds. Both these horses' dams
are by Conductor, and Mr. Clanton could see the good

staying qualities of the Conductor blood come to the

surface as they came up the homestretch.

What is the matter with having a two-year-old race

for a Christmas dinner—so many nice two-year-olds.

There is M. Perry. David Roach, Williams Brothers,

J. E. Durham, Pat Roach and others, each of whom
could enter a speedy animal for an interesting race.

The Horgan Futurity Stake, foals of 1905, to be

held over the Concord race track next year, promises

to have many entries. Entry blanks have been sent

out and nominations will close January 1st.

Among the entries for the Pacific Breeders' Futur-

ity, valued at $7000, from Contra Costa county are

Dr. J. Wallace DeWitt and E. B. Whelehan of An-

tioch and G. O. Meese of Danville.—Concord Tran-

script.

The official summaries of the October race meeting
at the Tulare kite-shaped track are just at hand.
The meeting was held from October 17th to 21st in-
clusive:

Pacing, 2:09 class, purse $500.
Daedalion, b. s. by Diablo 1 1 1

Lady R., b. m. by Col. K. R 2 2 -'

Jonesa Basler, blk. s. by Robt. Basler 3 3 3

Time, 2:10%, :': 1 :'. 2: 12%.

Pacing, 2:17 class, purse $400.
Hattie Croner. b. m by Bay Bird 2 111
Stonelita. b. m. by Stoneway 1 4 4 5

Fearnot, b. h. by Lynmont 3 2 3 2
Molly Button, br. m. by Alex. Button 5 3 2 3

Prince Charles, ch. h. by Chas. Derby 4 5 5 4

Time. 2:15>,i. 2.17Vi. 2:17Vi, 2:17%.
Trotting. 2:20 class, purse $400.

Lady Jones, blk m. by Capt. Jones. ....'.. .4 111
Hank. b. g. by Vasto l 2 3 4

Billy Dooley. b. g. by Bay Bird 2 3 2 2

Homeway, b. g. by Strathway 5 4 4 3

Miss Gordon, blk. m. by MeKinney 3 dis
Time, 2:18%. 2:16%, 2:17%, 2:18.

Trot or pace, purse $80.

Billy H i i i

Lucy Woodward 3 3 2

Mayola 4 2 3

Milton Gear 2 4 4

Time, 2:32, 2:2S, 2:26%.

Pacing, 2:17 class, purse $80.

El Morino, b. g. by Iris 1 1 1

King Athby, b. g. by Athby 2 2 2

Sweetheart 3 3 3

Jene Madison, b. m. by Jas. Madison 4 4 t

Time, 2.21, 2:26. 2:17.

Pacing, 2:20 class, purse $400.

Fearnot, b. h. by Lynmont 2 111
Dot, b. m by Falrose 1 4 5 4

Lady Snider 3 2 2 3

Rhody Fay, b. m. by Gen. Logan 4 3 4 2

Jene Madison, b. m. by Jas. Madison 5 5 3 5

Time, 2:17%, 2:19%, 2:19%, 2:19%.

Pacing, 2:17 class, purse $80.

Hattie Croner, b. m. by Bay Bird 1 1 1

Molly Button, b. m. by Alex. Button 4 2 2

Stonelita, b. m. by Stoneway 2 3 4

Princes Charles, ch. h. by Chas. Derby 3 4 3

Time, 2:16%, 2:16%, 2:16%.

Pacing, yearlings, purse $75: one-half mile heats.

Andy Direct, br. g. by Robt. Direct. . . . 1 1

Little George, b. c. by Stoneway 3 2

Radium, blk. c. by Stoneway 2 3

Time, 1:14%, 1:13.

Trotting, 2:17 class, purse $400.

Lady Jones, blk. m. by Capt. Jones 3 111
Hank, b. g. by Vasto. 1 2 4 2

Homeway, b. g. by Strathway 2 3 3 4

Wild Bell, br. g by Wildnut 4 4 2 3

Time, 2:20, 2:19%, 2:17%, 2:18.

The pacing gelding, Frank Yoakum 2:04%. met with

bad accident on the Pennsylvania railroad while be-

g shipped from Hartford. Conn., to Philadelphia, on
ov. S. At New Brunswick, N. J., the boiler of the

ne exploded, killing the engineer and the brake-

and injuring the fireman. The train buckled

threw the pacer on his head, he turning a com-
! somersault, injuring his back and, it is said,

rowing out two very large curbs, which may end
s career as a race horse.

MORE THAN PLEASED.
Dr Wright J Smith, prominent veterinary at Kingston, N.

Y writes as follows: "Please Qnd enclosed check, forwbich send

five Dottles of Quinn's Ointment. I receivod the first bollleand

have been waiting to give it a fair trial, and must say I am more
than pleased with results." Quinn's Ointment Is being used by a

large number of the promlDent veterlnarles Ihroughcut Ibe coun-

try and also by the leading breeders and horsemen everywhere.

For curbs, splints, spavins, windpuffs and all buDcbes there Is

nothing better. Price one dollar per bottle, delivered Address

W. B. EDDY & CO., Whitehall, N. Y., if you cannot obtain from
druggist.

o—

Secretary Knight of the American Trotting Asso-

ciation has done good work this year in hunting out

several ringers and preventing their owners getting

the money.

FERNDALE FAIR HARNESS RACES.

Following is a summary of the harness races held

at the meeting of the Ferndale (Humboldt county Fair
Association front September 6th to 9th, inclusive:

Trot or pace, 2:25 class:
Young Monterey, ch. s., pacer, by Monterey.. Ill
McDudley, blk. g., pacer, by Dudley 2 2 2

Bonita Wilkes, br. m., trotter, by Wayland W. 3 3 3

Time—2:22, 2:21, 2:22.

Trot or pace, two year old stake.
Evelyn E., blk m., pacer, by Cassian 1 i

XTlilla, rn. m., trotter, by MeKinney 2 2

Time—2.54, 2:39.

Trotting, yearlings, mile dash.
Abe G., br. c. by Greco 1

Ada G.. b. f. by Greco 2

Time;—1:36.

Trot or pace, named horses.

Electo. ch g., pacer, by Dudley 1 1

Ameda Waldstein, br. m., pacer, by Waldstein 2 2

Time—2:26%, 2:25.

Trot or pace, three year old stake.

Rey Monte, b. g., pacer, by Young Monterey. . . 1 1

Electo, ch. g., pacer, by Dudley 2 2

Rosebud, ch. in., trotter, by Ira 3 3

Time—2:23Vi, 2:28%.

Trot or pace, named horses.

Bonita Wilkes, br. m , trotter, by Way-
land W ., - 1 1 1

Trixie. ch. m., pacer, by Red Wilkes.... 13 3 3

Buncomb, b. s., pacer, by Dudley 3 2 2 2

Juanita, gr. m., pacer, by Secretary 4 d
Time—2:27%. 2:26Vi. 2:27%, 2:2S.

Exhibition trot, half mile.

Dr. Lane's colt Humboldt Dillon by Sidney Dillon,

paced by Mr. Brace's Greco. Time 1.14-

Trot or pace, free for all.

Young Monterey, ch. s., pacer, by Monterey 111
McDudley. blk. g.. pacer, by Dudley 2 2 2

Uno, b. g.. pacer, by Aptos Wilkes 3 3 3

Time— 2:21. 2:21',. 2:24.

Mr. J. R. Springer's mare. Miss Idaho by Nutwood
Wilkes, won a seven heat race over a high lass field

at Los Angeles this week and paced into the 2:lu list

at the same time. She beal such horses as Kelly

Briggs 2:09%, Daedalion 2:"*';.. Vision 2:09V,. Vir-

ginia 2:09, Miss Georgia 2 10%, Tidal Wave 2:09 and
Ira 2.10%.

Russell Mc. by MeKinney 2:11%. took a record

2:2S% at Phoenix. Ariz.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April I-Sept. U 0'.t. 18-Feb. 1-Open season (or taking stc3l-

b :uu In tidewater.

June l-Jan. I—' ptn season tor black bass.

Sept. 10-Oct. 18 -Close season In tidewater tor steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16-Close season for catching salmon.

Sept. I5-April 1-Opeo season Tor lobsters and crawfish.

Oct. NS-Nov. Id • Close season lor taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov 1-April I—Trout season closed.

Nov. l-April l-Closed season for taking steelhead above the

water.

Nov 1-Sept, l—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10-Sesson open for taking salmon above tide

cater.

Gun.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. 1-Feb. 15-Open season for mountain quail, grouse and

age hen.

Oct. I5-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. 15-AprIl 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oct. 15-Aug 1—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.

Nov.2l.22-Brockton District Kennel Club Brocktcn, Mass.

J. W. Sullivan, Secretary.

Nov 30-Dio. 2— Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-

delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec. 13. 14-Soulhwestern Kennel Club's bercb show at Pasa-

dena. Entries close .

1906.

Jan. 17. 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.

John C. Schomaker, Secretary.

Feb. 12. 15— Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Win. B.

Emery, Secretary.

Feb 28-March 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.

F. C. Tnomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary
March 14, 17—Passaic County Fish and Game Frotective Asso-

ciation. Paterson.N. J. N J Mathews, Secretaiy.

March 21, 24- Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit. Mich. K. G.

Smith, Secretary.

June 9-Wlssahickon Kennel Club. Wissahickon, Pa. J. Ser-

geant Price. Secretary

Field Trials.

Nov. 21-International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.

Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.

Cnas B. Cooke, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec Pointer Club of America (following the Continental

trials). Barber. N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, nth annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. 12— Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.

Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield, Conn.

1906.

Jan. 8 -Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.
P. M. Essig. Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.

Jau Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bakersfleld, Cal. Albert Betz. Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg.. San
Francisco.

THE QUAILS OF THE UNITED STATES.

By Sylvester D. Judd, Assistant United States

Biological Survey.

(Continued from last week)

California Quail.

The California quail is generally dispersed over

i ilifornia below an altitude of S.000 feet and extends

Into southern Oregon and western Nevada. This

name is used here to cover both the typical Califor-

nia quail—Lophortyx californicus—and the paler,

more southerly form, called the valley quail—L. c.

vallicola. It has been introduced into Washington

Ish Columbia, and efforts to introduce it

Into Hi" Hawaiian Islands also have proved very

t'ul, although of late years its numbers there

Euced by the mongoose, by which
in tirn> : to be exterminated. Two geo-

ins of the bird are recognized, a dark
light one, but as they do not differ in

are not distinguished in the following
i. It Is a beautiful bird with a most pleasing

ii colors and markings, its head being
i bj a glossy black crest, narrow at the base

i . widening into gracefully recurving

the markings on the underparts re-

i ents brush-covered hill-

ourses and the

as well as vineyards and other

cultivated fie] Is. rig lime of the species

to locality and condi-

to E . Mi arm ii nests in March
and April In ists containing

I during the i
i

i .May In

'ii. by .1. E. McLellan. The eggs
white in' buff with

I
!

. kindly to civilization, and floi ks
seen in the subu towns,

. through il" " i rchards.
i" Ing ..ml W.

tates i rial a paii i within a rod

oor, though neai i e' n hou
Ing within four '

. iei ding i i" night In a circle on the

I, like tl" .inn', the California quail

chooses much safer places and roosts in bushes or

low thickly foliaged trees. This quail is even more

confiding than the bobwhite, and frequently comes

about farm buildings to eat with the chickens. It

has been known to lay in confinement, and appears

to yield readily to semidomestication.

The valley quail has acquired the interesting habit

of posting sentinels when feeding, which is described

in detail by John J. Williams. Mr. Williams ob-

served a flock enter a field and begin to feed, while

a sentinel took his station in a peach tree and

scanned the country about for danger. Presently

he was relieved by a second bird, who took up a

position on a brush pile and a little later was relieved

by a third, who kept guard while the other two fed

with the flock. (Condor, vol. 5, pp. 146-14S, 1903.)

Writing in 1891 Clark P. Streator says that abou^

100,000 are sold each year in the San Francisco mar-

ket'. [Their sale is now prohibited.—Ed ] It is not

a perfect game bird, for it does not lie well to a

dog. and when once flushed has a habit of running

that is exasperating to the sportsman. The best way

to hunt these quail is to keep the dog at heel and

to run down the birds. This is likely to make them

take wing and to break up the covey. The same

result may be accomplished also by discharging the

gun in the air. When a covey has been scattered in

suitable cover they will lie well enough to a trained

dog to give the hunter considerable sport, though it

is poor in comparison with that afforded by the

bobwhite. The beauty of this quail, its pleasant

call notes, and its confidence in man make it a fav-

orite except where it damages the grape crop. In

fall and winter where it is abundant hundreds of

birds unite in great packs. Bendire. writing in

1892 says that within a decade packs of 500 were

often found, but that at that time coveys even of

fifty were rare in most places. (Life Hist. N. Am.

Birds [I], p. 24, 1892.) In the fall of 1891 they were

still very abundant on the west side of the San

Joaquin Valley, where B W. Nelson, of the Bio-

logical Survey, records their slaughter by pot hunt-

ers The hunters stationed themselves behind a brush

blind near the one spring where the birds came to

drink.

Thousands of them flocked thither for water dur-

ing the dav, and bv waiting until many birds were

bunched the hunters killed at least a score at each

discharge of the gun. In a week of this butchery

S400 quails were killed. A record of 52o birds to

four guns in a day in February, 1903, near San Diego,

Cal shows that birds are still abundant there,

though far less numerous in most places than for-

merly. (Recreation, vol. 18, p. 368, 1893.)

The California quail might be introduced success-

fully in many sections between California and Texas

where it does not occur at present. It already has

been introduced into Colorado, where it will be pro-

tected by law at all seasons until 1920. Laws to

prevent trapping and to limit the day's bag. together

with absolute protection in sections where neces-

sary, should suffice to preserve this beautiful spec.es.

Food Habits.

The general food habits of this quail have been

ascertained by the examination of 601 stomachs, and

it proves to be one of the most largely vegetarian

of game birds The material for investigation was

collected in California, and represents every month

of the vear except May. Insects furnished but 2.1o

per cent of the food, and leaves, seeds, and fruit

97.85 per cent.

Insect and Other Animal Food.

The 2.15 per cent of animal food eaten by this

quail is distributed as follows: Spiders, 0.03 per

cent; beetles, 0.22 per cent; grasshoppers and

crickets, 0.24 per cent; ants and other Hymenoptera,

0.67 per cent; miscellaneous insects, 0.99 per cent.

The beetles are both adults and larvae, and belong

to the following families. Chrysomelidoe (leaf-eating

beetles), Tenebrionidoe (darking beetles), Elateridoe

(wire-worms), Carabidoe (ground beetles), Dermes-

tidoe (dermestids), Coccinellidoe (ladybirds), and

snout beetles (suborder Bhynchphora). The leaf-

eating beetles include Diabrotica soror, a western

representative of the destructive twelve-spotted cu-

cumber beetle Flea beetles also are eaten, includ-

ing species of the genus Haltica. Among the mis-

cellaneous leaf-eating beetles may be mentioned the

brilliant Gastroidea coesia. Conspicuous among the

ground beetles eaten is the common Agonoderus

pallipes, and among the useful predaceous lady-birds

the species Hippodamia convergens. Like the east-

ern bobwhite, the California quail feeds on ants of

the families Formieidoe and Myrmicidoe. Sometimes

twenty to thirty-five ants are taken at a meal. Of

the other Hymenoptera. gall insects (Cynipidoe) and

their sails make a significant proportion. Cater-

pillars and their pupae are eaten. Cut-worms
(Agrotic). measuring worms (Geometridoe), sphinx

caterpillars (including Deilephila). and the cotton

bollworm (Heliothis obseleta) make up the greater

part of this food. Like the bobwhite again, this

bird shows a relish for bugs. It eats leaf bugs

(Capsidae), bugs of the chinch bug family, such as

is truculent'.s and L. bitriangularis. and stink
' bugs (Fenlatomidoe), assassin bugs (Reduviidoe).

Imgs (Aradidoe), burrower bugs (Crytomenus),
leal hoppers (Jassidoe). tree hoppers (Membracidoe).
plant Hi", and bugs of the genus Scolops (Fulgor-
i

!i I. The miscellaneous animal matter taken in-

cludes Hies (Lucillia eapesar). spiders, and snails.

Vegetable Food— Fruit.

The vegetable food of this quail amounts to 97

per cent of its diet. The bird has an unsavory rep"

tation among fruit growers, especially the owne
of vineyards. Relative to this subject, Miss Flo
ence A. Merriam, writing from San Diego count
Cal., says:

"In fact, the quail were so abundant as to be
pest. For several years great flocks of them can
down the canyons to Major Merriam's vineyar
where they destroyed annually from twenty to thir

tons of fruit. In one season—July to October, 1SS1

one hundred and thirty dozen (1,560) were trappt

on his ranch. The result of this wholesale destru-

tion was manifest when I returned to the valley

1S94. The birds were then rarely seen on the roi

and seldom flushed in riding about the valley." (

XIII, p. 116, 1896.)

When this species becomes superabundant
plays havoc with crops it is well to remember tl

it can be so easily checked. W. H Osgood, of
Biological Survey, has furnished the writer data (

the frugivorous habits of the quail in central Cal
fornia. In one vineyards he saw a flock of abo'

a thousand eating zinfandel grapes. The birds (

much damage in September, when the young
molting and they have collected in packs, as befo
described.

Walter E. Bryant, writing of the damage to fru

offers testimony on the other side:

In some parts of California there is a strong p:

judice against the quail, owing to alleged dam:
to the grape. The evidence which I have thus
gathered shows that the quail do pick at the buni
of grapes, and not alone those bunches which
near or on the ground; but the damage which t]

cause seems overestimated. Too often mutil;

bunches of grapes are supposed to be due to
presence of quail in the vineyard; but there
other birds and mammals, also, which vary their

with grapes. I have examined a number of qu;

crops and gizzards without finding the presence
grapes, although the birds had been shot near ar

in vineyards. A quail's crop sent to me from L(
Gatos, by Mr. A. H. Hawley, contained twenty-fi
small grapes; others had a few grapes, seeds, ai

poison-oak berries (Zoe, IV, p. 56, 1893.)

In the 601 stomachs of the valley quail examint
by the Biological Survey grapes formed only
per cent of the annual food. This small quanti
is due, no doubt, to the fact. that many of the bin
were shot in regions remote from vineyards
many of them during the time when grapes wi
not in fruit. The total proportion of all kinds
fruit was only 7.60 per cent, an amount so insigi

cant as to preclude the idea of serious dam;
Where the birds are over-abundant and the co;

quent damage great, trapping or advertising the ci

ditions in sporting papers will probably result
reducing the numbers to normal. Of the 7.60

cent of fruits, grapes, as before stated, contri
0.01 per cent; plants of the genus Rhus, mainly
diversiloba, 4.74 per cent, and miscellaneous f;

prunes, and vaccinium, 2.S5 per cent. The maxi:
quantity of fruit, amounting to 32.40 per cent
the month, was taken in December, after the grap
had been picked.
Grain.
The relations of the California quail to grain a

of considerable economic importance. W. T. Cr;

of San Francisco, writes to the Department of A
culture: "I have observed the quail enter a fiel

wheat to the number of thousands, and had
not been driven away they would have destroyed
whole crop." No other reports to the Biologic
Survey show the danger to grain from this quail

be so scf ious, but data at hand show that it do
more or less damage to germinating grain,

quail shot by Walter E. Bryant on a newly-si
grain field had eaten, respectively, 1S5 kernels
210 kernels of barley. (Zoe, IV, p. 55, 1S93.) Bao
is important in California, where it is grown
hay. for grain feed, and for beer making. There :

however, much volunteer barley, which many speci

of birds feed on and thus do good rather than nan
It is probable that quail do little or no harm to ba
ley at harvest time, and the waste grain that thi

subsequently gather in stubble fields has no posit!

value. Of the yearly food of the 601 quail examlni
6. 15 per cent was grain, divided as follows: Barle
4.58 per cent; wheat, 0.44 per cent; corn and oal

1.16 per cent.

Leaves.
In its habit of feeding on foliage the Californ

quail differs from the bobwhite and resembles tl

ruffed grouse. Such food forms 22.73 per cent
the vegetable matter eaten. In February, when tl

bobwhite is weathering blizzards, the California qtu

is enjoying balmy weather and feeding on browse
the extent of SO per cent of its food. Most of th

browse consists of leaves of leguminous plants, prh

cipally clovers. Bur clover (Medicago denticulata

a weed that grows in cultivated laud and along in

gation ditches, appears to supply most of the forag

Alfalfa and clovers of the genus alfalfa form mo
of the remaining leguminous green food. Next
legumes the finely divided leaves of alfilaria,!

"filaree" (Erodium), are important. Grass, chicl

weed (Alsine media), the leaves of fern, geraniul

oxalis, and groundsel-bush (Baccharis) also furni:

forage for the quail. W. W. Cooke reports that ne:

Grand Junction. Colo., where the California coa!

quail has been introduced and thrives wonderfull

market gardeners regard it as a nuisance. (Bir-; D

of Colorado, App. 2, p. 202, 1900.)

Weed Seeds.
Different seeds, largely of weeds, furnish the Cal

fornia quail 59.77 per cent of its year's diet. Legum
contribute 17 S7 per cent; alfilaria, 13. 3S per cen

compositae, 5.55 per cent; the spurge family (Ei

phorbiaceoe), 5.S5 per cent, and miscellaneous planl

17.12 per cent. Leguminous seeds are liked best 1

the bird, and make up 17.87 per cent of the seed di

I
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or the year and 46.1 per cent of its food for June.
3ur clover yields abundance of seeds as well as for-
ige. Its seed pod is peculiar, much elongated, beset
vith long:, sharp spines, and spirally coiled into a
oundish bur. The quail swallows it whole, regard

-

ess of spines. This food is highly nutritious and is

elished by stock as well as by birds and wild mam-
nals. Seeds of closely allied plants, such as alfalfa,

,-etch, cassias, cultivated beans and peas, and clovers
f the genera Trifolium, Lespedeza, and Melilotus
Iso are in the quail's list, as well as locust (Rob-
ma) and lupines, the latter taken in large quan-
:ities. They include the seeds of Lupinus nanus, I..

nicranthus, and L sparsiflorus. Other leguminous
jeeds are eaten in great numbers, including a small
jeanlike seed, Lotus glaber, which looks much like
miniature Frankfurt sausage, and an unidentified,

ilmost microscopic square seed, with a notch in its

?dge. possibly some species of birdsfoot trefoil
(Lotus). Nearly all of the leguminous plants that
furnish the quail with seeds belong in the category

" at weeds.
Seeds of weeds from other families of plants make
no less than 41.S9 per cent of the annual food.

Seeds of compositae yield 5.55 per cent, such injuri-
;s weeds as thistles making up the largest part of
lis percentage. The thistles most often eaten are
;ntaurea melitensis, C. americana, C. solstitialis,
riana mariniana, Conchus sp., and Carduus sp. M.
riniana has the largest seeds. Ninety of these

.d been eaten by a quail shot by F. E Le Beal at
Sywards, Cal., August 15, 1903. The seeds of the

__.r thistle (Centaurea melitensis) are smaller and
have a hook at one end and a set of spines like a
paint brush at the other. They are, perhaps, most
iked of all composite seeds. From 500 to S00 are
en eaten at a meal. The destruction of this seed
highly beneficial, for the bur thistle is trouble-

ime to farmers. Wild carrot (Daucus carota), tar
feed (Madia sativa), wild lettuce (Lactuca sp.), may-

weed (Anthemis cotula), and marsh elder (Iva
xanthifolia) furnish most of the remaining see3s of
composite plants. Tar weed is a favorite source
of food, and one stomach, collected at Wastonville,
Cal., by J. S. Hunter, contained 700 of these seeds.
Another stomach, from the same place, held 2,000
tiny seeds of dog fennel, or mayweed
From seeds of plants belonging to the spurge fam-

ily (Euphorbiaceoe) come 5.85 per cent of the annual
food. Spurges, particularly Croton setigerus. com-

limonly known as turkey mullein, are a staple with
the California quail as with most other seed-eating
Ibirds. So fond are the quail of turkey mullein that
their crops are often completely distended with the

Iseeds, sometimes from 500 to 900 to a bird. Turkey
fcmullein is a prostrate plant covered with a whitish,
B woolly pubescence, and often used by the Indians
hto poison fish. Seeds of alfilaria (Erodium cicu-
tarium and other species), which is both a weed
and a forage plant, are eagerly sought. They are

;
lance-shaped, furnished with a long, elaborate, cork-
screw awn ending in a thin spine. They burrow
jinto sheep's wool and even pierce the skin. The
!
alfilaria is one of the few seeds of the West that

Sail seed-eating birds consume. The plant is very
abundant in California, and the quail often eats
from 1,000 to 1,600 of the little corkscrew seeds at a
'meal. It affords 13.38 per cent of the year's food,
and 26.70 per cent of the June diet.

;
Seeds of miscellaneous weeds comprise 17 11 per

cent of the annual food. Among the species included
i are pigweed (Chenopodium album), rough pigweed
,

(Amaranthus retroflexus), and black mustard (Bras-
asica nigra)—especially obnoxious in grain fields—and
[the closely related weed, wild radish (Raphanus
sativus). Seeds of shepherd's purse (Bursa bursa-
pastoris) and of other cruciferous plants are in-

. eluded in common with silene and the chickweeds

|
(Cerastium sp. and Alsine media). Geranium seeds

(are so much relished that often 300 or 400 are eaten
at a time. Two closely related plants, miner's let-
tuce (Montia perfoliata) and red maids (Calandrinia
menziesii), bear minute shiny black seeds that often
jare eaten by the thousand. The little seeds of 'red
sorrel (Rumex acetosella) and curled dock (Rumex
crispus) are occasionally taken in almost as large
numbers. Seeds of chess (Bromus secalinus and

,

Bromus hordeaceus), a serious grain pest, are rel-
ished, and hundreds of the grain-like seeds of the
grass known as "poison darnel" (Lolium temulen-
tum) appear in crops examined. Macoun, quoting
Spreadborough. states that in British Columbia,
where it winters successfully, the quail finds shelter
in severe weather under the broom (Cytisus sco-
parius). which in places grows abundantly and yields
seed for subsistence. (Cat. Can. Birds, Part I, p.

198. 1900.)

The quail feeds also at times on mast A. K.
Fisher, in the western foothills of the Sierra Nevada,
the last of July, found both young and adult quail
eating young acorns. (N. A. Fauna. No. 7. p. 2S.

1893.) Small quantities of sedge seeds (Carex and
Scirpus) and of dodder (Cuscuta) are eaten, the
latter plant being a destructive parasite on legumi-
nous forage crops. The miscellaneous seed list in-

cludes also stick seeds (Lappula pp.). buttercup
(Ranunculus sp.), bind weed (Convolvulus sp.), Am-
sinckia sp., Anagallis arvensis, plain tain (Plantago
major), ribgrass (Plantago lanceolata), painted cup
(Castilleja sp.), mountain lilac (Ceanothus sp.). and
black wattle (Callicoma serratifolia) In the moun-
tains of Lower California the food supply deter-
mines the breeding time of birds. If there is not
enough rain for a good supply of seeds the coveys
Of quail do not break up into nesting pairs but re-

main in coveys throughout the summer. If the sea-
son is wet and the winter rains promise abundant
food the birds mate in March and begin nesting im-
mediately. (Life Hist. N. A. Birds [I], p. 27, I 12.)

(To be continued.)

OUT-CROSSING AND ITS METHODS.

The subject of cross-breeding, or. more correctly,

the out-breeding of dogs, is of great interest, and
may soon be also one of great importance to the
kennel world, writes J. Sidney Turner, in The Illus-

trated Kennel News To establish a new breed of

dogs by cross-breeding, unless carried out with some
knowledge of the laws of breeding, would be a diffi-

cult task, and require long time to secure anything
like stability of type. No doubt this has been accom-
plished to a certain extent—e. g., in Retrievers, which
are popularity supposed to be a cross between our
old Setter and a New foundland, or more probably
a Labrador, at least in the case of the fiat coated
variety. Poodle or Irish Water Spaniel blood may
have been used in the curly coated breed. The Re-
triever, however, is not merely the result of a cross

between the varieties, but the breed has been estab-
lished in its present form by careful selections of
specimens and by again infusing some of the parent
blood. It becomes, then, a very important matter, in
the first instance, how any particular outcross is
made, and, in the second, whether the progeny of
this outcross is bred back with one or other of
the parent factors, or the progeny is bred "inter se."
The terms "outbred," "crossbred" and "hybrid" should
be used quite differently, and really imply three dif-
ferent degrees.
By "outbred" it should be understood that an out-

cross with another variety has been made, the pro-
geny of which has been bred back again to an indi-
vidual of the same breed as one of the parent factors.
Now. one of the parent factors, which we will call
A, will probably be dominant in some leading char-
acter: and the other parent factor, called B, recessive
in that character; their mongrel progeny will show
the dominant character, but will contain the reces-
sive and dominant gametes in equal proportions. If
the mongrels be bred "inter se," one-quarter, 25 per
cent, will resemble the dominant parent factor; one-
half, 50 per cent, will still be mongrels, indistinguish-
able, or nearly so, from the former, and one-quarter,
or 25 per cent, will resemble the recessive parent fac-
tor: if the recross be made with the other original
factor (or a similarly bred factor), which, not being
the dominant, is called the recessive, then the result
will be. on the average, that half the progeny will
resemble the original (the recessive parent, and half
the other parent or the mongrel half-bred. Let A
be the dominant, B the recessive and Aa the mongrel
taking the dominant character.

A x B

Strike—if they don't give you Jackson's Napa Soda
,
when you ask for it.

i !i i

A Aa Aa B
So that, if Ave desire to get the character of B

maintained in the next, or third, generation, when
mated back to another B, we shall have what is vir-

tual purity; at all events, the breeding will be true.

It is not to be supposed that this will be an in-
variable result, especially if the breeding be carried
out on a small scale: but, if a sufficiently large num-
ber of experiments be taken into account Csay a few
hundreds, or. better still, a few thousands), the same
ratio will be found to exist. This is the theory. It would
be difficult to lay down a strictly definite rule as
to what outcross might or might not be allowed. It

would be absurd, for instance, to cross a Fox with
a Skye Terrier, or an Irish "Water Spaniel and a
Cocker. It would be much less absurd to cross a
Greyhound with Bulldog (less so had Bull Terrier
been used), as was done in the beginning of the last

century. It is difficult, therefore, to define any hard
and fast line; any outcross, however, must be made
with careful consideration as to its utility. The above
will serve to define what I mean by outbreeding.
Cross breeding may be defined simply as the breed-
ing between any two breeds of the species of "Canis
domesticus": hybridism as the result of a cross be-
tween two distinct species of the dog family ("Can-
aidae")—e. g.. the dog and wolf cross. As the pro-
geny of this cross will breed again, it can hardly be
looked upon as true hybrid, as it is generally ac-
cepted by naturalists that true hybrids never breed.

The wolf would thus appear to be more nearly allied

to the domestic deg than is generally recognized.

The offspring of an outcross is likely to exceed in

size and weight those of the mean of its two parents,

but as a general rule it also strengthens the consti-

tution and confers a greater power "f resistance to

disease. Great care, however, should be taken that

the outcross should possess strength and vitality, as

the result of breeding two weakly specimens together

ially if their weak points are similar) will

probably be of no advantage The first result of any
outcross will be that one variety will be dominant
over the other as regards some outward character,

and it by no means follows that the parent possessing
the most marked charact rs— e. g., color and coat

—

will be the most potent to | ro lUC these in the off-

spring. The probabilit! is tl i the dominant char-
a« i' r of that i.i renl est t" the oi

.;. i! !. 03 the normal, will be found to be reproduced;
hut I believe it i.s imposs

'

i prio to be
degree certain. We, ho found this to be the

case in the rabbits, whei orl brown fur was
dominant over the I the normal black

eyes were domh ml over the pink. Results were also

similar in the case ol ither ex-

ample in dogs (though it is not rigl by an
isolated example), we notice the effect of the cross

between a long-faced Greyhound and short-faced
Bulldog, where the offspring, "Half-and-Half." de-
picted in Stonehei was long-faced, though
not so long as the Greyhound parent probable, still
much longer than the mean of the two parents. The
Greyhound's head exceeds the normal length while
the Bulldog's is much below it, the result being that
the normal wild or feral type, as seen in the dingo,
is reverted to.

However, I wish to show that, no matter what
the dominant type in the offspring may be, the off-
spring contains in its germinal cells (its br<

ties) the elements which are inherent in both
of the parents—recessive though they may be—and
which was enunciated by George Mendel, an Aus-
trian monk, who first published it in the joui

i

the Brunn Scientific Society in 1S65. No biologist ap-
pears to have paid much attention to this brilliant
discovery until 1900. but since that time the cele-
brated botanists. De Yries. Correns an I Tschermak,
and equally well known zoologists like Professor
Bateson. of Cambridge: A. D. Darbishire, of Oxford;
Dr. Allen, Miss Durham, C. C Hunt. F. L. S., and
W. E. Castle, in America, have carried out an enor-
mous number of experiments on plants, white and
other mice and Angora and Belgian hare (so-called)
rabbits, with the most interesting results. In the case
of the mice, white albino mice and the yellow and
white, but black eyed. Japanese waltzing mice were
used. All the mongrel progeny were black eyed mice,
as the black eye, being the normal, was dominant,
and the pink eye recessive; but when the mongrels,
or hybrids, were bred "inter se," one-fourth, or 25
per cent, again had pink eyes; and when the mon-
grels were mated back to a pink eyed mouse one-half
had pink eyes and the other half the normal black.
When, however, in the third generation extracted

white pink eyed mice (bred from the mongrels "inter
se") were mated with a pure bred white mouse all
had pink eyes; and they continued to breed purely,
as though there had been no outcross. Similar re-
sults were obtained by Mr. Hurst in his experiments
with white Angora long haired, pink eyed rabbits and
the brown Belgians. All the first progeny—forty-two
—had short brown coats. The crosses were made
reciprocally—i.-e.. a white Angora buck and brown
Belgian doe, and the reverse cross by a brown Bel-
gian buck and white Angora doe; but the results
were identically the same This proves, as regards
the coat, that sex of sire or dam had no effect. Sim-
ilar results as with the mice followed the breeding
in the second generation of the mongrel rabbits

—

that is to say, one-fourth of the progeny were An-
goras and three-fourths had brown short coats. The
exact numbers were seventeen and fifty- three, re-
spectively. In all statistics dealing with limited num-
bers, the numbers cannot be quite exact, but if they
are so near the mark as to show that the law is

operative, and the same result is always repeated, the
law must be accepted as established.

The sub-committee appointed by the Kennel Club
to deal with this will doubtless take into considera-
tion the amount of outcrossing and how that has
been neutralized by- subsequent breeding, so that the
requisite amount of purity of any breed of dogs in

question has been maintained. Into the question
of desirability for an outcross I do not propose to

enter, as it is sufficiently obvious in many of the
breeds of degs which could be readily enumerated.

It has been said above that the outcross should
be defined as one made "with another variety."

Strictly speaking, it should be with another variety
of the same breed— e. g., in the Spaniel group or the
Setter group. There may. however, arise cases where
the groups as defined in the K. C. Index of Breeds
may be too limited and specialized. Roughly speak-
ing, there are groups, comprising Hounds, hunting by
scent; Greyhound type of dog, hunting by sight;

Setter, Spaniel. Retriever, Terrier. Mnlossus, Sheep-
dog. Bulldog and Spitz groups, besides others which
cannot be classed under any of the above head

—

can again be made to manifest themselves in future
offspring This can be done in two ways: either by
inter-breeding of the mongrels, when, according to

Mendel's law. one- fourth of their progeny will re-

assume the recessive character < which had appar -

ently disappeared), and then using this one-fourth
to recross to the desired strain, when something very
near approaching real purity will have been attained:
or the more direct method of breeding the mongrel
first generation back to the desired strain, when one-
half of the offspring will be virtually pure, and this

half bred again into the desired strain will give the
purity desired, and which will continue, and which
will continue. Anyway, we see that it takes three
generations of correct breeding to re-establish the
purity of ihe breed from which the outcross was
made: and anything which does not come within
i hese or similar conditions should be suspected and
1:-- marke i by a "bar sinister." which ought not to

be removed from the family escutcheon at earliest

before the third generation has been established.

Much more m'.ght be written upon this subject, 'but

for the purpose of defining what is meant by an
outcross the above "'ill be sumcieni- l have not men-
1 1' tied some curie us and altogether unexpected re-

sults in (he later experiments of Mr. Hurst with his

rabbits, nor how colors and markings altogether dif-

fering from either original parent arose En subsequent
offspring, such a. black, silver i dutch-
mark-' I si m \ desci ion of how these colors
arose I only confuse and they are,

ed, still su'\ ; >->ts -I' !!: stigati m. For those

may he still further interested in the

subject i '-. ould rei omi I th<
i

rusal of Mr. Hurst's

in tie Zoological Journal of the Linnean So-
ciety (April, 1906, Vol. xxix., t: G. M. Allen.

"The Heredity of Coat-Color in Mice," Proc, Amer.
Acad. An- and Sci. (1904), and W. Bateson, Pi

Zool. Soc, Lond. Mi., 1H":'.> : A. B. D rbi Bio-

metrlka" (Hi., 1904).
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DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Collies Strong on the Coast.

.

i
s to have had a strong

he past

.

big kennels recently coming to

of Dr. J. C. Kloeber ot

S ngs, Wash., and of which a

owing

ty is rapidly coming into Western prom-

the lending kennel counties of the

st. T ' ockers of Dr. Sharp-

gs of John W. Riplinger

e blue ribbon w i dozen other breeds,

have already brought muca

mutation to S k ot the woods, and now Dl

i

. Hol Springs, has corn-

England and

orld beating Collies.

-1 of Collies that

:.i ,i ,\ii. hlli West championships.

Dr. Kl acquired Collies of international

... one of which he benched in Bos-

r il was taken from the steamer,

it won blue ribbons in every class in which

it was entered.
i > these the most noted is the bitch Rippowam's

,. Champion Bo-Peep was whelped near

I, winning her championship in Eng-

land, and again in this country. She has won about

100 first prizes and special trophies and has. never

..,:! for first place. She is a wonderfully

fine bitch, with the reputation of having one of the

gi si and best heads of any Collie bitch in America.

Winnetka Countess is every bit a Collie. She has

every trait and expression of the breed. Countess

is a perfect golden sable and white, with white col-

lar, white breast, legs, and tip of tail. She was sired

by the famous Champion Ballyarnett Eclipse, and has

the characteristics of her great sire. When only

nine months old she was benched at Portland, where

she won entirely through the Collie class, besides

winning five special trophies. She repeated this at

S tie in October last, where she ran up to seven

of her ten necessary points for an A. K. C. cham-
pionship.

Before coming to Dr. Kloeber's kennels. Countess

won largely in the Eastern shows.

Bo-Peep, the first named, is a full sister of Mr.

J. Pierpont Morgan's famous Collie. Champion Wis-

haw Clinker, who won the trophy for best dog of any

breed in the show of the Westminster Kennel Club

show last year.

Brookmere Hazel is a beautiful young bitch with

perfect markings and a head of rare type. She won
three trophies at the Collie Breeders' Association

show at Chicago last spring, and first novice at Spo-

kane. She promises to develop into a great winner.

Glen Tana Mollie comes, prior to her advent on

the Coast, from Mr. Palmer's kennels near New York
City, and is a daughter of the famous Champion
Rightaway. Mollie has always stood second to the

other dogs in Dr. Klober's kennels in the bench

shows.
Winnetka Wallace, and Winnetka Wildfire are both

sons of Champion Christopher and are the most prom-
ising pair of Collie puppies in the West. They are

perfect sable and white dogs, with heads of rare

perfection, perfect ear carriage and splendidly

coated. Experts look for these puppies to develop

something that will make history in the Collie world.

Craigmore Councillor is a son of Champion Park-
hill Perfection and is a remarkably fine specimen
of the breed.
The dogs are immensely popular with the guests

of the Green River Hot Springs? and are a never end-

ing source of amusement for those living at the

hoel. They make friends with every guest and the

different dogs always have some favorite among the

guests. They know the regular patrons of the place

as they come from time to time, and always extend

their welcome.

Great Dane Puppies.

O. Bergsten, the well known Oakland Great Dane
fancier, offers, in our kennel advertisements, some
w 11 bred puppies for sale. Ch. Bluebeard and Maud
S re i bout two of the best Great Danes on the

Coast, lilue is a producing sire and Maud S., besides

being .i
I

i-
I herself has whelped winning prog-

Gordon Setters.
n :, a popular Fresno sportsman and

well knov p I
otei off rs, on page 15, Gordon

Setters—broken dogs and puppies for stile.

Stone's kennels are stocked with the best bred
i day on the 1 !oast.

i
i or marsh dog— in this

: ly and intelligent. Recenl inquiries for

Le growlnj mand for this var-

"The Dog Book."
Part five of Jam pru ti til serial work.

; Book," I ini iudes chap-
ters on r, I Bay d Dal

oated Co Sh D ig,

and ll,
I lifi 111 e IlluS-

ing i ! cal ecinn oi each bi eed.

Lrei "i
I ieel

' very Inter-
on to h on of the '

dog referred es quotal
writers, ig n erla II y

to the Inti i > i of thi ivoi which .ill be
ten parts, with threi h indred photo-

'i in' i li ibli: hed by the
IJoub y, Xew fori !lty, and is

thi a placi erj ler's library.

Bad Faith in a Dog Sale.

C. W. Buttles, of Kansas City, who was suspended
for miserpresentation in selling a dog, by the Pacific

Advisory Board, has appealed to the A. K. C. It is

claimed Mr. Buttles proposes to secure favorable
testimony, for his side of the case, from Mr. Jas.

Cole of Kansas City.

From what is known of this phase of the matter

—

prior to Mr. Buttles' appeal—we are inclined to be-
lieve the appellant, who is now over his knees in

the mire, will sink completely out of sight in a bog
of his own creation. If what we have heard of the
matter is true, permanent disqualification will prob-
ably be Mr. Buttles' reward.

SPORTSMEN'S CALENDARS FOR 1906.

Pasadena Show.

Entries for the Southwestern Kennel Club show
at Pasadena. December 13th and 14th, may be made
with Secretary R. C. Halstead, P. O. Box 902. Pros-
pects are good for a large entry.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

Hunting Notes.

H. W. Buehne of Eureka, Humboldt county, ap-
peared on Sportsmen's Row Thursday. He stated

that the Eureka sportsmen have ha-d much sport

shooting sea or black brant recently. The birds were
more numerous than for years past.

Early this week several of his fellow sportsmen
were on Buehne's shooting ground, at the southern
part of Humboldt bay, and bad the duck shoot of

their lives. Ducks were never so plentiful as they
have been for the past week or two.
Duck hunting on the Suisun marshes this week has

been generally excellent. The norther prevailing early

this week wras accountable for the flight of ducks in

that section.

General results on the Alameda marshes last Sunday
were better at Mt Eden than in most other sections

of the marsh.
The rain this week should make duck shooting gen-

erally good about the bay marshes today and tomor-
row.

Quail hunters wr;ll no doubt appreciate the favor-
able change in ground and cover conditions brought
about by the rains.

PETERS CARTRIDGE CO 'S CALENDAR

Striped Bass Notes.

Between forty and fifty rods were at work on San
Antonio slough last Sunday. The best catch was made
by J. G. Bliss; a twenty-five pounder and a twelve
and one-half pound fish were his catch. Not more
than fifteen fish summed up the total catch.

A large number of anglers were also at Schell
slough. Results were also fair.

Numbers of striped bass, fairly good sized ones, are
being caught at Vallejo Trolling from the Star
Mills, South Vallejo. up stream to the "graveyard," is

Hi.' lust fishing ground.
The San Francisco Striped Bass Club held an en-

joyable outing at Vallejo Junction. The best catch of
the day was made by Chef Breidenstein—a savory
clam chowder, which was put away in regulation order
by the anglers present.
The San Francisco Striped Bass Club are contem-
lating tin purchase of a fine, large ark. If acquired

i" Ho club, tlie ark will be located in San Antonio
slough.

Two Art Works.

Two elegant calendars for next year issued by th ,
DuPont Powder Company and the Laflin & Rani ^
Powder Company will be issued and ready for distri
bution next month. The regular size of these calen
dars is 15 by 29% inches. They are lithographed t
from twelve to fourteen colors.
The cuts received originally were too large for on

columns and pending the arrival of smaller cuts w
call the attention of sportsmen to their publication.
The DuPont calendar is a strikingly good represen

tation of a duck shooting incident, the Laflin & Ram
calendar illustrates an episode in big game hunting-
a hunter surprised in camp, under his birch ba:
canoe, by a big bull moose.
Both subjects are beautifully treated and the calen,

dars are such as we presume every sportsman wo
like to possess.

Peters Cartridge Company.
The calendar for 1906 issued by the Peters Ca:

ridge Company is fully up to the high standard set
this company in past years. It is of the usual si
and depicts that proud moment in the experience
a big game hunter, when he emerges from the fori
depths, bringing the much przed moose head, bo
on the back of his guide. The calendar is hai
somely lithographed in twelve colors, and embossi
and will doubtless be much sought for by deal
and sportsmen generally. It will be sent to any at.
dress upon application to the Peters Cartridge Com
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, with enclosure of 10
or coin to cover the cost of mailing.
For the small cost and slight expense the aboS

noted artistic publications should be written for, a*j

once, by every sportsman.

To insure a quick response, in the face of an extri
large demand, we will suggest to those sending foi
either, or all, of the above calendars, a mention tha
the request is through the Breeder and Sportsman.

Oc m stampi

TRADE NOTES.

A New Self-Loading Rifle.

The Winchester Model 1905 self-loading rifle is I
hammerless take-down, made in .32 and .35 calibers
It is the first rifle of the self-loading type made foi
center fire ammunition, the cartridges it handles be-
ing of the modern smokeless powder type, using metal
patched bullets. The .32 caliber shoots a 165-grain
bullet and gives a velocity of 1400 feet seconds and
a penetration of 11% inch dry pine boards with
metal patched soft point bullet. The .35 caliber shoots
a 180-grain bullet and gives a velocity of 1400 foot
seconds and a penetration of 10% inch dry pine boards
with a metal soft point patched bullet. As these fig-
ures show, both cartridges give excellent penetration,
and with metal patched soft point bullets they have
great shocking effect on animal tissue. As its name
indicates, this rifle is self-loading. The recoil of the
exploded cartridge ejects the empty shell, cocks the
hammer and feeds a fresh cartridge from the maga-
zine into the chamber, laving the rifle ready to- be
shot upon the operators pulling the trigger. The maga-
zine is of the box type and holds five cartridges. B*
inserting a cartridge in the chamber before placing
the loaded magazine in the gun, the operator hi

six shots at his disposal. The stock is 14 inches loi

and finished with a rubber butt-plate; drop at co:

1% inches; drop at heel, 2% inches; length of gun
over all, 40 inches.

Sell

=

A Word to the Wise.
The following: instances show some good records

which speak volumes for the "Old Reliable" Parker
gun:
At Waco, Texas, on October 12 and 13, M. E. Atchi-

son, shooting; the Parker gun, was high man, having
broken 353 out of 400, at 19 yards, in a gale of wina.
On August 3, at South Tacoma, Wash., Mr. E. W.

Cooper won the championship at the amateur contest,
having scored 25 straight, against 54 other shooters.
Mr. Cooper was also third high average.. On the sec-

ond day Mr. Sam Wray was third high average Bo$i
of these gentlemen shoot the "Old Reliable" Parker
gun.
On October 27 and 2S, at Columbus, Ohio, Mr. R. S.

Rhoads, shooting the Parker gun, won first general
average, breaking 194 out of 200 on the first day, and
169 out of 200 on the second day. Mr. Rhoads was
high average on the first day and second high average
on the second day, making high general average for

both days. At the Cincinnati tournament, Mr. Rhoads
was high amateur and third general average, and
was the only amateur who stood at 20 yards, he shoot-
ing at 20 yards two days, and at 19 yards one day.

All of the above are exceedingly good scores, and
speak well for the "Old Reliable" Parker gun.

On a hot day drink Jackson's Napa Soda lemonades
and be refreshed.

Averages Reported.
De Soto, 111., October 20th, Lon Fisher of Millers-

port, O., first amateur average, shooting DuPont. a:

tied with F. C. Riehl, shooting New E. C. (Improvei
for first general average, 1S6 out of 200 W. D. Stai

nard and Geb. Steenburg, shooting DuPont, tied fj

second general average*, 173 out of 200.

Harrisburg, 111.. October 11th and 12th, Lon Fisher

of Millersport, Ohio, first amateur and first general

average. 320 out of 365, shooting DuPont. C. O. Le
Compte, second general average, 307 out of 365, shoot-

ing Infallible. Chas. F. Driehs, third general average,

302 out of 305, shooting DuPont. J. T. Gaskins of

Harrisburg, 111., second amateur average, 25S out of

3G5, shooting DuPont. J. Z. Scott of Jacksonville, 111.,

third amateur average, 257 out of 365, shooting Du
Pont.

:.

\ I
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PHOTOGRAPH of DAN PATCH FINISHINGm MILE IN 1:55} at LEXINGTON
This photograph Tvas taken under instructions of M. W. Savaee at Lexington, Ky„ Oct. 14, 1905, a ad shows Dan Patch finishing his world famous mile in 1:55&. The picture was taken just before

he wire was reached and shows two well known trainers driving the runners. Scott Hudson is in front and Charley Dean on the side with Harry Hersey driving Dan. Many false statements have
been circulated this year that Dan made his record behind a wind shield. All intelligent horsemen know that it was ruled, two years ago, that wind shield records would not be allowed and this
photograph proves that these statements about Dan Patch were made by people who were&zr'Ignorant or Malicious. The small dirt shield can be seen and this was ruled allowable as a protection
[rom the large amount of dirt thrown back by the runner.

HE FASTEST HARNESS HORSE THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN
FACTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS

Dan Patch Has- Paced 36 Miles in 2:01'/2 to l:55h and has Paced 9 Miles That A veraged l:57\{. Dan Paced 6 Miles This Year That Averaged 1:58.
In 30 Days This Fall Dan Drew 250,000 People in 4 Exhibitions Which is Another World Record.

A 66-DAY RECORD FOR DAN
1st Mile -

2nd Mile
3rd Mile, unpaced
4th Mile, half-mile track
5th Mile, half-mile track to wagon

EXHIBITION MILES COMMENCING IN SEPT. I 90S
1:59^ 6th Mile, half-mile track - - - 2:01J£
1:57^ 7th Mile - - - - 1:56

2:00^ Sth Mile - - - - 1:55 %
2:01 9th Mile, unpaced - - - 1:59;^
2:05 WthMile,^ track at Toronto, cold, trackheavv, 2:06

11th Mile, unpaced
12th Mile, unpaced
13th Mile, unpaced
14th Mile, unpaced

2:00
1 :59!
2:00
1:5S

Dan left a stud service of 52 mares June 15 and made his first exhibition in September. He broke 4 World Records and the Canadian half-mile track record,

traveled 6000 miles in 66 days and finished the season strong, vigorous, in perfect condition and very promising for speed exhibitions next year. He will be driven to

sleigh on the streets of Minneapolis this winter, as usual, and will make a spring stud season at International Stock Food Farm, 10 miles from Minneapolis, closing June

1st, 1906. 8§THis book is rapidly filling.

DAN IS NOT ONLY THE GREATEST RACE
AND EXHIBITION HORSE

BUT ALSO
A GREAT SIREI.

1905 was the first season for his colts to race and six of them entered the list and five others have been miles below 2:20 this year. Ed Patch 2:0SJ4 leads the

list by starting in 11 races and winning 7. He was second in 2 and third in 2 and has paced below 2:07. All of Dan's colts are extremely speedy and there is no

question but what Dan Patch will be one of the greatest sires that has ever lived.

Dan Patch Has More Miles To His Credit In 2:00 Or Better Than All Of The Pacers And Trotters That Ever Lived

DAN PATCH liSS'i^EATS

"INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD"
B@r 3 EDS for ONE CENT

EVERY DAV OF" HIS LIFE
Dan b t-oke sis world records after eating "International Stock Food" eight months. It always gives Better Digestion and Assimilation, A Good Appetite, Pure

Blood, Extra Strength, Endurance, Courage and Nerve Force which is sure to give your horse more speed. We feed it every day to our stallions Dan Patch 1 :55% ,

Directum 2:05X, Arion2:07K. Roy \Vilks 2:06#, Ed Patch 2:0S?4 , Buttonwood 2:17 and to our one hundred high class brood mares and their colts. 'International

Stock Food is prepared from Medicinal Roots, Barks. Seeds and Herbs. It is absolutely harmless for stock in any condition and can be taken into the human system

in perfect safety.

DAN IN HIS RACES

Dan Patch Never Lost A Race. In all his races it was invariably Eton first and the rest

nowhere and it made no difference to Dan how fast they could race. He always had a large

reserve of speed that could be depended on for a race of any speed. He met and defeated

Harold H. 2:04, Searchlight 2:03*4, Connor 2:03#, Indiana 2:04% and Riley B. 2 C6H just as

easily as as he had defeated 2:15 horses in former races. These horses were acknowledged
to be the very cream of the pacing division. The truth is. Dan was so immeasurably superior

in speed and stamina that the very best horses were commonplace in comparison. In his

racing career he paced fifty-six contested heats, losing only two. In oneof these he hit the

wheel and in the other was held back in order to size up a field of very fast horses. His last

race was his best, because with the fastest field ever opposed to him he let them do the

leading and only extended himself in the last half of both miles. Having Out-Classed Him-
self by a Superabundance of Speed Dan was forced to become an exhibition horse. No
other race horse ever left such a wonderful record.

$180,000 OFFERED FOR DSN
Dan Patch 1:55& is not only the world"s champion race and exhibition horse but he is the

only harness horse in the history of the world to command an offer of SliO.OOO cash which we
refused at Lexington, Ky., in 1905. Dan broke 6 world records within S months from the
time he commenced to eat our world famous "lnlernational Stock Food"''--- 5 Feeds for One
Cent, and before this he did not hold any world record. It certainly gave him better digestion
and assimilation, purer and richer blood and permanently strengthened and toned up his
entire system so that he had more strength, endurance and speed His remarkable
physical condition has been a wonder to the horse world. It i^ a money inaktr for any owner
of live stock aud only costs*3"'3 Feeds for One Cent.

VOLUNTEER IN "THE HORSE REVIEW."
"Every pnod horseman v/hn kimws Dnn Taich. knows what the roinltof Hwr hone

over boforn thopubllo would be—the lathe result that liaa attended ell of hie race*, until he baa placed htotaelf io fur

beyond rivalry a« to be <]uit «f it entirely. I have ipent noun witching Dan In hmi
ho is in every sense a royal horse— royal In purl, royal In porfornmaco, royal In himicll, There baa I

like him and to know him is a Ifbaral education."

FREE PICTURE E™3 WONDERFUL MILE IN 1 :55%
OUR FREE OFFER

Write us how many horses or other live stock you own or care for and Name This Taper and we will in

with postage prepaid, a Beautiful, Colored Enlargement of the Above Photograph.

WRITE AT ONCE
aud your name will be entered for first issue which will be ready in January.

Lartrest Stoeb Food Factory In ihp World. Capital paid in S2,OOU,0U0.

Address
at once International Stock Food Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
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POULTRY NOTES.
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Keep the quarters dry and clean and

ly will less food be required but

. results in egg production be se-
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To have poultry tender and juicy,

it should he fattened quickly. The bet-

Ian is to keep in a good thrifty

lition, then feed liberally for two

weeks before marketing. Give all that

they will eat five times a day after

once commencing to fatten.

It is never a good plan, when it can

he avoided, to keep turkeys confined

for any length of time. By far the

better plan is to feed liberally while

they have a free run and get into a

good condition and then ten days of

liberal feeding with a good fattening

ration will properly finish for market.

When egg foods and condition pow-
ders are given, the benefits from such

is due more to the fact that they sup-

ply something that ine poultryman

fails to give .rather than because of

any sustenance contained that induces

laying. The hen only lays when she

is ca; - implying the materials

for producing an ess. and condiments

as a rule constitute nut a small pro-

>n of any substance that is really

necessary.—Kansas Farmer.

Sponges. S. Adderley, 307 Market St.

Warranted to Give Satisfaction,

Gombault's
Gaustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curt, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, "Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all Bkin diseases or "Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy (or Rheumatism,
sprains, 3ore Throat, etc, It Is invaluable.

[tie or Caustic Balsam sold Is
*

per boltl«. Sold by dnif^-i
Id, xvnii full directions for

lv« circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

POSITION WANTED.
AIIDDLE-AGED MAN* WANTS JOB. BREAK-

/ and handling Colls. Has bad years of
experience on large Kentucky ttiock farms; Ursi-

ocea. - .vis.
->un Francisco.

&\x$ *3vt*eOt'V mio it<.unt*wttm LNOVEMBBE 25 1905

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE,

ANEOF THS GRANDEST LOOKIN1

bred McKlnnuy Bta
orlered Tor B&le n- t by the

KKinney 2: 1 1 Mi d;im by Dexter Prince.
tbattdred ibedamof Nora MotCtnm

oi -:,i flan

bird dam by McDonald Chief, Hire of the
dams of Tom Smith 2:lSjtf :in '

This stallion hah never rat-
ml

.•--ennds Stat. .

i j'.iful bay wiib black points
and witii- it a p'.mpie. Is aoexcoptlooaliyhand-

sposltlon and has marvelous
living baa cleaner.

'
i legs A grand pros-
money-maker in the

stud tooof the grandest roadsters
In A merle j. For further pa"ticulara addi

; r-

30 Geary St., San Francisco.

JACK FOR SALE.
? BLACK JACK WITH LIGHT POINTS;

--J large, hcavv booed, prompt and a goou han-
>od foal gett ; r and his foals are

excellent individuals. Price very reasonable for

prompt sale Address for further particulars,
S.B. WRIGHT, Santa Rosa.

FOR SALE.
THE HANDSOMEST TWO-YEAR-OLD Di-

ablo colt in California. First dam, Babe by
Dawolight 21484, lie a son of Dawn and his dam

dam of DIrecta 2:28) by Admiral Babe is

sister to the good coll McFadyen. bsing
out of Bee. Paced a mile in June in 2:27, and
is paid up in ihe Breeders Futurity. For partic-

ulars address
E. D. DUDLEY, Dixon. Cal.

ReEisterefl Slire Stallion

FOR SALE.

seven years old. Is a blocky built, big boned
horse and a sure foal getter, and his colts will be
shown. Price reasonable. For further particu-
lars apply to office of Breeder and Sportsman.

THE HORSEMAN'S HANDBOOK
CONTENTS:

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF STALUONS-Tlie Stall—Pad-
dock—Food— Diseases - Exercise— Grooming
—Serving Mares—Amount of Service.

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF BROOD MARES—Getting Mares
iu Foal —Cure During PreEoiancv—Abortion

—

Foaliug—Time \\ ben .Mart- is Due—In Season
Again—Weaning Ci»lt.

BREAKING AND DEVELOPING OF COLTS—Care of Colt-Ed-
ucating— Feeding— Care of Growing Feet—
lireaking to Drive—Developing, Shoeing and
Booting.

MANAGEMENT OF CAMPAIGNERS—How to Keep the Race
Horse in Condition and Keyed Up for a Race.

CARE OF THE FEET—Rooting and Shoeing—Bonner's
and Berry's Views.

CARE OF THE HORSE IN SICKKESS-Some Brief, Simple
Rules and Itemed ies.

GAITING AND BALANCING—Correction of Faulty Gaits,
etc.

ANIMAL TAMING AND TRAINING-Methods Employed t>V
Gentry in Overcoming. Wild Instincts of the
Horse and Teaching Him to Learn.

STATISTICS—Championship Records of every class— Leading Sires of2:30 speed—Time of Fastest
Miles by Quarters—List of High Priced Hoises
—List of Hor>e Associations and Registers-
List of Hor=e Journals List of Rooks on the
Horse—Period of Gestation Table, etc.

AMERICAN TROTTING RULES-The Complete Rules gov-
erning Harness Racing with Index, officially
Signed by Secretary \V. H. Knight.

USEFUL INFORMATION-Rulesfor Admission to Stand-
ard Registers - Rules for Laying out Tracks-
Treatment of Horse's Teeth—How to Groom a
Horse—About Clipping Horses—To Start a
Balky Horse -Where to liny Specialties for
Horsemen, etc.

_—
,
— r- 'Paper Cover 50c""lOt

^ Leatherette Cover 81

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

36 GEARY ST., SAN FRANCISCO,- CAL.

672-680 Uth Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds cf Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIHBKLL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 269.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTOHERD—77 premiums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 SaDSome Street, San
Francisco.

PETEK SAXE & SON. Liok House, S. P.. Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Sogs. "High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTKINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at State and county fairs,
show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 in
California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEIN8 AND DTTRHAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1878. William Nlles & Co.. Irfw Angeles
Dal.

McKiDDey Maresand stallions

FOR SALE.
Four Black Mares by McKinney 3:11$£

One Brown or Black Weanling Filly by
Lecco 3:09j£

The Mares are BESSIE D., that is out of

Siemwinder. the dam of Directum 2:05M; ROSE
McKINNEY, that is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 ana is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:22^,
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
KAGST, that is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1835

son of Sirathmore: and Black Mare out of Fon-
tanita by Antevolo 2:19H. son of Electioneer;
second dam Fontana. dam of Silas Skinner 2:1?,

etc.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2;09M and out of

Rose McKinney.
Also, one bay Gelding with a record of 2:17i£ by

McKinney. This is the be^ and fastest roadster
of his size in California
Also one three-year-old Stallion—the best bred

one ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie (dam of
5 in list) by Gen. Benton; second dam Elaine (dam
of 4 in list) by Messenger Durcc; third dam Green
Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list) by Harry Clay
45. A grand young horse; has trotted a half In
1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prices.

Address C. A. BURPEE. .

529 Thirty first St., Oakland.
Or Race Track San Jose, where horses maybe

seen at any time

GOOD THREE-YEAR-OLD FOR SALE,

T7BAKK COYEY. BROWN COLT BY MEN-
J- docino (sire of Monte Carlo 2:0*34, ttc . etc );

dam Rose Kinney (dam of Almaden. 2-y.-o. 2:22j4i;

2d dam Bee by Forrest Clay 1934; 3d d am Lovelia
by Almont Lightning 1023; 4ch dam by imp.
Yorkshire. A very handsome colt, stands 16

hands and weighs 1100 lbs ; absolutely sound and
well broken. With road work only has trotted
Quarters in 41 seconds, and with training prom-
ises to be a race horse. He was bred by Charles
A. Durfee and, as will be seen by his pedigree is

a half brother to Almaden, the great two-year-old.
He Is eligible to r gistration, and will make
some one a great horse whether for the track,
road or at a sire. He has a good disposition and
is a high-cla^s young horse in every respect. For
price and further particulars address

Dr. A De FOE,
618 South Fifth St . San Jose, Cal.

You Can't Cut Out
A BOG SPATIX or
IHOKOrCHPIX, but

ABS0RBINE
will clean them off. and you work the
horse same time. Does not blister or
remove the hair. Will tell you more if
you write. g2.0D per bottle, delivered.
Bool; 5-B free. AUSOEBIXE.JR., for
mankind, j?l.O0 Bottle. Cures Varicose
Veins, Varicocele. Hydrocele, Ruptured
Muscles or Ligaments, Enlarged Glands,
Allays Pain. Genuine mfd. only by

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmonth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co Langiey &MlehaelsCo.
g^dington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franc*soo

McKINNEY FILLY FOR SALE.

T OFFER FOR SALE AT A REASONABLE
-L figure the black iwo year-old filly fcUKEY
MAC by McKinney 2:1 ij$, dam Winnie Wilkes
2;17H by Rey Wilkes (son of Mambrino Wilkes
and Fannie by John Nelson); second dam Pet by
Cresco49C8; 3d"; dam Topsy by General Taylor
STJKEY MAC is entered and paid upon in the
Pacific Breeders Futurity for nest year. She
has only been worked a very little and has paced
quarters in 35 seconds. Apply to

R. P. M GREELEY,
Uth and Franklin S:s

,
Oakland.

At twe
Tongues End

5T0CK GET JUST ENOUGH AT THE RIGHT TINE.

CDMPRE55ED PURE SALT BRICKS.

AND PATENT FEEDER!
JVo waste.no neglectsII convenience.
Your dealer has it. Write us fir the booh.

BELMONT STABIE SUPPLY CO.
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS
Broohlyn. N.Y.

PHENOL SODIQUB
boats

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

OS

Man and Beast

Keep Handy foi

Accidents

PHENOL SODIOl
L ...-St.-:.-: : l T.*: CllTeS

| NIANCE& SCRATCH!!

on Dogs.

:S3 For Sale

By Ail Druggists.

Recommended by this

publication

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

For Sale.
The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4

(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 in 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar 1:59&

Dam. LORITA 2:18^ (dam of Alta Vela 2:!iy
and Palorl 2:24^1 by Piedmont 2:17^; second
c"am. Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:i6tf
and Lorita 2:18%) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:165£.

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORPSMAN,36 Geary St., San Franc:

'

B5H

Ones For Sale.

— ;

HonpTIn °3" Charles Derby; standard and reg-uu Kc,,a istered; bay filly 4 years old, about
15.3 hands, weighs about 1000 lbs ; handsome and
in every respect a first class road horse. A lady
can drive her. She has speed and is not only a
valuable horse for the road but a high-class
brood mare.

ALSO
A few other fast roadsters for sale at reasonable
prices. For particulars and to see the horses
apply to DEXTER PRINCE STABLES. 1509
Grove street, corner Baker street, San Francisco.

<::

15.

MERIDIAN 21121
FOR SALE.

AfERIDI^N 2:12^ IS A STANDARD-BRED
L*x dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent
disposition; perfect conformation; sure foal
getter. His oldest colts are four years old and
all his get have style, good action, tood size and

,

speed He Is by Simmocolon 2:13?.i (sire of Dan
Q 2:07^ and 12 in 2:30 list); dam Sidane 2:23^by
Sidney 2:19?^; next dam Addie S by Steinway.
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He Is

sound, in good cor-Jition. will be sold cheap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.

!

ATJOTION IS^XjE
By order of the Executors of the Estate of the Late MICHAEL FOX we wlU sell all

the Thoroughbred Horses of the Deceased, con.istlog of

\ndinas(4), Masedo (4;, Re Carlo (2), Edna Rose (5), Kidnapper (1),

Fannie Louise (a), Reseda (a), and Weanling b f by 0rsini=

Fannie Louise, and Weanling ch f by St. CarIo=Reseda II.

SALE TAKES PLACE

Monday Evening, Dec. 4, 1905,
:it 7:45 o'clock, at the Sale*yard oT

FRED H. CHASE & CO,, 1732 Market St., near Van Ness Ay., San Francisco

ISS'f.Vc
T
iSS.lS?

,J - Noveml,er •' mb - W . P. MAGRANE, Auctioneer

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sale.

T OFFER FOR SALE A THREE-YEAR OLD
-1- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2:i6i£. dam by
Gen. McClellan that is one of the best prospects
in California. He is a square trotter with 2:80

j

speed sound as a dollar, requires no boots, is a
fast walker and will make an Id°al roadsterand
a race winning trotter. He is a golden chestnut
with small star. Inspection of this young Geld-
ing isinvited. He is in charge of HansFrellsfln
on 24ih avenue, close to the Casino, and will he

I

shown by appointment.
W- FORD THOMAS,

327 Market St., San Francisco.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DETISADERO AND FDLTON STS.

(1408 Enlton Street)

I

Horses Called For, Clipped and Deliver

AT POPULAR PRICES.

BUSINESS HORSES FOR LURE.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving.a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates Have good location, brand-newstable and
everything first-class All horses in my care will

receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. T\ C. CABNEY.

£0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND P1QS

FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SUIT BT

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

His California Street. San Francisco, Cal
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KINNEY & SON,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hard Wood Lumber and Sawed
Colled El m Hoops.

Orrville. Ohio, Feb 9, 1905.
Troy Chemical Co.. Binghamton.N. Y.:

Nearly two years ago we had a horse with a
ringbone, so lame that we could not work him.
We tried "Save the-Horse" on him and he has
worked everyday since and does not go lame at
all. Now we have a horse we think is getting a
spavin and we wish to try it on him: so you will
please send us another bottle and an 8-oz box of
"Save-the-Horse" Ointment. Enclosed find check
forJo.cO in payment of same. Yours truly.

KINNEY & SON.

KREDBUKN STORK CO.

Redburn, Pa , Dec. 19, 1901

After using "Save-the-Horse" on my driving
horse, on what you pronounced blind spavin 1

have today a sound horse. When I started he
could not get over an SsS in the doorway without
jumping, and it was misery to ride behind him
E can most highly recommend it. Trusting this
information will be of service to you, I remain
respectfully yours,

M. A. PERCY.

New York, N. Y .

September 18, 1905.
Troy Chemical Company.

Binghamton. N. Y.
Dear Sirs:—"Save-the-Horse" completely cured

my mare of the very wurst kind of Wind Galls
and Bowed Tendons, and she is now clean and
perfectly sound. I used four bottles on all four
legs. You would never know she ever had any-
thing the matter with her. A veterinary surgeon
saw her one day when her legs were swollen up
to twice their natural size, and he laughed at me
and said it would never take them off, but I have
had the laugh on him since I will admit atone
time mv faith was very weak, but the fourth
bottle finished the job completely, and I thank
you again for the kind way you treated me

I remain yours verv truly,
M. G. BYARN, 468 West I50th St.

Real Estate, Estates Cared For, and
Easiness Opportunities.

247 Washington St., Room2.
Boston, Mass , Jan. 21.

Dear Sirs:—I have used a bottle of '"Save-the-
Borse," and I consider it the best thing that as
yet I have been able to obtain for what it was
intended, it having entirely cured a very valuable
mare which has been lame since last September
with a sprained ankle. We had her blistered
twice and laid up for two months, but it did no
good. I was just about ready to breed her when I
gave it a trial; she is now entirely sound.

Yours respectfully.
ALBERT E. BAKER.

Chatham, Mass.
Gentlemen:—Three years ago a spavin ap-

peared on one of my horses I spent considerable
time treating it, but it began to grow and finally
developed into a bog spavin as big as a hen's egg.
Last May I gave the mare a long, hard drive, and
the following day she refused to rest any weight
upon the leg. I about decided her working d ys
were over, when I saw your advertisement and
sent for a bottle of *Save-the-Horse." In a few
days I saw marked improvement, and in less than
three months the mare traveled squarely as ever
and, ceased to favor lee in any way; and now,
after using about four-fifths of bottle, the swell-
ing Is all gone and the cure is complete, and I

most sincerely recommend your treatment for
such cases. Very tru y yours.

GEO. H. ADAMS.

RACING!
OPENING SATURDAY, NOVEMBER II

Deposit; Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

lew Calrm Mgf Gli

OAKLAND TRACK
Six or More Races Each Week Day

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT % P. M. SHARP
For Special Trains stopping at the Track take

S.P.Perry, foot of Marnet Street—leave at 12,
thereafter every twenty minutes. No smoking in
last two cars, which are reserved for ladies and
their escorts
Returning, trains leave Track after fifth and

last races.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS, President.

PERCY W. TREAT, Secretary.

frairn

Horse can he worked as usual. "3ave-the-Horse" cures without scar, blemish or loss of hair.

Jan be used in all extremes of weather. Positively and Permanently cures Bone and Bog
Spavin, Ringbone (except Low Ringbone), Curb, Tnoroughpin, Splint, Capped Hock, Shoe Boll,

Windpuff, Weak and Sprained Tendons and all Lameness.

Or* FT f\ ^\ Per bottle. Written guarantee—as binding to protect you as the best legal talentaDD.UU couldmakeit. Sendfora copy andbooklet Atdrug 3Istsanddealers,orexpresspaid

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK.
Fot»n.y.

D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

DISPERSAL SALE
of

Trotting-Bred Brood Mares, Colts, Fillies

and Horses in Training
3v ANTEEO 2:16i, SIDNEY 2:19^, ALMONT MEDIUM 2133, REY DIRECT

2:10, JAMES MADISON 2:17}, SILVER BOW 2:16, ELECTIONEER 125,

HART BOSWELL and CHARLES DERBY 4907, out of some of the best
Mares in the Stud Book.

ALSO

Thoroughbred Brood Mares, Fillies and Colts
iy KINGSTON, Imp. PICCOLO, HARRY PEYTON, JOE RIPLEY, COL.

ROOSEVELT, BRIGHT PHOEBUS and SAM PULLER,
out of Famous Race Mares and Producers,

belonging to GEORGE A. DAVIS, Pleasanton, Cal To be sold at Auction

Tuesday Evening1

, Dec. 12, 1905,
At 7:45 o'clock, at Salesyard,

1732 MARKET ST., NEAR VAN NESS AVE,, SAN FRANCISCO.

TRED H. CHASE & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers
Stock at Yard, Saturday, December 9th Send for Catalogue.

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial sohool on the Pattiflo Coast- 20,000 gradu-
ates; SO teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue

E. P. HEALD. President.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder
Cured In 48 Hours.

CAPSULES

Central Trust Company

of la

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Terra Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SUKE WAY TO WEALTH."

McMURRAY

Superior to Copaiba, Cubebs or Injection

and LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES
and JOQQINQ CARTS

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER,

^5*Address for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENXET
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

Photo Engraving Company

'

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
DEALERS IN

HIGH CLASS AST

Salt Tones and Line Engraving
65-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Artistic Designing. - „ .
-

° B TELEPHONE MAIN 199

606 Mission St. cor First, San Francisco CALIFORNIA

ATJCTIOKT SAI

RED BALL BRAND.
Positivelv Cures Colic, Scouring and

Awarded GoIdMedal
At California State
Fair 1892.

Every horseowner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of it on hand. It

iproves and beepa
stock In the pink oi
condition.

flanbattan Food Co

1253 Folflom St., San Franclaco
ABk your grocers or dealers for it.

ndigestion.

G. £\ KERTELL, Mau^f

HJ Thoroughbred Yearlings, Brood
Yjj^ Mares and Horses in Training

TUESDAY EVENING, NOV. 28. 1905
WE WILL SELL

10 OEMONDALE YEARLINGS
from the Ormondale Stock Farm. W. O'B MACDONOTTGH proprietor The™ Yn»rlln.r<, *,„ , hproduce oi Ossarv, Si Carlo, Ors.ni and St. Avoificurout ofTa™ U s maresWE WILL SELL ALL THE

YEARLINGS, BROOD MARES AND HORSES IN TRAINING
belonging to the late DON CAMERON, among them being Sir Wilfred, a yearling full sister toSir Wilfred and the dam of Sir Wilfred.

Auctions lake plac- at the Salesyard of

FRED H. CHASfc & CO., 1732 Market Street, San Francisco, California
(W. P. MAOKAHE, Auctioneer)

Horses at Yard three days before each sale. Send for Catalogues.

STALLION OWNER!
"

SteYlffiervlra'nIIi'k^ f°i
8v ><!k

??
talogU

1,
ComE"e? rl,,d Prlnled

'
Stalllon eost<*<stallion service Book, a ( utof Jour Hone, a Horse Bookol any kind or a tabulatedleaigree, Get It where you can gel the CHEAPEST and BEST.

FOB SAMPLES VXD I'l.'h i:s ADDRESS
MAGNUS FLAWS 8. CO., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. ILL.
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property of John Pakhott, Esq.)

Devoted [Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WAIIEK SEAI.Y. Manager.
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i Pedierees

T
OF

Standard Brad
AND

California Trotting Bred

Giving1 Performances of the Get
of Sires and Dams, etc.

Thoroughbred Pedigrees

Tabulated and Typewritten at Reasonable Rates
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Quinns Ointment \rt>f,
Mr/// Make A Horse Over;

I will put sound legs under him and
'

save him from the cheap hawker and trader. It is the 1

standard cure for Spavins, Curbs, Splints, Wind puffs and all I

tli-j various lumps and hunches of like kind. Keep it always on
hand and you will he prepared when trouble comes. Leading

|
horsemen everywhere know it and use it.

Mr. IT. H. Clark, Fredonla. N. T., writes: "The bottle of
Qulnn's Ointment purchased from you about two years ago
removed a curb and thorough pin and did it. for good. My
horde's leg is as smooth as ever."

I Price $(.00 per bottle. Sold by all drug-cists or sent by mail*
Write for circulars, testimonials, etc.

W.B. EOOY A COMPANY, WHITEHALL, N.

VICTOR VERILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. or Orove and Baker Street*, Just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park

(Toko Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero street Cars)

Beat located and healthiest Stable In San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand for
-e(ul and experienced ruon to care for and oxerolse park roadsters and prepare horses tortrack use. Ladles can go. and ret arn to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles

- 1IU.NK 1'JIIK 168 A. J. MARTIN, . rop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
330 FZEXaXi STREET

BE31 OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AM) SEK KOK YOURSELF

BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

Mc Kinney, 2!11%
World's Leading Sire of Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, S500.00
^|Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

©lj? iEmptre (Ettu jFaratfi, new^ork.
Mention this journal

when writing-

f

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

t

USE AND RECOMMEND

Gampli ell'sHorseFoot Remedy
- SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal

R. T. PRAZIER Pueblo, Colo

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIG CTE San Fran cisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B.CAJ1PBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 412 W.nadisdn St., CHICAGO ,ILL

j| Christmas is Coming! sE

3J IDecember SSd
•3JJ

will be the date of the Issue of the

I CHRISTMAS EDITION
Of til©

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and

will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,

Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations,

etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth

and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the

United States completely covered.

MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE

ill

Send for Rates DREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St. S. Fc—a^^ scuu iul iLiif^, i)i\t,r,L't.rA .1,^1./ jr Mil i.'.u.i.', v> <j

%fWrWfWrWfWrWWW-

e PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

\.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into which lor twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the' unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City— all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

::;.;

i

as

CRAFT'S DISTEMPER CURE
|

COSTS NOTHING IF IT FAILS.
Distemper can be cured so quickly and thoroughly as to astonish those wh<
have never tried Craft's Cure. No other remedy like it. Safe and sure ii

its action Get and test the remedy under our money-back guarantee. I

not at your dealers, we will seDd it prepaid. Price 50c and SI. Drop a cart

today for r ur free pamphlet, "Veterinary Pointers." Gives valuable veter
inary information not to be had elsewhere.

»rc

WELLS MEDICINE CO, , Chemists & Germologists, 1 3 Third St., Lafayette, lm

D. E. NEWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast 519 Mission S San Francisco. Cal
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it :v£ak.e:si nvro EREKTCE
what particular kind of shooting you are Interested In—sportsmen differ as to make of
gnus, advantages of various loads etc., but sooner or later most of them come to the

same opinion about ammunition—that

Peters Shells and Cartridges
have all the other makes beaten In the race for quality and results. See what they
have recently accomplished In the three chief departments of "the came":

At Sea Girt, N. J.. Ang. 24-Sept 9. Lieut. Tewes won the
Wimbledon Cup Match, the Grand Luflio&Rand Aggregate,
the Seabury and N J. Members' Matches; Lieut. Casey
won the Inspector's Match, and Lieut. Smith the Reading
Match— all using Peters .30 U. S Gov t ammunition.
In the Spencer and Seabury Matches Lieut. Caset made

a total of 20 consecutive bull's-eyes.

In the Wimbledon Match seven of the first ten places were
won with Peters Cartridges-

PISTOL
The Pistol Championship of the United States, competed

for Sept. 1—11, was won by J. A. Dietz of New York, scoring
465 out of a possible 500 with Peters 22 Stevens-Pope Armory
Cartridges, Standard American Target, 8-in. Bull's-eye,
distance 50 yards
At Sea Girt, N. J-, Aug. 24-Sept. 9, Thomas Andebton

won the All-Comers. Any Revolver, and Jones Matches, and
Lieut. Stedje the Disappearing Target Matoh. all with
Peters Cartridges.

SHOTGUN
The Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, June

30, was won by Jas. T. Atkinson, score 99 out of 100,
using Peters Ideal Shells.
First Amateur Average at the Cincinnati Tournament,

Sept. 19-21, won by R S. Rhoads, using Peters Shells.
First General Average at the Indianapolis Tournament.

Ootober 9-10. won by L H. Reid with the phenomenal score
of 392 out of 400, using Peters Factory Loads.

THESE RECORDS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. COMMENT IS UNNECESSARY.

ew York: 98 Chambers St.

T. H. KELLER, Mgr. The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, o.

0,6

t

, !!

oi,(

THE WESTERN UNX&M TELEGEaFS COMPANY.
INCORPORATED

93,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.
This CompanyTBANSMITS flDd DELIVERS mttsagGa only on conditions limiting its liability, which haTe been assented to by thesenderof the fonoTcfn^mESjggei
Errors can be cuarded against oniy by repeating amessagu back to the BfTHlflp; Elation (or cotnpariso:i. and thu Compaq v will nothoi6* Itself liable ( w errors or delays

In transmission or delivery of Core r^'ated Measn^rert, beyond Uiaaniount of tolls paid ther^
alter i he mess&ea is died with the Company for transmission.

Thuuoa UiiBXPEATEli nUSSSAGB, andls delivered by request of the Bender, ander the conditions named abora,

ROBERT C. CLOWRY. President and General Manager.

RECEIVEDat

SY 39 H A 27 Paid 313 PM,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF, OCT. 13, 05.

ITHACA GUN CO.

,

ITHACA, N.Y.

WE ARE CLEANED OUT OF EVERY TWELVE AND SIXTEEN 0AUGE ITHACA QUN

CAN'T YOU RUSH US SOME. EVERYBODY FIGHTING- FOR THEM.

PHIL.B.BEKEART.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points.
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and It fs a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOK SALE jBy THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head one cent per word

per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

GREAT DANES.

pREAT DANE PUPS (BLUEBEARD-MAUD
v * S.) for sale; eight weeks old. O. BERG-
STEN, Center-street Station, Oakland.

GORDON SETTERS.
POR SALE-PUPPY AND BROKEN DOGS.
-1

- GEO. H. STONE, Box 12, Fresno, Cal.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Write for prices.

Breeder and Sportsman, 38 Gear; Strec
San Francisco. Cal.

: IMITH HAMMERLESS and EJECTOR GUNS

SHUNTER
! HE-TRIGGER

Gold Medal
at the

LEWIS & CLARK
EXPOSITION

UNTER ABMS CO, FULTON, NEW YORK

HREVE & BARBER CO.

739

LJirket St.^
! GXS

- Jndfor

; Catalogue

PIONEER DEALERS
521

Kearn St

,

Mailorders

a Specialty

SINS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

E BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

Jjj,
(POCKET SIZE)

1) Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

X>ir, Wm, F** IEgratia.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. Y. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of tho Edlnbirt
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonic*
at the portof San Francisco; Professor of Equln*
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President 01

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San FranoLaco:

Telephone Park 128.

SHOOT YOUR GAME
-cvitii.

BALLISTITE
If you Use It Once,
You will Use It Again—
That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER &, HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF WE COULD SEE YOU
and take you Into our Factory,

we could easily show you why the

PARKER GUN

The Bust Gun

in the World

We aim' to 'make and do make the BEST possible production of
Ihe GUNMAKER'S ART. We are jealous of our reputation and
will not cheapen the quality of oor GDN, no matter what others
may do. If you want a GUN yon can confide In us. Write today.

N, Y, Salesrooms: 32 Warren St, 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn,

DpHirrrPPC Tiihll\f*+f±t\ acd type wriUen ready for framing
rCUlglCCS I aUUlalCU Write for prices. Breeder and
Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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If YOU are Interested, write for

Illustrated Catalog

PACIFIC coast depot:

86-88 FIRST ST.. S. F.

pacific coast depot:

E. £. DRAKE, Manage

YVEKE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

5

I

The 1906 Du Pont Calendar

will be sent you if you send us

. e brand Dame of the powder you shoot

and 10 cents In coin or stamps.

Distribution in December.

Important: Give full name and

street address.

S^nd to Advertising Division,

E. I. Da FONT CO.

Wilmington, Del.

i

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Laflin & Rand Calendar

for 1906

Will be issued in December

to those who send us the

Brand of Powder they shcot

and 10 cents in coin or stamps.

Don't forget full name and street numbber.

Address Advertising Division,

LAFLIN & BAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York City.

I

Glabrougb, Golcher & Go.

RUNS

Sun Goods
«?-Sen<l for Catalotne

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET. S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELLS
1

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR



OL. XliVII. No. 33.

6 GEARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR
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$7000 Pacific Breeders Futurity No. 6 $7000
GUARANTEED BY THE GUARANTEED);

Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders Association

For Foals of Mares Bred in 1905.
TO TROT OR PACE AT TWO AND THREE YEARS OLD.

*

ENTRIES TO CLOSE MONDAY, DEC. 4, 1905.

ONLY $2 TO NOMINATE MARE.
I

S4250 for Trotting Foals. $1750 for Pacing Foals. 8 3 O to Nominators of Dams of Winners
and $200 to Owners of Stallions. Money Divided as Follows:

$1000 for Three=Year=Old Pacers.$3000 for Three=Year=Old Trotters.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner

of Three- Year=01d Trot.

1250 for Two=Year=01d Trotters.

200 for Nominal or on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner

of Two=Year=OId Trot.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Trot

when Mare was bred.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Three=Year=01d Pace.

750 for Two=Year=01d Pacers.

200 for Nominator on whose Entry is Named the Dam of Winner
of Two=Year=01d Pace.

100 to Owner of Stallion, Sire of Winner of Three=Year=01d Pace
when Mare was bred.

ENTRANCE AXD PAYMENTS—S3 to nominate Mare on December 1, 1905, Then name, color, description of Mare and Stallion bred to must be given. S5 May 1, 1906. S5 October 1, 1906. 8100D
Yearlings Janiary 2, 1907. SIO on Two-Year-Olds January 2, 1908. 810 on Three-Year-Olds January 2, 1909.

STlRrlN'3 PltMEVri-135 tostart in tb3 T^o-Yeir-old Pace. S35 to start in the Two-Year-Old Trot. S35 to start in the Three-Year-Old Pace. 850 to start in the Three-Year-Old Trot
All Starting Payments to be made ten days before the first day of the meeting at which the race is to take place.

Nominator* Mast Designate When Making Payments to Start Whether the Horse Entered Is a Trotter or Pacer.

Colts that Start at Two Years Old are Not Barred from Starting Again In the Three-Year- Old Divisions.

CONDITIONS.
The racesfor Two-Year-Olds will be mile heats (2 in 3) and for Three-Year-Olds 3 in 5. Distance
T wo-Year-Olds, 150 yards; for Three-Year-Olds, 100 yards.

If a Mare proves barren, or slips, or has a dead Foal, or Wins, or if either the

Ma.-e or Foal dies before January 2. 1907, her nominator miy sell or transfer his

nomination or substitute another Mare or Foal, regardless of ownership; but there
will be no return of a paymant, nor will any entry be liable for more than amount
paid in or cDntraeted for. In entries, the name, color and pedigree of Mare must
be eiven; also the name of the horse to which she was bred in 1905.

Entries must be accompanied by the entrance fe.

E. P. HEALD. President.

Nominators liable only Tor amounts paid in. Failure to make any payment forfeits all previou
payments. The Association is liable for $7000, the amount of the guarantee only. Hopples will not
be barred in pacing races.

Right reserved to declare off or reopen these Stakes in case the number of entries received is not
satisfactory to the Board of Directors.

Money divided in each Division of the Stake 50, 25, 15 and 10 per cent. There will be no more
monies in each Division than there are starters.

Entries open to the world. Membership In the Association not required to enter
but no horse, wherever owned, will he allowed to start until the owner has become a member.

Write for Entry BlaDks to

F. W. KELLEY, Secretary.
36 GEARY STKEET, SAN FKANCISCO, CAL.

^m ^h^A *^^ Registered Trade Mark % ^^k ^^lW SPAVIN CURE <
Our Written Guarantee is a Legal, Absolutely Binding, Contract.

Read the Following and You will Understand and Appreciate Why.

NOTE THE DIFFERENCE IN DATES OF THESE TWO LETTERS.

PLANTERS HOTEL. PLANTERS HOTEL.
C. M. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Rates, $2 Per Day.

C. M. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Steam Heat
New Sample Rooms. Rates, 82 Per Day.

Louisiana, Mo., Nov. 2.

TROY CHEMICAL CO.
Deab Sirs:—Inclosed find draft for $5,

for wh'ob please send me at once a bottle
of ("Save The Horse"). It has done good
work on my horsss' Tendons, also Splints.
But on a horse that has a Curb, I can't see
that ft has reduced or removed that much.
Send medicine "Save The Horse" at once.

Yours, C. M. Davis.

Steam Heat-
New Sample Rooms

Louisiana, Mo., Nov. 6.

TROY CHEMICAL CO.
Gentlemen:—The Curb on my horse

that I was complaining about your medi-
cine, "Save The Horse," not removing, has
disappeared, as If by magic. It was of two
years' standing. You can't tell he was ever
curbed. Only used one bottle.

Yours truly,
C. M. Davis.

Positively and permanently cures Bone and Bog Spavin, Thoronghpin, Ringbone (except
low Ringbone}, Curb. SpUnt, Capped Hock, Wind Puff, Shoe Bail, Weak and Sprained and
il jptur-il Tendons, and all lameness.

E THE-HORSE" is indicated for any enlargement, the result of an injury which
leaves a thickened condition of the skin or tissues.

Cures without scar, blemish or loss of hair. Horse can be worked as usual.
Copy of guarantee, valuable booklet on diseases and injuries affecting horses, and copies

of personal letters from bankers, nited trainers, manufacturers and business men of promi-
nence the world over, telling of the wonderful cures it made for them sent upon application.

We advise frankly of possibility of remedy in any specific oase. Give explicit particulars;
stsip age. location of swellings, lameness aDd the way horse holds and carries tbe leg.

S5.00 P^r bottle at all druggists and dealers, or express paid.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK. SKSKy.
D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

Send for "Veterinary Pointers"---Free.

Learn at once how to detect the approach of serious horse and slock ail-
ments, and how to treat them. New and Invaluable information by an
expert. A postal card request brings it.

It also tells you about Craft's D'stcmper and Coufh Cure the remedy
that quickly and thoroughly cures distemper, plnkeve and similar stock
ailments. Cures by a new principle. Money back If it falls. At druggists
or sent prepaid on receipt of price, 50c and 11.

WELLS MEDICINE CO. , Chemists & Germologisls. 1 3 Third St., Lafayette, Ind
D K NKWKLL. G«nanl Agent for Pacific Coast RIU MUstnr. St., San Francisco, Cal

Pedigrees Tabulated and type written ready for framing
Write for prices. BREEDER AND

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DISPERSAL SALE £^
of

Trotting-Bred Brood Mares, Colts, Fillies

and Horses in Training
Bv ANTEEO 2:16J, SIDNEY 2:19i, ALMONT MEDIUM 2133, REY DIRECT

2:10, JAMES SlADISON 2:17}, SILVER BOW 2:16, ELECTIONEER 125,
HART BOSWELL and CHARLES DERBY 4907, out of some of the best
Mares in the Stud Book.

ALSO

Thoroughbred Brood Mares, Fillies and Colts
By KINGSTON, Imp. PICCOLO, HARRY PEYTON, JOE RIPLEY, COL.

ROOSEVELT, BRIGHT PHOEBUS and SAM FULLER,
out of Famous Race Mares and Producers,

Belonging to GEORGE A. DAVIS, Pleasanton, Cal To be Bold at Auction

Tuesday Evening-, Dec. 12, 1905,
At 7:45 o'clock, at Salesyard,

1732 MARKET ST., NEAR VAN NESS AVE,, SAN FRANCISCO.

FRED H. CHASE & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers
Stock at Yard, Saturday, December 9th Send for Catalogue.

BOOKS FOR STALLION OWNERS
1. Hoover's Stallion Service .Record.

The most complete book for recording stallion service ever placed before breeders.
Not a pocket edition. Xo more disputing of sires. No more mixing of dams where this
book is used. There is space for entering 100 mares, giving their full breeding, description,
dates of service, dates of foaling, etc., with index, complete, size I0x7&- Each book is

handsomely and substantially bound $2.00

2. The Standard Stallion Service Book.
The neatest Service Book published, containing space for entering 100 mares, giving

space for I'nil description, pedigree, date of services and refusals, date of foaling, etc., with
Index complete, neatly bound in leatherine, suitable for pocket use $1.00

3. Breeder's Note and Certificate Book and Stallion Service
Book Combined.

This book contains 75 blank certificates to be given to owners of mares, certifying
that said mare has been bred to a certain stallion. Also 75 notes suitable for owner of mare
giving to owner of stallion on account of stallion service fee. This book is well bound, and
makes a book like Xo. 2, after certificates and notes have been removed $1.00

ADDRESS
BRBBDT3R ANI> SFOPLTSMAKT

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, OAX..
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THE WEEKLY

REEDER AND SPORTSMAN
P. W. KELLEY, PROPKIETOB.

rurf and Sporting Authority ot the Pacific Coast.

OFFICE

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

Telephone: Black 586.

Terms—One Year S3, Six Months SI. 75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

letter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and

address, not neoessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
antee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, December 2, 1905

:

"EXCELLENT RACING, and a well conducted

meeting;" is the report made by every returning; horse-

man who attended the harness meeting given at Los

Angeles last week. The Los Angeles Harness Horse

Association, of which Mr. A. W. Bruner is secretary

and manager, deserved a better fate than to run the

meeting at a loss, and we hope the gentlemen

who organized the association, and subscribed the

money which made the meeting possible will

not be discouraged over the financial loss which

they sustained, but will try it again next year

and, profiting by this year's experiences, will be en-

abled to give a meeting in 1906 that will make good

all their losses and leave them a nice profit beside.

We do not share with our correspondent "Hidalgo"

the opinion that Los Angeles is not now a good har-

ness racing town because in former years there was

cheating in harness races there. Many turf writers,

and especially those who have in late years devoted

the most of their attention to -the literature of the

running turf are very prone, when writing of "the

decadence of trotting," to make a summer out

of one swallow. 'That the harness racing at Los

Angeles was any less honest than the running racing

held there then and now, we do not believe. The sum-

maries of the harness meetings formerly held in Los

Angeles, even during the time when the old associa-

tion was interested in the booking privilege, do not

carry out Hidalgo's insinuation that the harness

horsemen were racing dishonestly as a rule. Los

Angeles has been made a poor harness racing city

for the same reason that San Francisco, New York,

Chicago and St. Louis are not considered good points

for the holding of harness meetings. Long continued

running meetings have turned nearly all the strictly

sporting portion of the American public to "the

ponies," and those who do not care' to bet on the

races can not be depended upon to attend a four or

five days' meeting of any sort. That there are a very

large number of people in Los Angeles who enjoy

contests between harness horses is proven by the

fact that the matinees given by the Los Angeles Driv-

ing Club on Saturdays and holidays draw from four

to eight thousand people, even though the big running

meeting is on at Ascot Park at the same time True,

these matinee races are not for money, no betting is

done and no admission fee charged at the gate, but

several thousand people would not attend them did

they not enjoy speed contents between horses in har-

ness. That those whose principal love for a horse

race is the opportunity it affords to win or lose money,

much prefer running to trotting races, is not dis-

puted by anyone who has any knowledge of the two

varieties of sport. The gambling element has gone

over en masse to the runners, and associations that

give harness meetings cannot expect to win them
back. As a gambling proposition the harness racing

is no more to be compared to running racing than .<

game of whist is to draw poker. Because Ibe meeting

held last week at Los Angeles resulted in a financial

loss is not to be laid at the door of a few bad races

years ago. The Los Angeles Association probably

tried to be a little too generous to the horsemen. II

gave loo many $1000 purses. A saving of S2000 in

the amount given for races would have saved them
from loss and attracted just as main entries. The
desire to give good liberal purses is commendable in

the extreme, but does not always pay. In thi palm]

days of harness racing at Los Angeles, when
two weeks sport was all the people had during the

year, the majority of purses were only $500, with an

occasional one of $1000 or perhaps $2000 for a big

event in which the champions of the State started.

At that famous meeting in Los Angeles in lsiil. when
M. Kinney. Frank M . Silas Skinner and Wanda corn-
ice! In the race that is still talked about, and which
was for a purse of $1500, the aggregate of all the

>' lrses trotted an I paced for during the week was less

than $6000, "i Bve thousand less than the amount dis-

tributes at the meeting last week. Had the Los
Angeles meeting been a financial success, our es-

teemed correspondent would in all probability have
refrained turn saying that harness racing is dead
there, a statement which the Breeder and Sportsman
believes is unwarranted by the facts, and which we
believe Hidalgo arrived at by comparison with the
running meetings held at Ascot Park during the win-
ter. From the prices paid at the sale of harness
horses held during the meeting we should say the

trotter is s ill a very popular animal with the Los An-
gelenos. and we sincerely hope an ! confidently believe

that the Harness Horse Association of the southern
metropolis will be a prominent member of the Call-'

fornia harness racing circuit of 1906. and that it will

give one or more meetings during the year that will

not only be as. successful from a racing standpoint
as the excellent one just held, but wili wipe out all

the losses of this year's meeting and leave a balance
of profit iii the treasury.

THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.

THE LAST CALL for nominations in the $7000

Pacific Breeders' Futurity for foals of mares bred in

1905. The stake closes for nominations of mares next
Monday, December 4th. Do you want to race your
colt when he is two or three years old? If so, just

remember that a colt that is not entered in stakes,

no matter how fast he may be, cannot earn enough
to pay his car fare from one track to another, while
the one that is staked and can win, generally puts
enough money in the bank to keep himself and his

owner comfortably for several years. If your mare
looks as if you were going to get something in the
spring for the money you paid out this year for ser-

vice fee, better send her name and breeding and $2

(don't forget the $2) to Secretary F. W. Kelley at

36 Geary street. San Francisco, on or before Monday
next. After that time it will be too late.

TWO BIG STAKES offered by the Westchester
Racing Association, to close and name at midnight
of Friday, December 15th, are advertised in our col-

umns this week The National Stallion Race has
$5000 added, and is for then two-year-olds to run
during the spring meeting of 1907. The Matron, with

$10,000, is for foals of 1906 to run at the autumn
meeting of 190S. The full conditions governing these

tow rich events will be found in the advertisement.

THE DURFEE SALE at LOs Angeles came off dur-
ing the meeting there last week as advertised, but the
full report of the same has not reached us. Jupiter

B. 2:12 and Cuate 2:13>i were sold together and
brought $2500. Bellemont 2:17>4, by Zombro, brought
$2500. The pacing mare Virginia fetched $750. The
sale was a big success. A full summary will be print-

ed next week.

CATALOGUES ARE OUT for the dispersal sale of

the horses owned by Mr. Geo. A. Davis of Pleasanton,

one of the most successful breeders in California

There are many splendid young trotters and pacers.

royally bred brood mares and several thoroughbreds.

The sale will take place Tuesday evening, December
12th, at Fred H. Chase & Co.'s salesyard. 1732 Market
street. Look for further notice of this sale next week
and in the meantime send for a catalogue.

Money lost in a gambling house in some Slates maj
be recovered if the loser or his wife sues the owner of
the building for it. This was established in i decision
rendered by Justice Peckham of inn I'nilnd States
Supreme Court recently in o tesl case referring to

the constitutionality of the State law ot Ohio against
gambling. The judge decided not only that the law
is Constitutional, but that the owner of the ho ise

where gambling is carried on. with his knowledge, is

responsible for losses sustain.. I in tin games This
decision reaches every State in the Union which 1ms
a gambling law. The Ohio case, which has brought
home this responsibility to the owners of buildings
rented by gamblers, was carrl to the Supremi
Court of tin- United States by Willi. no Marvin, the
owner of a building in Findlay, O., n which Frank
T-I. Trni.ii had losl large sons of money. Trout's wife
brought suit and seeurt I judgment and Marvin's
appeal from the judgment finally reached the United
States Supreme Court. Lawyers expressed thi

opinion that thi- decision will go far toward re

straining gambling in ibis countrj an i thai owners •»!

buildings will think inn. he er before the] lease
them for gambling purpa

The New California Jockey Club officers ought to
take up the matter of how horses should be started
at a very early date. I say this for the reason that
too many heavily-backed animals are being left un-
der the present plan, and it entails dissatisfaction
that could be avoided if the club adopted some other
plan than the one now in vogue. To give an idea of
the heartaches felt during th:s meeting by backers
of horses that had no chance after the barrier was
raise!, to say nothing of the imprecations hurled at
the starter over these affairs, I will give a list of
horses, from November 11th on. that were either left
outright or nearly so. all heavily backed: Bearcatcher
on the first day. Aronalis and Bearcatcher on Novem-
ber 16. Silver Sue and Possart on November 17, Rey
Dare on November IS, Royal Rogue on November 20.
Confederate and Corn Blossom on November 22,
Rightful and. Reservation on November 24. Silver Sue
and Comiflo ,on November 25. and Haviland on No-
vember 27. Here were fourteen well-played horses
that did not receive a fair start in as many days of
racing, or an average of, I will say, $4000 per after-
noon "burnt up" by the barrier wielder under the pres-
ent plan of starting horses. The time is certainly-
ripe to take up the matter, and I would suggest that
the Mars Cassidy plan of walking the gallopers up
slowly like a lot of cavalry horses be tested. The
standing start has been tried and found wanting and
as the jockey club's aim doubtless is at all times to
give its patrons; a fair run for its money, change the
present obnoxious system, do away with the bull
whips and the "hold-on" boys and make the starting
even more spectacular than at present. If horses
were trained to face the barrier as in Australia it

would be another proposition, but they are not, and
riders turn and twist and try to get the better of the
starter in so many ways that that official would
doubtless be as pleased to change the method
as would the public In England agitation is going
on over the present plan of starting horses, and The
Jockey Club was expected to discuss new plans at its

November meeting, but it didn't.

The forty heaviest money winners in the East this

year were as follows, those marked with a star being
bred in California: Sysonby, $144,380: Cairngorm*
$42,245: Burgomaster, $39,500: Ormondale,* $35,660:

Mowhawk II. $33,540: Beldame, $26,850: Perverse,
$23,990: Artful, $23,320; Tiptoe, $22,484: Oiseau.
$21,705: Running Water, $17,290: Agile, $17,150; Delhi,

$16,125;- First Water,* $115,760: George C. Bennett,"
$15,760; Vendor,' $15,640; Accountant. $15,420; Ham-
burg Belle, $15,290; Yankee Consul. $14,780: Pegasus,
$14,625; Wild Mint, $21,070; Jacobite,* $20,960; Se-
curity, $20,250; Roseben, $20,190; Proper,* $19,725;

Hylas, $19,290; Tanya, $1S,372; Edna Jackson,* $17,975;

$17,975: Caughnawaga. $17,975; Tradition* $17,970:

Merry Lark, $14,2S5; Dandelion. $13,400: Whimsical,
$13,260; Koruki, $12,729; Santa Catalina, $12,510:

Blandy, $12,440; Bohemian, $12,505: Broomstick.
$11,710: Good and Plenty, $11,570; Battle Ax. $11,560.

Of the above forty it will be observed that eight, or

one-fifth of the total, were bred in the Golden State.

H. T. Griffin's big string arrived early in the week
from Bennings.

SUCCESSFUL SALE OF THOROUGHBREDS.

Strike— if they don't give you Jackson's Napa Soda
when you ask for it.

There was a large crowd at the salesyard of Fred
H. Chase & Co.. 1732 Market street, last Tuesday
evening, when the yearlings from W. O. B. Macdon-
ough's Ormondale Farm, and the horses belonging to

the late Don Cameron were sold The star of the

sale was the good two year old Sir Wilfred, that went
to the bid of C. E. Durnell, who was probably acting
for John W. Gates, for $6000. The highest price for

any of the Macdonough yearlings was the chestnut
colt St. Carlo, out of Lovelight. that was sold to W.
H. Hammond for $2100. The summary of the sales

follows:
Macdonough Yearlings.

Chestnut colt by St. Carlo-Lovelight, W. H Ham-
mond: $2100.

Bay filly by Orsini-Rose of China. J. McGee; $325.

Bay filly by Ossary-Carmen Sylvia, G. Wentworth:
$450.

Bay filly by Ossary-Spinach, F. J. O'Rourke: $650.

Bay filly by St. Avonicus-Orbana. Dr Fitzgerald:
$350.

Bay filly by St. Avonicus-Orellana. W. Mendenhall:
$350.

Bay filly by St. Avonicus-Goldenlocks. John McGee;
$250.

Bay filly by St. Carlo-Gold Lace. Albert Joseph;
$1500.

Chestnut filly by St. Avonicus-Middle Dunbar, C.
Earl; S300
Bay idly by Orsini-Scintillate, I". J. O'Rourke: $550.

Cameron Consignment.
Plumeria bay mare by Eagle's Plume-Frolla, W. O'B.

Macdonough;- $700.

May V,
. bay mare by Eagle's Plume-Frolla, w. t I'.B.

Macdonough; $700.

Maud Sherw 1. chestnut inn.- by Tom Cromwell-
I'luni. i in. W. i I'B. Macdonough, (300.

liny gelding, Coaled 1904, i>> Rubicon-La Salinas, D.
McCarthy; <27."..

Sir Wilfred, bay colt, foaled 1903. by Ossary-Plu-
i'. E. Durnell; $6

Bay filly, foaled mot. i>v Ossary-Plumeria, D. A.
Rnss. $2100
Lady King, bay filly, foaled 1903. by King Erls-Ivy

Benjamin, I' Israel: $600.

James A. Murray, chestnut gelding, by R ul
Plumeria. D. A. Ross; $250.

Hagerdon b u gelding b: E sh r-Lad: Ri<
ii u i Stover $500.
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LOS ANGELES MEETING.

1By HIDALGO.

Thursday furnished the most attractive bill of the

i should have drawn a big crowd, for

the bleak north wind of the first two days had

to the southward, but just hefore

eavy black clouds began to heave in sight and

i many stayed away through fear of a rain

The track was in perfect condition and the predic-

would he paced in 2:05 or better

in the race between Zolock and Hazel Patch did not

seem like such a wild one. The first race of the day
he unfinished pacing race for the 2: 20 class,

which had been resumed from Wednesday when four

ced, Welcome Mac taking the first

dead heat between him and Birdal
in the - the thir heat going to the San Di-
ego horse. Victor Platte, being the fastest in the race
except the second. J. A. C. and Connors being dis-

ii' ed the field down to six and Welcome
E quoted at 20 to 12, 15 to 10 and 10 to 7

for the field. Fred Ward drove him in a masterly
1 tvon by nearly three lengths, which gave

him the first money. Victor Platt.e the second, Birdal
third and Fearnot fourth.

The next race was the first regular race of the day,
for which Morone, from the Clark stable, was a well
pronounced choice, at $20 against $15 for the field,

consisting of Durfee's Cuate, Bonneil's Ambush and
West's Commonwealth. A most critical judge would
hare predicted that the Montana horse would have
taken the first money in straight heats, from the
seemingly easy way that he landed the first and
second, which he probably did upon sufferance, as
they were the slowest of the five, Cuate being the
contender in each. In the third heat Morone got
off in front again and led to the quarter and then
to the half, with Ambush in close attendance. But
Cuate was well within striking distance and had
passed Ambush just after passing the three-quarters.
From there to the wire it was a desperate battle and
young Durfee drove like a demon to win the heat.
About fifty yards above the wire he had gotten on
even terms with Morone, who went into the air twice
but was promptly rallied by Old Man Garrity. He
crossed the line ahead of Cuate by the shortest of

heads, but as the latter had never left his feet the
judges gave him the heat and placed the Montana
horse second. There was some little grumbling over
this decision but I don't see how they could have
decided otherwise, although it is doubtful if Morone
gained by either of his breaks. Yet where one horse
breaks and the other trots (or paces) steadily all the
way, t he breaker cannot consistently be given the
heat. I like young Mr. Clark as well as any man
I know and I believe Garrity as straight a man as
there is in tbe business, but I should have given the
heat to Cuate had I been a judge of the race. The
next two heats showed Billy Durfee's gelding to be
the steadier horse of the two for he won both the
last two heats in faster time than the two first, which
he lost. In fact, the fifth heat was the fastest in

the entire race and I made it 2:13 flat.

The 2:12 pace was the next event, with twelve nags
on the card, of which four—El Diablo, Richard B.,

Prince Charles and Delilah—were scratched, Oma A.,

owned by Stephen S Bailey of Seattle, was made a
favorite at 10 to 4 for the field, despite the asserva-
i ons <>f her owner that it was a false price and he
did not believe she could get better than third money,
lint the public thought the old steamboatman was

rig" then and poured in their money on her as
- i the race was over. Even after three heats

had been paced, Glenn taking two and Vinnie Mann
(an added starter) the other, she brought $10 and
iii field $5; and things went on in this way until
i in track was cleared for the event of the day, the

great special between Zolock and Hazel Patch. As
Hazel Patch had previously beaten the pride of San
Bi loo, he was made a favorite naturally enough at

I ", i .. 10. The fact that he had drawn the inside

position seemed !> strengthen public confidence in

Dm- Eastern horsi .

I stood at Die paddock gate as they came out and
trifle heavy for a long and bruising

ml on the other hand Patch looked so low in

i i belief that, in order to make
: through a long-drawn race, they had trained

peed off him. This became more evi-

he scored for the fust heat, in which Zolock
handily OUtfooted him every inch of the way. Hazel
Patch tried to ' up to him just after leaving the

i in :'.]. and then again at the half in 1.00%,
rlty of the pace told on both of them;
question vhlch would "back up" first.

in In the stretch Delaney stalled off

bj two lengths In 2:05%, which
|l i ir riol mistaken the fasl esl heat ever

California-bred horse, though not
I

-i.i.i, tvhlch '
t: madi here by John R.

13 i: :

''"

nl dov n i" i he stable: ind .

. both i hese
led out; and II as '. Idenl to me

thai Ihf i If-mili had d the business Poi

the handsome brown horsi from "the State or San
i

...it very hard evldei

1:00% to hearl Haze] Patch seeme I

brig! I up a i deal and i predicted he
tei In the coming heat,

"it >-.
i

,"
. aid Mr. I lai i-, "I've gol

lowei tljrw
"

pei "need ffrlver of the horse

from the far East had prognosticated truly. He got
him off evenly with Zolock who led to the quarter
in 0:31 '4, and, when he got straightened in the back
stretch, carried "Zolock along at such a furious clip

that the handsome brown broke and fell back at the
half-mile in 1:01. From that point onward it was
all Hazel Patch, he being first to the three-quarters
in 1:33% and winning the heat in 2:07% by six good
lengths. The third heat saw an end to all betting on
this event. George Common begged for $2.50 on
Zolock against $10 for Hazel Patch, but there was
no response that had a metallic ring. It was evident

that nothing could save the race to Zolock but for

the Eastern horse to fall dead in his tracks. The
third heat was a splendid start, Zolock being about
two feet in advance of the pole horse which, counting
the long distance he would have to travel, made the

start a good one. Hazel Patch took the lead with all

possible ease and Zolock trailed along behind him,
although Delaney kept him nicely on his feet and
never once drove him to a break They took the

quarter in 0:31, the half in 1:01%, the three-quarters

in 1.34 and the mile in 2:08%, the Eastern horse
coming in on what was but little better than a whole-
some jog. The race then w^ent over till Friday.

The 2:12 pace had twelve nominations but only

seven took part in the race, the absentees being El

Diablo, Richard B., Prince Charles and Delilah. By

.

some unaccountable blunder, Charley Smith had
omitted from the program the name of the Oregon
mare, Vinnie Mann, who won two heats in the race

and got second money. The pooling showed Mr.

Bailey's Oma A. a favorite over the field at even
money before the race, at 10 to 7 after the first heat,

10 to 6 after the second heat and 10 to 4 after the

third heat.

Jim Thompson was behind Kirkpa trick's Albuta and
made a very strong bid for the first heat, being sec-

ond to Glenn in the fast time of 1:39 to the three-

quarters and holding all others safe to the end of the

heat in 2:12%. Still, the public were hot for Oma A.

and would have nothing else. Vinnie Mann now
came to life, as also did Lady R, who had finished

eighth in the first heat, and while Glenn held the lead

for the first half-mile, these two mares trailed him
to the stretch, where they came on and finished first

and second, Glenn being third, in the fastest heat of

the race. Glenn got off well in the third heat and

made every post a winning one, in 2:12%, with

Vinnie Mann second, Lady R. third, Oma A. fourth

and Albuta distance. The next was a savage battle

between Glenn and Lady R. to the three-quarters,

where young Lindsay came up at a marvellous pace,

gaining on the two leaders at every stride, and finally

won the heat with Vinnie Mann in 2:12%, with Glenn

second, Lady R. third and the fourth horse, Oma A.,

beaten less than two open lengths. This race then

went over to the next day:

Summaries:

Pacing 2:20 class; purse $1000.

Welcome Mac, br.g. by McKinney (F.Ward) 10 12 1

Victor Platte, b.g. by Platte (Fanning) 2 3 4 12
Birdal, r.m., by Birdalex (Springer) 3 2 4 3

Fearnot, b.h by Lynmont (Stewart) 5 4 3 3 4

Time—2:13, 2:12%, 2.11%, 2:12%, 2:12.

Trotting, 2:14 class; purse $1000.

Cuate, b.g. by McKinney (Durfee) 2 2 111
Morone, blk.g. by Cicerone (Gerrity) 112 2 2

R. Ambush, br.c. by Zolock (Bonnell) 4 3 3 3 3

The Commonwealth, b.h by Shadeland On-

ward (Lindsay) 3 4 4 4 4

Time—2:15%, 2:15%, 2:13%, 2.14, 2.13%.

FOURTH DAY.

Friday was a bright and pleasant day with warm
sun and balmy air, but the crowd was not commen-
surate with either the sport or the weather. Twelve

years ago such cards as these have been would have

drawn from six to ten thousand paid admissions, on

any day of the five, but there have been, in the mean-

time, so many races jobbed and people robbed that

people grew leary of it and kept away from the

tracks. The present association, composed of gen-

tlemen of great liberality and unquestioned integrity,

is suffering for the misdeeds of others in the days

that have flown. I shall give the summaries of the

postponed races from Thursday:

Pacing, 2:12 class; purse $1000.

Lady R., b.m by Col. K. R. (Sweeney) S 2 3 3 1 1 1

Vinnie Mann, b.m. by Alexis (Lindsay) 6 12 12 2 3

Glen, ch.g., by Glenwood (Pounder) 13 12 4 3 2

Oma A., b.m. by Dictatus ....(Mosher) 5 7 4 4 3 ro

Byron Lace, br.s. by Lovelace (Stetson) 3 5 7 5 6 ro

Hattie Croner, b m. by Bay Bird (Bunch) 7 4 5 7 5 ro

Mistake, br.g. by Trouble (Kent) 4 S 6 6 dis

Albuta, br.g. by Altivo. ... (Thompson) 2 6 dis

Time—2:12%, 2:11%, 2.12%. 2:12%, 2:11%, 2:12%,

2:14.

Pacing, match for $1000, divided $700 and $300.

Hazel Patch, br.s., by Hard Patch. . (Flack) 2 111
Zolock, br. s by McKinney (Delaney) 12 2 2,

Time—2:05%, 2:07%, 2:0S%, 2:05%.

The next thing was the first regular race of the

day, a $1000 purse for the 2:24 class for which there

were nine on the card, but Levietta and Glenetta

were erased from the list of starters. F. Connell's

b. g. Homeway was the first choice at $10, Lady

Jones $7 and the field $5. The surprise of the occa-

sion was a bay gelding called Billy Dooley, owned

i,\ the Sacramento brewer Ruhstaller, who went out

at a [virions clip os though he intended to shut out

everything In the field. He won the heat by nearly

sixty yards in 2:16% with Homeway, the future win-

ner, In second place, Ida Millerton third, Zombretta

fourth, Bonlta fifth, Lady Jones sixth and Kirkpat-

rlck's Judge last. "Never mind, my son, I've seen

sicker children than this cured," said Dan Misner, as

old Homeway was led off to the stable He spoke
truly, for he went out and won the next three heats

;143

2 11
6 7 2

5 2 3

3 4 5

4 5 7 41

with something to spare, the second being in
the fastest in the entire race.

Third race, 2.24 trot; $1000 purse.
Homeway, b.g. by Strathway (Misner)
Lady Jones cm. by Capt. Jones (Green)
Bonita, br.m by Knight (Durfee)
Ida Millerton, blk.m (Maben)
Zombretta, b.m. by Zombro (F. Ward)
Billy Dooley, b.g. by Bay Bird (Freeman) 1 3 4 d
Judge, b.g. by Silver Bow (Thompson) 7 6 ff <

Time—2:16%, 2:14%, 2:16, 2:17.

Then came the 2:27 pace for which nine were
carded but two—Birdal and Sweetheart—were
scratched. Fred Fanning's horse, Victor Platte, was
made a hot favorite and took the first two heats in
2:13 and 2:13%, but seemed to tire very badly after
that and Stewart's Fearnot took the third in 2:1'|

fiat. On the following day this race was resumed
with the following result:

Victor Platte, b.g. by Platte (Fanning) 116 1

Jennie A., blk.m., by Neernut. ... (McCoy) 2222
Molly Button, b.m. by Alex Button (Misner) 3 3 3 3

Henry N., gr.g. by Raymond (Mahen) 6 6 5 4

Fearnot, b.h. by Lynmont (Stewart) 7 4 1 dr
J. I. C, ch.h (Washington) 4 5 4 di

Dot, b.m., by Falrose (Bunch) 5 7 7 dii

Time—2:13, 2.13%, 2:14.

FIFTH DAY.
The 2:09 trot saw three horses carded but Jupite

B's owner evidently concluded he could not beat
horse that had trotted in 2:09 over east against th
very pick of the country. Billy Durfee is as good
hand at placing horses as he is in driving, so he said,

"Excuse me." The race then became a virtual walk
over for John Caldwall but the Walla Walla mare,
Helen Norte, made it tropical for the great son of
Strathway in the first half-mile of each of the two
first heats, for she stuck to him like "Aunt Jemima's
plaster" that Billy Birch used to tell about a half
century ago. After leaving the three-quarters, Cald-
well could leave her at almost any time, and in the
last heat Mr. Thompson (with a p. if you please) had
to pull John Caldwell almost into a walk to avoid
distancing her.

Second race, 2:09 trot; purse $1000.

John Caldwell, b.g by Strathway

|

I

hill

-.' l«>

•

H

. Thompson) 111

Rutherford) 2 2 2

<j
Helen Norte, b.m. by Del Norfii

(H.

Time—2:08%, S:0S%, 2:11%.

Then came the free-for-all pace, for which there

were four starters carded but one of them was ex-

cused and Daedalion was put in to get third money.
Hazel Patch sold for $10 to §5 for the field and about
a half-dozen pools went at that price and then all

betting stopped for the more intelligent spectators

could see that Hazel Patch could take the lead and
keep it whenever he so desired. He was on the out-

side at the start for the opening heat but flew around
the turn fast enough to pass Daedalion who had
gotten off in the lead. Delaney seemed in no hurry
and led the Diablo horse fight with Hazel Patch for

the lead, and for three-quarters It was certainly a
very beautiful sight. Patch leading by less than a

good length to that point in 1:34%. In the stretch

Delaney moved up with Zolock but was never able

to reach the leader, who won in 2:05%- This heat

took the shine out of Daedalion and Zolock beat him
for second money in the two next heats, Hazel Patch

winning the second heat by over three lengths and
the third by over six. I append the summary:

Free-for-all pace; purse $1000.

Hazel Patch, br.h. by Hard Patch. (J. W. Flack) 111
Zolock, br.h. by Hard Patch (H. Delaney) 3 2 2

Daedalion, b.h. by Diablo (H. R. Ward) 2 3 3

Time—2.05%, 2:07, 2:08%.

The next race was a mile and repeat for a matinee

cup, club members to drive. California Poppy, Jes-

sica and Kinmont were scratched, leaving only Lona
and General Booth as contestants. The result was
as follows:

Trotting Cup Race for club members.
Lona, b.m (William Morgan) 1 1

Gen. Boodle, blk.g (G.F. Fritz) 2 2

Time—2:21%. 2:20.

Then came the wind-up of the day and the meeting.

Henry Berry's road horse, Briney K., was matched
to trot to wagon and beat 2:20. Henry started to

drive himself but finally concluded to put up Bob
Smith, who campaigned Sweet Marie. Of course Mr.

Berry was some forty-five pounds over weight, which
might result in disaster when taken in connection

with an extra pair of wheels. But really frofty the

way the horse executed his task, I am quite, confident

Mr. Berry could have driven him fast enough to win

the wager, although he might not have gotten down
as low as he did under the pilotage of Mr. Smith.

I had my field glasses on him all the way and he was
never touched with the whip. He made the journey

in 33, 1:06%, 1:42, 2:15, official time, and I made the

half in 1:06% and the three-quarters in 1:41%, the

first quarter and the full mile being the same by my
watch. I make more than usual mention of this

event because it constitutes a wagon record for the

Pacific coast. I would like to see a wagon race for

2:30 class and one for 2:40 class at each meeting. It

might help a fellow to pick out a good road horse.

I regret that this meeting should have added at

least $2000 of further deficit to the one of last July

which was at the lowest estimate, over $1800. The
men who put up the needful for these two meetings

are amply able to lose the money and not feel it, but

the general inclination of mankind is to make money
rind not lose it. Hence I think Los Angeles has seen

its last harness meeting for many years to come.

There has been an awful lot of jobbing done here

I --

-:
;

'
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between 1894 and the present date, and after the
grangers have gone home two or three times with
empty pockets and kicking the splinters off the rail-

road ties, they get very sore and don't feel much
like coming back again. Six years ago I got three
drivers together in the parlor of the club house at
Agricultural Park and said to them, "Now, you fel-

lows know just what you have been doing all througli
this meeting, and I can only say that you're bigger
suckers than the men you have been robbing through
the mutual boxes. Don't you know this is the only
town in the state where people wdll turn out to see
a trotting race. Don't you know it is easier to get
2000 people to a harness race here than to get 200

x
to one at San Francisco? And for all that you will

go on and get in your dirty work here as if this

were a jay towrn. Tou will all want to come down
here next year and get some purses—where do you
expect the money to come from to make up those
purses?" For all that they have kept a jobbing right

along and the new driving association, which has
this year given two of the best harness race meetings
I have seen in twelve years, is the sufferer for their

misdeeds.
Some men have no sense, anyhow*. I heard an al-

leged trainer of trotters and pacers making a howl
yesterday about the charge of 5 per cent, commission
on mutual tickets. Now who furnishes the money
for those mutuals? The noble army of "pikers," of

course, for not one man in twenty who goes to the

mutual boxes has the money to pay for the fourth

choice in an auction pool if the betting is at all lively.

The horsemen's money is in the stakes and purses,

and the coin of the "hoi polloi" is what makes the

mutual game and the profits of the mutuals are what
help to make up the purses and added money for the

next year's meeting. Now, "advance ass, and give

the countersign."
HIDALGO.

formity of
/
color and partake of their sires' even

temper, mild disposition and good manners.
W. J. CARTER.

NOTES FROM THE OLD DOMINION.

RICHMOND, Va., Nov. 20.—Greater interest has

been manifested in horse breeding by farmers and
others in this .state during the present year than since

the boom was at its height back in the early nineties.

California bred stallions were the most extensively

patronized, too. The Palo Alto bred horse, Kelly 2.27,

full brother to Expressive 3, 2:12%, was kept very

busy. Under lease by W. J. Carter from his owner,

James Cox, Mt. Jackson, Va , the bay stallion served

eighty-one mares in 1904 and ^during 1905 an even

hundred visited the court of this son of Electioneer

and thoroughbred Esther and were mated with him.

No less than 120 were booked, but for various reasons

not all were bred. The horse finished strong and

hearty, too, certainly an evidence of a hardy consti-

tution and the possession of more than ordinary

vigour. Among the mares bred to Kelly was Telka,

the daughter of Arion 2:07%, from La Jolla by Ad-
vertiser 2:15%, second dam famous old Sally Benton

2:17%, the dam of Serpol 2:10, etc. She is owned by

W. J. Carter at Richmond and the prospective foal

will carry three top trosses to Electioneer, as Kelly,

Arion and Advertiser are all sons of the famous dead

monarch of Palo Alto.

The Floyd Brothers of Bridgeton, Va., who are the

largest breeders on the eastern shore of the state,

have five stallions in service and report a most
prosperous season. Their premier sire is Sidney

Prince 2:21%, whose name indicates his paternity,

seeing that he is a son of Sidney, wnile his stud com-
panion is Colonel Sidney, who bears a like relationship

to the stallion whose career was so closely entwined

with that of the dead Count Valensin. One of the

stud companions of these two sons of Sidney is Rod
Oliver, by Col Henry Exall's noted Texas' sire Elec-

trite, another product of your Golden State. Rod
Oliver is from Lady May, the dam of six, by Port

Leonard. Sidney has served 102 mares this season,

as against some 118 or 120 in 1904, but in favor of the

stallion it may be said that his fee was increased this

season and six mares from a breeder in a neighboring

state were refused in October. The Messrs. Floyd

have ten highly bred mares, all by sires of note and

from great producing dams, in foal by Sidney Prince.

Ten of the get of the two Sidney stallions, eight by

Sidney Prince and two by Colonel Sidney, were sold

: I from the Floyd farm this year for an average of close

to $1000 each.

The big chesnut stallion Bedworth 2:22%, by Wild-

nut, dam Julia Benton, by General Benton, owned for

several' seasons past by Christian and James of

Blakes.'Va., has been mated with some good mares

;,
- and his get are being trained and raced by breeders

in that sections. Bred at Palo Alto, he was brought

east and sold, after which he was raced and between

seasons did stud service in both Maryland and Vir-

ginia, in the former for E. B. Emory of Centreville,

and in this state for Fred. Downing, Sharpe's Wharf
By the latter he was traded to parties in Ohio, but

after his get began to show up well the son of Wild-

,i nut was purchased and brought to Blakes by his

J ' present owners. The fastest of Bedworth's get in

, Bedworth, Jr. 2:06%, pacing, and a good race horse;

in fact, I- think that the speedy gelding holds the

j record for Maryland bred harness horses.

Another California bred stallion that is exercising

a refining influence upon the stock of the section in

which he is kept is Planeteer, a Palo Alto bred son of

Electioneer and Planetia, thoroughbred daughter of

Planet. Planetia, as you know, of course, figures as

the grand dam of Peko 2:11, Pedlar 2:18%, etc. He
is owned by W. E. Graves of the wholesale lumber

firm of Woodson & Graves, Lynchburg, Va, With the

possible exception of a short while in his two-year-

old form at Palo Alto no attempt was .ever made to

train Planeteer, as he was brought east that season

! and sold, or has any effort been expended in handling

iis
get for speed, yet they show up well in size, uni-

MECHANICAL TRACTION AND HORSE PRODUC-
TION.

The Scientific American is an article on the bicycle
and the automobile refers -to the rise and sudden col-
lapse of the bicycle and asks this pertinent question:
"Shall we see repeated the history of the bicycle in
the booming of the automobile?" The large numbers
of cheap autos that will soon make them a cheap
machine.
The distinction of the automobile by the high

prices has given distinction to the enthusiastic own-
ers, but when everybody gets to riding in the auto as
they did with the bicycle, there will be a mechanical
collapse and mechanical traction will assume normal
position along with the electric car and the locomo-
tive: a help to the horse which elevates him to a
higher sphere: that requires better and larger draft
horses for work and finer, handsomer carriage horses
for driving at higher prices; more profit to the farmer
who can raise these high class horses to suit the

market demands for special class horses, while the
all-purpose horse, the street car class, and the small,

cheap horses have already given place to the draft

and coach horses at three times the price.

The editor does not refer to the Horseless, Age so

flippantly used a few years ago by the auto enthus-
iasts, but says, "the automobile will rival the trolley

car and the locomotive." And we all know that these

increased the demand for horses, and if history re-

peats itself, mechanical traction will increase the use

and demand for more horses and better horses.

The editor says: "The history of sports and
pastimes in this country furnishes no parallel to the

rapid growth in popularity of the bicycle, and its even

more sudden decline as a means of recreation. Its

decline is rendered the more puzzling when we re-

member that the medical profession indorsed bicycle

riding as being, when followed in moderation, of

valuable assistance in keeping the body in good con-

dition, and in the cure and prevention of certain ail-

ments that arise from sedentary habits and the lack

of a proper amount of outdoor exercise So true is

this that if it were possible to gather the testimony

of the hundreds of thousands of people in this country,

whose "wheels" are today rusting in the cellar or

stored ingloriously among the top attic lumber, it

would be found they readily admit they have never

enjoyed the perfect health which was theirs when the

Sunday trip into the country or the evening ride on

the boulevards or cycle paths formed an important

and pleasurable item in the routine of their lives.

The causes for the decline were many. The chief

trouble was the very one that is threatening the au-

tomobile today—people rode too fast and too far;

and those who were not gifted with the muscular and

constitutional equipment necessary for riding cen-

turies, or even half-centuries, without distress began

to associate the bicycle with aching limbs and an

exhausted body. Another and scarcely less active

cause of the decline was the introduction of cheap

bicycles, and the placing of the wheel within reach

of everybody who could find the necessary forty or

fifty dollars for its purchase. Bicycling became un-

fashionable; and. in this respect the decline of wheel-

ing is one of the most startling signs of the fact that

the American people are fast losing that independent,

democratic spirit which for three centuries has been

one of the distinguished characteristics of the race.

When the fad became unfashionable its death-knell

as a pastime of universal popularity was sounded.

The bicycle was relegated to uses purely utilitarian.

As a means cf transportation it will always fill a

useful place in the economy of everyday life; but that

bicycling will ever win back anything of its former

position as one of the most fashionable and popular

means of recreation is most improbable.

But what of the automobile? Will like causes pro-

duce like effects? The introduction of cheap and re-

liable automobiles (and if the plans of certain firms

do not miscarry the market will within the next two

or three years be flooded with such) will bring the

automobile within reach of the pocketbook of ten

times as many people as can afford a machine under

existing conditions. Shall we see repeated the history

of the bicycle? Will it become unfashionable? Pos-

sibly in a limited degree it will; although it must

remain one of the most useful means of transporta-

tion, both for freight and passengers, that invention

has placed at the service of man, rivaling, if not sur-

passing, the locomotive and the trolley car.

SKIN DISEASES OF HORSES.

It would be difficult to decide which form of para-

sites, animals or plants, do most damage to the skin

which they infest, says W R. Gilbert, in the "Stock

Farm." Undoubtedly in the aggregate, parasite in-

sects are more injurious than parsitlc plants because

they are more numerous, and some of them bury

themselves in the skin, out of reach of remedies, very

much as parasites are far more common than para-

sitic plants, though ringworm, it is true, attacks

horses, though comparatively rarely, although when

it does occur it is difficult to cure, and if allowed to

become diffused over a large extent of surface before

remedies are applied it may prove to be incurable.

Two closely allied species only of fungi attack horses.

The most common is the Trycophyton Tonsurans, s..

called from the large spores, which causes ordinary

ringworm; and the Achorion Schoenleinii, which i«

found in the peculiar scabs of honey-comb ringworm:

but insect parasites are very numerous, and several

varieties of them find a temporary or permanent resi-

dence in the skin.

Some kind of insects are content to remain on the
surface of the body and even do some indirect ser-
vice by eating the waste materials which would accu-
mulate if not got rid of in some way; but even these
in the pursuit of their natural function of life set up
a considerable amount of irritation.

Others burrow into the skin and do more mischief
than the first, besides being more difficult to detect
and destroy. Acari or mange mites are the most in-
jurious of the parasitic insects which infest the skin.
The family is familiarly represented in the form of the
common cheese mite which is visible to the unaided
eye, but can be more conveniently examined with a
pocket lens. A very strong family likeness connects
the different varieties of the acari, but there are cer-
tain anatomical peculiarities which can be recognized
under the microscope and indicate the class to which
the insect belongs. Sarcoptes, or flesh strikers, as
the same implies, bite their way into the skin and
make long galleries in which the eggs are laid, and
the young mites hatched in about eight days, or
longer in cold weather. The acari are provided with
strong cutting jaws, not unlike the large claws of the
lobster; they have also short legs which extend very
little beyond the outline of the body.
Dermatodectes differ from sarcoptes in their forms

and habits. They possess long, pointed mouths, suit-

able for taking up the secretions of the skin, and
long legs which enable them to yvander freely over
the body and cling tightly to the skin wphen necessary.

A third variety of acari are known by the term
symbiotes because they cluster together in a manner
suggestive of good fellowship. They are less common
than the other two, and usually infest the legs, es-

pecially in the cases of chronic disease. All forms of

mites cause eruptions and intense itching.

Sarcoptic Mange.—At one time it was generally be-

lieved that burrowing mites were confined to the skin

of the human subject, causing a disease known as the

itch; but for many years past, cases of sarcoptic

mange, sometimes of a very virulent form, have been

met with in horses.

In the Shetland Isles sarcoptic mange in certain

seasons causes serious loss among the ponies. The
animals living in a half wild state are out of the way
of observation and treatment, and the disease conse-

quently rages unchecked, and numbers of the animals

die from the intense irritation which prevents them
from resting or obtaining sustenance.

Some years since the English Privy Council was

urged to pass an order to enable the local authorities

to slaughter horses affected with sarcoptic mange,

and to pay compensation. It was found on inquiry

that the owners of diseasedw animals would be ex-

tremely glad to have the ponies killed if compensation

to the amount of about $20 were paid. The order

was passed, and by the energetic action of the in-

spector the disease was nearly extinguished: a few

cases occur each season, but the malady in the

epizootic form has been stamped out

Most probably sarcoptic mange is much more com-

mon among horses than is supposed to be. It is in

occasional cases only that any search is made for the

acari. Symptoms of mange may be apparent, and the

ordinary remedies are often applied with success, as

most of the cases of mange are in the common form

in which the dermatodietes are present, but in the

case of the disease not proving amenable to treatment

it would be worth while to ascertain whether the

cause of failure was to be found in the character and

habits of the parasites which had induced the disease.

REX BOOK.

Without doubt, no question is of more vital im-

portance to owners of horses, cattle, hogs, sheep and

poultry than the proper care of their stock and an

adequate and immediate method of treatment in case

of sickness. Numerous books along these lines have

been published with varying degrees of value.

One of the most complete publications ever at-

tempted is the "Rex Book—The Veterinary Guide,"

recently issued by The Rex Company, S00 South 16th

street, Omaha, Nebraska.

This book contains over 160 pages with more than

150 illustrations, well bound in attractive covers. The

book weighs nearly a pound.

It treats upon every subject known to veterinary

science and embraces the results of the most success-

ful veterinary surgeons the world over.

A copy of the book will be sent to all readers of

The Breeder and Sportsman free by addressing The

Rex Company, 800 South 16th street, Omaha. Nebr.

We cordially advise our readers to send for a copy

of this book today as it will prove of great and lasting

value to everyone owning stock or poultry. Mention

The Breeder and Sportsman and the book will not

cost you a cent.

A sale of twenty-five head of horses from Mr. A.

B. Spreckels' Aptos Ranch will be held some lime In

February next by Fred U. Chase ,>i Co, Sandy Smith

has them all up now and is putting them in snape

at the farm track. They are all young horses by-

Cupid 2: IS (own brother to Sidnes Dillon), Dexter

Prince and Aptos Wilkes, ami are as fine a let as

this well known breeding farm lias ever turned

out. There is a full brother to Psyche imp, among
them. Chas. De Ryder visited the rami last week

and speaks very highly of the horses and their con-

dition.

The handsome bay stallion Direct View 2:08% as
a five-year-old, was sold i"i $2,750 at tie- Old Glory
Sale last week. He took liis record at Readvllle last

year in the first heat "I' a race in which la beat

Sweet Marie the first two heats, lie is by Direcl

2:05>/j out of Formosa by Mansfield 2:26.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

Monday

ought 51600 at tne 01 .
, sale,

laughtei Zelma
-

2:09%. by Nutwood Wilkes, has wonen heat races. Her first start in a regular
Pleasanton in 1904, where she me. Cava-

Tom Carneal, Dr. W. and other fast ones, and
won after seven heats had been paced She took a

in that race, which she reduced to
2:11% later in the season. Her present record is not
the limit of her speed by a good deal. Her dam is
a mare said to be by Forest Clay Jr.

The Salinas Driving Club, that was organized two
igo and gave a successful race meeting in

Is about to be reorganized for the purpose of
giving a meeting at the Salinas race track next falh

Mr. J. B. Iverson, of Salinas, who won all the three-
year-old stakes on the California circuit this year
with North Star 2:13)4, by Xutwood Wilkes, has an-
other very promising trotting colt in a two-year-old
by Barondale 2:11%, out of Wilhelmina II. by Eu-
geneer. sire of North Star's dam. Chas. Whitehead
is teaching it the way it should go

Colonel Delmar 2:14%. a brother in blood to Major
Delmar 1.59%, was consigned to the Old Glory sale
by Dan Mahaney and brought 54600. Charles Duval
of New Jersey was the buyer.

Sports of the Times, printed in New York, issued
a very handsome horse show number. The cover
picture by Dickey was especially good.

Chas. De Ryder may remain in California all next
year and if so he will be seen on the California
circuit, as it would be almost impossible for him to
keep out of the game when the racing began. He
is now engaged in buying and selling good prospecu-.
He will purchase a likely horse at a fair price and
after putting him in shape, sell at a small profit.

By keeping his money turning over this way he fig-

ures on making a fair profit on his investments and
allowing the buyer margin for further profit. He has
on hand at the present time several horses that are
without records but good enough to race on most
any circuit next season. Among them is a pacer by
Don Derby 2:04%. dam by Guide 2:16. that worked
a mile in 2:11 last year and was then turned out
when Mr. De Ryder went East. He took him up
when he came back and a week ago last Saturday
let him step an eighth at speed, and he stepped it

in 14% seconds. This pacer is a sure race horse,
"and Mr. .De Ryder asks a very reasonable price for

him.

William Morgan of Pasadena, W. G. Durfee and J.

W. Flack of Los Angeles. E. T. Lutz of Santa Rosa.
Chas. Wheeler of Sacramento. J. L. Smith of Vallejo.

B. Croner. I- Liehtenstein, Jos. Herrscher and A. Ot-
tinger, of San Francisco, are among the Californians

who have made entries for the races at the Arizona
Fair, which opens at Phoenix on Monday.

Tommy Waugh, who cared for Lou Dillon 1:58%
during her phenomenal campaign of 1903, is now
looking after Ed Patch 2:08%.

Get your advertisement in the Christmas Breeder

& Sportsman which will be issued December 23d. It

will be a very handsome number and have a larger

circulation than any journal of its character pub-'

lished on the Coast.

The East View Farm consignment to the Blair

Baker sale averaged $330 for nineteen head.

Ed Parker is training at Pleasanton

year-old gelding by Montana Director

a fast pacer and will be one before

He Is owned by Mr. C. A. Harrison

I, Victoria, B. C Mr. Harrison
prospect in Parker's

proverbial ghost. She is called

is by Del Norte 2:08, ai

i nan 1:03 right now.

track a four-

that acts like

many weeks.
of the Hotel
lias another

is as Ea

Maid
11

Sam Casto arrived In Los Angeles last week with a

looking Zoml has

handling at Oil I
" Grounds track at Salem. <>

,ys he expects to have them stepping

some by spring. They all landed In fine shape and

me high class ones anions: them.
:.os Angeles extended him a

i of fast horses and oranges.

Ighteen horses consigned to the cud Gloi

by Mr. C. K. <:. Tailings brougl a total of $4.',.27'J.

04% brought the hlgl esl

IS Pointer 2:04% w< a 00, Prl

hed $6000. Alexar.d.-r 2:09%.

i J2000; Pri i, 52000:

$31 Bqu L2%, $1750,

iwer prli

Montana Director, a sun of Direcloi 2.17. died re-
cently at Seattle, the property of Mr. A. T. Van De

The two miles trotted by Mr. J. C Kirkpatriek's
Strathll - a g, John Caldwell, at Los Angeles, in
2:11s!;. was tne [astest two heats ever trotted in
a race in California.

Nutwood Wilkes now has ten 2:15 performers even-
ly divided between trotters and pacers, and headed
by the champion John A. McKerron 2:04%. Six of
the ten have records below 2:11.

-turned to Califor er an
two years, and has located at

The Arizona Fair meeting opens on Monday next.
December 4th. The stalls are filled with high class
horses and fast time will be made if the weather is

good.

It is said that Billy Buch 2:07% is all right again:
his ailing leg is pronounced as being sound again,
and if this turns out to be the case he w-ill be raced
again next year.

William Simpson, owner of McKinney 2:11%, was
the purchaser of Gazelle 2.11% at the Old Glory sale
last week, for $4000. She is the dam of Zolock 2:05%
by McKinney and Zephyr 2:07% by Zombro. Mr.
Simpson will mate her with McKinney in the spring
and the foal will he a full brother or sister to Zo-
lock.

If you want to start a little stock farm go to the
sale of Geo. A. Davis' stock which will be held at
Fred H. Chase & Co.'s salesyard, 1732 Market street.

December 12th, and buy the seven-year-old black
mare Mary Medium. She is by James Madison
2:17%. dam the registered mare Missie Medium by
Rampart, second dam Belle Medium 2:20, the dam
of Stam B. 2:11%. This is as richly bred a mare
as there is in California, and she is in foal to Bonnie
McK.. a son of McKinney 2:11%, that is out of Bon-
silene 2:14%. by Stamboul 2:07%. sire of Stam B
2:11%. second dam BOn Bon 2:28. the dam of Bon-
nie Direct 2:05%. etc., by Simmons. Just study the
blood lines that will be in the pedigree of this foal.

Mr. L. V. Harkness, owner of the Wa ]riut Hall
Stock Farm, will spend the winter in California.

Frank Walker, America's foremost starter, is now
"mine host" at the Gilsey House in New York, having
lately acquired an interest in that famous tavern.

J. W. Daly, Mt. Kisco, N. J., has turned over to

John Kelly to train, three fillies by Oro Wilkes 2:11,

one of them out of a Stamboul mare that Kelly says

is the greatest three-year-old he has ever handled.

Isaac Smith, secretary of the Kentucky Trotting

Horse Breeders' Association in its early years, died

November S, at Winchester, Ky, aged 6S years. Mr.
Smith bred the famous campaigner Jewett 2:20 trot-

ting, 2:14 pacing, and other horses of note.

Poor Old Ben F. 2.07%. After winning a big bunch

of money and racing consistently for three seasons.

he is considered not quite good enough for the 2: OS

class and was knocked down for 5650 at the Old

Glory sale.

.

Payne Shatter w-rites us that his Futurity candi-

date Homespun for foals of 1905 is already 13.1 hands
high forward and 12.1% behind and is a strong robust

colt. Here's hoping that Payne w-ill get first money
with Homespun, and that he beats North Star's

record.

Mr. M. Henry of Haywards has quite a string of

trotters and pacers at the Pleasanton track Among
those he has just commenced work on are three full

brothers by Gossiper 2:14%, dam a mare by Algona.

There are two geldings five and four years old, and
a three-year-old stud colt. The geldings are both

trotters and Mr. Henry has been handling them but

six weeks at the Pleasanton track. The five-year-old

is called one of the purest and best gaited trotters

ever seen on that famous training oval. Mr. Henry
worked him an easy mile in 2:35% last week, the last

half in 1:13% and the last quarter in 34 seconds. The
four-year-old is trotting quarters in 40 seconds al-

ready, and the three-year-old. which is a good gaited

pacer, reeled off a quarter in 35 seconds the other

day. This promising family of brothers are owned
by Mr. Frank D. Colburn of Boston, Mass.

Josie 2:08%, sister to Billy Red 2:10, sold for $700

at the Old Glory sale last w-eek.

Stanley Dillon 2:07% was purchased by C. A. Niles

of Terra Haute at the Old Glory sale last week for

Two fine stallions by Prince Airlie 28045 are offered

|.
i sale by Mr. P. H. McEvoy of Menlo Park Prince

Aii lie is the son of Guy "Wilkes that was selected

by the late William Corbett to head his stock farm
when he sold Guy Wilkes. At the dispersal sale of

the farm Prince Airlie was sold to a gentleman who
shipped him to South Africa.

telegram printed in nearly all the daily papers.

_ thai hi id:. i.- Miss Kinney 2:lo% sold for

I the Old Glory sale last Monday was sold in

me ring a year ago for 541. S50. is absurdly incor-
' Ilia Old Glory sale of L904, Miss Kinney, at

Ime having a record of 2:17%, was sold for

: sequently her price this year was an ad-

vance of just 5400 on the price paid for her in 1904.

The identity of the trotter Advancer has been fully
lished by Secretary Knight of the American'

Trotting Association, who has ordered that payment
be made of the two 55000 stakes won by the horse at
Milwaukee and Libertyville last summer. The horse

as mt a "ringer."

Bob Sparks, who is training a string of horses afil

Pleasanton for Mr. Lew-is Pierce of Suisun, has among
them a five-year-old bay gelding by Diablo 2.09%^
out of Hazel Mac by Director, that looks like one
worth going to the races with next summer. Bob
has only worked him two weeks, yet stpped him a
quarter in 33% seconds one day last week.

Of the nine sons produced by Beautiful Bells, bui
two are alive—Chimes and Belsire.

How about your mare bred this year. Have yo
nominated her in the 57000 Breeders' Futurity?
not, why not? Nominations close next Monday.

Jacob Brolliar writes from Tulare that the ve:

fast green mare Princess Chehalis by Chehalis is ilffl

his charge at the track there She is owned by Mr*
J. A. McNeill. Mr. Brolliar states that his own mare
My Way 2:22 slipped twin foals by Hambletonian
Wilkes last week, and on the first of February ha
will commence conditioning her to race through the
California circuit of 1906. She is a daughter of Stone-
w-ay and is now four years old. Another very fast
Stoneway that he will race against aged horses next
year is the green three-year-old pacing filly Sweet-
way. He begun on her in September this year, up
to which time she had never been driven as fast as
a three-minute gait, and three weeks ago she paced
an easy mile in 2:18% and a few days after, just to
see something of her speed abilities, he drove her an
eighth in 14% seconds hitched to a cart. Sweetway
is owned by Mr. Kirkham, who bred and sold the
fast two-year-old Rockaway 2:15%.

Thornway 2:12% by Steinway, has been through
several sales. He brought 5600 at New York last
week.

The black four-year-old mare Flyaway by McKin-
ney out of Flewey Flewey by Memo, sold for 5350
at the New York sale.

On and after January 1, 1906, the soundness of
public service stallions in Wisconsin will have to be
certified to by affidavit of owner, or certificate of a
graduated veterinarian. Blemishes and deformities
due to accident will not disqualify.

EUREKA RACES.

Ill

3 3

1 1

3 3

Following are the official summaries of the harness
races held at the fair and race meeting of the Eureka.
Humboldt County, Fair Association, held at the South
Park race course, from September 13th to 16th, 1905:.

Trot or pace, 2:25 class, purse 5135.

Mac Dudley, blk. g., pacer, by Dudley (Noble)
Bonita Wilkes, blk. m., trotter, by Wayland
W. (Hill) 2

Elector, ch. g., pacer, by Dudley. ... (Gallup) 3

Time—2:23, 2:25%, 2:26.

Trot or pace, 2:40 class: purse 5135.

Rev Monte, b. g., pacer, by Young Monterey
(Hill)

Blackstone, blk. g., pacer, by Steinway(Cochran)
Buncombe, b. s., pacer, by Dudley. ... (Patrick)

Time—2:30%, 2:23%.
Trot or pace, two-year-olds: purse 5100.

Evelyn E.. blk.m., pacer, by Cassiar . . (Patrick)

L'lilla. r.m . trotter, by McKinney (Alford)

Time—2:49, 2:49%.
Trot or pace, special: purse 5100.

Trixie. ch. m.. pacer, by Red Cloak (Hunt)
Cassiar, blk.s.. pacer by Soudan (East)

Electo, ch.g.. pacer, by Dudley (Noble)

Time—2:23%, 2.26%.

Trot or pace, free for all: purse 5320.

Uno, bg.. pacer, by Aptos Wilkes (Hunt) 1

Charley J., blkg. (Lecari) 2 2

Time—2:18, 2:21%, 2:27%.

Trot or pace, buggy horses; purse 575.

Mr. Hindi's Billy 1

Mr. Short's Benn -

Mr. Bartlett's Gertrude D 3

Mr. Christie's Jack 4

Time—3:17%. 3:06%.

SANTA ANA RACES.

The official summary of the races held at Santa Ana
on the opening day of its meeting, November 14th,

are here given. The heavy rainstorm that fell during

the following night necessitated the meeting bein

declared off as stated last week.
Pacing, 2:12 class: purse 5600.

Oma A. b.m. by Dictatus (Jeffries) 1

Glenn, ch.g. by Glenwood (Pounder)
Hattie Croner. b.m. by Bay Bird (Bunch)
Vinnie Mann. b.m. by Alexis (Lindsay)

Mistake, br.g. by Trouble. . _,. (Kent)

Lady R, bm. by Col. K. R (Sweeney)
Albuta. br.g. by Altivo (Thompson)
Byron Lace. br.s. by Lovelace (Stetson)

Time—2:10%, 2:10%. 2:11%. 2:14. 2:17.

Trotting. 2:14_ class: purse 5600.

Cuate, b.g. by McKinney (Durfee) 1

Electric Maiden, b.m. by Electrite. . . (Gerrityl 6

The Commonwealth, b.h by Shadeland On-
ward (Lindsay) 2

Wild Bell. br. g. by Wildnut (Freeman) 3

Red Skin. eh. g. by Red Cloak (Jeffries) 4

Rozelle. gr.g. by Bob Mason (Maben) 5

Time—2.15%. 2:16%. 2:16%, 2:18.
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OLD GLORY SALE.

-A

A large gathering of horsemen from all sections of

the country comfortably filled Madison Square Gar-

den during the opening day of the "Old Glory" sale.

The bidding in general was not as lively as had been
expected, but fair average prices were realized on the

stock offered.

The highest price for the day was paid for the fa-

mous broodmare Gazelle 2:11%, dam of Zolock 2:05%
(1905), and Zephyr 2:07%, also made last season. She
is now over 14 years old, but her record as a race-

mare and producer of extreme speed made her one of

the most valuable brood mares of the entire sale.

Mr. William Simpson, proprietor of the Empire City

Stud, purchased her for $4000.

The bidding on Zephyr 2:07%, one of Ed Geers' best
breadwinners last season, was quite spirited at the

start, the first bid being made by Al Thomas at $1000.

After carefully looking the mare over Mr. Nathan
Straus bid $50 at a time until the price reached to

$1550, his last bid, which was raised to $1600 and the

horse was knocked down to C. T. Barrett of Akron, O.

Beauseant 2:06%, also from the Terrace Farm con-

signment, sold for $1950, while Zelma, a daughter of

Zephyr, brought $1000. The total of fifty-nine horses

in this consignment sold for $23,285, or an average of

nearly $400 per head.

The list of horses announced for sale on the second

.y was attractive enough to draw big crowds to the

rden. There was no disposition on the part of

lorsemen to hold off for future chances, and so fair

Colonel Delmar 2.14% by Del Mar, took the place

of the star of the sale by bringing the highest figure

of the day, $4600, paid by Charles Duvall of Raritan,

N. J. The next best price was $3000, paid by Thomas
"W. Murphy of Glen Cove, L. I., for the seven-year-old

pacer Reliance.

A change in the plans of Mr. Butler, proprietor of

East View Farm, caused the withdrawal of the greater

part of his consignment.
The sale of Cresceus 2:02% brought to the Garden

"Wednesday afternoon the largest crowd seen at any
day of the sale. . The champion was brought to the

ring in fine condition and received hearty applause.
The expected lively bidding which has characterized
every sale of prominent stallions did not take place,

is Cresceus was knocked down to his new owner* at
.he second bid.

After the usual talk Auctioneer Bain asked for a
bid, but nearly two minutes elapsed and no one an-
swered. More coaxing brought out a low-voiced bid
of $20,000, which caused some comment, as the crowd
thought some one was joking. When asked to come
forward, a tall gentleman raised his hand and was at

once recognized as P. H. McGuire, of New York, who
had previously purchased Direct "View. AH was silent

again, and no bidding, and when the auctioneer
threatened to sell the horse on one bid, calling for the
thir£ and last time, some one said $21,000.

The bidder was M. W. Savage, of Minneapolis, owner
of Dan Patch, to whom Cresceus was knocked down at

that figure. The great majority of the spectators
thought that the horse sold far below his real worth
but knowing ones hardly ever guessed that the horse
would bring that price. The world's champion trotting

and pacing stallions are now stable mates, an instance
unparalleled in the history of the harness turf.

The greatest feature of the sale was that of Baron-
mores* youngsters, which brought very satisfactory
prices and were disposed of at lively bidding. Baron-
gale, at $2,900, was considered by horsemen and breed-
ers as one of the best bargains of the sale. Unless
all signs fail, this five-year-old son of Baronraore,
2:14%, is destined to make a name for himself as the

|

progenitor of early speed. Every one of the youngsters
of this consignment which had Futurity engagements
sold at good figures, once more proving the oft-re-
peated assertion that horses of equal breeding and
individual merit bring more satisfactory prices in pub-
lic sales if they are entered in colt stakes.
The sales for the first three days that brought

T300 or over were as follows:
King Burdo, trotter, 2:26, br. h., 8 years, by Stern-
berg-Chirper by "Wilkes Boy; C. J. Averill, Syra-
cuse, N. Y $810

Elegance, trotter, br. m. f 6, by Dare Devil-Ameri-
can Belle by Rex Americus; Charles Tenner, Al-
bany, N. Y 350

American Belle, trotter, 2:12%, b. m., 11, by Rex
Americus-Beautiful Chimes by Chimes; A. B.
Coxe, Paoli, Penn 1,800

Sartorine, trotter, b. m.. 11, by Mambrino King-
Sartory by Almonareh; George S. Crouch,
Charlestown, West Va 32T,

"Velvet Rose, pacer, br. m., 9, by McKinnev-Eita
Wilkes by Billy Sayre; John D. King, Goshen,
N. Y 400

Lady-in-Waiting, trotfer, b. m., 12, by Chimes-
Maid of Honor by Mambrino King; J. W. Bailey,
Gainesville, Texas 325

Nysa. trotter, b. m., 6. by Allerton-Cyprus by
Strathmore; William Simpson, New York City.. 650

Carolita, trotter, blk. m., 9, by Dexter Prince-
Carrie C. by Electioneer; J. W. Bailey, Gaines-
ville, Texas 500

Olga Chimes, trotter, b. m., 10, by Chimes-Daisy
King by Mambrino King; H. S. Ladew, Glen-
cove, L. 1 300

Zephyr, trotter, 2.07%, b. m., 7, by Zambro-Ga-
zelle by Gossiper; E. T. Barnett, Akron. Ohio.. 1,600

Zelma. trotter, b. f., 2, by Beauseant-Zephyr by
Zambro; E. T. Barnett, Akron, Ohio 1.000

Gazelle, trotter, 2:11%, blk. m., 4, by Gossiper-
Gipsey by Gen. Booth ; William Simpson, New
York City 1 ,000

Eeausant, trotter, 2:06%, b. h., 8. by Bow Bells-
Rosy Morn by Alcantara; W. H. Jones, Birming-
ham, Ala 1,950

Vincible, pacer, ch. g., 3, by The Invincible-The
Empress by Rex Americus; S. S. Blackburn,
Philadelphia 370

The Invincible, trotter, b. h., 8, by Mambrino
King-Mercedes by Chimes; Lawrence Jones,
Louisville, Ky 850

Cassie C. trotter, b. f., yearling, by Beauseant-
Joan Chimes by Chimes; Peter Carroll, Cleve-
land. Ohio '-'

Joan Chimes, trotter, b. m., 11, by Chimes-Joan
by Almont Jr.; A. F. Bradley, Johnstown, N. Y. 325

King Metellas. trotter. 6, by Metellas-Flava by
Mambrino King; H. Schreiber, Allegheny, Penn. 42."

Gala Chimes, trotter, b. -. s. by Chimes-Valley
Queen by Mambrino King; M. Mark, Bunalo,
"• Y .jog

Frances, trotter. 2:26%, ch. m.. 8, by Leonatus-
Gypsey by Orphan Boy; George Watson, Balti-
more, Md .[

•--

Ela trotter, 2:22, b. m., 9, by" AltiVo-Elaine
"

bv
Messenger Duroc; J. Ross, Washington. D. C... 500

Swago, trotter. 2:13%, b. g., 10. by Ceciltan-Ger-
trude by Mambrino Startle; J. Cohen, New York
City 420

Larabie Bel, pacer. 2:22, br. m., 6. bv Larabie
the Great-Adebel by Advertiser; H. Burnett,New lork 335

Chollie Downing, pacer, 2:11%, ch. in., "if." by An-
derson Wilkes-Ida Downing bv Stoner Bo'v H.
Jacobs, Chicago, 111 * 350

Mazep, trotter, b. m. by Allerton-Sport bv Onward;
J. P. Close. Poughkeepsie, N. Y 160

Lyndon, pacer, ch. g, S years, bv Alcander-Lucv
by Kent: J. H. White. Elmira, N. Y ". 400

Kentucky Frank, trotter, 2:14 1 ->. rn. g.. 11 years
by Eagle Bird-Traitress bv Confederate Chief-
John Tilley, Glenwood Landing. L. 1 310

Queen, trotter, 2:2S%, b. m., S years, by Sir Gala-
had-Jenny C. and Grace H-, trotter, 2:29^. b
m„ 6 years, by Sir Charles H.-Gladvs B? by
King Rene (pole team); W. A. Bradford, New
York 700

Jayson, trotter, b. g., S years, bv Javfoot-dam
unknown; C. W. Watson, New Brunswick. N. J.. 425

"Vado, trotter, yearling, b. c. bv Austral-Phrase
by Onward; D. C. Moran. New York 450

Baron Silver, trotter, 2.28%. br. h.. 4, by Baron
Wilkes-Beleno by Eldorado; G. Horton. Cleve-
land, Ohio 1,075

Erskine Reed, pacer. 2:12%. b. g., 9, by Chatter-
ton-Lottie H. by Thomas K.; J. Ross. Wash-
ington, D. C 545

The Sovereign, trotter, b. g. 4, by The Beau
Ideal-Rhea, by Chimes; H. Titer, Eeadville,
Mass 380

Coldeira, trotter, 2:2S%. b. m., 9. bv Arion-Jon-
nita by Sultan; A. C. Thomas. New York 325

Mokoma, trotter, b. f„ 3, by Moko-Annie Lewis by
Potential ; Hugh Milan, New York 300

Oakley Baron, trotter, 2:23, br. h., 5, by Baron
Oaks-Katie King by Kingwood; W. S." McKee,
Charlestown, P. E. Island 1,025

Merrymaker, trotter, blk, g., 5. bv Gratton Bov-
Merry Clay by Harry Clay; S. McClary, New
York 500

Auretto, trotter. 2:29%, blk. g., 4. by Bellini-Ar-
rolla by Kentucky Prince C. H. Magin, New^York 300

Heathcote, trotter. 2:27%, br. g., 4. by Bellini-
Monesta by Mendocino ; J. H. Turney, New
Brunswick. N. J 400

Carabina, trotter. 2:27%. b. f.. 3. by Bellini-Car-
mencita by Baron Wilkes; J. A. Gaffney, Brad-
ford, Penn 510

Grace Hopkins, trotter, ch. m., 6, by Mambrino
King-Nora Wilkes, by George Wilkes; C. W.
Watson, New Brunswick, N. J 300

Algen, trotter, 2:21%, ch. h.. 6. by Allerton-Ge-
nevra by Barney Wilkes; G. D. Burnett, Gou-
vernour, N. Y 400

Masetto, trotter, 2:0S%. blk. g., 9, by Constan-
tine-Merry Clay by Harry Clay; J. F. Turnev.
New York 525

Yearling, br. g., by Bingen-Peggy by Baron
Wilkes; Weissinger Brothers, Mount Carmel,
Penn 320

Kippewa. trotter, br. h., 4, by Kremlin-Mistippe bv
In Fact; S. T. Harbison, Lexington. Ky \ 1,225

Arta, trotter, b. m., 4, by Arbitrage-Eutaxia by
Expedition; P. A. Snyder. Cherry Creek. N. Y.. 405

Acheen. trotter, b. c, 2. by Achille-Kavala by
Kremlin; W. P. Biggs, Middletown, Del 300

Flvcatcher, trotter, b. g., 3, by Bingen-Lichee by
Arion; Dr. J. W. Da v. Rochester, N. Y 300

Arena, trotter, 2:11%, b. h., 15. by Alcantara-Mar-
tense by General Knox; Al Thomas, Benson,
Neb 500

Wycomb, trotter. 2:27%, b. h., 5, by Arena-Em-
blem by Empire; R- T. Mulhall, Morristown.
N. J 425

Col. Delmar, trotter, 2.14%. br. h., 9. by Del Mar-
Wilkes Maid by Autograph; Charles Duvall,
Raritan. N. J 4,600

The Idol, trotter, b. g., 3, by Idolita-Carrie Cas-
well bv Altivo; Dr. F. S. Whitnev, Miledge-
ville. Ga 365

Jessie C., trotter, b. f.. 2, bv Idolata-Miss Nutonia
bv Nutwood; John G. Gray. Olean, N. Y 360

Theodore Shelton, pacer, 2:09%, b. h., 13, by Ash-
land Wilkes-Dame Wood by Wedgewood; C. G.
Ward, Brooklyn 675

Reliance, pacer, b. g., 7. by Queechy-Heather-
bloom bv Thorndale; Thomas W. Murphy, Glen
Cove, L. 1 3,000

Ben Axworthy, trotter, b. g., 5, by Axworthy-
Neva Belle by Wake Bell; Al Thomas, Ben-
son, Neb 400

Skip, pacer, 2:20, b. g.. 6, by Clay King-mare by
Empire Wilkes; R. J. Gaffney, Woodford, Penn.. 3o5

Mary D.. trotter. 2:10%, ch. m., 10, by Young Jim-
Rosa Clay bv American Clay; G. H. Sherman,
Port Henry, N. Y 1.000

Wilderness, trotter, 2:29Vi. b. m., 5. by Wilton-
Tennie G- bv Robert McGregor; D. G. McDon-
ald, Pittsburg. Penn 500

Ed. Winters, trotter. 2:12%. b. h.. 9. by Jay Bird-
Lady Ham bv Hambrino; Nagle & Adams. Ho-
boken. N- J 2 -000

Point Dexter, trotter, blk. g., 9. by Mambrino
King Jewell bv Almont Jr., and Wild Minton,
trotter, blk. g., 9. by Wilton-Sweet Violet by
Wildbrino (pole team record 2:15%); James A.

Lynch. New York 1,350

Direct View, trotter. 2:0$^, b. h.. 6, by Direct-
Formosa by Mansfield; P. H. McGuire. New
York 2,(50

Josie, pacer," 2:0$ Vi, b. m., 6, by Glenelg-Bunnella
bv Ingraham; F. Hunter. Newark. N. J <00

Miiiter, trotter. 2:14%. b. m., 6. by Expedition-
Minna Wilkes by George Wilkes; H. Brower,
New York '*-,-• 6, °

Stanlev Dillon, trotter. 2:07%. b. g., 10. by Sidney
Dillon-Athenian by Steinway; C. A. Niles, Terra
Haute, Ind 1,885

Johnnv Smoker, pacer, br. g.. 4, by Sentinel
Wilkes-Cigarette by Madrid; S. R. Hustings.
Boston. Mass • - - § 2.i

Doctor Madara, pacer, 2.0$. ch. g.. 8 years, bj

Simmons-Mary Glenn by Red Wilkes; Ed Hart.
Richmond, Va "0

Kamita. trotter, b. g.. 4. by Idollta-Occitara by
Dictator; Thomas O'Connell, New York 340

Re-Elected, trotter. 2:11%. gr. h.. :<. by Re-Elec-
tion-Sister bv Strathmore; George Henry.
Brooklyn i«0

Ben F pacer 2:07%. b. g.. 12. by Brandtmoor-
Caroi'la bv Stelnway; J. T. Washburn, Ossin-
insr. N. Y 650

Lady Irwin, -trotter, b. m.. 9. by Preceptor-mare
bv Billy Green; Clarence Ware, Mount Vernon.
jj y **°^

Amelia" Pearson, trotter, 2:29%, b. m., :•. by Nut-
hurst-Delta by Mambrino Starile: W. C Han-
cock. Jamaica. N. Y • 160

Miss Hibbard. trotter. 2:17. ch. m.. 10. by Antonio.-

Barcena Wilkes by Alcantara; J. D. King,
Goshen •

'

'"

Sid Barnes, trotter. 2:29'.. blk. jr.. ... by High-
land Sidney-Miss Barnes by Ryswood; A. J.

Furbush. Brighton, Mass i v.

Colonel Wallace, trotter. 2:13%, b. g., 8. by Sirn-

mons-Mav Queen by Dr. Herr; A. P. Hurd. Odin.
Ill 535

LiUetta. trotter, b. f., 3. by Cecilian Chief-LillianLversole by C. F. Clay; H. Helman. New York.. SG0Lady Direct, pacer. 2:15%, b. m.. 7. bv Direct-Lulu F- by Christmas S.; G. W. Archer, Newiork 600
^'rF,?^-
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2:2 -' bi~- m- '•' by Chime
Bell-\irginia by Orchestra; John G. Moore,New lork $qqAir E Dillcn, b. f.. i b> B^r-n Dillon 2 l Bonni-
bel, 3, 2:36, by St. Eell 2.24%; Either & Palmer.
Readville, Mass 275Queen Royal, pacer. :;. 2:23%, b. m.,' '5.' by Mam-
?*1

J?2
I
$
1I
LS 1279-Princess Royal by Chimes

- 30% ; John D. King. Goshen, N. Y 510
Marcella Hal, pacer. 2:21%, b. m.. 8, bv Brown
Hal 2:12^-Hetty by Dudleys Snow Heels- J T
Walsh, Elmwood, L. 1 3^0

Bessie Crawford, blk. f.. 2. by Allerton 2 :u:" , -Min-
nie Thornhill by Billy Thornhill 2:24'..; J.
Hughson, Buffalo. N. Y "

4s..-

Little Queen 2:25%, b. m., S, by Lord Jenkinson-
Lily Russell by Lord Russell; J. H. McAvoy,New York : n

Camillo 2:28V;, blk. r;.. 6, bv Bellini 2:13 '
4 -Correiia

C. by Alcyone 2.27; A. J. Sales. Worcester,
Mass 310

Easter Morn 2:20^4 (1905), b. g.. 5, by Arion
2:07%-Kaloa by Princeton 2:19%; S. Dutsch,
Ne w York 500

Jennie Hale 2:18% iT), 2:15% (P). b. m.. 13,
by Bobbie Hale-Cricket by Redwood: George
Bernhardt. New York 270

Baron Bingen, b. c, 3. by Bingen 2:06%; Ilinda
by Baron Rogers 2:0?^; John Alexander, New
York 360

Chief Wilkie 2:12% (1905). b. sr.. 5. bv Earl
Wilkes; A. J. Furbush. Brighton, Mass 560

Ethelwyn 2:14U. br. m.. 9, by Spurlock-Lady Gle-
ner by Glenarm; A. J. Furbush. Brighton, M;i.ss, 540

Lina Prue 2:18% (matinee), b. m.. 9, bv Grand
Baron 2.12^-Alida Corbitt bv Guv Cofbitt; B.
R. Cobb. Chelsea. Mass 490

Eliska 2:20^4. b. m.. S. by Arion 2:07%-Roxana by
King Wilkes 2:22%; W. J. McRutt, city 320

Thornway 2:12%, pacer, b. h.. 7, bv Steinway, 3,
2:25 3i-Algeruetta bv Allandorf 2:19^; J. W.
Barry, Lowell, Mass 600

Billy Walters Jr. 2:11%, pacer, b. g., 7. by Whale-
bone 2:1S V» -Flora H. by Victor Morgan; Dr.
W. S- Hitman. Newark. N. J 675

Susie W., pacer, 2:26^4. blk. m.. 5, by Refero
2:24.%-Lerida by Alcandre; M. T. Lewis, Brook-
lyn, N. Y 3S5

Bo Lassie, b. m., 5. by Boreal 2.1534-Lucq Russell
by Kentucky Wilkes; H. Roberts. Jersey City.
N. J 300

Brolla. pacer, b. m., 5. by Boreal 2:153i-Rosa B. by
Cuyler; W. Dixon. Allentown. Pa 400

Horton 2:30^. b. sr.. 7, bv McRoberts-not given;
H. Roberts, Jersey City, N. J 330

Barongale. 4. 2:11%.- br. h., 5. by Earonmore
2:14^i-NightingaIe 2:10VA by Osgood"s Patchen;
W. L. Elwood, DeKalb. Ill 2,900

Charles H. Russell. 2, 2:22H. br. c. 2, by Baron-
more 2:14^4 -Florence B. 2.24V& by Patener

2:27%; John R. MeCune. Pittsburg. Pa 1.400
Baron Medium, 2, 2:25%, br. g. by Baronmore

2 :14 U -Crystal Medium 2 : 2 4 ^ by Happy Me-
dium ; Charles Baker. New York 500

Moss Agate, 2, 2:29 V>. b. f.. 2, bv Baronmore
2:14*4 -Miss Ray by Don Wilkes 2:24^: Dr. J.

W. Day. Rochester. N. Y 400
Gracemore, 2. 2:24%, br. f., 3, by Baronmore

2:14*i-Grace Wilkes 2.17U by Adrian Wilkes;
H. H. Lonsrstreet, Matawan, N. J 435

Rumsey, 2, 2:29, b. g., 3, by Baronmore 2:14 U -

Crystal Wilkes 2:21^4 by Don Wilkes; T. L.
Burke. Rowley. Mass 3S5

Ongale. br. c, 2, by Baronmore 2:14% -Gale by
I. on Wilkes; C. Waters, city S00

Brown gelding, 2. by Baronmore 2:14*i-Onessa
by Don Wilkes; L. A. Patterson, Carbondale,
Penn 400

Bay colt. 2. bv Baronmore 2:14 14 -Pearla by Nut-
wood 2:18%: R. Criffen, Scranton, Pa 550

Chestnut sreldine;. 4. by Baronmore 2:14 1
.l -Abbie S.

by Electioneer; W. E. Plumb. Bridgeport. Conn.. 325
Lady Pauline C. 2:11%. blk. m.. 5. by Poem

2.11 ¥> -Lady Cop tan 2:27 bv Coastman; D. G-
McDonald. Pittsburg, Pa 2,000

Axbell, 3S.666, br. c, 3. by Adbell. 1. 2:23-Bessie
Egbert bv Actuary D. 2:20 1

j.: Riverside Park
Farm, Berlin, Wis 600

Diadem 2:12%, b. m.. 5. by The King Red 2:20 1
4
-

Daisv Simmons bv Simmons; Geo. C. Wilson,
Pittsburg. Pa 1.275

Cashwood. pacer. 2:11 14- ch. g.. 7. by Strongwood
2:13% by Endymion 2:23V4; D. G. McDonald,
Pittsburg. Pa 600

Cresceus 2:02i4, ch. h., 11. bv Robert McGregor
2:17%-Mabel by Mambrino Howard; M. W. Sav-
age. Minneapolis 21.000

Climax, ch. c. 1. bv Cresceus 2;02U -Crescent
2.24% by Ira Wilkes; J. A. Hubbard. Cam-
bridge. Mass 310

Cervantes 2:20%, blk. g., 10. by Poem 2:11%-
Loyala Grevstone; Harry Woods. Wellsville.

Mass 410
Fancv Pat. saddle horse, b. g.. S; J. Ross. Wash-

ington. D. C 410
Jenny Reed, b. f.. 3, by Cresemis 2 :02 1

4 -Nettie by
Highland Goldust: Jas. La Racque. New York.. 625

Princess Cresceus, b. f.. 1, by Cresceus 2:02 % -

Princess Mackav bv Baron Wilkes; H. S. La
Dew. Glen Cove. L. 1 440

Kent 2:09%, ch. g, 10. by Wilkesward 2:lS^-
Rhotla McGregor by Robert McGregor; Geo. A.
Coleman. New York City 275

Venture Direct, br. f\. 1, by The Director Gen-
eral-Venture W. bv Stamboula; E. D. Berry,
Cleveland. 650

Beautaw. 35.252. b. h., 4, by Pilatus 2:09%-Uta by
Bow Bells; R. Grossman. New York City ~ -'

Cereal, b. t" , ?.. by Boreal 2:15. ", -Eglantine by
Hambrino: J. H. Cuthill. Newark. N. J 77".

Golden Means. 2. 2:23>A, b. c, 2. bv Silent Brook
2:16%-Golden Mean by Red Wilkes; J. J. Mur-
phv, Ridgewood. N. J 100

Running Brook, 35,071, b. h.. o. bv Silent lirook
2.16V.-Zelderine bv Lord Russell: J. H. Hogan,
Trenton, N. J 4v<>

Disturbance, b. c. 2, bv Silent Brook 2:1'; '--Ella
by Egbert; M. Gamby, New York City ::-""

Ebonv Girl. blk. f.. 2. bv Expedition 2:15%-Crys-
taline by Onward: J. T. Jones, Selma, Alabama <>"<>

Kincorette, b, m., 14. by Wilkes Boy 2:24%-Kin-
cora bv Mount Patchen ; J. S. Mcllvaine. Hol-
yoke, M:iss IS5

Neva Belle, b, m.. 11. bv Wike Bell, J^.-'SS-Xeva
bv Nutwood; B. S. Ladew. Glen Cove, L. I 27-.

Flyaway, blk. m.. 4, by McKinney _ :i 1
:

, -Flewey
Flewey by Memo; R. F. Mulhall, Mnrristown.
N. J. . .

.' 350
Muriel McDonald, ch m., s. bv Sequel Russell,

39.811-Lilllth bv Robert McGregor; Fred Secord,
1 fal- sbui ^ 111

Nela Worthy 2:27% C1905). br. m., 1. by Axworthy.
::. 2:15%-Nell bv Estill Eric: R. H. Mulhall.
Morristown, X. J

Rose Worthy, l. 3:29%, b, m.. 7. by Axworthy. ::.

2:15\f-Rosebud bv Gen. Washington; James J.

Fox, New York City
Flvinir Axworthy. 2. J

:

j 1
]

. b. ' by Axworthy,
.".. 2: 1 i ^-Bellefiower, . 2.12%. bj Electioneer;
John <;. Gray, Olean. x. v 2,175

Hilda Worthy. 2. 2:26. b. f„ b Axworthy.
::, -ir.'.-li.'ll.-u 1 A, _':".' by Bow Bells;
I

I

Sm Poi tchester. X. V ' 525
1 ictai la v. orthy, 2

:''' ch 1.
.
by Axworthy,

:;. 2:15^-Octavla 2:1S% bv Baron Wilkes; n. M.
Mopre Mi Idgeton, X. .1 tOO
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April 1-Sept. I*. Oot. I<J-Feb. 1—Open season for tailing stcal-

hsad In tidewater.

June 1-Jan. 1—'. pen season for black bass.

Sept. I0-Oct. 10—Close season In tidewater for steelbead.

Sept. I0-Oct. 16—Close season for catching salmon.

Sept. 15-Aprll 1—Open season for lobsters and crawfish.

Oct. 16-Nov. lb -Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. 1-Aprll 1—Trout season closed.

Nov. 1-April 1—Closed season for taking steelbead above the

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

water.

Gun.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. 1-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and
age hen.

Oot. 15-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. 15-Aprll 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oot. 15-Aug 1—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.
Nov. 21,22—Brockton District Kennel Club Brockton, Mass.

J. W. Sullivan, Secretary.

Nov. 30-Dic. 2—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. Phila-
delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec. 13, 14—Southwestern Kennel Club's bench show at Pasa-
dena. Entries close .

1906.

Jan. 17, 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.
John C. Schomaker, Secretary.

Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb. 28-Maroh 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg , Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary.
March 14, 17—Passaic County Fish and Game Protective Asso-

ciation. Paterson, N. J. N. J. Mathews, Secretary.

March 21, 24—Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. G.
Smith, Secretary.

June 9—Wlssahickon Kennel Club. Wissahickon, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price, Secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Walls, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas, B. Cooke, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec ——Pointer Club of Amerioa (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 128 Maiden Lane,
New York,

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials, .

John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long Island.

Dec. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club Waynesboro, Ga. S. C.
Bradley, Secretary, Fairfield. Conn.

1906.
Jan. 8—Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.

P. M. Essig, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bakersfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

THE QUAILS OF THE UNITED STATES.

By Sylvester D. Judd, Assistant United States Bio-
logical Survey.

(Continued from last week.)

Gambel Quail.

The Gambel quail (Lophortyx gambeli) in general

appearance is much like the valley quail, but, among
other differences, lacks the scalelike feathers of the

lower parts and has considerable chestnut along the

flanks. It lives in the Lower Sonoran zone, from
western Texas to southeastern California and from
southern Utah and Nevada south through central

Sonora, Mexico. The desert is its home, but it is

rarely found far from water. Its favorite haunts are

patches of bushy vegetation, such as mesquite.

mimosa, creosote, and patches of prickly pear. It

frequently takes up its abode about cultivated land,

living in alfalfa fields or nesting in vineyards.

An interesting account of the habits of the Gambel
quail in the Pahrump Valley, Nevada, is given by
E. W. Nelson:

"I noticed that when a nock of quail came to feed

on grain left by the horses an old male usually

mounted the top of a tall bush close by and remained
on guard for ten or fifteen minutes; then, if every-
thing was quiet, he would fly down among his com-
panlons. At the first alarm the flock would take to

the bushes, running swiftly, or flying when hard
pressed. They roosted in the dense bushes of wil-

lows and cottomvoods growing along the ditches *

' When feeding they have a series of low
clucking and cooing notes which are kept up almost

Inually."—(N. A. Fauna. No, 7, pp. 29, 30, 1S93.)

according to Coues, may be repre-

ted In jvords as "killink, kllUnk," Nesting takes

plai In April, sometimes nol till May. About a
usually constitute a clutch. In sections
u I] still numerous the birds pack

ii 100 to 500 after the breeding sea-
son.

From the n's point of view the Gambel

quail as a game bird does not approach the bob-

white. It will sometimes lie to a dog fairly well, but

as a rule it takes to its legs with haste and leaves

the dog on point, to the vexation of the hunter. It

is, however, a useful species, which brightens the

desert with its presence and contributes a welcome
addition to the fare of the traveler. "While less val-

uable than the bobwhite as a destroyer of noxious

insects and as an object of sport, this bird well de-

serves protection for its food value and its beauty.

It thrives under desert conditions and might be suc-

cessfully introduced in the arid regions of Colorado,

New Mexico and Texas.
Food Habits.

Stomachs of twenty-eight birds collected mainly
in Arizona and Utah, from January to June, have been

examined. Only 0.48 per cent of the food consisted

of insects; the remaining 99.52 per cent was vege-
table matter. Like the valley quail, this is one of

our least insectivorous birds. Its insect diet includes

ants, beetles, grasshoppers, leaf hoppers (Membra-
vidoe), and stink bugs (Pentatomidoe). Among the

beetles are the western twelve-spotted cucumber
beetle (Diabrotica soror) and D. tenella. The young
chicks, however, will doubtless be found highly insec-

tivorous and therefore useful.

The vegetable food of Gambel quail was made up
as follows: Grain, 3.S9 per cent, miscellaneous seeds,

31.89 per cent, and leaves and plant shoots, 63.7 per
cent. From the present investigation the bird appears
less frugivorous than any of the other American
quails, for not one of the twenty-eight stomachs
contained fruit. Observers, however, say that the

bird is somewhat frugivorous, and no doubt in a

country well stocked with berries and fruit it would
rapidly develop a frugivorous taste. Baird, Brewer,
and Ridgeway, for instance, state that during sum-
mer it makes its home in patches of Solanum ana
feeds on the tolerably palatable fruit, and also that

it is known to eat gooseberries. (Birds of Northwest,
p. 434, 1S74.) Coues says: 'In the fall it gathers
cherries and grapes. * * * It visits patches of

prickly pear (Opuntia) to feed upon the soft juicy

'Tunas' that are eaten by everything in Arizona, from
men and bears to beetles." (Hist N. Am. Birds, III,

p. 483, 1S74.)

The grain eaten by the Gambel quail was corn,

wheat, and oats. In flocks numbering from 50 to

100, it feeds about grain stacks with domestic poul-
try. It is even more industrious as a browser on
foliage than the valley quail. Succulent foliage ana
shoots form 63.74 per cent of its food. Much of this

comes from alfalfa, bur clover, and the foliage of

other legumes. Vernon Bailey, of the Biological Sur-
vey, says that at St. Thomas, Ariz., in January, 1889,

this quail fairly swarmed on alfalfa fields, feeding
jn the green leaves and pods He found flocks of

from 25 to 50 in such situations, and during a five

minutes' walk often saw a hundred birds. The
same observer, when in Mohave county, Arizona,
found that the bird fed principally on juicy plants
when it could not procure water. At times it eats

grass and its inflorescence, and it has been known
to devour showy flowers. In spring it shows a fond-
ness for buds. Baird, Brewer, and Ridgeway note
that then it feeds largely on the willow buds, which
impart to its fiesh a distinctly bitter taste. (Hist.

N. Am. Birds, III, p. 485, 1S74.)

The seed-eating habits of Gambel quail closely re-

semble those of the valley quail. Leguminous plants
furnish the largest part of the seed food—21 17 per
cent of the annual diet—alfalfa, bur clover, and kin-
dred plants appearing to be preferred, but cassias,

acacias, and lupines also are taken, as well as the
beans of the mesquite, which in many places are a
staple with birds and mammals. The seeds of alfil-

aria (Erodium cicutarium), another bird staple, fur-
nish 2.2S per cent of the year's food. Miscellaneous
seeds form 8.44 per cent. They are obtained from
grasses, mallows (Malva), and such cruciferous plants
as mustard (Brassica) and peppergrass (Lepidium)

;

also from chickweed (Cerastium) and Atriplex.
Mountain Quail.

The mountain quail (Oreortyx pictus) occurs in the
forested mountains of the humid Transition Zone of

the Pacific Coast, from Santa Barbara, Cal., to "Wash-
ington, and in the mountains of the more arid Tran-
sition Zone on the west side of the Cascade in north-
ern Oregon and south over the Sierra Nevada to

northern Lower California. The name is used here to

cover both the typical dark birds of the humid
coast forests (Oreortyx pictus) and the paler one
(O. p. plumiferus) of the more arid Transition Zone
in the Sierras and Cascades The birds of the Sierra
Nevada winter at lower altitudes than they nest,

but those of the coast mountains do not make this

vertical migration. This species is the largest and
among the handsomest of American quail, with two
long jet-black crest plumes and rich chestnut throat
and flanks, the latter broadly banded transversely
with spotless white.

The nests of the mountain quail are placed on the
ground and usually contain 10 to 12 eggs, which vary
from pale-cream color to a much darker hue. At
Tillamook, Oregon, June 30 and July 4, 1S97, A. K.
Fisher found newly hatched chicks; and at Donner,
Cal., July 11 and 19, at an altitude ranging from
6,100 to 8,000 feet, Vernon Bailey found nine broods,
varying in age from newly hatched chicks to half-
grown birds. Bendire, quoting L. "W. Green, of the
United States Fish Commission, says that the earliest
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date of the nesting of the plumed mountain qui
(Oreortyx p. plumiferus) known to him was April U
and the latest August 15. He states also that to

1

cock bird takes care of the young. (Life Hist. hm'trf
Am. Birds [I], p. 16, 1S92.) Chester Barlow, in writ"
ing of the habits of the mountain quail, says that a
Fyfte, Cal., it begins to nest the last of May or earl;

in June. All nests that he found were built in
;

growth of "mountain misery" (Chamoebatia sp.)"
to 10 inches high. (Condor, 3, p. 158, 1901.) Ol
Mount Tallac and the higher slopes of Pyramid Peabi
W. W. Price- found newly hatched young as late .a-

August 15 He noted that by September 1 the quai
became restless and soon began their peculiar migra-
tion from the east slope to the west slope of tin

Sierras. From four to six adults with their young
form a small band of from ten to thirty individuals!
and pursue their way almost wholly on foot to e

more congenial winter climate; and by October 1 all

had abandoned elevations above 5,000 feet. In spring
they migrate back singly or in pairs. (Condor, 3

pp. 158, 160, 1901.)

There are many admirers of this bird because ol

its exquisite plumage, but most sportsmen prefer a

game bird that lies better to the dog. Its flesh is

excellent, and the bird sells well in the market. H.
"W. Henshaw reports that in the late fall of 18S0 h€
found the markets of Portland, Oregon, well sup-
plied • with live mountain quails which had been
trapped in the neighboring mountains, cooped,
sent to the city for sale. Nowhere is it so numero
as the California quail, or the bobwhite in the Soui
ern States, and it is more of a forest-loving specii

than any other American quail. The mountain qui
sometimes enters cleared fields, but so far as
records of the Biological Survey show it does no
preciable damage to cultivated fruits or other cro;

and it is a useful destroyer of weed seeds
Food Habits.

No stomachs of the mountain quail of the humid
regions were available for examination, but Sandy
writes that the bird feeds on insects and various
seeds, including grains (Upland Game Birds, p. 93,

1902), and Elliot says it sometimes approaches farm
buildings in search of scattered kernels of grain.
(Gallinaceous Game Birds N. A., p. 42, 1897.)

The food of the mountain quail of the arid regions
has been studied in the laboratory of the Biological
Survey. The stomachs examined, twenty-three in

number, were collected in California Five were col-

lected in January, two in May, six in June, three in

August, and six in November. The food consisted of

animal matter( 3 per cent, and vegetable matter, 9,7

per cent. The animal food was made up of grass-
hoppers, 0.05 per cent; beetles, 0.23 per cent; miscel-
laneous insects, inclduing ants and lepidopterous
pupae, 1.90 per cent; and centipedes and harvest
spiders (Phalangirae). 82 per cent. Among the
beetles was a species of the firefly family (Lampy-
ridae), a ground beetle (Carabidae), and a leaf beetle

(Haltica sp.). Vernon Bailey informs the writer that
the young eat many ants. The vegetable food con-
sisted of grain, IS 20 per cent; seeds, practically all

of weeds or other worthless plants, 46.61 per cent;

fruit, 8.11 per cent; and miscellaneous vegetable mat-
ter, 24.08 per cent.- The grain included wheat, corn,

barley, and oats. Of the seed element the seeds of

grasses formed 7.78 per cent; of legumes, 10.41 per
cent; of weeds of the family Euphorbiaceoe, 3.16 per
cent; of alfilaria (Erodium cicutarium), 2.76 per cent;

and of miscellaneous weeds, 22.50 per cent. The
legume seeds include seeds of alfalfa, cassia, bush
clovr, vetch, and lupine. The miscellaneous seeds

come from wild carrot (Daucus carota), tar weed
(Madia sativa), Collomia sp., Amsinckia sp., labiate

plants, dwarf oak, snowbush (Ceanothus cordulatus),

and thistle.

Concerning the feeding habits of mountain quail if

the dry country (O. p. plumiferous), J. E. McClellan
says: "Their feeding hours are early in the morning'

and just before sundown in the evening, when the3'

go to roost in the thick tops of the scrub live oaks.

Their feeding habits are similar to those of the do-
mestic hen They are vigorous scratchers, and will

jump a foot or more from the ground to nip off

leaves. (MS. Records, Biological Survey.) This bird

is especially fond of the leaves of clover and other

leguminous plants. It feeds also on flowers, being

known to select those of Compositae and blue-eyed
grass (sisyrinchium). Flowers, leaves, buds, and
other kinds of vegetable matter form the 24.08 per

cent marked miscellaneous. The birds probably eat

more fruit than these stomach examinations indi

cate. Lyman Belding says that this quail feeds oi

service berries, and that during certain seasons
lives almost entirely on grass bulbs (Melica bulbosa)
which it gets by scratching, for which its large, pow-
erful feet are well adapted. The fruit in its bill of

fare includes gooseberries, service berries (Amelan-
chier alnifolia), and grapes (Vitis californica). The
bird is probably fond also of manzanita berries, for

it is often seen among these shrubs.

Scaled Quail.

The "cotton top," or scaled quail (Callipepla squa-

mata), as it is commonly known, is bluish gray on

the back, with black- edged feathers on the under

parts, which appear like large scales. The name ol

the species is used here to include both the typical

scaled quail (Callipepla squamata) and the more re-

stricted chestnut-bellied quail of southern Texas (C.

s. castanogastris). Its conspicuous white-tipped crest

has given it tbe local name of cotton top. It is found

in southern Colorado and in the Upper and Lower
Sonoran zones from Arizona to western and southern

Texas and south to the Valley of Mexico. The birds

of the lower Rio Grande region are darker than those

farther west. According to Bendire, this quail Jives

on open arid plains overgrown with yucca, cactus,

and sagebrush, and often gathers in coveys number-
ing twenty-five to eighty. It lays about a dozen eggs,

I.
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ami he believes that two or three broods are reared

in a season. The cock assists in the care of the

young, but not in incubation. (Life Hist. N A. Birds

[I]. PP. 18-20, 1892.)

Food Habits.

The food habits of this game bird are of especial

interest. Stomachs and crops of forty-seven speci-

mens have been examined, most of which came from
New Mexico, .the . others from Arizona and Texas.

They were collected as follows. January, seven; May,
one; June, two; July, three; September, thirteen;

October, nineteen, and November, two. As with all

other gallinaceous birds, more or less mineral matter

is swallowed, usually small pieces of quartz. The
food consisted of animal matter, 29.6 per cent, and
vegetable matter, 70.4 per cent

The food of the cotton top differs from that of all

other American quails in that it contains a large

proportion of insects. These comprise no less than
29.03 per cent of its food, a percentage almost twice

as great as that of the bobwhite, although if more
stomachs of the present species had been available

for examination the ratio might have been different.

However, the important fact is established that this

bird is a large consumer of insects, instead of being,

like most other western quail, practically graminivor-

ous. Of the insect food, grasshoppers comprise 15.80

per cent; beetles, 10.43 per cent, and miscellaneous

-insects, largely ants, 3.27 per cent. A few spiders also

are taken, but they constitute only 0.03 per cent of

the food for the year. The beetles are in the larval

as well as the adult forms The family of ground
beetles (Carabidae), a favorite one with terrestrial

birds, is well represented. A single beetle with a

featherlike antenna, of the family Pyrochroidae, had
been eaten. Some longicorn beetles and plant-eating

scarabaeid beetles also were eaten. A bird collected

in June had consumed forty-four of the latter beetles,

which were leaf chafers, apparently closely related

to the genus Serica. The scaled quail destroys also

weevils, such as the clover weevil, Sitones, and cer-

tain species of the family Otiorhynchirae, or scarred

snout beetles. It takes also leaf beetles, the very
injurious twelve-spotted cucumber beetle (Diabrotica

12-punctata). Furthr studies of the beetle food

undoubtedly will disclose a large number of pests.

The bird will probably be found to be a useful con-

sumer also of grasshoppers, since a third of its Sep-
' tember food consisted of them. Their remains were
so fragmentary, however, that identification of species

|
was unsatisfactory. In one case a member of the

)
genus Trimerotropis was recognized. Ants had been
eaten by fifteen of the forty-seven birds examined.
The other miscellaneous insects included small bugs

. (Heteroptera) and the chrysalis of a fly. One of the

queerest objects found by the wrriter in birds' stom-
' achs is the "gound pearl" (Margaordes), several hun-

f
dred of which were contained in the stomach of a

' cotton top shot at Roswell, New Mexico, June 17,

1
1899. They are lustrous and look like pearls, but are

merely scale insects that feed on the roots of plants.

Vegetable matter furnished 70 per cent of the food

'of the scaled quail. Grain contributed 0.57 per cent;

seeds, mostly weed seeds, 52.85 per cent; fruit, 12.65

i per cent, and leaves and other green tissue, 4.33 per

cent. The species resembles the ruffed grouse in its

habit of feeding on green leaves and tender shoots.

lit feeds upon budded twigs, but more often limits
' its choice to chlorophyll-bearing tissue, often picking

f green seed pods of various plants. Like domestic

i fowls, it eats grass blades. Fruit was eaten by only
six of the forty-seven birds, and none was taken from
cultivated varities As might be expected from in-

habitants of arid plains, these birds like the fruit of

cacti, and have been found feeding on the prickly

pear (Opuntia lindheimeri). The fruit of Ibervillea

linheimeri also is eaten. The blue berries of Adelia
angustifolia, which furnish many desert birds and
mammals with food, are often eaten by the scaled
quail. Different kinds of Rubus fruits are relished,

and the berries of Koeberlinia spinosa and Momisia
pallida also are eaten. The fruit and succulent parts
of plants no doubt serve in part in the parched desert
,as a substitute for water.

Seeds of various plants form a little more than
half of the food. Legumes furnish 21.84 per cent, the
mesquite (Prosopis julinora), a staple with both man
and beast, being utilized, as are the seeds of mimosa
(M. biuncifera), besides various cassias and lupines.

Seeds of vetch (Vicia sp.) are a favorite food, and
Morongia roemeriana is eaten. The bird likes seeds
of Medicago, and at times will eat clover seeds. Mis-
cellaneous wreed seeds yield 31.01 per cent of the
mnual food. Narly half of these are seeds of bind-
weed (Convolvulus sp.), an abundant and troublesome
weed in the South, where it often throttles other
plants. The following miscellaneous seeds were found
imong their food: Thistle (Carduus sp.), wild sun-
lower (Helianthus annuus), Coreopsis (Coreopsis cor-
>naria), aster (Aster sp.), chamomile (Anthemis sp.),

aigweed (Amaranthus sp.), gromwell (Lithospermum
>p.), borage (Amsinckia sp.), mallow (Malva rotun-
lifolia), turkey mullein (Croton setigerus), croton
;Croton texensis), alfilaria (Erodium cicutarium),
(purge (Euphorbia sp.).

Grass seeds have not yet been found in quantity
'in the crop of the species, but panicum seeds have
,)een recognized.

In summing up the economic status of the scaled
luail it should be noted that although the bird is a
lesert species, it comes into more or less direct rela-
ion with agriculture, sometimes feeding upon culti-

ated land and about farm buildings. Moreover, half

]
f its food consists of the seeds of weeds. Lastly, it

'? highly insectivorous, fully one-fourth of its food

J

onsisting of insects.

(To be continued.)

OUT-CROSSING AND ITS METHODS.

By J. Sidney Turner, in Illustrated Kennel News.

Jackson's Napa Soda cleanses the stomach and
nders the eye clear.

(Continued from November 25 issue.)

It is clearly established that the external appear-

ance of an animal—his bodily, or "somatic," charac-

ters—are a less certain guide than a knowledge of

his "gametic" factors, or. germ cells, in ascertaining

his breeding possibilities. In an absolutely pure race

only one kind .of "gametic" is given off, but in a

mongrel race two kinds are given oft in about equal

numbers, each carrying one of the factors contained

in the cross. No. single gamete carries both.

In the cross-breeding of the rabbits, mentioned

above, only one set of characters—viz., color of eyes

and coat and short or long coat, was taken into

account We know by experience, as in the above

ease, that two or more characters are sometimes

correlated, such as pink eyes and white coat and skin

as in true( albinos), but not always so, as man)
white animals have dark eyes. Other characters are

not necessarily associated, such as size, formation,

speed, carriage of ear, courage or constitution. If

two characters are associated, and not necessarily

correlated (as in the case of pink eyes and move-

ment of head, due to the action of light), in a breed

to which the out- cross is made, we may desire to

get one of the characters without the other. I will

give you an instance presently; but first I will de-

scribe a simple method to demonstrate the doctrine

of chance, which seems to serve the purpose very

well and to bear out the Mendelian theory. It has

the advantages of economy of time and expense over

breeding experiments, and serves to bring home to

our minds the operations of Mendel's law.

I take two packs of cards with different colors

of backs—say, brown and white—to represent color

of coat. These two packs represent mongrels of the

first cross, fifty-two individuals, but 104 gametes. We
take the brown to be the dominant and the white

the recessive gametes. To breed these mongrels inter

se I first place the cards in alternate order of brown

and white, then shuffle the packs as much as possible.

They thus will represent the gametes which would

come together if mongrels were bred inter se. If

the cards be now dealt out by two and two (and this

experiment be made many times) it will be found that

the average number of times that brown and white

will come together will be one-half, or 50 per cent;

the two browns one-quarter, or 25 per cent, and the

two whites one-quarter, or 25 per cent—i. e., there

will be twenty-six pairs of brown and white, thirteen

pairs of brown, and thirteen pairs of white All

the mongrels, fifty-two, were brown in coat, as brown

was the dominant, so that 75 per cent are still brown

and 25 per cent all white. This is exactly what oc-

curred when brown Belgian rabbits and white an-

goras were bred together; and their mongrel progeny

were, in the second generation, bred inter se. This

is the Mendelian expectancy in regard to the reap-

pearance of the recssive character. These white will

only produce whites, if bred inter se or if recrossed

with the original white factor.

There would be little object—from a breeders' point

of view— in doing this, and any out-cross should be

made with some fixed object, such as the improve-

ment of the constitution, courage, speed, size, etc., in

the breed from which the outcross is made. To take

a case in point. Suppose we want to improve 'the

constitution of our Bloodhounds. We determine to

do so with Foxhounds. We will assume (but this

can only be actually determined by the experiment

of breed) that the coat of the Foxhound is domi-

nant, and we select in this instance white cards to

represent the dominant as regards color. We will

take strong constitution to be represented by black-

faced, and its deficiency by red-faced cards. Brown

cards will represent the Bloodhound. We therefore

have white and brown cards to represent the colors

of coat in the Foxholnd and Bloodhound, respective-

ly; the black faced and red-faced cards, the strong

and deficient constitutions, on account of which lat-

ter the out-cross is to made. The crossing of the

brown and white cards will produce white (dominant

color) mongrels, with white brown gametes (brown,

recessive color). An equal division of strong and

weak constitutions may be expected to be inherited

by the mongrel offspring, so that we take equal num-

bers of the brown and white cards, black and red

faces being in equal proportions in both colored backs.

The cards must not he shuffled, as in this case they

are not to breed inter se, but to recross the mongrels

to the breed (Bloodhound) from which the out-cross

was first made. Therefore we take two brown and

two white cards (color gametes) with black and red

faces equally divided between them—viz., white-red,

white-black, brown-red and brown-black. These cards

will then each be paired with a brown-red card (the

original Bloodhound, whose color of coat we wish to

retain, but whose constitution is to be strengthened

by the out-cross). The result must be that 50 per

cent of the progeny will retain the mongrel color

of coat, and 50 per cent will recover the brown color;

but only 25 per cent will have a black-faced card (the

strong constitution) in the pair. Therefore in the

second generation we have 50 per cent pure colored

Bloodhounds, but only 25 per cent with the stronger

constitution of the Foxhound infused into it, for

which reason the out-cross was made. As the im-

proved constitution will not be so directly visible as

color, the judgment of the breeder will come in. This,

however, will be the blend with which to continue

the breeding of stronger constitutioned hounds, es-

pecially if mated with others bred on similar lines.

If this be not done there will be danger of deteriora-

tion with each succeeding generation— i e., if mating

be with Bloodhounds whose constitution has rei elvea

no fresh "blood" (really "gametes").

All this seems very complicated, but it is not

'II so. as the equations will clearly show:
B., biown backed .aid i Bloodhound); color recessive.
\\\. Mack faced card (Foxhound); color dominant,
b.. black faced card equals strong constitution.
r.. red faced card equals deficient constitution.

1 W.r. x B.r. equals W.B.r.r. (still mongrel).
2. W.b. x B.r. equals WB.b.r. (still mongrel).
3. Br. x B.r. equals B.B.r.r. (Bloodhound constitu-

tion unchanged).
4. B.b. x B.r. equals B.B b.r. (Bloodhound constitu-

tion improved).
Nos. 1 and 2 retain the mongrel gametes. No. 3

is as regards
.
breeding, pure Bloodhound, but with-

out improved constitution. No 4 is the same as
No. 3, but with improved constitution.

If we desired to obtain two of the characters of
Foxhounds, e. g., constitution and dash, or constitu-
tion and round feet, we should probably only suc-
ceed in getting both characters in the second gen-
eration in ratio of 12% per cent of the progeny. Sup-
pose we take constitution and round feet. Color of
coat and constitution shall be represented in the
cards as before, and round feet of the Foxhound shall
be represented by the court (or picture) cards We
will suppose round feet (as we do constitution) to
be distributed in the mongrels in equal ratio to bad
feet. Take four white backed and four brown backed
cards to represent color; of these let four (one red
and one black) be court cards to represent round
feet. Thus half of the number of mongrels have
round feet and half have good- constitutions. There
are now eight cards (eight gametes). If eight brown
backed and red faced cards (not court cards) Blood-
hound gametes, be paired with the eight mongrel
gametes the result will be that 50 per cent will re-
main mongrels or resembling the Foxhound; 50 pet-
cent will resemble the Bloodhound, out of which only
half (25 per cent of whole progeny) will have the
improved constitution, one-quarter (12% per cent of
whole) will have round feet without any improved
constitution, and one-quarter (12% per cent of whole)
will have both round feet and improved constitution
Let f. represent round feet. W.b.f. will be the origi-

nal Foxhound factor and B.r. the original Bloodhound
factor. The progeny of this first cross bred back
again to the Bloodhound will be:

1. W.b.f. x B.r. equals W.B.b.f.r.
2. W.f.r. x B.r. equals W.B.f.r.r.
3. W.b. x B.r. equals W.B. b.r.
4. W.r. x B.r. equals W.B.r.r.
5. B.r. x B.r. equals B.B.r.r. (Bloodhound un-

changed).
6. B.b. x B.r. equals B.B. b.r. (Bloodhound with

constitution).

7 B.f.r. x B.r. equals B.B.f.r.r. (Bloodhound
with round feet).

8. B.b.f. x B.r. equals B.B. b.f.r. (Bloodhound
with round feet and constitution)TWO—Breeder
Any other point of character may, of course "be

substituted for constitution-e. g., head and muzzle
(as was done by Dr. Inman in his cross of St Ber-nards to Mastiffs), or shortness of muzzle, as in out-
cross of Toy Spaniels with Japanese. Such charac-
ters would be more immediately apparent than con-
stitution, and the effects of an out-cross more readily
ascertained. I have proposed to take constitution and
feet as being the most legitimate objects for an out-
cross. The other instances just mentioned are forarbitrary and fanciful reasons, and are undertaken
to gratify a passing craze for some point, but thevare very doubtful improvements to the breeds inwhich they were made.

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

Pasadena Dog Show.
Arrangements for Pasadena's dog show are pro-gressing most satisfactorily and prospects are goodfor a neat little exhibition of the bluest-blooded

canines in Southern California, December 13 and 14The best local judges of the various breeds avail-
able have been engaged, and a fairer lot of men would
be hard to pick in any part of the country That
capable breeder and handler of Pointers, William J
Morris of Los Angeles, will pass out decisions in the
classes with which he is most familiar, not an un-mixed benefit, as his officiating will preclude his
entering as a matter of course. C. A. Sumner will
judge Fox Terriers; T. H. Broadhead, Spaniels and
loys, and James Ewins all other breeds not taken
by the gentlemen named. Morris will give the awards
in all the large classes.

R. C. Halsted of Pasadena is the secretary and will
furnish all other desired information. Entries close
December 2nd.

A Promising Pointer.
In mentioning a California dog at present on the

Eastern circuit the American Field says:
Nearly all of the handlers remember old Champion

Senator P. perfectly. Seeing his son, Senator's Don,
run elicited many comparisons between sire and son.
The consensus of opinion was that the son has more
class than his sire, and that some day the rangy
while and orange youngster will be the greatest dog
Mr. Fynn has ever owned.

Senator's Don has not much of the old Senator's
wisdom on game as yet, but he is a free. fast, easy
mover, with a much more cheerful disposition than
had old Champion Senator P. Handler Wilson has
the young dog coming right and his future develop-
ment looks both certain and easy.

The Tail of Eastover Lancelot.
Another hearing in the now famous Boston terrier

controversy came up in New York last week. The
protest against the Boston terrier, Eastover Lance-
lot, was heard by the Bench Show Committee of the
Westminster Kennel Club. The meeting was held al
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ffice of H. K. Knapp and was attended by Wil-

Rflucb, Harry T. Peters, Winihrop RiUherfurd,

and Richard H. Williams, when additional evidence

. i m what is the most celebrated case

e owners. Dr. F- H. Osgood,

m Terrier Club; Johr Sullivan

nk Miller, veter-

stminster Kennel Club, were the only

camlned. After the meeting the commit-

ed that further testimony in the case

be necessary before a decision would be ren-

crhlch hinges on whether the crinkly little

[] of the protested dog was na-tural or faked.

Sup eme Court of dog-

Kennel Club Bench Show Corn-

its beginning at the show for Boston
(04. Eastover Lancelot is the

of the Spotswood Kennels of Broad Axe,

ounty, Penn., which are owned by Ed-

H. Hance, Philadelphia. When the dog en-

red the ring at the Boston show of 1904, he had
:• points redit, and needed but one more to

ome a champion of record. Eastover Lancelot

big winning at the show, but was protested,

I Di\ F. H. Osgood, the show veterinarian, dis-

qualified the dog on the charge that it had a cut

tail, the action being subsequently sustained by the

Executive Committee of the Boston Terrier Club. As
the dog had already won twenty or more first prizes

at the leading bench shows, the disqualification made
sensation among the bench show followers. Mr.

Hance appealed at once to the American Kennel Club.

The appeal was "from the decision of the Boston
Terrier Club that Eastover Lancelot had been- tam-
pered with, based on a written opinion of the veter-
inarian of the show."
The Spotswood Kennels presented a deal of evi-

dence, but the Boston Terrier Club did not make a
fight. The committee to pass on the case comprised
H. K. Bloodgood, chairman: TV. B. Emery. Marcel
A. Viti. G. M. Carnochan and TV. G. Rockefeller. The
evidence showed that there was no indication that
the tail of Eastover Lancelot had been docked or
tampered with, which was backed up with X-ray
photographs showing the bone of the tail, taken in

the presence of three reputable Philadelphia veterin-
arians. The American Kennel Club sustained the
appeal and ordered the Boston Terrier Club to rein-
state Eastover Lancelot.
The Boston canine authorities protested the decis-

ion, asserting that the case did not come up for a
hearing until two days after the time limit had ex-
pired and when it was taken under consideration
neither Dr. Osgood, whose opinion had disqualified
the dog, nor the Boston Terrier Club was notified
of the hearing. The matter came up at the annual
meeting of the American Kennel Club, and after a
general discussion the delegates voted to sustain the
verdict of the committee that had exonerated East-
over Lancelot.
At the Westminster Kennel Club show in Madison

Square Garden, held on February 13, 14, 15 and 16,
the judge of the Boston terriers, H. D. Riley of Staf-
ford, Penn., awarded to Eastover Lancelot premier
honors, despite the assertion of a handler at the ring-
side, that he had owned the dog as a puppy in Provi-
dence, Mass., and that Eastover Lancelot had then
a straight tail John C. Sullivan, owner of Revillo
Peach, second in the open class, first won by East-
over Lancelot, promptly filed a protest. Mr. Sullivan
was notified that his claim was frivolous, and the
protested dog received another clean bill of health.
Upon the plea that new evidence had been dis-

covered the American Kennel Club issued an order
to the TVestminster Kennel Club to reopen the case
that John C. Sullivan might have an opportunity to
present his evidence, and the work of going over the
testimony was begun again. Just what the nature
of the new testimony is cannot be learned as the
committee refuse to give out any information until
the case in finally disposed of.

The object of the controversy has since died
from injuries received in a kennel fight, but the

has already cost the disputants about $2500,
whirl! is considerably in excess of the original value
of Eastover Lancelot, irrespective of the time put
on the case by nearly a dozen wealthy owners at
different times.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

Where Quail Are Plentiful.
Quail are unusually plentiful in the vicinity of Lin-

coln this sport is afforded the visit-
ing Nimrods who have friends with a "pull" sufficient
to enable them to pass the innumerable "no shooting"

t the hunter on every side in the
Ions east of Lincoln. It is really difficult
lily that Is not full placarded with these

admonitions, but probably it is all for
t, as the quail and other game were becoming

In th< i,d had some kind of
a halt not been made Lincoln would have completely
lost its reputation as tl u starting point for

titers who rome from far and near to enjoy
\'s sport with gun and dog in thai Ifel)

Sowing Wild Rtce.

of P' Ont, who has had
i

" • [idling wild rice seed, in
forward Ignn - - portsman, sent
the foll< of Instructions for sowing the

! rest to gun clubs and is

verbatim:
that you would like to have full directions for

planih I buy Hi- rice from the Indians,
us they gather ii In their canoes They fetch It to

1

i it on the floors of my
(no Are in the house), and my men turn

it four times a day for nearly three weeks, until it is

perfectly dry. I then put it through a fanning mill

and take out all dirt and chaff, and then I pack it

in barrels.

"For planting, put the rice in coarse linen bags.

Sink the bags in water over night before sowing, and
let the rice soak until morning. The husks are dry,

but after being soaked the rice will sink at once to

the bottom into the mud. Take the rice out of the
bags and scatter it on the water. Sow in water
from six inches to six feet deep with soft mud bot-
tom, or low marshy places where it is covered with
water the year round. If sowed in lake, sow in the
bay. Drowned lands make a good place when there
is water the year round. All the drowned lands
round Rice Lake are full of rice. Once get it growing
and it will crowd out all other weeds.
"The best time to sow the rice is just before the

water freezes and the diving ducks have gone south,
such as redheads, bluebills, canvas backs and whist-
lers. They are sure to find it, and will pick every seed
from the bottom if a small quantity is planted, and
is planted in October or fore part of November.

"I received a letter from a man, fifty miles north
of here, last year, to send him a barrel. I sent it to

him in October and gave him directions for sowing.
I warned him about the ducks finding it. I received
a letter from him this fall saying he had a fine bed
of rice and a big crop, but he had had hard work
to save it. The ducks found it. He w*ent to the place
where he had sowed it the next day and he said
there were several hundred ducks on the bed diving
for all they were worth. He and his son had to be
there all the time. He killed a good many, and finally
drove them away.
"The great trouble with parties getting rice is that

they have some persons sow it, hired help, who don't
care how they sow it, on gravel bed or in ten to
fifteen feet of water. I sowed two barrels in a pond
hole three miles from here fifteen years ago. The
pond is about 400 yards long and 150 yards wide. T
sowed it the 20th of November, and the pond hole
froze up that night. It is about four feet deep. The
next spring the the rice all came up. It seeds itself

every fall, and comes up in spring. Last report it was
a big crop of rice.

"I have given about all I know about planting rice.

If parties who get rice will follow these directions
they will have no trouble in rearing good crops."

seven pounds and a third twenty pounds. Thesa
fish, it is claimed, all put up a strong fight.
On account of the alleged pollution of the Truckee

River, near Reno, Nev.,
. by the Floriston paper mills

the local fish and game warden has recommended that
no more fish be planted in the stream, but that broofe
trout be imported for planting in the small creeks,
that run into the river. Although hundreds of thou-
sands of fry are placed in the Truckee every year txwv
supply of fish is running lower and their weight H*
constantly decreasing. Fish culturists say this is due}
to the destruction of their food bv the sewage from,
the paper mills.

Hunting Notes.
The stormy weather this week has no doubt scat-

tered the ducks over a wide area. But at that, good
shooting is anticipated on many preserves tomorrow.
During the week and on last Sunday, generally,

duck hunting was reported to be good and many limit

bags were made.
The rains have made quail hunting conditions far

better than was the situation a week or so ago. Snipe
patches, on the contrary, have been turned into quag-
mires and most of the birds have levanted, to the
south, probably.
As an illustration of how plentiful birds are in

some interior sections the following from Golusa Her-
ald of November 24th states:

On Tuesday last sixty-five sacks of geese and ducks,

mostly the former, were shipped by express from Co-
lusa to San Francisco. On Wednesday the shipment
was sixty-one sacks. Yesterday fifty-one sacks were
sent away, making the total shipment 177 sacks. The
sacks averaged seventy pounds in weight, so San
Francisco is richer by 12,390 pound, or over six tons

of game as a result of the recent north wind.
Hundreds of birds also were killed by local sports-

men, who do not shoot for market, and it is an excep-
tional family that hasn't had all the game it could

use in the past few days.

Bay shore shooting will not be in full swing until

high water prevails in the tule and marsh island dis-

tricts, where now the water is shallow and plenty
of feed abounds.
Mr. Payne Shafter, Admiral Goodrich and J. K. Orr

one day last week bagged nearly two dozen English

Snipe in, as Shafter puts it, "my own marsh, a stone's

throw from my door. Birds were plentiful but wild.

The light was bad, as the birds flew between hills

which obscured their flight until they rose above the

shadowing background "

LeRoy Nickell and Mr. McMullin, Downey Harvey,

George Boyd and F. Van Sicklen all made good bags

of quail recently on the Country Club grounds.

Among the Anglers.
The San Francisco Fly-Casting Club members and

invited guests will meet around the banquet board
Tuesday evening next at the California Hotel.

The medals won in the contests this season at Stow
Lake will be presented to the winners and the usual
enjoyable time, ensuing when the jovial anglers meet,

will transpire.

The many seekers of striped bass on the San An-
tonio slough waters last Sunday were, with the ex-
ception of two rods, unlucky in luring the fish from
the stream.
A six foot tide made conditions unfavorable for

good fishing. The current was like a millrace and the
run out occurred in the afternoon—everything, even
the weather, worked against the rodsters. The two
fish taken weighed over twelve and fourteen pounds
respectively.

The recent rains should bring the steelhead into

the tidewaters of the Paper Mill, and some good sport

with half pounders is probable for anglers who will

lake a trip to Point Reyes tomorrow.
Stockton anglers have been catching "dog" salmon

recently trolling with "Wilson spoons in the mouth of
of the Tuolumne river. Eighteen fish were caught
by Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Garrison. Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ter Garrison, Henry Garrison and Fred Willett. The
largest salmon scaled thirty pounds, another twenty-

Non-Sale of Game.
At the next session of the Legislature a bill will.

probably be introduced which if passed will prohibit
the sale of feathered game entirely. This subject haJ
been agitated from center to circumference in county!
game association circles and now has many support-;'
ers. The attitude of Southern California sportsmerl
is voiced in the Los Angeles Times thusly:
Representatives of the Los Angeles County Game!

and Fish Protective Association have been instructed
to stand firmly for "no sale" at the meeting of the
State association in Marysville.
The present fifty-bird bag limit is practically pro

hibitive of marketing ducks—if enforced—as no hun-
ter can legally make enough at it to pay him day ic
and day out.

That "if," however, is even bigger than the littlt
word usually is. Locally there has been no need tc
enforce the duck limit; the clubmen are the only ones
who can violate it, and only in very few instance*
aer they guilty of it. One occasionally picks up ml
ducks than he expected and thus stretches the limll
three or four, or five birds, but while the practice h
somewhat reprehensible, it is nothing as compared tc
the atrocious slaughter that has been practiced uppr
the birds in the San Joaquin Valley by market hunt-
ers, acting in a sort of quasi-partnership with crook-
ed commission men whose boast is that they openls
violate the law and "get away with it."

Local sportsmen last year found market hunters al
Tulare killing all the way up to 300 ducks daily anc
shipping them to San Francisco. There were man)
engaged in the business, and game wardens seemec
either unwilling or unable to stop the slaughter.

If the bag limit clause is hard to enforce, certainlj
a fiat "no sale" clause on ducks would be impossiblt
to misunderstand. Its constitutionality has beer
proved in over a dozen States; it does not constitute
class legislation, because no One is denied the righ«
to kill a certain number of birds for his own use!
Those who contend that this privilege is "cornered'
by the rich forget that the use of automobiles is alsf

an advantage enjoyed almost exclusively by tha>
fortunate class, yet no one tries to bar the moi
car from the streets just because every one cam
have one. There is as much sense in one contention
as in the other.
The market hunters, like the politician, immediate^;

drag. the poor man into the argument and say "X
sale" is a blow at his rights, but they forget the poo
man isn't buying even spoonbills at a dollar and J

quaiter the pair. He can rent a gun, buy shells aril

shoot them cheaper. There are plenty of places when
a hunter can get half a dozen birds without belongim
to any club.

"No sale" is a step in advance. The increase ii

the quail since they wrere protected from the marke 1

hunters is admitted; the "no sale" clause has hel>
!

good here in California. Ducks are the next bird ill

line. Protected from the game butchers, conserve-

by a hundred clubs which shoot at most only twk
a week; protected in their great breeding haunts
Alaska, there is absolutely no reason to fear for th

future of duck shooting. So long as market huntin
is permitted, there is an incentive to the extermina
tion of waterfowl, and their passing becomes only
matter of such time as the history of shooting in tl)

Mississippi Valley takes to repeat itself here on
Pacific Coast—the last great path of migration of
ducks.

Eight Illegal Fishermen Convicted.
Eight Italian fihermen, charged with illegally

suing their vocation in the sloughs near Rio Vis
were tried and convicted in the Superior Court
Suisun last Friday. The prosecution was conduc
by District Attorney Gregory, Attorney Geo. A.
mont of Suisun and Attorney Latimer of Martinet
The attorneys for the defense made a hard fight fir

their clients, but without success, the evidence brougl
out against the accused being quite conclusive in tl

minds of the jurymen.
The convicted fishermen, who were at liberty c|l

bail, were notified to appear in court on Decembt,
1st to receive their sentences. The minimum penali!

for the offense is $200 fine. Hence it is reasonably sui

that the Solano county treasury will be enriched 1[

at least $1600 as a result of the conviction of tl|

fishermen.

II

CARLOAD OP "3 IN ONE.*

On Oct. 31st the G. W. Cole Company, sole manufa
turers of the famous "3 in One" oil, shipped an enti
carload in one consignment.

This was the biggest single shipment of an ord
for "3 in One." or any gun or household oil. that w
ever made.

t
The shipment consisted of 66,240 bottles.

As everyone knows, who knows anything about gn
and oils, lubricants, etc.. the sales of "3 in One" a
going forward by leaps and bounds, the increased sal
of this lubricant, cleaner and rust preventer being u
precedented. "3 in One" has been sold all over t

world for many years.
The demands for "3 in One" at times taxes th«

facilities. But owing to their modern, right up-to-da 1

big factory at Railway. New Jersey, and the policy
keeping adequate stocks ahead, orders for large
small size usually can be filled immediately, whatev
the quantity.

i

K
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UNIFORMITY IN BREEDING.

The first important law in breeding is

mt like produces like. But like all

her rules and regulations there are

cceptions. In opposition to this law

the fact that like does not always

roduce like. This is by no means det-

mental in the breeding of live stock.

he very fact that the progeny is dif-

srent from either of the original stock

lakes it possible to improve the stock,

ecause the young stock is just as

kely to be better than its parents, and

L this case improvement is quickly
j

hade. The average breeder of im-

roved live stock is not as successful

t he should be because he is slow to_

jicognize this fact.

i Another difficulty is the inability of

pine breeders to recognize type. In

tder to breed up a strain of live stock

(

ith intelligent perseverance that leads

!t certain improvement it is absolutely

Iscessary to select a type and fix it

Krmly in mind. There are many fami-

es of the same breed and individual

members of the different families may
bssess equal merit, but because of

ifterence in type the breeding back and

hrth results in mediocrity.

i Many breeders fail to secure extra

!aod stock just because they go from

l'ie type to another. Superior animals

bpeal to them and they buy from

'her breeders stock that is a detri-

ent when mixed with their own, not

Ucause the individual is not as good

i they thought, but because the type
1

! different and they failed to recognize

appreciate the fact.

: In order to breed a uniformly high

| *'ade family it is not only necessary

i

\\
understand the exact type required.

at it is necessary to recognize by

lie study of pedigree of animals the

[jne of improvement through which

!iey have been developed It is neces-

'iry to weigh carefully the points of

iperiority of the different dams and

I res. Some of these may have been

'cceptiorially valuable, while others

-eked in essential features. Farther

1 iian this, he must be able to recog-

j;ze the influence of animals in the

ie which were known to exert pecu-

tr prepotency.
Inferior animals are found in the

•rst families after every possible pre-

LUtion has been observed. It re-

lires nerve to slaughter animals bred

om expensive ancestors which is the

,
,sult of years of painstaking studied

.fort, but there is only one way to

ach the top and that is to save only

,.e best.

Another point the breeder must pos-

ss and that is the faculty of saying

f i when he is offered a big price for

|;s best breeding stock. It must not

I' sold at any price, if the very top

<tch is to be attained. Want of uni-

I rmity is one of the strongest indica-

I'uis of lack of skill in breeding, or

tnt of judgment along some of these

A NEW BUTTER RECORD.

I The Wisconsin Experiment Station

:3ently published the butter record

.st made by the Guernsey cow Teksa
inheam. It seems that during the

",ar from October 1, 1904, to October
.1905. this cow produced 14.920 pounds
» milk, containing an average per

cent of butter fat of 5.7".. and produced
during the year over 1000 pounds of

butter.

Teska Sunbeam is a registered

Guernsey, weighing 1200 pounds, rather

a heavy weight for the breed. She is

reported to present all the fine quali-

ties of a world's record cow. being of

pronounced dairy type and possessing
an excellent udder.

It would be interesting to know the
amount and value of the feed con-
sumed by this cow during the test, but
as the economical production of butter
fat was not the object sought, we are
advised that everything in the line of

feed capable of increasing the flow of

milk was given.

This record of 1000 pounds of butter,

made by a single cow in one year,
would be about equal to the product of

seven average dairy cows.

Peed has considerable effect on the
color of milk and the resulting cream
or butter. Green grass, apples and car-
rots are well known to give yellow
color to milk and butter. Of the grains,

corn and oats probably tend to produce
a milk most satisfactory for general
household use. 'When fed with good
alfalfa hay, the cream is well-colored
and has good consistency. It comes off

the top in a thick layer and leaves skim
milk noticeably different in color from
the cream. The feed also effects the
hardness of the butter, that is, its abil-

ity to stand up in hot weather and
also its grain. Corn and oats make a
good grained butter, wheat, bran and
linseed meal, poor grained, while if

brewers grain is fed in large quanti-
ties a butter is produced that looks
like lard. Gluten meal rich in fat,

makes soft butter, while cotton-seed
meal has the most pronounced effect of
all the feeds in making the butter
hard. Indeed in the South, where cot-
ton-seed is fed largely, the butter-fat
is so hard that the churning temper-
ature has to be raised at least five

degrees.

In a feeding experiment at Fort Col-
lins molasses from the sugar mill was
utilized as a complement to corn and
shorts. The molasses was mixed with
water and the grain added sufficient to
make a thin slop. Molasses was also

put in the drinking water, which was
relished greatly by the pigs, for after a

time they would not drink water with-
out it The pigs averaged eighty-three
pounds each at the time the experiment
began and 212 pounds each at the close.

They were fed 107 days'. It required
3.3 pounds of grain and 1 S pounds of

molasses for each pound of gain. At
local prices for the grain and molasses
the cost of each pound of gain was 3.61

cents. Considering that no pasture was
used, these results show a high feed-

ing value for molasses. The pork from
these hogs was very fine.

WESTCHESTER RACING ASSOCIATION
(UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE JOCKEY CLUB)

RACECOURSE, BELMONT PARK
QUEENS, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

OFFICE, 571 FIFTH AVE , NEW YORK
"THE WINDSOR ARCADE"

This country of ours has approxi-
mately 60,000,000 head of cattle, 62,000,-

000 hogs and as many sheep, and a

population of 85,000.000 people. No
wonder the United States is an im-
portant base of supplies for foreign

countries, so far as flesh foods are
concerned. In practically all nations

of Europe the meat supply is short,

and the population very crowded. Rus-
sia, for instance, has only 24,000.000

cattle and 35,000.000 sheep for a popu-
lation of over 90,000.000 And no other

nation on that continent has as large

a supply of live stock as Russia, though
one or two countries have as many per

head of population.

THE TENTH

National Stallion Race
WITH $5000 ADDED

To Be Run For by Then Two-Year-Olds During the

SPRING MEETING OF 1907

THE TENTH MATRON
WITH $10,000 ADDED

To Be Run For by Then Two-Year-Olds During the

AUTUMN MEETING OF 1908
To Close and Name tor Both Events at Midnight ot Friday, Dec. 1 5, I905

CONDITIONS.

THE NATIONAL STALLION, 1907

THE TENTH NATIONAL STALLrON for
ihen two-year-olds, foals of 1905, the progeny of
stallions nominated.
Nominations of stallions to close and name by

midnight of Friday, September 15, 1905, by sub-
scription of $50 eaoh, or only $25 each for stallions
which have not sired a winner prior to December
15, 1905 Of the subscriptions for stallions the
nominators of the sires of the first, second ind
third horses shall receive 25 per cent, 15 per cent
and 10 per cent respectively. The remaining 50
per cent to the winner.

STALLION ENTRIES FOR 1 907

.

Blues $25
Hastings 50
Octagon 50
Sc Blaise 50
Henry of Navarre... 50,
Eihelbert 25 I

Ben Strome 50
Griffon 50
Handspring 50

'

Miller 25
Glenheim 50
Toddington 50
Golden Garter 50
Goldfinch 50;
Maxio 50
Montana.. 50
Royal Flush 50

'

Star Ruby 50 '

Gerolstein 50
,

Watercress 50 I

Bathampton $50
Kinley Mack *... 50
Dieudonne 50
Mimic 50
Disguise 25
Commando 50
Ben Brush 50
Goldcrest 50
Ogden 50
Yankee 25
Plaudit 50
Planudes 50
Requital 50
Prince of Melbourne. 25

Knight of the Thistle 50
Buck Massie 50
Hamburg 50
Sandringham 50
Nasturtium 25

IANDELARIA STUD FARM
thoroughbred Yearlings

3d by BURNS & WATERHOUSE, Hopland, Mendocino Co., California

TO BE SOLD

l>Y AUCTION to the HIGHEST BIDDER
At Salesyard, 1732 Market St., near Van Ness Ave., San Francisco

IURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1905, at 8 p.m.
UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF

IRA B. DALZIEL & FRED H. CHASE

THE MATRON, 1908.

The TENTH MATRON, with $10,000 added, for
mares covered in 1905, foals of 1906, to be run for
by then two-year olds at tne Autumn Meeting In
1908. The event to be run in two races, one for
colts and geldings, the other for fillies.

GENERAL CONDITIONS,
The TENTH MATRON for the produoe of mares

covered In 1905, to run when two years old at
Autumn Meeting in 1908, with $10,000 added.
Subscriptions for mares to close at $20 each, or

only $10 each if the money accompany the entry.
Foals the progeny of mares so nominated to be

eligible, at $10 each, the only forteit if declared
on or before November l, 1907.

If left in after November 1,1907, to pay $25 each.
If left in after August 15, 1908. to pay $75 each.
Starters to pay $150 each additional.

WEIGHTS, PENALTIES AND ALLOW-
ANCES.

Colts to carry 122 lbs.; fillies and geldings 119
lbs. Winners of $5000 or twice of $2500, to carry 3
lbs extra; of $10,000, or twice of $5000, 5 lbs. extra;
of $15,000, or twice of $10,000, 7 lbs. extra; of
$30,000, ar twice of $15,000, 10 lbs. extra.
Non-winners of $2000 allowed 3 lbs.; of $1000, 5

lbs ; maidens 10 lbs. Produce of horses or out of
mares that had neier produced a winner previous
to December 15, 1905, al!owed3 lbs.; of both, 5 lbs ;

which allowance must be claimed at time of en
trance. Allowances cumulative.

CONDITIONS OF THE RACE FOR COLTS
AND GELDINGS.

Colts and geldings, the produce of mares nomi-
nated for the Tenth Matron, to run by themselves,
the money for which shall Include all subscrip-
tions of mares producing colts, all declaration
fees paid for colts and geldings at $10 and $25
each, and of those left in after August 15, 1508, at
$75 each, with $5000 of the added money, of which
$1000 to the seoond and $500 to the third. The
nominator of the dam of the winner to receive 50
per oent of the starting money for the race; of the
second, 30 per cent; of the third, 20 per cent.
Six Furlongs.

CONDITIONS OF THE RACE FOR
FILLIES.

Fillies, the produoe of marers nominated for
the Tenth Matron, to run by themselves, the
money for which shall inolude all subscriptions
for mares producing fillies, all declaration fees
paid for fillies at $10 and $25 each, and of those
left in arter August 15. 1908, at $75 each, with
$5000 of the added money, of which $1000 to the
second and $500 to the third. The nominator of
the dam of the winner to receive 50 per cent of

the starting money for the race; of the second. 30

per cent; of the third, 20 per cent. Six Furlongs.
By filing with the Westchester Raoing Associa-

tion prior to November 1, 1907, an aooepted irans-

fer of the foal's entry, the original subscriber
shall be released from liability as to the engage-
ment, except for the original forfeit of $10

Both the National Stallion and the Matron, aB abc ve. are to be run under the

Rules of The Jockey Club and Westchester Racing Association applicable to the

conditions of each and both of them, viz.: Rule 54, Par. Ill, Rule 63, Par. Ill

Rule 72 and Rule 5.

For Entry Blanks address

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Conditions for the Entry of Foals of 1905,

to Close and Name by Midnight of

Friday, December 15, 1905.

Foals of 1905, the progeny of Stallions duly
nominated to be entered and named by midnight
of Friday, December 15, 1905. Colts and geldings
at $10 each, fillies at $5 each, the only forfeit if

declared by December 15, 1906. If left in after
December 15, 1906, and declared by April 20, 1907,

colts and geldings to pay $30 each, fillies $15 each.

If lettln after April 20, 1907 colts and geldings
to pay $60 each, fillies $30 each. Starters—colts,
geldings and fillies to pay $100 additional. The
Westchester Racing Association to add $5000,

and the remaining 50 per oent of the stallion en-

trances, of which $1200 to the second and $600 lo

the third. The nominator of the winner to re-

ceive $1000 out of the subscriptions and starting
money. Of the subscriptions for stallions, the
nominators of the sires of the flrst, second and
third horses shall receive 25 per cent, 15 per cent
and 10 per cent, respectively. Colts to carry 122

lbs : geldings and Allies 119 lbs. The produce of

stallions which have not produced a winner prior

to December 15, 1905, allowed 5 lbs., if olaimed at

time of entry. By filing with the Westchester
Racing Assooiation prior to December 15, 1906. an
accepted transfer of the foal's entry, tbe original
subscriber shall be released from liability as to

the engagement of the horse, except for tbe origi-

nal forfeit ef $10 or $5. Five Furlongs.

Training Carts 20 to 35 pooods
lighter than any other Pneumatic
Cart on the Market.

DRAWN MY THE STAR HORSES

I e progeny of ALTAMAX, COL. WHEELER, Imp. GALVESTON,
EDDIE JONES, FIRST TENOR, and for the most part stake-

winning mares! Near relatives of Turf Celebrities,

FRED H. CHASE <fc CO., Auctioneers.

The Miller Training and Road Carts

Handsomest, Best Finished, Easiest Riding

and Best Cart Made. Used by Thousands

FOB SALE
BY JOHN I. SPARROW, Agent

3156 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO. i rt'rlte for Booklet
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ABOUT COLORING BUTTER.

As we all know, first class butter,

- ain, etc., is ac-

companied by a peculiar shade of yel-

. I
ma

this prime requisite is

depend on artificially toning-

Up his stands d. I do not

think an intelligent discriminating

public require June colored butter in

imber, writes a farmer's wife in the

lentleman. During the sum-
specially, the nat-

ural color of butter is highest, presup-

lg that the cows have daily access

The color naturally grows

lighter until in the winter the lightest

shade is reached. If certain principles

are adhered to, the color will be all

that can be desired, or that ought to be

required.

The breed of cows exerts an influ-

ence on the butter color. Jerseys and
shorthorns furnish a good degree of

color, and when the proper food is fur-

nished, and proper care given to the

milk and cream, the color is generally

all that can be desired. Experiments
have shown that certain foods have a

marked influence on the butter prod-

uct. For example, cotton seed meal
renders the butter much lighter in color

than is normal, while oats give a
golden tint and firmness of grain; lin-

seed meal, cottonseed meal, corn meal
and bran, in connection with ensilage

or green food, give satisfactory results.

Of root crops, the carrot gives the high-

est color, and potatoes the least: the

latter has the effect also of softening

the grain of the butter. No amount of

"doctoring" can restore a mass ol

white, frothy stuff, called butter by
courtesy, to. its normal state or what
it should have been by proper manage-
ment. With some butter makers this

condition of things is chronic. Their
butter is white or "off" in color, the
grain is broken and only a greasy com-
pound remains. This class of butter
makers must "tone up" artificially if

a market is to be secured.
While coloring butter is not a fraud

in the sense that coloring oleo is, it is

deception, and the sooner dairymen
recognize it as such, the better. A
dairyman lately ma*de the assertion that
his product was 10,000 pounds of dairy
butter a year, and that not a particle

of coloring matter had been used in its

manufacture, and also that he could
have sold ten times that amount at El-
gin prices could his dairy have pro-
duced it. He heartily wishes all colored
dairy or creamery or worked over but-
ter had to pay the same tax the oleo-
margarine does. While this is extreme,
perhaps, butter makers will do well
to think seriously on this subject. In
some localities, I am glad to note, the
dairymen, or dairywomen, either, who
habitually uses butter color to impart
the proper shade which right manage-
ment should have given, has an im-
paired reputation as a butter maker.
Can artificially colored butter right-

fully be called "gilt edged." Ought
not that term to be applied only to that
grade of butter which has been brought
to the highest standard of perfection
through proper attention to all details

pertaining to its manufacture?
Also, what proportion of customers

would chose colored butter, were the

r
Warranted to Give Satisfaction.

BomhauH's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all ilein diseases or Parasites,
Thruib, Diphtheric Removes all
Benches from Horseo or Cattle,

„A« a Human Remedy for Rheumatism.
opr.xint, .ore Throat, etc, It in InvaiijabiL'.

| Caustic Balftitu,
IVfl /.m faction, i'rlce $l so

' v dni[fgli.t*. or «ent by ex-
i'l, wltn full 'llrtctlonB fir

nd tor descrtptKo circulars
id i

-

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

pure and the colored articles placed

side by side and properly labeled?

WRAPPING BUTTER SQUARES.

The question is often asked if it is

r to wrap butter with wet parch-

ment paper than with dry paper. The
answer is variously given, says an ex-

change. Some buttermakers in cream-
eries wrap their butter in wet papers

for the following reasons: The butter

will not stick to the paper so much
and the squares can be wrapped more
quickly with wet papers than with dry,

as they bend more readily. When wet
paper is used it should have been
soaked in boiled brine so as to be free

from spores. This helps to keep the

butter from being affected by spores

on the paper. Then men that wrap dry
claim that while it takes a little more
time to do the work of wrapping, the

package looks smoother, as the wet
wrinkles on drying, also the brine in

the butter seems to work through the
parchment paper more when it has
been wet, as is seen by the salt in-

crustations on the sides of the squares.

If the butter is to be used at once
there is no reason for using a wet pa-
per, but if the butter must be kept a
long time it is doubtless better to use
parchment paper that has been well

soaked in brine or some other anti-

septic solution.

ROUGHAGE FOR SWINE.

It is generally considered that any-
thing for which one has use in no other
way will answer for the swine. The
feeding of roughage is worked on this

plan, the feeder forgetting that swine
cannot make fat of anything but good
material. It is all right to turn into

the hog pen the clean leavings of tough
corn stalks from the cow stable, but it

should not be expected that the swine
will get along wholly on this. Give
them their share of sweet, clean rough-
age and if there is a fair supply of

straw on the place let them have that.

Don't think it is too expensive for it

will add to the capacity of the swine
to take on weight and will add to the

value of the manure. Of course if it

can be sold for a high price then sell it

and.buy something better for the hogs.

A little silage will not hurt them nor
will the sweepings from the hay mow
especially if the latter are mixed with
bran and moistened with warm skim
milk. There are always lots of odds
and ends around a farm which can be
worked up into dainty dishes for the

swine if one will take the trouble to

make them appetizing.—Farmer and
Breeder.

BUYERS DON'T PAY FOR COLOR.

An auction sale of fifty-four short-
horn cows was recently made in Michi-
gan. Of the number sold two were
white, two red and white, twenty-six
red or red and a little white and
twenty-four were roan. The sale was
topped by a white cow at $1,000. The
second was the other white at $S25.

The third was a roan at $620; the
fourth, a roan at $525; the fifth, a red,

with a little white at $500; the sixth,

a roan at $495; the seventh, a roan at

$4S0; the eighth, a roan at $460; the
ninth, a roan at $450; the tenth, a roan
at $410; the eleventh, a roan at $405;

the twelfth, a roan at $400. The re-

mainder of all colors sold at $100 to

$375. It is an item worth considering

by all stockmen that the two white
cows topped the sale by a large figure

and that only one of the twenty-six
cows, red or red and a little white, was
permitted to come within the charmed
circle of the twelve best cows in the

sale.

FLOOR OF THE COW STABLE.

Writing in National Stockman and
Farmer on the subject of cow stables,

L. W. Lightly says: I prefer to have
an earthen floor in my cow stable,

though, of course, the manure gutter is

cement and liquid proof. I believe the
cow is more comfortable on the yield-
ing, non-conducting ground than on
hard plank or rocky cement. It is true
that the earth will wear away and has
to be filled up and leveled off occa-
sionally, the doing of which has just
reminded me of this: The floor of the
stall should be level or slope back to-

the gutter very little; there
Should be no rough ridges or hard, un-
even places, as I could not nor can
tl ow rest in comfort on such a bed.
A iall quantity of gravel and earth

d can be made perfectly
h and level, and a light covering

"i
'

*i i well moistened will help to
keep it in place.

Hogs born, suckled and ranged on
alfalfa until ready to harden for the

block are considered as good as the

best. Tests show that the feeding

value of alfalfa is forty-five per cent

more than clover and sixty per cent

over timothy; in fact, it is way ahead
of all other forage crops. One acre

well set will pasture thirty pigs for

six months Even without alfalfa,

using other grains for grazing, the

raising of hogs for market ca n be

made highly profitable in this country

but with alfalfa it is a bonanza.

About the largest hog of which we
have record is Jumbo, owned by Jo-

seph T. Moore of Oxford, North Caro-
lina. It is three years of age, weighs
1420 pounds, measures nine feet two
inches from tip to tip and seven and
one-half feet around the girth.

Standing Offer
Good always, everywhere.

$100 Reward, for any lame-

ness, curb, splint, founder,

distemper, etc., (where cure

is possible) that is not cured by

TUTTLE'S
ELIXIR

Greatest horse remedy in the world. Turtle's
Family FliTrfi* invaluable for human bruises,

pains, rheumatism, etc. Send for free 100 page
book,"Veterinary Experience." The perfect

horseman's guide. Every disease symptom and
its treatment.

Tattle's Elixir Co.. 52 Beverly SL, Boston, Mass.

Mack & Co. i
Ban Francisco and F. "W. Braun, loi

Angeles, California Agents.

THREE TRAIN LOADS OF ARMY GOODS
Sold to F. ilaiineriiiaii, 501 Broadway, N. Y
Tents, all sizes $1 90up Holsters $0.10
Mess Pans 20 Navy Hats 10
Haversacks 10 Carbines 1 .00 up
Revolvers 50 up Muskets 1.60 up
Sword Bayonets .20 Machetes 1.00
Saddles 2.75up Canteens 28
Bridles 1.00 Leggings 28up
Complete New Spurs 40
Uniforms 1.60 Lariats 58

U S. A. Shirts.. 1.75 Bayonets 10

176-Page Illustrated Catalog Mailed, I2c.

Largest tuck in the world—15 acres re
quired for Btorage.

FOR SALE OH LEASE.

Two Prince Airlie Stallions.

FOBTOLA 37413, a handsome golden bay. 7
years old, 16 hands, weighs 1190 lbs.

MEN LO BOY 37401. a magnificent brown with
white points, 6 j ears old, 16.1 hands, weighs
1300 lbs.

These two horses are full brothers, being sired
by Prince Airlie 28045; he by Guy Wilkes 2:\5u
sire of Fred Khol 2:0??i. Hulda 2:08^, Seymour
Wilkes 2:08^: first dam Signal by Del Sur 2:24;
seoond dam Lady Signal 2:3bya by Signal 3327.
Both of these horses are very fast for the amount
of worn, being only a few months last year, show-
ing quarters around :34 and 35.

For further information apply to
P. H. McEVOY, MenloPark, Cal.

JACK FOR SALE.
AHBLACK JACK WITH LIGHT POINTS;
-^Jlarge, heavy boned, prompt and a gooa han-
dler. Is a good foal getter and his foals are
excellent individuals. Price very reasonable for
prompt sale. Address for further particulars,

S. B. WRIGHT, Santa Rosa.

FOR SALE.
TET BLACK STALLION; WEIGHT 1750;
w seven years old. Is a blocky built, big boned
horse and a sure foal getter, and his colts will be
shown. Price reasonable. For further particu-
lars apply to .office of Breeder and Sportsman.

POSITION WANTED.
"A TIDDLE-AGED MAN WANTS JOB, BREAK-
•J-'J' lng and handling Colts. Has had years of
experience on large Kentucky stock farms; first-
class references. CHAS. LEWIS,

22 Saoramento St., San Francisco.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE.

f)NE OF THE GRANDEST L00KIN9 AND
v-' best bred McKinney stallions ever foaled Is
offered for sale. He is five years old, sired by the
great McKinney 2:liH, dam by Dexter Prince,
thatslred thedamof Nora McKinney 2:12^ (trial
to wagon 2:09): second dam by a son of Election-
eer; third dam by McDonald Chief, sire of the
dams of Tom Smith 2-.13H and Stella 2:15^.
This stallion has never raced and has not been
trained, but has trotted miles better than 2:30
and quarters in 35 seoonds- Stands 15 3. weighs
1050 pounds, is a beautiful bay with black points
and without a pimple. Is an exceptionally hand-
some horse, floe disposition and has marvelous
endurance. No horse living has cleaner,-
straighteror more perfect legs A grand pros-
peot to train, and a sure money-maker In the
stud Would make one of the grandest roadsters
in Amerloa. For further particulars address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
S6 Geary St., San Franolsoo.

McKinney fires ^ stall

FOR SALE,.
Four Black Mares by McKinney 3:llj^

One Brown op Black Weanling: Filly ,

Lee co 3:09%

The Mares are BESSIE D., that Is o;
Stemwfnder, thedamof Directum 2:05H; K\,«McKINNEY, that Is out of a mare by Form
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:8Si
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident StalRAGSY, that is out of Babe by Ferdinand IS
son of Strathmore; and Black Mare out of Fi
tanita by Antevolo 2:I9!/a , son of Electione
second dam Fontana. dam of Silas Skinner 2-

etc.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09^ and out

Rose McKinney.
Also, one bay Gelding with a record of 2:17W

McKinney. This is the best and fastest roadgi
of his size in California.
Also one three-year-old Stallion—the best br

one ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie (dam
o in list) by Gen. Benton: second dam Elaine (dt
of 4 in list) by Messenger Duroc; third dam Gre
Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list) by Harry CI

'

45. A grand young horse; has trotted a half
1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prices
Address C. A. DTJRFEE, '

529 Thirty first St., Oakland
\Or Race Track, San Jose, where horses may

seen at any time.

I gfli

TleylicKIt
As theywaoitit.

COMPRESSED l

PURE-SALT BRICKS!
h PATENT FEEDERS— The sane, economical, handy

I

way ofsalting animals.
k AsH Dealers.

BEIMONT 51ADIE 5UPPIY (ol

PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS- BROOKLYN.N.YJ

GOOD THREE-YEAR-OLD FOR SAL:

PRANK COVEY. BROWN COLT BY MEt 1

x docino (sire of Monte Carlo 2:073^, etc., etc,
dam Rose Kinney (dam of Almaden, 2-y.-o. 2:22}«l

2d dam Bee by Forrest Clay 1934; 3d cam Lovel 1

by Almont Lightning 1023; 4th dam by lm|
Yorkshire. A very handsome colt, stands
hands and weighs 1100 lbs ; absolutely sound ai

well broken. With road work only has troth

-

quarters in 41 seconds, and with training pro)
ises to be a race horse. He was bred by Charl,
A. Durfee and, as will be seen by his pedigree
a half brother to Almaden, the great two-year-ol|
He is eligible to r glstratlon, and will ma
some one a great horse whether for the trad
road or as a sire. He has a good disposition ai

is a high-class young horse in every respect. F
price and further particulars address

Dr. A. De FOE,
618 South Fifth St , San Jose, Cal.

:

Ml

&,:

IT SAVES TROUBLE
and annoyance many times to have

ABSORBINE
handy in case of a Braise o
Strain. This remedy is rapi^
to cure, pleasant to* use, ams& you can work the horse. W

' blister, no hair gone.
ABSORBINE cure

Lameness, allays pain, re
moves anv soft bunch quick

ly. $2.00 per bottle de
hvered or of regular deal
ers. Book 6-B Free.
ABSORBINE, JR. ,f

mankind, Sl-00 Bottle. Cures Badlv Strain*
Joints or Ligaments. Kills Pain. '

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F. (

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mail

For sale by Mack&Co . Langiey &MichaeliC
eydington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerrc
all of San Franolsoo

McKINNEY FILLY FOR SALE. :

T OFFER FOR SALE AT A REASONABI
-1- figure the black iwo year-old filly 8UK1
MAO by McKinney 2:11S<, dam Winnie Win
2:17)4 by Rey Wllkea (son of Mambrlno Wllk'
and Fannie by John Nelson); second dam Pet

j

Creseo-1908; 3d dam Topsy by General TayK
SUKEY MAC Is entered and paid up on In tl

Paolflc Breeders Futurity for next year. Sf"
has only been worked a very little and has pai

quarters In 35 seconds. Apply to
R. P. M GREELEY, I

Uth and Franklin Sts .Oaklandl

m
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NEW BREED OF DUCKS.

The newest breeds of ducks not yet
lown to the public are the Blue Or-
ngton and the Buff Orpington. They
ere produced by William Cook of En-
and, the originator of the several va-
ties of Orpington fowls, the Blue Vh,

lety in 1S96 and the Buff the year fol-

wing. They are thus described in

e Orpington Poultry Journal:
I The Blue Orpington is a very large

lick, quick in maturing, good layers

j
immense eggs. The color is slate,

[milar to an Andalusian fowl. They
hre proved a wonderful good table

rd. Of course only the best speci-
lens are absolutely blue all over, some
kving a small patch of white on the
pest, which looks rather pretty when
ley are swimming, so much so that
any people breed them with these
hite chests. Sometimes a little bit

|

brown is seen in them. The drakes
|e a little larger and have the head
id neck a darker color than the ducks.
iese ducks do well in confinement and
h not need water to swim in. They are
lormous in size, being a good deal lar-

jr than Pekins and growing quicker,

JThe beak of the Blue Orpington is

l.rk in color with a trifle yellow tinge,

fcgs dark orange. The back is a nice

»ue and underneath rather a lighter

iite for the ground color. The ducks
ijouid be blue all over, but pencilled

the back. The carriage of the birti

much the same as an Aylesbury
ck, with a long body close to the

ound.

The Buff Orpington duck is not quite

bright in color as the Buff Orpington
wl, being more of a khaki color only

t so dull. It is an improvement on
ii Indian Runner, as they are very
uch larger and more uniform in shape
Id a self color. They make a fine

hie bird and their eggs are larger;

l;y are no doubt the best utility duck
i the world for laying and table pur-

I3es besides having very handsome
tpearance.

TRAINING SHEPHERD DOGS.

<?he natives of New Mexico have an
:• c-ginal and successful way of training

s'rpherd dogs.

^Ili. pup is taken from its mother as

s'n as possible. The breed of dog is

l fc -Material. The young of a sheep or

s Bit is taken away and the pup is

— instituted. After the first few days
...» pup is never fed except just before
jL t'; flock goes to pasture in the morn-

: ii and just after the sheep are

ry b|ught in at night. As soon as he can
k he goes out with the flock and

Bys with it all day. Whenever he

ins to anticipate supper by trying

•thrive the flock in before sun down
h is punished. After he is about a

yir old, he takes a flock out, guards

I itrom other dogs and coyotes during
day and brings it in at the proper

:
- at night without supervision or

" Id. With a dog encountered in the

,J
f lbs with his flock all kinds of tempta-
|is are useless for in spite of all al-

ii ments he will remain faithful to

fir,—Epitomist.

HOW MILCFLOR IS MADE.

ilcflor is the name of a brand of

__iid skimmed milk now being made
n his state by a Swedish process. In
i icuum where the temperature is

il it 165 degrees. F., the skimmed

Jr is reduced to a thick paste. This
jBsraped in the form of thin bands
Wi a revolving metal drum an 1 de-

:u W-ed into a car, the whole process
^g automatic and continuous. It is

,
ne spread upon wire screens and

:.
p lr 1 to crispness by currents of warm,

:
dr air. It is then pulverized and

'"; Pa ed for the market. One pound of
^flrtflor contains all the solid matter

or. nally in about eleven pounds, or
fiv quarts, of skimmed milk, and it is

-la ied that the protein alone in this

i
u tity equals in nutritive value 1.8

'0 ds of lean beef. It is intended to
?e sed as substitute for milk, espe-

i ;i ' in cooking and in places where
11

1 cannot be had, as at sea and in
h< rmy. To a small extent it is be-
ng dopted by bakers and for house-
io] use, but it has not yet become a
™ of the army and navy rations.

—

-o try Gentleman.

the farm where the chickens are
a free range ,an average of one

|ir to every fifteen hens will be
|

ient; more than this is an extra
se, without any return of profit.

'- nges—S. Adderley, 307 Market St.

PHENOL SODIQUE
heals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

Man and Beast,

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Cures

MANGE & SCRATCHES

SSljSsiSSaJSgi on Dogs.

^ O'SEASES O' iM-JiSc

^CE BROTHERS & WHITE.

For Sale

By All Druggists.

Recomm naed by this

publication.

HANGE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

:F*or JSetle.
The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 14
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 in 2:30 ana
grandsire of Major Delmar i:o9?i.

Dam. LORITA 2:18!4 (dam of Alta Vela 2:11«
and Palori2:24>.i) by Piedmont 2:17)4; second
c*am, Lady Lowell (dam of Lady well 2:I6'a
and Lorita 2:18'/.) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doo, sire of Occident 2:I62£.

Address all communications to BREEDERAND SPORrSMAN,36 Geary St., San Francisco.

IS

ATJCTIOKT
^vzT:szze

zr:.Tt

°
bi LV.*rr.^,^: "IC™ FOx -• ~,u n •»

Andinas (4), Masedo (4), Re Carlo (2), Edna Rose (5), Kidnapper (\)Fannje Lou.se (a) Reseda (a), and Weanling 'b by^Orsin
'

Fann,e Lou.se, and Weanling ch f by St. Carlo-Reseda II.

SALE TAKES PLACE
Monday Evening-, Dec. 4, 1905,

at 'is o'clock, at the Sale.yard of

FRED H. CHASE & CO., 1732 Market St., near Van Ness A,., San FranciscoHorses at yard Monday, November 27 ions . ... ~ ..
' lailOIOuUHorses at yard Monday, November 27, 1805bend for Catalogue. W. P. MAGRANE, Auctioneer

RACING !
I

Deposit Your
OPENING SATURDAY, NOVEMBER II 'idle Funds

WITH THE

Ones For Sale.

DnnpTIf! bv Charles Derby; standard and reg-uuucua
i Stered; bay filly 4 years old, about

15.3 hands, weighs about 1000 lbs ; handsome and
In every respect a first class road horse. A lady
can drive her. She has speed aod is not only a
valuable horse for the road but a high-class
brood mare.

ALSO
A few other fast roadsters for sale at reasonable
prices. For particulars and to see the horses
apply to DEXTER PRINCE STABLES, 1509
Grove street, corner Baker street, San Francisco.

New California Jotter Glob

OAKLAND TRACK
Six or More Races Each Week Day

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT 2 P. M. SIliKP

=
I5 r^Speclal Tralns stopping at the Track take

&. f. Ferry, foot of MarUet Street—leave at 12,
tnereafter every twenty minutes. No smoking In
last two cars, which are reserved for ladles and
their escorts.
Returning, trains leave Track after fifth and

last races.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS, President.
PEKCY W. TREAT, Secretary.

Central TrustCompany

of California

42 Montgomery St,

SAN FRANCISCO.

MERIDIAN 2:12
FOR SALE.

jVTERIDI^N 2-.12X IS A STANDARD-BRED
•"* dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent
disposition; perfect conformation; sure foal
getter. His oldest colts are four years old and
all his get have style, good action, tood size and
speed He iq by Sfmmocolon 2:i3?i (sire of Dan
Q- 2:07H and 12 in 2:30 list); dam Stdane 2:23UbY
Sidney 2:19?i; next dam Addie S by Steinway.
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He la
sound, in good condition, will be sold cheap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sale.
T OFFER FOR SALE A THREE-YEAR OLD
-1- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16i4. dam by
Gen. McClellan that is one of the best prospects
In California. He Is a square trotter with 2:20
speed sound as a dollar, requires no boots, is a
fast walker and will make an Ideal roadsterand
a race wfnnlDg trotter. He is a golden chestnut
with small star. Inspection of this young Geld-
ing Is Invited. He is in charge of Hans Frellson
on 24th avenue, close to the Casino, and will be
shown by appointment.

W- FORD THOMAS,
327 Market St.. San Franclsoo

BUSINESS C0LLEQE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial sohool on the Pffoino Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send tor catalogue.

E. P. HEALD. President.

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder
Cored In 48 Hour*,

SrVNty
CAPSULES

You can open a Savings Account
by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

••THE SURE WAY To WEALTH."

j
McMURRAY I

Superior to Copaiba. CubebH or Injection

672-4380 Ilth Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold

JOG CART
Especially Adapted
for Jogging, Training
and Matinee Driving.

Price Low.
McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGGING CARTS
Standard tlie World Over.

«5-Address for printed matter and prloes

W. J. Eenney
alencla St., San Francisco, Cal.

A /..Ad

A 631 V

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEV1SADERO AND FULTON STS.

(1408 Fulton Street)

Horses Called Por, Clipped sad Delivered

AT POPULAR PRICES.
BUSINESS HORSES FOB FJIKE,

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable nearthe above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving, a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates Have good location. brand-newstable and
everything first-class All horses In my oare will
receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. T, (J. CABNEY.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
Z1BBFJLX & SON, Proprietors.

Sah Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds of
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Take
aDy car going to the Chutei. Tel.; West 269.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

Q0COANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOB

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIOS

FOB BAT.B IN LOTS TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QCINTOherd—77 premiums, California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETEK 9AXE & SON. Llok House, S. F..Cal
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 yeare
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-
olass breeding stook. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEINS—B0TTER BRED FAMILIES
Work herd; 00J{ winners at State and oounty fairs'how ring, and every butter oontest since 1885 Id
California No reservations. Stock near S F
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franotso'o '

JEBSE-XS,HOLSTEINS AND DURHAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
llat.ed 1676. William Nile, i Co.. r2s A^gefes

BLAKE, M0FFITT & T0WNE
—DEALERS IN-

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.
Telephone Math m

CALIFORNIA

Photo Engraving Company
HIGH OLASS AST

IN

Half Tones and Line Engraving

ArHstlo Designing.

506 Mini™ St. cor Flr.t, San Franclico
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property or John Pabrott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and TralninR of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WAITER SEALS. Manager.
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California Trotting Bred

Givingr Performances of the Get
of Sires and Dams, etc.

Thoroughbred Pedigrees

Tabulated and Typewritten at Reasonable Rates

BREEDER & SPORTSMAN
36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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IsBtne Worth Saving?*
Why trade off or sell at a beggarly price a good
horse just because he "goes lame," "throws a
curb" or develops some other blemish? There
is nothing in the way of Spavins, Curbs, Splints,
Windpuffs or Bunches which will not yield
readily and permanently to treatment with

ftUINN'S
*C OINTMENT.

Iir. E. 11. Davenport, a prominent physician of Sheridan, lnd.,
i-rltea; 1 have u*ed a number of remedies for the removal of
urba, splints, thickened tendons and tissues generally, but Tor
re not been without Qulnn's Ointment. I hove tested it thor-— 1 say without hesitiirn.'.vthp.t it is the only reliable reme-

BfL" Price $ 1 .00 per bottle. Sold by all druggists or

I the tost two yei
onghly at different timi

I dy of the kind 1 have overt!

'•!*Z?L£2?.l': W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N.Y.

VICTOR VERILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Orove and Baker Street*, Just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Beat located aod hoalthlont Stable la San Pranolaoo Always a good roadster on naDd for
sale. Careful and experienced men to care for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses for
traok use. Ladies can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or cars.

- HONK PA11K 16Z A. J. MARTIN, top.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1330 FELL STREET

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
•JFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this joura;

when writing,

J
©It? l-mptr? (Eiig iFarms,

CUBA,
NEW YORK.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE , 0WNER>!
AND TRAINERS

USE AND RECOMMEND

CampbeirsHorseFootRemed]
SOLD BY.

SAYRE & SON
R. T. FRAZIER
J. G. READ & BRO
JDBINVILLE & NANCE
A. A. KRAFT CO '

A. P. HOSEA HARNESS CO..

McSORLEY & HENDERSON.
C. RODDER
WM. E. DETELS
W. C. TOPPING
JEPSEN SADDLERY CO
H. THORWALDSON
JOS. McTIGUE

.Sacramento, Ci

Pueblo, Co!

Ogden, Uta
Butte, Mot

.. Spokane, WaB

...Tacoma, Was
.Seattle, Was
Stockton, Ci

. . Pleasanton, C;

. . . San Diego, Ci

.Los Angeles, Ci

Fresno, C;

...San Francisco, C
BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO

Los Angeles, C

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 4 12 W.Hadison St., CHICAGO , IL

^•ffffflfff<lfffllflfff«ffflfffi«ffl^

3S Christmas is Coming!*

December 23d
will be the date of the Issue of the

CHRISTMAS EDITION

mc
£».

5 HE

At

of tlie>

m.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and

will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,

Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations,

etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth

and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the

United States completely covered. «

MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE 5

r

Send for Bates. UREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St. S. F.

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which (or twenty-Q e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has reeently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliecs

and tropical plants, been converted Into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Looatlon In the City—all add much to the ever Increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

STALLION OWNER! I
If You Need a Stallion Card or Stock Catalogue Compiled and Printed, Stallion Poster,

Stallion Service Book, a Cut of Your Horse, a Horse Book of any kind or a Tabulated
Pedigree, Get it where you can get the CHEAPEST and BEST.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES ADDRESS

MAGNUS FLAWS & CO., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO- ILL.
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IT 3VJ:^uZS.E3S hnto IPPE EIXTCE
what particular kind of shooting yon are Interested In -sportsmen differ as to make of
fjuns, advantaeeg of various loads etc., bat tooner or later most of them come to the

same opinion abont ammunition -that

Peters Shells and Cartridges
have all the other makes beaten in the raee for quality and results. See what they
have recently accomplished In the three chief departments of "the came":

RIFLE
At Sea Girt, N. J-. Aug. 24-Sept. 9, Lieut. Tewks won the

Wimbledon Cup Match, the Grand Laflin& Rand Aggregate,
the Seabury and N J. Members 1 Matohes; Lieut. Casbt
won the Inspector's Matoh. and Lieut. Smith the ReadiDg
Match—all using Peters .30 U. S Gov t ammunition.
In the Spencer and Seabury Matches Lieut. Casey made

a total of 20 coDseoutive bull's-eyes.

In the Wimbledon Match seven of the first tea places were
won with Peters Cartridges.

PISTOL
The Pistol Championship of the United States, competed

for Sept. 1-11, was won by J. A. DiErzof New York, scoring
465 out of a possible 500 with Peters 22 Stevens-Pope Armory
Cartridges, Standard Amerioan Target, 8-in. Bull's-eye,
distance 50 yards
At Sea Girt, N. J , Aug. 24-Sept. 9, Thomas Andehton

won the All-Comers. Any Revolver, and Jones Matches, and
Lieut. Stedje the Disappearing Target Matoh. all with
Peters Cartridges.

SHOTGUN
The Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, JuDe

30. was won by Jas. T. Atkinson, score 99 oat of 100,
using Peters Ideal Shells.

Fir-t Amateur Average at the Cincinnati Tournament,
Sept. 19-21, won by R S. Rhoads. using Peters Shells.
First General Average at the Indianapolis Tournament.

Ootober9-10. won by L H. Reid with the phenomenal score
of 392 oat of 400, using Peters Factory Loads.

THESE RECORDS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. COMMENT IS UNNECESSARY.

aw York: 98 Chambers St.

T. H. KELLER, Mgr. The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, o.

THE WESTERN TJKTXON TELEGRAPH COMPANY,
INCORPORATED

23,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.
This Company TBANSMTTS and DELIVEES meiBag^a orJy oo conditions LmitiDg Its liability, which hare bees assented to by Lheoenderof LhefoUrrrinarnesjaga

Errors CM be guarded agajnst only by repeating a message back to the sending station for comparison, nnd the Company will not hold itself liable £?r crrTTrsor fields

In transmission or delivery of Dprerjeated Hetangss, beyond the amount of toils paid thereon, nor inanycaw when the clwmlaniKpraseD^iiinmiUiitfwUkinsixIjaayS
after the message is filed with the Company (or transmission.

This is an l)NEEPEAXEi> BOtSaAOBi and is delivered by request of Uie Bender, nnder the conditions named aboro.

ROBERT C. CLOWFY, President and General Manager.

RECEIVED*

Si 39 H A 27 Paid 316 PM.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF, 0CT.I3, 05.

ITHACA GUN CO.

,

ITHACA, N.Y.

WE ARE CLEANED OUT OF EVERY TWELVE AND SIXTEEN OAUQE ITHACA QUN

CAN'T. YOU RUSH US SOME. EVERYBODY FIGHTTN0 FOR THEM.

FHIL.B.3EKEART.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENT8
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and it Is a
useful book (or the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR SALE |BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head one cent per word

per insertion. Cask to accompany order.

GREAT DANES

REAT DANE PUPS (BLUEBEARD-MAUD
S.) for sale; eight weeks old. O. BERG-

STEN, Center-street Station, Oakland.
G

GORDON SETTEES.

TfOE SALE-PUPPY AND BROKEN DOGS.r GEO. H. STONE, Box 12, Fresno, Cal.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing.
Write for prices.

Breeder and Spobtsman, 86 Geary Stree
San Francisco. Cal

fHE Hunter One-Trigger
Absolutely
Perfect

because
The mechanism is positive In its

action. Parts are large and
strong It never balks nor
doublet; in tact, it does just

what we say it will and does
It every time.

NTER ARMS CO., FULTON, NEW YORK,
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL

f.HREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

-'739
v Nfket St.

521

Kearn St .

S d tor edg &&^^ ~*
^|| I Mail Orders

atalogue
^^^ ^^^ a Specialty

QNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

Tl BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

:ULLI0N SERVICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPOBTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

M. R. 0. V. S., F. E. Y. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Ed Inbun
Veterinary Medloal Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspe otor forNew Zealand and Australian Coloniei
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equln*
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-Preaident ot

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-

tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:

Telephone Park 128.

SHOOT YOUR GAME
X*7-±tlO.

BALLISTITE
If you Use It Once,

You will Use It Again—
That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

IF WE COULD SEK YOU
and take you Into our Factory,

we conld easily show yon why the

PARKER GUN is

The Best Gun

in the World

We aim' to 'make and do make the BEST possible production of

the GUNMAKER'S ART. We are jealous of our reputation and
will not cheapen the quality of our GUN. no matter what others
maydo. If you want a GUN you can confide in us. Write today.

N. Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn,

Pedigrees Tabulated and type written ready for framing

Write for prices. Breeder and

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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The Biggest Goose

IS THE HUNTER WHO FAILS TO USE

AMMUNITION
No Ammunition in the world Equals It.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

86-88 FIRST ST.. S. F,

The Biggest Goosi

IS THE HUNTER WHO DOES NOT CARR

J?e/n//te>to/t
SHOT GUNS

Never Known to Fail.

Write for illustrated Catalogue.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, Managre

•Winchester
WEKE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

I

The 1906 Du Pont Calendar

will be sent you if you send us

e brand name of the powder you shoot

and 10 cents In coin or stamps.

Distribution in December.

Important: Give full name and

street address.

Send to Advertising Division,

E. I. Du PONT CO.

Wilmington, Del.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

»->/vr

The Individual Championship

of the

State of New Jersey at Targets

was won by

Mr. F. C. Bissett, South River. N J„

with a score of 46 out of 50. shooting

NEW SCHULTZE,

Mr. F. C. Bissett and Mr. Ed. F. Markle

of Easton, Pa., tied for

First Amateur Average,

140 out of 150, both shooting

NEW SCHULTZE.

Mr. J. F. Pleiss of Easton, Pa.,

won Second Amateur Average,

135 out of J50, shooting

NEW SCHULTZE.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

17t> Broadway, Ntw York City

Clabrough,

GUNS

Gun Goods
4V»S«nd for Cataloffv*.

Golcher & Go.

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY . .

.

LOADED . .SHELL
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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36 GEARY STREET SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THREE DOLLARS A TEAR

CRESCEUS 2:02 1-4

Owned by M. W S 1VAGE ot Minneapolis and Now a Stable Companion of DAN PATCH 1:55 1:4
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WESTCHESTER RAGING ASSOCIATION
(UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE JOCKEY CLUB)

RACECOURSE, BELMONT PARK
QUEENS. LONQ ISLAND, N. Y.

OFFICE, 57! FIFTH AVE , NEW YORK
THE WINDSOR ARCADE"

THE TENTH

WITH $5000
ion Race

ADDED
To Be Run For by Then Two-Year-Olds During the

SPRING MEETING OF 1907

THE TENTH MATRON
WITH $10,000 ADDED

To Be Run For by Then Two-Year-Olds During the

AUTUMN MEETING OF 1908
To Close and Name for Both Events at Midnight of Friday, Dec. 1 5, I905

CONDITIONS.

THE NATIONAL STALLION, 1907 THE MATRON, 1908.

THE TENTTH NATIONAL STALLION for

then two-year-olds, foals of 1905, the progeny of

stallions Dominated.
Nominations of stallions to close and name by

midnight of Friday, September 15, 1905, by sub-

scription of $50 each, or only $25 each for stallions

which have not sired a winner prior to December
15, 1905 Of the subscriptions for stallions the
nominators of the sires of the first, second and
third horseB shall receive 25 per cent, 15 per cent
and 10 per opnt respectively. Tne remaining 50

per cent to the winner.

STAbLION ENTRIES FOR 1907.

Blues $25
Hastings 50
Octa on 50
St Blaise 50
Henry of Navarre... 50
Eihelbert 25
Bea Strome 50
Griffon 50
Handspring 50
Miller 25
Glenheim 50
Toddlngton 50
Golden Garter 50
Goldfinch 50
Maiio 50
Montana 50
RoyalFlush 50
Star Ruby 50
Gerolstein 50
Watercress 50

Bathampton $50
Klnley Mack .. ... 50
Dieudonne 50
Mimic . 50
Disguise 25
Commando 50
Ben Brush 50
Goldcrest 50
Ogden 50
Yankee 25
Plaudit 50
Planudes 50
Requital 50
Prince of Melbourne. 25
Knight of the Thistle 50
Buck Massle 50
Hamburg 50
Sandringham 50
Nasturtium 25

The TENTH MATRON, with $10,000 added, for
mares covered in 1905, foals of 19C6. to be run for
by then two-year olds at tne Autumn Meeting In
1908. The event to be run in two races, one for
colts and geldlDgs, the other for fillies

GENERAL CONDITIONS.
The TENTH M A.TRON for the produoe of mares

covered In 1905 to run when two years old at
Autumn Meeting in 1908, with$10.000 added.
Subscriptions for mares to close at $20 each, or

only $10 each if the money accompany the entry.
Foals the progeny of mares so nominated to be

eligible, at $10 each, the only forleit if declared
on or before November 1. 1907.

If left in after November 1, 1907, to pay 325each.
If left in after August 15, 1908 to piy $75 each.
Starters to pay $150 each additional.

WEIGHTS, PENALTIES AND ALLOW-
ANCES.

Colts to carry 122 lbs.; fillies and geldiDgs 119
lbs. Winners of $5000 or twice of $2500, to carry 3
lbs extra; of $ 10 000, or twice of $5000, 5 lbs. extra;
of $15,000. or twice of $10,000, 7 lbs. extra; of
$30,000. ar twice of $15,000. 10 lbs. extra.
Non-winners of $2000 allowed 3 lbs.; of $1000, 5

lbs.; maidens 10 lbs. Produce of horses or out of
mares that had ne^er produced a winner previous
to December 15, 1905, allowedS lbs ; of both, 5 lbs ;

which allowance must be claimed at time of en-
trance. Allowances cnmulative.

CONDITIONS OF THE RACE FOR COLTS
AND GELDINGS.

Colts and geldings, the produce of mares nomi-
nated for the Tenth Matron, to run by themselves,
the money for which shall inclade all subscrip-
tions of mares producing colts, all declaration
fees paid for colts and geldings at $10 and $25
each, and of those left in after August 15, 1S08, at
$75 each, with $5000 of the added money of which
$1000 to the second and $500 to the third. The
nominator of the dam of the winner to receive 50
per oent of the starting money for the race; of the
second, 30 per ceDt; of the third, 20 per cent.
Six Furlongs.

CONDITIONS OF THE RACE FOR
FILLIES.

Fillies, the produce of marers nominated for
the Tenth Matron, to run by themselves, the
money for which shall include all subscriptions
for mares producing fillies, all declaration fees
paid for fillies at $10 and $25 each, and of those
left in after August 15. 1908, at $75 each, with
$5000 of the added money, of which $1000 to the
seoond and $500 to the third The nominator of
the dam of the winner to receive 50 per cent of
the starting monev for the race; of the second. 30
per cent; of the third. 20 per cent six Furlongs.
By filing with the Westchester Racing Associa-

tion prior to November 1, 1907, an accepted trans-
fer of the foal's entry, the original subscriber
shall be released from liability as to the engage-
ment, except for the original forfeit of $10.

Both the National Stallion and the Matron, as abc re. are to be run under the
Rules of The Jockey Club aid Westchester Racine Association applicable to the
conditions of each and both of them, viz.: Rule 54, Par. Ill, Rule 63, Par. Ill
Rule 72 and Rule 5.

For Entry Blanks address

Conditions for the Entry of Foals of 1905,

to Close and Name by Midnight of

Friday, December 15, 1905.

Foals of 1805, the progeny of Stallions duly
nominated to be entered and named by midnight
of Friday, December 15, 1905. Colts and geldings
at $10 each, fillies at $5 each, the only forfeit if

declared bv December 15, 1906. If left in after
December 15, 1906, and declared by April 20, 1907,

colts and geldings to pay $30 each, fll lies $ia each.
If left in after April 20. 1907. colts and geldings
to pay $63eaoh. fillies $30 each Starters—colts,
geldings and miles to pay $100 additional. The
Westchester Racing Association to add $5000,
anil the remaining 50 per oent of the stallion en-
trances of which $1200 to the second and $600 to
the third The nominator of the winner to re-

ceive $1000 out of the subscriptions and starting
money. Of the subscriptions for stallions, the
nominators of the sires of the tirst, second and
third horses shall receive 25 per cent, 15 per oent
and 10 per cent, respectively. Colts to carry 122

Lbs : hidings and miles 119 lbs The produce of
stallions which have not produced a wlncer prior
to December 15, 1905, allowed 5 lbt.. If claimed at
time of entry. By filing with the Westchester
Raolng A-soolatlon prior to December 15, 1906. an
accepted transfer of the foal's entry, the original
subscriber shall be released from liability as to
the eogagement of the horse, except for the origi-
nal forfeit of $10 or $5. Five FurlongB.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

RED BALL BRAND.

AwardedGold Medal
At CallfornlaState
Fair 1893.

Every horseowner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-
ply of It on hand. It
improves and keeps
stook in the pink of
condition,
rianhallan Pood Co

1353 Folsom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for It.

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.

C. P. KEBTELL, Mana<(«*

i^-THErHO/p ~>
— V^^^ S^^ Registered Trade Mark % ^^k ^^fc. iW SPAVIN CURE <

Our Written Guarantee is a Legal, Absolutely Binding, Contract,

Read the Following and You will Understand and Appreciate Why.

NOTE THE DIFFERENCE IN DATES OF THESE TWO LETTERS.

PLANTERS HOTEL. PLANTERS HOTEL.
C. M. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Rates, $2 Per Day.Steam Heat.
New Sample Rooms

Louisiana, Mo.. Nov. 2.

TROY CHEMICAL CO.
Dear Sirs:—Inclosed find draft for $5,

for wh'ch please send me at once a bottle
of ("Save The Horse"). It has done good
work on my horsas' Tendons, also Splints.
But on a horse that has a Curb. I can't see
that it has reduced or removed that much
Send medicine 'Save The Horse" at once

Yours, C. M. Dayis.

Rates, S3 Per Day.

, Nov. 6.

C. M. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Steam Heat.
New Sample Rooms.

Louisiana
TROY CHEMICAL CO.

• Gentlemen:—The Curb on my horse
that I was complaining about your medi-
cine, "Save The Horse," not removing, has
disappeared, as if

ljy magfe. It was of two
years' standing. You can't tell he was ever
curbed. Only used one bottle.

Yours truly,
C. M. Davis.

Positively and permanently cures Bone and Bog Spavin, Thoroughpin, Ringbone (except
low Ringbone), Curb, Splint, Capped Hock, Wind Puff, Shoe Boil, Weak and Sprained and
Ruptured Tendons, and all lameness.

'SAVE-THE-HORSE"is indicated for any enlargement, the result of an Injury which
leaves a thickened condition of the skin or tissues.

Cures without soar, blemish or loss of hair. Horse can be worked as usual.

Copy of guarantee, valuable booklet on diseases and injuries affecting horses, and copies
of personal letters from bankers, noted trainers, manufacturers and businessmen of promi-
nence the world over, telling of the wonderful cures it made for them, sent upon application.

We advise frankly of possibility of remedyin any specific case. Give explicit particulars;
state age. location of swellings, lameness and the way horse holds and carries the leg.

$5 OO per bottle at all druggists and dealers, or express paid.

TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, NEW YORK. KSSk.
D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

-

ft

r

State Agricultural Society

Occident Stake of 1908
TROTTING STAKE FOR FOALS OF 1905

To be Trotted at the California State Fair of 1908. Entries to Close January 1, 1906,

with ALBERT UNDLEY, Secretary, at the Office In Sacramento.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ENTRANCE, of which $10 must accompany nomina-

tion; $15 to be paid January 1, 1907; $25 to be paid January 1, 1908, and $50 thirty days

before the race. The Oocident Cup, of the value of $400, to be added by the Society.

Mile heats, three in five, to harness- First colt to receive cup and six tenths; second

colt, three-tenths; and third coll one-tenth of the stakes. Five to enter, three to start.

A horse not winning a heat in the drat three shall not start for the fourth heat unless

said horse shall have made a dead heat, but horses so ruled out shall have a right to

share in the prize according to their rank in the summary at the olose of their last

heat. Otherwise N. T. A. Rules govern.

Nominators are not held for the full amount of entrance in case colt goes wrong; only forfel t

payments made, whloh relieves you from further responsibility, and declares entry out.

The stake of 1908 should receive a large entry, and be very valuable. Every breeder shou

enter in it.

Remember the Date of Closing is January 1, 1906.

m

ALBERT LINDLEY, Secretary. B. F. RUSH, President.

DISPERSAL SALE
*

Trotting-Bred Brood Mares, Colts, Fillies

and Horses in Training
Bv ANTEEO 2:16J, SIDNEY 2:19}, ALMONT MEDIUM 2133, REY DIRECT

"
2:10, JAMES MADISON 2:17}. SILVER BOW 2:16, ELECTIONEER 125

HART BOSWELL and CHARLES DERBY 4907, out of some of the beet

Mares in the Stud Book
ALSO

Thoroughbred Brood Mares, Fillies and Colts

By KINGSTON, Imp. PICCOLO, HARRY PEYTON, JOE RIPLEY, COL.
ROOSEVELT, BRIGHT PHOEBUS aDfi SAM FULLER,

out of Famous Race Mares and Producers,

Belonging to GEORGE A. DAVIS, Fleasanton, Cal To be sold at Auction

Tuesday Evening", Dec. 12, 1905,
At 7:45 o'clock, at Salesyard,

1732 MARKET ST., NEAR VAN NESS AVE,, SAN FRANGIIG0.

FRED H. CHASE & CO., Live Stock Auctioneers
Stock at Yard, Saturday, December 9th Send for Catalogue.

P<aHio-|-^P« T(thll\ilt(*(i and type written ready for framin
rCUIglCCS laUUiaiCU Write for prices. Breeder and

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

,
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THE WEEKLY

l&EEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, PROPRLETOB.

Trf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast.

—office—
GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

(lbphonis: Black 586.

inns—One Year S3, Six Months 81.75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

[oney should ba sent by postal order, draft or by registered

Iter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
(jtlfornla.

lommunicatlons must be accompanied by the writer's name and
llress, not neoessarlly lor publication, but as b private guar-

itee of good faith.

in Francisco, Saturday, December 9, 1905

THE GREAT BROOD MARE ELSIE, by Gen. Ben-

in, died at the farm of her owner, Mr. Geo. A. Cres-

1 y of Modesto, on the 26th day of last month. She

. id lived more than twenty-three years and pro-

iced fifteen foals. The cause of her death was

iieumonia. Old Elsie was a famous mare and the

(Story of the standard bred horses of America will

Lver be complete without many allusions to her and

i \>T produce. She was bred at the famous Palo Alto

Lock Farm, and was sired by Gen. Benton, her dam

i;ing the great brood mare Elaine, half sister to the

; 'ighty Electioneer. Elaine was not only a champion

otter of her day, being the fastest three-year-old of

i |177, and the fastest four-year-old of 1878, but was

great producer in the stud, her lists of standard

otters numbering five, among tiiem being the fast

allion and sire Iran Alto 2:12%. Elsie was Elaine's

rst foal and was put to breeding as a four-year-old.

he was a handsome big chestnut mare, with small

:ar and near hind ankle white, standing full sixteen

ands. Her first foal was a filly by Piedmont 2:17%

lat died. She was returned to Piedmont that year

l nd in 1SSS produced a colt that was called Salvini

nd took a record of 2:30. Her next foal was the filly

.'ovelist by Norval 2:14%, that took a two-year-old

ecord of 2:27. Elaine failed to produce a foal in

S90, but the following spring foaled the bay colt Rio

.lto by Palo Alto that afterwards took a trotting

ecord of 2:22%, and a pacing record of 2:16%. In

892 her foal was a filly that was named Mary Os-

•orne and trotted in 2:37 as a yearling and in 2:28%

s a two-year-old. She was by Azmoor 2.20%.

Maine's foal of 1893 was the chestnut filly Palita,

wo-year-old record 2:16, by Palo Alto. The follow-

ng four years her foals were Ellen Houser by Tru-

nan, Elsidor by Azmoor, Eligido by Altivo, and Elsie

.lac by McKinney. The last named died. Elsie failed

o produce a foal in 1898, but was bred again to

izmoor that year and in 1899 foaled a bay colt that

vas afterwards gelded. In 1900 she was again barren,

ind the following year produced a filly by Mendocino.

At the Palo Alto sale of brood mares held at Wil-

iam G. Layng's Occidental Horse Exchange in this

ity January 30th, 1902, Elsie was among those cata-

ogued. A few hours before the sale she gave birth

o a fine bay colt in her box stall. The mare and

'oal were knocked down to the late Henry Pierce of

he Santa Rosa Stock Farm for $776. A few minutes

ater Mr. C. A. Durfee purchased this colt from Mr.

Pierce for $387.50, to be delivered when the colt was

.veaned. That colt is now known as Galindo, and is

me of the most promising young horses in California.

Mr. Pierce bred Elsie to his stallion L. W. Russell

ind she produced a fine colt, now a two-year-old. The

mare and foal were sold to Mr. Geo. A. Cressey of

Modesto. He bred Elsie to Chas. Derby and the pro-

luce is a fine weanling. This year she was bred to

Bonnie Direct 2:05%. Although she had lived to a

greater age than the majority of brood mares reach,

she was a well preserved mare up to this season, and

It was thought she would live to produce several

,idditional members of her already numerous family.

She has given to the trotting world five standard

performers, one producing son and three producing

daughters, and her blood is breeding on.

Bon Voyage was the fastest two-year-old colt of 1904

and three-year-old colt of 1905. He was bred by the

well-known veteran trainer and breeder, Chas. Mar-
vin of Lexington, Kentucky, who raced him as a two-

year-old, gave him a record of 2:15 in the two-year-

old division of the Kentucky Futurity which he won,

and then sold him to Mr. Clark for $10,000. The

breeding of Bon Voyage is a study worth while to

those who interest themselves in pedigrees. His sire,

Expedition 2:15%, is one of the most fashionably

bred sons of Electioneer, being out of Lady Russell,

who is credited with five other standard performers,

and was by Harold, her dam the renowned Miss Rus-

sell, the dam of Maud S. 2:0S%, Nutwood 2:18%, and

five others in standard time. On the maternal side

he springs from another great family. Bon Mot, his

dam, is also the dam of Endow (2) 2:14%, who holds

the world's record for a two-year-old trotting geld-

ing, and, besides, has produced Bequeath (2) 2:23,

(3) 2:20%—both by Cecilian (2) 2.22. Bon Mot was

by Erin 2:24%, a son of Belmont 64, and her dam was

Farce 2:29%, a daughter of Princeps. This is a very

choice combination of the best speed producing

blood lines, and one that will undoubtedly commend

itself to the progressive breeders of this State. Bon

Voyage will be in charge of Mr. J. O. Gerrity, 4607

Agricultural avenue, Los Angeles, to whom all com-

munications should be addressed.

MONTANA NEWS.

BON VOYAGE, the fastest three-year-old trotting

colt of this year, with a record of 2:12%, winner of

the Horse Review and Kentucky Futurities of 1904

land the Hartford Futurity of this year, and owned

|
by Mr. W. A. Clark Jr., will make the season of 1906

at Agricultural Park, Los Angeles, at a fee of $50.

THE FIRST holiday paper to reach our desk this

season is The Breeders' Gazette of Chicago, a journal

that stands at the very head of its class, and is more

widely read than- any paper devoted to live stock

interests in this country. This edition is beautifully

illustrated with half-tone engravings of cattle, sheep,

and other farm animals and contains much that is

interesting and of value to the live stock breeder.

The cover page is by the well known artist F. Whit-

ney, and is most artistic.

CHAMPIONS TO BE OUT IN 1906.

In the death of Hon. Frank G. Higgins of Missoula
an enthusiastic horseman has been lost to Montana,
During the past few years the health of Mr. Higgins
has been such that he could not participate in racing
as he wanted to and his horses were idle. During his

racing career the Higgins Bros owned some of the
very best horses in the Northwest. Ruby H-. thought
to be one of the fastest of green pacers, was recently
taken to California by Chas. Jeffries, and there are
others at Missoula now. In the past Higgins Bros,
have owned such horses as Brino Trix, Rena X., Bill

Howard, Midget, St. Croix, etc.

Frank G. Higgins was born in Missoula in 1S63, his

father, Captain Higgins, owning what is now the

city of Missoula. Few men were more highly es-
teemed among pioneers than was Captain Higgins.
Frank Higgins was the first native born Montanan to

sit in the legislature and the first to be elected to a
state office. ..*

Cy Fleming of Spring Lake Farm has returned from
Canada, where he sold a car of young horses, sired by
Bob Fitzsimmons 2:07%, p. This is the second ship-
ment of Fitzsimmons colts sold at Portage la Prairie,

and they brought fair prices. Mr. Fleming states that
all the colts sold a year ago are coming along nicely
and that there is a great deal of interest in the
harness horse throughout the Northwest. Pacers are
plentiful, but trotters are as scarce there as here.

Dan Patch, against his own world's record, which

embraces all the choice marks from a quarter of a mile

to two miles, sulky and wagon included, coupled with

Cresceus, champion trotting stallion of the world, will

be the double bill offered as an attraction at harness

meetings within another year.

The purchase of Cresceus recently by M. W. Savage,

owner of Dan Patch, has been followed by his state-

ment that the trotting champion and the present king

of pacers will be sent on a tour which will be note-

worthy for the first time in harness history that a

pacing king and a champion trotting stallion have been

exhibited against time together.

Cresceus still clings to the world's stallion record

for trotters. During the 1901 grand circuit season he

hung up a mark of 2:02%, which reduced the then

world's standing mark held by The Abbott, which was

not lowered until Lou Dillon commenced her marvelous

series of performances which placed the best time first

at 2:00, then at 1:58%, which still holds as the world's

record, wind shields not barred.

But Cresceus' 'claim to stallion honors holds good,

and there are many horsemen who believe that there

is still a faster mile in the "monarch of the home

stretch," and that Trainer Hersey, who has proven

himself one of the greatest conditioners and drivers

in the world, will be able to bring him to the post fit

to trot better than ever.

Rita Huher, Senator Hoffman's pacing mare, has
gone to the trotting gait, and is being worked that

way. Joe Huber states that the mare will be entered
in the trots next year and that she is moving along
naturally at the new gait.

R. C. McFall, owner of Floy Direct, was in Helena
a few days ago after the mare Josephine, and has
taken her to Great Falls. The mare went wrong last

year at Bozeman, and for a»time was very lame, but
she seems all right now and has been taken to Great
Falls. She has a world of speed and there are some
good horsemen who believe that she is as good a race

mare as Montana has.

Higgins & Little of Helena, having sold Modicum
2:13%, p., have bought the trotter Howard L. from
James Donovan. He is a very level gaited young
horse and is a first class racing prospect. He is by
Prodigal.—Stockman and Farmer,

MR. RUDOLPH SPRECKELS' PONIES TO RACE.

The running turf has gained a new recruit on this

Coast entirely through the development of the Cali-

fornia Polo and Pony Racing Association. President.

Rudolph Spreckels having seen his cerise, with green

fleur de lis and cerise sleeves and cap, carried to vic-

tory in the pony races, has determined to try the big-

ger game for the pleasure it will afford him to see his

thoroughbreds run.

His horses have been training at Ingleside, and as

the next meet of the Polo Association is some weeks

off he will test their speed in faster company than that

in which they have been running. The horses have

been carrying 150 pounds and upward in the Polo

Association races. What they will do with feather-

weight jockeys up is a problem Mr. Spreckels wishes

to see solved.

The horses which will sport his colors are Ulctma,

a bay mare by Salvador-Lightning: Althomer, a

chestnut mare by Homer-Altivo; Cariolly. a chestnut

mare by St. Carlo-Folly, and Honoma, a chestnut

mare by Homer-Noma.

BOARD OF APPEALS, N. T. A.

At a meeting of the Pacific District Board of Ap-

peals held at 36 Geary street, on Thursday of this

week it was ordered that the mare Norda be released

from suspsnsion and that the money paid by G. W.
Bonnell for removal of this suspension against the

mare be returned to him, and that Sanford & Donahue,

who entered her without authority, be held suspended.

It was also ordered that F. E. Wright be returned the

$50 fine imposed upon him at the Los Angeles meet-

ing and that suspension against him be released. Mr.

Wright was fined at the Los Angeles meeting last

July, but the fine was not collected and he was told

by officers of the association that it was remitted.

This they had not the power to do under the rules, so

Mr. Wright paid the fine under protest.

. o

BETTER GET THE PAMPHLET.

The ailments of etookare now so closely studied by specialists

that we may expect a new and more effeotlve class of remedies

than has been available In the post. One of these, we believe,

nas already arrived. It Is Craft's Distemper & Cough Cure, ad-

vertised in another column. This remedy is not a cure-all but Is

intended only for the cure of distemper, epizootic, pinkeye,

coughs and ailments affeotlng the mucous surfaces This remedy

Is endorsed by thousands of the leading horsemen, and Is always

sold under a guarantee of money back If It falls. This Is a remedy

that mav at any time be worth hundreds of dollars to stook own-

ers, and our readers should be familiar wltb It. Ifvou will write

• t onoe. mentioning this paper, to the Wells Medicine Co,. 13

Third street, Lafayette. Ind.. a copy of "Veterinary Pointers," a

valuable pamphlet, will be sent you

Mollie S., 2:16%, by Anthedon, owned by George

Thompson, DeKalb, 111., has sent to J. B Chand-

ler at Louisville. She Is an extremely fast trotter and

a candidate for 2:10 honors.
o

The man who thinks the judges are always wrong,

and himself always right, is usually the fellow who
lost the race.

That the people of California are interested in hav-

ing the State built up with a good class of citizens is

evidenced by the numerous responses from the notices

printed in this and other papers over the State, asking

that names of Eastern friends be sent to The Cali-

fornia Promotion Committee, at San Francisco. The
committee has received hundreds of answers and has

sent literature and personal letters to all of the

parties named in the responses. Already a partial

result has been attained as some answers have been

received from the Easterners who are sitting close

to their fires when they received the literature telling

of the balmy climate in California and showing some
of the wonderful productions of the Slate. It is esti-

mated by the California Promotion Committee that

these letters will be the means of bringing a large

number of new settlers to California within the next

year. Let the good, work go on. If you have any
friends or acquaintances in the East who you think

would make desirable citizens for Californis send fcheii

names and addresses to the California Promotion

Committee, 25 New Montgomery street, San Francisco,

and that organization will do all in its power to make
your friends fall in love with California and come
out here to live.

'THE BEST LINIMENT I HAVE EVER USED.

"Send me one bottle of Absorbtne. as it Is the best liniment I

have ever used for soft bunches on borses. I used It on a vprnt of

sir years' standing aDd It removed It " writes Mr. W S Ranken,
Hlll6dale, Iowa, under date of May 20. 1905. Itwilldotbe same
for you. Absorblne Is a pleasant remedy to use—docs not blister

or remove the balr, and horse can be used during treatment
Prloe $2 per bottle from vour druggist, or delivered unon receipt
of prloe by W. F. YOUNG. P. D. F-, 5< Monmouth St , Springfield,
Massachusetts.

Harness racing is growing in popularity In Burope,
especially in Austria. Statistics for the trotting sea-

son of 1905 in Austria show thai II comprised sixty-

six days of racing, during which 171 races wen
of a gross value of 1,179,600 kronen, or over *

Vienna led with four meetings, including 205 races

Baden gave three meetings, with 117 races; Budape:
and Presburg gave two meetings each.
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OLD GLORY SALE.

Fanny Woi (1905), c] , P., 3, I s
worthy,

. by Jerome Eddy 2.16% ;

Smith. Portehester, N. Y 62o

ch. f., 3, by Axworthy,
\. i. Bell; Emil Jacob-

New STork City 47a

Lady b f., S, by Ax\\ irthy, 3.

;11«, by Wilton; John
. 1 975

: i ].. ;:. by Axworthy. 3,

. oily Phoebe by Hambletonian Wilkes;
New York City 350

i, i. by Nazote 2:28%-Esperita
2.19%; W. E. Howard, New

York City 400

Klncaide, blk. f., 1, by Klrigthorpe, 37307-Bro-
Baron Wilkes; Bither & Palmer, Read-

vine. Muss 700
list's King, b c, 1. by Direct Hal 2 :M4 '., -King's
Rose by Mambrino King; John McNally, New
York City 275

The Chimes, b. c, 1, by Chimes 2:30%-The
mstress bj Mambrino Kins:: H. C. Clayton.

Eufala, Ala 270
nlng Star, pacei (2:04%), b, g., S, by Star

•ssie Egthorne, by Egthome; An-
\ Brady, New York $10,500

i icer < 2:07 ), blk. h.. 10, by Di-
tosie C., by Durac Prince;- W. A. Brad-

ford, Cincinnati, Ohio 2,000
nee of Orange, trotter (2:06%), br. g., 9, by

Prince of India -Annie D.. bv Cuvler; J. H.
Cuthill, Newark, N. J 6,000

Equity, trotter (2:12%), blk. g.. 12, by Heir-
at-Law-Mothei 1 1 ubbard, by Almonarcn; Dan-
iel Moloney, White Plains. N. Y 1,750

The Monk, trotter (2:053J i, br. g., 12, by Chimes-
Goldfinch, by Mambrino King; F. G. Hartwell,
Chicago 2,000

Angus Pointer, pacer (2.04%), b. g.. 7. by Sidney
Pointer-Jane, by Grant's Hambletonian; E. A.
Sunderland. Lebanon. N. H 7,500

The Dean, trotter (2:19%), br. g., 7, by Baron-
more-Vanessa, by Aberdeen; D. E. Belew,
Philadelphia 350

Greenline, pacer (2.07%), b. g„ 9 f by Online, mare
by Greenbacks; D. E. Belew, Philadelphia.... 1,850

Alexander, trotter (2:09%), b. g., S. by Star
Duroc-Lady Wilkes, by George Wilkes; John
Wetherell. Gait. Ont. . .• 5,800

The Questor, trotter (2:14%), b. g., 12, by Mam-
brino King-Ida Sherman, by Sherman; W. A.
Bradford, Cincinnati 1,650

Home Circle, pacer (2:07), b. g.. 9. by Axtell-
Marquette, by Jersey Wilkes; James A. Brady,
New York 900

Sir Albert S., pacer (2:03%). b. g.. 9, by Diablo-
Effie Logan, by Durfee; Charles Welland, New
York 1,075

Pat Henry, trotter (2:141,4 ), b. g., 6, by John G.
Carlisle-Miss Pattie Patterson, by Grand Sul-
tan; C. Cummings. New York 410

Willard T-, pacer (2:24*4), b. g., 10, by Gold
Band-Molly Swipes, bv Montgomery Boy; Carl
H. Klappert, New York 3S5

Dora Elect rite, pacer (2:21% ), blk. m., 6. by
Bled rite-Madeline, by Electryon; A. Cum-
mings, New York 475

Happy Tempo, trotter (2:29 Vi), gr. g.. age not
stated, by Poco Tempo-untraced; F. J. Thiers,
Brooklyn 225

Gallimore, thoroughbred, ch. m., 7, by Morocco-
Galliana, by Galliard; C. H. Roberts, Paw-
tucket, R. 1 300

Terrace Queen, pacer (2:06), br. m., 9, by Val-
peau-Ladv Randall, bv Mambrino Swigert; C.
F. DeWitt. Brooklyn 1,500

Sufreet, pacer (2:06 J,4). blk. m., 12, by Alcantara-
Luck Wilkes, by Bourbon Wilkes; C. H. Ol-
cott, Elma Centre. N. Y S75

Easter, trotter (2.13%), b. g., 10, by Mansfield
Medium-Florence, by Joe Patchen; L. Ottinger,
Xew York 1,0-25

General Johnson, trotter (2:12%). blk. g., 10, by
Lynne Bel-Miss Mack, by Fairlawn; Joseph
Martin, Brooklyn 500

Ramona, trotter (2:14%), br. m., 6, by Bermuda,
mare by Red Wilkes; J. G. Bennett, Pitts-
burg 1,500

Harvey C. trotter (2:19 J/>), b. g.. 7, by Gamgetta
Wiikes-Bessie C. by Red Wilkes; John H. Hig-
gins. Trenton 475

Mondodlo. pacer, b. g., 7, by Moko-Gondolo, by-

Red Wilkes; Willian Watts, New Yok 300
Earline, trotter (2:14%), br. g., 10, by Trump-
Nelly G., by Logan's Bashaw; C. Clark, Rich-
mond 400

Elmer Marshall, trotter (2:34%), gr. g., 6, pedi-
gree not stated; James Muir. New Y'ork 425

Battel trotter (2:21%). b. g., 10, by Electric Bell-
Minona, by Mambrino King; F. M. Temple,
New York 410

Raymond B., trotter (2:21%), blk. g., 9, by Stern-
tie rg-K it ty B., by Banker; W .Adams, Long
Eddy. N. Y 325

Mendell, trotter, h. g., 7. by Mendocino-Lady
Ellen, by Mambrino; George F. Johnson, Jr..
New York 525

Emsie, trotter (2:26%), b. m., 5, by Athel-Alar,
by Alcanta ra; Paul Connelly, Philadelphia. ... 410

Emily-Baron, trotter (2:26%), b. f., 3, by Oak-
hind Baron*-Nutspra, by Nutmeg; M. F. Mc-
I lid, New York 500

Enticing, trotter (2:2*1%). b. m., 5. by Athel-
Meta s, by Stamboul; Dr. J. B. Hopper, New
York 316

I roit g,, i rotter, «. by Alcyoner-Erthab, by
Athel; C. VV. Carpenter, Scrub Oak, N. Y.... 450

hi m., 5, by Brown Wilkes, and
Alice Bennett, trotter, br. m., 4, by Green
backs, poh Learn; James Shevlin, New York. . 575

Grac£ Hickson r :n < r >
_: -<>', i, b. c. 2, by Prodi-

gal-Ren;! I'.Miley, by s i :i n i m m 1 1 ; George. Spear,
Xew York G00

Nocona, pacei I !

'>> : \ I, b, g„ 2, by Prodigal-
1
..mi

)
Princeton, bj Princeton; E. T. Burnett,

Akron, Ohio 075
John 1 iati , trottei (2:28% 1. b, c, 3, by Allerton-

B., b; ' loin B. C Pati ben, Wayland,
700

in.;. Graj trottt r \ f., 2, bj Prodlgal-
1

1 b Empin Wilkes; Frank Mc-
1 'I !, ic. 1 .|-,0

"" 11 trottei '
">i , ,. 1, fM ;

.

p
liv ^bll-Emma T., by S r. |ph \v. Williams.

8,000
Iw I, trottei M :10%7. bii: g., 7. by Gam-

' --"I Dal ol 1, ( Slmmo u \v
. \ Bradl ord

n ria tl, Ohio ' ] goo
Shnmom ti u br, m., b Simmons-

1 leen Girl, by Lee! urer; Di .1 p 1
..,-,., ..

1 ,,

M- J ,100Tom Tilllcum, trottei 1 b. c , 7, by TIIll-
b Cl I ; 1 [lad el-

phla i 50
1

1
I 2:07 I, b. (?., ",

. b ' mny
1

: b Vlmarck; rohn McCorm fork "

1 810
Pranl I, paci 1 b. •

. by Dii ectly-
Laurel b Prodigal; Geoi ge I tug] New
York " .,-„

09% 1. b. 1 b Mp-
sey Dark, by Wlltwood; L, M. Borden New
York g 500

1 1 1:20%). br. m , l>: w 111 e
Wc bj Gold Leal .

\v n Car-
I

1 'ins, N. Y C4G

Surpass, trotter (2:18%), b. h., 6, by Potential-
Nyanza, by Quartermaster; C. G. Wilkes, New
Y'ork 950

Hoy B„ pacer (2.09%). b. g., 10, by Ham Nut-
mare by Tom Hal, Jr.; Paul Connelly, Phila-
delphia 600

Tusco. trotter (2:28%), b. g., 5, by Bernadotte-
Edell, by Arrowwood; W. Buchanan, Boston,
Mass 300

Pane Steele, trotter, ch. c, 2. by Ashland Wilkes-
Miss Fleming, by Egotist; C. S. Averil, Syra-
cuse, N. Y 600

Upper Ten, pacer (2:30), b. m., 7, by Cromble-
Ann Davis, by Star Davis; J. G. Pascault, Eas
ton, Md 325

Grancino, trotter (2:18%). blk. h., 5, by Di-
reetum-Miss Lizzie C, by Bow Bells; C. Cum-
mings. New York 1,200

Czarina Dawson, trotter, b. m., 7, by Czar-Ionne,
by Wallkill Prince; George M. Kendall, New
Centrevllle, L. 1 10,000

Dean Ashby, trotter (2:17%), br. m„ S, by King
Albert-Ashby Girl, by King Wilkes; C. Cum-
mings. New York 475

Marechal, trotter (2:1S%), b. c, 3, by Margrane-
Sibyl, by Abdallah Woodford; S. Small, Ne-
ponsett, Mass 4,000

Myrane, trotter (2:11%), b. f., 4, by Margrane-
Moorish Damsel, by Stamboul; W. W. Brad-
ford. Cincinnati 2,500

His Highness, b. g.. 9, by Polonius. and Comet.
b. g., by Commander, trotting pole team;
Thomas Powers, New York 1,350

Ebony Boy, blk. g., 9, by Cromshade, and Bril-
liant, blk g. g., untraced. trotting pole team;
Thomas Powers, New Y'ork 1,600

Ida Gray, trotter (2:13?i), b. m.. S, by Bursar-
Mond. by Walter Morrill; Paul Connelly, Phil-
adelphia 1,050

Virgilla Crook, pacer (2:19%), ch.. m., 7, by Red
Crook-Polka, by Pocahontas Boy; L. Carpen-
ter. New York 380

Jerry, trotter, b. g.. 8. by Rosencrantz-mare by
Onward; Egbert McGrath, West Troy, N.-Y... 375

Jurash, trotter ( 2:15% ), b. g., 9, by Norcatur-
Cerilla, by Journalist; Brabler & Byrne, Wash-
ington, D. C 500

Klondike, trotter (2:12%), gr. g., 10, by Judge
Hines-Gipsy B., by Bradley; A. J. George, Al-
lentown. Pa 475

Thorn Boy, trotter (2.10%), gr. g., 12, by Strong-
Boy-Lucy, by Ben Welles; Paul Connelly, Phil-
adelphia 700

Darwin, trotter (2:13), gr. g., 10, by Connoisseur-
Carrie, by George Wilkes; Paul Connelly, Phil-
adelphia 616

Colonel Dick, trotter (2:22)!), b. g., 10, by Pen-
sioner-untraced; C. Cummings, New York 400

The General, trotter (2:11%), ch. g., 9, by Birch-
wood-Miss McMillan, by Brassfield; J. Kin-
ney, Dover, N. H 650

Shadeland D., pacer (2:17%), b. h., 9, by Cuyler-
coast-Daisy Wilkes, by Red Wilkes; Paul Con-
nelly, Philadelphia 810

Dan T.. trotter. (2:07%), b. g.. 11. by Crawford-
mare by Hull; C. Welland, New York 500

Karachi, trotter (2:24%), br. g., 7, by Kremlin-
Lindora Wilkes, by Guy Wilkes; C. Cummings,
New Y'ork 460

Irish, pacer (2:08%), ch. h., 5, by Monterey-Jul-
iet D., by McKinney; Howard Cobb, Ithaca, N.
Y 1,000

Albert C, trotter (2:09%). gr. g., 8. by Bellini-
Libbie Sweet, by Highland Gray; Thomas Low-
ney, New York 1,450

John Taylor, trotter (2:08%), gr. g., 7, by Dis-
pute-Dolly, by Joe S.; John R. Sherman, Port
Henry, N. Y 2,100

Ax Stella, trotter, b. m., 6, by Axworthy-La
Tosca, by Madrid; George Ihnken, Brooklyn,
N. Y 320

Al Axworthy, trotter (2:24%), ch. g., 5, by Ax-
worthy-Falfa, by Allerton; C, C. Hendrickson,
New Y'ork 975

Lady Elwood, pacer (2.18), ch. m., 5, by Strong-
bow-Allyone, by Alcryon; E. G. Pottebaum,
Olean, N. Y 425

Baron B., trotter (2:19%), b. g., 5, by Baronet
I.-Annabel, by Ansel; L. Frassonet, New York 1,800

Princess Derby, trotter (2:13%), blk. m., 9, by
Charles Derb5'- Princess, by Administrator; A.
G. Danforth, Washington. D. C 300

Bonnie Duchess, trotter (2:16%), ch. m., 10, by
Bonnie Boy-Lena Eddy, by Jerome Eddy; A. H.
Casden, New Y'ork 375

Clifton Church, pacer, b. h., 5, by Electrite-An-
them, by Wilkes Boy; George H. Snyder, Troy,
N. Y 550

Helen Redmond, trotter, br. f., 3. by Tommy Brit-
ton-Alcea, by Alcyone; H. Freigler, Rockville
Center, L. 1 750

Jolly Boy, pacer, br. g., 3, by The Peer-Neta
Wilton, by Wilton; P. Martell, New Haven.... 400

Cardigan, trotter, b. g., 4, by Potential-Black
Beauty, by Edmond; John Egan, Brooklyn.... 760

Miss Shelton, pacer, b. f., 4, by Theodore Shel-
ton-Belle McDowell, by Oneida; W. Bussey,
Hamilton, Ont 560

Mace, pacer (2:13%), b. g., 9, by Hinder Wilkes-
mare by Rooker; Joseph Doyle, Newark, N. J. 750

Princess Lena, trotter (2:17%), b. m., 7, by Dex-
ter Prince-Liska, by Electioneer; O. W. Baker,
Aberdeen, Md 710

Jimmy Michael, trotter (2:15%), 'b. g.. 9, by Day
Bell- Alice Kremlin, by Kremlin; F. M. Tem-
ple, New York 1,000

Ginger, pacer ( 2:09 % ), b. g., by Alcander-
Brownell mare, by Ethan Allen; J. Rambaugh,
New York 1,425

Essex Maid, trotter (2:16%), b. m., 7, by Grand
Baron-Kilia, by Kremlin; W. E. Lake, Phila-
delphia 710

Major Hoover, trotter (2:20%), b. g., 5, by
Hoover-Jessica, by Ansel; A. M. Powell, New
York 760

Miss Lou. trotter (2.20% >, b. m.. 5, by Axworthy-
Lou Wilkes, by Sable Wilkes; John H. Shults,
Port Chester, N. Y 600

Princess Helen, pacer, b. f., 4, by The Beau Ideal-
Queen Regent, by Mambrino King; Charles F.
Efller, New York 1,375

Axtella, trotter, b. m., 8, by Axtell-Sibvl, bv Ab-
dallah Woodford; S. J. Fleming & Son, Herre
Haute, Ind : 500

Baron Onward, trotter (2:26%), b. h., 6, by On-
ward-Brown Annie, by Baron Wilkes; T. Bris
son, Monetreal, Canada 800

Fritz Bingen, trotter, blk. c. 4, bv Bingen-Ja-
votte, by Wilton; H. Scott, Toronto. Canada.. S70

Beechwood, trotter, ch. g.. 5, by Birchwood-mare
by Handallah; Frank M. Haynes. Knoxville,

„Tenn 40o
Barnard, pacer (2:12%), b. g„ 7, by Muchado-

Lewis mare, by Mambrino Wilkes; W. Ketch-
am, Newark, N. J. . . 4G0

John W., pacer (2:14%), br. g„ 10, by Hal Dil-
linl-Nancy, by Whiteline; W- J. Cook, New
York 400

Display, trotter, b. f., 4, by Advertiser Oriole, by
Chlmes; Henry Hutchinson, Brooklyn 485

Bright Eyes, pacer, b. m., 6, by Darling-Ollie
Wilkes, by Favorite Wilkes; John Taylor, Rah-
way, N. J 585

York Boy. trotter (2:08%). h. g.. 12. bv Wilkes
Boy-Foxy McGregor, by Robert McGregor;
Frank Jones, Memphis 525

Uldeen, trotter, ph. m., 6, by Dexter Prince-Wild-
Tii.iy, by Electioneer; Riverside Park Farm.
Berlin, Wis 450

30

361

Little Jay, pacer (2:15), b. g., 6 bv Leonatn«
Cheroot, by Jay Gould; Thomas Bu^s New

Homer E., b. g., 7, by Young Fullerton-PocasQueen by Pocahontas Boy and Night Bell, b
S-, i, by Curfew-mare by St. Gothard, pacing
C?ty. N
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J' Wood Sew-

Annie Nutwood, trotter,' b."m."
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Miss Lassiter, and Mildred Jeffries, trotter bm.. !, by Jolly Friar-Maud Amyette, by Mam
York
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- K McD°nal<i. New
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trotter "(2:'l6%)',' br. ' ni." '12,' by' Queecliyl
Nellie, by Norfolk: James McClintock, Camden.

Climax, pacer' ' (2 :ieiV, ' c'li.' m'..' ' 9,'
'

by 'CharlesDerby-Flora, by Frank Medley; L,L Chap!man. Norwich, Conn '
v"'a"
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by Armont-Tr'ad'e Mark,by Edgemark; S. Nag-le. Hoboken, N. J
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7 V4 ). b. g., 7, by Fred's.
Wilkes-Forestola, bv Almont, Jr • S FThomas, Bridgeport. Conn

Woodburn Russell, trotter, b. h„ 7
' by Expe'di-

tion-Minna Wilkes, by George Wilkes- F M
Campbell, Tarrytown, N Y

Manaloa. trotter (2:26%). b. h.'.
'

i6,"by"Adver-
tiser-Monette, by Nutwood; Chas ' McCueLakewood, N. J

Creeping Flower, trotter (2:22%), br ' rn 14 by
Piedmont-Flowret, by Electioneer; A. J Fur-
bush, Brighton, Mass

Lady Rodman, pacer (2:16%). blk. m., "a'ge'no't
stated, by Walsingham-Grace, by Ralston- M
S. Sexton. Asbury Park. N. J

Endymion. pacer, b. g.. 7. by Milroi-Proscri'ption
by Prodigal; W. H. Young, Bristol, Conn....

Bozelle. trotter, br. m„ 9. by Boreal-Nutilla byNutwood; M. F. McDonald. New York
Dawn, trotter (2:31%), b. m„ 8, bv Blue Dawn-New Y'ork
Shotwell. pacer (2:15%), b. g.',

' S," byNutpiiie-
Nelly Locke; E. L. Pratt, New Y'ork..

Bohaha. pacer (2:14%), b. m.. 5, by Boreal-Nanie
C, by Wilton; R. L. Ryman, Newark, N J

King Artemas. pacei (2:09%). ch. g.. 7, byYoung Artemas-Elsie King, bv The King; j
H. Wright, Elmira, N. Y

The Grazer, pacer (2:10),-b. g.. 10 years, pedi-
gree unknown; W. K. Gallup, Rochester, N. Y. .

Rose. br. m.. 7. by Golddust-Rose Fern, and
Mary, br. m., 7, by Knickerbocker-Wing, trot-
ting pole team; John Nagle, Jersey Citv 3S;»

Redmark, trotter, b. g., 6, by Rightmark-'dam un-
traced; L. P. Deffo, New York 32". '

Napoleon and" Togo, b. g., 6 and 7 years, pole
team : Scholz & Atchison. Brooklyn 375

'

Bay colt, trotter, 2, by Baron Dillon-Ellavolo,
by Antevolo; J. F. Gibson. New York 64,"'

Brown filly, pacer. 2, by Baron Dillon-Dawson
Lake, by Nutbreaker; G. R. Cook, Trenton,
N. J 400 i

Bay gelding, pacer. 3, by Red Lake-Windflower.
by Lawrence; G. R. Cook, Trenton, N. J 400

Jim Kennedy, pacer (2:15%). b. h., 12, by Bob-
bie Burns-Fanny C, by Boyard; D. F. Clark,
Orangeburg. N. Y 700

Crimson Clover, trotter (2:18%), b. m., 9, by Mel-
ville-Daisy Eyebright, by Kirkwood; D. F.
Clark. Orangeburg, N. Y 525

111

300

100

::ii.i
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,'atson. pacer (2:1714). 1). g.. 7. by Richard
Wilkes-dam not traced; A. L. Wynne, Port Jef-
ferson. L. T 500

recious. pacer (2:1414), ch. m„ 7. by Alcander-
Buttercup, by Daniel Lambert: D. H. Clark.

1 Orangeburg. N. T 475

rankie R.. trotter (2:191.4). ch. m.. S. by Peru-
Lucile B.. by Pilot Medium; W. Moffat. Picton.

M'KINNEY AND HIS HAREM. ARIZONA FAIR POSTPONED.

Ontario 300

lorodora Belle, trotter (2:2414). b. m., 6. by Elec-

I trie Bell-Hixie McGregor, by Robert McGregor;
C R Williams, Kansas City. Mo 650

! y Green, trotter, b. g.. 4. by Roy Wilkes-Claris-

I sa by Greenlander; John Doyle. New York.... 300

haki 'trotter (2.291. b. m.. 5, by Kremlin-Pan-
etta by Pistachio; W. F. Moore. Brooklyn.

N Y. ' 300

adv Glenn, pacer (2:15), br. m., 9. by Red Glen-

Nelly Bright by John Bright; J. J. Heffernan,

Brooklyn ••• • - 4S»

lnhonse O.. pacer (2:1714 ). b. g, a. by Alcander-

mare by Belmont Forrest; C. H. Harris. Wash-

ireft°
n
jr.' trotter, "b'.'c." i. "by Direct-Bessie

Bonehill. by Empire Wilkes; John Bassert.

Brooklyn • • • •
:
.; i6a

eorge Pressor, pacer (2:1614). blk. g. 8. by Gi-
lford-Nancy M.. by Pacing Pallas; eGorge El- ^
|y

d
AxteU

a
' trotter,' b.'

g.'.
'
6,' by Prince Axtell-

mare bv St. Gothard; C. A. Burke. New \ ork
.

33o

!ueen of Dares, saddle and harness mare br.

m.. S. by Chester Dare-Bonta s Denmark; J. B.

Marshall. Putnam. N. Y
iadv of Eminence, saddle and harness mare,

br m.. 6, by Highland Denmark-Daisy: J.. B.

Marshall. Putnam. N. Y. ;••••.••;.'•,;;; £~
he Pathfinder, pacer (2:32). br. h. S. by: Res
\merieus-Beattie. by Mambrino King, <-. W. ^
^ec*"terNblI- g.',

-6.- untracedV John Uo- ^
fiafanTSeJuty* b." cobs." pedigreesWot -stated.

&ha
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m
ei.

S
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1
ce?

a
(
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?F26?:rb
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a
g
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T
byBrown

Ha?ma«"'y
P
Ha

e
i Russell; C. E. En6l, Phila- ^

xl'llke. pacer, 'ch.' h..' 6. "by Red Lak^Maud H.

P bv Decorate; D. J. Bowles, Augusta, Ga. . . - . *-=

a'nk M pacer (2:45). br. g.. 5. by Spanish

.Wilkes-'Fanny Weber, by General Lomax; C. E. ^
feoV

P
t

h
ro

a
t

d
e
er^a

h.." 9." by Madwood^osamond;
'hv Ravford- D. Bowles, Augusta. Ga
Kd^Ry'e. niatched

3r
pair

id
0f "otters^brown _

by Road
geldings, 6 and 4 year

i |New York - - • - • - - - -

fa-mlre'&£&&^ P- Soeri,«rT Floral

tae'M" trotter' ( 2 IwiiKb. "m.". 5. by Dupignac-

Mollie M. "y Arthello; J. Frank Underbill. ^
ToJal'J'nS da/s' "sales"," lloii

"

head" " for
" $423,450;

and average, $41S.

Record of Old Glory Sales.

,
$315,110

19, S10 horses 352, ISO
00. 702 horses •• ''

499355
II. 920 horses 333i940
13, 944 horses *

447 ^5
14. 9S7 horses 4n!450
1". 1.014 horses

o

SIXTY PER CENT. HIGHER.

Under late date John Splan writes a gossipy letter

the editor of the Western Horseman front Lexmg-

.

i Ky., in which he says, in part:

•If I remember rightly, a short time ago you.and

were about the only. 'bulls! on the horse market,

•en-body else predicted that the automobiles would

t the horses on the gravel train, and the reform

vernors, by prohibiting betting on the trotting,

ces would put the owners to carrying the hod. 1

1 glad to state to you that the 'bears' were entirely

staken The trotting horse breeding business never

iked better to me than now. There never was a

ne when a good horse would bring any more money,

am safe in saying that good horses are sixty per

it higher now- than they were ten years ago. len

ars ago I bought Col. Kuser and Bravado, two

st-class race horses, for half the money I can buy

i same kind of a horse now. I think the European

irket was never as good for the American trotter

it is at the present time. I am shipping from New
Tk to Europe on the 11th of this month one of the

,st expensive consignments that I have ever ship-

i In the lot is that good horse. Hamson Wilkes,

10m I think has amply proven by his public per-

•manees that he can be called a first-class type of

American trotting horse. He was bought for

Joseph Setana (Signor Guiseppe Setana), of

logna, Italy, who expects to race him and after-

- rds use him for breeding purposes. In the same

1 is Harry Simmons, with a record of 2:12%, who

l>s to Mr. Lamma, the gentleman who has helped

1 make the American trotting horse famous abroad

h Kirkwood, Jr.. whom he owns and drives him-

If and when you take into consideration that Mr.

Jmma is not a light-weight and that he trained

1 ! drove and conditioned Kirkwood, Jr., in a man-

i- that made him beat the best horses in Europe.

; 1 also the two-mile record for that country, you

1 1 imagine that Mr. Lama must be a finished horse-

1 n; and I can also add from my own knowledge

1 t he is a polished gentleman and one of the right

I t. I want for export the best trotting mare for

1 ing purposes in this country. Which one is it

lilso want the highest class pair of trotting-bred

I ch mares that can be found. Give me a little ol

J ir assistance."

'he annual meeting of the League of Amateur

ving Clubs was held at the Hoffman House. New
-k, on Thursday, November 23rd. The principal

;iness transacted was the election of officers for

ensuing year, which resulted as follows: Presi-

t, H. K. Devereux, Cleveland. O.; vice-president,

ID. Callery. Pittsburg. Pa.; secretary-treasurer, T.

: Quimby, Boston. Mass. The following directors

; -e elected for the ensuing year: H. K. Devereux.

. veland, O.; W C. Brown, Chicago, 111.; S. T. Har-

jlll, Lexington, Ky.: Horace White. Syracuse,

i| T.; T. L. Quimby. Boston, Mass.
o

ober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.

' Raymond," the well-known correspondent of the
Horse World, recently paid a visit to the Empire City
Farm, where the ex-California stallion MeKinney is

now (he premier, and gives his impression as fol-

lows :

'MeKinney, 2:1114, has attained his present almost
unparalleled position among the great sires of ex-
treme speed without having had access to a big pri-

vate collection of carefully selected matrons. What
then will be his standing as the result of his stud ser-

vices at Empire City Farm? This was the question
that kept flitting through my mind one day last week
while looking over the grand collection of mares at

McKinney's present home. Among the mares roam-
ing in the paddocks, and nearly all of which are in

foal to MeKinney, I saw Bay Star, 2: OS, by Ken-
tucky Star; Bouncer. 2:09, by Hummer; Quality.
2:13i4. by Electioneer; Emma 'Winter, 2.U]/2 , by Di-

rectum; Midi, 2:11, by Electrician: Boquita, 2:ll]/2 .

by Bow Bells; Amaryalla Bell. 2:19i<;. by Liberty

Bell; Deluge 2:1914. by Bow Bells; Princess Royal.

2:20. dam of the Earl, 2:14%. etc., by Chimes; Lady
Rivers, dam of Sweet Marie, 2:04%; Grace Boyd, dam
of Grace Bond, 2:0914; Leonor. 2:24, dam of Dr. Book,

2:10; Deluge, dam of Cathode, 2:1314; Charming Bun-
ker, sister to Cheery Lass, 2:03%; Grace Hamlin, sis-

ter to Heir-at-Law, 2:05%, and a number of younger
mares of royal breeding, many of them being out of

some of the mares just mentioned. These mares, In

addition to the outside mares sent to MeKinney made
perhaps, the most notable collection of mares ever

mated to any sire in one season.

1 was particularly anxious to see Lady Rivers, the

dam of Sweet Marie. She is a medium-sized brown
mare of more than ordinary finish and her famous
daughter resembles her some in contour of head and
neck. She has excellent limbs and looks as though

she might be a prolific breeder for many years to

come. She has at her side a good looking, although

not large filly by Boydello and she is safely in foal

to MeKinney.
The Messrs. Simpson are not so hide-bound as to

be blinded to the advantages of sending some of their

good mares to other leading sires, as is shown by
the fact that I saw on the farm weanlings by Cres-

ceus, 2:021i; Dan Patch. 1:5514; Arion. 2:07%, and

Jay McGregor. 2:07%.
MeKinney himself is looking excellent after his

heavy season in the stud. Everyone interested in

the trotting horse has either seen MeKinney or a

photographic reproduction of him, but only those who
have seen the horse himself can realize the well-bal-

anced combination of substance and finish embodied

in his anatomical make-up. Some of the photographs

of MeKinney show him to be a horse of very fine fin-

ish, but lacking somewhat in substance, while others

show his susbstance fully, but do not depict the fin-

ish which the observer of the horse himself sees.

No camera seems to have caught the happy medium
yet. for MeKinney really has substance and finish com-

bined in a degree rarely seen in a horse. I am told

that he has been a remarkably sure foal-getter this

season, which I can readily believe after seeing the

superb physical condition he is in this fall.

Before leaving the subject of Empire City Farm, it

may be pertinent to notice the addition of two more

noted matrons to McKinney's harem., as during the

Fasig-Tipton sale Gazelle, 2.11%. dam of Zolock,

2:05%. and Zephyr. 2:07%, by Gossiper, and Nysa, by

Allerton, 2:09%, dam 1 the famous Cyprus, 2:22%, by

Strathmore. were purchased by Messrs. Simpson. Ga-

zelle has already shown, that she is the right nick for

MeKinney by producing Zolock. 2:05%. by him and

Zephyr, 2:07%, to the cover in his son Zombro, while

Nysa, with her Wilkes-Strathmore-Belmont blood

ought to do so as soon as given a chance. This

daughter of Allerton. by the way, is an own sister to

Kaffa, 2:19%; Harbor, 2:19%; Falfa. 2:20: Imerino,

2.20, etc.. which makes her a notable addition to the

great collection of brood mares at Empire City Farm.
o

Long distance races are still held once in a while

in Yankee land. A Massachusetts paper says: Henry

Sawyer of Marlboro, in a race against time with his

little mare, won $300 last week by driving her from

Marlboro to the union passenger station in Worces-

ter, sixteen miles, in 57 minutes. The race against

time was the outcome of a discussion which Mr.

Sawyer had with Mitchell Blanchard of Marlboro

regarding the ability of the mare. Mr. Blanchard

claimed the mare could not cover the distance in

an hour, and Mr. Sawyer took him and the arrange-

ments for the race were made. Mr. Sawyer and his

mare were started from Marlboro by John Ward, who

came to Worcester by train, and Mr Blanchard came

up on the electric, but the mare beat him out by

a minute. Patrick Regan of Worcester was referee,

and the timer at the Worcester end of the race was

Joseph Champney. The mare finished the race in

good condition.

It is stated that the Tennessee Breeders' Associa-

tion an organization maintained to promote thor-

oughbred racing in that State, purposes to go ahead

With its plans in 1906. regardless of the fact thai ll

strong anti-betting law was passed by the legislature:

This law is to take effect on December 1 of this year.

On or about this date the Tennessee association In-

tends to give a one-day meeting for the purpose of

testing the law The case will go to the courts im-

mediately, and according to a number of Tennessee's

most prominent lawyers, it is said, the law will be

decided unconstitutional. If the case should fall of

this result, however, the association will attempt to

conduct its usual spring running meeting anyhow,

feeling justified in that course by a very strong and

popular sentiment against the new law.

PHuENIX. Nov. 28, 1905.

Breeder and Sportsman: The elements have played
our fair management a bad turn. The worst storm
that has visited this territory in fourteen years has
just been sweeping over this section and it has re-
sulted in so crippling the railroads and weakening
their bridges in this neghborhood as to make it un-
certain as to when they can be in shape to insure the
prompt movement of live stock and other exhibits for
the fair; and under these circumstances, our fair

commissioners have deemed it best to change the
dates of the fair to December 25-30. We have there-
fore reopened our purses for class races, to close De-
cember 16th. and have notified all nominators in our
races to that effect.

It seems hard that we, who have never known bad
weather here at this season of year, should be com-
pelled to postpone our first fair on account of the
weather; but under the circumstances it seems such
a course will be for the best interests of all con-
cerned, and as our dates will still have the advantage
of not conflicting with meetings at any other points,

it will probably be of little, if any, inconvenience to

visiting horsemen. The w-eather has now cleared up
nicely, and the storm had no harmful effects locally,

except to injure the railroad roadbeds and bridges, and
as it is uncertain just when proper repairs can be
made, our commissioners did not want to take the

chance of having any horses delayed on the road that

might be shipped here, and so thought it best to

change the dates and reset them far enough in ad-

vance to insure settled conditions and prevent any
further inconvenience to those wishing to attend or

bring horses from a distance.

Kindly make mention in the Breeder and Sportsman
of the change of our dates, and that our purses will

be open till December 16th. Yours very truly.

W. N. TIFFANY, Superintendent of Speed.

MORNING STAR 2:043.,.

Star Pointer's son. Morning Star, that sold for

$10,500 at the Old Glory sale last week, is described

by Murray Howe as follows:

Morning Star is a pacer, and the sort of a pacer

that any turf writer, familiar with his short career,

could write a book about. In 1904 he made his initial

start at Detroit as a green horse and fought it out

with the best in the land every week during the entire

racing season. In thirteen starts he was six times

first and seven times second, taking a record of 2:04%

in a winning race. During the fall meeting at Mem-
phis he joined Mr. Billings' stable and was booked

as a new pole mate for Prince Direct. In their first

assault against the watch this pair startled the turf

word with a mile in 2:06, which mile is still the

world's amateur record. Afterwards the pair took

a shy at the world's half-mile record and lowered

it to 1:00%. Both of these performances were to

wagon driven by their owner. As everyone expected.

Morning Star trained on and has not only won cham-

pionship laurels in the amateur world the past season,

but has shown form that warrants the prediction that

he will eventually beat two minutes. In all his nu-

merous trips against time he has finished first, and

in his races, including the free-for-all cup events at

the Chicago & Pittsburg Inter-City matinees, he

easily defeated his fields He finished the season with

a matinee record to wagon of 2:03, and was never

given a trial to sulky. One of his last stunts was a

quarter in 28 seconds to wagon, driven by Mr. Mc-

Crea of Chicago. On another occasion earlier in the

season he was driven by a lady who had never pulled

a line over him before a mile in 2:07. In point of looks

Morning Star is a picture, his manners in and out of

harness could not be improved upon, and taking all

his qualities in consideration it is doubtful if his equal

is in existence.
o

Mr. Fred Pabst. one of Milwaukee's leading whips,

and who is well versed in requirements of show ring

winners has decided to breed trotting bred show-

horses on a large scale Twenty years of study of

what the market requires, convinces him that the

\merican market still offers opportunities for a profit-

able investment of this kind, providing stock of the

right size, conformation and action, of proper breed-

ing is secured as a foundation. It is hoped that Mr.

Pabst will launch his venture in the neighborhood

of the smaller breeders in rearing the kind of horses

for which there is a market, on a paying basis.

Horsemen generally hail Mr. Pabsfs advent with

satisfaction, and hope to see him compete success-

fully in our coming horse shows and stale T., r ex-

hibits, realizing that the breeding industry will be

decidedly benefited by so well posted an acquisll

. o—
REX BOOK.

Rex Book, the Veterinary Guide, is an exhaustive

treatise, just off the press. It contains 160 pages and

more than 150 illustrations, with attractive cover. It

treats from the experienced Veterinarian's point ol

view nearly every subject that could possibly be of

interest i" the owners of Horses, Cattle, Hogs. Sheep

and Poultry.

Any reader of Breeder and Sportsman can secui

a copy free by sending to The Rex Company, BOO

South 16th Street. Omaha. Nebraska. The book

weighs nearly a pound.

Only Lou Dillon and Major Delmar remain now to

C. K. '<".. Billings of all his magnlficenl siring of road-

ster's The foals out Of his fast record mares are to

be developed later, according to general belief, and in

a few years more Mr. Billings may be seen on the

track driving horses of his own breeding.
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sale next Tuesday night.

pacers and thoroughbreds will

Sir AJ

The sooner after the first of January California as-
ons announce their intention of giving a har-
neetlng in 11*06 and claim dates the better the

circuit will be.

A good Zombro always brings good money. J. E.

Of Cornelius. Ore., has sold to J. W. Cowan,
of KiHarney, Manitoba, Canada, though his agent, W.
\V. Smith of Lafayette, the 3-year-old stallion, The
Zoo, by Zombro, dam Beulah, by Altamont. Consid-
eration, $2,000.

James Thompson, who enjoys the reputation of be-

ing one of the best conditioners that ever fitted a

harness horse for a race, and who has the happy fac-
ulty of bringing his horses home sound and all right

after a hard campaign, has opened a training and sale

stable at Pleasanton track and invites correspondence
from owners and breeders. Mr. Thompson is in close

touch with a number of eastern gentlemen who are

always ready to pay a fair price for a horse that just

suits them. Mr. Thompson has just returned from
a tour of the Grand Circuit with Mr. J. C. Kirkpat-
rick's good gelding John Caldwell, and while he did

not win a very big pile, owing to the fact that he was
continually meeting fields that were trotting around
2 : 05, he "made expenses" and brought the gelding
back in such fine shape that he was able to win both
his races in straight heats on the Southern Califor-

nia circuit last minth and broke the California trot-

ting race record when he won two heats of his Los
aigeles race in 2:08%.

H. S. Hogoboom is working six head of trotters

and pacers at the Woodland Stock Farm race track
and all are doing well. Among them is the fast but
hitherto unruly pacing mare Mildred O., which seems
to have mended her ways considerably under Mr.
Hogoboom's care. The track is in fine shape, and a
prosperous season is expected by the Yolo county farm-
ers and stock men. Mr. Hogoboom has the stallion

Iran Alto. 2:12%, in fine order for the coming season.

Mr. C. L. Griffith, of Pleasanton, recently secured a
long lease of about 250 acres of rolling hill land just

east of that town and is building a residence thereon
and will reside there with his family. There are about
250 acres of farming land, which will be sown to

grain and grasses and used for hay and pasturage for

Mr. Griffith's mares and the mares sent to be bred to

Bonnie Direct, 2:05%. and Bonnie Steinway. The
place is an ideal one, the residence occupying a beau-
tiful site on the crest of a hill overlooking the entire

vally. where it is sheltered by immense pine and
eucalyptus trees, which, however, do not shut out any
of the beautiful views. Mr. Griffith is having the
barns and paddocks put in first-class condition and
there will be no finer horse farm in the country when
all the improvements are made. Bonnie Direct and
Bonnie Steinway and the colts by the first-named that
will be worked for speed will be kept at the Pleasan-
ton race track heretofore.

Every person who attended the recent meeting
given by the Los Angeles Harness Horse Association
expresses the opinion that the racing was the best
they ever saw on any track.

A movement is on foot among a number of gentle-
men with capital to erect in this city a building where
horse sales can be conducted in an up-to-date man-
ner. San Francisco has been sadly in need of such a
building, and nothing will aid the horse market here
more than the erection of one that will not only fur-
nish good accommodations for fine horses, but also a
sales ring and auditorium where people who attend
can be comfortably seated during day or evening
sales and in all sorts of weather. We hope the project
will be i arrif-d oul and are certain that such a build-
ing will pay a good profit on the investment.

make am mistake. Get some of those well
v Directs tl U Geo \ Davis will sell at Fred

II. Chases salesyard nexl Tuesday evening. There
•

i

'
' noli ones among them.

1
;

' nare Czarina Dawson, whose sale for
$10,000 was the real feature of the recenl New York

"' the man who sold her, Oliver H. Bain of
1 two igo. She is seven years
old and by Czar (3) 2:12'$. son < Ru la 2:29% by
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" '
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!
t Lexlm nth.

A
- N Brada ol New fork, who paid $in:,0t) for

i 04%, will present him to one of his
sona a

, u Lid while his other son will Ann
trottei Gi orge :. 2:06%, In his slocking on

nornlng-. Morning Star was shipped to
Clevel .ii remain in "Doc" Tanner's stable
" n,il It is dei d who win train the fasl pace

" Qeorgi G. is also at the Glenvllle trail
i iahlo

The Phoenix, Arizona, meeting had to be postponed
until December 25-30, on account of the big rain last

week. This is the first time in fourteen years that a

«torm has visited Phoenix the first week in December.

A pair of Shetland ponies with a double harness and
two seated surrey are to be sold at the Davis sale

next Tuesday evening. The ponies are well matched,

five years old, and the surrey and harness were made
to order. Here is a chance to make a Christmas
present.

1 brought $1,075 at the Old Glory Barney Simpson is training a very promising two-
year-old trotter by Clay S. 2:13% out of a mare by
Major, second dam Orphan Girl by Buccaneer. Major
is a son of the Nutwood stallion Cornelius, and out of

mare by Anteeo.

Will Fleming, owner of Bill Bailey, Go Direct and
other pacers, is wintering at Portage la Prairie, and
will have some part in the winter racing there. He
has enlarged his string since he left Montana, and
Bailey is among the first-class ones of the East.

There is a report that L. E. Hanchette, who re-

cently effected the purchase of the San Jose, Santa
Clara and Alum Rock electric railway for a company
of capitalists, has also just completed negotiations

for Agricultural Park, San Jose. Whether the race
track will be kept up is not yet known.

Mr. T. W. Barstow, the well-known horseman of

San Jose, leaves today for a trip to Canon City, Colo.,

from where he has been receiving many flattering

offers to locate. He will look over the situation there
and if it meets with his approbation will probably re-

move his entire stud of stallions, brood mares and
horses in training to that point. He owns the stal-

lion Nearest, 2:22, a full brother to the great trotter

John A. McKerron, 2:04%, and sire of Alone, 2:09%,
and other very fast ones. He also owns a two-year-
old McKinney stallion that is one of the best bred
McKinneys living, as well as one of the most promis-
ing. His dam is by Nearest, brother to John A. Mc-
Kerron, 2:04%. second dam Fanny Menlo, dam of

Claudius, 2.12*, third dam by Anteeo, 2:16%, fourth
dam (the dam of California Nutwood), by George M.
Patchen. Mr. Barstow will take about twenty head
of horses with him if he decides to locate at Canon
City, where there is an excellent half mile track and
fair grounds, located in the midst of a thriving farm-
ing community. Nearest will be greatly missed by
the breeders of Santa Clara county, where he has re-

ceived a large patronage. His colts are all fine in-

dividuals, large and fast. The three-year-old pacer
Highfly, by Nearest, owned by Mr. Barstow, stepped
a half in 1.00% at San Jose last summer, the last

eighth in 14 seconds. This colt is one of the coming
sensations. He carries several crosses of the blood
of Williamson' Belmont in his veins, getting one
through his sire Nearest, another through Bismark,
sir,e of his dam, and a third through his great
grandam, who was by this thoroughbred ancestor of

so many fast ones, including Lou Dillon. 1:58%; John
A. McKerron, 2:04%; Sweet Marie, 2:04%, and many
others. Mr. Barstow promises to give us his impres-
sions of the country around Canon City on his re-
turn. If he decides to locate there the accession of

his stud of grandly bred horses will be Colorado's gain
and California's loss.

The only world's record that went down the past
season was that of Dan Patch, who reduced his own
record a second.

The Sacramento Fire Department has a pair of

horses in service that are 21 years old. They have
been in active use in the department for twelve years,

and respond to a fire alarm now as well as younger
horses, and seem to have as much speed as ever.

They are a handsome pair of blacks and have evi-

dently had good care.

M. T. Grattan, the Preston, Minn., breeder, has just

sold another colt through his established practice oi

selling to the highest bidder, the bids to be mailed
or filed in writing and are then opened, on a certain

date, which is previously set, when they close. By
this method G. E. Powell, of Parsons, Kan., has se-

cured the weaning colt Superb McGregor, an own
brother to Alice McGregor (4) 2:22%, for $233.

North Star 2:13% by Nutwood Wilkes won all the
big three-year-old trotting stakes in California this

year and closed the season with over $5000 to his

credit. If you want your foal of this year to duplicate
North Star's performance you will have to start right

by entering in all the stakes of 1908. The Occident
Stake, which is the richest of them all, closes January
1st.

William Darling, one of Chicago's veteran drivers of
trotters, died recently in a sanitarium. His mental
condition had been failing for some five or six years.
He was a contemporary and competitor at the old
Dexter Park track of such men as Sam Crooks, Simon
Anderson and Geo. Logan. Among his pupils was the
late George West, who was one of the most success-
ful reinsmen the great West ever turned out to invade
the precincts of the Grand Circuit.

The fastest trotting team in Canada, Mary Scott,
2:14, and Jennie Scott, 2:14%. were recently pur-
chased by Mr. John Crabtree, of Boston, Mass., for
$5 000. They are own sisters, sired by Bryson, 2:15,
son of Simmons, and were owned, developed and suc-
cessfully campaigned several seasons by Mr. A. Col-
lins, a prominent knight of the sulky of Hamilton.
The great span of mares were named in honor of the
daughters of Mr. Hugh Scott, of Toronto, who form-
erly owned Bryson. 2:15.

Many tracks in California are condemned for winter
training just because they are not properly drained.
Even an adobe track can be used a day or two after
a rain storm if it is built so that the water does not
stand on it. A good deep ditch at the inside rail to
carry off the water, and the track slanted to this
ditch ail the way around, with a culvert under the
track at the lowest point to carry off the water, will i

make a winter training track of many that are con-
sidered useless for this purpose.

Lady May, the brood mare by Port Leonard, owned
by Col. Exall of Texas, is now the dam of seven
standard performers, all by his stallion Electrite. The
fastest is the trotter Blondie 2:13%, one of the most
noted horses on the New York speedway.

If there is anyone that doubts the permanent value
of trotting stock let him look over the summary of
the Old Glory sale at New York that closed las!

week. Over a thousand horses were sold and they
averaged nearly $600 each

If the managers of California tracks will meet and
make an early announcement of a California circuit,
with fair purses for trotters and pacers, harness rac-
ing will have a big boost on this coast. A good circuit
will secure entries from all the best trainers on the
coast, and keep several at home who have heretofore
raced on the Grand CireuX With Chas. DeRyder,
Millard Sanders, James Thompson, Monroe Salisbury!
and several others racing on the California circuit!
the sport would have a greatly increased interest.

Key del Valle, the two-year-old that Geo. Davis
sold last year for $2500, has since paced a trial in
2:06% and is expected to go down the Grand Circuit
next year in his four-year-old form. A two-year-old
full sister will be offered at the Davis sale next
Tuesday evening.

An advertiser has a very fine young roadster for
for sale at a very reasonable price. Particulars at
this office.

A three-year-old filly by Rey Direct 2:10 out of
Stemwinder, the dam of Directum 2.05%, will be
offered at the Davis sale next Tuesday evening at
Fred H. Chase & Co.'s salesyard. This filly is related
to the royal families all right and is as good as her
breeding.

Our Los Angeles correspondent "Hidalgo" was in
error when he stated in his letter last week that
James Thompson was behind Albuta in the 2:12 class
pace. Ben Walker drove Albuta in that race. The
fact is that while Mr. Thompson has given Albuta
all his training and took him through the Grand
Circuit this year, he has never droven him in a race.

Will Hitchings has leased the Old Saugus track for
two more years. This indicates that the harness rac-
ing game will be a feature in old Massachusetts next
season.

Don't fail to enter your foal of this year in the Oc-
cident Stake of 190S. Full particulars in our adver-
tising columns.

Laconda, by Allerton 2:09%, came out as a four-
year-old, scoring a record of 2:13%. This he reduced
to 2:07% at five, to 2:05% at six, to 2:03% at second
and to 2:02 this year at eight. Such consistent yearly
improvement—always in races—is almost unequaled.

General Nelson A. Miles was elected a life member
and honorary president of the Riders and Drivers'
Association at the Metropolitan Hotel, Washnigton,
D. C, recently. The District Commissioners and Col-

onel Bromwell. U. S. A., also, were honorary members.
P. V. DeGraw, Fourth Assistant Postmaster General,
presided.

If Tom Axworthy 2.07 goes sound next season. Gee
will race him.

Axtell 2:12 is now credited with ninety-three tro

ters and twelve pacers in the standard list.

Bolivar 2:06%, purchased last spring in Humbolt
county by Monroe Salisbury for James Butler of Ne
York, is the leading money winning pacer of the ye
with $9820 to his credit

F. R. Janvier of New York last week purchai
from George Starr the well known sire The Direc
General, 31738, by Director 217, dam Winifrede
William L , 4244; second dam Princess Eloise by Manv
brino King 1279. He is the sire of the sensational

stallion Mainsheet 2: 0S%, winner at Cincinnati and
Lexington and considered a sure 2:05 trotter. The
price is private but is reported to be in the neigh-

borhood of $12,500.

The report that Charles Marvin would train next

season for Henry Exall, the Texas horseman, is denied.

feoch

The $10,500 paid for Morning Star 2:04% at the Old :. ;

Glory sale is the highest price ever paid at auction

for a pacing gelding.

-

foil

Mary Lou 2:17, the dam of Budd Doble's greal

stallion Kinney Lou 2:07% is now owned by Mr. B
L. Tuft of Salem, New Jersey. She will be twenty-

one years old in the spring and is now heavy \?

foal to Silent Brook 2:16%

John Splan has purchased the great little two-year
old trotting -Siliko 2:17%, by Moko-Silicon 2:12%, oi

Charles Marvin and Brook Curry, Lexington, Ky„ for

a long price. He will ultimately be sent abroad, but

will be raced in this country in 1906, in the three-

year-old Futurities, first.

-

L
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THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT. |J
By KiLPn H. TOZEK. Kffll

1 The long-continued run of bad luck experienced

by Jake Holtman in the starting business at Emery-

! ville is the talk of the track and the cause of much
teeth-gnashing among the owners and trainers There

I
have been threats galore to take big strings away to

i some other ship where Holtman is not at the helm

. and there was even talk of visiting wrath upon his

young head, but it was thought better of—when they

thought of Jake's size and strength. The truth of the

i
whole matter is that the system of starting in vogue

at Emeryville is bad and not the starter that is su

! much at fault. Do away with the bull whips and

: the "hold-on" boys—"the assistant bookmakers," as
' a wag terms the holders of heavily- played horses—and

I try the walk-up-slowly-in-a-line plan so succesfully

used by Mars Cassidy. The result will be quicker

starts, better send-offs, no leaving of horses at the

post that have been played for thousands of dollars,

i
no holding on, whippings or vexatious delays, no jam-

'em-up-close starts where there are collisions
!

a-plenty before the field has been on its way a six-

[
teenth of a mile. The much-dreaded "schooling list"

! will look as meager as a bone gnawed upon by a
' hungry dog for three days, and peace will be restored

;
between the starter and the admission-paying public

|
and horsemen. It has to my mind been amply demon-

i strated during the past month that the present plan

I of starting race horses is as full of flaws as a sieve

is of holes. As said before, Holtman is as good a

! barrier-wielder as there is in the business, and all

! that is needed is to put aside the plan that has been

tried, found wanting and extremely costly and in its

I
stead use one that has been wonderfully successful

1 and proved pleasing to all who give "the sport of

kings" their moral and financial support.
* * *

The return to the turf in the near future of Thomas
i H. Williams Jr., president of the New California

: Jockey Club, will be hailed with pleasure by his host

I of friends, for Mr. W. never does things by halves,

[ and will doubtless gather together a lot of tried racers

I with winning ways, as he did twelve or thirteen
' years ago. At that time he had probably the most

J
select stable in America, containing, as it did, Racine,

I the record-breaker, the first horse (he was a three-

;
year-old) to run a mile in 1:39% over a circular

i track in a race; Rinfax, conqueror of Geraldine in a

,
match race at Bay District and a stake-winner in the

i
Far West, Middle West and East; Homer, about the

best handicap horse of his day; Flirtation, the cham-

pion American two-year-old Ally of her year, and

the fleet little mare Tigress, besides a few others that

earned fame and coin. George Covington trained the

horses and George Miller, of Morello memory, did the

piloting. It is the intention of Mr. Williams to race

in the Middle West if there is any good racing around

Chicago, next year; if not, to go to the far East.

, Unlike most track owners who _ also possess race

: horses, the N. C. J. C. president does not believe in

racing horses over his own track, consequently sold

out when he became the head of turf affairs here,

L and this reflected great credit upon him and did

[ away with all talk of desiring "a shade." The pur-

chase of the horses that will make up the string,

will be watched with great interest in this part of

the world. As Mr. W. does not believe in two-year

-

I
old racing, it would not be surprising if his stable

were made up of three-year-olds and older horses,
s * *

Richard Croker, formerly the Tammany "boss" of

New York, heads the list of winning owners in Ire-

land by a large margin this season, up to November
11th, his horses having won thirty races and about

$26,500 in our coin. Vain Glory, an unbeaten two-

year-old by Wildfowler, is his principal money-winner

and stands second on the Irish list in respect to money
won. Mr. Croker is much more popular in Ireland

than in England. It seems that the English could not

"stand for" his political record in New Tork, and

even if he were a multi-millionaire and a stanch pillar

of the turf, the best people of the "tight little isle"

. did not "cotton" to him, and he moved to a more
congenial clime. Ed Corrigan, I am informed from a

good source, stood very high in turf circles during

his stay "across the pond," and although he had a

,
decidedly blunt way of expressing himself, it was

, readily realized that "old man Ed" was "a diamond

in the rough."
* * *

The winner of the Dundrum Plate at the recent

, Leopardstown (Ireland) meeting turned up in YanKec

I

Bill, a colt with the most cosmopolitan breeding I

ever came across, he being by Bill of Portland, an

English horse that made a great success at the stud

in Australia and was then brought back to his native

! land; the dam of Yankee Bill is Chance Shot, by our

;
American racing champion, Hindoo; second dam,

Richochet, a Musket mare bred in New Zealand and

i brought to America by Capt. Thomas B. Merry, for

I the late L J. Rose, if memory serves. If Yankee Bill

had a touch of French or Austrian blood in his vein-.

all the great thoroughbred-breeding countries would

be represented.
w * *

Wildfowler, son of Gallanule and Tragedy, and head

of the winning stallions' list in Ireland this season,

is but nine years old. He was a St. Leger winner.

Bushev Park, by Hampton-Sunshine, is second, and
the former leader, Hackler, by Petrarch, is third,

closely pressed by the dead Isosceles, by Isonomy-

Belphoebe. Lesterlin by Gallanule-Miliora, fifth on

the list, is now the property of Richard Croker. His

great horse Dobbins, now dead, is nineteenth. Hack-
ler's Pride, the double winner of the Cambridgeshire

(1904 and 1905) has been purchased for a large sum
from Capt. Forester by Sir Tatton Sykes, and is now
quartered at the latter's stud farm near Sledmere.
England. The London Sportsman has a great mating
competition on. with Hackler's Pride as the mare
for which the most fitting mate is to be found. Flying
Fox is barred, and the contest is open to March 1.

1906. A very representative committee has been ap-
pointed, taking in all the great breeding countries
of the world.

* * *

Flying Fox again heads the list of winning stallions
in France. In three seasons the progeny of this
wonderful young horse have won $520,000 in our
money. Winkfield Pride is a good second this season,
Finasseur, his splendid three-year-old son. being his
mainstay. Childwick's big winner is Clyde.

* * *

The great Rancho del Paso dispersal sale began
at the Fasig-Tlpton Co.'s place last Monday in New
York under favorable auspices. Ninety-nine head of
brood mares were disposed of the first day for
$53,675, or an average of $530. It is now thought the
total for the sale will run very close to the million-
dollar mark.
The top price, $6000, was paid for a California-bred

Midlothian mare, Arnette, dam of Reliable and Edna
Jackson, Whitney & Oxnard, joined A. J. Joyner in

boosting the figures, until the mare was knocked down
to Joyner, who was probably acting for the new
Thomas-Paget turf alliance. Joyner also secured
Afric Queen, dam of Africander, for $5100. Whitney
and Oxnard again taking part in the bidding Bel-
lane, dam of St. Bellane, one of the best long-distance
performers during the recent season, went to Joyner,
also for $3S00. John Mackey, manager of the Haggin
breeding industry, paid $5000 for Colonial. Oxnard
purchased thirty-four mares in all, paying $2000 each
for Duchess of Towers and Andrisa. Another liberal

buyer, C. Smith, got Anglia. Joyner made other pur-
chases before the sale was over, getting Braw Lass,
dam of Niblick, for $2500, and Brillar, dam of Sir
Brillar, for $1600.

* * *

The coming sale of Antrim Farm yearlings in this

city contains twelve youngsters, the get of imp. Kis-
met, Herald, Cromwell and All Green, and most of

them out of good producing mares. Cromwell is al-

ready a sire of winners and about the most fashion-
ably-bred son of St. Blaise in the country, his dam
Fiorina being an own sister to Fides, the speed marvel.
Kismet and Herald have been successful as sires and
are well known Of All Green (son of Knight of

Ellerslie and Lizzie Pickwick, by imp. Mr. Pickwick)
I predict wonderful things as a sire, if there is any-
thing in blood lines. Through Knight of Ellerslie and
Eolus clear to Eclipse there is nothing but success,

while the first six dams of All Green produced horses

of stake caliber and were by great brood mare sires.
* * * *

The second day of the Rancho del Paso dispersal

sale in New York saw another large crowd of breed-

ers and turfmen in attendance. Ninety-eight brood
mares realized a total of $72,675. With $53,675 paid

for ninety-nine mares on Monday, the grand total so

far foots up $126,350, with an average of $641. The
star of the second day's sale was Florahurst, dam of

Hurstbourne, winner of $3S,710, Sandhurst and Miner-
va II. She was knocked down to John Mackey for

$8500. Mackey, who is manager of the Haggin studs,

made many other purchases, presumably for his em-
ployer. Margerique, dam of Nasturtium, for whom
the late W. C. Whitney paid $50,000, brought $6500.

She will be sent to the Whitney stud. Linda Vista,

dam of Cairngorm, winner of $47,750 this season, was
sold to A. J. Joyner for $6000. Linda Vista, who was
bred by the late Col. H I. Thornton, will probably be

bred to Hermis, who will be the leading stallion at the

new establishment. A number of young mares, not

bred yet, were sold to E. R. Trooper, who represented

the English remount troop, it was said, and was mak-
ing selections for use in the British cavalry.

When the third day's sale of the Rancho del Paso

mares ended a total of 102 had changed hands for the

day, and the amount realized was $64,050, an average

of $628. For the three days the number sold was 299,

and the gross amount footed up to $190,440, an average

of $63S. The highest figure reached today was $4100

for Sister Jeanie, a six year old Midlothian mare, bred

to Watercress. She was finally sold to John Mackey.

who is James B. Haggin's stable superintendent. A
peculiar thing is that Sister Jeanie's dam, Fannie

Louise, brought but $450 here last Monday night.

* * * *

At the salesyard of Fred Chase & Co last Monday
night the horses belonging to the estate of the late

Michael Fox were disposed of at auction, as follows:

ReCarlo, eh. c, 2. by St. Carlo-Reseda II, P. Ryan,

$2300; Masedo, ch. g.. 4. by Maxio-Reseda II. $1l'0h.

F. Israel: Fannie Louise and Reseda II. two superior

brood mares, brought the ridiculous sum of $450 each,

Molera & Joseph being the lucky purchasers. Anti-

nous, Edna Rose and the weanlings by Orsinl and St.

Carlo brought smaller sums.
is * * * •

Jockey Arthur Redfern's injury turns out to be more

serious than at first supposed. He cannot lift his

hand above his head, and his injured member resists

the treatment of high-priced specialists

» » • •

The Havana (Cuba) Jockey Club was formally or-

ganized last Wednesday, and plans (or the building "i

a $250,000 race track are being discussed. The course

will" be within three miles of the city on a handsome

and popular highway. They hope to make it an ideal

winter racing point and to attract Americans.

Watercure has been purchased by Harry SI over of

Steve Judge for $800.

There has been a lot of "boosting" and claiming in
selling races of late. Tuesday Possart was claimed
by Tom Davies after the latter's Christine A. had been
run up several hundreds. Wednesday The Roustabout
was run up from $400 to $S00 by Dan Meek, owner of
Taus. which ran second, ami Owner Keene retaliated
by claiming Titus. Firm Foot, owned by old Dave
Bridges, was run up from $600 to $1100 by J. E. Case,
who formerly owned Possart.

BURNS & WATERHOUSE SALE.

The most successful sale of thoroughbred yearlings
held in California in many a day came off at Fred H
Chase & Co.'s salesyard in this city Thursday evening
of this week when the colts and fillies from the Hop-
land farm of Burns & Waterhouse were offered The
principal buyer was President Thos. H. Williams of the
New California Jockey Club, who is gathering a string
of horses to race on the eastern tracks next summer.
He paid the top price of the sale, $3000, for a chestnut
colt by Altamax. out of Picnic. The prices realized
follow

:

Rosal, brown colt by Eddie Jones-Rosewar, Thomas
H. Williams, $350.

Pocahonto, bay colt by imp. Galveston-Jaunita. A
Josephs. $250.

Amia, bay filly by Altamax-Amida. A. Josephs. $250.
Shastamax, chestnut colt by Altamax-Shasta Water,

Barney Schreiber, $350
Hipoteca, chestnut

. filly by Altamax-Mortgage, A.
Josephs,. $S50.

Palomico.- bay colt by imp. Galveston-Paloma, Billy
Magrane. $225.

Huerfano, brown colt by Eddie Jones-Free Love,
Thomas H. Williams, $500.

Cali'fa, chestnut Ally by First Tenor-Callista, S. Crane,
$150.

Hilo-de-Oro, bay colt by Altamax-Ray of Gold,
Thomas H. Williams, $1500.

Peligrosa. bay colt by Altamax-Dangerous Maid.
Billy Magrane. $400.

Inbree, chestnut colt by Colonel Wheeler-Happy
Maiden, T. Zimmer, $350.

Banasta, chestnut filly by Altamax-Miss Ban. B.
Dennison, $250.

La Ultimo, bay filly by First Tenor-Early Star,
Charles Brown, $150.

Costados, chestnut filly by Colonel Wheeler-Cosette.
Adam Andrew, $400.

Prejucio, brown colt by imp. Galveston-Prejudiee.
Thomas H. "Williams, $1500.
Altanero. chestnut colt by Altamax-Picnic. Thomas

H. Williams, $3000.

Dulzura, bay filly by Altamax-Dulcie Larondie, E.
Fitzgerald, $125.

Kruko. chestnut colt by Altamax-Kruna, B Den-
nison, $150.

Roalta. chestnut colt by Altamax-Miss Rowena.
Thomas H. Williamsfi $2000.

Alta Spa, bay colt by Altamax-Spainwar, C. Earl,

$375.

Edna Felice, brown filly by Eddie Jones-Felice. A.

Josephs, $225.

Talentosa, bay colt by imp. Galveston-Talluda,
Thomas H. Williams, $1000
Tony Boy, chestnut colt by Altamax-Bit of Fashion.

A. Josephs. $225.

Macita, chestnut filly by Colonel Wheeler-Paloma-
cita, Charles Brown. $1500.

END OF RANCHO DEL PASO SALE.

New York, December 7.—Watercress, brown stal-

lion, 16 years old, by Springfield-Wharfdale. bred by-

Lord Falmouth in England, was sold at auction today
for $71,000 to J. B. Haggin. who already owned a half

interest in the horse through the Haggin-Tevis part-
nership in the famous Rancho del Paso stud. Today-
marked the end of the four days' dispersal sale of all

the thoroughbreds of this stud. Over 400 head were
sold, bringing a grand total of $405,275.

The price paid for Watercress was the third largest

ever paid for a horse by an American owner The
stallion Ormonde, sire of Ormondale. winner of this

year's Futurity, was bought by Mr. Maelonough for

$150,000.

St. Blaise brought the highest price ever paid at a

sale in this country, being bid in for $100,000 at the

dispersal sale of the stable of the late August n.-l-

mont.
Watercress is the sire of Watercolor. Waterboy,

Nasturtium and many other horses promient on the

American turf. He will be sent to Mr. Haggin's Elm-
dorf stud in Kentucky.

Star Ruby, sire of Africander. Sombrero, Animosity.

81 ting Star and other well known performers, was
l)i.l in by Mr. Haggin today for $30,000. Mr. Haggin
also secured Goldfinch and St. Gaiten it $1 ach
Golden Garter, sire of Meehanus, was sold to A. J.

Joyner for $10,000. As a tour-year-old lie carried top

weight and won twelve stake races in England. H. T.

Oxnard j;"i Glenheim for $3100. For imported To.i-

dingtor, the bidding was lively. Joyner finally getting

him fur $8000. Toddington Is out of Min, ii.i daugh-

ter of Xyilia. who was the dam nf Optime, the dam "f

Sysonby,
Twenty-two unraced Allies were sol. I. bring

total of $29,375. or an average of $1335 per head.

Thirteen yearlings were sold :.t e.""l prices, the lot

bringing $11. son. star Rubs and Watercress ...lis

bringing the highest bids. Among these was a chest-

nut filly i>y Star Ruby out of Irony, which went to

R. Bowen for $5500.

Jackson's Napa Soda cleanses the stomach ami

renders the eye clear.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April !-Sept. lo. Or.t. 16-Feb. 1—Open season (or taking stc3:-

hoad in tidewater.

June 1-Jan. 1—'. pen season for black bass.

Sept. I0-Oct. 16 -Close season in tidewater for steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oot. 16—Close season for catchiDg salmon.

Sept. 15-April l—Open season for lobsters and crawfish.

Oot. ItJ-Nov. la -Close season for taking salmon above tide.

water.

Nov. 1-April I—Trout season closed.

Nov. l-April i—Closed season for taking steelhead above the

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. 1—Open season for crabs.

Nov. I5-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

f.-ater.

Gun.

July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. l-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and
age hen.

Oct. I5-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct 15-April I—Open season for English snipe.

Oct. I5-Aug I—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.
Nov. 30-D.*c. 2—Philadelphia Dog Show Association. PhiU

Jelphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec 7 t
ji—Toy Spaniel Club of America. New York. N. Gold-

berg Secretary-

Dec. II, 16—People's Pet Stock Show. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Dec. 13. 14—Southwestern Kennel Club's bench show at Pasa-
dena. Entries close .

Dec. 18, 21—Colorado Springs Kennel Club.

1906.

Jan. 4, 6—Southern Ohio Kennel Club. Hamilton, O.

Jan. 1". 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.
John C. Schomaker, Secretary.

Feb. 12. 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V-
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb 28-Marcn 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C Thomas. Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary.
March 14. 17—Passaic County Fi>h and Game Protective Asso-

ciation. Paterson, N. J. N J Mathews, Secretary.

March 21, 24— Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. Q,
Smith, Secretary.

May 29, 30—Long Island Kennel Club- Jos. M. Dale, Secretary.

June 1 2—Ladies Kennel Association of Mass. Mrs. L. M.
Speed. Secretary.

June 9—Wissahickon Kennel Club. Wissahickon, Pa.
geant Price. Secretary.

Sept. 3, 6—Taunton Kennel Club. Taunton, Mass. A
Secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven. Ont.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas. B. Cooke. Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, 11th annual trials.

Waynesboro, Ga. John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long
Island.

Dec. 7—Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 128 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Deo. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club
Bradley, Secretary. Fairfield. Conn.

Deo. 18—Alabama Field Trial Club

1906.
Jin. 9—Georgia Field Trial Association.

P. M. Essig, Secretary. Atlanta, Ga.
Jan 8— Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bakersfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

Jan 8—Teias Field Trial Club. 4th annual trials. Katsas
City, Tex.

Jan. 15—United State« Field Trial Club. Grand Junction,
Tenn. W. B. Stafford, Secretary.

Jan. National Champion>hip Field Trial Association. Grand
Junction, Tenn. W. B Stafford, Secretary.

J. Ser-

J. Lee.

W. B.

Waynesboro, Ga.

Huntsville, Ala.

S. C.

Waynesboro, Ga.

STATE SPORTSMENS* ASSOCIATION
CONVENTION.

The California Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion convened in sixth annual session at Marysville

24th and 25th in.st. The visit of the attending

vas made an entertaining and hospitable

function by the Marysville sportsmen, who are noted

fur their good fellowship.

The meeting opened at the City Hall on Friday

evening with a fair attendance of delegates and citi-

zens. Col. K. a. )'
ls chairman.

Mayor Eckhart, the first speaker, welcomed the

: extended the hospitality of the city to

Mi>- delej Col. Fori In a brief address on the

Ish and garni roduced Presi-

denl 11. T. Payne, who outlined the purposes and ob-

lon in its work as follows:

It i« my pleasant duty to return to you the si

thanks of oui n for the warm welcome that
you have extended to us. We wish also to thank the
citizens of Marysville and :ly its new

rous l

1 true there are not m
on 1 re, but tha

yeai j our ia-

as at the meeting In tl

ing the legislative session.

sixth annual
tlon. We i

. assure you, \\ 1th i

that w .

, y other
lence of I hal i «>ui attention

to the fact that it was this association that first ap-

peared before the legislature and asked that a limit

be placed upon he number of birds or animals that

we might kill in one day. Not only that, but at the

last session we went before the legislature and asked

for a still greater reduction in that number, because

we saw that game was growing scarce while the

number of guns was multiplying and hunting be-

coming more popular with the young men. So we
asked for that further reduction, which I am sorry to

say we did not succeed in obtaining. In addition to

that, not wishing to see those who never hunted
taxed for the preservation of the game, we went be-

fore the legislature and asked that the sportsmen,
those who did hunt, should have a license imposed
on them by the State in order to raise the money
necessary for the protection of the game.
Now, when we do that,, we certainly cannot be ac-

cused of being selfishly engaged in this work and
wanting to keep the game for ourselves. We dp not-

We believe the game is an important factor in the

prosperity of the State; that it is one of its important
resources. We know that the game of California and
those varieties of fresh water fish which are pro-
tected by law at certain seasons furnish the people of

the State with more than 23,000,000 pounds of whole-
some food every year. That being the case there can
be no question that it is a valuable asset in our re-

sources; for every pound of fish or game placed upon
our tables allows the export of just that much more
of other products and brings back to us the value of
those other products. So the game and fish are worth
that much in money value to the State. More than
that, we know from observation and investigation that
the game of California attracts to the Coast Eastern
tourists and sportsmen who expend in our midst more
than a million and a quarter annually. We also know-
that the sportsmen of the State, those who hunt and
fish for pleasure, expend in the pursuit more than
seven and a half millions every year. Who gets the
money? Your railroads, your hotels, your stage lines,

your livery stables? Not they, for fhey spend it. It

also goes to your gun shops and from those it circu-

lates in every avenue of trade. It goes into the hands
of those who work for a livelihood.

The object of this association is to try to secure
such legislation as will maintain the supply. We are
trying to have such laws passed and trying to see that
they are enforced. And we believe that the best way
to secure their observance and to cure a man of vio-

lating them is not by arresting and punishing him.
and thereby possibly making his family suffer for his

wrongful deed, but, if we can, by going to him and
talking to him and showing him wherein he is doing
wrong not only to himself, but to his fellow citizens,

converting his heart and making him a game protec-
tionist. For when we have once succeeded he is a
game protectionist forever after and will not violate

the law. Therefore we believe that educating the

pople as to the value of the game and the necessity
for its protection is the very best way to secure the
enforcement of the laws. For that reason we are en-
deavoring to plant local associations in all parts of the
State. We have them in a great many counties now.
In some, of course, they are not as active as in others,

but in some they are so active that a violation of the
law in that county is a rare thing, which has been
brought about by the moral influence of the members.
Tou in Marysville can do the same. As your Mayor

has stated, and which I know personally to be a facw,

you have in your county and the county adjacent
some of the finest hunting grounds in the State. If

I should tell you the number of pounds of game the

people of this city consume every year it would as-
tonish you; and, as I said before, by consuming that

you have that much more of other products to ex-
port; therefore, it is of value to you. The hunting
affords pleasure to the hunters, but they pay well for

that pleasure, and the money they spend in its pur-
suit circulates through all the avenues of business.

If you will think the matter over you will soon realize

that the game is one of the resources of your county;
that it brings people here from abroad. They probably
come first just to have a little hunt; they come again,

and the first thing you know you have made a per-
manent citizen of the one who visited you a few times
on account of your game. Some of the most prom-
inent citizens now in the State originally came to Cali-

fornia simply for the purpose of having a little shoot-

ing in the winter. They came once or twice and the
next time they brought their families and their pos-
sessions and became permanent residents.

Many of them are men of wealth. I can call your
attention to one in particular, whom you probably
know well. That is Mr. Simpson of the city of Lo?
Angeles, who first came just for a little shooting and
to spend the winter. He liked the country the first

year and came back a second. The third year he was
a citizen of Los Angeles and to-day owns two or three

of the finest blocks in that city, where he is a man of

prominence. A brother of his went to Seattle for the
same reason and has now become one of the leading
citizens there. And so it is all over the Coast. There-
fore, it behooves you, if you have good hunting
grounds in your county, to try and preserve the game,

it will put money in your pockets. Probably
ry duck killed in this county by men who hunt
tsure $2 is spent, which goes into the pockets

of your business and working men. It is said that

President Roosevelt, when passing one day through
a market in New York, noticing a deer hanging there,

remarked: 'It is possible that carcass is worth $20-

in this market, but if that deer was running wild in-

the Adirondacks it would be worth to the whole people
of the State of New York not less than $500." And so;

it is with every deer killed, in the State of California.

I venture to say that for each one not less than $250
is expended. Then are they not valuable to you. if

the means of putting that much money in circula-
tion?

With the good hunting grounds you have around
you here, with opportunities you have to maintain
them, if you of Marysville will take hold of it as you'
should you will go to work right now, not wait but
now organize yourselves as a Game and Fish Pro-
tective Association, have deputy wardens appointed
all over the county, men you can trust, men who will

perform their duties, and whenever you know of a
violation of the law see that the violation is prose-

cuted and the violator properly punished. That is the

way to protect your game, and the only way. Since

I have been here I have been told that a few days
ago two Japanese were arrested for a violation of

ih salmon law; that they were tried, and your juries

turned them loose, though the evidence was abso-
lutely positive that they were guilty. Is that right?

It is simply offering a bribe to some one else to do

the same thing. You should so teach your citizens

that every one of them when placed on a jury to try

a case of violation of the game law will be as ready

to punish the violator as he would be if the man had
been arrested for breaking into a house, for in onei

sense of the word he has committed larceny just the

same, for he has stolen that which belonged to thej

people and which he had no right to take. Why-
then should not he be punished for it? But if you
let him go some one else will do the same thing;

will say 'This man was arrested for violation of the!

salmon law, but they could not get a jury to convict'

him, and they cannot convict me, so I will go and do

as I please.'

You should get together and determine that the

law shall be enforced in the county and that the game
shall be protected not only because of its value to

you, but to future generations. I do not think any
of you would want the next generation to say of

you, "My father was so selfish that during his day

he killed off all the game there was and left none for

me. his son."

The game is of great value in many ways that I

have not attempted to mention tonight. At our meet-

ing at Visalia I touched on it more extensively in

showing how widely it ramified the whole business

of the Lrnion, because of the amount of raw material

that had to be produced and because of the manu-
facture of implements and ammunition, used by the

sportsman from that raw material, necessitating the

employment of not only skilled but unskilled labor

to a large extent. In addition to that, there are many
thousands employed in the transportation of the ma- 1

terial and the finished product and in the shops re-

tailing the same.

So I say. gentlemen, take hold of this matter ser-

iously. Think of it seriously while it is time. Do
noftfcit down and wait for some one else to commence.

until all the game of your county is swept away.

Compel those who are not willing to live up to the

law to live up to it. Persuade them if you can; If

>-ou cannot, prosecute them. I always believe in per-

suading a man first, but if I cannot persuade him I

am ready to knock him down. I am confident that

most men, if they see that the sentiment of the com-
munity is against the violation of the=e laws, will

cease violating them because of the moral force ot

that sentiment. But if they do not it is your duty as

good citizens to see that the laws are enforced.

State Deputy Fish Commissioner W. R. Welch read

an interesting paper on "The Qualifications of a Game
Warden." From which is quoted the following ex-

cerpts:

Recent years have witnessed a change of sentiment

in regard to game and fish laws as they become bet-

ter and more fully understood by the people in gen-

eral. The idea formerly so prevalent that all the

game and fish belong absolutely to the person on

whose land it was found, or to the person who re-

duced it to possession, is fast giving way to the prin-

ciple that it belongs to the State, and may be cap-

tured and held in possession only under such condi-

tions and restrictions as the State may provide byJ

law.

In the absence of any statistics it is difficult to say

just how many persons hunt and fish in this State

each year, but I feel safe in saying that there are

not less than 50.000 persons who either fish or hunt

each year in California. Several States require both

residents and non-residents to secure a license be-

fore either fishing or hunting. The returns for 1903

show that in ten States, which have such a system,

viz.. Colorado. Idaho, Illinois, Michigan. Minnesota,

Nebraska, North Dakota, Washington, Wisconsin and-l

Wyoming, the total number of licensed hunters was

261241. The largest numbers in any of these States

was 7S.S23 in Wisconsin euld 92.250 in Illinois, and;

the average in all was 26.124.

The destruction to game and fish, song birds and

forests which an army of 50,000 hunters roaming at

will over the State might bring about is beyond com-

putation. In tile absence of game and fish laws these

persons would be free to hunt and fish in every month

of the year, to shoot throughout the breeding season,

to kill song and insect eating birds for food and sport,

break up nests and destroy eggs, and to destroy our

valuable supply of both game and fish to the point of

utter extermination. The object of game and fish

laws has been lo prohibit indiscriminate hunting and

fishing, to limit the bag and catch, to regulate the

close seasons to conform with the laws of nature,
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l order to perpetuate our supply of game and fish

nd to protect the property of the farmer from tres-

ass and injury by the irresponsible hunters.

The value of the service of an active fish and game
•arden to a community is beyond estimation, and
le benefits that result to the people from an active

dministration of his office cannot be realized until

xperieneed and understood. Where efficient war-
ens are employed violations of the game or fish laws

re few and far between and the supply of game and
ish consequently noticeably increases; besides this

let the farmers are saved much annoyance from ir-

esponsible persons tramping through their growing

rops or otherwise trespasing on their lands, the lia-

ility of fires is reduced to the minimum. The farm
pnees are not broken or their gates left open and.

Ire rights of the farmers and privilges of the sports-

len are more generally appreciated and obse. ved.

At this time this State is threatened with an in-

|ux of forigners. These irresponsible newcomers, ig-

orant of both law and language, mistake liberty for

(cense and go afield at all times of the year, without

legard to reason or law and thus not only jeopardize

'he property of the farmers, but also the privileges

iranted to sportsmen by the farmers.

i It is the duty of every citizen, whether he be sports-

lan or farmer, to report immediately to the fish and

jame warden any and all violations of the law of

'•hich he may have any knowledge. Where efficient

nd qualified wardens exist they may have no limi-

lion in making such reports, for the warden always

onsiders such information strictly confidential. What
re necessary qualifications of a successful warden?
'hey are many. Above all else, he must be an hon-

st man who commands the respect and confidence of

Ide community; he must be courageous and firm and
.ifted with good common sense; he should have a

lorough knowledge of the game and fish laws and
re mode of procedure in the courts; he must be ever

igilant and know neither friend or foe 'n the -iis-

'harge of his duties. He must likewise have a thor-

ugh knowledge of the country and of the habits and

taunts of the game and the ssh in it, and a knowl-

fig of the different devices and methods uvt,d in

leir capture. He must be a lover of nature, and

ne who can spend days at a time in the woods,

oting the ever-changing life therein. Above all, he

lould be a true sportsman and thoroughly familiar

ith sports afield and in all its departments.

A. R. Orr, of Visalia, and other speakers also ad-

dressed the meeting.

The session held on Saturday, November 25th, was
rief. All business was transacted by 2 o'clock p. m.

In the election of officers President H. T. Payne

[ias re-elected; Dr. A. M. Barker of San Jose, T. J.

i
dgecomb of Shasta, Dr. J. H. Barr of Marysville, H.

L Greene of Monterey and Attorney A. R. Orr of

I

isalia were elected vice presidents and E. A. Mocker

f:
San Francisco was r-elected scretary and treas-

:'er.

The following committees were appointed by the

resident;

Executive Committee—Dr. C. W. Hibbard of San

raiiciseo, Floyd S. Judah of San Francisco, Dr. A.

. Barker of San Jose, W. W. Richards of San Fran-

co a»9 A. R. Orr of Visalia.

Membership Committee—A. E. Mocker of San Fran-

sco. Dr. T. J. Edgcomb of Redding and C. L. Powell
' Pleasanton.
Legislative Committee—H. W. Kelly of Los An-
des, C. W. Hibbard and Frank V. Bell of San Fran-

sco.

During the meeting sixty-five new members to the

•sociation were elected. Many of them were Marys-

lie sportsmen. Dr. C. W. Hibbard reported upon

;
hat had been accomplished by the association at

; e last session of the State Legislature, mentioning

cidentally the able assitance given by Hon. Charles

. Shortridge.

A memorial resolution to the late Hon. Thomas J.

> terwood was read and adopted. The press was
membered in a resolution xpressing the apprecia-

I in of the association for support and assistance in

rthering the cause of fish and game protection.

The next convention of the association will meet

Monterey Friday, November 9th, 1906. Invita-

>ns were received from Sierraville. San Francisco

d Redding, but Monterey had the strongest back-

The delegates and visitors were the guests of the

ite Hunting Club at the club's shooting lodge on

turday night. They enjoyed a delicious duck stew

it evening and spent some very cheerful hours in

5 comfortable club house. Sunday morning a duck

oot was indulged in. Birds were not overly plenti-

, but enough were bagged, however, so that each

the guests took home a small string of ducks,

following is a published list of the delegates who
: ended the convention;
1. T. Payne, San Francisco; A. R. Orr, Visalia; E.

. Mocker, San Francisco; I. L. Koppel, San Jose; H.

- Greene Monterey; J. H. Barr, Marysville; F. V.

: 11, San Francisco; W. R. Welch, Berkeley; R. E. L.

<bb. Fresno; C. W. Hibbard, San Francisco; C. L.

Iwell, Pleasanton; J. G. McMillan. San Jose; U. M.
i mon, Oroville; Dr. J. S. Wren, Loyalton; J. B.

lw. Loyalton; T. J. Edgcomb, Shasta; L. McDaniel,

lio Robles; E. Dryselius. San Francisco; L. "Wells,

Lasanton; Dr. A. M. Barker, San Jose; George

lnne. San Jose; H. P. Doble, San Jose; Floyd Judah,

Si Francisco; H. W. Keller, Los Angeles: J. H.

Svumaeher, Los Angeles; Dr. J. H. Suttliff. Corning:

•i'
F' Godfrey. Oroville; W. W. Richards. San Fran-

co; J. Sub. Juhnson, Visalia; S. D. Merk. Paso

I bles; C. C. Rivers, San Francisco; W. E. Geach.

S i Jose.

THE QUAILS OF THE UNITED STATES.

By Sylvester D. Judd, Assistant United states Bio-
logical Survey.

n a hot day drink Jackson's Napa Soda lemonadea

be refreshed.

(Continued from December 2.)

Young California Quail.

The food of the young birds (California quail

—

lophortyx californicus and 1. c. vallicola, the valley
quail) differs from that of the parents, as has already
been remarked of the bobwhite, but the difference is

less marked with the California quail. Stomachs of
thirty-two young of the western birds, from one-
fourth to one-half full grown, have been examined.
They were collected from the middle of July to the
middle of September. The food was composed of 3.4

per cent animal matter and 96. G per cent of vege-
table matter. Thirty-nine adult birds shot in the
same period had eaten almost entirely vegetable
food, since only 0.6 per cent of animal food appeared
in analysis. Had the young birds been collected when
newly hatched, undoubtedly a larger per cent of in-

sect food would have been found The 3.4 per cent
of insect food mentioned consisted of beetles, 0.1 per
cent bugs, 0.2 per cent; grasshoppers, 1.3 per cent,

and ants l.S per cent. The vegetable food of the
young is much like that of the adult. In this case it

consisted of ieguminous seeds, 18.1 per cent; alfilaria

seeds, IS.5 per cent; miscellaneous seeds, 54.4 per

cent; browse. 6.6 per cent: grain. 0.6 per cent, and
miscellaneous vegetable matter, 4 per cent.

Mearns Quail.

The pervading colors of the male Mearns quail

(Cyrtonyx montezumae mearnsi) are black, white and
chestnut. Its thick speckles of white and its peculiar

shape suggest a miniature guinea hen. The species

is found on the table lands of Mexico from the City

of Mexico north to western Texas, New Mexico and
Arizona, but the bird, considered here, is limited to

the northern part of this range. The typical Messena
quail (Cyrtonyx montezumae) is a bird of the moun-
tains about the Mexican table-land, and gives way
to the paler Mearns quail (C. m. mearnsi) in north-

ern Mexico and the southwestern United States.

It is a confiding bird and either from excess of

curiosity or from stupidity has been known to remain
on the ground to be killed by a stick. From this

lack of suspicion it has received the name "fool quail."

It affords the sportsman with a dog much better

shooting than its more erratic crested relatives. Grassy
or bushy cover is more necessary to this bird than

to the scaled quail cir Gambel quail. LTnlike the latter

species, it does not pack, though it is more or less

migratory. Its nesting habits are not w-ell known.
Bendire describes a nest found in Kinney county.

Texas, June 22, 1890. It was placed in a depression of

the ground and contained ten eggs.

Food Habits.

The food habits of the Mearns quail are not well

known. The Biological Survey has examined the con-

tents of nine crops and stomachs, secured in Texas

and New Mexico during August and November. Two
of the birds were killed in a patch of cactus. They
contained seeds and spines from the prickly pear,

acacia, and other seeds, grass blade, and a trace of

insects—weevils and other beetles—besides a large

quantity of coarse sand and iron ore. The other

seven birds were shot in August. Two had their

crops filled with the bulbs of a lily. The others also

had eaten lily bulbs, which in the five birds made
three-fourths of the food. The other food was prickly-

pear fruit, seeds of legumes and spurges, and such

insects as weevils, smooth caterpillars, hairy cater-

pillars, bugs, crickets and grasshoppers. Cassin states

that the contents of the crop of a specimen sent him

from Texas by Captain French "consisted exclusively

of fragments of insects, pronounced by Doctor Leconte

to be principally grasshoppers and a specimen of

Spectrum." (Illustration of Birds of California, Texas,

etc., p. 25, 1856.) According to Baird. Brewer, and

Ridgway, the Mearns quail appeared quite at home in

cultivated fields and stubble of the ranches. (Hist.

N. Am. Birds, III. p. 492. 1S74.) Away from ceviliza-

tion it prefers districts covered with open forest, with

alternate areas of grass and scattered bushy under-

growth, or hillsides covered with grass and bushes.

Its habits vary considerably with the locality. Ben-

dire records that the species lives in rocky ravines

and arrovos, but quickly adapts itself to ranch con-

ditions and may be seen running about to gather

kernels of scattered grain. He says also that it is

fond of acorns, mountain laurel, arbutus, cedar, and

other berries, and notes that its large, strong feet

are well suited to unearthing the bulbs on which it

feeds. He found holes two inches deep which it had

dug for this purpose. These quail often come out into

mountain roads to search for scattered grain and to

dust themselves. As they are readily tamed, they

could doubtless be successfully introduced into other

regions
Masked Bobwhite.

The masked bobwhite (Colinus ridgwayi) is slightly

smaller than the bobwhite of the Eastern States, and

the male differs strikingly, having the chin, throat,

and sides of the head black, and the underside of the

body usually uniform rusty reddish. Since the dis-

covery of the bird little has been added to our knowl-

edge of its life history beyond some notes on its dis-

tribution, and the fact of its probable extinction

within our borders. It lived on grassy plains cover-

ing a limited area in southern Arizona, south and

southwest of Tucson, and ranged into northern So-

iiora. Mexico. In regard to the causes leading to the

disappearance of the masked bobwhite, Herberl

Brown writes as follows:

The causes leading to the exterminati f the

Vrizona masked bobwhite (Colinus ridgwayi) an i

to the overstocking of the country with rain., sup

plemented by several rainless years. This combina-

tion practically stripped the country bare of v<

,,,,„. of their range the Colinus occupied only eer-

;; " h restr.cted portions, and when their t and
shelter had been trodden oul of existence bj u-
sands of hunger-dying stock, there was nothing lefl
for poor little lx.bwhite to do hut go out with them
As the conditions in Sonofa were similar to thosem Arizona, birds and cattle suffered in common. The
Arizona bobwhite would have thriven well in an
agricultural country, in brushy lance corners, tan-
gled thickets, and weed-covered fields, but such things
were not to be had in their habitat. Unless a few can
still be found on the Upper Santa Cruz we can, in
truth, bid them a final good-by. (Auk.. XXI ,. 213
April, 1904.)

Recent information received by the Biological Sur-
vey from Sonora is to the effect that these interesting
birds still survive in parts of that region, and efforts
are being made by a game association to obtain liv-
ing birds from there to introduce into California.
The natural home of the masked bobwhite. in the hot
and arid desert of southern Arizona and . northern
Sonora. is sufficient guaranty that the birds would
thrive in cultivated sections anywhere in southern
California and the arid Southwest. It would be de-
plorable if so handsome and useful a bird should be
allowed to become extinct, and a determined effort
should be made to introduce it into suitable localities
before it is too late.

Beyond what Herbert Brown has stated we have
practically nothing on this bird's habits. He has
told us that, like all the birds of the genus Colinus.
the males give the well-known "bobwhite" call, and
he translates their rallying note as "hoo-we." He
examined the stomachs of three birds. The first
contained mustard seed, chaparral berries, six or eight
beetles, and other insects; the second only a
single grasshopper an inch long, and the third con-
tained twenty ants, several crescent-shaped seeds,
and a large number of small, fleshy green leaves.

It is stated by Bendire that in Sonora Benson found
these birds only in fields where wheat and barley had
been grown. Probably then the bird's general habits
may be safely assumed to be similar to those .if its

relative, bobwhite

THE PROBLEM OF SCENT.

We all know by experience that under certain con-
ditions of weather there will probably be a scent,

and on a hunting morning we all like to air our
views and to make forecasts as to the scenting quali-

ties of the day; but, as a rule, we are only able to

give vague guesses, and having no basis to go upon
except similar instances which may occur to our
mind-, our prophesies are frequently unfulfilled. There
can be no doubt, however, that there must be work-
ing rules for scent, as there are for all other natural
phenomena, writes a contributor to the London Field.
Many scientific facts have been known for centuries,
but modern progress only dates from the time when,
by presuming a rule from certain known facts, scien-
tists were able to forecast other results, and so have
a guide to their experiments. It would be far beyond
my power to attempt to deduce any working formula
for scent, but I shall endeavor to show that the prob-
lems which present themselves on all sides when we
consider them are not so abstruse as they are com-
monly supposed. I shall first state certain facts
which have been established by scientists, and then
we shall see how far these facts help us to account
for some of the vagaries of our subject.
Scent itself consists of extremely minute particles

given off from the whole of the body, which, although
much too small to be perceived by either the organs
of taste or touch, are readily appreciated by the organ
of smell. It has not yet been decided whether the
sense of smell depends in the first instance on a
chemical or on a physical process. Ramsay has a
theory that the sense of smell is excited by vibrations
of a lower period than those which give rise to the
sense of light and heat. It is, however, necessary
that the air containing the odor be forcibly driven
against the membrane, and that the membrane itself

be moist; if it is dry. or too wet, or covered with too
thick a layer of mucus the sense is much weakened.
The latter fact we have all experienced when we have
had colds in the head. Any irritation, such as pro-
duced by dust or severe cold, will cause excess of
mucus
We will now consider the conditions which affect

the amount of scent or particles given off by a hunted
animal. This amount depends on the size, nature and
bodily condition of the animal, and is an important
consideration, as the greater the number Lit' particles,
the more powerful is their effect on the nose of tin-

hound. It is obvious that the larger the animal the
greater will be the number of particles given off;

thus a deer has a stronger scent than a fox. On il"

oilier hand, the scent of certain smaller animals
appears to be more powerful, though no doubt less

in quantity. A careful observer of nature has placed
this animals in order of strength of scent as follows:

1. otter; 2. martin: .". pol at: t. deer; .".. fox; i:, hare.
The constitutional condition of tin- animal also affects
its scent-giving capabilities, but we have little knowl-
edge on the subject, beyond that Hie temperature of
111-' body appears In exercise some i n tl Heme. Thus
a setting bird, which is more or less in a state if

fever, has very little scent, excepi tmmedlatels b fori

hatching, when the- fever subsides; similarly with a

beaten fox, which is also in a feverish eon, lit ion. the
scent fails. The pare at which an animal is going
probably Influences the seem. ipparentlj when in a
si. lie i.t reposi ..i' in very slow motl here is tint

inn.- discharge of effluvia from tie- body; but with
Increase of action there is ais<> an Increase <.t' scent.

This is exemplified in the cast of q squatting nan
which has practically no scent, and bow often havi

foxes been drawn over anil viewed alter hounds have
left the covert? There are probably man\ othei fai

tors which affeel the discharge ol tl if we
kmw the reasons for some ni ii mplieated mam
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vers which hunted animals, guided by their instinct.

te, we should learn some curious facts in physi-

ow come to the forces which act on the parti-

r they have left the hunted animal. In order

e should be a scent it is necessary that they

,uld not L L before the pursuer arrives,

so that there should he moisture to damp his

olfacturv nerves. Here we have conflicting condi-

id are confronted by the main difficulty which

Uy estimating the scenting

Qualities of a particular day. Unless the panicles are

• down bv a heavy atmosphere they have a tend-

; ise above the level of a hound's nose, as how

can smell a fox oneself when hounds are

able to make anything of it. Xow a heavy atmo-

sphere means a dry one. i. e.. a high barometer, but

at the same time moisture is essential, and so to

have a good scent these two conditions must be

onciled. Perhaps the best example of a favorable

condition is when the glass jumps up suddenly after

I
weather, which in winter usually results m a

sharp frost.

* well borne out by the fact that many of

the best runs on record have been immediately fol-

lowed bv a long frost. While on the subject of the

weather we must remember that a strong wind is a

deterrent to scent, as it scatters the particles, the

eption being when hounds run up wind, the parti-

cles in this case being forcibly driven against the

membrane, which increases the power of the scent.

At the same time, on a perfectly still day, there is

generallv a bad scent, one with a gentle breeze being

more favorable. The temperature of the atmosphere

and ground must also be taken into account; it is

probably the best when they are much the same and

not too 'cold. It is extremely difficult to arrive at any

satisfactory conclusions when dealing with so variable

a subject as the weather, and, as will be seen from

the above statements, we have several necessary con-

ditions which are directly opposed to each other; it

is. therefore, very hard to say when the perfect state

is arrived at. It is quite certain that everyone is able

to cite instances which appear to be in direct con-

tradiction to what I have written. Sometimes with a

low barometer and drenching rain we have excellent

sport, though in this sort of weather there is seldom

a scent in covert; again, in September and March
hounds often run hard when the ground is as dry as

a bone: hut so many things come in that in these

cases probably the other conditions are favorable.

Finally there is the state and quality of the ground.

A wet. heavy country usually holds a scent, and this

is but natural; on the other hand, when the ground

is over-saturated the scent seems to improve when
hounds get on to lighter soil, which bears out the

fact that too much moisture is undesirable. To sum
up, for a probability of sport we should look for a

high barometer, a fair amount of misture, and a gen-

tle breeze.

Klamath Country Will Be Opened.
Sportsmen will be pleased to learn that work on

the new railroad from McCloud to Laird Landing on
Klamath Lake is progressing rapidly and by next
spring it is anticipated through trains will be run-
ning. The road is being constructed by the McCloud
River Lumber Company and will open up, to city

sportsmen, practically a virgin territory. The roadbed
is now graded for twenty-five miles beyond Bartle.
or near Laird Landing on Klamath Lake The gading
gangs now number 300 men. Track-layers will be set

at work at once laying steel rails on the twenty-five-
mile gap between Bartle and Klamath Lake, the grad-
ing gangs continuing their work toward Klamath
Falls.

The distance from Upton, the present junction point

on the Southern Pacific, to Klamath Falls, is a trifle

over eighty miles, according to the raliroad surveys.
The McCloud Railroad is now completed thirty miles
beyond the town of McCloud and the roadbed graded
twenty-five miles farther. The present termius is two
miles east of Bartle Station and thirty miles beyond
McCloua.

GOSSIP FOR SPORTSMEN.

Lost on Lake Tahoe.
Duck hunters have been lost on San Francisco and

San Pablo bays in bad weather many a time, but the

plight of two sportsmen on Lake Tahoe one day last

month is a new one in the line of hunting mishaps.
In the middle of Lake Tahoe, surrounded by a

heavy fog, lost, not knowing north from south, and
night approaching, is the position that Dr. George
P. Kelley and H. W. Wilmoth were in while hunting
for ducks on the lake Thursday afternoon, November
17th. About noon a heavy fog came up and not giving
the matter much consideration the hunters kept up
their search for the water fowl. They did not realize

their danger until they observed that night was near
and the fog was dense and the direction to the nearest
shore resolved itself into quite a puzzle. They were
out in a launch.
For a while they were completely lost and unable

to get their bearings. Finally, just after dark, a
lift in the fog showed where there was a light on the

shore and in due course the launch made the
beach, from which point the lost hunters were en-
abled to reach Tallac.

They returned to Truckee Friday morning none the
worse for the adventure and with a good string of
ducks.

Northern Duck Hunting.
tile report descriptive of duck shooting condi-

tions near there last week states:
It has been a bad week for ducks, and poorer still

for geese. Few. if any, limit bags have been re-
ported, despite that there were at least three days
when the shooting should have been good.
The Mecca of nearly all the duckmen was the

northern flats. The Skagit and all of the La Conner
country have been teeming with mallard and sprig,
but they are of the first flight, and as wise as a lot
of pickpockets They know a blind when they see
one, and have grown so wary that they will not even
lly over a stump, to say nothing of swimming with-
in range of one.

It has been the same way on the Nisqually flats, at
bay and on all the other ducking grounds

around the Sound, and the experts have made up
their minds that the best ihincr to do is to be patient
until the Alaska ducks come down.
The annual flight of the Alaska birds is known

as the "second flight," and it always assures good
shooting. The birds are fresh from the Northern
grounds, and do not know i lie sound of a gun when
they hear it. so that good kills can be counted on. As

1 thing, the second flight has begun before
this time, but for one reason or another this year
It Is quite late.

On the Paper Mill.

Steelhead angling in the tidewaters of the Paper
Mill, near Point Reyes station has not been produc-
tive of many fish since the recent rains. A number
of quinnat salmon have been taken, however, by
diereffnt anglers. Last Saturday, Jas. Watt of this

city hooked a thirty-two pound salmon and after
playing the fish for forty minutes landed it.

A number of salmon have been caught recently in

the pools of the marsh sloughs near Point Reyes. A
fish weighing forty-three pounds was captured by a
hunter near Millerton this week.

Santa Clara Notes.
The recent rains and stormy weather drove the

ducks in thousands into the Alviso marshes. Many
of the birds were newly arrived northern ducks. As
a consequence good bags of canvasbacks, mallard,
teal and widgeon fell to the guns of the Santa Clara
valley hunters.

Quail are reported to be numerous on many hunt-
ing grounds in the county.
Large flocks of sandhill cranes have also put in ap-

pearance on the marsh lands surrounding Alviso.

The sandhill crane is looked upon by many as making
a finer dish than either turkey or chicken. One of

these rare birds was brought in by an old hunter
and placed on sale at a San Jose fish and game
market, where it attracted much attention. Ac-
cording to good authorities the appearance of the
sandhill crane as far south as this and in such large
numbers indicates that firce storms and cold weather
prevails along the northern portion of the Pacific

coast.

Reports from Los Gatos state that the foothills

above that place and north and south along the range
of hills abound in large flocks of wild pigeons. The
snow that has fallen on the higher portions of the
mountain range have driven the birds down lower,
since their food supply is only found where the coun-
try is open and the land is being prepared for the
crops.

Two years ago thousands of these wild pigeons
flocked into the valley and did a great deal of damage
to the farmers, devouring the seed grain as soon as
it was sown. The wild pigeon makes the most tooth-
some of dishes, especially where they are grain fed.

They are speedy flyers and offer the best of shooting
to the nimrod.

Big Striped Bass Scarce.
Anglers who have made it a practice- to saunter

through the local fish markets for a year or two past
are unanimous in declaring that the shrinkage in the
supply of striped bass is evident more and more
every day. Time was when fish of over 25 or 35

pounds' weight were plentiful; now they are scarce

as hen*s teeth and have been so for some time past.

This is regarded as a strong indication that the in-

cessant netting of the fish, every day in the year,

despite the statutory prohibition of netting fish on
Saturdays and Sundays, is bearing the fruits of ra-
pacity and indifference to the future supply. The
present condition was prophesied several years ago
by men of observation and experience, but the warn-
ings were laughed at or ignored.

No water in the world, nor any variety of fish, how-
ever prolific, can stand the draft that is made on the
striped bass supply. The decrease from now- on will

not be gradual but will go on at an increased ratio

The remedy suggested for the preservation of the

bass, is a close season of two or three months.

Local sportsmen have had, generally speaking, good
sport on the various game preserves. The best shoot-
ing has prevailed on the Suisun marshes, where limit

bags have been made by many hunters.

Many of the canvasbacks and mallards killed in

the marshes are found to be in poor condition. The
best conditioned mallards come from the San Joaquin
and Tolo basin tule sections.

W. H. Seaver wras a recent guest of the Gridley

Gun Club. He shot four days and got limit bags
easily in a very short time. The club's preserves em-
brace a tract of 7000 acres. The district is a natural
feeding ground for ducks and geese and is one of the

best hunting grounds in the state. The club has a

membership of 100 sportsmen and a large and com-
fortable club house for their accommodation.

Strike— If they don't give you Jackson's Napa Soda
when you ask for it.

Spawning of Salmon and Trout.
Observation has shown that on account of the

predatory habits of salmon on the Pacific Coast only
about 1 per cent of the spawn comes to maturity
under the ordinary conditions of fish, life, whereas
by artificial methods from 95 to 98 per cent is the
result. The California fish hatchery at Sisson is

supported for the special purpose of keeping up the 1

supply of salmon and trout in the rivers and lakes
of the State. These two fish belong to the same farrij.l
ily, though there are many points of difference be- Itween them.
Salmon eggs are about a third of an inch in diam-

eter, the trout eggs being only half as large. The
former are a yellowish pink, not unlike the color
cf the flesh of salmon; the latter pale pink. The
artificial method of securing spawn is simple, but it
requires skill and haste. Salmon begin to spawn at
the age of three or four years, the time being about
the same with male and female. Trout begin some-
what earlier, the female at three years and the male
at two. By a gentle pressure of the bodv the eggs
are forced into a small pan, where the milt of the
male is poured over them and left for a very few
minutes, after which the eggs are thoroughly washed
and put into the hatching baskets. These are of
woven wire, painted with asphalt paint, the meshes
.tust small enough to keep the eggs from falling.
through, and large enough that the worm-like thing
that comes out of the egg can drop into the trough
underneath, which is always full of running water.
Salmon never eat during the spawning seas

When they pass from salt water into fresh water
search of a nesting place they are very fat, having
stored up a food supply for the coming months of
struggle, for that is what the spawning season al-
ways is. They spend three or four months in fresh
water, exploring and fighting over the places they
find. Meanwhile, as they do not eat, their alimentary
canals seem to wither up from disuse; and when at
last, the spawning season is over, the actual time,
barring nest-hunting, being from 10 to 14 days, the
fish are so exhausted from the struggle, lack of food
and the effort of reproduction that death is inevit-
able. The life of a salmon is spent in the perpetua-
tion of its kind, but to the credit of each is an aver-
age of five thousand eggs.
With trout it is different. Their term of life is

or twelve years, and in a hatchery it is only ne
sary to renew the stock at intervals, introducing
new among the old.

Salmon eggs require anywhere from forty-five to
ISO days to hatch, according to the temperature of
the water. For trout the time is from forty-five to
sixty days. The first sign of life is the formation
of two black spots, which are out of all proportion
to the tiny egg, and stare through the thin white
film that covers the pinkish egg. These are the eyes,
and as they develop a thin white line begins to form
the backbone of the future fish. About this a jelly-
like substance forms, and at last the film that serves
as a shell loosens and through a mesh of the basket
this thing that will one day be a fish drops. It look!
like a worm with a very large pouch fastened to thf
under side.

This pouch is the umbilicus and contains the yoli
of the eggs, which is gradually absorbed bv ' tht
embryo fish, and is the only food it has for" fron
fourteen days to five weeks. When at last the bab>
fish has exhausted this food supply and bv som't
mysterious means has mastered the art of swimming
he rises from the bottom of the trough where he haj
wriggled all this time and is suddenly carried by thi
(lowing water into another trough, w-here he is fe<
four times a day with a mixture of raw liver, ehoppec
very fine, and sweet curd. Occasionally, to keep the
fish in condition the diet is varied with beef am
salmon, the latter proving a welcome change to thes<
cannibal creatures. After fifty or sixty days of feed
ing the fish are from an inch and a half to two an.
a half inches long, and are big enough to shift fo
themselves, so they are scooped out in nets, loadei
into big milk cans and sent away to be turned loos'
in a river or lake. A trout is a trout from the da-"
it is born, but not until it gets into the ocean i

salmon a salmon. While it lives in a river it
parr.

On the w-estern coast August and September
the months for the principal run of salmon. Earl-
fall is the season for the eastern trout, followed ti-

the German brown and Loch Leven in the late fal
Winter and early spring are the season for rainbov
trout, and along in February comes the eastern brooi
trout, which is followed by lake trout and mykisi
commonly known as cutthroat trout, from a pec
red marking on the throat.
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Wild Animal Skins Scarce.
A noticeable scarcity, with a corresponding inci

in value, is that of the skins of wild animals. '**

spread of civilization is the gradual extermination t

the monarchs of forest and plain, the jungle and tn
hills, and in consequence, the hides of both large an
small wild animals now are prized specimens c t

museums or ornamental features of the clubhous

:'.

N«i

drawing room and cozy corner
The skin of the lion—the king of beasts—is no t

among the most valuable of the rare skins. It
kingly, even as was the animal himself, and rev
the great strength and courage—or supple cunning
of the mighty form that it once encompassed. Tr.

skin of the full grown lion is about three yards i

length by one and one-half yards in width. The
is neither pretty nor bright, but for all that, the
shaggy rrane crowns it, like a rare jewel, in a convel
tional setting, making a well-maned skin valu
indeed.

Much prettier is the skin of the tiger than that
his feline cousin, the lion. So, too, does the tige.
skin show the character of the beast which it oni
enveloped and protected. Its bearded cheeks rev
the animal's ferocity and bloodthirsty cunning, tl

black and yellow stripes and the white belly colo*«
of the big cat suggest the stealthy nature of the fo
mer owner.
The South American jaguar furnishes a pretty ski

despite its reddish white belly and its spots instet

of stripes. The leopard, also, has a pretty pelt, i
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Eur being light yellow with black spots. The skin

Df the black panther, a denizen of the Central Ameri-

:an and Southern Mexican jungles, is sought for very

n'uch by collectors and others.

Bear skins are trophies in many a city and country

:home. The black and brown bears, the commoner

ind more plentiful varieties of the bruin family, are

the most frequent. The Polar bear supplies a beau-

tiful, soft, white, furry skin, but these skins are very

'rare' The skin of the American grizzly (Ursus hor-

iribilis), is also a rarity and good specimens bring

big prices, for this animal is becoming scarcer year

by year, despite his ferocity, strength and gameness,

Ifor the high power repeating rifle is a handicap over

which the grizzly can not prevail.

I
Although moose and deer are common game for

Ihunters, all over the continent, yet it is a curious fact

that comparatively few hunters or sportsmen have

succeeded in preserving their hides so that the hair

!will remain on the skin for any great length of time.

The American black wolf skin, with white spots

Ion its snout and breast, is admired by some people.

The Siberian wolf furnishes a fine, soft fur skin.

I

Among the farmer boys in the United States it is a

i popular sport to catch foxes during the winter and

!to tan their skins for rugs, robes and other ornamen-

tal purposes. The fox skin is to-day not by any

i means as valuable as are the skins of larger and

-fiercer animals, though the fox, in many sections, is

growing more and more scarce. The same might be

said in regard to wildcats, raccoons, minks, etc., and

the day of the coyote, save in some limited and remote

areas, is also drawing to a close.

Among the present day valuable skins is considered
'

a coat made of the skins" of reindeer fawns, the pelts

taken from the fawns when but a few days old.

These skins match perfectly in color, the garment

is made double, so that the coat is the same outside

and inside. Such a coat is as light in weight as an

(ordinary raincoat, waterproof and far warmer than

ordinary fur, and, it is said, can not be purchased for

less than several thousands of dollars.

i
\mong the other skins that are very valuable may

be' mentioned that of the Manchurian tiger, these

i beasts having a longer fur than those of the Indian

i jungles. Skins of this variety of tiger are obtained

-fourteen feet in length. So big are these northern

China tigers that it would not be far fetched if a

hunter remarked that he had been "chased by a

trainload of big cats" in the event of a miss and

' rapid retreat to cover.

A recent choice specimen noted in a trade journal

was the skin of a monster grizzly, the animal when

alive weighing 2200 pounds, it is claimed. The robe

I was fourteen feet long and the mounted head portion

[ was tw-o feet thick.

Buffalo robes, some few specimens of which, taken

good care of for years, are now and then obtainable

and for a good price.

Among the small animals whose pelts supply the

market are New Zealand rabbits. They are fairly

well sought for in this country, although not so rare

or" valuable as many other kinds of skins.

TRADE NOTES.

Averages Reported.

Westville, 111., November 9th—W. D. Stannard, first

general average, 140 out of 150, shooting "DuPont."
W. Bell of Hoopestqwn, 111., first amateur and second
general average, 125 out of 150, shooting "Infallible."

A. P. Smith of Goodwine, 111 , second amateur and
third general average, 124 out of 150, shooting "Du-
Pont" and "Infallible." F. Ragle of Westville, 111.,

shooting "DuPont," and T. J. Blessing of Milford,
111., shooting "Infallible," tied for third amateur ave-
age. 122 out of 150.

Hoopestown. 111., November 4th—W. D Stannard.
first general average, 93 out of 100, shooting "DuPont."
A. P.Smith of Goodwine, 111., first amateur and second
general average, 87 out of 100, shooting "DuPont."
A. Ferris of Crescent City. 111., second amateur and
third general average, 79 out of 100. J. A. Seekatz
of Hoopestown, 111., third amateur average, 78 out
of 100, shooting "DuPont."

Ovford, Ind., November 16th—A. P. Smith of Good-
wine. 111., and C. B. Lamme of Attica, Ind., tied for

first general and first amateur average, 129 out of
140, shooting "DuPont " J. G. Miller of Oxford, Ind.,

second amateur and second general average, 127 out
of 140, shooting "New E. C. (Improved)." W. D.
Stannard, third general average, 126 out of 140,

shooting "DuPont."

Pittsburg, Kan., tournament, November 9 and In.

His score was 3S7-400, and his shells were, as usual.
U. M. C.
nn November S at Walnut Springs, Tex.. Mr H

Mu.iell broke 124 out of 150. winning the high ama-
teur average. Mr. Murrell used U. M. C. shells.
At Jackson, Tenn.. November 3, Mr. A. C. Rauscher

won a cup given for the highest score, breaking 24
out of 25. Mr. Rauscher is to be congratulated upon
such a fine score. U. M. C. shells were selected by
Mr. Rauscher to win this prize.

Supply Was Unequal to Demand.
The demand for Balliste has been so great among

Coast sportsmen that the supply ran out and the
Coast agents, Baker and Hamilton, had to fill orders
to the trade with one-pound tins. The larger bulk
packages were sold off some time ago in response to
the unprecedented demand for Balliste coming from
every section of the Coast.

Efforts to procure a new stock from the East were
for a time unavailing, owing to a rush of orders
for Balliste.

Baker & Hamilton announce that an invoice of
Balliste will reach this city about December 10th

Balliste is reliable at all times and in all climates
is unaffected by heat or cold, and gives results in
penetration, velocity and recoil—that's what you
want. J

Every Sportsman Should Get One.

One of the most handsomely gotten-up gun cata-
logues we have seen is that issued by The Hunter
Arms Co., of Fulton, N. T. The cover is printed in

colors, the design showing a sportsman seated in a
car, his dog by his side and his gun case, resting
against the seat. The different grades of guns are
fully described and illustrated by tinted half-tones.

The different parts of the mechanism are all shown
in cuts. A beautiful colored picture representing a
scene in the field, "Brush Shooting," and one showing
a hunter in a blind, duck shooting on a cold, raw day,
are worthy of being framed.
The illustrated pages descriptive of the Hunter

One-Trigger guns are replete with information of

much interest to every devotee of the shotgun.
The title page illustration is a fac simile, in colors,

of the beautiful gold medal awarded at the Lewis
& Clark Exposition, Portland, Ore., to the L. C. Smith
Hammerless Gun and the Hunter One-Trigger Gun.
Full directions are given for ordering guns made to

measure. Copies will be sent to those requesting
the same, and mentioning this notice.

U. M. C. News Notes.

At Bound Brook, November 16, where 20 shooters
took part, first honors were accorded to U. M. C.

shells in the gun of Mr. Welles, who scored 146 out
of 150. Mr. Welles most always wins the high aver-
age, and he always uses U. M. C. shells. Mr. G. W.
Cross won the prize gun offered, using U. M. C.

ammunition and a Remington shotgun.
Mr. W. H. Heer won another high average at the

Peters' Points.

The championship of Richmond, Va., was contested
for on the grounds of the Richmond Gun Club Oct
28th, and resulted in a victory for Dr. B. L. Hiilman
with a score of 93 out of 100. Dr. Hiilman, in account-
ing for his success, gives a good share of the credit
to the Peters Ideal factory loads which he used.
Mr. E. H. Storr won high professional average at

the Weldon, N. C, tournament, October 24-25, and Mr.
E. F. Killette high amateur average, both using Peters
Ideal shells.

The Urbana Ohio Gun Club was successful in land-
ing both the team and individual trophies which have
been contested for during several months past by the
gun clubs of Springfield, St. Paris, Urbana and near-
by points. The final shoot was held at St Paris
on November 1st, the Urbana team winning the Peters
team cup with a score of 210. and Mr. E. W. Holdin"
of Urbana won the individual trophy with a score of
49 out of 50.

The Woodward trophy contested for during the past
season by the members of the Sandusky Ohio Gun
Club was finally won by Mr. John Deist, who thus
establishes his claim to the championship of the
club. Many of Mr. Deist's highest and most regular
scores were made with Peters factory loads.
At Boundbrook, N. J., November 16th, the New

Jersey Individual State Championship was won by
Mr. F. C. Bissett, and the first and second amateur
averages for the day's program were won by MessrsE F. Markley and J. Pleiss, all using Peters Ideal
factory loaded shells.

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.

DAIRY DOTS.

It takes healthy and well-fed cows

to make the highest quality of milk.

The best butter maker can not turn

out a good product from tainted milk.

The value of the cow depends to a

large extent on how the heifer is cared

for.

Breed the cows to a good bull, in

order to have a calf that will make a

good cow or a valuable steer.

Churn at 60 degrees in winter and

never let the cream freeze if you would

make butter of high quality.

The dark, badly ventilated stable is

the one where disease germs flourish.

Let the sunshine and air in

Don't forget about currying the cow.

This pays in the saving of feed and in

the cleanliness of the milk and butter.

The dairy farmer who undertakes to

do business on the eight-hour plan will

soon get acquainted with the sheriff.

An old English dairyman once said

to the writer: "You can't get any-

thing out of a cow that you have not

first put into her."
'

Regular hours and kind treatment

make good dairy cowTs. No rough talk-

ing, brutal man should ever be allowed

near the cows.
Mixed farming pays better than anj

specialty crop, and the mixed farmer

who leaves out dairying rejects one of

the most profitable branches of agri-

culture.

Those who are so situated that they

must make their butter at home should

try to make an extra quality. Such

]
butter always finds a ready market in

any town.
If you do not own a Babcock tester

' try keeping the milk separate and test

your cows by the churn. It is worth
while to know how much each cow is

doing for you.
Teach the heifers to lead while they

are young and do not let them forget

it Nothing is more disagreeable to

handle than a cow which has not been
trained to the halter.

When we sell butter only, we sell

sunshine and water. When we sell

whole milk, we sell the fertility from
our farms. In a ton of butter there is

less than a dollar's worth of fertilizing

elements.
A manufacturer of cream separators

told us that he had noticed that cows

which are out in the sunshine every

day make the yellowest butter.

Whether this is true or not, it is es-

tablished that sunshine is good for

cows.
String a wire just under the ceiling

the whole length of the cow stable, just

behind the cows. On this put a run-

ning hook on which to hang the lan-

tern so you can slide it back and forth.

Then no cow can kick it over and

cause a fire.

As a rule a kicking cow shows that

she has been around a kicking man. If

she kicks because of sore teats, she

cannot be blamed, for it is her only

way to enter a protest. Sore teats

should not be allowed, as they show
careless treatment.

comparatively simple matter, and yet
it is of very great importance to so
train horses that they will normally
move briskly, and at the same time
adopt a slow, steady gait when the
necessities of the work on hand re-
quire it.—Wallaces' Farmer.

o

GROWING MONEY ON THE HOOF.

GAIT OF THE DRAFT HORSE.

The normal gait of the draft horse

is a walk. He was not made to trot

or run. It is important, however, that

he acquire when he is first broken

the habit of walking lively and walk-

ing slowly when a slow gait is re-

quired.

The gait is largely a matter of in-

heritance, and the draft stallion or

mare that can walk briskly should in

all cases be preferred to one that

moves off as though it had all the

time there was in which to go a short

distance.
Much, however, depends upon the

trainer. Most farmers when they

break colts put them alongside of some
steady-going old mare, a regular "Ioi-

termobile," which may be all right to

start with; but as soon as the colt

moves off himself let him acquire a

brisk walk, as though the time was too

short for him to do the allotted work.

While for plowing heavy sod a slow,

steady gait is inevitable, and in plow-

ing corn for the first time preferable,

in almost every kind of farm work a

better job will be done by a team that

knows how to step up briskly.

The training of a draft horse is a

For a young farmer just starting out

to battle for himself in the fight for

money, the most effective means to

pursue is to grow money on the hoof.

Buy a few good bred heifers of the

breed you like best and take care ol

them. Select a pedigreed bull and use
him on the common cows already on
the farm. The appreciated value of

the first crop of calves will go far

to pay the purchase price. Use only a
high class individual, even on scrub
cows, if you wish to get the best re-

sults from such a cross. The offspring

will show marked improvements in

physical characteristics. Females bred
to a pure blood highly prepotent bull

will transmit to their progeny a still

stronger tendency toward uniformity

of type, which will neutralize in a large

measure the original blood. There
never was a better time for the far-

mer to begin breeding pure bred stock.

There is no safer and none promises

such steady, sure returns.

There is no question but that cut
(chaffed) fodder of all kinds is better
relished and fed with less waste than
lone forage. Whether the saving thus
effected will compensate for the at-
tendant expense will usually depend
upon the market value of the hay or
other material, although it should not
be forgotten cut straw, stover or other
stuff makes better bedding for the
stable.—Hoard's Dairyman.

The eager feeder sometimes over-
feeds the calf. Some claim that more
calves are injured by overfeeding than
by not feeding enough.

Cows may be successfully kept with-
out any pasture. There are some dairy
cows who 6o not graze a blade of grass
from one year's end to another, and
who do pretty well, too.

In handling young cows, a soft brush
used upon the udder will be found very
acceptable to them. They seem to rel-
ish it and appear anxious for the
brushing time to come.

The custom of letting cows stand

untied in their stalls is growing among
dairymen. It is more like having them
in an open pen or lot, they keep
cleaner and are as easily handled as

when tied.

It would be a strange affair if a good
cow were to result from a poorly fed,
poorly tamed calf. Tet sometimes it

does occur, and a good cow does come
in spite of conditions.
Very few dairy farmers make such a

poor out at farming as to be anxious
to sell out. Almost all of them make
it pay.

Most farmers should not depend
upon the mills for their cow feed.

They should grow so much corn, al-

falfa, cowpeas, sorghum, soy beans,

peanuts and hay that they will not

need much besides what they raise.

Dry cows should not be fed as lib-

erally as those in milk, though they
should not be left to rustle for them-
selves.

The best way. or at least one of the

best ways, to keep young cows from
learning to kick is to handle them very
gently at first. Tench them to be

handled, and that they will not be

hurt.

Bran is being adulterated with rice

hulls. Careful feeders examine the

feed with a microscope for adultera-
tions.

A writer claims that there are very
lYw "dead-beat" cows, and that their

unprofitableness is owing to their man-
agement.
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AT WHAT AGE SHOULD A PIG

WEIGH 200 POUNDS?

should a pig be to weigh 200

will depend upon sev-

First, the kin,

- ,)u have for carii -

man who reeds

..,. if he is not a

particu-

ich work, lie will never
-

is also impor-
, , of hogs
il does not

raise a pure bred hog
- Hit).

ill re-

quickly to kind treatment

than the hog. Fai i orally

nough attention

lo the milking qualities of their brood

iition and coiisiitu-

a hog as

kiy out of it pig whose dam was
ilker and mincing feeder, as

one whose dam was a good milker and

a regular gourmand to eat. Neither

i I ever get a pig to give corn-

iest for the feed consumed
if he did not have a kind disposition

1 constitution.

much stress cannot be laid on

these points. Every time you meet

your hogs and they hear your voice

they should greet you with a grunt,

un the other hand, if they do not

seem to enjoy your company, but show
the whites of their eyes, they are not

the most profitable kind of hog to

keep and the sooner a man gets rid of

such pigs the better it will be for his

i book. Kind disposition, and
good constitution means great feeding

capacity with wonderful assimilating

powers—the only proper foundation to

build upon.
Having pigs of the above description

to begin with, plenty of soaked corn

and ground wheat and* judicious feed-

ing, they will weigh one pound for

every day they are old. If you only

have a few you can make them do

better. In addition to the above ra-

tion they must have dry quarters to

sleep in. This does not necessarily

mean a mansion, but it must be con-
structed so as to be dry all the time.

Damp sleeping places are fatal to all

kinds of young stock. With the pig.

if it does not kill him outright, it will

- a train of ills that will cost his

owner nearly all of the profits, if not
all. They must be kept free from
vermin. Have a good sized grass lot

to run in. They must be provided
with green food of some kind all the

time. The range should be sufficient

to give them good exercise, else they
will not do their best. Also, they should
lie provided with pure water all the
time. I never had anything on the
farm that saved me more work, paid
m,- as well for capital invested, or gave
me more satisfaction than a good hog
waterer See that they have plenty oi

good shade and make them as com-
fortable as you possibly can.
With plenty of ground wheat and

soaked corn, judiciously fed. pigs
should weigh one pound for every day
they are old. If you only have a few
you ran make them do even better
than that. Ground wheat is the best
feed for brood sows and their pigs I

Warrantedto Give Satisfaction.

Gomhauit's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Bplint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffa, and all lameness from Spavin,
Ringbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin disease* or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheri", Removes all
Bunches from Horscn or Cattle,

As a Human Remedy for RhoumatlFm.
apraiiu, _>ore Throat, otc. It In InvaluuMo.

Caustic Balsam sold Is
fa. tloll. lYlri- *1 ',0

! i i or sent by ox.
j.rea«. c)mn;i-i« paid, with full directions tor

"Send for de»cri|.tivo drouUrt,
!;. etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland.

have ever fed, but if they have appe-
as hogs should have, you have

to be careful not to give them too much
. e time or you will founder some

Of them, thereby curtailing your prof-

its at a great rate.

I never feed but twice a day and
never have fed ground wheat exclu-
sively to fattening hogs. If I ever do,

I shall make a self-feeder and feed
it dry. Have fed plenty of soaked
wheat, but it is a wasteful way of feed-

in iter feed whole wheat dry.

It is my endeavor to grow healthy
pork as cheaply as I possibly can,

hence I never feed much corn to pigs
or brood sows. With plenty of green
feed of some kind and a rich slop made
of ground wheat you can keep them
contented and well satisfied, which is

an important point, and soon have a
great big frame (not deathly poor by
any means) ready for the finishing

process. At this stage you can gradu-
ally slacken on your wheat slops, if

you like, but at the present prices in

this country wheat is just as cheap as
corn to feed to hogs. I always like to

finish them off on nearly all soaked
corn, as the meat is a little firmer and
they do not shrink so much in ship-
ping. I never feed any condiments
to my hogs. Neither do I use the slop
barrel any more. Feed all foods as
pure and sweet as you can.

and

FOR SALB.
Three Black Marcs by McKloney 2:1134

One Brown or Black Weanling Filly by
Lee co 2:09&

The Mares are BESSIE D., that is out of
Stemwlnder. the dam of Directum 2:05H; KOSE
McKINNEY, that is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2) 2:22&,
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
KAGSY, that Is out of Babe by FerdinaDd 1835,

son of Strathmore.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09M and out of

Rose McKinney.
Also, one three-year-old Stallion—the best bred

one ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie {dam of
5 in list) by Gen.BentoD; second dam Elaine (dam
of 4 in Hat) by Messenger Duroc; third dam Green
Mountain Maid {dam of 8 in list) by Harry Clay
45. A grand young horse; has trotted a half in
1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prioes.
Address C. A. DURFEE,

529 Thirty flrst St., Oakland.
Or Race Track San Jose, where horses maybe

seen at any time

WINTERING THE FALL CALF.

If the calf is worth carrying
through the winter it is certainly worth
caring for properly, and by properly is

meant good food and water, and proper
care. If the calf is strong and health}
it ought to pay well for the best at-
tention that can be given it. First of
all it needs a dry, clean place, not
warmed by artificial heat, but as warm
as lack of draughts in a comfortable
stable will make it

The early days of the calf, just after
weaning, are of great importance and
too much care cannot be taken to see
that the milk given it is absolutely
fresh and pure, and fed in proper
quantities. As a rule, the calf will
properly take care of eight pounds of
milk per day, which amount can be
gradually decreased until at a month
old it is consuming twelve pounds
daily. About this time it ought an»~

to become interested in hay, and after
awhile will begin chewing its cud.
A calf built up in this manner dur-

ing the winter will be in excellent
shape to turn out to pasture in the
spring and get most of its living until

fall, when you will have a splendid
animal, one you will be proud to add
to your herd.

FLAXSEED FOR MILK COWS.

"Whenever flaxseed is fed it must be
used in small quantities because of the
cathartic effect that it will have upon
the animals, says Hoard's Dairyman.
It should be fed in very small amounts
to begin with, say a tablespoonful
twice a day. The amount can be grad-
ually increased until the animal is re-
ceiving a pound a day, or to the point
where it begins to show a loosening ef-
fect upon the animal's digestive or-
gans, but we do not think it is advis-
able to feed over a pound of it a day.

A beautifully marked cow is attrac-
tive, but breeders have in view the
quantity and quality or the milk she
gives Fads are all right, but they
don't pay as well as butter and milk.

The best butter makers are using
seven-eighths of an ounce of salt to the
pound. They let it stand twelve hours
after the first working, then work it

again, and pack it into jars.

A runty calf will eat its head off two
or three times a year, and then not
he of any profitable value.

..MILLER TRAINING CART..

TWO HIGH-CLASS STALLIONS
For Sale at a Bargain.

JOHN A. 2:13 3-4 (8), pacer, sired by Way-
land W.; dam Lady Moor by The Grand Moor.
Has paced miles in 3:08K and can do It again
when In condition. He has some very fine look-
ing colts, yearlings and two-year-olds. JOHN
A. is a good individual, a high-class race horse,
and will make a great sire of race horses and
high-class roadsters

SIR CARLTON 2G3G7, trotter, three yearsold, '

by Nutwood Wilkes; dam Lady Keating by
Stam B : seconc dam Abbie Woodnut (dam of
DIawood and Abdine) by Nutwood.
These hori-es will do to race the coming season

and will win in their classes. It Is imperative
that I sell them without delay, as my business
calls me elsewhere and I will be unable to give
them attention For reasons stated I will sell
both of them for less than I would have taken for
one of them some time ago, and I would like to
hear from some of the parties whose offers were
not accepted, and believe we can make a trade.
Apply to or address A E MASTIN, 1016 Nine-
teenth Street, Sacramentr, Cal.

45 lbs. 40 lbB.

with without
spring. springs.

Low Seat, Light, Strong & Handsome
Carries a 275-lb. Man.

"Strong enough to jog to on the road "

"Fits the b'g horses as well as the colts."
"Easier to ride in than a sulky."

The miller SULKY beats them all for
lightness, strength and speed. See it before
ordering any other.

FOB SALE BY
,

JOHN I. SPARROW, Agent
3156^Miasion St., San Francisco.

Write for Booklet.

[
Jun Enowkj

I and just as they want it. The right way to
i

salt animals is to letthem help themselves.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

I inonrPatentFeeders.BnpplTrefliieddairyBalt. I

They mean animal thrift Thevcost but little. I

Convenient for you and your I
animals suffer no neplect. isk I
your dealer and write us for I

booklet.

fcw

Belmont
Stable
Supply Co.

E

\
Patentees, MfrB.

[
Brooklyn.
N. V.

FOR SALE OR LEASE.

Two Prince Airlie Stallions.

FOKTOLA 37413, a handsome golden bay. 7
years old, 16 hands, weighs H901bs.

MENLO BOY 37401, a magnificent brown with
white points, 6 j ears old, 16.1 hands, weighs
1200 lbs.

These t tvo horses are full Drothers. being sired
by Prince Airlie 28045; he by Guy Wilkes 2:15«,
sire of Fred Kbol 2:07?i. Hulda2:08>^, Seymour
Wilkes 2:08H: first dam Signal by Del Sur 2:2-1;

second dam Lady Signal 2:35H by SigDal3327.
Boih of these horses are very fast for the amount
of wor« , being only a few months last year, show-
ing quarters around :34 and :35.

For further information apply to
P. H. McEVOY, Menlo Park, Cal.

JACK FOR SALE.
A BLACK JACK WITH LIGHT POINTS;
•"- large, heavy boned, prompt and a gooo. han-
dler. Is a good foal getter and his foals are
excellent individuals. Price very reasonable for
prompt sale. Address for further particulars,

S. B. WRIGHT, Santa Rosa.

FINE YOUNG ROADSTER FOR SALE

\ GENTLEMAN, WHO HAS MORE HORSES
- 1

- than he oan keep, wishes to sell a fine yrung
Roadster, and will accept a rery moderate figure.
The hore° 's four years old, a bay gelding, sound
and a good looker. Has been in a trainer's hands
bit thirty days and can show a 2:30 gait. Is not
afraid of automobiles or electric cars. Wears no
boots. Is as sweet a roadster as any man wants
and will be fast For further particulars addressOWNER, Breeder and Sportsman office, 36 Geary
street, San Francisco

BodM Store Stallion

FOR SALE.
JET BLACK STALLION; WEIGHT 1750;
•' seven years old. Is a blooky built, big boned
horse and a sure foal getler. and his colts will be
Miown. Price reasonable. For further particu-
lars apply toonloeof Breeder and Sportsman.

McKINNEY FILLY FOR SALE.

T OFFER FOR SALE AT A REASONABLE
-1 figure the black two year-old Ally sUKtvMAC by McKinney 2:11H. dam Winnie Wilkes
2:17K by Rey Wilkes {son of Mambrino Wilkes
and Fannie bj John Nelson); second dam Pet by
Cresco 4fiC8; 3d dam Topsy by Geneial Tayt< r

SUKEY MAC is entered and paid upon in 'he
Paoiflo Breeders Futurity for next year. Sue
has only been worked a very little and has paced
quarters in 35 seconds. Apply to

R. P. M GREELEY,
Hth and Franklin Sts .Oakland.

THE HORSEMAN'S HANDBOOK
CONTENTS:

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF STALLIONS-The Stall-I'ad-
dock—Food— Diseases— Kxercise— Grooming
—Seiviug Mares—Amount of Service.

CAREANDMANAGEMENTOF 8R00D MARES—GettiDg Mares
in Foal —Care During Pi egnaney—Abortion-
Foaling—Time When Mare is Due—In Season
Again—Weaning Colt.

BREAKING AND DEVELOPING OF GOLTS—Care of Colt-Ed-
ueating— Feeding— Care of Growing Feet-
Breaking to Drive—Developing, Shoeing and
Booting.

MANAGEMENT OF CAMPAIGNERS—How to Keep the Race
Horse in Condition and Keyed Up for a Race.

CARE OF THE FEET—Booting and Shoeing—Bonner's
and Berry's Views.

CARE OF THE HORSE IN SICKNESS—Some Brief, SLmple
Rules and Remedies.

GAITING AND BALANCING—Correction of Faulty Gaits,
etc.

ANIMAL TAMING AND TRAINING—Methods Employed by
Gentry in Overcoming Wild Instincts of the
Horse and Teaching Him to Learn.

STATISTICS—Championship Records of every class
—Leading Sires of '2:30 speed—Time of Fastest
Miles by Quarters—List of High Priced Horses
—List of Horse Associations and Registers-
List of Hor«e Journals- List of Books on the
Horse—Period of Gestation Table, etc.

AMERICAN TROTTING RULES—The Complete Rules gov-
erning Harness Racing ^ith Index, Officially
Signed by Secretary W. H. Knight.

USEFUL I NFORMATION- Rules for Ad mission to Stand-
ard Registers -Rules for Laying out Tracks-
Treatment of Horde's Teeth—How to Groom a
Horse—About Clipping Horses—To Start a
Balky Horse -Where to Buy Specialties for
Horsemen, etc.

DD ,. r ( Paper Cover 50c
rni\*c. | Leatherette Cover Si

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

36 GEARY ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

GOOD THREE-YEAR-OLD FOR SALE.

FRANK COVEY, BROWN COLT BY MEN-r docino (sire of Monte Carlo 2:07J»{, etc., etc.);
dam Rose Kinney (dam of Almaden, 2-y.- .2:22}<};
2d dam Bee by Forrest Clay 1934; 3d caD Lovelia
by Almont Lightning 1023; 4th dam by Imp.
Yorkshire. A very handsome colt, stands 18
hands and weighs n.j lbs ; absolutely sound and
well broken. With road work only has trotted
quarters In 41 seconds, and with training prom-
ises to be a race horse. He was bred by Charles
A. Durfee and, as will he seen by his pedigree is
a half brother to Almaden, the great two-year-old.
He is eligible to r gistratlon, t»nd will make
some one a great horse whether for the track,
road or as a sire. He has a good disposition and
is a high-class young horse in every respect. For
price and further particulars address

Dr. A. Dh FOE,
618 South Fifth St . San Jose, Cal.

SHOE BOILS A
to care, yet

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE.

QNE OF THE GRANDEST LOOKING AND
^-' best bred McKinney stallions ever foaled is
offered for sale. He is five years old, sired by the
great McKinney 2:11^. dam by Dexter Prince,
thatsired the dam of Nora McKinney 2: 12** (trial
to wagon 2:09) ; second dam by a son of Election-
eer; third dam by McDonald Chief, sire of the
dams of Tom Smith 2:13!* and Stella 2:15%.
This stallion has never raced and has not been
trained, but has trotted miles better than 2:30
and quarters la 35 seconds. Stands 15 3. weighs
1050 pounds, is a beautiful bay with black points
and without a pimple. Is an exceptionally hand-
some horse, floe disposition and has marvelous
endurance. No horse living has cleaner,
strafghteror more perfeot legs A grand pros-
peot to train, and a sure money-maker In the
stud Would make one of the grandest roadsters
In Amerloa. For further particulars address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Franoisoo.

Will remove them and
leave no blemish. Does
not blister or remove the
hair. Cures any puft or
swelling. S2.00 per bottle,
delivered. Book 7-B Free.
ABSORBINE, JR., for

Mankind, $1.00 per Bottle. Cures Boils, Bruises,
Old Sores, Swellings, Etc. Mfd. only by

W. F. VODNG, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth Street. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Macn&Co Langiey AMtchaelsCo.
QHdington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. MoKerron,
ail of San Franoisoo

672-580 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

AH kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZIHBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. T i

'

any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259
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ADVICE TO HOG RAISERS.

,

Some advice has been offered to hog
raisers by R. A. Craig, veterinarian of

the State of Indiana, which is so valu-

able that it is reproduced herewith:

The main precautions against carry-

ing disease germs into the yards areas
follows:

1. Hogs from other herds, or stock
shows should not be allowed to mix
with the herd until they have been
proven free from disease.

2. -A 11 possible ways in which the
germs can be carried into the yard by
people, dogs, birds, etc., should be
guarded against, especially when the
disease is present in the neighbor-
hood.

3. Dipping or washing the hogs with
a 2 per cent water solution of a tar
disinfectant should be practiced and
the animals placed In quarantine ior
at least three weeks in yards that do
not communicate in any way with the
regular yards.

4. "When it is necessary for persons
to enter pens where the disease is

known to exist, they should clean and
disinfect their shoes when leaving.

5. Persons taking care of sick hogs
should use all possible precautions
against the spread of the disease in
their neighborhood.
The importance of clean feed, water,

troughs and feeding floors must be
emphasized, as it is in the feed that
the germs usually enter the body. In
no other place on the farm are white-
wash and disinfectants so necessary as
in the hog houses and pens. Pastures
and lots can be kept in a more health-
ful condition if the hogs are taken out
for a few months each year, and a
forage crop sowed in the unused lots.

Clean yards prevent exposure to a
large number of active germs at any
one time, in this way being an impor-
tant help in preventing disease. Pens
and pastures receiving the drainage
from neighboring swine enclosures
should not be used.
Some of the necessary measures in

the treatment of a sick herd are as
follows:

1 Disinfect the feeding floors,

troughs, hog houses and their imme-
diate surroundings daily with a water
solution of a tar disinfectant (2 to 4

per cent). If this cannot be done, re-
move the hogs and build temporary
quarters.

2. Feed a light, sloppy diet of shorts,
bran, etc.

3. Do not leave water and slop in

the troughs for the hogs to wallow in.

4.' Copper sulphate can be dissolved
in the drinking water and slop in the
proportion of four ounces to the bar-
rel.

5. The dead hogs should be burned
or buried, and their bodies covered
with lime.

If these precautions against the
spread and perpetuation of "hog chol-
era" were observed, it is believed that
this disease would not exist as an epi-
demic from year to year.
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For Silvio.
The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 14
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 in 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar l:59a£.

Dam. I.ORITA 8:l8/s (dam of Alta Vela 2:1m.and Palori 2:24^) by Piedmont 2:17(4; second
Cam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16(4
and Lorita 2:18*) by St. Clair; third dam
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:16?^.

Address all communications to BREEDERAND SPORPSMAN, 36 Geary St. , San Francisoo.

Send for "Veterlnary^ Pointers '—Free.
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MERIDIAN 2:121
FOR SALE.

iirEHIDUiJ 2:12« IS A STANDARD-BRED
-"-1 dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent
disposition; perfect conformation; sure foal
Sf"8 ''- His oldest colts are four years old and
all bis get have style, good action, sood size and
?P!.

e
2i,,

He,a by SImmocolon2:13?i (sire of Dan
Q_2:07Hand 12 in 2:30 list); damSldane 2:23!iby
bidney2:I9?j; next dam Addie S by Steinway
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He is
sound. In good condition, will be sold cbeap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.

RACING!
OPENING SATURDAY, NOVEMBFR II

Sheep, either as a specialty or as an
important adjunct of the regular farm-
ing operations, are raised in all parts
Df Scotland. In the farming country
ivhere the rent values are from $5 to

515 per acre, sheep are considered in-

dispensable, as they not only gener-
illy give handsome returns in mut-
on and wool for the feed consumeu
ind labor expended, but they also in-
trease the fertility of the soil. The
Scotch farmer values sheep very
lighly as soil improvers. Although use
>f commercial fertilizers is very gen-
ral in all parts of the country, the
armer who takes possession of a
vorn-out farm invariably resorts to
heep feeding as the quickest and
urest way of enriching his land On
he hill and mountain land sheep are
rown in large numbers. With high
nd well-drained land the conditions
i Scotland are well suited to the pro-
uction of sheep, so many parasitic
oubles which so often cause heav*
>sses among the flocks of England are
Imost unknown in Scotland. The cli-

iatic conditions are favorable to the
rowing of roots, especially turnips,
hich form the basis of practically all
leep feeding. The fall and winter
onths are generally open and permit
ie grazing of the turnip crop, elim-
ating a great deal of labor in har-
;sting, and saving the labor of hand-
ig the manure.

Three-Year-Old Trotter For Sale,
T OFFER FOR SALE A THREE-YEAR OLD
-"- Gelding by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16(4. dam by
Gen. McClellan that is one of the best prospects
In California. He is a square trotter with 2-20
speed, sound as a dollar, requires no boots, is a
fast walker and will make an Id al roadster and
a race winning trotter. He is a golden chestnut
with small star Inspection of this young Geld-
ing is Invited. He is in charge of Hans Frellson
on 24th avenue, close to the Casino, and will be
shown by appointment.

W. FORD THOMAS,
327 Market St.. San Francisco

New California Jockey Clou

OAKLAND TRACK
Six or More Races Each Week Day

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT 3 P. M. SHARP

o
F
o
3r

I,
Speola ' Trains stopping at the Track take

s.. r. Ferry, foot of Market Street-leave at 12
thereafter every twenty minutes. No smoking in
last two cars, which are reserved for ladles and
their escorts
Returning, train3 leave Track after fifth and

last races.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS, President.
PEBCY W. TREAT, Secretary.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEV1SADEKO AND FULTON STS.

(1408 Fnlton Street)

Horses Called For, Clipped and Delivered
AT POPULAR PRICES.

BUSINESS HORSES FOR HIRE.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training-

Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving a
limited number of flrat-class horses' at reasonable
rates Have good looatlon. brand-newstable and
everything flrst-class All horses In my care will
receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. T\ C. CABNEY. '

I McMURRAY
J

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account
by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

•THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

Compressed bricks of salt are now
tog; used for cows, and all kinds of
ock.

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION SERVIGE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid,

Most Complete Boob
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

POINTS:
Perfect Construction,

Light Weights,

Great Strength,

Easy Running,

and LOW PRICES,

I McMURRAY SULKIES

BLAKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE "

DEALERS IK

Sponges—S. Adder-ley, 307 Market St.

PEDIGREES TABULATED
And type written
Ready for framing
Wrifce for prices.

Breeder and Sportsman, 88 Geary Stree
San Francisco. Cal.

and JOGGING CARTS
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER
^-Address for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francllco, Cal.

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.
Telephone Main 109

CALIFORNIA

£0COANUT OIL CAKE
THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PlfJS

FOR SALB IN L0T8 TO SUIT BT

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

Z08 California Street. San FrancUco, OaL

Chronic Bronchitis and talarrb ol the Bladder
Oared In 48 Hoars.

CAPSULES

Superior to Copaiba, Cubebe or Injection
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THE BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(Property ot John Paheott, Esq.)

Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY, Manager.

Bon Voyage

Champion 2 y.o. Stallion of 1904

Champion 3 y.o. Stallion of 1905

Two-year-old Record 3:15
Three-year-old Record. . .2:12?^
Trial In a Race 2:10%

WINNER OF HARTFORD FUTURITY (SSSOO) FOR 1906.

BON VOYAGE (3) 2:123* Is by Expedition 2:15S£ by Electioneer 135; dam Bon Mot by Erin 2:SM£;

second dam Farce 2:99* by Prinoeps 536: third dam Roma by Golddust 150. For breeding, individu-

al! ty and racing qualities he is unsurpassed.

Season of 1906 at AGRICULTURAL PARK. LOS ANGELES,
where he will serve a limited number of mares.

eCA tn, fUo CMm « US0AL RETURN PRIVILEGES, ormoney refunded should mare
f)o\J lOr lUC OCasUU* not p rove in foal. A rare chance tb breed good mares to an excep-

tionally atgh-olass and highly bred young stallion. For further information address

J. O. GERRITY, 4607 Agrlcu'tnral Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
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Mc Kinney, 2.11%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
fJFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

®V ^tttptr? Gfay JfantUI, newyork.
Mention this journal

when writing.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE i OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

I Pedisrees

T
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AND
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California Trotting Bred §

Giving' Performances of the Get
of Sires and Dams, etc.

•::: Thoroughbred Pedigrees
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Tabulated and Typewritten at Reasonable Rates
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36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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VICTOR TEBILHAC
JAMES M. McGBATH 16'"

MmiaperDEXTER PRINCE STABLES
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Oor. of Grove and Baker Streets, Just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park
(Take Hares, McAllister or Devfsadero Street Cars)

Best looated ana healthiest Stable In San Franolsoo. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale Careful and eiperlenoed men to oara for and axerotse park roadsters and prepare horses or
traok use. Ladles oan go and return to stable d not hare their horses frightoned by automobiles
or cam.

HUNK PARK 102 A. J. MARTIN, rop.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 3F*:eiXiI* »t:r.:e3.eit

1I1:ST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALt AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LION AND CENTRAL AVE-
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorseFootRemedy
- -SOLD BY-...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal

R. T. PRAZIER Pueblo, Colo

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wa8h

C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

WM. E. DETELS .Pleasarton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGUE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Lob Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO., Manufacturers, 412 W.nadison St., CHICAGO , ILL

35 Christmas is Coming!
j|

3" December 23d
5JJ will be the date of the Issue of the

I CHRISTMAS EDITION
Of til©

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and

will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,

Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations,

etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth

and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the

United States completely covered.

MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE
Send for Rates. 1IREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St. S. F.-—-^^ SHDU iur niiifs, imr.r.if r.i\ £li.iaj aruivi»iUAA, >>d \*eary gi, o. r . ^—^

v.

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
into which for twenty-fl e years oarriages have driven. This spaoe of over a quarter
of an aore has reoently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished "in Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add muota to the ever Increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

STALLION OWNER!
If You Need a Stallion Card or Stock Catalogue Compiled and Printed, Stallion Poster,

Stallion .Service Hook, a Cut of Your Horse, a Hor*e Book of any kind or a Tabulated
Pedigree, Get It wliere you can get the CHEAPEST and BEST.

FOR SAMPLES AND TRICES ADDRESS

MAGNUS FLAWS & CO., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. ILL.
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IT? MA TXTO DIFFESREKTCES
what particular kind of shoot 1ii.lt yon are Interested In—sportsmen differ as to make of
guns, advantages of various loads etc., bnt sooner or later most of them come to the

same opinion about ammunition—that

Peters Shells and Cartridges
have all the other makes beaten In the race for quality and results. See what they
have recently accomplished In the three chief departments of "the game":

At Sea Girt, N. J.. Ang. 24-Sept 9. Lieut. Tewes won the

Wimbledon Cup Match, the Grand Lanio&Raud Aggregate,
the Seabury and N J. Members' Matches; Lieut. Casey
won the Inspector's Match, and Lieut. Smith the Reading
Match—all using Peters .30 U. S Gov t ammunition.
In the Spencer and Seabury Matches Lieut. Casey made

a total of 20 consecutive bull's-eyes.

In the Wimbledon Match seven of the first ten places were

won with Peters Cartridges.

The Pistol Championship of the United States, competed
for Sept. 1-11, was won by J. A. DiETZof New York, scoring
l63omof a possible 500 with Peters 22 Stevens-Pope Armory
Cartridges, Standard American Target, 8-In. Bull's-eye,
distance 50 yards
At Sea Girt, N.J, Auk . 24-Sept. 9, Thomas Anderton

won ihe AU-Comers. Any Revolver, and Jones Matches, and
Lieut. Stedje the Disappearing Target Matoh. all with
Peters Cartridges.

SHOTGUN
The Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, June

30, was won by Jas. T. Atkinson, score 99 ont of 100,
using Peters Ideal Shells.
Flr-t Amateur Average at the Cincinnati ToumameDt,

Sept. 19-21, won by R S. Rhoads. using Peters Shells.
First General Average at the Indianapolis Tournament,

Ootober 9-10. won by L H Reid with the phenomenal score
of 393 ont of 400, using Peters Pactorj Loads.

THESE RECORDS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. COMMENT IS INNECESSAKT.

ew York: 98 Chambers St.

T. H. KELLER, Mgr. The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, o.

|F WE COULD SEK YOU
and take you Into our Factory,

we could easily show you why the

ARKER 3UN is

The Best Gun

in the World

e aim tdlliake and do make the BEST possible production of

e GUNMAKER'S ART. TVe are jealous of our repntation and
ill not cbeapen the quality of our GUN, no matter what others

aydo If you want a GUN you can confide in us. Write today.

Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

SHOOT YOUR GAME
T7Vitll

1MITH HAMMERLESS *» EJECTOR GUNS

Gold Medal

BALUSTITE
If you Use It Once,
You will Use It Again

—

That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

ALSO

; HUNTER
: IE-TRIGGER

at the

LEWIS & CLARK
EXPOSITION

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

1 [UNrER AP MS CO, FULTON, NEW YORK

We Make 16 Qrades, $17 75 to $300 Write for ART CATALOQ to

HE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

Coast Branch. PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER. DEALERS

UNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
8AN FBANCISOO, CALIFORNIA.

GgfliB
BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com*
ineroial school on thePaolflo Coast. 20000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers: 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send for catalogue.

E. P. HEALD, President.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

IN

Halt Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 mission St. cor First, San Francisco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD-77 premiums, Callforola State Fairs
1902-5-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Saasome Street, San
Fraudsco.

PETER 3AXE& SON. Lloli House, S. F..Cal,
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.

All varieties Cattle. Horses, Sheep, Hogs. Higb-
olass breeding stock. Correspondence solloited.

HOLSTEINS—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 80% winners at State and county fairs,

show ring, and every butter contest since 1885 in

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franoisoo.

JERSEYS, HOLSTEIN8 AND DURHAMS.
Dairy Stook specially. Hogs, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Niles & Co.. I.os AngeleB
Oal.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S.. F. E. T. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinburt
Veterinary Medical Sooiety; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector for New Zealand and Austral! an Colon let

at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equina
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President oi

the California State Veterinary Medloal Associa-
tion; Veterinary Inflrmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 138.

KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS.

IfPtr-BM Annual Trials

....OF THE.

Pacific Coast

Field Trials Club
TO BE RUN AT

Bakersfield
(KERN COUNTY)

Commencing Monday, Jan. 8, 1906

Judge. W. J. BAITGHN, Rldgerllle.Ind

Annual Derby
All-Age Stake

Members' Stake
ChamDion Stake

Entries for All-Age Stake close Dec. 15.1905

W. W. VAN vRSDAI.lv (San Francisco)
President.

ALBERT BETZ. Secretary,
No SOI Parrott Bldg. 8. F,, Cal.

*S-For Entry Blanks and Further Information
address tne Secretary.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History, Points,
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The Instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

to other breeds as well as to Cockers, and It fa a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR 8ALE; BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head one cent per word

per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

GREAT DANES

r.REAT DANE POPS (BLUEBEARD-MAUD
^7 S.) for sale: eight weeks old. O. BERG-
STEN. Center-street Station, Oakland.

GORDON SETTERS.

VOR SALE-PUPPY AND BROKEN DOGS.
-I- GEO. H. STONE, Box 13, Fresno, Cal.
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What Do You Think of This for Shooting?
IT'S WONDERFUL—

but only a common occurrence when you use

Remington Rifles & II. M. C. Ammunition
THEY NEVER I ISAPPOINT.

Absolutely Reliable and Uniform nnder all conditions

TWELVE SHOTS, 80 YARDS
Lee Sptg. Rifle, Cal. 30-40 U.S.A., 28-in.bbI.

Mor*> Medals earned with
U. M. C. Ammunition than
with all others comb ned.

Write or Call

for
Illustrated Catalog.

Uw
I

f

TEN SHOTS, 80 YARDS 3 \ \\

Lee Sporting Rifle, Cal. 30-30, 28-in. bbL,

E, E. DRAKE, Manager, PACIFIC COAST DEPOT, 86-88 FIRST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, J

JflNCHESm
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

;

The 1906 Du Pont Calendar +

will be sent you if you send us A

e brand name of the powder you shoot A

and It) cents lo coin or stamps.

ListrlbuMon In December.

Important: Give full name and

street address.

S;nd to Advertising Division,

K 1. Du I'ONT CO.

Wilmington, Del.

I

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

'""N/VP" •

Ta ; Individual Championship

of the

S:ate of New Jersey at Targets

was won by

Mr. P. C. Blssett, South River. N J„

with a score of 46 out of 50. snooting

NEW SCHULTZE.

Mr. F. C Bissett aod Mr. Ed. F Markiey

of Easton. Pa., tied for

First Amateur Average,

140 out of 150, both shooting

NEW SCHULTZE.

Mr. J. F P.eiss cf Easton, Pa ,

won Second Amateur Average,

135 out cf .50 shooting

NEW SCHULTZE.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

170'Broadway. Ntw York City.

Clabrough,

RUNS

Gun Goods
•Mm! for C»t»lotu«.

Golcher & Go,

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

factory...eun I c
LOADED.. OrluLLZ

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR
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OL. XLTII. No. 24.

6 GKARY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1905.
SUBSCRIPTION

THKEE DOLLARS A YEAR
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INDIANAPOLIS
The LOGICAL and the BEST MARKET

For CALIFORNIA
TROTTERS

and PACERS
Recent sales have clearly demonstrated that INDI A.NAPOLIS is the country's greatest sales centre

ASPECTS and Breeding Stock OP Merit, and future sales will all the more emphasize this already proven claim for the" metropolis
and traffic center of the Ohio Valle.v se ion,

California horsemen, SEEKING ft. MARKET for their holdings, will do well to bear in mind that both
Sidney Dillon and McKinney were purchased by Indiana Breeders.

Indianapolis Sales are frequented by liberal buyers not only from the Middle West, but al60 bv
those same Eastern Buyers who in past years gave prestige to the sales at Cleveland. *

Express Charges on carload shipments, California points to Indianapolis, are less than Fifty
arison to the increment of values obtainable at Indianapolis.

FEBRUARY 26, 27, 28, MARCH I, 2, 3, 1906.

Dollars per head— a nominal expense in compari

Next Sale at
INDIANAPOLIS

Horsemen, who may desire to consign stock of real merit to our great Annual Spring Sale should
advise us at once that arrangements for co-shipment with other California consignments may he made before it i6 too late to do so.

For full information and

Terms governing' consign-

ments, etc, address QUICK

FRANK P. KENNEY
Sales Manager BLAIR-BAKER HORSE CO. msm

State Agricultural Society

Occident Stake of 1908
TROTTING STAKE FOR FOALS OF 1905

To be Trotted at the California Stute Fair of 1908. Entries to Close January I, 1906,

with ALBERT LIXDLKF, Secretary, at the Office la Sacramento.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ENTRANCE, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion: $15 10 be paid January 1, 1907: S35 to ba paid January 1, 1908, and $50 thirty days
before the race. The Occident Cup, of the value of 8400, to be added by the Society.

Mile heats, three in five, to harness. First colt to receive cup and six tenhs; second
colt, three- tenths; and third coll one-tenth of the stakes. Five to enter, three to start.

A horse not winning a heat in ths first three shall not start for the fourth heat unless

said horse shall have made a dead heat, but horses so ruled out shall havea right to

share in the prize according to their rank in the summary at the close of their last

heat. Otherwise N. T. A. Rules govern.

Nominators are not held for the full amount o[ entrance in case colt goes wrong; only forfeit

payments made, vhlch relieves you from further responsibility, and declares entry out.

The stake of 1903 should receive a large entry, and be very valuable. Every breeder should
enter in it.

Remember the Date of Closing is January 1, 1906.

ALBERT LINDLEY, Secretary. B. F. RUSH, President.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WITH THE

Central Trust Company

of California

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

PHENOL S0DIQUI
lieals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

ON

Man and Beast

c-'

Training Carts 20 to 35 pounds
lighter than any other Pneumatic
Cart on the Market.

DRiffX BY THE STAR HORSES

The Miller Training and Road Carts

Handsomest, Best Finished Easiest Riding

and Best Cart Made. Used by Thousands

FOB SALE
JOHN I, SPARROW, Agent

31S6 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

"THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

McMURRAY

B?*TWP
L' \^DtSTITinS^

..PLEASES OFAHIMAlS

BOOKS FOR STALLION OWNERS
1 . Hoover's Stallion Service Record.
Vot a T'^i!!!r,!,.r;i'J,

,

!

l> ' ev„
b00kf% reejnHog stallion service ever placed before breeders.ffiS e

T,'i,l-,=-
° raor

,
e d,s l"" "K '" s. res. No more mixing of dams where this

a?es of s-erMJ SS n? f " '" enn
<-',T

m?tes'
eiviDE thelr f "» breeding description.

2. The Standard Stallion Service Book.
.„.

'[ ,k Published, containing space for entering too mares, giving
e. date Ot services and refusals, date of foallnc etc withIndei compli te, neatly bound in leatberlne, suitable for pocket use....... :...'. ?\oo

8. Breeder's Note and Certificate Book and Stallion ServiceBook Combined.
. .

Tbls book contains 75 blank certificates to be given to owners of mares certifvimr
"S'"!' 1 certain stallion. Also 75 notes sultaWe fo?owue of marl<mv"°>^» ">.?' tol stalls service fee. Thl shook wen tannd™

S

Keep Handy

Accidents

fo,

Cures

MANGE & SCRATCHES

on Dogs.

For 8a le

By 111 Druggists.

Recomm naed by thl

publicat'on.

HANlE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.

RACING!

I-

-ADDRESS-
IHEEDBB. -A-KTIJ SPORTSMAKT

36 GEARY STREET, S.VN FRANCI8CO. CAL

Send for "Veterinary Pointers"—Free.

.>„..
I
i,f!!

S
?,

le"V f
'.
u obout Craft's Distemper and Cough Cure the remedythatqulokly nod thoroughly cures distemper, pmkeve ana slmllaf ™ock

WELLS MEDICINE CO,
,
Chemists & Germologists, 1 3 Third St., Lafayette, IndD K NEWELL, General Agent for Paclilc Coast 019 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal

JOG CART
Especially Adapted
for Jogging , Training
and Matinee Driving.

Price Low.
McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGGING CARTS
Standard the World Over.

«5/-Address for printed matter and prices

W. J. Kenney
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Ca

"!

ia Jockey CM

INGLESIDE TRACK

Six or More Races Each Week Da)

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT 2 P. M. SHABI
For special trains stopping; at the track tat.

S. P. train at Third and Towosend streets at 1:1

p. m. Returning, tra'n leaves track after las

race.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS, President.

PERCY W. TREAT. Secretary.

Q0C0ANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIO.S

FOB SALE IN LOTS TO 9DIT BT

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street, San Francisco, Oat

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,
36 Geary St., San Francisco.
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JREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, Propbietob.

urf and Sporting Authority ot the Pacific Coast,

OFFICE

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

Ielephone: Black 586.

|erm9—One Sear S3, Six Months SI. To Three Months SI
STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

j
Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered
itter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
tallfornia.
I Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and
idress, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
itee of good faith.

Ian Francisco, Saturday, December 16, 1905

); THE OCCIDENT STAKE is California's greatest

rotting classic, and to -win it is the greatest honor

'three-year-old trotter can achieve on this coast It

is the richest stake of the year to the winners, as

he entire amount is divided between the first three

1 the final summary. There is 60 per cent to the

.-inner, 30 per cent to the second horse and 10 pet

ent to the third. This year North Star by Nutwood

Jvilkes, the winner, won §2,491, Bellemont by Zombro

, ras second and won $1,045.50, while Princess L6uise,

ho was third, was awarded $348.50 or just $248.50

lore than the entrance money paid on her. It will

e seen that the Occident Stake is a profitable stake

|o win or get money in, and the winning has led to

lore than one sale at big figures. The stake of

.908, which is for foals of 1905, will close for entries

•in January 1st, 1906, with Albert Lindley Secretary of

.he California State Agricultural Society. The foals

[if 1905 are now weaned and every owner who expects

|(o train, sell or race his foal of this year, should see

jhat it is entered in this stake. The amount required

o make the entry is but $10 and the payments there-

('fter are made yearly. The State Fairs of California

re to be made greater expositions in the future

han were ever held on the State Fair grounds. By
90S, when this stake is trotted, it need not surprise

.nyone if there are 20,000 people on the grounds,

omething that has never occurred at any State Fair

in the past. If your colt can win the Occident Stake

jf 190S he will command a big price right then and

here. He will have no chance on earth to win unless

[ie is entered as there are no substitutions in the

)ccident.

THE SAN JOSE RACE TRACK, which was recent-

y purchased from the San Jose Fair Association by

Jr. Hanchette, representing the corporation that has

ecently purchased the San Jose, Santa Clara and

Uum Rock Railroad, will not be used for railroad

mrposes for a time at least. Budd Doble. who has

.is stallion Kinney Lou 2:07% and a number of others

,t the San Jose track, was told by the new com-

pany's representative that the track would be kept

n order for training and that no change was con-

emplated at present, except that a number of im-

rovements were being considered that would makv

he track more popular with harness horse owners

han ever. It is possible that a great agricultural

air" will be given there annually if plans now under

'/ay materialize.

TAKE OFF YOUR HATS to the Los Angeles Har-

ass Horse Association. Although the two excellent

arness race meetings given by this organization this

ear were not financially successful, although from

. racing standpoint no better meetings were ever

eld in any country, the Board of Directors has de-

ided to give two meetings in 1906. one in the spring,

nother in the fall Good purses will be offered and

he same high class management will govern the

leetings. The gentlemen composing the Los Angeles

larness Horse Association do not propose to give up

ecause one year's gate receipts and other re-

ell below the expenses. They intend to make another

ffort and the "Breeder and Sportsman" desires now
urge upon every breeder, owner, trainer and other

erson interested in harness horse affairs to do what

e can to make the Los Angeles meetings of 1906 big

uccesses. Gentlemen of the harness turf, take off

our hats to the Los Angelenos. They have do;

re doing everything in their power to build up har-

ness racing in California and they deserve our un-

ualified and unanimous support.

MORE INTEREST THAN EVER is being taken by
California breeders in harness colt stakes. The Pacific
Breeders' Futurity for the foils of mares bred in 1905
closed on the 4th instant and has a larger entry list

than last year, which is a splendid showing. The
number of nominators is much larger, showing that
the number of individuals interested in the breeding
and racing of trotters and pacers is on the increase
in California in spite, of the fact that the circuit of
harness racing is so limited. The winning of the
Occident, Stanford and Breeders' Futurity Stakes this
year by North Star has shown breeders that it i.s

possible for a California three-year-old to earn a large
sum without leaving the confines of his native State.

If these three rich stakes continue to be well patron-
ized in the future, they will naturally increase in
value year after year a.rid the time will surely come
when a three-year-old' that can defeat all of his age
in the California stakes will earn §10,000 or upwards
for his owner. The full list of the nominators in the
Breeders* Futurity No 6, with the name of mares
nominated and stallion bred to, will appear in our
issue of next week, which will be the annual Christ-
mas number. It will be for sale on all news stands
at the usual price—ten cents.

The new long shaft, low seat McMurray Speed Cart,
in two different weights—forty and forty-five pounds—will arrive at the Kenney Manufacturing Company's
place of business, 531 Valencia street, San Francisco,
this coming week. Buy yourself a Christmas present
that you will enjoy every day in the year.

"W. G. Durfee of Los Angeles has recently pur-
chased a colt by his Onward stallion Petigru 2:10%
out of Juliet D. 2:13%, dam of Irish 2:08%, by Mc-
Kinney 2:11%. This colt is well staked and gives
promise of being a fast one. Mr. Durfee has three
yearlings by Petigru, all of them fast. Petigru is

siring speed from all kinds of mares, which is not
surprising, as he is fast himself and is bred right
to transmit this quality.

There are about 250 head of trotters and pacers
working at the Los Angeles track, and the interest in
the harness horse has not waned any in the sunny
south. Horsemen there are looking forward to much
sport at the matinee races of the Los Angeles Driving
Club, which will be held quite often during the winter.

S K. TREFRS'S KENNETH C. (3) 2:17

The San Francisco Wheel and Novelty Company at

Sixteenth and Valencia streets has just received a
shipment of beautiful 1906 model road and speed carts
from the Houghton Sulkey Company. These carts
are as fine as anything in the market and are growing
more popular every day.

In all the races to be decided at the meetings of

the Los Angeles Driving Club in the future, carts

will be used instead of sulkies At a recent meeting
of this amateur organization, a proposition was ad-
vanced to require all horses starting to be driven to

wagon. Owing to the fact that this would require

a large outlay from the treasury of the organization,

as many of the members can hardly afford to own
sliced wagons, it was decided that carts would be
the regulation hitch in the future, or until the organ-
ization considered itself in such a financial shape
that it could afford to purchase sufficient wagons to

supply all entries with one.

o

The Trotter and Pacer says: "When Trainer Johnny
Dickerson arrived home this fall with his string of

campaigners, after a most successful season, some
one asked him if he was going to keep the same
private car to ship his horses in next year that lie

had used this. 'Of course,' was Dickerson's response,
mhI say, that car is a mascot It has a lucky num-
ber—999—to begin wiih. It was purchased first Cor

Ed Geers by C. J. Hamlin. Oeers was always lucky

when he used it. We ''ought it from the Village
' Earm

last spring, and this year has been Lhe mos.l suc-
iii u-<- aver had. Wje had some vacant stalls.

which Tommy Murphy used early In the season, dur-
ing which time he was very fortunate. Then Lon
McDonald took the vacanl stalls aboui the middle of

the season and he commenced winning right away.

Lon has pace In the car for next

year.'
"

BEST RECORDS.

The racing season of 1905 now being at an end the.
presentation of a table of the best records of the
year is in order, and it is herewith appended.

Trotters.
Two-year-olds^

—

Colt—Ed Custer by Baronmore 2:14V>, dam
Marble 2:14 by Clay King 2:16%

Kill;,—Lightsome by Constantine 2:12%, dam
Bourbonlight 2:18% by Bourbon Wilkes 2:14%

Gelding—Bud Bonner by Prodigal 2:16, dam
by Bourbon Wilkes 2:19%

Three-year-olds

—

Colt—Bon Voyage by Expedition 2:15%, dam
Bon Mot by Erin 2:12%

Filly—Susie N. by Moko, dam Gipsey Dark :

by Wiltwood 2:09%i
Gelding—North Star by Nutwood Wilkes
2:16%, dam by Eugeneer 2: 13%

Four-year-olds—

•

Colt—Fatty Felix by Constantine 2:12%, dam
by Ponce de Leon 2:13 ^ : 14

Mare—Grama ttan by Grattan 2:13, dam Zyl-
pha 2:13%, by Greystone 2:11%

Aged

—

Stallion—Admiral Dewey by Bingen 2.06%,
dam Nancy Hanks 2:04 by Happy MediuhV. .2:64%

Mare—Sweet Marie by McKinney 2:11%, dam
Lady Rivers by Carr's Mambrino 2:04%

Green

—

Stallion—Boreazelle by Boreal 2:15%, dam
Luzelle 2:15% by Patron 2:69%

Mare—Deloree by Delmarch 2:11%, dam Hin-
dee by Allerton 2:05%

Gelding—Albert C. by Bellini 2:13%, dam
Libby Sweet by Highland Gray 2:09%

Pacers.
Two -year-olds

—

Colt—Manager H. by Manager 2:06%.. 2:20
Colt—Rockaway by Stoneway 2:23%, dam
unknown . ... 2T15%

McFayden by Diablo 2:09%, dam Bee by
Sterling v. 2:15%

Gelding—Kelly by Baronmore 2:14%. dam
Miss Van Tassell 2:29% by Don Wilkes 2:19%

Three-year-olds

—

Filly—Bonalet by Bonnie Direct 2:05%, dam
Roblet 2:12 by Robin 2:09%

Colt—John Kirby by Allerton 2:09%, dam
Matilda 2:30 by Nutwood 2:13%

Four-yerr-olds

—

Stallion—Echo Jr. by Echo, dam Sis Havoc
by Havoc 2:07%

Mare—Doris B. by Grattan 2:13, dam Edith
Zell by Strathroy .. 2:07%

Gelding—Directwood by Direct 2:06%, dam
Dolly Fort 2:2S% by Lee Wood .". 2*08%

Aged-
Stallion—Dan. Patch by Joe Patchen 2:01%,
dam Zelica by Wilkesberry 1:55%

Mare—The Broncho by Stormcliffe, dam Lux-
ora by Autocrat Jr 2 : 03%

Gelding—Nathan Straus by Director 2:17,
dam Mary Marshall 2:12% by Billy Wilkes. 2 :-::'

Green

—

Stallion—Walter Direct by Direct Hal .2:04%.
dam Ella Brown 2:11% by Prince Pulaski Jr.2:rfs%

Mare—Lillian by Adrian Wilkes, dam Ab-
dallah Lightfoot by Mambrino Abdallah. . .2:08%

Gelding—Bolivar by Wayland W. 2;12%, dam
by Harry Wilkes '. ..2:06%

o

A dispatch from Santa Rosa states that Thos. L
Hehir, of the well-known firm of Belden &, Hehir,
harness goods dealers of Santa Rosn. recently pur-
chased from Millard Sanders the sulky that" Lou
Dillon drew when she made her world's record of
1:58%. . The sulky is now on exhibition at the Belden
& Hehir establishment in Santa Rosa an9 is attract-
ing great attention from the residents of the county
where Lou Dillon was bred. The sulky weighs jhm
twenty-four pounds and one ounce, and it has been
made famous by the performances of the little animal
from the City of Roses. With it at Columbus, O..
Lou Dillon set the first mark for a trotter below two
minutes, and established a record which may never
be equaled or beaten. The sulky was presented to

Millard Sanders for his work with Lou Dillon. It

has the name of the world's champion painted on it

in gilt letters. It is also stated in the dispatch that
Mr. Sanders will spend the next two months in Santa
Rosa.

Good pasturage where there is no wire fencing and
plenty of good box stalls can be had at the farm
of Mrs. M. L Chase, Sonoma, Cal. See advertise-
ment.

A colt that is being greatly praised by every horse-
man who has seen him is the yearling coll by Mon-
terey 2:04% out of Dot McKinhey by McKinney 2:11%
that James Berryman of 2220 Santa Clara avenue,
Alameda, has in training. This colt is a handsome
bay, good headed and with remarkable speed. He
is entered in the Breeders' Futurity, Occident. Stan-
ford and the Crowley stakes and looks like one that
with ordinary luck would gel a good snare or the
money in those Important events. The Sidney and
Monterey bl I

combined should result In a very fast

coll and .-I game race horse, and '' :

r looks
as if be would fill the measure.

Colonel William S. Fatten, Chief Quartern! stei of
the Department of Californl .- ship-
in. ni to the Philippine islands, and ash to]

proposals to furnish 475 cavalrj horses and 1

five artillery horses to hi a! Seattle, Washi.
or al some prominent railroad point. Proposals must
be at the Quartermaster's office hot later than IjD A. M
January 5, 1906.
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Frank G Smith of the Horse World says: The Mc-
Donald family were decidedly in evidence at the

races the past season. The noted "big five" are

Messrs. Wm. B. McDonald, Buffalo; Alta McDonald,
Island Park; Alonzp McDonald, Readville; Dave Mc-
Donald, Pittsburg-

, and Al McDonald of California.

A $10,000 stake for the McDonald steppers down the

G d Circuit is now in order.

An eastern exchange remarks: A religious news.
paper has an advertisement calling for "a good hors«
to do the work of a country minister." It is to bi
hoped that the horse will be forthcoming and able t<
carry on the ministerial duties.

out of

a pf Lou I'Ml. n. is

the sire

(l i

< Breeders'

es bred in 1905,

. . .-, & :-... - er, out next Sat-

John Hanio' e. i

"wns tne

. j by Hal Dillard 2.04%.

quarter in s as a two year

her to Woodland Heights Stock Farm.

EVill 1 bred to Directly 2:03^4-

G . sire of the sensational trdt-

ter Malnsheet 2:0S%. is a trotting bred stallion al?

i g He is b; Director 2:17, Sam Winifrede by Wil-

li Lin 1... second dam Princess Eloise by Mambrino
King, third a Wilkes by George Wilkes,

fourth dam by American Star 14.

The good Colorado trotter Dewey 2:13j$ by Superior

who started the season with a record of 2:33y2 ,

made a fine campaign. In fifteen races in which he

appeared he won ten, was second and third each

twice and but once unplaced. His trainer. L. J.

Smith, is confident that he will beat 2:10 next year.

Briquette, the bay mare by Zombro 2:11, out of

Alaska by Woolsey, own brother to Sunol 2:08%, is

ig well for Joe Maguire. who is training her at

Denver for S. H. Bernard. He recently drove her a

half in 1:03*4 and a quarter in 30*4 seconds. This

is the mare bred by Mr. M. A. Murphy and sold to

Mr. Bernard for $5000.

A writer for the Country Gentleman, in reporting

the National Horse Show, speaks of the part trot-

ting bred horses took in that function as follows.

"The trotting blood showed very strongly in the

various harness classes, and as a specimen of the

Quality, it may be said that in Class 40 there were
twenty trotters, shown to runabouts and judged on
conformation, style, all around action, pace, good
manners, to stand without being held; and that seven
of these twenty had records of 2:20 or better, a mar-
velous performance for such a class, and one which
is not likely to be brought before the public, except

in this statement The Lady Kathryn of A. G. Van-
derbilt won in this class, a sharp, snappy, alert, high-
actioned mare, with perfect manners, that was a good
second in this class last year, and at that time at-

tracted my attention. Such trotting classes, those

where the finished road article was in evidence, were
extremely good, and it is perfectly safe to say that

the stars could not be surpassed in the world, even if

they could be equalled. Many American harness
horses have gone to Europe, but the standard here
has not been stationary, as shown in the awards at

this show, and the horse that won with flying colors

this year must show improvement before he can
hope to do the same in 1906." In view of this un-
prejudiced statement it looks as though those who
have l< ng held the opinion that by a proper effort

trotting bred horses could be selected which would
outshow the horses of any other breeds in harness
class are correct in their views.

Mr. C. W. Wright returned from his trip to New
York last week and left on Thursday of this week

mer Soni ma for Melbourne. Australia, with
two fine pacing mares that he purchase:! in California
a month oi so ago. One is the phenomenally fast

ire Black Venus by Rajah, son of Sultan. She
if Princess fa full sister to Edith 2:10 and

- Prince 2:25) by Dexter Prince Black Venus is

ighs about 1100 pounds. She
l as a i-\<-\v milled dol-

lar, and hi e I as any pacer ever sen!
' is en >-. ars old. The other

' ly Ine:
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Judith, who trotted to a record of 2:25 at La
Grande, Ore., last October, is an own sister of the

dead Janice 2.08%, being by William Harold 2:13^4,

son of Sidney 2:19%. out of Fenella by Fallis 2:23.

Mr. A Edstrom of Merced, Cal., has through an
advertisement in the Breeder and Sportsman traded

with Mr. C. A. Harrison of Victoria, B. C., an eighteen

months old colt by American Hal, dam Carman by
Newsboy 2:22^, second dam Sky Blue by Tom Hal,

for his three year old trotting filly Zombelle by Zom-
bro 2:11, dam Noonday Belle by Noonday, second
dam Belle H. by Belmont.

A match race came off on the Alameda race track
last Sunday between R. Consani's Daken D., driven

by himself, and Correghino Bros ' Lulu F., driven by
Tom Nuckols, the colored driver. Mr. Consani won
the race in straight heats in 1:11% and 1:12 and
proved himself an excellent reinsman. The match
was for $20 a side. Mr. J. I. Sparrow, the well known
coast agent for the Miller cart, acted as presiding

judge and Mr. McTigue held the starters' flag. A
large crowd was present to see the sport.

May King 2:20, sire of Bingen 2:06^4, by Elec-

tioneer, dam May Queen 2.20 by Norman, was sold

to N. B. Parsons of Maine for $235 at the Old Glory

auction last week. May King was foaled in 1886. He
once sold for a price well up in the thousands.

W. A. Clark, Jr., owner of Bon Voyage and other

good harness performers, recently underwent an oper-

ation for chronic mastoiditis in New York. His con-

dition is satisfactory at the present time.

It is announced that Nettie King 2:20^4 gave birth

to a full brother of The Abbott 2:03*4 at Hillandale

Farm, September 20, and was mated with Bellini

2.13^4. According to the old-age theory this young-
ster should be much faster than The Abbot 2: 03^4-

SIDNEY DILLON

Guy Fortune 2:11% helped maintain the reputation
of the Alcyone branch of the Wilkes family as blue
ribbon winners at the recent National Horse Show
in Madison Square Garden. He won first prize in

the class for trotting stallions four years old or over,

kept for service. His sire. Guardsman 2:23%, was a
son of Alcyone 2:27. The latter once won the blue
ribbon over the famous Mambrino King at the Na-
tional Horse Show. Guardsman 2:23% is a full

brother of Quartermaster 2:21*4. In 1S91 Quarter-
master was awarded first prize, $500, at the National
Horse Show in the herd class for stallions with four
of their get. His competitor was the famous Mam-
brino King and four of his get. In 1S92 Quarter-
master won the $1000 prize for best trotting stallion

at the National Horse Show over Mambrino King and
Haldane 2:26%. At the same show he also won first

prize, $500, in the herd class for stallions with foui

of their get, beating Alcantara 2:23 and the noted
Village Farm stallion Chimes.

Eddie Mitchell, who was formerly with Cresceus
but is now in the employ of Winans Brothers of
England, writes as follows to the American Horse
Breeder: "I arrived here safely from the continent
with Alta Axworthy, Wig Wag and Katherine A.,

after a very successful year. We like Alta very
much. She is a great mare for our kind of racing as
she can go over any kind of track and in any weather.
She has only made two breaks for me this year. She
has trotted faster than any four year old that ever
came to Europe. The last time she started she gave
Contralto 30 meters and beat her Our stable won
thirteen races and a little over $15,000. In her long
distance races Alta wore only eight-ounce plain shoes
in front, no toe weights, five-ounce shoes behind, knee
boots and shin boots. When she won the champion-
ship of Europe she was handicapped in the final heat
by the breaking of her knee boot suspenders. This
let the boots drop down around her ankles and I

thought every second she would leave her feet as the
hoots were making a terrible noise in the mud. But
she stayed on a trot and won the heat. Mr. Winans
has nol decided yet whether lie will race next year in
n i < i or Austria. Alta can beat 2:06 right now on
a mile Mark."

In the Chicago horse market the receipts of horse:
for the first ten months of this year totaled 113,343
against 95,509 arrivals for the corresponding pe'rio<
last year. Local consumption for the ten months ii

Chicago was double the volume for the same perioc
of 1904. At a recent auction sale in Chicago 15 of th(
70 horses sold had been worked for eight of ten year;
and yet they realized $210 each. Horses that hat
been worked for six months to two years, some o
which were bought at an average of $325 each, wen
sold for $280 apiece.

The fast brown filly Rosabel 2:24% by Adbell-
owned by W. B. Chisholm of Cleveland and cam-
paigned the past season by Ben Kenney, was fount
dead in her stall at the Glenville track last week
Rosabel had shown miles in 2:10% in her work thi
past season.

Texas Rooker 2:05% will be raced' in the free-for-
alls on the ice in Canada by Dan McEwan.

W. J. Andrews thinks Ethel's Pride 2:06% wil
take a record of 2:04 or better next season.

Knap McCarthy has decided to postpone his Cali-
fornia trip and will winter Norman B. 2:06% and th<
rest of his stable at the Terre Haute, Ind., track.

Ethelwyn, dam of Ethel's Pride 2:06%, is in i

to Admiral Dewey 2:04%, son of Bingen 2:06% am
Nancy Hanks 2:04.

The futurity winner Miss Adbell
ably not be raced again until 1907.

.09%, will prob

John Shepard of Boston is driving the Transylvania
vinner Ethel's Pride 2:06%, to pole with Promisi
1:10.

Concha, daughter of A. W. Richmond, is now en
titled to a place in the Great Brood Mare table. Sh<
is the dam of the McKinney mare Idylwild 2:17$j
and the pacing mare Amber 2:25 by Conifer. Ambi
took her record at the recent Los Angeles meeti
in a trial against time.

fen
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The Davisville" road drivers had an afternoon oi

racing on the 2d instant on the half mile track a'

Campbell Bros, farm west of that town. The firs:

race, in which there were three starters, was won bj
Campbell's Sadie M„ a trotter, with Orin Wright':
Lottie Wilkes second and Del Grieve's Whoa-haw-
Dick third. The pacing event was won by F, P
Smith's Irish Lassie, she beating out Orin Wright";
Mono Rose a few inches in each heat. A race foi

saddle horses and a broncho bucking exhibition fin-

ished the program. A large crowd was present.

Millard Sanders, who intends opening a pubhi
training stable at Pleasanton, states that before h(

left the East he made a proposition to Mr. Billings
owner of Lou D-llon 1:5S%, that he would take thi

mare next year, train her and try to lower her record
which he firmly believes he can do. In case he shoulc
not succeed in his endeavor he would not charge i

cent for his services as trainer. It has been pub
lished in the Eastern papers that Lou Dillon wouk
be bred to John A. McKerron in 1906, as Mr. Billing:

would be in Europe all the year.

Frank Irvington 2:23% is the premier stallion a
the Springside Stock Farm, Lima, Ohio. He is bj

Nutwood Wilkes 2:16%, out of Nettie G. by Antefei

2:16%, and is owned by Dallas J. Cable, a well know:
attorney of Lima. He was bred by Martin Carter o:

Irvington, Cal.

.:::'

Ms

At an auction sale recently held in Attica, Ind I

four of the get of Dan Patch 1.55% brought $S60, $7601

$550 and $450, respectively, the two highest pricetj

being bred like Ed Patch 2:0S%.

The Monk 2:05% and Solon Grattan 2:11% ha
been matched for $500 for the Speedwray ehfjmpio
ship of Chicago, the race to be decided on the sno

Tommy Waugh, who cared for Lou Dillon 1:58
when she was trotting her fastest miles, is now
charge of Cresceus 2:02%. Tommy now holds
world's record. He is the only man who has ta
care of the champion trotting mare and the cha
pion trotting stallion.

Owing to the infirmities of extreme old age, the stal

lion Epaulet 2:19 was mercifully put to death at thi

Grandview Farm of his late owner, Robert Steel, al

Doylestown, Pa., near Philadelphia, a few weeks ago!

Epaulet was foaled in 1SS0 and was bred by R. S

Vecch at Indian Hill Farm, St. Matthews, near Louis-i

ville, Ky., and was by Auditor, son of Rysdyk's Ham-,
bletonian. He raced successfully before going into th<

stud and is a fairly successful sire, his standard lis

comprising
fthirty-six standard performers, all bu

;

three of which are trotters. The best of these wa;
that great race mare Georgena 2:07%, winner of tin

Charter Oak $10,000 stake in 1900 and other im
portant events. Georgena was out of Ida Howe b>,

Whipple's Hambletonian, a mare bred by the late,

Captain Ben E. Harris of San Francisco, and sold b}

him for .$10,000.

Mary Lou 2:17, dam of Kinney Lou 2:07%, will bi

bred to Chimes next season.

I
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LIVESTOCK SANITARY ASSOCIATION. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERAMENT.

"The death rate among- children has been reduced
:."> pel i in Los Angeles and adjoining counties by
he rigm enforcement of the southern ordinances cov-
riir I ie inspection of milk." This statement was
nade by Dr. W. E. D. Morrison, Assistant State Vet-
erinarian, recently at the second annual meeting of

.he California Livestock Sanitary Association at the
Palace Hotel.

j

The a*sgpciation is made up of the veterinary ofn>

pals of '(file various counties throughout the State
land its offiect is to assist in stamping out contagious
, diseases <£mong cattle/^ Much of the time of the
•neeting was taken up '-with a discussion of anthrax
Umong cattle and scab among sheep.

Dr. Morrison, who read an interesting paper on
j'Duties of County Livestock Inspectors and the BesJ: „'

Methods of Carrying on the Work," took a p'r<uni-

* e 1

1

f part in the discussion of the various papers. He
-ecommended a strict law regarding milk inspection
i.n; he immediate cancellation of3 the »-licenses of

hi ho violate its provisions The "law he recom-
ne : prohibits the sale of milk by a dairyman *un-

r>s his cows have been tested and unless the milk
pomes up to the required standard. In the south, he

[said, the custom was to impose a fine for the first

[infraction of the law and to revoke the license upon
|:Ke second offense.

He suggested a uniform ordinance throughout the

,j3tate and believes its influence would be felt im-
mediately. He attacked the present sheep law, under
Which shepherds, and not qualified veterinarians, may
Ipass upon the condition 'of diseased sheep.

i Dr. Work of Berkeley reported that the Oakland au-

thorities maintain a strict watch over both milk and
the dairies. Berkeley, he said, was not so strict, many

liiseased cows being kept in dairies there.

j
Retiring President Megowan dwelt particularly in

[his address to the members on the necessity of tiu:

[Inspection of milk, as it was a disseminator of dis-

ease. He said the question of tuberculosis among
battle was a vital one and that the chief duty of the

issociation was to prevent its spread.

I Dr. F. N. Sawyer, county live stock inspector of

;Kern county, spoke on "Tick Extermination." He
:?aid if cattle were dipped systematically at monthly
iintervals for one year in suitable oil it would dis-

courage the ticks. He said the oil found in the

HECern fields was too heavy. He also recommended.
'keeping cattle off infected fields for a year, cultivating

J£e land in the meantime or pasturing sheep there.
' Dr. R. A. Archibald, city veterinarian of Oakland,

^gpoke on "The Use and Abuse of Anthrax Vaccines."

.(He held the vaccines in use at present are neither

scientific nor efficient, and said the existing conditions

'are deplorable. He held the sale should be controlled

Ljby law At present the vaccine is chiefly useless, as

'the makers have to send it out mild in order that it

will not kill.

i( Dr. A. Ward spoke of the "Veterinarian in the-

Laboratory." He said the State Laboratory at Berke-

ley extended its privileges free to veterinarians and

the officials were glad to assist their professional

brethren. The officials are always ready to arbitrate

'in disputes regarding the quarantine of cattle, es-

pecially in anthrax.
There was a discussion of the feed question and

Pit was agreed conditions were bad. The recent rains

injured the old feed on hand, while the frosts have
retarded the growth pf the young grass.

The new officers of the* association are:

President, Dr. R. L. Archibald, City Veterinarian,

Oakland; secretary and treasurer, Dr. Charles Keane,

State Veterinarian; executive committee. Dr. F. N.

Sawyer, Dr. George Faulkner, Dr. TV. E. D Morrison.

In going through the mass of statistics and special

pleadings of the various hobbyists in the turf pa-
pers, our old friend, "the breeding problem." gets

more than the usual share of attention. It has been
said that a clever lawyer can revamp the evidence in

any given case and prove anything he desires—that
figures can be juggled to prove anything; bu1 in nd
case is this truer than in deductions msp^fe--
breeding problem" as applied to iiau»<:

The statistics of the turf can be arranged to

consolation to the craziest proposition that

conceived. Professor Redfield's theory that a boi i

must either be old or much developed to produ^' "From that day down to the present
^speed can be supported by a host of noted exanijd.'s.' Jlons of distinctly marked ehara. late, mentally
but; he States himself that his rule, to be correct, must

they 'neijer tf«
' Figures, trotting-horse statistics,

very plainly say that in the main ..-very additional
cross of Hambletonian blood in a trotting pedigree
increases the chances for trotting speed, and it clearly
is more than a mere accident that Dan Patch I

il
;'

,
.

Lou Dillon 1.58%, Major Delmar 1:59%, and Cresceus
l

:
59%, all trace to Hambletonian on both sides—

most Of them several times.

"Yet Hambletonian would not have proven the
pi-inn of all speed progenitors had he not come in
bontdct with tin.- other pole of the battery himself.
He was a horse Of very positive, yet phlegmatic, tem-
peramental qualities- and in American Star and Clay
n he encountered the opposite pole—some
guratlvely speaking—and the greatest trotters and

speed progenitors of that day and generation re-
sult*!.

HERSEY AND DAN PATCH.

t "There was quite a lot of criticism over my select-

ing a practically unknown trainer to succeed Mc-
Henry," said Mr. Savage, owner of Dan Patch, re-

cently, "and I was as much gratified with Hersey's

success as with Dan's. I had a great deal of faith in

Mr. Hersey, naturally so or I would not have given

full control of Dan Patch to him. He is a college man,
and I believe brains and education will tell in training

a horse as well as in other lines of business en-

deavor. He has earned all his siaitcess by hard and
faithful work, intelligent application' of his knowledge
3f horses and particularly ,his study 'Jf the individual

he has to train.
' "There are other trainers who wijuld have made
more speed in a shorter time—and Hersey undoubt-
edly could have if he so wished—but they would
have had nothing to show when I wanted it, in the

fall. He went very easy with Dan Patch in the

spring, so much so that not a few called my attention

to it and also to the fact that the horses at Louisville

:ind Memphis were beating 2:10. Now the first time

|Dan appeared before the public this year was on

Labor Day and before seventy thousand people he

heat two minutes, and I do not believe a horse ever

went so many good miles as Dan s'nce that time up to

i his mile in 1:5S at Memphis. And more than this,

he has never been a disappointing mile in his life.

f
He is always ready on any day and over any kind of

i track.
-

Dan Patch is back home now and he cam
jack weighing twenty-five pounds more than he did

alien he went away."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

!
G. H. H., Semitroplc.—Prince Hoadley. bay horse.

j:oaled 1900, is by imported Calvados, dam Nereid by

mported Saxon, second dam Highland Lassie by Blair

. 4-thol, third dam Rupee by The Nabob.

admit of no exceptions; hence It falls flat at once, for

Hambletonian had no standard record. He sired Al-

exander's Abdallah when he was three years -

old.- and
he was one of his greatest sons. Surely this is a
notable exception. Alexander's Abdallah had no stan-

dard record, and he was 11 years old when he begot
his best sons, Almont and Belmont, and neither of

these had standard records.

While some of our greatest sires and dams wore
horses that have been trained and raced, many of
them to low records, yet the fact remains that some
of our greatest brood mares never wore harness. In
this connection Dr. J. W. Neal seems to have shark
the matter nearly right, to my way of thinking. He
says:

"My experience and observation teach me that,
while blood lines and manifested speed are. beyond
question, fundamentals in harness speed breeding, the
real secret of success, after we have these things
as a basis upon which to build, is individual selection
and mating.

"In horse breeding 'like produces like-' with very
many and very marked variations In fact, the law
of like producing like in a Biblical sense means only
that a certain species will reproduce that species, the
building up of certain traits, qualities, and character-
istics in certain species' being the results of certain
lines of inbreeding and individual selection, the fun-
damental principle in line breeding and specific char-
acteristic production and perfection being the con-
densation of a certain strain of blood.

"I take it for granted that practically all harness
speed breeders of the present day recognize the rea-
sonableness of relying on so-called trotting blood in

the production of harness speed, and this leads up to

the" point of individual selection and mating of trot-

ting-bred sires and dams. When harness-bred speed
breeding shall have been carried on for centuries, as
has running-horse breeding, there will still be fail-

ures often when anirrlals of the choicest breeding are
mated, just as now happens often in running-horse
breeding, unless the strictest attention is given to

proper individual selection.

"Horses, like humans, have temperamental charac-
teristics, and with horses, as with humans, males and
females of the same temperament do not cross well in

reproduction. In harness speed breeding, then, trot-

ting blood comes first, and individual mating second
as elements of success, and I am not sure but that

this should be reversed. In mating stallions and
mares of strong breeding, the innate and tempera-
mental forces of the one are either augmented or neu-
tralized by the innate and temperamental forces of the

other, and the resultant offspring is consequently

often greater than either or equal to neither;

"Nearly all stallions and mares are either, "positive

or negative in temperament and disposition—aggres-

sive or passive—and, in nature, mating 'two of a
kind,' absolutely of a kind, means nothing as a pro-

duct. One had as well try to get an electric current

from the joining together of the negative poles of.

two batteries as to expect a race horse from the

mating of a stallion and mare each possessing the

same positive, aggressive temperamental characteris-

tics, or the reverse— i. e., both negative—for life it-

self,' vital force, is electricity. Very largely stallions

and mares are like either pole of an electric bat-

tery—are either positive or negative—and it is a

well-known law in physics that either two positives

or two negatives produce a negative—nothing

"In undertaking to breed harness speed the first es-

sential, of coarse, is to select stallions and mares of

approved harness speed producing blood lines. The
next essential element of success is a close analytical

study of mental qualities and characteristics. If a

mare is bred right, is 'snappy,' nervous, 'high strung.'

and has a tendency to be "nighty.' she is a 'good pros-

pect' as a speed producer, provided she is ma fed with

a well-bred, rather phlegmatic, courageous, level-

headed, non-excitable, 'deaconish,' 'clock-headed' stal-

lion, who displays his real metal only when IdgOJ^fipIy

'shaken up.'

Sluggish, indifferently disposed mares, howevej w< 11

bred, will produce speed only when bred to stallions

of the tense texture, 'high-keyed,' dashing-, alert,

'breezy-acting' soil— tin- 'hot-blooded' kind. A studs

of the individual i
haracteristics along these lines will

compensate any speed breeder, and what Is lu-iv said

is said more for the purpose of stimulating thoughl

along these lines than with a view of imparting"" !.v ilu-

able information.'

"'Many men are of many minds -

on the subject of

i breeding, as well as on :
!
c subj< <

fc of

religion, politics, and planl !ng corn, and I e opin-

ions probably will always differ, more or l<

strong, not over excitable, 'clock-headed,' rather
phlegmatic temperamental make-up, have proven the
most uniform and successful speed sires George
Wilkes, Electioneer, Onward, Wilkes. McKinney, Sid-
ney, Nutwood, etc.. all have, or had, this same ti i

amental make-up largely, while, with scarcely an ex-
ception, great speed-producing brood mares have
what we call in the human family, nervous tempera-
ments, are quick, nervy, snappy, alert, and 'off like a
Hash.' "—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

INDIANAPOLIS AS A MARKET FOR CALIFORNIA
HORSES.

With the discontinuance of the Cleveland sales,
California horsemen naturally look to Indianapolis as
the distributing point for such horses as they may de-
sire to market in the East. The Indiana metropolis
is admirably suited to California shipments, not only
on account of its geographical location but 1 ,ms.

it has in recent years attained the posit iofi i. the

leading sales center In the Middle West and recent
sales at that point have demonstrated beyond ques-
tion that racing prospects of real merit and the bet-
ter class of breeding stock will bring better values at

Indianapolis than anywhere in the East. The Middle
West has been blessed with a number of years of
transcendent prosperity and the very great majority
of the more pretentious breeding farms are "_ i'w lo-

cated In the Ohio Valley section and nearly all of the
Grand Circuit stables are sent out from the same
section—and of this section Indianapolis is the great
traffic ceq.t£T. and when it is remembered that both
McKinney and Sidney Dillon found new homes at
Indianapolis, California horsemen should readily see
therein the sign of the times. At the last Indianapolis
sale Mr. James Butler of East View Farm, New York.
offered a consignment of upwards of forty head, and
so satisfactory were the results obtained that Mr.
Butler has announced his intention of making a sec-

ond consignment to that point at the spring sale the

first week in March At the same time, the Ken-
tucky breeders almost to a man favor Indianapolis as

their best sales point and are sending all of their best

stock to the Indianapolis sales. No market offers bet-

ter sale facilities than Indianapolis, every accommo-
dation being -unsurpassed, and under the conduct of

such a firm as the Blalr-Balser Horse Company, In-

dianapolis will continue to grow in the estimation of

thoughtful horsemen as .the best of all Easijfrn sale

points. Mr. Frank P. Kenney, who is knovMnBRilrery
California horseman, is in active managem«*it <

sale affairs of the Blair-Baker Horse CorrrpWiy,

is a sufficient guarantee that every'" consignment
shipped to Indianapolis will receive the same careful

and attentive service necessary to the attainment of

the best results*- Mr. Kenney will be pleased to cor-

respond with Californians who are contemplating
making an Eastern consignment this spring. The
coming spring sale of the Blair-Baker Horse Company
is scheduled for February 26th to March 3rd.

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS' ASSOCIATION.

At the annual meeting of this association, held in

New York last month, a vote of the eighty members
was taken as to whether steps should be taken to

abolish the three-in-five system. Seventy-three mem-
bers were in favor of the three-in-five system, pro-

viding races were completed at the end of five heats.

The association voted t<> pet Ition the National and
American Trotting Asw&eia lions lo prohibit negroes
driving over association tracks in public races with
white men.
A new board <<f afreetors was elected as follows:

\v. K. Smith, <\ \v. Merkle, It, C. Bever, W. L Snow,
J. I. McAnany, James Carpenter, J. B Green, F. E.

DavlSj W- B. Cox, Prank Hedrick, W. S. Garrison, W.
P. McDonald and Joseph McGraw. The first seven of
i' fillemen were re-elected The retiring direc-

tors wen : E F. Geers J. v. Gatcomb, A. P. McDon-
ald. A. i,. Thomas, T. L. Arthur, A M, Rathbun, c.

i
. i ioble and F3ben Clark.

Benefits for injuries were paid this year to A. H.
Igj H. Kelty- F W. Grothe, Fred Jamison, Jos.

S i 1 ill an i m. E. Stid.

J F. R., Oakley, Cal.

egistration.

-Your mare is not eligible to

the best combinations of blood al

ng elemi nl Flgun vonafrxully reliable

things, even though it may not be absolutel: true th il

An nmuslng Incldt n1 which occurred during
I
he

sale of Creac< us showed thai he was -is much opposed
to i' .i 1 Ing the Unite i States as th< American bri

were to having him When Cresceus was led be-
fore i he auctl bofc, the re so numerous
that the police had to Eoi m g in n hli h the horse
could be exhibited. Behind one of the policemen n >

H. Schleissenger, the well ki own foreign buj er, .1 usl

what grudge Cresceus bad against Mr. Schleis i

h as m.i apparent, bul every time the horse n as led

pasl i bo i gentleman, he would toss his head and
to . i, : ivor to lung al him.

Jackson's Napa Soda
renders the eye clear.

cleanses the stomach a nd
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COST OF ROADS. COMPLIMENT TO THE MORGANS. THE SALE OF CRESCEUS.

ndent of the Country Gentle-

000 voted by New York
improvement say?:

ted that the State has ratified

.nenument; so I have been looking

he work as carried on in Erie County without

tion for extension niade last

. thanks to rnor's veto of the bill to

\n the expenses budget. In that case there

lainly nothing to do but look after existing

of which there are fifty-four miles in the

y under the supervision of the county engineer,

: ail are looked after uniformly and kept in

order '

It is probable that the really unsolved problem in

the maintenance of macadamized roads is the dust.

iter the stone of which the body of the road is

-
: powder by wearing, there is

still a consideraK - wearing property left, which would
be made the most of but for the fact that it becomes
iisht by drying and blows away, thus causing the best

road of the sort to waste away constantly through the

summer, and at quite a considerable rate, if the travel

is heavy.
There has been some study of the resistance to

this waste and the rendering of such roads more
passable in dry weather by sprinkling, but County
Engineer Diehl declares that it is out of the question.

A team with sprinkler can cover but a short distance.

and there is need of considerable apparatus, including

a gas engine and pump where there is no hydrant
service with pressure. An effort was made some time
ago to sprinkle a piece of such road south of Buffalo,

but it was found that the road dried up so fast that

it was actually impossible for the driver of the sprink-

ler on his return trip to find where he started in.

"While such a road slowly wastes away, it grows
more solid with use, and if kept a proper thickness
it will give the best satisfaction possible in a road
that is still something of a nuisance in dry weather,
both to traveler and resident, from the clouds of dust
raised especially by the flying automobile. I am con-
vinced that the common idea of a "good road" is still-

in need of considerable modification, and that the
problem is not solved yet by any means. I am not
trying to throw cold water on the plan, much as the
road needs it, but it can do no harm to show what is

to be expected of the stone road as at piresent built;

otherwise we are going to be much disappointed. The
average advocate of these roads has an idea that all

that is needed is to build them. He will soon dis-

cover his mistake.
Again as to the first cost of such roads; I read

the other day that it had been shown that $200 a mile
was enough to lay out on them at the outset. If that
is true, there is a big chance for missionary work
in this direction. "While ii is true that something
could be done with that amount where the roadbed
was solid rock to begin with, such a condition is too
uncommon to be worth considering, though there is

a big difference in natural foundations. Erie County
is laying a six-inch macadam, and the engineer in-

sists that there should be twice that thickness near
the large towns, where travel is heavy. Otherwise,
there is danger of its breaking up in extremely wet
times.

Now as to maintenance. It is found that this costs

about $50 a mile every year in the most favorable
localities, where the natural bottom is good, with lit-

tle wearing travel and not much hillside washing.
Near Buffalo, where the travel is heavy, the cost Is

about $1 000 a mile every year, with an average of
about $26S a mile for the whole amount of new state
road in the county. "When we consider this running
cost, we are little less than frightened, unless we are
contractors after that work of unthinking citizens,

with the idea that the resources of the state are limi-

t even $250 a mile for repairs, it would take
the interest at 5 per cent on the entire $50,000,000 to

maintain 10 000 miles of road; so that when the roads
are built, the thing to do is to put up another vast
sum for keeping them, as the most fcolishly expensive
thing imaginable would be to build these roads and
then leave them to go to pieces again.

If the cost of building these roads to be cut down
•r.ing like $200 a mile, someihing other than

used, for it is found here that

of it to build a mile, and that it

-l.TiO a yard to get the material to the spot, and
we have only a six-inch de*ih at that. I am of the

n that there will be same better plan for these
I some day. for to build them out of a

o errind to pieces and fly

about ' the people and vegeta-
i side of the road does not seem to

at ti imph of high ^ineering. Still,

I make the trial and
as well as by our successes.

rtainly nee

.

market has i inquiry for rather
small pal

lately
ount "f the n [i

some a tint last

fall. Ii

ers, prompl

thai manj
I

these trotl

.
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on of 1905
n the mosl a financially in th

history of feeders'
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There has never been a time since the breed became

a fixture that the Morgan horse has been without his

special pleader. In fact, there has usually been many
more than one such advocate. Some of them have

gone beyond the bounds of all reason in their en-

thusiasm. But that can be pardoned, for they were

upholding the claims of a line of blood that has done

more, perhaps, in proportion to its opportunities than

any other that has been used in forming the breed

now known as the trotting horse of America. Author-

ities continue to differ as to the paternity of Justin

Morgan, founder of the tribe. But whatever it may
have been there is one crowning fact in connection

with him and that is that whatever his ancestry- Jus-

tin Morgan, like Hambletonian 10 and Mambrino
Chief 11, was one of the most wonderful horses of

history.

What the Morgan tribe might have accomplished

without the aid of the blood of Hambletonian and
Mambrino Chief is a matter for speculation only.

What it has helped to do is of record. If one were to

make a list of the 2:10 trotters and. the 2:05 pacers

that carry a part of the blood of the Morgans he

would find it to be a most formidable one. And he

would find that it carried the names of a host of

great race horses. And as the list of great race

horses that inherit Morgan blood increases one can

but feel that old Justin Morgan was a horse im-

mensely above the ordinary.

Fortunately, while there has been no widespread

effort to maintain the breed in its purity, our trot-

ting horse breeders, for one reason or another, have

used a great deal of the blood, in many cases to great

advantage. "What would have been done without it

can never be told, but if there is any doubt as to

what has been done with it, that doubt will be re-

moved by reference to the list of fast harness per-

formers.
In this connection mention of the work of Joseph

Battell, in the compilation, and publication of the his-

tory of the Morgan horse, should not be omitted. Mr.

Battell's work was almost entirely a labor of love and
enthusiasm. Fortunately for him and for horse his-

tory, he is a gentleman of means and he wunt about

his task in no niggardly fashion. The result, so far,

is one volume, and I understand another is about to

be issued, filled from cover to cover with information

of immense value, nearly all of it accurate, and which
but for him might never have been at the disposal of

the student of breeding.

The Morgan horse has his place in trotting horse

history, a place that he attained through sheer force

of merit, and while he may have been over-praised

by certain of our good friends, there is no denying
the fact that he has proved himself far better than

his one-time opponents would have had us believe he
was. In these days of practical horsemen there is less

tribe worship than formerly obtained. But the Mor-
gans, like all others of merit, have come to their

own. Their place in history is as permanent as it is

eminent.—Grattan, in Kentucky Stock Farm.

"Onlooker" writes to the American Horse Breed'
the following interesting gossip about the sale
Cresceus:
Before the sale of Cresceus there was much spec

lation indulged in as to the probable price that
would bring; guesses ranged all the way from $70'

to §75,000. There were just two bids on him—the fii

at 520,000, and it took Auctioneer Bain considera:
time to find the man who made the offer, so quie
did he speak, and then Mr. Savage's bid of $21.0'

at which figure he was knocked down to the Mi:
neapolis. horseman.
Doubtless the fact that Cresceus has but five in f

list, and none of them notable, though we believe tl

majority of his get are but yearlings and two ye;

olds, and that his future earning capacity depem
entirely on his stud career, operated to keep do-

the price on him, and doubtless the odium attached
the "Wichita scandal had its effect, too.

Probably two or three years ago he would ha
brought at least three times what he sold for laj

week "We are informed on reliable authority th;

Ketcham refused an offer of $105,000 for him, made b;

a "Winnipeg syndicate at the winter meeting at Otta'
in February, 1904.

That Cresceus is the greatest trotter, taking him
all in all, that the world has ever seen, will, we think,
be acknowledged by every candid horseman. As tu
his success or non-success in the stud it is, of course,
too early to declare positively one way or the other,
but it is not too early to say that up to the present his
get have not made good the expectation of him as &
sire, and there is no question that he has been bred
to some of the best mares in the country. It is not
reasonable to suppose that the colts sired by him
during his first seasons in the stud, after such strenu-
ous campaigns as he went through, will prove his
best. We shall look for his later foals to be better.

It is altogether likely that he will sire some, per-
haps many, good trotters, and, perhaps, too, some
great trotters, but it must be conceded that "perhaps"
implies a future contingency, a matter of speculation.
Horsemen are getting more critical and exacting every
year, and therefore more reluctant to put down their

coin for "may. bes." Their touchstone is "show me."
and especially for a sire to head a stud, particularly
when to procure such involves the expenditure of a
large sum of money.
Mr, Savage will give Cresceus the best of opportu-

nities to demonstrate his ability as a sire, for he will

be well advertised, and Mr. Savage does not believe

in excessive stud service for a horse. He will limit

him to not more than 60 mares the season. Of course
Cresceus is worth more to Mr. Savage than to any
other man, for in securing him he has got a champion
trotter, the most famous in the history of the light-

harness horse, as a stable companion to the champion
pacer, Dan Patch, and as an advertisement for his

_products the pair will be a great card.
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NEW YORK DRIVING CLUB REORGANIZED.

The Xew York Driving Club, or the former organ-
ization of amateur horsemen, with headquarters at

the Empire City track, went out of existence Novem-
ber 21st, at a meeting held at the Victoria Hotel, ac-
cording to the Telegraph. About fifty horsemen at-

tended the gathering upon the invitation of President

Charles C. Lloyd, and while the press was excluded

by the latter's orders, yet enough leaked out to show
that a very stormy session was held. Dr. H. S. Gill

president of the Boad Drivers' Association, was pres-

ent with several of the leading members, and it was
mainly through his efforts that the name at least

was preserved.
After calling the meeting to order Mr. Lloyd an-

nounced that the Xew York Driving Club was no

more He explained that the original club had only

eleven members, who were interested in the purchase
of the Yonkers track, but those now hiving disposed

of their holdings to James Butler, the organization

is now gone out of existence. He said that Mr. Butler

has now decided not to allow the use of his track and
the grounds to the horsemen, and moved that the

meeting be adjourned. The horsemen, however, re-

fused to carry the motion, and upon the advice of

Dr. Gill, followed with a strong speech by W. J-

Clark, decided to preserve the name of the "Xew York
Driving Club." Upon a second motion a committee
cf nine were chosen to look for a track where regular

matinees can be held during the summer season.

Among those present was Alfred Reeves, secretary

and treasurer of the two amateur associations for

irs until last spring, but who, upon the urgent

request of the horsemen, again accepted his former
position, much to the satisfaction of the members.

Se :ral tracks in the vicinity of Xew York were
suggested, but the most available appears to be the

good half mile oval at Orangeburg, sixteen miles from
the city.

John L. Dodge, former president of the Road Driv-

ers and owner of the track, told the horsemen present

that they could use the track, stalls and clubhouse
each week absolutely free of charge There

,,...
i 200 comfortabli stalls, with all the latest

improvements, two artesian wells, and the clubhouse

has thirty rooms to accommodate horsemen in case

they desire to spend the night there.

Groups of horsemen were seen discussing Ih

of the meeting and almost all appi for the

turn the matter took. They now belli ve that the

rganized club, under the direct man-
I
ioj i will draw more members

r itlm es and bring it to its former high

ling.

WAS JOHN NELSON'S DAM A MORGAN?

A writer in the Newark, X. J.. Call says: Mr. Al-

fred A. Snyder, who died two weeks ago in Montclair,

once owned, jointly with his father, the trotting sire

John Nelson, for whose correct breeding very per-

sistent search has been made by historians of the

American trotting horse John Nelson was foaled in

1851. and his breeding has been accepted—as by imp.

Trustee—except that his dam is in doubt. The Sny-
ders came into possession of the horse in 1855. He
was at that time in training on Long Island in the

hands of John Xelson, from whom he took his name.
Mr. Snyder paid §400 for a half interest in the horse.

The firm owned the horse until the spring of 18m
and then sold him to Horace F. Jones, who kept t>

stable in Mercer street, near Prince, in Xew York.

While the Snyders owned him he showed a mile in

2:36. Mr. Jones returned the horse to John Xelson

for further training, and during 1S5& sold the horse

to California parties Mr. Alfred Snyder stated to ifl

writer that the dam of John Xelson was not by Aa-

dallah, as generally credited, but by one of the Ver-

mont Morgans. He saii that he had frequently chal-

lenged anyone to prove that John Xelson's dam was

the Redmond mare. The horse, he said, was only

four years old when he came into his possess!™
and his dam was well known, but in the lapse of

years he had forgotten which of the Vermont M -

was her sire. He was firm, however, in his de

tion that John Nelscn's dam was a Morgan, anil there

never was the slightest question about it where iff

horse was known.
Mr. Snyder's claim that the cam of John

was a Vermont Morgan is backe i by Mr. Newell ot

Xew Brunswick, where the horse was raised. When
Mr. Snyder sold the horse he received $1,800 for him.

Mr. Snyder said that John Xelson was a ho -

commanding presence, matchless for beauty and con-

formation There were few horses, he said, that con
compare with him in style an 1 general f.nish. m
1855 Mr. Halsey Snyder, father of Alfred SnydS
bought a mare that was in foa! to John Nels

the filly that was foaled "was the first of John Nel-

son's produce. This filly was name! Alice, and va?

long driven on the road in this vicinity. Alee •

breed to a son cf Volunteer, and the result was a|

colt which went by the name of Good Templar. He

could trot in'2: J-0. and was a g ster. He went

to a stock farm in Colorado. John Nelson was a suc-

cess in California. Besides having four trotters to

his credit he sired the dam of Albert W. 2:20, Bonanza
.. Arol 2:24, Hazel 2:2S, Blanche 2:25*4, Sis®

V. 2:18%, and Valensin 2:23. His immediate produlfe

were Aurora 2:27, Governor Stanford 2:27%. Nemo
::i Nerea 2:23 J

= .

-i-

iz

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.
Prodigal, owned by Senator Bailey of Texas, now

has sixty-five standard performers from 2: OS to 2:30.
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:* THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.
By KALfH H. TOZEB, WM

1

There was a shift of the racing scene to "fair Ingle-

de" last Monday, and as the public believes that

irariety is the spice of life," the change was wel-

pmed by a large crowd—this notwithstanding the

pening day's program was featureless. But one fa-

prite got home in front—the Keene Bros ' San Primo
-in consequence of which the gambler won and the

kntleman lost. However, the win of To San in the

iird event carded must have cost the pencilers a

podly sum, for several "in the know" made clever

•lean-ups." Jockey Walter Adams got the St. Blaise

tare off in front and let her set the pace, which was
pt so hot that she did not have a bit left to stall off

ie rush of Gossiper and Escamado at the wind-up.

hat Gossiper was best most persons believe, for she

fcpt off rather poorly, but I am of the opinion that To
jan is a better mare than she is given credit for

i

?ing and will prove it ere long, also that Jockey
idams is a pilot vastly underrated in his home city.

In the Canadian circuit, however, where he has rid-

'»n forseveral years, Adams is thought to have no

Kiperior, and he has also "made good" at Bennings
(Washington) and at Union track, St. Louis; The
lira fast win of Neva Lee, track considered on the

{pening day at Ingleside, shows that the big sister

. Scarborough is of stake caliber. She made such

arses as Corn Blossom, Beau Ormonde and Judge

j

ok like §300 selling platers. I well remember when
iiis filly was disposed of at the Winters sale for

gnething less than $500, and how mad Mr. W. got at

1'ie failure of horsemen to bid something within rea-

lm for the stock offered.

1 The Ingleside track is not a "fast" course these

ays, and I much doubt the ability of anyone to reh-

sr it "fast*' ever again. Those horses who run best

Ver a heavy track will do splendidly at Ingleside.

The dispersal of the great Rancho del Paso Stud

oks to me very much like a "weeding-out" sale, for

I will be noted that "Watercress and all the other

.allions (and mares) that have shown their worth

ill find their way to Elmendorf, J. B. Haggin's Ken-

mfky principality. The removal of this immense lot

Ie horses from California will be beneficial to the

(olden State breeders and doubtless result in better

rices for Golden State yearlings and an increase in

I ie number of thoroughbred horses, bred in the State

[y those Then who remain in the breeding business.

|ancho del Paso, with its hundreds of horses and

i
rge numbers not sent to the sales at the East be-

i tuse of injuries received or the belief that they were

3t "fashionably bred" enough to command good

I
:ices, were turned over to horsemen here with

U horn S uperintendent John Mackey was friendly,

hid these youngsters were secured on such easy

rms that it was not necessary for men to go to the

i des and pay "red money" for their gallopers. There-

re but few took any chance, in a financial way, and
the horses secured on such easy terms proved

|
orthless, there were always others to be had again

li almost the turfman's own terms. Now all this

ill be changed, and if a man wants to. remain in

"the same" he will have to "take a chance" at least,
and the dispersal of Rancho del Paso Stud will put a
lot of buyers on the market, and with competition
will come considerable increase in the prices for
thoroughbred horses in this part of the world. There-
fore, as remarked before, the dispersal of Rancho del
Paso Stud will be beneficial to California breeders.

It was rather surprising to me to see Thomas H.
Williams buying yearlings at the Burns & Waterhouse
sale, because he has expressed himself as being ad-
verse to racing thoroughbreds when in the "vealy"
state. Perhaps he will not send his young racers to
the races until August or September, thus making his
past contention good. It was evident that larger
prices would have been realized for the B. & W.
youngsters had not.Mr. Williams been such a promi-
nent purchaser. In the first place, suspicious persons
might have thought the jockey club president knew
the real good ones in the sale, and in the next, knew
they would have to "loosen up" a lot if they outbid
the head of racing affairs here.

Rubric, Henry McDaniel's Mirthful colt, is the speed
marvel of the season at Los Angeles thus far. Last
Monday he ran seven furlongs in 1:26%, winning
eased up, and good judges believe he could have gone
the route in about 1:25%. Jockey Buchanan is much
in evidence at Ascot these days, and a new-comer, H.
Moore, is also attracting much attention by his riding.
Now that W. Miller has arrived, there should be
considerable rivalry between this boy and Buchanan.
Bearcatcher broke the mile race record of the Pa-

cific slope last Saturday when he went the distance
in 1:38-% with 117 pounds up, winning with a bit to

spare after getting away none too well. McBride let

the St. George colt get well- on his stride before he
let him down, and though Princess Titania set a
heart-breaking pace the first half and clearly had San
Nicholas beaten (the black horse had run six fur-
longs the day before in 1:12 flat with IIS pounds up),
"the bear" was well in front three furlongs from
home, and won with ease in 1:38%. "Tou will notice
that I'nvtolerable gray for a young man," said Garnett
Ferguson after he had got through receiving congrat-
ulations over Bearcatcher's victory, "and nearly every
gray hair was placed there by 'the Bear.' as they call

him. He has had catarrhal fever, lung fever and
several other kinds of fever, bad feet and everything
that horses are heir to, and last summer he broke
down flat on me when just breezing to Artful. He
moved up to the speed marvel several times, and
Lyne would keep him from coming through, no mat-
ter where he'd try. Then he broke down, and fin-

ished second at that. J. W. Rogers, trainer of Artful,

remarked to me after the race that Bearcatcher was
the only galloper he ever saw that could breeze to

Artful. I am satisfied Bearcatcher could beat Artful,

big as this may sound; in fact, I don't believe any
horse ever lived with more speed than he. The only

wonder is 'the Bear's' alive, let alone being the winner
of twenty-eight races out of thirty-three starts." I

respectfully refer readers to my article in the Christ-

mas number of the Breeder and Sportsman of 1904,

as to what I thought of Bearcatcher. At that time

I put him in front of Beldame or any other racer in

America.
In the death of Captain Samuel S. Brown, the

Pittsburg multimillionaire, the American turf loses

one of its staunchest supporters and the breeding

ranks one of its leading lieutenants. Captain Brown
has been prominent on the turf for about thirty years.

He owned several Buckdens along about 1880, and
Matinee was the pride of his stable at one time. Then
came Troubadour, who won the Suburban handicap
and $110,000 in bets for Captain Brown in that race
in 1SS6. Senorita, best daughter of imp Prince Char-
lie, followed Troubadour, and so enamored was the
millionaire of this great mare that he named his stock
farm after her. Broomstick gained great fame in the
Brown colors in 1903 and 1904, and this season Agile
has kept up the reputation of the string. Captain
Brown owned the Lexington track, which was estab-
lished in 1S26, and had made nearly 5100,000 worth of
improvements there in the past eighteen months. It
is said the genial captain left Senorita Farm and 100
of his horses to Max Samuelson, his financial agent
and confidential man on the turf. The Lexington
track will be operated by the estate's managers for the
next ten years.

Nearly $15,000 was realized at the dispersal sale
of George Davis of Pleasanton. at Chase's salesyard
last Tuesday night. The thirteen thoroughbreds were
bid in: the trotters brought fair sums.
The 106 horses of Major B. G. Thomas and Colonel

W. L. Simmons, sold by the Fasig-Tipton Co. at Lex-
ington. Ky.. last Tuesday, brought $22,325, showing
that the market for thoroughbred mares is not in a
very healthy condition.
Manager J. W. Brooks of Los Angeles offered a

$2500 purse for a six furlong race between Handzarra.
Cruzados and Bearcatcher, to settle the sprinting
championship of the Coast, but- the new California
Jockey Club secured the last named pair to race today
at five and one-half furlongs over the Ingleside track
for a $1500 purse. A banner crowd is expected for
these are absolutely the fastest horses in training on
the Coast, and it is doubtful if speedier ones were ever
seen in this part of the world.
The death of Captain S. S. Brown was a severe

blow to the American Turf Association, which had
the best wishes and coin of the multimillionaire back
of it.

Ichlana, the good St. Gatien mare in George Went-
worth's stable, died last Wednesday. She has been
ill ever since being shipped from Spokane last Octo-
ber, and stood up in her stall for thirty-two days.

The mare was a winner in good company at the far

East, here and at Los Angeles, and was valued at

$4,000. C. T. Henshall brought Ichlana to the Coast
to race, and she was bred at Rancho del Paso.
John Mackey has recovered from his recent illness.

Matt Byrnes is getting together a good string of

English horses to race around New York for a wealthy
Wall streeter named J. W. Hennings.
H. T. Oxnard bought the game American Derby

winner, Sidney Lucas, at a sale in New York on
Wednesday for $1,600.

Clandestine, the winner of the third race Wednes-
day for the Keene Bros , was boosted from $400 to

$800. Toupee was "lifted" from $1,200 to $1,800 by
C. C. McCafferty, who secured the gelding, and F.

Gabriel, former owner of Toupee, claimed Instructor

for $1,325 from the Needmore Stable.

Dr. H. E Rowell is training the yearlings recently

purchased by Thomas H- Williams at the Burns &
Waterhouse sale, and will in all probability handle

the Jockey Club president's flyers at the East next

season.

A big coup was attempted last Wednesday with

Veteran, and he ran a good fourth on a fine field,

most of the money going on at 100 to 1.

INGLESIDE RACE TRACK
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

April I-Sept. U. O.t. W-Feb. 1—Open season tor ;aking s:c3!-

hand In tidewater.

June I-Jan. l— ' pen season for black bass.

Sept. I0-Oct. 16-Close reason In tidewater for steelbead.

Sept. lu-Oct. 16—Close season for catching salmon.

Sept. 15-AprIl 1—Open season lor lobsters and crawfish.

Oct. 16-Nov. lb -Close season for taking salmon above tide,

water.

Nov. l-Aprll I—Trout season closed.

Nov. I-Aprll 1—Closed season for taking steelbead above the

water.

Nov. 1-Sept. 1—Open season Tor crabs.

Nor. i»~Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide

v.-ater.

Gun.

July 1-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. t-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and

age hen.

Oct. 15-Feb. 15—Open season for quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. lo-Aprll 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oct. 15-Aug 1—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.
Nov. 30-D:c. 2—Philadelphia Do? Show Association. Phils,

delphia. J. Sergeant Price Jr., Secretary.

Dec 7, S—Toy Spaniel Club of America. New York. N. Gold-

berg Secretary.

Dec. 11, 16—People's Pet Stock Show. Fort Wayne, Ind.

Dec. 13. 14—Southwestern Kennel Club's bench show at Pasa-
dena. Entries close .

Dec. 18, 21—Colorado Springs Kennel Club.

1906.

Jan. 4, 6—Southern Ohio Kennel Club. Hamilton, O.

Jan. 17, 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.
John C. SchoroaUer, Secretary.

Feb. 12, 15— Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V-
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb. 28-Maroh 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

March 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary
March 14, 17—Passaic County Fi-h and Game Protective Asso-

ciation. Paterson.N. J. N J Mathews, Secretary.

Marcn 21, 24- Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. G,
Smith, Secretary.

May 29, 30—Long Island Kennel Club. Jos. M. Dale, Secretary.

June 1 2—Ladies Kennel Association of Mass. Mrs. L. M.
Speed, Secretary.

June 9—Wissahickon Kennel Club. WissahickoD, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price, Secretary

Sept. 3. 6—Taunton Kennel Club. Taunton, Mass. A. J. Les
Secretary.

Field Trials.

Nov. 21—International Field Trial Club. Ruthven, Ont. W. B.
Wells, Honorary Secretary, Chatham, Ont.

Nov. 28—Virginia Field Trial Association. Martinsville, Va.
Chas B Cooke, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Dec. 2—Continental Field Trial Club, nth annual trials.

Waynesboro, Ga. John White, Secretary, Hempstead, Long
Island.

Dec. 7—Pointer Club of America (following the Continental
trials). Barber, N. C. C. F. Lewis, Secretary, 126 Maiden Lane,
New York.

Dec. 12—Eastern Field Trial Club
Bradley, Secretary. Fairfield, Conn.

Dec. 18-Alabama Field Trial Club

1906.
Jan. 9—Georgia Field Trial Association.

P. M. Essig. Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan 8—Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bakersfleld, Cal- Albert Bet2, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

Jan 8—Texas Field Trial Club. 4th annual trials. Kansas
City, Tex.
Jan. 15—United States Field Trial Club. Grand Junction,

Tenn. W. B. Stafford, Secretary.

Jan. National Championship Field Trial Association Grand
Junction, Tenn. W. B. Stafford, Secretary.

Waynesboro, Ga.

Huntsvllle, Ala.

S. C.

Waynesboro, Ga.

PENETRATION AND VELOCITY.

The test of velocity as a means of judging the pene-
tration of a charge of shot has, from time to time,

elicited much criticism. The differences of opinion be-
tween the old and the new schools may, perhaps, be
diminished reviewing the developments which have

l. Black powder was so stable an explosive,
and its action so little open to variations of one kind

other, that a rough and ready test of penetra-
ivay of shooting at a gunpowder tin was suf-

lo judge the strength of the charge, provided
the pattern was already known to be satisfactory.
Close observation of results and ingenious theorizing
i" elucidate hidden truths provided the nearest ap-

that was then possible to scientific gun ex-
periments. At such a time the sportsman occupied
as favorable a position as the trade expert for making
the kind of test which was then regarded as determin-
ing the i

i the gun or shell. The very enthus-
b these researches were conducted

ed the way for the series of develop-
ments which have carried experimental gun work

reach of the ordinary shooter. The sci-
entist hi trrled things so far that the mission
of instructing sportsmt n i entirely confined

i'inhig in the language of the elementary text-
book the experiments which in nov conducted to de-
termine the behavior of guns and nitro powder.

1

in :
i ex] iments is

rale lo the sp< u the measure-
over twei pj ovides an effi-

cient it iiu-ge of shot.
Mr. Griffith, in hi.- - rin •snts to determine
the stiii ol a i harge of shot, fired at a circu-
lar plati meter, which made about
five and a half revolutions per second. It was shown

that at twenty yards, the charge of shot had strung

out over a distance of about forty inches, whereas
at forty yards, nearly nine feet, separated the front

from the back pellets of the charge. These figures are

constantly brought up against us as evidence of the

fact that chronographic measurements take account
only of the behavior of the front pellets of the charge.

A careful examination of the diagrams reproduced
on page 51 of Parti., of "Sporting Guns and Gunpow-
ders," shows that 90 per cent, at least of the total

number of pellets which struck the target at twenty
yards range are concentrated into a little over
twenty inches. Considering that at the usual sport-

ing distances the shot is traveling with more than ten

times the velocity of the bird, it would seem as though
for all practical purposes the twenty yards velocity

test might be regarded as fully covering the behavior
of the entire charge. Mr. Borland spent a consider-
able amount of time, and his company no doubt con-
tributed a proportional amount of money, to analyze
still further the measurement of velocity. The ar-

rangement used registered alternatively the arrival

of th first pellets and the whole charge. The fact that

Mr. Borland employs the ordinary method of testing

velocity over twenty yards for the routine work in-

cidental to the manufacture of E. C. powder seems
to suggest that he, at -any rate, after trying both
methods, is satisfied that the simple arrangement is

also the best.

If a shell gives a suitable velocity over twenty
yards, as judged by present day standards, it seems
impossible to understand how it can give abnormal
results at other distances. In the course of a year
hundreds of tons of powder are graded and regulated
on the twenty yards test, and no one appears yet to

have discovered a single instance in which a correctly

regulated powder gives indifferent results when prop-
erly loaded and fired in an ordinary gun. Experi-
ence again confirms the obvious conclusion that a
powder with a weak velocity proves deficient in pene-
tration when tried on game. In a similar manner
an excess of velocity, however it may be produced,
is at all times liable to produce such a scattering ef-

fect of the pellets as will diminish the effectiveness

of the shooting. There is. therefore, overwhelming
evidence that the velocity test of penetration is com-
pltely satisfactory from whatever point of view it

may be regarded. Notwithstanding this weight of

evidence, it has been held that every gun must be
considered as a thing apart, and that the velocity

test of a shell affords no index of how it will behave
in a given gun. It is just the particle of truth under-
lying this statement which makes it difficult to pro-

vide a comprehensive answer. If the generality of

guns in use are regarded as complying within ap-
proximate limits to a pre-determined st:

clear enough that a million of shells cbhfi

der which has passed the velocity and other" tests,

will give better results in the aggregate than a simi-
lar number of shells complying with a different spec-

ification. If every gun in which these shells are used
could be subjected to a special test for velocity, there

is no doubt that a definite proportion of them would
be found to give abnormal behavior. The proper
remedy to adopt would be to alter those guns which
are susceptible to alteration, and to throw out of use
the others, which, by reason of excessively large

chambers, badly shaped cones, or unduly wide bar-
rels are found to be deficient in necessary material.

Failing the mechanical remedy, some improvement
might might be made by modifying the charge of

powder so as to correct in some measure the bad
behavior of the gun. Such a course is bad, because it

admits the principle of correcting a fault in the gun
by introducing another in the shell.

The above observation seems to imply the need for

every gunmaker to test the velocity of every gun
before sale, with properly loaded shells. Such a sug-
gestion is, however, impracticable, but it neverthe-
less carries with it a useful indication of the means
which should be adopted to make the generality of

guns so that they may produce the results anticipated

by the powder, manufacturer when he regulates his

product. At the time when we were engaged In su-

pervising the manufacture of our experimental bar-
rels for testing sporting cartridges, says the Field,

it became necessary to work out a specification for

the chamber, cone, and bore which would give a
proper shandard of velocity The early barrels were
found to give an extraordinary excess above the ex-

pected amount of velocity. This abnormality was
traced to the dimensions of the chamber and the

shape of the cone. When the barrel had been ad-
justed to a new set of dimensions a specification

was arrived at, which proved to give satisfactory re-

sults in all barrels subsequently manufactured. The
gunmaker who carried out this work on our behalf
at once appreciated the importance of this discovery,

and he instantly put in hand a set of gauges and
cutting tools to control his own output on the lines

approved by our tests.

We have been instrumental in other directions in

privately initiating the same useful reform, and it has
been interesting to find, whenever the opportunity
lias arisan for testing subsequent output, that all the

guns controlled by the gauges so determine 1 have
given the correct amount of velocity. Such an expert"^"

ence seems to demonstrate the utility of the twenty-
yards velocity test as a means of regulating the be-
havior not only of the catridge but of the gun as well.

2

To insure a -repetition of the proof barrel results
the sportman's own weapon, it is clear that the gu:
should be chambered and bored truly to gauge,
the gun is incorrect in these respects the sportsman
will suffer more or less, according to the amount of
error existing. He cannot gain any useful information*

[from pentration tests; and without a large amount o*<
experience, which in the nature of things he cannot
possess, it is impossible for him to learn much from
examining patterns on the whitewashed plate.
The regulation of the gun is purely and simply a

question for the gunmaker, and it is in the selection
of a man who knows his business that the sportsmai
stands his best and only chance of getting a gi

which will include, among the many attributes
successful use in the field, a form of chamber and bo;
capable of showing the shells on its best behavior.
From what has been said, it will be apparent that

the sportsman's own tests of thirty years ago mus"t
now be dismissed as embodying superstitions of the
middle ages To attempt to prove that the stringing
effect of the shot is a factor which the practical
sportsman must bear in mind is on a par with the
assumption that pentration can be judged by exam-
ining the characteristics of the splash the pellet
makes on the target. The only test which comes t(

us from the days preceeding modern electrical dl
velopments is that of the whitewashed plate. Evel
this is of secondary importance to the proper gaug-
ing of the interior of the barrel. To correct the shoot-
ing of a gun without regard to the shape of t

chamber and cone is blind groping in the dark.
Pattern tests are certainly of very great use in d<

terminging the selection of charges and the choice of
a suitable size of shot. At a time when the gun
maker controls his output with standard gauges, and
the powder manufacturer is clear as to the charactei
istics that must be imparted to the explosive,
finally, when sportsmen appreciate the important
of a sound system of loading, the most satisfacto:

test of the joint behavior of a gun and shell

game. A distinct impression remains after each day's
sport as to whether or not one's individual contri-
bution to the bag has been in proportion to the skill

exercised, and it is by the guidance so derived that
the sportsman will be able to select from the recog-
nized charges available the particular combination of
powder and shot that best suits his own particular
gun and style of shooting.
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THE PLAINSMAN'S SIXTH SENSE.

"Did you ever hear of the plainsman's sixth sense?''

asked W D. King, Jr., who was one of a little group
of sportsmen in Clabrough, Golcher & Co.'s sporting
goods store on Market street the other day. "It is

a thing that has often puzzled me in knocking about
among the ranchmen of Montana.

"I myself have seen this sixth sense manifest itself

under extraordinary conditions and have known of
lots of instances in which it operated with almost the
precision of a special providence. And yet, although
I've done my best to get it out of the ranchmen, I

never found one who could explain it.

"There was the time, for instance, when Prairie
Dog Jenkins detected a ranch eight miles away by the

of the sixth sense. Prairie Dog was an old

nter and one of the best cowmen in Montana. In

the ^summer of 1890 he and Dynamite Dick went up
FaiforT creek together, a country that Dynamite Di
had not been in for ten years, and Prairie Dog nevei
"They were riding along eight or nine miles from

Witherby's ranch one day about 2 o'clock when Prai-
rie Dog said to Dick.

"'Pretty near a ranch, aren't we?'
" 'No,' said Dick, for Witherby had taken up his

ranch since Dick had been in the country.
" 'Must be,' returned Prairie Dog. T smell '\

making coffee. It's that way,' he went on, pointing
a certain direction.

"And, Prairie Dog leading and Dick following, they
rode straight as a string till they rode into Witherby's
back yard.
"As they sat around the table eating the chuck t

hoys got for them, Dynamite Dick, thinking to
funny, told how Prairie Dog had smelled their coffi

eight miles away. There was no other ranch near
than forty miles in those days. Then one of t

fellows asked:
"'What time was it you smelled the coffee?'

"'About 2,' said Prairie Dog.
"The boys looked at each other, and then they

looked at Prairie Dog. Then:
" 'Two of the hoys got in late,' they said, 'so we

made a fire and were making fresh coffee for them.
And it was just about 2 o'clock'

"Now, in that case," continued King, "you might
say the sixth sense was nothing but an extraordinarily

sensitive nose. But it was something more spiritual

than a mere nose that guided 'Frisco Frank when he

and Ned Carruth lost their way to the bull camp,
"One summer all the bulls from the country jui

south of Terry were gathered in a big pasture on th
Yellowstone. In the fall, when the other cattlern

took their bulls out of camp, F^ank and Ned were
not on hand for some reason, so they decided they
would go together.

"It was about thirty miles to the bull camp, through
an unfamiliar country, and what with starting rather

late and one, thing and another the men lost heir

bearings. As it was getting along toward evening they

thought they'd better strike a place for the night and
go on next day.

"They had heard that a sheep man had a tent out

and a man herding sheep, and though neither had the

ghost of an idea where to find it, they decided to

spend the night there. So they stopped and studied

the landscape.
" 'Well, you're the doctor,' said Ned. 'Which way

shall we go?'

"Frisco Frank rode up on a butte and took a squint
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round the horizon, and then pointed without hesita-

tion.
" 'Let's go that way,' he said.

"And after they had ridden about ten miles and

come over a little hill right down below them in a

draw was a tent. They were within sixty feet of it

1 before they saw it at all. They had hit on the only

human habitation in all that country."

Before King had concluded his narrative, "Pete

TVilson" joined the group and in his usual generous

I style insisted on an immediate adjournment for "ir-

rigation" of the inner man. After the story teller

was through the listeners accepted Pete's invitation.

Whilst King was sipping his Napa soda, he counted

I heads and noticed that the crowd had increased from

i
rive to ten. This prompted him to remark:

"Well, I guess some of the frequenters of Sports-

I men's Row could 'put it on' the plainsmen for sixtli

sense if they only had half a chance."

A DESERT BILL OF FARE.

A party of Los Angeles sportsmen were on a duck

hunting trip to the Colorado delta region recently.

Ducks and shore birds were so plentiful that the

sportsmen soon had a satiety. On the return a de-

tour was made to a good quail shooting district, where

the trio of hunters found birds fairly numerous and

sport correspondingly good—that is, when they could

get the birds in a patch free from cactus.

One of the party was of an observing and investi-

gating turn of mind—prompted by a brief visit to

an Indian rancheria. The results of inquiry, as to

the Indian method of supplying the larder and some

of the things eaten evolved the following story for

the Los Angeles Times.

About some of the Indian villages are to be seen

small patches of maize or a few tiny melon patches,

but these cultivated areas are of little account as

compared with the number of persons to be fed.

These, too, are exceptions rather than the rule, a

majority of the towns having no such cultivated fields.

In the various parts of the arid region which shel-

ters so great a portion of our barbarian population

is found a tree remarkable for certain properties. The

botanical name of this plant is Prosopis juliflora. It

is popularly known as the algaroba, or honey mes-

quite This tree thrives with little moisture, grows,

with thick, bushy top, to a height of twenty to forty

feet affords shelter from the wind and sun, and, best

of all in the sight of the hungry natives, it yields

abundant crops of fruit known as mesquite beans.

The slim green pods hang in clusters from the tips

of the boughs, often bending the branches nearly to

breaking, so abundant do they grow. The pods, which

are six or seven inches long, are pulpy, juicy, fairly

palatable and nourishing.

These beans are gathered, dried and stored in the

peculiar granaries of the Indians—huge baskets hold-

ing several bushels each—and are pulverized when

wanted for food in wooden or stone mortars, and the

meal thus formed is soaked in water and eaten w.th-

out further preparation or it is baked into a sort of

unleavened bread It is the principal and favorite

food of several tribes.

The screw bean is another food product, less plen-

tiful but even more highly prized because of its sug-

ary qualities. This fruit is often eaten as plucked

from the tree. It ripens the latter part of June or

July, a little later than the mesquite bean.

In some of the mountain sections the Prunus an-

dersonii, or chamish, is found in abundance. The

fits of this fruit are pounded in mortars, and the

meal is then eaten. There are many varieties of the

cactus fruit which are utilized for food, the fruit of

the Opuntia tuna or prickly pear being a notable ex-

ample.
The dead loco weed, the pest of the cattlemen, is

a favorite with the Indians, for the yellow pods of

the plant when pulverized serve as spice to render

some of the otherwise insipid dishes palatable.

The roots of the cancer root are roasted over live

coals, and when young, succulent and nourishing are

: prime favorites with the red epicureans.

Flowers of the yucca and agave are boiled, dried and

preserved to be eaten as occasion requires. The

young shoots or crowns of these plants are also

roasted and eaten Seeds of the Artemisia tridentata

>r wormwood and the Ariplex lentifurm.s are pu.-

erized and eaten. Pine nuts form a very important

tern of food with many of the tribes in the wooded

ection of the country, and acorns furnish other tribes

ith a large part of their living.

There are other herbs which are utilized by the

idians as food. Indeed, there are few plants which

•e not capable of being rendered edible in some

manner. There are, however, other things besides

plants which are made to satisfy the pangs of hunger.

In the animal kingdom are a number of vanties o,

creatures, not classed in the game list of the white

man, which minister to the appetites and needs of

the red man.
There are in the southwest, particularly in Cali-

fornia, bodies of bitter, poisonous waters known as

boracic lakes. Owen's lake, twenty miles long, is

of this class. It is a veritable Dead sea, and, like

the sea of that name and its counterpart, the Great

Salt lake of Utah, its heavy, brackish waters do not

support fish or marine life.

At certain seasons of the year the waters of these

boracic lakes abound in white grubs known to the

Indians of that region as "koochabee." These grubs

are the larvae of a two winged fly, the Ephydra cali-

, fornica. So plentiful are these grubs in their season

! they line the shores of the lake to a depth of several

inches, where the waves cast them up from their

watery incubator. The Indians at this season of the

year camp upon the shores of the lake, gather this

peculiar harvest and dry it in the sun. Later the

grubs are ground in stone mortars into fine powder,

and from this insect meal they bake a bread which

is highly prized.

There are a number of other insects—lizards, rep-
tiles and the like—which are used as food by different

tribes. The chuckawalla, a lizard somewhat resem-
bling the Gila monster, is a common article of food
with some of the tribes north of the line. It may
not be the most inviting of foods—some of the insect

and reptilian foods are far from palatable—but tiie

desert Indian is not inclined to quarrel with anything
which stops the gnawing beneath his belt, and he
evidently believes that "not that which goeth into

the mouth defileth the man."
The lizards, mostly of the chuckawalla variety, are

big. fat, lazy fellows, seemingly incapable of action
when seen asleep, or sunning themselves, on a flat-

topped rock. Try to hit one with a stick for instance:
all you will see will be a gray-black streak vanishing
into a crack in the rock. They are from one to two
feet in length, over half of which is tail—thick, round,
fat tail, and this is the principal part that is eaten.

The flesh, when cooked, is as white as that of the
tenderest young chicken, and, so it is claimed, of a
much better flavor—being likened to a mixture ~be-

tween fish and young tree squirrel by one wrho has
sampled it. The Piutes enclose these lizards, head,
tail, entrails and all, in a fairly thick coating of clay
and roast them in pits in the ground. This dish has
a flavor of its own that few white mei. have the te-

merity to dally with.

THE MONGOOSE.

Sportsmen of the Hawaiian Islands have recently

been much concerned over the ravages of the mon-
goose, which animal is a menace to the existence of

feathered game on several of the islands.

Two varieties of pheasants, the Mongolian and the
Japanese blue pheasant, promised to become very
plentiful on Miolokai. California Valley quail throve
well in Oahu and the beautiful mountain quail, there
called royal quail, found a congenial habitat on Molo-
kai Island. Wild turkeys offered good sport to hunt-
ers who visit the Elwa and Walonae ranges on Oahu.
Chinese pigeons, called doves, thrive on nearly all of

the islands. All of the above varieties were success-
fully introduced in the islands, but the danger of final

extermination by the mongoose is steadily growing.
The two native varieties of game birds, the Ha-

waiian wild goose and the Hawaiian teal duck, num-
ber but a few hundred, in isolated sections, where
once they were plentiful, having been nearly cleaned

out by the mongoose.
This obnoxious little beast, luckily, has up to the

present time been confined to certain localities and
the utmost precaution is taken to prevent its presence
in all of the islands of the group.
The following description of the animal, as it is

found in its native habitat, is by an Indian naturalist:

"Probably greater interest, curosity and speculation

centers round the mongoose, his habits and ways,
than any other of the smaller four-footed denizens

of the wild jungles of the East.

•Intense interest, flavored by much human sym-
pathy for the plucky little creature, is aroused by
the deadly and irreconcilable hatred he bears to all

and every species of the snake tribe which no mat-
ter, where or when met w-ith, whether larger or small,

deadly or harmless, he fearlessly attacks, exhibiting at

the mere sight of the reptile a violent and uncontroll-

able anger evinced by every hair on his body standing

out rigid and stiff from the skin, by a sharp hissing

whistling call—the challenge to mortal combat.

"Our curiosity is keenly aroused by the wonderful
immunity enjoyed by the mongoose frcm the deadly

fangs, and still more deadly poisons of the most
venomous species of snake, against whom he wages
a ceaseles racial war; and peculation is rife as to the

causes of this immunity.
"The native of India relates how the stricken mon-

goose after killing his enemy, and having devoured

its brain, evidently regarded in the light of a delicacy

not to be forgone under anw circumstance, hurries

off to the depths of the jungles in search of some
special herb, known to the mongoose alone, which
acts as an immediate antidote against the most deadly

of poisons.

"The ordinary observer ascribes the safety of the

mongoose to his extraordinary agility and lightning-

like movements, but as the snake stiikes with terri-

ble rapirity and certainty, it is difficult to believe that

the mongoose should escape every time, and yet there

is no case on record of a mongcose having been bested

in a single fight, and having paid the penalty of

death.

"A theory was advanced that inncculation of snake

virus for many generations of the mongoose family

had rendered them immune to its deadly effect; but

this has been proved time and again to be a fallacy,

as a tame mongoose purposely bitten by a deadly

snake has died within a short time, exhibiting all the

usual symptoms resulting from snake poison. The

mongoose thus bitten has alo been let looe in a cir-

cumscribed piece of wild jungle and has been found

dead, thus refuting the native idea of the existence

of an herb antidote—though the possibility of the

herb not existing in the circumscribed piece of jungle

weakens the profo. The only theory put forward that

seems to hold water, is that the stiff bristling hairs

of the angry mongoose forms his natural protection.

"The long bristly hairs that cover the body of the

mongoose, from his neck to the tip of bis tail, as dis-

tinct from the soft fine under fur with which his

body, head and feet are - I, vary from two to

three inches in length, and brittle up and stand out

rigid from the body the moment a snake is sighted

and remain rigid and bristling throughout the fight,

giving him the appearance of an animated chevaux-

de-frise.

•The moment the sensitive palate of the striking

snake is touched by the points of the bristles, the

snake's mouth closes instinctively and intantaneously
with the object of drawing the poison fangs seated In
the upper palate deeply into the object struck at. The
consequent pressure on the poison bag ejects the poi-
son into th bristles, and thus the poison never reaches
the blood by actual penetration of the skin.
"That the mongoose evinces no rear of the snake

has been proved times without number, but on the
other hand the deadly fear in which the snake lives
of the mongoose is an equally well established fact.
Should the snake first sight his race enemy he w-ill

use every device to avoid detection, but should he be
sighted, he will always try to escape by flight if

possible, and will never accept battle unless driven to
the last extremity.
"The tactics of the fight and the results are invaria-

bly the same. The mongoose with bristling hair,
boldly attacks, darting about with an agility wonder-
ful to behold. The snake with head erect and well
thrown back, faces his opponent, rapidly striking at
him whenever he considers him within reach, hissing
furiously the while. Watching his opportunity with
a spring the mongoose seizes him by the neck just
below the back of the head, one crunch of his sharp
needle-like teeth, a few spasmodic convulsions on the
part of the snake—and the battle is over.
"A hairy animal of the ferret type, but three or four

times as big. varying from silver grey to russet brown
in color, in the wild state the mongoose may be seen
sitting in the half darkened entrance to his den or
hole, listening intently before venturing out upon the
w^orld; and then cautiously proceeding out takes
cover at once, moving noiselessly along hedgerows,
banks and dried up watercourses in search of his
enemy or his food. Generally well hidden from sight,

he rarely faces the open, but is ever keen and alert,

ready to spring upon his unwary prey, or to rush
off silently and rapidly to the shelter of his den.

' Small birds, ground game, poultry, rats, mice and
lizards form his staple food, and he has been known
to eat carrion, but of the snake the only part he eats
is the brain.

''The marvellous racial enmity of the mongoose to

the snake and the deadly warfare waged between
them has been exmplifid in a striking way in the
West Indies.

"There on some of the islands snakes increased so
fast as to become a source of danger to human life.

The mongoose was largely imported and let loose upon-
the islands with astounding results. The snake in the
islands experimented upon is almost extinct, but the
mongoose has increased and multiplied to such an
extent as almost to equal the rabbit scourge of Aus-
tralia, but in addition to clearing the place of snakes,
the mongoose has killed off all the ground game of

the islands, especially partridges, which at one time
were numerous, and afforded good sport to the guns.

"In India the partridge has not suffered much dam-
age from the mongoose, but in India the partridge
roosts in trees and bushes, and not on the ground

—

a habit that may have been formed for self-protection

against the mongoose.
"In captivity, if caught when quite young, the mon-

goose becomes tractable, and makes a charming pet,

being clean and noiseless in his ways. He becomes
most attached to his master, if kindly treated, and
will follow to heel like a dog, run up and down his

master's person, perch on the shoulder, nibble at his

ear, never actually biting, and in a thousand and one
playful ways endear himself to his owner.

'Like the snake the mongoose is passionately fond
of milk, and, cat-like, loves being rubbed down with
a hard brush, purring the while, and being quite up-
set when the operation ceases.

•In tropical and snake infested countries, the mon-
goose is quite a common pet, and is kept in many
homes as a protection against them. He forages for

himself entirely, roaming about the house and grounds
at his own free will, but has usually some fixed hab-
itat, generally a corner under some cupboard, or box,

where he is safe from the reach of troublesome ter-

riers—about the only animal he fears.

"If fed regularly, he will turn up marvellously punc-
tual for his saucer of milk or bit of fish, and if not

served to the moment, lias been heard to swear most
volubly until his wants are attended to. A nicer,

cleaner and more charming pet it would be hard to

find anywhere."

EXTERNAL PARASITES OF THE DOG.

Ordinary mange and follicular mange are the re-

sult of the invasion of acari, which bear a general

resemblance to cheese mites; in fact are called mange1

mites, and an ordinary observer looking at cheese

mites and the several varieties of mange mites would
at once affirm that they were all exactly alike. To
the eye of the expert, however, they differ sufficiently

in details of strut ture,. as length of leg, formation of

the mouth, and habits of life to render a division of

thi in into families perfectly easy. The most common
mange mites are those which cling to the hair an I

feed on the waste products of the integument, also

causing considerable increase of those products by
the irritation which they set up by the movement of

their legs and the use of their pointed, beak-like

mouths, which are so arranged that they may be

inserted into the openings of the follicles in the

search for food. These wandering mites are found

in the greatest abundance on the back, breasts, and
on the heads of the animals which they infest, and
by the aid of the abundant secretion which they

cause, chiefly from the sebaceous follicles, ^^'v are

enabled to shelter themselv is under the accumu-
lated masses, which resemble soft scabs These are

so abundant in the sheep thai the disease which they

excite is universally known as scab. In the dog the

wandering mites (dermatodectes) are comparatively

rare. The mange mite of the dog is the sarcoptes, 01

burrowing mite, which forms galleries beneath the ci
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( ;hfv may cause serious losses. In one

instance which has been recorded m the London

Fie d the death of a large number of lambs from

what was looked upon as a mysterious ^ease proved

to be perfectly simple. An inquiry revealed the cause

of the fatality at once. The bod!es of the dead

lam£ were found to be covered with ticks, which had

^ lv but surely bled the unfortunate animals to

death "ll the structures were completely blanched

and bloooless. If the cause of the mischief had been

discovered earlier, as it must have been had two

hree of the first victims been examined by a

mary surgeon, the rest of the flock would as a

matter of course, have been dipped in one of the

manv preparations for dipping sheep, diluted to a

heater extent than is necessary for adult animals

and the ticks, instead of killing the lambs would

themselves have been effectually destroyed. It is not

at all probable that the dogs, however severely at-

tacked bv ticks, would be damaged seriously, as the

discovery of the presence of the parasites could not

be long delayed, and the necessary treatment would

be promptly applied. A weak solution of carbolic

acid two per cent, would be sufficient to kill the para-

sites, or perhaps more conveniently a washing with

carbolic soap might be employed, and repeated if

necessary. Another variety of acarus which has

recently "been described is known as the Demodex

folliculorum. The cause of red mange is likely to

be allowed to remain undisturbed for some time, from

the circumstance that it is hidden in the follicles of

the skin, from which it is not easily dislodged. The

disease which results from the invasion of the demo-

de^ is of all forms of mange the most objectionable to

the dog's owner, particularly in the case of the pet

dog. which is constantly being nursed. It is well

known that the Demodex folliculorum infests the hair

follicles and sebaceous follicles of the human subject.

and although the parasites in ordinary cases do not

cause any inconvenience, the idea of the creature

crawling from the skin of the dog to the skin of the

dog's owner, the nose or some part of the face being

the most likely point of attack, is not altogether pleas-

ant, and the fact of the infested human being return-

ing the compliment by transferring the acarus to the

dog. as doubtless happens in many cases, can hardly

be considered as a compensation.

The most common and best known of skin parasites

of the dog are lice and fleas About these pests

there is no mystery, as there is no attempt at con-

cealment, and the owner of the pet animal so infested,

as all such pets are more or less, finds some occu-

pation from time to time, to judge from appearances,

not altogether repulsive, in hunting for the parasites

and destroying them in a summary manner. The
washings with carbolic or other soap to which the

house dog is subjected keep these pests in check, but

it may be mentioned in passing that the washing, to

be effective, should be done, or at least superintended,

by the owner. For years past specimens of hairs

from flogs suffering from skin diseases have been sent

etei inarians for examination, in most instances

with the statement that the animal has been regu-

washed with some specified soap. In a large

proportion of the specimens the hairs have been

found matted together with what may fairly be
i ied filth, which it was necessary to get rid of be-

fore the individual hairs could be seen. Washing
should be . by combing while the coat is stili

wet. as the bes Of clearing away adherent

dirt and parasites at the same time.

o

DOINGS IN DOGDOM.

A Classy Puppy.
: owner of a handsome

iy Jos. E. Terry. The
Is about three and was one of a

most favi helped by Roxane
iflfie sister

i - i .
" Lady), the classy

Club is dated for next week, four days, December 18

to 21. James Cole of Kansas City will judge. W. S.

Trowbridge, Colorado Springs, is secretary of the club.

Merry Heart Sent East.

Albert Betz's well-known English Setter bitch

Merry Heart (Merry Monarch-Sweetheart's Last)

was shipped to West Point, Miss , last week. She will

be bred to W. W. Titus' Count Whitestone, Among
English Setter fanciers this nick is believed to be a

remarkably good one.

A Promising Young Bull Terrier.

Charles Reid Thorburn's recent purchase, the good

young Bull Terrier Woodlawn Baron (Bloomsbury

Baron-Newmarket Queen) won reserve winners at

Pasadena this week. There is a number of good

dogs in Southern California and W. Baron's win is

in keeping with the possible career that was outlined

for him by local fanciers.

Ch. Meg Merrilies IE, whelped on November 23nd

six strong puppies (four dogs) to A Joseph's Blooms-

bury Baron. The litter is more than promising for

several good ones and is getting on finely.

One puppy was liked so well by Mr. Jack Bird, of

Oakland, that he secured the youngster for $100.

Mr. Thorburn is to be congratulated upon. his suc-

cess in following up his fancy for the breed. Meg
Merrilies. it will be remembered, became a great show
favorite this year at several coast shows where she

was handled, in the ring,, by Mrs. Thorburn (her

owner, by the way) in so attractive a style as to

frequently induce rounds of applause from spectators

and rival exhibitors as well.

Collies in Demand.
Glen Tana Collie Kennels of Spokane, "Wash , report

the following sales for month ending November 30th:

Glen Tana Duchess (Glen Tana Marquis-Glen Tana
Nina) to F. Martin, Alaska; Glen Tana Bell (Craig-

more Cracksman-Gold Belle), and Glen Tana Peep

o' Day (Glen Tana Marquis-Champion Bo-Peep) to

L. Burger. California; one dog puppy (Glen Tana
Marquis-Glen Tana Talent II), and one dog puppy
(Glen Tana Radiance-Moreton Vesta) to B. Muzzy,

California; Glen Tana Lady (Rippowan's Archer-

Spok. Lassie) to E. G. Irwin, Montana; Glen Tana
Buttercup (Braehead Commander-Craigmore Ethel),

and three dog puppies (Glen Tana Bounder-Little

Verona) to O. J. Albee, California; one dog puppy,

(Glen Tana Marquis-Brandame Marionslea) to A. Otis,

Washington; one dog puppy (Glen Tana Marquis-

Brandame Marionslea) and one bitch pup (Glen Tana
Radiance-Glengairn Lassie), to S McCoy, Idaho,

which argues that Mr. Griffiths' Collies are very much
in demand—as they should be, for his stock is of

the best.

will be finally awarded to the contestants having a ,

record of three successive seasons' wins.
Among the members and guests present were:

President Edward Everett, W. D. Mansfield, Alex T. J
Vogelsang, Tom C. Kierulff, Carlos G. Young, John
Marsden, A. Muiler, James Watt, Frank V. Bell, Geo.
Walker. A. S Carman. E. A. Mocker, W. H. L. Miller, I
Charles Huyck, George W. Lane, F. J. Lane, W. c
Swain, J. Hayden Butler, Charles H. Kewell, J. S.«
Turner. Joseph Peltier, Colonel G. C. Edwards, W. A.
Cooper. H. E. Skinner, George Barber, G H. Newman,
E. H. Horton, F. H. Reed, George Lagercrantz. R.
Isenbruck, M. H. Cook, Dr. F. L. Piatt, Austin Sperry, v,

H. A. Sperry, H. H. Kirk. W. J. Kierulff, W. F. Bogart,
J. H. Hopps, J. X DeWitt, R. A. Smyth and R. L.

l'Hommedieu.

FLY-CASTING CLUB DINNER.

HUNTING NOTES.

Sportsmen who fancy duck shooting have had
plenty of sport the past two weeks. Local shooters
have been successful in getting good bags in many
sections. Most of the birds are in excellent condition.

Bay shooting has hardly approached anything like

what it will be when the weather becomes more
unsettled and the rains begin in earnest.

On the Suisun marshes the past week has prac-
tically been a repetition of the general good luck
gunners have had since the season opened.
On some portions of the Alameda marshes there is

a notable scarcity of birds where once they were
very plentiful every winter.
Conditions on the Empire Club preserve at Elkhorn

slough are of an enviable nature. Last Sunday James
P. Sweeney, shooting over pond No. 5, bagged a limit

number of canvasbacks. Milton Pray repeated tne

shoot in the afternoon. Pretty good pond—100

"cans" for one day. Dr. Mertes, a new member, shot

40 "cans" and stated that had there been another
gun on his pond he w~ould have easily filled out the

limit and so would the other shooter. J. R. Hauer
bagged the limit at pond 7: 47 of his birds were
spooneys. The pond is now known as the Ben But:er

pond. Tiring of shooting spooneys he left his blind

and secured a nice string of snipe in the marsh
nearby, after which he' filled out his penchant for

variety by getting a number of quail within a short

distance of the duck grounds. On Wednesday Dr.

Alden shot a big string of canvasbacks—35 of these

were killed before noon. He sat out a stool of sixty

decoys.
The sport on the Empire preSei \ e iias ueen good

ever since the season opened and promises to con-
tinue. Other members have also got limits time and
again.

Pasadena Show.
Entrli the Sou

.show at 0] We i ay with

i Collie!

Irish S'

S i

fed by a small .string of good oi

The initial show of i Ci So Springs Kennel

The bi-monthly meeting and dinner of the San
Francisco Fly-Casting Club last Tuesday evening was
well attended by members and invited guests.

During the discussion of the business affairs of the

club a report submitted through the Executive Com-
mittee met with general favor and was practically

adopted.
The report covered the mooted question of securing

for the club members a desirable location for a fish-

ing preserve on a coast trout stream. The matter
was discussed at considerable length.

The outlook for a clubhouse and "home of its own"
for the club, in the near future, is now pretty well

assured. This purpose was originally promoted by
the charter members of the club wdien it was organ-

ized about ten years ago. For financing the project

it was decided to raise the club dues to §1 00 a month
and an intial assessment of §10 was levied.

The grand collection of flies, tied by John S. Benn,
ordered by the club some time ago, and which has
been awarded gold medals at the recent St. Louis
and Portland exhibitions, is in danger of losing its

value as an artistic collection of lures, for it was
decided to dispose of the collection by raffle. 500

tickets at $1.00 each, purchase of chances open to all

anglers.
Whether the collection will be broken up into lots

or disposed of as a whole remains to be arranged. At
all events the sentiment was to put the prize lures

to practical use next season and devote the §500 in

hard cash to be realized towards the preserve and
clubhouse fund.

Incidentally, we may mention that this collection

will probably be the last effort in this line by the

noted dy-tyer. John S Benn. more's the pity.

Louis Titus. Frederick McGee, William A. McGee
and Milton H. Cook were advanced from the waiting
list to full membership by unanimous ballot.

Edward Everett presided in the chair during the

evening and Alex T. Vogelsang, in a happy vein, pre-

sented on behalf of the club four trophies won by
contestants at Stow Lake this season.

C. Roland Kenniff (who was absent) won the cham-
pionship long distance medal. E. A. Mocker received

the first class leng distance gold medal. John Mars-
den won the second class gold medal for long dis-

tance Walter D. Mansfield won the Achille Roos
trophy, a valuable field glass, for the three best

. licacy for 1904-5. In this competition he

was closely pressed by G. W. Lane and C. R. Kenniff.

<:. W. Lane won the champion class gold medal in

racy contests. Austin Sperry received the

awarded for the best general improvement
in all events. Each of the prize winners addressed
the meeting in a few words on topics congenial to

lers

The other winners for the season were. Colonel G.

C. Edwards, first class in delicacy; J. Marsden. sec-

ond class in delicacy: T. C. Kierulff. lure-casting

championship; C. R. Kenniff. accuracy championship:
T. C. Kierulff. first .lass, and J. Marsden. second class

iim y The medals for the foregoing events

Reports from Rio Vista state that duck shooting in

the tules along the river above that point never was
better. Good shooting has been had on the various
ponds and marshes north of the town. S. J. Clarridge
made a bag of forty ducks on the Gates ponds and
others from that place have nearly had the same
success on the same ponds. Goose shooting has also

been good on the ponds and on Ryer and Brannan
Islands, as well as in the open fields close to town.,

Quite a number of honkers have been killed also.

There is a lake, or rather a chain of three lakes,

about a mile southwest of Ceres, near Modesto, that

has developed from canal seepage, has grown up with

tules and is proving a particularly good duck haunt.

It is said, in fact, that "the ducks are there all the

time." Some of the Ceres sportsmen have leased the

shooting privileges on this chain of lakes—formerly a
swale—and have organized a club The organization,

is to be known as the Ceres Gun Club and consists,'

of C. A. McAllister, Myron Warner, Vaughn Whit-
more, Guy Whitmore, Roy Warner and Ed. Whitmore.

Quail hunters in the vicinity of Madera find limit

bags comparatively easy to shoot.

Wild geese are now in Colusa and Glen counties

"by the millions."

A report from Sacramento states that on the pre-

serves of the Canvasback Gun Club, north of the

capital city, nine hunters on Sunday broke the record

by obtaining limit bags of ducks. As a result of the

day's shoot the sportsmen returned with 450 ducks of

all varieties, and the distribution gladdened man^J
of their friends. Those who participated in the

outing were: F. E "Wright. W. H. Sherburne. William
Kennedy. John Norton. Justice J. C. March, Georgn
B. Stack. J. H. Donnelly, E. H. McKee and Fred Peck.

No better evidence of the splendid supply of shoot-

ing material in Southern California this season could

be asked than the testimony of several ranchers from
the Imperial country, given last week These gentle-

men say the ducks, always plentiful around the lower

Colorado, are swarming like blackbirds this winter.

It would be no trouble at all for a good shot to kill

300 a day on the big lake below" Calexico were there

any excuse for such slaughter, or any manner in

which he could dispose of the birds. Sprigs, widgeon,

spoonbills, mallards. teal,~gadwell. are all reported

plentiful. On the shallow mud sloughs around Cal-

exico an unusual number of gadwell have been seen

feeding, and they are fully up to the traditions of

the breed as regards fatness.

The general' invitation to local sportsmen, given OS

the Brawley ranchers recently was quite generally

accepted, and many limit bags of birds have been

shipped up to Los Angeles local dealers. It is said

to lie a hard game on a man's morals, as the tempta-

tion to break the limit is ever present, and in most

alluring form.

In some of the Brawley-Imperial country the mak-
ing of a big bag is rather dufficult. There is so

much water everywhere that the ducks are scattered,

and one or two shots is all a man can get, the hunt-
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,ing being- a matter of "jumping" birds by walking

j about, which becomes arduous when one has fifteen

||or twenty fat sprigs bumping about in his game sack.
For Los Angeles sportsmen the duck hunting is

iholding out splendidly, and, although it is well into

^December, the good shots are getting the limit with
regularity even when not first choice. Last winter
lit was harder to bag twenty than it is to get fifty

nowadays.
The Ballona clubs are still bringing them down as

j of yore, although surroundings are not what they
Nonce were in that section. On the Cerritos and Pasa-
Jldena clubs limits were bagged Wednesday of last

week by several gunners. The Pasadena Club re-

Hcently put in several new ponds, and is getting rather
more than its share of mallards on some of these.

I R. E. Ross has kept track of his bag on the Cer-
Iritos Club this season, and finds that to date he
Unas killed an even fifty mallards in perhaps 350 birds.

Most of the Cerritos membership have passed up the

festive "spooney" this fall, though on some of the

other clubs he is in dire danger on every appearance.

,
Getting the limit in the Bolsa section has become

Ian old story. "Wednesday of last week the usual
Ijnumber of fifty bird bags were loaded onto the 3:3u

lio'clock car .at Bolsa Beach from half a dozen clubs

Godfrey Fritz, "William Frick, J. Morrison and another
Christopher Club member fired over that preserve

lin the morning, and found the flight quite all that

Mcould be asked, all kinds of birds being in evidence.

I The Chico members are killing quite a few mal-
tlards. and some canvasbacks are occasionally seen

speeding over the ponds. The prevailing depth of

Iwater in the Bolsa clubs is about one foot, which is

\ 'too shallow to appeal to the festive "can," though it

lis quite the thing for such bottom rakers as the

sprig, which enjoys standing on its head and grub-
Ibing about for the grain or seeds that have sunk
Ito the mud. Mallards are fond enough of this char-

lacter of living, and divide with gadwell the honor
Bof being at present the biggest birds on the Bolsa
Imarshes. Some gadwell of huge size have been re-

Iported. one being said to have dressed over two and
,'a. half pounds, and as big as an average mallard.

I The birds are attaining their winter plumage now,
land are fast becoming things of beauty. Earlier in

the season the immature males are of soberer color,

and do not make nearly as pretty a string as now.
Teal continue plentiful everywhere There is no

losing the spoonbill; he comes early and stays until
the last.

On such of the clubs as have patches of black
peat bog, snipe are beginning to make their appear-
ance. The elusive "jack" is one of the few birds
that will tempt a duck hunter out of his blind in
lulls of the flight. As yet no bags of much conse-
quence have been reported, but several gentlemen
have succeeded in bringing down enough of them to
furnish the meat for very pleasing breakfasts when
served upon toast done to a golden brown.

Quail are steadily becoming harder to catch. Not
many are being killed, and the hunters are beginning
to realize that under present conditions the birds
"have it on them."
New clubs in the Bolsa district are coming along

handsomely. The Sunset Club hopes to get in a
little shooting late in the season, with good luck;
its levees are contracted to be finished within a
month, and three weeks more should fill the ponds.
The Canvasback Club's levees are now practically

up and a good flow of water has been uncovered in
its ten -inch well. Blinds are being built, and a con-
tract for the house let, which makes it quite prob-
able the members will be shooting by the first of
the year.

Last Saturday's shoot of the Bolsa Uubs resulted
in a number of big bags being made, a "Santa Ana"
of phenomenal force keeping the birds moving brisk-
ly all morning, and preventing them from sitting out
on the ocean as is their habit when bombarded be-
yond endurance inland.

The storm is reported one of the worst known
in many months and quite a number of poorly con-
structed gun club levees were washed out by the
waves raised in their ponds.
Teal were unusually plentiful, and made up a goodly

proportion of the limit bags that were scored on the
Chico, Lomita and Blue Wing Clubs, all of which
reported a great shoot.

M. F. Amestoy and brother both killed the limit

on the Lomita. M. F. did not leave Los Angeles until

that morning. Four limits were scored, but shooting
in the wind was a new experience to many of the
members, and the shell average per bird ran high

in consequence. Gradwell were seen in force, andsome huge ones were killed.

Demise of a Naturalist.
'"The Quails of the United States," which appearedm previous issues was the last work of Professor'

Sylvester D. Judd, an assistant in the Bureau of.
Biological Survey, United States Department of Agri-
culture.

Professor Judd had been in poor health for severalmonths and just prior to his death he had been re-
leased from a hospital in Baltimore, after a course of
treatment for melancholia He committed siucide by
hanging at his country home near Baltimore.

A Sportsmen's Editon.
We take pleasure in noting that an esteemed con-

temporary across the Atlantic. The Christmas num-
ber of the "Shooting Times" appears in an attractive
green cover, and its contents are as varied and ex-
citing as any enthusiastic Nimrod can desire. All
the articles are contributed by practical shooting men,
anglers and naturalists, who know what they are
writing about, and the illustrations, which are very
numerous and well executed, have all been supplied
by sporting artists. Amongst the many articles we
notice: "Through Calm and Storm," "On the Irish
Coast," "A Christmas Wolf-shoot." "Wildfowling
Within an Hour of London," "Wildfowling Grounds
Anew," " A Corner in Cats." "Bog-trotting in Ireland."
"A Lesson in Camping-out," "A Prehistoric Angling
Match," "Early Morning on the Saltings." "Thymalius
the Tantaliser," "A Professional Punt-gunner and His
"Work," "The Evening Flight." "The Windhurst Shoot-
ing Party." "Sea-fishing with Rod and Line," "A Wild
Goose Chase." "Keepers' Night Dogs," "An Eventful
Day on the Shore," "A Boating Incident," "Cliven. the
Nature-lover." "A July Day on a Northern Stream."
"A Tale of Two Woodcock." "Smuggling Tarns Told
to a Wildfowler," "A 'Freshet' or 'Spate' in the Vaal
River," 'Rough Shooting on a Small Island," "Don't,"
etc., etc. The price of -the publication is 6d. (post
free, Sd.), and the publishing office is at 72-76 Temple
chambers, London, E. C.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet.

STOCK ITEMS. FARM LESS AND MAKE MORE.

< Owing to the large pastures required

to raise stock, the home of the stock-

Iman may be a little remote from

others. But with the telephone, good

horses, good books and papers, good
music, and good friends, the cattleman
and his family is a little world to him-

I self.

|
Good teams are now bringing good

i money. The best draft horses at the

l

: fair were easily worth $S00 a pair It

certainly would pay to raise such
teams as that. Mules also were held
,at fancy prices.

To hasten the growth of young cattle

they should have a pen, especially for

themselves, into which feed may be put
adapted to their time of life. That,
with the mother's milk, will give them
a fine start.

Careful training in every step tells

as much in an animal as it does in a
child. In some respects we are only
animals. Extra care, a little later, may
do both in the case of the boy and the
animal, but it is not as good as if it

was given at just the right time.
Wool growing does not take any fer-

tility from the soil. While it grows,
the sheep are making the soil better.

While sheep are supposed to be very
economical feeders, they need good pas-
ture in order to make good flocks.

No definite rules can be laid down
for feeding stock Animals vary.
Every one needs to use his feed and
his judgment. Daily exercise and
grooming are of great value. Idle
horses should be allowed to stroll

aro-'nd every day.

f
Stock of all kinds ara not as hardy

as might be supposed. When it gets
a real setback, it is hard to recuperate.
A stunted calf, or colt, is a serious
proposition. It pays much better not
to let them get into that condition, but
to keep them thrifty.

In winter it is better for unworked
horses to go barefooted. If left to

stand in the stable their legs should
be rubbed every day. otherwise they
will swell and get wind galls. It is

sasy to prevent them, but it is difficult

to get them off, and to keep rid of
i:hem.

As much importance needs to be at-

, tached to the mastication of fond by
animals, as by man Digestion begins

I
in the mouth, so that the teeth need

I :o be in good condition. When the

|
:eeth and other conditions are favor-
ible. it is easy to keep them in good
flesh. When the teeth are bad they
»vill not thrive, however much food
:hey may have.
While a good cow may contain alf

n feed and water and salt, and care,

:he elements, she may be so neglected
: ;hat she may do no better than a
^crub.

Some men go on the theory that if

farming is a paying business and a
good thing, more of it will pay better

and will be a better thing. If a man
could do a lot and do it as well as he
can do the right amount, there would
be no reason why this theory wouldn't
stand the hard knocks of practice; but
no man can hire work done as well as
he can do it himself; that is, farm
work. And here is where the over-
reaching farmer falls crown.

Of all farms in the United States
those paying best per acre are the forty

and eighty-acre farms. It is true that
there are some instances that almost
anyone can cite where the 200, 300 and
400-acre farm is paying the best, but
we speak of farming as a whole—of

the average farm in the United States.

We know of no better advice right

now than that of a far-seeing farmer
of fifty years ago who said: "The man
who gets hold of only what lands he
can farm and farm with his own hands,
is going to be the contented and pros-
perous man of the future; get this

much and leave the rest for the other
fellow." It is an oft-repeated sen-
tence, but real farming, real producing
in the Southwest hasn't been reached
yet. Men who are, year in and year
out. farming more than they can farm
well are responsible for the low gen-
eral average of all farm crops per acre.

Do only what you can do well and
leave the rest for the other fellow, in-

stead of hiring him to do it for you.

CHICKEN CHATTER.

Turkeys are splendid insect exter-

minators. It pays to keep them on the

farm.
Toung hens should not be set after

their first laying of eggs. By the time
they want to set the second time they
will make good mothers.
Give the poultry charcoal occasional-

ly. It will assist in grinding the food

and aid digestion.

The best breed for you is the one

you like best of those most suited to

your locality and market.
Where excess of cnrn is fed or where

chickens can get no animal food it

means indigestion and starvation

It is estimated that if farmers would
discard the scrubs and use only pure

breeds, there would be an increase of

one hundred per cent in poultry value.

A superfluous male Is a waste ot

feed and labor. One vigorous male to

ten hens is sufficient fur fertility. For

eggs alone in small flocks, dispensi

with the male entirely.

Peach and plum-trees are both less

liable to disease when grown in the

poultry yard. They will make a better

growth and at the same time afford n

good shade for the poultry.

To have hens put on flesh or lay
more or less in winter they must have
a warm place and be fed liberally on
food which contains gluten (albumi-
noids) and fat. It should be varied and
mixed with some coarse kinds.
Poultry if properly managed will en-

large the income of those who have
room and properly care for them, be-
sides proving a healthy addition to tne
food supply of the table.

While a bird defective in comb or
otherwise imperfect, bred from good
stock, is really worth more to the
practical farmer than his appearance
may indicate, at the same time ti is

hardly wise to sell such poultry for
breeders.
There is no better food for hens as

an occasional change than sorghum
seed. And one of the best ways of
feeding it is hanging it up just where
the fowls can reach it by jumping up,

as by this means both food and exer-
cise are permitted.
One advantage in culling out the

flock seasonably early is the saving
of feed. From this time on the poultry
should be fed regularly daily, and the
feeding of useless fowls adds largely
to the expense, and the sooner they are
gotten rid of the better.

In nearly all cases the flesh of fowls
that have been well fed all through
their growth will be much jucier and
r'.cher in flavor than those fattened
from a low condition and crammed
just before killing in order to make
them heavier.

AViieat is one of the best grains for

poultry and especially for the laying
hens and is well liked by all fowls. It

is rich in material for growth and
stimulates the egg-production, while it

seems easy of digestion. If too much
of it is given suddenly, it sometimes
sets up a diarrhoea.

There is no doubt but that some
breeders ask fancy prices for their
stock—it is really more than it is

worth. Yet a real first class nn'mal
that will produce fiivt class results as

a breeder, and that has a good quiet
disposition is almost invaluable. It is

difficult to pay too high a price for

him. He will bring larger returns on
tin investment than any other animal
on the place. The first cost may be a
little strenuous, but it will pay in sat-
isfactory results.

Those who have fed cattle know their

piggish nature. Each cow should have
her own stall, trough and manger, and
each should be required to occupy their

stall every time. It will prevent con-
ii and the liability to the spread

of disea

Read what Hon. James Wilson, sec-
retary of agriculture, says about the
hen—that farm bird which is more or
less neglected and returns over 100 per
cent profit on its keep: "The farmer's
hen is becoming a worthy companion
to his cow. The annual production of

eggs is now a score of billions, ana,
after supplying the needs of factories,

tanneries, bakeries and other trades,

they are becoming a substitute for
high-priced meats, besides entering
more generally into the everyday food
of the people. Poultry products have.
now climbed to a place of more than
half a billion dollars in value; and so
the farmer's hen competes with wheat
for precedence."

Too many in buying do not exercise
enough care in selecting only good
cows. Dairy points are always more
or less conspicuous in every cow.
These should be studied by the careful
buyer. However perfect they may be,

and whatever may be the qualities,

they will all fail without feed and care.

It is not the polish on the outside
of the can that prepares it for the milk
on the inside.

No better use can be made of sepa-
rator milk than to feed it to calves,

hogs and chickens. It is poor economy
to sell it off the farm. In separated
milk the fat only has been removed.
and it contains as much valuable food,

which is easily supplied by feeding
corn.

A poor cow cannot be made to give
much milk, without a large amount of
food. Too much is necessary to sus-
tain the cow, and only that which is

not thus consumed goes to the produc-
tion of milk. Poor cows, therefore, are
seldom profitable.

Some very fine stock have very un-
desirable dispositions. And some which
have not so much high-grade blood
are better in disposition. This might
also be said of people.

Ill temper is a disease and should not
be permitted to become chronic. It

will decrease the flow of, milk.

Rubber has many useful places
the dairy business, but the rubber i

-
science should never be used.

Before pi the cOw, they
shoui'i stop ' consider whether they
can really afford to do so.

Good temper, like sunshine, is indis-
pensible to the healthy growth of dairy
cows and dairy work.

A herd of ji be hai died so
thai II can scarcely he known

that they are on the p]

Sponges— S. Adderley, 307 Market St.
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FEEDING FOR EGGS.

in feeding for egg production a valu-

able lesson may be learned from nature.

It will be observed that our domestic

fowls that receive the least care and

ion, or in other v. eras, whose
rearlj the

j
most of then

egES in the springtime. It is our duty,

then as feeders, to note the conditions

majng thes * that time.

y have an

abundance of gre< mere or less

«d plenty of ex-

ercise and fresh air. Then, if we are

eed for egg production, we will

endeavor to make it spring time all

the year round; not only to provide a

,
place for out fowls and give

them a proper proportion of green

grain and meat, but also to pro

-

Vlde nui and plenty of exercise.

Farmers who keep only small flocks

of hens, chiefly to provide eggs for the

v frequently make a mistake in

feeding too much corn. It has been

clearly proven, by experiment, that

corn should not form a very large pro-

ration of the grain ration for laying

hens; it is too fattening, especially for

hen= kept in close confinement. Until

the past few years corn has been con-

sidered the universal poultry food of

America. This, no doubt has been

largely brought about by its cheap- -

ness and wide distribution.

When comfortable quarters are pro-

vided for, the nutritive ration of the

food should be about 1.5; that is, oi«.

part of protein or muscle-producing

compounds to four parts of carbohy-

drates or heat and fat producing com-

pounds. Wheat is to be preferred to

corn. Oats make an excellent food and,

perhaps, come nearer the ideal than

any other single grain, particularly if

the hull can be removed.
" Buckwheat, like wheat, has too wide

a nutritive ratio if fed alone, and pro-

duces a White flesh and light-colored

yolk if fed in very large quantities. In

forcing fowls for egg production, as in

forcing animals for large yields oi

milk, it is found best to make up a

ration of many kinds of grain- This

invariably gives better results than one

or two kinds of grain, although the

nutritive ratio of the ration may be

about the same. It has been found by

experience that the fowls not only rel-

ish their ration when composed of

many kinds of grain, but that a some-

what larger percentage of the whole

ration is digested than when it is com-

posed of fewer ingredients. It Las

been clearly proven, by experiment,

that food consumed by fowls influences

the flavor of the egg; that in extreme

cases not only is the flavor of the food

imparted to the eggs, but also the odor.

This of itself is sufficient reason for

always supplying wholesome food and

nothing but wholesome food.

It is conceded by the majority of the

poultrymen that ground or soft food

should form a part of the daily ration.

As the digestive organs contain the

least amount of food in the morning, it

is desirable to feed the soft food then,

as it will be digested and assimilated

quicker than whole grain. A mixture

of equal parts, by weight, of corn and
oats, ground, added to an equal weight

of wheat bran and fine middlings,

makes a good morning food, if mixed
with milk or water, and thoroughly

wet, without being made sloppy. If

the mixture is inclined to be sticky,

the proportion of bran should be in-

creased. A little linseed meal will im-
prove the mixture, particularly for

hens, during the moulting period, or

for chickens when they are growing
feathers. If prepared meat scrap or

animal meal is to be fed, it should be
mixed with this soft feed in proportion

of about one pound to twenty- five

It will be necessary to feed this

I In troughs to avoid soiling before

it. Is consumed.
The grain ration should consist

largely of whole In me oats, and
perhaps a little crack* This
should be scattered In the litter which
should always cover the floor of the

poultry house. It is neces to hav<

the floor of the poultry hi

wit): ome kind to in

: anliness. Straw, chaff, ouch l1

hulls, cut corn stalks, all mak< i

lent litter. The object of scattering the

.ii in this Httei I to glvi

exercise. All breeds of fowls tha

noted for egg production art active,

nervi be continually at

rk. Hnw to keep them busy is a

i ea solved. Feeding tin

grain as described will go a long was

d providing exercise. If the fowls
- fed three times a day they should

not be fed all they will eat at noon.

Make them find every kernel. At night

just before going on the perches, they

should have all they will eat up clean.

At no time should mature fowls be fed

than they can eat. Keep them
ys active, always on the lookout

nother kernel of grain.

While perhaps net strictly necessary

for their existence, some kind of green

I is necessary for the greatest pro-

tion of eggs. "Where fowls are kept
. pens and yards throughout the year,

it is always best to supply some green
food. How to supply the best food.

most cheaply, each individual must
solve largely for himself. During the

winter and early spring months, man-
gel-wurzels, if properly kept, may be
fed to good advantage. The fowls rel-

ish them and they are easily prepared.
As it is not difficult to grow from ten
to twenty tons of these roots per acre,

their cost is not excessive. In feeding
these beets to flocks of hens, a very
good practice is to split the root length-
wise with a large knife. The fowls
will then be able to pick out all the
crisp, fresh food from the exposed sur-
face. These large pieces have the ad-
vantage over smaller ones. The small-

er pieces when fed from troughs or
dishes will be thrown into the litter and
soiled more or less before being con-
sumed, and mary pieces will become so
dirty that they will not, and should
not, be eaten. Large pieces cannot be
thrown about and remain clear and
fresh until consumed.

Clover, during the early spring, is

perhaps one of the cheapest and best
foods. It is readily eaten when cut
fine in a fodder cutter, and furnishes a
considerable amount of nitrogen. If

clover is frequently mowed- fresh food
of this kind may be obtained nearly all

summer, particularly if the season be a
wet one. Should the supply of clover
be limited or the season" unusually dry,
green food may be cheaply and easily
grown in the form of Dwarf Essex rape.
This should be sown in drills and given
the same cultivation as corn or pota-
toes. When the rape is from eight
inches to a foot in height, it may be
cut and fed. It furnishes a fresh, crisp
food, and is readily eaten. If cut a
few inches from the ground, a second
and sometimes a third crop will be pro-
duced from one seeding. Alfalfa will
also furnish an abundance of green
food. It must, however, be cut fre-
quently, each cutting being made be-
fore the stalks become hard or woody.
A good quality of clover hay, cut fine

and steamed, makes an excellent food
for laying hens if mixed with soft
food.

Cabbages can be grown cheaply in
many localities and make an excellent
green food so long as they can be kept
fresh and crisp. Kale and beet leaves
are equally as good and are readily
eaten. Sweet apples are also suitable,
and, in fact, almost any crisp, fresh,
green food can be fed with profit.

The green food, in many instances,
may be cut fine and fed with the soft
food, but as a rule, it is better to feed
separately, during the middle of the
day, in such quantities that give the
fowls about all they can eat at one
time.—Inland Poultry Journal.

DAIRY BREEDS AT ST. LOUIS.

In the course of the articles on the
dairy cows in the St. Louis dairy dem-
onstration a comparison has been
made between the best fifteen of the
Jersey herd and the entire Holstein
herd, as there were twenty-five Jer-
seys and only fifteen Holsteins.

In making that comparison it was
found that, while the Holsteins pro-
duced 18,081.9 lbs. more milk than the
Jerseys, the Jersey milk contained
423.46 lbs. more fat, equivalent to 567
lbs. more butter; and that, further-
more, the feed of the Holsteins cost
75.44 more than that of the Jerseys;

so that the profit of the Jersey herd as
butter producers was $216.1S in 120
days over and above that of the Hol-

Ins, and the profit of the Jerseys as
milk producers was 8178.24 over and
above that of the Holsteins. It was

ti, also, that the Jersey milk con-
tained 1.36 per cent more fat, 0.S7 per

more solids not fat, and 2.2 per
mi re total tolal solids than the
in milk; that it took 7 2-5

ounds mi re Holstein milk to make a
round of butter than it required of
'

i
i

:
hal e LCh pound of

1 1" tel buttei i ost 3% cent? more in
' i than did a pound of Jersey but-
ter.

A similar comparison may be made
between the Holstein herd and the

lowest fifteen cards in the Jersey herd,

throwing entirely out of consideration

the ten leading Jersey cows. The

lowest fifteen Jerseys, averaging 72

days from calving at the start of the

test, gave 71,428.6 pounds milk,

against 96,175.3 pounds milk in the case

of the Holsteins, an excess of 24,746

pounds in favor of the Holsteins. But
this large quantity of milk did not con-

tain very much more fat than the Jer-

sey milk did, 3298.44 pounds against

3256.63 pounds in the Jersey milk,

81 pounds in favor of the Holsteins.

When the amount of butter equivalent

to this fat is computed, however, the

Jerseys take the first place, their but-

ter being 3S32.43 pounds, against 3817

pounds for the Holsteins, a difference

of 15.43 pounds in favor of the Jersey.

The cost of feed consumed was
$423.36 in the case of the Jerseys and
$515.7 in. that of the Holsteins, the feed

of the Jerseys costing $92.34 less than

that of the other breed. The purpose

of the demonstration was the economic
production of butter-fat, butter and
milk for all purposes of dairying, and
in this event the fifteen lowest Jer-

seys proved their superiority, their net

profit as butter producers being $534.75,

against $438.55 for the Holsteins, and
as milk producers $740.75, against

$702.75 for the Holsteins. So that, had
the ten leading Jerseys been absent,

those left would still have carried off

the victory in the contest, owing to

their excess net profit of $96.20 on but-

ter and $38 on milk.

The best single day's yield of but-

ter for any cow in the Jersey herd was
3.71 pounds, and the lowest was 2.35

pounds. Had the standing of the cows
been determined by their best day's

yields of butter, the first and second
in order of merit would still have main-
tained their places, but the others

would be changed considerably, the

sixth becoming fifteenth and the

eleventh becoming third, etc. The best

seven days' yield of butter was 20.S5

pounds and the lowest was 14.52

pounds. Had the standing of the cows
depended on their best week's yields,

the leading cow, Loretta D., would still

have retained her place, as also would
the last two cows in order of merit;

the third cow would take second place

and the second third. The standard of

seven cows in the twenty-five would
not be changed. The places of the re-

maining eighteen would be changed
from one to four grades each, the av-
erage being less than two places. This
may throw some light on the reliability

of a short period test in determining
the quality of a cow.
The Jerseys cost $5.48 per cow less

to feed than did the Holsteins. and
they exceed the Holsteins as profitable

butter makers by $10.29 per head and
the Brown Swiss by $16.39 per head.

The Jerseys surpassed the Holsteins in

quantity of butter by 19.2 pounds per

head. As butter producers the Jerseys
returned a profit of 137 per cent and
the Brown Swiss 70 per cent. As
profitable milk producers the Jerseys

surpassed the Holsteins by $7.06 per
head, the Brown Swiss by $15.22 per

head, and the Shorthorns by $23.73

per head. The Jersey milk was 13.5

per cent solids; the Holstein milk, 11.3

per cent; the Brown Swiss milk, 12.5

per cent; the Shorthorn milk, 12.2 per

cent. It took IS.2 pounds of Jersey
milk, 23.6 pounds of Brown Swiss milk
and 25.2 pounds of Holstein milk to

make one pound of butter. The cost in

feed of a pound of Jersey butter was
10.56c. of Holstein butter 13.51c, and
of Brown Swiss butter 14.67c The
Shorthorns were not entered in the
butter class.

R. M. Gow.

THE BACON HOG.

Breakfast bacon is cut from the side

of the hog, and is prepared by salting

the pork and then smoking.
The bacon hog should be long in

body, deep in side, with comparatively
narrow back, narrow and light, muscu-
lar neck. He should show indications

of having firm flesh, be well covered
with lean meat or muscle, and not have
an excess of fat on the outside of the
carcass. The fat should be evenly dis-

tributed over the entire carcass. The
weight of the animal should be from
160 to 220 pounds.
To be in good condition a bacon hog

must have a development of lean meat
or muscle, with the proper amount of

fat. He must be smooth, well develop-
ed and have a large proportion of
edible meat, while the proportion of

fat and other offal must be small.

Hams, shoulders, jowls, and neck, must
also be small in proportion to length
and depth of side.

It may be thought that the produc-
tion of bacon is possible only with cer-

tain breeds of swine and that these
breeds will always produce bacon un-
der all circumstances. While this is

true in a general way, it is not always
true. It is the feed and the mode of

life that produces the bacon hog and
that enables him to retain his form as
such after he has been developed.
The bacon-hog type of the United

Slates differs considerably from the
English bacon hog, which has recently
been introduced into the United States
and is rapidly establishing for itself

a market class. There is, however, a
growing tendency toward the typical

bacon type.

There is a demand on the markets
of this country from foreign countries,

and more largely from our own coun-
try, for bacon, and there being few
bacon hogs to supply the demand, the
trade is supplied from the lighter hogs
of the fat or lard hog type. This ba-
con, however, does not command so
high a price on the market as does ba-
con from typical bacon hogs. . The
former weigh from 155 to 195 pounds,
and range in age from 6 to 8 months.
They are simply hogs selected from the
light hogs in general that conform as
nearly as possible to the bacon type.

They are not very fat, have fairly

good development of muscle or lean
meat, and are as long and deep inside

as is possible to obtain them.—Gov-
ernment Bulletin.

BEEF VERSUS DAIRY TYPE.

The Iowa station has recently re-

ported the results of a year's feeding
test to determine the relative economy
for beef production of the beef and
dairy types of cattle, a question which
is receiving much attention at the
present time. The results attained are
summarized as follows:

Dairy type steers show a consider-
able higher percentage of offal and a
lower dressing percentage.
Dairy type steers carry higher per-

centage of valuable cuts.

Beef type steers furnish heavier,

thicker cuts; they are more evenly and
neatly covered with outside fat, show
superior marbling in flesh, are of a
clearer white color in fat, and a bright-
er red in the lean meat; but there is

little difference in fineness of grain.

The low price paid for dairy steers

may be due partially to prejudice, and
to the greater expense of carrying and
selling the lower grade carcasses; b
it is chiefly due to an actual inferiority

in the carcasses.

It is neither profitable nor desirable

to feed steers of dairy type for beef

purposes. They are unsatisfactory to

the consumer because they do not fur-

nish thick and well marbled cuts; they

are unsatisfactory to the butcher be-

cause they furnish a low grade car-

casses which are difficult to dispose of,

and they are decidedly unsatisfactory

to the feeder, because they yield him
litle or no profit, and both breeder and
feeder waste their time in producing

such a type of steer for beef purposes.

::l

Warrantees So Give Satisfaction,

Bombmuit's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,

Ringbone and other bony tumors.

Cures ail skin diseases or Parasites,

Thrush, Diphtheria Removes all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

As a Human Remedv for Rheumatism,
Sprains, 3ore Throat, etc, it is invaluable,

liver v bottle of Caustic Balsam sold is

Warranted to (rive satisfaction. Trice SI 50
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-

press, chartrea paid, witn full directions for
its use. CsTSend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

i.
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PREPARING FOR MARKET.

After the turkeys are grown and

ready for market, quite as much care

and attention should be given to the

killing and shipping as to the proper

growing. Where these things can not

be done to good advantage, it is better

to sell them alive. Buyers who are

prepared to' kill dress, pack, and ship

turkeys, and to save the feathers,

should be in position to pay what they

are worth alive; and should be able to

handle them at a profit, better than

can the grower, who may not be pre-

pared to do the work to advantage.

So much depends upon marketing them

in the best condition that small grow-

ers should either dress and sell to

their home market or, provided it can

hs dene at a fair price, sell alive to

someone who makes a business of

handling such stock.

Kill nothing but well fattened stock.

It seldom pays to send ill-favored

stock into market. Do not give any

food to the turkeys for twenty-four

hours prior to killing. This allows the

crop and entrails to become empty

and avoids much danger of spoiling.

Full crops and entrails count against

value; they often' taint the meat and

prevent its being kept for any lengin

of time.

There are two methods of killing

largely used. The most popular is to

suspend the fowl by the shanks, head

down, and cut or stick it in the root

of the mouth with a knife made es-

sjoaos situ, •asod.tnd siu,} .101 -C[iopod

the arteries and cuts into the brain,

causing insensibility and a free flow

of blood from the mouth.' This is

called sticking in the roof of the

mouth.
The other plan is to break the neck

by a quick twist or jerk backward.

When the neck is completely disjoined

the head is pulled away so as to form

an open space in the neck in which

the blood may settle. This plan has

been but little used, though the claim

is made that when so killed the fowls

will keep longer because there is no

opening by which the air can get into

the body, as there is when they are

stuck in the roof of the mouth.

Dry picking is always to be preferred

when preparing the fowls for market.

When in fine condition, nicely picked,

and sent to market without having

been packed in ice a turkey is at Its

best, consequently commands the high-

est price. As soon as the fowl is stuck

and the blood is still flowing, pluck

the feathers dry from its body, taking

care in doing it not to break the skin

or tear the flesh. Nothing detracts so

much from dressed poultry as torn

places upon the carcass or shanK,

picking must be clean and nicely done.

When the fowl is plucked hang it head

down in a cool place until all animal

heat is gone from the body, being care-

ful not to hang it where it will be so

exposed to cold air as to be likely to

freeze. Do not remove the head, feet,

or entrails, but have the whole, in-

ducing head and feet, perfectly clean.

The method known as scalding and
plucking is too familiar to need com-
ment further than to say that care

must be taken not to scald or tear the

skin or shank. Perform this operation

as neatly as possible. As soon as the

animal heat has left the body, the ap-

pearance of the dressed turkeys may
be improved by submerging for a short

time in cold water, as this has a ten-

dency to make them plump, whether
dry picked or scalded. The plucking
should be done as quickly as possible;

the more quickly done, the more rap-
idly can the feathers be removed.
For shipping, pack as closely as pos-

sible into close boxes or barrels, nicely

lined with white or manila paper; do

not use brown, soiled or printed paper.
Have the package completely filled so

as to prevent the poultry from shift-

ing in transit; do not use hay or straw
for packing, as it marks or stains the

fowls and detracts from their value.

The above method can only be used
when the poultry is sent to market
without being packed in ice, and when
this can be done in safety, either in

refrigerator cars or for a short dis-

tance in cold weather, it is by far the
best. The greater part, however, must
be packed in ice. When necessary to

do this, use nice clean barrels. Cover
the bottom with broken ice; then put
in a layer of poultry, then a layer of
ice; continue thus until the barrel is

full. Always use perfectly clean ice
for packing. Head the barrel eightly
and mark its contents plainly on the
head, and never ship mixed lots uf
poultry in the same package if it can
be avoided.—T. F. McGren.

Tuttle's Elixir
Well niph infallible cure for
colic, curb, splint, spavin and
other common horse ail-

ments. Our long-time stand-
ing offer of

$100 Reward
for failure, where we say it

will cure, has never been
claimed. AH dructrists sell it.

Tuttle's Family Elixir, the creat household remedy.
Tuttle's American Worm Powder cures. American
Condition Powders. White Star and Pool Ointment.
100 page book, "Veterinary Experience," free. Be
your own horse doctor. Makes plain the symp-
toms, gives treatment Send for copy.

TUTTLE'S ELIXIR CO., 52 Beverly St., Boston, Mass.

Mack & Co., San Francisco and F. W, Brand, Loi
Angeles, California Agents,

FOR SALE OR LEASE.

Two Prince Airlie Stallions.

PORTOLA 37413. a handsome golden bay. 7
years old, 16 hands, weighs 1 19u lbs.

HKNLOBOY 37401, a magnificent brown with
white points, 6 3 ears old, 16. 1 hanas, weighs
1200 lbs.

These tivo horses are full orothers being sired
by Prince Airlie 28015; he by Guy Wilkes 2:15^,
sire of Fred Khol 2:07?i, Hulda2:08^, Seymour
Wilkes 2:08 J4: first dam Signal by Del Sur 2:24;
second dam Lady Signal 2:35H by Signal 3327.
B01 h of these horses are very fast for the amount
of wor-, being only a few months last year, show-
ing quarters around :34 and '35.

For further information apply to
P. H. McEVOY, MenloPark.Cal.

GOOD THREE-YEAR-OLD FOR SALE.

T/RANK COVEY, BROWN COLT BY MEN-
-1- docino {sire of Monte Carlo 2:07}-.f, etc., etc );dam Rose Kinney (dam of Almaden, 2-y. .2:23&);
2d dam Bee by Forrest Clay 1934; 3d 1 ao Lovelia
by Almont Lightning 1023; 4th dam by imp
Yorkshire. A very handsome colt, stands 16
hands and weighs 1100 lbs ; absolutely sound and
well brokerj. With road work only has trotted
quarters in 41 seconds, and with training prom-
ises to be a race horse. He was bred by Charles
A. Durfee and, as will be seen by his pedigree is

a half brother to Almaden, thegreat two-year-old
He is eligible to r glstratlon, and will make
some one a great horse whether for the track,
road or as a sire. He has a good disposition and
is a high-class youDg horse In every respect. For
price and further particulars address

Dr. A De FOE,
618 South Fifth St . San Jose, Cal

Fine Pasturage.
No Wire Fencing. Good Box Stalls

and Best of Care
given horses in any manner that owners may
desire, at reasonable rates. For further partlcu-
lars address

MRS M L CHASE, Sonoma, Cal.

THOMPSON'S SALE AND TRAINING STABLES
PLEASJ?NTON RACE TRACK

One of the Best Equipped Training Stables in California.

corr°7ond %!l'\l% HUSSS^f """^ ^ PU
' '" "'"^ f0r Sa '8 " ™ i0*™ »""« '°

JAS THOMPSON. Pleasanton. Cal.

THE AIM OF EVERY GUN owner is to keep his
gun faultless—the

t
finer the gun the harder he

tries. If he uses ' 3 in One" the easier he tries.

3 IN ON;" oils every action part properly,
cleans out the residue of burnt or smokeless pow-
der, prevents rust on every metal part, cleans and
polishes the stock, contains no acid. Write for
generous sample-free. G.W.COLE COMPANY
I 128 Washington Life Blog. NEW YORK A

JACK FOR SALE.
A BLACK JACK WITH LIGHT POINTS;
**- large, heavy boned prompt and a goon han-
dler. Is a good foal gett-r and his foals are
excellent individuals. Price very reasonable for
prompt sale. Address for further particulars,

S. B. WRIGHT, Santa Rosa.

mank
Vein?

Absorbine
Will reduce inflamed.swollen Joints,

jt$| r.rniscs, Soft Bunches, cure Boils,

\s$ Fistula, or any unhealthy sore^

'£5 quickly; pleasant to use; does
^\ not blister under bandage or

» remove the hair, and you can
work the horse. $2.00 per

^S bottle delivered. Book S-B
"=»- free. ABSORBINE,JR.,for

id, $1.00 per Bottle. Cures Varicose

Strains, Bruises, Etc. Mfd. only by

W. F. YOCN«, P. D. F.,

54 Monmouth fctreet. Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack & Co . Laogiey & Michaels Co.
ggdfn^ton & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Francisco

672-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZLBJ3KLL & SON, Proprietory

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Bigs on hand. Ti r

any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259

Jbree Legged Horses
1
*

eve not curiosities by any mean;. The country is full of them. The
fourth leg is there all right but it is not worth anything because of a curb,
splint, spavin or other like bunch. Ycu can cure the horse of any of these
ailments and put anotht r round leg under him by the use of

Quinn's Ointment.

MrlENML

nd reliable. When n. horM I<? cured
with Qutmi'd Ointment lie stnvrt cured. Sir. E. F. Burke
olSprini;M(jld,Mo., writes as totlows- "I have been
u si hk Qui nn's Ointment for several years and have ef-
fected many marvelous cures; It will go deeper and*
cause less pain than any blister I ever used. Thought
it my duty lor the benefit ot horses to recommend your
Ointment, lam never with out it " This Is the general
verdict by all whoglveOulnn'sOlntmonta trial. For {

curbs, splints, spavins, windpuffs. and dl. bunches It
is unequaled. Price SI per bottle at all druggists
or sentby mail. Send for circulars, testimonials, &c.

W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. Y.

PpH iVrPPG Til hill €\ +C*A and l^Pe written ready for framingrcuigrees laouiatea Wrlte for priceg _ B/EEDER AN
*

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mieey lares and stallinis

FOR SALB.
Three Black Mares by McKlnney 2:11^
One Brown or Black Weanling Filly by

Lecco 2:09J£

The Mares are BESSIE D., that is out of
Stemwlnder. the dam of Directum 2:05>4; KUS£
McKINNbY, that is out of a mare by Forrest
Clay 1934 and is the dam of Almaden (2)2:22^,
winner of Breeders Futurity and Occident Stake;
KAGSY, that Is out of Babe by Ferdinand 1835,
son of Strathmore.
The Weanling is by Lecco 2:09^ and out of

Rose McKinney.
Also one three-year-old Stallion—the best bred

one ever sired by McKinney; dam Elsie {dam of
5 in list) by Gen. Benton; second dam Elaine (dam
of 4 in ll?t) by Messenger Duroc; third dam Green
Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list) by Harry Clay
45. A grand young hor3e; has trotted a half in
1:14 as a two-year-old.
Will sell oneor all of the above at fair prices.
Address C. A. DURFEE.

529 Thirty first St., Oakland.
Or Race Track San Jose, wb* re horses may be

seen at any time

TWO HIGfbCLASS STALLIONS
For Sale at a Bargain.

JOHN A. 3:13 3-4 (8), pacer, sirtd by Way-
land W.; dam Lady Moor by The Grand Moor.
Has paced miles in 2.08% and can do It again
when in condition. He has some very fine look-
ing colts, yearlings aDd two year-olds. JOHN
A. Is a eood individual, a high-class race horse,
and will make a great sire of race horses and
high-class roadsters

SIR CARLTON 26367, trotter, three years old,
by Nutwood Wilkes; dam Lady Keating by
Stam B : seconc dam Abbie Woodnut (dam of
Dlawood and Abdine) by Nutwood.
These horses will do to race the coming season

and will win in their classes. It is imperative
that I sell them without delay, as my business
calisme elsewhere and I will be unable to give
them attention For reasons stated I will sell
both of them for less than I would have taken for
one of them some time ago, and I would like to
hear from some of the parties whose offers were
not accepted, and believe we can make a trade
Apply lo or address A E MAST1N, 1016Nlne-
teenth Street, Sacramentc, Cal.

Attne
TongueMnd

STOCK GET JUST ENOUGH AT THE RIGHT TIME.

CBNPRE5SED PURE-SALT BRICK5.I

AND PATENT FEEDERS.
No waste.no neglect.all convenience
Your idlerhas it. Write us for The 'booh.

BEIMONF STABLE SUPPLY CO.
PATENTEES MANUFACTURERS
Brooklyn, IM.Y.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE.

ONE OF THE GRANDEST LOOKING AND
best bred McKinney stallions everfoakdis

offered for sale Be Is five years old, si red by the
great McKinney 2:11?^, dam by Dexter Prlrjce,
that sired the dam of Nora McKinney 2:1334 (trial

to wagon 2:09): second dam by a son of Election-
eer; thlid dam by McDonald Chief, sire of the
dams of Tom Smith 2:l3M ana Stella 2: 15«4.

ThtsstalHon has never raced and has Dot been
trained, but has trotted miles batter than 2:30
and quarters In 35 seconds Stands 15 3 weighs
lOf Opounds, Is a beautiful bay with black points
and without a pimple. Is an exceptlonallyband-
some horse flow disposition and has marvelous
endurance. No horse living has cleaner,
strafghteror more perfect legs A grand pros-
pect to train, and a sure money-maker Id the
stud Would make one of the grandest roadsters
in America. For further pa- 1 leu lars address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
36 Geary St., San Franolsco.

The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 14
(Reg. No, 22449)

Sire. ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 In 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar 1:59^.

Dam, LOKITA 2:18^ (dam ot Alta Vela 2:llu
and Palurl 2:241(1 by Piedmont 2:17Ji; second
Cam, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16«
and Lorlta 2:l8i4) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, damof Doc, sire of Occident 2:16?*.

Address all communications to BREEDERAND SPORfSMAN.36 Geary St,, San Francisco.

MERIDIAN 21121
FOR SALE.

ArERIDI^N 2:12j£ IS A STANDARD-BRED
X,J

- dark brown Stallion, foaled 1892. Excellent
disposition; perfect conformation; sure foal
getter. His oldest colts are four years old and
all his get have style, good action. *ood size and
speed He 1* by SImmocolon 2:i3?i (sire or Dan
Q 2:07!/2 and 12 In 2:30 list); dam Sidane 2:23Wby
Sidney 2: 19?^; next dam Addle S by Steinway.
Started seven times in races, won four first mon-
ies and was never outside of the money. He is
sound, in good condition, will be sold cheap. For
further particulars address

R. S. BROWN, Petaluma.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEVISADERO AND FULTON STS.

(1408 Fulton Street)

Horses Called For, Clipped and Delivered

AT POPULAR PRICES.
BUSINESS HORSES FOR JURE.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable nearthe above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving, a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything first-class All horses in my care will
receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. f. C. CABNEY.

isl 10D

FOR SALE.
JET BLACK STALLION; WEIGHT 1750;
w seven years old. Is a blocky built, big bontd
horse and a sure foal getter, and his colts will be
£hown. Price reasonable. For further particu-
lars apply to orrlce of Breeder and Sportsman.

jVKE, MOFFITT & TOWNE
DEALERS IN

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.

Telephone Main 1W

CALIFORNIA

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored In 48 Hoars.

CAPS OLES

Midi
daperlor to Copaiba Inject
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THE BAYWOOO STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL,

(Property of John Pabrott, Esq.)

Devoted Evasively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WALTER SEALY. Manager.

Bon Voyage

Champion 2 y.o. Stallion of 1904

Champion 3 y.o. Stallion of 1905

Two-year-old Record 2:15
Three-year-old Record. . ,2:123£
Trial In a Race ,...2:10^

WINNER OF HARTFORD FUTURITY (88500) FOR 1906.

FnM VOYAGE (SlfrXiM Is bv Expedition 3:153£ by Electioneer 125; dam Bon Mot by Erin 2:84?i;

second dam Etoe*^ third dam Roma by Golddust 150. For breeding, individu-

allty and racing qualities he is unsurpassed.

Season of 1906 at AGRICULTURAL PARK, LOS ANGELES,
where he will serve a limited number ot mares.

« cn t ii. „ (•„„„. USUAL KETUBS PRIVILE8ES. or money refunded should mare
SSI) IOr the beaSOn. not prove in foal. A rare chance tb breed good mares to an excep-

tionally high-class and highly bred young stallion. For further information address

J. O. GEBRItl, 4607 Agrica'tural Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
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Mc Kinney, 2!11%
World's Leading Sire ci Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
(JFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

Mck in ne v is now located at the farm, 1 miles From Cuba.

®Ijp lEmptrp City iFarma, newyork.
Mention this journal

when writing.

75 PER CENT OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS

p California Trotting Bred gjj
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Giving" Performances of the Get
of Sires and Dams, etc.
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Thoroughbred Pedigrees

Tabulated and Typewritten at Reasonable Rates

BREEDER & SPORTSMAN
36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES
VICTOR

JAMES
VERILHAC

Proprietor
1. McGRATH

Manager

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Cor. of Grove and Baker Streets, jast at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Parb

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devisadero Street Cars)

Best located and healthiest Stabie In San Francisco. Always a good roadster on hand for
sale. Careful and experienced tnon to care for and exeroise park roadsters and prepare horses for
track use. Ladles can go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or cars.

-HUNK PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, top.

BOARDING AND LIVERY
1530 FIEZI-iXj 8TR.BJE3T

BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVE.
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorse FootRemedy
SOLD BY...

SAYRE & SON Sacramento, Cal
R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo
J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO SpokaDe, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. ..Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER StocktoD, Cal

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JOS. McTIGDE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Cal

|
JAS. B. CAnPBELL&CO.. Manufacturers, 4 12 W.riadTson St., CHICAGO ,ILL

35 Christmas is Coming! £

December 23d
will be the date of the Issue of the

CHRISTMAS EDITION
Of til©

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
3J It will be Bigger, Better and Handsomer than ever, and

"=t5 will be Replete with Interesting Matter in Every Department,

31 Special Articles by Special Writers, Handsome Illustrations,

2jJ etc. It will Circulate to the Four Corners of the Earth

^E and all the other corners will be liberally supplied, and the

~X United States completely covered.

3 MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW FOR ADVERTISING SPACE
=i5 Send for Kates. BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St. S.F. —

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years oarrlages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has reoently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, ruga, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMFIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LAD1"ES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Looatlon in the City—all add muoh to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

STALLION OWNER!
If You Need a Stallion Card or Stock Catalogue Compiled and Printed, Stallion Poster,

Stallion Service Book, a Cut of Your Horse, a Horse Book of anv kind or a Tabulated
Pedigree, Get it where you can get the CHEAPEST and BUST.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES ADDRESS

MAGNUS FLAWS & CO., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. ILL.
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IT 3VXAK.E2S KTO DIPPB ETXTOES
what particular kind of shooting yon are Interested In—sportsmen differ as to make of
guns, advantages of various loads etc., but sooner or later most of them come to the

same opinion about ammunition—that

Peters Shells and Cartridges
have all the other makes beaten In the race for quality and results. See what they
have recently accomplished In the three chief departments of "tbe came":

RIFIjEJ
At Sea Girt, N. J.. Ang 24-Sept 9. Lieut. Tewes won the

Wimbledon Cup Match, the Grand Luflinfe Rand Aggregate,
the Seabury and N J. Members 1 Matches; Lieut- Casey
won the Inspector's Match, and Lieut. Ssiith the Reading
Match— all using Peters .30 U- S Gov t ammunition.
In the Spencer and Seabury Matches Lieut. Casey made

a total of 20 consecutive bull's-eyes.

In the Wimbledon Match seven of the first ten places were
won with Peters Cartridges.

The Pistol Championship of the United States, competed
for Sept. 1-11, was won by J. A. DiETZof New York scoring
465 out of a possible 500 with Peters 23 Stevens-Pope Armory
Cartridges, Standard American Target, 8-in. Bull's-eye,
distance 50 yards
At Sea Girt. N.J, Aug. 2l-Sept. 9, Thomas Anderton

won 'he All-Homers. Arjy Revolver, and Jones Matches, and
Lieut Stedje the Disappearing Target Match, all with
Peters Cartridges.

SHOTOUN
The Consolation Handicap at the Grand American, Juce

30, was won by Jas. T. Atkinson, score 99 out of loo.
using Peters Ideal Shells.
Fir>t Amateur Average at the Cincinnati Tournament,

Sept. 19-21, won by R S. Rboads. using Peters Shells.
First General Average at the Indianapolis Tournament.

October 9-10, won by L H Reid with the phenomenal score
of 393 out of 400, using Peters Factory Loads.

THKSE RKOOKDS BFKAK. FOR THKMSELVES, COMMENT IS INWECESSAKY.

New York: 98 Chambers St.

T. H. KELLER, Mgr. The Peters Cartridge Co. Cincinnati, o.

The Hunter One-Trigger
Is Absolutely

Perfect
because

The mechanism Is positive In Its

action. Parts are large and
strong It never balKB nor
doubles; In lact. It does just

whac we say It will and does
it every time.

SHOOT YOUR GAME

HUNTER ARMS CO, FULTON, NEW YORK.
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOG to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca, N. Y.

?„
r

Coast Branch, PHIL B, BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

GSS
Send for

Catalogue

521

Kearn St

.

GXD
Mailorders

a Specialty

QUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS

SAN FRANCISCO. • • • CAUFOBNIA.

3 fHnoroF Parker
STANDS FOR

Quality
135,000 IN USE.

Quality Is ol paramount Importance. THE PARKER GUN Is the

recognized standard of the world and slands today better than
ever. The best gun value In the world; DOLLAR FOR DUI.L«n
It cannot be -qualed We never have made cheap trasnv Bans '

and the PARKER Is always found cheapest In the end. The OUN *>' *"b : "'
good time to begin to get ready for next season. Let us a.slst you.

N. Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

-\*rltlx

BALLISTITE
If you Use It Once,
You will Use It Again

—

That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com-
mercial sohool on the Pacific Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates; 30 teachers; 70 typewriters; over 300 students
annually placed In positions. Send (or catalogue.

E. P. HEALD. President.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS AST

Half Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

506 Mission St. cor First, San Franclgco

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD-77 premiums. California State Fairs
1902-3-4. Registered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us what you want.

Howard Cattle Co , 206 Sansome Street, San
Francisco.

PETER SAXE & SON, Llok House, S. F., Cal.

Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years.

All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Hogs. High-

olass breeding stock. Correspondence solicited,

HOLSTE1N8—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 90% winners at State and county fairs,

show riDg, and every butter contest since 1885 In

California No reservations. Stock near S. F.

F H Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

JERSEYS, HOLSTELN8 AND DCRHAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hogs, Poultry Estab-

lished 1876. William Niles & Co.. I.o» Angeles
Dal.

KENNEL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Twenty-Til Annual Trials

....OP THE....

Pacific Coast

Field Trials Club
TO BE RUN AT

Bakersfield
(KERN COCSTY]

Commencing Monday, Jan. 8, 1906

Judge. W. J. BAI7GHN, Rldgevllle, Ind.

Annual Derby
All-Age Stake

Members' Stake
ChamDion Stake

Entries for A 11-Age Stake close Dec. 15, 1905

W. W. VAN ARSDALE (San Francisco)
President.

ALBERT BETZ. Secretary,
No 201 Parrott Bldg. S. F„ Cal.

«5^For Entry Blanks and Further Information
address tbe Secretary.

VETERINARY.

M. R. C. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of tbe Royal College of Veterinarj

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinbirs
Veterinary Medical Society; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-

geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNewZealandand AustrallanColonlei

at tbe port of San Francisco; Professor or Equf De
Medicine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California: Ex-President 01

the California State Veterinary Medioal Associa-

tion: Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Francisco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Franolsco:
Telephone Park 128.

The Cocker Spaniel
Its History. Points,
Standard, Care,
Training Etc.

PRICE, POSTPAID, 50 CENTS
The instructions on Care, Training, etc., apply

toother breeds as well as to Cockers, and It 1b a
useful book for the dog owner. Tells how to
teach them to perform tricks.

FOR 8ALE BY THE

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
SAN FRANCISCO CAL.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head one cent per word

per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

GREAT DANES

/-1REAT DANE PUPS (BLUEBEARD-MATJD
vt s.) for sale; eight weeks old O. BERG-
STEN. Center-street Station, Oakland.

UOUDON SETTERS.

I70R SALE-PDPPY AND BROKEN DOGS.
L GEO. e. STONE, Bos 12, Fresno, Cal.
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TSLEPhONE,
'

South 64C

mhorse boots

Reliable and Trustworthy

Ammunition is an absolute essential
when hunting big game. If your gun
should fail to shoot, it might mean
death. Specify

IT NEVER MISSES FIRE.
Always Trustworthy aod Accurat i

under all conditions.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT:

86-88 FIRST STREET
San Francisco, Cal.

UN ACCURATE RIFLE
Is an absolute essential in hunting
big game. If your gun failed to shoo'
straight, it might mean death ...

Use a

SMOT G UNS
IT IS WONDERFULLY ACCURATE.

Always to be Depended Upon.

Write for Illustrated Catalog;.

PACIFIC COAST depot:

E. E. DRAKE, - - Manager

Winchester
WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

I

The 1906 Du Pont Calendar

will be sent you If you send us

e brand name of the powder you shoot

and 10 cents In coin or stamps.

ListribuUou In December.

Important: Give full name and

street address.

S.-nd to Advertising Division,

E. I. Da PONT CO.

Wilmington, Del.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.
When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS

and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg„ 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Individual Championship

of the

State of New Jersey at Targets

was won by

Mr. P. C. Bissett, South River. N J„

with a score of 46 out of 50. bbooling

NEW SCHULTZE.

Mr. F. C. Bissett and Mr. Ed. F. Markley
\

of Easton, Pa., tied for

First Amateur Average,

110 out of 150, both shooting

NEW SCHULTZE.

Mr. J. F. Pleiss of Easton, Pa.,

won Second Amateur Average,

135 out of t50, shooting

NEW SCHULTZE.

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York City.

L_.-*j\/v.

Glabrough, Golcher & Go.

GUNS

Gun Goods
*9~Send for Catalogue.

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

BY FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELL!
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR
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HORSEMEN
Should Remember

That they can winter their strings in better condition at the Stables of the Track at

Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte, Cal.
A resort by the Sea where it is summer all the year. The Track is being put in special shape for Winter
Racing and Training. Horses may be shipped here from any point in the East, and special terms and accom-

modations will be arranged for them and for their trainers and keepers.

There is no Winter Resort in the world like Del Monte, and owners of racing stock may not only give their

horses the best possible opportunities to be in perfect condition for spring and summer, but they may themselves

enjoy, together with their families, the luxuries and comforts of the great hotel close at hand.

The eighteen-hole Golf Links are the finest in America, with greens that are green every day in the year.

Excellent Shooting and Fishing, and oiled roads for Automobiling.

For terms, etc., address r^r?r\ t> o-nt-ct t -m- t^ -m- r>
' ' GEO. P. SNELL, Manager, Del Monte, California.

Midwinter pony Racing on the Track at Del Monte. California

V.;p;,'.;...v.v;,.;,i;..;,i;.i.^5i;V,if».™^^^^^^
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The BAYWOOD STUD
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAL.

(THE PROPERTY OF JOHN PARROTT, ESQ.)

HOME OF THE

Hackney Stallion

IMPORTED

jREEN'S

RUFUS
(E. H. S. B. 4291—A. H. S. B. 63)

The Baywood Stud is Devoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Training of

High Stepping Hackney-Bred Harness Horses.

WALTER SEELY, Manager. San Mateo, California.

business
college:

Highest Award, Gold Medal, Portland Fair

This sign has been up more than 42 years. It is familiar in every

household In California. It, is a veritable trade mark, and represents

the very best in the field for which it speaks. Thousands of successful

business men look upon it as a familiar friend, for through it they got

their start in the business world. It represents more today than it

ever did before, for Heald's Business College is better today

than ever. Every year adds to its experience, its strengtn, its pres-

tige, its equipment, its usefulness and its popularity. The demand for

its graduates is growing every year.

A graduate says: "That this school is recognized as being of the

greatest efficiency was impressed upon my mind when applying for a

position as the only recommendation necessary was the fact that 1

was a Heald's graduate."

OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT HAS FILLED 514 POSITIONS

in 11 months, including Bookkeepers, Stenographers, Electricians and

Electrical Engineers, Assayers, Telegraph Operators and Draugh tsmen.

Get your business education where the business opportunities are.

A poor school is dear at any price. A good school is cheap at any

price.

Write for Prospectus and Journal to

E. P. HEALD, President,

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

HEALD'S
SCHOOL OF MINES AND

ENGINEERING

130 Union Square Ave. San Francisco

BUSINESS OFFICE, 24 POST STREET

The most practical school in the West. Strikes right at the core o

things. Students prepared for shop and field in the shortest possible time.

Any course or group of studies may be selected.

The Civil Engineering Course includes: Geometry, Trigonometry,
Draughting, Strength of Materials, Surveying, etc.

The Mining Engineering Course includes: Assaying, Blow-Pipe
Analysis, Mill Construction, Milling, Mining, Geology, Mineralogy, Economic
Geology, Surveying, etc.

The Metallurgical Course includes: Chemistry, Assaying, Metallurgy,

Calorics, etc.

The Electrical Engineering Course includes: Mechanical Drawing,

Constructing, Switch-Boards, Mr tors, Dynamos, Dry Batteries, Transform-

ers, Storage Batteries, Electric Railway Work, Arc Lighting, Incandescent

Lighting, Induction Coils, the X Ray, Wireless Telegn phy, Algebra, Geom-
etry, Trigonometry, Calculus, etc.

The Metallurgical Course is intended for those who do not wish to

take the full course in mining, and includes: Chemistry, Blow Pipe Analysis;

Gold, Silver, Lead and Copper Aqsaying; Fire Assays, Wet Determinations,

Bullion Assaying, Metallurgy, Electro-Metallurgy, Smelting Processes, etc.

The Steam Engineering Course includes: Stationary Engines, Ma-
rine Engines, Locomotive Engines, Automobile Engines, Boilers, Steam
Generators, Valves and Valve Gears, Impulse Wheels, Turbine Wheels,

Lathe Work, Shop Work, Drafting, etc.

The Gas Engineering Course includes: Marine and Stationary Gas

Engines, Automobile Engines, Gasoline, Steam and Electric Motor Vehicles;

Machine Work, Valves and Gears, Flywheels, Brakes and Controlling De-

vice^; Carburettors, Ignitors, Lubricators, Tires, Steering Gears, Jump
Sparks, Induction Coils, Combustion of Gases and Mixtures, etc.

Circulars, giving full information, may be

obtained by- addressing

E. P. HEALD, President.

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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ALTA VELA 2:iif, Reg. No. 22449
sire of 166 in 2:30 and grandsire of Major Delmar 1:59%.

Dam Lorita 2:lSy. (dam of Alta Vela 2.11% and Palori 2:24% by Piedmont 2^.1%;
dam Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16% and Lorita 2:18%) by St. Clair

lam Laura, dam of Doc. sire of Occident 2:16%. Will make the season of 1901)

At HANS PEELLSON'S, Hear Casino, 24tH Ave. and Pulton St.

d to the best sailed and fastest son of Electioneer on the Pacific Coast.

Terms for the Season, $50.

ATHABLO 2:24J—The best entire son of Diablo.

Sired by Diablo 2:09%, sire of 10 in 2:15 list. Dam Athalie. dam of Athanio
j,! [ra 2:10% Uhadon 2:27 at one year old. and four others in 2:30 list.

Athablo will be one of the greatest sires in California. His dam is the greatest

mare Diablo ever served. Three of her sons are producers, but Athalbo will outrank
them all. His colts are showing1 extreme speed and for their age outrank any colts

in this valley. _ _ j __. .,

Season. 1906 at my Stock Farm. Betu.rn Privilege.

Fee S25 Season. Address GEO. B. WAKIOW, Fresno, Cal.

ATHADON '20000—2:27 at 1 year old.

Sired by Matadon 9392. son of Onward. First dam great brood mare Athalie.

dam of seven in 2.30 list, by Harkaway 11S0S. son of Strathmore; second dam Mag
by Ucalde 103. Sire of Athasham, 2 years, 2:20. Sue 2:12%, Listerme 2:13%, Dakon
D 2:16%, and others in 2:30 list. Athadon is also sire of Thedonna, exhibition half
mile at Fresno Breeders" meeting 1:02. Trial 2:0S.

Will Make Season 1906 at $25, with. Beturn Privilege,
At mv Stock Farm, Fresno, Cal.

Fee £25 Season. Address GEO. 1, WA3LOW, Fresno, Cal.

BONNIE McK. 36569.
SON OF McKINNEY 2:11H-

Dam Bonsilene 2:14% by Stamboul 2:07%, grandam Bon Bon 2:26, dam of

Bonnie Direct 2.05% and Bonsilene 2:14%, by Simmons 2:28, etc. Bonnie McK
is a grand individual and a fast trotter, with perfect legs and feet.

Will make the season of 1906 at Pleasanton Bace Track.. Fee, $50.

Fee returned when resultant foal takes standard record. Address
GEO. A. KELLY, Pleasanton, Cal.

r [Geo. Wilkes 2:22 by Hamb. 10

Sire of Alma Mater
McKINNEY 2:1 \hi Martha Wilkes ..2:08 by Mamb. Patchen

Sire of 60 in 2:30

2:02

Sweet. Marie .2:01 1.4 Gov. Sprague 2:20".',

70 in 2:30 Dam of ^Rose Kenney
McKinney ..2:UH by Mamb. Messenger

Grandam of
2:05 '4

Sultan 2:21 by The Moor
_ <

Sire of Fleetwing by Hamb. 10

..2:10M

Dam of etc.
Bonnie McK (trial). .2:19 'Simmons 2:28 by Geo. Wilkes

Dam of Bonnie Wilkes 2:29$$

..2:05M by Geo. Wilkes

Bonnie Steinway (trl)2:I3 14

BON VOYAGE
Champion 2 Y. O. Stallion of 1904.
Champion 3 T. O. Stallion of 1905.

Two-year-old record 2:15, 3 T. O. record 2:12%, trial 2:10%: sired by Expedition
2:1594. by Electioneer 125: first dam Bon Mot by Erin 2:21%; second dam Farce
2 :'-' ll

i by Princeps; third dam by Goldust 150.
Season of 1906 at Los Angeles—Agricultural Parlr.

Tee S50. Return privilege or money refunded. Limited number of mares.
For further particulars address

J. O. GEEEITT, 4607 Agricultural Ave., Los Angeles.

BARON BRETTO 39103
By Silver Bow 1170S, record 2.16 fsire of 6 in 2:30), he by Robert McGregor

(sire of Cresceus 2:02%, etc.); dam Libretto (sister to Hattie, dam of Monterey
2:09%, etc.). by Commodore Belmont 4340; second dam by Woodford Mambrino
2:23 %; third dam Miss Gratz by Norman 25. Baron Bretto, bay horse, black points,
16.1% hands high, weighs 1272 pounds

Season 1906 (March 1st to July 1st) at MAEYSVILEE, CALIFORNIA.
WILLIAM LEECH, Proprietor.

Fee $25 for the Season. Office 219 C Street, Marysville, Cal.
On account of other business this horse is offered for sale.

CONSTRUCTOR 39569 By McKinney 2 :11|
First dam Daisy S. (dam of Tom Smith 2:13%. General Vallejo 2:20%. Little

Mac L'^TI-s. Sweet Rosie 2:2* :i
. :

i, bv McDonald Chief 3»S3, second dam Fanny Rose
(dam of Columbus S. 2:17, George Washington 2:16%, who sired Stella 2:15%, Cam-
paigner 2:26%, etc., and Fanny, dam of Scotty 2:19%, Trilby 2:21%, etc.).
Constructor is one of the handsomest young sons of the great McKinney on the
Coast. He stands 15 hands 2% inches over the withers and 15 hands 3% inches
over the loins and weighs 1100 pounds. He never made a regular season in the
stud, but was bred to several mares when three years old and all of his get are of
- I size and good lookers.

Will make the Season of 1906 at Thomas Smith's Barn, "Vallejo, Cal.
For further particulars address

JAS. A. SMITH, 1021 Georgia St., Vallejo, Cal.
Service Fee S25, with usual return privilege.

CORONADO 2:i2j
Sired by Lhe great McKinney 2:11%, dam by Thos. Rysdyk 10649, son of Rys-

dyk 653, sire of the champion race horse Clingstone 2:14; second dam by Venture,
sire of the dam of Sidney Dillon, sire of Lou Dillon 1:58% and sire of the dam of
the i hampion Directum 2:05%. Coronado is one of the best bred sons of McKinney
living and is bound to be one of his greatest and fastest race trotters. His colts
('I show speed, and are great individuals, and as soon as they are old enough to
.: I!, |. I VII Will In* UI't'Hl ! I -

"">
1 SI-'S,

Will Make the Season of 1906 at Agricultural Park, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Address

Fee $50. W. G. DUBFEE, Bos 96, University P. O., Los Angeles, Cal.

DELPHI 2:12J. The Director Stallion.
Sire ol Toppj 2:11%, Delphi 2:12%, is by Director (sire of Direct 2:05%, Di-

rectum 2:05 "4. Direction 2:08%, Nathan Strauss 2:09%, and 44 more in 2.30 list),
'i Etta by Dexter Prince, grandam by Priam 1798, Delphi 2:12% is a very hand-

iii.nl. stallion, inds 15% hands high and weighs, in stud condition. 1100
ii< i i! proved I

In self to be a remarkably game race horse, having but
few als, His record of 2:12^ was made in the lifth heat of a winning race

i Salinas track.
Will Make the Season of 1906 at SALINAS.

For terms and particulars address
C. WHITEHEAD, Salinas, Cal.

DEXTER PRINCE, JR. 20440
full brother to 1 ottery Tlckel 2; ID'

ol Prince . fslrt of Joe
. . and Nance ' i'Nell 2:09^ I.

Season of 1<)0G at NAPA.

(sire of Mush 2:085! and Lottery T.
H'.",. Lady Rowena 2:18Mi. Pilot 11c-

Terms S25 for the Season.

AiMi.-ys

E. P. HEALS, 24 Post St., San Francisco.

DICTATUS MEDIUM 32499

By Dictatus 2:16% (by Red "Wilkes 1749, out of Miss Lollie by Dictator 113)
dam Belle Medium by Happy Medium (sire of Nancy Hanks 2:04, etc., and the sin
of Milton Medium, sire of Lou Milton, dam of Lou Dillon 1:5S%, etc.); next dan
Argenta by Almont Lightning.

Dictatus Medium is a handsome bay horse, 7 years old, weighs 1320 lbs., anc
will sire speed, size, style and good disposition.

Will Make Season 1906 at Bace Track, HOLLISTEB, CAL.
For Further Particulars Address

Fee $40. B. P- LATHBOP, Hollister, Cal»
Usual return privileges. Good pasturage, $2.00 per month. JOS. SANCHE5

in charge.

EDEN VALE 2:16
The Handsomest Electioneer Stallion

on the Facific Coast.
By Eros 5326 (one of the best producing sons of the great Electioneer); dan

Meta by Piedmont 904; second dam Mecca by Mohawk Chief; third dam Mavfli
by St. Clair 16675. Eden Vale 2:16 is a handsome bay in color, possesses style, size
speed and qualit3r

.

Season of 1906 at the Sea Breeze Besort.
Boulevard Station, Golden Gate Park.

("Shorty" Roberts, Proprietor.)
Fee 325 for Season. With return privilege.

For furth er particulars address
"SHOETY" BOBEBTS, Sea Breeze Besort, San Francisco

EDUCATOR
The Handsomest Son of Director and
Sire of the handsomest colts.

Sired by Director 2.17 (one of the greatest sires of extreme speed the work
has ever known); dam Dolly by Vermont Messenger. Educator stands 15.3 hands
weighs about 1175 pounds, and is a grand individual in every respect. He is withoui
blemish and every one of his get possesses speed, style, beauty and intelligence.

Service Fee for Season of 1906, $25. With return privilege.
For information regarding price and other particulars address

M. HENKT, Haywards, Cal

ED. McKINNEY Standard Trotting Stallion.

By McKinney 2:11%, dam Nona Y. 2:25 (dam of Nance O'Neil 2:09%, Adam G
2:11%, Chas. David 2:15 and Lady Rowena 2.1S%); second dam Black Flora (dam
of Sister 2:19%, Perihelion 2:2o, Nona T. 2:25 and Huntress 2:28).

SEASON 1906 at MODESTO.
Address

Fee $25 for the Season. A. J. GILLETT, Modesto, Cal,

E. P. HEALD, Owner, 24 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

GENERAL J. B. FRISBIE
STANDARD AND BEGISTEBED.

A handsome son of McKinney. Sired by the great McKinnev 2:11%, greatest
sire of the age; dam the great brood mare Daisy S. (dam of Tom Smith 2:13%,
General Vallejo 2:22%, Little Mac (3) 2:27, and Sweet Rosie 2:28%), by McDonald
Chief 35S3, son of Clark Chief 'S9; second dam Fanny Rose, great brood mare (dam
of Geo. Washington 2:16%, Columbus S. 2*17), by Ethan Allen Jr. 2993. General
J. B. Frisbie is a handsome, good-gaited, black, five years old. He is a full brother
to Tom Smith 2:13%; shows McKinney speed, and will be trained for the races
next season.

Will make the season of 1906 at my stables in Vallejo.
Good pasturage S3. 00 per month.

$25 for the Season. X'sual return privilege.
THOMAS SMITH, 1021 Georgia Street, Vallejo, Cal.

HAL D. (p) 529. The best son of the great Brown Hal.

First dam by Mercury; second dam by Brown Hal. A good individual with

extreme speed. None better bred.

At LOS ANGELES, from Jan. 1st to May 1st, 1906.

$50 for the Season. T. L. DAVIDSON, JR , Los Angeles.

HIGHLAND Trial 2:12.

By Express 29199 by Advertiser 2:15%, dam Alpha 2:23%; (dam of Aegon
2:18%, Algy 2:19%, etc.); second dam Jessie Pepper (dam of lone 2:17%, Alpha
2:23%) by Mambrino Chief II.

Highland is coal black, stands 16 hands and weighs 1200 pounds. He is 6

years old and has only one foal, a 7-months-old filly that the fifth time in harness
showed a perfect gait and an eights in 25 seconds.

Will make the Season at PLEASANTON, CAL.
Fee S25. W. A. CLARK, JR., Owner.

TED HATES, Manager, Pleasanton, Cal.

IRAN ALTO 24586—Trotting race record 2:12^
The only stallion with so fast a record whose sire and dam held world's rec-

ords. His sire is Palo Alto 2:0S% by Electioneer; his dam is Elaine 2:20, champion
three-year-old of her day, and the dam of four and grand dam of twelve in the
list; second dam, the great Green Mountain Maid, dam of nine in the list and also
dam of the great Electioneer.

IRAN ALTO'S first colt took a record of 2.12% trotting, and he has sired five

more in the list.
Will Make the Season of 1906 in Charge of

$40 for the Season. H. S. HOGOBOOM, Woodland, Cal.

KENNETH C. :17

Sired by McKinney; dam Mountain Maid (dam of Tom Carneal 2:0S%), by
Cresco 490S; second dam by Cloud, he by Rifleman (sire of Col. Lewis 2:1S. etc.).

Kenneth C. 2:17 three-year-old record is one of the handsomest, games t and best
young sons of the great McKinney on the Pacific Coast. He is a high class individ-
ual in every respect.

Season of 1906 at Pleasanton, CaL
Fee for Season, $30. Fee for Single Service, $15.

Address for particulars
S. K. TEErET, Pleasanton, Cal.

KINNEY LOU 207^

The fastest stallion by the great McKinney 2:11%. Dam, the game race mare.
Mary Lou 2:17, by Tom Benton: second dam Brown Jennie (dam of Ned Winslow|
2:12%, Shvlock 2:15y. and Mary Lou 2:1?) by David Hill, Jr. Will make the season
of 1906 at

SAN JOSE.

Address BUDS DOBIE, San Jose, CaL

LYNWOOD W. 32853
Becord as a 2-year-old 2:20*/2- -sm

Sired by Guy Wilkes, dam the great brood mare Lindale by Sultan Jr. 12771-

Lvnwood W. was a sensational colt trotter and is fast proving himself to be a
great sire, although he never covered but eight standard bred bares prior to 1905.'

Still he has to his credit Dumont S. 2:20. Clipper W. 2:24%. Sonoma Queen 2:25.

Sonoma May 2.29%, all trotters with records made in 1905. The following are the

onlv colts that ever had any training. They have worked as follows: R. W. P-

2:12%, Chas. Belden 2:13%, Sonoma Girl 2:15. Sly B. (3-yr) 2:16%, Dumont S. 2:1/,

Averess 2:18, Sonoma May 2:19%, Jim V. 2:20, Ella V. (3 yr.) 2.21, Clipper W. 2:22,

Sonoma Queen (3 yr.) 2:22, Sonoma Star (3 yr.) 2:27%, Dennis 2:30, Frank G.

i 2 yr.) 2:30.
Will make the Season of 1906 at Santa Bosa.

H. A. CARLTON. Santa Bosa, Owner.

L,
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MERRIMAC
By the greatest of all sires, McKinney 2:11*4 (sire of Sweet Marie 2:04%. etc.);

dam Advocatrix by Attorney, sire of tile dam of Alix 2:03%. Also MONEY MAC by
McKinney, dam Patty Washington, dam of Patrose 2:12*4 by Geo. Washington
2:16%.

Will Mate the Season of 1906 at WOODLAND RACE TRACK.

SEYMOUR WILKES Reg. No. 0232.

For Terms, Address
A. B. RODWLAN, Woodland.

MONTEREY 2094. Reg. No. 31706
By Sidney (grandsire of Lou Dillon lrSS 1^). Dam Hattie (also dam of Montana

2. 1 6. Will make the s-e.ismi of linn") at
SAN LOEZNZO, Saturdays, Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays.

ALAMEDA RACE TRACK, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.
For the season. Good pasturage at S3 per month. Best of care taken of

FEE $50 mares, but no responsibility for accidents or escapes. Send for card con-
taining pedigree and full particulars. Address.

F. J. WILLIAMS, San Lorenzo, Cal.

MONTESOL
By McKinney 2:11%, dam Igo (registered) by Antevolo 2:19; second dam Daisy

May by Nutwood: third dam Ralston Mare by Alexander's Abdallah; fourth dam
by Lexington. Montesol is a full brother to Lady Grannard (3) 2:23. Trial 2:13.

Will stand at ALAMEDA RACE TRACK.
Address or apply to

$40 for the Season. Return privilege.
FAT FOLEY, Race Track, Alameda, Cal.

NEERNUT 19810. Record 2:1 2|
Sixth Heat 2.14 . Sire of Neeretta 2:09! \ and many others.

Neernut has proven a great sire. His colts are all fast and have good size,
looks^ feet, legs and style. Neernut is by Albert W. 11333 (son of Electioneer);
dam Clytie II by Nutwood. He will make the season at my place in Santa Ana.

Terms: Single Leap, $20; Season (with return privilege), $40.
To insure a living foal, $60.

He is a sure foal getter. Address
GEO. W. FORE, Santa Ana, Cal.

NUTWOOD WILKES 22216 2:16*
Sired by Guy Wilkes 2:15*4, Dam Lida W. 2:18%. by Nutwood 2.18%. Sire of

John A. McKerron 2:04y2 . Tidal Wave 2:09. Miss Idaho. 2:09U. North Star (3)
2:13%, Cresco Wilkes 2:10%, Stanton Wilkes 2:10%, Who Is It 2:10%. And 30
others from 2:12% to 2:30. His daughters have produced the dams of Iloilo 2:15,
Miss Georgie 2:10%, Mona Wilkes (3) 2:11%. and Miss Howry (4) 2:12%.

Will Make the Season of 1906 at NUTWOOD STOCK PABM.
For Particulars Address

PEE: $50. MARTIN CARTER, Irvington, Cal.

NUSHAGAK 25939. Three-year-old record.
Sire of Aristo 2:0SVi, winner of Occident

and Stanford Stakes of 1902
Sired by Sable Wilkes 2:18; sire of 42 in 2:30. Dam Fidelia (dam of Fidette

2:28%, dam of Mary Celeste 2:17*4), by Director 2:17; second dam by Reavis Black-
bird 2:22; grandam by Lancet, son of McCracken's Blackhawk.

Will make the season of 1906 at Race Track, Woodland, Cal.
Limited to fortv outside mares.

Fee. $50. ALES. BROWN, Owner, Walnut Grove, Cal.
C. A. SPENCER, Manager, Woodland, Cal.

PRINCE ANSEL 2-year-old record 2 :20|

Sired by Dexter Prince (sire of Eleata 2:0S J
/i, Lisonjero 2:08%, James L. 2.09*4

Edith 2:10. etc.); dam Wood flower (dam of Seyles 2:15%) by Ansel 2:20, son cff

Electioneer; second dam Mayflower 2:30*A (dam of Manzanita 2:16, "Wildflower (2)
2:21, and eight producing daughters), by St. Clair 16675.

Will make the season of 1905 at Race Track, Woodland, Cal.
C. A. SFENCER, Manager, Woodland, Cal.

Fee $30. ALEX. BROWN", Owner, Walnut Grove, Sacramento Co.

Race Record 8:08%. The Fastest Son of Guy Wilkes 2:15*4.And the most uniform sire of size, solid color, good looks and natural speed in
»f 190G atCalifornia Will make the season

CT WHITE RANCH, Lakeville, Cal.

Address THOS. ROCHE, Lakeville, Cal.
Terms for the Season, $30. Or J. w. Gregory, 408 Bush St., S. F., Cal.

STAR POINTER 1:59 world's Champion race horse
World"s Record made in 1S97. The fastest, gamest and most consistent race

horse in turf history. Registered Trotting No. 301S3. Pacing No 0414
Sire of Morning Star 2:03, Joe Pointer 2:05*4, Sidney Pointer ' O" 1 ! Schlev

Pointer 2:0s 1
.,.

By Brown Hal 2:12%, sire of Star Pointer 1:59*6 and 10 others with records of
2.10 and better. Dam Sweepstakes, dam .»f Star Pointer Ir'.Ov, Hal Pointer ''04
Elastic Pointer 2:06%, etc., and 2 Producing Sons and 6 Producing Daught.-rs

Season 1906 at FLEASANTON. Service Fee $100.
Usual Return Privileges.

For Further Particulars Address
CHAS. De RYDER, FUasanton, Ca'.

Good Pasturage and Good Care Taken of Mares.

STONEWAY 0340. Record 2:22|
Son of Strathway and the great brood mare Elizabeth Basler. Stonewav is the

sire of Stonelita f3) 2:15, Rockaway (2) 2:15%, My Way (3) 2:22, trial 2.11, Little
George (1) half mile record 1:17, Radium (1) half mile record 1:16. Jake Brolliar.
trainer for the Kirkman Stock Farm, declares that he will prove Stoneway the
greatest sire of extreme speed in California.

Season of 1906 at the KIRKMAN STOCK FARM, Northeast of VisaHa.
Fee $40 for the Season.

Address GEO. W. KIRKMAN, Owner, Exeter, Cal.

SCOTT McKI N NEY '53749 MCKINNEYTROTTING stallion

Sire McKinney 2:11%, dam Primrose by Sidney 2:19%. Primrose is the dam of
Roj'al Sid (3) 2:24%, Diagonal (4) trial 2:lo, Owyney. three-year-old, was in Phip-
pen's stable one month and trotted a mile in 2:31, last half in 1:13, and Scott Mc-
Kinney as a three-year-old was driven by Durfee three times in the spring and
trotted a mile in 2:35. last half in 1:14. Only 6 of Scott McKinney's colts have
been broken and 5 of them have trotted quarters in 40 seconds; another was hooked
up 4 times to a bike cart and trotted quarters handily in 39 seconds; one in
Salinas trotted quarters in 39% seconds; a three-year-old trotted a mile in 2:52,
eighths in 17% seconds, and a three-year-old worked a month trotted a mile in 2.45.
All have size, finish, and are pure gaited trotters. Scott McKinney will be given a
record when races are held here.

Will make the Season of 1906 at the SAN JOSE RACE TRACK.
For particulars address

Fee for Season $40, with return privileges. H. SCOTT, SAN JOSE, CAL.
Stevens Creek Road, near Meridian Road.

PATHRO Trial 2:10

:09%,Sired by Dexter Prince (sire of Lisonjero 2:0S»/i, Eleata 2:08%, James L.

Edith 2:10, etc.), dam Olivet (trial 2:20 by George Wilkes.

Will Make the Season of 1906 at MERCED, Cal., at Sol Shockley's stables.

Pee $50. SOL SHOCKLET, Merced, Cal.

Return Privileges.

PETIGRU 2:ioi
The largest monev "winner on the California Circuit. 1902. By Kmgward 2:25,

son of the great Onward, sire of 9 in 2:10; dam Lemonade (dam of Bessie Wilton
2-09%, Petigru 2:10% and Lady "Wilton 2:11%, the three fastest trotters ever pro-

duced by one mare) by Kentucky Prince, Jr.; second dam Susie Melbourne (dam of

two and" grandam of six standard performers) by Melbourne, Jr.; third dam Ka.e
(in great brood mare list) by Alhoit, son of Abdallah 15, etc. Petigru stands 16.1

and weighs 1175 pounds. He has shown his ability this year to trot a mile in 2:0o

and all of his get show speed and high quality.
„ _--.,..-.-

Will Make the Season of 1906 at Agricultural Park, LOS ANGELES.
Address

Pee 550. W. G. DTJBFEE, Box 96, University P. O., Los Angeles, Cal.

POLE STAR 5 years old

By McKinney, dam Mountain Hare by Young Venture; second dam by Nigger

Baby; third dam by Imp. Trustee.

Will Stand at ALAMEDA KACE TRACK.

Address or Apply to

$40 for the Season. PAT POLEY, Eace Track, Alameda, Cal.

Return Privilege.

PRINCE NUTWOOD *m
vear^a^atikr^Mfa*?^ tlKl"s«tsKS[ gi £j£
behind -he money and was the fastest stallion in three-year-old races that year

'

Will make the season of 1906 at the ,____

Pee $40 for &'fc£E™1 ""* °™™ "^ ^l^Modesto. Cal.

PETER J.

Bv S^?
1™™ o*" n°*sire of Swift B.. three years old, 2:16%. etc.).

dam
B
McDorfaurMa

U
id

5

(

e
d
a
am of Stelfa '2:15%; Billy Nichols^ three.years old tr.a

•>-18- Peter J three-vear-old trial with only six weeks work, Z.il, Gold Bow ~.ij>

without training); second dam Lady Patchen, by Geo. MPatehen 30; third dam
\ 1 ,,i M-.i' 1 v Et nan Allen (43). Peter J. is a handsome bay stallion 16.1 hands

weighs 1100 pounds; foaled May 12. 1901; is a fine individual in every respect, and

oVTn thrii-vMr-old easily trotted quarters in thirty-three seconds.

Season of 1906, Janl 20 to May 1st, at Agricultural Park, Sacramento.

Pee $25 for Season. Usual retum^prmlege^^aarjss^ ^^ Saorament0| Cal _

ROBERT DIRECT
Bv Direct '-05% (sire of Directum Kelly 2:08% and Direct View 2:08%, besides

Ba°!& b?|obe^t Bas.r ^O^on^ani %?£J%™£ fflJbT
10 miles northeast of Visal.a.

Pee $50 for the Season.
For further particulars address R Q NEWMANi visalia, Cal.

TOM SMITH 2:131

Sired by the great McKinney 2:11^4—greatest sire of his age; dam the great
brood mare Daisy S. (dam of three in list), by McDonald Chief 35S3, son of Clark
Chief S9; second dam Fanns' Rose—great brood mare (dam of two with records bet-
ter than 2:18), by Ethan Allen Jr. 2993.

"Will make the Season of 1906 at WOODLAND KACE TRACK
To a limited number of approved mares.

Fee §50, with usual return privilege. Address C. A. SPENCEE .Woodland, Cal.
E. P. EEALD, Owner, 24 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

U N IMAK McKinney—Director—Nutwood.
Unimak, standard and registered trotting

Twenty-Third by Director 2:17; second dam
2:15 1,4), by Nutwood 600.

Will make the Season of 1906 at PALO ALTO, CAL.
Terms $40 for the Season. To close July 1st.. Approved mares only,

return privileges or money refunded, at the option of owner of mare.
Excellent Pasturage at Reasonable Rates. No barbed wire. Best of care taken

of mares in any manner owners may desire. Address or apply to
CAFT. C. H. WILLIAMS, Box 151. Palo Alto, Cal.

stallion, is by McKinney 2:11*4, dam
Nettie Nutwood (dam of Hillsdale

Usual

WAYLAND W. 22516. Record 2:12$.
One of leading sires of 2.10 performers of i9os.

Sire of Bolivar 2:06*4, leading money earning pacer of season 1905. Sire of
Morosco 2.12, highest class trotter on California circuit in 1904. Wayland W. is

by Arthur Wilkes 2:2S. dam Lettie (dam of Wayland W. 2:12%, Welcome 2:10M:.
Maud Singleton 2:2S) bv Wayland Forrest. Although Wayland W. has never been
mated with mares by Electioneer. Director, Nutwood. Sultan. Stamboul. Anteeo or
any of our great sires, he is the sire of Bolivar 2:06%, Nellie R. 2:10, Arthur W.
2-11%, Morosco 2:12. John A. 2.12%, Forrest W. 2:14%, Leland W. 2:16, Al Sandy
21914 Maud Sears 2:21, Bonita Wilkes 2:26%. Wayland W. will make the

Season of 1906 at SANTA BOSA, at McGregor & Hockins' Stables.
W. C. HELMAN. Owner.

Terms $40 for the Season. Pasture S3. 00 per month.

ZOLOCK 2 051
Sire of R. Ambush (3) 2.14%. Delilah (3) 2:11%, Bystander (4) 2:14=i, Sherlock

Brown stallion by McKinney 2:11%; sire of 11 in 2:10 list; dam Gazelle 2:11%.
dam of Zolock 2:05Vi. and Zephyr 2:11. by Gossiper 2:14?i; sire of Gazelle 2:11%,
Miss Jessie 2:13%. etc.; second dam Gipsey (dam of Gazelle 2:11%. Ed. Winslup
2:15, etc.), by Gen. Booth. A larger advertisement of this horse will be published
in this paper later.

Will make the Season of 1906 at Agricultural Park, Los Ang-eles.

Pee $50. Address HEUBY DELABEY, University Post Office, Cal.

ZOMBRO 2:11
The best son of the champion McKinney 2:11%.

Dam by Almont Lightning. Sire of Zephyr 2.07%, Charley T. 2:13%, Italia

214% Bellemont (3) 2:15%, etc. Has eleven in standard lists, or more than all

other'sons of McKinney combined. 7 are in 2:20 list. 3 in 2:15 list, and 1 in 2:10 list.

A great race horse. A grand individual and a great sire. Winner of first prize at

Lewis & Clark Exposition. Address
GEO. T. BECKERS, Owner,

4645 Agricultural Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

m•k

The Hotel Driard

Victoria
an IDEAL
Summer
RESORT

The First-Class Hotel of Victoria,

B, C. The DRIARD is one of the

best conducted First-Class Hotels

on the Pacific Coast, Has Every

Modern Convenience. , . .

Victoria has
More good
Roads and
scenery
THEN ANY
CITY ON THE
PACIFIC
COAST

m

FREE 'BUSS COM MERCIAL SAMPLE ROOMS g

J5? DFSZiW £la
d
ns C A. HARRISON, prop. &
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THE WEEKLY

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, PROPRIETOR.

Turf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Goast,

office—
36 QEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 4.4-7.

Telephone: Black 586.

Terms—One Year S3, Six Months 81.75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

letter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and

address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
antee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, December 23, 1905

THE TEAR JUST CLOSING may not have been

the most profitable one that all harness horse breed-

ers have enjoyed, but after looking: it over carefully few

will be able to find reasons sufficient to make them lose

heart In the future. Well bred trotters and pacers of

quality are in demand at good prices, and the mar-

ket has a very firm condition. The big auctions in

New York, Chicago, Lexington and other points have

been very remarkable for the quality of horses of-

fered rather than for the quality. We believe mort-

horses have passed under the hammer this year than

in any previous twelve months, yet prices have been

sustained to the very last, and the demand is still

strong. When eleven hundred horses can be sold at

one sale for an average of over $400 each, there' is no

reason to believe that the supply is anywhere near

the demand for good ones. Racing in the eastern and

middle states has been" excellent this year, in spite

of several drawbacks. The time has averaged faster

than ever and more new 2: 10 performers have ap-

peared than any previous year has produced. Here

in California the harness racing has been very lim-

ited, but it has been high class, and clean. The trot-

ting and pacing at Santa Rosa, Fresno, Sacramento

and Los Angeles has been up to the best that is held

anywhere in the world so far as close contests and

.clean racing is concerned. California farmers, stock

breeders and fruit growers have had a fairly pros-

perous season, while mining* has enjoyed a boom ano.

real estate sales were never so numerous, nor prices

higher. Several new railroads are planning to enter

our State, new factories are being established, and

every citizen is looking forward with confidence to

times of great prosperity for many years to come.

The breeders of harness horses, those who are pro-

ducing the best on up-to-date lines, will share in this

prosperity beyond a doubt The future of California

is most bright and there is no reason why there

should be even one pessimist among California horse-

men. With the wish that every reader of this jour-

nal may enjoy the best in health and wealth that this

glorious land affords, we extend to all the compli-

ments of the season, a Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Tear.

OWNS FINE RACING STABLE.

PUBLICATION OF THE LISTS of new standard

performers for 1905 is deferred until after the meeting

at Phoenix, Arizona, which opens on Monday, De-

cember 25th. So many California bred horses will

take part in these races with a probability of lowering

their records that the lists of new performers will

necessarily be incomplete until the returns are in from

Phoenix.

There are six mares that divide the honor of having

produced two trotters with records of 2:10 or better.

They are: Beulah by Harold (dam of Beuzetta (4)

2:06% and Early Bird 2:10), Cascarilla 2:25^ by

Shelby Chief (dam of Caspian 2:07% and Caracalla

2:10: Nell by Estill Eric (dam of Belle Vara 2:08%

and Tom Axworthy (4) 2:08%); Lucy Homer by Ho-

mer (dam of Authoress 2:09%, Lecco 2.09%; Cap-

-rara by Daniel Lambert (dam of Dandy Jim 2:09%

and John Mac 2:09%). and Emma T. 2:17% by Socra-

tes (dam of Miss Adbell (3) 2:09% and Emma Brooks

2:09%) Of these, Beulah was the youngest mare

to have two in 2:10, she being but 14 years old when

her second trotter came into the select circle. Emma
T. comes next, being IS years old. She, however, holds

the honor of having the fastest record. Third on the

list comes Caprara. who was 25 when she got her

second 2:10 trotter. Cascarilla comes next, being 26

years old, and old Nell comes last, she being aged 2?

years when her second trotter got in.

Twelve or fourteen years ago W. A. Clark, now
Senator from the State of Montana, and known as one
of the wealthiest mining and railroad operators in
the world, campaigned a string of horses on the Grand
Circuit. He - owned the fast pacer Major Wonder
2:09%, Faust 2:18%, Conde 2:19% and other good
money winners. Both Gil and Jack Curry drove for
him at different times, and Mr. Jeffries, father of
Charley Jeffries, also piloted winners on different
occasions for the copper magnate. Senator Clark re-
tired from the turf as an owner years ago, but his
son, W. A. Clark Jr., is becoming one of the promi-
nent owners whose horses are seen on the Grand Cir-
cuit. Mr. Clark has been an ardent lover of the
light harness horse for years, is an excellent amateur
driver and has demonstrated the fact that he is an ex-
cellent judge of a horse by his purchases. He has
raced through the Colorado and Montana circuits for
several years past, and in 1904 concluded that he
would enjoy seeing his horses starting for the big
prizes on the Grand Circuit. He saw Chas. Marvin's
great colt Bon Voyage by Expedition and bought him
for $10,000 as a two year old. The colt won the two
year old trotting divisions of the Horse Review and
Kentucky futurities, closing the season with a record
of 2:15, the best for a two year old trotter in 1904.
He was wintered in California and is at the close of
1905 the fastest three year old trotting colt of the
year with a record of 2:12%.
The winnings of Bon Voyage in' 1904 were $5,450,

and this year he won ?11,075. He is beyond question
one of the grandest looking three year olds living, as
well as one of the best bred ones. His sire is Expedi-
tion 2:15% by Electioneer, his dam the great brood
mare Bon Mot, dam also of Endow 2:14% and Be-
queath 2:20%.
Ted Hayes, the well known trainer and reinsman

who was for several years with Bitter Root Farm,
campaigned Mr. Clark's horses in 1904, and went
east with them this year, but was compelled to give

MR. W. A. CLARK JR.

up training on account of illness, and the horses were
raced thereafter by J. O. Gerrity with excellent suc-

cess. The racing string of Mr. Clark is now at Los
Angeles track in charge of Mr. Gerrity, and com-
prises Bon Voyage 2:12%, Marone 2.13%, a very' high

class trotter; Sally Dunn, two year old record 2:28.

trial this year 2:15; Electric Maiden, a mare from
whom great things are expected, and the fast pacing

mare Miss Georgie 2:10%, by McKinney out of a

Nutwood Wilkes mare Miss Georgie was timed sep-

arately in 2:06^2 this year, but was not right during
the early part of the season.

Mr. Clark has quite a number of brood mares, all

of which are now quartered at Pleasanton in charge

of Ted Hayes. Among them are the following: Hazel
Wilkes by Guy Wilkes, Loucii May by Oakland Baron.
She by Abbotsford, Ruth Mary by Directum, Bay Leaf
by Telephone, Patty D. by Altimas. Biddy by Re-
Election, Douschka by Western, Reina Del Diablo by
Diablo, Christobel by Chas. Derby, Bon Mot by Erin.

Mr. Clark also owns the stallion Highland, that is a

very high class horse and a fast trotter. He is by
Expresso, own brother to the great mare Expressive,

three year old record 2:12 1,2, and" out of the great

brood mare Alpha 2:23'2 by Alcantara.

Highland will be bred to some of these choice

mares and will make a public season at the Pleas-

anton track He gives promise of being a great sire.

The only one of his get at the present time is a chest-

nut filly out of Reina Del Diablo. She is a handsome
little thing and was seven months old on the 21st of

this month. She has only been in harness five times

and the fifth time she was hooked up she showed Mr.

Hayes an eighth in 25 seconds. As before stated, this

is Highland's only foal and if she is a sample of what
he is going to get he will bo a wonderful sire.

Among the others in Mr. Hayes' string is a two
year old by McKinney, dam Tuna 2:12'-:. that showed
a half in 36 seconds, and a black two year old by
McKinney, dam She. that can step better than a 40

gait; a yearling chestnut filly by Nutwood Wilkes,

dam Patty D. 2:12%. that has paced quarters better

than 3S, and a yearling bay filly by Nutwood Wilkes
out of She, that can easily show close to a 40 gait.
Kinney Wilkes, a young stallion coming five vears

old, by McKinney out of that great race mare Hazel
Wilkes 2.11% by Guy Wilkes, is another young stal-
lion that Mr. Clark will use in the stud some and
probably race.

All of Mr. Clark's breeding interests are at the
present time in charge of Mr. Hayes at Pleasanton.
It is probable that Mr. Clark will, as soon as he finds
a place to suit him, purchase a place where he will
establish a breeding farm in California.

In all probability Bon Voyage, after making a short
season at Los Angeles, will finish the season at
Pleasanton, where he will be bred to Mr. Clark's
choice mares and be allowed to make a limited pub-
lic season.
The advent of such men as Mr. Clark into the

breeding of trotters cannot help but be of benefit to
the State. He has the means to buy, and the in-
clination to breed none but the best, and every lover
of the harness horse will wish him nothing but suc-
cess and good luck in his venture.

o

MATINEE RACING AT PHOENIX.

I enclose herewith score card for our matinee given
yesterday, on the occasion of opening our new fair
grounds and racing plant to the public This was
our first matinee of the season, and it was a moat
enjoyable affair—in fact, I do not think a more en-
joyable, or a more thoroughly appreciated matinee
was ever given anywhere. The weather was perfect,
and something over 3,000 people attended, and all

were very enthusiastic over the fast time and close
finishes made in almost every heat. There was no
hitch of any kind in the program, and our manage-
ment was the recipient of many nice compliments on
the character of the matinee, and the great results
obtained in the building of such a fine plant and
such excellent tracks in such a short time.
That the track is pretty fast was evidenced by

the ease with which Hazel Patch and Custer paced
the last half of the first heat in the third race in

1:02^, last quarter in 30% seconds. Mr. Sherman
told me that if the horse and conditions continue good
till race day, he thinks he can reduce Hazel's mark
of 2.02% here. He says ours is unquestionably the
best and fastest new track he ever saw, and he be-
lieves it the equal of any in the world. He says,
further, that he considers out general plant the equal
of any in the country; and the other trainers here
all agree with him in both these statements. So we
feel well satisfied that the result of our free-for-all

pace will be to set our track record pretty low at our
first meeting. The visiting ' trainers say the only
thing they see wrong about our climate is the fact

it is so fine they don't see how they can resist the
temptation to train their horses too much.
One thing that seemed to attract as much favorable

comment from spectators as any other, was the neat
appearance of the grooms, who all wore white coats
and caps furnished by the Association The general
comment which this feature brought out would seem
to indicate that the general public don't enjoy the
spectacle of a horse walking past the stand covered
with an expensive blanket, while his groom too often
is covered with only a dirty undershirt and pair of

trousers without any suspenders.
Commissioner Packard goes to Los Angeles tonight

to arrange for rounding up the boys and looking after

transportation matters for them, and we expect sev-
eral carloads of horses from there next week.

Tours very truly.

W. V. TIFFANT, Secretary.
Summaries.

First race, pacing:
Sally Pointer by Sky Pointer 1 1

Selden Wilkes by Gen. Wilkes 4 2

Fearnot by Lynmont 2 4

Florence Wilton by Wilton 3 3

Time—2:10, 2:09%.
Second race, pacing:

Paul D Kelly (2) by Armont 1 1

Lillian Zolock by Zolock 2 2

Billy A. by Fast Nation 3 3

Monkey Mack by Oak Grove 4 4

Time—2.14%. 2:14%.
Third race, pacing:

Hazel Patch by Hard Patch 1 1

Custer by Sidney Dillon 2 2

Time— 2:11^,. -
:

1 1
s "-

,

.

Fourth race, trotting:

Boralma's Brother by Boreal 1 1

Billy H. by Knight 3 2

Peggy Arnett by Sidney Arnett 2 3

Maud M. by Gen. Wilkes 4 4

Time—2:23. 2:21.

Fifth race, pacing:
Hallena Morgan by Due Hal 1 l

Pointer Star by Vasto 3 2

Surprise by Silkwood 2 3

Cobre Grande by Tobaseo 4 4

Time—2:17. 2:17.

Craft's Distemper and Couph Cure is attractln
attenton among horsemen at this season of the
All pities Interested will do well to read the announce-
ment of the manufacturers. Wells Medicine Co., 13

Third street, Lafayette, Ind., which appears in this
Issue. Duck masters and dog owners are also urged
to try this remedy for all perm diseases. Druerglsl s

and others may order it under the guarantee: "Money
refunded if it fails." D. E. Newell, 519 Mission street,
San Francisco, is peneral agent for the Pacific C<

-i
i

LEADING HORSEMEN PLEASED WITH IT.

Chino, '':>i . May 1 J, 1904.
Tbc Lawrence-Williams Co.. Cleveland, O.

Please send me your "Horse Pictures" advei
O (MBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM. All the leading
horsemen around hen; u?e i'. ami are well pleased With
the work it does. E. A. VREDENBURGH, M I>

Jackson's Napa Soda untangles the feet.
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IN FRONT ALL HIS LIFE.

Ever since Zombro 2:11 came out as a three year
old and and down ihe Pacific Coast, meeting

ir olds in the country and bearing

% forts ts that year in better than
something: no other three year old trotter ever

accomplished before or since, he has been a leader.

in the stud, his first few years of stud duty
short and limited, as he was in training and

: the lime, but he began siring speed from
st and was not only the first producing son of

McKinney, but has sired more standard performers
than all the other sons of that great horse combined,
and has e the fastest. Besides being a rec-

as a race horse and sire, Zombro is a
great show he - has won more first prizes than

any stallion in California. He won first premium at

the Horse Show in San Francisco in 1SS5 in the three

year old class. He won first premium at the Cali-

S Fair in 1900 and 1903, and at the Oregon

other filly, Helen Dare, that has a trial of 2:15, last

half in 1:05. She is owned by Mr. Beckers, owner of

her sire.

Zombro is the leading money winning sire of the

Coast this year. His daughter Zephyr won over $8000

on the Grand Circuit, although very lame all season,

and then sold for $1600, although veterinarians said

she would probably never race again. Trainer Ruth-

erford, who raced Helen Norte 2:09 on the Grand
Circuit, said he saw Zephyr step the last thre'e quar-

ters of a heat in 1:32, and the last half in 1:00%. She

made two breaks going round the first turn, and then

sire.

Zombro is now located at a splendid new home
which his owner, Geo. T. Beckers, has built for him
Mr. Beckers bred this great horse and gave him his

first lessons, but that is another story and an inter-

esting one, the relation of which must be deferred to

another time. Owners of mares who are desirous of

breeding to the best should correspond with Mr.
Beckers. His address is 4645 Agricultural avenue, Los
Angeles.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet.

ZOMBRO 2:11 BY McKINNEY 2:11>4

Siate Fair in 1901, and 1902. He won the gold medal
for best standard bred stallion with five of his get at
Sacramento in 1903. At the Pasadena Horse Show
last April he was awarded first prize and a $75 loving
cup for the best standard bred stallion At the Lewis
and Clark Exposition at Portland, where a great
horse show was held this year, Zombro won the first

prize, the champion prize and the grand champion
prize, with six high class stallions to beat.
Zombro has but 76 foals that are four years old or

over, and out of these but forty have been worked.
Fifteen of them have stepped miles in 2:15 or better,
and twenty-two have trotted or paced in 2:20 or bet-
ter. Over one-haif of those worked have shown 2.20

or better. This is a great showing for a young sire

that has so few colts. There were ten foals by Zom-
bro in 1S97, eleven in 1S9S, thirteen in 1S99, thirty-two
in 1900, and only ten in 1901. Every one of these has

GENERAL J. B. FRISBIE, A HANDSOME SON OF McKLNNEY

trotted the last half in one minute and half a sec-
ond, and then came very near beating Sadie Mac for
the heat, Stimson going to the bat to win.
Charley T. 2:13%, a five year old by Zombro, was

the biggest money winner on the California circuit

this year that started in purse races. Briquette, a
five year old daughter of Zombro, showed a mile in

2:13% and sold for $5000. The get of Zombro have
probably sold for more money on the average during
the past few years than the get of any other sire.

Zombro's list of standard performers now number
eleven, and is as follows: Zephyr 2.07%, timed sepa-

. rately in a race in 2:06%; Charley T. 2:13%, trial

2:10%; Italia 2:14%, over half mile track, trial 2:0S%,
Bellemont, three years old, record 2:15%, trial 2:11%:
Zomboyette 2:1S, trial 2:14%; Zenobia 2.19, trial half

in 1:05%; Tee Dee Cee 2:19%, trial 2:13%; Lady
Zcmbro 2:24, trial 2:10; Lord Kitchener 2:24%, trial

ONE OF THE VERY BEST.

ZEPHYR 2:07m, BY ZOMBRO. WON OYER $8,000 THIS SEASON ON THE GRAND CIRCUIT

good looks and is n fine driver. No horse over sired
colts with more Intelligence or that made letter road-

ses. Now as to his two and three
year olds, they all show speed. There are a dozen
two year olds that have shown quarl seconds,
and the three year olds are showing speed like old

Look at Bellemont 2:15%, the three yi

Ally that holds the coast trotting record of her age
trotted a trial mile last month in

.ml sold at auction for $2500- There is an-

2:19%; Zealous 2:26%, trial 2.20; Nina Bonita 2:27.
Those that have no records but have shown trials

better than 2:20 are Bessie Barnes 2:07%. Colonel
Green 2:10%, Briquette 2:13, Clara B. 2:14, Julia M.

Helen Dare 2:15. Mayo 2:15, Mabel TV. 2.1S%,
Zombretta 2:15. Edmond S. 2:15. Era 2:16, Suomi 2:16,

Zomalta 2:16%, Oosola 2:17, Early Bird 2:18 and Ger-
aldine 2.19.

All the above trials are well authenticated and they
certainly make a wonderful showing for Zombro as a

As handsomely and perfectly proportioned as any
trotting bred horse on the Pacific Coast is the young
stallion Gen. J. B. Frisbie, bred and owned by Mr.
Tho. . Smith of Vallejo. a gentleman who has been
identified with the horse breeding interests of Cali-
fornia for many years, and whose efforts have always
been to produce horses that have size, courage, en-
durance and kind disposition. Mr. Smith has not been
what one would call an extensive breeder, as quality
instead of quantity has been his motto, but the Tear
Books show that he has bred many winners and trot-

ters with low records. Being a progressive breeder
it is not strange that the fine, young black stallion

which he has placed at the head of his stud should be
the handsomest and most promising of any he has
heretofore bred. A glance at his likeness, which ap-
pears herewith will show what a grandly proportioned,
smoothly turned, stylish individual he is, and his looks
are backed up by the very best blood lines, he being
a full brother to Tom Smith 2:13%. His sire is Mc-
Kinney 2:11% sire of no less than forty in the 2:15
list, and his dam is the great brood mare, Daisy S.,

dam of Tom Smith 2:13%, Gen. Vallejo 2:20%, Little

Mac (3) 2:27 and Sweet Rosie 2:28%. Daisy S. is a
daughter of McDonald Chief 35S3, that sired five stan-
dard performers, among them that w-ell known trot-

ters. Columbus S. 2:17, and has a producing son and
three producing daughters. McDonald Chief was by
that stout bred horse Clark Chief 59 and out of a mare
by thoroughbred Bethune. The second dam of Gen.
J. B. Frisbie is another great brood mare, Fanny Rose
by Ethan Allen Jr. 2903, son of the old champion
Ethan Allen and a mare by Hambletonian 2. Fanny
Rose produced George "Washington 2:16%, Columbus
S. 2.17 and Solano Chief 2:29%. The third dam of

Gen. Frisbie is Jenny land, a mare known to be nearly
thoroughbred but whose pedigree was lost. Her dam
was imported to this State from Kentucky before the
war, and was purchased there for a race mare. She
was bred to a thoioughbred stallion before starting
on the trip and foaled a filly after reaching California.

She became the property of a negro who forgot or

lost all trace of her pedigree, but the filly was trained
and raced here and won several good races, among
others defeating when a two-year-old in a match race
a filly belonging to the late Nathan Coombs of Napa.
Jenny Lind produced the pacer Prince Allen 2:27, one
of the fastest pacers of early harness racing here in

California.

Gen. J. B. Frisbie is standard and registered. He
will make the season of 1906 at the stable of his

owner. Thos. Smith, at Vallejo, and will be limited to

a few approved mares at §25 -for the season. Good
pasturage for mares can be furnished at S3 per month.
This young horse is a fast trotter, as the public will

find out when he is' raced. The opportunity to breed
mares to a son of the great McKinney whose first,

second and third .darns were all producers, and two
of them in the Great Blood Mare Table, is seldom
offered at the figure fixed for the fee of this horse by
his owner, and when the individuality and speed of the
stallion are taken into consideration it is one that
surely will be taken advantage of early, and Mr.
Smith will undoubtedly be compelled to close his

books soon.

In hot weather there is no drink like Jackson's
Napa Soda—plain or in a lemonade.
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A ROYALLY BRED TWO=YEAR=OLD.

. Few men that have devoted a part of their time to

[;he theoretical study of breeding the trotting horse

,knd at the same time had a deep practical knowledge

of the business, ever met with greater success, con-

sidering the number of horses bred, than the late

Hon. W. B. Greene. Judge of the Superior Court of

Alameda county, whose death a few months ago ended

•:he earthly career of one of California's most honored

iand respected citizens. Judge Greene was a lover of

trotting horses and bred them for the pleasure it af-

tforded him as a relaxation from the arduous duties

bf the bench, to which he actually devoted too much
tf his time. The writer well remembers a conversa-

tion held in 1902 with Judge Greene, in which he re-

marked: "I intend sending my filly Diavolo by

Diablo 2:09% to Zombro this year, as I believe a foal

|from that mating will trot fast, and if a colt prove an

I

Excellent sire." When the foal arrived it was a colt,

fvhich is now two years old and gives every promise

bf fulfilling the expectation of his lamented breeder.

I (The colt is now owned by Mr. W. J. Dingee, the well

vnown capitalist of this city, who was a warm per-

i honal friend of Judge Greene, and interested with the

Matter in the breeding of trotters. The colt has been

Lhamed Edward McGary and, as the picture shows, is

fli very handsomely proportioned trotter. The repu-

tation of his sire. Zombro 2.11, is established, both as

Li race horse and a sire. Diavolo is a young and un-

tried filly, but has great natural speed. Her sire,

liiiablo 2:09%, is one of California's great speed sires

Und one of the best bred horses living. The second

lam of this colt is Billy Langtry, a great brood mare

VIRGINIA DILLON BY SIDNEY DILLON

CALIFORNIA'S FAMOUS HAY.

EDWARD McGARY BY ZOMBRO 2:11

=,y Nephew 1220, son of Hambrino and Trotting Sister

by Abdallah 15, third dam Miss Trahern by Gen. Mc-
Clellan 143. fourth dam Belle Mahone by Norfolk son
of Lexington, fifth dam Maid of Oaks by Jack Haw-
kins, son of Boston. Lilly Langtry's breeding is as

rich in producing blood as can be found in the record-

ed pedigree of any horse in the stud books. She has
produced five standard performers and her daughter
Diavolo is destined to be as great in the brood mare
line as the illustrious mother. Ed. McGary is a typi-

cal Zombro. He has been nicely broken by Mr. K.
O'Grady of San Mateo, one of the best colt breakers

in this country, and on the first of the new year will

be sent to that great driver of champions, Budd
Doble, who expects him to be one of the star pupils

of his school at the San Jose track. As the colt Is

entered in $40 000 worth of stakes much interest will

be taken in his development and progress by others
than his owner.
At Mr. Dingee's home, near Redwood City, which,

by the way. is one of the most beautiful country
seats on the whole Pacific Slope, he has collected a

small band of brood mares, eight or ten in all. and
will enjoy seeing them raise foals that w-ill be ex-
pected to develop speed when they are sent to the
trainer's hands. There is now at Dingee Park, as
this1 beautiful home is called, a filly by Sidney Dillon

out of the good race mare Flora M. 2:16 by Richards
Elector that bears the pretty name of Virginia Dillon.

She is, as her picture shows, about as perfect a
yearling as-could be pictured in one's mind's eye and
great things are expected of her.

Hay production in California is entirely different

rem that in almost every other State. In the east

here are but few kinds of hay, the principal staple

.rticlc being timothy, and it is much the same in all

ections and can be graded, as there is a uniformity

^bout it wherever you find it.

In California, however, one farmer may raise wheat

lay, his neighbor red oat hay, another barley or

larl'ey and oat mixed, or wheat and oat mixed, while

itill another will have volunteer wild oat hay. Then

me will have a first class article and his neighbor an

nferior article, location and climatic conditions hav-

ng much to do with the production of good hay.

The man whose product brings the fancy price is

-enerally the one who makes a close study of it,

'vatches results and year after year improves on his

nethods. In California there is practically no danger

if rain spoiling the hay, excepting volunteer wild oat

ly, which is cut so early that it sometimes gets a

iwer, but wheat, wheat and oat, red oat, barley or

ley and oat are generally safe.

The methods generally followed in the larger and

lost successful hay districts are to cut the hay

tickly, irrespective of kind, running from two to a

If dozen mowing machines if necessary. In a few

urs follow with rake, and after curing a little in

le winrow, put it into shock. Then in fifteen or

.renty days stack it, and bale any time after it has

>een in stack thirty days

One of the great essentials is to get a bright green

•olor Manv of our most successful haymakers cut

vhen the straw is right, irrespective of the condition

,t the grain in the head. Very frequently there is no

train at all in the head, but the straw is one bright,

•ispy, uniform green in color, very sweet, and stock

it every particle of it and do well.

At one time it was considered here in California

.at hay was not first class without grain m the head.

,nd everything else was sacrificed to attain that re-

.ult This was particularly so with growers of wheat

.nd red oat hay, but it is not so now. Color is the

le great quality desired to get a good selling article,

id properly colored and cured hay commands the

gest price.

The two great hay producing sections of California

•e the Livermore Valley and the Hollister section,

both these locations climatic conditions are most

rarable The country about Stockton is also coming

the front as a large producer, but Hollister is the

rgest shipping point in the State, and this section

oduces one-fifth of the State's supply. It has the

rgest hay warehouses in the world, the plant cover-

r 37 V- acres The four warehouses of this plant

juld extend over a quarter of a mile if placed end

end, and they hold 16.500 tons. Hollister station

ips an average of 2700 carloads of hay annually,

une years even more.
The eastern trade is supplied principally from the

ivermore and Hollister districts. This is a growing

emand and was created in a very simple way. Owing

to the mild winters in California many eastern racing

stables winter their horses here, and at first brought

their fancy timothy hay with them. But in training

their horses on the same tracks where our California

trainers were feeding California hay it soon became
very evident that our horses had more spirit, more

nia, order large quantities of Hollister hay and the

demand is increasing annually.
R. P. LATHROP.

The lot of Chinese horses and mules is not a happy
one. The Chinese cart is a peculiar affair, and appears

to be of much the same type as in ancient days. The
ordinary passenger cart is dragged by one animal in

the towns and by two in the country. The country

cart employed for hauling produce, and also for

domestic purposes by the great bulk of population,

is a machine of phenomenal weight. The wheel of

one of them was found to weigh 177 pounds, and
the axle fifty-seven pounds in addition, giving a total

of 411 pounds for the wheels alone. The shafts are

stout, as they need to be, and if the cart upsets, a by
no means infrequent occurrence, they pin the shaft

animal to the ground. To these farm carts, mules,
horses, cows and donkeys are hitched by means of

ropes fastened to the axles, and to make these beasts
pull together is a task to which no Occidental would
aspire. When the British troops marched on Pekin
in 1860 these Chinese carters deserted, and the men
could do nothing with the teams.—Ex.

"Wayne King 2:09% by Atlantic King is racing in

England under the name of Buster Brown.
Jack McKerron, the two year old trotter by John

A. McKerron 2:04^, that made a record of 2.23% in

a winning race over a half mile track this year, was
purchased last week at a long price by Mr. Wilson B.

Chisholm, a prominent Cleveland patron of the trot-

ting turf, and has been placed in Ben Kenney's charge
to train for the rich three year old stakes in which the

colt is entered.

MR. R. P. LATHROP, MANAGER LATHROP HAY CO.

power and seemed to be better nourished, while they

ate their hay up cleaner than did those fed on the im-

ported timothy. Naturally the eastern trainers sub-

stituted our California hay for their imported article,

and when they returned east there was California hay

in the car. and in many instances orders were left for

carloads to be shipped to different points where their

horses were to race. Soon others learned its value

and merit and in this way quite an extensive eastern

trade has been built up. Hay is now shipped direct to

Chicago, New York. Cincinnati. Lexington and a num-
ber of other points, and many of the largest stables

of race horses use none but California hay. A great

deal of hay is also shipped to Honolulu and to the

Philippines, and up and down the Coast.

The San Francisco trade, exclusive of the shippers,

consumes about 123,000 tons annually. Oakland is a

large consumer, while San Jose, Los Angeles and

many interior points, especially in Northern Califor-

Will Durfee has one of the lust prospects in Cali-

fornia for the green trots next year in a three year old

gelding called Zomont by Zombro 2:11, dam Altamont
Maid by Altamont. This gelding is owned by Sam El-

more of Astoria. Oregon, and acts like one that can

get the money. He stepped the last eighth of a mile

the other day in 16% seconds very handily.

Belladi 2:19 by Chehalls 2:0414, owned by Judge
Brents of Walla Walla, thai was -

I I east lliis year in

company with his mare Helen Norte 2:09%, to race

on the Grand Circuit, was left back there to be bred

to Moko, the sire of Fereno 2:05%, etc.

James Slavin of Denver, Colo, now owns the fast

trotting mare Rennsselaer Maid by Rennsselaer

Wilkes, dam Proficient by Pilot Medium, second 'lun

by Alcantara, having purchased her from B. I'.

Barnes of Toledo. O.. for $1500.

Mr. Frank Glover of Crowl Poll mty, Oregon,

has lately purchased from A. Glover of Salem a very

fine yearling colt sired b] Di ll dam Kate -Memo.

Lorenzo (2) 2:31% by Zombro, thai was castrated

this fall, is said to be lingering between life

at Irvington track, Portland.
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TWO SPLENDID MARES. ^M«MIKl^™™iS§
The most successful breeders are those who pick

their matrons with as much care as they do their

stallions. While a high class stallion that has a repu-

tation is a very profitable animal to own, he generally

represei >' investment, if not in money, in

le and hard work. The owner of a few

high class mares, however, generally does not have

a fortune invested, and the returns he receives on the

t the produce are larger in proportion to the

investment than those of the average slall.on owner.

As an investment made with the idea that it will

"pay" which is the main idea of every investment

nowadays, there is none that presents better opportu-

nities than the purchase of one or both of two mares

now owned by Mr. John A. Cole of San Bernardino,

President of the San Bernardino Driving Club.

One of these mares is Hazel Kinney 2:09%, the first

of the trotters sired by McKinney to enter the exclu-

sive 2:10 list, which she did at Woodland, August

29th. 1900, defeating Phoebe Childers 2:10% and Iran

Uto2.12% in three straight heats in 2:09 1
i ,

2:10% and

In the first heat she trotted the last three-

quarters of her mile in 1:33. a 2:04 gait. Hazel Kin-

ney is by McKinney 2:11%, dam Baby's Gi-'t. dam also

of the trotter Nina Bonita 2:2,. by Christmas 12253,

second dam Baby Arthurton. by a son of Arthurton

HAZEL KINNEY 2:09J£.

365. third dam Gipsy by California Tenbroeck, thor-

oughbred She is a blood bay, full sixteen hands,

weighs 1150 pounds, and is a perfect model of the

high class trotting mare. No more beautifully gaited

animal ever wore harness and there was never one

more sound in wind and limb. If put in training

again she should lower her record at least three

seconds, and sell for three or four times as' much as

Mr. Cole asks for her now.
The other mare that Mr. Cole offers for sale is the

three-year-old brown filly. April Rose, also by Mc-
Kinney. She was bred at the famous Palo Alto Farm
and is a full sister to Mack Rose, the young stallion

which Mr. Cole sold for a long price to Geo. S. New-
man of Colorado, who recently founded a stock farm

twelve miles out of Denver. Mr. Cole states it as

his firm opinion, founded on what he has seen her do.

that she is the best green three-year-old filly in

America to-day. No one that ever saw her move
questions her extreme speed She can step at any
time an eighth of a mile in 15 seconds, and last June,

with only five months work, trotted a mile in 2:18,

and a half in 1:05%. She is pure gaited and never

makes a mistake. Hre dam, Sweet Rose, has a trot-

ting record of 2:25%, made as a yearling, which is

close to the world's record of 2:23, held by Adbell.

Sweet Rose is by the great sire Electioneer out of the

great brood mare, Rosemont by Piedmont 2.17%,

second dam the greatest of brood mares. Beautiful

Bells, dam of ten in the list, by The Moor, and third

dam Minnehaha, dam of eight in the list, by Steven's

Bald Chief. Mr. Cole very pointedly says that if any
nows of any better bred McKinney than this

one he would like to have them say so, as he likes

and it will be news to him, also if there is any
better individual or any faster trotter of her age,

considering the length of time she has been training.

Any person desirous of knowing anything further of

wo McKinney mares should address Mr. John A.

at San Bernardino.

NOTES AND NEWS

Tom Smith 2: mi, Prof. E. P. Heald's handsome

and fast trotting stallion by McKinney, will mafe

the season of 1S06 at Woodland in charge of C. A.

Spencer, the well known superintendent of the Wood-

land Stock Farm The breeders of Tolo county could

not look for a better stallion to breed to next year.

The East View Farm Stable won upwards of $23,000

last season, the largest amount won by horses belong-

ing to one man.

Charles Whitehead, owner of that good Director

stallion Delphi 2:12%, will again make a season with

him at Salinas in 1906. He writes that the harness

horse business is thriving in that section. Everyone

seems to want to get another colt like Mr. Iverson's

North Star that won everything he was entered m
this vear. Whitehead has eight of Mr. Iverson's

horses in training. North Star has filled out until he

looks like a different horse. He will not be raced

again until 1907, and Whitehead believes he is a 2:07

trotter three times in a race if there ever was one.

Princss 2:13% is looking good. Alma, green trotter

by Dexter Prince, trotted a trial in 2:24; Rosier, two

years old. by Engineer, dam by Guy Wilkes, has trot-

ted a quarter in 41 seconds. She is in the Stanford

Stake. Derby Beauty, two years old. trotted a quar-

ter in 40 seconds. She is in the Breeders' and the

Occident Stakes. Robineer, a two-year-old by Robin,

out of Ivoneer, dam of North Star, paced a quarter

in 35% seconds. Dictatus Bell, by Dictatus out of

the dam of Princess 2:13%, and Prince Gift 2:12.

paced a quarter in 34 seconds. A yearling by Baron-

dale is proving quite a trotter and is entered in all

the stakes. Delia Derby is in fine shape now, and with

no more bad luck will give a good account of herself

in the Breeders' and Occident Stake next year. Mr.

Whitehead has four of Mr. C. Z. Heberfs horses.

Bruno 2:16. a gray mare by Bruno that trotted a mile

in 2:21% and an eighth in 16 seconds, and is a good

prospect to race next season: also two pacers by Ham
bletonian Wilkes with trials of 2.20%. and 2:19, re-

spectively, to cart. T ' Flint's green pacer stepped

a quarter in 32% seconds: M. J. Smeltzer's trotter

tiialed in 2:2S and his pacer in 2:30. Both are by

Dictatus. T. Butler's X Ray has been shifted to the

pace and looks like as good a pacer as his daddy.

Rev Direct 2:10. County Treasurer James Taylor has

a good prospect in a full brother to Princess 2:13%

Mr. Whitehead is also working two very promising

colts owned by Mr. Hoyt of WatsonviUe. Toppy 2:10

will surely race next year and the 2:10 pacers had

better look out for him.

Woodland Stock Farm had five three year olds by
Nushagak in training this year that could beat 2:30

and three that could beat 2:20. There w7ere only two
of -his two year olds trained; one of them could have
stepped a mile in 2:20 in June and the other was able
to trot a mile in 2:30 with a little over three months'
work. Nushagak has one five year old and two four
year olds out of common mares, therefore his oldest
colts out of good mares since the crop Aristo 2:0S14
came from are three year olds. He has but ten
colts that are three years old or over entered in
stakes, and three of them have started and been
winners of either first or second money. This is a
remarkably good showing. Prince Ansel, Woodland
Stock Farm's other sire, has but three four year olds

(his oldest foals). One has been trained and could
beat 2:20 as a three year old, and this year as a four
year old worked a mile in 2:17, last three quarters iu

1:40, last half in 1.05%, last quarter in 31% seconds,
hitched to a cart. Prince Ansel has three three year
olds, and but one has been trained; he could beat 2:20
this season. A couple of yearlings by him have been
broken and handled a little and both show exceei

ingly well. Mr. Spencer, superintendent of the fat

says the only twTo colts by this horse that have bei

trained are capable of trotting in 2 : 10 and, barrinj
cidents, he believes they will do so. Prince Ansel w;
a great two year old, taking a mark of 2:20%, and di

feating John A. McKerron 2:04% that year. But
the accident in which he went wrong he would hai

been a 2:10 trotter.

It is reported that the fast trotter McKinley 2:06*4

is being trained at the pace and taking kindly to that

way of going, while the pacing stallion Allerson 2:05%
is to be tried at the trot.

Lon McDonald will winter at Andover, Mass., where
he will have in charge such well known performers as
Glenw-ood M. 2:07%, Claymos 2:07%. Miss Adbell (3)

2:09%. Swift B 2.12%, the fast green trotter Baron
Wedgewood, and Sadie Fogg by The Director General,
the latter being the three year old filly that beat 2:10

at the Lexington meeting and sold for §12,500.

The law prohibiting betting on horse races enacted
by the last Tennessee legislature went into effct De-
cember 1. A few days since a race was run on the

Shelbyville, Tenn., track, on which books were made,
it being the object of the horsemen there to make a
test of the law. The parties in charge of the meeting
were promptly arrested by the sheriff and the decision

of the courts in the case is being awaited with great
interest.

Glendale. that took a two year old record of 2:26.

worked a mile over the Lexington track this fall in

2:10. This handsome son of Ondale. son of Onward
2:lT,i 4 , is owned by J. H. Thayer and Henry Bos-

worth. Ondale is a young horse Vet all his get show

remarkable speed.

Hazel Patch 2:02% has worked a mile in 1:59%

since his arrival at Phoenix and will race there Christ-

mas week and then return to San Diego. Cal., where

he will go against the California track record Feb-

ruary 22d, after which he will be given a rest until

May 1st, when he w-111 be trained for the free-for-all

classes on the Grand Circuit for 1906. Hazel Patch

is 35 pounds heavier now than when he went his first

race in July and has raced nearly every week since

and been shipped 10,000 miles. His legs are as sound

and clean as the day he was foaled.

At a recent sale at Philadelphia the trotter Ed
Bryan 2:16% by Little Corporal, that holds the two
and three mile ' Grid's record to wagon, was sold to

ex-Congressman John E. Reyburn for $3250. The
bidding on the trotter was very animated, starting

at $300, and went in $100 bids to over $2000 in a short

period. Congressman Reyburn's representative met
every advance by a nod of the head nonchalantly.

Miles Rigor, owner of Gedney King, got in the game
at the $1500 mark and ran him up to $2500, then

threw up his hands. A Mr. Seyert, said to be a mil-

lionaire iron merchant, went to $2S00, and then a New
York horseman joined in the game and bid up to

$3225, the Reyburn man still nodding for $3250 and
named Reyburn as the purchaser.

The annual stockholders' meeting of the Kings
County Agricultural Association was held last Mon
day. The financial statement of the secretary shows
the association to be in good condition. C. L. New-
port. John Hayes. Frank Johnson. M. Bassett. J. M.

Daggs, J. W. McCord, H. G. Lacey were elected di

rectors.

James Thompson of California is not the only

trainer that started in the matrimonial stakes this

year and won out. An eastern paper states that Joe

Gahagan of Toledo was married in Detroit a few days

ago to Miss Maud Scott, a handsome and accomplished

lady of that city.

It looks as though there would be little doing in

Memphis in 1906. An eastern paper states that Mur-

ray Howe, who has acted as secretary of the Mem-
phis Trotting Association since the organization, has

accepted a position on the advertising staff of the

People's Gas Light and Coke Co. of Chicago, one of

C. K G. Billings' western business interests. The

Memphis track will remain open for another season at

least as a training establishment, and it is hoped that

within that time the law prohibiting pool selling, as

passed by the last legislature, will be repealed or de-

clared void.

An item is going the rounds of the eastern turf pa-

pers that Dr. Berthiaume of Providence refused $10,-

000 for the three year old Carakina by McKinney
2:11%, out of Blscara (dam of six by Director 2:17,

after he had shown a mile in 2:16% to jog cart, over

the Woonsocket half mile track, a performance equal

to 2:10 over a mile track. This is one of the colts

purchased by Dr. Berthiaume last year, bred at Santa

Rosa Stock Farm. The other McKinney colt, out of

a mare by Bay Rose, is said to be nearly as prom
ising.

Lecco 2:09% was shipped from Pleasanton to Ma
con. Georgia, by Ed Mills. Dan Selso'r, the well

known caretaker, who has had charge of Lecco since

the horse first came to California, went with him, and

writes that Lecco shipped through in fine shape.

EOSSEEEH EECOMMEND CAUSTIC BALSAM.
Dallas. Texas. Dec. 6, 1904.

The Lawrence-Williams Co.. Cleveland, O.:
Your letter at hand and it calls to mind when I got

Mr. Greiner to order the first bottle of GOMBAl'LT'S
- [C BALSAM. Then I got him to handle it. as

I spoke so highly of it. after I had used it. I had a
talk the other day with a horseman friend of mine.
and he asked me which blister I used most. I told
him. as 1 would any one. that GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC
P.ALSAM was the best I had ever tried, and when I

sav that I am not throwing any roses
\v r. JONES.

An --nuine remedy for curbs, (bl 1

or bone), ligament lameni seems to give
ises it satisfaction, il Matt Tanner's

Spavin Cur--. This :essfully
.iehlv recommen.t. i M Ketcham. owner

_:02^4 : Ge" Cam] if Swell
I

i !

E LiOl i Sto
Tex.: W. O. Foote, 1 Ed. F. Geers.

Memphis. Tenn. and T I: Benei let, X v \

says that he must hat Tanner's
all of them. And hundred! o prominent

horseme same things i i

men wo recommend a remedy other thai

Zibbell & Son have the little horse Adam G. 2:11%,

home at their stable. 672 11th Ave.. San Francisco, for

the winter, where they expect to keep him and get

him in the pink of condition to race next year.

Everyone thought him capable of beating 2:10 this

year and many who have seen him work think 2:05

won't stop him next year. They have twenty other

horses in their stable, which they are preparing for

sale or racing. Anyone wanting to buy a good horse

will do well to call on them, for they have them from

a good road horse up to the great trotter. Adam G.

Nowadays similarity in color and markings is not

so much an essential thing in matching horses for

a team. The horses must be alike in action, speed,

temper and spirit This is not because of any innate

fancy for mismatching pairs in color, but because of

the great pleasure and comfort in driving two horses

that travel as one. Style, size and speed go with tin

other considerations. If likeness in color can be ob

tained. well and good. "but those matching horses

will not wait on color if other things are right.

Fancy prices are only obtained for fancy horses

If you expect to get the top of the market you musl

have the best kind of horses to offer.

W.Her R. Cox of New Hampshire has purchased

at private sale the five-year-old stallion Grancino

2.18%, which was sold in the Old Glory auction for

$1200. Just how much of an advance Cox paid is not

known, but it is said to be a generous one, as the

New England trainer thinks well of the black horse

and expects that he will be the star of his stable in

1906. Grancino is by Directum and his dam was Miss

Lizzie S. by Bow Bells

Work horses are high. A New York brewery ha

just placed a $45,000 contract for one hundred heat

of Percherons.

Locanda 2:02 took a record of 2:16% as a thre'

year old. in a race that he won in straight heats a

Saugus, Mass.. October S, 1B00. The time of the heat:

was 2.17, 2:16%, 2:17%.
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The tracks that are kept in condition for training

generally receive enough patronage to pay for the

expense.

The third payment of $25 in the Occident Stake of

1906 will be due and payable January 1st If you ex-

pect to win the rich Occident Stake at the next State

Fair, make this payment without fail, as failure to

make it will declare your colt out.

There are fifteen trotters and pacers that have rec-
ords from 1:5514 to 2.02, and five of them, or one-
third, trace to the two full brothers Alcyone 2:27, and
Alcantara 2:23. Nine of them trace one or more times
to George Wilkes 2:22.

The fast record sires are at the front as shown by
the new 2:10 trotting list in which the following six
represented have records below 2:10: Directum 2:05 14,
Bingen 2:06*4, Peter the Great 2:07%, William Penn
2:07*4, Del Norte 2:08, and Henry F. 2:09%.

Geers will winter Dr Strong 2.05% at Memphis and
will probably race him in the Grand Circuit in 1906.

Frank Turner, proprietor of the Santa Rosa Stock
Farm, has twenty-six Sidney Dillons, from weanlings
to three-year-olds. Every one old enough to be trained

can trot or pace a mile in standard time, and several

can heat 2.20 away off. It's a great family.

"I thought your horse's name was Bill." "It was
but I've changed it to Coal Bill." "Jet black, I sup-
pose?" "Yes, but that isn't the reason I call him
Coal Bill. I put him on the scales yesterday, and he
lacked 500 pounds of weighing a ton."

Many owners of good mares in this section would
like to see Zombro 2:11 make the season of 1906 some-
where around the bay of San Francisco.

A great prospect for next season's Eastern futurities

for three-year-old trotters is the filly Daffodil 2:19%,

by Directly 2:03%, dam Falfa 2:20 by Allerton 2:09%.
This product of developed sire and dam before going

into winter quarters trotted a mile in 2:14%, the last

half covered in 1:05%. She is owned by W. H. Smol-
linger of Galesburg, 111., who also owns the good mare
Angiola 2:07%, and has been developed by Oscar Ames.

It looks as though the daughters of Nutwood 2:08%
may eventually be credited with 300 standard perform-

ers. Not less than 25S produced by them have already

taken standard records, and many of his daughters

are still in the brood mare ranks.

As an instance of what the Horse Show does for the
dealer, here are a few sales which came under my
notice, and there are scores of which I know nothing.
Of those I do know, William H. Moore -paid $22,000

for a pony Torchfire and four Hackney mares; $10,000

for Eloquence and Revenue; $5,000 for "Victory and
Victor, and $5,000 for King George. J. W. Harriman
paid $14,000 for the three saddlers, May Morning, Cor-
inne and Petroleum, and $3,750 for Mack, the harness
horse. G. White of Fairmont, Va., paid $5,000 for five

Hackney mares. Reginald Vanderbilt paid $3,750 for

Miss Foxhall Edna May and Lotta Faust went for

$7,500, and Little Brown Jug (I am weak on this

amount), $3,000, etc A nice bouquet for the smart
dealers.—Sports of the Times, New York.

Professor Ridgeway, in his "Origin and Influence

of the Thoroughbred Horse," refers to the practice

among various peoples of attaching talismans to

their horses to ward off ills. The modern Italian

fastens a piece of badger's hair or a tooth to his

bridle in order to guard the horse against evil. The
Greek ties an elaborate amulet about its neck. The
Kabyles of Kairfan hang round the necks of their

One of the get of the champion pacer, Dan Patch
1:55%, that will probably be raced in her sire's stable

next season is the pacing mare Judy Patch, that was
given a time record of 2:24% this season. She was
sent to the home of her sire last spring to be bred

to Directum 2:05%, her owner believing that through
bad handling she had become worthless for racing pur-

poses. Trainer H. C. Hersey, who drives Dan Patch,

began working the mare in order to give her a stand-

ard record, and he found that she worked so cleverly

for him that he believes she will be a great race

mare. In one race in which she was started to see

A CLOSE FINISH

Jobn Caldwell 2:08'^ and Helen Norte 2:0$H at Los Angeles. Race won by John Caldwell in 2:0

engraving Caldwell, driven by James Thompson, is on the outside.

\% and 2:11. In the

asses a thick woolen cord (purple and white), to

which are attached two triangular amulets covered

with purple velvet embroidered with imitation

Arabic writing in gold thread, and having a smalt

round button between them. The Coringas of the

Madras coast, it may be added, will never allow

the shell which they tie about their ponies' necks

to be taken off lest the evil the shell is supposed to

avert should befall them. It is thought by some

authorities that the brass ornaments on the blinkers

of our own dray horses may be survivals of similar

"protective charms."

Two colt stakes for Solano and Yolo county trotters

and pacers will soon be announced to come off over

the Dixon track on May Day.

Several years ago the pacer The Spy. by Chimes,

out of Ormaid, by Prince Regent 2:16%, showed

Geers phenomenal speed, but broke down and never

raced. Geers liked him so well that he bought him

of Village Farm and placed him in the stud in Ten-

nessee, where it is thought he will prove a remark-

able' sire of pacers. Three three-year-olds by him

are now in Geers' stable at Memphis, and all are

said to possess extreme speed. One is a slashing

chestnut filly out of Ella Brown 2:11%, dam of

Walter Direct 2:05%.

What are you doing to help organize a California

circuit for next year? Are you doing your part to see

that a good meeting is held in your county? If not.

why not?

The matinee sport has been a great benefit to the

big horse auction, as few matinee horses are raced

more than one season in the same club. They are

then consigned to the auctions.

Writing of large stallions brings to mind the old

blind horse Invincible 2:19%, by Princeps, dam by

Volunteer, owned for fifteen years by Mat Wilcox of

Concordia, Kansas, says "Columbus." Invincible is

the largest trotter ever looked at by the writer, as

in good condition this horse will weigh nearly 1500

pounds. It has been stated to the writer that Invinci-

ble weighed 1320 pounds the day he obtained his

rcord. Judging from the size of his feet, this son

of Princeps must weigh a ton. and then not be out

of proportion. But he was a trotter just the same,

and showed a mile in 2:15 while in Charley McDon-
ald's stable.

We are gratified to announce that the Fasig-Tlpton

Company will positively give a sale in Cleveland at

the Cleveland Sale Mart some time during the month

of May.

Prince Direct 2:07. will be at Richmond, Ind., next

season.

The supposed oldest horse in America, aged firty-

two years, lives three miles from Stanhope, In Ham-
ilton county, Iowa, and is the property or a Scandi-
navian farmer. Last winter the horse was bereaved
by the death of its mate, a horse that died in the
full bloom at the age of thirty-two. The horse that
has just completed more than half a century of life

is in fairly good flesh and is fed on bread baked with
an additional ration of sugar each day. It is said

that all the signs of great age are present. The coat
is hide bound and has not shed for several years and
the muscles have lost their powers to a degree.

Second payment of $15 will be due and payable
January 1st on all foals entered in the Occident Stake
for foals of 1904, to be trotted at the California State
Fair in 1907. Don't let this payment lapse if you
desire to trot your colt in this stake.

how she would act she raced like a seasoned cam-
paigner, and was separately timed in 2:13%, and a

little later she was worked in 2:10 If she proves to

be in foal her foal will be taken away from her and

raised on a bottle, so that she may go on and race

later in the season. With these two pacers in his

stable Hersey thinks he will have an excellent chance

to start Dan Patch's 2:05 list with two of his get

next year.

George Washington, the father of his country, fol-

lowed racing, and on the Maryland side of the Poto-

mac, opposite his Mount Vernon homestead, there was

a race track, where he frequently raced horses. Were

it not for racing, the development of the horse would

not be what it has become in this country.

A trotter that has attracted the attention of racing
men generally is Nut Boy 2:15%, by Nutprice 2:15%.
dam by Smuggler 2:15%, that raced on the half-

mile tracks of the West this year. He started out

green last summer, and went some notable races

over the half-mile rings His record is no measure
of his speed, for he has trotted a public trial over
a half-mile track in 2:11%. Not a few of the men
who follow the Grand Circuit are casting longing

eyes on him, and the chances are that he will pass
into the stable of some Grand Circuit trainer before

racing begins next season.

Go where you may in any state in the Union, in

city, town or hamlet, you will find one or more inter-

ested in breeding the light harness horse. The trotting

horse enthusiast is found in all walks of life, and his

admirers are not confined to any one class or condition

of people, and some of the most sincere lovers of the

horse are to he found in the pulpit, on the stage, in

the big financial institutions of the country; on the

farms, in the stores, shops and factories—in fact, the
popularity of the trotting horse extends into every part

of American life.

The Vermont Morgan Horse Breeders' Association

held a meeting at Middlebury November 23 and 24

at which nearly forty Morgan breeders of Vermont
were in attendance, says Horse World. Mr. Rommel
of the National Bureau of Animal Industry outlined

the proposal of the federal government relative to

the establishment of an experimental station at Bur-
lingion for the purpose of breeding a type of the
Morgan horse that is demanded by American gentle-

men. He stated that contracts would be signed the
coming week and that work would be commenced im-
mediately. He said it was the government's purpose
to ascertain the possibilities of breeding horses in this

region and that records would be kept of the breeding
experiments, that the department might know just

what such experiments give as results. He paid Ver-
mont a splendid compliment in saying it was his

personal opinion that outside of Kentucky no hand-
somer or more finished horses are to be found in this

country than here.

He asked for an expression of opinion from those
present as to the type of the Morgan that should be
bred, and the remarks of the several speakers were
unanimous that the demand today is for a type of

horse embodying the characteristics of the early Mor-
gan with the same form, endurance and beauty, but a
trifle heavier and 15% hands tall, rather than under
that height. If the breeders of Morgans in Vermont
keep up the interest in their favorites shown by this

meeting and get the aid of government experimental
breeding also, the Morgan ought to enjoy a genuine
boom a few years hence.

The ponies of Iceland have a natural weakness
for animal food, and a noted authority says he has
seen ponies making their way to the seashore to

feed on fishheads and the like; this in the summer,
when there was plenty of good pasture accessible.

In some parts of Iceland at least a proportion of

the horses are kept through part of the winter in

stables near the farms, and those which are so
protected are fed very largely at this season on
dried cods' heads, which also form the staple food
of the cattle when the hay harvest has been a bad
one. At some places, too, where the codfish is

caught in large numbers, its body, either fresh, or
more frequently dry, is given them. This peculiar
diet is said to be very nourishing to milch kine.

just as dried whale meat is supposed to be in the
Faroes. Naturally, the milk has a peculiar taste,

but those who are accustomed to it do not notice it.

The gray pacer Geraldine, that started out green
last spring and closed the season with a record ol

2.IO14, has just been bought by M. & V. Miller of
Oneida, N. Y. and will be fitted for a Grand Circuit

campaign next season. He was sired by Gira rdln

2:21%, son of Pilot Medium, dam by Rochester, the
son of Aberdeen, that was bred and made his stud
career at the Jewett Farm. Good judges look for

Geraldine to pace in 2:07 or better next season.

Nettie King 2:20*4. the daughter of Mambrino King
that produced the former trotting champion The Ab-
bot 2:03*4. foaled an own brother to that great trot-

ter a short time since at Hillandale Farm. Mamaro-
neck, the home of the great young sire Bellum 2:13V
and it is to that horse this greatest of Mambrino
King's producing daughters has been bred this sen-

son.
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PACIFIC BREEDERS FUTURITY No. 6.

Pacific Breeders' Futurity No. 6, which is for the

foals of mares bred in 1905, has broken the big: record

of Us predecessor. Stake No. 5 received 388 nomina-

tions, while No. 6. which closed on the 4th of this

month, has a total of 393. Again the mares bred to

Budd Doble's great stallion Kinney Lou 2:07%, head

\ nineteen of them having- been nominated in

the stake Mares bred to Zombro 2:11 come next,

numbering fifteen, while Zolock 2.05*4 is a close third

with fourteen of the mares bred to him nominated in

the stake. Demonio's mares stand fourth in the list,

numbering eleven, and Tom Smith has ten of his

mares nominated. Stam B., Highland. Robert Direct,

i od W., Strathway and Nutwood Wilkes are

represented by nine each; Grecco. Coronado. Wayland

\\\. Hambletonian Wilkes, and Stoneway eight each;

Guv Dillon, Bonnie Direct and Bonnie McK., have

seven each, while Murray M., Captain Jones, Lecco,

Nushagak, Delphi. Count Hannibal and R. Ambush
have fiv? each. The list is a long one, but it will

pay foi perusal by any horseman. The complete list

of owners making nominations, with name and sire

of mares nominated and name of stallion bred to is

here given:

Entered by Mare bred Stallion bred t?

ivers Grove P...Lady by Alex. Button Cupid
Anzar' PEG. .Antinoche by Antivolo. . .Kinney Lou

' " .Lottie bv Grosvenor.Dictatus Medium
Brown, Alex Anselois by Prince Ansel .

.Nushagak
. ...Nutflower by Nutwood Wilkes

Nushagak
Serpoio bv Mendocino. . .Prince Ansel

Majella B. by Nushagak. Prince Ansel

Barstow. T. W....Just It by Nearest. Nearest McKmne>
Barstow. W. A... Miss Gordon by Bjsmark

McKinney
Barstow, Mrs. S. V.Maud' J. 'by' Nearest Kinney Lou
Benbow. O. C Baby by Long Bran

^
h
utwood wilkes

Bequette. B. F Da'isv by Brown's Patchen ..Stoneway
l,atchelder, N. P-- Luelia by Nutwood./ ..... .-Stam tf.

Trifle b v Dexter Prince .
Bonnie Direct

Byrne, J. F widow Machree by Silkwood

Thu'rza by' Zolock*
'.".'.".*.'. '-On Stanley

Sadie Moor by Grand Moor. .. .Greco

Babe by Ferdinand ^reco

Banker's Daughter by Arthur
Wilkes X °

Kisses by Saturn.... Greco
Silver by Wayland W Greco
Lizzie S. by Antevolo Greco
Mvrtha T. by Hambletonian
"Wilkes : --Greco

Mimosa bv Secretary Kinney Lou
Mi-Ma by Secretary Kinney Lou
Monima by Secretary. ... ..Coronado

Brolliar. Jacob • Etnel Basler by Robt. Easier
Stoneway

Ttaohant r> T 3toneiita by Stoneway sS?1^BdChant, -D. L NUggett by Nutwood Athadon
"Miss Guide by Guide Athadon

Brace. H.

Bellingall, P. W..

.

Bradshaw &
Rosenberger .

Beckers, Geo. T

Burnell, Martin .

Barrick, Henry P.
Bullock, James L

Babcock.GrahamE
Lecker, Chas. L. ..

Eoust. E. J

Eorden, I. L

Erents. Thos. H..

Biggs, J. W. '.'.'.'.

Casserly, Pat

Coil, H. E

i 'ha rlton. Lewii
Corey, Jos. . .

.

Coffin, James

Susie Hall by El Capitan Diablo
Lady Van Nuys by Stam B. .

.Zombro
Topsy Z°mbr,°

Betsy B. by Silver Bee Zolock
Sadie Benton by Tom Benton

Silver Bee
Bolton. W. L.... -. Doliy

'".".'.' Genl. J. B. Frisbie
Blanchard, G- B. .

- Mis^ Camilla oy Boodle Villon
Bonham. D Hattie B. bv Robt. Basler. .Billy B. L.

"'Helen B. by Robt. Basler. .Bertholdi

Marcelle by Fay Wilkes. .. .Montesol
Thorn Maid by Campaign .Wayland W
Sally B. bv Gen'l McClellan

.
.
- Hambletonian Wilkes

Ladv Estelle by Athadon. .Strathway
Flyer by Landmark Nearest
Black Venus by Sydney Arnett

Graceful George
Alice Bell by Washington

Nutwood Wilkes
Allie Cresco by Cresco. Prince Robert
Laurelia by Caution Fdgar Boy
Miladi B. by Chehalis Edgar Boy
R'enella bv Fallis Dazzler
Lildine Wilkes by Nutwood
Wilkes Dazzler

Nellie Burns Jr. by Guy Wilkes
King Orry

Psvcbe bv Cupid Dazzler
Judith by William Harold ... .Dazzler
Sweet Meadow by Charles
Marvin Montesol

Director Maid bv Old Lucy. Iran Alto
Dot bv Waldstein Nushagak
Mare bv Falrose Iran Alto
Rose Thorn bv Hawthorn. .Dumont S.

Mabel C. by Strathway
Hambletonian Wilkes

Carrie Malone by Steinway
Kinney Lou

Grace Kaiser bv Kaiser Zolock
Cuba by Oro Wilkes Kinney Lou
Queen by Ira R. Ambush
Lottie Parks by Cunid Coronado
Esther bv Henrv Miller. .. -Stoneway
Hazel Wilkes by Guy Wilkes

Highland
Lucia May by Oakland Baron

Highland
She bv Abbotsfnrd Highland
Ruth Mary by Directum ... .Highland
Bay Leaf by Telephone. . . .Highland
• Patty D. bv Ultimas Highland
Biddy by Re-Election Highland
Dousehka by Western Highland
Reina Del Diablo bv Diablo . Highland
.Hhristobel by Chas. Derby. .. .Hal. B.
Ron Mot by Erin The Bondsman
Princess Leola by Leonel. Kinney Lou

• Bonny Lassie by Dexter
Guv McKlnneV

Mare by Designer Wayland W.
Persia by Allie Wilkes Strathway
Mmone by Simmons Strathway
Record Searcher by Searthlight

Nutwood Wilkes
. Altroso by Altivo. . .Nutwood Wilkes
^xcelli] l>v Monbells Lord Alwin
Zeta Carter by Director. .Lord Alwin

. Seorgie B. by Nutwood Wilkes
Lord A Iwin

.'•', w. by Klatawah Lord Alwin
M. M. by Nutwood Wilkes

. Bonnie McK.
.naisv bv Silkwood -....Zombro
.Trilbv D. by Altamont Hal. D.
^et Daly by Anteeo Tom Smith
;ilir Daly by Antr-eo Tom Smith
;<> :i C Miller's Meteor
'-ogamont by Gen. Logan

Hambletonian Wilkes
.." by Sterling Palite
Rabe by Dawnllght Palite
Nellie Seymour bv Seymour
Wilkes Frank S. Turner

Mora Mar- bv McKinney Petigru
Mary A, by Monroe Wilkes.. f. Direcl
Alice C. by Altamont. .Marvin Wilkes

Cousins. S. G. . .

.

Crowley. T. J. . .

Clark & Higdon

.

Clark, W. A. Jr.

Crlppen. C. C...
Chinn, Walter .

Cox, H
i !h rlstensdn, s.

Entered by
Durfee, C. A..

Carter. Martin

I'm vis. C. G.
Ii on T, L. Jr.

Daly, Wm. H
i

i mean & Sons . . .

i ilxon, R. Ed i"i

Dudley, E. D.

.

nashiell, F. S.i

1 Mum. James P, . .

1 dttus. Ray

De Bernardi. Rick

Dingee, W. J. . . .

Dollenmayer, M. B

Davis. Geo. A.

.

Delorey, E. J. . . .

Durand. J. B
Drais, T. J

Elliot. Geo. T
Eastman, F. G.. . .

Fairchild, J. A
Frazier, Miss Alice
Fogler. Irving R..
Ford. Geo. W
Field, J. L

^olsom. F. N.

.

Foley. Pat

Fannon, Burt . .

Frisby. R. P
Fauger, Joseph
Felt, Rae

Gammon, E. A. . .

Giblin. John W..
Gregory, J. W. . . .

Garver, J. A
Gommet, F
Greene, C. W
Gwyer. Mrs. F. R.

Goodman, W. G.
Gibson, Mark . .

Griffith, C. L
Heald, E. P.,

Humfreville.W. B.
Hazelett, I. W.. .

Hagan, Ralph . .

.

Hugues, C
Howard, E. A. . .

Hastings, Mrs. L.
J. H

Hahn. Henry .

Hunton, Wm.

Hartsook, T. M.. .

Henry, M
Hewlett. L
Hollis. C. L
Hendrickson, Wm
HiiPCh. G. F
Haile. J. W. & Co

Hoy. W. H
Hostetter. G. K.

.

Hogoboom, H. S.

.

Iverson, J. B

Tsenor. P. A. .... .

Johnston. Robert

.

Joost Bros

Johnson, Chas. . .

Jones, J. A

Johnson. Rich'd M.

Johnson. A. W. . .

Jones, C. L
Jones. Mrs. C. L. .

Jqsner. Fred
Kelly, Geo. A. . .

Kalar, J. D
Kiernan, T. F.

.

Kadderly, J. J..
Kirkman. Co. V

Kirkman, J. A.

.

Kelly, J. H

Keyt. E. C

Kel) Thos. P.!

Kirkpatrlck. J. C.
Lvons. E. J
Lynam. Thos. . . .

La Siesta Ranch.

Mare bred Stallion bred to

Bessie D. by McKinney Almaden
Ragsby bv McKinney Petigru
lone D. by Paloma Prince

Kinney Lou
Diavola by Diablo Kinney Lou
Grace Lowry by Diablo. .Kinney Lou
Nancy by Elect Directum 2nd
Ida Mav by Grosvenor

Hambletonian Wilkes
Zephryeus by Zombro

Hambletonian Wilkes
Queen by Chandelier. .. .Robt. Direct
Eva T. by Almont Medium.. Stam B.
Anteera by Anteeo Bonnie McK.
Sidlette by Sidney Directwell
Maggie Glyn by Robin. .. .Directwell
Missie Medium by Rampart

Directwell
Reina Direct by Rey Direct. .Stam B.
Mary Medium by Jas. Madison

Bonnie McK.
Belle McGregor by Silver Bow

Stam B.
Idlemay by Electioneer. .Bonnie McK.
Nashawena by Baron 'Wilkes. .Zolock
Trilbv by Black Ralph. .Lynwood W.
Blanche Ward by Onward

Guy McKinney
Lucy by Jim Mulvania Mestoe
Nancy by Anteeo Stam B.
Venus by Contention Zombro
Neenah by Nutford Murray M.
Babe by Ramon R. Ambush
Florence Covey by Alban. . . .Neernut
Nancy Field by Juanita Almont

Nearest
. Diamonica by Diawood. .Lynwood W.
.The Mooroff mare bv Judge..Pole Star
-Fanny Venture by Mountain Hare

Montesol

.Little Topsy by Echo Chief. . .Victory

.Trilby by Stammore. .Count Hannibal

.Cora by Iris Nutwood Wilkes

.Edith by Dexter Prince. . .Sain Direct
-Vesta by Mustapha Sain Direct
Evening Star by McKinney

Sain Direct
.Cleo G. bv Yosemite Lecco
Lolla B Dove Ryan
.Lily S. by Direct Zolock
.Lena A. by Lynmont Zombro
.Queen by Brigadier. .Seymour Wilkes
.Lady May by Stoneway. Robert Direct
. Zorella by Dexter Prince. Kinney Lou
.Alix. B. by Nutwood Wilkes. Coronado
.Hazel Mac by Director ... .Strathway
.Jess Madison by Jas. Madison

Strathway
.Limestone Lady by Limestone

Artist Strathway
.Maud by Diablo Strathway
-Mistletoe by Diablo Carlokin
- Nut by Tommie T Dumont S.
.Victoria S. by Rory O'More

Bonnie Direct
Nona T. bv Admiral. .Count Hannibal

• Lady Rowena by Pilot Prince
Count Hannibal

.Nona Washington by Geo. Wash-
ington Tom Smith

.Honor by Fordstan Tom Smith

.Lady Marvin by Don Marvin
Tom Smith

.Princess McKinney by McKinnev
Tom Smith

.Daphne Skinner by Secretary
Tom Smith

.Nellie by Jim Mulvaney.. .Kinnev Lou

.Lady Bird by Pope Leo Zombro
-Mamie B. by Dexter Prince. .Petigru
-Dinah by Barney Clifton Petigru
Flora by Alexander Button . Mendocino
-Nancy by Delegate Lecco

.Juliet D. by McKinney. ., Hal B.
Betsv Pointer by Sky Pointer Sr.

Hal B.
Etta Wilkes by Billy Sayre. . . .Zolock
.Nellie Emmoline by Leo Corbett

Chas. Derby
.Henrietta by Boodle Lecco
.Gertie by Mambrino Chief Jr.

Tom Smith
.Lady Echo by Echo Chief. . . .Victory
.Topsy by Son of Altimont. . .Victory
.Rird bv Aaron Victory
Hulda bv Guide Bonnie Direct
.Honor H. by Direct. .Nutwood Wilkes
.Sis Hopkins by Strathway .Stamboulet
.Ohio by Peverral McKenna
.Pussy by Major McKenna
.Nancy Ann by Nelson Zolock
Olita by Bradtmoor Demonio
-Hanora by Ora Wilkes Demonio
-Hinerva by Guy Wilkes Demonio
.May Norriss by Norriss. .. .Demonio
- 1,aura H. by Nutwood Wilkes

Demonio
.'Tannah by Le Grande Demonio
. Rosebud by Fallis Demonio
.Nellie T. by Dawn Demonio
.Sister by Nutwood Wilkes. .Demonio
.Camilla by Bayswater Wilkes. .Polete
.Lou Lively by Boodle. .Robert Direct
.Diawalda bv Diablo Palo King
-Tvoneer by Eugeneer. Nutwood Wilkes
-Roseate by Guy Wilkes. .. .Eugeneer
. Amy I. by Diablo Lecco
.Membrita by Carrie Membrino

Coronado
Anita I. by Dictatus Delphi
.Lillie Mac by McKinney. .Murrav M.
Dot by Dudlev Humboldt Dillon
.Presumption by Steinway

Bonnie Direct
Miss Mooney Filly by Brigadier

Nushagak
.Daisy Q. Hill bv Altamont .Capt.Jones
.Alta Norte by Del Norte. .Capt. Jones
. Amv May by Alexis .Capt. Jones
.Lady Beach by Altamont. Capt. Jones
.Maggie Caution by Caution

Capt. Jones
Countess Knight by Knight

Senator T-.

Jet Murray M.
Ladv Rea bv Iran Alto Carlokin
Walda by Waldstein Carlokin
Carrie by A. W. Richmond. Stonewav
Vantrim by Antrim Bonnie McK.
Winnie by Antrim Bonnie McK.
Duplicate bv Chas. Derby Delphi
Daisy Nutwood by Nutwood

Bonnie Direct
Fancv by Prisemont Zombro
Ida Basler by Robt. Basler .Stoneway
Dollie by Strathwav Stonewav
Nellie J. by St. Patrick. .Wayland W.
Sister P. bv Conn Bolock
Latoce C. by Conn Bolock
Betsy C. by Conn R. Ambush
Senovia C. bv Conn R. Ambush
Mildred by Coeur d'Alene . . .Red Seal
Mai Mont by Malcom Red Seal
Fanny Menlo bv Menlo J. R. C.
Babe bv Danton Moultry . . . . J. R. C.
Elsita by Mendocino Strathwav
Snow Bird by Fred Hamilton . .Hal D.
Pinkey H. by Dexterwood

Count Hannibal
Wanda by Eros Coronado

Entered by
Lewis, Miss M. E,

Loucks, W. E
Lipson, I. M
Lipson, Mrs.Mabel

Lopez, R. E. deB. .

.

Mitchell, S. U
Morrison, W. E. D.
Miller, Thos. W. . .

Mastin, W
Metzgar, J. c

Mendenhall, W. W.

McMahan, Mabry.

McKowen, J. H. . .

Moore. Mrs. Eva G.
Mosher, M. B
Mowry, J. C

McEnerney, J. P.

.

Myers, O. R
Morgan. William..

McCann, Geo. H.

.

Morgan, Geo. J.. .

McBride, S. E.. . .

Mead, Ray
McCabe, Felix .

.

Miller. E. Z.

.

Matthews, D. S.

.

Marshall, J. W. . .

Mcintosh, L. H.

.

Miller. W. J
Newman, R. O. . .

Owen. Chris G.

.

Offutt. John W..

O'Grady. K.

Putnam. M. .

Parks, S. D.

.

Perkins, Dana

Perkins, F. H.

.

Paulsen, J. W.

Palmer, J. L. . .

.

Prescott, G. W.

.

Roberts, E. JJ. . .

Reams, M. J. . . .

Reed, A. L
Ramage, Geo. A.
Renati, John . .

.

Ruckei, Z. T

rtugers, i? ranK . -

Sinclair, O .W. . . .

Swaby, E. A
Scott, H
Santa Rosa Stock
Farm

Selby, Joseph V.

.

Smeltzer. M. J. . .

Struve. Jas. P. . . .

Smith. James B..
Solano. Alfred . .

Smith, Thomas . . .

Summers,Mrs. S. J
Strong, N. M
Severance, A. C .

Starkev, Owen

Struve. Henry

Suglian. John .

Smith, Richard

Sanderson, F. H.

.

Snow. A. G.

.

Stock, Louis

Silva. Chas. F.

.

Short. Mrs. C. W.

.

Scbeeler. John .

.

Tilden, Ezra
Tvnan. A. F
Trulsen. H
Todhunter, L. H.

.

Thompson, P. J. .

.

Torrey, J. H
U'Ren, A. W

|
• TTTV| l*|-

Vignes. J. L
Van Arsdale. W.W

Williams. P. J. -

Wadham. Fred W
Willison. James .

Wagner. Jas. H.

.

Mare bred Stallion bred to
Fatinitza by Pascora Hayward

Cruzados
Delia Norte by Del Norte. . .Cruzados
Mollie L. by Carbon Cruzados
Trenna by Junio Echo Chief
Black Rose by Revolution. .Bertholdi
Miss Goldnut by Goldnut

Hambletonian Wilkes
Missie Madison by James Mad-

ison Kinney Lou
Redirect by Direct Kinney Lou
Elsie by K. Baron .Peter J.
Bernice P. by Zombro Peter J.
Eva M. by Alto Rex Zombro
Alma K. by Bonny Boy. .Tennysonian
Lady Keating by Stam B.

Marvin Wilkes
Maisie Hero by Shadeland Hero

Murray M.
Elsie Downs by Boodle. . .Strathway
Rosie Woodburn by Easter Wilkes

McKinney-Altilla Colt
Lady Ada by McKinney I. Direct
Chamois by Shamrock I. Direct
Mission Bell by McKinney. . I. Direct
Maud Helm by Klatawa Glenelg
May by Black Eagle Galindo
Athalene by Cour dAlene. .. .Zombro
Electress Wilkes by Nutwood
Wilkes Kinney Lou

Lady Kerr by Memo Almaden
Bess by Anteeo Button. .Wayland W.
Grace McK. by McKinney. . .Direcho
Connie by Connor Zombro
Fidelity by Falrose Palo King
Verona M. by Diablo Hal B.
Babe Stoneway by Stoneway
„ •: Robert Direct
Carrie B. by Alex. Button. . .Monbello
Bessy Hubbard by Hubbard Jr.
-_ •;-, * Stoneway
Straightness by Chas. Derby
_ - -. Stam BoyRome G. by Tarac Edward B.
Trix by Nutwood Wilkes. . .Iran Alto
Sophia by Robert McGregor
-r.
--- Direct Wells

Daisy by Altamont Stoneway
Lilly I. by Iris. Hambletonian Wilkes
Kitty by Arthur Wilkes Arner
Kit by Dexter Prince. .Guy McKinney
Ida Stoneway by Stoneway
-r,

- Robert Direct
Peerless Maid by Strathway
_ •-••--• Robert Direct .

Dewdrop Basler by Robt. Basler
. T

• Robert Direct
Nancy O. by Clay S Kinnev Lou
Vesper Bell by Dawn. Seymour Wilkes
Florence Green by Imperateur
,-.v • • - Seymour Wilkes
.Vida Wilkes by Guy Wilkes
,-•,-• Kinney Lou
Maybelle by McKinney Hal D.
Inline by Hambletonion Wilkes
_• Silver Bow Jr.
Osey by Tom Benton Stam B
.Zaza by Bay Bird. Stam B.

Princess by Tom Benton Stam B.
.Marguerite by Tom Benton

Kinney Lou
Miss Leah by Rajah Wayland WLaura Dillon by Sidney Dillon
T vw ;.:>« McKenna
.Isabella McC. A. by Lottery. .Milbrae
.Helen Caroline by Campaign..Milbrae
Bellwood B. by Dashwood Zolock
Blondie by Prince Royal. .R. Ambush.Emalme by Electioneer Zolock
Gracie R. by Nordwell Demonio
.Inez R. by Altamont Demonio
Catinka by Abbotsford. Bonnie Direct
Clara Oakley by Sidney Dillon. .Lecco
Madeline S. by Horace S Son ofArthur Wilkes, formerly McArthur
Diamond Bell by Gray Wood

Bonnie McK.Linda Gossiper by Gossiper

Annie Rooney by" Waidste'in Greco
Auntie by Antevolo Nushagak
Maggie by Royal Sid. Scott McKinney
Miss Sidney Dillon by Sidney

Dillon Lynwood W
Carlotta Wilkes by Charley Wilkes

GUy Dillon
.Biscan by Director Guy DillonBy Guy by Guy Wilkes. .F. S. Turner
Stambouletta by Stamboul.Guy Dillon
Russie Russell by Bay Rose
.
••• *; Guy Dillon

Adioo by Guy Wilkes. .. .Guy Dillon
.Caratma by McKinnev. . . .Guy Dillon
Caromia by McKinney. .. .Guy Dillon
Centerguy by McKinney. F. S. Turner
Fannie Harkey by Brigadier

Seymour Wilkes
Fanny S. by Brown Jug Delphi
Bessie by Adrian Welcome
.Mona by Guy Wilkes. .Bonnie Direct
Lady Jane by Zombro Zolock
Belle Pointer by Sky Pointer. .Zolock
Dollican by Mambrino Chief Jr.

Gen. J. B. Frisbie
Gypsy Prince Ansel
May Kinney by Silkwood Ben Z.
Glendoveer bv James Madison
Irene Benefit by Benefit. .Direct Heir
Rosedrop by James Madison

Direct Heir
Iren Benefit by Benefit. . .Direct Heir
Blarnett by Bernal Coronado
Gloriosa by Wildnut Almaden
Lou Wilkes by Mestoe Welcome
Hegar Wilkes by Nutwood Wilkes

Welcome
Clytie by Magister Kohlan King
Eda Apetz by Nutwood Wilkes

McKenna
Lady Woodnut by Woodnut

Count Hannibal
Alcacita by Red Cloak Zolock
Donnagene by Athadon Diablo
Queen Pomona by Pomona. .. .Diablo
Polka Dot bv Mendocino Zolock
Swift Bird by Walstein Stam B.
Queen S. by Sibil Wilkes. . .Coronado
Keno by Purissima Redwood
Beck by Purissima Redwood
Topsy by Prince Almont. .Stamboulet
Lady Package by Package. . .Zombro
Nellie T. by Frank Lanco Robin
Nellie T. bv Romeo Milbrae
The Silver Bell by Silver Bow. .Zombro
Lomo B. by Stam B Zombro
Delnado by Boydell Welcome
Manila by Shadeland Hero. . .Zombro
Lady Wilde by General Wilde

' Red Lock
Cleopatra V. by Regallo Zombro
Mare by Dexter Prince. .Wayland W.
Lucy G. by Junio Wayland W.
Venus 2nd by Sidney. . . .Wayland W.
Leap Tear by Tempest Monterey
Silver String by Silver Bow. Monterey
Dam of Clipper by Ulster Chief

Monterey
Faith by Nutwood Coronado
Myrtle F. by Don Marvin

Nutwood Wilkes
Bell Ayers by Iris Robert Direct
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Entered Try

White, C. F. . .

Webb. R. E
Williams, C H..

Mare bred Stallion bred to

.Lilly Thorne by Electioneer. Monterey

.Algretta by Redliart Moko

.Alice by Strathway Stambolight

.Twenty Third by Director
Nutwood Wilkes

.Leonet by Leo Wilkes Unimak

.Alta Nola by Altamont Unimak
Royal Net by Royal Sid Unimak
.Greggins by Steinway Unimak

Wright, S. L . . - .Zolita by Zolock Stanton Wilkes
.Alta Rena by Atto Rex Monicrat
-Evelyn by Nutwood. .. .Lynwood W.
.Maud Fowler by Anteeo. Lynwood W.
. Hattie Fowler by Robin. Lynwood W.
. Sonoma Queen by Lynwood W.

Zolock
Alameda Maid by Eros. .Lynwood W.

...-'- -Maud Patchen by Idaho Patchen
Lynwood W.

Midget by Welcome Major Dillon
" Nellie Fairmount by Fairmount

Lynwood W.
Whitehead, C The Mrs. by Derby Ash Delphi

Nina E. by Electioneer Delphi
Wilson, James K. .Phillis by Gossiper Kinney Lou
Walker, J Lassie by Strathway Direcho

"Susie Hill by Alf. Richmond Jr.
Dimonero

Waern, A. E Midget Murray M.
White, R. G Snowflake by Gen. Logan Dr. W.
Watts, P. R.
Warlow, Go I.

Nellie Walstein by Walstein. Peter J.
3trathalie by Strathway

Stanford McKinney
Sextette by Athablo

Stanford McKinney
Bessie by Son of Yosemite. . Athadon

" Lustrine by Onward Athablo
Coradon by Athadon. . .Robert Direct

Zibbell, J. W Kate Lowry by Shadeland On-
ward Tom Smith

Zibbell, W. R Evangie by Shadeland Onward
Tom Smith

CAPTAIN JONES BY McKINNEY.

There was a trotting mare on the California circuit

this year that attracted much attention from horse-
men who "know a good thing when they see it." This
was the handsome bay mare Lady Jones owned by
Mr. J. A. Jones of Springbrook, Oregon. Lady Jones
tok a record of 2: 16% at Tulare, but this was no
measure of her speed as after the racing season was
ended it was discovered that she was suffering from
corns, which accounted for her repeated breaks and
seeming inability to get away fast. With the corns
removed she was a different mare and at the errd of

the season could have trotted very close to 2:10. Lady
Jones is a daughter of the stallion Captain Jones
whose handsome proportions are shown in the accom-
panying portait. He is a son of McKinney 2:11*4 and
a great bred one. His dam is Midday Bell by Gossiper
2:14%, sire of the dam of that other fast McKinney,
Zolock 2.05^4- The second darn of Capt. Jones is Briar
Belle (dam of MeBriar 2:14), by Don Wilkes 2:24%,
a son of Alcyone, so Capt. Jones gets two crosses of

Alcyone blood. The third dam was Belle Bryan by
Mambrino Patchen, the fourth Old Den (grandam of

a number of very fast ones) by Black Denmark, son
of imported Hedgeford. With such breeding as this,

the handsome proportions of Capt Jones are easily

accounted for, and his ability to transmit these quali-

ties to his colts is assured. He is a black horse, 15.3

and reserve junior championship, and the second prize
for yearling fillies. It is well for breeders to make
note of such sires as Capt. Jones as they are the
profitable ones to breed to If the colts are trained
they will show speed, but if the owner does not care
to go to the expense of training he will have young
horses on his farm that will command prices high
enough to pay a big profit when offered us roadsters.

Capt. Jones has had a very limited opportunity in

the stud, but every one of his get yet trained can
show 2:30 speed. From his loins we predict will come
in the very near future more than one 2:10 per-
former, and then there will be a rush to patronize
him at a larger price than is now asked for his ser-

vices. The breeders of Oregon are fortunate to have
such a well bred son of McKinney in their reach.

CAPTAIN JONES

hands high and weighs 1150 pounds. His trotting

action is perfect and although never raced he has a

well authenticated trial of 2:22% and possesses much
greater speed. His colts are all trotters, ideal road-

sters of good size, level headed and stylish. A pair

of his three-year-old geldings sold last year for $S00,

and a four-year-old by him sold for $1,000 for a road-

ster. Capt. Jones sired the winners of the first prize

for two-year-olds and junior championship at the

Lewis and Clark Fair, the first prize for yearlings

Stockholders of the Washington Park Club. Chicago,

on Monday voted to dissolve the organization and sell

the great race track for building purposes. It is not

known when the sale will be made, but it is certain

that there never will be another race meeting there.

Grafters are directly responsible for this lamentable

condition of affairs. The people of Chicago want
racing, and would favor ;i racing bill, but certain

grafters are powerful enough, or have been in the

past, to prevent the passage of a favorable law.

McKINNEY""D!RECTOR===NUTWOOD.

Stout blood, good bone, size, individuality and race
horse speed are the qualifications one should look for
in a sire, as they are all money bringers when the
sales are on or the races begin. A breeder who madea great success in the breeding of fine cattle once
said that he attributed much of his success to the fact
that he always demanded masculinity in the looks of
the males and femininity in the appearance of the
females of his herd The same rule will apply to
horses, and whether it be runners, trotters or draft
stock, the best producing stallions were intensely
masculine and the greatest mares possessed all the
motherly traits and instincts. An effeminate looking
stallion never achieved any great success. The Mc-Kinney stallion Unimak. three years old, owned by
Capt. C. H. Williams of Palo Alto, has all the qualifi-
cations enumerated in the first paragraph of thi=
article. Unimak is now a three year old, and a no-
bler, grander individual never put foot on the earth.
He is a representative of three of the greatest race
crosses—McKinney. Director and Nutwood. The first
named is the leading sire of 2:10 trotters and 2:15
performers, the second founder of one of the greatest if
not the greatest race winning family yet produced,
while the third is reckoner the greatest sire of stan-
dard performers and brood mares that ever lived.
Why. should not s-ich a combination of blood produce
a colt that has all the qualifications of a race horse
and s!re? John Phippen. the well known trainer of
trotters, who was with Palo Alto Stock Farm for
many years, and who has given over 60 horses records
from 2.12 to 2:30, wrote, under date of December 17th,
the following about this colt:
"Unimak at three years old is a beautiful seal

brown stallion, near hind foot and coronet white, by
the great McKinney 2:11!4. first dam Twenty-third by
Director 2:17, second dam Nettie Nutwood, dam of
Hillsdale 2:15. by Nutwood 2:18%. He is a grand in-
dividual, weighs about 1200 pounds and stands 16
hands and an inch high In his two year old form ho
was nicely broken and given just work enough to step
a qiarter in 44 seconds and an eighth in 21 seconds.
This was done about the fifth time he was ever on a
(rack when driven for a little speed. He was then
taken home and jogged nicely through the winter.

"This spring he was given ten well bred mares and
was then turned out until October 15th. I then took
and jogged him until November 10th. when I gave
him his first work on the track and he stepped a quar-
ter in 43 seconds. His next work for speed was oil

November 27th, when he trotted a quarter in 40% sec-
onds, the last eighth in IS14 seconds. December 14th
(three days ago) was his next speed lesson. On that
day he stepped his quarter nicely in 37 seconds, the
last eighth being in IS seconds.
"Unimak will be given a limited number of ap-

proved mares next spring, and I would advise owners
of good mares to look this fellow over before breed-
ing. He will undoubtedly make a very fast trotter and
his development for speed will go on in earnest after
the stud season of 1906. as the following season, 1907,

he will be prepared in his five year old form for a
record."

The above from John Phippen. as conservative and
as reliable as any man in the business, is worth
heeding Those breeders who are looking for a sire

that combines In his make-up so many character-
istics of two of the greatest stallions ever in Califor-

nia—Director and McKiney—should open correspond-
ence with the owner of Unimak forthwith. A better

chance to breed to a high class young horse was
never offered.
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SELECTING BROOD MARES.

BY SAM GAMBLE

The writer came to California in the year 1S72. a

young man. without a handle or any newspaper noto-

riety attached to his name, and occupying the position

of caretaker of a trotting horse. He was not long a

resident of this sunset land before he became con-

ed with business gentlemen who were interested

in the handsome trotting horse, and engaging with

them, rendered them satisfactory service, or he would

not have continued with them for so many years.

i' the first acquaintances he made was that lead-

ing .California horseman, Harrison R. Covey, father

fie late Frank Covey. The elder Covey was the

flrstj superintendent of Palo Alto Stock Farm, and

with his able assistance that renowned farm was es-

tablished by that noble and enterprising citizen, the

late Senator Leland Stanford. These gentlemen were

bosom friends for years, and the Senator had the

teat confidence in Mr. Covey's natural ability as

a horseman and in his practical knowledge in the se-

[on, mating and breeding of trotting horses that

would possess extreme, speed and the ability to carry

it over a mile of ground.
Mr. Covey was considerably my senior, but we were

the warmest of friends and I always listened with the

greatest interest when he advanced his ideas in re-

gard to breeding the trotter. He was naturally very

fond of a horse, and in my opinion was the best judge

of what constituted a great sire and a producing

mare of any person I ever knew, and I think it was
his great talent in this direction that made the suc-

cess of Palo Alto Farm. It must never be overlooked

by those who admire the thoroughbred cross close up

in the trotter that Mr. Covey was one of the very

first to advance that idea, and that he held that it

must be used in connecion with blood lines that have

the brain, conformation and trotting action, such as

Electioneer possessed. Not only was Harrison Covey

an adept in judging individual qualities in horses, but

his ideas in training did to a certain degree revolu-

tionize the art as it was followed prior to the estab-

lishment of Palo Alto Farm. He should receive the

credit of being the father of the system of the ean>
training of baby trotters, that was destined to aston-

ish the world and earn champion records for the

youngsters bred at the farm of the tall pine. I do not

overlook the great work and the ability of Charles

Marvin, who developed and drove these trotters to

victory, but the foundation plans were drawn up by
Harrison Covey.
There are five essentials necessary to the success

of a large stock farm. First, an owner with money
and common sense; second, a man well versed in all

the branches of horse breeding and training as super-

intendent; third, a careful, level headed man as colt

breaker, capable of making good manners and good
mouths: fourth, a good speed developer, one who can

drive the shortest and quickest mile and get the

money and a reputation for the owner and his stock;

fifth, a good, attentive care taker with good head and
of gentlemanly conduct.

Palo Alto was blessed with all the above, and with
such a stallion as Electioneer and a few high-class

mares, the combination accomplished wonders and its

memory now occupies a warm place in the hearts of

all true American horsemen.
Messrs. Stanford and Covey's great contribution tt.

science in demonstrating through the agency of Mr
Muybridge's camera the actual movements and posi-

tions of a trotter's legs in action, more so the rightly

shaped joints that are so essential to speed, will never
be appreciated by the majority of breeders.

The writer learned from Mr. Covey these valuable
lessons which Mr. C. had learned from the camera,
and I can now say that these lessons were stamped
so clearly and so indelibly that in the selection of

untried stallions and young mares as producers of

speed he has never yet made one mistake. To this

day the writer has tested it, and at one time it was his

capital stock and paid a profit on the knowledge.
In 1 sTS the late Daniel Cook, a gentleman who could

not be termed a practical horseman, but one who
had a great natural love for that noble animal, pro-
posed to the writer that he sell out his business and
start a stork farm with him. Mr. Cook was perhaps
the best friend the writer ever possessed, but my
business was then of such a pleasing nature and
profit that I at first emphatically declined to entertain
Mr. Cook's very liberal offer, but on his persistence I

Anally yielded, and as it turned out. the move was a
very unfortunate one.

i e fall of 1879 Mr H. R. Covey and the writer
made • business trip to the eastern side of the Rocky
Mountains—Mr. Covi representing Senator Stanford
and the writer Mr. Cook. W.- sited all the important

rma 111 various States, and at the same time
Inspected all the leading producing stallions and brood
man of national repute. A careful inspection of
these animals convinced us that our new discovery or

mark" was correct, as it was to be plainly seen
in the animals that had produced the kings and queens
of the trotting turf. The first thoroughbred brood

1

'

)
: ip was then

untried, but is now well known to fame as Dame
Winnie, daughter ol Plai el nd d im ol Palo Alto
2.08%. and several others with fasl recoi

I

lected by Mr. Covey on that trip and after he
lifornla were Lizzie Whips, Josle, Col-

umbine, Beautiful Bells, Mayflower, Lula Wilkes, May
g Mohawk. Norma, and others. These

mares well de ; th I. that Mr. Covey's
discovery on tl Ing that the camera

no fib

In the years of 1S64-5 and 1870 to 1872 the writer
saw oi i • ". Wilkes' and Lady Thorn's

rraances. From different standpoints they may
nsidered as great trotters as any. ai

Wilkes was probably the most remarkable trotting

stallion ever seen, times and opportunities consid-

ered. He was campaigned for over twelve years, and

beat all comers, no matter how hitched, champion of

his sex, record 2:22 to harness, old fashioned heavy
sulky. 2:25 to heavy skeleton wagon and 2:2S to pole.

When he was retired to the stud and taken to Ken-
tucky by that enterprising and hustling horseman, the

late W. H. Wilson, in 1S73, like Electioneer he was
condemned and pronounced a failure by many of the

self-constituted judges of a great horse, yet he forced

his recognition on them. Probably no one branch

has ever been the superior to Baron Wilkes and Al-

cyone as sires, and Alcantara as a sire of mares. As
a race horse Alcantara was a leviathan in soft or

tight places, but in his day owners of horses of his

sex fought shy of him. It is not much wonder that

he went amiss after such a race as the one at Louis-

ville in the fall of 1SS0, and the next week at Lexing-

ton he received an injury which ended his career as

a race horse
I first met Dr. Talbot, the breeder of Alcantara and

Alcyone, in 1879, and I now state without fear of con-

tradiction that I was the first person to offer over

$6000 for a son of Geo. Wilkes, and the horse I made
the offer for was Alcantara. He was then a three

year old. I offered $10,000 for Alcantara and Alcyone,

and $12,000 for the two colts and their mother. Alma
Mater. As it turned out it was perhaps better for the

colts, the mare. Dr. Talbot and the breeders of the

land, that the deal did not materialize. The only liv-

ing witness of the incident that I now recall is that

genial and well known horseman, Mike Bowerman of

Lexington. In March, 18SS, the writer purchased a

one-half interest with the late W. H. Wilson in the

then ten months old colt Higbee, now known to fame
as McKinney 2:11*4. For various reasons I disposed

of my interest in the colt and the same month I pur-
chased for the late Seth Cook, then proprietor of the

Oakwood Park Stock Farm, another representative of

this great family, then a three year old bay filly, and
now known as Bertha by Alcantara, and classed by
many as one of the greatest of her sex.

In March, 18S0, the Cook Farm, now known as
Oakwood Park Stock Farm, was established as a place

for the breeding of trotting horses. There were about
sixty head of horses on the farm at the time it was
purchased that it would be a conundrum to guess to

what use they could be put. That spring the writer
had secured the handsome stallion Steinway to head
the farm, and in the fall of 1SS1 selected ten head
of mares, including Katie G.. Ellen Swigert and others,

to breed to him. In the fall of 1882 Daniel Cook
passed over that mystic river, and the great central

sun of the farm went down amid the deep sorrows of

his many friends and neighbors. His death was a loss

to the breeders of the State. In 1SS3 there was a dis-

persal sale of the estate. Seth Cook could not endure
the idea of his brother's favorite horse being sold at

public auction and consequently secured him from the
heirs by private agreement, and at the sale procured
Katie G. and Princess. When Seth Cook came into

possession of the farm in 1S85, the writer returned
there with the understanding that it would be stocked
with a band of high class brood mares Katie G. was
about the only one on the farm that had proved a
happy nick for Steinway. Katie G. was purchased for

the writer, who named her after the best woman that
ever lived—his wife. This mare was the first of the
writers* selections. She was bred by F. S. Malone and
was one of the first of Electioneers priduce placed on
the market. She was a handsome brown mare with
tan flanks, stood 15.2 and was a ferfect gaited line

trotter. She was of a highly nervous disposition, one
of the do-or-die kind, and. like glass, had to be handled
with much care. She was foaled with a deformity,
her left hind leg being shorter and smaller around
than her right Her mouth had been ruined by a colt

breaker who first handled her, consequently she was
beyond control when at a high rate of speed. She
would hit her left toe so hard at times as to throw
her off her stride. The writer has always been of

the opinion that but for this she would have been as
fast as any of the Electioneers. As a four year old
she trotted under the very worst conditions a quarter
in 32 seconds and a half in 1:07. She was mated when
a four year old to Steinway, then six, and the produce
was H. R. Covey, one of the fastest trotters ever seen
on any stock farm, and but for an attack of pleura
pneumonia would have made a great reputation for
the farm. We had all the big stakes at our mercy
and we all "wore crepe" when his sickness prevented
his starting. Katie G.'s next foal was Carrie Malone.
now in the great brood mare table, and her next
Chas. Derby 2:20
As we had few other brood mares on the farm Mr.

Cook decided to close out all the stock at public auc-
tion, and on February 28th, 1SSS, the sale was held.
We kept Steinway. Chas. Derby and the mares Katie
G., Princess and Leah and a few daughters of Stein-
way. It was the greatest horse sale I ever saw, con-
sidering the stock sold, and Mr. Cook was so pleased
with the result that he came to me with outstretched
hand and congratulated me, saying: "You advised me
correctly, and you shall take the money I have re-
ceived for this stock and buy twenty or thirty mares
such as you think will suit the stallions."

I started March 4th and after buying Bertha, Ida
Wood. Xone Better. Tone, Nanny Smith, Inex, Alger-
detta, Addie Ash and Maggie McGregor, all untried
fillies at the time, I received word from Mr. Cook to
stop buying and ship home what I had. I was sur-
prised, as I had not exhausted the fund and had
picked out a number of others that I thought it would
be murder to leave behind. It seems the knockers had
got in their work, but the records now show what
sort of mares. I selected. The stock arrived in rather
bad shape after a long trip by freight train, and Mr.
Cook was not very well pleased with their appearance,
but on receiving an offer for the whole consignment
concluded not to sell. Mr. Cook did not live lone
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enough to see the results of mating these young mares
with his stallions, but the Year Books show that
every one has produced standard speed.

Later, the late Mr. Hobart desired me to select for
him a daughter of Dictator My choice fell on Nancy
Lee, the dam of the then untried Nancy Hanks. I se-
cured her, but such was Mr. Hobart's prejudice against
the Happy Medium blood that he would not buy the
daughter at any price. I have selected and purchased
for various gentlemen in California, no less than 87
young untried matrons and of these 74 have produced
horses with records from 2:04 to 2:30, four better than
2:06, fifteen in the 2.10 list, twenty-four in the 2:15
list, and forty-two in the 2:20 list. Four of the re-
maining mares have daughters whose produce have
records from 2:07 to 2:20, and the remaining nine
have produce that is yet young and untried.

I am proud of my failures, and with malice toward
none and charity to all I will say A Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year to all. Yours,

SAMUEL GAMBLE.

THE LAST LOAD IN THE BARN.

Talk about your automobiles,
And your reckless rides today

—

Guess you never raced a rain-cloud
On a sloshin' load o' hay.

When a youngster, I jest liked it

—

Startin' from the fardest side
Of the forty-acre medder
With the last load high and wide.

Pap bareheaded and a drivin'

Like a jockey at the fair

—

Horses down to a dead gallop

—

Hay-straws flyln' through the air.

And us boys, our bare shins buried
In the middle o' the load,

Holdin' io the pitchfork handles

—

Wonderin' if we'll make the road.

Lightnin' flashin', thunder boomin'

—

Nancy! how that old load reeled
When we struck the big dead furrow

In the middle of the field.

Through the gap and down the turnpike,
Horses with their ears laid back

—

Pap with one eye on the rain-cloud
And the other on the track.

Mother on the porch a-wavin'
Of her apern smiling' glad

—

"

Sister scootin' crost the barn-lot,
Op'nin' gates and doors like mad.

And us boys a clingin' breathless,
Git a mighty healthy scare.

When pap, drivin' at a gallop,

Clears the gate-post by a hair.

Right into the barn we clatter,

And the horses snort and rear.

As a mighty clap o' thunder
Shakes the roof and lifts "our hair.

While the rain comes down in rivers,

We ain't carin' a corsarn.

For our supper's on the table,

And the last load's in the barn.
—E. J. Wilson.

THE DEMAND IK THE EAST FOB, RACE PEOSPECT3
The defeat of Governor Herrick in Ohio and of the

Democratic gubernatorial candidate in Massachusetts
insures the passage of fair racing laws in these two
states and the harness game will take on a new life
with the beginning of the New Tear. The fall sales
at Eastern sales points already forecast that the spring
sales will mark stronger values than have been known
for years and old time prices will prevail for horses of
real merit. Californians should be quick to take ad-
vantage of their opportunities and send into the East-
ern market their best material. With Cleveland discon-
tinued as a sales point the buyers that gave so much
prestige to the Ohio city have come to frequent the
Indianapolis sales and the Indiana city has now be-
come the best distributing point for race prospects and
the better class of breeding stock. The Indiana city is
peculiarly adapted for the holding of sales of conse-
quence and recent auctions at that point have demon-
strated that higher values prevail at that point than
anywhere in the Middle West. When it is remembered
that both McKinney and Sidney Dillon found new homes
in the Hoosier state the immensity of the breeding in-
terests in Indiana will be taken into account and it

can be readily understood how Indianapolis has become
so foremost as a sales center. Every accommodation
necessary for the conduct of big sales is available at
Indianapolis, and with the Blair-Baker Horse Company
at the helm, every future sale at Indianapolis will all
the more demonstrate the advantages of that market.
The next Indianapolis sale is scheduled for February
26 th to March 3rd and Californians who have under
advisement the consignment of horses to an Eastern
sale will do well to consider Indianapolis. Mr. Frank
P. Kenney, well-known to all California horsemen, is in
active charge of the sale affairs of the Blair-Baker
Horse Company and will be very glad to hear from
intending consignors and any communication addressed
to him at the Union Stock Yards at Indianapolis will
receive his prompt attention.

A bit of gossip on the "hot stove circuit" is that

Tommy Murphy, who was so successful with Susie N.
this year and who scored a great triumph a year ag, >

with Hetty G. after that mare had been generally
slated as good only for broodmare purposes, will take
Millard Sanders' place as colt trainer for John H.
Shults. He will have a lot of colts by Axworthy to

develop and race, probably in the fall. His string will

be made up of Guy Axworthy, Nell Worthy, Nellie

Worthy, Miss Low and Bonnie Worthy. Ed Benyon
will also train a yearling, a two year old and a three

year old from the same farm.

In hot weather there is no drink like Jackson's

Napa Soda—plain or in a lemonade.
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ROBERT DIRECT. TROTTING BRED STALLIONS.

In the veins of the handsome big black stallion

Robert Direct, owned by Mr. R. O. Newman of Visalla,

flows a rare combination of blood, and at the

same time one of the choicest. We do not know of

another son of the mighty Direct 2.05% who gets

through his dam the blood of Electioneer, Sultan, The

Moor and A. W. Richmond, and it is no wonder that

Robert Direct is showing a very high rate of speed and

transmitting this speed to his get. Robert Direct

stands 16 hands, weighs 1200 pounds and is a solid

black in color. He has size and substance and finish

and quality, and is considered by all horsemen who
have seen him to be one of the grandest individuals

among the stallions of California. He is now in train-

ing at the Hanford half mile track and has shown a

half in 1:04 and an eighth in 15 seconds, but this is

not the limit of his speed. One of his first crop of

foals, Andy Direct, was in training for three months

this year for a race for yearlings, which he won in

straight heats, the first heat, a half mile, being paced

in 1:14, and the second in 1:13, with the last quarter

in 33% seconds, a 2:14 gait He could have paced a

half in 1:10 without much trouble. Like his sire he
is a large, fine looking colt, with level head, and is

a solid brown in color. He is eligible to start in the

two-year-old division of the Pacific Breeders' Futurity

next year and will be heard from.

The blood lines of Robert Direct all represent speed,

stamina, courage and every race horse quality. Direct

2:05%, his sire, was one of the greatest race horses

ever bred in America, and has established such a fam-
ily of race horses that the phrase, "The Directs have
the winning habit" has become a household word. The
fact that Direct is the sire of ten 2:10 performers

places him in the front rank as a sire of extreme

speed. Columns could be written about the "little

black rascal" whose death last year was a public ca-

lamity, but every horseman knows all about him. He

The trotting-bred stallion of to-day has at least one
virtue that is not found in every type of horse, and
which is in itself a most desirable one and which
bespeaks an amount of intelligence that has had much
to do with making this type of horse popular, says
a writer in Kentucky Stock Farm. The trotting stal-

lion is not vicious, generally speaking, in fact, it is

an extremely rare instance where a vicious brute is

found, and among all the trotting stallions in America
it is doubtful if there is one that is really dangerous.
Stallions of other types are frequently not only vicious

but extremely dangerous, and this is probably true

among the thoroughbreds more than among any other

breed. The thoroughbred stallion Orme, son of Or-
monde and Angelica, which, while he has proved a
success in the stud, is handicapped by his frightful

temper, and at times since his retirement to the stud

he has been little short of a man-eater. The American
stallion Onondaga was for many years a menace to

those in charge of him, and his owner resorted to

the expedient of having his eyes put out by electricity

in order that he could be more easily managed, and in

many other instances could be mentioned thorough-
breds, the tempers of which made them dangerous if

not undesirable. Among trotting stallions, however,
such instances are extremely rare, and in almost every
case the result was from mistreatment on the part

of an owner or groom. Robert McGregor, while he
had the reputation of being a vicious horse, was, when
propertly treated, easily controlled by any one who
was not afraid of him, and It is a rare occurrence

where a trotting stallion is not completely submissive
to the will of those in whose charge he is. One has
but to witness a trotting stallion in his paddock to

realize how docile he is, for under the same circum-
stances a thoroughbred would resent an intrusion into

his domain, and the same is frequently true of the

saddle stallion, the draught horse and the hackney.
Many of the most successful show horses in America

are trotting-bred stallions, and yet they can be as

easily controlled in or out of the show ring as geld-

ings or mares. This characteristic is undoubtedly due
to a superior order of intelligence, for beyond question

not a single horse was rejected by the buyer. Sev-
eral animals were resold, yet in most cases they
found a new owner at higher prices than in the first

sale

"It is now in Fasig-Tipton Company's records that
three horses were resold each three times, and each
time sold at higher prices.

"While amateur drivers were among the liberal

buyers, yet the breeders never let go of the best bred
ones, while the racing men secured almost everything
which looked to them like a fairly good racing propo-
sition.

"In the opinion of horsemen of all classes there
never was a sale of this magnitude in which less

horses were sold at an advance by the buyers as dur-
ing the past event. Every buyer bought for his own
purposes, and hence speculators did not reap the har-
vest they expected.
"Among the latter were, perhaps, the foreign buy-

ers or their agents. In former years they have been
able to pick up good horses, of approved breeding, at

prices cheap enough to allow them a margin of profit

after the expense of transportation, but this time
the home demand was too great to allow them to be
competitors to any noticeable extent. As a result, up
to yesterday only eighteen applications were filed for

export certificates.

"Men interested in the American light harness horse,

be they breeders, dealers or race track followers, sure-
ly had sufficient reason to go to their respective

homes much encouraged for the future of the coun-
try's horse interests."

ROBERT DIRECT

A Sixteen-Hand Son of the Great Direct 3:05V

was sired by the great Director 2:17, out of a great

brood mare by Echo, and his grandam was by the

thoroughbred Jack Hawkins, a son of Boston.

The dam of Robert Direct is Daisy Basler, an own
sister to Ethel Basler, dam of those fast fillies My Way
2:22, as a three year old (and only beaten a head in

2:13%) and Stonelita 2.20, as a two year old. Daisy

Basler is a daughter of Robert Basler 2:20, sire of

Dr. W. 2:08%. Jonesa Basler 2:11%, etc Robert Bas-

ler was by Antevolo 2:19%, son of Electioneer and the

great brood mare Columbine by A. W. Richmond, and

his dam was the great brood mare Elizabeth Basler

by Bill Arp, out of Mary of Warfield, a grandson of

Boston. The second dam of Robert Direct is Rich-

moor by Pasha, son of Sultan and Madam Baldwin by

The Moor. Pasha sired the dam of that great trotter

Toggles 2:0S%. Robert Direcfs third dam is Miss

Rowland by A. W. Richmond out of a thoroughbred

mare. Here is the very stoutest of racing blood Two
crosses to Boston and two to Bonnie Scotland, two of

the greatest race horse sires the country has known.

There could hardly be a choicer combination of blood

lines than these in the veins of Robert Direct. That

he will produce stylish and speedy campaigners, do-or-

die race horses, and large, fine trotters and pacers is

certain if he is bred to good mares. He will make the
1

season of 1906 one mile northeast of Visalla at The

Palms. His service fee will be $50 for the season,

with a return privilege. Mr. R. O. Newman, his

! owner, invites correspondence in regard to breeding

Robert Direct to well bred mares, and will be pleased

i to send a card containing tabulated pedigree that the

great producing lines of his stallion's breeding may be

studied by those interested.

the American trotter, as a type, is the most intelligent

horse known, with the possible exception of the Shet-

land pony. This intelligence is depicted in the coun-

tenance of many stallions, and while the trotter, as a

rule, lacks that artistic beauty of head and neck that

is frequently found in the thoroughbred and almost

invariably in the saddle stallion, the race horse rarely

possesses that broad expanse between the eyes and

the almost human expression of the eyes themselves.

The greater the degree of intelligence, which intelli-

gence is so frequently depicted in the countenance,

the less likely is the horse to be erratic or unsteady,

and we believe that in almost every example of a

stallion that was reliable and inclined to stick to a

trot there could be found the broad forehead and an

attractive countenance. Rattle-headed horses usually

are narrow between the eyes and in other ways indi-

cate outwardly their lack of intelligence, and not in-

frequently breeders can determine at a very early age

in the horse whether or not there is a lack of intelli-

gence and what the disposition of the horse will be.

o

THE SALE A GOOD ONE.

A New York paper contained the following com-

ment on the recent Old Glory sale:

"Every horse offered to the anxious buyers was

knocked down at its full value, and consignors re-

turned home more than satisfied with the values they

received. If the general average for the nine days

did not come up to that of former years, it was due

wholly to the quality of the stock offered.

"Perhaps the most singular incident in connection

with this year's sale was the unprecedented fact that

THE CLEVELAND DRIVING CLUB.

The annual table of statistics of the last matinee
season- of the Cleveland Gentlemen's Driving Club
has been issued.

Orrin C. led the trotters, with nine firsts out of

fifteen starts, being second six times. Interurban was
second with six victories and three seconds in thirteen
starts, while Nanco was first six times out of nine.

Prince of Orange was first six times out of seven, and
Belle Sentinel five times out of ten Out of the forty-

eight trotters who competed all but eleven succeeded
in winning blue ribbons.

The pacing brigade consisted of only fifteen side-

wheelers, all but one taking off one or more blue
ribbons. Dutch Mowrey led with eight wins and four
seconds in thirteen starts.

Slippery Higglns was the most consistent saddle

trotter, winning six times in fourteen starts. Joe
Jokes won five times out of eleven starts and Flim
Flam, alias Colonel Longwell, won four blue ribbons
in nine starts.

H. K. Devereux was the winning reinsman and
driver with fifty-three firsts in ninety-six starts. C-

K. G Billings was second with eighteen firsts in

twenty-three starts, while John Ray was third with
thirteen firsts in twenty-seven starts. H. A. Watter-
sori drew eleven firsts in twenty-eight starts.

The 2:04 of Lou Dillon was the fastest heat trotted

while 2.03 made by Morning Star, son of Star Pointer,

was the fastest mile paced; 2:43 was the slowest

heat trotted. The fastest average was 2:15, the

record for the next to the last matinee. The season's

average was 2:21. This average was slower than in

other years, this being due to the fact that the club

catered more to the slower classes.

During the season there were 116 events with 2S6

heats and 396 starters.

SUCCESSFUL FAIR SEASON.

A farm paper published in the Mississippi valley

says

:

Our readers have just passed through one of the

most successful seasons of agricultural education ever

experienced by even the oldest citizen. The fairs both

large and small have been well patronized by exhibit-

ors and visitors. The disposition t^ Improvement has

never been more pronounced in all lines of agricultural

work. Each department of farm work has its adher-

ents who carry on the campaign of education in the

interest of the specialty or particular industry repre-

sented.

The agricultural fair of the present day may very

properly be termed thp modern agricultural object

lesson school. It is through these lessons by compari-

son of objects, animals and things that the fair visitor

becomes a student, a judge, a discriminator in quality

between the various competitive exhibits. This train-

ing is involuntary; it creeps itno the mind unob-

served, and the first knowledge the person has that

he is being educated is in his asserting that "This is

the best," or "That is my choice." "I would not give

this cow for half a dozen of the others," etc.

The intelligent man, woman, boy or girl who at-

tends one of these well managed county, district, or

state fairs and comes away saying he or she is not

greatly benefited does not express their honest senti-

ment. The agricultural fair of the present day is the

greatest educator we have in practical farm produc-

tion. No one appreciates this more than the agricul-

tural newspaper man, who attends this shows from

the beginning to the end of the fair season and ob-

serves the people and talks to them of the impressions

formed. While everyone who attends the fair gains

some advantage by the association or impressions

made, the exhibitor comes more directly under the

educational influence of the fair, and consequently

reaps a greater benefit

If you are not already associated with the county

agricultural society take up the work at once. Help

organize and prepare to hold a fair next year. The

county association is the primary school for the train-

ing of our best exhibitors and fair men.

Strike—If they don't give you Jackson's Napa Soda

when you ask for it.
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FOUR GREAT CHAMPIONS.

Never before in all the history of the standard bred

horse has such a group of champion stallions been

owned on one stock farm as are now stabled at the

International Stock Food Farm. Dan Patch 1:55%,
champion of all pacers, Cresceus 2:02%, the champion

ttlng stallion, Directum 2:05% whose record made
ac four years has never been equalled by a trotter of

thai age, and Arion 2:07% whose two-year-old record

of 2:10% £t in stands unapproached, even though it

was made with the old fashioned high wheels. Two
present day champions, the ex-champion trotter that

holds the four-year-old championship, and the

holder of the record for trotting two-year-olds. Each
stallion is not only a king by performance but each

r,

-

lifferent family of trotters. Dan Patch
sanies the pennant of the great tribe of Wilkes,

- eus that of the McGregors, Directum upholds

the banner of the Dictators and Arion that of the

Electioneers Mr. M. W. Savage, president of the

International Stock Food Company, is the man whose
enterprise and great business ability has built up one
of the largest establishments of the Mississippi val-

ley by just such daring enterprise as led him to buy
Dan Patch for a large amount and follow it in suc-
ceeding years by the acquirement of the three addi-

tional champions.
The history of Dan Patch is known to all horse-

men. He was sired by the mighty Joe Patchen 2:01%
and his dam is Zelica by Wilkesberry 13.953. his sec-

ond dam by Pacing Abdallah. No stallion that ever
lived has approached his performances. He has paced
thirty-six miles in 2:-01^ to 1:55%, and has paced nine

miles that average 1:57%. He paced six miles this

year that averaged 1:58. and wound up his campaign
by starting against the record of Star Po.nter made
with no runner in front and reduced it a second and
a quarter. This year he left stud service on June
15th, up to which time he had been mated with fifty-

two mares. He made his first exhibition in Septem-
ber, pacing the mile in 1.59^2. a marvelous perform-
ance. During the year he broke four world's records,

and tlie Canadian half mile track record, traveled

6.000 miles in sixty-six days, and finished the season
stiong, vigorous, in perfect condition and very prom-
ising for speed exhibitions next year. He is not only
the greatest race horse and exhibition horse in the
country (having drawn 250,000 to see him in four

days his year), but he is a great sire He already
has a 2:10 performer in Ed. Patch 2:08%, and two
of his get are expected to beat 2:05 next year. He
has more miles in two minutes to his credit that all

other trotters and pacers that ever lived. He never
lost a race. Like the great Eclipse it was invariably
Dan first and the rest nowhere, and it made no differ-

ence how fast they went, he could play with all of
them in the last half. Mr. Savage was offered and
refused the immense sum of $180 000 for him this

year, which offer was made by a syndicate of horse-
men.
Directum 2.05% did not appear in the racing world

with a preliminary flourish of trumpets. He was bred
by John Green of Dublin, Cal., and foaled in 1889.

When broken to harness, he showed the first time he
stepped off that the mantle of speed had fallen on his
shoulders; that he was a true son of the great black
stallion that made a sensational campaign in 1883
in the East. Even on the lookout for fresh material
and fully recognizing the great capabilities of the
Director family, Monroe Salisbury leased the racing
qualities of Directum, quietly brought him East the
spring of 1S92 and made a name for him in the very
first race in which he started. There were no ante-
campaign stories of the wonderful speed of the black
three-year-old. He came unheralded, and the first

heat he trotted in a contested race convinced those
who witnessed his performance that "the king-maker"
had brought out another world's champion. That year
and the next Drectum went through two marvelous
campaigns, that of 1893 being the greatest ever under-
taken by a four-year-old, meeting and defeating every
good one in his class, closing the season with the
world's record for trotting stallions, which he held for
seven long years. That year his speed was a revelation
and his .ourage a marvel to horsemen. Singly or in
battalions, Directum was more than a match for all.

As a four-year-old he started in seven races, winning
all of them, and gave five exhibitions against time,
lowering the stallion record as follows: At Evans-
vllle, In 1.. to 2:07»A; at New York to 2:07; at St.

Joseph. 2:06^. and at Chicago, to 2:06^. Finally, at
Nashvilli Tenn., he electrified the world by winning
the third heal of the free-for-all in 2:05%.

It was expected that he would prove a great sire,
but he has even exceeded these expectations. He is
new the sire of twenty-eight standard performers, of
which four are in the 2:10 list.

Cn ceus 2:02%, bought at the Old Glory Sale in
New York last month for $21,000, is the greatest
bargain any breeder has secured in years. It is un-

isary to stop and enumerate his long list of
world Everybody knows them by heart,

i
i
one great thing that any other trotting stallion

en greater. His
med with sins, but one of which

won:, en1 to confei celebrity on any other
horse. With him only parts of a "stupendous
whole"- a greatti , ne ., s \an ^ -m" a lion li irage, a phenomenon in con-

earlng power. In the sum of their atti-
butes, some horses—as some men—seem to transcend
the limits which nature, as we conceive it, has set.

i
i Evi i yrom

. amlts this.
It can no) be den i. And out of it all stands this one
important fact' that he is a stallion—The only stal-
lion that ever has held the world's trotting record.
Yet, thai I may be recalled more forcibly,
we give herewith some brief statistics:

As a three-year-old he secured a record of 2:11% in
a race against eleven of the best aged trotters of that

year. There were eight heats in the race and Cresceus

won the last three heats, trotting the seventh and
eighth in 2.11%. As a four-year-old he reduced his

record to 2:09%, as a five-year-old to 2:07%, as a six-

year-old to 2:04, as a seven-year-old to 2:02%, which

made him then the champion trotter of the world,

and the next year when he was eight he made that

wonderful performance at Memphis, where he trotted

two miles in 4:17, also a world's record.

Volunteer says: To doubt of Cresceus' success as a

sire—why, if one stops to think of it, the very idea

is absurd!—false to every fact and theory, opposed

alike to reason, precedent and logic. Look down the

list of previous champion stallions and observe what
great sires practically all have made. Consider then

Cresceus' rank among them; consider his breeding

—

by one of the greatest progenitors and out of one of

the greatest matrons known to stud history; look at

the horse himself—an individual upon whom power
and greatness are so legibly stamped as to be at

once impressively apparent—and ask yourself the

question, not will he succeed as a sire, but—how on
earth can he do anything else?

There is another potent reason why Cresceus is

bound to prove a great sire. That reason is. because he
is the greatest representative of one of the greatest

strains of blood in the trotting peerage. Aside from
Robert McGregor, there are only three progenitors

that have sired five or more sons that have each sired

a better than 2:09 trotter—George Wilkes, Electioner
and Hambletonian 10. It is with this immortal trio

—

all of them older than him and belonging to senior
generations—that Robert McGregor, in this respect,

is alone, of all sires entitled to rank. Could anything
speak more eloquently of the immense potency and
value of the McGregor blood in the male line? Yet,
remarkable as the fact may seem, there is not today
a son of Robert McGregor in any of the great studs
of this country, where he is being given opportunity
to perpetuate the blood. If other sons of Robert Mc-
Gregor, standing in the. "tall grass" remote from the
great breeding centers, can get such trotters as
Snyder McGregor 2:05%, and Kid Shea 2:07%, what
will Cresceus do placed where he belongs, at the head
of a great stud of America's choicest matrons?
Arion 2:07% is the pride of California. As a two-

year-old, he trotted in 2.10%, to high-wheel sulky,

a performance that has stood as the world's record for
trotters of that age since 1S91, the nearest approach
to it being 2:13%. As a three-year-old, he set the
world's trotting record of 2:10*4 for colts of that age.
No three-year-old stallion has equaled or beaten it. As
a four-year-old, he won the Spirit of the Times stake,
$11,000, for four-year-old trotters, defeating Trevil-
lian 2:0S%; Belleflower 2:12%; Czar, and Parole.
Trotted a record mile in 2:07%. In these days of ex-
treme speed, when record after record goes down
each year before the onslaught of champions, it is

unusual to see a world's record of any kind stand
unassailed for thirteen years. And yet the two-year-
old record of the world still stands where the peerless
Arion set it in 1S91. His mile in 2:10% as a two-year-
old stands pre-eminently at the head of all trotting
performances. The miles of Lou Dillon, Creceus and
others pale into insignificance when compared with it,

and it seems to be the universal. opinion that his rec-
ord will stand for years and years to come. Even
when a two-year-old does trot a mile in 2:10%, it will

be to "bike" sulky and allowance must be made before
the glory of Arion's performance fades Since the day
Arion trotted that sensational mile, he has been con-
stantly before the public. His sale for $125,000 still

stands a world's record; his three-year-old record of
2:10^ has never been equaled by a colt, and his four-
year-old mark of 2:07% surpassed by but few stal-
lions. His opportunities in the stud have been most
limited—only those in close touch with conditions
can appreciate how limited—yet he. has sired twenty-
seven with standard records, among them the great
trotter, Nico 2:0S%, while one of his daughters has
produced the peerless and lamented Sadie Mac 2:06%
and another, that great young trotter Todd 2:14%.
The International Stock Food Farm contains 700

acres and is not only the home of Dan Patch 1:55%,
Cresceus 2:02%, Directum 2:05% and Arion 2:07%
but of Ed Patch 2:08%, Roy "Wilkes 2:06^: and But-
tonwood 2: 17.

The farm is ten miles from the city limits of Minne-
apolis on the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis % Omaha
Railroad and the station at the farm is named Savage.
The farm is beautifully situated in the Minnesota Val-
ley, watered by a sparkling trout stream that never
freezes in the winter and twenty-five springs. The
Minnesota River rtows through the farm so that it

can be reached by either boat or cars.
The barn on the farm cost over fifty thousand dol-

lars and contains over two hundred box stalls. The
mile track was built by Mr. Seth Griffin at a cost of
eighteen hundred dollars and is an exact reproduction
of the celebrated Memphis track A one-mile covered
track will be built next year.
There are about 100 high class brood mares,

twelve of which are 2:10 producers; forty others are
producers. This farm was started with the expecta-
tion of not only showing what Minnesota could do in
raising high class harness horses, but also as a fairly
equipped experimental farm to show the value of In-
ternational Stock Food. All the stallions, brood mares
and colts are fed International Stock Food every day.
Cresceus has been taken in hand by Mr. Hersey and

is now being prepared with a view of breaking his
record next fall, and Mr. Savage expects both Dan
l';itrh and Cresceus to lower their present records in

the fall of 1906.

A large majority of horse owners, drivers and horse
breeding farms are now constant users of Interna-
tional Stock Food and its use is strongly endorsed by
the old veteran. Monroe Salisbury.
International Stock Food has had for years a large

sale In the extreme western states, but for the pur-
pose of more thoroughly pushing the sale of Inter-

national Stock Food and their other preparations on
this Coast, Mr. C. E. Veeder, who has been in the
employ of the International Stock Food Company at
the home office and factory, Minneapolis, for ten
years, has recently been appointed resident agent.
For the present, mail will reach him addressed care of
the Petaluma Incubator Company, Petaluma, Cal., or
Portland Seed Company, Portland, Ore.

IMPROVEMENT IN BIKES.

W. J. Kenney, the well known proprietor of the
Kenney Bicycle Company at 532 Valencia street, re-
cently returned from an extended trip through the
principal states on the other side of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and gives us the following interesting account
of his observations.
"During my two months' trip through the eastern

country I visited ail the principal race tracks and
speedways of the country, and practically all the fac-
tories where track sulkies, sped carts and speed
wagons are made. I must say they are making great
wagons are elegantly
ing. The new speed
road brushing and train-

almost exclusively for

and road carts are used
all the other cities speed
Boston, while in nearly
Cleveland, Detroit and
speedways of New York,
proper thing on the
speed wagon is the only
these vehicles. The
improvements in all
made affairs, with high arch axies, low wheels, long
shafts, and are very light weight, being from 65 to
125 pounds. As they are now made they are very
strong and durable, however, and a horse can trot
or pace almost as fast in them as he can to the track
sulky. For a stylish rig one of these wagons, driven
by a handsome horse, can't be beat, and when our
oval speed track in Golden Gate Park is finished,
which will be about the first of next June, these
speed wagons are certain to be all the go with San
Francisco members of the matinee clubs.

"Radical changes are being made in sulky con-
struction in nearly all the large factories. The new
models for next year will have shafts about seven
inches longer on the average, the arches will be
dropped 35 and 33 inches, and some as low as 29.

All the first-class makers are substituting second-
growth hickory for arch and bow instead of using
steel tubing. This is a big improvement in itself,

and all the builders now realize that to be fast and
durable the wheels of a sulky must be kept in per-
fect line.

"The McMurray sulky has a very clever device for

this purpose, which is an exclusive patent of the
company's and is invaluable, as when a sulky has had
a bad wrench from accident or any cause, anyone can
line up the wheels with this device in a few minutes.
The only tool needed is a monkey wrench
"The changes in speed carts for track work are

many. There are longer shafts, dropped seat, wider
•wheel centers, and many other new features which
will please the lovers of a good horse.
"On all the leading tracks and at all the big busi-

ness centers there is a very optimistic feeling in re-
gard to harness racing. The owners and trainers were
at the Old Glory sale in force and a very large pro-
portion of the horses purchased during the two
weeks' auction were bought by persons who will have
them raced on some of the many circuits next year."

The Members of the California Polo and Pony
Racing Association held a meeting at the office of
President Rudolph Spreckels Monday. It was de-
cided to pass over the election of officers until the
next meeting, when many of the members that are
now out of town will be back. Plans were discussed
for a race meet to- be held on Charles W. Clark's track
at San Mateo on New Tear's day. There will be five
races, a three-eighths, a quarter mile, a half mile, a
three-quarter mile, and a three mile event. The lat-
ter contest will be for hunters and it is expected that
many of the membrs of the San Mateo Hunt Club
will enter their mounts. There is some prospect that
the scene of the pony racing will shift at the end of
February to Coronado. The racing association at that
place is making a strong bid for the stables of the
California Association.

DISTEMPER AND COUGHS CUBED.
Golds in animals if neglectc-d are apt to result seri-

ously. They can be as readi.y cured as in the human
family. If your horses cough and are out of condi-
tion, ^better give Craft's Distemper and Cough Cure a
trial before they come down to distemper. This well
known remedy is one of the very best available, and is
fully guaranted to cure coughs, colds, distemper, pink-
eye, and all catarrhal diseases of horses, sheep and
dogs. It will pay well to have on hand at all times
a bottle of this invaluable remedv. It is made bv
the Wells Medicine Co.. 13 Third street. Lafavette. Ind.,
and their book, "Veterinary Pointers," tells ail about it.

It also gives valuable veterinary information about
the care of horses, how to tell distemper, nursing, etc.
A postal card will bring it. and any of our readers
who send for it -will certainly- feel well repaid for the
postal card and the little time that it takes.

"KNOWS OP NOTHING AS GOOD."
Mr. J. T. Taylor of Cle Elum, Wash- writes as fol-

lows: "In my opinion QUINN'S OINTMENT is the best
remedy there is ,to remove bunches. I removed a large
bunch from a horse's forehead that seemed to be solid
bone; and one as large as a man's head from another
horse's shoulder; have removed four or five other
bunches from horses." This is the general verdict of
leading horsemen all over the countrj-. For curbs,
splints, spavins, windpuffs and all bunches there is noth-
ing better. Price One Dollar per bottle delivered. Ad-
dress W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N. V., if you cannot
obtain from druggist.

Ed Winter 2:12% by Jay Bird will be shipped to

Europe, according to the latest reports.
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NUTWOOD STOCK FARM.

Eight ago, Mr. Martin Carter of Irvlngton,

Alameda county. California, sent his mare. Lida W.
to be bred to William Corbitfs premier stal-

lion Guv Wilkes 2:15%. At that time Guy Wilkes was

commanding; a service fee of $250. and in the esti-

n of men who had given the subject of breeding

trotting horses more than passing attention was the

q California. Mr. Carter's mare was by

Nutwood 2:18%, out of a mare by Geo. M. Patchen

Jr. 2:27, her grandam a noted running mare of the

days of California racing known as Rebel

Daughter, and sired by that "Godolphin of the Wilder-

Uo borrow a term from Capt. Tom Merry),

known as Williamson's Belmont. Lida W had a race

I of 2:18%, and could speed at a two minute clip.

so Mr. Carter reckoned that the Nutwood-Patchen-

ont blood in her veins, when combined with that

,
Wilkes, would produce something worth while.

He was not disappointed. In the spring of 1S8S Lida

W. foaled a handsome chestnut colt which was named
Nutwood Wilkes, that his name might designate his

breeding, and this horse is fulfilling every promise of

the career outlined for him by his breeder. Mr. Carter

to California with no capital but a knowledge of

the wagon and cabinet making trade, a level head and

a rugged constitution. He had learned when a youth

that anything worth doing at all was worth doing well,

and with his brother, the late Thomas Carter, began

at Newark, in Alameda county, the building of cars

for steam and cable roads. Carter Bros.' car shops

soon grew to a large institution and did many thou-

sands of dollars worth of business every year, turning

out hundreds of cars annually Having acquired a

fortune in this enterprise. Mr. Martin Carter concluded

to retire from active business soon after the death

of his brother, and now lives upon the farm near Ir-

vington. where his family of four grown sons were
born and raised.

tl was about a quarter of a century ago that Mr.

Carter began breeding a few trotters as a recreation

and pleasure, and he followed the same plan that had

made him successful in car building; he used nothing

but the best materials and combined them in a way
where in his opinion every part would fill the place for

which it was best fitted. Nutwood Stock Farm, which
was the name given this farm of betwreen three and
four hundred acres of fine land, achieved success from
the very first, and from it have come many cham-
pions, and now in his days of retirement from active

business Mr. Carter is devoting more of his time than

ever to superintending the breeding and training of

the produce of his stallions and brood mares.
Few men engaged in the breeding of the American

trotting and pacing horse have started out with the

broad minded ideas which have governed Mr. Carter

all through life. He has never been kept back by the

idea that there was no other high class blood than
that on his farm, but has been a liberal purchaser at

sales, and sent his mares to stallions in all parts of

the State that in his opinion, formed after much
study and observation, were the most likely to aid in

building up and improving the stock he owned. Mares
from Nutwood Stock Farm have been sent to such
stallions as.Director, McKinney, Zombro, Zolock, Stam
B., Searchlight- Bonnie Direct, Direct, Directum, Kin-
ney Lou and/many others that might be mentioned,
and the first mare to be mated with the great race
horse Star Pointer 1:59*4 on his arrival in California

was a mare owned by Mr Carter. He has also ac-
quired by purchase mares with the blood of Elec-
tioneer. Steinway" and other high class sires, until

there is now at the farm as choice a collection of
well bred colts and fillies as can be found on any
farm in America. Nutwood Farm is strong in what
Its owner - calls the blood of the "Big Four"—Geo.
Wilkes, Electioneer, Director and Nutwood.
Nutwood Wilkes, the premier of this farm, is now 17

years of age, and some idea of his splendid propor-
tions, his youthful appearance and his beautifully
rounded form can be obtained from the picture which
occupies the center of the opposite page. The pho-
tograph of which this picture is a reproduction was

on Sunday, the third of this month, by the
writer, and has had no retouching, so that the reader

idge for himself what a well preserved and fine
looking stallion Nutwood Wilkes is at the age of

een years. He is strong and vigorous as a colt
Hne a type of the American trotting stallion as

one would wish to see.

It was at Petaluma in 1S96 that Nutwood Wilkes
took his record of 2:16% in a race he won in straight

In that race he beat Mamie Griffin 2:12, Clay
S. 2:13%, Stella 2.15, Myrtle Thorne 2:18 and Chari-
vari 2:20%, one of the best fields of trotters out that

He was a game race horse! much faster than
his record, and but for an accident would have had a
record of 2:10. it i how* er, his accomplishments as

'hat most interests us now His first standard
red In 1S97 and he now has to his

ndard 'performers. Those to which par-
attentlon has been direct

I are the following:
a. McKERRON 2:04%, champion trotting

likes tribe, champion three year old
coll of 1898, with a record of 2.12%.
WHO IS l'i mplon three year old gelding

i of 2:12.

'I STAR .' L3%, i Ion three year old
geldinp of 1905. and wlnnei ol Occident and Stanford

Futurity.
Miss IDAHO 2:09%, winner ofr

1

two seven heat
.

TIDAL WAVE ! record mad< In L905; three

STANTON WILKES 2:10%, sire of Cavaliero

CRESCO WILKES 2:1094, three yea*r old record
2 17.

11 B 12%, dam of Miss Georgie 2:10%
CLAUX>r s 2 L3%, a greai trotter.

BOB INGERSOLL 2:14%.
Here are ten horses with records below 2:15, five

of them trotters. Three three year old trotters that

held the records for the year of their sex. Is there

another stallion that has sired three three year old

trotters with race records below 2:14? If so his name
cannot be recalled by the writer at this time.

It was in 1S9S that the bay colt John A. McKerron
was taken east. He had a record of 2.24% as a two

year old, made the previous year, and this he reduced

to 2:12% at Louisville, where he met the best colts

of the year. An eastern writer thus describes him:

This race, w^hile a losing performance, was the"

strongest evidence of the colt's superb courage and

real class, for never had a trotter suffered at the

hands of his trainer more hardships than he, or been

put to more heartrending tasks under the most unfa-

vorable circumstances. Notwithstanding a course of

training that was conducive to an early break down
and one which in nine esses out of ten would have

so shattered the constitution of the horse as to ren-

der his future valueless for racing purposes, he wrent

into winter quarters very low in flesh, weak from ex-

cessive training, yet despite his worn-out appearance

there was nothing to indicate unsoundness or break-

down At this stage of his career his real capacity

had attracted the attention of Mr. H. K. Devereux of

Cleveland, and so thoroughly impressed was. he With
the colt's rare courage, his purity of gait and his

marvelous flight of speed that he determined to be-

come the owner of such a rare combination of good
qualities, even though unkind fate had brought the

horse into a condition little short of a wr reck. After,

buying the "colt his new owner determined upon" a'

course that seemed to him the only means by which
the trotter could be brought back to his normal con-
dition, and so firmly did he adhere to his original re-

solve that the stallion recovered from the ill effects

of his hard usage and developed into the superb trot-

ter that he is today, physically perfect and developed
into a horse of great substance and rare quality.

Mr. Devereux allowed the horse to have a complete
rest in his four year old form, and it was not until

1S99 that the stallion was asked to show his real ca-

pacity under favorable circumstances. For the first

time in his life he was given a careful preparation,

was properly shod, and driven with judgment, and as
a result he improved rapidly, and in August trotted

in 2:09% in a matinee at Cleveland. That season he
won the first race for the Boston Challenge Trophy,
which race was destined to become the most brilliant

series of amateur contests ever inaugurated, and
which races have given races for pleasure an impetus
that nothing else could have accomplished. In the

race at Readvilie John A. McKerron met and de-
feated the very fast gelding Senator L , and the
time of the fastest heat, 2:10, equaled the race record
for that style of contest. At the close of that year
this stallion clearly demonstrated that he was a trot-

ter of extraordinary merit, and that his future was to

be an especially brilliant one. for rarely, if ever, had
there been seen a trotter with such faultless action,

such perfect manners, and such a superb way of go-
ing. In his six year old form he early showed a
marked improvement over his previous best form, and
in addition to winning the second race for the Boston
Cup, which he succeeded in doing with consummate
ease, in comparatively slow time, he lowered his rec-
ord to 2:06%, and at once became a formidable can-
didate for championship honors. In 1902 he received
a special preparation for what was destined to be the
most brilliant contest ever indulged in by amateur
racing men. and long before the race itself took place
trotting enthusiasts were keyed to a degree of in-
terest never before shown in any race between light
harness horses. This was the third and what proved
to be the final race for the Boston Trophy, and de-
veloped into the most spectacular and thrilling- of the
three contests that decided the ownership of the
handsome cup that was offered by the Boston Driving
Club. The day of the race found public opinion united
on the chances of Lord Derby, for while The Monk
had a few weeks previous shown rare form, he lacked
the bloom that goes with perfect condition. John A.
McKerron on that day was infinitely the superior of
either of his opponents, and his victory was such a de-
cisive one that it left no room for doubt as to which
was the greatest matinee trotter that had been seen.
In this race he fairly out-trotted Lord Derby, which
horse had shown greater flights of speed than even
the champion Cresceus himself, and yet which was
unable to stand the pressure of having McKerron
carry him a half very close to one minute. During
the October meeting at Lexington the stallion gave
an exhibition of the greatest flight of speed that had
ever been seen, by trotting the first half in 1:00%
under restraint. At Memphis he trotted an evenly
rated mile in 2:05%, after which he was shipped to
Kentucky and given the benefit of a winter at Wal-
nut Hall He wintered splendidly, and in the spring
was a better horse than ever, carrying more flesh,

and to all appearances was ready for the supreme ef-
fort of his life. Some time before the Readvilie meet-
ing he developed a slight splint, which pained him
considerably, and although he trotted a mile at that
meeting in 2:04%, was far from being at his best, and
his performance at Syracuse, soon after, in which he
trotted in 2:04%, was, all things considered, one of the
most brilliant exhibitions "of 'speed and courage ever
seen, as he labored under almost every disadvantage,
owing to the flint-like condition of the track, which
aggravated the soreness An his leg. It was this mile
more than anything he had ever done before that con-
vinced all who saw him that the stallion was capable
of approximating, if not equalling, the then existing
stallion record, and whether or not he succeeds in jus-
tifying the belief in his capacity will depend only on
his condition, for his speed and courage are unques-
tioned.

This year another three year old by Nutwood
Wilkes trotted himself right into the limelight. As a
two year old he had started in the Breeders' Futurity

for colts of that age, and though very short of work
had won the first heat in 2:24 and been close up in the
remaining heats in faster time.
This year he was better prepared for his first start,

and when the Pacific Breeders' Futurity was .trotted
at Santa Rosa he won so handily in three .straight
heats' in the fast time of 2.13%, 2:13% and^.2:16 that
his great merit as a colt trotter was immediately
recognized by every horseman who saw him" win ^Ib
impressively. ^
Two weeks elapsed before his next start, which was

in the Occident Stake on the opening day of the Cali 7
fornia State Fair. For three days, previous to .thi|

race his trainer, Chas. Whitehead, was very sick and
unable to work or drive the gelding. The result? w=§&
North Star was a little rank and when the race was
started Whitehead, after falling to secure another
driver, got up behind him, but found it difficult in his
weakened condition to hold North Star to his gait
during the first three heats .The colt had all his
speed, however, and although ..jnaking disastrous
breaks in each of these miles finished a good second
every time and in the fourth heat-trotted the mile
in 2:15%, the fastest heat in the .history of the stake,
and won handily. The next two heats and the race
and first and third money were his. -. .

One week later he started in the Stanford Stake.
Again was he returned a winner, and although losing
the first heat to Athasham by a break, took the nexi
three easily and placing first, third and fourth moneys
to the credit of his owner.
North Star is a largecolt, standing slightly over six-

teen hands. He has a most powerful shoulder with
great depth through the heart, and his hind quarters
are muscular and well developed, although his greai.

development forward would cause an inexperienced
person to say he was light behind. He has a tre-

mendous stride, with much action, and when at speed
his gait is regular as clock work. That he is one
of the fastest three year olds ever foaled is proven by
his two heats in 2: 13% in his first race this year.

He was in condition to lower this mark at Sacra-
mento had the new track not been so heavy and cuppy
as to prevent fast time, but his fourth heat in the
Occident in 2:15% is considered by many horsemen as
good as 2:11% over a fairly good track. That he has
gameness and great endurance was proven in the

same race, his sixth heat in 2:1S% being a wonderful
performance under the conditions for any three year
old.

North Star is the greatest money winning three

year old ever raced in California, is the only colt that

ever won all three of the leading three year old stakes

annually trotted in this state, and has the fastest mile

by a three year old gelding in the United States to

his credit this year. Chas. "Whitehead considers him
the greatest three year old he has ever seen and be-

lieves he could be fitted for a mile in 2:10 or better

on any good track. He should trot in 2:05 or better

as an aged horse.

On the Nutwood Stock Farm at the present time
are quite a number of youngsters, among which are

the following:
WEANLINGS.

Chestnut colt with star by Kinney Lou 2:07%, dam
Queen C. 2:28% by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16%, grandam
Queen by Venture.
Say colt by Bonnie Direct 2:05%, dam Georgie B.

2:12% (dam of Miss Georgie 2:10%) by Nutwood
Wilkes.
Bay colt by Searchlight 2:03*4, dam Lida Wr

. 2:18$
(dam of Nutwood Wilkes 2:16%) by Nutwood 2:1S%.
Bay colt by Directum II, dam Lew G. (dam of Bob

Ingersoll -2^U%, etc) by Albert W. 2:20.

Bay colt by Nutw^ood Wilkes, dam Bessie C ; by Cali-

fornia Nutwood, grandam Nettie G. by Anteeo 2.16%.
YEARLINGS-

Bay filly by Nutwood Wilkes, dam Bonnie Derby by
Chas. Derby 2:20, grandam Bon Bon, dam of Bonnie
Direct 2:05*4, etc.

Bay filly by Nutwood Wilkes, dam Bessie C. by
California Nutwood. This is an own sister to Elma S.
Bay filly by Bonnie Direct 2:05%, second dam Zeta

Carter, dam of T. C 2:30, by Director 2:17.

Brown filly by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16%, dam Lew7 G.

by Albert W. This filly is a full sister to Bob Inger-
soll 2:14%.
Bay filly by Stam B. 2:11%, dam Mora Mac by Mp-

Kinney 2: 11%, second dam Fontanita by AntevoJo
2:19%, third dam Fontana, dam of Silas Skinner 2.17

by Almont 33.

There are quite a number of two year olds on the

farm, a few of which are being handled under Mr.
Carter's immediate direction. As soon as they are

broken and show evidence of speed they will be

sent into a professional trainer's hands.
Mr. Carter has two young stallions of his own breed-

ing that he is using in the stud T. C. is by Nutwood
Wilkes out of Zeta Carter by Director, second dam
Lida W. 2:1S% (dam of Nutwood Wilkes) by Nut-
wood. This stallion has a record of 2:30 and worked
miles lastj'ear in

:
2; 20.. Lord Alwin is a three year

old. He is an own brother 'to Jdhn A. McKerron
2:04%, but is a pacer and a- very fast one. He is

now in the hands of Chas. De Ryder at Pleas£.nton.

As a two year old he showed-quarters in 32% seconds
and eighths in 15 seconds. He is one of the handsom-
est and at' the same time one of the most promising
young horses in' California. Mr De Ryder is also

training the bay pacing mare Irvington Girl, own sis-

ter to Irvington
?
Boy 2:1S%. She has worked a half

in 1:04 and a mile in 2:14. Mamie R., a four year

old sister to Jobn A. I McKerron is a trotter. She
trotted a quarter „in 30%. seconds for Mr. De Ryder.

Grey Witch by Nutwood~Wilkes, out of Little Witch
by Director is the mare Mr. Carter bred to Star

Pointer. She paced a mile in 2:17 this fall before she

was bred
Fred Chadbourne is also handling several of Mr.

Carter's young horses. He has the very promising

[Concluded on Page 36]
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ROUGH RIDERS OF THE PLAINS.

BY JOHN DICKS HOWE.

When the writer first drifted into Wyoming, thirty

tie was of the opinion that the broncho

ridera ins, hardened by the work they had

to perform, would make exceptionally fine soldiers es-

Lvalry branch of the service. After

mixing with these hardy plainsmen on the ranches, on

the train, around the ramp fires, and on the round-

ups it was found that a mistake had been made.

The writer does not wish to convey the impression

that a oes not know how to care for and

manage a horse; that he does not know how to handle

ms, or that he lacks nerve, for there is no

clasS of men who can teach the cowboy anything

one or the other. Experience has taught

us that it takes a certain amount of drill and dis-

cipline to make what an army officer would call a good

d it is on the matter of discipline that the

plainsmen would buck the hardest. In the first place,

boy would not stand for the airs put on by the

snavetJ nts fresh from the military academy

at West Point, nor would he submit to a form and

spirit of domination and discipline on the part of his

so-, tiled superiors which is not found in any other

sphere of life or service.. No matter what his char-

acter or attainments may be, the private soldier gets

no social recognition among h:s superiors, and none

know this belter than the plainsmen. Under the con-

ditions now prevailing, especially in the regular army,

it is absolutely inconceivable how any American

citizen possessed of character, self-respect, indepen-

dent spirit, and a fair degree of ambition, could wish

to enter the service, when he could hire out to a cat-

tleman and punch cattle or break horses for thrice the

pav offered a soldier by the Government. Should the

cowboy become dissatisfied with the work on a cer-

tain ranch, he !s at liberty to pack up his things and

quit on half an hour's notice. If he did this while

in the army, and was apprehended and brought bae*.

as a deserter, he would be court-martialed and sen-

tenced to serve several years in one of Uncle Sam's

military prisons

When it comes to a comparison between the cow-

boy and the soldier for actual fighting and hard serv-

ice, matched against either Indians or the well-drilled

troops of any nation, the American cowboy can hold

his own with any of them—"and then some." They

may not stand at attention and salute their leaders.

as soldiers are reqjired to do; "they may enter the

conflict with shirts open at the neck and sleeves rolled

up, and they may maintain little, if any, formation

when charging the enemy, but results are what count

in a battle, and that is where the cowboy would shine

the brightest. If allowed to select their own mounts

and firearms, a band of 250 cowboys would test the

bravery of a regiment of trained soldiers, but they

certainly would not enlist in the army unless they

were offered a decent rale of pay and the assurance of

such treatment as self-respecting, honorable, and
faithful men are entitled to receive. Snobbishness

on the part of superiors, petty and needless restric-

tions and regulations, offensive and irritating exhibi-

tions of authority would not be endured by this class

of men.
While Uncle Sam provides his troopers with a

complete outfit, including horses, clothing, arms, am-
munition, camp equipage and saddle equipments of

all kinds, when they join the regiment to which they

have been assigned, a cowboy is expected to furnish

everything but the horses he is to use in his work.

The broncho rider is naturally proud of his outfit,

for the reason that it indicates, in a great measure,
his standing among his associates. First of all he

needs a saddle, which will cost from $40 to $75, ac-

cording to the amount of fancy work on it. It is not

outfit. A piece of canvas for this purpose can be

bought for $4 or $5, and will last for years.

A good bridle with a "spade" or "half breed" bit,

wiH cost all the way from $10 to $25. The "ring" or

"snaffle" bits so common in the East, are not used
by the plainsmen, being of no value to them in

handling unmanageable horses. An ordinary pair of

spurs can be purchased for $2.50, though it frequently

happens that $10 to $15 is paid for a pair by a ten-

derfoot desiring to attract attention. Unless he pos-
sessed a lariat, a cowboy would be like a barn with-
out a door. A forty-foot riata, made of the best

rawhide, costs from $S to $12, while a cheaper kind,

made of woven linen, can be had for $3.50 or $4.

A hackamore, or halter, costs from $3 to $7, and la

always used when breaking horses. When a cowboy
is told to take a horse from one ranch or camp to

another, he usually throws the lariat over the ani-

mal's neck and starts on his journey, confident that

he will have a live horse on the end of the rope when
he reaches his destination.

A quirt, or what a tenderfoot styles a."whip," costs

from $1 to $3 each, and a pair of 16-inch saddle pock-
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Nearly all cowboys, whether on duty at the home
0) on the round-up, have a pi ;ce of heavy can-

it the size of a bed-sheet, which they use
•• to a tent. While al the ranch It is

usually thrown over the hunk, but on the round-up
II ' pri ad "ii the ground, one-half being pulled over
the bedding, forming a sorl of sleeping bag, to keep
out the rain or heavy dew. When ready to break
camp, the cowboy rolls his blankets [n the canvas,

the roll securely with a couple of straps and
the bundle into the wagon accompanying the

duck canvas. The rooms are all on the ground floor,

the number depending upon the men to be accommo-
dated, with a couple of spare rooms for emergencies.
As the ranch is invariably a long distance from a set-
tlement, the mail is usually sent for once a week.
While the cowboy's correspondence is not large, an
eastern man would be surprised at the number oi
magazines and newspapers received at the ranches,
which enables the men to keep thoroughly posted
on the events of the day. Some of the reading matter
is sent by friends, but much of it is forwarded by the
cattlemen, who usually make their headquarters in
towns like Buffalo, Casper, Laramie City or Chey-
enne, which enables them to keep in closer touch with
the outside world and order shipments of cattle when
the market price reaches a tempting figure
During the winter months only one or two horses

are kept up for each man remaining on the ranch, the
others being turned out to "tramp" for a living until
spring. The men selected to remain on the ranch over
winter are, as a rule, those who have worked for the
owner for years and who are known to be reliable and
trustworthy. They are required to look after the

COWBOYS MEETING OLD INDIAN FRIENDS ON THE STREETS OF CHEYENNE

ets, if made of black Angora and fur trimmed, will

take the best part of a ten-dollar bill. These pockets
are almost indispensible, for it is in these that the
cowboy carries many useful articles, among which
may be found a comb, tooth brush, a deck of cards,

tobacco and cigarette papers, a few love letters, a
novel or two, and occasionally a flask containing a few
doses of "snake poison."

A pair of oil tanned California calfskin chaparajos,
or 'chaps," which serve a good purpose in cold and
disagreeable weather, can be purchased for $12.50,

but if made of Angora goat, the amount mentioned
should be doubled.
No cowboy ever thinks of wearing shoes or the reg-

ulation army leggins. Boots, costing from $7 to $10

per pair, are always worn, and are often found on
the cowboy while asleep. The cowboy who would
wear a pair of Arctic overshoes, even though the
weather be cold and the snow deep, would be tossed in

a blanket and drummed out of camp. No matter how
cold the weather may get, the cowboy scorns the
use of an overcoat. A heavy short coat is pre-
ferred, and a "slicker," used to keep out the cold in

winter and the rain during the summer, is always
strapped to the saddle.

A curry-comb is something a cowboy has little or

no use for, hence it -would be a waste of money, as
well as a disappointment to the man, should he dis-

cover one in the "Christmas box" packed and for-

warded to him by admiring friends in the East.

A pair of nippers, a hammer and a few staples

should always be carried in the saddle pockets Ten
or fifteen years ago, when the ranges were open and
a fence could not be found in a day's travel, these
articles were not included in the cowboys' outfit, but
now, with nearly every quarter section of land fenced
with barbed wire, the plainsman must either cut his

way through or ride many miles out of his line of

travel.

When a cattleman hires a cowboy, it goes without
saying that he is to feed him, and it is perhaps un-
necessary to mention the fact that the cook gets the
choicest parts which the range affords when fresh
meat is desired. Supplies are kept in large quanti-
ties at what is termed the "home ranch," over which
presides a first-class cook whose salary ranges from
$40 to $50 per month. For breakfast he usually

serves hot biscuit, flapjacks, bacon, or ham and eggs,

fried potatoes and coffee. Dinner consists of either

fresh meat for pork, potatoes, canned tomatoes and
corn, dried apples or peaches, pie and coffee. Sup-
per is usually served about sunset, and consists of a
stew of some kind, coffee, and either stewed prunes,
apples or peaches. Eggs, butter and vegetables are
found in abundance at the home ranch, and a meal
fit for a king often graces a table around which is

gathered men who are ever ready to befriend the
needy and protect the weak.
The home ranch is uaually constructed of hewn

logs, the rooms being large and lined with heavy

stock; to haul hay to both horses and cattle after a
heavy snow storm; bring in the young calves and
care for them at the ranch during extreme cold

weather; secure a supply of wood sufficient to last

over the winter, and "ride the fence" two or three
times a week, repairing it where broken and setting
new posts where required.

Situated fifty, sixty or one hundred miles from the
nearest settlement, it occasionally becomes necessary
for one of the men to ride that distance for a doctor,

to attend a sick comrade or one who has met with
an accident. Upon occasions of this kind every man
is a volunteer, and though he may have to ride all

night through rain, sleet or snow, following no road,
carrying no compass, crossing streams and jumping
ditches, with nothing to guide him save the stars or

flashes of lightning, he never hesitates a second when
he realizes that a human life is at stake.

As the wages paid a "top" hand ranges from $30 to

A COWBOY AND HIS MOUNT

$40 per month, the reader may wonder how a cowboy
can provide such an expensive outfit on such a small
salary. A great many of the men draw no money
for months at a time, for the reason that it would
not benefit them if they did. The result is that from
four to six months' salary is often obtained in a lump
and is usually spent with a free hand.
The prevailing idea that a cowboy wears long hair

and a buckskin suit, and that he sleeps with a six-

shooter in each hand, is far from correct. The cow-
boy one meets on the plains wears a broad-brimmed
hat, a blue flannel shirt, a short, heavily-lined coat,

with trousers stuck in his boots, and he usually selects

the best that money can buy. To offer him an um-
brella, even in the worst weather, would be like

flaunting a red rag before a mad bull.

The so-called cowboys one sees in Wild West shows
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and dime museums, and often pictured in the illus-

trated papers back East, are known upon the cattle

ranges as "drags." They are hired during the spring

round-up and while the shipping season is on, tor

the purpose of herding the stock and caring for the

cattle while in the cars. "While the "top hands" are

selecting the cattle to be driven to a shipping point,

cutting out an animal here and there, the "drags"

prevent the breaking up and consequent scattering of

the herd. In addition to this work they are detailed

to guard the herd at night, and after three or four

months' labor of this kind their services are no longer

required. The moment they receive their pay checks

they strike out for the nearest town, where they re-

main as long as their money lasts, indulging in dissi-

pation and having a good time. Occasionally one will

wander back East and be picked up by some enter-

prising dime museum manager, but as a rule they loaf

around the frontier towns and wait for the next year's

work to begin, accepting odd jobs for a small amount
over their board.

A six-shooter is a necessary companion for any

man who is around cattle, no matter what his duties

may be, for it very often happens that a cowboy is

obliged to shoot a steer in order to save himself.

When an attempt is being made to cut a steer out

of a bunch, it will at times become wild with rage

and attack both horse and rider. Wolves and coyotes

frequently raid the herds and kill the calves unless

the cattle are carefully guarded, and in riding across

the prairie during the winter when the ground is

covered with a foot of snow on the level, a cow-pony

will often stumble into a badger or prairie dog hole

and break its leg. In a case of this kind the animal

is shot, the cowboy being obliged to pack his saddle

until he can reach the nearest ranch and secure a

fresh mount.
The heavy work on the ranges commences about

the first of May, for about that time the grass is good

and the cowboys begin to gather up the horses that

were turned out to "tramp" during the winter. As

the cowboys who winter at the ranches have the pick

of the horses, they are as a result the best mounted.

Each man has what is styled a "string" of horses,

numbering from eight to ten, which he alone rides

during the summer. The remaining horses are known

as the "benches," and are turned over to the "drags"

to ride. As these horses are practically worthless for

other work than herding, the "drag" stands in little

danger of being bucked off every time a saddle is

placed on the animal's back..

On the round-up it is an easy matter for the fore-

man to distinguish the branded cattle from the mav-

ericks, but the work of cutting out certain brands

and branding the calves is no easy task for one who

has not had experience in that line of work. The

cows and the calves are run off into a bunch by them-

selves, while the beef cattle are separated from them.

Though it may not appear so, the branding of a calf

is a simple matter when done by an expert. Three

or four cowboys who are clever with the lasso rope

and drag them to the fire, where the foreman puts

whatever brand is necessary upon either the hip, side

or shoulder, after which the calves are released and

skip back to their mothers none the worse for the

rough handling.

With each round-up outfit are two wagons. In one

the cook carries the grub necessary to provide the

men with good, wholesome food, and over this wagon

he is absolute monarch. The other contains the bed-

ding and various necessities belonging to such a trip.

If the round-up party belongs to a large company,

additional wagons are provided.

As soon as spring opens up the horses become

frisky and are as playful as kittens There are some

who do not fancy their playfulness, which usually

consists of using all their strength and tricks to

throw the rider. It is not every man who can remain

in the saddle when a mean horse., or an "outlaw"

is doing all that lies within him to unseat the rider,

and it is a common occurrence to see half a dozen

horses going one way with empty saddles, while a

like number of tenderfeet take the opposite direction.

The gathering together and shipment of the beef

cattle requires skill, patience and experience. If the

grass along the road is good, from ten to fifteen miles

per day is made. Great care and good judgment is

necessary in the drive, for a shrinkage of several

hundred dollars in their market value will occur on

the drive if the cattle are not handled properly. While

one outfit is making the drive to the railroad, another

is at work on the home ranch, preparing a second

bunch, so that when the first outfit returns another

is ready for them. These shipments continue until

the howling winds and blinding snow storms force

a cessation of the work. Then back to the home

ranch the cowboys go, where they grease the backs

of the horses where a sore is found, turn them loose

for the winter, settle up accounts and start for the

nearest town for a jollification and general good time.

Those who are to remain on the ranch usually return

in a week or two, while the others scatter in all

directions and seek employment for the winter.

The moment a band of cowboys enter a town they

are immediately sized up by the city marshal and

his deputies. So long as they conduct themselves

properly, they are permitted to retain their revolvers,

but when they undertake to create a rouch house,

such as riding their horses into saloons, shooting

bottles off the bar, or taking a few shots at an Eastern

man because he wears a silk hat, the city marshal

appears and puts an end to the fun. Occasionally the

cowboys defy the officers, but in nine cases out of

ten the former get the worst of it.

In the early days, when the cowboys and the cat-

tlemen made Cheyenne their headquarters, they had

many exciting encounters with Jeff Carr and his little

band of rangers. Carr was the city marshal, and his

deputies were as brave as they were fearless. The

marshal—a six-footer, well built, broad shouldered

and as strong as an ox—feared no man or body of

men. Upon one occasion a band of cowboys were
camped near Cheyenne, holding a big herd of cattle.

Nearly every man in the outfit, from the foreman
to the cook, had at some time been behind the bars
of the Cheyenne jail. One morning the foreman sent
the marshal a note, stating that he and his cowboys
would visit Cheyenne the next morning, to have a
little fun, and that if the rangers were looking for

trouble they could easily find it. Jeff Carr's answer,
penned in a bold hand on a sheet of official paper,

was that the men would not be molested so long
as they behaved themselves, but that the whole outfit

would be corraled if they attempted to "shoot up"
the town. The cowboys regarded this as a challenge,

and appeared in Cheyenne the next morning, twenty
strong, each armed with a six-shooter and with belts

filled with ammunition. As they rode down one of

the main streets they noticed a number of horses tied

to the hitching posts in front of the city jail, where
two of their men were then confined. No attempt
was made by the officers to stop pr disarm the cow-
boys, who rode defiantly along Eddy street and
stopped in front of "Red Mike's" saloon. Here they
dismounted, entered the saloon and ordered the bar-

keeper to set up the drinks for the crowd. This was
done, not once but three or four times, when the

proprietor called upon the leader for a settlement.

This demand started the fun. No one was ever found
who could or would tell who fired the first shot, but
a good deal of shooting was done, not a bottle being
left on or behind the counter.

After cleaning out the place the cowboys helped
themselves to cigars, mounted their ponies and started

for the city jail, to liberate their two comrades who
had been arrested the day before. Looking up Eddy
street the leader made out the big form of Jeff Carr
riding down the street on a gallop, a dozen deputies

following him. The cowboys quickly formed in line

across the street and prepared to resist any attempt

JEFF CARR
Cheyenne's Fearless Marshal

to arrest them. For five minutes a pitched battle

raged, no clubs or blank ammunition being used on

either side. When the leader saw half of his men
placed hors de combat, he waved his hat and dashed

up Sixteenth street, followed by six or eight of his

comrades. Close behind them was Jeff Carr and his

band of fearless deputies. One of the rangers shouted

to a cowboy well in the rear, warning him to halt,

but no attention was paid to the command. Up went
the ranger's Winchester, and down went horse and
rider. Once, when the leader turned in the saddle to

see how his men were faring, he looked into the

muzzle of Carr's big revolver.

"Stop that horse!" was the stern command.
Before the leader could check the speed of his horse

a lasso shot through the air, and in less time than

it takes to tell it the rider was dragged from the

animal's back, pounced upon by a couple of rangers

and tied hand and foot. A few well-directed shots

crippled the horses of the remaining cowboys, who
were now sober enough to realize that resistance was
useless. Ten minutes later the entire party, many
of whom were badly wounded, were herded together

and escorted to the city jail. Several of the cowboys

were sent to the hospital under guard, to have their

wounds dressed and stitches taken in their scalps,

the remainder being handcuffed and placed behind

the bars. As usual, the owner of the cattle came to

the rescue of his men the next morning, when fines'

were paid and fresh mounts secured for those who had

their horses shot from under them, Jeff Carr and his

rangers escorting the cowboys to the city limits be-

fore returning their firearms.

The above is only one of many such incidents which

happened when Cheyenne was a "wild town," as well

as other frontier towns in the early days, and it is

safe to say that there is not a cowboy from Montana
to the Gulf of Mexico who has not met or heard of

the most fearless officer the West has ever produced

—

T. Jeff Carr. Mr. Carr still makes his headquarters

in Cheyenne, where he has charge of the train guards

who ride back and forth on the overland trains run-

ning between Cheyenne and Ogden.

Every year the cowboys arrange a carnival at some
frontier town, and it is at these gatherings that the

best riders the world can produce are to be found.

The fun usually lasts four or five days, during which
time the cowboys ride the worst "outlaws" to be
found; they give exhibitions of skill in roping and
tying wild steers; have a series of maverick brand-
ing contests; rope and ride wild mustangs; plan at-

tacks on the stage coach by Indians, and show their

Eastern friends how a round-up party goes into and
breaks camp. Arrangements are always made to have
a band of Indians from the reservations present, and
their war dances and pony races attract large crowds.
During the carnival the cowgirls have their fun, run-
ning races, riding bucking bronchos and going through
the Virginia reel on horseback, a grand ball being
given each evening.
Notwithstanding all that has been written regard-

ing the cowboys and the scrapes they get into at

times, they are. by long odds, the most generous and
kind-hearted lot of fellows one can find in any part
of the civilized world. A traveler is always given
a hearty welcome at the ranches, and no party has
ever stopped at one for a day or a week without get-
ting good beds, plenty of good, substantial food, with
feed and shelter for their animals, and rarely will a
ranchman accept money when the stranger is ready
to depart. If one should happen to find the door of

the cabin closed, the latchstring is always on the
outside, and no stranger is ever turned away. Such
is Western hospitality, the broncho riders of the
plains the host!

SUPERIOR EXCELLENCE OF THE TROTTER.

The sustained popularity of the horse shown is

cause for gratification, though it is not in the least

surprising. A few years ago there was much talk,

originated by bicycle enthusiasts and developed to

fullness by devotees of motor vehicles, about a "horse-

less age," when the domestic equine race should be-
come all but extinct. It was foolish and visionary, of

course, though it did find some credulous listeners;

and time has effectually disclosed its vanity. Despite
its mechanical competitors, the horse is steadily grow-
ing in favor and in interest, and also in use; and it

will doubtless continue to do so. It has many uses,

both for business and for pleasure, which it is not
to be expected any mechanical device can ever satis-

factorily discharge, just as with all our development
of "labor saving" machinery hand labor is still and
doubtless will always be necessary.
While the success of the horse show, year after

year, is agreeable to contemplate, however, it would
be much more pleasing if more attention were paid
there to the pre-eminent American type of horse. We
mean, of course, the trotter. In all the history of

man's improvement of the lower order of animated
life there is probably no chapter more noteworthy
or more creditable or that signifies more for the prac-
tical advantage of mankind than that which tells of
the development of the American trotting horse. It

would probably be judicious to consider that animal
the most truly valuable of all equine types. There
are others of great worth and of engaging character-
istics. The "thoroughbred" has a longer and more
picturesque history and is of much value. But for

"all-around" service, for business use and for pleas-
ure driving, for work and for play, it is outranked
by the trotter. It is true that in the changed status

of the horse which is being brought about by the in-

vention and introduction of motor vehicles the trotter

will have to meet a stronger competition than the
runner- Nevertheless, the time will not come in this

generation or the next when this typical American
horse will be conspicuously less useful than now.

Into the vexed questions of the origin of the trotter

and his influence upon other strains we shall not
enter. That way madness lies. The advocates and
adversaries of Hambletonians, Morgans, Stars, Clays,

Messengers, Abdallahs and what not may wage their

wordy wars at will. Also it may be said that our
trotting stock enters or does not enter into the numer-
ous other strains which are so popular. All these
questions are aside from the real one. The point is

that the American trotter, not as the part progenitor

of ponies or hackneys or any such thing, but as a
trotter pure and simple, is the most uuseful and the

most valuable of all horses, and is second to none in

beauty of form and action and in practically all the
elements of attraction. Moreover, it is the one type
of horse that is distinctively American in origin and
development. Whether trotting races will ever, at least

in and around New York, outrank running races in

popular and "sporting" favor may be questioned. At
least those who are not merely using racehorses as

money making machines, but who take the amateur's
true interest in the culture of the noblest of all ani-

mals, would do well to give to the typical American
horse the rank which he so abundantly deserves.

—

N. T. Telegraph.

TOOMEY TWO-WHEELERS—THE MOST POPULAR
BACING AND TBAINTNG VEHICLES.

For years the Toomey Two-Wheelers have headed the
list as the most popular and up-to-date racing and train-
ing vehicles on the market. The 1905 records show that
again the Toomev is the Leader, having been used by the
large majority of the best horses and the largest money
winners on the turf.
The firm of S. Toomey & Co., Canal Dover, Ohio, are

the pioneer sulky builders of the world and by their
keeping in constant touch with the needs and require-
ments of both horse and driver, have been sun-essf nl in

producing sulkies and carts that are unequalled by any
on the market.

Their sulkies and carts for next season will embody
some verv valuable improvements. Horsemen who want
the best that money and expert labor can produce can-
not gn amiss in buving the Toomey. Before makinpr up
your order for next season's sulkies and carts, he sure
and give the Toomey vehicles your favorable consid-
eration.

latest cataloprue will be gladly sent free on applica-
tion. Address S. Toomey & Co., Canal Dover, Ohin. r
S. A., or O'Brien & Sons. 500 Golden Gate A\
Francisco, Cal.
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THE GODOLPHIN OF THE WILDERNESS.

<mont {b. h. 1847) California's Greatest Sin in the

Uim Better than Any Other

Man I

BY HIDALGO

ss granted to Commodore
- ockton, U. S- N-. for meritorious services

In our navy, [ land in Ohio, lying on

what was known as the "Western Reserve." The
Trenton, X. J., and one of his

Lrrett Williamson, who had a son
- old named Henry: and two daugh-

.-. horn married subsequently a man named

Furman, an educator, while the other became the

Wlfe |
ther of George E. Gard,

who held at different times the offices of sheriff,

United States marshal and chief of police at Lo?

txious to remove his horses to some
where good pasturage could be had cheaply,

the Commodore secured the services of Garrett Wil-

to take charge of his farm and sent with

him to Ohio the following named horses:

TRUSTEE, imported ch. h , foaled 1S29 and ran

third to St. Giles and Perion in the Derby of 1S32;

and defeated Margrave (St. Leger winner of that

year) for the Claret Stakes of 1S33. He also was a

full brother to the Derby winner of 1S35, the coarse

and powerful Mundig; and a half-brother to Cother-

stone. who won the Derby of 1S43, as well as to

Mowerina. dam of West Australian, the first horse

to win the "triple crown.'"

MERCER, ch. h. by Emilius, out of Young Mouse,

winner of the One Thousand Guineas of 1S29, by
Godolphin. son of Partisan. Mercer got Free Trade,

who won the first and fastest heat of the great Post

PERSIMMON
From Capt. Merry's Book, "The American Thoroughbred"

is a pedigree hot enough to cook ham and eggs, but
"the frozen truth" is that the horse's name was really

not Belmont hut Belle Mount. In 1842 Garrett "Wil-

liamson severed his connection with the Commodore
and bought a farm in Springdale, Hamilton county,
about ten miles from Cincinnati, where he established

what he called the "Belle Mount" Stud. There Amer-
ican Boy stood at 540 the season (a pretty big fee

in those days, by the way). Grey Medoc at $50 and
Cadmus (son of American Eclipse) at $25. Trustee
had been sent to Kentucky and Mercer was dead
Fashion was really the only good performer that
Trustee ever got in the north. Revenue, Reube, John
Black and D'Jalma were Southern productions.
One of the Commodore's mares above named was

an English mare which he called Prunella, after her
distinguished ancestress by Highflyer, which I deem
the greatest mare in the English Stud Bood because
every great performer of the present day has from
twenty-five to thirty crosses of her and from twenty
to twenty-five of Penelope, her best daughter. The
relationship between Belmont in America and Whale-
bone, "Whisker, "Woful, Glencoe, Bay Middleton and
Lord Lyon in England, will be seen by the annexed
tabulation:

BELLE MOUNT, b. h. 1847.

CAPT. THOS. B. MERRY
(Hidalgo;

Stake on Long Island in 1 S4S. in 7:33^. The second
heat was taken by Bostona and the third and fourth
by Tally Ho, both these being by Boston. Free Trade

ed in the third heat.
AMERICAN EOT, b. h. by Van Mater's Sea Gull.

out of a mare by imported Expedition, who got the
dam <>f Medoc (premier sire of America in 1S40-41)
and who was also the sire of Sea Gull.
Of the dozen mares taken to Ohio by Mr. William-

son it Is only necessary for me to enumerate two.
ported, b. in.. 1833, by Comus, son

rer. Her dam was by Partisan (b. h. 1811),
out of Pawn 1808 (own sister to Penelope, dam of

hfskei rid Woful; second dam of Glen-
rd dam of Bay Middleton) by Trumpator

m of Waxy Pope, Derby of 1S09)
;hflyer. This is the number one family of

Bruce Lowe's system.
MOSTTN, imported, by Tenters (son of

Rubens and rid Fling), out of
Invalid by Whisker. Derby and sire
of two winners. She was the third dam
of Venture, trottlm i

, .,
, Medoc

ran that menu ith Altorf at New
Orleans In 7:35 rough t up to Cincinnati,

his owner, I ner, resided Mr!
'<

i tyn with him and she
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i the above table it will be seen that Belmont
was strongly inbred to Trumpator, the horse that

saved the male line of Matchem (foaled in 174S) from
total extinction. This line generally carries a great
deal of bone and substance, but very little quality.

Belmont, on the other hand, was full of quality and
rather light of bone, cutting off considerably at the
knee. After his death I examined his nigh forward
cannon bone, which I found".to be as blue as slate

and hard as steel. It is easy to account for his

quality, for his grandam was by Partisan, by long
odds the handsomest horse of his day: and his sire

was inbred to Expedition, an exceptionally handsome
horse. No one would have supposed, to look at him,
that he had a cross of Sorcerer within ten genera-
tions.

Henry Williamson was a typical pioneer on whom
the mantle of Daniel Boone had fallen. He stood
about six feet, four inches in height and was a promi-
nent mover in the emigration of 1S43 to the new land
of Oregon. He was a man of sterling integrity and
believed that a stain on a man's honor was worse
than a wound in his heart He was a man of devoted
and sincere friendships, as witness the fact that he
broke his journey at Brown's Hole on Green River
(in what is now Wyoming) to nurse and care for

his companion, Joseph S. Smith, and did not arrive
in Oregon until September, 1S44. How did the pious
ingrate repay that goodly office? He died in 18SS,

leaving a fortune of over §600,000, not one dollar of

which went to the man who not only nursed him for

an entire year in a desolate region beset with hostile

savages, but also twice loaned him money to live on,

after their arrival in Oregon, until he could obtain
employment on the building of the first vessel ever
built in that State. Smith told me that himself. I

am aware of an old Roman motto: "De mortuis nil

nisi bonum," but I believe the author of that maxim
w^as a premature life insurance president.

Henry Williamson remained in Oregon until 1S49,

He took up a quarter section of laid in Benton county,
and his friend, Frank Depoistre, who came across
the plains with him, took up an adjoining quarter,

in what is now the north end of the beautiful little

city of Corvallis. Now contrast Frank's case with
that of Congressman Smith. When Henry William-
son (through no fault of his own, either) was forced

into bankruptcy, in 1855, Frank Depoistre sold his

land for §1-00 and came down on horseback to Mon-
roeville, to serve his old friend, only to learn that

it would not pay one-twentieth of the debts for which
Monroe & Williamson had been attached. Frank did

all he could and a hero could have done no more.
He died about four years ago, a poor man in this

world's goods, but a rich one in the esteem of all

who prize true manhood and unselfish friendship.

Henry worked in the mines until 1852. when he
came down to Marysville with about §22.000. He
met a man there named Uzal P. Monroe, who came
here from. New Jersey, having been born about four

miles from Henry's birthplace. A spontaneous friend-

ship sprang up between them, such as seldom occurs

in this less rapid period: and they went over to the

mouth pf Stony Creek in Colusa county, where they

purchased a piece of land from- A. C. St. John and
proceeded to lay off a townsite which they called

Monroeville. This was the head of easy navigation

on the Sacramento, although boats had gone as high

as Tehama on high water. They purchased a side-

wheel steamer called the Express, which made two
trips weekly between there and the capital. Following

is a partial list of her officers in 1854:

Captain James A. Morgan
Pilot William Pierce

Purser v John F. Willis

Chief Engineer A. C. Zimmerman
Assistant Engineer Bolivar Hight
Steward E. B. Collins

Mate - S. B Gamage
Watchman Thos. B. Merry
Connecting with this boat was a tri-weekly line of

stages to Shasta, of which Henry Williamson -was
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agent at the latter place until he went East in Febru-

ary, 1S53, when his brother, Dr. Jonathan Williamson,

afterwards surgeon o£ Col. Conner's California regi-

ment during the Civil War, took his place.

Henry left Cincinnati in March, 1S53, with four

wagons, bound for St. Joseph, Mo., which was then

the great starting point for all the west-bound

wagon trains. . His chief features in the train were

the stallion Belmont, six years old; Maria Downing,

ch. m. 1844, by American Eclipse out of Red Moroc-

co's dam by Tiger; Liz Givens, b. m. 1S47 by imp.

Langford, out of Charlotte Pace by Sir Archy; Fanny

Mostyn. br. m. 1846 by Grey Medoc, out of imp. Lady

Mostyn by Teniers; three yearling fillies by Cadmus.

Trustee and Laplander, out of the three mares above

named; and the fifteen-year-old stallion American

Boy Jr.. which lacked one-thirty-second of being a

thoroughbred horse. The latter got Fanny Branham,

the second dam of the well-known trotting horse

James Madison 2:17%.

The trip across the plains was comparatively un-

eventful and all arrived safely at Monroeville in Sep-

tember except one of the yearling fillies that died on

the way. Henry went back to Shasta as agent of the

stage line and the doctor began practice in San

Francisco, in an old wooden building where the Oc-

cidental Hotel now stands, known as Harry Meiggs'

music hall.

William M. Williamson, Henry's youngest brother,

came out in the train and brought with him his wife

and two children, both of whom died in the following

year. No sooner, had William arrived at the landing

than Monroe began to be conspicuous by his ab-

sence. The truth was that he was spending most

of his time in Marysville and gambling off money as

though he had millions One day at Sacramento, the

agent. W. Arnold, called on Purser Willis for" money

to pay some back charges on cargo received from

San Francisco. It was raised with difficulty and paid.

The next trip the same thing occurred and there was

no money forthcoming. The boat was tied up for

debt and we were all discharged, with at least twenty

days' pay due us. Come to find out about it, Monroe

had not only squandered over $16,000 in nine months

but had also given the firm's notes for half as much
more to Albert G. Toomes, William G. Churd and a

dozen others living along the river. The total in-

debtedness was somewhere about $55,000. Henry put

the horses into his brother's name to avoid attach-

ment; and then, fortified against any further trouble

on that score, kept on meeting his share of the in-

debtedness till, in 1863, he had discharged all of his

liability to the creditors.

Belmont stood at Monroeville in 1854 for $40 the

season. On the bills, the "copy" for which I wrote

myself, his name is spelled "Belle Mount," which was

the name of old Mr Williamson's farm at Springdale.

In 1S57 Henry began making trips up to Oregon

and driving down American-bred cattle that had just

come in off the plains, while William removed to San

Jose, taking with him his nephew. George R. Furman.

who had ridden Belmont across the plains.

In the winter of 1S5S Henry went East and came
out in 1S59 with a drove of pure-bred Devon cattle,

the first that had ever been brought to this State.

Belmont (as everybody here pronounced the name)
stood at $50 in 1855, $75 in 1856 and at that rate until

1860, when the victories of Owen Dale, Bonnie Belle,

Langford and a dozen others caused Henry to raise

his fee to $100, at which rate he stood till the time

of his death in 1866. He was struck on the hock Dy

an ignorant groom while currying him. A sore de-

veloped there and Henry kept neglecting it until it

became chronic and could not be cured; and thus

was lost to this State one of the grandest and most
valuable horses ever foaled on American soil. If you
want a correct idea of how he looked, take my book,

"The American Thoroughbred," and, on page 36, there

you will find a portrait of Persimmon, the King's horse

that won the Derby. From the saddle back, the re-

semblance to Belmont is simply perfect. There is

also an almost exact likeness in the head and neck,

but the placing of the shoulder is quite different.

Belmont's value, as a sire, does not end with the

thoroughbreds of his get. He was the sire of Venture

2:27%, the only thoroughbred stallion that ever broke

into the 2:30 list. As the sire of the dams and grand-

dams of trotters in the 2:30 list, Belmont makes twice

as big a showing as any horse, strictly thoroughbred,

that ever stood for public service in America. Not
only that, but his sons—Owen Dale, Langford, Correct,

Ben Lippincott and one or two others of less note

—

are already inscribed as sires of the Gams and grand-

dams of 2:30 performers. In 1S93 Mr. William G.

Layng, who succeeded me as editor of the Breeder

and Sportsman, compiled a list of 2:30 performers de-

scended from Belmont and his sons, a perusal of

which I most earnestly commend to those breeders

who think that the modern light-harness horse can
i get along without an infusion of thoroughbred blood

to impart staying power. It may teach some men that,

while they know a great deal, they have yet much to

learn about breeding.
The first thoroughbred horse foaled in the State

' was Langford by Belmont, out of Liz Givens by im-
ported Langford. He won the two-mile heats at

' Napa, beating the Kentucky horse Ashland, who won
the first heat. Ashland had previously beaten Owen
Dale at four-mile heats. These horses were then

matched at four-mile heats for $10,000 and Langford

I
won in the first heat in 7:43, Ashland being drawn.
Langford then distanced Susy Hawkins, four miles, at

Marysville. in 7:58. Then his owner challenged any
horse in America to run four miles for $10,000, the ac-

ceptor to receive $2500 for expenses No response

was ever received to this bold defiance and Langford.

after winning two more races, broke down in a two-
mile race won by Dashaway. also by Belmont.

'. As an individual, Belmont was something superb.

.He had as handsome an eye as ever was placed in any
horse's head; and he had a head that looked as if

modelled by a sculptor. His shoulder, though a trifle

straight, was strong and not "loaded," like that of

some thoroughbred horses. His gait was simply per-
fect. John Bonman, who founded the first line of

omnibusses in San Francisco, had him in his stable

on Market street in 1S5S, and told me that he broke
him to harness and drove him a mile to wagon, on the
Pioneer track, in 2:59. I saw Patrick Green drive
him a mile to wagon in 3.03, with very little urging;
and both Joseph T. Hunter and myself rode him
around the old Oakland track that stood where the
S. P. shops now stand, miles in 3:03 to saddle. He
was the fastest walker I ever rode or ever saw;
and I honestly believe he could walk five miles an
hour. I have frequently ridden him from Henry Wil-
liamson's house to the old ferry at the foot of Broad-
way, over six miles, in an hour and twenty minutes,
without once breaking into a trot. Langford could
trot in 3:10 under his blankets, and was also a fast
walker. Owen Dale could trot in 3:15 easily and was
the handsomest horse he ever got. Senator Stanford
would never have bought little Don Victor if Owen
Dale had been alive. Don Victor w'as Owen Dale's
full brother, but no such race horse nor was he any
such individual. The blood of Belmont is diffused
through many valuable trotters and some very good
gallopers. Borghesi, winner of the handicap at Los
Angeles on the 2d inst., had a daughter of Belmont for

his granddam.
This horse is called Williamson's Belmont, in con-

tradistinction to the Kentucky-bred Belmont by Alex-
ander's Abdallah. Had "Williamson's Belmont not got-
ten Venture 2:27% no such distinction ,.ould have
been necessary. Though his fame, as a sire of trot-

ters, rests upon the performance of a single horse, the
benefits conferred by him upon the trotting turf are
widely spread and far reaching; and in concluding
this brief sketch of a noble animal that was to me a
dearly-loved companion, I am compelled to echo the
words of Brutus at the grave of Caesar and say,
"Take him for all in all, we shall not look upon his

like again." HIDALGO.

BRED RIGHT FOR A SIRE.

In the horse breeding business, as in every other,

those who make the largest profits are they that are
"there with the goods" when the demand comes from
the public for a certain brand. The McKinneys have
had the call for the past few years, and it will only
be a very short time until certain sons of this great
stallion that are now young and almost untried in

the stud will he at the very top of the list as popular
sires. Zombro 2:11, the greatest three-year-old Cali-

a record better than 2.10, as she possessesd that speed.
She was by Stamboul 2:07%, a sire of trotters, not
one of his list of fifty standard performers being a
pacer. Stamboul was the handsomest stallion of his
day, the Adonis of the trotting turf as it were, and
he has imparted this quality of beauty to his get in
a marked degree. Seventeen of Stamboul's sons have
sired forty standard performers, and of these but six
are pacers. Twelve of his daughters have produced
seventeen with standard records, all trotters.
The second dam of Bonnie McK is that great brood

mare Bon Bon 2:26 by Simmons. She is the dam of
Bonnie Direct 2:05%, (champion of his year and sire
of Bonalet 2:09%, champion three-year-old pacing
filly), of Bon Silene 2:1414, trotting, and of the hand-
some stallion, Bonnie Steinway. that has paced several
miles around 2:10 in his work and will be given a
low record next year. Her sire, Simmons, by Geo.
Wilkes, is reckoned one of the great brood mare
sires. He sired the dams of Fereno 2:05%, Bonnie
Direct 2: 05 % and some thirty more with fast records,
while his sons are also producing great speed through
their daughters, as witness Gossiper, sire of the dam
of Zolock 2:0514 and others. Simmons himself was
out of a great brood mare by Mambrino Patchen, the
sire of so many great brood mares.
The third dam of Bonnie McK is Bonnie Wilkes

2.29% by Geo. Wilkes, his fourth dam Betty Viley,
a thoroughbred mare by Bob Johnson, son of the
mighty Boston, sire of Lexington, and fifth dam
May Viley by American Eclipse. The first, second and
third dams all have standard trotting records, and
his first four dams have all produced horses with
standard speed. "Breed in producing lines" is now
the slogan with breeders who aim to produce the best,
and Bonnie McK fills this bill as a sire.
Few young stallions have the beauty of conforma-

tion and strong individuality that this son of McKin-
ney possesses. He stands 16% hands high, weighs
1100 pounds and is liberally endowed with substance
and finish. He has as perfect a set of legs and feet
as any horse that lives, and with wise' breeders this
is the very first consideration in selecting a sire. He
has been worked some and has repeatedly trotted
miles around 2:20, his fastest trial mile to date being
one in 2:19, with a half in 1:06% and a quarter in
32 seconds.

He was bred to three mares in 1904 and has three
weanlings. In 1905 he served nine mares, and as
evidence that those who patronized him have faith
no less than seven of the mares bred to Bonnie McK
in his speed siring abilities, it can be stated that
are nominated in the Pacific Breeders' Futurity, which
closed on the 4th of this month. His weanlings are
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fornia ever saw, led the way: Zolock 2:05% has at-

tained a popularity that is bringing his owner large

profits, and in the very near future there will be

other sons whose fame as sires will be heralded

throughout the country by the performances of their

get. It will be the sons bred in producing lines, en-

dowed with natural speed and having strong individ-

uality that will reach this position of popularity, and

if there is one in California that bears all these marks
of future greatness, it is the handsome young stand-

ard and registered stallion, Bonnie McK, 36.569, owned

by Mr. George A. Kelley of Pleasanton.

Bonnie McK is bred right to make a great sire. He
fills the requirements of the rule laid down by all

intelligent and up-to-date breeders, which demands

that a great progenitor of speed should come from a

great sire line on his sire's side and a great brood

mare line on his dam's side. His sire is the great

McKinney, sire of forty with records of 2:15 or better,

twenty-eight of which are trotters. McKinney's sire

was Alcyone, a wonderful sire by Geo. Wilkes, great-

est of all sires, and he by old Hambletonian 10, the

corner stone of the trotting edifice.

The dam of Bonnie McK is Bon Silene 2:14%, one

of the great race mares bred in California and one

whose beauty of conformation and perfect gait made
her noticeable in any company. She should have had

the talk of Pleasanton, where they are now being led

to halter on the famous track there, and their natural

speed and high-class appearance have attracted much
attention.

Bonnie McK will be in the stud during the season

of 1906 at $50 for the season. Mr. Kelly, who is in

every way a responsible man, states that he will re-

turn the service fee to all owners who give their

foals of 1907 a standard record.

BUFFALO BILL KILLS HIS HORSES.

A dispatch from Marseilles. France, dated Decem-
ber 7th, says:

All the horses belonging <• t It- Wild West Show of

Colonel William F. Cody were killed here to-day. Al-

though the government veterinaries had certified that

glanders had been entirely eradicated from the stud.

Colonel Cody and his partner, James A. Bailey, de-

cided on this radical measure in order to allay the

fears of the farmers regarding the spread of the dis-

ease.

The saddles, bridles Mini other articles of the

equipment, as well as the clothing of the stablemen,

were burned, and the railroad cars belonging to

show disinfected. Colonel Cody is now in the [Jnil

States engaged in purchasing a fresh stud.
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DECLINE OF THE DIOMED DYNASTY.

tnty Years Descendants in the Male Line of the First

Derby Winner were the Leading Sires of America: Now They

m JnconsiderabU Figure—Seign of t\e Family Ended

: iportant Facts for Breeders to Snow,

BY RALPH H TOZER

One hundred years ago the blood of Diomed, the

first Derby winner, was as much sought after in

America as is the blood of St. Simon and Flying Fox

in England and France at this moment. Top Gallant

Duroc Truxton and the unbeaten Ball's Florizel

among others had made Diomed's name a synonym

for sterling merit as a sire of racers. With the ad-
[- Sir Archy and Potomac, two great racing

the erase for the blood of Sir Charles

Bunbery's former racing celebrity was at boiling

point, and when the Sir Archy stock came out and

vanquished with ease the supposed best racers of

the land, and for years sustained the reputation he

had made as much the best sire ever known on this

continent, with Vanity, Lady Lightfoot, Reality,

Timoleon. Sir Charles. Betsy Richards, John Rich-

ards, Henry, Bertrand, Flirtilla, Sally Hope, Kate

Kearney and Gabriella to his credit—all regarded

as showing championship form at some time during

their careers—the triumph was a complete one. I

make the statement that Sir Archy's equal as a sire

never lived in this country, and I very much doubt if

his like was ever known in any part of the earth,

great as were Sir Peter, Touchstone, Stockwell, St.

Simon. Flying Fox, Musket, Chester, Yattendon,

Buccaneer, Boston, Lexington, Imp. Leamington, Imp.

Bonnie Scotland, Imp. Glenelg, Imp. Ormonde, Han-
over, Imp. Meddler and Hamburg. They could not

show such a bouquet of first-class racers as I have

mentioned above, for those horses were nearly all

four-mile heat runners that traveled hundreds of

miles on foot over a rough country in order to meet

gallopers worthy of their steel. Volumes could be

written of the achievements of this baker's dozen

of racing stars by Sir Archy. And when American
Eclipse, a grandson of Diomed, swept everything

before him and retired from the turf unbeaten, when
Sir Charles went to the stud recognized as a cham-
pion racer and proved fully as good a sire as turf

performer, heading the winning stallion list of

America in 1S30, finishing second in 1S31, first in

1832, second to American Eclipse in 1833, first in

1S36, 1S37 and IS3S. it was a case of Diomed blood

first and the rest nowhere.
Sir Charles and American Eclipse, with Timoleon,

Sumpter and John Richards for good measure, kept

the Diomed blood in the eye of the public for many
years, and then came another Sir Archy to be a
champion of the turf as well as of the stud,

Bertrand, a native of South Carolina. Scarcely inferior

was Bertrand's brother, Pacific, who stood in Tennes-
see, or Arab, Stockholder and Gohanna, also sons of

Sir Archy. For a time Imp. Leviathan and also Imp.
Glencoe and Imp. Priam, somewhat dimmed the

luster of Sir Archy or Diomed family's star, but there

were so many good ones of the dynasty that, as a
family, they were in the lead in this country, and
Medoc, son of American Eclipse, came up promi-
nently in 1839 through being second on the winning
stallions' list to Leviathan, and in 1S40 and 1S41 held

the post of honor for the Diomed dynasty again.
Birmingham, a son of Stockholder (by Sir Archy)
began to loom up prominently in the early '40's in

Tennessee, where Arab was also. I might here men-
tion that in 1829 was foaled the great racer Betsy
Malone, by Stockholder. This mare started in twenty-
two races, most of them at heats of three miles, and
was defeated on but one occasion, through falling

to her knees. I bring Betsy Malone in here because
she is the ancestress of three of the horses of the
male line of Diomed worth mentioning in this day,
and they lack a lot of being good sires. Reference is

made to Rey del Sierras, El Rio Rey and Emperor
of Norfolk.

In the late '40's the Diomed family (Sir Archy
branch) drew well ahead again in the race for sire

honors, Boston, "Old White Nose," pride of Virginia,
winner of forty races in forty-five starts, and a
hero even in the defeat given him by the New Jer-

Pashion, in 1S42 at Union Course, Long
Island, being the medium. For many years the star

Bo '"n shone much brighter than that of any other
Li*y in the horse constellation. Bostona was

foaled In 1844, Tally-Ho in 1845. Red Eye in 1846.
In IMS, Lexington and Lecomte in 1850, and

all were put in the category of "great racers," he-
Hides which Boston begot many that were but little
inferior to the celebrities mentioned in point of

rig ability.

foaled in 1S50 at the farm of E. War-
gton, Ky„ was the speed marvel of the

age, and in 1854 Lecomte administered the only
Lexington ever sustained, the first heat of

four miles being run at Metairie Course, New Or-
In 7:26, a cut in the record of six and a half

seconds, Fashion having beaten Boston May 10, 1842,
As showing how phenomenal this was

ered at the time (1854) it will be noted that
best time of the following turf notables was:

Henry
,

.- Medoc and Altorf (dead heat) 7:35;
I

I heal be won, 7:40; Fashion 7:32%;
.Miss Foot, a nd heat, 7:35; George Martin, when

man Reel, dam of Lecomte, broke down,
i r:33. Thus it was that when Rich-

ard Tei vho, by the way, died at Redwood
31 Lte, about tblrtei •

i go, offered to
run Lexington over the Metairie course against the

1

I ' made in America for the sum of
-fourth forfeit, he was taken up with dis-

i
"ms of the challenge being Colonel

Calvin Green and Captain John Belcher of Virginia.

It is history that Lexington on April 2, 1S55, with 103

pounds up, Gil Patrick riding, ran the race against

Father Time, and not only won it, to the surprise

of the majority of onlookers, but cut the record from
7:26 to 7:19%. the last mile being accomplished in

1.48%. Lexington wiped out his only defeat on April

24, 1S55, when he easily defeated Lecomte, 103 pounds
to Lecomte's 100, in 7:23%, the latter being with-

drawn in the second heat. Lecomte, who weighed
160 pounds less than Lexington, was afterward taken

to England by Mr. Ten Broeck and was undoubtedly
a great horse. Lexington, whose earnings footed up
$56,540, was taken to Kentucky and R. A. Alexander
paid $15,000 for the great racer after his racing days
had come to a close. This was considered a tre-

mendous price in those times, and especially large as

Lexington went blind. Mr. Alexander declared to

the men wrho scoffed at him, and made besides a
large wager, that he would yet "sell one of Lexing-
ton's colts for more than he gave for the old horse."

This he did in 1S64, when the war was at its height,

securing $15,000 for Norfolk, Theodore Winters of

California being the purchaser and the late James
Eoff contributing the extra dollar, so that, through
the stubbornness of the then owner of Norfolk and
the rich California miner, the deal would not fall

through. Norfolk was never beaten, and after de-
feating the best colts at the East in the Jersey Derby
and one other race was brought to Calfornia, where
he downed the game Lodi in a big match race in

RALPH H. TOZER
Racing Secretary and Handicapper

this city and twice later on at Sacramento in two and
three mile heat races, the time made in 1865 in the
latter still being the best on record. Asteroid, by
Lexington, also retired unbeaten, and the question
of their racing ability was discussed over the East
before Norfolk was brought out to the Coast. Ken-
tucky was beaten by Norfolk, and that was his only
defeat in five seasons on the turf, he winning twenty-
one races. All these flyers were from Glencoe mares.
Idlewild, the aged one-eyed mare that afterward
produced the grand racer and sire Wildidle, was the
first of the get of Lexington to bring him great fame.
She was foaled in 1S59. In 1S62 came Harry of the
West, who, if memory serves, in 1S67 won seventeen
races in succession, a majority being at three-mile
heats. Of course the war and the confiscating of

all the race horses the contending armies could lay
hands on virtually killed racing, but Salina, Harry
Bassett and Tom Bowling were real champions in

the early '70's, and Duke of Magenta, foaled in 1875,

the last year of Lexington's life, was also a first-

rater.

With the death of Lexington came the decline of
the Diomed male line, and it has continued in its

decadence to the present day, when its best repre-
sentatives are Rey del Sierras, by Joe Hooker, and
brother to To Tambien, El Rio Rey, by Norfolk, and
his brother, Emperor of Norfolk. The latter is the
only one of the trio that has sired real simon pure
stake horses, those being Rey del Carreres (Ameri-
cus) and Cruzasdos.
There were many great racing sons of Lexington,

but with the exception of Norfolk and Colton none
could be accounted good sires. War Dance, who wras
out of Reel, the great daughter of Imp. Glencoe, was
not a good race horse, but he did get some very
good winners, the best being Modesty and L'Argen-
tine. Bullion, son of War Dance, was a fair sort of
sire, and Grinstead. a grandson of Lexington, was the
best stallion in California for many years, his daugh-
ters being excellent producers and his sons prac-
tically failures as sires, Gano and Santiago, however,
getting a few fair gallopers. Pat Malloy, Jack Ma-
lone, Uncas and Wanderer got some winners, but
were not very high-class sires. However, mares ov
the first two named are generally great producers.
Joe Hooker, son of Monday, he by Colton. was a suc-
cess at the stud, and his daughters are proving high-

class producers, one of them giving to the world
the game little Sir Walter, winner of $12S,000, an-
other Candelaria, a stake horse, but bar Rey del

Sierras and To El Rey, his sons, have accomplished
nothing as sires and this pair have as yet not sired

real stake horses. Thus, the chances for a rescusci-
tation of the male line of Diomed, which held sway
for nearly three-quarters of a century, rests, as far

as I can see, upon Cruzados, a stake horse by Em-
peror of Norfolk from a Grinstead mare, thus having
a double cross of Lexington.
The question now naturally arises, what caused

the decadence of the line that proved its superiority
for such a long period in America? I have given the
question much thought, and the solution seems to be
found in the fact that too much blood was used of

the sires that begot a very much larger percentage
of good females than males. Boston, sire of Lexing-
ton, got more good males than females, hence it was
natural that Lexington, his best racing son, should
be a wonderful sire. But should the sons of Lexing-
ton "breed on?" No, I answer, for the reason that

a majority of the mares bred to Lexington were by
Imp. Glencoe, a number by Imp. Yorkshire and some
by Imp. Albion, all famous for the production of

extra good mares and few good sires, the last named
two none of note. The Lexington blood was so pop-
ular that the sons of Lexington from Glencoe and
Yorkshire mares were bred to mares with another in-

fusion of Glencoe, or perhaps Imp. Eclipse and prob-
ably back of that Medoc, Trustee, American Eclipse
or Stockholder, again all sires of females far su-

perior to the males, as turf history will show con-
clusively. Result—A general weakening of the male
line and a strengthening of the female side. The Lex-
ington mares, as a class, were seldom equalled at the
stud, Glencoe's daughters alone rivalling them, and
many of the champions were by Lexington from
Glencoe mares, like Norfolk, Asteroid and Salina.

Had the breeders of the '70's known as much as

breeders do to-day of the tendency of horses to beget

good males or females, as the case might be, the Lex-
ington brand of Diomed would not occupy the un-
happy position that it does to-day, and the answer
of the Kentucky school boy to his teacher, who asked
what "well bred" meant—"three crosses of Lexing-
ton"—would not be thought correct, unless one
wanted a good brood mare.
And to-day breeders should ask themselves, before

breeding to any horse, what are his characteristics?

Does he beget better mares than he does males? If

so, I would not care for him, for there are plenty

of mares in this country bred on lines that should in-

sure their doing well at the stud, but few stallions

so bred that one could count on their proving sires

that would "breed on" best through their sons.

With a view of bringing the Diomed dynasty (Lex-
ington branch) into power again, I have prepared a

table for the use of breeders, showing the character-

istics of the various high-class stallions since Lex-
ington's time (he died in 1S75). History shows that

the sires of a larger number of extra good male than

female turf performers prove the most desirable,

for the reason that their sons "breed on." Anyone
possessing a stallion of the male line of Diomed
should use mares full of the blood of the sires in the

first table—sires of a larger number of good males
than females. The blood of the horses contained in

the second table should be avoided religiously by
owners of stallions with lots of Lexington, Glencoe,

Yorkshire, Albion, Medoc or American Eclipse

blood, while the blood of horses in the third table

can be used at will, and found good, but if you wanted
to have a sire that would "breed on" you would use

the blood of the sires represented in the first table as

much as possible.

Sires of a Larger Number of Good Male Than Female
Performers.

Fonso
Lamplighter
Farandole
Imp. Hermence
Imp. Phaeton
King Alfonso
Imp. Rayon d'Or
Hanover
Imp. Golden Garter
Sir Dixon
Imp. Prince Charlie
Imp. Sir Modred
Imp. Order
Imp. Watercress
Hastings

Imp Leamington
En!u*
Vir£il

Spendthrift
Imp. Ormonde
Hindoo
Imp. Mr. Pickwick
Imp. Albert
The Bard
Domino
Imp. Billet

Longfellow
Falsetto
Imp. St. Blaise

Ornament
Imp. Star Ruby
Sires of a Larger Number of Good Female Than

Male Turf Performers.

Planet
Jack Malone
Imp. Great Tom
Imp. Hurrah
Imp. Darebin
Kingston
Imp. Pirate of Penzance
Imp. Eclipse
Pat Malloy
War Dance
Tyrant

Sires of About an Equal Number of Good
Female Turf Performers.

Ben Brush
Onondaga
Imp Goldfinch
Imp. Glenelg
Imp. The 111 Used
Himyar
Kingfisher
Tpip. Mortemer
Hamburg
Imp. Meddler

Male and

Bramble
Imp. Candlemas
Joe Hooker
Imp. Knight of St George
Enquirer
Iroquois

Imp. Mirthful
Imp. Ben Strome

Alarm
Grinstead
Imp. Midlothian
Imp. Charaxus
Wildidle
Iroquois

Imp. Bonnie Scotland
Imp. King Ban

Imp. Bonnie Scotland begot no son that was his

equal as a sire. Himyar, by Alarm, has been even an

[Concluded in Column 3 on opposite page]
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WHAT A STATE FAIR SHOULD BE.

BY ALBERT LINDLEY.
Secretary California State Agricultural Society.

As secretary of the State Agricultural Society I ac-

cept, with pleasure, the opportunity to give to the

readers of the Breeder and Sportsman the plans that

have been formulated by the society's directors, and
my personal ideas of how our State Fairs may be

made a credit to California and become what it was
intended they should be, an annual industrial exhibi-

tion for the education and amusement of the farmer,

stockraiser and producer; a festival given each year

by the State that it may encourage the increase of

its products, in variety and quantity, and improve-

ment in quality by offering adequate medals, prizes

and cash premiums for the best of anything pro-

duced anywhere within its borders; a holiday de-

voted particularly to the entertainment and instruc-

tion of the country people.

In my opinion we must first get back to the old-

fashioned State Fair; that is, a fair where a $5000 bull

will have a chance to win as much in a contest that

lasts a whole week or more, as a $400 thoroughbred

can win in a contest that lasts two minutes or less.

A fair where the owner of a great herd of Holstein

or Jersey cattle, who has twenty-five or thirty head

on exhibition worth many thousands of dollars, will

be given as much attention by the press and the peo-

ple as is the man who owns a couple of horses that

would be more at home in a delivery wagon than a

sulky. A fair where every county in the State will

be encouraged to send county exhibits made up of its

best products, having positive assurance that if it

wins a prize it will be amply compensated in money
and publicity for the expense and trouble incurred. A
fair where, if a man displays his poultry, he may feel

assured that he can not only win good premiums, but

will find modern, cleanly and well ventilated buildings

and coops in which to show them. A fair that en-

courages amateur outdoor sports by furnishing first

class grounds upon which each year to hold inter-

county contests, such as football, baseball, bicycle and
shooting tournaments, and giving liberal prizes to the

winners. A fair where the entire exhibition with

everything displayed, from a lace handkerchief to a

hog, may be seen, day or night, for one admission,

upon the State Fair grounds A fair that will have

such a speed track that the California standard bred

horse, the finest and fastest in the world, can, under

State supervision, upon our own soil, make those

world's records that have done more probably to ad-

vertise California than any other one thing. A fair

where there shall be something doing from morning

till midnight that will either interest, amuse or in-

struct its patrons.

Many believe that such a fair cannot be made a

success. In their opinion, the public will not give its

patronage to the State fair unless running races are

made its principal attraction. With a certain class

of people this is undoubtedly true, but with the coun-

try people, for whom State fairs throughout the

Union are supposed to be conducted and maintained,

the running races are not the principal attraction. In

my opinion it is a mistaken idea that in order for our

State fairs to be successful they must be conducted at

the State's expense as a preparatory department of

the professional jockey clubs.

As an evidence that the success of a State Fair is

not dependent upon the running races, we have the

State fairs of the north and east and south that are

conducted with but few, if any, running races, where

the attendance is greater, sometimes twice over, in a

single day than has the attendance been for years

past at the California State Fair for the entire two

weeks of its meeting. This I say without wishing to

detract from the sport offered by the owners and

breeders of running horses, but while they have the

encouragement offered by the professional jockey

clubs in breeding and developing that class of horses,

the owner and breeder of the harness horse is de-

pendent almost entirely upon the State, district and

county fairs for his encouragement and support, and

it is upon the race tracks kept up by such State, dis-

trict and county fairs that the harness horse must

make those records upon which his value and sale

depends; therefore, it is no more than proper that the

greatest inducement should be offered the owner and

breeder of standard bred horses at our State fairs, not

only upon the above mentioned account, but because

every farmer and every stock raiser is a breeder or

owner of the harness horse and is directly interested

in the State Fair, so far as it relates to horse racing,

only on account of the encouragement it gives the

breeding and development of this class of horses.

In order to create a renewed interest in our State

fairs the directors of the Agricultural Society are en-

deavoring to complete a scheme of buildings upon the

new State Fair grounds that will furnish modern and

suitable accommodations for the proper display of the

produce of every exhibitor. It is the intention to have

these buildings so located and grouped that they will

be easily accessible to the patrons of the fair, and

they are to be surrounded with clean covered walks

and drives. Between now and the time for holding

the next State Fair it is expected that the entire

fair grounds will be properly graded and sown to

grass, with many trees of different varieties planted

upon that portion of the fair grounds outside of the

race track. And the directors are now considering the

proposition of setting apart a portion of the grounds

for a free market place for people who wish to camp
upon the fair grounds during the time of the fair,

vhere they may find shelter for their stock and first

class camping facilities and be supplied by the so-

ciety with their hay and grain at cost. Such an ar-

rangement would undoubtedly bring many people from

the country to the State Fair, where they could buy.

sell and exchange different farm products and breeds
of cattle, sheep, swine or poultry, and also gain from
each other new ideas regarding the improvement of
their products.
Committees have been appointed to revise the pre-

mium list both in the livestock departments and in
the departments of agriculture and horticulture.
When this work is completed the prospective ex-
hibitors will find that in many cases the premiums
have been increased so that there will be additional
inducement offered in all departments.
Amusement should be furnished morning, after-

noon and evening so that there would be some at-
traction for the public at all hours of the day and
evening. In the morning we hope to have, outside
of the usual stock parades, etc., inter-county and in-
ter-state shooting contests by amateur gun clubs, also
baseball and football games between teams from dif-
ferent counties, and liberal prizes should be given to
the best teams in any of these classes, and cups and
medals should be offered by the society, to be con-
tested for each year and to be held by the county
having the best team in the State in either one of these
lines of sport.

Such contests as these will have a tendency to
generate a rivalry between the different counties of
the State, not only in matters of sport, but the ex-
hibitions made of products by individuals and by
counties themselves which will result in interesting
the people and the press throughout the State, which
means increased attendance, and increased publicity
for the State Fair through the columns of the news-
papers. No contest, unless it is a cold-blooded gam-
bling proposition, is ever a genuine success unless
there is a feeling of local rivalry between the con-
testants. The sport itself, as has been proven in

baseball, football and other amusements, when shorn
of local feeling would not draw enough people to make
the gate money cover the advertising expenses. I

am endeavoring by this to show that to get exhibitors
and the people interested in the State Fair we must
stir up a keen but wholesome rivalry between the
counties and different sections of the State. By this

plan and with increased premiums we will certainly
improve the class and increase the number of exhibits,
and in proportion to the importance and number of
exhibits made, and to the local rivalry created will

be the number of people that attend our State fairs,

and the people who are encouraged to visit the State
fairs in this manner are the very people for whom
State fairs are maintained.

If possible, harness races should be arranged be-
tween horses owned and bred in the different coun-
ties of the State, and rules adopted that will make
such contests absolutely non-professional, and in this

way encourage the farmer to breed, raise, train and
drive the horses entered in these races.

Have the fair grounds brilliantly lighted with elec-

tricity at night, and also light at least a quarter of

a mile of the track near the grand stand, so that all

exhibits may be seen as well at night as by day, and
amusements, novelty races and sports of every kind
may be conducted in front of the grand stand for the
entertainment of the public in the evening.
Trains of decorated and well lighted trolley cars,

carrying bands of music, should be provided to carry
the public to and from the fair grounds for these

evening entertainments.
A State Fair conducted along these lines might

not be an immediate financial success, for it will

take a year or two, at least, to convince the produc-
ers that the State Agricultural Society is now fully

determined to carry on these annual exhibitions pri-

marily in their interests. It will also take time to

make the public understand that these fairs are given
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each year for the benefit of the whole State and are

worthy of their patronage when viewed as either an
institution of education or entertainment.

It will take time, too, to convince the press of the

State of our earnestness in this matter that we may
gain from the newspapers their enthusiastic sup-
port. When these things are accomplished there will

be no more question about the success of California's

State fairs than there is about the State fairs of

the east and north.

In the meantime should the Agricultural Society

find that by giving a State Fair along these lines

they have cut themselves off from a certain amount
of revenue that has heretofore been derived from
the running races and on that account find them-
selves after the close of our coming State Fair con-
fronted by a deficit, can it be doubted but that the
members of the next Legislature, who are the peo-
ple's representatives, would gladly make liberal ap-
propriations to cover any such deficit, when they un-
derstand that it was caused by a change of policy

of the directors of the society in their effort to en-
courage the breeding and improvement of the standard
bred horse, in fostering the interests of the raiser of

cattle, sheep, swine and poultry, and the encourage-
ment of the agricultural, horticultural, mineral and
manufacturing interests of the State by furnishing
better facilities for the exhibition of the products
of these industries and increasing the premiums to

encourage their display. Such action on the part

of the Legislature, under these conditions, would un-
doubtedly meet with the approval of the people
throughout the State, and the Governor. The great
State of California is not a "cheap" State. It is will-

ing to pay, and pay well, for anything as long as it re-

ceives fair value for the money Invested. It has
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in sending ex-
hibits of our State products to those expositions that
have been held in other States and other countries,

and this money, without a doubt, has been well in-

vested, for it has resulted in the advertising of our
State and its products abroad and bringing to Califor-
nia thousands upon thousands of people seeking
homes, but not one dollar of the money so spent would
be better invested than would be the money used in

improvement over his sire at the stud, and Dominoequipping the state Fair grounds with modern b" id-"ings adapted to the display of all kinds of productsand a race track as fast as any in the wo? d andproviding sufficient funds to carry on an annual ex
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DECLINE OF THE DIOMED DYNASTY.
[Continued from Page 2JJ
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Pr6Sent Hke CrU2ad°s, Rey del Sierrasand Yo El Rey, full of "broodmare blood" as they

are, need to be bred to mares equally as strong in
sire blood," so that the owners of these horses should

see to it that they get some mares by Eolus or some
of his sons like Knight of Ellerslie or St. Savior. Imp
Watercress, Star Ruby, Hanover or St. Blaise, backedup by the blood of Spendthrift, Longfellow, Rayon
dOr, King Alfonso, Vandal, Imp. Phaeton or Imp
Australian, using as little Glencoe, Yorkshire, AlbionMedoc or American Eclipse blood as possible so thai
sire blood" would preponderate in the foal

at least in the first five generations. If the
owners of the Lexington male line stallions did not
care for "American blood" let them go to England
and buy some mares by Bend Or. Hampton, Kendal,
Galopm, Wisdom or near crosses of Doncaster Blair
Athol, Speculum. Lord Clifden and with Stockwell
Newmmster, Voltiguer, Orlando, Touchstone, Irish
Birdcatcher. Whalebone, Whisker and other "sire
blood" in the background. Until one of the above
metioned plans are followed out, the propects tor the
Diomed or Lexington male line again occupying a
front rank in America is decidedly gloomy I have
seen horses at the stud with from four to six crosses
of Lexington backed up by Glencoe. Albion, Medoc
Trustee or other strains where the good females of
the families greatly outnumber the good males yet
the owner of the horse fondly imagines his stallion
will make a good sire. And when he has been mated
with a lot of mares bred on much the same lines as
himself, and proves a rank failure, they wonder why
it was thus. My idea, based upon history, is that a
good sire must come from a tried sire line and
be from a mare full of "sire blood." such as is shown
in the preceding table. The longer the list of suc-
cessful sires that can be traced in the male line
straight through the better, and if it goes clear to
Eclipse, Herod or Matchem without a failure in the
line, you can bet upon its being the one to "tie to."
If the mate of the above mentioned stallion is equally
strong in "female blood"—that is, possesses as many
crosses from the second table as the stallion did from
the first—the result should be a good balance and a
high-class nicer— if all the other details of the mating
are carried out as carefully.

Will Mr. Baldwin, who knows he has a speed marvel
in Cruzados, be the man to revive the glories of the
kingdoms of Lexington, Boston, Sir Archy and Diomed
by providing suitable mates for the best race horse
of the line to-day? Let us hope he will, and that with
the rebuilding of the fortunes of the Diomed family
will come a rehabilitation of the Santa Anita stud,
once the wonder of Americans and the particular
pride of Californians.

o

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL. I
Conducted by J. X. Be WITT.

FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHS OF BIG GAME.

iventurous feat which seems almost impossi-

accomplishment, that of photographing wild

animals in their lairs and runways by flashlight in

the jungles and on the veldts of Africa, has been suc-

y undertaken by Herr C. G. Schillings of

Wetherhoff, Guerzenich, Germany. Not only has Mr.

Schillings - b iring actual photographs

of the most ferocious game animals which are to be

found on the dark continent but he has written a

fascinating description of his adventures, which work

n recently published in Germany. So valuable

book, both as an up-to-date contribution to

natural history and as an intensely interesting- story

for sportsmen, that an American edition, entitled

-With Flashlight and Rifle," has just been "published

by Harper and Eros. In translating the work of Mr.

Schillings. Henry Zick, Ph. D.. has adhered as close-

iv us possible to the original, preserving the fresh-

ness and virility of the author's touch, and the result

is one of the most thrilling and sensational books de-

scriptive of aboriginal conditions in Africa that have

appeared in recent years.

he purpose of securing views and photographs

of animals, which in a few years approximately will

be extinct, the author undertook his journey into the

heart of Africa. Not being an artist, nor, as he

says having the facility of the descriptive writer,

he* decided that the only way accurate reproductions

of savage beasts and their habits could be obta.ned

was by means of the flashlight and telephotography.

He points out that photographs purporting to be of

wild beasts in their native state and habitats have

been gross pictorial falsehoods. Commenting on this

he refers to a "magazine, which has a large circula-

tion, in which I found the picture of a lion attacking

a zebra, that had been taken, as the text implied, by

a missionary in Eastern Africa."

Then in the text referred to one missionary is said

to have taken other scenes of animal life at closest

range—for instance, a lion watching for his prey.

The truth is that the missionary had been incor-

porated into the picture group to make it more ac-

ceptable to the people at home. The group of animals

was simply made up of stuffed specimens picked up

on ihe veldt To cap the climax of fraudulent repre-

sentation, the stuffed zebra used by the ingenious

picture fakir belonged to a species which has dis-

appeared from East Africa and can only be found in

South Africa.

Mr. Schillings' first expedition into Central Africa

was in 1S96 and there the initial desire w~as born

within him to permanently fix the powerful and

glorious imperssions he had received and to pass them

on to others. He undertook two other expeditions,

but turned back on account of illness and it was only

when he started upon his fourth journey, with a com-

plete outfit, that his most sanguine expectations met

with anything like satisfactory realization. Mr.

Schillings arrived at Tanga. East Africa, early in

February, 1903, with a caravan consisting of liO

carriers and Askari (native guards). The first stop

which was receding as the dry season advanced;

and, again, the rhinoceros returned nightly from the

steppes to the drinking place near the swamps; and
antelopes, water bucks, wart hogs and buffaloes

drew near to the swampy region."

In this sportman's paradise the author secured at

night many views of zebras and antelope, and also

pictures of the rhinoceros, showing various interest-

ing doings of this ponderous and dangerous beast.

The writer devotes an entire chapter of his book to

the giraffe, of which long necked denizen of the lake

region he secured numerous excellent photographs.

RHINO BROS ii EDING AT NIGHT

Of the on the shores of the- NdjirJ
• of the Kilimanjara

This district Is noted as a rendezvous for
animals of all kinds. Mr. Schillings describes it as
follows:

which live near the swamps and rivers
fine crop of water plants, filled with

seeds, floating on the lakes of the Ndijtrl swamps.
Immense flocks of . ducks squatted on the

l Is of gnus and zebras
pressed up to the shores of the lakes, the water of

hunter. There is a strange fascination in following
the traces of wild beasts into the fastnesses of the
steppe; in the case of my tracking the fourteen
lions this eagerness was alloyed with a goodly
amount of anxiety. One's imagination loves to

picture the possible situations which the pursuit of

the beasts may bring about So did mine on that
occasion. Having reached the top of a hill, I saw
the lions resting among the rocks in the shade
of some locust trees. But, alas!— or should I not
rather say fortunately?—the animals withdrew from
sight as soon as they had become aware of me.
I often had to register similar experiences that the
lions were so near and yet too far.

"The worst stroke of ill luck, from a huter's point
of view. I had was when I failed to kill the strongest
maned lion I ever met with in the wilderness. One
day, while stalking water bucks, I saw an animal
hiding in the bushes. Soon I made it out to be a
maned lion of unusual size. He had scented me ana
galloped away before I could take good aim. The
bullet I sent after him did not miss him quite, as

A HEKD OP ZEBRAS STARTLED BY FLASHLIGHT

This curious animal frequents the arid African plains

and is so constituted that it does not need to select

its haunts within easy reach of drinking water, as
it can get along for days without water—a faculty
tradition has credited the .camel with possessing, to

a degree, and which abstinence it seems is now shared
by the African rubber neck. Thus is another belief

shorn of its patent to exclusive notoriety.

To secure a picture of an old bull giraffe in com-
pany with two bull elephants, Mr. Schillings followed
the strangely assorted African "Three Musketeers"
for weeks before he found the propitious moment for

the sun to break through the clouds so that he could
take the much desired picture_ He declares his be-
lief that giraffes, which are absolutely mute, must
possess some kind of a sign language by the medium
of their tails. For in close observation of their ways
it struck him, time and again, that the caudal ap-
pendages of these creatures were used to wig wag
intelligence of varied import to each other. He be-
lieves, that in spite of protective laws, giraffes will,

ere long, become extinct in Africa, and that on this

account as many skins as possible should be secured
for museums.

' I have often found," he writes, "giraffes killed by
lions but I believe as a rule it takes two or more of

the felines to stalk and overpower a full grown bull.

Tet the 'lion's ride' depicted by Freiligrath, the Ger-
man poet, is a possible thing. Anderson relates that
he once saw a giraffee with a lion on its back.
"The powerful kick of the bull giraffe is apt to

keep a lion at a respectful distance. The giraffe is

even able to shake off his enemy and run away from
him. Near the Grecei volcano I killed a bull with
many scars and minus the tuft of his tail. The old

bulls, as a rule, are wary and do not frequent the
drinking places, the natural hunting ground of the
lion, as often as do the young and the females.
Where other game is plentiful the lion will leave the
giraffe alone. Tet between the lion's tooth and the
small calibre rifle of the human hunter the giraffe will

not escape destruction."
And here we find tradition gets another setback,

for compartively few of us ever knew or surmised
that the ungainly looking giraffe could or would
give battle to a lion—the supposed invincible "king
of beasts." As a sprinter the giraffe has had a long
and enviable reputation. As a fighting quality he
evidently is now entitled to respectful recognition.
The lion hunting adventures of the author are

such as to put Gordon Cumming and other noted
African hunters of wild game a little in the shade
Even President Roosevelt's experiences in Colorado,
in contrast, partakes of the conventional. His story
of one Hon hunt is quoted:
"Xever to be forgotten by me are the hours which

I spent in 1899 following the track of fourteen lions.
I had never before met such a number of lions in
one troop. The impressions made by the mighty
paws of the animals were clearly defined in the fine
dust which covered the dry ground of the steppe,
an expressive writing for the well trained eye of the

I could see from the bloody trail. I followed it for

a distance, but without being able to overtake the
wounded beast. My men found the carcass of a big
lion a fortnight later not far from where I had
wounded the lion. He had worked his way into the
heart of a thicket so that even the vultures could not
get at him. The flesh was almost completely eaten
up by maggots. I could only save the skull, the
biggest in my collection. The defective teeth showed
me the lion was well on in years.

"All in all, I caught thirty-seven lions in traps
made by Rudolph Weber. A few strong beasts had
dragged the sixty pounds of iron for long distances

AX AFRICAN VULTURE

an hour or more. The asses and cattle which I used
as bait had all been stung by the poisonous tsetse

fly. The quick bite of the feline simply shortened
their otherwise slow and painful death. The trapped
and runaway lions had often forced their way so

deep into the thickets of reeds and grass and thorny
bushes that I had to climb neighboring trees so as

to get a shot at them.
"Once I caught in traps a whole family consisting

of three lionesses and six almost full grown whelps.

The first night three were caught, the second night
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four, and the third night two.
"A lion born in the wilderness, but full grown in

captivity, can give to the visitor of zoological gar-
dens only a faint idea of .what the "king of the
desert" really is in a state of liberty, ruling the free,

great, wild steppe.

The leopard has the reputation, and is so pro-
nounced by Mr. Schillings, of being the most dan-
gerous and formidable beast of prey in East Africa,
and his book contains several snap shot pictures
of leopards in their native state. They are often
hunted and slain by lions. Here is where "Spots"
takes, from a rather unexpected quarter, a shot
at tradition and relegates a bit of popular belief,

anent his leopardship, to the disillusion scrap box
with Wm. Tell's apple and the like.

"The leopard has no decided preference for any
special locality," says Mr. Schillings. "Its haunts
may be found anywhere—on rocky ground as well as
in wooded districts—in fact, wherever it finds suffi-

cient cover.

"It easily climbs trees, and often hides during a
hot day in their shady tops. To my personal knowl-
edge men were jumped on and killed by beasts con-

MALE LEOPARD DRINKING AT A POOL

cealed in the foliage—as in the case of a negro, for
instance, who was .about to climb a mango tree
"The lightinglike rapidity with which a leopard

moves, charging or running away,, defies description.
Although these animals are found in abundance, they
are cunning and sneaky. According to my diary,
I encountered and hunted the dangerous cat only
twelve times, but the meetings were as exciting as
any I had with the wild beasts of the wilderness.
"One of the most blood-stirring adventures I had

with a leopard was near Pangani, when I set out
on my jeourney into the interior in 1899. I had
gone back to town, accompanied by but one man, in

order to engage more carriers. Returning toward
evening to my camp, my attention was drawn to a
tree on which a crowd of baboons were skrieking"

with all their might. Since monkeys are preyed on
by the leopard, I concluded that the baboons were
directing their wrath against one of the stealthy
cats in a nearby thicket. I penetrated a few feet
into the jungle, when something ahead of me began
to move, while the monkeys followed on in the tops
of the trees. The thicket grew less dense, and I

soon found myself en the edge of a ravine, when I

saw, about ninety feet away, a strong leopard drag-
ging a half-grown baboon. I raised my rifle, but
before I could fire the beast had dropped the monkey
and escaped with a mighty leap into the ravine. J

was sorry to be forced to desist from pursuing it, but
I had to return to camp

"It is very hard to hit a fleeing leopard; it surely
is better for the hunter to miss the beast than
merely to wound it. A wounded leopard is a most
dangerous enemy when it turns and charges the
hunter; its movements, quick as lightning, hardly
allow one to take aim. Although I knew this from
personal experience, and although I had made up
my mind to shoot leopards only under favorable con-
ditions. I - always yielded to the temptation when-
ever I got a chance to shoot.

"On one occasion my foolhardiness brought me
within an inch of losing my life. I noticed in the
sand of the steppe the tracks of a leopard dragging
its prey. They led me to the high bank of a ravine
washed out by rain. I went all around it and found
the. animal had not left it. Soon I made out the
leopard lying with its prey, a small antelope, in a
hole under the roots of a tree. But the beast had
noticed me also. Leaving its prey behind, the leop-
ard tried to steal away; at the same moment I fired.

A trail of blood proved that I had hit the animal but
had not killed it Going along the high and steep
embankment, I noticed the beast cowering, half hid-

den by the roots of a tree. The distance between us
was about seventy-five feet. "What happened now
was enacted much more quickly than it takes time
to describe it.

"At the same moment that I raised, my rifle to fire

a telling shot, the leopard leaped toward me quick
as a flash of lightning. I saw the beast clawing the

edge of a ravine and almost touching my feet, and

felt that there was no escape possible, and no de-
fense either, wheiv the leopard jumped back into
the ravine as quickly as it had attacked me. The
sight of my two native companions, who put in an
appearance near me just at that moment, appar-
ently had scared the animal as much as its sudden
appearance had staggered my men. Although I did
not lose my presence of mind, I did not have time
enough to raise my rifle and to shoot it; it all hap-
pened in a few seconds. A few minutes later a well
aimed shot freed us of all further danger.
"Never shall I forget this experience. I can even

now hear the short snarls of the infuriated beast. I

was saved through no skill or bravery of mine, but
by mere luck "

The book abounds in graphic descriptions of hunt-
ing expeditions for elephants, hippopotami, the
rhinoceros and smaller game. Some of the photo-
graphs illustrative of the text approach the marvel-
ous. Mr. Schillings' book will prove a valuable con-
tribution to current literature on natural history,

hunting adventures and experiences and field photo-
graphy of animate and inanimate subjects.

PASADENA SHOW.

MRS. CHAS. REID THORBURN'S CH. MEG MER-
RILLIES II.

(A. K. C. Stud Book, S2.267.)

The year 1905 has been a particularly memorable
one in the annals of dogdom on the Pacific Coast.
Among the champions to which we refer with par-
donable local pride is the crock Bull Terrier, Meg
Merrilies II, owned by Mrs. Charles Reid Thorburn
of Berkeley. This grand bitch is of San Francisco
production and together with Frank E. Watkin's
Ch. Edgecote Peer forms a brace of Bull Terriers
which would be hard to equal in any country. After
winning her championship points at Stockton, Meg
Merrilies was bred to Imp. Bloomsbury Baron, by
whom she whelped six white puppies, four dogs, any
of which may inherit the show qualities of their

celebrated mater.
Meg began her prize winning career as an eleven-

months-old puppy at the San Francisco Show, May,
1905, where, under Judge Thos Ashton of Eng-
land, she won successively through all her classes,

taking winners, defeating Edgewopd Jean II, (first

open, San Francisco, May, 1905.) a bitch which had
won over the famous Ch. Woodcote "Wonder. It is

the intention of Meg's owner to exhibit her on the
Eastern circuit, where her progress will be watched
with much interest by Pacific Coast Bull Terrier
fanciers.

Following is a partial list of Meg's wins:
San Francisco Kennel Club Show, San Francisco

May, 1905—Judge, Thos. Ashton, Leeds, England.
First prize—Puppy, novice, limit and winners
classes. Specials—Bohm-Bristol trophy for best

Bull Terrier in novice class. P. J. Weniger trophy for

best Bull Terrier in the show. "W. S. Tievis breed-
ers' challenge cup for best puppy bred on the Pa-
cific Coast. Reserve, best dog in the show owned by
a lady.

Santa Cruz, Cal., July, 1905—Judge Charles
Lyndon, Toronto, Canada. First prize, limit, open
and winner classes. Specials—W. H. Deming trophy
for best Bull Terrier in the show. W. "W Stettheim-
er trophy for best terrier, any variety, in the show.
San Mateo Kennel Club medal for best dog in the

show owned by a lady. T. J. Torchiana III, trophy
for best doy owned and shown by a lady.

Stockton, Cal, September, 1905—Judge, Chas.
Lyndon, Toronto, Canada. First prize, limit, open

CH. MEG MERRILIES n

and winners classes. Specials—Clifford G- Cook
trophy for best Bull Terier bitch in the show. Dr.

F. P. Clark trophy for best Bull Terrier in the show.
Bohm-Bristol trophy for best terrier, any variety,

in the show. Hale & Co. trophy for best dog in

show owned by a lady. President F. N. Vail cup
for best dog in show.

How Shasta Was Named.
The word Shasta is derived from the Russian lan-

guage. Many years ago, and among the first travelers

to visit this portion of the Pacific Coast, was a party

of Russians who passed through California, going from
the north to the south. They gave a name to many
of the more prominent landmarks which they encoun-
tered on their journey. To the peak now called Shasta
Butte, a mountain clothed with eternal snow, the

highest in California, they gave the name of ' Tcheste,"

signifying chaste, pure, clear. Subsequent travelers

and geographers changed the name to "Tchasta,"
which was again changed after a discovery of gold,

to the present word 'Shasta." When the counties of

the state were first organized Shasta Butte was in

Shasta county. Afterwards a new county was formed,

Siskiyou, which embraces the lofty mountain within

its boundaries.

(By George L. "Waring.)

The first dog show held at Pasadena under the direc-
tion of the Southwestern Kennel Club compares favor-
ably with any other shows on the Coast, with the ex-
ception of the San Francisco and Los Angeles shows.
Some of the arrangements could be improved upon

on a future occasion. The judging ring could be
larger and could also be kept clearer. Mr. Morris and
Mr. C. A. Summer got through their duties as judges
without much interference, but when it came to Mr.
Ewins' turn he seemed to be considerably hampered
by people who crowded into the ring. There might
also be an official to take down the awards from
the judges, and hand them out to interested parties.
The judges were all local gentlemen and they did

very well W. J. Morris opened the ball with Rough
St. Bernards. Prince Yan, the only one in the novice
dog class, walks well, has a good carriage of tail, a
nice, typical head and is well put together. He is
somewhat lacking in coat, but this remark applies
to all the others except Vanderburg. Prince Yan de-
servedly went through all the rough dog classes. Van-
derburg is coarse and has a bad expression; and
Bruce has a curly tail and bad color.
Queen Regent, the winner in rough open bitches, is

a nice typical St. Bernard, but was shown in poor

J. M. GOLOBECK'S Ce. CATO, JR 81039

condition. She beat Betsy B. rather in head, other-
wise there was not much between them. Sir Violet,
which won in smooth dogs, was also in bad condition.
He has a really fine head, good bone, good body, but
his tail is somewhat curly.

The Great Danes were a bad lot. Isabellita is a
Dane all right and has good points. Her rather shal-
low chest mars her appearance.
Red Irish Setters, with the exception of Shandon

Ben, were somewhat coarse; and Pointers, except Bee
III. did not amount to much.
Don B. won in Pointer novice, limit, open and win-

ners dogs. He is a fair kind of a dog, possessing a
good body but a rather thick head. Bee III is a nice
bitch; she might be better in head and eyes. She
did not show to advantage.
Shandon Ben carried all before him in Irish setters.

He is a very good dog and shows himself. Bess Law
is a good mover and a nice bitch.

The features of the Collie classes were the general
prevalence of bad open coats, and the timid manner
in which they all exhibited themselves, except the
ones that were no account. I liked a puppy bitch,
Vern the Whirlwind, the best of the lot. Though Vern
Tottie has repeatedly won, I don't care for her much.
She has an inane expression, nearly always pricks her
ears, has an open coat, and is small.
Fox Terriers were numerically good, but, with some

exceptions, not very classy. Mr. Chas. A. Sumner
judged the classes

In smooth-coated puppy dogs, Bandersnatch had an
easy win. He is very self-possessed for a puppy,
shows well, has the best head of any of the Fox Ter-
riers shown, stands well and has a good back. Little
fault can be found with him, except that he might
grow too much. However, his grandsire, Norfolk
Trueman, which carried all before him about five

years ago, was a big dog.
The credit of breeding this nice puppy is due to

Mr. John Brown of Riverside.
Snorky, the second dog. is a nice fellow with a good

coat and a fine, deep chest. His head is thick and
he does not carry his ears.

The best average breed in the show was Bull Ter-
riers. Only seven specimens were benched and of these
five were real good ones. Willamette Edgecote Lean-
der has a long enough .name and is a nice dog all

round except his tail, which is too elevated. Tedcote
Wonder and Woodlawn Baron had a hard tussle. The
former won. They are both particularly good in all

points, but I preferred the Baron, because he is more
classy and has a better crop. I consider this a par-
ticularly fine dog, with a short back, splendid tail,

good ribs, a fine carriage, and a nice head. All in all.

the two are exceptionally fine dogs, and will be heard
from again and again. It is a pity that Deacon does
not carry his ears better, as in all other respects he
is a good all-round dog- Willamette Newmarket Lulu
is a particularly fine bitch puppy. Her tail at present

looks a trifle thick, but this can easily be remedied on
the next occasion. These together formed a fine quin-
tette.
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tor smooth novice dogs was a very bad

choice of evils Sabine Engineer, by

. a very well put together dog. with

fine bone and coat, but his thick head puts him entire-

He might have won. and also the

third dog—Checkers— might have.

In limit smooths Sabine Rustic beat Tallac Marks-

are both very good dogs of a good size

The former »rs rather wide, and the latter

- his rather high. The latter struck me as u

,ld look better with more flesh on him. Both

both show well. Rusitc

might he n* expression of counten-

nd Tallac Marksman would be better if he was

gay with his tall. The competition was keen

n them. In ore,, dogs Sabine Rustic also beat

Blizzard, which looked light.

In puppy smooth bitches Mr Brown won with

t, liner sister to Bandersnatch. She is

much smaller than her brother, and is somewhat light

at present. ,

In wires Argyle, Tallac Oanna and Tallac Pr.vat._-

wcre all nice ones.
nances. British Rally at last earned

brackets in a special for wire-hairs, owned in Pasa-

m off by himself, as he was the only

starter in the class.

Bill Svkes. a good all-round, honest dog. was to

the fore in the dog classes for Bulldogs, and Girt-

ford Goody was unapproachable in the bitch classes.

She is good all over. By a mistake she was shown

Awards. FIELD TRIAL WINNERS OF 1905.

Ch. COUNT GLADSTONE IT

against Bill Sykes and beat him.
Princess of Trebizcn 'e was the limit winner in the

hitch class. She was the only one entered. She was
as game and "sassy" as ever
The Boston classes were probably the best and have

caused endless controversy—there were a lot of fine

specimens on exhibition. Mr. James Ewins judged the

classes. Wednesday evening and after the dust of

battle cleared away there was, undoubtedly, some
heart burnings.
There might have been mistakes made, but unfor-

tunately, everybody cannot win.
There was a good deal of criticism about the Boston

a cards. I feel sorry for a Boston judge, anyway.'
These dogs seem to be of several different types—all

winning ones—and it is generally known that they
do not come "true to name," as the nursery men say.

It is said that Criterion—the dog that won all his

sex classes—is deaf. He is a real good dog, carries

himself well, has a good head and deserved what he
got.

Miss Pronto also went through her classes with fly-

ing colors and also beat the dog, in the competition
for the cup presented by Colonel J W. Brooks for

the best Boston in the show.
Colonel Brooks has several good dogs and they will

win in the future. There is one especially that was
entirely overlooked. They were in bad shape, having
lately been on a long journey from the East.

Bayside Chauncey was present, but not for compe-
tition. Fanciers In this part of the world should
have examined this dog, as he is pretty near a model

in l if he is right, a great many prize win-
r i this show tire wrong. A very distinctive char-

acteristic of the right kind of this breed is a flat

.skull and a short, square muzzle, free from wrinkles.
There are too many tipple heads in this neck of the
woods. Another important point is a clean neck, free
from bulliness. Without a good neck it is impossible
to have a goo i outlook, which is of great importance
in a show ring.

The show was a pronounced success, especially in

a ncial way.
lub held a meeting Wednesday night and an-

how will be held at the Chutes, Los
Angeles, some time In March or next year.

coi i

i
pointed consisting of the

following gentlemen: Mr. F. J. Gillespie, Mr. Paul
8, Mr. Ed. Greenfield.

Kill Sykes won ti up presented by Benjamin
best Bulldog dog in the show. Sab'ne

i by William K. Peasley
tol i hi besl Pos rei I lei I

;

- hOfl and Miss Pronto
hi cup presented bj Col. J \V. Brooks for the

i :o inn Terrier.

Rli hard Thomas, performed his
numeroi ul i admirably, the dog's were well looked
after, and the -log men were loud in their praises of
it. •'. Halsted, the secretary, and the committee as

i obliging and courteous.
ii was a very pleasant little show. save.

It may be suggested, In many classes—sadly too many
there was tnpetltlon at all, many dogs and
bitches winning three Brats straight, with no con-

It would be advisable not to have so many
os in a show of this description.

St. Bernards (rough coated)—Novice dogs—1 Prince

Tan, Mrs. E Deniel. Limit dogs—1 Prince Tan; 2

Vanderburg. A K. Macomber. Open bitches—1 Queen
Regent. Felchenfeld Bros.

St. Bernards (smooth coats)—Open dogs and bitches

—1 Sir Violet Felchellfeld Bros.

Great Danes—Limit dogs—1 Rover, Josephine

Sheaff: 2 Duke, Miss Herma Dupe. Open dogs and
bitches— 1 Isabellita, J. L. Cunningham; 2 Rover; 3

Duke.
Pointers—Novice dogs—1 Don B. A. P. Blackler; 2

Sammy. W. H. Hepler. Limit dogs—1 Don B.; 2

Sammy. Open and winners dogs—1 Don B. Novice
bitches— 1 Daniels' Flip. T. E. Daniels. Novice bitches
—1 Daniels' Flip Novice, limit, open and winners
bitches—1 Bee III. S. C. Gum.

Irish Setters—Novice dogs—1 Finglass, P. Hutchin-
son: 2 Don, G. T. J Gollmer; 3 Don, G. W. Collis.

Limit dogs—1 Finglass; 2 Don, G. W. Collis. Open
dogs—1 Shandon Ben, P. Peipers; 2 F.nglass; 3 Don,
G. W. Collis Winners dogs—1 Shandon Ben. Puppy
bitches—1 Queen V., J. H. Varley. Novice bitches

—

1 Bess Law. P. Peipers: 2 Babe, G. W Collis. Limit
bitches—1 Babe. Open bitches—1 Babe. Winners
bitches—1 Bess Law, P. Peipers.

Collies—Puppy dogs—1 Vern the Judge. G. R. Al-
bers; 2 Vern the Kid, G. R. Albers. Novice dogs

—

1 Vern Tommy. G. R. Alberts. Limit dogs—1 Vern
Tommy. Open dogs—1 Vern Tommy. Puppy bitches

—

1 Vern the Whirlwind. G. R. Albers. Novice bitches

—

1 Vern the Whirlwind; 2 Lady Bobbie rv, Mrs D. P.

Flory. L mit bitches—1 Lady Bobbie IV; 2 Gladys
May, W. Ellery. Open bitches— 1 Vern Tottie. G. R.
Alberts.

Open dogs, California bred—1 Vern Tommy. Open
bitches—1 Vern Tottie; 2 Vern the Whirlwind.
Any color—Puppy novice and open bitches—1 Vern

White Lady, G. R. Albers.

Bulldogs—Nov ce dogs and bi'ches— 1 Rex Rusti°.
Sam Schenk; 2 King Thud, C. E. McLean. Limit dogs
—1 Bill Sykes. P. Blossom Open clegs—1 Bill Svkes.
Novice bitches—1 Venice. Mrs. W. R. Murphv: 2

G. S. Halliwell; 3 Lady Grey, Sam Schenk Limit
hitches—1 Girtford Goody, A M. Eaton; 2 Lady Grey.
Open bitches—1 Girtford Goody; 2 Lady Grey.

Bull Terriers—Puppy dogs— 1 Willamette Elgecotte
Leanoer, T. E. Daniels. Novice dogs—1 Woodlawn
Earon. Mrs. C. R Thorb'-rn; 2 Deacon, J. R. Wh te:

3 Willamette Edgecotte Leander. Limit dogs—1 Ted-
cote Won'er, W. H. Spinks: 2 Woodlawn Baron; 3

Deacon Open dogs— 1 Tedcote Wonder; 2 Woodlawn
Baron: 3 Deacon. Puppy bitches— 1 Willamette New-
market Lulu, T. E. Daniels. Novice bitches—1 Wil-
lamette Newmarket Lulu; 2 Princess of Trebizondo,
Mrs. A. M. Thorna?. Limt bitches—1 Princess of Tre-
bizonde.

Boston Terriers—Puppy dogs—1 Endcliffe Quaker,
J. W Brooks; 2 Breaker, Charles D. Callery. Novice
dogs—1 Criterion, H. T. Kendall; 2 Oak Glenn Togo.
S. Tyler: 3 Acme Rocky, J. W. Brooks. Limit dogs

—

T Criterion; 2 Rogue III. Martin A. Chase; 3 Endcliffe
Director, J. W. Brooks Open dogs— 1 Criterion; 2

Rogue III; 3 Endcliffe Director. Puppy bitches—

1

Peaches, E. T. Morgan; 2 Endcliffe, Dorothy, J. w.
Brooks; 3 Wave, S. Tyler. Novice bitches—1 Chim-
panzee, L. R Walton; 2 Pepita, G. F. Herr; 3 Peaches.
Limit bitches—1 Miss Pronto, G. F. Herr; 2 Bayside,
Reserve, G. S. Halliwell; 3 Chimpanzee. Open bitches
— I Miss Pronto; 2 Bayside, Reserve; 3 Chimpanzee.

Fox Terriers (smooth-coated)—Puppy dogs—1 Ban-
dersnatch, G. L. Waring; 2 Snorky, R C. Halsted; 3
Vandal, Miss Herma Rupe. Novice dogs—1 Count
Warren, E. I. Moody; 2 Sabine Engineer. Wm. K.
Peasley: 3 Checkers, R. C. Halsted Limit dogs—

1

Sabine Rustic, W. K. Peasley; 2 Tallac Marksman,
Walter W. Stettheimer: 3 Count Warren. Open dogs—1 Sabine Rustic; 2 Wandee Blizzard, Fred Rodgers;
3 Tallac Marksman. Puppy bitches— 1 Garston Puck,
J. P. Brown; 2 Snooks, R. C. Halsted. Novice bitches—1 Poppy, R. C. Halsted; 2 Garston Pack Lim t

bitches— 1 Poppy; 2 Snooks, R. C. Halsted. Open
bitches—1 Vina Belle. W. W. Moore: 2 Poppy.

Fix Terrieres (wire-haired)—Puppy dogs—1 Argyl,
J Bradshaw. Limit dogs and bitches— I Tallac Oanna,
"Walter W. Stettheimer; 2 British Rally. Mrs. A. M.
Thomas. Open dogs and bitches—1 Tallac Private, W.
W. Stettheimer; 2 Br.tish Rally.
Dachshunde—Open dogs and bitches— 1 Fritz, Miss

Ethel Hager; 2 Berlin, Mrs John Peter.
Irish Terriers—Limit dogs— 1 Borthwiek Star, John

Peter: 2 Prince. B. Blossom. Open dogs— 1 Borthwio:
Star: 2 Prince. Nov.ce bitches— 1 Belfort Pilgrim.
Gibons-Sherwin: 2 Belfast Hot Spuds, J. Peter. Limit
bitches— 1 Belfast Rose. J. Peter. Open bitches—

1

Belfast Rose.
Black and Tan Terriers—Open dogs and bitches—

1

Sport, A C. Tubbs.
Scotch Terriers—Open dogs— 1 Scotty, J. S. Cravens.

Open bitches— 1 Tighnabruaich Nell, J. S. Cravens.
Pomeranians—Open dogs and bitches—W. J Fire-

ball. W. J. West.
Yorkshire Terrieres (Weight limit 12 pounJs)—Open

dogs and bitches—1 Bill, M. B. Kennedy.
Maltese Terriers—Open dogs and bitches— 1 Manila

Erma Johnson
Japanese Spaniels—Novice, limit and open dogs and

bitches— 1 Nippon. Sarah K. Shoemaker.
Chihuahua—Open dogs and bitches—1 Dona Mexi-

cano, T. J. Scanlan.

remarked

The Wild Duck.
"Tou were out gunning yesterday, I hear,

Fred Johnson. "See any wild ducks?"
"i me," replied Bert Wyman
"But you didn't get within range, I suppose."
"I was within range of his voice all right while he

swore at me for shooting his tame ones."

Pacific Coast Field Trial Club.—Twenty-second an-
nual trials. Bakersfleld, Cal.. January 9. H. L. Betten,
Alameda. Cal., judge. Albert Betz, San Francisco, sec-
retary.

Derby—Purse, $510, 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent
and trophy to each winner Entrance $5, second for-
feit 55, and 510 to start; 39 nominations. 23 paid
second forfeit; 17 starters (8 Pointers, 9 English Set-
ters). Winners—1 Ladylike, orange and white English
Setter bitch (Orion-Terry's Lady), Jos. E. Terry. Sac-
ramento, Cal., owner; W. B. Coutts, Kenwood, Cal.,
handler; 2 Mariposa, white and tan English Setter dog
(Detroit Joe-Ccuntess Mark), W. W Van Arsdale. San
Francisco, Cal., owner: C. H. Babcock, Del Rey, Cal.,
handler; equal 3 Del Rey Belle (Californ a Bell Boy-
Countess Mark), Lee Rore (Lcs Angeles) and S. Chris-
tenson (San Francisco) owners: Chas. Coutts. Ken-
wood. Cal., handler; equal 3 Chiquita, liver and white
Pointer bitch (Dr Daniels-Fan Go), A. G. Cadogan.
San Rafael, Cal., owner; J. E. Lucas, San Rafael, Call
handler.

All-Age—Open to all Setters and Pointers, January
11. Purse $470; 3 moneys, 5_0, 30 and 20 per cent, and
trohpy to each winner. Entrance $10, S10 to start,
24 nominations, 17 paid starting fee, 20 starters, in-
clud.ng 3 Derby starters (14 English Setters. 6 Point-
ers). Winners—1 Harry H , black white and tan Eng-
lish Setter dog (Why Not-Sue), W. W. Van Arsdale,
owner: C. H. Babcock. handler; 2 Cuba Jr.. liver and

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet.

LADY'S PRINCE GLADSTONE

white Pointer dog (Ch. Cuba of Kenwood-Florida),
Stockdale Kennels, Bakersfield. Cal., owner; R M.
Dodge. Bakersfleld, Cal., handler ;eqval 3 Ladylike
(first in Derby): equal 3 Jay M.. liver and white Eng-
lish Setter dog (Colonel R.-Spofs Girl). W. W. Van
Arsdale, owner; C. H. Babcock, handler
Champion Stake—Open to all; 510 to start. 50 per

cent to winner, 25 per cent to runner up, cups to both,
two hour heats, 4 starters (2 Setters, 2 Pointers). H. L.
Betten and H. W. Keller (Santa Monica, Cal.), judges.
W.nners—Dr Daniels, liver and white Pointer tics

(Plain Sam-Dolly Dee II), W. W. Van Arsdale, owner;
C. H. Babcock, handler; runner up. Lady, lemon and
white English Setter bitch (Ch Count Gladstone IV-
Peachmark), Jos. E. Terry, owner; W. B Coutts,
handler.

Members' Stake—For dogs owned and handled by
members of the club. 5 starters (4 English Setters.

1 Pointer); entrance 510, trophy to each winner. Win-
ners—1 Sombra, orange and white English Setter

bitch (Llewellyn Drake-Shadcw), H. W. Keller, owner
and handler; 2 Burbank. white and black Pointer dog
(Dr. Daniels-Senator's Mistress Nell), J. W. Flynn.

San Francisco, owner' and handler: 3 Monterey, lemon
and white Engl sh Setter dog (Llewellyn Drake-Shad-
ow), J. M. Donley. Fresno, Cal.. owner and handler.

Georgia Field Trial Association.—Third annual
trials. Albany, Ga , January 10. D. E. Rose, judge.

P. M. Essig, Atlanta, Ga.. secretary.

Derby— Per Setters and Po nters cwne3 by Geor-
gians. Purse, entrance and starting fees. 3 moneys,
50, 30 and 20 per cent, 25 nominations. 6 starters

(3 Setters, 3 Pointers). Winners—1 Stonewall Jack-
son, white Pointer dog (Hot Stuff-Dora), J. H Wal-
ters, owner an! handler; 2 Little John, liver and
white Pointer dog (Alford's John-Finance), E. L.

Marbury. owner, J. T. Jones, handler: 3 Cae~ar,
black white and tan English Setter dog (Lorillard's
Jack-Dolly Manners), H. B. McMasters. owner, W.
H. Beazell. handler

All-Age—January 11, for Pointers and Sitters',
owned by Georgians, non-winners of first in any
recognized trials. Purse, nomination and starting
fees, 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent; 27 nomina-
tions. 14 starters (S Pointers, 6 Setters). Winners—
1 Halcyon, liver and white Pointer dog (Joe Price-
Lacy), Major L. L. McCIesky. owner; W. D. Gil-
christ, handler. 2 Romeo, black white and tan Eng-
lish Setter dog (Lee-Mayne H.). J E. Gaston, owner
and handler; 3 East Lynn, black white and tan
English Setter dog (Prince- Lyndon-Sioux Danstone)
Jordan and Henderson, owners; Er Shelley, handler.
Texas Field Trial Club.—Third annual trials. Kan-

sas City, Tex., January 10. A. A Bogen, Taylor,
Tex., and W. T. Hall. Uhrichsville, O., judges T.
A. Ferlet, San Antonio, Tex., secretary.

Derby—Five starters (2 Setters. 3 Pointers) Win-
ners—1 Cornish Kite, lemon and white Pointer bitch
(Cornish Chief-Ightfield Kite), R. W. Shaw, owner
and handler. 2 Count Fly. black and white English
Setter dog (May Fly-Queen Lalla). G. O. Smith,
owner; T. J Mayfield, handler; 3 Jingo's Heiress,
lemon and white Pointer bitch (Jingo's Light-Pearl
Pointer), Dr. J. Sydney Smith, owner and handler: 4
Temple, black- and white Pointer bitch (Alberta
Joe II- ). F. C. Koehler. owner; T. J. May-

"
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Held, handler.

All-Age—January 11, for Pointers and Setters

non-winners of an All-Age stake prior to December

1. 1904. 9 starters (5 English Setters, 4 Pointers)

Winners— 1 Joe Gray, liver and white Pointer dog

(Woolton Druid-Rick Rack). Dr. J. R. Daniels,

owner; J. T Mayf.eld. handler; 2 Prince Danstone,

black, white and tan English Setter dog (Count

Danstone-Rosefield). Dr. Sydney J. Smith, owner

and hanJler; 3 Rip Field, black and white Pointer

dog (Woolton Druid-Keith's Flake). R. W. Shaw,

owner and handler; equal 4 Count Fly, black and

white English Setter dog (May Fly-Queen Lalla),

O. O. Smith, owner; J. T. Mayfleld, handler; equal

4 Texas Jingo, black and white Pointer dog (Teck-

Dell), Saunders and Bassett, owners; J T. Mayfleld,

handler.
Members' Stake—4 starters (3 English Setters, 1

Pointer). Winners—1 Joe Gray, liver and white

Pointer dog (Woolton Druil-Rick Rack), Dr. J. R.

Daniels, owner; J. T. Mayf.eld, handler; 2 Peg's

Sport, black white and tan Setter dog (Sport Web-
ster-Texas Nellie), H. G. Rhodes, owner; R M. Nail,

handler; 3 Lingfield Bragg, blue belton English

Setter dog (Mac of the West-Madryn Lalla). R. S.

Barrett, owner; J. T. Mayfleld, handler; 4 Lady Coun-

tess Gladstone, black white and tan English Setter

bitch (Ch. Lady's Count Gladstone-Fairland Doll), E.

E Taylor, owner and handler.

&he g}reec>ev cmt» gtporiamctft 4b
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FAIRLAND QUEEN ON PRAIRIE CHICKENS

United States Field Trial Club.—Sixteenth annual

trials, Grand Junction, Tenn., January IS. Dr. M F.

Rodgers, New Albany, Miss., and P. M. Essig. Atlanta.

Ga., judges; W. B Stafford, Trenton. Tenn., secretary.

Derby—Purse $600, 3 moneys, $300, $200 and $100;

entrance $10, second forfeit $5. $10 to start, 17 starters

(14 Setters, 3 Pointers). Winners—1 Green River

Kate, liver and white Pointer bitch (Lad of Rush-Gor-

ham's Dorothy), Garnett Zorn. owner; Ed. Garr, hand-

ler; 2 Lakefleld Countess, black, white and tan Eng-

lish Setter bitch (Lady's Count Gladstone-Ora), Lake-

field Kennels, owner; H. Brown, handler; equal 3 Agra,

lemon belton English Setter bitch (Mohawk-Belle of

Hardbargain), Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels,

owner: C. E. Buckle, handler; equal 3 Miss Jackson,

black white and tan English Setter bitch (Captain

Jack-Patsy Mack). H. R Edwards, owner; E. Shelley,

handler.
All-Age—Purse $500, 3 moneys, $250, $150, $100; en-

trance $10, $20 to start, 23 starters (3 Pointers, 20

English Setters). Winners—1 Alpine Lad, l'.yer and

white Pointer dog (Lad of Jingo-Fanny Flash), Chas.

Proctor, owner; E. D. Garr, handler; 2 Jesse Rod-

field's Count Gladstone, orange and white English Set-

ter dog (Lady's Count Gladstone-Jesse Rodfield), J.

Sherwood, owner; E. Shelley, handler; 3 Rip's Lass,

black and white Pointer bitch (Young Rip Rap-Jingo's

Lass), W F. Garth, owner; W. D. Gilchrist, handler.

National Championship Field Trial Association.—

Ninth annual trials, Grand Junction, Tenn.. January

23 to 27. Col. Arthur Merriman, Memphis, Tenn.;

Chas. W. Keyes, East Pepperell, Mass., and H. S

Bevan, Somerville, Tenn., judges; W. B. Stafford.

Trenton, Tenn., secretary.

Championship Stake—Open to all placed dogs at

any previous field trial. Purse $500 and Edw. Dexter

Memorial Cup to winner; cup to be won three times

by dogs from same kennel, for permanent ownership.

Entrance $25, $25 to start. 12 nominations, 9 starters

(all English Setters). Winners— 1 Alambaugh. black

white and tan English Setter dog (Dash Antonio-El-

drel Lark), Hobart Ames, Boston, Mass.. owner; C

E. Buckle, handler; runner up Jessie Rodfleld's Count

Gladstone, orange and while English Setter dog

(Lady's Count Gladstone-Jessie Rodfield), Jesse Sher-

wood Chicago, owner; E. Shelley, handler Previous

winners—Count Gladstone IV, 1896; 8 starters. Trials

declared off in 1897. Tony's Gale, 1898, S starters.

Joe Cummin;, 1899; 4 starters. Lady's Count Glad-

stone, 1900; 8 starters. Sioux, 1901; 10 starters.

Sioux, 1902; 2 starters; Geneva, 1903, 8 starters. Mo-

hawk, 1904; 10 starters.

Iowa Field Trial Club—Second annual trials. Grand

Forks, N. D.. August 16. W. W. Titus, judge; Geo.

Cooper, Des Moines, la., secretary.

Derby—Purse $300, 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent;

entrance $10 and $10 to start, 23 nominations. 15 start-

ers (6 Pointers, 9 English Setters) Winners— 1 Ria

Baby, white black and tan English Setter bitch (Col.

R.-Monterey). H. R. Edwards, owner; J. A. Gude,

handler: 2 King Woolton, liver and white Pointer dog

(King Cvrano-Druid's Zephyr), C. E. Pierson. owner;

E Shelley, handler; equal 3 Deep River Judy, liver

and white Pointer bitch (Deep River Jack-Faskally

Romp). E. W. Armstrong, owner; W. F. Gilchrist,

handler; equal 3 Jubilee Dan. liver and white Pointer

dog (Lad's Doc-Belle Jingo). Dr. J. S. Howe, owner;

W. H Beazell. handler; equal 3 Yashti, black white

and tan English Setter bitch (Jessie Rodfleld's Count
Gladstone-Josephine). F. M. de Graffenreid, owner;
J. Bishop, handler.

All-Age—Larrimore, N. D.. August 19. W W. Titus

and H Keefe. Chicago, judges; purse $300, 3 moneys,
50, 30 and 20 per cent; entrance $10, $10 to start, 38

nominations, 16 starters (9 English Setters, 7 Point-

ers). W.nners—1 Manitoba Mike, liver and white
Pointer dog (Neal Bennett-Cuba G.). Thos. Johnson,
Winnipeg, owner; E. Shelley, handler; 2 Mary Tudor,
lemon and white English Setter bitch (Marie's Sport-
Dolly Manners), Sidney Jones, owner; W. H Beazell.

handler; equal 3 Lady Lou. liver and white Pointer

bitch (Jingo's Light-Bang's Pearl), J. T. Fletcher,

owner; J. Bishop, handler; equal 3 Red Wing, liver and
wh.te Pointer dog (King Cyrano-Nellie Hal). H. H.
McCormick, owner; W. F. Gilchrist, handler

Subscription Stake—Larrimore, N. D„ August 21.

W. W. Titus and H Keefe. judges. Open to placed

dogs in open competition; purse $200. 3 moneys. 50,

30 and 20 per cent; entrance $10, $15 to start, 8 start-

ers (6 English Setters, 2 Pointers) Winners—

1

-Caesar, black white and tan English Setter dog (Ran-
cocas Jack-Dolly Manners), Dr. H. B. McMasters,
owner; W. H. Beazell, handler; 2 Pioneer, orange and
white English Setter dog (Count Whitestone-Bonnie
Doon). Geo. N. Clemsen. owner; E. Shelley, handler;

3 Manitoba Mike (first in the All-Age)
North Dakota Field Trial Club.—Inaugural trials.

Larrimore. N. D., August 23. Thos. Johnson, Winni-
peg, Man., judge.; A. E Palmer. Grand Forks, N. D,
secretary.

Derby—Purse $400. 3 moneys. 50, 30 and 20 per cent:

entrance $5, $10 to start, 24 entries, 12 starters (4

Pointers, 8 English Setters). Winners—1 Vashti.

black white and tan English Setter bitch (Jesse Rod-
field's Count Gladstone-Josephine). F. M. de Graffen-
reid, owner; J. Bishop, handler; 2 Prince T , lemon and
white English Setter dog (Fred T.-Maybelle), J. F.

Fletcher, owner; J. Bishop, handler; equal 3 Miss
Ransom, black white and tan English Setter bitch

(Maude B.-Sport's Belle). H. Edwards, owner; J. A
Glrde, handler; equal 3 King Woolton. liver and wr hite

Pointer dog (K-ng Cyrano-Zephyr), C. E. Pierson.

owner; E. Shelley, handler; equal 3 Ria Baby, black
white and tan English Setter bitch (Col. R.-Monterey),
H. R Edwards, owner; J. A. Gude, handler.

All-Age—August 24. Purse $400. 3 moneys. 50, 30

and 20 per cent, 38 nominations, 12 starters (S Eng-
lish Setters, 4 Pointers). Winners—1 LaJy Lou. white
ani liver Pointer bitch (Jingo's Light-Bangs Pearl),

J. F. Fletcher, owner; J. Bishop, handler; 2 Canada,
wh.te black and tan English Setter dog (Lady's Count
Gladstone-Cam), Jos. Lemon, owner; J. Bishop, hand-
ler; 3 Cy Belle, white and black Pointer dog (King
Cyrano-Beautiful Belle), E. M Upson, owner; F. T.

Jones, handler.
Subscription Stake was called off.

Nebraska Field Trial Club.—Fourth annual trials.

O'Neill, Neb., September 4. W. D. Harding, Council

Bluffs. Neb., and R. R. Dickson, O'Neill, Neb., Derby
judges; Mr. Harding and H. Keefe. All-Age judges;

M. H McCarthy, O'Neill, Neb., secretary.

Derby—Purse, fees. 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent;

entrance $10, $10 to start. 26 nominations, 21 starter.>

(14 English Setters. 7 Pointers). Winners—1 Spot's

Rip Rap, black and white Pointer dog (Four Spot-

Queen of Rip Rap), Dr. E. L. Denison, owner; Chas.

Askins, handler: 2 Fishel's Frank, liver and white

Pointer dog (Fishel's Rip Rap-Boy's Queen), U. R.

Fishel. owner; J A. Gude. handler; 3 Senator Don.
orange and white Pointer dog (Ch. Senator P.-Flynn's

Dolly Jingo), J. W. Flynn, owner; W. J. Wilson, hand-

Subscription Stake—Open to placed dogs. Purse.
3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent; entrance $10, $15
to start, 10 starters (6 English Setters. 4 Pointers).
Winners—1 Alpine Lad, liver and white Pointer dog
(Lad of Jingo-Fannie Flash), Chas. Proctor, owner;
E. Garr, handler; 2 Belton Wind'em, black white anu
tan English Setter dog (Sure Shot-Baffle Wind'em).
H. S. Bevan. owner; C. Askins. handler; equal 3

Count's Clip, black white and tan English Setter
bitch (Lady's Count Gladstone-Jessie Rodfield). H. A.
Kirby, owner; W. H. Hammond, handler; equal 3

Victor Okaw, white black and tan English Setter dog
(Lady's Count Gladstone-Vic's Vic), Dr. N B. Pautler,
owner; W. J. Wilson, handler.
Western Canada Kennel Club.—Annual trials. La

Salle, Man., September 4. Thos. Johnson, "Winnipeg,
Man., judge.
All-Age—Purse, division of entrance mnoey; prizes,

first, J. Lemon trophy (silver cup), and challenge
chain; second, gold medal; third, silver medal. 16
starters (S English Setters. 8 Pointers). Winners

—

1 Canada, black and white English Setter dog (Lady's
Count Gladstone-Cam), J. Lemon, owner and handler;
2 Minto, lemon and white Pointer dog (Bang Ill-Dot's
Hazel), A. Code, owner and handler; 3 Lanark Lad,
liver and white English Setter dog (Tony Boy-Pink
Tea), F. W. Scott, owner and handler.
Derby—September 4 and 5. Prizes, first, silver cup;

J. W. FLYNN'S CH. SENATOR P

ler; equal 4 Hustbourne Nellie, white black and tan

English Setter bitch (Tony Boy-Llewellyn Maid), N.

T. Harris, owner; E Garr. handler; equal 4, Dan's

Toy. white black and and tan Englls'h Setter dog

(Dan's Blade-Queen Marie), H. A. Mikeshell, owner;

W. E. Maxwell, handler.

All-Age— September 6. Purse, fees. 3 moneys. 50, 30

and 20 per cent; entrance $10, $10 to start. 24 nomi-

nations. 20 starters '(9 Pointers. 1 Gordon Setter. 10

English Setters) Winners— 1 Green River Kate, liver

and white Pointer bitch (Lad of Rush-Gorham's Dor-

othy). Gernett Zorn, owner; Ed Garr, handler; 2

Spot's Rip Rap, first in the Derby; 3 Brett's Sport,

white and black English Setter dog (Sport Count-Dan-

stone-Belle Cincinnatus). Wm. Brett, owner; C. As-

kins. handler; 4 Bondhu Wind'em. white black and tan

English Setter dog (Sure Shot-Baffle Wind'em), H. S.

Bevan, owner; C. Askins, handler; 5 Young Lad of

Rush, liver and white Pointer dog (Lad of Rush-Gor-

ham's Dorothy) Blankenbaker and Gorham, owners;

E. Garr, handler.

VAN ARSDALES DETROIT JOE

second, gold medal; third, silver medal; 17 nomina-
tions, 12 starters (5 English Setters. 7 Pointers). Win-
ner— 1 Chief, liver and white Pointer dog (

), E. Complin, owner; J C. Wall, handler; 2

Reuben, black white and tan English Setter dog (Lem-
on's Rodfield-Cam), C. Holden. owner and handler;
equal 3 Milton's Dot, black and white English Setter
bitch (Manitoba Nigger-Sue S.), W. R. Milton, owner
and ha-ndler; equal 3 Granite Dick, black and white
English Setter dog (Granite City-Lady Bell), E. Chev-
rier. owner and handler.
Manitoba Field Trials Club.—Nineteenth annual

trials. La Salle, Man., September 6 W. W. Titus and
John Wooton, judges; Eric Humber. Winnipeg, Man-
secretary.

All-Age—For Pointers and Setters, winners in the
Eastern, United States, Monongahela trials, or any
subscription stake barred. Purse, $300; $150 to first

$100 to second, $50 to third; 46 nominations, 14 start-

ers (11 English Setters, 3 Pointers). Winners—

1

Lemon's Rodfield. black and white English Setter dog
(Rodfield-Fleetwing). J. Lemon, owner; J. Bishop,
handler; 2 Hard Cash, black and white Pointer dog
(Young Jingo-Brown's Bella Pointer). A. M. Masters,
owner: E Shelley, handler; 3 Caesar, black white and
tan English Setter dog (Rancocas Jack-Dolly Man-
ners), Dr. H. B. McMasters, owner; W. H. Beazell,

handler.
Derby—September 7. Purse $300, $150 to first. $100

to second, $50 to third; entrance $5. $10 to start! 56

nominations, 10 starters (8 English Setters. 2 Point-
ers). Winners—1 Lad McKinley. black white and tan

English Setter dog (McKinley-Sue Gladstone III), E.

E. Lander, owner; D. E. Rose, handler; 2 Jubilee Dan.
black and white Pointer dog (Lad's Doc-Doll Jingo).

Dr H. B. McMasters. owner: W. H. Beazell. handler:
Tcnopaugh, blue belton English Setter dog (Tony
Boy-Sport's Estelle), W. T. Hunter, owner: J. B shop,

handler.
Champion Stake—Club's fifth anniual championship

trials for placed dogs. September 8. Previous win-
ners, Clyde, Senator P.. Mohawk, and Alford's John.
10 nominations, 8 starters (6 English Setters), 2 Point-

ers). Winners—1 Pioneer, orange and white English

Setter dog (Count Whitesto.ie-Bonnie Doon), Geo. N.
Clemson. owner; E Shelley, handler; runner up.

Caesar (third in the All-Age).
Northwestern Field Trial Club.—Inaugural trials.

O'Neill. Neb.. September 11. W. D. Harding and H.
Keefe. judges; C. W. Buttles. Kansas City. Mo., sec-

retary.

Derby—Purse, 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent:

entrance $5, $10 to start, 12 starters (8 English Set-

ters. 4 Pointers). Winners— 1 Spot's Rip Rap, white
and black Pointer dog (Four Spot-Queen of Rip Rap),
Chicago Kennels, owner: Chas. Askins. handler; 2

Ransom, black white and tan English Setter dog
(Colonel R. -Bob's Ruby). H. R. Edwards, owner; J.

A Gude, handler: 3 Ria Baby, black white and tan

English Setter bitch (Colonel R. -Monterey). H. R.

Edwards, owner; J. A. Gude. handler; 4 Senator's

Don, orange and white Pointer dog (Senator P.-

Flynn's Dolly Jingo), J. W. Flynn, owner; W. J Wil-

son, handler; 5 Mohawk Squaw, white and black Eng-
lish Setter bitch (Mohawk II- ). J. M. Avent,

owner; E. Garr, handler.

All-Age—September 12. Purse. 3 moneys, 50, 30 an,]

20 per cent; entrance $10, $10 to start. 13 starter,-
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English Sellers 5 Pointers). Winners— 1 Green River

liver and white Pointer bitch (Lad oi Rush-

,. G Zorn, owner; E. Garr. handler:

Bret in Derby); 3 Cornelia J., black

.r, English Setter bitch (Rodfield-Sport

s

Belle) J. W. Cowley, owner'; E. Garr. handler: 4 Tip

liver and white Pointer dog- .Jingo's Pearl-

Foster), D. F. Greer, owner: E. Garr. handler;

5 Bundhu -Wind'em. black white and tan English Set-

tle WiiuVem l. H. S. Sevan,

owner: C. Askins. handler.

British Columbia Field Trial Club.—Third annual

. p. C, September 21. J. M. Taylor.

jud-e H. S. Rolston, V ' B C. secretary.

Derbv—Purse SI so. 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent;

entrance and starting tees, 19 starters (15 English

- 4 Pointers). Winners— 1 J. W. C. Rodfleld.

black white and tan English Setter bitch (Counts

Blaekie-Lumlvs Belle). A. F. Weissman, Spokane.

owner: S. Hansen, handler: 2 Tony Spot, black white

and ticked English Setter (Sousa-Fleety Hill). G W.

Hutchil s
er. E. C. owner: C. H. Sweetzer,

handler: equal 3 Aunt Marie, liver and white English

Setter bitch (Uncle B.-Sporfs Belle). H. Hopkins.

Minturn, Cal.. owner; W. B. Coutts, Kenwood, Cal.,

BEVY POINT ON BOB WHITES
Pacific Northwest Trials

handler; equal 3 Uncle Dudley, black white and tan

English Setter dog (Count Wnitestone-Sport's May
Belle). J W. Considine. Seattle, owner; J. E. Lucas,

San Rafael. Cal.. handler.

All-Age—September 23. Purse $280, 3 moneys. 50.

30 and 20 per cent. 27 nominations, 22 starters (15

English Setters. 7 Pointers). Winners—1 Policy Girl,

white and tan English Setter b:tch (Dave Earl-Top's

Queen). J. W. Considine, owner; J. E. Lucas, handler;

2 Kilgarif. black white and tan English Setter dog

(Orion-Mary Lou), Jos. E. Terry, Sacramento, Cal,

owner; W. B. Coutts, handler; equal 3 Diamond Spot,

black and white Pointer dog (Kitsap Jingo-Lola), S.

Hansen. Seattle, owner and handler; equal 3 Abbott's

Jock, liver and white Pointer dog ( - Alberta

Queen). H. H. Abbot, Vancouver, B. C, owner; S.

Hansen, handler.

Members' Stake—For dogs owned and handled by
club members—1 Points, D. G. McDonnell. Vancouver,

B. C owner and handler; 2 Roy's Lady, Miss Wini-

fred Davies, Victoria, B. C. owner and handler; 3

Lady Roberts, J. L. G. Abbott, Vancouver, B. C , owner
and handler.

Championship Stake—September 25. Purse $50 and
Mayor of Vancouver's trophy! entrance $25, 2 starters,

both Pointers; Points and Abbott's Jock. Winner

—

Abbott's Jock, equal 3rd in the All-Age.
Pacific Northwest Field Trial Club.—Fifth annual

trials. La Connor Flats. Wash , October 12. J. M.-

Taylor, judge; Chas. Lundy. Seattle, secretary.

Derby—Purse, fees and $50 added. 2 moneys: 70 and
30 per cent to first and second dogs; entrance $5, $10

to start. 10 starters (8 English Setters. 2 Pointers).

Winners— 1 Uncle Dudley, black white and tan English
Setter (Count Whitestone-Sport's May Belle), J. E.

Lucas. San Rafael, Cal., owner and handler: 2 J. W.
C. Rodfield. black white and tan English Setter bitch
(Count's Blackie-Lundy's Belle). A. W. Weissman, Spo-
kane, owner: S. Hansen, Seattle, handler; equal 3

-May. orange and white English Setter bitch
(Roderick Ill-Lady Bird). A. E. Swift, Seattle, owner;
S. Hansen, handler: equal 3 Ptolemy, black and white
English Setter dog (Stylish Sergeant II-Premier Belle),
.1. \V. Riplinger, Seattle, owner; A. H. Bennett, handler.

All-Age—October 13 Purse, fees and $50 added, 2

moneys, 70 and 30 per cent, to first and second dogs:
is (5 English Setters, 3 Pointers). Winners

—

i cle Jimrhie, white and orange English Setter
Whitestone-Sport's May Belle), J. Peebles.
owner; J. E. Lucas, handler: 2 Policy Girl,

black white and tan English Setter bitch (Dave Earl-
'.'ueenl. J. W. Considine. Seattle, owner: J. E.
handler; equal ::. The Deacon, black white and

-an English Setter dog (Sousa-Poltcy Girl), Cook In-
s. Hansen, handler: equal 3

lack and while Pointer dog (Kitsap
i. la), S. Hansen, owner and hai

1 P -i : "t's cup, 6 starters
(4 English Setters. 2 Pointers). Winner—Ch. Pera,

English Setter bitch (Botero-Nellie Blade),
J. \Y. Riplinger, o i handler.
Ohio Field Trial Association.—Eighth annual trials,

Housi O. October 23. "W R. Cleve-
O. Derby judge: R. R. Dickey. Jr..

I A. B. Caldv ell, All-Age judges; C. T
i olumbus, ' '.. secretary.

Derbj Purse, $400; 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
i" start. 52 nominations and 16

Point.
1

I

' English Setter dog
Jr. 1

! owner; I). C. White.
handler: 2 Dream's Light, white and lemon Pointer

dog (Jingo-s Light-Sam's Dream), J. E. House, owner;

J. T. Jones, handler; equal 3 Nightingale, w-hite and

black ticked English Setter dog (Tony Mac-Bud), D.

R. Rose, owner; A. C. Peterson, handler: equal 3 Jubi-

lee Dan, liver and white Pointer dog (Lad's Doc-Belle

Jingo). Dr J. H. Howe; owner; W. H. Beazell, hand-

ler.

All -Age—October 20. Purse, $400; 3 moneys, 50, 30

and 20 per cent. Gold, silver and copper medals to

winners in order given. Entrance $10, $10 to start,

51 nominations, 24 starters (17 English Setters, 7

Pointers i. Winners—1 Courier Journal, orange and

white English Setter dog (May Fly-Baby Rodfield), G.

O. Smith, owner; A. C. Peterson, handler; 2 Lakefield

Belle, black white and tan English Setter bitch (Lady's

Count Gladstone-Ora), Lakefield Kennels, owner; H.

L Brown, handler; 3 Hal's Hope, black and white

English Setter dog (Harold Skimpole-Hunter's Nellie

Ely). C. G. Carter, owner: A. C. Peterson, handler.

Coshocton Field Trials.—Initial trials, Avon Kennels

preserve, near Coshocton. O., October 26 and 30. J. P.

Shepler, Wm. Valentine and Fred Munn, judges. Thirty

entries. 12 starters (10 English Setters, 1 Irish Setter,

1 Pointer): prize, gold medal, to be won three times

for permanent ownership. Winner—1 Jess, English

Setter, owned by W. M. Smith; runner up Fritz, Eng-
lish Setter, owned by P. M. Petit.

Connecticut Field Trial Club.—Seventh annual trials.

Hampton, Conn., October 23. N. Wallace, Farmington,

Conn., and D. A. Goodwin, Jr., Newburyport, Mass

,

judges; F. M. Chapin. Pine Meadows, Conn., secretary.

Derby—Purse, $100, 3 moneys; 50, 30 and 20 per cent.

Entrance $5, $5 to start, 17 nominations. 17 starters

(14 English Setters, 2 Pointers, 1 Irish Setter) Win-
ners—1 Grit, black white and tan English Setter dog

(Breeze II-Dora K.H). H. P. Emory, owner and hand-

ler; 2 Sir Royal Spot, black white and tan Po'nter dog

(Four Spot-Queen of Rip Rap), Chicago Kennels,

owner; J. D. Denison, handler; 3 Ring Gladstone, black

white and tan ticked dog (Ike Gladstone-Hope On-
ward). E. R. Sandford, owner and handler.

All-Age—November 1, 2. Purse $100; 50, 30 and 20

per cent Entrance $5, $5 to start, 13 nominations, 10

starters (8 English Setters, 2 Pointers). Winners—

1

May Fly. orange and white English Setter dog (May
Prince-Glory), G. O. Smith, owner; T. B. Perkins,

handler; 2 Rod's Victor, black white and tan English

Setter dog (Tuck's Rodfield-Victorine H.), L. W. Dart,

owner; T. P. Perkins, handler. Equal 3 Ruby Rod-
field III, black white and tan English Setter bitch

(Lady's Count Gladstone-Helen Rodfield), J. E. Bas-
sett, owner; O. D. Redfield, handler; equal 3 Hope On-
ward, white and lemon English- Setter bitch (Tony's

Hope-Peggy Onward), E. R. Sanford, owner, and
handler.

Members' Stake—November 2. Prizes, cup to first,

three wins to entitle permanent ownership, ribbons to

second and third. Entrance $3, 2 to start, S entries,

5 starters (4 English Setters, 1 Pointer). Winners

—

1 Hope Onward (equal 3 in All-Age) ; 2 Norwald
Primrose, liver and white Pointer bitch (Imperator-

Queen Strideaway), H. Waldron, owTner and handler;

3 Breeze H, black white and tan English Setter dog
(American Boy-Rodfield's Gypsy M.), M. H. Coffin,

owner and handler.
American Field Futurity.—Initial trials. Robinson,

111., November 1-3. For Setters and Pointers whelped
on or after October 30, 1905—qualified by rules and
conditions arranged by The American Field. Purse,

$1000-$300, breeders' prizes, 4 moneys, $150, $175, $45

and $30; $700 to winners, 4 moneys, $350, $175, $105,

$70 Hon. Zell Gaston, Birmingham, Ala., and Dr. E.

R. Hickerson, Moberly, Mo., judges. Fifty-eight nomi-

3 Rake Hill, w-hite black and tan English Setter dog
(Oakley Hill-Rosebud), Jos Becker, owner; E. Donald-

son, handler; 4 Trixie's Rap, black and white Pointer

dog (Rip Tick-Trixie), G. L. Nunn, owner and handler.

Derby—November 7. Purse $500, 4 moneys; 40, 30, 20

and 10 per cent. Entrance $10, $10 to start, 62 nomi-
nations, 2S starters (20 English Setters, 8 Pointers;.

Winners—1 Navajo, white black and tan English Set-

ter bitch (Uncle Sam-Pretti Sing), D. E. Rose, agent
and handler; 2 Miss Ransom, white black and tan
English Setter bitch (Uncle B.-Sporfs Belle), H. R
Edwards, owner; J. A. Gude, handler; 3 King Wool-
ton, white and liver Pointer dog (King Cyrano-Druid's
Zephyr), C. E. Pierson, owner; E. Shelley, handler;

4 Count Wnitestone's Pearl, wrhlte black and tan
English Setter dog (Count "Whitestone-Rhoda White-
stone), Miller and Kelley, owners; D. E. Rose, handler.

All-Age—November 9. Purse, $500, 4 moneys; 40,

30, 20 and 10 per cent. Entrance $10, $10 to start,

41 nominations, 20 starters (14 English Setters, 6

Pointers). Winners—1 Lanark Lad, white and or-

ange English Setter dog (Tony Boy-Vier's Pink Tea),
W. F. Scott, owner; J. Bishop, handler; 2 Manitoba
Mike, white and liver Pointer dog (Neal Bennett-
Cuba), Thos. Johnson, owner; E. Shelley, handler;

W. W. VAN ARSDALE'S CALIFORNIA BELL BOY

nations. 23 starters (IS English Setters, 5 Pointers).

Winners—1 Tonapaugh, white black and tan English
Setter dog (Tony Boy-Sport's Estelle),H. W. McGarry,
breeder: W. T. Hunter, owner; J. Bishop, handlerr 2

Ria Baby, white black and tan English Setter bitch

(Col. R.-Monterey), H. R. Edwards, breeder ana
owner: J. A. Gude. handler: 3 Alford's King, white
black and ticked Pointer dog (Alford's John-Belle of

Rip Rap). E. G. Leas, breeder; A. W Smith, owner:
E. S. Munger. handler; 4 Lad McKinley, white black
and tan English Setter dog (McKinley-Sue Gladstone
III). Perley and Tates, breeders; D. J. Landry, owner;
D. E. Rose, handler.

Independent Field Trial Club.—Seventh annual trials,

Hutsonville, 111 , November 6. Marsh Byers, Grand
Rapids, Mich., and G. T. Kerr, Indianapolis. Member-
ship and Derby judges: Mr. Byers and S. H. Socwell.
Indianapolis. All-Age judges: Mr. S. H. Socwell, sec-
retary.

Membership Stake—Prizes. 4 silver cups. Entrance
$3. $2 to start, IS nominations, S starters (7 English
Setters, 1 Pointer). Winners— 1 Princess May, white
black and tan English Setter bitch (Prince Danstone-
Tuck'ahoe Girl), Jos. Becker, owner; E. Donaldson,
handler; 2 Lady's Count Parker, white and orange
English Setter dog i Lady's Count Gladstone-Manuel's
Dot), S. H. Socwell. owner; E. Donaldson, handler,

LADIES' DAY
Pacific Coast Field Trials, 1904

3 Green River Kate, w-hite and liver Pointer bitch
(Lad of Rush-Gorham's Dorothy), L. W. Blanken-
baker, owner; E. Garr, handler; 4 Highland Lady,
black w-hite and tan English Setter bitch (Cowley's
Rodfield's Pride-Louise Danstone), Kerr Bros, own-
ers; W. H. Kerr, handler.
Dayton Pointer Club.—Second annnual trials, Beav-

ertown, O., November S, 9. C. T. Phillips, Columbus,
O., and Chas. Proctor, Union City, O., judges.
Derby—Four prizes Entrance $1, $1 to start, 7

starters. Winners—1 Fan Tan's Rex, white and black
dog (Theodore H.-Fan Tan), E. C. Sill, owner and
handler; 2 Young Alford's John, white and liver dog
(Alford's John-Dot's Pearl), R. R. Dickey Jr., ow-ner^
and handler; 3 Sheywood, white' and black dog (Lorcr
Grousemoor-Sheyenne). J. L. Wood, ow-ner and hand-
ler; 4 Hector H, liver dog (Hector-Diana), A Baecherl,
owner and handler.
All-Age—Four prizes. Entrance $1, $1 to start, 10

starters. "Winners—1 Princess Mab, w-hite and liver

bitch (King Cyrano-Queen Mab), E. C. Harris, owner
and handler: 2 Alford's Ned, white and lemon dog
(Alford's John-Glory Pointer), R. R. Dickey. Jr..

owner and handler; 3 Rox Hamilton, liver and white
bitch (Timorah-Lady Hamilton), J. Roehm, owner and
handler; 4 Jingo's Pointer, w-hite and orange dog
(Jingo's Pride-Chickaway), H- L. Ritter, owner and
handler.
Nursery Stake—C. T. Phillips, judge. Four ribbon

prizes. Entrance $1, $1 to start, 8 starters. Winners

—

1 Percival Jingo's Mab, white and liver bitch (Per-
cival Jingo-Princess Mab), E. C. Harris, owner and
handler; 2 Waneta Bang, white and liver dog (Jingo's

Pointer-Hallie Pearl), H. L Ritter, ow-ner and hand-
ler; 3 Mab's Dot, lemon and white bitch (Percival
Jingo-Princess Mab), M. Hanrahan. owner; E. C.

Harris, handler; 4 Navahoe Chief, white and liver

dog (Cornish Chief-Flashlight Queen), C. H. Cord,
owner and handler.

Illinois Field Trial Association.—Seventh annual
trials. Robinson. Ill . November 13. S. C. Bradley,
Greenfield Hill, Conn.; C. C. Cook, Marshall, Ill-

judges. W. R. Green, Marshall, 111., secretary.
Members' Derby—Purse prizes, also Jas. Pease cup

to first—to be won three times by the same owner's
dogs for permanent holding Entrance $2.50, $2.50 to

start, 8 starters (5 English Setters. 3 Pointers). Win-
ners—1 Boy Kent, white and black Pointer dog
(Young Tribulation-Roxey Kent), B. G. Obrist, owner
and handler; 2 Ned Buntline, white, black and tan
English Setter dog (Robert Count Gladstone-Marie's
Sport Maisie), Jas. Pease, owner and handler; 3

Anona. w-hite and liver Pointer bitch (Lad's Doc-Cie-
mentine), W. R. Leach, owner and handler; 4 May,
white, black and tan English Setter bitch (Robert
Count Gladstone-Hurstbourne Thistle), Jas. Pease,
owner and handler.

Members' All-Age—Purse prizes, also E. S. Rice
cup to first—to be won three times by same owner's
dogs for permanent holding Entrance $2.50, $2.50 to

start, S starters (1 Setter, 7 Pointers). Winners—

1

Drill's Scout, white and lemon Pointer dog (Drill-

master-Wanda), J. Pease, owner and handler: 2

Obrist's Kent, white, liver and ticked Pointer do
(Young Tribulation-Daisy Cyrano), B. G. Obrisl

owner and handler; 3 Sho'tell, white and liver Points
dog (Ben R.-Flee Go), J. Pease, owner and handler
4 Devonshire Daisy, w-hite and black Pointer bitch

(King Bee-Devonshire Jennie's Girl). L. S. WeiLT

owner: P. G. Brill, handler.

Open Derby—November 14. Purse $500, 4 moneys,



December 23 lyo5l ©he gveebev emir ^povtsmaxt
40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Entrance $10, $10 to start,

47 nominations, 22 starters (17 English Setters, 5

Pointers). Winners—1 Vashti, white, black and tan
English Setter bitch (Jessie Rodfield's Count Glad-
stone-Lady Josephine), F. M. de Graffenreid, owner;
J. Bishop, handler; 2 Alford's King, white and black
Pointer'dog (Alford's John-Belle of Rip Rap), W. B.
Lyon, owner; E S. Munger, handler; 3 Miss Ran-
som, white, black and tan English Setter bitch (Uncle
B.-Sport's Belle). W. C. Hunter, owner; J. Bishop,
handler; 4 Sport's Rip Rap, white and black Pointer
dog (Four Spot-Queen of Rip Rap), Dr. E. L. Denison,
owner; C. Askins, handler.

Open All-Age—November 16. Purse $500, 4 moneys,
40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent Entrance $10, $10 to start,

41 nominations, 19 starters (13 English Setters, 6

Pointers). Winners—1 Lanark's Lad, white and
orange English Setter dog (Tony Boy-Pink Tea), W.
F. Scott, owner; J. Bishop, handler; 2 Flintstone.
white, black and tan English Setter dog (Robert
Count Blackstone-Topsy K.), American-Llewellyn
Kennels, owners; W. W. Updike, handler; 3 Hard
Cash, white and liver Pointer dog (Young Jingo-
Brown's Bella Pointer), A. M. Masters, owner; E.
Shelley, handler; 4 Tip Fauster, white and liver Point-
er bitch (Jingo's Pearl-Nellie Fauster), D F. Greer,
owner; E. Garr, handler.
Champion Stake—November 17. Purse, $205 to

winner. Entrance $10, $15 to start, 10 nominations,
7 starters (6 English Setters, 1 Pointer). Winner

—

Jessie Rodfield's Count Gladstone, white and orange
English Setter dog (Lady's Count Gladstone-Jessie
Rodfield), J. Sherwood, owner; E. Shelley, handler.
Maryland and District of Columbia Field Trial Club.

—Easton, Md., November 16 H. Lee Clarke, Balti-

more, and Chas. B. Cooke, Richmond, judges; W. R.
Armstrong, secretary.

Members' Derby—Entrance $2, $3 to start, 6 starters

(4 Setters, 2 Pointers). Winners—1 Kinley Mack,
liver and white pointer dog (Jing of Rush-Bess of

Kent), J. Dunn, owner and handler; 2 "Wilful West,
black, white and tan Setter bitch (Nicholson's Mack-
Bird West) , J. L. McCormick, owner and handler

,

3 Bessie R , liver and white Setter bitch (Max
Walker-Nellie Bly), W. D. Randall, Jr., owner and
handler; 4 George Wilson, black and white Setter
dog (Ben - ), J. Brown, owner; Dr. Travers,
handler.

Members' All-Age—Entrance $2, $3 to start, 13

starters (4 Setters, 1 Irish Setter, 8 Pointers). Win-
ners—1 Kinley Mack, first in the Derby; 2 Brace G.,

liver and white Pointer dog (Tramp of Muirkirk-Lady
Regina), G. H. Gent, owner and handler; 3 Sue Glad-
stone, black, white ' and tan Setter bitch (Mack V -

Flora Temple), J. Dunn, owner and handler; 4 Wier's
Jingo, liver and white Pointer dog (Pat's Jingo

-

Queen), G. P. Wier, owner and handler.

Indiana Fuld Trial Club.—Fourth annual trials,

Clay City, Ind.. November 23. A. Rufle and E. D.

Garr, Members' Stake judges; A Rufle and C. F.

Young, Derby and All-Age judges; C. F. Young, Clay
City, secretary.

Members' Stake—For unplaced dogs, purse, 4

moneys, 40, 30,~20 and 10 per cent. Entrance ?2j' $3

to start. 9 nominations, 6 starters (5 English Setters,

1 Pointer); handling not confined to owners. Win-
ners—1 Drill's Dot, white and black Pointer bitch

(Drilhnaster-Queen), C. F. Young, owner and
handler; 2 Rodgay, white, black and tan English Set-

ter dog (Rodfield-Miss Gay), G. Kraemer, owner and
handler; 3 Princess May, white, black and tan Eng-
lish Setter bitch (Prince Danstone-Tuckahoe Girl),

J. Becker, owner; E. Donaldson, handler; 4 Edgehill
Lit, black, white and tan English Setter bitch (

Edgehill Countess), R S. Barrett, owner; F. C. Lock-
hart, handler.

Derby—Purse, 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.

Entrance $5, $10 to start, 10" per cent of fees deducted
for running expenses. Nineteen nominations, 7 start-

lers (5 English Setters, 2 Pointers). Winners—1 Jes-
sie's Melrose, orange and white English Setter dog
(Lady's Count Gladstone- Jessie Rodfield), H A.

Kirby, owner; Chas. Askins, handler; 2 Princess May
(third in Members' Stake); 3 High Card, black, white
and tan English Setter dog (Phoebe's Rod-Little Ca-
sino), L. Hilsendegen, owner; E. D. Garr, handler.

All-Age—Purse, fees less 10 per cent, 3 moneys, 50,

30 and 20 per cent. Entrance $5, $10 to start, 17 nomi-
nations, 7 starters (4 English Setters, 3 Pointers)

.

Winners—1 Daniel Webster, black, white and tan

English Setter dog (Sport Webster-Blue Belle), J. C.

Graham, owner and handler; 2 Tip Fauster, liver and
white Pointer bitch (Jingo's Pearl-Nellie Fauster), C.

F Greer, owner; E. D. Garr, handler; 3 Lady Blue-

stone, black, white and tan English Setter bitch

(Count Rodstone-Daisy Gladstone), J. L. Donaldson,
agent and handler.

International Field Trial Club.—Seventeenth annual
trials, Ruthven, Ont., November 20. Marsh Byers and
Geo. Merritt, Chatham, Ont., judges; J. G. Armstrong.
Detroit, honorary secretary-treasurer.
Members' Stake— 6 starters (3 English Setters, 1

Irish Setter). Winners—Not declared. The judges.

Geo. Merritt and Antoine Pellon. each favored a dog
for first place and were unable to agree on the

award.
Derby—10 starters (S English Setters. 2 Pointers).

Winners—1 Harper, black, white and tan English Set-

ter dog (Prince Rodney-Countess Beatrice), J. Ruddi-
combe, owner; C. Allen, handler; 2 Atalanta, white,

black and tan English Setter bitch (Prime Minister-

Louise Danstone), Dr. W. J. Campeau, owner; A Pil-

lon, handler; 3 Lady Gay Rodfield, black, white and
an English Setter bitch (Fairland Ben-Baby Earl).

3. Dale, owner and handler; 4 Landseer, black, white
I and tan English Setter dog (Count Danstone-Tony's
Lady), Dr. Campeau, owner; A. Pillon, handler.

All-Age—8 starters (5 English Setters, 3 Pointers).

Winners—1 Selkirk Solus, white, black and tan Eng-
lish Setter dog (Selkirk Whyte-Selkirk Tana), W. B.

White, owner; J Huddleston, handler; 2 Peque, black

and white English Setter dog (Snowball-Belle) T A
Duff, owner; J. Huddleston, handler; Equal'3 JoeHawk, black and white Pointer dog (Prince-Fly Ann)
A. J. Pickering, owner and handler; Equal 3 Phyllis
black, white and tan English Setter bitch (Sam TII-Maud S.)

f J. Douglas, owner; A.
handler.
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Virgima Field Trial Association.—Fourth annual
trials. Martinsville, Nov. 2S. A. C. Peterson. Home-
stead, Pa., judged each stake. E. P. Wilkins, Riverton.
Va., assisted in the All-Age and Free-for-AU W B
Meares, Linwood, N. C, assisted in the Derbv and
Free-for-All. and Geo. C. Herring in the Derby, 'chas.
B. Cooke, Richmond, secretary.
Members' All-Age—Purse, entrance fees, 4 moneys,

40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent. Entrance $2, $3 to start
IS starters (14 English Setters, 4 Pointers) Win-
ners— 1 Young Jingo's Sport, liver and white Pointer
dog (Young Jingo-Glory Quayle), Lou B. Yin" (Chi-

Eastern Field Trial Club.-Waynesboro. Ga., Decern-

Club.—Huntsville, Ala, De-

ber

Alabama Field Tria
cember IS.

The names of the winners in the foregoing two fieldtna,s

s

were not received in time for publication in

The Dog Poisoner Is Here.
We often note in some of our interior exchanges

iX'lZfl^lZinTotZo '" f"* '"* a™ar

nese), owner and handler; i General KellarT lemon ana tne unknown perpetrators ^he^utra^come ISand white English Setter dog (Sport's Boy-Glad- £or a coring. Se COme in

stone's Girl), C. B. Cooke, owner and handler; 3 Polly .

Information recently received from a stock miserBuckelew, orange and white English Setter bitch
'n Colusa county may shed some light on what ha,(Rubys Don-Sally Buckelew), Dr. L. Buckner, owner; been regarded, in probably many of these cases tiE. B. Cooke, handler; 4 Lady Tip Top, black and white the work °f "unknown miscreants "

Pointer bitch (Woolton Sam-Sam's Venus), W.
Lipscomb, owner and handler.
Derby—Purse, entrance fees, 4 moneys, 40, 30, 20 and

10 per cent. Entrance $2, $3 to start, 15 starters (11
-English Setters, 4 Pointers). Winners—1 Lady Tip

The poison layers were. under the circumstances,unknown but the motives for putting out poison wer,somewhat different than surmised-although resultswere exasperating to many dog owners
Ranchers, in this state, are much subject to theTop (fourth in Members' All-Age); 2 Young Bob's depredations of coyotes, wild cats, raccoons and otherTony, black, white and tan English Setter dog (Bob's animals. Poison is used to kill off these maraudersTony-Browney), E. P. Wilkins, owner and handler; Particularly so for stoppage of the coyotes' raids on

3 Count's Scout, orange and white English Setter dog sheep and young live stock. The coyote is about(Lady's Count Gladstone-Peg Marie), Dr. L. Buckner, cunning a pest as one can well imagine and is anowner; J. S. Persinger, handler; 4 Spot's Jingo, adept in dodging all sorts of schemes concocted for hisorange and white Pointer dog (Four Spot-Maud undoing.
Light), H. H. McCormick, owner. Many ranchers in putting out poison for the hatedFree-for-All—Purse $300, 4 moneys, $150, $75, $50 coyotes do so after this plan: About a selected placeand $25 Entrance $5. $10 to start. 23 nominations, 20 ln a pasture, or near the hog pen or shee D corral
starters (13 English Setters, 7 Pointers). Winners- sa™ry Pork "cracklings" are scattered over the
1 Chesterfield Sue, black, white and tan English Set- ground. This is a tempting morsel for a coyote or
ter bitch (Rancocas Jack-Tignor's Vic), J. C. Tignor, a°S- A few pieces of cracklings, the size of a hazelowner; W. D. Gilchrist, handler; 2 Courier Journal, nut contain strychnine. A small slit is cut into theorange and white English Setter dog (May Fly-Baby hard fat

' the poison inserted and the fat pressed over
Rodfield). M. O. Smith, owner; D. C. White, handler: the poison, making in fact a most deadly capsule The
3 Rip's Lass, black and white ticked Pointer bitch coyotes fall to this little game effectively

The dogs come in for trouble in due course, for dogs
in country towns have a habit of roaming off for miles
into the country. Many of these dogs have a bad
nabit of killing sheep also. Incidentally the rancher
is somewhat indifferent to the fate of strange dogs
around his place, for generally their presence bodes
nothing but mischief. Furthermore, the report of
shotgun or ride and the finding of a dead dog is some-
times productive of more or less ill feeling and con-
troversy between neighbors or others concerned. One
dog will bring more dogs with him. Instances are
known where one or two dogs have killed sheep and
have returned to the scene on the following day or
night with a number of other dogs, the whole pack
intent on further depredation.

In prowling about the ranches the dogs pick up
the cracklings, the poison pieces are bolted and the
small, hard ball of deadly fat lays in the dog's stom-
ach until dissolved in process of digestion. Before
digestion takes place there is ample time for the
luckless dogs to journey miles back to town and to
their hemes. When the poison acts and the dog or
dogs die at home, the presumption is that the "dog
poisoner" is at his nefarious work and great is the
row kicked up.

In view of this custom of putting out poison on
ranches it would be advisable for careless owners to
keep their dogs from roaming in the country dis-
tricts. Most ranchers post poison notices when they
lay out coyote dope This precaution is all right
when one's dog is out with him, but when the dogs

CLINTON E. WORDEN'S PEARL'S JINGLE

(Young Rip Rap-Jingo's Lass), W. F. Garth, owner;
4 Don F., black, white and tan English Setter dog
(His Highness ). J. G. Chandler, agent and
handler.

Continental Field Trial Club.—Waynesboro, Ga.,
December 4. Robt. Huntington, Long Island. N. Y.,
and Dr. M. F. Rogers, New Albany, Miss., judges.
John White, Hempstead. L. I., secretary.
Derby—Purse $500, 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent, are reaming about unchecked in the country they are

20 starters (15 English Setters. 5 Pointers) Winners—1 Navajo, black, white and tan English Setter bitch
(Uncle Sam-Pretti Sing), D. E. Rose, agent and
handler; 2 Vashti, white, black and tan English Setter
bitch (Jessie Rodfield's Count Gladstone-Lady Jo-
sephine), F. M. de Graffenried, owner; J. Bishop,
handler: 3 Tonopaugh. white, black and tan English
Setter dog (Tony Boy-Sport's Estelle), W. C. Hunter,
owner; J. Bishop, handler.
All-Age—Purse $500, 3 moneys. 50, 30 and 20 per

cent, 16 starters (11 English Setters, 5 Pointers).
Winners—1 Lemon's Rodfield, black, white and tan
English Setter dog (Rodfield-Fleetaway), J Lemon,
owner; J. Bishop, handler; 2 Hard Cash, liver and
white Pointer dog (Young Jingo-Brown's Bella
Pointer), A. M. Masters, owner; E. Shelley, handler;
S Jessie Rodfield's Count Gladstone, black, white and
tan English Setter bitch (Lady's Count Gladstone-
Jessie Rodfield). John W. Considine (Seattle), owner;
Elliott, handler.

Pointer Club of America.—Barber. N. C, December
7. G Muss-Arnolt and Major J. M. Taylor, judges: C.

F. Lewis, secretary.

Members' Stake—Purse, entrance fees. 3 moneys,
50, 30 and 20 per cent, 7 starters. Winners— 1 Top
Notch Launcelot. liver and white dog (Royal Kent
Hessen-Fandan'go), W. J. Gordon, owner and handler:
2 Armstrong's Don, liver and white dog (Devonshire
Don-Telegram), R. K. Armstrong, owner and handler;
3 Jubilee Blithe, liver and white bitch (Rector-Dinah).
Dr. J. S Howe, owner; W. Steele, handler.
Derby—Purse, entrance fees. 3 moneys. 50, 30 and 20

per cent, 8 starters. Winners—1 Alford's King, black
and white dog (Alford's John-Belle Rip Rap). W. E.
Lyon, owner; W. S. Munger, handler; 2 Furlough
Duffer, liver and white dog (Furlough TIp-Barbee's
Bess). Furlough Kennels, owner: F. L. Bevan, hand-
ler; Equal 3 Furlough Duster—same breeding and
owner as F Duffer: J. Armstrong, handler; Equal 3

Melksham Boy. liver and white dog (Melksham Bragg-
Dayton Lady). Furlough Kennels, owner; J. Arm-
strong, handler.

All-Age—Purse, entrance fees, 3 moneys 50, 30 and

up against an unhealthy proposition.

Sad and Pathetic.

It must be anything but pleasant reading to owners
of kennels of the breed in England to find that, so near
as Paris,

' poodles, served up in various ways, have
been made to take the place of mutton at some cheap
restaurants. A gang of dog-stealers has evidently
been busy in the capital of France purloining poodles
for the purpose of slaughtering and dressing their
flesh for food. These people, from information re-
ceived by the police, apear to have made a profitable
business out of the game. Ladies have been the chief
sufferers, the authorities having received a large num-
ber of complaints on account of their dogs having
been stolen, with the result that the gang has been
captured, and some of the dog-stealers are being
prosecuied. No reason appears to have been given
why poodles should be more tasty than any other
ladies' pet dog.—Exchange.
What would be the effect, for instance, should one

who had dined on poodle call on the owner of the
lost dog? Would "his master's voice" he potent enough
for the dog's vocal response or its appearance?

Dogs in Quail Hunting.

The dog is the best, the real quail hunter. Without
him one may tramp far and score little. It is a beau-
liful spectacle t'> watch when perfectly trained dogs
are "working" in field or jungle. It almost reconciles
the tender hearted to killing birds. The dogs look
so reproachful if one fails to take instant advantage
of their set or point. "What are you. here for?" the
eyes say as plainly as possible. No shooting and bad
marksmanship alike demoralize a trained dog, who
makes his scorn reach your Inmost soul. .\i the same
time it must he said that an untrained dog is more to
be despised than a bad marksman The lattei
improve, but the former never.

On a hot day drink Jackson's Napa So'ia lemonade
and be refreshed.
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DUCK HUNTING CLUBS.

The numerous gun clubs whose shooting preserves

are looted on th< - marsh stretches of the

unties districts are more or less familiar to our

notices for many sea-

ging in the sport are by

I to this vicinity, and in every dis-

the state, where there is a possibility for either

quail or duck shooting, gun clubs have been organized

s
. The present situation is the

that will eventually make it

ingly difficult for the independent shooter to

follow the bent of his inclination for field or marsh

shooting a.1 shooters, there will always be the

waters of the bay at their disposal, luckily.

The Sacramento and Yolo basin tule districts are

ting territory: much of the avail-

able ground has already been secured. What the con-

- are up the river is here shown in a description

of two gun clubs' holdings:

Of the various organizations formed for pursuit of

ducks, though not exclusively devoted to that object,

perhaps the most prominent in the vicinity of Sacra-

mento is the Glide Gun Club, organized in August.

1903. by twelve residents of Sacramento, merchants

and professional men. For two seasons the fortunate

hunters enrolled in its ranks have returned laden with

an abundance of game and a fund of hunting stories

amply sufficient to last until the next annual migra-

tion of the birds from the north.

The Glide Club has leased about 11.000 acres of land

in the Yolo basin, known as the sink of Putah creek,

its eastern boundary being about four miles from the

Sacramento river and the preserve stretching to-

ward the foothills on the west. The main club house

is located about eight miles from Sacramento, and is

reached in a drive of forty minutes. The other is

about three miles distant, and is located on the oppo-

site side of a great tule marsh that affords the best

sport. Recently limit bags were made on this section

in 55 minutes' shooting. Each structure has a bunk-

house, dining room and kitchen, and is capable of fur-

nishing acoemmodation for about thirty hunters

They are cosy cottages, and there is a barn adjacent

to each, where teams may be stabled

Members visit the place in summer as well as win-

ter, for the reason that splendid black bass fishing is

to be had in the lakes and ponds, and the clubmen
organize blue rock picnics when the fishing ends.

There has been upward of $3000 spent in visible im-

provements during the past two years, and this ex-

pense has been "borne by the members, in addition to

the cost of maintenance and the rent for the grounds.

The club is supported by annual assessments, and the

books will show that the hunters pay a stiff price for

their winter recreation. It is said that some of them
could pay $5 in the market for every duck they se-

cure through their membership and still make money,
but this is true only of those who have time or inclina-

tion to go duck shooting. It is safe to say that each
member of the Glide Club spends upward of $150 per

year for his sport, and that none of them consider it

an excessive charge.
The limit of membership in this club is now forty-

five, and there are four vacancies, which, will be
filled this winter. Edward P. Hilborn is the president

and Frank Hickman the secretary and treasurer. The
executive committee cons'sts of these two and E. D
Adams. J. P. Snook and H. E. Yardley.
The present membership includes Fred Adams. J. F.

Armstrong. J. M Blair, C. E. Carson, C. C. Cotter, E.

C. Deuel. W. F. Geary, E. E. Griffin. S. S. Hall. J. TV
Hughes. J. R Hughes, A. M. Just. C. J. Matthews, H.
Mi-Williams. George Macken. Frank Xewbert. W. E.
Xewbert. \Y. B. Peterson. W. A. Robertson. Frank
Ruhstaller. A. L. Shinn, E. J. Weldon. TV. H. Wil-
liamson. E. A. Nicholas, E D. Adams, J. P. Snook,
Frank Hickman. E. P. Hilborn. H. E. Yardley, C. C.
Perkins. I. H. McMullen, R. R. Flint. Alden Anderson.
A. W. Towle. I.. G Siller. Will Wright. George W.
Peltier, A. T. Foster. W. E. Lovdal and H. L. Pierson.
Hack of Clarksburg, down the river from Sacra

-

is the Big Lake country, consisting of aboui
6000 acres and extending south. The tule potato, the
favorite food of the mallards, abounds throughout this

and the mallards settle there by the thou-
sands. It is hunted by land owners and farmers of the
vicinity, many of whom ship to the markets.

ing this i rritory, east and west of Duck
la the preservi of the Mallard Club, consisting

ng almost to Rio Vista. Mal-
lard ducks are found in greatest quantities below
Clarksburg, owing to the quantity of food most ac-
ceptable to this variety.

In some respects 1 Mallard Club is one of the
i lei organizations of America. A. W Stewart, a
wealthy rancher of Grand Island, is president and

' II as thi ol the grounds. The
a few business and pro-

RIo Vista and Courtland, and all are
ord with the rules of the club, which are

as stun:. i ,n e hunters of any
club In the country.
Members are allowed to use fifty shells a day and

no more. There Is no shooting permitted before sun-
rise or after sunset, in s half-hour clause in

te law. No ducks are S"H under any circum

3 ' 'lui. is the char-
acter oi oys. Mr. Stewart has a flock of sixty-
trained geese, comprising seven varieties, to act in this

i them have worked on the ponds
b for ten years, and al

of the owner's voice will remain within a corral of
strlnc abou Ceet i mare
A man unfamiliar with the duck-club progress in

the South will be to learn that where three
ing land below Westminster, there

is now not less than nine different preserves, running

all the way up to 420 acres each, containing as many

as twenty-five members apiece, either established or

in process of establishment, representing an average

value in excess of $100 an acre. These preserves have

all been made within the last three sasons, and,

strange to say. each and every one of them has had

first class sport from the beginning.

The number of new clubs that are in the field this

season is surprising, and nearly all seem to be enjoy-

ing good sport.

In some favored sections, clubs have been started al

a week's notice, land bought, and limit bags made
within a month after the papers passed. California

may be slow in some things, but certainly not in de-

veloping her sporting resources.

Five years ago there were two clubs operating south

of the Alamitos—that is to say, clubs of any conse-

quence. They were the Bolsa Chiea and the New-
port.

The Lomita Land and Water Company. Westminis-

ter Land and Water Company, Golden West Gun
Club, Christopher Land and Water Company, Blue

Wing Gun Club, Chico Land and Water Company,
were killing limits several weeks ago, and in thirty

days there will in all probability be thrown open to the

investing public other propositions of the same sort.

These clubs own their land, and incorporated as

land and water companies to develop water and be

protected therein. Flowing artesian wells flood the

ponds in a few weeks and keep the water sweet, this

being the secret undoubtedly of the great success thus

far enjoyed by the Chico clubs. The freshest ponds
alway attract the ducks.

The last piece of duck marsh in Chico was pur-
chased last week for gun club purposes, and within

the next two years it is predicted that there will be
a continuous chain of ponds from the Bolsa Chica
to Almitos Bay, forming a great antural feeding

ground and thoroughfare for the waterfowl in which
they can rest securely five days out of the seven.

A careful compilation of all the Southern Califor-

ill Mi

PACIFIC COAST AGENCY, SAX FRANCISCO

nia duck clubs puts the number at fifty, which easily
places this part of the country far ahead of the East
in preserves.

A list of the principal gun clubs of Southern Cali-
fornia is the following:
Ballona district—Recreation, Del Rev. Centinela El

Patroon, Santa Monica.
Cerritos district—Cenilcs. Gresn Wing. Greet/

Head, Pasadena and two small c'.ubs composed m~s:ly
of Compton shooters.
Alamitos district—Alamitcs Sheriffs. Gadwal, Los

Angeles, and small clubs which shcot en the tide lands
of Alamitos Bay and kill a few ducks.
Bolsa district—Bolsa Chica, Lcmita, Golden West,

Westminster. Blue Wing, Canvasback Christopher,
Green Wing Land and Water Ccmrany, Chico,
and several unnamed propositions.
Newport and Fairview districts—Ne'wport Pacific.

Green Head. San Joaquin and two new clubs whose
names have not been announced as yet.

M.Miv of these clubs own their own land and are
able to make such improvements as they desire with-
out worrying over being turned off at the expiration
of their leases.

The Del Rey and Recreation clubs in the Ballona
district, each expended about $10,000 on their houses
alone. The Bolsa Chica is the most luxuriously ap-
pointed of any; the wealthy members have reduced
their muscular exertion to a minimum, and each has
a Jap to set out his decoys, carry his shells and pick
up his dead birds, the house appointments being equal
to those of a first-class hotel.

Of clubs that own their own land and do not go in

for more than the necessary comforts of the game,
the average expense is about $1500, and there are
usually about fifteen shooters, though some have as
high as forty members, and a few as low as four.

It is estimated by persons fairly well qualified to

pass judgment, that in Southern California's fifty

odd duck clubs is tied up a sum of money considerably
in excess of a million dollars, and steadily increasing
in value. It is a notable fact that although many of
the clubs have paid what seemed a big price for their
properties, not a single instance has been reported
where they could not sell out now at a profit.

The interest in duck shooting has grown to such an
extent that many wealthy Easterners who spend the
winters here have taken memberships in local duck
clubs, getting in three or four months of the sport
each winter and enjoying the same advantages as
their brother gunners who live on the scene the year
round.

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.

Of the many industries and manufacturing estab-
lishments in New Haven there is none which em-
ploys so large a quota of the population as the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Company. Carrying on a
business and a manufacture, international in its ex-
tent, and which has made the name of New Haven
known all over the world, in a quiet, yet consistent
manner, it has gone on year after year, increasing
in capacity, output and fame.
This great plant, covering as it does, in all, some

two hundred and thirty-five acres of land, is un-
questionably the largest manufacturing establishment
of small arms and ammunition in the world. The
main plant takes up about thirty acres, with at pres-
ent over twenty acres of floor space. The necessity
for continued additions makes probable a revision of
these figures in the near future. Besides this area
mentioned, the water shops on Whitney avenue (the
site of the old Whitney Arms Works), together with
the proving and storage grounds, go to make up the
acreage first given.
The present company was organized in 1S66. The

personnel was made up of Hon. O. F. Winchester, E.
A. Mitchell, John English, J. A. Bishop and Morris
Tyler. After the close of the Civil War, in 1S66,
Hon. O. F Winchester, then Lieutenant Governor of
Connecticut, bought up the Henry rifle patents, im-
proved them in many ways, and organized the com-
pany for the manufacture of this arm. The new
rifle was named the "Winchester," out of compli-
ment to the distinguished founder of the company.
"Winchester" has since become a household word
the world over. Almost immediately the new company
was overwhelmed with orders for their famous rifle.

Many of these orders came from pioneers in the far
West who were then seeking new homes and de-
sired such a rifle for protection from foes and to kill
game for their subsistence—a dual and world-wide
reputation the weapon has maintained in a superla-
tive degree to the present day. In 1S69 the company
acquired the American Rifle Company. The pur-
chase included the Spencer Rifle Company and the
Fogarty Rifle Company of Boston. The Adirondack
Arms Company of Plattsburg, N. Y , was purchased
in 1S74.

The present officers of the company are: President.
Thos. G. Bennett; vice president and treasurer, G. E.
Hodson; assistant treasurer, H. S. Leonard: secre-
tary, A. I. Ward
The various products and inventions of the Win-

chester Repeating Arms Company have been a ma-
terial factor in revolutionizing the manufacture of
firearms and ammunition throughout the civilized
world. While the Henry was the first repeating rifle

made, it used rim fire cartridges and had also the
additional disadvantage of having to displace the
magazine in order to fill it. This was remedied in
the "Winchester by the introduction of a fixed maga-
zine. In 1873 center fire cartridges were used. No

J

repeating rifle ever made—or repeating shot gun, for
that matter—has had the remarkable success of the
Winchester product, and in fact, it may be said with-
out exaggeration that the same statement could be
applied to the whole of the Winchester output, wheth-
er repeating rifles or single shot rifles, repeating shot-
guns or ammunition—for rifles or pistols, metallic
cartridges or shot gun shells. There is no country
on the face of the globe where these goods are not
known, and it is a further fact that at the present
time over two million of Winchester guns are in use.

Only the best materials go into the guns, and each
arm is thoroughly tested and tried, by methods pe-
culiar to the Winchester company—the result of'

study, application and experience for fifty years. The
same care and supervision is carried out in regard to

ammunition and shells. No product of the company is

allowed to leave the works until thoroughly proven
up to the high standard that has made the reputation

of Winchester goods .second to none
The various products of the Winchester Repeating

Arms Company are described in numerous catalogues
and booklets that may be procured by mail from the

company at New Haven, Conn., or by addressing the

Pacific Coast Agency, 127-135 First street, San Fran-
cisco,

An enumeration of Winchester products would take

far more space than is available at the present time.

Reference is here made, however, to the .32 and .35

model 1905. self loading rifle, a hammerless take-

down, a descriptive circular of which is worth send-

ing for. So is "The Trap Shooters' Guide," in view

of the fact that the "Leader" and other "Winchester

shells are used by premier amateur and professional

trap shots of the Coast—and throughout the United

States and Canada as well.

The Pacific Coast agency of the Winchester Re-

peating Arms Co., an illustration of which appears

in another column, is located at Nos 125-137 First
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street, this city. The handsome building has a floor

space of 50x150 feet, is six stories high, an emporium,
large as it is, that is hardly adequate for the in-

creasing volume of business handled by the Coast

branch. The agency was established in this city

about twenty-five years ago.

Mr. Adolph Muller, the Coast manager, has been in

charge of affairs nearly ten years and is favorably

known to the fire arms and ammunition trade of the

world, having made extended business trips to Eu-
rope, Australia, China, throughout the United States

and Canada, and the Pacific Coast territory in par-

ticular.

Mr. W. H. Seaver, the travelling representative of

the Coast branch, is personally well known and es-

teemed by a majority of Coast sportsmen, as also is

George H. Lammers, who is located in the northern

territory, and Harry A. Hoyt. Mr. Chris Myer has

been connected with the Coast branch for many years

and is a rifle expert who has made the Winchester

rifle a feared and respected factor at rifle contests

for the past two decades.

There are many guns of many makes but U. M. C.

cartridges excel in all guns whether Remington, Win-
chester, Marlin. Savage, Stevens or any other.

In the Bridgeport factory is a sample gun of every
style and caliber, and to these U. M. C. cartridges are

fitted and in them are tested. This accounts for the

accuracy, uniformity and reliability of U. M. C.

cartridges.

Every standard revolver has its U. M. C. cartridge.

The U. M. C. armory is thoroughly equipped with
revolvers of every style and calibre, and to them U.

' M. C. cartridges are exactly fitted, and in them arc

constantly tested. No matter what make of revolver

you use. XJ. M. C. cartridges will give superior results.

The U. M. C. Co guarantees its revolver cartridges

loaded with black and smokeless powder, as stated on
labels. U. M. C. quality makes this guarantee pos-

sible.

Christmas Greeting.

The attention of our readers is respectfully request-

ed to the announcements of the E. I. DuPont Powder

Company and the Lafiin and Rand Powder Company

on the inside of the back cover page.

Good wishes and a cordial holiday greeting are ten-

dered to the sportsmen of the Pacific Coast and of

the world, instead of the usual business advertise-

ment—a recognition of the many friends the powder

makers and their representatives have among those

who go afield with gun and dog and also find recrea-

tion at the traps.

Variety for Sportsmen.

It has been stated that there are 50,000 sportsmen
in the State of California. If this is true, there

must be also a correspondindly large number of shot-
gun users elsewhere in the Coast territory.

This being so the merits of the Ithaca gun must be
known and liked by many, for early this fall a large
Coast invoice had been disoosed of. Mr. Phil B.

Bekeart, the Coast agent, wired us: "We are cleaned
cut of every 12 and 16 gauge Ithaca gun. Can't you
rush us some. Everybody fighting for them."
The resources of our factory have been pushed to

ihe utmost. Seventeen grades of guns is surely va-
riety enough to suit the wants and tastes of any
sportsman. -Write for our Art Catalog and special

prices. Ithaca Gun Company, Ithaca. N. T.

Prominent on Sportsmens' Row.

Clabrough, Golcher & Co., 538 Market street, San

Francisco, has the enviable reputation of being the

largest retail sporting goods establishment on the

Pacific Coast.

Anything in every branch of outdoor and indoor

sports may be procured there by devotee of rod, gun

and dog, the outing enthusiast or summer camper,

the athlete or automobilist.

Among the manv high class specialties of this firm

may be mentioned the Clabrough gun, the best se-

lected stock of fishing rods and tackle to be found

in the United States, and a line of cutlery and sun-

dries that is unsurpassed.

Their hand loaded shells supplied to trap shooting

experts and lovers of upland and marsh shooting have

a reputation second to none.

The firm also carries on a wholesale business and

has a large mail trade. The catalogue published by

Clabrough, Golcher & Co. is complete in every es-

sential and will be forwarded to any address upon

application.

A Standard of Quality.

Nearly 13,000 cases of Selby Factory Loaded Shells

' was the output for last October orders This was the

forerunner of a steady and growing demand upon the

resources of the big ammunition plant of the Selby

Smelting and Lead Company. The October supply

this year was 33%% in excess of orders for October,

1904 The demand for Selby Factory Loaded Shells

has been increasing annually—quality is the test, and

sportsmen have found the loads to be what they

want. Since the October output of nearly 13,000

cases, the output has been up to the full capacity of

the plant. There are 500 Selby Factory Loaded

Shells in each case; that means almost six and a

half millions of shells for Coast sportsmen to start

the hunting season with. These shells must have

filled the bill, for the shooters have, like Oliver Twist,

asked for more—the first taste merely whetted the

appetite. Selby Loads are reliable.

Hiqhest Honors to the Parker Gun.

Parker Bros., Meriden, Conn., have received from

the Lewis & Clark Centennial management a diploma

for gold medal awarded for their Hammerless Gun

The award was made to Parker Bros by the highest

jury of awards known as the Superior Jury composed

of five of the representative men of Portland. Thus

the highest compliment was paid the Parker Gun by

the Centennial Exposition.

The Parker Gun is famous for simplicity of action,

beauty of outline and finish, and exceptional shooting

and wearing qualities.

In a recent announcement Parker Bros, suggest to

sportsmen the advisability of sending to their ad-

. dress, 30 Cherry street. Meriden. Conn., for one of

,
their descriptive catalogues—the splendidly illustrated

booklet gives complete information regarding the re-

liable qualities of the Parker Gun and some practical

I hints, as well, that are of interest to all lovers of the

up-to-date shotgun.

Home Products in Demand.
C. P. W. Brands of Factory Loaded Shells—loaded

with standard makes ^ smokeless powder is the

, ammunition used by a large number of quail and

uuck hunters. This fact is a criterion of worth and

quality. The loading is guaranteed and orders may

oe placed with dealers for any kind of powder the

sportsman favors. •Pattern," "Perfection" and "In-

vincible" shells loaded by the California Powder

Works are unsurpassed for trap and game shootins.

A Widely Known Favorite.

Remington guns are made of selected material, after

an exhaustive test in the factory testing department,

which selected parts have been proven best adapted,

each to its particular purpose. All of the Remington
firearms are carefully tested with a standard proof

test and all parts are subjected to a close detail in-

spection while in process.

After shooting for accuracy, the arm is then re-

quired to pass a final inspection, which is very rigid

and practically obviates the possibility of any goods

leaving the Remington works not up to the standard.

Remington shotguns are bored for nltro powder,

which can be used with perfect safety when properly

and not excessively loaded by hand, or when the

U. M. C. or other standard factory loaded ammuni-
tion is used
The Remington Arms Co. works at Ilion, N. T., cover

eighteen acres of ground, and consist of sixty build-

ings, the floor space amounting to nearly 400.000

square feet, and over three hours are required to

"YES, ALL MALLARDS-OH! ABOVE RIO VISTA."

merely walk through and casually inspect the various

rooms and departments. The company employs about

51,000 hands, mostly skilled mechanics.

The company has recently placed the improved

Browning automatic repeating shotgun on the market,

a description of which, or of any of the Remington

goods, will be found at length in the various publica-

tions of the company, which may be procured by

written request to the Remington Arms Co.. Ilion,

N. T., or to the Pacific Coast Agency, 86-88 First

street, San Francisco, Cal.

Averages Reported.

Parkersburg. W. Va . November 2Sth. Fred Gilbert,

first general average, 169 out of ISO, shooting "Du-
Pont"; H. H. Stevens, second general average, 163 out
of 180, shooting "DuPont."
Morgantown, W. Va.. November 29th. Fred Gilbert,

first general average. 166 out of ISO. shooting "Du-
Pont": H. H. Stevens, second general average, 161
out of ISO, shooting "DuPont": J. R Miller, of Mor-
gantown. W. Va.. first amateur and third general
average, 160 out of ISO. shooting "DuPont"; J. M.
Cobun of Morgantown, W. Va., second amateur aver-
age. 13S out of 180. shooting "Infallible": E. F. Jacobs
of Morgantown, W. Va , third amateur average, 137

out of ISO, shooting "Infallible."

Marseiller, 111., Nov. 2Sth and 29th, Lee Barkley of

Chicago, 111., first amateur and first general average,
31S out of 350, shooting "DuPont"; F. C. Riehl. second
general average, 315 out of 350 shooting "New E. C.

(Improved)"; H W. Kahler of Davenport, la., second
amateur and third general average, 313 out of 350,

shooting "DuPont"; A. H. Goring of Walcott, la., tied

for third amateur average, 397 out of 350, shooting
"Infallible."

An Old and Valued Friend.

Do you remember your first rabbit, your scare when

you flushed the first quail and the time you emptied

the old shotgun at ducks 200 yards away?
U. M. C. ammunition was preferred in those old

days just as it is now. Boys used to ask for "U 22s."

They do so now. Guide and sportsmen still take and

use U. M. C. big game cartridges up North. They
find them best.

A Grand Record.

Ballistite powder has been growing more and more

in favor with sportsmen of the Pacific Coast within

the last year than the most sanguine expectations of

the wholesale and retail trade had anticipated For

field, marsh or trap shooting it has been found, by

those who have used it, to be a powder once used,

used permanently. In the varied climatic conditions

prevailing on the Coast the regularity and sameness

of the high grade qualities of Ballistite has made it

a strong favorite with many sportsmen.

This was conclusively proven recently, for the sup-

ply did not equal the sudden increased demand and

the Coast agents. Baker & Hamilton, were for the

time being unable to fill the orders coming in from

all points. An effort to bring out a carload from

the East was ineffectual for the reason that Eastern

orders had so increased that there was a correspond-

ingly heavy draught on the supply.

Orders are a test of quality—hence the statement,

"If you use it once, you will use it again." is borne

out by facts.

Both the amateur high and general averages at the

second annual tournament of the Pacific Coast Trap

Shooters' tournament. Ingleside, May, 1905. the Phil

B. Bekeart perpetual challenge cup. the Anaconda cup

at the Northwest Tournament. Portland, 1905, the

Preliminary Handicap trophy and the Pacific Coast

Handicap trophy. Interstate Shoot. Ingleside. Septem-

ber, 1905—were all won with Ballistite.

Peters Points.

The local sales for Peters Shells amounted to

1,250,000 in October. The Olympic Arms Co. sup-
plied the major portion of them to sportsmen residing

in San Francisco and its vicinity. The Pacific Hard-
ware and Steel Company, San Francisco, are the

Coast distributing agents for Peters Shells and Cart-
ridges.

During the trap shooting season this year Peters

Shells were in high favor with shooters, who now use

them for quail and duck hunting.

At Kent, Ohio, October 12th. Mr. J. A. Smith of

Massillon. Ohio, won high average, and Mr. J. L.

Schlitz of New Berlin, Ohio, tied Mr. F. I Bean of

Ravenna for second average. All of these gentlemen

used Peters Factory Loaded Shells.

At Pen Argyl, Pa., October 2d and 3d. the high pro-

fessional average was won by Mr. Neaf Apgar, and
high amateur average by Mr. E. F. Markley. both

using Peters Ideal Factory Loads.

Just Remember.

As much care should be used in securing the dimen-

sions of a gun as in measuring for a suit of clothes

A poor fit in a gun is sure to result in dissatisfaction

and a low score; hence in order to avoid the annoy-
ance in consequence upon such results, a few sug-

gestions are offered, which if strictly observed, will

be a great help toward securing a fit that is just right,

and therefore higher scores or more birds in the field.

To find the correct stock dimensions, the proper

drop, kind of gun barrels, shooting qualities, choke,

etc., send to the Hunter Arms Co., Fulton. N. T.. for

their latest catalogue. The booklet is a compilation

of information that no user of a modern breech loader

can afford to be without. The illustrations appeal

strongly to the intelligent sportsmen. The Hunter
one-trigger gun is fully described—this gun is war-
ranted not to "balk" or "double"; in fact, is a perfect

single trigger gun. All L. C Smith guns are guar-
anteed to shoot any nitro powder made and not get

loose.

In the Shopping Center.

For almost thirty years the business conducted for-

merly by Mr. W. J. Shreve and now known as the

Shreve-Barber Company, has been located in this

city. Over a quarter of a century in trade with the

general public and thousands of Coast sportsmen has
given the two stores of the Shreve-Barber Company.
739 Market street and 521 Kearny street, a reputation

that has built up a large growing business in the

spoiling goods line.

Since the beginning of the present year the serv-

ices of Mr. H. E. Skinner, late of the E. T. Allen Co..

and more recently Mr. O. "W. (Parson) Jackson, have
been secured and in consequence the fishing tackle

department has been perfected to a high class stan-
dard.
Guns, ammunition, pistols, all kinds of sportsmen's

clothing and equipments, besides a miscellaneous as-

sortment of every variety of sporting goods are al-

ways in stock and up to date in every respect.

An Important Coast Agency.

One of the largest and most important Coast branch

agencies for the leading manufacturers in the United

States of shotguns, pistols, nir rifles, athletic and field

sports* sundries, smokeless powders and sportsmen's

articles is the Phil B. Bekeart Company of this city.

Mr. Phil B. Bekeart. the president of the corpora-

tion, is noi\ only popular with "the trade" but is a

clubman and sportsman of wide and influential ac-

quaintance. He is also a welcome visitor "on the

road." with the leading mercantile establishments 01

the Coast.
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RECENT DISCOVERIES IN HEREDITY AND

THEIR BEARINGS ONJ^NIMAL BREEDING.

B5 w. E. Castle, Harvard University, Cambridge,

Mass.

Every breeder is familiar with the great complexity

of hereditary processes. He knows that characters of

the mil ort are inherited. These relate not

only to general size and proportions, but also to the

structure of individual parts, and not merely to struc-

tural but to functional peculiarities as well. Thus, in

- or strains of animals, we find inherited

fecundity, or early maturity or ability to pu.

on fat or to produce abundant milk; in other cases

keen scent, fierce or gentle disposition, and

numberless other characteristics are plainly mhented

Very rarely are any two heritable traits necessarily

ted." The co.v with a good flow of milk may

or may not be gentle: the keen-scented dog may or

mav not be speedy. Accordingly, we must conclude

that different hereditary characters are inherited in-

dependently of each other, and are probably repre-

sented by different structural elements in the sexual

element or germ We know, further, that the law's of

transmission of different characters are different, so

that we cannot estimate the force of heredity in the

lump but must fix our attention on one character at

a time if we wish to analyze the complex processes

in operation.

Francis Gallon (1SS9) was the first to recognize

that in the case of certain characters the result of

inheritance is a blend of the conditions found in the

two parents, while in other characters inheritance

is alternative between the condition found in the

parents. ,

A good illustration of blending inheritance is found

among rabbits which differ in size of ear. Lop-eared

rabits have ears two or three times as long and as

wide as those of ordinary rabbits. A cross between

lop-eared rabbits and ordinary ones produces off-

spring with ears of intermediate size, which sometimes

stand erect and sometimes lop. The characters which

were so distinct in the parents have in this case lost

their identity in the offspring, and apparently cannot

be recovered again in their original condition, for the

offspring transmit to their young blood the blended

character, rather than the extreme conditions found

in their respective parents.

It has been thought until quite recently that hered-

itary processes in general were of this sort and that

any result other than a blend was exceptional. But

recent investigations do not bear out this idea.

Alternative inheritance is illustrated in a cross be-

tween the so-called Belgian hare and an albino rabbit.

The Belgian hare is simply a gray-coated variety of

the European rabbit, while albino rabbits are pink-

eyed and have white hair; the Belgian is pigmented

like the wild European rabbit, the albino is essentially

unpigmented. A cross between the two produces off-

spring, all of which have the pigmented or Belgian

coat, none being albinos The effect is similar to that

produced when two pieces of glass, one transparent,

the other opaque, are held together. We see only the

opaque one. Nevetheless, the two have not blended;

each retains its own distinctness, and the two can be

separated again at will.

So it is in the Belgian produced by cross-breeding

with an albino. The albino character is there, though

unseen, and will appear as a distinct entity when the

cross-bred reproduces, for it will be represented in ap-

proximately half of the sex cells formed by the cross-

bred animal, the alternative or Belgian character being

represented in the other half. It is as if the two

pieces of glass, combined originally to illustrate tne

formation of a cross-bred animal, were separated

again to illustrate the formation of the reproductive

elements by the cross-bred. For every element formed

having the opaque characters, there will be another

having the transparent character, but there will be

no elements of an intermediate nature.

This simple principle, that in alternative inheritance

sex cells of two sorts are formed by cross-bred indi-

viduals, constitutes one of the most important dis-

coveries ever made in the study of heredity. The dis-

covery was made about forty years ago by an Aus-
trian monk.'Gregor Mendel, who was engaged in the

study of cross-bred garden peas.

It however, attracted little attention at the time and
was soon forgotten.

Meanwhile, a great body of workers was studying

with great minuteness the material basis of heredity.

the sexual elements. Their investigations disclosed in

the cell a complete basis for just this kind of alterna-

tive? inheritance and led up to the re-discovery of

Mcinl'-l's law simultaneously by several different ex-

perlmental breeders, foremost among whom was the

Dutch botanist, de Vries.

Blende] found that in cross breeding betwreen alter-

native characters, one uniformly dominates in the off-

sprlng from its very nature, while the other disap-

peari . Just as, when the two pieces of glass are held

up together we see only the opaque one, the trans-
parent one being Invisible. Mendel called the character
seen in it ffsprlng dominant, the unseen one he
called recessive. In rabbits, the gray pigmented or

in hare i i is dominant over the albino, the lat-

tei being recessive (unseen), in cross-bred animals.
Similarly, in mice, guinea-pigs, and even in man,
mal ng of Iblno with pure, pigmented individual

oi iv pigmented offspring. In guinea-pigs the
resetted or rough coat Is dominant over smooth (nor-

coat); and short coat Is dominant over long
i In rabbits, also Die normal or short

coal dominates over the angora coal, and the si

Ii bably true in cats nd goats as well. Among
ea-plgs there occurs a series of alternative pig-

meni types which show Mendcllan relations one to

I
I tier.

If we write them in this order, (1) agouti (I. e , black
with yellow, the ancestral or wild type of coat);

(•>) Black; (3) Yellow; (4) Albino, we may say that

each is dominant over all which follow it, and reces-

sive in relation to all which precede it. Thus agouti

mated with black, vellow or albino gives only agouti

offspring: black mated with yellow or albino gives

either black or agouti, but never yellow or alb-no,

while yellow dominates only over albino. In man, a

condition of bypophylangia (two-jointed instead of

three-jointed digits) is dominnant over the normal

condition. In mice, the peculiar waltzing habit of

so-called Japanese mice is a recessive character in

heredity. In man, a peculiar dark-colored condition

of the urine, known as alkaptonuria, is inherited as a

Mendelian recessive character. Many other illustra-

tions might be given, but these will, perhaps, suffice

to show that Mendelian or alternative inheritance is

neither a rare nor an exceptional phenomenon and

that it applies to the inheritance not only of charac-

ters purely structural but also to those which are

physiological as well.

From the facts that cross-bred animals form sexual

elements (or gametes) of two sorts, and that the two

sorts are equally numerous, it follows that among
their offspring dominant and recessive individuals will

occur in definite proportions, as explained by pre-

vious speakers.

I have already stated that many characters are in-

dependent of each other in heredity; I hope now to

demonstrate the correctness of this statement in cases

of alternative inheritance, even when the independent

characters relate to the same bodily parts. For this

purpose the coat characters of guinea-pigs and rabbits

are well adapted, since they are exterior structures

easily studied in the living animal. I hope to show

you (1) that pigmentation of the hair is inherited

quite independently of its length; and (2) that hair

arrangement (in smooth or rough coat) is inherited

quite independently of both pigmentation and length

of hair. For example, when an ordinary short-haired

guinea-pig is mated with a long-haired guinea-pig,

all the young produced are short-haired and pig-

mented, these being the dominant characters. Now,
if the cross-bred young are bred together, offspring

of four different sorts are produced. Two of four

sorts are identical with the grandparents in character,

they are short-haired pigmented animals and long-

haired albinos respectively. But the other two sorts

represent new combinations of characters; they are

short-haired albinos and long-haired pigmented ani-

mals. Further, these four sorts of individuals occur

on the average in definite numerical proportions, viz.

9 short-haired pigmented animals;

3 short-haired albino animals;

3 long-haired pigmented animals; and
1 long-haired albino.

Considering pigmentation and hair length separate-

ly, we see (1) that there are 12 pigmented animals to

4 albinos, or 3 to 1, as expected; and (2) that there

are 12 short-haired to 4 long-haired animals—again

3 dominants to 1 recessive. But if we consider the

relation of each pair of characters to the other, we
find absolutely no correlation between them. Albinism

may or may not be associated in the grandparents.

As. a matter of fact, when the animals are tested one

by one, to determine the presence of recessive char-

acters, we find that albinism, visibly present in 4 out

of 16 offspring, is present recessive in 4 others, and
that in half of these cases it is associated with short

hair, while in the other half it is associated with

long coat.

In another experiment which I have performed with

guinea-pigs, a cross was made involving three pairs

of alternative coat characters, length, pigmentations,

and roughness of coat. A long-haired rough albino

was mated with short-haired, smooth, pigmented ani-

mals. The young were all short-haired, smooth, and
pigmented. The coat characters seen in these off-

spring are the three dominant characters, two of

which were received from one parent, one from the

other; the three alternative recessive characters are

present but unseen.
When the young were bred together, they produced

offspring of eight different sorts, including all possible

combinations of the three pairs of alternative char-

acters.

One large class was like the parents; short-haired,

rough, and pigmented. Two other classes were like

the grandparents; short-haired, smooth, pigmented,

and long-haired, rough albino. In addition, there

were five other new classes not represented among
the parents or grandparents. These were:

Short-haired, rough albino;

Short-haired, smooth albino;

Long-haired, smooth albino;

Long-haired, smooth pigmented, and
Long-haired, rough pigmented.

The eight classes of young produced in this experi-

ment are not all equally numerous. The largest class

is" that which contains the three dominant characters:

the smallest that which contains the three recessive

characters. Theoretically, they should number 27 in-

dividuals and one individual respectively, in a total

of 64 young. The experiment is still unfinished, but

it is already evident that these proportions will be

loughly approximated.
This experiment illustrates two important princi-

ples in heredity: First, if. as regards the hair alone,

there exists such a variety of characters separately

heritable, how great must be the number of such

characters in the bodly as a whole, and how remote

any individual ancestor, provided that in a consider-

able number of heritable characters a choice is offered

between alternative conditions. Secondly, it shows
how a variety of new organic forms may quickly be

produced by cross breeding, leading to the combina-
tion in one race of characters previously found sep-

arately in different races. Thus, in guinea-pigs, one

can obtain within two generations any desired com-
bination of the three pairs of alternative coat char-

acters, if he produces a sufficiently large number of

individuals; but to obtain the desired combination in

individuals which will breed true, is not so simple a

matter. If the desired combination contains one or

more dominant characters, then each animal selected

must be tested for the presence of undesirable reces-

sives before one can be sure that the new race will

breed true. In practice it will probably be found best

by the breeder not to work with too many characters

at a time, but to eliminate the undesirable recessives

one by one. Otherwise the search tor the one individ-

ual in a large number whicli will breed true may
prove a long and tedious process. If we deal with

one character at a time, the chances are that 1 in 4

of the second generation of animals reared will meet
our Ideal; if we deal with twro characters at a time,

the chances are 1 in 16, while if we deal with thre^

characters at a time the chances are only 1 in 64,

and so on, with the chances of success diminishing

in a geometrical series

From what has thus far been said, it would appear

that in alternative inheritance, characters behave as

units, and, more than that, as wholly independent

units, so that to forecast the outcome of matings is

merely a matter of mathematics. Fortunately, or. un-

forunately, this is not the whole ruth. It is true that

in alternative inheritance characters do behave as.

units independently of each other, but the union of

dominant with recessive in a cross-bred animal is not

so simple a process as putting together two pieces of

glass, nor is their segregation at the formation of

gametes so complete in many cases as the separation

of two glass plates. The union of maternal and pa-

ternal substance in the germ cells of the cross-bred

animal is evidently a fairly intimate one, and the

segregation which they undergo when the sexual ele-

ments are formed is more like cutting apart two kinds

of differently colored wax fused in adjacent layers of

a common lump. Work carefully as we will, traces of

one layer are almost certain to be included in the

other, so that while the two strata retain their identity

each is slightly modified by their previous union in

'a common lump.
Thus, when we cross short-haired with long-haired

guinea-pigs, we get among the second generation off-

spring a certain number of long-haired animals with

hair less long that that of the long-haired grand-

parent, or with long hair on part of the body only.

Further, certain of the short-haired animals have hair

a little longer and a little softer than that of the

short-haired grandparent. Again, rough-coated

guineau-pigs produced by cross breds often have coats

less fully rough than that of their rough ancestor,

lacking certain of the typical rosettes. Finally, when
an albino is crossed with a fully pigmented animal,

the result may be, not a wholly pigmented animal,

but one spotted with white. While such a cross-bred

animal forms a full quota (one-half) of albino gam-

etes, the pigment bearing gametes formed by it fre-

quently bear this spotted or modified pigmented con-

dition.

Cross breeding, accordingly, is a two-edged sword

which must be handled carefully. It can be used bs

the breeder to combine in one race characters found

separately in different races, but care must be exer-

cised if it is desired to keep those characters unmodi-

fied. If modification of characters is desired at the

same time as new combinations, then cross breeding

becomes doubly advantageous for it is a means of

inducing variability in characters, as for example, in

the intensity of pigmentation and in the length of hair,

quite apart from the formation of new groupings of

characters. Sometimes it causes a complex character

to break up into simpler units, as the agouti coat of

the wild guinea-pig into segregated black and yellow,

or total pigmentation into a definite series of pig-

mented spots. In other cases it operates by bringing

into activity characters which have previously been

latent in one or other of the parental forms.

Now, what bearing, we may ask, have these theor-

etical matters on the practical work of the breeder?

They show (1) that a race of animals is for practical

purposes a group of character's separately heritable;

and (2) that the breeder who desires in any way to

modify a character found in this group, or to add a

new character to the group should first consider

carefully how the character in question is inherited.

If the character is alternative in heredity to some

other character, cross breeding between the two,

followed by selection for pure individuals, will within

two generations give the desired combination of char-

acters in individuals which will breed true. This pro-

cess of selection is simplest when the characters

to be combined are recessive in nature, but individual

breeding tests become necessary when dominant char-

acters are included in the combination desired

If a character gives blending inheritance, it must be

treated in "a different way. Suppose, for example,

that we desire to combine lop-ears in rabbits with

albinism How shall we proceed? First, mate a pig-

mented lop with an ordinary short-eared albino. The

offspring will be pigmented half lops. If two of these

be bred together, their young will all be half lops,

but about one in four of them will be albinos. Now

these albino half lops may be mated with pure pig-

mented lops. The young will again be pigmented, but

this time will be three-quarter lops, and by breed-

ing these together, albino three-quarter lops may bei

obtained in the next generation. By continuing this

process of Mack- crossing with the lop-eared stock,

and selecting the albino offspring obtained, the lop-

eared character may be steadily improved in the al-

binos until it is practically as good as in the original

lop-eared stock. The rate of improvement possible

can be readily calculated. The albino young will be

After 2 generations, % lops:

After 4 generations, % lops;

After 6 generations, % lops;

After 8 generations, 15-16 lops;

After 10 generations, 31-32 lops, etc.

This will be the result on the hypothesis that no
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secondary variation occurs in the lop-eared character.

If, however, variation is induced by the cross breed-

ing, then it is possible that the desired end may be

reached sooner, or that an even better lop may be

obtained in the albino cross breds, than that of the

original pigmented stock.

Latent characters are an important element in

practical breeding. Sometimes they greatly aid the

breeders' work; sometimes they impede it. If a stock

contains undesirable latent characters which are

brought into activity by cross breeding, these latent

characters will have to be eliminated, or a new stock

tried.

Since cross breeding is likely to modify characters

even when these conform to the laws of alternative

inheritance, and is certain to modify them when they

give blended inheritance, it should be practised with

extreme cautiqn, and only by the breeder who has a
definite end in view and a fairly clear idea of how
he is going to attain it.

The purity of standard breeds should be carefully

guarded, and much attention should be given to pedi-

grees, for even when individual excellence is not ap-

parent, it may be present in recessive or else in a

latent state, which suitable matings will bring into

full realization, provided the ancestors were superior

animals.
At the same time the breeder should be on the look-

out for individual peculiarities of merit. And he

should not be discouraged if these are not transmitted

to the immediate offspring. A simple character which

disappears from the children, but reappears among
the grandchildren, can at once be made a racial char-

acter, for it is recessive in heredity.

Inbreeding is not invariably an evil. It is often

necessary to cause the reappearance of a vanished

recessive character, and is indispensable in the form-

ation of races which will breed true Two or three

generations of close inbreeding usually suffice to re-

alize the practical benetfis of the process, if intelli-

gently carried on. The inbreeding should then be

discontinued as soon as the desired end has been at-

tained. Otherwise, loss of vigor or infertility may
result.

HEREDITY.

(By Luther Burbank, Santa Rosa, Cal.)

The word heredity has a familiar sound to us now,

though less than fourteen years ago it could not have

been found in Webster's Unabridged Dictionary. It

conveys a meaning which no other single word can

express and refers to the laws by which living things

repeat their characteristics in their descendants.

A knowledge of the laws, of heredity, or more ac-

curately, the interaction of the hereditary forces and
environmental conditions, without doubt gives man
more power in guiding and molding the creative forces

of Nature than any other knowledge has yet, or can

ever give, and as one looks back further and still

further towards the beginning of things and the laws,

or more properly, forces which have led up to the

present order of Nature, and which perhaps exceed

all others in complexity, he can get a broader view in

which beautiful harmonies appear where before dis-

cord and apparent contradictions seemed to reign

supreme.
But at first sight one is almost paralyzed in making

any attempt to harmonize the various views which
have been held on the subject during the last half

century, and it is heart-rending to think of the ener-

gies wasted on theories which had no foundation in

fact, some of which Nature herself would have re-

futed at once if approached by actual experiments

with the life 'forces, and, though wrong deductions

may be made from actual experiments, yet by these

alone can the facts be finally verified and a clearer

general knowledge obtained.

Heredity may be said to he the sum of all the

effects of all the environments of all past generations

on the responsive ever-moving life forces, or, in other

words, a record kept by the vital principle of the

struggle onward and upward from simpler forms, not

vague in any respect but indelibly fixed by repetition.

"What the vital principles are we do not yet fully

know, but we do know that, when simple cells become
joined together, mutual protection is secured and
that they exhibit organized forces in new directions

which were impossible by anyone of the individual

cells not associated in a cell colony with its fellows

These cell colonies will, if environment is favorable,

increase in strength while colonies less favorably sit-

uated may be crippled or destroyed. We see this

natural selection in all life every day around us. But
this is only one of the many forces at work in the

upward, outward, and onward movement of life. It

is necessary for the continued existence of any species

that it should have not only the perseverance but

pliability, for new conditions appear where persever-

ance on the old lines would mean extinction. The
life forces in their march meet obstacles around,

under, over, or through which they must pass, various

individuals having a slightly differing sum of en-

vironment or heredity secure in their progeny greater

pliability in the union.
Nearly all late writers seem to overlook or even

to ignore the vast importance of natural crossing.

The human intellect may well be amazed at the nu-
merous and surprising variety of the means employed
for this purpose, which alone should suggest its para-

mount importance in the evolution and perpetuity of

life.

Crossing is the grand principal cause of all the

species and varieties of earth, sea, and air. Crossing

these differing lines of heredity caused by the action

of past environments on the life forces produces a

vast complication of vital movements, habits, ten-

dencies, or memories if you prefer, some of which are

fixed by ages of repetition, while others are of later

acquisition, each of these like drops of various chem-
icals in a pool of water changing by so much the
heredity of the subject, all being blended into the
whole as we see it in its present state. But past ten-
dencies must fade somewhat as the new ones are
added, and as each individual has ancestors in un-
told numbers, and as each is bound to the others in

close symbasis, like the numerous threads in a fabric,
individuals with in a species, by thus having very
numerous similar lines of heredity, are very much
alike, yet no two are just the same. Thus in the
bundles of individuals having similar heredities

—

which for convenience are called species—we seldom
find wide variations, and for the reasons just given;
but cross two of these species and see what the result
will be. Sharp variations and mutations will appear,
not in the first generation, as the two are bound to-
gether in a mutual compact which, when unloosed by
the next and succeeding generations, will branch in

every direction as the myriad different lines of hered-
ity combine and exhibit themselves in various new
directions as if the bundle of hereditary tendencies
were burst asunder by the impact and mutually ar-
ranged themselves in new and often wholly unexpect-
ed forms. Many static tendencies become dynamic
under the new form of government thus produced.
A study of animals or plants belonging to widely

different species and even genera, which have been
under similar environments for a long time, will al-

ways show a similarity in many respects in the vari-
ous means they are compelled to adopt for defense in

the preservation and reproduction of life.

Desert plants often have thorns, acrid qualities and
reduced foliage surface, while in moist climates
thorns are seldom seen, and foliage more abundant
and not so often acrid or distasteful. Similar en-
vironments produce similar results on the life forces,

even with the most distantly related plants or ani-
mals. This fact alone should be proof enough, if

proof were required, that acquired characters are
transmitted, even though in opposition to numerous
popular theories. All characters which are transmit-
ted have once been acquired. The life forces are
constantly pressing forward to obtain any space
which can be occupied, and if they find an open
avenue, always make use of it as fully as heredity
can adapt itself to them.
Fluctuating variations and mutations in animals

and plants are all due to the combination and inter-

action of the various life forces or tendencies and the
environmental aids or obstacles which they have to

meet. The life forces may be compared to a river

constantly pressing forward; environments are the
river banks which guide these forces as the banks
guide the river. A rock may make a ripple turning
a part of the flow aside for a moment, yet the river

keeps right on its way; but, if enough rocks are

placed on one side of the stream, or if a new and
better channel is found, the whole river is turned.

This may illustrate the difference between the fluc-

tuating variations and mutations of which we have
heard so much of late. Mutations are only fluctuat-

ing variations carried beyond the critical point. Other
similar illustrations of the actions of these forces can

be drawn from the motions of ions, electrons, atoms,
or planets.

Second only in power to crossing for producing
variations, are abrupt changes of environment such
as superabundance of food, sunshine, moisture, and
freedom from competition. Some of these are found
by plants and animals from time to time in Nature
and always when under domestication.

Still another force leading to variations is strugg*;:

and hardship, but these are rather negative, only

bringing out and making use of force acquired when
ancestral conditions were more favorable, and this

brings up another matter which has always been the

chief stumbling block to a clearer knowledge of hered-

ity, and one of the most difficult to understand and
to trace. Sometimes we may, for instance, plant a
pure white bean, and reap a full harvest of black

ones, or vice versa. These experimental facts seem
to contradict all laws of heredity, but not so, such
cases only the more verify them. We have generally

only to trace the matter back to find that some of the

ancestors were or \he same color as the strange freak

which appeared without apparent cause, but still

more complicated will it he when no such ancestral

type can be found, and even in such a case careful

study may, and often does, reveal the fact that ten-

dencies, like threads in a web of cloth, had so long

been pressing for expression that, when the critical

point had been reached, the strong tendency which
had long been overwhelmed by still stronger ones,

came to the surface, but never by chance, the latest

tendencies were inherent, and by crossing were doubl-

ed in strength or by more favorable conditions were
allowed to express themselves.

Bud sports have also been a source of almost end-

less discussion and have never been In any manner
satisfactorily explained by any theory until the paral-

lelism of grafting and hybridizing was pointed out,

and a knowledge of dynamic and static forces in life

obtained.
Grafting or budding may be ca'.Vid a blo-mechanico-

chemical combination While crossing by seed is

more of a bio-chemical union, yet this last union is

often more truly mechanical than chemical, as in the

case of mosaic union, which is not unusual when the

cross is too abrupt. In fact, every graduation from a

purely mechanical union to one of perfect chemical

blend is a common every-day occurrence with those

who have carried out field experiments on a broad

and comprehensive scale.

Under the views of heredity expressed above the

two schools—the Lamarckian, which claims direct

response of organization to environment, and inheri-

tance of useful acquired characters, and the Dar-
winian, which claims the working out of useful struc-

tures by the influence of selection on small fluctuat-

ing variations—are perfectly harmonized, also the gap
between Darwin and Wallace is closed. And now that
harmony can be secured between the champions of
these three great masters, we may well turn to some
more useful work. And right here, the words of
Auguste Compte, though written seventy-eight years
ago, apply so well to what I have said that they are
here quoted, and I fully and freely indorse them and
am quite sure that Darwin, Wallace, and Lamarck
would all have done the same. He writes.

"If we conceive all possible organisms to be suc-
cessively placed during a suitable time, in all imag-
inable mediums, the greater part of these organisms
would of necessity finally disappear and leave only
those surviving which could satisfy the general laws
of this fundamental equilibrium. It is probable that
after a succession of analagous eliminations, the bio-
logical harmony must have established itself little by
little upon our planet, where we still see it continual-
ly modifying itself in a similar manner."

I have here given only a .passing glance over some
of the most prominent features of the action of these
forces of heredity which too often seem not to have
been placed in the right perscpective to obtain a com-
prehensive view of the subject, and in closing would
say that the intricate and most perplexing laws of
evolution and heredity are now being traced out with
great rapidity, especially since the advent of the more
general plan of direct study and experiments of the
biological forces themselves, the generalizations drawn
from very numerous useful and painstaking special
experiments on widely different subjects, and a more
general knowledge that all motion, all life, all force,
all so-called matter are following the same law of
heredity found in plants and animals—a forward
movement towards attractions through lines of least
resistance.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The farmers and teachers of California have joined

hands to promote agriculture through education. On
December 27th, 28th and 29th a joint session of the

State Farmers' Institute and of the California Teach-

ers' Institute and of the California Teachers' Associa-

tion, will be held in Berkeley. All phases of the

question of agricultural education will be threshed out

jointly by the farmer and the pedagogue.

The discussion will be opened Wednesday morning.
27th, by L. D. Harvey of Wisconsin on "Experiments
in Agriculture in This and Other Countries—What
They Should Teach Us."
Dr. A. C. True of the United States Department

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, will talk on "Why
the Friends of Agricultural Progress Believe that
Agriculture Should Be Taught in the Public Schools."
In this talk he will set forth reasons for the teaching
of agriculture in the public schools from the stand-
point of both the farmer and the educator, and point
out what he considers feasible in this line, with special
reference to the agriculture and horticulture of Cali-
fornia. Dr. True will also outline a system of agri-
cultural education for the state from the university
down, and state what he considers the functions of
the different institutions which should be established
to carry out such a plan.

Among those who will take part in the discussion
are Governor Geo. C. Pardee, Judge Shields of Sacra-
mento, E. F. Adams of the San Francisco Chronicle,
A. L. Cowell of the Stockton Mail. Prof. E. J. Wick-
son, Prof. W. J. V. Osterhout. President Benjamin
Ide Wheeler, John Sweet of Martinez, Supt. T. O.

Crawford of Oakland, W. V. Griffith of the State
Grange and many others jointly interested in educa-
tion and agriculture.

The movement to be started at the Berkeley joint

meeting is certain to result in great good to Cali-
fornia. The farmer with his practice and the teacher
with his theory are sure to reach conclusions of value.

In view of the Berkeley movement the following
summary of facts will be of interest:

1. In 1904 there were enrolled in the public schools
of California 302,315 pupils, distributed as follows:

In the primary and grammar schools, 277,5S9, or 91.

S

per cent; in the high schools, 21,449 or 7 1 per cent;
in the University of California, 3277, or 1.1 per cent.

2. The schools of California are doing practically
nothing to improve agricultural conditions. The
whole trend of education in the elementary and high
schools of the state is away from the farm, notwith-
standing the fact that at least 40 per cent of the
population of the state depends on he various farms
of agriculture for a livelihood.

3. Agricultural education in the state is limited to

instruction given in the Agricultural Department of
the University of California and at the California
Polytechnic School at San Luis Obispo, no oppor-
tunity being given the 299.038 pupils in the primary,
grammar and high schools of the state (9S.9 per cent
of the total enrollment) to study even the elements
in agriculture. In 1904 but 102 pupils were enrolled
in the college of agriculture at Berkeley, an average
of one student to each 14S5 of population in the
state. The enrollment of pupils taking the work in

San Luis Obispo is even less. And this is the sum
total of what education in California does for agri-
culture as a distinctive industry. The dentist receives
more consideration than does the farmer.

4. At the present time many of the high schools
of California are preparing students for commercial
life; :ill are preparing students for entrance to the
universities as future doctors, lawyers, teachers, den-
tists, etc. Not one of the 162 high schools of the state,

even in agricultural districts, is making any effort to

prepare the farmer for his special work, a work that

is surely of overshadowing importance to California.

Jackson's Napa Soda cleanses the stomach and
renders the eye clear.
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NUTWOOD STOCK FARM.

[Continued from P^-

lng filly Louise Carter by T. C. 2:30,

out of the dam of John A. McKerron. This filly has

trotted a quarter better than 34 seconds already. The

.. -,, out of Georgie

q_ 2:1^ : o pacer and could

week after Chadbourne began driv-

ing her.

few of the young trotters and

s that Mr. Carter has 1 on his farm and still

.ill not permit the mention of them
I W; -:l sl

i by Nutwood is still alive and
not over half her years. She had a foal last

Searchlight and one the previous year by

Stam B. She is now in foal to Lord Ahvin. Lida is 25

:

Through his sons Nutwood Wilkes is breeding on

rate that will make him the founder of a great

H s n Stanton Wilkes 2:10% is the sire

son John A. McKerron 2:04%
is the sire of two two year olds that took trotting

!:25 in winning races on half mile
tracks this year, and his son Nearest 2.22 is the sire

of Alone 2:09% and other fast ones. His daughters
are also producing speed of a high rate. One of them
Is the dam of that fast pacing mare Miss Georgia
2:10%, "another is the dam of that very fast trotter

Lady Mowry 2:12%, still another, produced the fast

three year old filly Mona Wilkes 2:11%. winner of the
ers' Futurity pacing stake this year, and the

dam of thai very handsome trotter Iloilo 2:15 is by
Nutwood Wilkes. Every daughter of his whose prod-
uce has been raced is a producer of standard speed.
Padlock is the name of a nice big two year old

colt by Zolock 2:05^4 out of Georgie B. 2:12% that Mr.
aims to use some in the stud. Among the

mares on the farm are Bxcella by Monbells (son of

Mendocino and Beautiful Bells) out of the great race
mare Expressive by Electioneer; . Altrosa by Altivo
2:1S% (own brother to Palo Alto 2:08%), dam Lus-
trosa by Boodie, second dam Lulu by Electioneer;
Zeta Carter by Director 2:17; K. W. by Klatawah
2:05%, dam Queen C. 2:2S% by Nutwood Wilkes, and
others equally as well bred.
From the horses enumerated above it will be seen

that Mr. Carter has collected as finely bred a lot of
mares and fillies at his farm as there is on any
breeding place in the United States. They are bred
in producing lines on both sides, were selected for

their individuality and speed and from them are com-
ing race winning and money getting colts and fillies

year after year. Their owner once remarked to the
writer that in the horse breeding business he was pur-
suing the same methods which made his car building
business so successful. He selected the very best of
everything to begin with, but did not stop at that.

Whenever he saw an idea that was better than his
own he was ready to adopt it, and always aimed to
keep in the front of the procession. He early recog-
nized the fact that in William son's Belmont, George
M. Patchen Jr., Nutwood, Electioneer, Geo. Wilkes and
others the trotting horse had foundation blood that
was very choice, but in building up and improving the
breed his aim was to erect a construction on this
foundation, by using up-to-date material for the su-
perstructure. In other words progress was his motto,
and he does not believe it wise to keep going back.
With this idea in view he has patronized and will
continue to patronize the best stallions of the present,
and where young horses are proving their merit as
sires of early and extreme speed he will not hesitate
to send his mares to their court, believing that the
true course of horse breeding is onward and upward,
and that the best results will be obtained by piling
the crosses that have the greatest speed and the
most endurance on top of one another until the trot-
ter and pacer will be born with inherited speed which
will only need the school of a good trainer to de-
velop it.

i Pliil, B. Bekeart Co. ;

-r-
J PACIFIC COAST BRANCH—Smith 6 Wesson, Marlin Fire Arms Co., H. Werelemann, 4

f A. J. Reach Co., E. C. Cook <j Co., Iver Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works, Mirkham §

$ Air Rifle Co., Ide&l Manufacturing' Co., Bridgeport Gun Implement Co., Bridgeport Athletic t

f Manufacturing' Co., Ithaca Gun Co., Daisy Manufacturing' Co. t

Special Agent "E.C."&"Schultze" Gunpowders i

- -

5
STOCK CARRIED. GOODS SOLD TO THE TRADE ONLY

114 Second St.,

*

i

San Francisco, Cal.
j

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

WKH THE

Central TrustCompany

of California

42 Montsromery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum
large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings
3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet,

••THE SURE WAY TO WEALTH."

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.
"HOWARD miiii;iih)|[ns' _ Qui N TO

Hi KI>—?7 premiums Cult ornla Statu Fairs
19ttt-3H. Reglmered cattle of beef and milking
families for sale Write ua wbat you want.
Howurd Cattle Co, 208 Saosome Street, San
Franctf-co.

PKTHK 1AXKJ6SON. Ltok House, S. F..Cal
Importers, Breeders and Dealers for past 30 years
All varieties Cattlo. Horses Sheep. Hogs. High'
class breeding stock. Correspondence solioited

HOi.sTKImk BUTT BR BRED FAMILIES.
Work taorl: W% wlnn rsatSta*. and co.nty rairs.
show rt g, and -'fry butter ronte t since 1885 in
California No rese rvmions. Stock near S. F
F. H Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

.1 KltHKYS, HOLHTBIN8 AND IH'KHAMN.
Dairy Stock specially Hogfl. Poultry Estab-
lished 1878. William Nilea & Co.. I<w Angeles

Crosker-Woolworth

Safe Dep osit Vau lts

Crocker Bldg.,

post and market

.4 safe place to keep your Deeds,

Insurance Policies and other

valuable papers. A key to get at

than. A private room in which

to examine them. All for

• $4.00 PER YEAR

JOSS F. CUSSISGSAM,
Manager.

W F BuswEi.r,, President. ' p| " n|"""' K
'

n '"''

W D SCORLOCK. Sec'y and Treas.

S. W. Carpenter, Vice-President.

BUSWELL COMPANY
BOOKBINDERS

530 Clay Street
SAN FKANCISCO

Modern Machinery
Drvuted Exclusivity to Binding
I '.mi i>li It i .-. .mil Periodicals

Largest Pamphlet Binding and Mailing Plant on
the Pacttic Coast.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

Half Tones and Line JSngravint,

Artistic Designing.

50G Mission St. cor First, San Francisco

RACING!

to California Joclty CM

INGLESIDE TRACK

Six or More Races Each Week Day

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT 2 P. M. SHARP
For special trains stopping at the track take

S. P train at Third and Townsend streets at 1:15

p. M. Returning, train leaves track after last

race.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS, President.

PERCY W. TREAT, Secretary.

McMURRAY

and LOW PRICES.

McMURRAY SULKIES

and JOGGING CARTS
STAN DARD THE WORLD OVER
•05F*Address for printed matter and prices

W. J. KENNEY
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

QOCOANUT OIL CAKE

THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIGS

FOR SAUE IN LOTS TO SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 nnllfnrnli* «tr»*.t, Ran Fr**.notm>o. Clal.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head one cent per word

per insertion. Gash to accompany order.

GRKAT DANKS
rjRKAT DANE PUPS ( rtl.UEBEARD-M AUD^ S ) for sale: eight weeks old. O. BERG-
STEN. Center-street Station, Oakland

GOKUON SETTERS
T?OR SALE-PUPPY AND BROKEN DOGS.L GEO. H. STONE, Box 12, Fresno, Cal.

BROS.

GOOD
CLOTHES for

MEN
BOYS

25 to 27 KEARNY ST.

AT

POST

Twenty-Til Annual Trials

....OP THE....

Pacific Coast

Field Trials Club
TO BE RUN AT

Bakersfield
(KERN COUNTY)

Commencing Monday, Jan. 8, 1906

Judge. W. J. BAdGHN, Ridge vllle.Ind.

Annual Derby
All-Age Stake

Members' Stake
Chamoion Stake

EntrieBfor all-Age Stake close Dec. 15,1905

W . W. VAN ARSDALE (San Francisco)

President.

ALBERT BETZ, Secretary,

No 2«1 Parrott Bldg, S. F„ Cal.

«2r*For Entry Blanks and Further Information
address the Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE,

CAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION, 532

^ California Street, corner of Webb —For the

half year ending December 31, 1905. a dividend

has been declared at the rates per annum of three

and six-tenths (3 6 10) per cent on term deposits,

and three and obe-tbird (3 1-3/ per cent, on or-

dinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and
after Tuesday, January2. 1906

LOVELL, WHITE, Cashier

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

, iTTRMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY,
^ 526 California St —For the half year ending

December 31, 1905, a dividend has been deolared

at the rate of three and six-tenths (3 6-i0) per

cent perannumon all depoMts, free of taxes, pay-

able on and after Tu'sday. January 2, 1P06

GEuRQE TOUMY. Secretary.

fit
\J

t

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

ALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST
- Co., corner California and Mon'gomery Sts —
For the sis months ending December 31, 1905,

dividends have been declared on the deposits in

the savings department of this company as fol-

lows: On term deposits at the rate of 3 6-10 per

cent per annum, atd on ordinary deposits at the

rateof 3% per cent per anDum, free of taxrs and
payable on and after Tuesdav January 2, 1906.

J. DALZELL BROWN, Manager. I
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THE CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB
RACE COURSE: SHEEPSHEAD, N. Y. OFFICE: 571 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

EVENTS TO CLOSE TUESDAY, JANUARY 2, 1906

FOR THE JUNE MEETING 1906.
FOR THREE YEARS OLD AND UPWARDS.

The Suburban.
B*°' l°">' <•« mlle " d a >««'«

Casb T„ Ine $20,000

The Commonwealth. H »,.,)icap. „„e mil. ,nd. „u»rter $10,000 added

The Advance. ".isMta^.,^^..^,,!™,,,^^^^
$15,0C0

The June Handicaps. S7 BO o added, viz:

TUe Coney Island, elx furlongs(Tlie Sheep.head Bay, one mile

The Long Island, one mile and a furlong

1 ne CiJUailiy. Penalties and Allowances, coe mile

I He iniSlie. selliiig.onemile and a fodong

FOR THREE YEARS OLI\
I DC oWlII. 1'eiiHltUs and Allowances, seven furlongs

1 I3C opinurilt. Handicap, one mile and a furlong

FOR TWO YEARS OLD.
The Great Trial.

p«'«""»..dA...mnc«,,iit r... s .
CM]]vaiM $25,000

The Double Event. *«««« ™">i«—=««.'i«
c..h «.„.... $20,000

JPlrst Event, five and a half forlon;8 3>IU,UUU

Second Event six furlongs J)1U,UUU

The Zephyr. Penalties and Allowances, five and a half furlongs ..
.•pAMU SlldeO

The Spring. Penalties and Allowances, six furlongs $2,000 added

Ihe Vernal. For Fillies. Penalties and Allowances, five f urlongs. 5>i,lJlJv HOUSO

$2,000 added

$2,500 added

$3,000 added

$3,000 added

$2,000 added

$3,000 added

$3,000 added

T . STEEPLECHASES.
i he Beacon. Fin»nie>and Auraane» >b>nu 1-: mii» $3,000 added
The Independence. Handicap, ,bM , * i-3 m„c, $2,500 added

FOR THE AUTUMN MEETING 1906
1 He rilgrlt. F„ r lwo years olriand upwards, seven furlongs $3,000 added
The September. Forthreeyearaold.onemlleaiiathreefurlones $3,000 added
The Autumn. For tw„vears i<i. six iurio»e,

.

$2,000 added
The Flatbush. ^'tw»IM„.i,i, s«,a.«riM|!.

„„hTI,,ue $10,000
The Qr<;at Eastern Handicap. slI '",0»s'

„„,,„„„, $7,500

FOR THE AUTUMN MEETING 1908
The Futurity. $10,000 added—$3,750 to the Breeders.

BY SUBSCRIPTION of $20 each. OR ONLY $10 IP THE MONEY BE SENT WITH EN-
TRY, for mares covered in 19U5. and a furtber j-ubtcriptitnor 550 each for the produce of tuch mares
unless struck out by NOVEMBER 1. 1907; or $I0J unless struck out by July 15 1908. Each starter to
pay $-i50 additional, all or which shall go to the second end third noises as further provided

The Coney Island Jockey Club to add TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000): the second to
' receive $1,250 of the added money aLd two thirds tf the staiting fees; the third $750of the added
money and one-third of the start leg fees.

The nominators of the winner, c the sreend horse and of the third horse, namely ihe nomin-
ator of the mare, to receive $2,000, $1,250. and $500 or the added money respectively, whether they are
the owners of i be horse when the race takes place or not

Colts, 122 lbs , fillies and geldings 119 lbs. Winners of two races of $4 000 or one of $7 0C0, 4 lbs.
extra: of three of S1.UC0, two of $7,000 or one of $15/00, 8 lbs. extra.

If mare or stallion has not produced a winner prior to January 1, 19C6, the produce will he al-
lowed 3 lbs for either or 5 lbs for both, said al.owance to be olaimed at time of entry. Maidens al-
lowed 5 lbs., which alowance shall not be cumulative.

If a mare nominated for this event drops her foal before the first of January, 1906. or if she has
a dead or more than one foal, or is barren, the entry of such mare is VOID, and the subscription if

paid, will be returned.
By filing prior to NOVEMBER 1, 1907, wiih the Coney Island Jockey Club an accepted trans-

feror the produce with its engagement in this event, the original subscriber will be released from
any liability as to the engagement of the produce. Six furlongs.

Entries to be addressed to the CLERK OF THE COURSE,
THE CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB,

571 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

OVER 200,000

Pleased Customers

Tlio McKinnoy Stallion

KENNETH C. 2:17
THREE
TEAK

ARE NOW USING

The Greatest, Safest and

Surest Veterinary Remedy

CRAFT'S
DISTEMPER CURE

in the PREVENTION and CURE of DISTEMPER,

COUGHS, COLDS, PINKEYE, EPIZOOTIC, INFLUENZA,

and all THROAT and NOSE DISEASES.

OUR GUARANTEE:
One 50c Bottle to Cure One Case of Distemper or Money Refunded.

Beware of imitations. See that you GET "CRAFT'S"

AND TAKE NO OTHER. 50: and $1.00 at Dealers, or

direct from Manufacturers, prepaid.

Write today for a copy of our new free book, "VETERINARY
POINTERS." It May Save You Money, Time and Worry.

WELLS MEDICINE CO.,

113 THIRD ST., LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.

E. NtWELL, General Agent for Pacific Coast, 5I9 Mission St,, S, F.

KKUORD

Sired by McKINNEY: dam MOUNTAIN
MAID (dam of Tom Corneal 2:08W) by
Oresco 4908 (sire of Allle Cresoo 2:13, etc );

next dam by Cloud.

Will make the Season of 19C6 at

PLEASANTON, CAL.
KENNETH C. was one of the fastest of an

exceptionally good lo' of three-year-olds that
raced In California in 1905. He is a splendid
individual, has size, style ard quality, and
the grand* ns and granddaughters of McKin-
ney through Kenneth C. will be equal to any
in the land.

Terms!
!$30 for the Season.
815 for Single Service.

S. K TREFRY, FIeasf»n on.

Bon Voyage

Champion 2 y.o. Stallion of 1904

Champion 3 y.o. Stallion of 1905

Two-year-old Record 2:15
Three-year-oUl Kecord.. 2:12?^
Trial lo a Race 2:10%

WINNER OF HARTFORD FUTURITY ($8500) FOR 1905.

BON VOYAGE (3) 2:l2?i is by Expedition 2:15% by Electioneer 125; dam Bon Mot by Erin 2:5-l?.£;

second dam Farce 2:29 y by tMnceps 536: third dam Roma by Golddust 150 For breeding, individu-
ality and racing qualities he is unsurpassed.

Season of 100G at AGRICULTURAL PARK, LOS ANGELES,
where he will serve a limited number of mares.

USUAL RETURN PRIVILEGES, or money refunded should mare
not prove In foal A rare chance tb breed good mares to an excep-

tionally high-class and highly bred young stallion. For further information address

J. O- c !:;; Ki I'V, 4607 Agricultural Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

$50 for the Season.

Mc Kinney, 2!11%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, $500.00
JJFees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adliered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

®lt? Emptr? (Ettu iFarma, newyork.
Mention this journal

when writing.
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FARMERS' INSTITUTE PROGRAM.

Th ,

I

ment ol thL

Univ ,
alifornia has Issued the

..,- the Farmers' Institute to

auring the Christ-

: in connection with the

Teachers' Institute, which is as fol-

Tuesday, December 26th. 2 P- «"•—

Agricultural Pro-

... That Agriculture Should

[•aught in the Public Schools," A. C.

Office of Experiment

- [ons, United States Department ot

Sericulture, Washington. D. C. Dis-

cussion led by B. W. Hilgard. Professor

.., Agriculture, Berkeley: T. O. Craw-

ford. County Superintendent ot

Schools, Oakland: R. U Beardslee,
As-

semblman. Twenty- third District.

Stockton: L. D. Harvey. Wisconsin.

-School Gardens," B. M. Davis Chico

Normal School. Discussion led by D.

T Bateman, County Superintendent of

Schools. San Jose: Edward Hyatt,

Countv Superintendent of Schoots,

Riverside; Hiss Bertha Chapman, Su-

pervisor of Nature Study. Oakland.

. Wednesday. December 27th, 9:30 a.

m —Address, Benj. Ide Wheeler, Presi-

dent of University of California: 'Ex-

periments in Agricultural Education

in This and Other Countries. What

They Should Teach Us," L. D. Harvey.

Superintendent of Stout Training

Schools, Menomonie. Wis. Discussion

of Superintendent Harvey's paper led

by A. C. True. Washington. D. C; Ed-

ward F. Adams, "editorial staff San

Francisco Chronicle; George R. Lu-

kens State Senator Fifteenth District,

Oakland; Leroy Anderson, Director

California Polytechnic School. San

Luis Obispo. General discussion. Af-

ternoon. 2 o'clock—"California Aspects

of the Animal Industry." E. W. Major,

Assistant Professor of Animal Indus-

tries; "Promotion of the California

Poultry Interests." M. E. Jaffa. Assist-

ant Professor of Agriculture; "How to

Secure Sanitary Milk," A. R. Ward,

Assistant Professor of Veterinary

Science and Bacteriology, or C. M.

Haring, Instructor in Veterinary

Science and Bacteriology. Evening, 8

o'clock in the Entomological Dabora-

tory—'''An Evening With Entomology,"

C. W. Woodworth. Associate Professor

of Entomology, and W. T. Clarke, As-

sistant Superintendent of Farmers' In-

stitutes: dedication of new entomo-

logical laboratory; reception with ad-

dresses and exhibition.

Thursday, December 28, 9:30 a. m.

—

Address. George C. Pardee, Governor of

California; "A System of Agricultural

Education for California—Elementary,

Secondary, University," A. C. True,

Washington, D. C. Discussion of Dr.

True's paper led by A. L. Cowell, edi-

tor Stockton Mail; E. J. Wickson, Ber-

keley; C. W. Woodworth, Associate

Professor of Entomology, Berkeley.

Afternoon 2 o'clock—"Utilizing the

Depths of Our Soils," E. W. Hilgard,

Professor of Agriculture; "The Future

of Irrigation in California," S. Fortier,

Assistant Professor of Irrigation;

'Teachings of Experience in Irriga-

tion." J. B. Neff, Conductor of Farmers'

Institute in Southern California;

'Some Practical Aspects of Seed Test-

ing," Miss Alice F. Crane.

Friday, December 29th, 9:30 a. m.—
"Concerning Some Common Sense
Ways of Interesting School Children in

Nature Studies Relating to Agricul-

ture, Viticulture and Farm Life," J.

Swett. Martinez. Discussion led by O.

P. Jenkins. Professor of Physicology,
Stanford University; J. H. Ackerman,
Oregon. "The Industrial Use of Imag-
ination," E. J. Wickson, Dean of the

College of Agriculture and Acting Di-
rector of Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tions of the University of California

and Superintendent of University Ex-
tension in Agriculture. Berkeley. Dis-
cussion led by Peter J. Shields, Su-

rior Judge, Sacramento. Afternoon,
2 o'clo i "Cereal Improvement." G.

W. Shaw. Assistant Professor of Agri-
culture Technology; 'The Needs of

California Viticulture," F. T. Bioletti,

Istanl Professor of Viticulture;

Organized Efforts Against Plant Di-
seases," It. B. Smith Assistant Profes-
sor ..i Plan! Pathology; "Farmers' In-

stitute and Co-operation," D. T. Fow-
lei Ci n lui toi of Farmers' Institutes.

o
i the i reamery promoter

i a $2000 outfit for $5000. He
I opei itlng in certain sections.

o

Sponges— S. Adderley. 307 Market St.

.MILLER TRAINING CART.

spring. springs

Low Seat, Light, Strong & Handsome
Carries a 27o-lb. Man.

"Strong enough to jog to on the road "

"Fits the b g horses as well as the colts. 1 '

"Easier to ride In than a sulky."

The MILLEB SULKY beats them all for

lightness, strength and speed. See It before
ordering any other.

FOR SALE BY

JOHN I. SPARROW, Agent
3156jttlssion St., San Francisco.

Write for Booklet.

TWO YOUNG STALLIONS

r.nllnHii three years old and the best bred
UdllUUU one ever S | re ci by McKlnney; dam
Elsie (dam of 5 In list) by Gen- Benton; second
damEla1ne(damof 4inllst) by Messenger Duroo;

third dam Green Mountain Maid (dam of 8 In list)

by Harry Clay 45. A grand young hor3e; has
trotted a half in 1:14 as a two-year-old.

Alma/Tan Record of 2:22 as a two-year old.
AllllaUCll winner of two-year-old division ot

Pacific Breeders Futurity in 1903. and «.f 7-beat

Occident Stake in 1904. Sire, Direct 2-05V4. sire

of ten in 2:10 list; dam Rose MeKinney by Mc-
Kinney 2-11M- sire of eleven in 2:10 list.

Will sell oneor both of the above at fair prices.

Address C. A. DURFEE.
529 Thirty first St.. Oakland.

Or Race Track San Jose, where horses may be
seen at any time.

Tbe Perfectly Gaited Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4

(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 in 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar l:593i£.

Dam LORITA 2:18^ (dam of Alta Vela 2:lljf
and Palurl2:24MI by Piedmont 2:17^; second
t'am. Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16^4
and Lorlta 2:1814) by St. Glair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doo, sire of Occident 2:16&.

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORTSMAN, 36 Geary St., San Francisco.

READ THIS.

MAT TANNER'S

SPAVIN

CURE...

You cannot name
one Spavin Remedy
proprietor that will
refund the money if

a cure is not effected. I

guarantee my cure to remove
all Bunche--, Bone and Blood
Spavins and Wind Puffs
Write for testimonials from
the best stock farms nd men
in the horse world. TAN-
NER'S SPAVIN CURE

does not make a sore or scar, does not lay the
uorse up, and if no cure no pay. Can you ask
more? This medicine Is put up in packages suffi-

cient to cure the worat cases, with directions, and
,vi 1 1 be sent to any part of the TJ. S. and Canada
upon receipt of the PRICE «lo.
Bear in mind that you are takirjg no chances,

as I refund the monev in all cases of failure.
AGENTS WANTED.

MATT TANNER, Albany, N. Y.
When writing to advertisers mention the Breeder

and Sportsman.

*^J» Registered U. S. Patent Office *»^^*

SPAVIN CURE

THROUSH-
PIN
Caped
HOCK
SPAVIN

TWO HIGH-CLASS STALLIONS
For Sale at a Bargain.

JOHN A. 3:12 3-4 (8), pacer, sin d by Way-
land W.; dam Lady Moor by The Grand Moor.
Has paced miles in 2:08& and can do it again
when in condition. He has some very fine look-
ing colts, yearlings and two-year-olds. JOHN1

A. is a good individual, a high-class race horse,
and will make a great sire of race horses and
high-class roadsters

SIR CARLTON 26367, trotter, three yearsold,
by Nutwood Wilkes; dam Lady Keating by
Stam B : seconc dam Abbie Woodnut (dam of
Diawood and Abdinej by Nutwood.
These horses will do to race the coming season

and will win in their classes. It is imperative
that I sell them without delay, as my business
calls me elsewhere and I will be unable to give
them attention For reasons stated I will sell
both of them for less than I would have taken for
one of them some time ago, and I would like to
hear from some of the parties whose offers were
not accepted, and believe we can make a trade.
Apply to or address A E MASTIN, 1016 Nine-
teenth Street, Sacramento, Cal.

BIGGS STOGK FARM
BURNS, OREGON.

HOME OF
DAZZLER 2:26 1-3, a great show horse with

2:10 speed and a producer of speed and show
horaes.

FENELLA (dam of Janice 2:08^ and Judith
2:2ft by Fallis; damPatti (dam of 2) by Nut-
wood.

JUDITH 2:25 (trial 2:17) by Wm. Harold 2:13^:
dam Fenella above

KITTY B (triai 2:2414 trotting and trial 2:14

pacing) by Sidney 2: L93£.

PSYCHE by Cupid 2:18; dam Fairy by Rein
deer ithor.).

LILDINE "WILKES by Nutwood Wilkes 2:16^;
dam Lildine by Boodle 2:12}4.

NELLIE BURNS Jr. by Guy Wilkes 2:15&;
dam Nellie Burns 2:25 by Bellfounder.

flIENOCO by Mendocino; dam Rebecca (dam of

5) by Gen. Benton; 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th dams
great brood mares.

And others by such sires as Welcome 2:10^,
Mftrvin Wilkes (3) 2:18, Starboul, Kebir, Arthur
Holt, Costello 2:2414 and Challenger Chief 2:15, etc.

Young Stook and Race Prospects lor sale at all

times. Address
J. W. BIGGS, Burns, Oregon.

Write for the most practical comprehensive
and valuable booklet, also letters from business
men and trainers on every kind of case.

''SAVE-THE-HORSE" permanently cures
Spavin, Ringbone (except low RiDgbone), Curb,
Thorougbpin, Splint, Shoe Boil, Wind Puff, In-

jmed Tendons and all lameness without scar or
loss of hair. Horse may work as usual.

fl[C flfl ppr bottle, with a written guarantee,
OUiUU as binding to protect you as the best
legal talent could make it. Send for copy and
booklet.
At druggists and dealers or express paid.

Troy Chemical Co., Binghampton, N.Y.

Formerly Troy, N. Y.

D. E. Newell, S^E Coast

519 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO, Cal

The Standard Bred Stallion

ODANROC
FOR SALE.

r\DANROO IS A COAL BLACK STALLION;^ was four years old last September; is hand-
some He is stylish and sound as a new dollar,
and with less than four months' work has shown
a trial mile in 2:28 and quarters ata2:20olip.
Odanroc is by Coronado 2:1214, he by McKlnney
2:11»< Odanroo'sdam Is the standard and regis
tered black mare Bessie Rex 2:26^, sired by Atto
Rex 2:21, he by Attorney, he by Harold. Bessie
Rex's first dam is the black mare Klatta, stand-
ard and registered. Odanroc is in every respect
a fine Individual. Stands 15 314 hands, and is a
square and level-headed trotter. Wears no boots,
Is as kind as a kitten, fears nothing, and any
chi dean drive him with safety. Forpriceand
further particulars address

G. W. DEFORD,
P. O. Box 305, National City, Cal.

IbeyLicklt
As tneyw&ntit.

COMPRESSED '

PURE-SALT BRICKS
! PATENT FEEDERS.
—%ne sane, economical, handy
H way ofsalting animals.

Ash. Dealers.
Write us for Booh.

BZiMONT 51ADIE 5UPPIY G)
PATENTEES-MANUFACTURERS- BROOKLYN,N.Y

FOR SALE-MUST BE SOLD.

Ray FUly,foaledMay9, 1904, by Alta VelaS:llj£
and out of Grace Lowry by Diablo 2;09#.

Chestnut Cult foaled 1902, by Nutwood Wilkes
2:1614 and out of Lily Langtry.dam of Dudley
2:14. of Ed. B Young 2:1114, of Lily Direct
2:21^ and of Esteile 2:24*4

Bay Colt, foaled May 31, 1904, by Bonnie Direct
2:05J4 and out of Allx B. 2:2414 by Nutwood
Wiikes 2:1614-

Bay Filly (thoroughbred), Reg. No 32793 foaled
May, 1902, by Abalanzar and out of Flam-
beauette by Flambeau.

Address all communications to CARLTON W.
GREENE, Sixth Floor, Union Trust Building,
San Francisco, Cal.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE.

ANEOF THE GRANDEST LOOKING AND^ best bred McKinnev stallions ever foaled is

offered for sale He is five years old, sired by the
great McKmney 2:llJi, dam by Dexter Prince,
that sired i he dam of NoraMcKinney 2:12^ (trial

to wagon 2:09): second dam by a son of Election-
eer; third dam by McDonald Chief, sire of the
dams of Tom Smith 2:\3H ana Stella 2:15>4.

Thisstallion has never raced and has not been
trained, but has trotted miles better than 2:30

and quarters in 35 seconds Stands 15 3 weighs
1050pounds. is a bpautiful bay wiih black points
and without a pimple. Is an exceptionallyhand-
some horse fine disposition and has marvelous
endurance. No horse living has cleaner,
stralghteror more perfect legs. A grand pros-
pect to train and a sure money-maker in the
stud Would make one of the grandest roadsters
in Amerloa. For further pa ticulars address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

Absorbine
Cures Strained Puffy Ankles,
Lymphangitis, Bruises and
Swellings, Lameness and
Allays Pain Quickly
without Blistering, removing the
hair, or laying the horse up. $2.00
per bottle, delivered, with full
directions. Book 9-B free.
ABSORBINE, JR., formrmkind,

$1 .00 Bottle. Cures Strains,
Gout, Varicose Veins, Etc. -Mfd. only by

W. F. lODNtl, P. D. F.,

04 Monmouth Street, Springfield, Mass.

For sale by Mack&Co . Langiey &MichaelsCo.
aldington & Co., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Franoisco

Fine Pasturage.
No Wire Fencing. Good Box Stalls

and Best of Care
given horses in any manner that owners may
desire, at reasonable rates. For further particu-
lars address

MRS. M I, CHASE, Sonoma, Cal.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEVISADERO AND FULTON STS.

(1408 Fulton Street)

Horses Called For, Clipped and Delivered

AT POPULAR PRICES.

BUSINESS HORSES FOR HIRE.
I have opened a new Boarding and Training

Stable nearthe above oorner, and will board and
train for racing road use or matinee driving, a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates Have good location, brand-newstable and
everything first-class All horses in my oare will
receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. f, C. CABNEY.

672-680 Uth Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

FOR SALE OR LEASE.

Two Prince Airlie Stallions.

PORTOLA 37413. a handsome golden bay. 7
years old, 16 hands, weighs 1190 lbs,

MENLO BOY 374D1, a magnificent brown with
white points, 6jearsold, 16.1 hands, weighs
1200 lbi,.

These t wo horses are full Brothers being sired
by Prince Airlie 280i5: he by Guy Wilkes 2:15^,
slreof Fred Khol 2:07&, Rulda2:08V£, Seymour
Wilkes 2:08!4: first dam Signal by Del Sur 2:24;

seeond dam Lady Signal 2:35V4 by Signal 3327.

Both of these horses are very fast for the amount
of wor- , beingonly a few months last year, show-
ing quarters around :34 and *35.

For further information apply to
P H. McEVOY, Menlo Park, Cal.

FOR SALE.
TET BLACK STALLION: WEIGHT 1750;
" seven years old. Is a blocky built, big boned
horse and a sure foal getter, and his colts will be
shown. Price reasonable. For further particu-
lars apply to otdce of Breeder and Sportsman.

JACK FOR SALE~
A BLACK JACK WITH LIGHT POINTS;

•"- large, heavy boned prompt and a gooo. han-
dler. Is a good foal gett r and his foals are
excellent individuals. Price very reasonable for

prompt sale. Address for further particulars,
S. B. WRIGHT, Santa Rosa.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

THE Z1BBELL STABLE
Z1BBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Hjandling all kinds
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. T&i'
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259

Chronic Bronchitis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cured In 48 Hours.

mm
capsules!

Superior to Copaiba, Cubebs
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IIC UUdldlllCC ful of Caustic Balsam
will produce more actual rcMiiistbaua
whole bottle of aDy liniment or spavin
cure mixture ever made.

CAUSTIC BALSAM FOR CtlTS.
DRIJISKS AND SPAVIN. ALSO HUMAN

-\ i i.mi:nts

Taylor, N. Y., Feb. 10. 1905.

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

I have used GOMBAULTS'3 CAUSTIC
BALSAM for cuts and brui--.es and also for
bODe spavins with good success. Have also
used it a good deal on Luman flesh with
equally as good results. Do not calculate to

be without it. as I consider it the best lini-

ment or blister on the martlet.
A. D. LINCOLN.

IT IS THE BEST LINIMENT.

Grassflat, Pa., Jan. 27, 1305.

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,
Ohio.

I used your GOMBATJLT'S CAUSTIC
BALSAM on a horse that had large side
bones and entirely cured him. I keep it on
hand at all times. It is th» best iintm^it I
can get. GUY JOHNSON.

CAUSTIC BALSAM CURED CAPPED
HOCK, SPAVIN, ETC

Klngsley, Mich., April 6, 1904.
The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

Ohio. .

I have used GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC
BALSAM on my mare, which had a bad
capped hock, and in ten days hadhercurtd
entirely, sound as ever Also used it on an-
other mare for bone spavin, and two applica-
tions killed spavin. Used it on two other
horses for what is called "Pipes," killed and
cured boih cases. I have cured every case
that I have u>-ed yeur BALSAM on, and would
say that GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM
is an indispensable remedy, and would not be
without it at twice the cost

JNO. S. MICKS.

USED SUCCESSFULLY FOR 15 YEARS
. Hampton, Ky.. Jan. 25. 1904.

The Lawrence Williams Co , Cleveland,
Ohio

I have been using GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC
BALSAM over fifteen years, with good re-

sults in my family, for sore throat. Also on
my stock, mostly for fistula. I have never
failed to cure every horse that I have used
GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM on It

never leaves a blemish after using, the hair
ermlng back the same color, where other
remedies leave great scars. I have taken off

blemishes on horses with CAUSTIC BAL-
SAM. JULIUS M. UTZ.

CAUSTIC BALSAM IS THE ONLY
REMEDY.

Anthon, la .Feb. 8. 1905.

The Lawrence-Williams Co , Cleveland,
Ohio.

I have tested your remedy and can say that
it is the best I have tried tor years. It can't
be beat. GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BAL-
SAM is the only remedy there is made to do
the work. F. W. ZEGLIN.

...THE.

Accepted Standard

Veterinary Remedy

Gombault's
]Caustic Balsam

The Worlds Greatest and Surest

^ VeterinaryRemedy fel
HAS IMITATORS BUT NO COMPETITORS!

SAFE, SPEEDY AND POSITIVE.

Supersedes All Cautery or Fir-

ing. Invaluable as a. CURE for

FOUNDER,
WIND PUFFS,
THRUSH,
DIPHTHERIA,
SKIN DISEASES,
RINGBONE,
PINK EYE,
SWEENY,
BONY TUMORS,
LAMENESS FROM
SPAVIN,
QUARTER CRACKS,
SCRATCHES,
POLL EVIL,
PARASITES.

REMOVES
BUNCHES or
BLEMISHES,
SPLINTS.
CAPPED HOCK,
STRAINED TENDONS.

SAFE FOR ANYONE TO USE.

We guarantee that one teiblespoonful of Caustlo
BaL-am will produce more actual results than a whole
bottle of any liniment or spavin mixture ever made
Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction
Write for testimonials showing what the most promt
nent horsemen say of it. Price, SI.50 per bottle.
Sold by druggists, or sent by express, charges paid,
with full directions for its use.

The Accepted Standard
VETERINANY REMEDY

Always Reliable.
Sure In Results.

mm
Sole foTporfffs £-Proprieters far Vie \ n . _.._, ..,_ _

U.S.& CANADAS, / CLEVELAND,

NOTniNG TiUT GOOD RESULTS.
eased GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM for mora I

Ijthau 10 years. It is the best blister I hnvo ever tricd.I Lai
(fused it in hundreds of cases with best results. Itisie
Hfectly safe for the most ires perrenred perGOQ to nse. Tli
Big the lnrgest breeding establishment ot trottinulinrses i_
theivorJd.nnduso yum- blister often.—W. H. UAYJIOND,

ll'rop. Belmont Fart Sluclf. Farm, Belmont Park, Mont,

USED 10 TFAT!^ SUrTESSFULT.Y.
Ihavonsed GOMTUULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM for ten |

I years; have been very successful in curinp curh.riDRbo;

j
capped hock and knee, bnd ankles, rheumatism, end al-

I

I most every couso of lameness in horses. Have a st.iMo of I
forty bend, mostly track and specdwny horses, anil cer- I
tainly can recommend it.— C. C. UlAHl-.lt, Training I

{
Stables. 91)0 JennlagH Street, Keir York City.

SoSe Agents for* the United States and Canada*

The LawreitGe-Wiiiiants Go.
TORONTO, ONTm CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Wo rcimraniOQ tnat one tablespoon
ffC UUdldlllCC ful of Caustic Balsam
will produce more aciual results than a
fwhole bottle of any liniment or spavin
,
cure mivture ever made.

NOTHING ON EARTH BEATS IT.

Park Ridge, 111, Dec. 2, 1904.
The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.
I used your GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC

BALSAM when you first put it uopn the
American market. I have always had It
since, and have it now in my medicine case.
There's nothing on earth that beats it I am
from Missouri* If there is anything better,
show it to me. It's the only thing if you are
out for the best. W. T. SMITH.

VERY INTERESTING TO A HORSE
OWNER.

Klrksville.Mo , Jan 29,1904.
The Lawrence-Williams Co , CUveland,

Ohio.
I have cured lots of cases of fistula and

spavin bone. bog. blood, with GOMBAULT'S
CAUSTIC BALSAM. On bog and blood
spavin removed all the bunch; but on bone,
killed it, cured the lameness and removed a
larger part of the bunch Can remove all if

taken in time; also splints, curbs, thorough-
pins— in fact, ail enlargements—and have
met with the very best of results.

S- J. MILLER.

WILL DO MOKE THAN ANY OTHER
MEDICINE.

Stuart, Neb., Jan. 31, 1905.
The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.
Six years ago I took a bunch off a horse's

leg just below the knee as big as a man's
head. I am now using it on a colt which cut
his foot in a wire fence and grew a new hoof

,

and foot is enlarged above hoof. The foot is

gradually geiting smaller, and think in a
little time will be down to its natural size*
GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM will do
more than any other medicine I ever used for
removing growths on horses.

W. A. Hrscox.

PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITY AND
SUCCESSFUL.

McLaughlin Ranch, Water Valley, Tex.
Feb 6 1904.

The Lawrence-Williams Co,, Cleveland
Ohio.

I have used several bottles of your GOM-
BAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM for various
ailments, such as strains, fistula, enlar e-

ments, etc , with saiisfactoury results. Our
home stock numbers about 350, so we have
plenty of opportunities to try ir.

STANLEY TURNER.

CURED EISTULA AND ORDERS MORE
Elk Run, Va., Feb 6. 1904.

The Lawrence-Williams Co , Cleveland,
Ohio.

I wish you would please hurry this matter
up as I need the medicine right away. I used
GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM once
before for fistula and I had fine results The
horse is entirely well. HERBERT COX

As a HUMAN REMEDY for Rheumatism, Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is Invaluable.
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Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or SENT

BY EXPRESS, CHARGES PAID, with full directions for

use. Special information given free whenever requested.

Jfimegarumemtltmntii* sfjnfiturpoF

u.s. 5. canadas. I CLEVELAN U,U.

SOLE ACENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

THE

Lawrence-Williams Co.

CLEVELAND, O. TORONTO, CAN.

J\'»nr qrmnjiF wi/Lont T?is si'qnrrtun'oF>

SoleJwportc/S i-Prcprtrfcrs for Vie \ _.,,-. .., r. -J
U.S. 8, CAKADAS, < CLEVELAND.O
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INDIANAPOLIS
The LOGICAL and the BEST MARKET

For CALIFORNIA
tro

Vn
e
d
r
#acers

, , a ™.t»WtB fl that INDIANAPOLIS is the country's greatest sales centre

,.ocK
R

F
eD
MEK« ^utreLler^lllbe m^empha^ize this already proven claim lor the metropolis

S l^TJ^T^O^ la^e^ion. ^^ _„, S„G A MAEKET for their hoiain g s, will do well to hear in mina that hoth

S.dney DULOH and McK.NKEY were pnrchasea^^""re frequented hy liheral huyers not only from the Uxxau. West, but also by

_. Next Sale at1^ INDIANAPOLIS

i to the increment oi vaiuca i/*.*..—..-

FEBRUARY 26, 27, 28, MARCH 1, 2, 3, 1906.
* i ;* *« «.i» frr«at. A-NTsTTTATj SPRING SA

For full information and

Terms governing; consign-

ments, etc., address QUICK

FRANK P. KENNEY
Sales Manager BLAIR-BAKER HORSE CO.Us

Two^Well=Known^Winners^
Champions Every Year for a Quarter of a Century

Campbell'sHorseFootRemGdy
CAMPBELL'S

EM0LLIO
IODOFORM GALL CURE

w
. SOLD BY ....

A SAYRE Sacramento, Cal

R T. PRAZIEB Pueblo, Colo

J G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah

JUBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont

A A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash

A F. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash

m'cSORLEY & HENDERSON.... Seattle, Wash

C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

WM E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING Sa° Dieg°> Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

C A. SCHWEITZER Fresno, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JNO. A. McKERRON ..San Francisco, Cal

JOS McTIGUE San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Cal

PKI0E:-3 OZ.

Sold by all Dealers in Harness and Turf Goods.

For G4LL BACKS and SHOULDERS. CRUPPER
SORES and SADDLE GALLS there is none

SU
The'horse CAN BE WORKED AS USUAL.
For BARBED WIRE CUTS. CALKS. SCRATCH-

ES BLOOD POISONED SORES and ABRASIONS
np THE SKIN it has no equal.

It is very adhesive and easily applied to a watery

**!« "sewil?acutely prevent BLOOD POISON-
ING Inrtts respect there is no gall Cure offered

which can justly eten claim to be a competitor.!

We Placed it on the market relying wholly on its

merU for access, and notwithstanding the tact tba

Comparatively little has been drne in the way o

adv»rtt?ing. the sales of 1900 were 100 per cent grei'f
3
r Insn the aggregate sales of Gall Care preceding-

thatrear This increase was entirely due to its

MPR1TS and from it we feel iustiflFdinsavlng that

nfsTHE GALL CURE OF T HE 20TH CENTURY.
It is a ouick and sure cure for those troublesome,

skin cricks under the fetlock which m] ure and often

lay up race horses.

All Trainers Should Have It in Their Stables.

BOX, 25a; 1 IB. BOX, Sl.OO.

If not in stock ask them to write anyJobber for It

Manufacture ci "toy

JAS. B. CAMPBELL & CO. 412 West Madison St.

GRATT0N B. PHILLIPS, President and Manager. CHAS. H. VAN 0RDEN, Secretary and Treasurer

PHILLIPS 6 VAN ORDEN COMPANY
(Incorporated.)

Printers] ||

Lithographers

Bookbinders

Publishers

..Poster Work.,

Horse catalogues

Mid

Pedigree ca.rds

A Specially.

508

Clay Str.

(Niantic Block)

San Francisco

California

TELEPHONE

MAIN 1598

riRCT NATIONAL
m BANK m !

-of- or Northwest Gorner***mu _ BBsh and san&ome Sts

<sS«3s«$*3=>«=«'*> **>

Safe Deposit Department
Safes, $5 a year. Trunks Stored". $1 a month.

Absolute Security for Valuables.

RED BALL BRAND.

AwardedGoldMedal
At California State
Fair 1893.

Every horse owner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup-

ply of It on hand. It

Improves and keeps
stock In the pink of
condition,
nnnhaltan Food Co

1 353 Folaom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for it.

Positively Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.

O. F. KERTELL, Macasr

THOMPSON'S SALE AND TRAINING STABLES

PLEASANTON RACE TRACK
One of the Best Equipped Training Stables in California.

Owners desiring to bave borscs bandied and put in eondition for sale or racing are invited "

correspond witb the undersigned JAg THOMPSON. Pleasanton, Cal.

Ji
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.THE.

Annual Blue Ribbon Sale
WILL BE HELD AT

CLEVELAND, OHIO, IN MAY, 1906
ARRANGE TO CONSIGN YOUR BEST TO THIS SALE.

THE FASIG-TIPTON CO.,
MADISON SQUARE GARDENS, N. Y.

TWO-WHEELERS
Are the Acknowledged Leaders.

Our Special Light

Low-Seat Sulky

embodies all the

essential ,
features

necessary for a

stiff, rigid and true

running sulky.

O'BRIEN 6 SONS, Coast Agents

Golden Gate Ave. & Polk St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

They are of Highest Quality and the Most

Popular Vehicles for Racing, Training and

Matinee Purposes. Added improvements for 19C6.

SULKIES IN ALL SIZES.

PNEUMVTIC ROAD and TRACK CARTS.

PNEUMATIC POLE CARTS for team work on
both r.ad and track.

HIGH WHEEL JOO CARTS.

LONG SHAFT BREAKING CARTS.

BSg"Send for Catalogue.^

S. TOOMEY & CO.

CANAL DOVEB,0-IO, U.S.A.

State Agricultural Society i California Safe Deposit

Occident Stake of 1908 § and Trust Company
TROTTING STAKE FOR FOALS OF 1905

To be Trotted at the California State Fair of 1908. Entries to Close January I, 1906,

with ALBERT LINDLKY, Secretary, at the Office In Sacramento.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ENTRANCE, ot which $10 must accompany nomina-

tion; $15 to be paid January 1, 1907: J25 to be paid January 1, 1908, and S50 thirty days

before the race. The Occident Cup, of the value ot $100, to be added by the Society.

Mile heats, three in five, to harness. First colt to receive cup and six tenhs; second

colt, three-tenths; and third colt one-tenth of the stakes. Five toenter. three to start.

A horse not winntng a heat in the Brat three shall not start for the fourth heat unless

said horse shall have made a dead heat, but horses so ruled out shall have a right to

share In the prize according to their rank In the summary at the close of their last

heat. Otherwise N. T. A. Rules govern.

Nominators are not held for the full amount ot entrance In case colt goes wrong; only forfeit

payments made, vhioh relieve* you from further responsibility, and declares entry out.

The stake of 1903 should receive a large entry, and be very valuable. Every breeder should

enter in it.

Remember the Date of Closing is January 1, 1906.

Receives Savings Deposits of

Ten Dollars and Upwards.

IT PAYS INTEREST

TWICE A YEAR...

Rarp ^
1_I

* Per cen* on oru *nary accounts.
"° 1"

3 6-10 per cent on term accounts.

Capital and Surplus

Total Assets

81,521,711.98

7.888.697,13

ALBERT LINDLEY, Secretary. B. F. RUSH, President.

»* Deposits may be ma.de by P. 0. Order, Wells-Fargo Money Order or Bank Draft. •*

@ Send for Pamphlets Descriptive of our Business. S

| OFFICES: Cor. California and Montgomery Sts„ SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.
|

Telephone, Main 199

BLAKE, MOFFIT & TOWNE
Quinns Ointment

PI Rfe

Will Make A Horse Over;
will pu t soimd legs under him and
will save him from the cheap hawker and trader It is the I

standard cure for Spavins, Curb?, Splints. Wind puffs and all

the various lumps and bunches ot! like kind. K>tp it always on

hand and you will be prepared when trouble comes. Leading
|

horsemen everywhere know it and use it.

Mr H. R. Clark, Fredonla, V. Y., writes; "The bottle of
Qulnn'm OInlmant purchased fr-TO you about two years aRO
removed a curb and thoroujrhpJn and did it lor good. My
horse's leg is as smooth as ever."

Price $1.00 per bottle. Sold by all druggists or sent by mail*

Write for circulars, testimonials, etc

W.B. EDDY A COMPANY, WHITEHALL, N. Y.

55-57=59 and 61 First St., J3-JK32 SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.

Blake, Moffit & Towne,

Los Angeles.

Blake, McFall Co.

Portland.

American Paper C

Seattle.
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Aivjii^txjKriTroiNr, zue-jl-ess, shotguns
WEBE AWARDED 1HE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

Clabrough,

ftUNS

Sun Goods
"SeDd for Catalogue.

Goloher & Go,

FISHING

Tackle
538 MARKET STREET. S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY .

.

LOADED SHELLS
PACIFIC

CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

EXCELSIOR

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

We Make 16 Oracles, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOQ to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., Ithaca. N. Y.

?o
r

Coast Branch. PHIL B, BEKEART CO.. 114 Second St., San Francisco

SHREVE &, BARBERTca

SHOOT YOUR GAME

BALLISTITE
If you Use It Once,

You will Use It Again—
That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANG-LES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

PIONEER DEALERS
739

Market St.

Send for

Catalogue

521

Kearny St.

Mailorders

a Specialty

VICTOR VEBILHAC
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGBATH
Manager

GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

f PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recogoUe the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years carriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an acre has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, chandeliers

and tropical plants, been converted Into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Cerise, with Billiard and
Pool tables for the ladles—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern Improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location In the City— all add much to the ever Increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

DEXTER PRINCE STABLES
TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE

Oor ol Grove and Baker Streets, jnst at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Part

(Take Hayes, MoAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

R««t lnnated and healthiest Stable In San Pranoisoo. Always a good roadster on hand for

or cars.

A.. J. MARTIN, rop.

!

-HONE PARK 162

BOARDING AND LIVERY
X530 FELL STREET

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVE-
Hayes St Cars Pass the Door

STALLION OWNER!
Tf You Need a Stallion Card or Stock Catalogue Compiled »>•« Jrifited. Stamon^Poster,

Stallion service Book, a Cut of Your Hone, »E™»B»k«f™ "'"'• °'

£

S
'

T
DU

Pedigree. Get it where ;,ou can get the CHhAr'hsl ana 131.M.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES ADDRESS

MAGNUS FLAWS 8. CO., 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. It.1/.
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REfllNGTON
GUNS

Has made them the favorite of all the world's

greatest sportsmen.

THESE PERFECT WEAPONS WHEN USED WITH

AMMUNITION
Make an absolutely invincible combination. You should use them to obtain the best results.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG.
PACIFIC COAST DEPOT,

86-88 FIRST ST.,

San Francisco, Cal. E. E. DRAKE, Manager.

•

f

To users of

"Infallible," "E. C." and

"Schultze" the

Laflin & Rand Powder Co.

desires to express its

best wishes for a

Joyous Christmas

and a most prosperous

New Year.

i«J

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCIBLE
Loaded with Any Standard Brand of

Smokeless Powder.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I

r

:

\
*

t

}

f wishes to its friends for a

The Du Pont Company

extends heartiest good

most joyful

Holiday Season.

I

THE GUN OF

QUALITY

Parker
STANDS FOR

Quality
135,000 IN USE.

SMITH HAMMERLESS and EJECTOR GUNS

HUNTER
ONE-TRIGGER

Jaallty is of paramount Importance. THE PARKER GUN Is the
'"ecognized standard of the world and stands today better than
wer. The best gun value in the world; DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
t cannot be equaled- We never have made cheap, trashy gans
tud the PARKER Is always found cheapest in the end. The GUN for YOU. This ts

rood time to begin to get ready for next season. Let us assist you. Write today.

Gold Medal
at the

LEWIS & CLARK
EXPOSITION

I Y, Salesrooms: 32 Warren St, 30 Cherry St,, Meriden, Conn,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

HUNTER ABMS CO., FULTON, NEW YORF



ALACE
HOTEL
SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA

[Famous for its

Court
Cafes
Cuisine

i ,81
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BRIGHTON BEACH RACING ASSOCIATION
LIST OF STAKES CLOSING TUESDAY, JANUARY 2, I9O6

Entries to the following stakes will close with the Racing Secretary at the office of the Association,

215 Montague Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TO BE RUN IN 1908
BRIGHTON PRODUCE, GuaraDteed Cash Value $30,000, for tbe produce of mares to foal in 1906 and the race to be run in 1908—SIX FURLONGS.

TO BE RUN IN 1906. Summer Meeting
BRIGHTON HANDICAP, Guaranteed Cash Value $25,000, for 3-year-olds and upward—1 J MILES.

INVINCIBLE HANDICAP, $7,500 added for 3-year-olds and upwards— 1J MILES.

BRIGHTON MILE, $3,000 added, 3-year-olds and up-ONE MILE. MONTATJ! • :
.

: . .

2-v:3r-oYi ; .- TURLOI :

TEST HANDICAP, $3,000 added, 3-year-olds and up—ONE MILE.

JAMAICA STAKES, $1,500 added, 3 year olds and up—SIX FURLONGS.

THE I3LIP HANDICAP, $2,000 added, 3-year-olds and up—1 MILE and a FUR.

NAUTILUS STAKES, $1,500 added, 3-year-olds and up—1 MILE and 1-16TH.

SEAGATE STAKES, $2,500 added for 3-year-olds—1 MILE AND A FURLONG

GLEN COVE HANDICAP, $2,000 added, for 3-year-olds—SIX FURLONGS.

ATLANTIC STAKES, $1,500 added, for 2-year-olds—FIVE AND A HALF FUR.

WINGED FOOT HANDICAP, $2,000 added, for 2-year-olds—SIX FURLONGS.

DISTAFF STAKES, $1,500 added, for 2-year-old fillies—FIVE FURLONGS.

BRIGHTON STEEPLECHASE, $5,000 added. The full course about 21 miles.

PUNCHESTOWN STAKES, $1,500 added Short course about 2 miles.

CCRRAGH STAKES, $1,500 added. Short course about 2 miles.

TO BE RUN IN 1906. Autumn Meeting
BRIGHTON CUP, Guaranteed Cash Value $10,000 and $1,000 Cup, for 3-year olds and upwards, 2 miles and a quarter.

THE CUP PRELIMINARY, $2,500 added, for 3-year-olds and upward, one mile and a half.

The Rules of Racing adopted by The Jockey Club and the National Steeplechase and Hunt Association govern all Races

run under the auspices of the BRIGHTON BEACH RACING ASSOCIATION.

JOHN BODEN, Jr., Racing Secretary. W. A. ENGEMAN, President.

Entry Blanks for the above Btakes may be obtained on application at this office.

THE CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB
RACE COURSE: SHEEPSHEAD, N. T. OFFICE: 571 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

EVENTS TO CLOSE TUESDAY, JANUARY 2, 1906

FOR THE JUNE MEETING 1906.
FOR THREE YEARS OLD AND UPWARDS.

The Suburban. "»««»p. — mU« *° d a ««»«"
Ca8h „lM ... $20,000

The Commonwealth. Handicap. ». mil. ania quarter $10,000 added

The Advance. w<"6ht '°r^e'"nem, 'eand,hree,urIODB9
Cashva.ue. ...$15,000

The June Handicaps. s7
,
50 o added, vi z;

The Coney Island, six furlongs $2,000 added

The sheep.head IS .y. one mile $2,500 added

The Long Island, one mile and a farlong 3>0,UUU 300X0

The Equality. Peoait.esand Allowances, one miie $3,000 added

The Thistle. seiiine.oDemiie and a fnnong $2,000 added

FOR THREE YEARS OLD.
I he SWIlt. Penalties and Allowances, seven furlongs 3)0,UUU aQQefl

The Spindrift. U andicai>, onemiieanda mriong $3,000 added

FOR TWO YEARS OLD.
The Great Trial.

'•»'»«»"A»™»«Mhi.ri.»,.
0uiiMiM $25,000

The Double Event. *«•«««•««*«—«•.*«»
CuhralM ,

$20,000

first Event, Ave and a half furlongs !plU,UUU

Second Event, six forlongs 0lU,UUU

I he Zephyr. Penalties and Allowances, Ave ana a half furlongs .
.$A"Uf 30ded

The Spring. Penalties and Allowances, six rurlongs $2,000 added

The Vernal. For Fillies. I-ennUles and Allowances, Ave furlongs *A0UU 3dded

STEEPLECHASES.
Itie BeaCOn. Penaitiesand AUowsncel.Bbont: 1-3 mUes... $3,000 added
The Independence. Handicap, about a 1-2 miles $2,500 added

FOR THE AUTUMN MEETING 1906
1 He rllgnt. For two years old and upwards, seven furlongs $3,00U added
Itie oeptemOer. For three years old, one mile and three furlongs .$3,000 added
The Autumn. For two yeara old- 8iI fnriongs $2,000 added
The Flatbush. For two year8 »1^™™to'»""

CashTalM $10,000

The Great Eastern Handicap. s^tm,mB.

ca,h value... $7,500

FOR THE AUTUMN MEETING 1908
The Futurity. $10,000 added—$3,750 to the Breeders.

BY SUBSCRIPTION of $30 each, OR ONLY 810 IP THE MONEY BE SENT "WITH EN-
TRY, for mares covered in 1905. and a further subscription of 350 each for tbe produce of > uch mares
unless struck out by NOVEMBER 1. 1907; or$!00 unless struck out by July 15 1908. Each starter to
pay $-.250 additional, all of which shall go to the second Bnd third horses as further provided.

The Coney Island Jockey Club to add TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000); tbe second to
receive $1,250 of the added money and two- thirds of the starting fees; tbe third $?50of tbe added
money and one-third of the starting fees.

The nominators of the winner, o' the second horse and of the third horse, namely the nomin-
ator of the mare, to receive $-.000, SI, 250, and $500 of the added money respectively, whether they are
the owners of the horse when the race takes place or not.

Colts 122 lbs , fillies aDd geldings 119 lbs. Winners of two races of $4 COO or one of $7,0C0, 4 lbs.

extra: of three of $4,000, two of $7,000 or one of $15,100. 8 lbs. extra.
If mare or si allion has Dot produced a winner prior to January 1, 19C6. the produce will be al-

lowed 3 lbs for either or 5 lbs for both, f-aid aLowance to be claimed at time of entry. Maidens al-

lowed 5 lbs., which allowance shall not be cumulative.
If a mare nominated for this event drops her foal before the first of January. 1906. or if she has

a dead or more than one foal, or Is barren, the entry of such mare is VOID, and the sv.bsoripticn if

paid, will be returned.
By filing prior to NOVEMBER 1, 1907, with the Coney Island Jockey Club an accepted trans-

feror tbe produce with its engagement in this event, the original subscriber will be released from
aDy liability as to the engagement of the produce. Six furlongs.

En1 ries to be addressed to tin* CLERK OF THE COURSE.
THE CONEY ISLAND JOCKEY CLUB,

571 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN
F. W. KELLEY, Propbietob.

Turf and Sporting Authority of the Pacific Coast,

—OFFICE

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

P. O. BOX 447.

Telephone: Black 586.

Terms-One tear S3, Six Months SI. 75. Three Months SI

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.
Money should be sent by postal order, draft or by registered

letter addressed to F. W. Kelley, 36 Geary St., San Francisco,
California.
Communications must be accompanied by the writer's name and

address, not necessarily for publication, but as a private guar-
antee of good faith.

San Francisco, Saturday, December 30, 1905

THERE IS WORK TO DO during the next two

months by every person' Interested in the breeding

and training of harness horses. A good circuit of

harness racing in California in 1906 is absolutely

essential to the prosperity of horse breeders and

owners, and if they will only get to work at the form-

ation of a circuit it can be accomplished without

much difficulty. The live and energetic people of

Southern California have already announced their

intention of giving a good meeting at Los Angeles in

June and another late in the season. The State Agri-

cultural Society will offer good purses for harness

races, and the Pacific Coast Trotting Horse Breeders'

Association can be depended upon to give one of its

high class meetings in August as usual. But what

are the horsemen of San Jose, Fresno, Stockton,

Woodland, Santa Rosa, Marysville, Salinas, Hollister,

"Vallejo, Pleasanton and other towns, where good mile

tracks are located going to do in regard to giving

meetings? In every one of the towns mentioned an

excellent meeting can be held if the horsemen them-

selves but take the initiative and do a little hard

work. The time to commence is right now. Dates

should be claimed in January and purses announced

very soon thereafter. Owners and trainers want to

know how much racing there will be in California this

year before they make up their training strings. If

there is a good circuit of eight or ten meetings an-

nounced by February, more horses will be trained

than for many years past. Nearly every owner wants

to race his* horses at home, but if the circuit is as

small as it was last year, those with good strings

will cross the Rocky Mountains. The time to an-

nounce dates is during the month of January and

purses should be announced, before the first day of

March. We. therefore, say to the horsemen of the

towns mentioned above, and the managers of the

tracks at those places: It is time to get a move on.

What are you going to do about a race meeting in

1906? Let us hear from you, one and all. The har-

ness horse business is in good shape but a good cir-

cuit) will raise prices all along the line. The number

of mares bred in 1906, will also be greater if there is

a good circuit, as the interest in harness horses will

be increased. It behooves everyone connected with

the industry in any way to get his coat off. There is

work to do and it must not be put off.

JUST A "WORD to these who own mares that they

intend breeding this year. Don't cross two different

types with the expectation of getting a happy med-

ium between the two. It will not result more than

once or twice out of ten times. If you own a draft

mare of Percheron blood and type select the best

Percheron stallion you can find in your neighborhood

to mate her with. If your mares are Clydesdales or

Belgians, stick to those breeds and try to improve

and build up the stock you have. If you own a hand-

some mare by a trotting horse, pick out a handsome

trotting stallion to mate her with. If your trotting

mare is a slab-sided, homely brute don't get the idea

into your head that her foal from a handsome coach

horse or a hackney will be as handsome as its sire.

Breed your mares with some judgment, and remember

that it takes a very long time to establish a type or

a breed. You cannot get what you want from one

cross of any two types of horses. So stick to the

breeds already established and try to get your stock

as close to full blood as you can. If a farmer owns

some large coarse draft mares of mixed breed and

desires to improve his stock let him select the type

of horse he likes best of all the draft breds and breed

his mares to him. When the fillies from these mat-

ings are old enough mate them with a draft stallion

of the sama breed, and continue along this line until

your colts are near enough full blooded to be regis-

tered. Then register the youngsters as fast as they

come along and stick to this one breed. It is the only

way to get horses that will bring good prices in dull

times.

GET YOCTR STALLION ADVERTISEMENT before

the public early. Remember that owners of brood

mares like to s-toidy over the best cross for their

mares, and that the blood lines of your horse may be

just the ones they have decided will be the best, but

do not know where to get. If your advertisement

brings but one mare it will pay, and most breeders

have come to the conclusion that horses not adver-

tised are not the ones to patronize.

Mr. J. H. Williams is training two full brothers to

Danube 2:12 14 at the Los Angeles track.

Mr. O. A. Lowe, the well known farmer and horse
dealer of Wo'cdland. recently made a trip through
Mexico, and states that he saw more fine carriage

teams on the streets of the Mexican capital than he
has seen in any city in this country. Dealers of

Chicago and other points in the Middle West find a
ready sale in Mexico for fine pairs and high prices

do not stop the sales. The wealthy Mexicans want
the best they can buy and the parade of fine turnouts
on the streets of the city of Mexico every afternoon is

equal to a horse show.

The case of the National Trotting Association
against East View Farm was decided in favor of the

farm. This is the case in which the charge was made
that Monroe Salisbury, who was under suspension,
was directing the racing stable. The evidence was
to the effect that Mr. Salisbury was only am employe
and that the entries were made by Mr. Butler and
the racing managed by Chas. DeRyder.

Dan Misner is located at Pleasanton for <the winter
with eight head of trotters and pacers, among them
the trotter Homeway 2:14%, owned by Gus Lindauer
of this cMy. who thinks the gelding holds a world's

record. In the race at Los Angeles where he beat
Lady Jones and several other good ones in a four-heat

race Homeway trotted the second heat in 2:14%,
which Mr. Lindauer thinks is the fastest time ever

made in a race by a fifteen-year-old trotter. Home-
way is certainly a great trotter for his age and the

razooing he has had. Mr. Misner thinks he can trot

a mile in 2:12. If anyone owns a fifteen-year-old

trotter that has beaten 2:14% in a race, or has heard

of one that has done it. Mr. Lindauer would like to

hear about it.

Secretary Horace W. Wilson has already rented

seventeen of the private boxes in the grand stand

at the Kentucky Breeders' Association track, Lex-
ington, Ky., for the fall meeting of 1906 , which
leaves only seven boxes so far unengaged for next

season. During 'the spring a dozen or more boxes
will be added to the stand.

A prominent horseman said to a New York corres-

pondent in the lobby of the Murray Hill Hotel during
the Board of Review meeting: "You knew the Grand
Circuit is not always a harmonious body. It would
not surprise me to see two factions spring up within

the next four or five years, which would result in a
split and two big circuits—one in the East and one
in the West, with a season's windup, as now. at some
Southern point where the best horses of each circuit

could meet. I am not so sure but what a division of

the Grand Circuit into an Eastern and a Western
circuit would be a good thing for racing men, pro-

vided the two circuits were of equal caliber. It

would save horsemen much expense in shipping, and
give them twice as many chances to earn money."

Five thouasnd people, prominent in socie:y and
politics, attended the formal opening of the New Cen-
tury speedway, Washington, D. C, held under the

auspices of the Road Drivers' and Riders' Association

of Washington. The course is on a government res-

ervation of about a mile and seventy yards in length,

and runs from a point near the old Naval Observatory
south to and along the Potomac river front, whence
the speedway turns into Nineteenth street, following

that for a considerable distance. The course is with-
in a half mile of the White House grounds. A pro-
gram of five trotting and pacing races, half-mile

heats, in which local horses participated, had been
provided for opening day.

John Shepard says Ethel's Pride 2:06% and Reina
2:12% make the nicest pole team he has ever had
anything to do with. The dean of the road is a mas-
ter in the art of mating trotters.

Charley DeRyder holds a record. The Board of
Review gave him back half of that $100 which Start-
ing Judge Frank Walker put on him at Readville a
year ago last August.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBERS of the Eastern horse

papers that have reached our desk are all, without

exception, very handsomely printed and filled with

good reading. The American Horse Breeder of Bos-

ton was the first to come, then the Chicago Horse-

man, quickly followed by the Horse Review of the

same city, then the Trotter and Pacer of New York,

the Kentucky Stock Farm, the Rural Spirit of Port-

land and the Horse World of Buffalo. Each number
contains a feast for a horseman and has individuality

of its own that makes it absolutely essential to one's

satisfaction that he reads them all. We advise every

person interested in harness horses to buy all the

Christmas numbers. They are worth more than the

price asked.

The stallion Allie Wilkes 2:15 is now credited with
forty-four standard performers, having put two new
ones in the list this year. Three secured reduced
records. Allie Wilkes is owned at Niles. Ohio, where
he is in the stud.

A patent has been taken out on a sliding seat for
the racing sulky. The inventor claims that the shift-
ing of the driver's weight will materially increase the
speed of the horse at times while at others the ani-
mal will be able to travel at greater ease upon the
position of the seat being changed again.

Dan Selsor, who left Pleasanton for San Jose in
charge of Ed Mills stallion. Lecco 2:09%, and found
on reaching the Garden City that the horse was billed
through to Macon. Georgia, and there was nothing
else to do but stay with him, has returned to Pleasan-
ton. Dan now claims the record as a box-car tourist,
Lecco having been shipped in that sort of car. He
says no horse ever made as long a trip and left the
car feeling and looking so well as Lecco did.

"Columbus" writes as follows from Kansas to the
Western Horseman: 'Every few weeks a shipment of
carriage, coach and road horses passes through Kan-
sas, bound for the City of Mexico. Only recently Jose
Ballkna, of the City of Mexico, went over the Santa
Fe railroad with an express-car load of twenty-eight
head of trotting bred horses suitable for carriage or
coach use, that cost from $800 to $2500 per pair. The
Mexicans are critical buyers and willing to pay good
prices for horses with quality, size, style and action.
For a number of years this trade with Mexico in
trotting bred horses large enough to draw a carriage
has been steadily increasing, and promises to grow
better in the future."

The statement that the Fasig-Tipton Company
would not hold a sale at Cleveland this year is- un-
true. This company did not hold a sale at Cleveland
last May for reasons too well known to need mention
here, but never intended to abandon the Cleveland
market, where it owns a completely equipped sales
mart. The Cleveland sale of this company will be
held in May, 1906, the exact dates to be announced
later. This sale has always been the one sale of the
year that appealed to California horsemen, offering
them the one opportunity to show speed "under the
watch," an opportunity afforded them by no other
sale nor no other sales firm. Even at this early date
we feel able to say that the 1906 Blue Ribbon Sale,
as the Cleveland sale has always been called, will
rank favorably with any sale ever held there.

The harness horse business is looking like old
times at Marysville, where the track is in fine shape
for winter work. J. J. Sangster and "Dad" Morris of
Tulare are at the Marysville track with six head of
very promising ones. They are working a son of
McNear for Col. Forbes of the Western Pacific Rail-
way that is showing up well. Also two fine fillies

owned by William Leech that are by Baron Bretto.
out of Silver Bells by Silver King. There are many
other horses at the track, all doing well. There may
be something doing in the way of a harness meeting
at Marysville during the summer of 1906. The com-
ing of the new railroad has made the whole country
boom, and a good harness meeting would draw a
large attendance.

A. E. Mastin of Sacramento has sold to Mr. Al
Pryor of Ben Lomond. Santa Cruz county, the pacing
stallion John A. 2:12% by Wayland W. 2:12%, sire of
Bolivar 2:06»i. etc. The price paid was $1200. John
A. is a fine looking, large stallion, with a world of
speed, and being well bred should be an excelent horse
for Santa Cruz breeders to patronize.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

T. A R.—The stallion Wimvood by Anteeo is not
registered.

C. P. C—Graceful George is a chestnut horse, sired
by Alcona Jr.. dam by Washington. He made a
record of 2:23 at Portland. Oregon, June 29, 1S93. We
believe he is now owned in Fresno county. Cal. We
do not know his age.

S. G. C.—The outcome of breeding your trotting
mare to a Percheron stallion is one of those things
"mo fellow can find out" until the foal is born and
reaches maturity. We have seen a few very hand-
some horses bred that way. and more that were non-
descripts. You will be mixing two breeds and there
is no telling what the result will be. Would advise
you to secure a Percheron mare weighing not less
than 1500 pounds to breed t.> the horse you name and
to breed your trotting mare to the best trotting stal-
lion within your reach.

J. W. B.—The dam of Flora G. 2.2r>. by Altoona.
was Susie by Conway's Fate-hen, son of Geo. M.
Patchen Jr. 31: grandam Rosa said to be by Nigger
Baby. Hugo _

,

:l
,

7 1
_. was by Electioneer, dam Help-

mate, ' horoughbred mare by Plane) second dam by
Vandal.

Jackson's Napa Soda does not tangle the feet.
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NOTES AND NEWS.

Happy

Gel Up a harness meeting- in your county.

I ifornia circuit will do much to increase

the value of nutters and pacers.

iwners should make their announcements
.Many mares are bred each year in February.

--I has been an interest-

ing one for those who admire the little Shetlands and
follow the course of their fortunes at the fairs and

Some very strong: exhibits have been
east and west, and the competition has in

- keen. Several of the shows have
adopted the rule recommended by the American Shet-

iub which requires that ponies exhibited

shall be ridden or driven by children under 15 years
; there is no more interesting: feature of a

show than a ring: of Shetlands piloted by their young
masters and mistresses.

A subscriber of ilie Breeder and Sportsman wishes
to know if. any of our leaders can give the breeding
of a horse called Tippo, shipped to California about
22 years ago from Canada, and after making one sea-
son about Petaluma and Sonoma was returned to

Canada. Anyone knowing anything about this horse
will confer a favor by notifying this office.

The Biggs Stock Farm at Burns. Oregon, is the
home of the handsome and fast stallion Dazzler 2:26 3?2.

Among the brood mares at this farm are the follow-
ing whose names are familiar to California

breeders: Fenella. dam of Janice 2:08%. etc.. by
Fallis: Judith 2:25. by AVilliam Harold; Kitty B.. by
Sidney. Lildine Wilkes, by Xutwood Wilkes: Nellie

Burns, by Guy Wilkes and Menoco. by Mendocino.
Mr. Biggs has other mares by Welcome. Marvin
Wilkes. Starboul. Kebir, Arthur Holt. Costello. Chal-
lenger Chief and others, and has young stock and rac-

ing prospects for sale.

The second payment on the Occident Stake of 1907.

and the third on the same stake of 1906, are, both due
and payable January 1st. If not paid by that time,

former payments are forfeited.

John I. Sparrow is kept pretty busy these days sell-

ing Miller carts to owners who are beginning to jog

their prospective winners for the season of 1906.

Mr. C. A. Durfee is getting out of the horse busi-

ness pretty fast. He advertised all his horses for sale

two months ago and has disposed of all the mares

—

four in number, and all the colts. He has two stal-

lions left. Galindo. by McKinney out of Elsie (dam of

r. i by Gen Benton, and Almaden 2:22 as a two year
old by Direct 2:05U out of Rose McKinney by Mc-
Kinney.

The famous trotting mare Sweet Marie, owned by
Mr. William Garland, of Los Angeles, figured as the
principal in a runaway accident at Albany. N. Y..

recently. She is being wintered at Alta P. Macdon-
ald's place on the Albany road in Albany. While be-
ing driven in charge of Mr. Macdonald's second
trainer, the animal became frightened at an automo-
bile, shied and broke one of the wheels of the exer-
cising cart, throwing out the driver. The mare ran
several miles directly to her stable, and although she
freed herself entirely from the vehicle and harness
she was uninjured. The driver was not seriously
hurt.

h & Son. the- well known dealers in draft and
coach stallions purchased last week in Oregon the

-ill lion Kinney Mac, and sent him to

Indiana for stud duty.

According t" a report in circulation. Louisville may
the trotting game again neyt year, and an as-

lon will be formed for the purpose of holding
it Douglas Park will be used,

1 1 which was popular several years ago
; i. <;. Hogan, president of the

cky Live Stocl Breeders1 Association is said

to i" thi head of a movement to Lie one of one
ntribute $100 each for the purpose.

with human beings, the ad-
vantage nui se and proper

or an inva i be over-
the care of a

sick horse, and who is possessed oi a sympathetic
Iking Cor the work, is simply an

Invaluab , Q should
be appi i A horse being, of coursi

. hat its sufferings
nore or less indefinite .^igns ol

i that the attendan ^ should
observant a; ul num. for. should
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1 '.-- OUld be

xlivni'-
1

' tin iken records
'

!

- 05, and Ave others tacve
, 2:12 i ra< es.

It is reported that an offer of $15,000 for the fast

three-year-old colt Silence, by Chimes, dam Whisper
2;0S%, by Alcander 2:20*^, has been turned down by
Samuel Hyde of Fail River, Mass It was Silence

that forced Bon Boyage 3, 2:12% to his record.

Vance Nuckols. the well known trainer who resides

at Glenville. Ohio, has four year old stallion that he
thinks would make a success in California. The colt

is certainly bred right as he is by the great Baron
Wilkes, first dam Geraldine 2:20, dam of 3 in the
list, by Alcyone, second dam Alice Stoner 2:24^4, dam
of 3. by Strathmore. third dam old Ned dam of 6.

standard performers, three producing sons and three

producing daughters.

Mr. Geo. H Birdno, of Safford. Graham county,
Arizona, visited Petaluma two weeks ago and pur-
chased from Brown & Brandon the very handsome
and fast stallion Meridian 2:12 :

!!4, shipping him to

Safford the same week. Meridian was not only a fast

and game race horse, but is proving an excellent sire,

his colts all being strong . lusty fellows with great
natural speed. Meridian is by Sl.nrnocolon 2:13^,
dam Sidane by Sidney, second dam Addie S. by
Steinway. No horse on the coast carr.es as much of

the Strathmore blood in his veins as Meridian and he
should be a very valuable horse for the horsemen of

Arizona to patronize. If trained he could doubtless
lower his present record as he is as sound as the day
lie was foaled.

John Martin, the well known fruit grower of Wood-
land, Yolo county, has a trio of geldings by Diablo
2:09% that look like future prize winners. He has

a three-year-old and a two-year-old, both bays that

are fine individuals, and very promising from a speed
standpoint. A brown two-year-old by Diablo out of

Buttonette, own sister to Gen Logan, sire of Miss
Logan 2: 06*4- is certainly one of the largest and
handsomest geldings the writer has seen in many a

day. Both these two-year-olds are natural pacers.

Zombowyette by Zombro reduced her record to

2: 16 \i in a winning race at Phoenix, Arizona, on
Christmas Day. This mare was bred by L. H. Tod-
hunter of Sacramento and is out of a mare by Silver

Bow 2:16. She is six years old.

The Coronado Country Club has planned two
months of fine sport, commencing on February 5th.

The program includes polo pony racing, club tennis
championships in golf for men and women, long-

distance automobile race from Los Angeles to Coro-
nado, automobile races for two and i^ur cylinder cars,

economy races for automobiles and a pigeon shooting
carnival. The last event will take place the first part

of April. Many local men will compete.

A dozen farmers and business men of Woodland.
Yolo county, have recently formed an association and
purchased the French coach stallion Caton 3S96. for

the sum of $2,700. Caton is said to be one of the

finest specimens of this breed ever brought to Cali-

fornia, and will doubtless be well patronized by the

horse breeders of Yolo county.

The chestnut gelding Custer ow ned by Mr. J. C
Adams of Phoenix, Arizona, iss howing great speed
at the pacing gait. He started against Zolock, Hazel
Patch and Daedalion at the Phoenix Fair this week
and won third money, finishing in rront of Daedalion.
For a green horse this is a remarkable showing.
Custer is by Sidney Dillon, out of Maud, dam of

Maudee 2:2-1 ^4 and Legation 2:23^ by Nutwood, and
was bred at the Santa Rosa Stock Farm. He was
purchased by Mr. Adams as a two-year-old at the

farm sale in this city in June 1903. for $120. Horse-
men who have seen him in his work believe he can
beat 2:10 rather handily.

The Spokane Inter-State Fair has §14,240 on hand
the greater part of which will be used for improve-
ments. This fair is one of the most successful held
on the Pacific Coast

The splendidly appointed mile track at Del Monte
will be put in shape for winter training and should

be one of the most popular training tracks on the

coast.

The Baywood Stud at San Mateo is devoted ex-
clusively to the breeding and training of high step-

ping hackney bred harness horses. Green's Rufus.
a frequent prize winner is I lie stallion used. He is

an imported hackney and has sired many high class

harness horses. For any information in regard to

breeding mares to Green's Rufus, oi- the purchase of

well mannered horses fit for park or carriage use.

ss Walter Seely. Manager. San Mateo. Cal.

About the best equipment a young man can have
for the battle of life is a course in Heald's Business
College. It fits him for business and the man who
knows how business should be conducted, never lacks

employment in anj country.

Wayland W. 2:12%, sire of Bolivia 2:06i
4 , the lead-

ing money winner of the year, will' make the season
of 1906 at Santa Rosa. Wayland AY. is one of the
most successful sires foe his opportunities there is in

California He lias sired six 2:1". performers as fol-

lows: Bolivah 2:06%. Nelly R. 2:10, Arthur W.
-:11^. Morosco 2:12. John A. 2:12% and Forresl W.
2:14%. W. C. Kelman now owns Wayland W. and has
>'.'! his service Ce< at $40—a very reasonable figure

h a well bred race horse and producing sire.

A lot of high class mares will be bred to Sta»
Pointer during the coming season. Every breeder,
that looks the ex-champion over is more than pleaseS
with his appearance

Don't fail to enter your fuals in tlie Occident -Staki
of 190S, and to pay up on those entered in the same,
stakes of 1907 and 1906. It pays to keep a colt eligible
to all stakes he is entered in.

ie

A sale of trotters and pacers from Mr. A. B Spree-B
kels. Aptos Ranch, Santa Cruz county, will be held
in this city sometime during February next. Sandy
Smith is now getting them ready for the sale and un-
doubtedly has as fine a lot of young horses as can bM
seen on any farm in California. There are twenty-
five head in all, by Dexter Prince and Cupid 2: IS, thej
latter own brother to Sidney Dillon. A bav mare full
sister to Venus II 2:11% is one of the choice ones.
She is thoroughly broken and not arraid of anything;!
is a splendid roadster with speed enough to train for
the track. One of the handsomest horses every bred
on the farm is by Dexter Prince out of Gallata by
Stamboul. Gallata is the dam of Zambia 2:14%. a
fast trotter that took her record on one of the eastern
tracks last year. Another that will be offered for
sale is an own brother to Harold D. 2:11%. He is*
three years old and just broken but shows lots of
speed. A three year old by Dexter Prince out ozfl
Psyche 2:16%, by Cupid is showing such a good gait, f

level head and so much speed that Sandy is already!
predicting great things for him. There are two Dex-
ter Prince fillies out of the McKinney mare that pro-
duced the fast Cupid filly that Budd Doble has at !l

San Jose, that are splendid prospects. All these young'
horses are being driven daily on the roads about
Aptos where they meet steam cars, automobiles,
electric cars and all other contrivances liable to;

frighten horses. When they are shipped to the sale
Sandy will have them familiar with all these objects
and they will be in shape to put to work on the road
or track.

Zambia 2:14%, the eight year old mare bred by Mr.
A. B. Spreckels, sired by Cupid 2: IS, own brother to I

Sidney Dillon, and out of Gallata by Stamboul, sec-j
ond dam Jenny, the dam of Hulda 2:0S^>, etc. by Bull
Pup, is the dam of a two year old by Arion 2:07%,
that is now owned by Charley Dean, the Illinois

trainer, and is considered a great trotting prospect.

Although the "Old Glory" sale was concluded less

than four weeks ago, at which auction 1.000 head of

trotters and pacers were disposed of. prospects for the

Mid-Winter sale of the Fasig-Tipton Company .look

extremely bright. Fully half of the horses that the

firm will be able to handle during the five days,
|

January 29 to February 2. are already consigned.

Walnut Hall Farm, Donerail. Ky , has consigned forty

head of youngsters, mostly by the great sire Moko.
It is the first consignment that that famous breeding
establishment has ever sent to the New York market.

Manager H. 2:20. has been recently purchased by
A. G. F. Stice of Brookfield, Mo., who also owns his

sire. Manager 2:06. Manager H. is the champion
yearling pacer of the world. He will be kept up dur-

ing the winter and in the spring will be put in train-

ing with a view to lowering the world's record for

two-year-old pacers which at the present time is held

by Directly with a record of 2:07% made in 1S94.

Every wound or sore on a horse should be washed
daily with an antiseptic solution. If this is done the

wound will heal quicker than if left alone and there

will be no danger of the sore getting- worse and finally

causing the death of the animal. The best antiseptic

solutions are made from the coal tar preparations

—

carbolic acid. etc. These may be mixed with w-ater

in the proportion of one to eight. If these are notl

handy borax used in the water or sprinkled on the
j

wound immediately after washing it is a good

antiseptic.

During the season Prince Alert tvas sent against

the watch. His appearance created much excite-

ment. He is the first pacer to appear on Austrian

tracks and his performance may encourage Euro-

peans to take up the side-wheelers. Prince Alert's

wonderful flight of speed astonished the spectators,!

particularly when, on September 10. he paced a full

mile in 2:07 5-10. It was difficult to secure a pace-l

maker lor Prinze Alert, and he was greatly handi-
{

capped in his speed trials.

J. T. Richards of Salt Lake, who owns the trotter

Dr. Frasse 2:12% has just purchased the eight-year-

old gelding Sunbeam 2:12%. Mr. Richards intends

his new purchase to make a pole team with Dr.

Frasse.

John W. Dunlop. a wealthy Boston man, recently
spent a day in Portsmouth, N. H., with the trustees
of the Frank Jones estate looking over the Maple-
wood Farm with the idea of buying. He wants the
property for a summer home and to breed horses.
The farm comprises upwards of 300 acres of the
choicest farming land in that vicinity, and is equippeu
with stables, barns, greenhouses and a half-mile

track. It became famous as the home of the notedi

campaigners that the late Frank Jones had on the
circuit, including Eleata 2:0SV>. Idolita 2:09%, King-
mond 2:09. etc.

Sixty-seven of the new 2:30 performers of 1905

were sired by sons of Electioneer. Twenty-one were

sired by sons of Beautiful Bells.
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Paper read before the members of the Chicago Veter-
inary Society by O. E. Dyson, M. D. C, Chief In-

spector. Bureau of Animal Industry.

My object in presenting the subject of shoeing and
incidentally that of gaiting and balancing fast trot-
ters, pacers and ordinary road horses, is to remind
the members of this association that an important
branch of the profession has been neglected to such
an extent in the past that the owner of a knee-knock-
ing, forging, interfering or scalping horse seldom ap-
peals to the veterinarian for assistance. Lucrative
fees are thereby overlooked, and the horse, perhaps a
prize, or at least a serviceable animal, is sacrificed,

or, even worse, allowed to pass from good hands to
a cheap owner, whose only object is to pound so much
work out of every horse, regardless of the pain and
torture endured. From a humanitarian standpoint the
veterinarian should at least have a knowledge of the
art of shoeing for the purpose of correcting or over-
coming faulty gaits, rather than leaving the animal
to the tender mercies of the blacksmith, who, nine
times out of ten, is only interested to the extent of

the price of shoeing.

The natural gaits of a horse are the walk, trot, pace
and gallop. "Without attempting to describe the ac-
quired or saddle gaits, the running-walk, foxtrot,

single-foot and canter may be referred to as accom-
plishments and the result of education.
Imperfections in the above-mentioned gaits are due

to many natural causes, such as lack of education.

faulty conformation or abnormalities and from ac-
quired causes, such as improper temperament, exces-
sive or non-development of certain voluntary muscles
involved in the act of locomotion, or they may be due
to ignorance of the owner or blacksmith as to the
adaptability of the animal and the proper method of

shoeing for the purpose intended.

"While not posing as an authority on shoeing, I have
• as the result of my observation and experience during
the past twenty years associated a few facts in regard

to the development of speed, with the art of horse-

shoeing, or what might more properly be termed the

art of shoeing and the phenomena of speed develop-

ment.
The first principles necessary to observe with the

object of having a perfectly gaited horse, is to study
the individual and associate such facts as regards
conformation and general makeup, with his way of

going as ordinarily shod, at a clip which is intended

to be utilized. The next step to be considered, and
the one which should govern the proper method of

shoeing, is the horse's temperament The horse should

always be shod according to the dimensions of his

mental caliber.

Shoeing cannot in all instances, however, be made
a panacea for correcting faulty gaits of horses. In-

telligent bitting and driving must not be overlooked,

especially if the animal is of a high-strung nervous
temperament, and in some instances, owing to a lack

of mental co-ordination, the desired result cannot be

accomplished by either shoeing or bitting. Resort

must then be made to mechanical means, by use of

hopples.
Hits and checks may also be included among the

mechanical means of gaiting and balancing horses, and
frequently take the place of considerable weight which

would otherwise be necessary to add to or take from
the shoe, in order to accomplish the purpose.

A good driver should, through the agency of bit

and rein, be able to transmit motor impulses originat-

ing in his own brain to the horse. A poor driver, on

the other hand, is not only unable to transmit such

impulse, but constantly interrupts the natural motor
impulses originating in the brain of the horse, thereby

frequently causing a good-gaited horse to become ad-

dicted to the habit of inco-ordination. with its attend-

ing results. You have all no doubt witnessed the dis-

astrous results of placing a good-gaited horse in a

poor driver's hands.
Interfering is probably the most constant source of

annoyance. In front it is usually due to faulty con-

formation, involving the chest or forequarter. The
thoroughbred type may be cited as confirmed inter-

feres, geldings, owing to early castration, being par-

ticularly predisposed. "With this typp of a horse in-

terfering is usually due directly to the fact that he is

narrow chested, and good action is seldom associated

with this type, as a large majority are stiff-kneed,

owing to a lack of natural muscular development
Contrast the above type with that of a stag or stallion

and note the difference in conformation, style and
action.

Calf-kneed horses, unless heavy in the chest, with

legs set well apart, are apt to be troublesome. The
same may be said of horses with straight pasterns.

Low headed and sluggish horses might also be placed

in this class. Horses that toe out are notorious, and

can invariably be placed in the interfering and knee-

knocking type, with legs set well apart. Pacers seem
to be particularly prone to this malformation, and a

pair of knee-boots must accompany every trotter or

pacer that possesses a three-minute clip, if he stands

toed out. En this connection it may be added that

pigeon-toed horses never interfere or hit their knees.

Interfering behind is so common that no class or

tvpe of horse can be excepted, as the fault arises from
causes too numerous to mention. First of all. nar-

row, drooping-hipped, low-going trotters are the

worst offenders. On the contrary, pacers seldom if

ever interfere, except in walking or going slow. Green

horses are apt to interfere during the first six months
of their city life, as it requires at least a period of

that length to overcome such predisposing causes as

walking in a narrow furrow during the early spring

work on the farm, and later in the season perhaps do-

ing more or less travel over country roads, where a

• wide-gaited horse finds it very tiresome to cover a

distance of a lew miles with one font in
the other upon a ridge.

In substantiation of the theories expressed regard-
ing the farm horse, it may be said that trotting-bred
colts, notwithstanding manifest predisposition owing to
conformation, seldom interfere after a season's work
at the track, owing entirely to a uniform development
of their muscular system, and an intelligent method
of shoeing with an object of overcoming such defects,
whether natural or acquired.
Knee-knockers may ordinarily be placed in two dis-

tinct classes. First the high-going horse that toes
out. and second, the low-going, narrow-chested trot-
ter or pacer with speed. Beware of the latter, as he
will also, in all probability, interfere when going slow.

Gorging, scalping and shin-hitting are the direct
causes of hitching behind, and can usually be asso-
ciated with trotters, owing to their inability to prop-
erly extend themselves in front. This condition ap-
plies particularly to a class of horses with extensor
flexor muscles equally developed behind, and compara-
tively high, full action, a straight or otherwise, in con-
trast to a dwelling, forward movement or turning of
the fore feet, complicated by a lateral twisting or
turning of the foot, or leg. either in or out. due to
nondevelopment of the extensor muscles of the anterior
limb. Line-pacers will frequently brush their hind
coronet hard enough to cause them to hitch or roll

in their efforts to avoid the contact, which seriously
interferes with the development of speed.
Horses that carry a high head on account of tender

mouths are frequently addicted to the habit of inter-
fering with the coronary band behind, owing to the
fact that their attention is concentrated on the mouth.
Here it is plain to be seen that the reflex motor
impulses in excess cause a high free action in front
at the expense of their hind action. WThen proper
bitting fails in such cases it is often necessary to use
a shoe much heavier behind than in front. In order
to overcome or counterbalance the reflected motor im-
pulses. On the other hand pullers and luggers are
frequently the result of a lack of requisite amount of
weight in the front shoes or an excessive weight in
the hind shoes necessary to balance the brain.

Hitting the elbows is due to overdevelopment of
the flexor muscles and in order to overcome the fault
it has been found necessary to develop the extensors
by use of toe-weights In many instances, however,
it will be found necessary to let the heels grow high
in order to lessen the tension upon the flexor muscles.
This will to some extent retard flexion until momen-
tum has carried the body past the center of gravity or
the point where flexion ceases and extension begins.
That is, the object should be to intercept the act of
flexion before it is completed and hasten the act of
extension. In case the offender has long toes it may
be necessary to shorten them or to add a small toe-
calk to the shoe, which in many instances will suffice

without the addition of toe-weights.
Anticipating the question. "How is a person to

know when the horse is properly gaited and balanced?"
I can only answer by saying that it depends entirely
upon the judgment of the driver, or the person super-
intending the shoeing. Mention might be made of a
few cardinal points, however. For instance, any man.
unless he be devoid of sensation, may observe when a
horse driven on a level road gives him the sensation
of driving on a down grade that horse needs a weight
to develop his extension in front. On the other hand,
should he seem to be ascending or climbing a grade,
the reverse is true, and the remedy would be to lessen
the weight in front and increase it behind. You should
always be able to drive a well balanced horse without
a check, and not experience the sensations mentioned.
The wonderful speed attained by trotters and pacers

during the past few years has. without question, been
solely due to the development of brain and nerve, of
which an inherited trotting or pacing instinct is a
result in the progeny of developed sires and dams. In
proof of this fact reference might be made to the
thoroughbred, whose development by contrast would
seem insignificant, and may be accounted for by the
fact that the same system of shoeing and training now
in vogue was in use twenty years ago. brain and nerve
development having been almost wholly confinded to

the jockey and trainer and the natural results or
heridity.

A normally developed brain and nervous system will

invariably reflect the physical condition On the
other hand, the physical condition will reflect an ab-
normality. Most of the world's r.-cords in tests of
speed and endurance are held by stallions, by mere
force of predominating will power. "Conditioning the
brain" should therefore be used in lieu of the familiar
term "legging him up,'* as expressed by horsemen
when preparing a horse to carry his speed and go
the route.

In shoeing horses to obviate or overcome a faulty
conformation or gait it must be remembered that in

the beginning of the stride the foot leaves the ground
from the point farthest from the median line or center
of gravity, and the greatest muscular efforts in flexing

the limb from that point are confined to the muscles
farthest removed. For example— in a horse that toes
out the abductor muscles that assist in the art of

flexion are highly developed in comparison with the
abductors involved in the act. Consequently the foot,

during its elevation, is in such a position as to cause
it to describe the arc of a circle during the act of
extension, thereby bringing it in contact with the
ankle, shin or knee, depending of course upon the
height of the flexion. The same is true with a pigeon-
\<<.--] horse, except that the arc of (he circle described
is that of abduction, consequently there is never any
interference with the opposite member. In either cast,

however, there is ;i |it to he considerable interference
with the forward movement of the hind foot or leg
while partly extended, and at that time the act of
forging, shin-hitting, scalping or grabbing the quarter
occurs with trotters. With pacers only the act of

abduction of the forefoot causes any interference with
the forward movement (if the opposite hind foot, the
usual result of which is grabbing the quarter oi brush-
ing the hind coronet.

It would be impossible to form set rules for shoeing
in order to overcome defects in gait, either natural,
owing to conformation, predisposition and tempera-
ment, or acquired, as heretofore mentioned. A safe
rule to follow, however, is to ascertain the cause and
overcome it by menial balance or physical develop-
ment.

In this connection I have no hesitancy in saying
that too much attention has been given to the foot
and apparently no notice taken by the average horse
owner or blacksmith of the fact that a horse is pos-
sessed of a brain, which controls all voluntary move-
ments, and that too much emphasis cannot be placed
upon the fact that the highest nerve centers have
been in the ordinary process of mechanical shoeing,
habitually subordinated to inferior, or pedal extrem-
ities

A term which fully expressed my theory of horse
shoeing is "Shoe for the purpose of balancing the
brain," or in other words, for the purpose of physical
development, the establishment and maintenance of
perfect co-ordination between the brain and voluntary
muscular system involved in the development of a
natural or acquired gait, rather than a purely mechan-
ical standpoint. When you have succeeded in doing
this you may depend upon the rest of the animal
economy to work in unison, and rapid progress can
then be made in the development of an ideal road
horse or of prospective speed. It might be well, how-
ever, to mention the use of hopples as the only suc-
cessful mechanical means of overcoming inco-ordina-
tion of motor impulses in trotters or pacers, when
physical and functional development fails. But in
proof of the fact that physical and mental develop-
ment go hand in hand, note the scarcity of hoppled
trotters today in comparison with a few years ago.
when the system of development and training was
simply mechanical.
Motor impulses are always the result of stimuli

originating by direct or reflex action upon the sen-
sory nerves, and transmitted to the brain for the pur-
pose of elaboration and direction. Thus we find that
voluntary muscles to which motor impulses are direct-
ed in excess of other muscles, develop accordingly, or
according to their use or disuse. As mental and phy-
sical development in all instances is directly responsi-
ble for the perfection of the gait of a sound horse,
and being directly subject to the will of man, through
education, it is plain to be seen that the effect of
increasing or diminishing the weight in the shoe, or
changing the angle of the foot, and consequently the
position of the limb, will be communicated to the
brain and transformed into motor impulses, and the
desired effect, that of development of the muscles
necessary to overcome the original defect, will be
accomplished.
The greatest difficulty encountered in shoeing horses

for the purpose of gaiting or balancing is to be able
to convince the owner that instantaneous results can-
not be accomplished. It is impossible to immediately
overcome excessive or non-development, either physi-
cal or functional, by merely changing the angle of the
foot, the weight or the shape of the shoes.
The following are a few of the common points to

be observed before attempting to direct the shoeing
of a horse to prevent interfering, or to overcome
a faulty gait:

First note the general conformation and posture of
the feet and legs with reference to their anatomical
relations, while standing in a natural position. Ry
standing in front of the animal and drawing an imag-
inary line from the upper portion of the legs to the
point of the toe, any abnormality such as toeing out
or in can be readily discerned.
Change your position and note the pastern with ref-

erence to its straightness or obliquity A slight spring-
ing or tendency toward being calf-kneed may also be
noted at this time.
Pick up each foot and carei'ully note how each shoe

has been worn, their approximate weight and length
of service, and make a careful inquiry of the driver
as regards the horse's disposition and driving quali-
ties. Also observe the kind of bit and check used.
Then have the horse driven over a smooth pavement,

directly in front of you for a short distance ai
turned in the same manner, at a clip ordinarily re-
quired or generally utilized. From this position ft is
easy to note the carriage of the foot or limb during
the progress of the stride. After viewing m,
from this position, both at rest and in motio
back a few paces, have him driven past you several
times in order that you may carefully not
of tlexion and the act of extension, either of which
may I e primary cause of interference or faults gait,
and possibly as easily remedied as Si

I

During this exercise every movement of the animal
must be noted, and especially that of the offending
foot or limit, as regards its relations to the rest
the animal economy.

The Don'ts.
Never examine a harness horse to halter, or one

kepi for saddling i Urposes in harness.
I '1 pass iiiv.il judgment on a high spl

fresh from the stal , on thoroughly tired out.
Don't fail in size up i he owner or driver and draw

your own deduction from their statements 3ubs
ated by your own observations of the horse,

The well-known <>hio relregman Dave Rayburn, who
was years with the Rowe Stock Farm at Dayton, has
in Montana and assumed the position of superin-
ti ndenl of tin. Ketcham Stock Farm at Toledo. Supt.
King, late of the Ketcham Farm, is now with Mr
mond oi New Jersey.

Sober up on Jackson's Napa Soda.
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LOS ANGELES DRIVING CLUB.

extra, heats to decide three of the

- .-£ the day and a good Christmas crowd were

the features of the matinee of the Los Angeles Driv-

i Agricultural Park Christmas day. The
ras free. From the point of view

- man the 2:15 pace, in which H. N. Hen-

derson's Henry X. won from Dr. Dodge's Lohengrin,

was the feature of the day.

In the 2:2n pace the finishes were fought to the

ide. The first heat- went to B. H. Smith's

H. Pounder took Connors out in the lead in

the first half, and was due to win- in a good finish

•Ahen the animal broke and before he could be landed

on four feet Smith went to the front and stayed

there.

In the second heat Connors. Gladys M. and Harry

H. fought all the way to the flag. There Connors

to the fronit under the whip and finished

handily.

The third heat was a repetition of the second, ex-

cept that the whip was omitted. Connors went with

the bunch to the flag and romped in.

Secretary Brunei- gave up his megaphone and bell

in order to drive Electric Maiden in the fourth event.

He made good in sensational style. The first time

out the animal broke at the gate, and after falling

back ten lengths was lifted to the front in a bit of

the best driving shown on the track this year.

General Boodle, driven by Godfrey Fritz, came in

winner in the last two heats in the 2:40 trot. W. M.

Raynard won the first heat.

Ida Miillerton won the 2:25 trot after being hard

pressed in both heats by Zorhbretta, In the second

heat good driving and a burst of speeed turned the

trick.

Dickey Doyle won the first heat of the 2.30 pace,

but was unable to repeat the performance, and Seig-

frid took the money. The summary:
First race. 2:30 pace

—

Siegfried, b. g (Long) 3 11
Dickey Doyle, blk. g (Dr. Hagan) 12 3

Laura G.. b. m (Pierce) 2 3 2

Time—2:33%, 2:26%, 2:26.

Second race, 2:40 trot—

i

Gen. Boodle, blk. g (Fritz) 2 11
Billy, b. g (Raynard) 12 2

Time—2:33%, 2:26. 2:23.

Third race, 2.15 pace-
Henry N., gr. g (Delorey) 1 1

Lohengrin, b. g (Dodge) 2 2

Midnight, blk. g (Bosbyshell) 4 3

Mistake, br. g (Bransford) 3 4

Time—2:16%. 2:17%.
Fourth race, 2:20 trot

—

Electric Maideni, b. m (Bruner) 1 1

Hank, b. g (Mosher) 2 2

Burnut. b. g (Delorey) 3 3

Time—2:16, 2:17.

Fifth race, 2:20 pace

—

Connors, b. g (Pounder) 3 11
Harry H., ch. g (Smith) 13 3

Gladys M., ch. m (Myers) 2 2 4

Zollie, blk. m (Mosher) 4 4 2

R ndo, b. g (Snowden) 5 5 5

Time—2:18, 2:22, 2:22.

Sixth race. 2.25 trot

—

Ida Millerton, blk. m (Delorey) 1 1

Zombretta. b. m (Christopher) 2 2

George Anderson, b. g (McGiffert) 3 3

Maggie McKinney. b. m (Colyear) 4 4

Time—2:20, 2:22.

THE INFLUENCE OF AGE.

INTERCITY MATINEE.

One of the topics which came up for discussion at

the recent annual meeting of the board of directors of
the League of Amateur Driving Clubs was that of

initer-city matinees. During the past two seasons any
matinee club in membership with the league was al-

lowed to hold an inter-city matinee, the racing to be
conducted in accordance with the rules of the league.
The expense connected with holding a successful

inter-city matinee is rather heavy, as is the shipping
<»f the horses from city to city. The members of the
various clubs are business and professional men wmo
often times are prevented from attending these meet-
ings because of their business duties.

It is very likely that but one regular inter-city

meeting will be held next season, and that will be at
Pittsburg. Doctor Strong having won the Cleveland
Gold Challenge t'up at the Chicago matinee for the
Pittsburg Club, the latter organization will give a
two-day Inter-city amateur meeting in 1906 to decide
the next winner of the handscme trophy, which rep-

ihe amateur trotting championship of the
world.

'I'd'- Pittsburg Club also contemplates offering a
valuabli cup Cor horses eligible to the 2:10 or 2:12

Ci l si fi i' such a trophy is certain to

be :'ii i ting one. As the Gold Cup contest is

open to all trotters, irrespective of their records, it

:' th< i > fastest and highest class

animals eligible to this i nl have any chance of be-
r, resulting in small fields and

eprlvlng the raci od all interest. This
Illustrated during the past season, when Mr.

leclini i to atari either Lou Dillon or Major
Poi the Gold Cup, in order i" assure a larger

need field.

against the i !Ieveland Association
last summer goes over

thi i u ard <>f Review.

toll Carlokin 2:20% by McKinney.
i

: m - : 1
G

* , tni- "Will Durfee
.
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At what age will a sire or dam produce their best

progeny?
In this form the ciuestion has been discussed by

many of the ablest biologists of America and Europe.
Some contend that the best results are ' had from
young sires and dams. They can give a plausible
theory why this should be so and back it up with
statistics. Those who believe in the virtues of the
middle aged sires and dams make out an equally good
case, while those who hold that the best progeny may
be expected from aged sires and dams can prove
their case by the records. Indeed if a man w-ill search
the records for a theory he can find a new one as
often as he likes.

The question in its popular form is not w*hat it ap-
pears to be and if it be studied in that shape a satis-
factory conclusion it not likely to be reached.
What the breeder really wishes to know first is

this. What the influences of young sires and dams?
Wherein do they differ from the influences of middle
aged or aged sires and dams?
When he solves that problem satisfactory he will

have something of value on which to base an
opinion.

He will then find that the term "best" is compara-
tive That what is "best" in one instance is not
"best" in another. Or in other words, he will find
that "best" results may be expected by breeding cer-
tain young animals together. In other cases "best"
results will be reached by crossing certain young and
old animals, or by breeding mature or aged animals
together.

If there is any difference, that is any general dif-

ference in the progeny of young or aged animals, we
must find out what that difference is before we can
decide which is "best" and which is not "best," and
as indicated already we will find that the influences
of parental age on the progeny are desirable or unde-
sirable according to other conditions.

If there is anything at all in the doctrine of heredity
it is certain that a young animal will be more pre-
potent in the peculiar qualities of youth, such as en-
thusiasm, energy, dash, brilliancy and all their rela-

tive qualities. The young, highly bred animal is full

of fire and vim and the natural energies of youth.
They may not be thoroughly developed but they are
there. The young animal has a developing nature, a
tendency to investigate, and a physical and psychical
quickness that is wanting in mature or aged animals.

All these he will transmit. Of course they will not be
lacking entirely in the progeny of mature or aged ani-

mals. But they are more likely to be transmitted in

their most intense form by the young
There are also "follies of youth" that are more

likely to show themselves in the progeny of the young.
The young animal has faulty habits that are cured
or wear away before he becomes aged. His progeny
will have a tendency toward the same faults, and no
matter how slight that tendency may be, it is present
nevertheless and continued breeding in that line would
seem to fix those instinctive habits.

On the other hand wisdom comes with age. Animals
learn by experience. They develop under culture, and
the old dog or old horse knows the work for which
he is bred better than the young one. His instincts

have been developed, and he does easily the things
that the young animal wastes a lot of energy over.

This developed quality that comes only from long ex-
perience and culture is transmissible by heredity. But
these are the infirmities of age. And these, or a ten-

dency in their direction is also transmissible by
heredity.

It will readily be seen that there are desirable and
undesirable characteristics to be expected as a result

of continuous breeding from young animals, just as

there are desirable and undesirable characteristics to

be expected as a result of persistent breeding from
aged animals There is no truly responsive answer,
therefore, to the question as to which of the two,

young or old is the best to breed from.

The practical application of the laws of heredity as

regards young and old animals is a test of the breed-

ers skill. Certain strains of good blood that show
sluggishness would be helped by breeding to young,

well developed animals. While other strains that were
disposed to an undesirable degree of nervousness

would be helped by breeding to aged animals which

are still vigorous. There are strains of horses and
dogs which are slow to develop. They have all of the

instincts of their breed, but they do not operate

easily or with sufficient precision. A dash of aged

blood would seem to correct this. So too aged blood

would benefit a strain that was not quite level headed.

It is all a matter of judgment with the breeder. The
man who is skilful will know the strong and weak
points of his own strain and the strains he wishes to

use for crosses. The question of suitable age is only

one of the many questions to be considered in making
crosses, and like all other breeding problems it must
be understood before it can be turned to practical

account
Perhaps the most plausible arguments offered on

the age problem are those put forth in behalf of aged

sires. The records will show that the famous trotting

and race horse sires have more speed to their credit

through the progeny of their days past maturity than

before. Noted setter and pointer sires have got more
good progeny late in life than in their younger days.

Rut there is good reason for that, apart from any
special merits in the produce of old age. A trotting

Stallion, for example, is not.likely to be well developed

before maturity. Then if he shows individual excel-

lence besides having a good pedigree he is bred too.

In his younger days he is simply a well-bred horse

and is used but little on good mares. When he shows

his own worth by performance he gets but moderate
patronage, for breeders are chary about using a sire

until he has proven himself a producer of quality. By
the time he has been developed and used enough to

have developed progeny of merit, he is past middle
age. That is the period at w7hich he becomes known
as a well-bred animal of individual excellence which
he transmits. As he grows older he has a larger

number of get and becomes more and more popular
So that it is the rule that sires have their greatest

opportunities after they have passed the meridian of

life, and naturally they have a larger number of bet-

ter progeny at that period than they have earlier in

life. The well bred setter or pointer is not likely to

get into the championship field trial class until he is

four years old, and at that time he may expect to be

used on well-bred stock, likely to produce winners.

But before this progeny can make much of a record

to his credit he will be six or seven years old. Ho |
would be popular then with breeders and would have
his best opportunity after that period of life. But
when he shows his best form as a sire thus late in

life it will not do to say that the progeny owed any

of its merits because of an aged sire.

Of course the practice of breeding to immature ani-

mals, or animals that are tottering on the brink of

the grave, are not to be considered seriously by any
breeder at all familiar with the principles of breeding.

What is here meant by young animals are those which

are mature but still on the young side of middle life.

The aged animals under consideration are those

which have passed middle life but are yet sound.

There is a difference between these two, both physical

and psychical, and there is a difference in their powers

of transmission. In general terms it may be said that

each will be likely to reproduce itself if the breeder

will persist in following one or the other line of

breeding. The peculiarities of age as distinguished

from youth will assert themselves if a continuous line

of that kind of breeding is followed. The enthusiasm

of youth and all its correlated characteristics will

surely tend to assert themselves in a long line of

breeding from young animals. Both the qualities of

age and the qualities of youth can be impressed on

the progeny by the skilful breeder. To cross these

qualities is only another method of improving a

breed.—C. B- Whitford in Chicago Horseman.

THE DAVIS SALE.

Following is a list of the horses sold at the sale

held December 12th by Fred H. Chase & Co. of the

horses belonging to Geo. A. Davis of Pleasanton.

Eva T. 2:18%. b. m. by Almont Medium, dam by

Alwood. to E. Blake for $150.

Anteera, b. m. by Anteeo, dam by Sultan, to G. T.

Morris for $105.

Mary Medium, blk. m. to Jerry Dineen for $240.

Reina Direct, blk. m. my Rey Direct, dam by Adi-

rondack, to E. A. Perley for $120.

Belle McGregor, b. m. by Silver Bow, dam by Temp-

est, to John Parrott for ?230.

Idlemay 2:27%, b. m. by Electioneer, dam by Wild-

idle, to J. Silva for $65.

Sorrel filly by Hart Boswell, dam by McLellan, to

H. Olsen for $65.

Bay filly by Hart Boswell to F. Julian for $6d.

Bay filly bv Hart Boswell to H. White for $75.

Pair Shetlareds with harness and surrey, to H. Simi

f

°Brown filly by Son of Diablo, dam by McClellan to

H. While for $55.

Brown filly by Sen of Diablo to J. Kilpatnck for

?1
Happy Hooligan, gr. g. by Rey Direct, dam by

Griffith's Arabian, .to P. Isenburg for $io.

Bay fillv to J. Kilpatrick for $11».

Happv Hooligan's Sifter to P. Isenburg for $,5

San Lucas Maid, by Dictatus. dam by Sidney to L

A. Ross Dor $525.

Greyfeld, thoroughbred by Agra, to H. Ladd for lib.

Eva Ray, b. f. by Rey Direct dam Eva T. by Al-

mont Medium, to W. L. Heine for $250.

Miss Kelly, blk. f. by Rey Direct, dam Anagila by

Antrim, to E. A. Perley for $205.
a -

fll „ttp
Del Valle Maid, gr. f. by Rey Direct, dam Sidlette

hv Sidney to F. H. Jennings for $400.
5

Rema Directum, blk. f. by Rey Direct, dam Stem-

winder bv Ventura, to F. H. Jermyn for $5o0.

John Smith, b. c. by Son of Richard's Elector, to

F. Hoffman for $225.

Black filly, weanling by Directwell, dam by Le

Grand to T. Murphy for $90.

Sister Susie, b. m. by Directum, dam by Bell Alta.

to J. Paulsen for $75.

Luceiw b. h. by Dietz's Wilkes, to V. VerhUac for

Lady Caper, b. m.. to P. Isenburg for $20»

Nancy Starr, ch. f. by Mendocino, to D. C. Thomp-

son for $1S5.

Consigned by Chas. De Ryder.

Sid Abbott, b. g. by Sidmore, to P. Isenburg for

$525.

Crescent b. m., to P. Isenburg. for $o00.

THE INDIANAPOLIS SALE.

As will be noticed by the advertisement in this

week's issue, the date of the big sale at Indianapolis

has been postponed from March 1st. 2d and 3d 'to

March 26th to 31st. The Blair-Baker Horse Company,

of which Frank P. Kenney is the sales manager, are

expecting this to be one of the greatest sales of the

new year, and reports 'the demand for good horses as

very strong. Indianapolis is a splendid point to dis-

pose of high class roadsters or track horses and Cali-

fornia breeders who contemplate selling in the Eastern

market should open correspondence with Mr. Kenney.
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THOROUGHBRED DEPARTMENT.

By RALPH H. FOZER.

Lubin, from the W- W. Elliott stable, won the

Christmas Handicap with 107 pounds up by five

lengths from Proper in the fast time of 2:06, and with

a lot up the proverbial sleeve. This is his first victory

since the Thanksgiving Handicap, which was worth

?2,270, and in which he downed Proper and Beai -

catcher. As the Christmas Handicap was of a value

of $3,195 to the owner of the winner, Lubin is the

heaviest-winning horse at the meeting thus far. Con-

sidering that he was beaten by ov«r six lengths by

Nera Lee at a mile on December 20th, both carrying

105 pounds, and by over five lengths by Callaghan

December 13th at one and a sixteenth miles, Cal-

laghan carrying 114 pounds to the Elliott horse's 106,

there is little wonder over the bookmakers laying

10 to 1 last Monday, and the improvement was so

sudden and startling that it looks like a mystery for

the stewards to solve. Certainly the performance be-

tween the Thanksgiving and Christmas Handicaps

gave little indication that Lubin was a pound better

than Proper, which he proved yesterday, counting

three pounds to a length and three pounds in addition

for the easy style in which the Lazzarone gelding

won. In other words, he gave Proper an eighteen

pound beating, at the least, and add eighteen to 107,

and he should at the next essay be asked to carry

125 pounds to Proper's 124. Dr. Leggo ran an im-

pressive race in the Christmas Handicap, considering

it was his first start in several months. Carrying IIS

pounds, Proper beat him a neck lor the place, in a

hard drive, with the Doctor gaining on Jennings'

horse. Callaghan showed that he is just a fast miler,

for the way in which he "backed up" after going the

eight furlongs was "bad medicine" for the many
friends of Mr. Xealon and his flyer.

Christine A. made Hugh McGowan look very com-

mon in the fifth race Christmas, and is a vastly im-

proved mare. The play on McGowan was very strong,

and his race was in keeping with the play. The ques-

tion naturally arises to race-goers, why this great

improvement in the horse in forty-eight hours' time,

even if Sandy did ride him Saturday and Knapp on

Monday? On Saturday the gelding carried 93 pounds

and ran his mile in about 1:43%, on Monday with

twelve pounds more up, in about 1:42 9-10. This

sort of running does more to injure "the game" than

any other, seeing a horse go back in the betting on a

Saturday with light weight up and on a Monday, with

much more weight on, hundreds of dollars go in on

its chances and you observe him run at least a fifteen

pound better race than he did previously.

Bearcatcher's handy length win at Ascot Park last

Saturday in the $2,500 special at six furlongs adds

another leaf to the heavy crown of laurels that en-

circled his brown neck. Handzarra, admittedly inter-

fered with a furlong out by Cruzados, was second,

with Cruzados at her saddle-skirts, and the time was
1:13. "The Bear" ran the last quarter in 0:22%, a

feat he is capable of performing any time he is fit

and well. Garnett Ferguson, one o fthe most popular

owners in California, had enough confidence in his

horse to wager $5,000 on him at 4 to 5, and Bear-

catcher went to the post at 7 to 10, Handzarra at 2%
to 1 and Cruzados 4. Bearcatcher has now more ex-

tremely fast performances to his credit from half a

mile to a mile and a furlong than any horse living or

dead. This sounds big, but the records will bear me
out in the assertion, and I believe that Bearcatcher

will retire to the stud the acknowledged American

champion race horse.

LONDON, December 21.—King Edward has sold for

$150,000 his triple event winner. Diamond Jubilee, by

St. Simon, out of Perdita II, to the Argentine Republic

breeder, Senor Ignatio Correas. Diamond Jubilee won

the 2,000 guineas, the Derby, the Eclipse stakes and

the St Leger of 1900. He is a full brother of Per-

simmons, also the Derby and St. Leger winner in

1896. He is also a full brother to Florizel, the sire of

Vedas, Volodyovski and Doricles, which between them

have won the 2,000 guineas, the Derby and St. Legar.

The horse is to fill his season in England and to be

delivered to his new owner in July.

Only Flying Fox ($187,500) has exceeded the price

paid for Diamond Jubilee, and it ties the sum given

by W. O'B. Macdonough to an Argentine breeder for

Ormonde. Kendal, sire of Galtee More, is now in the

Argentine Republic, and his stock are reported as the

best lookers in that land. Kendal is quite a travler

himself, being once if memory serves, in Italy, taken

back to England, thence to Ireland, and now to the

far-off South American republic.

At the Rancho del Paso sale at Chase's sale yard

on the evening of December 21st, moderate prices

prevailed, many yearlings selling for from $100 to

$250 The top price of the sale was the bay colt im-

ported Goldfinch-Miss Modred, Waiter Dean securing

him for $1,000. A. Joseph paid $475 for a chestnut

filly by Maxio-Revulsia, by Fresno, W. Jennings got

the Watercress- The Dome filly for $250. W. Dean

secured a bay colt by Maxio-Blithesome for $400. J.

B. Leighton purchased several yearlings, presumably

for the Sobra-Vista stable.

The apprentice allowance is just now under discus-

sion in turf circles all over the country. Without

this allowance, which is a proper encouragement to

boys learning to be jockeys, we would probably have

seen no Hildebrand, Knapp, Radtke, Miller, McDaniel.

Wiley or McBride, famous as saddle artists at this

time, and there are many other good though not cele-

brated riders out this way that would not have been

heard from had the apprentice rule not been in vogue

I believe the business of becoming a jockey should be

just like learning any trade. It takes time, and I

would suggest thai a boy be articled for three years
as an apprentice and be entitled to the following al-

lowances: The first year of his apprenticeship, six
pounds: second year, four pounds; third year, two
pounds. If he is apt and learns the art quickly, so
much better for his employers, and I believe there
should be first, second and third calls registered on
an apprentice, just as on a "journeyman" jockey, and
that these employers be the only ones entitled to the

above apprentice allowance. With three years' ex-
perience a boy should make a thorough race rider,

and under this plan the full-Hedged riders would not
be supplanted by the apprentices (many of whom
have not been riding for more than a year). Then
if the Racing Secretaries should get together and
agree to make the "below-the-scale" races fewer and
further between in their programs, and we would see
the heavier riders having a chance to remain in the
business much longer and become more proficient
than they are at the present, for Secretaries un-
doubtedly cater too much to the owners of horses
that do not like weight.
At last the famous Morris Park race track prop-

erty at Westchester, X. T., has been sold to a syndi-
cate of real estate men and will be cut up into build-
ing lots. The rumor that the track was to be sold for
residential purposes has been going the rounds of
the metropolitan iturfd'C-m for many years, but the
Westchester Racing Association had a hard and fast
lease and it was not until the completion of the Bel-
mont course on Long Island that racing was finally

abandoned at Morris Park. Four years of the lease
are yet to run and it is understood that the purchas-
ing syndicate has made arrangements to take it the
hands of the association. The property is in the
Bronx, adjoins Van Xess Park, comprises 300 acres
and belonged ilo the Morris family. The price is said

to have been around two and one-half million dollars.

NEWS FROM THE NORTH.

ABOUT HANDICAPPING.

(Christmas Rural Spirit.)
T. L. Davidson, Jr , who bought a hall inti resl in

Hal D. from Homer Davenport, has arranged to keep
him in the stud at Salem, Oregon, next year.

The prospects for a successful i s son on
the Xorth Pacific Circuit next year looks very natter-
ing. Salem will lead out with the richest program
ever offered on the circuit which will draw horses
from all sections. Let other associations follow up
with liberal purses and guarantee two harness events
each day and sucess is assured.

Among the winter's curiosities of turf literature is

this from a writer for the Xew York Telegraph:
It is gratifying to notice that the question of

handicap racing on trotting tracks is receiving more
serious attention. In the past all suggestions to this

effect have been only ridiculed, but so many improve-
ments have been introduced on the harness turf late-

ly, and they have been so readily accepted by horse-

men and track managers1
, that the advocates of the

handicapping system have taken renewed courage.

Another reason why the matter is being agitated

now is because it has been tried over the trotting

tracks of Europe with satisfactory results, and is 1 now
in general vogue.
Many experienced trotting horse men believe that

through this system alone long scoring, perhaps the

greatest drawback of harness racinig, could be done
away with. Trotting horses could be handicapped in

distance according to their records just as readily as

runners are in weight, and by a standing start scoring

can be entirely avoided.

How much ground a horse covers at certain gait

has already been calculated by mathematical pre-

cision, and it will be a very easy matter to handi-

cap horses with a record difference of three seconds,

and more or less, placing them at different dis-

tances according to> their records, the slowest under
the wire and the fastest ones as far back as their pre-

vious marks will handicap them.

The system should first of all appeal to track

managers, for more than one reason. By allowing

horses of different records to compete in the same
class there will be no lack of entries; in fact, they will

perhaps be larger than can be taken care of when the

start is made. In the second place the system will

surely prove acceptable to the race-going public and

increase the gate receipts' to- a noticeable degree.

The advantages of the system are undoubtedly

more in< favor of owners and drivers than track man-
agers. The horse with a record of, say 2:23%, will be

given an opportunity to start in a field which includes

horses with records of 2:20 and often faster on equal

terms. There will be no danger of outclassing horses

as fast as they are liable under the present method.

Besides there will be no reason why every horse

should not be driven to its limit in every heat of the

race.

The only difficulty for the trainei-s. if it be at all

a hardship, is that horses should be trained and edu-

cated for a standing start, that is to get away quickly.

Any horse could be trained to it just as easily as

they are on the continent, and surely much better.

Educated to a standing start, horses will not waste

their strength and energy in scoring, and can be raced

more heats and entered in more races. They will

last longer.

The main objection to the system is the fact that

tthe field of starters will be strung along part of the

distance, but then, what a difference between the

stringing up scon after the start, as most of the heats

are now, and being so at the start? There is no rea-

son to believe that the finishes will not be just as

close and exciting as they are now. And the mosl

interesting part of a harness race is the finish.

Manv conltend that by the handicap system may

not have as many fast performer.- at the end of each

season as we do now. Whether there is any truth

in 'this remains to be found after the system has

heen tried. Even granting that such will prove to be.

vet the question is what is the advantage of having

105 2:10 trotters and pacers at the dose of every rat-

ing season'.' What is the advantage to the harness

turf because some of the best performers are out-

classed every year, and practically lost to the horse-

loving public? Some enterprising track manager

should give the system a proper trial. Which may

pro a blessing to harness racing.

John Lance writes from Walla Walla that he had
to put to death his old favorite Sam Bowers, mi, .,,

count of a broken leg caused by a kick from another
horse. Sam Bowers was one of the best known horses
on the Northern Circuit. He had a pacing record of
2:11, and a trotting record of 2:19%, which he made
this year. He has started 48 times, won 21 races and
only outside of the money eight times The loss will

be heavy on Mr. Lance, as he was considered a money
winner in his class.

Fruitdale Stock Farm in Clackamas county, Ore.,

owned by Aug. Erickson. owner of the great pacing
stallion, Hal B. 2:04*4. is the home of some very
choice brood mares. Dictatress 2:08*4; Altacora 2:13,

by Altamont (sire of the great brood mare Tecora),
Altalena, by Altamont, Vevo by Altamont. Bhima by
MeKinney 2:11^- Mr. Erickson owns youngsters out
of these mares sired by such noted sires as Diablo
2:09%, Searchlight 2:03ti. Joe Patchen 2:01%.

J. A Jones, owner of the MeKinney stallion, Capt.
Jones, is preparing to take a few two-year-olds to

California to be trained for the big futurities there

next year in which they are entered. Mr. Jones has
on his Upland Farm in Yamhill county some very
richly bred brood mares, one of which is the dam of

last year's futurity winner and one of the colts going
down is out of the same mare, Daisy Q. Hill, by Alta-
mont- He also owns Amy May. by Alexis 2:1S (sire

of the good pacer, Vinnie Mann 2:11*4), dam Beulah.
full sister to Chehalis 2:04^4, Del Xorte 2:0$, etc.,

Lady Beach 2:26, by Altamont, dam Hollywood (dam
of Altawood 2:20, McMinnville Mail 2:22). by Ham-
bletonian Mambrino: Maggie Caution, by Caution.

2:25 1
/2, dam Maggie Arnold (dam of Altago, sire of

four), by Almont Mambrino. second dam Alice Drake
(dam of 4), by Norman 25.

o

Frank Trott writes from Boston as follows: "The
late sale in New York was in many respects the most
remarkable ever held. It was a record-breaker as
regards the number of horses sold, some 1014 chang-
ing owners. The average price, $4 IS. was not as
high as a year ago. but the (Offerings were not nearly
the equal of those disposed of in 1904. The sale right

through contained very few animals of demonstrated
high class. Before the sale it was believed that there
was only an ordinary demand for anything not strict-

ly high grade, but as the bidding was lively for all

kinds, it demonstrated that there is a desire for com-
monplace stock if nothing better is offered. The
horses sent from New England scld almost without
exception for much more than the consignors had set

them at. Not as many horses were bought by Xew
Englanders as usual, but the quality was away ahead
of anything in the past, a most healthy sign. There
never has been a time when horsemen hereabouts
have been so keen after racing material as -this fall.

and from present indications more Xew England
horses will be campaigned in 1906 than ever before.

Every trainer one meets has a commission to buy a
good hcrse. Some are limited in price, but the ma-
jority of them appear to have an unlimited order."

A corporation representing the best business men
of Washington C. H., Ohio, are building an enormous
combination horse sale pavilion in that city. It is

to be 600 feet long and 100 feet wide, with a speed-
way thirty feet wide through the center of the entire
building, to be equipped with all m dern conven-
iences, and will accommodate 500 head of horses in

large, well ventilated stalls. Encircling the sale ring
is an amphitheater seating 1000 people. From the

present outlook the management expects to have
many high class horses in their inaugural sale.

Washington is located in the center of a good breed-
ing country. Charles Willarcl, who has had several
years' experience in the combination sale business,
will be general manager.

People wlio have a fancy for close crosses of thor-
oughbred blood in tr tting will i

esti 1 in knowing that Lady May. of the
old time running horse, Porl Leonard who used to

perform over tin old Dexter Park track
in the '70s. now is the i fen standard per-

formers ait the trol an i pace, All of them are by the

Texas stallion Electrite, son of E er and
brother to Sphinx and Eg tlst. The fastest of the

produce Of Lady May Is th i:

a peculia r case from Fa n Riv< i

Samuel Hyde Of that place has two
the same mare. The mai is W hispei ind

one of th« youi D "•'_. a n < 1 the
other by Baron Dillon 2:12. The older of th

colts was ft ranuary, 1904, and the

younger od the lasl daj ol December of the same
j i

.i i'. i he i ne being nearlj twelvi

other a few hou i s old when I he ruli •

both one year old.
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ROD, GUN AND KENNEL.
Conducted by J. X. De WITT.

THE INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION'S ANNUAL
MEETING.

era of the In-

;.i ai < -;.;. . Bei

at nt o'clock

:i in. The meeting was duly adjourned to m
m ;,t the Grand Hotel. New

Vork City.
i meeting was called to order

! it Irby Bennett in the chair.

the following members pres-

Charles Tatham; Union
;.\ a. C. Barrell; Win-

, g Anns Company, by Irby Bennett:

thers. by W. F Parker; E. I. Du Pont
, i Skelly; Laflin & Rand Powder

A. W. Higgins; Marlin Fire Arms Com-
,i Howard Marlin; Hunter Arms Company,

t. v .],,], ii eters i idge Company, by T.

M,,.; Metal Company, by W. P Markle;
. i farget Company, by Paul

North, and the Lefever -Vims Company, by A. H.

Durston. The Remington Arms Company was repre-

1..,,-. |] by proxy. B. Waters of For-

W K. Park of Sporting Li:e, John
. r Shooting an 1 Fishing and Capt.

norarj members of the association,

i
, sent, as was Elmer E. Shaner, secretary-

the association. J. A. Haskell, president

of Hit- Lailin & Rand Powder Company. L. C. Parker

rker Brothers and W Fred Quimby of the E. I.

Du Pont Company were present by invitation.

The minutes of the meeting held February 10. 190^,

[ roved. Mr. A. W. Higgins, treas-

presented his report for the year ending this,

date. The report showed that the association was in

financial standing. The report was received.

-d and filed, ami a vote of thanks tendered Mr.

Higgins. Til..- secretary-manager's report was read
:. tii n, was rec< ived and filed, and a vote

of than!.- ten ered Mr Shaner for his careful review

£.f the year's work.

Mi. Shaner's report was as follows:

Pittsburg. Pa., Dec. 4, 1905.

To the President, Officers and Members of the Inter-

state Association.
There is a strong temptation while

writing Ch ual reports to begin with the salu-
• i H old-time clown in a circus—"Here we

_ iln, master"—and let it go at that, The task

is very monotonous. An unbroken record of success,

cumulative, while eminently gratifying to the writer.

is no1 stimulative to the imagination
Another unfading season of success suggests again

flection that trap shooting is one of the few
eminently clean sports left to the true sportsman.

racy caused by gambling never dis-

moralizes the real sportsman. Pride in

skill and the ambition of fresh blood deprive the

of a ch it' e for manipulation, and the history

of the [nterstati Association is a guarantee of a fair

field an ; no favors.

Lrap si Mi-; is dormant in a few particular

i records of this office and the best in-

ii obtainable from the manufacturers o_
'.- supplies show there is more trap shoot-
ii i before, and interest will continue

muiate just so l<>ng as the sport is- controlled

1
1

i i i
i equitable lines. The guidance and in-

of such i rganization as the Interstate As-
i imperatively, not to say absolutely, neces-

port at its present high standard.
The o] i n n enl f< r 1905 was held in Au-

gusta, G 5 :'ii I 6, under the fostering car-?

Gun Club. Notwithstanding the lati-

ather was decidedly unpropitious, and the

contrast of do i
I ^.prll w th overcoats suggestive

prominent features. In spite
:

I ra in. hail and genera!
I he attendaw e i C bo1 h emu.-slants and

od. \o foresight could Hank "i >ld

Proh iii's nut lit w is de-
ii" i overca me ci rcumsl a aces,

but tie i iescence in i he inevit-

amenl o the series was held in

i
I A high wind left

over from iun nl had moved '1 h,

: hurl the scores ivas mor< endurable
than the Geoi .

,.,
, was not

i s able to g I .

'i hough but
old Is up to nbershtp large

and enl mi is ire of
rlty.

And H was win I i; y .. on
May i; bul Lhe V tunl i tun Club's

Interesl h

nor pro-

i at In lian-

G in

howed i lush elj . hal i he
i

also lult. Idi

n oi I 100 pei

hen the <

event was ;
.'.'.( lt»e . bj .i

111
'

'

'

'

h'o
. on 1 3 .i

local but also a national interest by the large num-
ber of averages exceeding the 90 per cent mark, the

large and fashionable attendance of spectators, the

unprecedented number of targets thrown and the

smoothness that characterized the work from begin-

ning to end. as well as the good humor which pre-

vailed. All in all. it was a record-breaking event.

and the hearty co-operation of the Indianapolis Gun
Club was not the least meritorious adjunct.

Strenuous work was, of course, necessary to get

the thing through successfully, but all arrangements
dovetailed so perfectly that there was no perceptible

jar in the machinery. The work of the Interstate

Association in stimulating and training shooters was
exemplified by the fact that the scores made make
the winning scores of previous years look rather

small. The total number of largest trapped in four

and one-half days was 1S4.500. This would have been
impossible had not the system of squading and man-
ner of handling the contestants devised in 1904 been
enforced. On the first day 2S4 contestants faced the

traps and high averages were made. On the second
day the state team event varied proceedings. This
contest was keenly interesting and will doubtless
evoke a large entry next year. The principal event
of the tournament was, of course, the Grand Ameri-
can Handicap, and it was also the great event of

the western continent as to trap shooting. The win-
ner scored 99 out cf 100, being but one ahead of four
contestants, who tied on 9S The result has prompted
a number of suggestions which the association can
digest at leisure. The 1905 Grand American Handicap
tournament may in future be equaled, but strenuous
work will be required to eclipse it. There is no lack
of inducements held out by various cities as places
fcr holding the next Grand American Handicap, so

we have a large margin for choice.

The Menominee (Mich.) meet, on July 12 and 13,

was a success from every point of view, though a
heavy shower of rain somewhat delayed the wind-up.
The contestants numbered sixty-five the first day and
sixty-one the second, fifty-four of whom shot in all

events. Two sets of traps were used and 23,050 tar-
gets were trapped during the two days. The local

club handled the visitors in a manner which left noth-
ing to be desired. The attendance of spectators was
encouraging. The Menominee Gun Club's shooting-

grounds on Green Bay are unsurpassable as to scen-
ery and convenience of location.

The sixth tournament of the season was held at

Albert Lea, Minn., August 2, 3 and 4. With the
exception of the second day, which was too damp for

comfort, the most pessimistic had no complaint com-
ing. The shoot was under the fostering care of the
Albert Lea Gun Club. The affair ran like clock-
work and general satisfaction was expressed. A fea-

ture of each day was Event No. 7. which called for

10 pairs of targets, something unusual of late. Hon.
Henry A. Morgan, president of the local club, and
Secretary N E. Petersen and other officers exerted
themselves to make visitors and contestants com-
fortable.

Though sizzling heat, rain and high winds helu
sway, the tournament August 16. IT and is at Kansas
City, Mo., was pulled off quite satisfactory. It was
under the auspices of the O K Gun Club, and a
crowd was drawn to the Schmelzer Shooting Park.
Many names of contestants present are familiar to

the trap shooting fraternity. Considerable Mark
Tapleyism was necessary to assure comfort on the
third day, but despite rain, high wind and clouds,

the shooting was, on the whole, good. The club
management was commendable from a to Izzard.

The eighth meet, at Colorado Springs, Colo., amid
the wonders of the Celestial Architect, was especially

notable for the work of the Colorado Springs Gun
Club, which, not satisfied with the adage. 'Enough
is as good as a feast." left no stone unturned which
might possibly afford visitors pleasure. The most
exacting could find no fault with the appointments
The local tournament committee, Messrs. John W.
Garrett, A J. Lawton and D. C. Sanderson, mutually
surpassed each other in their efforts to have every-
thing in apple-pie order. This tournament was held
on August 29, 30 and 31, and one huncred and nine-
teen contestants were in evidence. The contest was
close and exciting, and the third day closed with
every event on the program rounded out. There was
never before such a notable gathering of trap shoot-
ers in Colorado. The appointments generally were
such as to suggest that no better place could be
found for holding of the Grand American Handicap,
putting all competing cities on their mettle
The initial Pacific Coast Handicap was held in San

Francisco September 15, 16 and 17. and the enthusi-
astic Slc.pi is confidently believe that it, with all its

splendor, will prove but an infant compared with
future similar events, and pray fc: m. my happy
returns. The San Francisco Trap Shooting Associa-
tion, our members and a large section of the popul li e

vied with each other to make it an epoch, giving the
sporl a longitude from which future events will be

.in .1. ['resident Ed Donohue. Seer.-dry A. M.
Shields and Treasurer C. A. Haight made everybody
ti ei hi home. As the contestants were of the cream
"f id,, profession East, West, North and Smith, of
ci.uise ihe event was educating in the highesl degree,
each securing .\}]>\ giving points widen will bear fruil

in inline. Xe plus ultra' to date was the universal
verdict, with loud response from the amen corner.

The Interstate Associal 'mi's system evoked un-
stinted praise and was pronounced the model for the
future. "Praise from Sir Hubert is praise indeed,"
for the Slopers themselves are not beginners The
purses were unanimously pronounced the most liberal
ever tendered Pacific Coast shooters, (in the closing
day the attendance o. specators was more than 1,500.

That seed was sown in good ground was apparent to
pessimists, if any were present.

During the past thirteen years we have confined
our work almost entirely to territory east of the
Mississippi River, and now it would seem to be wise
to work the field west of that river, Our experience
this season in Colorado Spings and San Francisco
indicates that the territory is already "white unto
the harvest." and we have but to shake the plum
tree to realize. Our initial turnament on the Pacific-

Coast accomplished too much of mutual benefit to be
allowed to lie fallow and should be followed by one
or more tournaments there next year. I would
strongly advocate the -making of the Pacific Coast
Handicap an annual affair, and I nave a sanguine
belief that the time will not be lon3- until it will be
only second to our other great event—the Grand
American Handicap.

I again tender our members my hearty thanks for

their untiagging support, and though virtue may be
its own reward. I fervently wish them something more
tangible. In this I include the sportsmen's journals
for their unremitting courtesy and encouragement.

Very respectfully submitted.
ELMER E. SHANER, Secy -Mgr.

Applications for the Grand American Handicap of
1906 were read, the applicants being Denver, India-
napolis, Chicago and Columbus. Each application
was accompanied by recommendations and set forth
the advantages of their respective claims. By invi-

tation Messrs. A. E. McKenzie and E. H. Tripp ad-
dressed' the meeting an behalf oi: Denver and Indian-
apolis respectively. A petition with over five hundred
signers was presented in behalf of Chicago. The
matter was discussed at great length, but no action
was taken at this time
By invitation Mr. J. A. Haskell delivered a very

interesting address, which was well received and ap-
proved. President Bennett, in a few well-chosen
words, thanked Mr. Haskell for giving the association
the benefit of his views.
Letters advocating class shooting at the Grand

American Handicap tournament were read, as were
several communications touching on other subjects,
all of which were received and ordered filed.

By resolution it was decided that hereafter the
club or association on whose' grounds the Grand
American Handicap is held must use an equal number
of sets of traps made by the different members of the
Interstate Association, automatic or expert, at the
maker's option, and to throw the targets made by
said members in their respective traps.

The next business taken up was applications for

membership, and the Austin Cartridge Company of

Cleveland. 0-, was duly elected a member.
A recess of five minutes was then taken, after which

the meeting was again called to order by President
Bennett to consider the election of a board of seven
directors, Messrs Waters and Park being appointed
tellers. Messrs. Haskell. Barrell. Keller, Bennett-

Durston, Tatham and Parker were declared elected.

Upon motion the meeting adjourned at 6 o'clock

p. m„ to meet at 10 a. m. the following day.

The adjourned meeting was called to order at 10:40

a, m., December 15, with President Bennett in the

chair.

The roll-call showed lhe following members pres-

ent: Union Metallic Cartridge Company, by A. C.

Barrell; Winchester Repeating Arms Company, by
Irby Bennett: Parker Bros., by W. F. Parker: E. I.

Du Pont Company, by J. T. Skelly; Marlin Fire Arms
Company, by J. Howard Marlin; Peters Cartridge

Company, by T H. Keller; Hoyt Metal Company, >-»;

W. P. Markle; Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Com-
pany, by Paul North, and the Lefever Arms Company,
by A. H. Durston. The following wtre represented by
proxy: Tatham & Bros., by W. P. Markle; Laflin &
Rand Powder Company, by J. T. Skelly: Remington
Aims Company, by A C. Barrell. and the Hunter

Arms Company, by T. H. Keller.

New business was at once taken up where left off.

It was decided to change the policy of the association

and to hold four tournaments on lines similar to the

Grand American Handicap, which was by the tourna-

ment committee decided as follows: One in the East,

one in the South, one in the West between the Mis-

sissippi River and Salt Lake, and one on the Pacific

Coast. These sections were defined by geographical

Imitations, eastern section to be east of Buffalo and

Pittsburg: southern to be south of the Ohio River

and east of the'Mississippi River; western to be west

of the Mississippi River and east of Salt Lake and

Ogden; Pacific Coast to be west of Salt Lake and
Ogden.

It was resolved that each and all contestants of

future Grand American Handicaps who have not shot

in that event prior to 1906 shall be required to send

in with their respective applications a specific state-

ment of their respective averages through the six

months prior to said application. In case said con-

testant is a club member, bis statement of said gen-

eral average is to be certified as correct by his club

i cretary. Any other contestant shall he required to

divulge his general average as above set forth, if

required so to do by the secretary-manager of the

Interstate Associal ion;

A committee, by resolution, was appointed to in -

v.siigale ihe Situation as it relates to rifle and re r

volver shooting, and reporl to ihe Interstate Associa-

tion the feasibility of adding that kind of competition

to Interstate Association interests. The members of
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Ewingi iiis committee are as follows: Col. J.

Wilfrid Hartley and W. R. Clark.
Grand American Handicap matters were then taken

up, and it was decided by the stockholders' meeting
that the Grand American Handicap of 1906 would be
held in Indianapolis.

It was decided to hold two championship events,

one for amateurs, the other for professionals, in con-
nection with the Grand American Handicap, the con-
ditions in a general way to be as follows: One hun-
dred and fifty targets, 18 yards rise, use of one barrel,

entrance $5, and open to the world.

Mr. A. W. Higgins, in view of his long and efficient

connection with the association, was unanimously
elected an honorary member.

It was resolved that the tournament committee be
authorized to provide for state association tourna-
ments—on application—a trophy to be contested for

in team contests of four men to the team and four

individual trophies for the members of the winning
team, the team trophy to become the permanent prop-

erty of the club and the individual trophies to become
the permanent property of the individuals winning
same, the condition of giving the trophies being that

each member of the Interstate Association be given

an advertisement in the program of the tournament.

A vote of thanks was tendered to the sportsmen's

journals for the assistance they have given the as-

sociation in keeping its work prominently before the

general public.

The board of directors elected the following officers

for the ensuing year: President. J. A. Haskell:

vise-president. W. F. Parker: treasurer, A. C. Bar-

ren: secretary-manager, Elmer E. Shaner.

The directors appointed the following committees:

Tournament Committee—Paul North, chairman:

Irby Bennett, A. C. Barrell, T H. Keller, W. P. Markle.

J. T. Skelly and A. H. Durston.

Handicap Committee—Elmer E. Shaner. chairman;

W. K. Park, B. Waters, C. M. Powers and W. D.

Townsend.
Trophy Committee—A. W. Higgins and Edw. S.

Lentilhon.

The tournament committee decided to hold a tour-

nament respectively in May, June. July, August and

September and to add moneys to the programs of the

different handicaps scheduled.

The meeting adjourned sine die at 5 o'clock p. m ,

with all business fully covered.

PACIFIC COAST ALL-AGE ENTRIES.

CANCELLATIONS IN THE NOVICE CLASS.

It appears that the rule concerning the Novice

Class, passed at the last meeting of the American
Kennel Club, is not understood by exhibitors, or

show secretaries. The rule was thoroughly discussed

at the meeting and was finally passed to read as fol-

lows: "The Novice Class shall be for American-bred

dogs only, never having won a first prize at any

recognized show, wins in the puppy class excepted."

This rule has been published several times in the

Gazette, but entries are still made in Novice Class

of dogs without pedigree or breeder. Such entries

must be cancelled, as it stands to reason that it is

' impossible to identify a dog as American-bred if no

particulars are given.

The rule met with the approbation of the kennel

press, and no argument has yet been advanced against

it. It is entirely in favor of the smaller exhibitors,

and protects their interests. In order to enforce il,

full particulars of all dogs entered in the Novice Class

must be given, so that the public, as well as inter-

ested parties, can judge of their American breeding.

Therefore it must be understood that any dog en-

tered in the Novice Class, without breeder and pedi-

gree, is ineligible and his award, if any, will be can-

celled.

The following circular has been forwarded to all

Show Secretaries on the Pacific Coast by the Pacific

Advisory Committee: "The Secretary of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club advises that he will cancel all wins

in the Novice Class, unless sufficient particulars are

given on the entry blank to approximately determine

whether the dog is American-bred To accomplish

this as far as practicable, it will therefore be neces-

sary that the entry in the Novice Class contain the

same details as an entry in the Puppy Class. I would

therefore recommend that your entry blanks and pre-

mium lists contain, in bold type, the following clause:

"The Novice Class being for American-bred dogs

only, the entries therein should show the date of birth,

name of breeder and the name of sire and dam."

It would be well if this idea were acted upon by all

show- secretaries.—American Kennel Gazette.

Secretary Albert Betz of the Pacific Field Trials
Club states that conditions for the trials at Bakers-
field, commencing on January S, are very favorable.
Birds have never been more plentiful, and the meet-
ing will, beyond question, be one of the most suc-
cessful held by the club, and will, with the probable
exception of one trial, surpass in the number of start-
ers and in the attendance, which promises to be ex-
ceedingly large, any trials held this season in ths
United States or Canada As to the number of birds,
we believe our grounds excel any in the country.
The stakes to be run in the order named are as

follows: Members, open to members' dogs that have
not been placed in any trials other than the Members'
Sll'ake of this club, anid which will not start in any
open stakes of the pending meeting; Derby, All-Age
and Champion Stake. Judge Baughn, of Ridgeville,
Ind., will act as judge, assisted by two members o;
the club to be selected the evening before the trials.

The entries for the All-Age Stake closed on the
15th inst.. with a total of twenty-four nominations
(seventeen Setters and seven Pointers), as follows:

T. J. Wattson's (San Francisco) orange and white
dog Star's Rod (Starlight W.-Rod's Silvia), whelped
April IS, 1902. Breeder, B. J. Baum, San Francisco.
John H. Schumacher's (Los Angeles) black and

white dog Sir Roderick (Detroit Joe-Dolores), whelped
May 19, 1903. Owner breeder.
Wm. Dormer's (Oakland) black, white and tan dog

Mariposa (Detroit Joe-Countess Mark), whelped
March. 1903. W. W. Van Arsdale, breeder.

S. Chrrstenson's (San Francisco) black, white and
tan bitch Belle Fontaine (Count Whitestone-Gracie
Gladstone), whelped May, 1902. Frank Jacque, Hum-
boldt, la., breeder.
John A. Peebles' (Seattle. Wash.) lemon and white

dog Uncle Jimmie (Whitestone-Sporfs May Belle).

W. W. Van Arsdale's (San Francisco) white and
orange bitch Count's Gift (Count's Mark-Verona.
Schoolgirl), whelped April 10. 1902 Owner breeder.
W. W. Van Arsdale's white, black and tan dog Cal-

averas (Cal. Bellboy-Peach Blossom), whelped August
22, 1902. Owner breeder.
W. W. Van Arsdale's white, black and tan bitch

Avalon. Same breeding
W. W. Van Arsdale's white, black and tan dog

Keepsake. Same breeding.
W. W. Van Arsdale's white, black and tan dog

McCloud Boy (Tony Boy-Sadie Hopkins), whelped
December 25, 1900. Hugh Hopkins, Minturn, Cal.,

breeder.

E. H. Cox's (Madera, Cal ) white, black and tan
bitch Countess Lou (Count's Mark-Mary Lou),
whelped September 4. 1902. J. E. Terry, Sacramento,
breeder.

J. E. Terry's white and orange dog Romp (Orion-
Terry's Lady), whelped July 25, 1903. Owner breeder.

J. E. Terry's white, black and tan dog Kemvood
(Kilgarif-Ionia S.) whelped June 22, 1903. Owner
breeder.

.1. E. Terry's wrhite. black and, tan bitch Dainty
Coun(t Whitestone-Mecca's Lady), whelped June 13.

1903. W. W. Titus, West Point, Miss., breeder.

J. W. Considine's (Seattle) black, white and tan
bitch Policy Girl (Dave Earl-Top's Queen).

Pointers.

J. W Flynn's (San Francisco) liver and white bitch,

Sabine's Molly (Sabine's Rip Rap-Fannie Coin),
whelped April 26, 1903. George Demers, breeder.

John E. Lucas' (San Rafael. Cal.) liver and white
bitch, Chiquita (Dr. Daniels-Fan Go), whelped May
17, 1203. Mountain View Kennels. San Rafael, breeder.

Stockdale Kennels' (Bakersfield, Cal.) liver and
white dog, Cuba Jr (Ch. Cuba of Kenwood-Florida),
whelped March 13, 1S99. Owner breeder.

Stockdale Kennels' white and black bitch, Midget
(Cuba's Zep-Jingo's Bagpipe), whelped November 1.

1901. Owner breeder.

Siockdale Kennels' liver and white and tan bitch.

Ivywood (Ch. Cuba of Kenwood-Petronella). whelpeu
January 22, 1903. Owner breeder.

Stockdale Kennels' white and liver dog, Checkmate
(Cuba Jr. -Bow's Daughter), whelped August 1, 1903.

( Iwner breeder
Stockdale Kennels' black and white dog, Cuba's

Jap (Ch. Cuba of Kenwood-Winnipeg Fly), whelped
May 13. 1903. Owner breeder.

Stockton Cancellations—The following awards,

made at the recent Stockton Kennel Club show, have

been cancelled for the reasons stated below and the

following dogs moved up:

Class 2, St. Bernards. Novice, Major, particulars

not given. Linda Vista takes 2d.

Class 7, Great Danes, Novice, Wren, particulars not

given.

Class 17. Pointers, Novice, Bingo, no particulars.

Nesbit's King itakes 2d.

Class 20, Pointers, Novice, Brownie and Fernet, no

particulars given.

Class 25, English Setters, Novice. Ben Less and

Sport F., no particulars given.

Class 28. English Setters, Novice, Bessie and Santa,

no particulars given. Luella takes 1st.

Class 31, Irish Setters, Novice, Jerry and Lassie

Jean, no particulars given.

Class 57, Cocker Spaniels, Novice. Daisy, no par-

ticulars given.

Class S3, Dachshunde, Fritz amd Fritz, no particu-

lars given.

Class 110, Pomeranians, Novice, Snowball Beauty

M. and Beauty, no particulars given.

THE CHIHUAHUA DOG.

Wo have noticed at many of our bench shows entries

of this breed, with now and then a very good speci-

men shown. In this city there is quite a number of

these dogs, in fact they are by no means a rarity in

California. The following account given during an
interview with Miss Rosina V. Casselli (who has a

troup of performing Chihuahua dogs), which was pub-
lished in Our Dogs, in consequence, will be of corres-

ponding interest to the Coast fancy:

"To begin with, I may mention that out of my
troupe of twelve dogs eleven are genuine Chihuahua
(pronounced Chi-wa-wa) specimens. The smallest of

the troupe, i. e., the one sitting on my hand, weighs
about a pound, and the largest only five pounds. The
rest from two and one-half to four pounds. The odd

dog', which is the one second from the end, and just

at my right hand, is a specimen of a small Brazillian

breed of Spaniel. The typo appears somewhat differ-

ent to any of the other breeds of Spaniels, and in Rio

de Janeiro, where I purchased this specimen, the type

appears to be quite common, but whether they belong

to a natural South American breed, or are a cross-

bred King Charles or some similar breed, I am not

prepared to say, as any amount of inquiry failed to

shed light en their history.

Regarding the Chihuahua 'logs. I am in a position

to be well posted ' 'f all the canine breeds there is

probably none so little known or understood as the

little Chihuahua dogs of Mexico, and which were in

their natural Male a distinctly Mexican race .,1' wild
dogs, very shy, and for their size very savage
"They inhabit only a limited section of the moun-tamous state of Chihuahua, from which the dogs de-

rive their name. It is believed that these wild dogs
are now ext.net. although they are reported by the
nat.ves to have been seen up to about fifteen years
ago. and it is barely possible that they might still belound in some undisturbed spot.
"These dogs were noted, not only for their extreme

smallness, bull for other pecularities which they pos-

_
"Their legs were very slender, and their toenails

very long and strong, and very serviceable to them
in making their homes, as they lived in holes in the
ground. Apart from their size, their most striking
feature was their head, which was very round, anafrom which projected a very short and pointed noseand large standing ears; there was also a peculiar
skull formation, found only in this race. In color
they varied somewhat in shade; it was through a
mixture of reddish black and fawn, in which both
vary considerably in different specimens. The hair
was short, fine and thick, and the wild dogs even
when taken young, could not be domesticated, neither
would they live any great length of time in captivity
"The Indians, however, had a way of taking these

dogs and crossing them with the small specimens of
the domesticated Indian dog. and in this manner
produced a domesticated Chihuahua dog. which was
kept replenished from the wild stock as much as pos-
sible. Although the type was to a certain extent
modified and varied, the finer specimens retain it- in a
most prominent way. Until the opening up of the
Mexican Central Railroad, in about the vear 1.SS7
and which passes through the section in which the
wild dogs were most plentiful, there were plenty of
fine specimens to be had, as prior to this time this
section was difficult to reach, being in a wild country,
hundreds of miles from so-called civilization The
completion of the road, however, brought hoards of
tourists and others, who rapidly thinned out the dogs,
and scattered them in all directions, with the final'
result that today it is a piece of good luck to secure
a really fine specimen.
"Although the wild stock is no longer available, the

type is so fixed that very fine specimens still crop up
here and there, but there is no certainty when or
where just such a one can be found, as the natives,
although they reaped a rich harvest for a time, failed
to provide for the future, as they, with their experi-
ence, might have done. I have often been asked why
it was that the breed has not been taken in hand by
fancy dog breeders, knowing that they were very
salable at fancy prices. My answer to this is that
it is not for want of effort or interest, but failure to
get genuine specimens the real cause.
"There are many difficulties in the way. In the first

place, they are extremely difficult to breed, and a
thorough understanding of these dogs in particular
must be had. Without experience of them breeding is
a most difficult matter, as the chances are all on the
side that the mother would die in giving birth to her
litter, and even did she survive the ordeal, she is
likely to destroy her young, and for a time great pre-
caution must be used to prevent this.
"Again the Chihuahua dogs are very exclusive in

their affections, and as a rule will choose a favorite
among those that care for them, and become extremely
attached, and once such an attachment is formed it is
very difficult to break off, and to turn them over to
strangers is apt to be a fatal process. When pro-
cured at a proper age they are apt to be made a great
deal of and spoiled, for they are very affectionate,
and demand all sorts of attention. If they don't get
it, they will pout and mope around for hours and
seem to try and make their bodily suffering equal to
their mental by hiding in the coldest and draughtiest
spots they can find Neglect of attention soon tells
on them, and it is that more than anything else that
Tras produced the very general idea that these dogs
cannot exist out of their native climate. Such, how-
ever, is not the case, as they can stand any climate,
and are strongly constituted. I have never known
one to have distemper. Both of my Brazilian dogs
had it. I lost one. and just got the other through by
a miracle.

"The Chihuahua dogs slept in the same box with
these nearly three weeks before we knew what was
the matter, and not one of them got a touch of it.

No one should acquire a Chihuahua dog unless in-
clined to pander to their whims and notions, and in-
tend to continue so to do. Dog trainers are almost
united in their belief that small dogs are useless as
performing dogs, but most who have seen my troupi
perform must of necessity alter their opinion and ad-
mit that the Chihuahua dogs are marvels of intelli-

gence.

American Bred Dogs.—The Los Angeles Times pub-
lishes the following special dispatch concerning a new
rule adopted by the American Kennel Club at a meet-
ing held in New York on December 22nd:

At a meeting of the American Kennel Club an im-
portant decision was rendered regarding what shall

be considered an American bred dog. Hereafter only
dogs bred in the United Stales shall be allowed to

compete under this head. As a consequence of this

ruling Canadian dogs will be barred, r.xcept where
special mention m made that they may compete.
Fifty of the 109 clubs of the association were repre-
sented at the meeting which followed a reception, cel-

ebrating the twenty-first annual birthday of the or-
ganization. The presiding officer was H H. Hunne-
well of Boston. The question discussed was whether
or not a dog bred anywhere on this continent shall be
called American. When a vote was taken it was di -

cided that the word American, wherever used by
American Kennel Club, shall mean a person "111
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HUNTING NOTES.

Further, the snipe patches were also frozen solid,

there was nothing to do for the longbills until the

ground thawed later in the day.

Weather conditions for several days past are much

conducive for great sport to-morrow on marsh, up-

land and snipe patch. The northerly winds have

riven the sportsmen who frequent the Suisun. So-

noma and Petaluma marshes and the up-river tule

sections a decided advantage over the shooters who

visit the resorts south of a line drawn between the

mouth of Petaluma creek and the opposite bay shore

at San Pablo. During the recent rainy and stormy

weather however, these southern sections turned out

many good bags of ducks—newly arrived northern

birds, among which fat canvasbacks were very plen-

tiful. The comparatively small rainfall this week,

up to Friday morning, was not enough to change con-

ditions generally, there being but few fresh-water

feeding ponds in the interior, the ducks still fre-

quent the baited ponds and tidewater feeding grounds.

Reliable observers claim that, all in all, there are as

many ducks in evidence here and there on the many-

shooting grounds, and particularly in the Sacramento,

Yolo and San Joaquin basins as have been noted for

many years past. The shipments of market hunters

and the bags shot by sportsmen seem to bear out the

statement. As for geese, they are to be found in some

sections apparently by the millions, notably so in Co-

lusa and Glenn counties.

Quail hunter?, excepting the members of some of

the Marin county gun clubs, have now to go a con-

siderable distance from this city to get feathers, for

the majority of the nearby hunting grounds have now
been pretty well shot out. The few birds that are

left are wise to man and dog and keep safely out of

the hunter's way by taking to thick covert.

Richardson's Bay is keeping up its past reputation

as a loafing place for immense flocks of "cans" and

bluebills. wher.e they stay, resting in safety, until

routed ^ut by rifle shot or power boats sent out to

make the birds move.
We know of a cut off between the rolling hills on

the northerly spur of land that dips into the bay,

about 300 yards from Dr. Lyford's residence, that is

about as good a flightway for tihe birds as can be

found anywhere. The morning and evening shoot,

for limits is had by shooters standing in a stubble-

field, taking the birds as they fly across the narrow

neck of land. Thos. Dieffenbach bagged 33 fat can-

vasbacb late one afternoon this week in less than

an hour.
During the week some excellent shooting was on

tap along the bay shore near San Pablo station.

Shooting from one of the brush blinds last Sunday
Mr. Harry Freder accounted for the limit early in the

fori noon.
The AJvarado and Mt. Eden shooting section is still

'productive of a plentiful supply of spoonbills. Those
Of the birds just down from the northern feeding

grounds are In splendid condition.
_1

One of the best! duck hunting and snipe shooting

pri jerves between Collinsville and Rio Vista is that

of the .Montezuma Gun Club. The club membership
posed of W. W. Richards, Walter D. Mansfield,

I. l-\ Nickels, W. C. Swain. J. F. Rodgers and Fred
1'. Butler The club house is most comfortably ap-

i olnti ] The resort is easy of access by train, stieam-
i and launch the club having a landing on the

al which point tin' members and shooting guests

are taken by the launch either t'o Collinsville or across
tin- river t" Antioch, where connection is made with
Mi.- i rains,

• in the club ponds can always be found a plentiful

mi ini'1 :ii this lime of the year canvasbacks
are th n o I p tlful. Within LOO yards of the club
i ."M i

'
) rrand snipe patch which has pro-

duced a number of limit bags this season.
i

, Sunday W. W. Richards, W. D. Mansfield, W.
II, Newman and the writer composed

lie hooting parts on the club grounds. A frosty
morning, followed bj n vers pleasant sunny day, was

i at an exacting hunter would like for a
al that inert' was a fine Might

and good hats were made. A number of blackjacks
i pretty well soaked with oil.

the i m 1
1

:

: came In contact with
Ba probably

.

One i noticeable was the number
both "ii the Montezuma and the

i So much was the ice in evi-

tvas lnii little shooting done on the
IT. M. C. ponds nearby, li sequence the flight

was nol tp i" the 1 1 adil Ion of the presei \ e

The Willow Slough Gun Club of Woodland, having

a membership of sixty shooters, is endeavoring to

settle a vexed question—whether or no club mem-
bers may shoot for the market. The sentiment of the

majority, it is claimed, is against it.

-)-

Geese are to be found on Ryer Island, above Rio

Vista, now by the countless thousands. These birds

are in pretty good condition at present.

Ducks in Tomales Bay.

Tomales Bay is at present a favorite resort for large

Mocks of ducks, canvasbacks, bluebills, widgeon and

other varieties. Several months ago a scow schooner

was sunk in the shallows off Marshalls, a part of the

cargo was grain. This stuff was eventually scattered

from the vessel's deck and hold all over the bottom

of the adjacent bay. The ducks were not long in

finding the feed and in consequence are now much in

evidence at that locality. One hunter recently killed

150 canvasbacks in three days, shooting on the flyway
of the birds in going to or returning from the sub-

merged granary.

paring ducks and will be good. Some people parboil
them, but this is not necessary and detracts from their
flavor.

' They should be hung for a day or two after they
are dressed, but so should any other wild fowl. No
man should stay at home because there is only mud
hen shooting to be obtained."

Mudhens are the bete noir of the club preserve
grounds for they have a capacity for, and a per-
sistent cunning in cleaning out the baited ponds of
the food intended for the ducks.
Many of our Coast sportsmen praise the table qual-

ities of this bird. At a swell San Diego resort mud-
hens have for several years been quite a favorite on
the bill of fare, where they were designated a,s

"poule dou"—water hens. The distinction in nomen-
clature may not have added to the flavor but it does
certainly place the bird above the prosaic plane to

which it has been relegated by sportsmen. In this

State, in fact all over the Coast, mudhens are so
plentiful that in some sections they are regarded as
a nuisance.
This situation is but temporary, for the mudhen's

indifferent place in the category of game birds here
will soon pass away and the bird will in due course
become comparatively scarce as has been the history

of other, once plentiful, birds.

Santa Clara Valley Notes.

Recent reports from San Jose state that hunting

on both marsh and upland has been excellent. Dur-

ing the present holiday season the sportsmen of that

section have not been out in as great numbers as usual.

The majority of the duck hunters favor the vicinity

of the drawbridges, which lie about four miles out of

Alviso. There is a heavy demand for ducks at the

local game markets. Many of the Alviso duck hunters

are kept busy supplying the city merchants.

Amang the returns received are the following: Dan
Flannery and Joe Nealon, the limit of ducks; G. Brod-

erick, 35; E. Marcene, 22; J. Bailey, 34; J. Freine. 36;

A. Bosquet, 17; Fred Fowler, the limit; Louis Wan-
derer, the limit; W. Lane. 38; Sam Lowe, 12 canvas-

back; A. Frick and G. Machado, 11 ducks each at

Mil pitas.
Quail shooting is fine in all parts "of the valley and

adjacent foothills. There are fewer persons hunting

quail than ducks. The vicinity of Boulder Creek,

Mount Hamilton and Stevens Creek are reported to be

good localities. H. Sault secured the limit of quail

and four wild pigeons near Boulder Creek on the

21st< inst. J. Wilmes shot 16 quail near Stevens

Creek.

A party "of Haywards hunters spent a week back
of Mount Hamilton recently. They had great sport

and got the limit on quail every day. The following

sportsmen comprised the party: C. C. VanEat-on,

Ed. Mofnt, J. W. Nelson, of Oakland. F. Monnett, Bert

and Arthur Manter.

They Like It Over There.

The grand bag of wild ducks secured at Balnagown
Castle in three days, during the recent visit of Prince

Arthur of Connaught, was on the part of English

sportsmen the subject of much favorable comment.
The district around the Castle is admirably suited for

this form of sport, being studded with lochs, and the

birds formed a strong flight from one to the other

of these sheets of water, and gave excellent sport.

The young Prince was delighted, and little wonder,

for in the three days the bag included upwards of

2400 head of wild duck alone.

This puts the nineteen limits on canvasback by
Alameda Gun Club members last season a bit in the

shade.

Mudhens Are in Demand.
The humble and much abused mudhen (crow ducks

in the East) has gradually obtained a fairly strong

position as a game bird and table delicacy with
Eastern sportsmen. In telling of the bird, looked

upon with contempt by nearly all shooters and passed

up by almost all of them when it comes to casting

about for a day's shooting, one sportsman states:

"It is a fashion among sportsmen to decry the great

American coot, miscalled a mudhen. It does not feed

on mud, does not like mud, and will not live in mud
if it can get any other sort of dampness to live in.

"It is a grain-feeding bird, fond of wild rice, will

eat duck grass and such things, and prefers just such

food as the mallard loves. It is good eating w^hen

properly prepared, and good shooting.

"It is not uncommon to see a man who has talked

a good deal about the slowness of a mudhen get into

a boat, go out on a lake and flush and miss a dozen

of them. The fact is, the big coot has an appearance
Of awkwardness in flight and it takes up some time

in getting off the water, but it is always going a good
deal faster than it seems to be going, and, speeding

down the wind, it is at least as hard to center and
stop as many of the ducks—sawbills, for instance,

or spoonbills or gadwalls.

•'It is hard to account for the prejudice against the

mudhen. It has a fishy flavor when scarcity of other

food compels it to feed upon minnows and other chubs,

Put so have other ducks in similar straits.

"When making its way down from the north, using

woods lakes for stopping places and winding down the

big livers, it lives on wild rice almost wholly, and
n has a delicate and delicious flavor. There is al-

ways a chance that a mudhen has been feeding upon
fish, because of the possibility that it has been on
short commons somewhere; so it is better to skin it

as a matter of precaution, but it is easier to skin any
kind of duck than to pick it, and the skinning does

not injure the table qualities.

"In preparing mudhens for the table they should
be skinned and the legs cut off and thrown away.
• inly the breast and back should be served. They
may he cooked in any of the customary ways of pre-

A Lucky Hunter.
German sportsmen take peculiar pleasure in stalk-

ing deer in the "roaring" season, but, as .they consider

the trophies and not the venison, it does not matter.
Rominten is the Kaiser's favorite deer-stalking forest,

and nobody else is allowed to shoot there except the

chief forest officials, the wardens of the forest, or

those sub-foresters who kill a stag at their orders.

XTnder Kaiser Wilhelm I the Rominten Heide was
neglected; but after the death of Prince Frederick
Charles in 1SS5 Prince Wilhelm's attention was drawn
to Rominten, and from that time this forest has been
reserved for his use alone. He did not, however, visit

it till the autumn of 1890, and then—as there was no
residence—he put up at the village inn, a very primi-
tive sort of place for lodging Royalty! The following

year he had a Norwegian house of wood erected by
Norwegian workmen. The wood and even the bricks
for the stones were brought over from Norway. Thel
Norwegian workmen fancied that Germany could not
supply pines like theirs, and were rather dubious as

to Teuton bricks, so thought they had better bring
their own with them. The Rominten Heide, as the
forest is called, comprises about 72,000 acres, and is

the remnant of a gigantic forest that spread centuries

ago from Memel to Ortelsburg. and was about forty

miles broad, and served as a defence against anyone
coming" from Poland. It is the "Wilderness," as this

tract of country in Lithuania used to be called. The
Order of Prussian Knights acquired possession of it, I

and ruled it and hunted in it from their mighty
fortress at Marienburg; and later on the Great Elector

was fond of hunting there. The best German stags

come from the Rominten Forest. Their heads are mas-
sive and dark, and the stalking in the forest is diffi-

cult and interesting. The stags, when they "roar" in

the rutting season, have a very deep tone—a powerful
throat, as they say over here. The Kaiser always
kills some very fine pointers The forest has also a
good reputation for trout. Besides the Rominte, from
which it derives its name, there are numerous streams
and small lakes.

April 1-Sept. lo.

head in tidewater.

COMING EVENTS.
Rod.

Oct. 16-Feb. 1—Open season (or taking steal-

June 1-Jan. 1—'. pen season for black bass.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16 -Close reason in tidewater tor steelhead.

Sept. 10-Oct. 16—Close season for catching salmon.

Sept. 15-Aprll 1— Open season for Ijbsters and crawfish.

Oct. 16-Nov. 15 - Close season for taking salmon above tide-

water.

Nov. 1-Aprll 1—Trout season closed.

Nov. 1-April 1—Closed season tor taking steelhead above the
water.

Nov. 1-Sept. t—Open season for crabs.

Nov. 15-Sept. 10—Season open for taking salmon above tide
water.

Gun.
July l-Feb. 15—Dove season open.

Sept. l-Feb. 15—Open season for mountain quail, grouse and
age hen.

Oct. 15-Feb. 15—Open season tor quail, ducks, etc.

Oct. 15-Aprll 1—Open season for English snipe.

Oct 15-Aug 1—Deer season closed.

Bench Shows.
Jan. 4, 6—Southern Ohio Kennel Club. Hamilton, O.

Jan. 17, 20—Cincinnati Kennel Association. Cincinnati, O.
John C. Schomaker, Secretary.

Feb. 12, 15—Westminster Kennel Club. New York. Robt. V-
McKim, Secretary.

Feb. 20, 23—New England Kennel Club. Boston. Wm. B.
Emery, Secretary.

Feb 28-Maroh 3—Washington Kennel Club. Washington, Pa.
F. C. Thomas, Secretary.

Maroh 7, 10—Duquesne Kennel Club. Pittsburg, Pa. F. S
Steadman. Secretary.
March H, 17—Passaic County Fish and Game Protective Asso-

ciation. Paterson, N. J. N. J. Mathews, Secretary.

March 21, 24— Wolverine Kennel Club. Detroit, Mich. K. Q,
Smith, Secretary.

May 29, 30—Long Island Kennel Club. Jos. M. Dale, Secretary.

June 1 2—Ladles Kennel Association of Mass. Mrs. L. M.
Speed. Secretary.

June 9—Wlssahlckon Kennel Club. Wissahiclton, Pa. J. Ser-
geant Price. Secretary.

Sept. 3,6—Taunton Kennel Club. Taunton, Mass. A.J Lee
Secretary.

Field Trials.

Jan. 9—Georgia Field Trial Association. Waynesboro, Ga.
P. M. Essig, Secretary, Atlanta, Ga.
Jan 8—Pacific Coast Field Trials Club, 23d annual trials.

Bakersfleld, Cal. Albert Betz, Secretary, 201 Parrott Bldg., San
Francisco.

Jan 8—Texas Field Trial Club. -1th annual trials. Kansas
City, Tex.
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THE MAKING OF BABY BEEF.

(Jos. Wing, before the Louisiana Stock

Breeders' Association, condensed for

Farm and Ranch.)

I sometimes illustrate this idea, (of

feeding calves just a little less than

they want) by telling the boys how to

keep their sweethearts glad to see

them That is a thing of importance

to the young man, and to the sweet-

heart too. It is mighty good to have

ner glad to see you when you call up-

on her, and the way is easy. Here is

the rule, remember it. Always go

away from her about Ave minutes be-

fore she wishes you to go! If you

will do that, when she sees you com-

ing again she will welcome you with

a smile, but if, instead, you over-

stay five minutes, if you tire her with

your company, when next she sees

you coming, do you know the first

thought that enters her mind? It is.

"Why, here comes that man ^ho

made me so tired the last time he

was here."

It is exactly so with the calf. too.

When he conies up to get his feed,

if he has been overfed, he thinks.

•Why. this is the food that gave me

that pain under my apron" and de-

clines with thanks. Of the twelve

hmidred babies on Woodland Farm

we try to keep every one m this ea„er

expectancy, each one wishing that he

had three grains more «( «.
Well what next? Next that call

needs a clean, dry bed and sunny

nface He needs a chance to find

Clover and alfalfa hay, some corn

fodder, nice and bright, any forage

fnat s available, in sufficient amount

and of as good quality as can be hac.

He needs a small yard, dry and

""pTrhap- I ^ould have said before

Jt thTbaby ^eer should °e born in

the fall That mother of his win. u

given good care and feed, with silage

£d alfalfa hay, and a conrfortaMe

place to live, give as much milk in

winter as she will in summer on June

pasture. There 1..leisure on he

stock farm in winter to care ioi i

calf right. The feed that he eats

rughln unlimited a-un, does^not

[-%=!- and theses do

amt trouble him.then. And

roC
r

{e,

C

,rw"
h
hatoughe=r hide and

"My D°
fi

Ct

d

in
nt forage

5"? hJXT-^l^T^Z^ a great deal

T
n
h
d
at matter of owo^n^^^"

happened to me once to^J^,
H'e^ n^a 3? man.Va as I talked

this man is here ju
to get

rd
.f° T

S
hen T thought of other

fiends. rTnTred me.men in «ie min-

having his esiit^

Then I remembered the calf.

is given the °PP°*u"'y
oetjte of his,

that little, innocent appeti ^
to eat the right sorts

:

o ^
becomes a prime BaM Be^
makeS

,
b
-LZs right,

P
iven no oppor-

calf. denied his rigm, „
fQr

tunity, bawls around the tar

several years and go«^ away ^
to his owner, not havm„ pa

food that he has managed

sume. *„<-<=? "Why not
Well, why all this fus^ ^^

L
hT^trr^ri£usswith

b^a,onerd^teed
;f

that, ib
e

s

r^'rlbs^f-a. It does

not stick with ^ °^nenIam at

^^e^nth^amdlielp
. my own. and note that^ I ea

than, the oldest boy and he mor

the one younger than hun and t

blessed baby eats' half what

^

bl'°ther
h ,

eatS
him.

eCa
wll weeat the

more, bless him! wen,

whole year around then we go to^

scales to be weighed. I ratnei

getting on to the scales these days

for I usually find fnat I have os

weight during the year, and that 1

do not actually weigh as much as I

did the previous year, and that wor-
ries me, when I remember all the
food that I have eaten, all to no ap-
parent avail. Why, it has not paid
to feed me. it would have been cheaper
to have knocked me in the head in

the fall. But the oldest boy has gained
about eight pounds, and that middle
boy has gained ten, and the blessed
baby has gained twelve pounds! Think
of at. with less food each one has
gained a hundred times as much as

I have gained. It has stuck to their

ribs, but not mine.
"It is a fact that a pound of dry

matter fed to a calf when it is very
young will make a pound of gain on
its body. Now, that seems impossi-
ble, but you must remember that the

pound of gain, is part of it water, and
I speak of a pound of absolutely dry
matter. Now, can you not see why
it is imperative that you should feed

those calves all the good food that

you can get for them to consume while

they are very young babies?

Here are some figures for you to

remember. It costs to create cattle

about according to these figures,

which are based on about forty-five

different experiments of different ex-

periment stations and fat stock show
records. The value of the figures is

in the comparison, for. of course,

prices of food stuffs vary. For the

first year it costs to make the baby
grow, while yet all his cells are ac-

tive, $3.50 per hundred pounds. For

the second year it costs a little more
than double tha-t, or $7.50 per hun-

dred. For the third year $11, and for

the fourth year $17. Now you see

why our food should go to babies,

why you simply can't afford to lose

your opportunity to feed them well at

the earliest possible age.

Warrantedto Give Satisfaction,

GombauM's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
A Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

Curb, Splint, Sweeny, Capped Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Rmgbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,

Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all

Bunches from Horses or Cattle.

As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, 3ore Throat, etc, it is invaluable.

TSvery bottle of Caustic Balsam Bold is
Warranted to give satisfaction. Price $1 60
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by ex-
press, charges paid, with full directioDs for
its use. G^Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Cleveland,

S5

^m ^>^ySk "^^
Registered Trade Mark % ^^ ^^^ l^ SPAVIN CURE <
Running Horse Owners

and Trainers
"Save-the-Horse" has proven absolutely-

unfailing on Bucked Shins. One bottle will

cure from five to twenty cases. For
strained, injured and broken down tendons,

it is marvelously effective.

W. A. Redmond, Attorney, McGIll Building.

Washington, D. C, December 27, 1904.

Troy Chemical Company, Binghamton, New York.
Gatulemsn— I first tried the remedy on a thoroughbred, which had bowed both tendons aDd which

had beet, flred once and blistered a number of times, but every time he was trained one or ihe other
of the legs would fill. This happened three years in succession. Last Spring I bought a bottle of
3ave-tbe-Horse," and used it according to directions with the result that he started 7 times, at all
distances in uly last, and won 3 times, second 3 times and third once—an excellent record—and be
appears to be perfectly sound to-day, and will be raced nest month. I am firmly convinced without
your remedy he would not have been worth a dollar as a race horse.

I have a roadster which stepped in a hole at pasture ar.d wrenched a hind ankle—so badly that
be could not put his foot on the ground. I was advised to shout him, as It was claimed that he had
iojured his blp. Instead, I blistered him and he became servlceably sound, but limped at every step.
Upon close examination I found a growth between the coronary band and the ankle which developed
into ring bone. I used one bottle of "Save the Horse" on the growth, and It entirely disappeared.
He has not taken a lame step since

Knowing the value of the remedy I do not hesitate to recommend it to all horse owners of my
acquaintance. Very truly.

W. a.. REDMOND.

For Sctle
Inquire of H. R. RAND, Fashion Ste-

bles, Ellis Street.

BAY GELDING. Five years old. stands 17

hands, weighs 1200. By St. Whips. 1st dam by

Daly 2d dam bv Milton Medium. Thoroughly

broken single or double. A great actor, a grand

road horse and warranted SOUND.

CHESTNUT GELDING. 8 years old, 16bands

high weighs 1200 lbs. A grand surry or trap horse.

Has been driven bv a lady in the Park all winter.

Without a doubt, this is the best family horse in

the country. Guaranteed Sound.

One New Side Bar. stivers (of N T.l Bnggy.
Pneumatic tires, Carmine gear, black body.

One Side Spring, High Back, Business or Run-

About Buggy. „ , . „ . T
One New Chicago Road or BreakingCart. Long

shafts. Best one in the city.

One Set New Coach Harness.

One Set New Surry Harness
Ten Set New Single Harness.

T%vo Sets of Run-about Harness.

Also Light Road and Track Harness. Some
Fancy Halters, Pads, Etc.

FOR EXCHANGE
ONE ^OOD LOOKING SOUND YOU«G

ROAD HORSE, good actor, thoroughly city

broken-and ONE CHESTNUT GILDING
sound and a good roader; both guaranteed every

wav I want to trade the above horses for a well

matched thoroughly broken team something that

will do to use for park driving.
Address, H. R. RAND.

Fashion Stables, San Francisco.

The fire iron ig uncertain; blistering is less effective, and both necessitate layiug
up the horse from four weeks to two months; mercurial and poisonous compounds
produce irreparable injury. "Save-the-Horse" eliminates all these factors.

POSITIVELY AND PERMANENTLY CURES
Bone and Bog Spavin, Ringbone (except Low Ringbone), Curb, Thorough pin, Splint,

Capped Hock, Shoe Boil, WiDdpuff, Weak and Sprained Tendonsand all Lameness.

Horse can be worked as usual, it cures withour scar, blemish or loss of hair.

Per bottle, written guarantee with every bottle, constructed solely to

satisfy and protect you fully. We know positively "Save-the-Horse '

will absolutely and permanently cure, and for that reason guarantee
ib made all your way. The need of second bottle is improbable except in rarest
cases. Send for copy of guarantee and booklet. All druggists and dealers or
sent express prepaid.

$5.00

NEW YORK. ?-ra- r,y-TROY CHEMICAL COMPANY, BINGHAMPTON, ncn iumv. *»*.**.

D. E. NEWELL, Pacific Coast Agent, 519 Mission St., San Francisco.

THE HORSES of the celebrated ROSE DALE
STOCK FARM, belonging to the late Dr. William
Eihlaw of Santa Rosa, are being sold at private sale

by the administratrix of his estate. These comprise

the well-known stallions, WASHINGTON McKLN-
NEY and ST. WHIPS, and two three-year-old Stal-

lions, Colts, Yearlings and Brood Mares, mostly of

the McKin'ney and St. Whips stock.

Address ANNA L. FINLAW, Santa Rosa, Cal.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE &CO.
STANDARD SCALES, RAILWAY SUPPLIES,
GASOLINE ENGINES, STEAM PUMPS, ETC.Have Removed

From 168-174 First Street, to

Corner Natoma, between Mission and Howard Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Send fop "Veterinary Pointers"-Free.

Learn at once tow to detect the approach of serious horse and stock ail-
ments, and how to treat them New and Invaluable Information by an
expert. A postal card request brings It.

It also tells you about Craft's Distemper and Cough Cure the remedy
that quickly and thoroughly cures distemper, pinkeye and similar stock
ailments. Cures by a Dew principle. Money back if it fails. At druggists
or sent prepaid on receipt of price, 50c and $1.

WELLS MEDICINE CO. , Chemists & Germologists, 1 3 Third St., Lafayette, Ind

I) E \FWKL1,. General Aeent for Pacific Coast 519 Mis* lor. St.. Ban Franrloco, Cal-

rare
THE AIM OF EVERY GUN owner is to keep his

Eun faultless—the
(

finer the gun the harder he
tries. If he uses ' 3 in One" the easier he tries.

" 3 I N O N E " oils every action part properly,
•;leans out the residue of burnt or smokeless pow-
der, prevents rust on every metal part, cleans and
polishes the stock, contains no acid. Write for
generous sample-free. G.W.COLE COMPANY
L 128 Washington Life Bloc NEW YORK A

BUSINESS COLLEGE

24 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

The oldest, the largest, the most popular com'
meroiel sohool on the Pactflo Coast. 20,000 gradu-
ates: 80 teachers: 70 typewriters: over SO0 si

Annually placed In positions. Send for catalc

E. P. HEALD. Preald
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BLACK MINORCAS.

The Black Mi
istocratic of all

g m i by ;he stand-

same iime ;. very

Tn |s is black from the tip

ti -. but

when
se of the

-

Th.- comb of the cock is very

and upright, .li

1

- ' S

;,nd extending hack over the

5

Inns, the enriches pure white and of

the

:id leather.

The comb of the hen is very large.

,hin s tnd falls with a grace-

ful curve to one side. The wattles

are moderately large and the ear-

5 pure white, as in the .use of

the cock-

The plumage of the hen shows the

_ i ilsb black iridescence seen

in the plumage of the cock, but is not

quite so brilliant.

h sexes have an upright- proud

iage. very long backs and full

- that of the cock describing a

sweeping curve, the long sickle featta-

. .... ..; _ i- characteristic sheen

.,f metallic green.

The standard weight for cocks is

v pounds, and for hens 6U pounds.

These weights are easily reached

making the Minorcas the largest of the

Mediterranean class. Black Minorca

eggs are pure while, very large, and

the hens are very prolific layers. The
._- frequently weigh from 30 to 32

s to the dozen when produced

by fully matured hens, and as layers

the hens rank among the best.

The Black Minorcas belong to the

Mediterranean class, and originallj

came from Minorca, one of the Bal-

earic isles, lying in the Mediterra-

Sea. east of Spain.

They have been bred in this coun-

try about twenty-five years, and have

been popular from the first. The high-

, ,-i i aid for a chicken was

paid for an American bred Black

Minorca which was sold to a Ger-

eeder for $1,000.

While somewhat sensitive to cold.

on account of their large combs and

wattle;, one of the most successful

-gg farmers of this country keeps

Mi <
>

; and his poultry yards

located near Spokane. Washing-
ton.

At the same time a warm climate

is where they are most at home, and

lers in the Southern states will

find them the ideal fowl for the cli-

mate they live in.

Black Minorcas belong to the non-

sitting breeds but as they are all-the-

year layers this is an advantage In

these days of incubators and brood-

\V. Miller.

Very f. rtunate indeed is the swine

raiser who is not bothered more or less

with a case of scours. The best rem-

edy the waiter knows of to check the

- in young ] igs is to feed the

sparingly, adding a tablespoonfui

irehed Hour to the ration twice

or two or three times a day for

two or three days. Meanwhile would
suggest that the pen be thoroughly

cleant that the sow has
- K< ep the pigs quiet

in a warm dry bi m it ' orth

1 your attention to th-- fact

the Hank is a weak, shrunken part

of many . ily-bred hog and
will bi apparent jusi

make it a study long enough -

g i Hank with the many
lie ring. A

Hank is a far betl rig I tian a

fan< y car or fancy markl -

either point is
i in se-

lectll Ihe Hank a:

quality a i

PHENOL S0DIQUE
lieals

SORES, CUTS

and BITES

OS

Man and Beast,

Keep Handy for

Accidents.

Cures

MANGE & SCRATCHES

on Dogs.

For Sale

By All Druggists.

WO YODNG STALLIONS

f.al.nrlr. tkree sears old. and the best bred
UdllUUU one ever S i red by McKinney; dam
Elsie (dam of 5 in list) by Gen.BentoD; second

dam Elaine {dam of 4 in liat) by Messenger Duroc;

third damGreen Mountain Maid (dam of 8 in list)

by Harry Clay 45. A grand youDg horse; has
trotted a half in 1:14 as a two-year-old.

AlmaHon Record of 2:22 as a two-year-old.
AJlllaUCll vvinnerof two-year-old division of

Pacific Breeders Futurity in J&03, and of 7-beat

Occident Stake in 1904. Sire, Direct 2 05V6, sire

of ten in 2:10 list; dam Rose McKinney by Mc-
Kinney 2-iiK. sire of eleven in 2:10 list-

Will sell one or both of the above at fair prices.

Address C. A. DTJRFEE.
529 Thirty first St.. Oakland.

Or Race Track. San Jose, where horses maybe
seen at any time

Recomm naedbythis
publication.

HANCE BROTHERS & WHITE
Pharmaceutical Chemists

PHILADELPHIA.
1

I

THE HORSEMAN'S HANDBOOK
CONTENTS:

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF STALLIONS-The Stall—Pad-
dock,—Food— Diseases - Kxercise— Grooming
—ServiDK Mares—Amount of service.

CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF BROOD MARES-GettiDg Mares
in Foal —Cnre During Pregnancy—Abortion— i

Foaling—Time When Mare is Due

—

\u Season
Again—Weaning Celt.

BREAKING AND DEVELOPING OF COLTS—Care of Colt- Ed-
ucating— Feeding — Care of Growing Feet—
breaking to Drive—Developing. Shoeing and
Booting.

MANAGEMENT OF CAMPAIGNERS—How to Keep the Race
Horse in Condition and Keyed Up for a Race.

CARE OF THE FEET—Booting and Shoeing—Bonner's
and Berry "s Views.

CARE OF THE HORSE IN SICKKESS-Some Brief, Simple I

Kules and Remedies.

GAITING AND BALANCING
etc.

ANIMAL TAMING AND TRAINING-Methods Employed by
Gentry in Overcoming Wild Instincts of the
Horse and Teaching Him to Learn.

STATISTICS—Championship Records of every class
—Leading Sires of 2:30 speed—Time of Fastest
Miles by Quarters—List of High Priced Horses
—List of Hor^e Associations and Registers-
List of Hor«e Journals -List of Rooks on the
Horse—Period of Gestation Table, etc.

AMERICAN TROTTING RULES—The Complete Rules gov-
erning Harness Racing with Index, Officially
Signed by Secretary W. H. Knight.

USEFUL INFORMATION-Rulesfor Admission to Stand-
ard Registers - Rules for Laying out Tracks—
Treatment of Horde's Teeth—How to Groom a
Horse—About Clipping Horses—To Start a
Bulky Horse -Where to Buy Specialties for
Horsemen, etc.

[3Srt Encmgk
I and just as they want it. The right way to

\

salt animals Is to let them help themselves.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

I in ourPatent Feeders, supply refined dairy salt.

They mean animal thrift. They cost bat Utile.
Convenient for yoa aiid your
aniraalssuffer no neglect. Ask
yotir dealer and write ns for

_- booklet.

r/Vf~
Pat

Belmont
Stable

pply Co.

I

Mfrs.
I

yn.
.Y.

FOR SALE-MUST BE SOLD,

Bay Filly, foaled May 9, 1904, by AJta Vela 2: 11^
and out of Grace Lowry by Diablo 2:09^-

Chestnut Colt foaled 1905, by Nutwood Wilkes
2:16i4 and out of Lily Laogtry.dam of Dudley
2:14. of Ed. B Young 2:l|i«, of Lily Direct
2:21H andof Esteile2:24M

Bay Colt, foaled May 31, 1904, by Bonnie Direct

2:05M and out of Alls B. 2:24% by Nutwood
Wiikes 2:l6J4-

Bay Filly (thoroughbred). Reg. No 32793 foaled
May. 1902. by Abalanzar and out of Flam-
beauette by Flambeau.

Addrpssall communications to CARLTON W.
GREENE. Sixth Floor. Union Trust Building,
San Francisco, Cal.

Correction of Faulty Gaits, ff SAVES TROUBLE
and annoyance many times to have

ABSORBINE
handy in case of a Braise or
Strain. This remedy is rapid
to cure, pleasant to use, and
you can work the horse. No
blister, no hair gone.
ABSORB INE cures

Lameness, allays pain, re-
moves any soft bunch quick-

ly. $2.00 per bottle de-
livered or of regular deal-
ers. Boot 6-B Free.
ABSORBINE,JR.,for

Sl.OO Bottle. Cures Badlv Strained
Kills Pain.

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,

51 Monmouth, Street, Springfield, Mass.

Forsaleby Mack&Co Langiey &MiehaelsCo.
9ydington & Go., J. O'Kane and J. A. McKerron,
all of San Francisco

3?*or Sale.
The Perfectly Galted Trotting Stallion

ALTA VELA 2:11 1-4
(Reg. No. 22449)

Sire, ELECTIONEER, sire of 166 in 2:30 and
grandsire of Major Delmar I:592£.

Dam. LOKITA 2:18V£ (dam of Alta Vela 2:11^
and Palori 2:24^ ) by Piedmont 2:17^; second
<?am, Lady Lowell (dam of Ladywell 2:16%
and Lorita 2:\SYS ) by St. Clair; third dam,
Laura, dam of Doc, sire of Occident 2:16?X-

Address all communications to BREEDER
AND SPORrSMAN,36 Geary St., San Francisco.

The Standard Bred Stallion

ODANROC
FOR SALE.

(~)DANROC 13 A COAL BLACK STALLION;^ was four years' old la*.t September; is hand-
some He is stylish and souna as a new dollar,
and with less than four months 1 work hao shown
a trial mile in 2:28 and quarters at a 2:20 clip.
Odanroc is by Coronado 2:12^. he by McKinney
2:11 J4 Odanroc'sdam is the standard and regis-
tered black mare Bstsle Res 2:26}--. sired by Atto
Bex 2:21, he by Attorney, he by Harold Bessie
Rex's first dam is the black mare Klatta. stand-
ard and registered. Odanroc is in every respect
a fine individual. Stands 15314 hands, weighs
1150 lbs. and is a square and levelheaded trotter.
Wears no boots, is a<) kind as a kitten, fears
nothing, and any chi d can drivehim with safety.
For price and further particulars address

G. W. DEFORD.
P. O. Bos 305, National City, Cal.

__,-_ | Paper Cover 50crnlub| Leatherette Cover 81

Address BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

36 CEARY ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

mankind^
Joints or Ligaments.

McKINNEY STALLION FOR SALE,

ANE OF THE GRANDEST LOOKING AND^ best bred McKinney stallions ever foaled is
offered for sale He is five years old, sired by the
ereat McKinney 2:11}^. dam by Dexter Prince,
that sired the dam of Nora McKinney 2:12^ (trial
to wagon 3:09); second dam by a son of Election-
eer; third dam by McDonald Chief, sire of the
dams of Tom Smith 2:13^ ana Stella 2:1514.
This stallion has never raced and has not been
trained, but has trotied miles batter than 2:30
and quarters in 35 seconds Stands 15 3 weighs
lOSOpounds, is a beautiful bay with black points
and without a pimple. Is an exceptionallyhand-
some horse, fiae disposition and has marvelous
endurance. No horse living has cleaner,
straighteror more perfect legs A grand pros-
pect to train, and a sure money-maker in the
stud Would make one of the grandest roadsters
in America. For farther pa ticulars address

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN.
36 Geary St., San Francisco.

FOR SALE OR LEASE.

Two Prince Airlie Stallions.

PORTOLA 37413, a handsome golden bay. 7
years old, 16 hands, wejghs 1190 lbs.

-

MENLO BOY 37401. a magnificent brown with
while points, 6 j ears old, 16.1 hands, weighs
1200 lbs.

These tffo horses are full Drothers being sired
by Prince Airlie 28045: he by Guy Wilkes 2:15X,
aired Fred Kbol 2:Q7?_£. Hulda2:0SH. Seymour
Wilkes 2:081i: first dam Signal by Del Snr 2:24;
second dam Lady Signal 2:35H by Signal 3327.
Bo'h of these horses are very fast for the amount
of wor«, being only a few months last year, show-
ing quarters around -.34 and -35.

For further information applv to
P. H. McEVOY, Menlo Park, Cal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE,

CAN FRANCISCO SAVINGS UNION, 532
^ California Street, corner of Webb —For the
half year ending December 31, 1905, a dividend
has been declared at the rates per annum of three
and six-tentbs (3 6-10) per cent, on term deposits,
and three and one-third (3 1-3) per cent, on or-
dinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and
after Tuesday, January 2, 1906.

LOVELL WHITE, Cashier

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
/-i ERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY,
V1 526 California St —For the half year ending
December 31, 1905, a dividend has been declared
at the rate of three and sis-tentbs (3 6-iD) per,
cent per annum on all deposits, free of taxes, pay-
able on and after Tuesday. January 2, ]S06

GEORGE TOUMY, Secretary.

The farmer who kn
;m<J who will not in-

form himst-lf should
iclingr

is. This may he hut
a h 1

1

this than no

Thi - ham!
In han<l with (hi

.

i T|

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
/CALIFORNIA SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST^ Co., corner California and Montgomery Sts —
For the els months ending December 31. 1905,
dividends have been declared on tbe deposfis in
the savings department of this company as fol-
lows: On term deposits at the rate of 3 6-10 per
cent per annum, aod on ordinary deposits at tbe
rate of 3>/~ per cent per annum, free of taxes and
payable on and after Tuesdav. January 2, 1906.

J. DALZELL BROWN, Manager.

Fine Pasturage.
No Wire Fencing. Good Box Stalls

and Best of Care
given horses in any manner that owners may
desire, at reasonable rates. For further particu-
lars address

MGS. M E CHASE, Sonoma, Cal.

TRAINING AND BOARDING STABLES
DEVISADEKO AND FULTON STS.

(1408 Fulton Sireet)

Horses Called For, Clipped aod Delivered

AT POPULAR PRICES.

BUSINESS HORSES FOR EIRE.

I have opened a new Boarding and Training
Stable near the above corner, and will board and
train for racing, road use or matinee driving, a
limited number of first-class horses at reasonable
rates. Have good location, brand-new stable and
everything first-class All horses in my care will
receive the best of attention.

Phone: Park 573. T. C. CABNEY.

Eeiistrt siire Stallion

FOR SALE.
TET BLACK STALI TON: WEIGHT 1750:
" seven years old. Is a blocty built, big boned
horse and a sure foal getier, and his colts will be
shown. Price reasonable. For funher particu-
lars apply to omce of Breeder and Sportsman.

JACK FOR SALE.
A BLACK JACK WITH LIGHT POINTS;
-^- large, heavy boned, prompt and a gooa han-
dler. Is a good foal gett-r and his foals are
excellent individuals. Price very reasonable for
prompt sale. Address for further particulars,

S. B. WRIGHT, Santa Rosa.

672-680 11th Ave.
Back of The Chutes.

All kinds of Horses
bought and sold.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
RAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY. 101 Mont-

idroer of Sutter, has declared
a dividend for the term ending December 31, 1905,
at. the rate of three and one-half '3'"i percent
per annum, on all deposits, free o( taxes, and pay-

after January 2, 1906. DividtTjils Dot
for are added to and bear the same ran- of

Dcipal.
EDWIN BONNELL. Cashier.

BLAKE, M0FF1TT & T0WNE
-DEALERS IN

55-57-59-61 First Street, S. F.
iXLlPBOiTB Hair W

CALIFORNIA

THE BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN

IMPROVED

STALLION MICE BOOKS
(POCKET SIZE)

100 Pages. Price $1, postpaid.

Most Complete Book
of the kind published.

BREEDER AND SPORTSMAN,

36 Geary St.. San Francisco.

THE ZIBBELL STABLE
ZLBBELL & SON, Proprietors.

San Francisco, Cal.

Boarding, Training and Bundling all kinds
Fancy Horses. A few Nice Rigs on hand. Ti
any car going to the Chutes. Tel.: West 259

Chronic Broacnltis and Catarrh of the Bladder

Cored In 48 Hours,

CAPSULES I

4/JDl
Superior to Copaiba, Copebs or iDJsctlon
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INCUBATOR REMINDERS.

its
Study your incubator.

Acquaint yourself with all

pal is.

Read the manufacturer's directions

I'm- se King it up.

Set it up carefully and according

to instructions.

Never try to run an incubator in a

drafty place, nor near a stove nor

where the sun shines upon it.

Set fertile eggs only. Waste no ef-

forts upon those that are doubtful.

Learn how to trim and clean a

lamp. .

Keep L'he lamps full and the wicK

and tube clean.

Avoid smoke.

See that the eggs are clean and

dry befi re si tting them.

Balance all eggs large end up. a

few' hours before placing them in the

tray.

Do not overfill the tray.

Turn every egg the third day.

C, J the eggs every morning.

Be sine your hands are clean wnen

handling eggs.

Test all eggs by the seventh day.

Test agair by the eleventh day.

Test again by the fifteenth day.

If the air space is too large, sup-

ply moisture: if too small put a

saucer of dry lime in the room and

run without moisture a day or two.

Do not expect to learn all about the

air cell the first hatch. Tcu will

learn that later.

Do not disturb the eggs after the

evening of the eighteenth day.

Have a regular hour for incubator

work.
Do not tinker too much with the reg-

ulator before placing the eggs in the

egg chamber.

-We have frequently called attention

to the fertilizing value of wood ashes,

especially as a source of potash. With-

out unnecessarily repeating what we

have said as to the composition of

ashes and the crops for which they are

best suited, it may be advantageous to

point out that while the commercial

value of ashes will depend upon the

potash and phosphoric acid content,

the manurial value will be consider-

ably higher. The presence of a large

amount of lime, the mild alkalinity of

the ash, the particular combinations in

which two elements of plant food are

held, are all, undoubtedly, factors that

enhance the value of wood ashes as a

fertilizer. In other words, the benefits

derived from their use include, in ad-

dition to the supplying of mineral

plant food, the correction of sourness,

the conversion of injurious iron com-

pounds into harmless forms, the en-

couragement of nitrification, and the

general improvement of the tilth of the

soil. It has frequently been noticed

that soil to which ashes have been ap-

plied is much better able to resist the

injurious effect of a protracted drouth

than adjoining land that has not been

so treated."

A novelty at the large agricultural

show in London is a churn which is

reported to make butter in sixty sec-

onds. The cream is placed in the ves-

sel so that the "dasher" is in the cen-

ter and about one and one-half inches

below the surface. The handle is then

turned slowly for a few seconds, and

ihen at a good speed, and within one

minute butter is formed. If some fresh

, ol 1 water be poured- in and the handle

turned slowly two or three times, the

butter is ready for washing and mak-
ing up. There is nothing especially

wrong with these quick butter gather-

ers, except that a large per cent of the

butter fat is left in the milk, the but-

ter is of poor quality and its keeping

possibilities are very low.

RACI NG!

Feeding embraces a large number of

farm subjects to which it is directly

related. Crop production is one of

these. If the stock owner knows how
to pasture his cattle, hogs or cows
cheaply his foundation for success has

been laid. The abundant winter pas-

ture that may be had in the Southwest
nearly every season for every month
during the winter, prompts this state-

ment. Wheat, oats, barley emmer.
s.-lz. i ye. rescue grass, burr clover

and tin- veches are our primary pas-

ture plants for ivi'nter u.-e. Are they

on a large pel cenl of our farms that

carry stock as a leading feature? Here

special knowledge is required. Know
the plant know the land, are absolute

requirements.

INGLESIDE TRACK

Six or More Races Each Week Day

RAIN OR SHINE
RACES COMMENCE AT 2 F. M. SHARP

For special trains stopping at the track take

S. P. train at Third and Townsend streets at 1:15

p. m. 'Returning, train leaves track after last

race.

THOMAS H. WILLIAMS, President

PERCY W. TREAT, Secretary.

State Agricultural Society

Occident Stake of 1908
TROTTING STAKE FOR FOALS OF 1905

To be Trotted at the California State Fair of 1908. Entries to Close January I, 1906,
with ALBERT LINDLKY, Secretary, at the Office in Sacramento.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ENTRANCE, of which $10 must accompany nomina-
tion; $15 to be paid January 1, 1907; $05 to be paid January 1, 1908, and $50 thirty days
before the race. The Occident Cup, of the value of $100, to be added by the Society.
Mile heats, three In five, to harness. First colt to receive cup and six tenths; second
colt, three- tenths; and third colt one- tenth of the stakes. Five to enter, three to start.
A horse not winning a heat in the first three shill not start for the fourth heat unless
said horse shall have made a dead heat, but horses so ruled out shall have a right to
share in the prize according to their rank in the summary at the close of their last

heat. Otherwise N. T. A. Rules govern.

Nominators are not held for the full amount of entrance in case colt goes wrong; only forfeit

payments made, #hloh relieve* you from further responsibility, and declares entry out.

The stake of 1908 should receive a large entry, and be very valuable. Every breeder should
enter in it.

Remember the Date of Closing is January 1, 1906.

Deposit Your
Idle Funds

ALBERT LINDLEY, Secretary. B. F. RUSH, President.

WITH THE

Central Ttust Company

of California

42 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

You can open a Savings Account

by mail with any sum

large or small.

INTEREST PAID SEMI-ANNUALLY

3 1-4% on Ordinary Savings

3 6-10% on Term Savings

Send for Booklet.

"THE SUKE WAY To WEALTH."

Ml He Worth Saving?,
Why trade off or sell at a beggarly price a good
horse just because he "goes lame," "throws a
curb" or develops some other blemish? There
is nothing in the way of Spavins, Curbs, Splints,
Windpuffs or Bunches which will not yield
readily and permanently to treatment with

OUINN'S** OINTMENT.
'.. H. DaveDport. a prominent physician or Sheridan, lnd.,

writes. 1 have u.-ed a number of remedies forthe removal of
. curbs, splints, thickened tendons and tissues generally, but for

I the last two years I have not been without Qulnn's Ointment. I have tested it thor-
oughly at different times, and pay witho Lit hesitancy the t it is the only reliable reme-

er tried.'* Price SI.00 per bottle. Snld by all druggists or 1

W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, H.Y.

j
McMURRAY

j

JOG CART
Especially Adapted

for Jogging, Training

and Matinee DriviDg.

Price Low.

McMURRAY SULKIES
ani JOGGING CARTS

Standard ilie World Over

33-Address for printed matter and prices

W. J. Kenney
531 Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sponges—S. Adderley, 307 Market St.

Photo Engraving Company

HIGH CLASS ART

Halt Tones and Line Engraving

Artistic Designing.

606 Mission St. cor First, San Franolae*

Training Carts 20 10 35 pounds
lighter than any other Pneumatic
Cart on the Market.

DRAWN BY THE STAR HORSES

The Miller Training and Road Carts
xx^

Handsomest, Best Finished, Easiest Riding

and Best Cart Made. Used by Thousands

ro^AtE JOHN I, SPARROW, Agent

31S6 MISSION ST.. SAN FRANrisro. 13-Wtta f -r H-nk'at

"books for stallion owners
1. Hoover's Stallion Service Record.

The most complete book for recording stallion service ever placed before breeders.
Xot a pocket edition. No more disputing of sires. No more mixing or dams where this
book is used. There is space for entering 100 mares, giving their full breeding, description,
dates of service, dates of foaling, etc., with index, complete, size I0x7's. Each book is

handsomely and substantially bound $2.00

2. The Standard Stallion Service Boole.
The neatest Service Book published, containing space for entering 100 mares, giving

space for full description, pedigree, date of services and refusals, date of foaling, etc., with
index complete, neatly bound in leatherlne, suitable for pocket use $1.00

3. Breeder's Note and Certificate Book and Stallion Service
Book Combined.

This book contains 75 blank certificates to be given to owners of mares, certifying
that said mare has been bred to a certain stallion. Also 75 notes suitable for owner of mare
giving to owner of stallion on account of stallion service fee. This book is well bound, and
makes a book like No. 2, after certificates and notes have been removed $1.00

ADDRESS
BRSE3DE1R. A:NX> SPORTSMAN

36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

VICTOR VERILHAO
Proprietor

JAMES M. McGRATH
ManagerDEXTER PRINCE STABLES

TRAINING, BOARDING AND SALE
Oor. of Grove and Baker Streets, just at the Panhandle Entrance to Golden Gate Park

(Take Hayes, McAllister or Devlsadero Street Cars)

Best looated and healthiest Stable In San Franoisoo. Always a good roadster on haod for
sale. Careful and experienced men to oare for and exercise park roadsters and prepare horses tor
track use. Ladies oan go and return to stable d not have their horses frightened by automobiles
or oars.

RED BALL BRAND.

AwardedGoldMedal
At California State
Fair 1888.

Every horseowner who
values his stock should
constantly have a sup*
ply of It on hand, ft
improves and keeps
stock in the pink of
condition.

rianhattan Food Co
1 253 Folaom St., San Francisco
ABk your grocers or dealers for It.

Positivelv Cures Colic, Scouring and Indigestion.

C. P. KEBTELL, Ma
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THE BAYWOOD STUD!
THE BUNGALOW, SAN MATEO, CAk

(Property of John Pabrott, Esq.)

Demoted Exclusively to the Breeding and Tralntoe of

High Stepping
Hackney Bred

Harness Horses
WAITER SEALY, Manager.

Bon Voyase

Champion 2 y.o. Stallion of 1904

Champion 3 y.o. Stallion of 1905

Two-year-old Record 3:15
Three-year-old Record. . .2:12?^

Trial In a Race 2:10^4

WINNER OF HARTFORD FUTURITY (S8500) FOR 1905.

M00̂ n^l^^
allty and racing qualities he Is unsurpassed.

Season of 1906 at AGRICULTURAL PARK. LOS ANGELES.

where he will serve a limited number ot mares.

„ TTorrAT rptttrv PRIVILEGES, or money refunded should mare

$50 for the Season. ™%%™l™Y™™™**™ie™a™™ " ™ «ee»-

tlonally high-class and highly bred young stallion. For further Information address

J. O. GERRITY. 4607 Agrlca'.toral Ave.. Los Apgelea, Cal.

Tlie MoKinney stallion

KENNETH C. 2:17
.THREE
| YEAR
1 OLD
(.RECORD

Sired by McKINNEY: dam MOUNTAIN
MAID (dam of Tom Carneal 2:08H) by

Cresco 1908 (sire of AUIe Cresco 2:13, etc );

next dam by Cloud.

Will make the Season of 1906 at

PLEASANTON, CAL.

KENNETH C. was one of the fastest of an

exceptionally good lo- of three-year-olds that

racedin California in 1905. He is a splendid

individual, has size, style and quality, and

the grandsons and granddaughters of McKin-

ney through Kenneth O. will be equal to any

in the land

Terms
($30 for tlie Season.
(810 for Single Service.

S. K TREFRS, Pleasftn on.

WAYLAND W. 22516. Record 2:12£.

ONE OF THE LEADING SIRES OF 2:10 PERFORMERS OF 1905.

Sire of Bolivar 2:06»i. leading money earning pacer of season 1905. Sire of

Morosco 2.12. liighest class trotter on California circuit in 1904. Wayland \\. is

by Arthur Wilkes 2:28. dam Lettle (dam of Wayland W. 2:12%. Welcome --10%;
Maud Singleton 2:2s i by W.ivland Forrest. Although Wayland W. has never been

mated with mares by Electioneer, Director, Nutwood, Sultan, Stamboul, Anteeo or

any of our great sires, he is the sire of Bolivar 2:061,4. Nellie R. 2:10, Arthur W
2:11%, Jlorosco 2:12, John A. 2.12%, Forrest W. 2:14%, Leland W. 2:16. Al bandy
2:19%, Maud Sears 2:21. Bonita Wilkes 2:2614. Wayland w. will make the

Season of 1906 at SANTA KOSA, at McGregor St Hoctanj^Stables.
W. C. HELMAN. Owner.

Pasture S3. 00 per month.Terms S40 for the Season.

PALACE HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

«<

V.

TOURISTS and TRAVELERS will, now, with difficulty recognize the famous COURT
Into which for twenty-fl e years oarriages have driven. This space of over a quarter

of an aore has recently, by the addition of very handsome furniture, rugs, ohandeliera

and tropical planta, been converted into a lounging room—the FINEST IN THE
WORLD.

The EMPIRE PARLOR—the PALM ROOM, furnished In Cerise, with Billiard and

Pool tables for the ladies—the LOUIS XV PARLOR the LADIES WRITING ROOM
and numerous other modern Improvements, together with the unexcelled Cuisine and the

Most Convenient Location in the City—all add much to the ever increasing popularity

of this most famous HOTEL.

J
- HONE PARK 162 A. J. MARTIN, , rop,

BOARDING AND LIVERY
X530 -FZEJIjIj STREET

BEST OF ACCOMMODATIONS.
CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

BET. LYON AND CENTRAL AVE.
Hayea St Cars Pass the Door

THOMPSON'S SALE AND TRAINING STABLES
PLEASANTON RACE TRACK

One of the Best Equipped framing Stables in California.

Owners desiring to have horses handled and put in condition for sale or racing are invited to
correspond wltb the undersigned.

JAS. THOMPSON. Pleasanton, Cal.

STALLION OWNER!
ilion Card or Stock Catalogue Complied and Printed, Stallion Poster,

Stallion Service Hook, a Cut of Your BTor*e,a Borse Book of any kind or a Tabulated
Pedigree, Gel U where you can gel the- CHEAPEST and BEST,

FOB SAMPLES \M> PUICES \ I'l'l; BS9

MAGNUS FLAWS U CO.. 358 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Mc Kinney, 2:11%
World's Leading Sire cf Extreme Race Horse Speed.

FEE, S500.00
<[Fees are invariably payable before mares leave the farm. No return privilege,

but fee returned if mare fails to produce a foal. Keep, $2. per week. Our
terms are rigidly adhered to in all cases, and we cannot deviate from them.

McKinney is now located at the farm, 1 miles from Cuba.

Mention this journal

when writing. ©1)? iEmpto Olttg iKarms,
CUBA,

NEW YORK.
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Tabulated and Typewritten at Reasonable Rates
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BREEDER & SPORTSMAN g
36 GEARY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
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OF ALL HORSE OWNERS
AND TRAINERS75 PER CENT

USE AND RECOMMEND

Campbell'sHorse FootRemedy
SOLD BY ...

W. A. SAYRE Sacramento, Cal

R. T. FRAZIER Pueblo, Colo

J. G. READ & BRO Ogden, Utah
JDBINVILLE & NANCE Butte, Mont
A. A. KRAFT CO Spokane, Wash
A. P. HOSKA HARNESS CO.. . .Tacoma, Wash
McSORLEY & HENDERSON Seattle, Wash
C. RODDER Stockton, Cal

WM. E. DETELS Pleasanton, Cal

W. C. TOPPING ^ San Diego, Cal

JEPSEN SADDLERY CO Los Angeles, Cal

C. A. SCHWEITZER Fresno, Cal

H. THORWALDSON Fresno, Cal

JNO. A. McKERRON San Francisco, Cal

JOS. McTIGUfi San Francisco, Cal

BRYDON BROS. HARNESS MFG CO
Los Angeles, Cal

JAS. B. CAflPBELLSCO.. Manufacturers, 412 W.fladlsoii St., CHICAGO, ILL.

rCUlj£rCv& IdUUIdlCU Write for prices. Breeder and

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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INDIANAPOLIS
The LOGICAL and the BEST MARKET

For CALIFORNIA
TROTTERS

and PACERS
Recent sales have clearly demonstrated that INDIANAPOLIS is the country's greatest sales centre

for Racing Prospects and Breeding Stock of Merit, and future sales will all the more emphasize this already proven claim for the metropolis
and traffic center of the Ohio Valley secion.

California horsemen, SEEKING A MARKET for their holdings, will do well to bear in mind that both
Sidney Dillon and McKinney were purchased by Indiana Breeders.

Indianapolis Sales are frequented bv liberal buyers not only from the Middle West, but al60 by
those same Eastern Euyers who in past years ?ave prestige to the sales at Cleveland.

Express Charges on carload shipments, California points to Indianapolis, are less than Fifty
Dollars per head—a nominal expense in comparison to the increment of values obtainable at Indianapolis.

sal, at
FEBRUARY 26 27, 28, MARCH 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 1906
Horsemen, who may desire to consign stock of real merit to our great Annual Spring Sale, Bhould

Next
INDIANAPOLIS

advise us at once that arracgements for co-sblpmeDt with othf r California consignments may be made before it is too late to do so.

FRANK P. KENNEY
Sales Manager

For full information and
Terms governing' consign-

ments, etc., address QUItJK BLAIR-BAKER HORSE CO. mm*

NEW MODEL

AUTOMATIC

EJECTOR

WARRANTED SUPERIOR TO ANT OTHER
HAKE COSTING S35 MORE.

We Make 16 Grades, $17 75 to $300. Write for ART CATALOd to

THE ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N. Y.

?„
r

Coast Branch, PHIL 6\ BEKEART CO., 114 Second St., San Francisco

The Hunter One-Trigger
Is Absolutely

Perfect
because

The mechanism Is positive in Its

action. PartB are large and
strong. It never haiku nor
doublet; In Tact, It does jnst

what we say it will and does

It every time.

SHOOT YOUR GAME
cp-itli

BALLISTITE
If you Use It Once,
You will Use It Again—
That's what you want!

Good Shooters Shoot Good Powder.

BAKER & HAMILTON
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SACRAMENTO

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

SHREVE & BARBER CO.
PIONEER DEALERS

739

Market St.

Send for

Catalogue

521

Kearny St.

GXD
Mail Orders

a Specialty

GUNS, AMMUNITION, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

VETERINARY.

HUNTER ARMS CO., FULTON, NEW YORK
SMITH GUNS SHOOT WELL.

THE GUN OF

QUAUl.

Parker
STANDS FOR

Quality
35,000 IN USE.

W^
Quality is of paramount Importance. THE PARKER GUN is the
recognized standard of the world and stands today better than
ever. The best gao valae la the world; DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
It cannot be * qnaled We never have made cheap, trash? gnns
and the PARKER Is always found cheapest In the end. The GUN for YOU. This Is a

. good time to begin to get ready for next season. Let as ; 1st yon. Write today

N. Y. Salesrooms: 32 Warren St. 30 Cherry St., Meriden, Conn.

Pedigrees Tabulated acd typewritten ready for framin
Write for prices. Breeder and

Sportsman, 36 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

X>xr. Wxxl, F. Xlgan.
M. R. O. V. S., F. E. V. M. S.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Member of the Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons, England; Fellow of the Edinburg
Veterinary Medical Soolety; Graduate of the New
Veterinary College, Edinburgh; Veterinary Sur-
geon to the S. F. Fire Department; Live Stock
Inspector forNew Zealand and Australian Colonlei
at the port of San Francisco; Professor of Equine
Medloine, Veterinary Surgery, Veterinary Depart-
ment University of California; Ex-President or

the California State Veterinary Medical Associa-
tion; Veterinary Infirmary, Residence and Office,

San Franolaco Veterinary Hospital, 1117 Golden
Gate Avenue, near Webster St., San Francisco:
Telephone Park 128.

COCOANUT OIL CAKE
THE BEST FEED FOR

STOCK, CHICKENS AND PIGS

FOR SALE IN LOIS 10 SUIT BY

EL DORADO LINSEED OIL WORKS CO.

208 California Street. Ran FraneUoo, Oal.

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY.

"HOWARD SHORTHORNS' — QUINTO
HERD—77 premiums. California State Fairs
1903-3-4. Registered oattle of beef and milking
families for sale. Write us wbat you want.
Howard Cattle Co , 206 Saosome Street, San
Franolsco.

PETER 3AXE& SON, Liok House, S. F.. Cal.
Importers, Breeders and Defers for past 30 years.
All varieties Cattle, Horses, Sheap, Hogs. High-
class breeding stock. Correspondence solicited.

HOLSTEIN8—BUTTER BRED FAMILIES.
Work herd; 80% winners at State and oounty fairs,
show ring, and every butter contest since 1883 In
California No reservations. Stock near S. F.
F. H. Burke, 30 Montgomery St., San Franolsco.

JERSEY'S, HOLSTEIN9 AND DURHAMS.
Dairy Stock specially. Hoge, Poultry. Estab-
lished 1876. William Niles & Co.. Los Angeles
Oal.

TwBBty-TMrfl Annnal Trials

....OF THE....

Pacific Coast

Field Trials Club
TO BE RUN AT

Bakersfield
(KERN COUNTY)

Commencing Monday, Jan. 8, 1906

Judge. W. J. ll.ll'GHX, Rlilgovllle.Ind.

Annual Derby
All-Age Stake

Members' Stake
ChamDlon Stake

Entries for All-Age Stake close Dec. 15, 1905

W. W. VAN AKSUAI.G (San Francisco]
President.

ALBERT BETZ, Secretary,
No. 201 Farrott Bldg. S. F„ Cal.

tf*-For Entry Blanks and Further Information
address the Secretary.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertitemente under thie head one cent per word

per insertion. Cash to accompany order.

GREAT DANES
REAT DANE PUPS (BLTJEBEARD-MATJD
S.) for sale; eight weeks old. O. BERG-

STEN. Center-street Station. Oakland.

<;•

GORDON SETTERS.

TTOR SALE-PTJPPY AND BROKEN DO'.:
-T GEO. H. STONE, Box 12, Ffesno, Cal.
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TELEPHONE,

South 640

VRSE BOOTS

ACKNOWLEDGED BEST THE WORLD OVER

ALWAYS UNIFORM

AND

TRUSTWORTHY

TERRIFIC FORCE

AND

SURE FIRE

The Leading Sportsmen all use U. M. C. Ammunition. Metallic Cartridges, Brass Shells, Primers, Wads, Caps, Etc.

PACIFIC COAST DEPOT SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG,

86-88 FIRST STREET, San Francisco, Cal. E. E. DRAKE, Manager.

WtfCHEsm
^^itn^cTjnxrn?!^!^, rifles, shototjkts

"WERE AWARDED THE

ONLY GRAND PRIZE
BY THE SUPERIOR JURY AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION, 1904.

The Du Pont Company

extends heartiest good

wishes to its friends for a

most joyful

Holiday Season.

C. P. W. BRANDS.
SMOKELESS SH0TOUN SHELLS.

PATTERN
PERFECTION

INVINCI

i

1

Clabrough, Golcher & Go.

FISHING

Tackle

Loaded -with Any Standard Brand of
Smokeless Powder.

When ordering from your dealer mention OUR BRANDS
and kind of Powder wanted.

We guarantee our loading.

California Powder Works
Wells-Fargo Bldg,, 49 Second St

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

•-\/\r

At the Ohio State Shoot

Canton, Ohio, Jane 14th and lath,

W. R. Crosby, using

New E, C, Improved

broke 419 straight—a real world's record.

Only powders that are

"Regular"

make such records possible.

LAFLIN St RAND POWDER CO.

170 Broadway, New York City.

J

GUNS

Gun Goods
»-9end ror Cittlorn. 538 MARKET STREET, S. F.

These are the Brands of

FACTORY . . . ^ JJ ri I O
LOADED . OnLLLO

PACIFIC
CHALLENGE

SUPERIOR
EXCELSIOR














